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INTRODUCTION TO VOLUMES

AND

II.

III.

.

After

the publication of

Volume

II.,

containing Lord Grenville's

correspondence from the beginning of 1791 to the end of 1794,

a second inspection of the portfolios at Dropmore brought to light'

by
addenda

other papers of great interest relating to the periods embraced

Volumes
to

and

I.

Volume

from

Pitt, Sir

These papers are

II.

The

III.

James

earliest of

Harris,

now

printed as

them are

confidential letters

and William Eden, to Grenville, and

the replies of the last-named, during and after his missions to
the

Hague and

Paris in 1787.

Besides affording valuable infor-

mation in regard to the internal factions of the Dutch Republic,

which involved Prussia and Great Britain

House

oi Orange,

and France as the

Patriots, in sharp collision

Burgher party or

ally of the

and almost in war, they bring into

and characters of Harris .and

the methods

contrast

as supporters of the

representing rival schools of English diplomacy
clearly the
ability

unbounded

trust already reposed

by

;

Eden,

and they show

Pitt in Grenville's

and judgment, in situations of great responsibility for

which previous training had not specially
Pitt sought

by

fitted

him.

While

negotiation to obtain the concessions required

from France, the Duke of Brunswick cut the knot of the
difficulty

by marching

into

the Provinces at the head of a

Prussian army, and restoring the supremacy of the Prince of

Orange.

In April 1788, Harris signed a treaty at the Hague

renewing the

political alliance that

had existed between Great

Britain and the Dutch Republic from the English Revolution of

In the following June, he induced the King

1688 until 1780.

of Prussia to join the maritime powers in forming a Triple Alliance
for

mutual defence and the preservation of peace.

services

House

George

III.,

of Peers

For these

on Pitt's recommendation, raised him to the
As appears from his

as Lord Malmesbury.

dated December 27, 1787, Harris had aimed at
making union between the English and Dutch nations firm and
cordial by coming to an agreement in regard to conflicting claims

letter to Grenville,

of maritime
a

94090.

right and

commercial interest which formed a
a 2

IV

perpetual cause of
'•'

tt

'•'

" will

he wrote,

Affection,"

and

follow complaisance, gentle usage, and not too rough

" unqualified
"

dissension.

an exercise

The reverse of this
Government demanded

of our influence.

But the British

lost us the Republic." 1

advantages which the Dutch would

not

William Eden,

who had been rewarded

labours at Paris

by an

Later

grant.
for

on,

diplomatic

his

Irish barony, with the title of Auckland,

and succeeded Malmesbury as ambassador at the Hague, resumed
the unfinished work of conciliation on which the stability of the

Anglo-Dutch
to Grenville.
in 1790

alliance in a great

now

and the

although the

measure depended.

Secretary of State for the

earlier

Duke

months

Home

His

letters

Department,

of 1791, indicate clearly that

of Leeds held the office of Foreign Secretary,

Grenville was Pitt's chief confidant and counsellor in matters
affecting the external interests of the

monarchy.

Lord Grenville's correspondence, however, for the first four
months of 1791 is chiefly concerned with the business of the
Home Department the administration of Great Britain, Ireland,
;

and the

Colonies.

reference

is

The Quebec Government

Bill, to

which some

made, possesses historical interest as initiating the

system of colonial self-government

;

and as affording occasion

French Revolution in the course of

for the heated debate on the

which Burke renounced the friendship of Fox. Mr. Mitford's
Bill, removing some of the disabilities of English Catholics, passed
with the assent of

Ministers,

but forms the

of a
from Lord Chancellor Thurlow 2
time, however, are from or to Lord

subject

characteristic letter of criticism

.

Most
Westmorland, then Lord Lieutenant of Ireland.
of the letters at this

little

They

are of

value except in so far as they illustrate the system

which a narrow monopoly

of

power was maintained.

by

The Lord

Lieutenant set his face against an extension of the benefits of
Mitford's Bill to

In several letters he complained

Ireland.

bitterly of the political conduct of Mr. Robert Stewart,

rose to wider celebrity as

Lord Castlereagh. 8

who

soon

Stewart's offence

seems to have been an adherence to his hustings' pledges, as a member of the Opposition in the Irish House of Commons, in spite
of the fact that before his election his father had obtained an
Irish peerage through the influence of
III. p. 442.

2

II. p. 89.

Lord Camden, a member of
3

II. pp. 28, 36.

Pitt's

Another incident

Cabinet.

symptom

of

weakness

may

be noticed as a curious

an administration which commanded

in

The case

Houses of Parliament.

large majorities in both

of

Mr. Bruen, who, having as Deputy Quarter-Master-General of the

army

British

North America defrauded Government of an

in

enormous sum, took refuge in Ireland, purchased large

and

set the

defiance,

judgment

Lord Buckingham.
Pitt, Grenville,

by

to the attention of the Cabinet

To protect the Crown from such depredations,

1

and Lord FitzGibbon, the Irish Chancellor, drafted

by the Irish Parliament, would put an
But Lord Westmorthe immunity Mr. Bruen enjoyed.

a Bill which,

end to

Court of Exchequer at

of the English

had been brought

estates,

if

accepted

land shrank from the responsibility of introducing the measure.

Bruen had become a borough proprietor and returned himself
the House of

Commons

as a

member of

the opposition.

to

And the

Lord Lieutenant feared " the discredit of attempting to frame a

law

for the express purpose of catching

an Irish

patriot." 2

Towards the end of April the king appointed Lord Grenville

Duke

Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in succession to the
cf Leeds.

A

will supply a

brief

key

summary

of the events leading to this

to the correspondence that followed

change

it.

After the formation of the Triple Alliance, the earlier throes of
the Great Revolution disabled France for several years from any
exertion outside the sphere of domestic politics.

however, soon found herself involved in

on her own behalf with Spain
Prussia, with the

;

two

Great Britain,

serious disputes

;

one

the other, chiefly on behalf of

Empress Catherine

II.

of Russia.

The

first

found

a favourable issue in a treaty signed at Madrid in August 1790

by Mr. Fitzherbert, soon afterwards created Lord St. Helens, and
Count Florida Blanca, the Spanish Prime Minister. The second
had less fortunate results. Catherine had entered into a compact
with the Emperor Joseph II. for a partition of European Turkey.
Notwithstanding the remonstrances and proffered mediation of the
Triple Alliance, the Austrian

and Russian armies wrested several

provinces from the Sultan in the campaigns of 1788 and 1789.

Frederick William

II.,

King

of Prussia, however,

was determined

not to suffer the aggrandizement of his powerful neighbours
unless fully compensated
1

I. p.

359.

by an equivalent addition
2

II. p. 14.

to his

own

VI

Taking advantage of the troubles which misgovern-

territory.

ment had excited throughout the Austrian monarchy*, he placed
army on an offensive footing, concluded alliances with Turkey
and Poland, and summoned the Emperor to abandon his conquests
his

on

During

pain- of war.

this, crisis

Joseph

died.

and successor Leopold, accepting the mediation

His brother

of the

Maritime

Powers, undertook, -by, a convention signed at Reichenbach in

July 1790, to discontinue
the status quo

By

peace.

hostilities against

Turkey and accept

regard to territory as a basis of negotiation for

in

Hague in October
Dutch Republic guaranteed the

another convention, signed at the

1790, Great Britain. and the

Emperor's dominion over the revolted Netherlands, on condition
of his restoring their ancient constitutions.

Catherine, having

lost her ally, also signified her intention to

make

restoring

Sultan,

the

her

all

peace with

recent acquisitions,

with the

Ockzakow and a narrow strip of
livers Bug and Dniester.
Lord

exception of the fortress of

between

lying

land

Auckland, in

the

letters to

and

Pitt

Grenville,

which conveyed the

views of the Dutch Government as well as his own, contended

demanded by the Empress was too unimportant
justify a prolongation, much less an extension,
Turkey
to
even to
1
The King of Prussia, however, having failed to
of the war.
with the EmperOr by which he had hoped
arrangement
an
effect
that the cession

to gain possession of the Polish cities of Dantzic

and Thorn, moved

troops to the frontiers of Livonia, and insisted that the condition
of the statu s quo, accepted

British Cabinet, in

and the
trade,

its

Wr.v

armies. 2
for
in

i'

Austria, should also be imposed

The

anxiety to preserve the Prussian alliance

free navigation of the Dniester, a channel of British

entered

into

William's 'h-maii'ls

and

by

Catherine haughtily repelled this interference.

on Russia.

an engagement to support Frederick
by sending naval squadrons to the Baltic

to co-operate with Prussian and Turkish
But the prospect of an armed conilict with Russia
ice of Turkey caused such general dissatisfaction

Knghuid that

The Duke

Pitt

found

it

necessary to retrace his

of Leeds resigned, and Lord Orenviile,

who

I

alone

of the leading Ministers bad-conaiatetttfy opposed war, under-

took

the

difficult

task of

I

22-25.

II. pp.

withdrawing

without
II. p. G8.

damage

01

Vll

from an untenable position, and accomplishing

discredit

moral pressure the

His hopes, of

from Russian control.

seem

success

Emperor could be brought
give

to

fired,

to recede

even

II.

might be

forced,

from her demands, or at

least to consent to the territory in dispute being laid

waste as a

neutral zone between the Russian and Turkish empires
the

If the

to join the Triple Alliance, or

diplomatic support, Catherine

it

have

to

depended chiefly on the action of the Emperor Leopold.

without a shot being

by-

English aim of preserving the Dniester

and, at

;

same, time, the latter might be secured against further

With

aggression by a guarantee of the chief European powers.

Grenville despatched Lord Elgin on a

these objects in view,
special mission to confer

with the Emperor, then in Italy

Mr. Fawkener on another to

J ;

and

Petersburg]!, 2 to support the

St.

representations of Mr. Whitworth, resident minister of Great

And

Britain.

Mr. Ewart, British Minister at Berlin,

been for some time

in

who had

London, ardently advocating warlike

measures, returned in haste to his post, with instructions to

King Frederick William

reconcile

which

to the pacific

line of action

An

Pitt found himself compelled to adopt.

interesting

sketch by Mr. Ewart of the past relations of Russia and Great
Britain since the middle of the 18th century

is

dated April

1791. 3

The course

of these various negotiations

some help from public despatches,

in

may

be traced, with

Lord Grenville's confidential

correspondence with Lord Auckland, Messrs. Ewart, Whitworth,

The

and Fawkener.
especially

of

letters

worth attention.

As

Auckland

and

the only British

Ewart

Ambassador

are
in

Northern Europe, Auckland had control of the packet service

between Helvoetsluys and Harwich, and the despatches from
Berlin, St. Petersburg, Vienna, Constantinople, passed through

The

on which he lived at the
Hague with the Princess of Orange and the Dutch Ministers, his

his hands.

confidential footing

wide and intimate relations with continental statesmen, gave

him command
Grenville,

of a great variety of political information,

who

eagerly sought his advice, encouraged

communicate without
pacific

He represented

reserve.

views then dominant in England.
1

II. pp. 54, 61, 73.

*

II. p. 76.

His

which

him

to

in diplomacy the
letters,

3

IL

p#

intended
44;

VI. 1

to

be read only by Gretiville and

allowing for natur.il

may

bias,

and

close connexions, private

to

in

building

His anxiety to maintain

Prussian Alliance.

affairs

public, he

it,

and

;

epitomes

as

of

Ewart had

current events.

been one of the chief instruments

him

abound in amusing-

be regarded

instructed European opinion on

inclined

Pitt,

shrewd comments on men and

and

anecdotes

up the Angloas well as the

had formed at

Berlin,

promote the aggressive designs of the Prussian

Court, without, as Auckland often complained, taking sufficient

account of the situation of the British Ministry and
Grenville's

The King

instructions.

Pitt's excuses in

good part, and sent

of

Prussia at

Lord

first

took

his ruling favourite, Colonel

BischofTswerder, to Italy, to support Lord Elgin's representations

But Leopold gave the envoys only

to the Emperor.

He had

his

own game

to play,

fair words.

and he waited on events.

spun out

Sistova. under the mediation of the maritime powers,

His armies

discussion.

His

then treating with those of the Sultan at

plenipotentiaries,

still

occupied Turkey, and he refused to

commit himself to any new engagement that might separate
him from Catherine II. She on her part set Prussia at defiance,
and smote Turkey with redoubled vigour. Being well informed
of the state of public feeling in England, she

showed
their

and her ministers

by

their sense of the impotence of the British Ministry

contemptuous

treatment

of

Mr.

Fawkener,

attentions they lavished on Fox's friend Mr. Adair.

and
It

the

appears

probable from Mr. Whitworth's letter to Grenville dated June 17 1
that the fcfony of
to

discredit

England,

in

August

l,

2

seems

in official

was

the

however,
give

to

circles

sent Adair to the Russian Court

and bring

Grenville,

diplomatist.

felt

Fox having

thwart Fawkener

it

obtain

to

Pitt's

administration

suggestion

writing

of
to

And

credit.

proof

of

a

into

mortified

Auckland
the

on

as

what was only

shown in the circumstances that Whitworth's
and Mr. Lindsay, his principal secretary,
official messenger
lair's
letters in order to deliver them at the
A<
of
charge
took
3
and that when Adair's arrival at
Foreign Office in London
Paris on his return to England became known, Bland Buries

surmise,

is

;

der Secretary, took measures at

Lord Grenvil;
1

II. p.

1

-

II. p. 149.

3

Dover

II. pp. 101, 1G3.

to

IX

obtain a
the

key

were written.

The turn

which the

letters

of events brought

He had

Kincr of Prussia".

still

urged, the

Petersburg

Turks

war

to continue the

But the defection

to defend them.

of

Great

Emperor red need him

In the meantime, reports from Swedish engineers
the Dardanelles

fortify

to

Bosphorus

through the

with

Constantinople by a coup de

William asked the

the

armed

friendship

Black

flotilla

to

a

passage

and

bound

send

take

naval

a

Ewart

Sea.

of Prussia

Grenville, however, felt

ground for

force

In this dilemma, Frederick

Government

the

in

an

main}

English

cruize

to

Grenville that

gave good

Potemkin might

apprehension that Prince

pliance.

St.

deeper mortification to the

Britain and the doubtful attitude of the
to inaction.

squadron

from

1

and engaged

employed

hope of discovering

of his travelling library, in the

list

of the cipher in

warned

depended

on com-

at all risks to reply

more than observe strictly
the engagements they had contracted by the Triple Alliance,
that the British Ministry could do no

and the Convention of Reichenbach. 3

An

attempt of Prince

Kaunitz to wring concessions from Turkey, contrary to this

moment

convention, threatened for a

to drag

England into a

But the increasing perils of the French
monarchy, which affected him sensibly on public and personal
grounds, determined Leopold to come to an understanding with
continental

war.

German

rival.

his

Frederick William responded eagerly to the

Emperor's advances, and throwing over the Triple Alliance, concluded a separate agreement with him, as a preliminary step to

a conference at Pilnitz. 4

In July 1791 the Austrian and Turkish

plenipotentiaries signed articles of peace at Sistova.

Catherine

appearance had European Turkey at her mercy.

But
Emperor Leopold and the course
She assumed a
of events in Poland counselled moderation.
more gracious bearing to Messrs. Whitworth and Fawkener, and
II. to all

the conservative views of the

disclaimed any intention of interfering with the free navigation
5
of the Dniester.

Gladly accepting this unexpected concession,

the English envoys, in conjunction with their Prussian colleague,

Count

Goltz, concluded a treaty

with the Russian Ministers

which gave Catherine the territory she claimed, and
Ml.

p.

211.

2

II. p. 87.

3

II.

pp. 74, 81.

4

II. p. 170.

5

left

the

II. p. 134.

Sultan the option of acquiescing, or being abandoned to the

The Prussian Court, without going

chances of war.

to disavow Goltz, disclaimed responsibility

the

Sultan submitted

reluctantly

for this treaty

terms so

to

so far us
1
;

and

much more

favourable, as George III. wrote to Grenville, than his situation
entitled

him

to expect. 2

Interesting accounts of the flight of Louis XVI. and his family

from Paris in June 1791, founded on statements of Count Fersen,
Marquis de Bouille, and M. de Calonne, and sent to Grenville

by the British

resident at Brussels, are included in the

Addenda*

Letters from Lord Gower, British Ambassador at Paris, Lord

Robert FitzGerald, Secretary of the Embassy, and Mr. Moore of
the English Foreign Office, describe the state of
capital after the King's return as a prisoner

A

1

from Lord Auckland throws light on the Royalist plans

letter

From another,

frustrated byjthat event. 5

Lameth,
it

the French

from Varennes.

as well as

would appear that Louis's

ill-executed.

enclosing one of Charles

from that of Lord Gower already referred
flight

was not

less ill-timed

to,

than

6

During the conferences at Sistova, Lord Grenville had continued to hope that the Emperor might be induced to adopt the
Triple

system of the
Catherine

II.'s

respect he had made
»

Government

Alliance,

adhesion to

it.

and had even contemplated

Upon

Leopold's conduct in this

depend the

decision

to the ratification of

as

of

the British

the Convention

of the

Hague, hitherto withheld by the Maritime Powers in consequence
of the [narrow sense in which the obligation to restore the
constitutional privileges of the Netherlands had been interpreted

But the subsequent agreement between the Emperor
and the King'of Prussia, instead of drawing the former to the
Triple Alliance, drew the latter away from it into a project of
armed intervention on behalf of Louis XVI. of France, in which
at Vienna.

the British Government neither WQglcJ nor could concur.

When,

therefore, peace had been concluded at Sistova, Grenville, as he
ued Auckland on August 23, publicly announced the

intention'of his sovereign to observe Mriet neutrality in regard
to the

internal

MI.
«

p.

]

affairs

2
:

II. pp. 115, 117, 158.

ol

France. 7

II. pp. 142,

'II.

He

143, 166.

p. 122.

also

r-

Mil.
Ml.p.l.'il,

fus.-d

to rati fy

pp. 448, 450.

MI.

p. 171.

XI

Convention of the Hague

.the

opinion, .insisted that the. Dutch,

same

.

Government should adopt the

Burke strongly disapproved of

course.

one of Dundas's
r

and, contrary to Auckland's

;

letters,

dated September 15, he

In

this policy.
is

represented as

saying that "if the French Revolution goes off undisturbed, he

."

"

would not give twenty years' purchase for an annuity on the
Richard Burke also figures in the

1
existence of this country."

correspondence as a

-

medium

of communication between

French princes on the Rhine and the British Cabinet.

the

Later on

in the year he acted in a similar capacity for the Irish Catholics. 2

The abstention

of

Great Britain deterred the Emperor from

entering into an open conflict with the French Revolution.

Lord

Grenville's interpretation of the declaration of Pillnitz was, that

the

German sovereigns had determined to do nothing. 3 Aq account

of the motives attributed to them,

emigres,

is

given in a

and the chagrin of the French
from Mr. Jackson,

confidential letter

Secretary of Legation at Berlin.

4

In September, the release of

Louis XYI. from restraint, on his accepting the constitution

him by the National Assembly,

offered

foreign intervention in his behalf.
efforts

to avert a breach

Mr. Ewart, whose too zealous

between the Governments of Great

Britain and Prussia had gradually brought

with both,
retire

Hugh

now found

himself compelled

from the diplomatic
Elliott

service.

A

widow and

Many

him

into disfavour

by broken health

letter

to

from his friend

announced to Grenville the melancholy circum-

stances of his death in January 1792. 5
to his

no ground for

left

Pitt granted pensions

children.

of Auckland's letters during the year 1791 deal with

current negotiations for a commercial treaty intended to cement
the

political alliance of the

.-chief point in dispute

•

in time of war,
.

and

English and Dutch nations.

The

concerned the carrying trade of the Dutch
conflicting interests in the Eastern Seas.

After two years had been wasted in barren discussions, Auckland

and Van der Spiegel, Grand Pensionary of Holland, the ablest
statesman of the Orange party, drew up articles of agreement in

summer of 1790, by which, as the former averred, the Dutch
made concessions which no British Government had ever before
the

:

1

2

II. p. 193.
4 II.

p. 194.

II. pp. 190, 191,

3

221.
5

II. p. 192.

II. p. 253.

Xll

ventured to ask from a foreign power. 1
satisfy

These however failed (o

or at least Lord Hawkesbury, President

Pitt,

Board of Trade.

of the

Grenville therefore sent a counter project,

which not only the Dutch

Commissioners but the British

Ambassador, in a remonstrance addressed to
be unreasonable in

its

demands and impossible

Pitt, declared to

Van

to enforce. 2

der Spiegel deplored in confidential letters to Auckland this
exacting temper as fatal to the union of interests they had

laboured to

effect.

Auckland returned

to

England on leave of

absence in the autumn of 1791, and discussed the points at issue

But

with the ministry.

his

all

efforts to

frame

articles

which

the Dutch Government could accept proved unavailing against
the adverse influence of Lord Hawkesbury.

During

his absence

from the Hague, another cause of difference

put a severe strain on the Anglo-Dutch Alliance.

common danger from

In view of

Emperor, as ruler of the

France, the

Austrian Netherlands, proposed to the

mutual guarantee of their respective

Dutch Government a

rights. 3

Van

der Spiegel

welcomed a proposal which placed the interests of the House of
Orange under the protection of the two great Germau powers.

But the
fearing

Government
drawn by him

British

be

to

objected

to

it

so

strenuously,

distrusting

Emperor, and

the

into

a quarrel with

that

the

Prince of

France,

Orange,

having to choose between England and Austria, put an end to the
negotiation. 4

Diplomatic intercourse between Great Britain and the United
States

of

had

America

been suspended

in

consequence of

breaches by both parties of the articles of peace agreed to in

Mr. Colquhoun, a Glasgow merchant, and Colonel Smith,

1784.

son-in-law of Vice-President Adams,

exerted

themselvi

improve the relations of two kindred peoples. Encouraged by
Colquhoun's letters, Lord Grenville sent Mr. Hammond to
Philadelphia in the

ment

;

represent

of 1791, to discuss terms

Washington.

General

Hammond's

letter! that

of the treaty

I

summer

and, later in the year, Mr. Pinkney came in

1

1-

It

a geographical blunder

framed expiv

JOT

II. p. 161.
1

II.

:

II.

I».

23.

pp. 251, 270.

London

frome

appears

»

cne of

an article

in
ire

to

to

II. p.

B

217.

Xlll

subjects

the

navigation

free

of

excluded them from that river.

the

Mississippi,

completely

1

Interspersed with these letters on political affairs are others
of freer range

and more familiar character from Lord Grenville's
Marquis of Buckingham, and. the Earl of

elder brother, the

Mornington's letters

Mornino-ton, his most intimate friend.
are

chierly

concerned with the scenes and incidents of his

and Germany during the winter of 1790 and
summer of 1791. They are the gems of the
and cannot fail to delight the reader by their power and

travels in Italy

the spring and
collection,

brilliancy of description, cultivated taste,

tive

amusing and instruc-

comment, and the pleasing light in which they exhibit the

writer's personal relations

ham's

letters too

with Lord Grenville.

Lord Bucking-

frequently reflect the temper of a dissatisfied

politician, irritated

by constant disappointment of his hopes of

place at Court or in the Cabinet in requital for services
sufferings

great

in

measure

during his second

self-inflicted,

But the habits of

tenure of the post of Irish Viceroy.

and

affection

and unreserved confidence in which the brothers lived, and the
thoroughness with which Lord Buckingham entered into every
question affecting Grenville's advancement or happiness, give

them great historical value. Though excluded from office, Lord
Buckingham remained an eager politician. As Lord Lieutenant
of an English county, colonel of a militia regiment, great landed

proprietor returning several

he led a very active

life,

members

and acquired much practical knowledge

His views on domestic

of local affairs.

those of Ireland, in

House of Commons,

to the

politics,

which he took particular

and

interest,

especially

appear

to.

have had considerable influence in moulding Lord Grenville's
public conduct in times of difficulty
his letters of

December 11 and

;

as, for

13, 1791,

example,

when

in

he insisted on the

expediency of making concessions to the Irish Catholics in spite

Government. 2

Extracts, more or
from Lord Grenville's answers to his brother have
been published in The Covert and Cabinets of George III.
But

of the opposition of the Irish
less full,

several interesting passages omitted

are

printed in

these

by the

editor of that work,

volumes from duplicates preserved at

Dropmore.
1

II. p. 254.

2

II. pp.

237, 238.
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The prolonged correspondence on the subject

of the

Duke

York's marriage exemplifies the chronic ill-humour and

of

biting-

sarcasm to which Lord Thurlow seems to have given free rein
in communicating with his principal colleagues, after Pitt sent

Grenville

to

the

the

House

During a

business.

of Lords

Duke became engaged

George

III.

to take

visit to Berlin

to

charge of public

summer

in the

of 1791,

a daughter of the King of Prussia.

postponed his formal assent to the union until

Parliament should meet and make suitable provision for

The King

of Prussia

growing impatient

at the Duke's solicitation

it.

of the delay, Mr. Esvart,

and unmindful

of the

Royal Marriage

Act, assumed the responsibility, on the strength' of a private letter
of inquiry

from

satisfied the

Pitt, of

signing a provisional contract, which

Prussian Ministry, and enabled the ceremony to be

Ewart's letters on the subject of this
performedat Berlin.
replies
of. Pitt and Grenville, will be found in
the
marriage, and
1
When the news reached London, Lord Grenville
the Addenda.

wrote to consult Lord Thurlow, then in the country, as to the
steps

which should be taken to make the marriage

legal

in

The Chancellor, conceiving that he had been purposely kept in the dark about such an interesting event,
England.

returned a very ungracious answer
intervention of the King, to

correspondence lost
of the

little

and, notwithstanding the

;

whom

Grenville

appealed, the

in acrimony until the second marriage

Duke and Duchess on

their
2

arrival

November, brought it to a
Grenville having obtained the vacant
close.

in

England in

Shortly afterwards, Lord
of Ranger of the

office

Parks, the Lord Chancellor lent countenance to the clamour
which, as appears from Lord Buckingham's letters, the appoint-

ment

raised in exalted circles,

by delaying

the patent under the Great Seal.

Abundant evidence may be found
the increasing distrust

ts.

p;irty,

Barth«Mcmi.

some time

to pass

in the correspondence of

which the aggressive character assumed

by the French Revolution
of the (iinmdin

for

3

at the

end of 1791, under the direction

aroused in the British and Dutch Govern-

rVnch Ambassador

Feuillant rigime, having been recalled

London under the

in
in

December, the King

and Queen received him graciously at parting audiences.

"

His

-

I

III. pp.

451-4S7.

II.

Pp. 198, 200, 201, 230, 231.

:i

II. pp.

280, 247.
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conduct personally," the King wrote, " has ever been as attentive

But the envoys who

Frenchman." 1

as could be expected from a

succeeded Barthelemi seem, without exception, to have been

regarded by George III. and
sent

emissaries,

A letter from

order.

make

to

Ministers

his

intrigue with

to

whom

J. Petrie,

regard

in

revolutionary

Lord Grenville employed

on the subject in

confidential inquiries

interesting information

as

the enemies of established

to

Paris, gives

Talleyrand's

mission to London at the beginning of 1792.

2

abortive

Shortly

after

Talleyrand's departure, M.

du B-overay, another man of mark

confidence of the

Girondin leaders, applied to Lord

the

in

Grenville for a letter of introduction to Major

Secretary in Ireland.

advised Hobart to liave

Lord Auckland's

him

"

the secret relations of
"

Dutch Government

narrowly and carefully watched." 3

De Maulde,

the

new French envoy

at the

Patriot" party, and the care taken by the

and copy his correspondence.

to intercept

Mr. Lindsay, by his confidential reports as Charge
at Berlin after Ewart's return to England, led

King

attribute the estrangement of the
faults of Ewarfc, rather

Sir

Chief

1792 contain frequent allusions to

letters in

Hague, with the

Hob art,

Grenville did not refuse his request, but

Morton Eden,

d' Affaires

Lord Grenville to

of Prussia to personal

than to political causes. 4

The

letters of

Ewart's successor, quickly dispelled this

Eden found himself completely excluded from the

illusion.

of

confidence

the

Prussian Court, while Frederick

William

concluded a defensive treaty with the Emperor, against

whom

the Legislative Assembly of France had denounced war.
letters

give

us

character of the Prussian monarch, the
favourities,

His

weak and dissolute
sway of his profligate

striking pictures of the

the

influence of court

impotence

of

Prussian Ministers,

manners on the society of the

capital.

the

evil

5

In the spring of 1792, on the very eve of the Bevolutionary
war, three of the leading figures in European politics suddenly
disappeared from the scene.

Lord Grenville's

letters

barely

Emperor Leopold, and Gustavus III.
Lord St. Helens, on February 28, sent a report of
of Sweden.
the dismissal and exile of Count Florida Blanca, without being

notice the deaths of the

1

II. p.

4 II.

243.

pp. 219, 224.

2

II. p. 259.
5

3

II. p. 255.

II. pp. 245, 257, 276, 277.
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able to account for

by Lord
to

it.

But a

1

fall

of the Spanish Minister

opposing the advancement of

his

communicated

letter of later date,

x\uckland, attributed the

Quean's

the

favorite,

Godoy, Duke of Alcudia.*2

Towards the end of

Marquis de Chauvclin came to

April, the

London as French Ambassador, having M. M. de Talleyrand and
du Roveray attached to him unofficially as advisers. He brought
a letter from Louis XVI. to George III., expressing a desire for
a formal alliance between France and Great Britain.
The
English sovereign's appreciation of the more important members
and

of the French Embassy, in a note to Grenville, dated April 28,
his

comments, a few days

repulse suffered

later,

by the French

to accept this overture. 3

on the disgraceful incidents of a
showed

troops,

little

Lord Buckingham's

disposition

May

letters fur

]792, and the following months, refer to various events in

England that excited great

mutiny and dismissal
section

the

of

seditious

Whig

societies,

Birmingham

riots.

Lord Auckland's

;

and
"

interest at the time

;

Lord Thurlow's

Pitt's negotiation

with the aristocratic

party;

proclamation against

a

royal

the loyal

addresses

evoked

it

M. de Chauvelin's memoire" censured in

letters of

June 5 and June 15 did not improve

the relations of Great Britain and France. 4

But

to Auckland's suggestion that he should

answer

French Ambassador

recall of the

the

:

is

Grenville's

demand

the

a very strong testimony to

the pacific temper of the English people in the middle of the year
"

1792.
"

The quarrelling with France

wou'd give encouragement to the persons

" wish to introduce French
"

and would give them the

" prevailing
"

he wrote on June 19,

"

wish for peace which I take

15
both here and in Holland.'

The

strictly to a line of

have adhered

in

both countries

who

maxims of government amongst us,
command and direction of the very
to be the ruling

sentiment

British Ministry appears to

neutrality both in regard, to

the internal troub'es of France, and the war between Fiana
the two great

German powers.

On the

one hand,

it

provoked the

anger of Austria and Prussia by dissuading the Dutch Govern-*
ment from Listening to a new proposal from the Em]
Francis

I

of a- defensive alliance for the

II.

II.

r 256.

-

.

«

II. pp.

277,279.

II. p.

protection of the

II. p. 261

368.
'

II. p.

2S1.
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On

Netherlands. 1

the other,

from the French Government

refused an

it

for its

offijial

application

mediation to restore peace

and a private request, through Lord Gower, for its friendly
interference to save the royal family of France from revolutionary
violence. 2

German

Of the utter

resist the

French to

inability of the

armies no doubt seems to have been entertained by Lord

An

Grenville or any of his correspondents

equally firm con-

viction finds expression in letters of Grenville and Auckland,

war

that the successful termination of the

London early

known

in Mysore,

and the happy

July,

in

effect

in

of the King's

proclamation in queuing domestic sedition, had assured to Great
Britain a long enjoyment of peace and unexampled prosperity. 8

Lord Grenville's marriage
Lord Camelford,

Annette

to

only daughter of

the subject of an affectionate letter from the

is

18.

His wedding tour was

of the

French monarchy on

Marquis of Buckingham, dated July
interrupted by the overthrow

August

Pitt,

The Cabinet immediately recalled the British
Embassy from Paris. Horrible details of the massacre at the
10.

communicated by Morley, a Foreign

Tuileries,

Office messenger,

and Mr. Lindsay, Secretary of the Embassy, are given in letters
from Bland Burges to Grenville, dated August 15 and
September

3.

Chauvelin's

4

The

1

are included in the

8,

and Dundas,

Addenda. 5

Another

from Burges to Grenville, dated Septembers, contains

letter

particulars of the

Mr. Lindsay,

September massacres, brought from Paris by

who had been

detained in that city for several days

Lord Gower 's departure.

Lindsay's account of
indifference

of

from Baron de Breteuil," and

referred to in letters of Pitt

official note,

dated August 17 and

after

" application

that

Madame

It is not easy to say

whether

de Lamballe's murder, or of the

with which Philippe Egalit^ received the intelligence

atrocity,

more

is

memorandum by Lord

A

revolting.

Grenville,

very

interesting

dated September 24, of a

conversation with M. de Talleyrand on the subject of the political
tragedies of

the

August and September in

Addenda;

as

reference to the

two

also

new

letters

Paris,

may be found among

from Edmund Burke in

political situation; created

by them. 6

A

sudden rush across the British Channel of a multitude of
1

a

II.

pp. 286, 287.

3

II. p.

5

III. pp. 459, 460.

94090.

286, 294.

2

II.

4 II.
6

pp. 282, 300,
pp. 301, 308.

III. pp. 463, 466, 471.
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proscribed priests, reported

by Mason, a Foreign

Office messenger,,

on September 12, seems to have caused some dismay

in England.

As a set-off against this unwelcome news, Mason wrote an amusing
The people of
account of Thomas Payne's escape to France.
1

Calais received the author of the Rights of Man with open arms,
and chose him, though apparently unable to address them in
their own tongue, to represent them in the National Convention.

The

arrival of the royalist refugees suggested to the Ministry

the alarming prospect of an inroad of Jacobin fugitives, in the

and imminent,

event, considered at that time certain
of Brunswick's army capturing Pari?.

vacant

who in

office of

Duke

and Dundas took counsel with Lord Lough-

this danger, Pitt

borough, 2

of the

In order to provide against

the beginning of the following year accepted the

Lord Chancellor.

Their deliberations bore fruit

in the Alien Act.

James Murray had gone

Sir

to the

Duke of

Brunswick's head-

quarters at the end of July with private instructions from Lord

Grenville to send

home

or military situation.

reports on matters affecting the political

But the German sovereigns, being much

with the policy of the British Government, kept

dissatisfied

quite in the dark in regard to their plans

however from

General

and

Letters

objects.

Money, commanding

it

a division

Dumouriez's army, and a letter from another English

of

officer

Duke of Brunswick, giving interesting accounts
campaign of Valmy from opposite camps, will be found in

serving under the
of the

the Addenda. 3 These also include a report
of intelligence collected
secret negotiations

between the King of Prussia and the Execu-

tive Council of Paris,

of France

which paved the way for the evacuation
4
and an account of the early

by the German armies

career of Lebrun, the French

A.

W.

allies

Miles. 5

by Stephen Rolleston

from various quarters regarding the

;

Minister for Foreign Affairs, by

Lord Grenville at

first

regarded the defeat of the

as a mere check, involving no material alteration in the

though testifying clearly

political

situation of Europe,

wisdom

of the British system of non-intervention.

rapid conquest of

to the

But the

Austrian Netherlands by Dumouriez

the

the revival and spread of political agitation in Great Britain,

1

II. p. 310.
1

Ill-r. 173.

-

II. p. 311.

3

m

470,475.
III. p. 4G2.
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the encouragement given to

by French

Ireland,

and Holland

agents

and offensive decrees of the Convention, soon changed

this

;

mood of self complacent
Every symptom,

anger.

tion

;

is

criticism to one of intense alarm

as

remedies,

and

real or imaginary, of internal disaffec-

Lord Buckingham, who

carefully recorded in the letters of

prescribed

it

concession

to

Catholics

Irish

and

The rapidity with which the

repression of English radicals.

English Government and people passed from a pacific temper to

an ardent determination to bridle effectually the power of France
is clearly reflected in Lord Grenville's letters to Lord Auckland

On

during the last months of 1792.
desire of the

the other hand, the strong

Dutch Government not only

to avoid war, but to

bring about a general pacification on a basis of non-intervention

by any

state in the internal affairs of another, is not less clearly

expressed

in

Pensionary,

Auckland's letters to

Van

The

Grenville.

Grand

der Spiegel, appears to have come to a secret

understanding with Dumouriez through

De Maulde and Joubert,

agents of the French Government at the Hague, who, from time
to time, were paid

Lord Auckland

x
;

sums of money supplied by Grenville through
and

to

have received assurances that the Dutch

provinces should not be molested by the French so long as England

remained neutral.

The papers contain only passing leferences to the official
correspondence between Lebrun or Chauvelin and Grenville,
which led up to an open rupture between Great Britain and
France.
But they supply a good deal of information with
respect to a concurrent negotiation, in which
to have played the principal part.

It

Dumouriez seems
would appear that the

French general conceived a project of inducing the neutral
powers to intervene for the restoration of peace; and, with
their moral if not material support, of using his

establish

constitutional

monarchy

in

France.

army to reThe Dutch

Government identified itself with the first part of this scheme,
in which Lebrun also co-operated.
Dumouriez made overtures
to Lord Grenville through M. de Talleyrand, 2 who had returned
England after the downfall of Louis XVI., and disclaimed all
with the rulers of the Eepublic
and through
De Maulde he invited Lord Auckland to a personal conference/
Lord Grenville, however, as his letters show, had by this time
to

connexion

;

5

1

II. pp. 356, 357, 377.

a

II. p. 375.

3

IIt

p 377
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by Dumouriez

in concert with the Piince of

monarchy while preserving

the French

Cobourg

to

integrity

its

;

res'. ore

and the

King's declaration, in reference to a last overture for peace from

Lebrun, that u France
t(

we can

"

and

for

men

must be greatly circumscribed before
any means of treating with that dangerous

talk of

But the plans

of Dundas, as Minister

War, .were greatly hampered by a

difficulty of obtaining

faithless nation/' 1

for the

Italian

army and navy.

The employment

of

German and
But

mercenaries partly supplied military deficiencies.

deep disappointment, caused by the inactivity of the Channel

and the delays of projected expeditions

Fleet

letters

to

the

West

from time to time in Lord Buckingham's

Indies, is expressed

On

during the whole year.

the other hand, secret reports

from Paris throughout the spring are

filled

with encouraging

accounts of a terrible dearth of food in France, and the strife of
republican factions in

beginning of

June

in

the

capital,

which culminated at the

the arrest or flight of the

leaders in the Convention,

Girondin

and a general insurrection of the

provincial cities in (heir favour. 2

A

British peerage having been conferred on Lord

Auckland

he returned to England after the

for his exertions in Holland,

evacuation of the Netherlands by Dumouriez, and soon after-

wards retired from the diplomatic
the

summer he introduced

to

In the course of

service.

Lord Grenville M. de Jarry, a

distinguished French strategist, strongly recommended

Mercy, Imperial Minister at Brussels. 8

by Count

Grenville engaged

De

Jarry to collect information about the royalist insurgents of
Brittany and La Vendee, but seems to have employed him

drawing up military plans and reports, highly lauded
for ability and knowledge, but apparently never followed, or
chiefly in

not until

was

it

In July the surrender of Valenciennes,

too late.

Conde, and

Mayence, and repeated defeats

of the war.

But

inflicted on the
French armies, inspired sanguine hopes of a speedy conclusion

at the critical

allied forces in the

moment

of the

campaign the

Netherlands separated to besiege the petty

Dunkirk and Qu<:snoy, and the King of Prussia
remained inactive on the Rhine. Two remarkable letters from
M. Malouet, a leading French statesman of the party of confortresses of

stitutional
1

II. pp.

monarchy, and M. Mallet du Pan, one of the ablest
392-391.

3

III.

pp 482, 483.

3

II.

pp. 400-410.

x\n
political writers of the time,

warned Lord Grenville

in

that the dilatory tactics of the allied powers, each
intent on the pursuit of some selfish aim,

August

them

of

by allowing time

to

the Jacobin Government of Paris to crush internal revolt and

gather up

all

the resources of France to repel invasion, would

infallibly lead to the

De Jarry

triumph of the Revolution. 1

also,

supported by Lord Auckland, insisted on a concentration of

on

force

union with the insurgent royalists, to destroy

Paris, in
2

These remonstrances, followed almost immeby the surrender of Toulon to Lord Hood, to be held
for Louis XVII., and the repulse of the Duke of York from
Dunkirk, seem to have had considerable influence in modifying
the Convention.

diately

This

British policy.

effect

mission to Switzerland
for

8

may

be discerned in M. Mounier's

and the substitution

of Mr.

Lord R. Fitzgerald as British Minister at Berne

;

Wickham
in urgent

applications to the Prussian, Austrian, and Sardinian Govern-

ments
of

move

to

Lyons

;

name

the

troops

to the assistance of the insurgent city

in a manifesto written

the allied

of

by

and issued

Grenville,

powers, offering to aid

people in restoring constitutional monarchy 4

;

French

the
the

in

in

fitting

an expedition under the command of Lord Moira to

out of

assist the

Breton

royalists. 5

On

the other hand the manifesto

maintained the demand of "indemnity for the past and security
ths

for

future"

at

expense

the

France,

of

formulated

by Lord Auckland at the Antwerp Conference in April
1893 and the British Government refused to allow Count de
;

Provence to repair to Toulon, at the invitation of the King of
Spain. 6

The correspondence

for the remainder of the year 1793

records the failure of conflicting interests and a
in

command,

overcome the patriotic

to

people to save their country from partition.
of the

Duke

of

York from Dunkirk and

ge,

inactive.

Lyons.

want

French

After the repulse

of the Prince of

Cobourg

the allied armies in the Netherlands remi

The Sardinians made no effectual attempt
The King of Prussia having, by a victory at

established

of energy

efforts of the

himself

on

the

borders

of Alsace

to relieTe

Pirmi

in Se]

directed Marquis Lucchesini to inform the British

Government

that, unless aided by a large subsidy and a guarantee of his

1

4

III. pp.
II.

483, 484.

pp. 428,429.

[Lp. 454.
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p. 481.
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recent Polish acquisitions, he must withdraw from the

at

the close of the campaign. 1

to

assist the

war
The Dutch Government refused

Emperor further

in annexing

towns in French Flanders

unless he agreed to restore territory taken from the Republic

by

his predecessor

Joseph

II.

Lord Moira's armament did not

reach the coast of Brittany until the beginning of December,

when

the royalist insurrection had been temporarily quelled.

The evacuation

Toulon

of

later in

December, and the complete

discomfiture of the Prussian and Austrian armies operating in
Alsace, filled the measure of popular disappointment, so freely

expressed in Lord Buckingham's

Lord Grenvi lie's
couragement. 2

letters,

He

seems

letters.

however, showed no signs of
to

dis-

have relied confidently on the

inability of the Jacobin Government, with ruined finances,

and

a famine-stricken and generally hostile population, to maintain

A

such an exhausting and unequal struggle.

strenuous and

united effort of the coalition, on a regular plan, must,

war

thought, bring the

to a successful issue.

was

it

Acting on this

conviction the British Ministr}^ sent Lord Malmesbury to Berlin
to confer

with the King of Prussia

;

put pressure on the Austrian

•Government to appease by concessions the jealousies of the Dutch

and Prussians; and with judgment biased no doubt by an
absorbing care of British interests, caused General Mack's plan
of

campaign for 1794

Francis

Mack

II.

Although the Emperor

assumed the chief command in the Netherlands with

as chief of his

Eden, dated March
adviser,

to be adopted. 3

Baron

condemn el

it

staff, it

appears from a letter of Sir Morton

he nor his principal

11, 1794, that neither

Thugut,

had

in

faith

Mack's plan. 4

They

depending for success on the doubtful co-

as

operation of a Prussian army, and as employing the

main

force

of the coalition in tedious sieges on the northern frontier of
France, instead of penetrating at once

by more open routes

into the

interior of the country to rally the royalists of the provinces,
assail the revolutionary

It is clear

from

the Ministry at
fulfilling his

Government

Pitt's letters to Grenville in

first

and

in Paris, its chief stronghold.

October 1793 that

decided to insist on the King of Prussia

engagements to Great Britain.

Frederick William

pleaded inability to do so on account of the empty state of
his exchequer, but offered

MI.

p. 430.

2

II. pp.

an army of 100,000 men for a subsidy of
451,464,

3

II. p. 505.

4

11. p.

525.

xxlv
about, 2,000,00c/.

Two

1

Lord Malrnes-

confidential letters from

bury, written on January

1794, throw considerable

9,

The

the stite of affairs at Berlin.

there.

The
"

situation.

"
"

The

question,"

more

who

figured

at large with the political

Malmesbury wrote to

Pitt,

"reduces

Can we do without the King
of Prussia, or can wc not ? If we can, he is not worth giving
a guinea for, if we cannot, I am afra d we cannot give too
many.' 8
A Prussian army was an essential factor of the

" itself to
"

second, to Pitt, deals

on

to Grenville, describes

first,

the Prussian Court and the principal personages
2

light

a very narrow compass.

:

military plans adopted, but the difficulty of raising the subsidy

demanded could not be overcome. In April, however, Lord
Malmesbury, Count Haugwitz, representing Prussia, and the
Dutch Government signed a convention at the Hague, by
which the King of Prussia engaged to place 62,000 troops, then
on the Rhine under Marshal Mollendorf's command, at the
absolute disposal of the maritime powers for the remainder of

the year, in consideration of monthly payments amounting in
to about 1,200,000k, of

Owing

advance. 4

all

which 100.0002. was to be paid in

to delay in

London

was not until June that

it

Lords Malmesbury and Cornwallis joined Count Haugwitz at
Maestricht to arrange for the moving of Mollendorf's
the Netherlands

;

and then

furth( r delay

army

was caused by

into

intelli-

gence from Baron Jacobi that none of the money due in virtue
of the Convention of the Hague,

and on which the Prussian

Government profesed to depend
of the troops, had been sent to

for the

equipment and pay

5

In the meantime

vigorous attacks
Prussia;

s

the

of

Berlin.

French and the inactivity of

had compelled the

allied

commanders

in

lands to abandon Mack's plan and stand on the defensive.
letter

from the Duke of York

to

his father,

the

the Nether-

dated

May

A
23,°

and correspondence arising out of it, leave no doubt either of the
bad feeling that had sprung up between the Austiian and En
rale,

or of the disbtHef of leading ministers

independent

Jjukt

returned to Vienna.

And on June

been present at the b
vy before

I

II.

p M2.

The

romand.
Li rd

home

in

the

Em]

who had

i

at Grenville a report of

Jourdaifs

wh'ch decided the fate of the Austiian

h

434, 14*, 470.
*

c

26,

.'it

6

p. 192.

*

II. p. 494.

II. rr- 5'4, 665, 566.

6

II. p.

[I.

059.

XXV
The French Generals Jourdan and PicheVru,
allied armies across the Scheldt and the-

Netherlands. 1

Laving driven the

Meuse, paused for a time to recover the border fortresses
held by Austrian garrisons
troops long destined for

;

Li Vendee,

was a grievous blow

of York,

still.

but the despatch of Lord Moira, with
to the assistance of the

Duke

to the royalist cause in France.

Marshal Mollendorf having no instructions on the subject from

King of Pi ussia, declined to obey a summons from Lords
Malmesbury and Cornwallis, who reached his camp in the middleof June, to march from the Rhine into the Netherlands. 2
Count Haugwitz, on whose co-operation the British Comthe

them

missioners relied, had suddenly abandoned

and returned

On

to Berlin.

at Frankfort,,

receiving Malmesbury's report of

Convention of the Hague, Grenville seems to

this breach of the

have proposed to stop payment of the Prussian subsidy.
Pitt,

But

taking also into account a report from Cornwallis of the

military reasons alleged

by Mollendorf

for

Rhine, deferred a decision on the question.

A memorandum

remaining on the

3

of Pitt, dated July 15, tells us the measures

by which he proposed to retrieve the reverses in the Netherlands. 4
The only new po'itical feature it presents is a concert with the
French princes for the enrolling of regiments of emigres, to
reinforce the royalist insurgents in Western Fiance.
The King
consented to allow Count d'Artois to come to England, in strict

work but
when it was thought expedient
5
Later in the month Lord Grenville despatched
to revoke it.
Lord Spencer and Mr. Thomas Grenville on a mission to Vienna
for the purpose of urging the Austrian Government to make more
vigorous exertions. At the same time Barcn Thugut sent Count
Mercy to London with instructions to demand more efficient
incognito and for a short time, to take part in this

;

the invitation had hardly gone,

military support in the Netherlands

money

forward for the
Flanders

;

relief of

financial help

on a larger

Pitt

supply the

could

scale for the

after his

funds

the besieged fortresses surrendered
1

army

2

II. p. 59:?.
5

II. p.

609,

3

II. p. 577.

62-2.

to

move

the besieged fortresses in French

Mercy died within a few days
Before

an immediate advance of

;

as subsidy or loan, to enable the Austrian

6

;

next campaign. 6

arrival in

immed

:

ately

and the French

II. p.

III. p. 513.

4

592.
?

London. 7
required,
generals.

II. p. 599.

II. p. 625.
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resumed the

and Jourdan
of

ping

Lord

give

to

Commander-in-Chief
claims of the

Duke

had

Cornwallis

an

York and

campaign
the

pressed

important

of the allied armies.

of

the

earnestly

now wished

and Pitt

;

When

Austrians.

Cabinet

the

the Netherlands 1

in

the

against

opened,

1794*

Pichegru against the English and Dutch,

offensive,

to

command
make him

But the opposing

the Austrian General Clairfait

received such powerful support as to defeat on both occasions

the intentions of the English Ministry,

Mr. Grenville's letters

from Vienna presented a very discouraging picture

of the internal

state of the Austrian monarchy, the unpopularity of the war,

and the

difficulties

thrown

in

Baron Thugut's path by the great

nobles who- filled the chief places at Court. 2
in the administration,
political

A

and of accord between

want
its

of vigour

military and

views and those of the British Ministry, impressed the

envoys so unfavourably that they
incurring

any pecuniary

set their faces against

England

risk for an Austrian alliance.

When,

however, they returned home in November, Lord Grenville sent

back Sir Morton Eden, then repenting at

a hasty

leisure of

acceptance of the vacant embassy at Madrid, to resume his post
at Vienna,

and discuss with Thugut the amount and conditions

of an Austrian loan to be raised in London on the credit of the
British Government.
to

move

his

army

for

stopped payment of

King

Marshal Mollendorf having again declined
the defence of the Dutch Republic, Pitt
the Prussian subsidy for October.

of Prussia retaliated

by withdrawing

his troops

The

from the

Rhine, and refused to take any further part in the war until

all

A note of the Prussian case, as
arrears had b^en paid up.
presented to Lord Grenville by Baron Jacobi, is included in the
Addenda.*
discord

The French generals were not slow

of their en

fco

account.

Letters

in turning the

which passed

at this time between Lord Grenville and Lord St. Holens,

who

had 5U ceeded Lord Auckland as British Ambassador at the
Hague, and from the Duke of York to his father, bring out
clearly the impotence of the Dui<-

1

1

fovernment

to bake effectual

ence, in consequence of the disaffection or apathy

measui'

of a population exasperated by the disorderly conduct of at

a

part

4
of York's army.

declined an offer of the chief

MI.

pp. 50G, 507.

-

pp. G14-G36.

The Duke
com
:t

III. p. ftSG.

of
i

Brunswick

lei

having

the British and Dutcli
'II. pp. 612, 615, 044, 650.
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with the consent of George

troops, the Prince of Orange,

made an

ineffectual attempt to

peace at Paris. 1

Other

III.

open a separate negotiation for

from General

letters

who
Count

Clairfait,

had succeeded Cobourg in command of the Austrian s, to
Starhemberg, throw a good deal of light on the circumstances
that facilitated Pichegru's rapid conquest of the Dutch provinces
2
in the winter of 1794-5.

References in Lord Grenville's papers, after the breaking out of
to matters of domestic politics, or of

war with France,

merely

personal interest outside the catalogue of Lord Buckingham's
grievances, are

few and

In December 1793,

brief.

Pitt's negli-

gence or inadvertence in respect to a military arrangement

Nugent, a near

affecting the professional prospects of Colonel

remonstrance from Grenville, and
tionate relations in

sion of

ruffled

which these Ministers

Pitt offered Grenville

r>f

angry

letter

of

for a time the affec-

lived. 3

more amicable character followed

reference to the rich sinecure

in

Another discus-

February 1794 in

Auditor of the Exchequer which

A

on disadvantageous terms. 4

seems to have been arrived at in
official

an

drew

of Lord Buckingham,

connexion

this case

which

compromise

left Grenville's

income unaltered, and secured to him the auditorship as a

permanent provision on his quitting

Another correspon-

office.

dence in which Pitt and Grenville took part, arose out of one
of several strange misconceptions of the conditions on which
the

the

Duke of Portland accepted
summer of 1794. In order

Home

the post of

Secretary in

to extricate himself

from the

embarrassments of what seems to have been a comedy of
Pitt asked Grenville to resign the Foreign Office

Grenville

readily

unwelcome

to the

but the

consented,

errors,

to Portland.

change, besides

being

Duke, was rendered unnecessary by a somewhat

late discovery of his willingness; to satisfy Pitt's requirements,

by leaving the conduct

of the

Lord Buckingham's intense
arrangements resulting from

wing

of the

Whig

party

is

war

in the hands of Dundas. 5

dissatisfaction
Pitt's coalition

at

the ministerial

with the aristocratic

abundantly displayed in

letters to

his brother.

But although poor
of the British

1

monarchy, the collection

II. p. 646.
4

in information about the internal affairs

II. pp.

2

is

3

III. pp. 21, 5U, 517, 519.

511-513, 515.

exceedingly rich

5

482-4S6.
595-597.

II. pp.

II. pp.
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Two

in confidential reports on the internal affairs of France.

anonymous and in French, dealing with the
Revolutionary government established in Paris in the autumn of

series of these,

1793,

its

methods,

resources, the perils that beset

its

men who

characters and aims of the

dissensions that finally destroyed

an incomplete form, are of

it,

He

left

and importance.

sets of reports in the

own

same

hands, and

the other part in the Foreign Office, without adding in

mon

comment

to denote the author, or the

series, of

Addenda
an

which,

which the more important

Comitd

le

of

de

this

elaborate

now

Salut

Public,

volume.

They

1

historical

preserved in the

com-

The concluding papers

origin of the separated parts.

sur

of

the internal

it,

retained one part of both in his

either case note or

one

the

though now published in

special interest

Lord Grenville dealt with these two
fashion.

d

direct

it,

are

with

printed

form

the

the

treatise,

Public Record

of

Memoire

entitled

is

the

continuation
part

first

of

has been

Office,

published by Mr. Oscar Browning as an appendix to Lord

Gower's despatches from Paris.

Copious

from both

extracts

parts in M. Taine's History of the French Revolution leave no

doubt as to their being the work of the famous
Mallet du Pan.
relations with

political writer

Mallet appears to have been brought into

Lord Grenville by M. Malouet in August 1793. 2

Shortly afterwards he sent to Malouet, for Grenville, a vie'tnoire

on the

state of Switzerland,

which has not been found in the

Dropmore but his reports on France s. em to have
been forwarded by Lord Elgin, British Minister at Brussels,
Mallet's engagements
after Mulouet's departure from England.
serve
to
account for the care
may
Government
Austrian
to the

portfolios at

;

taken to keep his communications with the British Ministry
secret.

As

to the ability

on the French

and knowledge displayed

Revolution, it is sufficient

enthusiastic appreciation of

expressed by distinguished

The other
2,

1703, and

June

forming in Volume

22, 1794,

came

to

as
1

nc t

in his essays

say that Malouet's

more warm than that

historians of the present time.

series of secret reports,

British Minister at Genoa.
bulletins,

them was

lo

Lord

If.

beginning on September
a

c

Grenville

ntinuous

from

In transmitting the

record

Mr.
first

to

Drake,
of these

he named thein, Drake wrote on November 9

III. pp. 483, 491.

2

III. pp. 483, 485, 487.

:
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«

"

have the honour to enclose a detailed account of the sitting
of the Committee of Nine on the 2nd of September

I

Your Lordship may

rely on the authenticity of

* drawn up by a person

who

is

it,

as

it

was

employed as secretary of that

M

Committee, and who conceals his real principles under the

"

cloak

of

He

1
the most extravagant Jacobinism."

referred

Orenville to Lord Mulgrave, then returning to England from

Toulon, for information as to the route

by which

the bulletins

reached him, and requested that, for the safety of the writer

they might be shown only to his Majesty's Ministers. Lord
Grenville reta ned in his own custody all the bulletins that
!

to him during the Reign of Terror, generally six weeks after
been written. Those received after August 2, 1794,
had
they
he deposited with Drake's secret despatches in the Foreign

came

Although their relations continued with hardly a break

Office.

during the remaining period of his diplomatic employment in

Drake appears to have been unable for a long time to
learn anything more about his mysterious correspondent than
the circumstance that he was a royalist of fanatical type,
and a secret agent of Count de Provence, known as Monsieur
until the death of his nephew in June 1795, and afterwards as
Italy,

Louis XVIII.

But

his

secret despatches in the sequel supply

information which seems to fix the identity of the writer of
the

bulletins

residing

man

of

Ministers,

beyond

reasonable

considerable

royalist

mark,

personally

known

to

agent
as a

English

and an old friend of the writer, acted as intermediary

between the

latter

and Drake.

Count d'Entraigues, chief

some one intimately
letter

A

doubt.

at Venice, referred to ia one of the bulletins

political

This description points to

manager

associated with him.

for

Monsieur, or

An unsigned

from the intermediary to Drake, dated August

excuses orthographical errors in the bulletins

by

covering
27, 1795,

stating that

in order to guard against discovery which might compromise

the writer he had the originals copied at Venice

only ten years

old.

by a

child

In the same month the writer warned the

Government that the plans of Mr. Wickham, its Minister
in Switzerland, for raising an insurrection at Lyons and drawing
British

military deserters across the French frontier to recruit the
1

II. p. 456.

army

XXX
of Prince de Conde', had been denounced three times to the

Committee' of Public Safety, in consequence of the indiscretion

He had

or infidelity of the agents employed.
ports,

kept back the

re-

and would run no further risk for such men, or by holding

communication with Wickham.

had now

identified

undertook,

if

itself

But

as the British

Government

with the cause of Louis XVIII., he

supplied with 500 louis for preliminary expenses,

to establish four trustworthy agents in different parts of
to furnish intelligence

and serve

other objects.

its

other payment for himself or his subordinates
that facilities should be given

him

;

France

He asked no

only stipulating

own

for the transmission of his

fortune of 400,000 livres to England, and that his agents,

if

their

conduct gave satisfaction, should be assured of means of subsistence, in the event of misfortune compelling

them

from

to fly

Drake, in forwarding this proposal to Grenviile, stated

France.

that he had sent his correspondent 1001. as a retaining

fee,

could not take the responsibility of remitting the whole
required without special

authority.

but

sum

In the following month,

having received instructions as Minister Plenipotentiary at Milan

army

to join the headquarters of the Austrian

of the Alps,

Drake

arranged that the bulletins should be sent direct from Venice
to Grenviile or Aust, one of

and signed

(58).

But

from Lord Grenviile to the

them

in February 1796.

in cipher

the Under-Secretaries of State,

the writer failing to obtain an answer
offer

had made, discontinued

he

In June 1796, however, Drake wrote

from Venice that the proposal

to supply secret intelli-

gence had been repeated, with the same conditions and exceptions,

by Ramon, a member

of the Council of Five

Ramon acknowledged having
livres

from Drake, but stated that 9,000

required to complete his plans.
relations with "Wickham,

Hundred.

received an instalment of 3,000

who by

And

livres

more were

he refused to have any

his account

had done more

injury to the royalists of Lyons than Collot d'Herbois.

This

Drake and a later one in the autumn gave some
He had been a member of the
particulars about Ramon.
letter of

Convention, and although a zealous royalist enjoying the confi-

dence of the emigrant princes, had voted for the death of Louis

XVI.

He had

afterwards turned his connexion with the

Com-

mittee of Public Safety to profitable account, and had placed

XXXI

hands of Sir John Lambart,

his large gains for safety in the

anxiously awaiting permission from the British Government to

In the autumn of 1796 he travelled

transmit them to England.
in the south of

working

He

XVIII.

secretly for Louis

efforts for

want

France as a delegate of the Directory, while

money, but was determined

of

complained that

all his'

by

the promotion of the royal cause were hampered
to risk

none of his own on

such an uncertain venture, Louis XVIII. and Monsieur being

way of a restoration of the
Gamon kept up communication with Drake,

themselves the chief obstacles in the

French monarchy.

sending occasionally interesting reports on French affairs signed
Z, until Bonaparte's victories left British

diplomacy no foot-hold

in northern Italy.

The unbounded confidence Lord Grenville reposed in Wickham, to whom, as their correspondence shows, he allowed a
free hand in organising and subsidizing insurrection in France,
may explain his tacit refusal of Ramon's proposal, although he
must have found in Wickham's confessions of failure to obtain
and the occasional ineptitude of his

recruits for Conde's army,
agents,

way

some confirmation of the indictment which paved the

for that proposal.

may

It

be stated that Ramon's name

appears on contemporary public documents as a

member

of the

Committee of Public Safety in the summer of 1795.
Strong antipathies divided the writer of the bulletins,

who

hated a constitutional royalist more than a Jacobin, from Mallet

du Pan, an advocate, like his friend Malouet, of the reforming
One of the bulletins affords amusing
policy of Louis XVI.
proof of this antagonism in the care with which the attention of
the British Government

is

drawn

to a boastful letter of Mallet,

found among the papers olHerault de Sechelles. 1

may

a remarkable degree of agreement

Nevertheless,

be observed in their

reports, in regard not only to the leading features of the

of terror, but

those

system

working, and the characters of
Another point worth noting is that

as to details of its

who worked

it.

information supplied in the bulletins as to matters particularly
affecting

the British Government

is

other evidence in the correspondence.
tion

of

a design to

murder George
1

II. p. 555,

frequently confirmed

by

For example, the revelaIII.

and Pitt

is

fully

xx xn
•corroborated in

an Irish

disclosures of

tlie

named

priest

to Bland Burges at the Foreign Office in London.

1

Ferris

And Count

Mercy, at Lord Grenville's request, caused the emissaries of the

Committee of Public Safety to be tracked and arrested in
Belgium on their way

to England. 2

Drake's

own

accounts from

the south of France correspond with the statement in another
the

of

bulletin

number and condition of the French troop3
The double part played by the writer
diversify his narrative by confidential informa-

Toulon.

besieging

enabled him to

drawn from

tion

royalist

well

as

as

But

Jacobin sources.

the chief ground on which the* bulletins challenge attention
their

want

of accord with

is

most of the standard works on the

French revolution in two particulars of great historical interest
1.

The

Abbe

position they assign to

of the Revolutionary government,

and mainstay of Robespierre
St.

and

;

Sieyes as standing counsel

and more
2.

especially,

prompter

The part attributed

to

Just as chief opponent of Robespierre's supremacy, after

by means

the latter had rid himself
political

rivals,

immediately

March

in

following

and

the

of the guillotine of all his

April

last

1794.

printed

in

The bulletins
Volume II.,

dated June 14-22, embrace the events of the 9th Therm idor,
or July 28
to

;

and consequently bring the narrative in regard

both of those debatable points to a conclusion.

summary
deficiency

Sieyes

is

of their contents will

therefore

A

caused by the untimely separation of the
represented in

brief

supply an obvious

the interval between June

series.

22 and

July 19 as exhausting his powers of persuasion in eloquent
appeals to the Committee of Public Safety to lay aside internal

and unite heartily

strife,

of the rich at
priests,

home and

in carrying on

at the expense

and nobles, in order that society might be reconstructed

really democratic basis.

on a

war

abroad, for the dest ruction of kings,

notwithstanding

the

On

the other hand, St. Just,

reconciliation

he

Robespierre, which seems to have given

had
him

sought

with

control of the

northern armies,8 continued to suspect his powerful colleague of
a design to

make peace with

the allies for his

own advantage

;

and wavered between him and his antagonists until he found,
on July 19, in the course of a conference with the Dantonist
1

II. pp. 445, 461.

2 III.

pp. 510, 511.

3

II. pp. 585, 588.
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formed

Committee
determined

up

in fury

Robespierre,

resist

to

they were

that

abo'ish the Revolutionary Tribunal.

to

at

Starting

announcement, he declared h mself
:

this

mortal enemy, and joined Couthoa and Robespierre

tlie'r

maintain

to

At a meet ng of the Committee of Public

the system of terror.

:

Safety on July 20, angry feelings, hitherto kept under restraint,

by

Robespierre, supported

exploded.

repeated in

menacing tone

a

a

Just and

St.

demand

Couthon,

by

recently evaded

the majority, that Fouche and other Dantonist deputies should

be accused and

He wound up

tried.

head

Fouche's

declaring that

or

should

Billaud

fall.

Vavennes, an old friend of Fouche, replied fiercely that

head

fell it

He found

should be Robespierre's.

With

as himself, in Collot d'Herbois.

the meeting broke up.

He

had been decided.

either

a backer, furious

declaration of

this

Sieves finding

if

war

impossible to avert

it

open rupture, vanished from the scene until the

.an

by

a long harangue

his

conflict

appears to have extricated himself from

the ruin of the Terrorists with his usual adroitness, baffling
several attempts of Tallien to include

subsequently passed

accusation

for August

means

and

1-9,

that on

of success at his

decision

Convention.
pierre's

in

the decree of

Convention

the

in

The writer

and Barrere.

Billaud, Collot

him

against

states in his bulletin

July 25, Robespierre had

command, and that

his

want

all

the

of nerve

on the following days gave the victory to the

He

also asserts that

an examination of Robes-

papers disclosed his secret negotiation for peace with

Austrian agents, and a project to place Louis XVII. on the

own guardianship.
Mr. Hammond's negotiations at Philadelphia

throne under his

for a settlement of

claims and controversies jn respect of various articles of the treaty

concluded in 1794 had b°en interrupted by

and France.
Government,

It appears

in

new

causes of com-

renewal of war between Great Biitain

plaint, originating in the

from the bulletins that the American

anticipation

of

hostilities

with

England,

instructed, early in 1794, Robert Morris, its Minister in Paris,

t:>

apply to the Committee of Public Safety for money to equip a
naval armament. x
Later in the year, Mr Secretary Rando'ph
despatched
conclude,

Mr.

a

Jay

pacific

London

to

arrangement
1

a

9 4 QUO.

II.

to

discuss,

with

pp. 526, 537.

and

if

possible

Lord Grenville.

In
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June

anticipation of this mission, Lord Auckland, on

22, sent

Grenville a graphic sketch of Jay's character from the pen of

Mr.

a former Lieutenant Governor of

Elliott,

A

York. 1

from Grenvilie to Jay, dated October 7/ shows that they

letter

had already made considerable way
an abstract of

(1)

New

the

parties; (2) letters from

various

by both

grievances alleged

Randolph and Jay

handed proceedings of British
(3) a letter

a negotiation, of which

in

regird to high-

in

on the Canadian frontier;

officers

from Grenville to the Duke of Portland suggesting

a reorganisation of West India prize courts, with a view of

checking their unjust practices

ham

and

;

from Bucking-

(4) a letter

American

to Grenville in reference to the impressment of

by Admiral

seamen

and

Jervis,

Canadian

the

from Jay

A

dated November 22/ bears

Grenville,

to

testimony to the conciliatory

Hammond

recalled

appointed

him

May

strong

Grenville, at Jay's suggestion,,

from Philadelphia in September 1794, but

Under

November 1795.
written in

letter

which had enabled the

spirit

new treaty.

negotiators to sign a

of

projects

Governor Simcoe, clearly indicate the subject matter. 3

A

Secretary at

friendly

letter

Foreign

the

from

in

Office

Grenville

to Jay,

1795, after the latter had returned to America,

with various impediments which prevented the treaty

deals

from coming into force until the following year. 5

The circumstances
Lord Lieutenant of

of

Lord

and

Ireland

appointment as

FitzWilliam's

sudden

same

office in

1788-1789, published in Volume

assume

recall,

somewhat novel aspect in Lord Grenville's
Readers of Lord Buckingham's letters during

a

correspondence.
bis tenure of the

remember

will

I.,

the strong personal antagonism that embittered his conflict on
the Regency question with Mr. Ponsonby, leader of the Irish

Whigs and

close ally of the

mortification

Crown

Duke

of Portland

what he considered the

at

and

;

ingratitude

for services rendered during that political crisis.

his

deep

of

the

Constant

disappointment of his hopes of royal favour, for which he held
Pitt in

some measure responsible, did not

suffer those feelings

to subside during the five following years.

mind he resented the appointment

Home
1

Secretary, with an

II. p.

578.

-

*

III. p. 517.

III. p. 53J.

of the

intention,

3

In this frame

Duke

<»i'

Portland KA

of

avowed soon afterwards,

III. pp. 520, 52?, 529,
5

533

III. p. f.8.

;

II. p. CIO.
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Ponsonby

restoring

of

to

own

Lord Lieutenant
and when,
had been
arrangements
remonstrances, the new

William, as a repudiation of his

by

Pitt

acts as

and Grenville, who had been, parties

in spite of his

under Lord Fitz-

in Ireland

office

to

them

;

completed, he gave free vent to his indignation in letters to
both. 1

on account of

Grenville's replies betrayed deep pain

and conveyed the most earnest assurances,

brother's reproaches,

which

a

letter

his

from

Buckingham's

that

confirmed,

Pitt

by the

reputation had been particularly guarded

rejection of

every proposal which could be interpreted as casting a slur on

Buckingham however demanded

his Irish administration.

as a

public testimony of the approbation of the Crown, either the

endowment

of an Irish peerage for his second son, or a seat in

On

Cabinet for himself.

the

broke

off:

these terms being rejected, he

with Grenville and Pitt

all relations

him the

of Fitz William afforded

the recall

unti]

An

satisfaction he required.

attentive perusal of the following papers, Buckingham's letters
Grenville,

to

September

dated

Grenville's Minute, dated

and

20

March 1795,

on Fitz William at a conference he^d in
1794; Buckingham's

letter

20,

1794

Grenville, dated

December

January 3 and

1795

January
February

23,

9),

;

;

dated

letter to Grenville,

an impression that the personal

31,

much

Thomas

Buckingham, dated
1795

(answered
;

on

and, finally,

dated March 11, 1795, 2 leaves

Marquis of

sensibilities of the

and the ending of a
controversy.

24,

Bucking-

Grenville, dated

January 28

Buckingham formed an important though
has provoked

November

letters to

1794, and to

and Portland, January

factor in the shaping

house in November

Buckingham's

SO,

1794;

1,

Pitt's letter to

Grenville's letters to

;

23, FitzWilliam,

Buckingham's

Pitt's

to Grenville, dated

1794, and the reply, dated December 5

ham, dated December

October

of the conditions imposed

It

hitherto unappreciated
political episode

which

would appear from the

endorsement, dated February 15, 1799, that Lord Grenville's
Minute, as printed in this volume, was a

On March

afterwards corrected.
of

it,

no doubt

in its final shape, to

1

2

II. pp. 683,

637; III.

p.

II. p. 597,

35

;

II.

first draft,

which Pi it

28, 1795, Grenville sent a

and

copy

Lord Camden, with a request
see below.

647,649,653, 655

;

III. pp. 2,

1

W4,
C 2

17, 34.
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that

might be shown to Mr. Pell^m, who had already gone

it

Chief Secretary. 1

to Ireland as

This

probably tbe document to which Mr. Lecky refers in

is

his history of that time, as

having been found by him among

the Pelham Papers.

While

was
by

question

Irish

this

objections to a project approved

new

Cabinet, of a

still

Pitt

debate, his

in

convention with the King of Prussia for the

troops to expel the French

hire of 60,000

strong

and a majority of the
from the Dutch

Provinces, seems to have determined Grenville to retire from

The reasons on which he based

the Ministry.

are fully set forth

an

in

official

minute

;

this resolution

but, in

apparently to Pitt's wishes, he postponed giving

deference
until

effect

it

of the session. 2

The King at first concurred with
Grenville, but northern Germany having been exposed to
invasion by the march of General Clarfait's army to Mayence,
to replace the Prussians withdrawn from the Rhine, he changed
The treaty of Basle, signe on April 5, 1795,
his mind.
between France and Prussia, by putting an end to Pitt's project,
appears to have restored harmony in the Cabinet.
A comparative statement of the conditions of two new
conventions concluded by Great Britain with Russia and

the close

1

Austria, and constituting a triple alliance for defensive purposes,
will be

May

found at the end of the correspondence for

179 5. 3

The Empress Catherine despatched twelve ships of war to join
Financial
the British naval squadron in the North Sea.
exhaustion, jealousy of Prussian designs, and a strong inclina-

seem to have paralysed

tion to peace ia the Imperial Diet,

Austria.

It appear*

Starhemberg,

dated

from a
April

letter of
9,

4

General Clarfait to Count

that

preparations

necessary to enable the principal Austrian
field,

were

still

had proposed
and

army

under consideration at Vienna.

to Grenville

on March

8,

absolutely

to take

the

Starhemberg

the adoption

by Austria

Great Britain of a plan of combined operations in France,

drawn up by General des

Rosieres, an eminent French strategist. 5

Lord Corn wall is, now a member of the Cabinet, thought that
no better scheme couM be framed, and recommended that
Mil.

p. 43.
1

III. p. 50.

2

III. pp.

s

25,26, 30, 50.
5

III. p. 74.

III. p. 31.

it
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should be sent to Vienna for the Emperor's approval. 1

But

apparently neither of the powers on which the execution of
could undertake to

devolved,

protracted

discussion, the

carry

it

an Austrian loan

terms of

it

In May, after

out.

to be

London on the guarantee of the British Government
finally
were
settkd.
It was not however until the following
July that the money was despatched in a man-of-war to the
mouth of the Elbe, for transmission to Vienna. 2
raised in

Against these discouraging circumstances might be set

which British

prospect,

of a sudden

certain,

and

An anonymous

Republic.

off

the

Ministers seem to have regarded as

complete collapse of the Jacobin
report

French

in

a

give3

vivid

picture of the miserable condition of France in the spring of

1795, under the combined pressure of

embarrassment; and of

financial

conservative

and

an

peace.
abstract,

agents.

3

famine, anarchy, and
rapid

progress

of a

movement for the restoration of religion, monarchy,
The writer's statements are amply confirmed in
made by or for Lord Grenville, of speeches in
Convention, and

French

the

the

reports

The comments on these

of British

diplomatic

reports, as well as Grenville°s

minute, dated April 23, of a conference with Count Wedel, 4

Danish Minister in London, testify to his firm conviction that
the provisional government dragging out a precarious existence
in

couM not

Paris,

possibly

French and

continue the war.

English accounts bear witness alike to the ascendency of Sieyes
in the French Convention.

Two

the circumstances which told fatally against the

of

success of the unfortunate expedition to Quiberon

1795,

are

clearly

and

(2)

for

of the submission of

Cabinet,

other

the Royalist Chiefs at

Notwithstanding

King

refused

to

be formed in Hanover

III. pp. 33, 45.

2

;

III. pp. 70, 89.
4

III. p. 58.

(1)

a

allow

in

London

a main cause

proposals,

La Jaunaj'e

an

urgent

to

set

request

an

German Sovereigns by allowing a depot

recruits
1

the

his

to

June

French emigres;

the long detention of Count de Puisaye

while the Miuistry considered

the

governments

continental

of

the enrolling of regiments of

February 1795.

in

brought out in the correspondence;

general disinclination
facilities

Bay

example
for

in

from
to

French

and would only consent
3

III. pp. 62, SO.
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Count

t)

d'Aitois's

An

time. 1

abstract

there

?.ojourn

numerous

of

Chouan

chiefs

insisting

on the need of immediate

and

his

of

Addenda.
t

:

own

return

When

2

during

Puisaye

to

winter

the

limited

by

1794-5,

of

included

is

the

in

accounts arrived early in July of the occupa-

on of Quiberon peninsula by Puisaye's small

and the

force,

good dispositions of the Chouan s, Pitt determined
nearly 20,000 British troops, under the

command

A

support the French insurgents.

to

the

succours from England,

Brittany,

to

very

a

for

letters addressed

of

British

send

to

Lord Moira,

ship

war

of

brought Count d'Artois from the Elbe to Spithead to join the
expedition. 3

Later news of Puisaye's defeat retarded the naval

and military prepaiations; and the peace concluded
between

and

France

Spain

caused

Lord Buckingham was at

abandoned.

Southsea with his regiment of

month

Grenville during the

militia.

of

the
this

at Basle

enterprise

to

be

time quartered at

Several of his letters to

August are almost exclusively

concerned with the situation of the French prince, who, in order
to avoid arrest for debt, lived

on shipboard for several weeks in

a painful state of suspense and discomfort, until the Cabinet

despatched him and the French regiments which had escaped

from Quiberon,

to

join

Count de Charette

in

La

Yende'e. 4

General Doyle accompanied Artois with .4,000 British troops to
protect his disembarkation on the coast of Poitou.

A long and interesting report by Baron de Nantiat, who
was sent by Lord Grenville early in July on a mission to
Charette and did not return until after Artois's departure
from England, exposes frankly the wants,

plans,

and sentiments

of the great royalist chief, at this critical period of his career/'

These expeditions, projected or actually undertaken, formed
part of a general plan of operations, which also embraced the

provinces

eastern'

Mr. Wickham,
efforts,

of

British

France,

under

Minister in Switzerland.

;

Wickham's

to raise the strength of the Prince of Conde"a

on the upper Rhine by drawing into
of France, Republican suldiers
;

superintendence of

involving a profuse expenditure of money, had a two-

fold object

pay

the

and then
1

II. p.

to use this force

645.
4

ill. pp.

army

ranks, from the interior

who had disbanded for want
and the Austrian army to which

» III. p.

93-103.

its

3

530.
5

III. p. 89.

III. p. 105.

of
it
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attached, for the encouragement

was

as

reports, the

by

appears

September

6

whole scheme
his

and

May

4 and

his

to

the second part mainly,

;

August 4 and 12, and
want of co-operation by the
Morton Eden's letters from Vienna,
dated

letters,
7,

Sir

Austrian generals.

dated

failed

royalist in-

According

having their centre at Lyons.

surrections,

own

and support of

from

August 26

Grenville's letters to the King,

;

dated July 26 and September 9

;

and particularly Mr. Drake's

secret and confidential " report from Italy, dated August 28,
throw additional light on the inaction of the Austrian armies
during the whole summer of 1 795. 1
4i

Lord Grenville's correspondence shows that the
of the Dutch .Republic also occupied

much

the Ministry during the year 1795.

A

political state

of the attention of

compact entered into

with the Prince of Orange in February, soon after his flight to
England, having for
fortresses

may

still

its

object the rendering

up

and

of ships

his authority to British officers, 2

acknowledging

not improbably have facilitated the acquisition by Great

Britain of valuable Dutch colonies in South Africa

and the

In the same month Lord Grenville sent Count

Eastern seas.

Charles Bentinck on a secret mission to Holland, with instructions to keep alive a spirit of resistance in the
discreet assurances of help
effect.

whenever

it

Orange party by

could be given with

M. Fagel, who had been Greyer under the Orange

3

Government, accompanied Bentinck

to

there that they could not proceed to the

Hamburg,
FindingHague without per-

sonal danger, they retired to Varel, in Oldenburg,

seem

to

freely

have enjoyed ample

with

their friends

opportunities

the

in

of a

where they

corresponding

Dutch provinces.

reports, especially those of Fagel, afford

doubt

of

much

partizm character, of the condition of the Dutch

under the democratic institutions they had borrowed
Fiance.

A

formed

to

Their

information, no

from

army and navy of the Republic
had remained faithful to the House of Orange, and refused to
serve new masters.
In the course of the summer a plan was
British pay,

large part of the

assemble the disbanded troops at Osnaburg, in

and hold them ready to march into the Provinces

whenever the course
1

III. pp. 07,

of events

02-104, 129-133.

proved favourable to a counter
2

III. p. 26.

3

III. pp. 4, 9, 16, 19.
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A

revolution.

letter of the Prince

of Orange, dated July 22,

asking the co-operation of the King of Prussia, and the King's

-

reply condemning the project as a violation of the treaty of

which Hanover owed

to

B:i!sle,

the correspondence.

in

G-orge

III., as

remove

present security, are included

from the Electorate, and conform

troops

2
strictly to the treaty of Basle.

Fagel retired to Switzerland in

Bentinck remained at Varel, carrying on

the spring of 1790.
political intrigues,

and sending reports of them

until the treaty of

Loeben in 1797 closed for a time

and the

first

months

all prospect:

months

King's letters during the last

of the

to Grenville,.

on behalf of the House of Orange. 3

of foreign intervention

Most

Berlin,

sovereign of Hanover, engaged in September to

foreign

all

its

Under strong pressure from

1

of 1794,

of 1795, are concerned with preliminary

arrangements for the marriage of the Prince of Wales with the
Brunswick, whose journey to England

Caroline of

Princess

under the care of Lord Malmesbu»y was much retarded by
In November 1795, the
Holland.

the French conquest of

Hereditary Prince of Wirtemberg became a suitor for one of
the King's daughters, but, judging from George II L's.

on the subject, with

little

prospect of success. 4

perseverance, however, gradually surmounted

by

raised

his Majesty's dislike of the alliance,

Duke

prince's

the obstacles-

and the marriage

The King peremptorily

was celebrated in the spring of 1797.
rejected the addresses of the

all

first letter

The

of Ostrogothia,

who

aspired

5
to the hand of another English princess.
In September 1795, the correspondence begins for the

first

time to betray signs of discouragement in regard to the prosecution of the war,
if

and a sense of the expediency of making

peace could be obtained on

may

Indications of this disposition

terms.

September 23

Windham's letter of October 11 Pitt's letters
and 18 and an undated letter of Mornington,
;

;

the

new French

fiom

Isle

in reference to

to

by hin

self

conveyed
and Dundas,
t

Dieu the forces of General Doyle and Admiral

III.

rP 01,

III.

p. 147.

i

come

.

91.

-III.

p. 148.

-III. p. 290.

Han

[.pp. 816, 819.
'

;

of October 1G

Pitt's letters just cited

constitution.

to Grenville a decision

eace

be found in the

of Portland's letter to Grenville, dated

Duke

\

honourable and advantageous

III. pp.

135 141, 149.
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which had

retired thither after

Artois on the French coast.

mind on three points
French monarchy to stand

his

;

an

ineffectual attempt to land

They show that he had made up
(1)

not to allow the cause of the

in the

way

of negotiation for peace

(2) not to risk British troops in aiding French Eoyalists

;

but,

answer apparently to Windham's vigorous protest of

(3) in

October
lasted,

supply the royalist insurgents, so long as war

11, to

with arms, clothing, ammunition and money.

however, from a later letter of

dated January

Pitt,

lb appears,,
3,

1790. that

the supplies thus promised could not be conveyed during the*

winter months to Oharette, then in extreme need of them. 1
also clear

is

from Windham's

all

was allowed

remain a dead

letter in

spirited

to

remonstrances, with which Grenville expressed

some

produced

It

dated February 18, 1706,

the other insurgent chiefs, until his

that the engagement

regard to

letter,

attempts

tardy

at

full

concurrence,

performance. 2

Detailed

accounts of British expenditure under this head of service

be found in Windham's letters to

Pitt,

dated September

2,

may
and

November 15, 1797. 3 The military efforts of Great Britain
were now apparently concentrated upon conquests in the West
Indies, particularly of St.
entire possession

Domingo, of which France had obtained

by her treaty with Spain.

Lord Buckingham's

letters

November

in

refer, in a

lighter

vein than might be expected from an alarmist, to riots in

London, and feeble opposition in the Legislature to repressive measures introduced

by Government. 4

In December, M. Regnier sent Grenville a report on French
affairs,

containing short accounts of the Directors and their

principal Ministers,

who formed

the executive government of

France under the constitution of the year

George

Marshal

III. rejoiced in

III. 5

victories over the

Ciairfait's

French Generals Pichegru and Jourdan in the autumn and
winter of 1795, as fortifying his argument that Great Britain
should not think of peace until France had been reduced to
submission. 6
of

But,

much

against his will, the Cabinet at the end

January 1796, entered upon a

series of negotiations

extending

over nearly two years, with the view of bringing the war to a
close
1

4

on favourable terms, or convincing the
III. p. 166.
III.

pp. 144-146.

2

[II. p. 174.

3

5

III. p. 159.

6

i

ation that such

III. pp. 362, 392.
III. pp. 143, 149.
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won by

terms could only be

scheme

of

February

pacification,

persevering in

Lord Grenville's

it.

submitted in outline to the King on

seems to have embraced three main proposals

9,

(l)to purchase the co-operation, or at least the

King

of the

of Prussia,

at the end of the

war

by an agreement

armed mediation

hand over

to

him

certain Westphalian bishoprics and the

Austrian Netherlands;

the Emperor
by allowing him

(2) to reconcile

aggrandizemeut of a dangerous

rival

Bavaria to his hereditary dominions

Wickham and

Directory, through

to

:

;

to this
to

add

(3) an overture to

the

Barthelemi, the English and

French. Ministers at Berne, for the holding of a Congress to

The King condemned the project as
and only yielded reluctantly to
1
But the preliminary hints of British
Cabinet.

discuss terms of peace.
*1

immoral and

unjustifiable,"

the advice of his

diplomacy receiving

German

capitals,

encouragement

little

and the proposal

in

either

of

the

for a Congress being rejected

at Paris in terms wLich George III. considered " insolent," the

whole scheme was

laid aside for a time.

Lord Elgin's confidential

letters

from Berlin as British Minister

during the years 1796 and 1797 give us pictures of the governing
influences

and unstable policy

and

curious

discreditable

of the Prussian Court not less

than

by

contributed

trios?

his

predecessors, Lord Malmesbury and Sir Morton Eden.
The increasing difficulties Pitt had to encounter in providing

money

main motive
to

on the war, which formed no doubt the

for carrying
for

Grenville's negotiations, are brought clearly

view in the correspondence
of

letter

for

Count Starhemberg, dated April

Treasury could not arrange for a new
2
stood in absolute need.

because,

tunate

Berne, dated

as

It appears

1796.

12, that

loan,

of

This failure was particularly unfor-

Wickham's letters from Fribourg and
and June 15, indicate, Bonaparte's

April SO

whole military and
other

political

lad

situation in

consequences

seem,

ti.-y

that

May

24

Austria
1

3

and

Pitt's

would

III. pp. 173, 174,
III. pp. 197, 212.

letter

make a

278,3 1J, 327.

to

Grenville

separate

alter the

to

favour of

suspicions, expressed in Grenville's letter to Sir

of

the British

which Austria

astonishing victories in Italy had already begun

Among

from a

France. 3

by exciting
Morton Eden
of

June

peace, sacrificing
-

4

III. p. 192.

III. pp. 206, 214.
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{
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Netherlands to save Lombardy, to have delayed the monthly
advances from the British

exchequer, in

anticipation

of

an

Austrian loan,

on which the Emperor chiefly depended for

the pay of his

armies.

also

appear from Eden's

Baron Thugut was disposed to reciprocate

reply that

want

would

It

of confidence in his intentions

and Wickham's

;

Pitt's

letter of

July 19 represented the French princes and their agents as
actuated
his

just

letter

could
"

by deep

"any

see,

distrust of the British

informed Grenville that, so

cited,

he continued

any chance that can be

"

on foot some decent
in

scheme

the

for dictating

authority to send Mr.

and Vienna,

far as

in

tried,

lie

In this

the question.

honourably and

of

Cabiuet,

to try

safely, to set

On July

pacification."

the

of

of

would be inexcusable not

plan

name

the King in a more

out

is

" it

"

Grenville,

Pitt, in

idea of our enabling Austria to act with. effect

beyond the present year

" situation "

Government. 1

again

29,

brought his

terms to the French Government before
definite

and complete form, and asked

Hammond,

his

order to discuss

Under

it

Secretary, to Berlin

with the Prussian and

The King repeated his objections
Pitt and
with more method and detail, and equal emphasis.
Grenville replied that the safety of England required the
Governments.

Austrian

expulsion of

the French from

the Netherlands, which

could

only be effected by the co-operation of Prussia and Austria

and that the union

powers could only be procured by

of these

the inducements which the Cabinet proposed to

summoned

the tw o Ministers to confer with
T

the King again gave way. 2

In adopting the

Having

offer.

him

at Windsor,

" Italian politics "

so distasteful to his sovereign, Grenville seems to have been more
or less influenced

by Robert

or Gouverneur Morris,

prominently in the French bulletins of Volume
of the United States of America in Paris.

and

28,

to

sympathy
1

feelings of hatred for the

for Great Britain as the chief

III. pp. 208, 223.

2

III. pp. 227, 230.

derived

Grenville in

1795, 3 having been

from Paris at the request of the French Government,

England with

figures

as Minister

Morris, according to

from conversations with him, and conveyed
dated June 21

who

Woronzow and Bland Burges

information which Count

letters,

IT.,

recalled

came

to

French Revolution, and

bulwark of
3

civilization.

III. pp. 78, 87.
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Through Burges, then Under Secretary at the Foreign Office,
he sought an interview with Grenville, in order t3 give
information in regard

confidential

to

the

situation

of

the

French Government and the means of frustrating its designs. 1
In the summer of 1796 he went to Germany, apparently for
the purpose of ventilating political ideas intended to promote
the aims and interests of England, and combat those of Fiance.

And

he communicated with Grenville from the various capitals

where he sojourned
letters are

anonymous

in a series of

These

letters.

very curious and interesting, as well on account of

the power of keen observation they display, as for reports of

with hading statesmen, and

discussions

irresponsibility,

but often anticipating

plished or attempted. 2
Berlin,

on July

sweeping

deep

Elgin

and

Haugwitz and the foreign ministers

of

freedom

of

them from
that Morris was

first

reported

attention

the

all

plans

changes since accom-

In forwarding the

Lord

28,

with

to

listened

evolved with

redistribution,

territorial

of

by Count

interest

Prussian Court

the

t-.t

and expressed a hope that Morris "had authority to speak in
Grenville writing on August 23 to
behalf of England."
his way to Berlin, recommended him to
show " attention and a proper degree of confidence "to Morris,
whose ideas were " not wholly dissimilar to those on which we

Hammond, then on

" are acting,
" lation

though earned into a much wider

than I should like to see opened." 3

noticed, in re-arranging the

and the

Prussia,

Hammond's

Austrian

mission

of

of Europe, gave

Netherlands

failed,

menaces"

"indirect

map

field

though

Catherine

be

Hanover

to

Great

to

supported

II.

of specu-

may

Morris,

Count

it

Britain. 4

by the
Haugwitz

having, as afterwards appeared, come to a secret arrangement

with the French Directory, treated the British envoy with
rudeness, and the latter left Berlin abruptly without awaiting
5
further orders from home.

On September

2,

Lord Grenville, with the King's cor

applied to the French Directory through the Danish
in London, for a passport authorising

go

to Paris, in order to discuss

Mil.
«

III.

p. 87.
i..

23

i.

Wins

a

Minister

British diploma'

of peace/

»
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by which
of the

the envoy was to regulate his proceedings form part

correspondence.

The

King

considered

the

answer

returned from Paris too discourteous to admit of further parley

;

but the Cabinet, in order to prevent mis-representation, as
Grenville explained, repeated the application
flag of truce.

The demand thus made

1

by the bsarer

of a

being complied with,

Lord Malmesbury went to Paris as British Plenipotentiary in the
middle of October, accompanied by Mr. George Ellis as his
confidential ad viser. 2

In the meantime a confidential despatch from Baron Thugut
to Count Starhemberg, dated September 10, announced that the

Empress

of Russia

had consented

field against France,

to place CO.000 trcops in the

on condition of receiving a subsidy from

Great Britain about equal in amount to that paid to Prussia in
1794. 3

In this state paper the Imperial Chancellor marshalled

with great

skill the

Government

into

arguments calculated

to bring the British

an arrangement on which he

of an advantageous peace depended.

felt that all

But he

hope

insisted that

it

should not entail any diminution of the monthy advances which
alone enabled the Emperor to keep his armies on foot.

Pitt

could not undertake to provide more than three millions sterling
altogether for Austria and Russia, in the coming year.

The

Cabinet, however, with the King's consent, offered to transfer to
the Empress Catherine the sovereignty of

Corsica,

and thus

give her what she had long coveted, a naval station in the
Mediterranean. 4

Her sudden death

in

November put an end

to

warlike projects which found no favour with her successor.

The
during

the

Bonaparte in

Archduke Charles

Germany
autumn, and a temporary check suffered by

briliant successes of the

Italy, ra'sed the

spirits

of the

allies.

in

But

Pitt's

announcement, through Sir Morion Eden, of a diminution of the
pecuniary help he hai been affording to the Austrian Govern-

ment was received with the utmost consternation at Vienna. In
November, Thugut instructed Starhemberg to insist on monthly
payments of 20G.000J-. from December 1, 1796, with an additional
400,000Z. for the month of January 1797, in anticipation of an
Austrian loan of 4,500,000£. as absolutely required to enable the
1
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Emperor

to

open and support another campaign. 1

Pitt appears

from the subsequent correspondence to have been desirous of
supplying Austrian needs
of England tied his

;

but the embarrassments of the Bank

hands; and although the Loyalty Loan

enabled him to send 300,000?. to Vienna in January,2
April

till

4,

it

was not

1797, that Grenville found himself in a position to

give Baron Thugut anything like positive assurance of further
aid.

3

The slow course

of

Lord Malmesbury 's negotiation at Paris,

clearly foreshadowed in the terms of

may

Lord Grenville's instructions,

be traced in the correspondence for the last quarter of

Writing to Pitt and Grenville on November

1

796,

Malmesbury

28,

brought the business to a point. 4

It had become necessary, he
him the project of a treaty, and to specify the
on which he must insist. If the allies allowed France to

stated, to send
articles

coming to an

retain Belgium, he anticipated little difficulty in

agreement.

The

by

project returned

concession, the French

denying

Grenville

Government sent Malmesbury

ports in the middle of December.

this

his pass-

Grenville seems to have hoped

Loan would cow the Directors. 5 But they
appear to have been much more influenced by the death of
Catherine II., and a declaration of war by Spain against Great
Britain, announced to Parliament by .a royal message on
December 12. Letters from the King and Pitt at the end of that

that the Loyalty

1

month compliment

Grenville very highly on his able defence

of the conduct of the

speech in the House

Government

in

an

official

manifesto, and a

of Lords. 6

In January 1797 the tortuous policy of Count Haugwitz seems
to

have revived hopes that Prussia might be lured back into a

coalition

against

Every

France.

expectation

of

this

kind,

however, vanished in March, when Lord Elgin transmitted from
Berlin a copy of the secret treaty concluded between the French

and Prussian Governments

in

August 179G. 7

Bonaparte's victories in the Tyrol and descent into Carinthia

having reduced Austria to extremity, the King authorised Lord
10 to despatch Mr.

Grenville on April

Hammond was

mission to Vienna.

1

4

2

III. pp. 270, 271.

III. p. 279.
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Hammond

on another

instructed to propose a joint

III. p. 297.
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appeal to the Emperor of Russia, to intervene for the restoration
of peace

Eden

in

and also to take part as colleague of Sir Morton
any negotiation which the approach of the French army
;

to the Austrian capital

to open. 1

might compel the Emperor Francis

Hammond landed

Before

at

•

IT.

Cuxhaven, Bonaparte had

signed the preliminary treaty of Loeben with Count Meerfeldt

and M. de

Gallo.

An interesting letter from Count

Russian Minister at Vienna, to Count

some curious particulars relating
Baron Tliugut

Razoumouskoi,

Woronzow in London, gives

to this event. 2

The

reticence of

and

in regard to the terms of the treaty,

his.

subsequent postponement of any arrangement for repaying the
Austrian debt to Great Britain, ruptured for a time the close

and more or

cordial relations that

less

had existed for four

years between the British and Austrian Governments.
Final discussion in

regard to the conditions of a

general

peace had been relegated by the treaty of Loeben to a conference at Berne, open to the allies of the contracting powers.

The

Government, however, being

British

now

released from

which had hampered negotiation in the
I796j preferred making another direct and separate-

obligations to Austria

autumn

of

overture for peace to the French Directory.

June

1,

King expressed in confidence

the

In a letter dated
Grenville

to

his

painful sense of the national humiliation involved in this step.3

The answer returned by De
Affairs,

la Croix,

had a highly provocative

French Minister for Foreign

On June

tone.

1

6,

Grenville

informed the King that he found himself unable to concur in
second communication to the Directory approved by
considering

Crown

it

deficient in spirit;

a-

Ms colleagues,,

but that his obligations to the

did not permit him to quit

office in

through which the kingdom was passing. 4

the dangerous crisis

He

referred

more

of the Nore. The correspondence shows
Duncan had only two ships of war left to
watch a powerful Dutch armament in the Texel, until, at Lord
Grenville's request, Count Woronzow assumed the responsibility
of ordering the admiral in command of a Russian squadron in

particularly to the

mutiny

that in June Admiral

the North Sea, which had been recalled to the Baltic, to defer
his departure,

the

and

rejoin

Duncan. 5

King enjoined Grenville
1

III. pp. 310, 311.
4
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to
2

A

sympathetic note from

remain at his post to direct the

III. p. 318.

3
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negotiation with France

!

;

and explanations of a conciliatory

character having been received from Pari?, Lord Malmesbury
repaired early in July to Lille, to confer with M.M. Letourneur,

and

Pleville,

representing

Maret,

tl

now

published for the

first

French

e

Confidential documents relating to the

Republic.

negotiations

at

Lille,

time, are of extraordinary interest,

revealing clearly the strange conditions and the various channels,

one publ

:

c

and two

secret,

through which

those negotiations

were carried on.
Two members of the Directory, Carnot
and BaitheJemi, supported by a large majority of {he Legis2

and the ardent wishes of France, desired peace.

lative Councils,

The three remaining
forming

an

and Lepaux,

Directors, Barras, Kewbell,

ultra -Jacobin

and De

and ruling majority,

la

Croix, Minister for Foreign Affairs, only sought for a plausible
pretext, which they hoped to find in the British demands, to

continue the war.

Fiance having been aggrandised by the

acquisition of the Austrian Netherlands and other territory in

•Germany and

Italy, the British

the ground of compensations,
'

Government, taking

demanded that Great

its

stand on

Britain should

be indemnified by the cession of Ceylon, the Cape of Good Hope,
Cochin, and Trinidad, her
Spaniards.
itself

De

la

conquests

from

Dutch

the

and

Croix replied that the Directory had pledged

not to surrender Dutch Colonies without the consent of

the Dutch Government

;

and consent being

refused, the public

conferences at Lille came to a dead-lock.

In tlrs emergency,

Maret, act'ng in concert with Carnot and Barthelemi, and as he

thought with Talleyrand, who

French Foreign

now

replaced

De

la

Croix at the

arrived at a private understanding with

Office,

Malmesbury that they should work together in concert to make
peace on terms which France and England could honourably
accept. 3

Maret promised on behalf of his

pressure should be used at the

political friends that

to bring the

Dutch

he sought to learn in confidence fiom Malmesbury

far the British

to a

In order to guide their action in this

more compliant mood.
respect,

Hague

Government would relax

its

same time he avowed that tha strength and
pressure at the Hague would depend on the

demands.

efficiency of

At

how
the

French

issue of the conflict

then waging between the Jacobin Directors and the majority of
the Legislative Councils.
1
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all

the parties
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mark time

concerned seem to have come to a tacit agreement to

was

at Lille, until the struggle in Paris

these

of

brought from

intelligence

and

in

Under

Secretary

confidential communications

from

Lord

and Canning, Parlia-

The
which the Frenchmen

Foreign

the

at

and

of

Malmesbury 's embassy

of Malmesbury, Grenville,

letters

mentary

of Lord

minutes

in

Wesley

Mr.

by

Lille

members

Granville Leveson,

decided. Full particulars

contained

are

transactions

secret

Lille, in

Office.

concerned are designated by false names, were, with the King's
read only by

sanction,

Ministers

and Grenville

Pitt

—of

the leading

despatches merely recording the formal proceedings

;

of the plenipotentiaries being circulated

members

other

1

The coup

Cabinet,

the

of

by Canning among the

by which

d'etat

Barras and his friends re-established a Revolutionary govern-

ment early

September while retaining the forms of the French

in

brought

constitution,

end.

The Directory

Lille;

and,

second stage of the negotiations to an

this

Maret and

recalled

colleagues from

his

MM.

through two new representatives,

Treilhard

and Bonnier, repudiated the basis of compensations hitherto
accepted,

and required Lord Malmesbury to return to London

and unconditional restitution of
Malmesbury's reply, drafted by Lord Gren-

for authority to agree to a full

British conquests.

refused to resume negotiations with a

ville,

usages

observe the

of

civilised

nations.

power which did not
2

Talleyrand,

who

adhered to Barras, appears to have played a double part in the
proceedings at

Lille.

But the high-handed action

of the

French executive seems to

have been partly intended to screen a corrupt overture to

An American

gentleman named Melville arrived at

Pitt.

Lille

in

August, and proceeded thence to Hoi wood, as bearer of an
offer

from the Director Barras to sign a treaty satisfactory to

Great Britain, in consideration of a secret payment of 450,000£.,
to

be

made

after

Malmesbury

ratifications

at first gave

had been

no credit

exchanged.

grounds for considering the proposal authentic
consulted

Dundas and

September 6

for

Grenville, he wrote

permission

to

;

and having

to the

entertain

Lord

but Pitt saw

to Melville,

it,

King -on

His

letter

suggested that the money required might be taken, without

danger of publicity, from the revenues of India and the Secret
1

a
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Service Fund, and that the business of concluding and carrying

through

on

bargain

the

terms

the

committed to Lord Malmesbury. 1

seem

have

to

London

should

stipulated

been interrupted by Malmesbury

in September,

and

be

These secret communications
s

return to

Melville's return to Paris, later in the

same month.

But they were resumed on a somewhat different
October, by means of a letter from Boyd, a well-known

basis in

banker, to Dundas.

any

Grenville appears to have avoided taking

active part in them,

and

shows that he concurred

The

misgiving.

affair

his letter to Pitt, dated October 8,

them with great reluctance and

in

through, as

fell

may

October 18,

letter to Grenville of

Pitt's

be gathered from

consequence

in

on the part of the French agents concerned

failure

satisfy the requirements of the British

Government

clear proof of the authenticity of the

proposal,

declaration

public

Malmesbury

by the Directory

return

to

without

M.M. Treilhard and Bonnier

A

minute of

financial

still

Pitt,

to

awaited him.

;

namely,

and such a
enable Lord

would

as

discredit

of

in it to

Lille,

where

2

dated October 25,

estimates

prospectively the annual supply and expenditure for four years

more of war; and shows strong faith in the efficacy of
Sinking Fund to prevent the growth of the National Debt. 8

2

his

Letters from Mr.

Pelham and Lord Camden, dated November

and

to

3,

appear

hostile motions

have been

written

anticipation

in

in the British Parliament

of

on the subject of

military outrage in Ireland. 4

On

being fully apprized of the victory of the war party in

Paris,

the Austrian Government hastened

to

terminate

differences

with the Directory by the treaty of Udine or

Formio.

Interesting observations

relations of Austria

the Triple

Alliance,

and Great

may

on

this

Campo

pacification,

the

and the prospects of

Britain,

found in a

be

its

letter

from Count

Razoumouskoi to Count Woronzow, dated November l. 5 In
the same month Frederick William II., King of Prussia, died.

A

letter

George

from Lord Elgin, dated December

and

letters

from

dated December 23 and 24, give views of the

III.,

interior of the Prussian Court

1

10,

III. p. 369.
4

III. pp. 385, 386.

1 1

under the altered conditions of a
L

3

pp. 378-381.
'
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new and

virtuous reign. 1

But sanguine expectations of the

British Government that the reputed influence of the Duke of
Brunswick with the young King might be used effectually to
restore the alliance of England and Prussia proved groundless.

The language
minded

;

of Frederick William III.

was

patriotic

and high-

but the direction of Prussian policy remained in the

hands of Count Haugwitz

The report upon these papers has been prepared, and the
introduction has been written, by Mr. Walter FitzPatrick, who
also edited the first

volume on the Grenville

by the Commissioners.
1

III. pp. 402, 405, 406.

collection

issued

THE MANUSCRIPTS OF J. B. FORTESCUE,
ESQUIRE, PRESERVED AT DROPMORE.
VOL.

W. Windham
1795, January

1,

to

III.

Lord Grenville.

London. — "The

time

for

preparation

is

slipping

and after some examples that we have seen, we have
no reason to hope that the opportunities of repairing what may now be
If we wait for the conclusion
lost will be numerous or long continued.
of these necessarily tedious negotiations with the Court of Vienna, on
a subject too where they are not pressed to decision by any very strong
wish or necessity, we shall lose the season for raising any considerable
force under the Prince of Conde on that side of France.

away very

fast

;

My

"
idea is that we should directly send a M. D'Artez, who i»
here and has been long marked out for the station we are speaking of
both by the Due D'Harcourt and others, with a commission to the
Prince de Conde empowering him immediately to raise a regiment r
naming the officers himself, and giving to M. D'Artez, who is already
known to him, such commission as he may think fit, and as his former
rank in the army may entitle him to. I would then send M. Lambertye,
whom his Majesty has been graciously pleased to favour us with, to
concert with Wyndham at Florence about raising a regiment in those
parts; and if any place besides the dominions of the King of Sardinia
can be found as a depot for that regiment, would send the Marquis de
Miran to Turin to open there a rendezvous for all the well affected who
either are already out of the country, or may be drawn from the
There is every reason to has* en these
provinces in that neighbourhood.
measures, not only because the time now remaining to us is barely
sufficient for the purpose, but because the effects of the present mildersystem will be to call back many into Fiance who might be well
contented still to remain out if they were furnished with the means of
reason for proposing the Marquis de Miran is that he
subsistence.
commanded in Provence for 15 years ending with the Revolution, and
gave, in the last crisis, the most distinguished proofs of zeal and good
conduct. This consideration is sufficient for giving him a preference
over others that may have been on the Due D'Harcourt's list, and for
departing from a rule hitherto not uniformly observed, and certainly
not necessary to he observed, of excluding from the command of
regiments all above the rank of Alarechal de Camp. If there should
be any objection to giving the ecrps to M. de Miran, he might be
stationed at Turin as Lieutenant General to superintend the formation,
of M. Lambertye's corps, and any other corps that it might be found
practicable and expedient to raise there.
M. Lambertye too, who makes,
more difficulties than he ought to do considering his good fortune in
getting a corps at all, may be sect with letters to the Prince de Conde,
desiring the Prince either to keep M. Lambertye with him, and to send,
an officer of his own into Italy, or to let M. Lambertye go on as
proposed, and keep his own officer for the quarter nearest him.
Some

.

My

a
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measures of this sort are absolutely and immediately necessary. For
besides that we must have the force, Italy is in the most immediate
danger, being so completely defenceless that there is nothing, I
apprehend, to prevent the merest handful of French that should once
pass the frontier from marching to the further extremity.
The
emigrant French, now dispersed in Italy, are in perfect despair on that
account, and are driven by that despair to join in a wish which nothing
else could dictate, namely a wish for peace.
At the same time that
that country may certainly, under proper management, be rrnde to yield
great means, not only for its own defence, but for that which may be
very necessary for general success, offensive operations on that side
of France. The first step is to begin raising there some force in our
pay, and I know of no better way of doing so than those which I have
pointed out. I reflect with great regret, and some shame, that steps for
this purpose have not been taken sooner.
One idea by the way occurs
to me at this moment not, unworthy of being considered, namely the
landing there the Duke de FitzJames, with his officers, and possibly
even another of the Franco-Irish regiments who have, I fear, but little
prospect of speedy success in Ireland, and who would not find the same
ill-disposition3 towards them that may be apprehended in some parts
of Italy against the emigrants.
No objection would probably be made
and we need have no jealousy of them,
to tliem in the Pope's States
any more than the Corsicans would have if employed, where they will
be sufficiently wanted, for the defence of Corsica.
"This is connected with the question of more direct communication
with the Pope, which I cannot but wish to see effected, and speedily,
though possibly not through the medium of the person who has so
Why should not Frederick North in his
earnestly recommended it.
-way to Corsica be directed to pass through Rome, with some letters of
civility to the Pope ?
It will be a good opening of communication, and
connected with the idea of it which you entertain.
" At all events I would send two of the Irish Colonels to fill up their
regiments with French, Italians, and Corsicans, instead of attempting
only to fill them up, as I fear will be the case, with Irish, whom they
cannot get either without encroaching upon the success of other corps."
Postcript.
"I wish you would concert with Mr. Pitt a short letter
to be sent to the coalition in Normandy by a person whom I have here
A general
ready to go, and who waits only for these credentials.
assurance vouching for the person, and quieting them as to any views of
conquest, is all that is wanted."
;

—

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grexville.

[Stowe]. — " I

have purposely avoided of late
1795, January 3,
correspondence with you upon political subjects, from the apprehension of any misconception which might make our situation even more
painful than it has yet been; and your letter of yesterday has
shewn me the necessity for that precaution; as nothing but the
strongest misconception could have induced you to offer to me »
picture so humiliating and so disgraceful as that which you have
drawn for me, when you suppose me to have offered (by my last
to share his
letter to my brother) to Mr. Pitt the alternative cither
measures, and to become responsible for them with him, or, to take at
I have not kept a
the same moment a line directly hostile to them.

copy of that letter; but upon revising it, you will see that the proposition
two distinct parts the first a wish to know whether there existed

is of

;

3
inclination, or even a possibility of enabling me to co-oparate in the
King's service in the Cabinet; and the second, a declaration, which I
think I can give from recollection nearly in the words of the letter, that
if this proposition could be entertained, I am ready to come to town to
receive from Mr Pitt the communication, of his measures of which I
If I have stated this fairly, you will judge of the
htiow nothing.
feelings with which I read from you a statement so widely different
from what I meant to convey. I will repeat it in a few words. I felt
myself disavowed by Mr. Pitt's arrangements and yours respecting
I persisted in my
Ireland I am assured no such thing was meant

an

;

;

and, notwithopinion of the impression respecting ihis transaction
standing your assurances, / know that I am well founded in this opinion.
Mr. Pitt's letter and yours rejected one part of an idea calculated to
remove this impression, and leant to the other, which 1 have declined,
considering it so insignificant that it could not answer that purpose.
The arguments in these letters for rejecting the provision for my son
did not apply to a proof of consideration, or of the King's countenance,
not beneficial from pecuniary objects. Any proof of that sort is in
itself a measure calculated to remove impressions, arising from the Irish
measure of which I complain. I held myself bound by considerations of
affection, of habits, and of the public situation of the country, to
endeavour to meet any disposition to remove from my mind the load
which has been thrown upon it and, with this view, I opened in my
letter to Mr. Grenville an idea which could give me no profit, no power,
no patronage, but much of everything that I disliked and, in case the
general idea could be entertained, I offered to come to town in order to
learn and consider the measures to which I should be supposed and
bound to accede in accepting such a situation. It is possible that upon
this part of the explanation I must have separated and relinquished the
idea; but I knew that one step would be clearly gained that would
facilitate my union with Government, I mean the countenance it would
give to my government and conduct in Ireland.
It was also possible
that the measures both respecting the great external and internal
difficulties of this kingdom, and respecting Ireland, might have been
such as I could accede to; and, in that cas°, much of the impressions
which have aiisen of the unkindness and disavowal marked to me (for
upon this I am as well informed as you can be) by Mr. Pitt and you
would have been done away. Such have been my impressions, and
such the motives which dictated that letter. I saw many reasons which
might defeat it; but I did not foresee in any answer from you a statement so injurious and degrading to me. It is not probable that Mr.
Pitt should see the political difficulties to this idea less strongly than
you do
and I cannot expect him to think more favourably of my
conduct and of my character; and I therefore perfectly agree with
you in thinking it useless to open this idea to him. But as your letter
refers me to the stand made by Mr. Pitt and you in the course of that
Irish negotiation against a particular demand as a proof of his
and your consideration for me, I must protest most explicitly against
this being urged to me in that point of view.
Had it been so stated to
me at the time, I should have claimed it as a right that it should not be
considered (singly and by itself) upon this ground. And I must remind
you what must be my impressions from the proofs now lying before me
that this compact for, what I term, the surrender of Ireland to the
Duke of Portland, and for the measures which disavow so grossly my
conduct and government, was made above twelve months since ; from
the recollection that the only communication which I have had either
;

;

;

;

A

2

with Mr. Pitt or you upon this subject arose from a conversation which
I forced upon him in the second week of October, and from a letter
to Mr. Pitt of the 13th October, which remained unanswered for nine
weeks, while he completed the whole of this measure.
" At some future time tl ese reflections will, I am persuaded, severely
pain you; but I sincerely hope you will not feel one half the misery
which I feel of every description, from the cruel and unworthy treatmentr
which I have received hut, till that time arrives, I feel that I have;

lost the affections of a

C.

brother

whom

Bentinck

to

I loved as myself."

Lord Grexville,

— " Mr.

C. Bentinck proposes to take the first
1795, January
opportunity the thaw affords for going by the Elbe to his brother's
estates in Germany, to learn from thence whether he can enter with
safety the United Provinces and join his brother at the Hague, with
the view of concerting such measures as may tend ultimately to rescue
the United Provinces from their present state of subjection, and
restore to them their antient and independent form of Government asre-established in 1 787.
" That from his certain knowledge of the good dispositions of very
many, and of the determination of his own family to avail themselves
of every circumstance to re-establish the Government, he conceives that
the arrival of such a person as himself, countenanced and avowed as he
is known to have been by this Government, might be a great means of
keeping all the friends and adherents of the House of Orange united
of even procuring them the additional support of the old aristocratic
anti-Stadholderian party ; of preventing any premature and inconsiderate
attempts for tutir emancipation ; his apprehensions being much greater
on that side, than his opinion of their patience to wait for the proper
occasion.
He thinks it may be the means, at the same time, of
transmitting correct and confidential information of the state of thingsand person*, as well French as Dutch, in that country.
M For the attainment of this object it seems desirable that he should
Lave an authority in writing to assure the friends of the system meant
to be supported of the readiness of this Government to co-operate in
carrying into effect any well concerted plan of measures for that purpose.
And should those operations be completely successful, and in that case
only, he trusts he shall not be disavowed should their accomplishment
have been purchased by engagements to the amount of from ten to
twenty thousand pounds, or even any greater extent to secure that
work.
" That the object of his jourrey is of so delicate a nature, and may
involve so many of his friends in the greatest difficulties and personal
danger if it is not kept a profound secret, that he wishes it not to be
known to any, without exception whatever, but his Majesty and his
Ministers that he has had any communication on the subject with
those in power on this side the water; that he cannot insist too
much and too strongly on this point, and on his journey passing off as>
an inconsiderate or ill-advised step, taken contrary to the wish of his
friends ; that secrecy is so much more necessary that it may be advisable
for the execution of the plan for him to remain to all appearance quite
inactive at the Hague, or perhaps even at his brother's house in the north
of Germany, without perhaps being heard of for some months, and to all
appearance seem entirely to have forgot that he has been in England ;
that, whilst he is absent, he will hear with more satisfaction, at least
5.

,-.

for the present, that he seems forgot here, than of any praises that maybe given him for his zeal, as too many expressions of that sort might
render hiin perfectly unable to be of any service under the present

circumstances.
" Should his plan meet with support, upon hi3 receiving the necessary
authority he will take the earliest opportunity the breaking of the frost
will admit of to set out on his journey. Mr.Beutinek cannot help repeating
his wish that the secret might remain (unless the enterprise is attended
with success) with Lord Grenville, Mr. Pitt, and the Duke of Portland
as his plan does not commit the ministers concerned, and binds them to
no one point unless attended with complete success. This last point,
however, Mr. Bentinck must leave to the wisdom and discretion of the
three persons above mentioned, to whom he submits this project."

Lord Grenville

to

W. Windham.

—"You

will see in the last letters
1795, January 5, Dover Street.
from Sir Morton Eden that the state of the Austrian arrangements with
the Prince of Conde seems to put his passing into the King's service

entirely out of the question, especially as in his letter to the
D'Harcourt he states the impossibility of his taking any such

Duke
step

except with the Emperor's consent.
u I have some doubts whether, in the present state of Italy, either
M. Miran or M. Lambertye could succeed in raising French corps there,
and whether we ought to incur the expense of making levies there
where we never could turn them to auy account, so at least as to enable
them to act with any British force. These, however, are only doubts,
and if yourself and those of the King's other servants to whom the consideration of this subject more immediately belongs, are of a different
opinion, no exertions of mine shall be wanting to forward the measure.
" If it is found that the Irish Brigades cannot be raised in Ireland, it
seems that it would certainly be an advisable measure to send one or
more of them to Italy with a view to their being employed in Corsica,
which would not be liable to the same objections as might arise against
the employing there persons who were merely French emigrants.
" If there is no inconvenience in sending Frederick North through
Borne I will write by him to Cardinal Zelada, aud he may judge on the
spot whether anything can be done there from which benefit can be
derived/'

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

u I am fearful of giving any fresh
1795, January 6, Windsor.
Lord Grenville as to the journey of the Princess Caroline
of Brunswick least they should occasion some difficulty, and think therefore, as by the arrangements taken by General Walmoden and Lieutenant
General Harcourt some decisive step can soon be taken, it may be
better not to give any positive directions for a change of route ; but
Lord Grenville may consult Lord St. Helens whether, if the enemy
should succeed in keeping possession of the Waal, it would be possible
at this season of the year for the Princess to go from Osnabruck to
Embden, in which case he should send notice of it to Lord Malmesbury ;
and Commodore Payne should have notice to remove from the Texel to
directions to

Embden."

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—

1795, January 11, Dover Street. "Lord Grenville has the honour to
inform your Majesty that he has this morning seen the Greffier Fagel
who received in the night advices from Holland up to the 9th instant.
" No particulars are stated of the affair of the 30th, but it appearsthat the attack made by your Majesty's troops on that day had been
successful and the French do not seem to have ma^e any subsequent
attempt to cross the Waal. The thaw begun on the 5th.
" On the other hand the lines between Breda and Gertruydenburg^
had been forced, and the Dutch troops which were in them had
surrendered on the same terms as had been granted to the garrisons.
Grave had also capitulated on the 20th ultimo.
•'By a letter from General Walmoden and the British general officers,,
the Prince of Orange had been apprized that in their opinion it was impossible much longer to defend the Waal, and that it would then be
necessary to retire behind the Leek.
Strong representations had been
made by the Prince of Orange, stating the dauger to which this measure
would expose the Pr -.ivince of Holland.
" It appears from an extract which the Greffier read to Lord Grenville of a report in Dutch from Prince Frederic of Orange, that
Loerdam and Asperen had actually been evacuated by the British on tha
6th, but that those posts had been re-occupied on the 7th."
;

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"The Dutch at Breda and Gertruy1795, January 11, Windsor.
denburg have kept up their shameful former conduct. I am therefore
glad General Walmoden and Lieutenant General Harcourt think of
giving up the defence of the Waal and of retiring behind the Leek, as
the safety of the troops under their command must otherwise be very
precarious by the shameful conduct of the Dutch.''
Lord Robert Stephen FitzGerald

to

Lord Grenville.

i%

I never shall be able sufficiently to
13, Berne.
gratitude for the favour of your much obliging letter of
December by the messenger Courvoisier, or to say how truly
happy I am in the choice you have so judiciously made of Mr.
Wickhara to replace me in this country as Charge d' Affaires.
" The offer which your Lordship proposes to make me, when I have
the happiness of seeing you, of one of the two northern missions is
truly flattering and pleasing to me, and I shall accept, with the most
heartfelt acknowledgments, of any post you may think proper to
I honestly confess that I shall quit this country with
appoint me to.
pleasure, for my situation had become extremely irksome and painful
from a variety of circumstances, better explained in a quarter of an
hour's conversation than by volumes of paper; although the main one
was my connection with Mounter, and the provoking consequences of
that most inconsiderate man's overbearing conceit and unaccountable
imprudence. Mr. Wickhain, although well disposed to keep tho connection open in as far as it may be advantageous to the public service,
what he has himself observe, of that
is now, in consequence of
gentleman's real character, fully on his guard against him, and will,
I hope, do me the justice to assure your Lordship that my dislike
to him proceeds from no personal motive or pique, but from the

1795,
express
the 9th

January

my

1

fullest

con victim of

his

being a

man

in

no manner to be trusted,

of pride and deceit, abominated by the Swiss in general, and a
friend to England only in as far as he, like all his countrymen, considers
that country as necessary to his personal advantage and secret views.
I
may add, par parenthese, that if this Revolution has been attended with
misery and wretchedness to nations and millions of individuals, that it
has also been productive of some good iu opening the eyes of men on
the real character of Frenchmen, and of exhibiting to the world in its
true colours that horrid mass of infamy, perfidy, and wickedness of every
description, which had been so long concealed under the veil of politeness
and urbanity, to the great misfortune, at ali ages, of those who mistook
the appearance for the reality.
Sorry am I to say that I think there are
but very few exceptions to be made amongst them, but how can it be
otherwise with men who are become the agents of the Devil, and who,
openly disavowing God and the truth, harden their hearts against every
thing that has hitherto been held sacred among men. They are become
like a second race on earth, and it may truly be said that the world
is inhabited by two sets of human beings, by men and Frenchmen. And
unfortunately these monsters are not confined to their own limits, for
those who are expelled are as exceptionable as those who remain in
France.
But this digression is unpardonable, as )our time must be
more than fully engaged at this important crisis, and I therefore entreat
your forgiveness for having thus given vent to those sentiments which
experience and a long acquaintance with that shockiug people have at
length impressed invariably on my mind.
" If my return to England is not quite so expeditious as your Lordship, and indeed myself, could wish, I trust you may with your usual
indulgence account for it in the extraordinary rigour of the season, a
circumstance to be considered by a married man with two very young
children, in the difficulties attending so long a journey at this time, and
in the necessity of making certain arrangements in my private affairs
which the hope your Lordship has given me of not returning to this
country naturally calls for.
"The messenger has been detained thus long in consequence of the
expectation Mr. Wickham has been in of being able to obtain some
interesting intelligence from France ; how far it has been realised I
shall leave to him to explain to your Lordship in his private letter by the
same conveyance. If anything is to be done however in that way, I
make no doubt of his succeeding, for his zeal, activity, and intelligence
are certainly very great. As I have nothing to mention in addition to
what I have had the honour of saying in my official letter to your
Lordship, I shall make no improper use of your time and patience, but
conclude with the renewal of those assurances of lasting gratitude for
your Lordship's goodness to me."
" Postscript.
That wig-block Stael openly announces himself in
this country as a negotiator for the re-establishment of peace
and a
journey which he is immediately about to take to Paris is much talked
of here.
Mr. Barthelemy is gone to Basle, and he has had seveial
interviews with Monsieur de Stael as well as with Monsieur de Goltz,
late Prussian Minister at Pari*, who is likewise at Basle and lodged
at the house of a distinguished magistrate of that town.
Monsieur
de Goliz, whom I knew at Paris, passed for a man in whom his Court
had no sort of confidence, and as a person of very poor abilities. But
perhaps his propensity to Jacobinism may, like Monsieur de Stael, have
got him a similar employment upon the groucds of the old saying
set a thief to catch a thief; for certainly no honest man can deal with
the villains who rule France."
full

—

;
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W. Wickuam

to

Lord Grenville.

Berne. —

''In my public letters I have omitted to
1795, January 13,
say anything upon the subject of the expenses that, under* the authority
given me, I may probably incur.
'*
I left London at so short a warning, and the nature and object of my
journey were kept so secret, that I had no opportunity of obtaining any
information or preparing myself in any way against such an emergency
and as I saw and consulted with nobody but your Lordship, 1 find
myself now under the necessity of throwing myself entirely on your
goodness.
" If your Lordship means that I shouM draw upon a banker in
London, as Lord It. Fitzgerald tells me that he has always done, I will
say very fairly that I have not that credit at any banker's in London
I must therefore leave it to your Lordthat will allow me to do so.
ship's goodness to make the necessary provision for my credit, in what
quantity and in what mauner } ou shall think most right.
" With respect to my own expenses, my journey cost me exactly
170/., including the purchase of an English post-chaise on the road.
I have received one hundred pounds from Lord R. FitzGerald, and have
immediate occasion for another.
* Your Lordship may be well assured that I should be full as careful
-of the public money as of my own, particularly of what were to pass
through your Lordship's hands. I should, however, esteem myself
particularly happy if you would be pleased to limit me in my expense
to a sum certain.
" 1 am sure your Lordship would wish to let me be here, to a certain
degree, on a respectable footing, otherwise my situation would be a
When I say respectable, I mean nothing more than that
painful one.
which wT ould allow me to give small quiet parties to a few friends.
" I know it is liked here, and that without it you are quite without
besides, I believe a truer thing was never said than this,
consideration
que le petit sonper est le tamis des secrets.
" But, in this respect, whatever may be best for the public service, or
shall be thought right by your Lordship w ill be always most agreeable
to me, and you may be assured that I shall conform myself most exactly
;

to

it.

"There

is

another point upon which I shall venture to speak to you

-confidentially, and, if 1 take too great a liberty in so doing, you
.remember that I am encouraged to it by the kindness which

must

your
a family man, passionately attached to my own home, who never knew what it was to be
away from his wife and child before and I have need of the most
intimate persuasion that some real advantage must arise from the
separation before I can submit to it.
• I can answer, however, boldly both for myself and Mrs. Wick ham
that, if there be any real advantage to be obtained by her staying, or
any appearance to be saved by it, that not a murmur wiii le uttered by
either the one or the other of us.
u I have written a number of arguments pro and con upon the
subject; will your Lordship have the goodness to put an end to the
difficulty at once, and say to Mr. John King whether there be any
real objection, or no, and he will make the proper use of it.
" I will say very fairly that I find I shall want both a friend and
a secretary, and 1 know not where else to take either the one or the
Lord-hip has been pleased

to

show me.
;

other.

I

am

9

"Your Lordship has thrown a responsibility upon me that makes
me tremble. God grant that I may do no discredit to the confidence
me.
without repeating my obligations to
Lord R. Fitz Gerald. Far from observing anything like jealousy or
distrust, I have ever received from his Lordship the most kind and
attentive politeness in private, and the most generous and manly
confidence in all public business in which I have had occasion to
communicate with him.
**
I assure your Lordship his conduct has made a lasting impression
upon me."

you have been pleased

to place in

"I cannot conclude

this letter

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

179 J, January 15, Queen's House. "The original intention of
remaining at Osnabruck till the situation in Holland was more settled
was a very proper intention, and I am sorry that too sanguine an
advice from Lord St. He'ens and Lieutenant -General Harcourt changed
the plan of Lord Malmesbury. Now there seems to be no other mode
to be followed but the Princess's remaining at Osnabruck till the
yachts can have a fair wind and the Elbe be open for their getting to
Stade. 1 desire Lord Grenville will send those directions tomorrow;
might it not be right to send a duplicate by Hamburg, as the packets
have now orders to go there."

Earl Fitz -William

to the

Duke

of Portland.

Private and Confidential.
Extract. "I shall seud over a
1795, January 15, Dublin Castle.
recommendation of Ponsonb}' as Secretary of State
He wishes to set
out with that title, that the world may not think a new place is
established for him ; but, in a few months, he will relinquish that
title, aud let it and its duties be turned over to the Lord Lieutenant's

—

secretary.

" I Lave settled the removal of Beresford who, having served
25 years in a Revenue Office, may have a pension chargeable on the
With this he is satisfied, and
incidents, to the amount of his salary.
himself and family promise support.
I also feel the necessity of
removing Cooke and Hamilton, who are in too confidential offices to
remain, when, in truth, one cannot give them one's real confidence.
A thousand reasons, which 1 cannot detail, have compelled me to make
up my mind to this measure, to which I felt strong reluctance but
I am satisfied it is right.
The Solicitor-General will be removed to
the Bench, and, I believe, thinks himself well taken care of."
;

Lord Grenville
1795, January 17,

to C.

Bentinck.

Whitehall. — "As

you have been so good as to
wish to state to you in this manner
the ideas which have appeared the most

undertake to proceed to Zealand,

I

the general outlines of
advisable under the present circumstances.
" The apprehensions that the French may have over-run a part or
the whole of the province of Holland, make it very desirable that the
well-disposed party in the Republic should, if possible, be collected in
the province of Zealand so as to make a stand there, with such assistance as could gradually be sent to them from hence. With this view

,

10
would be of the utmost importance that you should endeavour to
communicate with the garrison of Bergen-op-Zoom, to induce them to
hold out for some time longer in the hopes of such succour as it may
be found practicable to afford them from hence. It would also be
desirable that you should endeavour to ascertain how far the disposition
it

of the different classes of the inhabitants of that province is such as
would afford the prospect of their making such a stand as I have
mentioned; and co-operating with such force, as may be sent from
hence in order to maintain that province against the French, and to
retain the means of availing themselves of future circumstances which
may arise to recover the other provinces.
"Your own discretion and knowledge of the country will enable you
to supply many particulars which will arise out of these general ideas,
but which I feel it unnecessary to detail to you. I will only add
that we shall be extremely anxious to receive from you the earliest
intelligence of the state of that country.
" The same considerations as are stated above apply also to the
Brille [Brielle], the possession of which in the hands of the wellaffected party would be of the utmost importance towards the recovery
of the province of Holland."

Holograph copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Whether the memorial that
1795, January 18, Queen's House.
accompany's this from the Marquis del Campo is in the style the
Spanish Court would in former days have thought consonant with its
dignity, or whether it does not better suit the personal character of the
Ambassador it is not my purpose at present to decide but as I think a
well understood concert between Austria, England, Spain, Portugal,
Sardinia and the Italian States essential to the restoring that system of
operations which can alone promise real success against the enemies of
mankind, I am glad the present memorial has been delivered, as it will
afford a proper occasion for Lord Grenville's giving a proper answer,
and assuring the Ppani*h Court that, as soon as we can secure a real
co-operation with the Court of Vienna, we will openly enter into the
communication of such a plan of operations as, by every part of the
allies acting at the same time with vigour, may throw the common
enemy into the most probable state of distress."
;

George HI.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I very much approve of the
1795, January 20, Queen's House.
idea intimated to me by Loid Grenville that Mr. Elliot shall be sent to
Yaimouth to compliment the Princesses of Orange on their safe arrival,
and to offer their being lodged at Hampton Court; Kensington is so
totally unfurnished that it would be impossible to lodge them there.
"1 will send the Marquis of Salisbury notice that he may make the
best arrangement for them the piesent moment can permit."
George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

1794 [1795], January 21, Queen's House. « As the States General
ha\e offered to surrender at discretion, I do not see any advantage in
I therefore rejoice at his and
the Stadthoider's having remained there
;

Jl
I trust the necessary directions
the two Princes his sons' safe arrival.
upon a second requisition from me to the Lord Chamberlain has been sent
I have just given
to prepare suitable apartments at Hampton Court.
orders tothe Lord Steward's Department for cooks to be sent there and
He
the Duke of York is gone this morning to the Princess of Orange.
will no doubt see the Prince at Colchester, and will advise their not
hurrying up, that they may on their arrival be more suitably received."
;

G rex v ills

Lord

to

W.

Pitt.

1795, January 21, [Whitehall].—" The Duke of Bedford has this day
stated the words of his intended motion for the information of the
I enclose to you Cowper's note of them, which is, I believe,
Lords.
precisely the same with that which we had.
" Upon re-consideration, I cannot help thinking that any appearance
of wishing to evade or alter so plain a proposition may have a bad effect
in the country, and that nothing could answer so well as your taking
those words and moving them as an amendment to Grey's motion, so as
If the thing is possible
to mark the infinite difference between them.
to be done, the effect of doing this would be very good.
" I have been trying to incorporate these words into a form of resolutions according to our last night's idea, and my brother has been
working with me. I really think we have succeeded, but of this you
will judge.
M Return me Cowper's note, as it is an authentic document which may
be useful if, on your taking these words, they should attempt to change
them in the House of Lords.
" Nothing could be better than the ridicule which would attach upon
them if this idea should turn out to be practicable; and, besides this, I
really think the impression in the country which we desire to give,
would be better given in this form than in any other."

Copy.
C.

Bentinck

—

to

Lord Grenville.

" Since I had the honour of writing to you
1795, January 21, Deal.
yesterday I have been on board, but finding it impossible even to get to
From what I told the master of the cutter,
sea, I went on shore again.
I have no doubt he will go as soon as there is a chance. Your Lordship
will easily believe how wry much against my will I am detained here.
" I have met Captain Berkeley several times, and from his conversation and way of thinking, as far as 1 can judge upon so short an
acquaintance, I have every reason to flatter myself we shall pull together
very well ; and that I shall derive every assistance I can wish from his
support, as he is vested with such unlimited powers for the object we
I am happy to find I have been mentioned to him in
are going upon.
such a manner that he is inclined to place confidence in me, independent
Should I yet be so fortunate as to
of his being instructed to do so.
come in time, 1 cannot help flattering myself with success from the full
powers of this officer, and the conciliatory language he is ordered, and
seems of his own accord inclined, to hold. LT nder these circumstances,
and with the chance of success that is given me, for which I am so
much indebted to your Lordship, I am very impatient to sail."

[The Marquis

of

Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.]

u I passed some houses yesterday
1795, January 23 [Stowe].
morning
my brother, in the very painful task of explaining to him my

with

12
th.it, in the preseut unfortuuate state of our minds,
our mutual affection could not be pro noted by an intercourse of a nature
so very different from that which it has been my constant and earnest
wish to cultivate; and I endeavoured to prevail upon him to state this
in the terms the least painful to you
but, in consequence of his
declining to charge himself with this explanation, I am obliged to
lepeat to you that the only intercourse which I can have with a brother,
is that of confidence, esteem, and affection.
And the transactions of
which I complain have most cruelly convinced me that you no longer
retain those sentiments towards me."

reasons for thinking

;

Lord Grenville

to the

Marquis of Buckingham.

—

" [ can only say, in answer to your
1795, January 23, Dover Street.
note, that as there is on my part no alteration in those feelings which
1 have always borne towards you, nothing can prevent my taking every
mode of marking them to you, but the knowledge of its being disagree1 am very confident that the time is not distant when you
able to you.
will feel that such lias been my uniform conduct towards you.
In the
interval, as the obstacle, whatever it is, to the continuance of our former
habits exists ift your mind only, it must be for you to decide on the
degree and nature of the intercourse which you may wish to maintain
with a bivther, who will never tease to bear towards you the sentiments
of steady and zealous friendship, and of sincere and warm affection.
But, be assured that whatever temporary distance may be interposed
between us by the unfortunate impressions which you have conceived,
it can make no diminution in the eagerness with which I shall embrace
any appearance of returning confidence, or any opportunity of manifesting towards you those sentiments with which I shall ever be your
most affectionate brother/'

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Agreeable to what I mentioned
1795, January 25, Queen's House.
in a former note to Lord Grenville of my intention of going to Kew
this day to make such arrangements as might lodge the Princes and
Princesses of Orange till Hampton Court should be ready for their
I have been there and can now acquaint him that every
reception
thing shall be ready for their arriving there to dinner on Wednesday.
I find two carriages can be found for their journey which I shall
order to be sent to bring them to Kew."
;

Lord Grenville to the Duke of Portland.
u I return your Grace the paper
1759, January 26, Dover Street.
from Mr. Erskine. The Court of Home has long been pressing us to
send there some accredited Minister, but the doing this is liable to
objection from old prejudices which are better allowed to die away
The possession of Corsica, if it remains with us, naturally
gradually.
affords a channel for this, and I think it would certainly be advantageous
if Mr. North should piss through Koine in his way there, in order to
The impatience of the Court of Rome
>ettle some means of intercourse.
has, I think, been a little increased of late by ihe conduct of Mr. Hippesley,
who, though he has certainly been active and useful in a sort of volunteer
negotiation for supplies for our fleet and army, has, I think, proceeded
a little further than was necessary. Mr. North's presence would set all
this right.

Copij.
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Lord Grenville

to

Private.

Earl

Fiiz- Willi am.

—

" I have received from Mr. Sackhave long entertained a sincere good will
and favourable opinion, a letter mentioning his dismission from his
Feeling that in an arrangement of
situation in Lord Milton's Office.
that nature I can have no right to interfere, however much I regret it,
I have no other motive for troubling your Excellency with a copy of
that letter and of my answer to it, except the desire of not maintaining
any correspondence on such a subject without communicating it to
1795, January 28, Dover Street.

viile

Hamilton, for

whom

I

you.
u The strong and natural interest which I feel in whatever affects the
]
character of Lord Buckingham, and the reputation of his Government
to the measures of which Mr. Pitt aud myself were parties, obliges me
to mention to your Excellency the subject of the arrangements of the
Revenue Boards, respecting which it is stated to me that a language is
held in Dublin very contrary, I am sure, to your sentiments and
intentions.
I feel too entire a confidence in what you expressed on that
subject when we met at Mr. Pitt's, to hare any other uneasiness
respecting it than that which arises from the prevalence of these reports
however ill-founded, and from the apprehension that they are countenanced by persons of weight and confidence. 1 am certain that, before
any measure on that subject is decided upon, the fullest opportunity
will be given to your colleagues in this country to consider its
bearing, both on their own characters, and on the general interests of
i

Government.
" I beg to assure you that there is no person who more sincerely
wishes you every sort of success and satisfaction in the difficult task
which you have undertaken than myself."
Copy.

Secret Report on the State of the French Navy.

[Thomas Eldred]

to R.

Pittman, Boston, U.S.A.

—

"I wrote to you from Dunkirk and
1795, January 29, Brest,
Havre de Grace, which I hope came safe to hand, respecting the cargo
which is to come to Havre de Grace in the spring, which I hope will
come in time. On my arrival here, where I was in hopes to have made
some purchases of ships, but found all those ships that were good for
anything in a state of requisition for the Republic, and those that are
not, have not any stores on board.
I do assure you I found a deal of
difficulty in getting through the country for the want of horses and
provisions, for the country

is in a state of starvation for the want of
bread and all the necessaries of life ; and for fifty leagues I was obliged
to have twelve dragoons to guard the carriage for fear of the brigands.
They say the people of la Vendee are near 150,000 in arms. If I am
well informed there is at this time a truce for one month, for the
National Assembly and them to see if they can come to some terms ; and
I must say two-thirds of the people in all Brittany are of this way of
thinking; and I cannot tell what will be the consequence in the spring.
The weather has been very severe for these five weeks past, and not
broke yet. Captain West from Boston tells me that there is likely to
be a war between England and our country. Should it so happen,
we may expect great help from this country. They have a fine fleet,
they say thirty-five sail of the line and twenty-five frigates at sea ; and

^

/
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the St. Aspree [St. Esprit] of one hundred and ten guns almost ready
come out of the dock after a thorough repair, and two of eighty guns
and one of seventy-four now in the harbour fitting out. They will have
forty sail of the line next cruise, with as many frigates and sloops of war,
which I think is plenty to meet the British fleet. There are this day
arrived seven sail of the line that parted from the fleet, with thirteen
frigates and sloops of war.
They have brought in four prizes, one called
the Russia Merchant from Martinico
but I am sorry to say that
they have not stores to fit the fleet out again, except they get a fresh
supply.
If you can brittle a»y kind of naval stores, you may get any
price for them.
I am very sure there are not stores to fit out the ships
that are in the harbour.
There are some few Danes that have brought
some small quantity of cordage, but nothing to speak of. They have
several ships building, but not in a forward state.
The other part of their
fleet is expected every hour.
I am sorry to say I cannct purchase
a ship or two here, although since the commencement of the war to this
day, there have been from two hundred and ninety to three hundred
prizes brought in here, but that is the greatest number from the best
information.
1 cannot get to L'Orient, but find there is nothing there
that will answer.
Therefore I shall go to St. Maloes and Cherbourg to
make a fin sh. I shall write if possible from thence, but shall hope to
see you at Havre de Grace in April.
You will not let this letter be seen
should you happen to be in England.
Endorsed by Lord Grenville.
Brest, January 29th, 1795.
Secret.
Received February 12.
From E. Original sent to Lord Spencer.
to

;

;

—

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I return to Lord Greuville the
1795, January 31, Queen's House.
letter he has received from Field Marshal Conway with its enclosures
I certainly shall most willingly stand at the head of the subscribers to
the proposed publication.
" Lord Grenville may be curious to know my opinion of the Prince
of Orange after our interview. He seems to me perfectly well intentioned and a thorough honest man, if possible carrying his candour too
far, and most willing to confess his not having conducted himself so well
us he might but rather fond of stating how much he was called forth
on all occasions ; and I think it is clear that had he had more decision
in his character that matters could never have leen in the present
unpleasant situation. As to the Princess, however [ was inclined to
think well of her, I own her conduct at present heightens it much, for,
though much hurt, she has a dignity that seems to make her situation
;

still

more

interesting."

Lord Grenville
Private.

Dcke

to the

—

of Portland.

" I have the honour to return to
1795, January 31, Dover Street.
your Grace the two letters from the Lord Lieutenant which you put into
my hand? yesterday. From the manner in which he speaks of the arrangement respecting Mr. Beresford, whom he seems to consider as perfectly
satisfied with what has passed, it is impossible not to entertain a hope
that the very embarrassing state in which that business now stands has
and that, by the channel of comarisen from some misunderstanding
munication which has been adopted, the respective sentiments and
wishes of the Lord Lieutenant aud of Mr. Beresford have not been
;
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and I still jdlow myself to hope that
cannot be the Lord Lieutenant's desire that the King's servants ou
this side the water should concur in the forcible dismission of that
I stated with great sincerity to your Grace last night that
gentleman.
I feel it to be very much the duty of all those who aie engaged, at such
a moment as this, in carrying on the public service, to soften and
<liminish whatever difficulties may arise, and to do everything for this
object that duty and honour will permit. And it is without any
diminution of that sentiment that I think I ought not, in returning
these letters to your Grace, to omit expressing the concern with which I
see in cne of them the intention of the Lord Lieutenant on the subject
of the office of Secretary of State, an intention of which I was
When I have the opportunity of
unapprized till I read that letter.
conversing with your Grace on these different points, I will mention,
without reserve, what occurs to me on this and I only advert to it now
in order to beg that, if the recommendation shall arrive in the shape in
which the Lord Lieutenant has proposed to send it, no definitive step
may be taken respecting it till I can have the opportunity of submitting
to your consideration what I think material upon it.
**
I cannot sufficiently express the regret I feel at these unfortunate
and untoward circumstances, which seem likely to produce to in all so
much embarrassment and difficulty at a moment when, I am sure, we
are all actuated by the same wish of giving all our attention and labour
to the public duties which press upon us here.
Copy.
correctly conveyed to each other

;

it

;

Secret Intelligence from Brittany.
u We have deferred offering any news
1795, February 2, Falmouth.
derived from the prisoners who have made their escape from Quimper,
until we could collect from the variety of reports such as are entitled

to belief.

" The following circumstances have been communicated to us by a
particular friend who left Brest on Thursday evening 29th, and arrived
here the 31st ultimo. And as we can place an implicit reliance on his
veracity, and know him to be well acquainted with the language and
country of France, more than ordinary attention is due to his observaHe passed the last nine months at Quimper, and was in the
tions.
habits of intimacy with many families.
u Charette is still at the head of a formidable force in la Vendee, and
has refused in a late parley to accept the amnesty offered by the
Convention on any other terms than his own, among which the restoration of royalty is the principal.
" The moderatism of the present day is accompanied by a kind
of apathy and indifference among the multitude, and, in very many
instances with discontent.
Although they suffer less from terror and
apprehension, their natural wants have found no diminution ; poverty

and famine advance upon them with rapid
"

strides.

The foregoing

assertion has been often controverted, but can now
be proved to a certainty ; and the subsequent has an equal claim to
credit, that their fleetmen at sea contain disaffected officers.
Many of
the captains sought for and obtained letters of credit on England, and
left

Brest not so

much with

the fear as the expectation of being carried

thither.

" Their ships, except six, had
so badly equipped that the
with but one cable and anchor.

and

little

provisions,

Re'public-aine,

a

were weakly manned
went to sea

first-rate,
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"Thus situated, it is not wonderful that their commanders should
presage a woeful event, and certain it is that they embarked with this
impression.
" Eight ships of the line and six frigates entered Brest harbour on
Wednesday afteruoon, but had the appearance of comiug fresh from
some other port more than from sea.
"They were the only ships of war in the harbour on Thursday
even in or.
u The French dread our fleet, and had it made its appearance before
Brest during the last fortnight, a general consternation would have
been the consequence."
Copy.

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—

5. London.
" I understand from a person to be
relied on, that there is a M. de Tuisaye here, a Chevalier de Malte, and
one intended for a commission in the new corps, who has great interest
with the Grand Maitre, and is in all respects a very proper person to
be consulted with respect to dispositions, prevalent at this time in that
country, for entering into connection with Great Britain.
He will be
to be heard of at any time at Mr. Saladin's, No.
St. James' Place
and by what I hear of his character, as well as of the dispositions of
the Government of Malta, it may be well worth your while to see him
before he goes."

1795, February

—

C.

Bentinck

to the

,

Duke of Portland.

—

" I enclose the minute of this
1 795, February 5, Portugal Street.
morning with a copy. The trifling alterations you will, I hope, approve
of, as they only make that more clear which was set down in some haste.
I ask for a written authority to act upon this plan when I see the least
hope of success. From the cordial and very flattering support given
me at different times, if I had only verbal assurances of their concurrence, I should not doubt one moment the fulfilling of any engagement
of this nature on the p«rt of the persons concerned, or rather whom I
wish to interest themselves in this plan. But I think it right, in point
of form, I should have this written sanction from Administration
which will serve as a justification of my views and motives to my
friends on both sides the water, if it should ever be proper to disclose
what pasted on the occasion. Unless I see every appearance of success,
I shall be very cautious how I even hint at the powers given me to any
one abroad, that I may not endanger their safety, and that no one may
be embarrassed by an unnecessary knowledge of my intentions and X
will certainly leave for the present ray written instructions and authority
;

for the undertaking the journey with your Grace, as it will be sufficient
my purpose that these exist, and I iru-t take care they are not,
under any circumstances, found upon me just at this period on the other

for

side the water.

I wish no person hvUmtjing to the United Provinces

M I am concerned

to be acquainted with this project, as far
I may be left at liberty to let them into as

much

of

my

«
bat that
design as the

circumstances of the moment and the character and temper of different
individuals may make it compatible with their safety to disclose the
whole or any part of it; the least indiscretion might be attended with
circumstances so fatal to ray connect ions, and might make me lament
I ppeak from
for ever after, that I ever engaged in the business.
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experience in scenes similar in some respects, but that certainly required
I am sure you will not blame me for my anxiety on this
point."

less caution.

A.

W.

C. de

Nagell

to

Lord Grenville.

En rentrant hier-au-soir cbez
7, Portland
trouve les deux lettres dont votre excellence a bien voulu
ra'honorer, et que j'ai envoye au Prince d'Orange. Son Altesse Sereine
etait d'intention d'expedier aujourd'hui des ordres aux vaisseaux de
Place.—-"

1795, February

moi,

j'ai

guerre de la Republique, qui se trouvent dans les ports de la Grande
Bretagne, et je ne doute pas qu'elle mettra toute la celerite possible a
preparer des ordres pour les Colonies.
French.

Henry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

[1795], February 8, London.— "I have no difficulty in mentioning
the subject of your letter to the Duke of York, and there can be no
doubt of executing your plan, if you can point out any solid reasons for
doing so. How do you propose to get the regiment transported from
Portugal to Switzerland. I had already, at the instigation of Wyndham,
suggested to the Duke of York the propriety of suspending his resolution
as to Baron Roll's regiment, but the objection which I found it difficult
to obviate rested chiefly on the apparent impossibility of recruiting it."

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

[1795, February, London]. "I wished to see you this evening, to
you what passed with Grattan, which makes the business more
desperate than ever. I think I must send to see Windham, and thereI have
fore shall be glad if you will call here, at any hour you please.
nobody with me but the Bishop of Lincoln."
tell

Earl Fitzwilliam

to

Lord Gernville.

—" Upon

my arrival here, I found
1795, February 9, Dublin Castle.
the connections of Mr. Hamilton so incompatible with those of the
persons whom I wished to call into the aid of my Administration, that
it was impossible to retain him in the very confidential situation I found
him. Of his merits I really have no doubt, and, after stating the cause
of his removal, it is hardly necessary to express it. With respect to
his situation, I do not think he will be very ill off ; for, upon his
removal from office, he comes into a pension of 1,200/. a year, and,
after the 25th March, I mean to add to it 500/. more, either to himself
or to any of bis family, according to his own pleasure.
With respect
then to net income, I think he will be a gainer rather than a loser
hi3 loss is, a house in town and country.
"As to the alteration in the Eevenue Board, it has been simply
confined to the removal of Mr. Beresford, whose power and mine were
certainly incompatible ; and I mean to send over a recommendation for
the appointment of a new Board with the omission of his name
but
here the matter rests. Whatever may be the reports in London of the
conversations in Dublin I know not but what I can assure you is, that
not one word upon the subject of a systematic change in those Boards
has ever passed before me, nor have I heard of any such conversations,
;

;

a

94090.

B
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private or public, save only respecting the Treasury Board.
soon as we have gone through our ways and means, Sir John
Parnell will bring forward his plan of improvement for that Board, the
general outline of which has been settled between him and Mr. Pitt.
It certainly is meant that the system of the management of the revenues
should be considered, but nothing of the kind shall be carried into
execution without a previous communication with vour Cabinet."

either in

As

Lord Malmesbury

Lord Grenville.

to

Private.

February 12.
Hanover.
1795,
contains everything I know.
I have

—"My
marked

letter

on Office

paper

private because at this
moment my official correspondence can properly only relate to the
princess I am conducting slowly, but I hope surely to England ; and
indeed, at all times, I should not have felt it right or fair to enclose
the Duke of Brunswick's letters in a public despatch. I have seen
lately such remarkable proofs of his nervousness and irresolute mind
that I really scarce cau wish to see him at the head of an army.
He
was not a little so when we acted together in Holland, but it is grown
upon him since to a great degree."

W. Windham

to

it

Lord Grenville.

13, Hill Street.— "I send you a letter of M. D'Artez
containing a proposal of his which, upon discoursing it over with him,
I cannot but think deserving of some attention. He means it only as
an experiment ; the continuance of which, if successful, should be left
It would certainly be their business to begin it, but,
to the Austrians.
if they will not begin it, as is probably the case, is it not better that it

1795, February

should be begur by us ? M. D'Artez is of opinion (and his opinions
seem so temperate and well formed that I feel a great disposition
always to agree with them) that in the present state of thinking in
France, a large defection in their armies might be effected by the use of
At all events the cost could be but
the means which he proposes.
inconsiderable and as soon as any considerable body should be raised,
as much as might amount to a regiment, it might be transferred to the
army of the Prince de Conde.
" Upon the subject of this army I feel great uneasiness.
I have
no idea that the Austrians, if left to themselves, will ever put that
army in a state, or employ it in a manner, to make it produce its
proper effect. Would it be impossible, though now it is rather too
late, to make some stipulation in its favour, so as to require that,
;

as part of the Austrian contribution of force, the Prince of Conde's

army should be put on a proper footing, and be kept up to a certain
The proper footing will be, besides that of regular pay
amount ?
and clothing, the changing that shocking and prodigal system of using
officers as common soldiers, and stopping the dreadful consumption
which that system lias made, and continues to make, of the flower of
This would be done by enlarging that army to its
French nobility
proper dimensions, and filling up the vacant spaces by those whom
there may be hopes of drawing from the enemy's army and from the
To part of this purpose indeed the Chevalier D'Artez
interior.
inasmuch as by giving commispresent plan is in some degree adverse
sions to officers from the other side, he lessens the number that would
The only question is whether you
remain for those now serving.
;
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do not gain by the increase of the army, and consequent increase
of commissions, more than you lose in that view in the increase of the
There are, I confess, great
number of persons to be provided for.
difficulties.
It would be a heart breaking thing to see a Republican
officer, newly come over, confirmed in his commission, while hundreds
of the old chevaliers were still serving as common soldiers, and liable
to be commanded by him.
It must be left to the judgment of the
Prince of Conde but, if he thinks the experiment may be made, I
The fatal
should be inclined to be at the expense of beginning it.
adherence of Austria io her views of acquisition, which has hitherto
ruined everything, and will but too probably do so in the end, it is in
vain to say anything to. I suppose it is impossible to do anything even
to mitigate that system.
Our mouths are unfortunately stopped by
our own proceedings in the West and East Indies. Is it impossible,
however, to make them lay them aside for the time, and feel that even
the purpose of acquisition will be better attained by not being pursued
;

directly

?

"

Enclosure.

A

proposing measures
the Chevalier d'Artez
encouraging desertion from the armies of Republican France.
letter

from

C.

Bentinck

for

Lord Grenville.

to

—

" As Mr. Fagel means to sail
1795, February 13, Portugal Street.
from Yarmouth by next Wednesday's packet, and it is my wish to
accompany him at least as far as Hamburgh, I shall be very anxious
to be ready to set out for Yarmouth on Monday next in the afternoon
and to receive from your Lordship, before that time, the instructions
and authority in writing which were the subject of our last conversation,
I shall beg the favour to know when I may call for them in Dover
Street, wishing to see you for a few minutes before I leave town."

George

Lord Grenville.

III. to

—

February 14, Queen's House. "The arrangement now
proposed by Lord Grenville in concert with Earl Spencer for the
embarkation and safe landing of the Princess, as stated in the letter
to Lord Malmesbury, meets with my fullest consent; I approve
therefore that the further steps may be taken for putting this measure
into execution ; T have in consequence of it written a few lines to my
1795,

sister."

Lord Grenville
1795, February

to C.

Bentixck.

16.—

Memorandum for Mr.
"1. In returning

i

Charles Bent

'nek,

wished that Mr. Bentinck
should use his own discretion as to the time and manner of his
reappearing at the Hague, so as to create the least possible suspicion of
his having any political object or commission in view.
"2. When he is there, the first point seems to be to give to the friends
of the old system such secret but confident assurances as would
naturally result from Mr. Bentinck's perfect knowledge of the sentiments and views of His Majesty's Government with respect to Holland,
to the

United

States,

it is

B 2
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so as to confirm our friends there in the opinion that the re-establishment of the lawful Government, and of the former system of alliance, is
an object to which the British Government looks with much anxiety j

and in the accomplishment of which we would readily co-operate,
whenever any favourable occasion shall occur.
3. It does not seem to be by any means desirable that the disposif*
tions of the friends of the House of Orange, or even those discontents
which may be created among persons of a different description by the
conduct of the French in the United Provinces, should be called into
action

till

the opportunity shall be sufficiently favourable to afford the

hope of solid and permanent success. In the interval, Mr. Bentinck's
attention would best be directed to the object of keeping alive this
but without holding out, even to the persons best affected, the
spirit
appearance of his having any commission from hence for that purpose
as any such impression might be highly dangerous to himself and his
friends, and would tend in some degree to defeat the object which is in
It would also be very useful that Mr. Bentinck should endeavour
view.
to find the means of transmitting from time to time confidential
information of the occurrences, and state of affairs in the Republic.
4. Whatever communications Mr. Bentinck may have to transmit
may be safely conveyed through the King's Resident at Hamburg or
by the means of some of the commercial houses at Amsterdam, whose
correspondencies with London must certainly soon be renewed either
Mr. Bentinck is
directly, or through the medium of Hamburg.
furnished with a cipher for this purpose, which is of such a nature as to
be easily destroyed in case of necessity. His letters need not be signed,
but it would be useful that, soon after his arrival, he should if possible
point out to Lord Grenville a safe method of communicating with him.
" 5. Matters being thus kept as far as possible in a state of readiness,
the most advantageous moment for more active exertion would be that
when, from any circumstance, the French should be compelled either
materially to weaken, or wholly to withdraw the force they now have
within the Republic. This may arise either from internal dissensions
in France, or from the success of the allies in any part of the war.
" 6. If at any such period a well-concerted plan could be formed by
which the well-affected persons in the Republic could be brought
forward, and the people at large induced to shake off the yoke of the
French, Mr. Bentinck might then, gradually and with discretion, communicate to such persons as would be fit to be trusted with such a secret
the fact of his being authorised by this Government to promise to such
a plan every degree of support which circumstances could permit and
any pecuniary engagements which he might contract in order to promote
the success of such an enterprise, to the amount of ten, twenty, or even
thirty thousand pounds, would, in the event of a successful issue to the
If the enterprise were to fail there would
business, be readily fulfilled.
of course be difficulties in answering a demand for sums to so large an
extent, nor could it probably be necessary, as the engagements which
Mr. Bentinck himself would' make would naturally be for the most part
conditional, and dependent on success. But, even in the event of failure,
any reasonable expence which should have been incurred by him within
moderate limits, would be readily defrayed by his Majesty's Government,
the nature of this commission sufficiently showing the confidence they
;

'•'

;

;

Mr. Bentinck.
* 7. Nothing is said here of the particulars of any plan of action, this
being a point which must of necessity be regulated by local and
temporary circumstances
but the two Provinces of Holland and
place in

;
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Zealand are naturally those to which Mr. Bentinck would look for the
beginniug of any enterprise of this nature, both from their own importance, and from the greater facility of affording them support or
This facility would of course be much
assistance from hence.
augmented by any mean3 which Mr. Bentinck might devise of availing
himself of that favourable disposition which has lat3ly appeared in a
and which nothing but the untoward circumpart of the Dutch navy
stances cf the season appear! to have prevented from producing effects
which might have been of material importance.
" 8. Mr. Bentinck may rely upon the utmost secrecy being observed
here with respect to the whole of this business and it is hardly
necessary to recommend to him the utmost caution in all his communications, so as to prevent all discovery and, if possible, to avoid all
;

;

suspicion."

Copy,

Lord Grenville

to

William Wickham.

—

" Published in the * Correspon1795, February 20, Dover Street.
dence of the Right Honourable William Wickham,' 1870, volume l y
page 21."

George, Prince op Wales

—

to

Lord Grenville.

"I think if, instead of writing
1795, February 21, Carlton House.
to Lord Malmesbury to write to Mrs. Harcourt, you were so good as to
write a sort of official letter to her yourself desiring Lord Malmesbury
to forward it, and acquainting him at the same time with the contents,,
it would have a better effect than leaving it to Lord Malmesbury
entirely, whose letter might perhaps admit of the construction of an
invitation, instead of carrying with it the authority which a letter in
your Lordship's own hand cannot fail of doing."
" Pray call upon me for a few minutes tomorrow as soon
Postscript.
after twelve as it may be convenient, should you not be going out of

—

town."

General de Clerfait

—

to

Count Starhemberg.

" J'ignore si vous avez recu toutes
1795, February 22, Mulheim.
les lettres que je vousai ecrit relativement aux malheurs de la Hollande.
La dernieie etait lorsque le General de Waldmoeden marchait et se
retirait derriere l'Ys-ei que tous les chemins de la Hollande etd' Amsterdam etaient ouverts, et la communication coupee avec PAngleterre, il
devait envoyer un courier, et il est charge de ma lettre pour vous.
Eile
etait du 17 de Janvier.
" Vous aurez appris aussi par Monsieur Pelier qui s'est retire a
Londres, que nous avions fait tout ce qui a ete possible pour engager
les Anglais et ITanoveriens a garder le Wahl.
Le Comte de Walmoeden
m'avait dit pouvoir le faire si j'augmentais les quatre bataillons qui
etaient deja a sa disposition, et qu'il avait place a Wageningen, de quelques
bataillons.
Je le fis en envoyer d'abord quatre autres.
On voulait
attaquer l'ennemi et l'obliger a repasser le Wahl.
Les dispositions
furent faites, les troupes qui devaient attaquer la furent elles-memes.
dans l'endroit du rassembiem.ent, le General Alvinzi avait demande
qu'on employa de nos bataillons pour cette attaque, ils furent refuses.
Depuis ce moment, on ne s'occupa que du passage du Lech. Mes prieres
et sollicitations ne furent rien, pendant qu'un adjutant du General etait
chez moi pour m'assurer que, moyennant les secours que je donnais,
determineraient de garder la position de Seerdam et de Kuitenburg
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<*ntre

le

Wahl

Lech qui etait fort bonne, on se retirait, et
Je me rendis a Deventer ou nos troupes etaient
pour garder Pandern et le Wahl.
Nous etions dans
les troupes Anglaises abandonnaient le Lech et marchaient
et

le

repassait le Lech.

rasseinblees

Arnheim,

et

J'ecrivis des mon arrivee au General Walmoeden pour
tacher de le persuader de faire retourner ses troupes, marcher en avant,
et qu'avec tous les bataillons que j'avais rassembles, que j'attaquerais
l'ennemi.
C'est alors qu'il m'ecrivit que ses troupes etaient harassees,
et hors d'etat de rien entreprendre, et que les Generaux Anglais lui
avaient declare qu'ils ne pouvaient plus etre d'aucun concours dans
nulle espece d'operation.
Nous avons garde notre terre le long du
Wahl sans en perdre un pouce, et n'avons du nous retirer d'une batterie
fort avancee au-de-la de Pandern, le onze, qu'apres avoir repousse
l'ennemi deux fois. Mais les Anglais s'etant retire d'une poste a la
droite de cette batterie sans m'en avertir, l'ennemi arrivat le long de la
digue qui tournait cette batterie, tandis qu'il l'attaqua de front, ou de se
retirer en bon ordre et sans perdre un seul canon.
Cette batterie etait
peu importante ; par tout ou l'ennemi attaqua, il fut repousse et meme
apres que les Anglais eurent passe l'Yssel nous gardames le Wahl
jusqu'a Pandern.

derriere l'Yssel.

;

" Quelque malheureuse et prompte qu'ait ete la retraite de l'armee
Anglaise et Uanoverienne, je ne peux dissimuler les difficultes que le
General Walmoeden avait a surmonter. L'armee etait fatiguee par une
continuite de service tres penible; extremement diminuee par les
pertes qu'elle avait fait, et plus encore par les maladies
le soldat
les habitants excedes
degoute et ne gardant 1'ancienne discipline
des pillages et des exces enormes, qui se commettaient tous les jours, et
prets a prendre les armes contre eux le i^ays, en partie mal dispose,
desirant l'arrivee des Fran9ais, et pret a les seconder; enfin les
inondations qui font la defense de ce pays, gele, et tous les pays ne
Si on ajoute a cela l'indiscipline
presentant qu'une plaine de glace.
et la confusion qui regnait entre eux, on verrat qu'il n'etait plus maitre
de faire executer ce qu'il aurait voulu. J'ai, cependant, lieu de croire
que vovant l'impossibilite peut-etre de defendre la Hollande, il etait des
longtemps resolu de l'abandonner, et de faire sa retraite vers PAllemagne,
et non vers Amsterdam, sans qu'il ait voulu me le dire, malgre les
demandes reiterees que j'ai fait a ce sujer, meme au dernier concert tenu
a Utrecht, le 12 je crois, ou il a encore dit qu'il n'etait pas decide, tandis
qu'il 1'etait tres fort ; ainsi que Milord St. Helens, qui y a assiste,
lorsque je lui ai demande pourquoi il n'avait pas fait sa retraite sur la
Hollands, il est convaincu que les regies do la guerre et les circonstances
pouvaient exiger, mais qu'il avait en des raisons de ne pas le faire. 0*1
raisons sont la certitude ou il etait, qu'aucune ville ne les auraient recu
(1 que le reste de son armee risquait d'etre ecrasee par les habitants, tant
;

;

;

on

les avait

en horreur.

" C'est a ce meme concert tenu a Utrecht que le Stadhpuder a fait
proposer d'envoyer lmit mil bommea pour lea placer derriere la grande
Le Q«
inondation (qui ne s'est jamais i'aite) et a Amsterdam.
Alvinzi n a pa v consentir sans mon avis, et lorsque j'ai BU la disposition
des chosea, et des esprits, je n'ai ose 1«- risquer, parceque ce nombre
D'ailK
n'aurait pu sauver la Hollande, et risquait d'etre perdu.
II s'est rotreint ensuite a deus bataillonset 1500
u'aur.-iit pu -.inivcr.
\..- deux bataillons out 6te en marche pom- B*y rendre.
Les
nouvelles que le General Walmoeden a k«;u (ju'on ne voulait recevoir
les faire arreter.
Ces
aucuiK-s troupes flans leS HlleS i'a
Un capitaine du grand etat-majot
nouvelles lK-'taient que trop vraies.
I
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l'armee, nomme Kap, que j'avais envoye au General Alvinzi
avec la commission d'aller en avant pour faire les quartiers efc savoir si
passer, est alle jusqu' Amsterdam, et le
ces bataillons pouvaient
Majistrat a declare qu'ils ne les recevraient pas ; qui! lui conseillait de
faire retourner ces troupes, parcequ'il ne pouvait repondre de ce qui
C'est lorsqu'il est alle pour
arriverait, n'etant pas maitre du peupfo.
faire retourner ces bataillons qu'il a trouve le chemin occupe par les
ennemis, qu'il est alle vers Helvoetsluys et aucun batteau n'ayant pu
Le General Golofkin,
sortir a cause des glaces, il a ete fait prisonnier.
qui commandait a Amsterdam, lui en a donne des certificats qu'il n'a
fait parvenir.
Avec lui a ete pris ce Prince de Salme qui a ete longtemps a Londres, et etait egalement en Hollande. On iguorait ou il
existait.
II m'a envoye par le meme Kap la lettre dont vous l'aviez
charge pour moi. Le refus d'envoyer ce seeours demande pour Amsterdam, et l'impossibilite de le faire, est le pretexte que pourront trouver
ceux qui voudront nous blamer. Mais outre qu'on n'a pas eu le temps
<le la faire, il est egalement certain que aussi peu de troupes auraient ete
II n'en eut pas ete de
forcees par les habitants memes de se rendre.
meme si l'armee Anglaise et Hanovrienne s'y etait retiree, et que nous
eussions occupes l'Yssel.
li
Plus de confiance en nous de la part des Hollandais, plus de
droiture dans leurs procedes les ont sauve.
Mais avec quelle
peine ne nous ont-ils pas donne les subsistances aux troupes qui
etaient reellement en Hollande.
Nous n'etions jamais assure de hnit
jours.
lis etaient convaincus que leur Deputes concluraient au moins
une suspension d'armes. lis attendaient ce moment pour nous faire
sortir de leur territoire ou nous y aframer.
Leur confiance aveugle les a
perdu.
lis ont ete attaques et renverses sans se defendre,
L'ennemi
etait a Utrecht qu'ils attendaient encore le courier qui devait apporter la
paix. Les Anglais n'en etaient guere moins persuades. Si le Stadhouder
m'avait dit son etat, avait voulu un corps qui se serait avance a la droite
des Anglais, et avait fourni ce corps des choses dont il avait besom, je
l'aurais donne
et les postes qui n'ont pas ete defendus, n'auraient pas
ete si facilernent force.
Jamais revolution n'a ete aussi prompte. Six
jours ont suffis pour que Tennemi soit eu possession de toutes les
Provinces et toutes les places fortes ont ouvert leurs portes.
<Ie

;

;

:

"Apres

la retraite des
Anglais derriere l'Yssel, nous avions
encore garnison a Arnheim, et nous avions couverfc leur retraite.
L'ennemi ay ant fait marcher des troupes pour en tourer Arnheim,
et coupe a la garnison sa retraite sur l'Yssel, il fallut la faire
retirer sur Doerburg, oil nous avions nos magasins.
Toute l'aile
gauche resta a De venter, Pandern, et partout ou nous etions cidevant.
C'est a Doerburg que je tachai d'engager le General Walmoeden a rester a l'Yssel, qui etait la derniere barriere qui couvert la
Westphalie et cette partie de l'Allemagne. L'etat oil il me depeignit
qu' etait son armee lui rendait la chose difficile
cependaut il se
determinat.
J'esperais que le degel rendrait bientot la defense de
cette riviere tres difficile ; il ne fallait que de la perseverance, et nous
aurions reussi. J'avais le magasin de Doerburg a sauver. Les troupes
Hanovriennes occuperent Deventer, les Anglais Zivel et Campen, dont
une partie cependant couvraient au-dela de Leins, et les autres
assuraient vouloir y alter bientot.
Je fus a peine parti, que je recus
des lettres sur l'impossibilite de garder l'Yssel. Je priai de tenir ferme
quelques jours je promis des que le degel s'annoncerait que je le
garderais seul jusqu' a Campen. Je ne le pouvais plutot, parceque le
Wahl etait gele, et exigeait beaucoup de troupes pour le garder. Je
faisais marcher des bataillons pour renforcer Alvinzi, et je m'engageais
;

;
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lorsqu'

ils

devaient arriver, de prendre d'abord possession du Deventer

et d'abord apres de Zival et de

Campen.

Mais

le

General Walmoeden

m'ecrivait en date du 30 de Janvier, que les Anglais avaient abandonnes
sans ordre Zival et Campen ; qu'il avait envoye des bataillons HanoSi on les y laissait rentrer, ce qu'il
vriens pour reprendre ces places.
avait prevu se verifiat, et cela etait tout simple.
On trouvat les portes
fermees. Les bourgeois conseillerent aux Hanovriens de seretirer, et ils
s'en retournerent.
Ces villes avaient deja appele l'ennemi. Ces postes
Le
essentielles perdus, la droite des Hanovriens n'avait plus d'appui.
General "Walmoeden quitta Deventer le 31 Janvier, et marcha derriere
Nous avions autre chose a faire que de nous retirer egalement,
l'Eras.
et apres avoir retire tout le magasin de Doerburg, et celui de Zutphen r
que j'ai oublie de dire que nous avions occupes aussi, en relevant les
Hanovriens qui y etaient. Apres y etre reste quatre jours apres leur

nous sommes marches partie a Caufeld et Munster,.
Lippe, oil nous sommes. Mes efforts ont arrete les Anglais et
Hanovriens depuis le 17 jour de Janvier que nous avons quitte Arnheim
pour venir a Doerburg, jusqu'au 31 de Mars qu'ils se sont retire de
Deventer et marche derriere l'Ems. Si le degel etait arrive plut6t, je
serais parvenu a le soutenir.
Si les allies avaient eu encore un peu de
perseverance, je l'aurais egalement soutenu. Ils sont moins en surete r
Deja lesqu'ils ne l'etaient derriere l'Yssel, et ils en sont convaincu.
Anglais ont abandonne Cowerderd qui couvraient leur avant posfe, sansen avoir recu l'ordre. Si les chemins, qui sont dans tres mauvais etat r
ou l'occupation de l'ennemi en Hollande, ne les empeche d'arriver, il
est a craindre que les Anglais a leur approche ne se retirent, et n'aillent
derriere le Wesel, et que les Francais ne s'emparent de Bremen, et ne
coupent, ou rendent bien difficile la communication avec l'Angleterre. II
ne m'est cependant pas possible de defendre l'Ems jusqu' a Embden,
mais j'ai laisse beaucoup de troupes dans cette partie, et un corps assez.
considerable aux environs de Munster, destine a s'avancer au cas de
besoin jusqu'a Meppen pour soutenir l'armee Anglaise et Hanovrienne,
qui se rassemblerat, j'espere, et aura la gauche a Meppen, ainsi que j'en
Et au cas qu'ils soient attaque, ce corps
ai prie le Coate Walmoeden.
pres de Munster. lequel s'avancera a Bheren, arrivera facilement a
Meppen, et y attaquera l'ennemi. II faut pour cela que le Comte de
Walmoeden concentra les troupes. J'espere qu'il le fera. Nous ferons*
tous nos efforts jusqu'a l'arrivee de l'armee Prussienne qui s'est mise
en marche hier pour se rendre en Westphalie. Mais comme elle ne^
peu t dans cette saison marcher que par des parties, et que sa marche
sera une peu lente, la tete ne pourra arriver a Hamme que vers le 10 du
mois prochain ; et jusqu'a ce temps l'ennemi pourrait (aire des progress.
J'entre dans tous ces details pour que vous ayez une idee de ce que
nous avons fait, et de ce que nous faisons encore, afin que vous puissiez
Pexpliquer a. qui l'appartient, puisque je ne doute pas que j'aurai des
ennemis qui tacheront de faire sur moi une partie de cette affreuse
Les lettres du Comte de Walmoeden suffisent pour me
catastrophe.
mais je voiidrais qu'on m'epargne de donner
legitimer si on m'oblige
D'ailleurs je le crois trop honnete pour craindre qu'il
cette publicite.
ne m'ait pas rendu la justice que je crois avoir merit e.
retraite de Deventer,
et a la

;

pour Son Altesse Royale le Due d'Vork, ou
la Hollande et l'Yssil, ou je lui dis, en
Walmoeden aura bien voulu me rendre
mais je lui donne plus de detail sur notrc position aetuelle, et
justice
sur ce que j'ai propose' a Walmoeden pour concourir a la defense de la
Westphalie, et, par consequent, de FElectorat d'Henovre. Je vous

"Je

joins

ici

une

lettre

je n'entre dans aucuu detail sm
general, j'espere que le General
;
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Le court
de plaider ma cause envers ceux qui m'acjuseront.
abrege que je vous ai fait est sincere et veritable. J'en ai les preuves.
Je les rendrai publiques s'il'le font, et si vous me le conseillez. Je vous
enverrai des copies de tout ce qui a ete fait et propose, et certainement
ma bonne volunte peut etre demontree. Ecrivez-moi done ce qu'on dit
et faites usage de ce que je vous ai ecrit vis-a-vis de ceux dont l'opinion
J 'attend de voslettres avec bien de 1'impatience;
m'interesse beaucoup.
Sollicitez qu'on nous paye
elles seront fort interessantes pour moi.
exactement ce qui est promis pour le mois de Janvier. On n'a voulu
donner que cinquante mille litres sterlings au lieu de cent.
"Lorsque les Prussiens seront arrives en Westphalie, nous nous
rapprocherons de l'armee du Haut Rhin. On disait ces jours passes
que le Due de Brunswic commanderait l'armee en Westphalie, mais cela
Je sais bien ce que je desire, moi. Si je
n'est pas encore decide.
decidais ceux qui doivent commander, ce serait assurement de n'etre pas
du nombre.
" Je ne vous ai envoye qu'une lettre du Comte Walmoeden.
S'il
etait necessaire de donner plus de conviction, je vous en enverrai
d'avantage, et pour ne laisser aucune doute.
" J'ai defere d'ecrire au Due d'York, avant de savoir l'impression que
cet evenement a fait a Londres.
u Si vous pouviez la, faire persuader de faire ecrire a M. Brook
Watson pour qu'il paye regulierement. II dit toujours ne pas savok'
les intentions du Due."
French.
Copy.
prie

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

1795 [February 20-28].— "You will recollect that Tintinnac [Tinteniac] and De la Robrie [Roberie] are both to go to-night, and will
have the goodness, therefore, to direct that the two letters, of which
you were making out the drafts this morning, should be prepared and
sent to me, if you like it, either in Hill Street or in the House of

Commons.
" What you do think of sending Monsieur de Miran with a small
salary to Turin, to be in the way of procuring intelligence, and improving
any advantages that may offer in the southern parts of France ?
"You will not forget letters to Trevor, Wyndham, and the Consul at
assist in the formation and transport of the corps of Baron
de Roll, Dillon, and any other corps that we may raise in that quarter.
I propose to send by D'Artez a copy of the capitulation with Baron
Roll, and Mr. Wycombe, I think, should have instructions to close with
any proposal of the same form made by persons who can be relied upon
regiment so raised, and passed over company by
for fulfilling it.
company, seems to afford the only hope of having a sufficient force in.
Corsica before an attack shall be made upon it."

Leghorn, to

A

W.

.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I have been trying to
[1795, February 20-28, Downing Street].
put together what, according to my ideas, should be the instruction on
this unfortunate subject of Prussia, and have desired a Cabinet to be
fixed for twelve tomorrow.
I should wish much to see you first, and
will be at leisure whenever you please at eleven.
The more I think on
the business the more uneasiness I feel at what you seemed likely to
determine, and 1 \cant much to talk it over with you at large.
I cannot
help thinking that the real point of honour and duty in such difficulties
as the present lies the other

way

;

and, at

all

events, I

am

sure

yon
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will not

wonder

at

my

anxiety to

tell

you

all that

on

reflection strikes

me."

—

Official Note.

1795 [February]. " Sa Majeste Britannique ayant fait a son Altesse
Serenissime le Prince Stadhoudre la proposition de donner aux

commandants des

forteresses, des troupes et des vaisseaux appartenants

—

a la Bepublique des Provinces Unies Pordre de se mettre sous la
protection de sa Majeste, vu les circonstances dans laquelle la Republique
se trouve par Poccupation de la Province de Hollande par une force
ennemie, sa Majeste s'engage, de la maniere la plus formelle, qu'elle
tiendra qu'en depot tout vaisseau, forteresse, ou place quelconque, qui
se mettra sous sa protection en consequence du dit ordre, et qu'elle les
restituera a la Republique des Provinces-Unies des que sa Majeste et
la Republique se trouveront en paix avec la France, et que Pindependance
de la Republique et sa Constitution legitime, garantie par sa Majeste en
1788, seront assurees.
French.

Loud Grenville on the Project of a New Convention
between Great Britain and Prussia.
1795, January-March.—-" The three points proposed are —
1. " To supply bread and forage for 60,000 men* during their con-

Minute

of

tinuance on the left bank of the Ems.
2. " To pay a given surnj after the Prussians have crossed the Yssel,
and a further suinj when the French are compelled to recross the Waal.
(i
To guaranty the payment of a still further sum§ when the
3.
Government of the Stadtholder is restored in the North Provinces.
" The King of Prussia is to be required to break off the negotiations
at Basle, to engage not to make peace without our consent, unless France
restores all she has conquered from the different belligerent Powers, or
at least from Great Britain or the North Provinces.
" In examining this question, it may be taken as a point on which
there is no doubt that the sincere and active co-operation of the Prussian
army in the next campaign, if it could be secured, would be fully worth
the pecuniary compensation proposed to be paid for it.
" The points to be considered are these
1. " Is there any probability of obtaining such a co-operation at the
price now proposed, or indeed by any pecuniary sacrifice whatever ?
2. " If not, then will the advantage of a doubtful and precarious
support irom Prussia be a sufficient compensation for the expense to be
incurred, and the inconveniences to be encountered in making this
proposal, and in carrying it iuto effect if it should be accepted ?
"With respect to the first point, it depends wholly on a view of the
Some reliance seems
present shite and system of the Cabinet of Berlin.
to be placed on the supposed opinions of the King in favour of the Avar,
and on his desire for military glory. But both these arguments were
still more strongly and confidently urged last year, and the event showed
lie is either so
that no solid conclusion could be drawn from them.
unsteady in his own principles, or so much under the guidance of unprincipled men, or both, that all considerations of the nature abovementioned, joined to the most solemn engagements of treaty were
insufficient to preyenl his withholding lii.s military assistance during the
summer, and opening a negotiation with France in Die winter.
* Expense, say, 1,600,000/. for 12 months or 1,200,000/. for nine.
t 400,000/.
X 100,000/.
§ 1,200,000.
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" With respect, therefore, to the King's personal character, and to the
inferences to be drawn from any supposed opinions and views of his,
these points stand precisely on the same ground now as they did last
year, when the Prussian treaty was made and broken.
" With respect to the state of his Court, it is not pretended that any
fresh ground of confidence can be derived from the character or views
Prince Henry has at present
of any man about the King of Prussia.
the appearance of greater influence than he has ever had under this
But this, if it exists, will be used against us. Lord Malmesbury
reign.
last year relied much upon the character and supposed interest of
Count Haugwitz, but the event showed the insecurity of this ground of
hope ; since Haugwitz was the very man who, in subsequent stages of
the business, was employed to vindicate the breach of the treaty he had
made. Till Mollendorf had been tried, his integrity and favourable
Since his appointment
dispositions to the cause were much relied on.
to the command every step he has taken has contradicted both those
The Duke of Brans Reappears for the moment to be eager
opinions.
in the restoration of the former concert, and in the prosecution of the

But till within these few weeks he has been so completely in
war.
disgrace at Berlin that, as Lord Malmesbury tells us, he hardly received
civil answers to his letters, not only from the King, but even from

The best that can be hoped for from his
influence is the momentary prevalence of one party or set of opinions
over another. But to the maintenance of a permanent weight with the
King of Prussia he is evidently unequal, since he has always failed in
Even to make the attempt he must be always with the
the attempt.
King ; and yet the best or indeed the only use to be made of him is to
General Bishopswerder.

at the head of the army, keeping the King at a distance from
Lucchesini's character and views need not be stated, since all agree
that, in order to give any hopes of success to the present plan, he must
be kept at a distance from the King.
" Under these circumstances there seems little ground of belief that
the present dispositions of the Court of Berlin are favourable to our
cause ; and still less that they could be kept steady to any line we
might wish them to pursue, and which should not exactly accord with
their own views of their interest at the moment.
" Can we then make it so clearly and unquestionably the interest of
Prussia to push the war against France, in conjunction with us, as to
give any just ground of confidence on that head ?
" The supposed inducements are those which arise from their
pecuniary interest, from their situation as with respect to Holland,
from the fear of Kussia, and from the general apprehension of the
prevalence of French principles.
" To examine these separately. First as to the pecuniary interest ;
that even the whole amount to be
it does not seem to be apprehended
received in the event of the most successful campaign would do more
than to put into the King of Prussia's treasury, after defraying all
expenses, a sum of from 500,000 to 1,000,000, and, in the event of
failing in the ultimate object, the expense* would probably more than
balance the receipt.

put him
it.

* Last year 1,800,000/. was stated
men, and other expenses for 30,000.
expense of 60,000. But 1,200,000/.
the end of nine months he would

as necessary to pay bread and forage for 60,000
This sum is therefore insufficient for the whole
plus 400,000/., is only 1,600,000/., so that at
have received, even after passing the Yssel,
If it is said that the calculation of
200,000/. less than he bargained for las', year.
1,800,000/. took in 12 months, we must then add to the 1,600,000/., 200,000/., and
the result will still give only 200,000/. to pay all the expenses of 30,000 men except
the bread and forage.
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" He is then to act for a speculation, more or less doubtful according'
to different opinions of the chance of success, but the best issue of
which cannot give him more than about a million, while the worst
event may leave him considerably poorer than at present. But it surely
cannot be doubted that he might easily obtain from France, as the
price cf peace on their terms, at least as much money as he could, in
the best event of the proposed bargain, obtain from us.
And it' you
suppose him to conclude the bargain with us not meaning to keep it,
he might get from us 600,000/., or the value of three months' mazagines,
and the rest from France.
" His interest as to the state of Holland is indisputably very conBut may he not justly reason that he can have a connection
siderable.
with Holland only through the medium of one of the two great Powers,
England or France; and that if he is to look to a political system with
France, it is of great consequence to him to maintain instead of weakening the French interest in Holland.
" In the same manner, his fears of Russia may operate to produce
either of the two effects of peace or war, according as he thinks he
shall be stronger as with respect to Russia, by having France no longer
an enemy or by having Great Britain again in some degree a friend.
And of the two the former seems the most reasonable supposition, and
the most likely to operate as a motive for his conduct.
It being
evidently impracticable for us to obviate in his mind the effects of the
steps we have already taken to form connections with the two Imperial
>

Courts.
" On the subject of the danger of the prevalence of French opinions,
it is evident that, whatever the personal sentiments of the King may
be, his Government acts on no such pursuasion ; his whole conduct
from the beginning of 1793 up to this time, and most of all at the
present moment, being in direct contradiction to any such opinion.
" If, in addition to motives of personal intrigues, and of corruption
in some of the individuals who surround the King, we are to look for
any general or systematic principle prevalent in the councils of the
Court of Berlin, it is unquestionably a rooted jealousy and hatred of
Austria.

" Under this impression what object of interest can be supposed to
be equally important to that Government with the preventing Austria
from recovering the Netherlands ? and what other clue will so naturally
explain the whole political conduct of the King of Prussia since the

commencement
tion

of a

of the war, as a determination to prevent the acquisito Austria on that side, while that object was

barrier

m

question; and afterwards a determination to hinder the recovery of
those Provinces.
"If this be, as I believe, the real principle of action at Berlin, it is
evident that we cannot have from that quarter a cordial co-operation in
our views; because they are directed precisely to the attainment of
And in that case not
that which Prussia most desites to obstruct.
only the engagements now proposed will be found insufficient for the
purpose of obtaining that cooperation, but it is unattainable by any

pecuniary sacrifice which we can make.
" If then we car not reckon with any reasonable ground of confidence
on cordial and zealous co-operation from Prussia^ either from a view cf
the present disposition of that Court, or of the system of policy which
it is pursuing, shall we negotiate in the hopes of purchasing l>v money
a doubtful and precarious support, depending only on the degree of
precision with which we can limit the conditions and proportion the
course of payment to that of the services rendered ? It is urged in.
favour of this measure that, by the assignment of local positions for
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the Prussian army on the maintenance of which our payments are to
depend, we shall at least secure some support, though possibly less than
we might claim ; that we shall certainly prevent the immediate conclusion of peace, and probably delay if not prevent the invasion of
Westphalia, and the interruption of our communications of every sort
with the Continent. And it is said that these objects will be cheaply
purchased at the expense which will thus be paid for them, or even at
some additional charge, supposing our expense prolonged some time
beyond the period when the assistance of Prussia ceases.
" To these considerations I oppose
1. " The uncertainty of an assistance depending not on any mutual
opinion of common interest in the same cause, but on stipulations which,
while on the one hand they carry the open appearance of mutual
distrust, must on the other hand be always inadequate to operate as a
real check against ill faith.
" It seems to me to be beyond all doubt that, even while the King of
Prussia were to keep his army in either of the two first positions specified
in the proposals, he might, by collusion with the French, render its
presence there of very little benefit to us, while it continued to act
apparently in our cause and, at the same time, keep us in a state of
constant jealousy and alarm lest he should withdraw his force, or even
turn it against us.
;

2. " The danger that by negotiating at all with Prussia under the
present circumstances we alienate the Austrian and Russian Governments, wtth whom it should be our policy to endeavour to form the
Avhich can never happen while they are persuaded that
closest union
we are ready at any moment to resume our former connections and
intimacy with Berlin.
" The hope of uniting those three Courts in one common system is
one which neither our past experience nor any view of their present
situation and disposition towards each other seem to justify.
If this
cannot be done, the option must be made, and being made, must be
;

adhered
"

to.

The danger

by Prussia only as a
from France, and of maintaining a
better countenance at Petersburg and Vienna on the subject of Poland.
I differ from those who think that it is for our advantage to enable the
King of Prussia to get better terms of peace from France. Because it
is at least possible that without the operation and effect which the
knowledge of your proposals may produce at Paris, the Committee of
Public Safety either may not be disposed, or may not be able, to give
3.

means

that these proposals will be used

of obtaining better terms

him such terms of peace as he can accept without losing all weight in
the Empire and in Europe. And because, it being evidently his object
to fellow up his own separate peace with measures for dictating a general
pacification to the other belligerent Powers, whatever gives him weight
and consideration assists this plan, the execution of which is evidently
And even with a view to public impression
contrary to our interests.
here a pacification between France and Prussia, on just and reasonable
terms, would be more injurious in its effects than one by which the
Convention should manifest more plainly the views of ambition and
aggrandizement by which it is actuated.
4. " The great danger of our contributing to support in Westphalia,
at the expense of this country, an army which, even if it were to act in
the first instance agreeably to our wishes by defending that part of
Germany, would, on the very first appearance of success on our part in
any other quarter, be infallibly so employed as to weaken and distress
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our operations, and might probably in the end be turned against us, in
order to prevent Austria from recovering the Netherlands.
5. "The unfavourable impression which this treaty must produce
in Parliament when it comes to be discussed ; because with the exception of the case which is hardly to be hoped, of the Prussian army
driving the French beyond the Waal, the operations of that force would,
in any other event, be infallibly considered as inadequate to the
expense incurred. And if the case should happen, which I think the
most likely, of our being again deserted in the middle of the campaign
after such a treaty, the discredit it would throw upon Government
must be such as to weaken if not destroy any hope of obtaining the
support of Parliament for another campaign, supposing it should be
found necessary to continue the war.
"Of these objections the greater part apply with at least equal
force to the opening of such a negotiation as to the conclusion of the
treaty.
The overture cannot be concealed from the knowledge of
Austria and Russia. The King of Prussia has in all cases an interest
in making it known at Paris.
And if disclosed there it cannot be
expected to remain a secret here. Whatever impression therefore is
to be feared from the effect of the treaty upon the conduct of the
Courts of Petersburgh or Vienna will equally be produced by a
knowledge of the offer.
The objection respecting the facilitating a
peace between Prussia and France supposes the failure of the
negotiation.
And the difficulty here would (if not equally great) be
very considerable, if we had to defend the making to the King of
Prussia an humiliating and fruitless offer of fresh pecuniary assistance,
after having broken off the treaty last year on the ground of his
ill

faith."

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I send you the draft I have
[1795, March 2, Downing Street].
made of the minute according to what I conceived to be the idea adopted
If it does not find you at home, I have desired it to be
yesterday.
It would be useless to tell you on how many accounls I
carried on.
am miserable at what appears to be your determination. I am not at
all sure, however, that the decision will not be different tomorrow, and
if it is, tho' I shall feel comfort in one respect, I am not sure, that
with my view of the question, I shall not be at least as ill satisfied as
now.

Whatever happens, I am sure your mind will go before any suggesmine in avoiding, eclat, or any suspicion at this moment of the
particular point in question, the premature knowledge of which would
If the opinion of yesterday is confirmed, I see
in every view be fatal.
no way of attaining this end but your letting the dispatch be signed by
Dundas or the Duke of Portland, and deferring the execution of your
intentions till after the conclusion of tho treaty, which must be also
*'

tions of

i.
It is impossible that such a thing
near the conclusion of tl,
R8 your quitting can take pbee at the same time with the ehan
Ireland, or while any material business is to be done here, without
increased mischief.*'

Lord Gwexyiuk
1795,

March, Dover

Street.

to

W.

—" Feeling

in my. opinion of the effect

Pitt.

every hour more conwhich the decision of yesterday must
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necessarily have upon my personal situation, I rather think it would
be better that the King should hear it from me by letter, before I see
But as I perfectly share in Lord Mansfield's
him on Wednesday.
dislike to manifestoes and protests, when people are acting in friendship
and confidence towards each other, my idea would be merely to state
the fact of the difference of opinion, and my sense of the impropriety

of my undertaking to execute what I fear will be so detrimental to the
great cause in which we are all embarked, and then to add only, in a
few words, that I trust this change of situation will still leave me the
means of being in some degree useful by contributing, at least as far
as my abilities will enable me, to the support of his government,
and manifesting on every occasion my unalterable sentiments of
gratitude and duty to him.
u If you see no objection to this way of doing it, do not give
If you do, let me know it.
I have as
yourself the trouble of writing.
yet said nothing to any of our colleagues, nor will I till after Tuesday,
unless you think it better I should."

Copy.

Lord Grenville
1795,

March

3,

Dover

Street.

to

W. Windham.

— "I enclose

the letter which you sent

me from M,

de Miran. I have considered the subject, and I confess
I cannot see how he can in any manner be usefully employed under the
Foreign Department at a time when there seems so little prospect of
our being concerned in any operations in the South of France, or
indeed of anything useful being done in that quarter.
This reason
alone has prevented my seeing him, as I felt that I would have no
proposal to make to him.
How far his ideas of being put at the head of
any French corps can be made practicable you are a better judge than
myself, but I own I fear nothing of that kind can be of much service in
that quarter of Europe."

Copy.

W. Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

[1795, March 2-7, Downing Street].—" Our Meeting on the Bill is
twelve to-day here. I have written to the Duke of Portland to propose
a Cabinet at Burlington House at ^ past 8 this evening.
I send
you a letter from the King which I have just received.
In the
iirst moment he seems to me to have suggested a line which may in
some degree unite opinions.
" Be so good to return the King's letter or bring it with you."

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — " Comme je

crains de ne pas reussir a
1795, March 8,
avoir l'honneur de vous voir aujourd'hui, et que la nature des objets
dont je desirerais vous entretenir me parait aussi urgente qu'importante,
je vais prendre la liberte de vous transmettre mes idees par ecrit.
Ce n'est point le Ministre de l'Empereur qui parle otficiellement au
Secretaire d'Etat, c'est un honnete homme, et une homme d'honneur
plein de confiance dans Pamitie de Milord Grenville, et penetre de
consideration pour son caractere et ses talens personnels, qui ose lui
parler avec franchise sur les circonstances du moment.
" Je suis trop intimement convaincu, Milord, que cettc lettre ne vous
passera pas, et que vous voudrez bien me garder le plus profond secret
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que je pourrai vous confier, pour me permettre la moindre
Soit que nous nous accordions a la fin (comme
reticence envers vous.
etitendions pas
j'ainie a n'en pas douter) ou que nous ne nous
sur l'affaire de l'emprunt que nos sublimes financiers n'ont pas meme
compris jusqu' a present, je crois pouvoir vous assurer avec une
connaissance certaine que l'Empereur est determine a continuer la
Malgre les
guerre, et ay employer une armee de 200 mille hommes.
sur ce

conseils et les demandes de paix dont on l'accable, Sa Majeste
Imperiale est fermement resolue a n'y jamais entendre que da contentment et de 1'aveu de l'Angleterre. M. le Baron de Thugut est le
seul Ministre qui fortifie mon souverain dans cette resolution, et comme
il est en meme temps le seul Ministre en credit, et qui soit exclusivement
C'est
eeoute, il est, par cette raison meme, preeieux a la bonne cause.
du moins le jugement qu'ose porter ici le Ministre de la Cour de Vienne,
employe dans les Cours etrangeres, que l'idee d'une paix honteuse
revoke, et qui desire la continuation d'une guerre dont il croit entrevoir
Tissue la plus favorable, pourvu qu'elle soit conduite avec vigeur et

sagesse.

u Le plus ou le moins d'accord qui s'etablira entre nos deux Cours en
consequence de la tournure que prendra l'affaire de l'emprunt influera
done moins sur le nombre des troupes a employer, que ~ur le mode
et la localite de cet emploi.
" Je ne vous caclierai pas qu'avec la certitude de la purete de nos
vues, et de notre bonne volonte, je tremble pour la succes de la
campagne que nous allons commencer, et qui me parait indubitablement
la derniere que nos finances et notre population puissent nous permettre.
" Nous sommes bientot au milieu du mois de Mars, et nous n'avons
aucune connaissance du plan de campagne, parceque, selon toute
On vit du jour au lendemain, et la
apparence, on n'en a arrete aucun.
conclusion en sera peut-etre un systeme defensif tout aussi ruineuxpour
nous que la guerre la plus active, et beaucoup plus utile a l'ennemi, a
La paresse,
qui il offrira des avantages sans lui presenter des dangers.
le degout, l'ignorance, et peut-etre la mauyaise volonte des conseillers
qui environnent la personne de mon maitre, pourront ficir, a force
d'importunites et de raisonuemens aussi peu consequens que ceux qu'on
fait sur l'emprunt, par lui faire adopter cette methode dangereuse de
combattre un ennemi dont l'activite et l'audace entreprenante ne se
dementent que lorsqu'on l'attaque de la meme maniere dont il cherche a
nous entamer.
"Agite et tourmente de ces tristes reflexions, je clierchai depuis
plusieurs semaines les moyens de prevenir le malheur d'une determination si facile a prevoir, et j'etais sur le point de desesperer d'y reussir
lorsque le hasard me fit rencontrer ici le general Francais des Rosieres,
dont je connaisais depuis longtemps le merite et les talens distingues.
Quoique generallement peu prevenu en faveur des Francais, je me crois
oblige de rendre ici un hommage eclatant nux prcfondes connaissances
Oe cet officier superieur, dont la reputation et le nom sont connus en
Europe.
" En m'entretenant plusieurs fois avec M. des Rosieres j'eus l'occasion
de connaitre dans un tres grand detail le projet qu'il pourrait proposer
pour la campagne procbaine, et je fus singulierement frappe de la
grandeur et de la clarte de ses idees ainsi que, non seulement des
possibilites, rnais meme des facilites qu'il presente pour l'cxecution de
son plan.
" M. des Rosieres se contente du nombre de troupes que nous
sommes certain de pouvoir mettre en campagne; la co-operation
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Prussienne est absolument passee sous sileace; il semble ne pas se
flatter d'un grand secours a obtenir de l'armee de l'Empire; il donne
des moyens de tirer un grand parti des diversions de l'interieur, peutII arrive au meme
etre l'arme la plus utile contre l'anarchie Francaise.
but avec trois armees, par trois chemins deferens, sans s'arreter a des
II
sieges dont il craint les longueurs, et qu'il sait eviter sans danger.
s'occupe des vivres et des fourrages, et cette derniere consideration,

appuyee de beaucoup d'autres raisons du plus grands poids, le porte a
declarer qu'il ne faut entrer en campagne qu'au mois de Juin.
" Cette determination nous donnerait le temps de soumettre ce plan
a Yienne, et de parvenir, en la pressant, a faire decider ma Cour encore
a temps, malgre toutes les lenteurs qui lui sont inherentes.
" II me semble done qu'il serait a propos que le Ministere Britannique, apres avoir donne l'ordre a M. des Rosieres de lui presenter la
redaction de son plan, le fit examiner par quelques militaires Anglais
de distinction, et, qu'en cas d'approbation, nous nous concertassions
immediatement ensemble pour l'envoyer a Vienne par un officier
Anglais et un Autricbien que se trouve ici. II serait d'uue haute
importance d'ouvrir les yeux a notre Cabinet sur son propre interet
Les moyens d' obtenir
qu'il ne pourrait pas manquer de reconnaitre.
une determination prompte soat de presenter, d'une part, une grande
fermete, et de l'autre, I'appas d'un avantage que vous saurez deviner.
Si vous voulez entrer plus en detail sur cet objet, vous daignerez me
donner vos ordres. J'aurai 1'honneur de me rendre chez vous, et de vous
communiquer mes idees que mon zele et mon desir du bien m'ont
suggere, et qu'il m'a semble que le devoir ne me permettait pas de taire
au point oil nous en sommes.
Pardonnez-moi cette longue epitre.
Votre amitie pour moi me saura gre de ma con fiance illimitee, et votre
bon esprit vous fera rendre justice au motif qui m'anime.
" Je ne me suis ouvert sur tout ceci qu'a M. Pitt que jai eu 1'honneur
de voir avant hier, et a qui j'ai dit que je me proposais de vous entretenir a fond sur cette matiere, et dans l'etendue de la confiance la plus
intime."

French,

C.

GODDARD

tO

W. WlCKHAM.

—"

I am directed by Lord Grenville
10, Dover Street.
you that as, in consequence of the dispatch which
you will receive by this messenger, you may have occasion for
money immediately, and possibly to the amount of thirty thousand
pounds for the objects stated in that dispatch, you are at liberty,
at any time after the receipt of this letter, to draw bills upon the
Secretary
State for Foreign Affairs here for any sum within
the above limits. But as, in the uncertainty which at present exists
with respect to the necessity which you may find for availing yourself
of this permission, no steps can be taken here towards providing for the
payment of such bills as you may draw, it will be extremely material
that you should, as soon as you are able to ascertain the sum for which
you have 'occasion, apprize Lord Grenville of it by letter mentioning
at the same time the number of bills which you may have drawn or be
on the point of drawing upon Lord Grenville, the respective value of
each bill, and their total amount. You will further observe that the

1795,

March

to acquaint

(.

(

;

bills

should be

made payable

least) after sight,

money
a

for their
94090.

at a certain number of days (thirty at
in order that time may be afforded for preparing the

payment

;

and,

if

six

weeks can be given by you with-

out inconvenience to the service for which the money
would be still more advantageous with the same view."

is

granted,

it

Copy.

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

[London]. — "The

A

1795, March 11
taken place of Lord

nomination which has this day
Lieutenancy of Ireland relieves my
mind from recollections that have given me the severest pain. I have
dismissed from it every part of those unpleasant impressions, and
remember nothing that has passed for four months save the declarations
of your affection to me.
I had thoughts of employing your good little
wr ife to explain this but why do we want any mediation or any
explanation ? Who or what is to interfere between us upon such a
If these sentiments meet your's, let me know when I can call
subject ?
upon you, and assure you that I am, with very unabated and earnest
cordiality, your very affectionate brother."

Camden

to the

;

John Jay

to

Lord Grenville.

1795, March 15, Koyal Hotel, Pall Mali.— " When the last vessel
which arrived here from New York left that place, intelligence of the
conclusion of the treaty had been received.
No letters by that vessel
have as yet to come to my hands. I therefore presume she did not
bring any for me. I cannot find that the treaty had then arrived.
e*
All the vessels bound from hence to New York have sailed except
one, which will be ready early in April and I purpose to return in her,
unless some unexpected circumstance should occur to prevent me.
As
that may possibly, though not probably be the case, I think it best to
be silent on the subject for the present; but the attention due from me
to your Lordship induces me to apprize you of it."
*

Marquis Cornwallis
1795,

March

noon your

letter

Lord Grosvenor

to

Lord Grenville,

—

" I received this afterdated the 17th instant, with the in closure from Count

19,

Street.

Starhemberg.
" The plan of

M. de Rosieres certainly holds out some convenient
circumstances, and I should advise your seeing Count Starhemberg as
soon as you can, and desiring him to prevail on M. de Rosiere to give
his ideas in writing immediately for the consideration of his Majesty's
Ministers.
" I have always heard M. de Rosiere very highly spoken of, especially
by my friend the Marquis de Bouille, and although 1 must confess that I
do not at present entertain any very sanguine hopes either of a spirited
conduct on the part of the Court of Vienna, or of their making a
moderately successful campaign, I shall be glad to see what can bo -aid
by an able officer upon the subject, and will give the best opinion in my
power on the practicability of his propositions.
" I see no good in shewing Starhemberg's letter to Mr. Pitt and
Mr. Dundas, but think that no time should be lost in procuring the plan
in writing, in which state it will be much easier to judge of it, than by a
conversation with Monsieur de Rosiere."

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—" Lord Grenville

to

has the honour
1797, March 19, Downing Street.
submit to your Majesty the minute of the opinion of your Majesty's
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confidential servants respecting the measures to be adopted on the
subject of any ships of war which may be fitted out from the Dutch
ports."

Copy.
Enclosure.
1795, March 19,

Downing

Street.

Present

The Lord Chancellor, Lord President, Lord Privy Seal, Duke of
Portland, Earl Spencer, Lord Hawkesbury, Mr. Pitt, Mr. Windham,
Lord Grenville.
" Upon consideration of the present state of Holland, and of the grounds
which exist for believing that the French have taken possession of the
Dutch fleets in the harbours of the Republic, and are taking measures
for fitting out some of the Dutch ships of war to act against this country,
Ills Majesty's servants agree humbly to represent to his Majesty that
it may be proper that orders should be given in the most secret manner
to the commanding officers of any of his Majesty's fleets or squadrons
who may be likely to fall in with any such ships of war, to detain the
same and bring them into the ports of Great Britain and that the said
officers should be authorized to use force, if it should be necessary for
that purpose."
;

Copy.
'

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Queen's House.— " The Minute

of Cabinet which
1795, March 20,
I have just received from Lord Grenville on the subject of the Dutch
fleet meets with my fullest concurrence, and I approve of Lord Grenville's sending the necessary orders for that purpose to the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty."

Lord Grenville

to the

Duke

of Portland.

—"I am

ashamed of having so long
1795, March 21, Dover Street.
I have endeavoured as much
delayed sending your Grace the enclosed.
as possible not only that the recital should be strictly and minutely
accurate but also that it should be free from all colouring or aggravation
of those points which we have so much reason to lament. I am anxious
to know that your Grace thinks I have succeeded in this, and I hope
that, if in
it

out to

any instance

me

it

strikes

you that I have

failed,

you

will point

without difficulty."

Copy.
Enclosure.

Memorandum of Lord Grenville.

—

1795, March
" When the union of the persons who are joined in
the present Government was formed in July last, the office of Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland was destined to Lord Fitz- William, as soon as
it should be found practicable to open a proper situation for Lord
Westmorland in England.
Before the means of making such an
arrangement were found, the intention of appointing Lord Fitz- William
as the successor of Lord Westmorland became known in Ireland.
.

o 2
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The appointment was

talked of as immediate, and it was reported that
complete change in the system of Irish Government, both as to men
and measures, was intended. Some explanation having taken place
here on these points in the course of the autumn, it appeared that
Lord Fitz-William had, in fact, formed the intention of removing
Lord Fitz-Gibbon from the office of Lord Chancellor, and a variety of
other circumstances appeared to some of his colleagues to give too
much countenance to the apprehensions of an intended change of
system in Ireland. The removal of Lord Fitz-Gibbon was objected to
on their part as being inconsistent with the principles on Avhich the
union had been formed here ; and the same principle was stated by
them as applying to the removal of the old servants of Government,,
and to any ether measure which would have the appearance either of
introducing a new system, or of casting imputations on the conduct of
former Governments in Ireland.
" It appears that Lord Fitz-William conceives himself to have stated
to Mr. Pitt, in one of their conversations during this period, his
intention of removing Mr. Beresford, but not to have received any
answer from him on this subject. Mr. Pitt has no recollection of any
idea of Mr. Beresford's removal having been ever mentioned, or even
a

hinted.

"After much discussion on the subject of Lord Fitz-Gibbon's
removal, that idea was renounced, and the most explicit assurances
were given by Lord Fitz-William that he had not in view the establishment of any new system in Ireland, but that he was desirous of
strengthening his Government by the accession of Mr. Ponsonby
mode was, about
end his friends, and the support of Mr. Grattan.
the same time, found for carrying into effect a proper arrangement
respecting Lord Westmorland, and these two points of difficulty being
thus removed, it was agreed that a meeting should be held at Mr. Pitt's,
at which all the other points that had occurred respecting Ireland
should be discussed, in order that it should be considered whether they
could be satisfactorily arranged, so that no further delay might arise
to the appointment of Lord Fitz-William.
" This meeting was accordingly held at Mr. Pitt's on the
" There were present, the Duke of Portland, Lord Fitz-William, Lord
Spencer, Lord Grenville, Mr. Pitt, and Mr. Windham. The points
which were d scussed at this meeting, and the conclusions adopted
respecting them were as follows
1. "The appointment of a Provost; with respect to which it was
agreed that the choice should be made from among the fellows of the
College, although Lord Westmorland had already made a different
doubt was started whether the person named by
recommendation.
Lord Fitz-William was the fittest of that description but the decision
of this point was left to him.
by Lord Fitz-William for
2. "Mr. W. Ponsonby was proposed
It was objected that this office ought to be
Secretary of State.
The advantage of such an
annexed to that of Chief Secretary.
arrangement was strongly pressed. The inconvenience of baying an
Irish Secretary of State in the House of Commons of Inland vtafl
ur <red; and this inconvenience was stated as likely to be greater in the
case of a person of the description of Mr. Ponsonby, who might
naturally look to give to that office a weight and efficacy incompatible
with the present situation of the Chief Secretary, and with the strength

A

.

;

:

A

;

Government in Ireland. In answer to these objections,
Lord Fitz-William strongly urged the necessity of his bringing forward
Mr. W. Ponsonby, for which he said there was no other opening. It

of the English
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was then proposed to him that Mr. Ponsonby might be made Keeper of
the Signet, and the office of Secretary of State be annexed to that of
Chief Secretary. And this arrangement was, after much difficulty and
discussion, agreed to by Lord Fitz-William.
3. " Lord Fitz-William proposed that Mr. G. Ponsonby should be

made Attorney -General. To this the strongest objections were stated;
the situation and merits of Mr. Woife ; the natural claims of Mr. Toler
the Solicitor-General ; and the impropriety of bringing Mr. G. Ponsonby
at once into the office of Attorney-General, a measure which, when
-coupled with the appointment of Mr. W. Ponsonby, would, it was said,
countenance the opinion of a change of system in Ireland.
" It was admitted by Lord Fitz-William that Mr. Wolfe could not,
with propriety, be removed except by such an arrangement as he should
fully agree to, but an opinion was expressed that such an arrangement
might, without difficulty, be effected by opening to Mv. Wolfe the first
Bat no idea was intimated by Lord
seat in one of the Courts of Law.
Fitz-William of removing Mr. Wolfe from his present office against his
inclination.
4.

" Supposing that

JFitz-William

stated

Mr. Wolfe were thus provided for, Lord
Mr. G. Ponsonby might properly be made

that

Attorney-General; and urged his supposed unwillingness to serve as
The propriety of this objection
Solicitor-General under Mr. Toler.
was not admitted, and, after further discussion, it was suggested that, supposing Mr. Wolfe removed to the Bench, an arrangement of a similar
nature might be found which should be satisfactory to Mr. Toler.
But
it was still objected that, even in that case, the impropriety of bringing
Mr. G. Ponsonby at once to the office of Attorney-General would not
be removed, and it was at last agreed that Lord Fitz-William should
endeavour, in the first instance, to make a satisfactory arrangement for
Mr. Toler, in order that Mr. G. Ponsonby might be made SolicitorGeneral under Mr. Wolfe. There was some discussion respecting the
nature of the arrangement to be proposed to Mr. Toler and it was
distinctly expressed, and agreed to by Lord Fitz William, that the just
claims of Mr. Toler were to be satisfied, taking them on the grounds of
his situation such as it stood with Lord Westmorland, so that he should
not be called upon to accede to any proposal to which there should not
be just reason to believe that he would have acceded had Lord Westmorland continued to hold the Government.
u No mentiou was made at this conversation of Mr. Curran nor was
it known to some of the persons there present that Lord Fitz-William
had ever thought of proposing that gentleman for Solicitor-General, till
after Lord Fitz-William's arrival in Ireland, when that arrangement
;

;

became the subject of public discussion there.
5. " In the reports which had reached this country of the language
held by Lord Fitz-William's connections in Ireland, it had been mentioned that some additional offices which had been established by Lord
Buckingham, particularly in the Revenue Boards, were to be abolished.
" This subject had once before been in discussion, and it had been
explained by Lord Grenville and Mr. Pitt that they considered themselves as partieslo the measures of Lord Buckingham in Ireland, and
not, on that account, independently of other considerations,
concur in any measure which should appear to reflect on him. In
consequence of this explanation, Lord Fitz-William had disavowed any
intention of doing anything injurious to Lord Buckingham's character,
but the measure which was in question had not been satisfactorily

could

explained.
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u At the conversation

now spoken

Lord Fitz-Williara mentioned
such an arrangement might
be made by the appointment of a Commission of Accounts as might
diminish the number of the Commissioners of the Revenue Boards but
without injuring any of the persons who then sat there, or appearing to
throw any reflection on those who had proposed or concurred in the
present establishment. Lord Fitz- William entered a little into the detail
of this plan, but it soon appeared that he was by no means acquainted
with the subject, which was, on the other hand, not thoroughly understood in its details (even as to the present state of those Boards) by any
of,

this subject, stating that he conceived that

;

of the other persons present.

was then suggested to Lord Fiiz-William that, on a point of thai
it was impossible then to settle any plan or arrangement in this
country.
That, till after his arrival in Ireland, he could not even decide
on the general propriety and still fan the particular details of any such
"sit

nature,

measure. That, after his explicit disavowal of all intention to introduce
new system, or to countenance imputations on the former Government
of Ireland, his colleagues would willingly leave it to him to consider the
subject, on such information as he might receive respecting it in Ireland
desiring only that, before any such measure was adopted, they might
have the opportunity of deliberating upon it.
6. " Nothing was intimated in this conversation of any idea of
removing Mr. Beresford, nor was even his name mentioned by Lord
Fitz William although the different means which might be adopted for
lessening the number of the Commissioners of the Revenue Boards
formed a part of what he stated on the subject of those Boards.
"The appointment, of a Primate, respecting which there was no
diiference of opinion, and some other subjects of less importance,
having been also mentioned, the question of further concession to the
The subject was
Catholics was discussed, though not much at length.
considered as one of ranch delicacy, and no decided sentiment as to the
line which it might ultimately te right to adopt upon it was expressed
by any person present. The result of the discussion was an unanimous
opinion that Lord Fitz- William should inform hioi self in Ireland as to the
state and disposition of the countrv in ibis respect, and should transmit
that information, with his opinion, to the King's servants here; that he
should, as much as possible, endeavour to prevent the agitation of the
and that, in all events, he should
question during the present session
do nothing in it which might commit the King's Government here or in
Ireland without fresh instructions from hence.
"With this subject the conversation finished. At the close of if,
Lord Fits- William, who ha I brought to the meeting a memorandum of
matters to be talked of, was repeatedly asked whether there were any
The
other points to be discussed, or any new measures to be proposed.
wai that he knew of none.
" Lord Fitz-William went immediately into the country, and, in a
What has p
short time after his re' urn, he id out for Ireland.
p be found
since that period between him arid the King's servants is
in the correspondence."
"This ap
709, February 15.
lorsed by Lord Grrenrillo.
The corrected copy is interlined with an
to be the first draft.
addition in Mr. Pitt's hand, and a note is added to it by myself, stating
its having been communicated to the different persons there mentioned .?
a

;

;

:

i

i

1

John Jay to Lord Gtrectzlle.
1795, March 21, Royal Hotel. Pall Mall.—"On Tuesday next
Having hitherto ai
to dine with Mr. Vanghan at Hackney.

1

am
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myself of only one invitation from that gentleman, an apology would
not be kindly received.
" On Thursday and Friday I am not engaged ; but as the one may
be more convenient to your Lordship than the other, I forbear naming
either.

" It is very desirable that some measures to facilitate the business in
question should be concerted ; the parties interested would be gratified,
and the United States obliged. If America was set right as to the
affair of the Indians, and relieved from West India judges and priva(eers
not better than Indians, ill humour, having nothing to feed upon, would
die

away.

A discerning minister, true to your Lordship's conciliatory views,
and possessed, if possible, of your prudence and self command, cannot
be too early at Philadelphia. I ana convinced that unless your vigilance
and interposition extend to whatever may affect the relations between
the two countries, all will not go and continue well,"
"

C.

1795, March

Bentinck

Hamburgh.

to

Lord Grenville.

—"I

have been here above a fortnight,
day the execution of the first part of my project,
going to my brother's estates in Germany (Oldenburg). One of my
brothers, who is there with his family, has been under great apprehensions of a visit from the French, and upon the point of leaving the
From what they write, I find they knew even less
place several times.
than we have hitherto heard here of the state of thiugs in Holland, of
which I must have more accurate and detailed accounts before I venture
to go.
The communication between this place and that country has
been very uncertain and irregular as yet from the severity of the
All correspondence, parweather, and the position of the armies.
ticularly of persons known to have been attached to the ancient
Government, is still, and will for a long while continue to bo narrowly
watched. Since we left England we have not had a line from any
by we, I mean Mr. Fagel as well as myself.
part of Holland
"Dutch newspapers we have had in abundance. From these it
appears that the Cabal, who act in concert with the French, have, in
imitation of their associates, established an entirely new form of
government, introduced by the delusive declaration of the Rights of
Man, founded on the loose basis of Universal Representation, with a
Convention for each Province, and Committees of General Welfare;
that from these Conventions they have replaced the Deputies to the
States- General, still sitting at the Hague under that name; that, in
every other respect they have established new forms, new names, and
placed new persons in every department of the State, having abolished
the Stadholdership and all hereditary distinctions
and thus entirely
subverted the Government hitherto considered as most adapted to the
disposition, the customs, and prejudices of the inhabitants of the United
Provinces.
Peter Paulus, who has been continued President of the
Convention in the Province of Holland from fortnight to fortnight,
seems to be the leading man ; and has, with great art and ability,
endeavoured to reconcile the people to this system by the way he has
modified it, by the strain of religious enthusiam that runs throughout
the work, calculated to make a strong impression on a religious people,
and well adapted to their notions. He endeavours farther to recommend
this system by the apparent moderation and humanity of every syllable
that comes from his mouth or his pen.
But after all we have seen,
who will venture to answer for the stability of a system established

and put

off

24,

from day

to

;

;
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under the auspices of the French Convention, and supported by their
army, under whatever shape it may be introduced ?
Who will depend
on a succession of French Generals as well-disposed as Pichegru seems
to have been ?
We know that Paulus is already taxed with aristocracy
from his moderation, and that many of his supporters begin to be
dissatisfied with his conduct.
At any rate, however favourable these
appearances of moderatism may seem, and though they have released
several persons, as long as my eldest brother and the Pensionary are
confined tc a prison I think it would be madness to put myself in the
power of these people, and I must suspend yet the execution of my plan.
All the merchants' letters, some of them of as late a date as the 8th
and 9th instant, agree in stating that they are much afraid of a famine
in the Seven Provinces
the price of provisions is considerably higher,
and their correspondents here have received orders to a great amount
for a supply.
Some of these accounts state that a part of the French
army has marched to the frontiers, the rest having been dispersed in
small detachments in different parts of the Provinces.
But all the
accounts I have seen or heard on this subject are too general to be of
;

any great

use.

" From the information I have, I do not think it advisable for me
to proceed to the Hague just now.
At the same time I hope to hear
from England soon. If from better information it should be your
Lordship's opinion that I may go, or if you can in any way remove the
obstacles to my journey, or obtain my being admitted at the Hague,
a line from you will make me waive any objections I might have; as
I still see the chance of being of use if I could get there without being
put in a prison. I hope to have a few lines on the subject from your
Lordship through Mr. Frazer, as I shall stay here some time longer
before 1 go to Varel, my brother's house in the Duchy of Oldenburgh.
I shall stay at any rate till I hear from England.
What I know of the
man who has taken the lead, Paulus, makes me more desirous than ever
of getting to the Hague.
He is a man of great abilities and eloquence
and, though very violent, not destitute of humanity and of principle.
He has been soured by disappointment, and constant exclusion from
office.
Even iu former times, he often in private expressed his sense
of the necessity of a Stadholder in the Republic, when he was

most violent against the Government and its abuses. He must become
obnoxious sooner or later from jealousy of his elevation or, when he
;

refuses to give

way

to the folly or resentment of

many

of his supporters,
He will not like to
see the impractability

they will endeavour to find a man more pliable.
When he comes to try, he may
resign his power.
He may wish to clear the country of its invaders.
of the new system.
And should the plans and the arms of the allies be attended with more
success than lately, he may perhaps be induced to seek for support from
our friends by re-establishing the Stadholder, if he finds a chance of
being placed in a situation that may flatter his ambition, and which he
may think more secure that what he occupies at present. As far as it
is possible to judge without being on tiie spot, I think this may happen*;
and the more so as men of all sets and descriptions agree in their idea of
the talents and disposition of this man in many points of view ; and
many of my particular friends have always entertained the opinion of
him I have ventured to give. I must not take up any more of your
Lordship's time for the present. I shall not lose sight of my project;
and shall be glad if any means can be suggested to me that may hasten
the execution of it, and hope to be favoured with a line in answer.
Baron Kinkell is so good as to take this.
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—

"We

have had letters to-day from the
March 25.
Postscript.
Mr. Fagel's house has been searched (tine
dated 19th instant.
visite domiciliaire) and all his papers seized, so that for the present
he has no thoughts of returning to Holland ; though I do not see how
they can contrive to fasten any criminalty upon him for any paper they
may find, according to our ideas of justice. They certainly will if it

Hague

suits their purpose."

H. Fagell

March

Hamburg.

to

Lord Grenville.

— "Je

ne pensais pas, lorsque j'ai quitte
i'Angleterre, que je trouverais la communication entre la Hollande et
Hambourg aussi complettement interrompue qu'elle l'a ete pendant les
premiers quinze jours que j'ai passes dans cette ville. Jusqu'au 24 de
ce moi^, les nouvelles les plus fraiches qu'on avait de la Hollande etaient
du 20 Fevrier, et a mon arrivee ici, je n'ai gueres appris que ce que je
C'est cette raison qui m'a empeche
savais deja en partant de Yarmouth.
1795,

28,

Mais depuis deux ou
jusqu'a present d'avoir l'honneur de vous ecrire.
trois jours, nous avous recu, tant par la poste que par des voies extraordinaries, des lettres qui vont jusqu'au 20 de ce mois ; et c'est pour
vous rendre quelque compte de ces nouvelles que je prends aujourd'hui
la plume.
" Les lettres particulieres sont pour la plupart ecrites avec beaucoup
de circonspection, et il n'y est presque pas question d'affaires publiques.
Mais il resulte en general de tout l'ensemble des nombreux details
contenus dans les Gazettes, que les principes sur lesquels le nouveau
Gouvernement est etabli, et d'apres lesquels il agit, sont absolument
semblables a ceux qui ont ete adoptes en France. Les Assemblies
provinciales d'Etats ont ete changees en Assemblies de Representants
Et cette difference de
provisoires du peuple de chaque province.
denomination est essentielle, parceque la composition de ces Assemblies
Les corps des
est essentiellement differente de ce qu'elle etait ci-devant.
nobles qui en faisaient partie ont ete partout abolis les Magistrate, qui
formaient les Regences des villes, demis; de nouvelles Municipalites
provisoires, dont les membres ont ete elus par le peuple, mises a leur
place ; et dans la Province de Hollande, on a admis dans cette nouvelle
Assembiee des Deputes de plusieurs villes, bourgs, et villages, dont les
Regences n'avaient pas le droit autrefois d'envoyer des Deputes aux
Etats.
En un mot, l'Edince Gothique et Monstriieux de l'ancienne
constitution (pour me servir des expressions a la mode) a fait place a une
construction nouvelle, dont les droits de l'homme font la base, et a
laquelle les architectes Francais ont fourni le modele.
Au reste, les
Assemblees qui viennent de se former ne sont que provisoires, et la
plupart ont ete nominees pour deux mois.
II parait que c'est dans le
but de laisser 1' administration entre leurs mains, jusqu'a l'epoque ou Ton
aura pu organiser des Assemblees primaires. Celles-ci nommeront des
Deputes qui se reuniront en Convention representant le peuple entier des
Provinces Unies, et je suppose que cette Convention prendra aussitot
la place des Etats- Generaux.
Effectivement jusqu'a present, ceux-ci
existent encore de nom, et c'est la seule des anciennes autorites constitutes
qui n'ait pas ete formellement supprimee. Elle a cependant absolument
change de nature depuis que les Etats des Provinces qui y envoyaient
leurs Deputes, ont ete abolis; mais on a senti que les relations de la
Republique avec les Puissances Etrangeres exigeaient que, pour le
moment, le nom f ut conserve.
" La Province de Hollande donne dans tous ces changements l'exemple
aux autres, et garde cette influence preponderante que sa population et
;
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ses richesses lui ont tou jours assuree.
L'homme qui jusqu' ici parait y
avoir le plus de credit est le faineux Pieter Paulus.
11 vient d'etre
nomine membre du Comite de Marine, qui a pris la place des cinq
Amirautes ; et comrae il a deja ete Ministre de ce Department avant la
revolution de 1787, et qu'il y a montre de grands talents, il sera fort
utile a ce Comite.
Le Conseii d'Etat, qui avait la direction supreme de
tout ce qui avait rapport aux finances et a l'armee de la Republique, et
dont les membres etaient nommes par les differentes Provinces, a
egalement ete supprime, et remplace par un Comite. Ces deux nouveaux
Departements, surtout celui de la Marine, paraissent composes de gens
habiles et entendus.
La Marine entiere a ete cassee, sauf a ceux qui
voudraient servir de nouveau a s'adresser pour cet effet an Comite. II
est question d'une mesure semblable pour l'armee de terre.
En attendant
Ton assure que la plupart des officiers de Marine et des matelots preferent
de ne plus etre employes. Je me suis in forme de plusieurs personnes
venues en dernier lieu de la Hollande, si Ton y travaillait aux chantiers,
particulierement a la construction des vaisseaux, la reponse a ete
uniformement negative. Les deux objets qui excitent le plus de plaintee
sont, I, l'introduction forcee des assignats. quoique jusqu'a present, elle
se borne au pavement de ce que les soldats Francais achetent dans les
boutiques ; et 2, la cherte des denrees de premiere necessite, surtout
des subsistences, laquelle augmente tous les jours.
Jusqu' ici on parait proceder avec assez de moderation contre les
individus, si Ton peut donner le nom de moderes a des procedes que,
dans tout autre temps que ceux ou nous vivons, on aurait trouves avec
raison violents et arbitraires.
La plupart des membres des anciennes
Regences n'ont pas ete formellement r rretes, mais ils ne peuvent sortir
du pays, ni meme s'eloigner de la ville ou ils demeurent. Messieurs
de Roon et Van de Spiegel sont toujours detenus. On m'ecrit qu'il*
n'ont pas encore ete interroges ; dans d'autres lettres il est dit qit'ils ne
Mais dans les papiers publics il n'est fait
sont pas encore reldches.
aucune mention d'eux, et nous ignorons encore quels ont ete les
M. de Kinsberge, qui etait aux
veritables motifs de leur arrestation.
arrets a la Maison de Ville d' Amsterdam, a recu la permission, pour
cause de maladie, de les garder dans sa maison ; mais l'ancien Fiscal
de l'Amiraute Van der Hoop, est toujours detenu dans cette partie de
l'Hotel de Ville ou Ton emprisonnait autrefois les debiteurs.
" Le plus ou moins de contentement ou de mecontentement produit
par le nouvel ordre des choses se modifie d'apres les opinions qui
Dans celles oii il y a toujours
prevalaient dans les differentes villes.
'•'

eu beaucoup de patriotes, comme a Amsterdam, Haarlem, Leyden, on
y a beaucoup de demonstrations publiques de joie dans celles
ou le peuple etait attache a la Maison d'Orange, comme par exemple
a la Haye, il regne une grande consternation et une tristesse generale.
Ce sentiment est augmente par la cherte qu'on attribue avec raison en
grande partie aux troupes Francaises. D'ailleurs celles-ci observent
la discipline la plus exacte, et Ton en est generalement tres content.
Tous les avis s'accordent a faire envisager leur presence comme la seole
chose qui maintienne lft tranquillite publique, et empeche Taniniositt''
II n'y a egalement qu'une voix sur les
mutuelle des partis d'eclater.
bonnes qualites du General Pichegru, dont la moderation et la simplicite
contrastent, dit-on, avec l'insolence ridicule des Representants du
dit qii'il

;

peuple.

"Dans

toutes

les

Resolutions,

Publications,

et

autres

pieces

qui

parmi lesquelles il y en a plusieurs
bien ecrites, il regne une grande aigreur contre radniinistiation
precedente. Je remarque surtout, dans plusieurs de leurs procedes,

emanent du Gouvernement

actuel, et
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beaucoup d'animosite personelle contre le Grand-Pen sionnaire. C'esi
ainsi que l'assemblee actuelle des Etats Generaux a fait bmler 1' original
de l'acte par lequel les Sept Provinces se sont mutuellement garanti,
Cet acte etait
en 1788, le maintien de Stadhouderat Hereditaire.
Dans quelques-unes de ses
l'ouvrage du Conseiller-Pensionnaire.
publications le Gouvernement actuel refute avec ironie les principes
de l'administration precedents Us out fait biffer des Kegitres de
Leurs Hautes Puissances les Resolutions prises en 1792, en reponse
aux memoires remis par Lord Auckland et le Comte de Starheniberg,
relativement aux auteurs de la mort de Louis XVI.
" Encore une chose qui est a remarquer, c'est que les nouvelles
Dans quelques
Municipalites ne sont pas toutes composees de meme.
villes on y a place des gens tires de la plus basse classe du peuple
dans d' autres, comme par exemple a Amsterdam, ce sont des hommes
d' une classe moyenne, et parmi lesquels il y en a qui ont beaucoup de
connaissances.
" Mon intention en

me rendant ici etait, comme j'ai eu 1'honneur de
rapprocher de mon pays, pour etre mieux informe de
ce qui s'y passait, et de voir si je pourrais y rejoindre ma famille, sans
Tout ce que j'ai
m'exposer inutilement a des dangers personnels.
appris depuis mon arrivee ici, 1' arrestation de Messieurs de Koon et
Van de Spiegel, la demission qui m'a ete dorinee le 17 Fevrier, la
maniere dont on a mis le scelle sur mes papiers le 23, et plusieurs autres
circonstances trop longues a detailler ici, qui me prouvent qu'on en veut
aussi a moi, tout cela m' oblige a renoncer pour le moment a mon projet
de retourner en Hollande, Ce n'est que depuis quatre ou cinq jours que
Ignorant qu'on avait pris
la nouvelle de ma demission m'est parvenue.
ce parti a mon egard, j'avais cru devoir en prendre un vis-a-vis de
l'Assemblee qui continue a sieger a la Haye, sous le nom d'Etats
Generaux, et en consequence, je Tui ai ecrit le 10 de ce mois, une lettre
dont j'ai 1'honneur de vous faire parvenir ci-joint une traduction.
Je
suis trop jaloux de votre estime pour ne pas vous communiquer cette
demarche. Je me flatte qu'elle aura votre approbation. Mon intention
est de continuer encore quelque temps mon sejour dans cette ville, ou je
suis plus a portee qu'ailleurs d'avoir des nouvelles de la Hollande, et de
me decider pour l'avenir d'apres les Cvenements, et surtout d'apres la
tournure que prendront les affaires dans ma malheureuse patrie.'*
French.
Enclosing copy of a letter, in French, addressed by M. Fagell to
the States-General of the Dutch Eepublic.
vous

le dire,

de

me

Lord Grenville

to

Earl Camden.

— "You

will receive by this messen1795, March 28, Downing Street.
ger the statement which I showed you the other day, and which has
been communicated to all the persons present at the conversation there
stated, who all perfectly concur in it.
I have written a few lines to
Mr. Pelham to apprize him that I have sent this statement to you, and
that you will probably forward it to him.
I think his letters give a
favourable account of things on the whole.
I earnestly hope that you
will find the prospect improve upon you as you proceed."

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

1795, March 29, Queen's House. — "Agreeable

to

Lord Malmesbury's

request of instructions for his conduct on the Princess Caroline's landing
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is certainly to continue to attend her on her journey to London
she arrives at St James's ; this is so perfectly understood, that I am
certain none of the Prince of "Wales's attendants can be imprudent
enough to cause him any difficulty ; they can only wait on her with a
compliment in the name of the Prince and make part of her suite ; but
she must be under the care of Lord Malmesbury till lodged at St. James's.
Mrs. Harcourt must also remain with her till she arrives at the said

he

till

place.

" As it has been settled that the Princess should land at the first safe
place the frigates can put her on shore, it has been impossible to send
carriages for her journey ; she must therefore travel in the most

method Lord Malmesbury can devise. When it is known
which route she will travel and the day she can arrive in London, my
carriages Avill be sent to the nearest stage to town to receive her and
eligible

St. James's."

conduct her to

"William

Wickham

—

to

Lord Grenville.

know

not how to thank you sufficiently
Believe me I feel all
for your very kind letter of the 24th February.
the force of the obligations I have to your Lordship, and I will do my
utmost to correct myself in all the articles you are so kind as [to] point
out, though I fear I shall have need of your indulgence on many occasions
In that of my handwriting
besides those you have mentioned to me.
I write now every day so much and
I fear I must remain incorrigible.
so quick that I do not see how it will be possible for me to make any
amendment indeed if my business increases as you make me believe it

1795,

March

29, Berne.

" I

;

I must beg you to let me have some assistance, or I don't see
how I can possibly go through with what I have to do in the course of
the day.
* When I wrote to your Lordship respecting my allowance I did not
foresee the amount of two articles of expense that exceed very considerably my calculations, I mean those of travelling and of corresponbill at the post-office, exclusive of letters from England, is
dence.
will,

My

always more than two pounds a week, and, if I shall be obliged to
travel a great deal, the expense will be very considerable.
" I am much embarrassed by a note I have received from Mr. Goddard,
in which he informs me that before I draw for any money to be employed
on secret service I must send over a receipt for the sum required, with
a statement of the particulars, and afterwards wait till your Lordship
I should hope that
shall have informed me at what time I may draw.
this rule will in some measure be relaxed in my case, otherwise I
really know not how the public service must go on, as my own circumstances will not allow me to make any advance myself, and the nature
and variety of the services required of me make it impossible for me to
foresee either the quantity of the sum I may require in a given time,
I have already
or the specific articles to which it will be applied.
expended near three hundred pounds of my own besides all my own
expenses, so that, having returned Lord Robert Fitz Gerald the 100/. which
he had advanced, I am several hundred pounds in debt, and must be
obliged to provide for the public service in the best way I can, till I
receive your Lordship's answer.
" I have made an indirect overture to M. Mallet du Pan, but I find
He
that he is actually engaged in the service of the Court of Vienna.
told a friend of mine that he corresponded directly with the Emperor,
but 1 know that he sent a memoire last week to M. Thugut; the
general object of it was to recommend a continuation of the war.
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"I believe his temper is soured by disappointment, as he was as
violent in his declamations against the Emperor a few days since for
the slowness of his preparations, as he has ever been against the Court
of

London."

Marquis Cornwallis

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1795, March 31, Lower Grosvenor Street. "At the desire of Mr,
Pitt I yesterday sent him the projet de campagne of Monsieur de
Rosier, which he promised to transmit to your Lordship after he had
read it.
" Monsieur de Rosier supposes the Austrian army to consist of two
hundred thousand men, that of Conde of thirty thousand, the army
of the Empire of fifty thousand, and the Hanoverians and Hessians
under Walmoden of thirty-six thousand, exclusive of British cavalry,
Brunswickers, and other troops.
" From this statement much is to be deducted, and I confess I am not
sanguine that any serious impression can be made, or that the German
armies will be able to maintain even the appearance of an offensive
campaign. But as this appearance is very essential for the encouragement of our allies, and of the French Royalists, and for giving ns any
prospect of a creditable termination of the war and as I believe that a
better plan cannot be framed than that which is proposed by Monsieur
de Rosier, nor one that is more likely to interest the Court of Vienna
from its involving the security of Luxemburgh in its earliest operations,
I should recommend it's being transmitted without loss of time to the
Emperor, But as it is impossible for us to answer at present for our
part of the co-operation by sending a large force into Brittany, it might
not be prudent to depute an English officer of rank with the plan to
Vienna (as Monsieur de Rosier proposes) lest by making the plan
apparently so much our own, the Imperial Ministers should insist on our
entering into an absolute engagement to perform the part which Monsieur
de Rosier has assigned to us, as a preliminary step to their preparing to
5
take any active measures on the eastern frontier of France.'
;

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — "J'apprends

dans le moment que
1795, March 31,
vous expediez un courier a Vienne dans la soiree. Si vous desirez que
j'y ecrive quel que chose, daignez me dieter mon langage
vous conSi vous chargez M. le Chevalier
naissez mon zele et mon devouement.
Eden de quelque nouvelle communication, permettez que je vous prie
de m'en dire deux mots. Vous savez comme on est chez nous. On me
ferait un crime de mon ignorance, et d'apres vos bontes ordinaires pour
moi, vous ne voudriez pas rn'exposer a un desagrement que je ne merite
;

pas."

French,

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

f* Je
n'ecris que pour renvoyer
1795, March 31, Dover Street.
notre Ministre a des instructions precedentes en lui faisant sentir toutes
les raisons qui doivent nous mettre dans Pimpossibilite la plus absolue
de changer un arrangement deja pris, soumis a la deliberation du Parlement, et adopte pour base de toutes nos operations financieres pour

l'annee.
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u J'ose esperer que ma lettre du 24 Fevrier, soutenue par ce que vous
aurez dit sur le meme point, aura deja rendu l'expedition du courier
d'aujourd'hui inutile, niais je veux eviter, jusqu'a la possibilite d'un
delai, quelconque faute d'explications de noire part."
-French.
Copy,
H. Fagel

to

Lord Grenville.

Hamburg. —"La

lettre que j'ai eu Phonneur de
1795, March 31,
vous ecrire par la derniere poste contenait un expose general, quoiqu'
irnparfait, de la situation actuelle de la Hollande, pour autant qu'elle
Le temps ne m'a pas permis alors d'y ajouter quelques
n'est connue.
II
circonslances qui me paraissent cependant meriter votre attention.
est tres possible que ces partieularites soyent deja parvenues a votre
connaissance mais comme il se pourrait aussi que cela ne fut pas, j'ai
cru a tout hasard pouvoir vous les communiquer. Si vous ne trouvez
done rien dans cette lettre qui soit nouveau pour vous, vous y verrez
au moins une preuve de mon empressement a vous faire part de ce que
j'ai appris de plus essentiel sur une matiere aussi interessante.
* Rien ne donne une meilleure idee du but qu'on s'est propose paries differents changements deja faits, que le discours de Pierre Paulus
a l'expiration de la troisieme quinzaine de sa Presidence. Ce discours
Mr. Charles
est tres remarquable a plusieurs egards, et tres bien ecrit.
Bentinck en a fait une traduction qui donne une idee fort exacte de
['original, et que j'ai l'honneur de joindre ici.
" Au nombre des changements deja effectues est l'abolition du Conseil
des Colonies, lequel avait ete nouvellement etabli, il y a deux ou trois
ans, a l'expiration du dernier octroi de la Compagnie des Indes Occidentals, et dont dependaient les colonies de la Republique aux petites
Indes, a l'exception de celles de Suriname et de Berbice, qui avaient
Ce Conseil a ete remplace par nne
des Directions particulieres.
Direction Generale, divisee en trois Comites, a laquelle a ete confiee
l'administration de toutes les colonies de l'etat en Amerique.
" J'avais l'honneur de vous dire dans ma premiere lettre que Introduction des assignats, quoique fort circonscrite jusqu'a present, donnait
cependant lieu a beaucoup de reclamations. Cet objet a paru si important qu'apres avoir nomme deux Ministres Plenipotentiaires pour se
rendre a Paris, afin d'y traiter d'une alliance avec la France, on a
adjoint a ces Deputes deux commissaires nommes Pontoix et Meyners,
destines exclusivement a co-operer avec les deux autres pour la partie
des assignats, et a representer conjointement avec eux Pimpossibilite de
donner en Hollande un cours illimite a ce papier-monnaye. Le premier
de ces deux commissaires doit avoir ete, a ce qu'on m'a dit, commis
dans la maison de messieurs Hope d 'Amsterdam.
"II parait evidemment par plusieurs circonstauces qu'il y a du
mecontentement dans plusieurs endroits, notamment a Amsterdam et a
Sur un rapport fait a l'assemblee des Representants Provisoires
la Haye.
du Peuple de Hollande, que des militaires et des personnes mal-intentionnes avaient tenu dans ces deux villes une conduite seditieuse, et
avaient manifeste un esprit contre-revolutionnaire en temoignant par
des demonstrations publiques leur attachement a la maison d'Orange,
ou a publie un edit severe pour n'primer ces mouvements. En Zeelande
surtout on parait peu satisfait du present ordre de choses et la man it re
dont la Revolution s'y est faite, prouve clairement que les principes
revolutionna'res y ont fait moins de progres que dans les autres
;

;

Provinces.
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" Le nouveau serment que doivent preter daus la Province de
Hollande tous ceux qui sont admis a quelque poste que ce soit, est
concu en ces termes: 'Je declare reconnaitre et respecter les droits
inalienables de 1'Homme et du Citoyen, tels qu' ils ont ete solennelle*
ment declares par les Representants Provisoires du Peuple de Hollande
*
dans leur publication du 31 Janvier 1795; et je jure de les maintenir
'
de tout mon pouvoir durant 1' exercice de ma charge. Je jure aussi
*
que je serai fidele au peuple de Hollande (dans le sein duquel je
*
reconnais que la souverainete, proprement dite, reside) de meme qu*
*
a ses Representants, et enfin, que je ferai tout ce qu' il convient a un
de faire. Je le jure/
bon et fidele
.
" Les differentes Provinces donnent successivement connaissance aux
Etats-Generaux des efforts qu' elles font pour satisfaire aux requisitions
mais ces requisitions ne se bornent pas aux objets qu 'ils
des Francais
ont demandes en entrant dans le pays. Le Representant Alquier u remis
un memoire pour obtenir du bois et du cuivre pour des pontons, pour la
valeur de 400 a 450 mille livres de France. II demande qu 'on fournisse
Les arrangements
tout de suite cette soninie, sau£ a liquider ensuite.
En general la
necessaires ont ete pris pour satisfaire a cette demande.
et
volonte des Representants et des Generaux Francais sert de loi
malgre 1' independance que le Gouvernernent actuel affecte, lui-meme
ne cache pas cette verite. Les Representants avaient donne, le deux ou
trois Mars, un memoire pour recommander de la maniere la plus
pressante, la prompte organisation de 1' armee de terre et de mer.
L' assemblee de Hollande ayant pris connaissance de ce memoire, a
fait convoquer, le meme soir, celle des Etats-Generaux, et y a fait
declarer par ses Deputes qu' elle ne desemparerait pas que Leurs
Hautes Puissances n' eussent etabli a la place du Conseil d' Etat, un
1
Comite pour les affaires de la Confederation Generale, et n en eussent
nomine les membres. Cela s'est fait sur le champ, mais ce qu' il y a de
remarquable c'est que dans le discours par lequel les Deputes de Hollande
alleguent les raisons qui rendent cette prompte organisation de 1' armee
Nous esperons que vos Hautes Puissances
indispensable, ils disent
'
sentiront 1' obligation qui leur est imposee, et ne manqueront pas de se
soumettre a, la volonte de la nation Franchise et de nos commettants.'
C'est sur la demande du Representant Alquier que les Etats Generaux ont
resolu de desapprouver et d annuller comme contraires au droit des gens,
leurs Resolutions du 25 Septembre 1792, et du 16 Avril 1793, prises sur
II a ete
les memoires de Lord Auckland et du Comte de Starhemberg.
resolu de les faire biffer des Regitres comme deshonorantes pour ces
actes, et incompatibles avec les sentiments d' amitie et de respect que
Leurs Hautes Puissances ont pour une nation grande, libre, et magnanime,
telle que la Fran9aise.
"Je ne sais si vous avez vu la proposition des Deputes de
Hollande aux Etats-Generaux relative aux Commissaires envoyes a
Londres pour reclamer les vaisseaux Hollandais, et a la conduite
J'ai l'honneur d'en joindre ici
tenue par eux et par M. de Nagell.
Je vois par les proces verbaux des deliberations
une traduction.
que les Etats-Generaux, sans adopter en entier les propositions de
la Hollande, ont resolu de rapeller M. de Nagell pour lui demander
compte de sa conduite, mais avec ordre expres de donner a connaitre
au Ministere Britannique, aVant son depart, que ce rappel n'a lieu
que pour avoir de lui des eclaircissements relatifs a. sa personne. Je
suis curieux d'apprendre quel a ete le veritable objet de la mission
de ces Commissaires, et s'il n'y avait pas d'indiscretion a. vous
demander ce qui en est, je prendrais cette liberte.
Mon frere, qui
*

*

.

.

;

;

:

*

1

—
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Ministre de la Republique

en Daneniarc, a recu des lettres de
que M. Hartsinck qui etait accredite de la part
de Leurs Hautes Puissances pres du Cercle de Basse-Saxe.

etait

rappel, de

meme

" J'ai recu des lettres fort interessantes de M. de Reede, notre
Le resultat
Ministre a Berlin, en date du 24 et du 28 de ce mois.
de ce qu'il me mande est que le Roi de Prusse est sur le point de
que le projet, tel que le Comite
conclure la paix avec la Convention
de Salut Public le propose, est en neuf articles, qui sont, a ce
qu'on assure, honorables pour le Roi de Prusse ; et que M. de
Hardenberg, arrive a Basle, vient de recevoir l'ordre d'accepter ce
projet a quelques legeres modifications pres, en insistant que
l'Electorat d'Hanovre et le Pays de Brunswick soyent mis a I'abn"
Depuis l'arrivee du dernier courier de Basle, on
d'nne invasion.
regardait a Berlin les choses comme terminees, et Ton croyait que,
Le
du 20 au 25 Avril, on aurait la certitude de l'evenement.
General Kalkreuth devait rester avec les regiments de Westphalie
comme une espece de corps d'observation, et dans quatre semaines,
le gros de l'armee devait rentrer"
French.
;

Enclosure.

Address

of

President Peter Paulus (English

version).

—" The time
1795, March, Hague.

is now come that puts an end to
the Presidency, to which this Assembly appointed me for the third time
fourteen days since ; and I may look upon myself as entirely discharged
from that situation, after the positive assurances then given me that it would
not now again be conferred upon me. I congratulate the Assembly and
myself, that during this period so many important resolutions have been
taken, which give us a well grounded hope, that we shall at last establish
the welfare of the people of Holland, and of the United Provinces, and
that posterity will look upon all those who have been concerned in
these measures as instruments in the hands of Grod to fix this Republic
upon lasting foundations. The direction of the military force, by sea
and by land, is at last settled ; and simplicity and uniformity in this
department substituted to the old monstrous system that has produced
The same change has partly taken
so much mischief to the country.
place as to the administration of our colonies, and whenever it is completed, and all the different parts of the executive power have taken a
regular course, the nation will find no obstacle that can prevent a
similar change in the remaining part of the ancient and defective form
of Government, I mean the legislative, in such a manner that, by
bringing back the latter to the greatest simplicity, it may be consistent
with the principles upon which it has been thought necessary to
By this method, when the executive power has
establish the former.
attained some degree of firmness, the shock which the change of the
legislature may bring about will be attended with much less danger of
bad consequences ; and we may flatter ourselves with the hope that, by
the assistance of heaven, this undertaking will be as successful.
This
at least has been the plan I have endeavoured to pursue during the
I was of opinion that the
time I was President of this Assembly.
legislative part of the Constitution, in its-ancient external shape, ought
to be made subservient to the change of the executive part in every
and that we might afterwards, under the shelter and
department
protection of the latter, proceed to establish the former, without any
apprehension of seeing the whole fabric fall in at once and I was of
;

;
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opinion we should thus accomplish insensibly both the objects we had
in view.
I am, however, far from saying that the first object is
But I know that
attained, or that there is not a great deal left to do.
a great deal has been done, and that foundations are laid, of which the
I know by
wisdom of this Assembly will derive every advantage.
experience that there are men enough in this Assembly who can take
my place to pursue this work, and who have proposed to themselves the
same object, and that the whole Assembly will not want the resolution
I am now on the point of leaving this place ;
to complete this work.
and called upon to confine my activity more particularly to the navy of
the State, which has long been my favourite occupation."

Lord

Helens

St.

to

Lord Grenville.

u Mr. Burges having informed me
1795, April 2, St. James's Place.
that you purpose sending notice to the Treasury that my appointments
are to cease as on the 5th of this month, I am under the necessity of

which I do most earnestly, that you will be so good as to
for five minutes before this sentence be irrevocably pronounced."

requesting,
see

me

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

H On arriving here Silvester has delivered to
1795, April 4, Kew.
Grenviile's letter enclosing the two he received from Lord
Malmesbury. As the clearest method of sending directions for Lord
Grenville [is] to answer the questions asked by Lord Malmesbury, I will
state the orders I have given in consequence of the intelligence received
from the Admiralty and Mr. Secretary Dundas.
"The Princess is to proceed as far as is thought right in the Jupiter
and then embark in the yachts and be landed at Greenwich.
" Mr. Robert Greville is going with ncy equipage to Greenwich to
bring the Princess from thence to St. James's
she will land about two
this day.
"The Princess will come in my coach with Lady Jersey and
Mrs. Harcourt ; it is contrary to etiquette for gentlemen to go in the
coach.
" In the leading coach Lord Malmesbury, Lord Claremont, Mrs. Aston,
and Mr. Greville."
.

me Lord

;

George

III.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1795, March 8 [April 8], Queen's House.
"I can contrive to see
Mr. Jay here at twelve tomorrow if Lord Grenville will bring him here
exactly at that hour, as I am to visit the new married couple a little
before one tomorrow and then go till Wednesday to Windsor, which
will be the proper day for receiving the Address of the House of Lords,
and half an hour latter that of the House of Commons ; I desire Lord
Grenville will settle this with Mr. Pitt.
" The compliment from the Lords must be made to the Queen on the
Thursday before the Drawing Room, as also that from the House of

Commons.
" As to those

to the Prince and Princess I should suppose naturally
Friday will be the day for that ceremony but of course the principal
messenger from each will enquire of the Earl of Cholmondeley the day
most agreeable for their being received."
;

a

94090.
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Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—" As

1795, April 8, Dover Street.
Lord Grenville will have the
honour of paying his duty to your Majesty tomorrow morning in
obedience to your Majesty's commands, he forbears troubling your
Majesty at all in detail on the subject of the minute which your
Majesty will receive from Mr. Pitt, conveying the opinion of the
Cabinet as to the making fresh overtures to the King of Prussia.
Nothing could be more painful to Lord Grenville than the necessity
of differing from the rest of your Majesty's servants at such a time as
the present ; but the importance of the subject itself, and its immediate
relation to the whole business of that department of your Majesty's
Government in which your Majesty has been graciously pleased more
particularly to require Lord Grenville' s service and advice make it his
indispensable duty to act according to the best opinion which he has
been able to form upon it, and to which, after repeated reconsideration,
he finds it impossible for him not to adhere.
He is at the same time
very far from presuming to press that opinion upon your Majesty in
opposition to the sentiments of those whose opinion ought on every
account to have more weight, than his. He trusts to that goodness of
which he has had so many proofs, and which he will ever acknowledge
with the deepest and most heartfelt gratitude, that your Majesty will
put a favourable interpretation upon that line of conduct which under
such circumstances a conscientious discharge of his duty seems to
require from him."
Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Lord Grenville will easily conceive
1795, April 9, Queen's House.
that I must ever look on a difference of opinion betneen my Ministers
on a material question with sorrow ; but far be it from me to wish that
any of them should ever for unanimity concur in appearance when not

Lord Grenville may therefore rest assured that
dictated by conviction.
his dissent on the present occasion will not in the least diminish my
But I think he ought, at the same time, to be inopinion of him.
formed that however satisfied I was with the minute that proposed
stopping the subsidy that had been paid for some months to the King
of Prussia on his having completely failed in fulfilling the intention
of the treaty, and that I had thought some weeks ago when the idea
of renewing a pecuniary engagement was proposed, that those who
prevented that measure were right; but now that the Austrians are
retiring entirely to the Rhine, the west part of Germany cannot be
prevented long from falling into the hands of the enemy, unless by
keeping the Prussians to aid in driving them back, and if possible
moving forward to regain the united Dutch Provinces."

General de Clairfait

to

Count Starhemberg.

—

"J'ai recu aujourd'hui a
1795, April 9, Bockenhaim, Frankfort.
heures apres midi les depeches que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de
m'addresser en date du 24 du Mars. Les vents contraires ont empeche
J'ai expedie d'abord par courier
le courier de faire plus du diligence.
le paquet an ministre, Baron de Thugut, et par la menie occasion les
trois

inclu-

" Je crois que
avee

lea

les Anglais ont fait une excellente affaire en se liant
Russes, qui peuvent encore, et seules, nous donner les moyens
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de soutenir la guerre. Je crois l'accornmodement des Prussiens avee
Francais termine, ou sur le point de Velre. Depuis plusieurs jours,
Le Major
toutes les lettres de Basle assurent que la chose est certaine.
Mayring est arrive aujourd'hui a -midi, venant de Basle, allant a
II s'est arrete chez le Prince Hereditaire de Hohenlohe qui
Berlin.
m'a dit avoir appris de lui qu'il y avait beaucoup d'emotion a Paris, et
qu'on en etait fort inquiet. Qu'on y avait appele le General Pichegru,
qu'on croyait le plus propre par la consideration dont il jouit a en
imposer, et a donner de bons conseils. Le Prince de Hohenlohe a ajoute
que ce Major Prussien Mayring etait charge de depeches pour Berlin dont
11 m'a, cependant, dit celle d'un ton a me faire
il ig norait. le contenu.
Un negotiant
croire qu'il soupconnait ce qu'elles pouvaient contenir.
de Frankfort est venu me dire qu'il avait vu ce Major, et m'a assure
qu'il lui avait dit qu*il etait porteur du traite conclu entre les Prussiens
Tout
et les Francais, et que ce traite etait avantageux a rAllemagne.
cela ne sont pas des preuves completes, mais pen s'en faut et je crois
qu'on ne peut plus douter que cet accord ne soit autant que termine.
Peut-etre (et c'est le seul espoir qui peut rester) les circonstances
actuelles s'opposeront a Faccomplissement de cette horrible deloyaute, si
elle n'est pas consommee, ou l'annulleront si elle l'etait, puisqu'il est
certain qu'il y a beaucoup de disposition a une contre-revolution a,
Les nouvelles assurent que la Convention est an moment d'etre
Paris.
Le
renversee, et ne peut conserver plus longtemps son existence.
manque de pain en est le motif et la faim n'ecoute plus de loi, et ne
Le mecontentement dans plusieurs
se laisse pas arreter par la crainte.
On dit qu'il a gagne et fait des
provinces et connu, et se manifeste.
progres a l'armee du Bhin. Si tout cela est assez avance pour que

les

;

;

l'explosion se fasse bientot, les Prussiens pourraient porter toute la
honte de leur infame conduite, et on s'en tirerait avec honneur, et sans
Puisse la fortune nous accorder et nous procurer tant
leur assistance.
de bien, sans lesquels notre position pourra etre dans peu tres critique

Les nouveaux arrangements nous mettent hors
et tres desagreable.
J'espere que vous aurez recu mes lettres
d'etat d'agir dans ce moment.
par lesquelles je vous instruisais de la marche de l'armee Prussienne
en Westphalie, de l'ordre de l'Empereur a l'armee que je commandais
de

Enfin, d'apres cet arrangement, les Hanovriens et
les remplacer.
Hessais sont vers Embden, les Prussiens en Westphalie jusqu'a Roer,
l'armee de l'Empire avec les troupes Autrichiennes qui y sont depuis
la Boer jusqu'au Main, et l'armee Imperiale que je commande encore,
pres de Mayence, avec des gros detachements jusqu'a Basle.
Le corps du
Prince de Hohenlohe depuis Frankfort jusqu'a Gressen en seconde
ligne, san3 autre motif que celui de nous gener, et ne voulant pas aller
depuis la Boer jusqu'a la Lieg, qui lui etait assigne. Voila, non pas
comme nous sommes encore, mais comine nous serons lorsque le mouvement sera acheve et il ne le sera que vers la fin de ce mois, parcequ'on
a envoye les ordres de Vienne trop tard, taudis qu'on pouvait, et qu'on
aurait du les envoyer beaucoup plutot ; puisque dans ce moment tout
devrait etre en place et pret a agir.
L'ennemi fait remonter toutes les
troupes qu'il avait au Bas-Rhin, partie de celles qu'il avait en Hollande j
et toute se rassemble vers Mayence.
Lorsque nous aurons nos troupes
ensemble, nous aurons des forces considerables vis-a-vis de nous.
Pourrons-nous delivrer Luxembourg ? Et cette fortresse aura-t-elle des
rirres pour se soutenir aussi longtemps ?
Je l'ignore et j'ai lieu d'en
douter, et c'est ainsi qu'on se met dans l'impossibilite de rien faire
de bon, par une apathie qui nous fait arriver trop tard partout. II n'y
a pas de mafaute. J'ai ecrit et sollicite depuis plus de quatre mois pour
qu'on fit un plan, qu'on en convint avec les Allies, qu'on fit en
;

;

D
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consequence

la distribution des troup3S, et qu'on les porte ou elles
devaient agir, qu'on assemble des magasins clans endroits convenable?,
et qu'on s'assure d'avoir de l'argent.
Pas une de ces choses n'est faite.
On y songe depuis quinze jours, et on me demande mon avis, que j'ai
dit longtemps avant qus j'eus ete prie.
Vous voyez d'apres cela que
je ne peux vous dire ce que nous ferons, ni quand nous ferons.
D'ailleurs les circonstances oil nous nous trouvon3 ne perniettent pas
de decider ce qu'on pourra. II faut que les nuages se dissipent, et
certainement, d'apres les moyens que nous aurons, nous tacherons de
Mais ces moyens ne sont pas tela qui
les employer de notre mieux.
pourraient l'etre, et qui devraient etre, parce qu'on s'en est occupe trop
L'armee, malgre ce qu'elle a souffert, est encore belle, et en
tard.
bon etat ; mais le terrein que nous avons a couvrir est bien etendu.
Dans peu de jours,
II le sera d'avantage encore si nous restons seuls.
je pourrai vous en dire d'avantage, mais je ne veux pas arreter votre
courier au?si longtemps, et je prefere vous ecrire encore bientdt."

French.

Copy.

Lord Grenville

—

to

George

III.

Dover Street. "Lord Grenville has just been informed by Mr. Burges that His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales
intends sending Major Hislop tomorrow night with letters to Brunswick. Lord Grenville not having received from your Majesty any
directions for preparing any letters to the Duke or Duchess of
Brunswick on the occasion of the marriage of their Royal Highnesses
the Prince and Princess of Wales, he does not presume to trouble
your Majesty with any drafts for that purpose, as he imagines from
what your Majesty mentioned to day, that your Majesty will write
But he thought it his duty to mention to your Majesty
those letters.
the circumstance of Mr. Hislop's going, as your Majesty might
1795, April

9,

possibly not be apprized of it."

Copy.

George

III. to

Windsor. — "I

Lord Grenville.

was just getting on horseback when
1795, April 10,
Sylvester arrived with Lord Grenville's note and box, but being more
inclined to ride than to write, I delayed redispatching him till now;
I desire the two letters which accompany this may be given to Major
Hislop."
C.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

M Since I had the honour of writing to
1795, April 15, Hamburgh.
you by Baron Kinkell, we have had many accounts from Holland.
Mr. Fagel's two letters gave your Lordship very circumstantial and
accurate details of all the most material circumstances that came to our
knowledge to the 20th of last month. We have had newspapers and
printed accounts since down to the 4th instant, and there are letters
here of as late a date as the 6th, though the regular communication is
still very much interrupted and very unsafe, and most letters we receive
come occasionally by Swedish and Danish messengers.
"Your Lordship will recollect, amongst the new arrangements, he
I do not know
establishing of the naval and of the military committee.
yet what liDe the army ha- taken, or how far the officers of the army
have accepted of the offers of service under the new Government, since
The new plan for the army was not
the whole army was disbanded.
t

submitted to the States General

not heard the
"

till

the 29th of last month, but I have

particulars.

naval committee (of which Paulus is a member) has been more
and I enclose a list (Number 1) of the ships that were commissioned by this committee on the 27th March, with the names of the
This list appeared in all the newspapers we have
commanders.
received and at the head of it de Winter, who came back into Holland
with a command in the French army, but who was formerly an officer
This man they have named Adjutant General of
in the Dutch navy.
their navy, and he seems intended to command this squadron.
In
-addition to this, a decree has been passed, and measures taken to prevent
the exportation of all the articles employed in the construction of ships.
What success they meet with in manning these ships I know not
though, from the exhausted state of their finances, I have no great
This penury (I may say) appears constantly as a check
opinion of it.
upon all their proceedings, in many of their resolutions and decrees. In
one of these (of some parts of which I enclose a translation, Number 2)
they acknowledge their inability, without an immediate supply, of
paying the interest of the national debt in the Province of Holland.
Under the present suspension of trade and circulation, and under the
pressure of the late calamities, it appears very doubtful to me whether
even a Government possessing the confidence of a united people would
find the funds necessary for any extraordinary expences.
How little
they possess this confidence, and how far the usual resources of revenue
are drained, the means they resort to in hopes of replenishing their
The provisional Representatives of Holland have
coffers will show.
passed in their own Assembly, and proposed to the States General, a
plan for a forced contribution, more extensive in its operation upon all
classes of the community than any that occurs in the annals of the
The former plans did not include those whose property did
Republic.
not exceed 2,000 guilders, about 200/. But the circumstances of the
two last loans are known to your Lordship. By this decree every
person possessed of property to the amount of 500 guilders clear
This proportion increases in a regular scale
capital, pays one per cent.
with the capitals, so that the capital of 100,000 guilders pays 4 per 100.
This proportion increases again when the capitals rise above 100.000
guilders, so that a person whose capital amounts to 1,000,000 guilders
So much for the general
is taxed at 13 per 100 or 1<JO,000 guilders.
outline of this plan, which is of course accompanied with a variety of
But as the operation of it must, from its
restrictions and exceptions.
nature and extent, be slow and progressive, they have been under the
necessity, in the mean time, of endeavouring to obtain an immediate
supply to answer the pressing demands of the moment by another decree
which the provisional Representatives of Holland have passed, and

The

active,

;

:

recommend

to the other Provinces for their adoption.
I have already
alluded to this decree Number 2, and enclose a translation of part of
By this act all the inhabitants of the Province of
the preamble.
Holland are called upon to pay into the hands of commissaries
appointed for that purpose, and authorised to give receipts in the name
of the Government, all the gold and silver plate, or not coined, in their
These receipts bear interest. This expedient is represented
possession.
as an anticipation of the great forced contribution.
And it is further
provided in the decree, that, should any person, when the great plan
comes to be enforced, have paid more by this anticipation than the
proportion of his capital he is bound to by the plan of forced contribution, the difference will be returned in hard money when the whole
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This law is, of course, likewise under a number of
is paid.
unavoidable restrictions from the nature of it. By what I have been
stating, the Republic has no great reason to rejoice at the delusion
which brought about the change of situation and of Government.
These are not the only lamentable consequences of this event. In
addition to the enormous demand they made fit first for the use of
their army, the shopkeepers are obliged by a decree to take assignatsm
payment from the French soldiers to a certain amount ; and, by this
decree of the provisional Representatives of Holland, offices have been
opened in their name in several places where the shopkeepers are
directed to exchange these assignats for receipts, forming a new forced
paper-currency in the Province under the sanction of the provisional
Representatives and which become by this decree a legal tender in
part of every payment, according to a proportion settled by the same
These receipts (of course) already lose 50 per 100. By this
decree.
method the French have evaded their engagements, and are, in fact,
All interlevying heavy contributions in many parts of the country.
course in the interior parts of the Provinces is still very difficult, as well
as the communication with the neighbouring countries, from the fears
contributicn

;

and suspicions of the Government, and from other causes. There is a
In many places the shops are
general stagnation of all kinds of trade.
By various letters it appears that the
shut up, at Utrecht for instance.
number of people thrown out of employment and without bread
This has broke
increases daily, and of course the general discontent.
out in several places. By the last letters, four persons have been taken
up at Amsterdam, and another at the Hague, and punished with
whipping and imprisonment for riotous behaviour in opposition to the
new Government. At Utrecht the Municipality removed a clergyman,
but Avere obliged to replace him in consequence of a petition signed by
a great number of persons of all parties. At Amsterdam and Leyden
the Municipalities have written to the provisional Representatives of
Holland, objecting to the new oaths. These letters have embarrassed
he new Government considerably ; and, in the letter of the Municipality
of Leyden, it is expressly said that they applied to the Representatives
on this point, because it had given great uneasiness to a considerable
number of inhabitants in that place. I have given a few instances
s

<

among many

of the discontents that are said to prevail in almost all the

have seen here, or heard of, from persons of different and even
There are six or seven
opposite patties to some of their friends here.
Dutch families here who have had letters to this purport some of these
were conspicuous against the Stadholderian Government in 1787. I
have heard besides abstracts read of letters from Foreign Ministers at
the Hague who have friends here. They all agree in representing the
and the
confusion and discontent to be very great and very general
embarrassment of the hading people as very considerable. Amongst
these, Paulus is said in positive terms still to preserve great influence;
which is looked upon as a fortunate circumstance, from his being
supposed to be the great advocate of the system of moderantism and
At the same time it seems that to strengthen the
conciliation.
Government, clubs and corresponding societies have been established in
most places. The papers are full of advertisements to that effect.

letters I

;

;

••What the
little

be it is impossible for me to say,
have as to the views of the Continental

result of all this will

information I can
But, should a change
perfectly convinced that, at this
ment are so great in Holland,

with the
Powers.

take place in favour of the Allies,
am
moment, the discontent and disappointthat an army might march into that
I
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Province and drive the French out of it with the same facility with
which they came in whilst from the time that passed before the new
arrangements w ere completed in Zealand, and from all that passed
there, we can have no reason to doubt the aversion of that Province to
At the same time I had rather see
the change that has taken place.
the country somewhat longer in its present lamentable situation, than to
see an attempt to rescue itby'any of the Continental powers if they were
not almost sure of success, and determined to keep their ground and
support their friends.
In 1787, the money and intrigues of France
made a foreign interference absolutely necessary to rescue the United
Provinces from a state of apparent independence, but of real subjection
the present situation of that country is infinitely worse, and requires a
similar but still more powerful remedy.
I wish I could see a chance of
this.
A very wealthy individual who lives here and has great concerns
in Holland, and was violent against the Stadholderian Government in
1787, told a friend of mine that, if the French inarched out of Holland,
the most fortunate circumstance that; could happen w oald be the
Prussians taking their place immediately, as the only means of preventing bloodshed and incalculable mischief, and restoring tranquillity.
By the accounts we have, it seems that even since Pichegru's departure,
who left Holland the 22nd March, for Path they say, the French troops
have observed an exact discipline, and been the chief means of preserving good order.
" My intention is to stay here some time longer. I have no wish to
;

r

;

r

go to the Hague as long as M. de Ilhoon is in a prison, as I am not
certain I should be allowed to see him if I was there, as long as he is
not at liberty. He has applied to know the reasons of his arrestation,
which to this moment have not been alleged, and to complain of his not
being allowed to see more of his friends ; at least so the papers gay, for
I had
I have no letters from him, and very imperfect accounts of him.
a letter of the 4th instant which gives me hopes of his being released,
though I do not flatter myself much of this taking place soon. M,
Fagel, as well as myself, has no intention of returning to the Hague at
present under the circumstances of the moment, I hope I shall have a
few lines from your Lordship that I may be certain you have received

my

letters."

IT.

Fagel

(Greffier) to

Loed Ghesville.

—

" J'espere que les lettres que j'ai eu 1'
1795, April 15, Hamburg.
honneur de vous adresser le 28 et 31 du mois passe, vous sont bicn
parvenues, et que le paquet-boat a bord duquel les malles de ces deux
jours ont ete expediees ne sera pas tombe entre les mains de fenuenii.
J'ai ecrit en Anglete'rre par celui qui a ete pris il y a trois semaines,
et ces lettres sont surement perdues. La communication par Hambourg
etant la seule qui nous reste, il est bien a desirer qu' on puisse la renclre
aussi sure que possible.
Nous eprouvons sensiblement combien eile est
plus tardive que celle a laquelle nous etions accoutumes en Hollande.
Depuis que je suis ici je n'ai encore eu aucunes nouvelles de Londres,
et nous remarquons qu'il s'ecoule a-peu-pres quatre semaines entre
la date d'une lettre et l'arrivee

de la reponse.
courier Suedois nous a apporte ces jours-ci des nouvelles de
Hollande qui vont jusqu' au 5 de ce mois, et qui nous presentent le
tableau le plus aflligeant de l'etat desespere dans lequel notre maiheureux
pays se trouve. J'ai vu plusieurs lettres particulieres, et il resulte de
leur contenu que le mecontentement de tous les partis et de toutes lea
classes d'habitans est des a present monte a un point qui doit effrayer
'*

Un
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du Gouvernement actuel. Aussi leur embarras et leur manque
de moyens percent-ils visiblement dans les mesures qu'ils prennent.
Ces mesures sont temeraires, et leur nouveaute seule suffirait pour les
rendre desagreables a une nation qui tient aussi fortement que la notre
a ses anciennes habitudes, a ses usages, et meine a ses prejuges.
Les changemens qui s' introduisent successivement dans la forme du
Gouvernement sont tels qu'ils la rendrout bientot meconnaissable aux

les chefs

yeux du peuple. De
Les gens de tons les

la dcs

murmures qui des-a- present sont univcrsels.
demandent de quel droit des individus

partis se

nom arbitraire de Representans Provisoires du Peuple,
pouvoir de renverser toutes les anciennes institutions, et de tout
modeler a neuf.
Les patriotes moderes sont les premiers a clamer
1' audace avec laquelle ces nouveaux Legislaleurs detruisent au lieu de
reformer. L' exces et 1' exageration des changemens qu'ils introduisent,
inspirent naturellement de ia defiance sur leur solidite et leur duree.
Enfin des personnes, dont le temoignage n'est assurement pas suspect,
et qui sont a meme a tous egards de juger impartialement de ce qui se
passe, affirment que cette Revolution porte en elle-raeme legerme de sa
prochaine destruction, Comme je sais que Mr. Charles Bentinck vous
ecrit aujourd'hui en detail, je ne vous ennuyerai pas par des repetitions
inutiles ; mais vous trouverez dans les faits qu' il vous communique
la confirmation de tuut ce que je viens de vous exposer.
Rien, par
exemple, n'est plus oppressif et plus fait pour causer en Hollande un
mecontentement general que la grande contribution qu'on va lever, et
dont j'ai deja vu le projet imprime par ordre du Gouvernement.
Ce
sera une taxe proportioned a la fortune de chaque particulier.
Tous
les habitans seront a cet effet divises en classes, depuis ceux qui
possedent un capital de 500 florins, et qui payeront un pour cent de
ce capital, jusqu' a ceux dont la fortune s'eleve a un million et au-dela,
et dont la contribution sera portee a 13J per cent.
Les classes intermediaires sont toutes taxees a proportion, de maniere par exemple que,
pour un capital de 100,000 florins, ou 10,000 livres sterlings, il devra
Comme une mesure prealable, il a ete decrete
etre paye 5 per cent.
des le 26 Mars que tout l'or et l'argent non-monnoye, a 1' exception de
Ce qui
quelques articles peu essentiels, doit etre fourni a 1' ~£tat.
augmentera necessairement le mecontentement, c'est la stagnation totale
du commerce et de la navigation, et la circulation toujours croissante
Quant a la stagnation
d'un papier monnoye equivalent aux assignats.
du commerce, il suffit pour s'en convaincre de jetter les yeux sur les
papiers publics Hollandais, ou il est dit journellement a l'article du
Texel et du port d' Amsterdam (autrefois remplis dans cette saison de
Pour
vaisseaux entrans et sortans) aujourd'htn il ne s'est rien passe.
ce qui est des assignats, les petits marchands qui vendent en detail sont
obliges de les recevoir en pavement de la part des soldats Francais.
Mais pour en preveuir la circulation, rassemblte des Representans de
b Municipalitrs sont autoriflfes
la Hollande a emis des recepisses que
)r
a delivrer aux vendeurs en echange des assignals qu'ils recoivent.
ces recepisses perdent deja 50 pour cent. Les dispositions de la marine,
et de l'armee de terre paraissent egalement peu lavorables au nouveau
Gouvernement. Les matelots murmurent de ce qu'on ne les paye pas.
L'armee n'est pas encore organisrc On dit cependant que le plan do
sa Douvelle organisation est deja forme, et que les ofliciers de PEtatMajor seront tous demis. Mais il ne suit pas de la que la Gouvernement
actual pourra compter sur le reste de Taiinee. car la giande majorite
des soldats qui la compoi-aiciit a ete de tout temps attachee a Ia Maison
d'Orange.
Un parti aombrenx parmi ceux-m^mes qu'on appcllait
Les chefs actuels
Patriotes, est nu'content du nouvel ordre de choses.
s'arrogent, sous le

le

:

1<

(
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n'ont point consulte ceux de 1787, et la scission entre ccs deux partis,
se manifeste et augmente de jour en jour d'avantage. Enfin il est encore
a remarquer que lo mecontentement universel produit par la conduite
des rneneurs actuels est d'autant plus dangereux pour eux que la
Revolution, dont ils sont les auteurs, est regardee avec raison comme
Touvrage d'une force armee etrangere. C'est done a l'intervention de
cette force armee qu'on attribue les changemens operes dans la forme
du Gouvernement, et de la resulte l'opinion generale en Hollande que
ces troupes ne seront pas plutot retirees que tout l'edifice croulera de
lui-meme. Tel est le resume de rapports les plus authentiques et les
plus exacts que j'ai pu recueillir sur la situation presente des affaires
en Hollande. Cette situation est telle que, malgre l'activite avec laquelle
le Comite de Marine a mis huit grands vaisseaux et plusieurs petits en
commission, je doute que les forces navales de la Republique puissent
etre mises proinptement en activite, ou qu'elles soyent de longtemps
Le preambule du decret relatif au fournissement de Tor
formidables.
€t de l'argent non-monnoye, indique clairement le but de cet armement,
qui se rapporte a une guerre prochaine avec l'Angleterre.
Cette
puissance y est representee comme se preparant a attaquer et a envahir
et les vaisseaux nouvellement equipes doivent servir a la
la Hollande
defense des ports de mer, et a la protection du commerce de la Mer du
Nord et de la Mer Baltique. Je n'ai pas appris si ces vaisseaux sont
destines a former une escadre, ou a agir separement.
" Comme il ne m'est pas encore parvenu de reponse a la lettre que
j'ai ecrite a l'assemblee actuelle des Etats-Generaux, et que je n'ai pas
recu non plus la resolution par laquelle cette assemblee m'a donne
ma demission dans ma qualite de Greffier, je suis toujours dans la
meme incertitude relativement a mes demarches ulterieures. Quand
j'aurai pu prendre une determination quelccnque, jc prendrai la liberte
de vous en faire part.
u II est essentiel qu'on ne donne pas trop de publicite
"Postcript.
-au canal par lequel nous recevons de temps en temps des nouvelles.
Cest par des couriers Suedois et Danois."
;

—

French.

George
1735, April 17,

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Queen's House. — " One cannot but

King of Prussia can have been
peace with the common enemy
hearing how very confused the

be hurt that the
so ill-advised as to conclude a treaty of
but I should not be surprised if, on his
;
state of Paris now is, he should decline

ratifying this disgraceful measure."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville^

1795, April 22, Queen's House. — " I

shall very willingly receive the
Earl of Bute this day as Ambassador to the Court of Spain. I cannot
at the same time avoid expressing to Lord Grenville some uneasiness at
the intelligence received from the Due de Choisseul of Spain being in
treaty with the National Convention."

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenvjlle.

—

[1795, April 22], Hollwood.
"By a letter which I have just
received from Dundas, I find the Cabinet is not to meet till Tuesday.
I
therefore conclude, in such weather as this, you will not be inclined to
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leave Dropmore, but as you must be in town on Tuesday, perhaps you
will dine here that day.
I Lave desired Dundas to send you the King's
letter on the Prussian business, which is very moderate and rational.
If the neutrality could be adopled for Hanover, without implying
separate negotiation for peace, or giving jealousy to Austria, it might
perhaps be the best step, with a view both of saving expense, avoiding
unpopularity, and obtaining disposable force.
"
far it is practicable at all, and still more on decent grounds,
depends upon knowing what has already passed with the Regency.
This I hope to learn to-morrow ; as I mean to go to town to assist at
Dundas's German conference."

How

Lord GtRenville

to C.

—"I

1795, April 22, Dover Street.
impossibility of your going to the

Bentinck.

entirely agree with

you in the
the present circumMy last accounts from
stances, or indeed till your brother is released.
Holland gave me some reason to imagine that this might soon happen,
but I place little dependence upon them, and would by no means advise
you to run any risk in that respect. The peace which the King of
Prussia has concluded with the Convention, whatever may be its effects
in other respects, seems to afford more security to your residence at
Oldenburgh ; and means may gradually open themselves of finding some
communication with the Hague. There seems little reason to doubt
that the effects of the French system are already producing that spirit
One must regret that
in Holland to which they must necessarily lead.
this was not foreseen by those who might have prevented the mischief j
but, as it is, the object must be to profit of the opportunities which the
present state of things may offer; and I trust that, even in that point
of view, the prospect is not unfavourable."

Hague under

Copy.

Henry Dundas

to

Lord

Grexvilll:.

— "I
[1795, April 23], Wimbledon.

send you a note I received from
one I wrote to him on the subject of the
King of Prussia's conduct. I think it right, before the Cabinet meets,
at the same time, I
to see the two persons to whom the King refers
do not expect anything in addition to what we already know, except
that perhaps we may learn with mere precision than we have yet done
what has been the exact line of conduct pursued by the Regency of
Hanover, preparatory to the negotiation of Basle. I have appointed
Baron Steenberg and Captain Berger tomorrow forenoon, and shall not
From the
therefore summon the Cabinet till Tuesday, at 12 o'clock.
tenor of the King's answer to me, he is clearly prepared to receive any
It does not occur to me that we
advice that may [be] given to him.
can possibly give him any other advice but to avail himself of the
the

King

in

answer

to the

;

neutrality, unless

we saw some means

of affording

more

substantial

We are more likely to
succours than I am sure we can at present.
diminish what he has than to add to the defence of Hanover and
Osnabrugh."

CONTROVERSY WITH DENMARK.
Minute of Conference with Count Wedel.
1795, April 23. " Count Wedel began the conversation by expressing
his hope that I could give him EOine satisfactory assurance on the
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I then stated to him at large the present
subject of his letter to me.
of France ; the evident distress arising from the want of
the total impossibility of the Convention continuing to
provisions
support the war under this difficulty, and the report of Boissy d'Anglas,
which stated both that the importation of corn into France from the
North last year had all been produced by purchases actually made in the
North by the Government itself, and also that their great hope of
relieving their present distress arose from similar supplies, of which
they were in immediate expectation. That, under these circumstances,
I was sure the Danish Government was too just to wish that the King

situation

;

should see those supplies passing by his ports, without taking the
necessary measures to interrupt a commerce which, by the avowal of
the Convention itself, had been carried on in a manner contrary to the
treaties between England and Denmark, namely, by covering enemies'
property under neutral colours, and which was cf such importance in
the present moment that it might be said to afford to the Convention the
only possible means of continuing the war. But that while measures
for "this purpose were adopted, this Government was very desirous to
render them as little as possible vexatious or inconvenient to the
commerce of Denmark. That, in the course of the last year, I had
received from him many complaints of delays and other inconveniences
That I had always
to which the Danish vessels had been subjected.
endeavoured to remove them, but that many of them depended on
circumstances which could net be remedied by this intervention. That
the King's Government was now endeavouring to establish such general
regulations as might remove the possibility of similar inconveniences in
future, and that I had every reason to hope that our endeavours in this
But that if, in the course
respect would be in a great degree successful.
of these transactions, any idea for the same purpose suggested itself to
him, I wished him to state it to me, and he might be assured it should
meet with the most attentive consideration.
u This communication was received by him with great apparent
cordiality and satisfaction ; and, in the course of what passed between
us, he told me expressly that he was satisfied that if Count Bernstorff
saw that appearances were saved he would desire no more.
" The points which he particularly mentioned in the course of the
conversation were these.
" First, that the Order should not be general to take all ships loaden
with provisions and bound to France, but only such whose papers
afforded some ground of suspicion.
" I forbore entering into this, because I foresaw it might renew
discussion we had formerly had respecting the incompetence of the proof
which he has frequently maintained as arising from the papers of a
vessel being in due form and without any irregularity.
" Secondly, that no distinction would be observed to the advantage
of Ameiica or Sweden in this respect.
On this point I told him that
if any distinction was made with respect to Sweden it would be one
unfavourable to that Power, who was by the express words of a treaty,
restrained from carrying corn to the enemy.
And that, with respect to
America, although I could not formally communicate to him our treaty
with that, Power previous to its ratification, I could tell him, in confidence, that the stipulation on that subject obliged us only to pay for
the corn which we should stop ; and that I could give him the most
positive assurances that no distinction should be made unfavourable to
Denmark as to the mode of treating their ships.
" Ihirdly, as to the amount of the percentage to be added to the
invoice, which he strongly urged should be increased ; because, he said,
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France had given 15 per cent, in such cases, and that the hope of a
large profit in France made the merchant dissatisfied with a compulsory
sale here.

" This point I took entirely ad referendum.
" Fourthly, as to the means of avoiding delays of every kind in the
unlivery of the cargo in the valuation of the sum to be allowed in the
and in the payment of the money awarded.
release of the ship
* On all these we entered into some discussion of the measures now
in contemplation, which, in general, seemed to be satisfactory to him.
But I desired him to consider whether he could propose any other ideas
for the same purpose, and if he could, to let me know them.
"In the Course of the conversation I expressed that my anxiety to
prevent any disagreeable discussion between the two Courts from arising
in the course of these measures was increased by the prospect which the
present situation seemed to afford of bringing the two countries nearer.
That difficulties had formerly arisen in this respect from our situation
towards Russia whereas, in the present moment, that consideration
afforded an additional facility, circumstanced as Ave now were with
That the system which Sweden
respect to the Court at Petersburg.
was so evidently pursuing, and which I was well assured could not be
that of Denmark, was another circumstance which seemed to lead to the
same conclusion. These hints seemed to produce their effect, and he
entered with much earnestness into the subject of Sweden mentioning
M. de Stahl's negotiation at Paris for a subsidy, and the determination
of his Court not to be led into a system so directly opposite to all its
;

;

;

;

;

;

views.

" Our conference ended in the most amicable manner, and he promised
to represent the whole subject at Copenhagen in the light in which I
had stated it, hoping that I would co-operate with him here in preventing
all grounds of uneasiness.
C.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

— "I sent
1795, April 25, Hamburgh.

the Duke of Portlaud by last
post some details we had from a Comte de Gimel, an emigre officer in
the Dutch service, who left the Hague the 9th and Amsterdam the 11th
Not knowing M. de Gimel
instant, and came by sea to this place.
personally, I did not wiite to your Lordship ; and left it to the Duke of
Portland to send you the letter, if he thought it deserved any attent on.
I mentioned that this officer was very well known at Hampton Court.
" We have since seen here General de Geuzau, who likewise left the
Hague the 9th, and came by Wezel, having obtained passes from the
new Government and from the French Generals, and leave from the
former for four months. M. de Geuzau's character stands so high in
every respect that I have no doubt your Lordship will be glad to hear
his occount of the state of things in the Republic, when he came away.
It is remarkable enough it should correspond nearly in every respect
with what we had from M. de Gimel, but it is much more circum:

stantial.

" Soon after the surrender of Breda (the 24ih January, I think)
where M. de Geuzau was Governor, he came to the Hague, and there
lie was obliged to see Pichegru, having some points to settle with him

were at Breda. Upon his mentioning that he
Commissaries of the Convention, who were just
arrived, Pichegru said, encore des Commissaires, nous en avons deja
He received many marks of
bien assez, or something to that purpose.
.attention and regard from this officer, and attributes chiefly to him, and
relative to the troops that

had

left

there two
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to some of the French commanders, that the army did not meet with a.
Having often
great deal of ill-treatment from the new Government.
seen Pichegru, he represents him as a humane well-disposed man, very
unassuming, and talking very little because he sees he is observed
though he does not always conceal his dislike to the system he acts
M. de Geuzau wasunder. I have just mentioned an instance of this.
present another time when, a party of Dutch and French dining at the
Danish Minister's, the conversation fell upon the late changes some
one in company said they were modelling their Government entirely on
the French, Pichegru replied, they might have found a better model.
" M. de Geuzau confirms very strongly the details we have sent to
England of the unpopularity of the new Government, of their divisions
amongst themselves, and of the general aversion of the patriots of 1787
He said the supporters of this system were
to the system of the day.
already divided into three parties that they were very much embarrassed by the French not having hitherto shown any disposition to
treat with them as with an independent Government, and even refused
lately their proposals of alliance, a circumstance which had given them,
That they met with great obstacles in the execution of
great alarm.
The Provinces had refused to meet in a National Conventheir plan.
tion of the Seven, insisting upon the ancient distinction of territory,
and upon a federal constitution. That they were in no place more
He even added expressly that they norefractory than in Friezland.
where showed so much impatience for the restoration of the old.
Government, as in this Province.
" What seemed most to take up the attention of the Cabal when he
came away, is the organisation of their army. It is to consist of 38,000
men, and to be divided and subdivided in the manner of the French
army, with the same distinctions of rank for the officers. But they go
on slowly, as there is a general reluctance to accept of the offers of
service, of which General Geuzau mentioned instances, such as the
He is afraid, however,
officers of two regiments having all declined.
The habits, prejudices, and attachthis zeal will only last for a time.
ments of the army no doubt make all impatient of a change at this
moment, and a great many will persevere in not accepting of situations.
But many of the officers have only their pay to subsist upon and so
many tempting offers are held out to the soldiers and subalterns, that it
At the same time, he said,
is not probable they will hold out for ever.
they (the new Government) could place little dependence on the army
the Swiss cantons would dispose of their regiat this moment.
ments was uncertain they were in Friezland and Groningen. He
confirmed the accounts of tumults in different parts of the country in
opposition to the new system, at the beginning of April.
They broke
out the same day, on the rumour of the approach of the Prussians. I
should not forget to say that M. de Gimel computes the troops of the
French Convention within the Provinces at about thirty thousand.
" The friends of the old Government (the General said) were
absolutely destitute of any intelligence from without, and in a state of
painful anxiety as to the views of the Powers they suppose desirous of
giving them assistance, and rescuing them from their oppressors. Their
situation becomes more afflicting every day.
" Since I wrote this, I have seen a Dutch newspaper of the 18th
instant stating the conditions upon which the Committee of Public
Safety at Paris are willing to withdraw their army from a great part of
They (the Seven Provinces) are to pay the
the Seven Provinces.
whole expence cf the war the French deceived against them, as far as
The French are provisionally to keep the
the Dutch were concerned.
;

;

;

How
;
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keys of the Seven Provinces towards the Netherlands, and the best part
of Zealand in their hands and the Seven Provinces are to pay twenty
millions of florins immediately.
On these conditions the French are
willing to conclude an alliance offensive and defensive. God grant a
concourse of core fortunate circumstances than have lately attended the
efforts of Great Britain on the Continent may rescue those unhappy
Provinces from a situation so lamentable and ignominious ; and bring
upon the authors of it, who have so basely sacrificed their country to
its natural enemy, the punishment due to their treachery and their
;

crimes.

"

de Geuzau gave us great hopes of my brother being soon
and did not think the Pensionary in danger of his life but he
advised us strongly against going to Holland for the present, as he had
no doubt we should be immediately apprehended on our arrival, and
detained in prison for some time."

M.

released,

;

George

III to

Lord Grenville.

I have received Lord Grenville's note
1795, April 26, Windsor.
accompanying the two letters he has got from Lord Malmesbury on
the sums he has disbursed in his late mission to Brunswick, and think
Lord Grenville must take the usual method of attesting his disbursements to the Lords of the Treasury, as is practiced in other foreign
missions where the expenses have been occurred [incurred] by directions
through the Secretary of State."
''•

Report on French Affairs.

—

Situation de Paris.
"J'ai quitte Paris le 13 d'Avril
la ville et les fauxbourgs etaint ce qu'on appelle tranquilles, c'est a dire,
pas en revolte ouverte; car depuis le 17 Mars, la fermentation etait,
a la verite, plus on moins generale, mais continuelle.
" Le Gouvernement tout en assurant qu'il n'a pas peur, cache assez
mal ses inquietudes, qui sont d'autant mieux fondees qu'il a bien appris
dans la journee du 12, de ne point compter sur ses canoniers et les gensd'armes, la plus part parents ou amis de la sansculotterie, et de se defier
extremement de la force armee des plusieurs sections.
" Une organisation nouvelle de la Garde Rationale, composee de la
haute et moyenne bourgeoisie, une petite armee de reserve dans
l'arrondissement de Paris a ete jugc indispensable pour la siirete de la

1795, April.

Convention.
" II eut environ 40 personnes tues ou blesses les jours du 12 et 13
Germinal; on se fusilla en cinq endroits, et tira du canon en deux.
Cent-soixante et quelques individus ont ete arretes comme chefs ou
complices actives, de la conjuration. L'indecision du Depute Duhem,
le hasard, et une heu reuse confusion surtout, contribuerent plus que
les mesures du Gouvernement, a sauver la Convention.
* La nouvelle du traitc de paix avec la Prusse fit une assez forte
mais elle devint a peine sensible le lendemnin.
sensation le premier jour
Les esprits et les assignats, remontes considerablement pendant environ
trente-six heures, retomberent d'aplomb, des qu'apresune courte ivresse,
on ressentit encore la faim.
M Malgre la famine et les miseres de toute espece, les 19 spectacles
de Paris sont constamment remplis, et plusieurs heures avant Pouverture, les bureaux en sont assieges comme les boutiques de boulangers,
ou telle citoyenne se remet a la queue. En sortant de l'Opera, on serait
tente de croire que les Parisiens n'ont que deux besoins dont ils ne
;
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Depuis pres
puissent absolument pas se passer, le pain et la Comedie.
de quatre mois, on ne permet plus de chanter dans aucun spectacle la
celebre Marseillaise, ni la Carmagnole ; mais a leur place un eantique,
appelle le Reveil du Peuple, qu'on demande et applaudit avec une sorte
de fureur.
" L'egalite n'est pas tant une chimere en France,
Subsistances.
mais elle existe reellement dans une commune et affreuse misere. Depuis
septs mois, les villes les plus considerables etaient reduits a une demie
livre, les autres a un quart de livre, et souvent, a quelques onces de
pain.
]Jes milliers des petitions, ou plutot mille cris de famine, pousses
de tous les coins de ce malheureux pays, etaient etouffes par un arrete
secret du Comite de Salut Public, qui ordonna de n'admettre aucun
petitionnaire de cette espece a, la barre, mais de les lui renvoyer pour
ne pas donner des inquietudes au peuple, et l'eveil aux ennemis de la

—

Toute

du Gouvernement

etait reservee pour
toute autre consideration lui fut
sacrifice.
Cependant, malgre les efforts constants, et les sacrifices
immenses de ce Gouvernement, malgre la multitude, les gains et les
violences de ses Commissaires, dont tous les districts fourmillent, il
lui a etc impossible, depuis trois mois, de faire fournir seulement un
quart de livre de pain a chaque citoyen par jour.
"La farine arrive par petit bateau ou par charrettes ; et distribuea a
mesure, de maniere qu'un boulanger recoit quelques sacs a six heures
du matin, ua autre a dix, et autant dans 1'apres midi ; ainsi il ne reste
probablement le soir dans le Magasin Rationale pas autant de farine
qu'il en faut pour faire un petit pate
La provision de biscuit qu'on
avait d'abord annonce comme immense, fut consommee ea moins de
cinq semaines. La distribution du riz devint a peu pres inutile, parceque
le pauvre et l'ouvrier manquait egalement de bois et de charbon.
II
faut se mettre a la queue pendant douze ou quatorze heures, pour
obtenir deux buches ou un seizieme de charbon.
Le fameux Bois de
Boulogne et quelques allee3 de Tuileries ont ete coupees, pour fournir
a des besoins aussi pressants que celui de faire la souppe.

patrie.

la

l'approvisionnement

solicitude

de

Paris,

et

!

" La rarete.. des viandes est beaucoup moins sensible parceque,
depuis tres longtemps, Texcessive chcrete de ce comestible a force la
moitie des habitants de Paris, et de France, a y renoncer absolument.
On mange des pommes de terre, des pommes de terre, et des pommes de
terre
Ceux qui frequentent les cafes et les traiteurs, sont obliges
d'apporter le pain dans leur poche
on n'invite ses amis que sous la
meme cendition. Toutes les marchandises, regnicales ou etrangeres
suivent le change des assignats ; et on trouverait rarement a midi, une
etoffe au meme prix, qu'on l'aurait achetee le matin.
!

;

—

Muscadins. " La fameuse jeunesse de Paris n'est reellement qu'un
ramas des polissons elegants, et d'assez mechants garnements, dont cette
ville eut toujours une heureuse abondance.
Ceux qui font, pour ainsi
dire, corps, sont au nombre de cinq a six cents.
lis ont pour rendezV3us le Cafe de Chartre et le vestibule adjacent du Palais Royal, et pour
costume, ce qu'ils appellent et croyent meme le costume Anglais, mais
qui en est reellement une tres ridicule caricature.
Lorsqu'ils veulent
faire quelqu' operation, ils vont recruter taut ce qu'ils peuvent trouver
dans les rues, dans les cafes, et tout auntre place de jeunes gens. II se
joint encore a eux une deputation ou plutot un detachement des forts de
la Halle, et quelques milliers des deserteurs de la premiere requisition
dans les jours de crise. Le Gouvernement les a protege et fait conduire
en partie, par ses affides. Entre un grande nombre des sottises, ils font
ou disent par fois un bonne chose. Le Comite de Salut-Public crut

i
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d'avoir besoin de leur forces et de leur enfantillagcs pour renverser le
hotel de Marat ; et si cela etait necessaire, il a tres bien reussi.
Le
buste de Marat fut pendu ou ecrase dans tons les spectacles, et jete

par la fenetre de toutes les maisons (car je ne crois pas qu'il avait a
Paris cent roaisons depourvues de ce nouveau Palladium) avant que la
Convention osa mettre son cadavre hors le Pantheon.
" Ces messieurs s'arrogent et exercent en effet, la haute police des
spectacles.
Si a tort ou a, raison, ils jugent un acteur atteint de
Jacobinisme il n'ose plus paraitre. Si une piece n'a pas le bonheur de
ainsi, dans une assemblee de
leur convenir, elle n'ose pas etre jouee
plusieurs railles personnes, quelques polissons font la loi
Voila cependant la meme faiblesse, la meme indifference ou plutot lachete qui a
laisse guillotiner, noyer, et raitrailler cent mille homrnes
Ces sont
toujours des Francais.
Esprit Publique. u Lorsqu'on, entend a chaque instant, en tout lieu,
et par toutes les classes du peuple, les propos les plus forts et les plus
injurieux a la Convention ; ne parler de Re publique, de Liberte, et
d'Egalite qu'en faisant les grimaces les plus expressives
des Representants du peuple qu'avec le mepris le plus affecte ; comparer les
douceurs de l'ancien regime avec les calamites du nouveau ; temoigner
de la maniere la plus energique les regrets de tant des sacrifices faits
pour la Revolution ; lorsqu'on voit fouler au pied les couleurs nationales,
trainer dans la boue le tableau des droits de 1'homme
couper, en moins
de trois semaines, plus de deux mille arbres de liberte dans le seul
arrondissement de Paris ; effacer des maisons les inscriptions republicans, chanter sur tous les theatres des cantiques contre
revolutionnaires ; on pent conclure sans doute que i'esprit publique a
considerablement change, ou qu'il est beaucoup moins travaille et
comprime. Mais ce serait bien mal connaitre la frivolite, l'inconsequence, et la lachete des Parisiens, si Ton en attendait des plus grands
et des plus serieux resultats, a meme d'un plan sagement con^u et
execute pour donner a tant des passions et des besoins l'evervescence
ou le degre necessaire, et surtout la direction convenable.
" On vend publiquement, et achete avec einpressement les memoires
J'ai vu quelques exemplaires des brochures de
et la vie de Dumourier.
maison de Mongaillard ; mais l'ouvrage lu avec le plus grand avidite et,
j'espere, d'utilite, est la collection des ecrits periodiques de Mallet du
Pan. lis semblent faire le plus grande sensation meme dans une partie
de la Convention, et un Depute m'a assure qu'il avait ete question de
1'inviter a profiter du decret en faveur des ouvriers, artistes, et hommes
de lettres emigres
" La pluspart des membres de la Convention sont si
Convention.
parfaitement convaincus de leur propre nullite en particulier, et de leur
defauts de moyens en generale, qu'ils auraient consent! et consentiraient
encore, sans beaucoup de repugnance, a remettre en des mains plus
habiles, ou du moins plus hardies, des pouvoirs enormes, dont ils ne
savent, et n'osent faire usage; pourvu qu'fla pnissent esperer leur
surete personnelle pour prix de leur sacrifice et de leur inod<->tu>.
Quoiqu 'ils n'aiment ni estiment beaucoup l'Abbe Sieyes, persuades
cependant que e'est le seul d'entre eux cjui possede une etincelle de
genie, ils semblent attendre de lui seul, le salut de la patrie et le leur.
" Ce Sieyes est assez difficile a voir et a connaitre. II reunit les
il est pereux et hypocrite
defauts d'un bel esprit anx vices d'un moine
il met beaucoup de mystere dans ses opinions et sa conduite, se pique,
comme Robespierre, de la reputation d'un homrae austere et incorruptible,
et exerce, comme lui, une tres grande influence dans la Convention ;
;

!

!

—

;

;

—
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son opinion devenant celle des tons les figurants, qui n'ont jamais une
a eux. Le Coinite de Salut Public le consulte, quoiqu'il n'en soit plus
membre; et le Comite de Surete Grenerale lui montre beaucoup de
deference, en incarcerant ou elargissant quiconque est demande ou
reclame par lui.

" La grande niajorite de

la

Convention est tres persuadee que

la

Constitution de 1793 est absolument impracticable ; que c'est une idole
aussi honteuse et aussi meprisable que le fut le buste de Marat.
Mais,
ayant jure aussi souvent de soutenir l'une qu'ils ont ete a la procession
de l'autre, ces pauvres gens font mille singeries (je ne sais trop par
pear, ou par un reste d' amour-propre) avant d'oser la renverser.

"En attendant les meneurs preparent un coup de theatre, et les
personnages travaillent nuit et jour a en faire une autre (a ce qu'ils
assurcnt plus raisonnable) et qui rendra, s'il faut leur croire, tout le
lieureux et content.
Nous donnera-t-elle clu pain ? se demandent

monde

les Parisiens.

" Le parti des ci-devant incarceres et mis hors de la loi, sans
s'embarrasser beaucoup des dissensions, se rend toujours maitre des
decisions en forcant les decrets par leur grande majorite.
II n'y a
cependant entre eux que Saladin, Lou vet, Isnard et Mercier, qui aient
beaucoup d'esprit et qui soient travailleurs.
Saladin est un Royaliste decide et capable de tout entreprendre, s'il
encourage d'une maniere convenable. II dit, et parait reellement,
aimer beaucoup la nation Anglaise, il est tres lie avec un Mr. Kearny,
ci-devant pretre et regent du College des Ecossais a Paris, par lequel
j'ai fait sa connaissance.
Saladin est pauvre ; je suis sur que, moitie
par inclination, moitie par interet, ce Depute se resoudraifc h tout.
" Je n'ai pas eu assez d'occasion de voir Louvet, pour m'en former
etait

une opinion bien fondee. II y a quelque chose de romanesque dans tout
ce qu'il dit et fait ; je le crois apres tout un homme des circonstances.
Isnard est, selon moi, l'homme de la Convention qui a le plus de merite
et de earaetere.
Je l'ai vu souvent chez la ci-devant Marquise de
Allemande et femme d'esprit ; il m'a paru reunir les plus
1' Angle,
grands moyens a la meilleure volonte de bien faire, et n 'attend re que
l'occasion favorable et decisive pour jouer un grand role et prendre
1'ascendant que ses talents, son courage, et ses amis lui assurent
d'avance.
Je le crois, enfin, 1'homme qui merite le plus d'egard et
d'attention ; qui recevrait avec le plus de moderation des propositions
et repondrait le mieux a quelques demarches nobles et francs.

"Mercier, humilie, aigri et pille jusqu'a son bonnet de nuit, venurait
a bon marche sa plume, et a change prodigieusement d'opinion.
" Andre Dumont a ete Terroriste ; il est a present Modere, et sera
d'un tres riche negotiant
tout ce que voudra Madame
, femme
d' Amiens, actuellement au service de la Republique, en quafite de
Tresorier-General des charrais de l'armee. Ce negotiant a fait passer
plus de deux cent mille livres aux emigres de sa province, le tout
payable a leur rentree en France
Je connais une dixaine d'autres
Deputes mais les uns pas assez familierement et les autres pas assez
avantageusement, pour en parler.

D

!

;

" Je suis intimement convaincu qu'a l'epoque du 28 Mars, les deuxde la Convention en peut faits eux-memes la contre-revolution,
Par une fatalite inconcevable, des
s'ils avaient su comment la faire,
puissances font la paix, d'autres reconnaissent la Republique au moment
meme que le Comite de Salut Public et la Convention avaient desespere
de la paix et de la Republique.
tiers

a
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—

Decree contre les Terroristes. u Apres avoir traite dans le sein de
Convention meine de canaille et de populace, ce qu'on appelait, il y a
peu de temps, la portion la plus pure et la plus interessante de peuple,
le veritable souverain, on ne pourrait pas se refuser a la conviction que
la Revolution marche a grands pas sur son retour, quand on ne
la

connaitrait pas le decret contre les partisans du Terrorisnie ; c'est a
dire, selon l'esprit du decret, et surtout fcelon l'esprit de parti, les
instruments aveugles et les mains coupables des veritables Terroristes,
et tous ceux qui, pour m'exprimer en terme technique, ont montre de
l'energie dans les grandes circonstances, ou se sont fortement prononce
pour les grands principes. Ce decret m'a fait le plus grand plaisir,
et doit avoir les suites les plus heureuses ; mais, certes, s'il n'est pas
intentionellement contre-revolutionnaire, il est sous tous les rapports,
morales ou politiques, un monument frappant d'une betise et d'une im-

pudence atroce. De la betise, parceque ce n'est pas desarmer un homme
que de lui prendre une mechante pique, que le plus maladroit peut
remplacer en quelques minutes d'une autre, au meme d'un instrument
plus avantageux pour se defend re et plus mertrieux [meurtrier ?] pour
attaquer.
De l'irnpudence, parceque ce n'est pas ce miserable sansculotte, pas meme les membres d'un Comiterevolutionnaire, qui pouvaient
ordonner ou empecher un seul des milliers d'assassinats que la perfidie
ou la lachete de ces fiers decreteurs a laisse commettre.
"Quoiqu'il en soit de l'intention du decret, il reste toujours vrai
qu'il met a la disposition de tous les eimemis de la Convention, et par
suite de la Republique, ces homines pour lesquels et par lcsquels
seuls on sembla faire la Revolution ; les seuls qui aient reellement
quelque bonne foi et du courage. Ces hommes auxquels on a si longtemps prodigue les promesses les plus extravagant es, et les nagorneries
les plus absurdes, se voyent enfin trompes, trahis, et meprises.
lis sont
cruellement tourmentes par la faim, et la vengeance.
II ne leur
faudrait peut-etre qu'un chef, quelques ecus, et quelques heures, pour
renverser la Convention et la Republique.
u Partout on a profite avec entousiasme du
Liberte des Cultes.
decret sur la Liberte des Cultes.
Un pretre non-assermente est
cense une decouverte precieuse, et grand nombre de ceux qui se
tenaient caches, se montrent sans crainte ; et les communes qui ont le
bonheur de les posseder, les prennent sur leur protection speciale.
Nul part on ne permet a un pretre-jureur d' exercer ses fonctions, a
moins de reabjurer son serment
ce qu'ils font ordinairement sans
hesiter.
Que ne jureraint-ils pas ?
" Dans les petites villes et villages toutes les eglises sont rouvertes, et
personne n'oserait travailler le Dimanche.
Paris, et dans les grandes
villes, les eglises sont encore fermees.
On dit la messe dans des chappelles particuliers ou dans des salons.
Deux-tiers des boutiques resteut
fermees le Dimanche. La Decadi n'est plus celebree, excepte par la
Convention, les Tribunaux, et les Administrations, et ceux qui y sont
Personne n'est encore assez fou pour aller dans le Temple
attaches.
de la Raison. On voit expose une immense quantity d'utensiles du
culte Catholique dans les boutiques des ferblantiers
et il s'cn fait un
commerce considerable et lucratif. On baptise les enfants, on se fait
marier par un pretre, et on est enterre sans drapeau tricolore et sans
Carmagnole.

—

;
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Armee.

—"La

Parmee ayant rendu les
d'avancement comme les
autres officiers, il en devait necessairement re^ulter les plus grands
inconvenients pour l'ordre et la comptabilite.
L'ineptie des com-

quartiers
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missaires cle guerre, la plupart jeunes gens sans la moindre experience
dans leur metier, ouvrit une autre partie aux abus et dilapidations de
Aussi l'esprit de gaspillage et de rapine devint si
toute espece.
generate, que d' apres le releve des sommes payees pendant Tan 1793
et 1794, sous titre de pret des armees, il assert qu'elles auraient du etre
au moins de 1,300,000 hommes, de tout grade ; tandis qu'il est prouve
par les pieces les plus authentiques, qu'elles n'ont jamais ete a 900 mills
hommes, ceux de requisition en depot, non armes, et renvoyes dans
II y a n ombre des bataillons qui ont ete
leur domicile y compris.
entierement renouvelles depuis leur formation, et qui n'ont encore jamais

rendu aucune espece de compte.
" Le General Landiin, dont j'ai fait la connaissance dans la maison
d'arret de Paris, dans laquelle nous etions enfermes ensemble pendant
huit mois, m'a assure que, d'apres les tableaux qu'il avait vu au
Bureau de l'Agence de Guerre, la force effective de toutes les armees
de la Republique avaient ete au 1 Ventose (18 Janvier) de cinq
cent quatre-vingt mille et queiques cent hommes, dont soixante-mille
de cavalerie, et dix-huit mille d'artillerie. Que depuis le 22 Septeinbre 1793 jusqu'au meme jour 1794, il etait mort dans les hopitaux
ou ambulances, de maladie et suites des blessures, cent quatorze
mille homines; que le nombre de tues, desertes, et egares n'etait
pas bien connu, mais qu'on le supposait de cinquante-cinq mille
Que depuis le 22 Septembre jusqu'au 18 Janvier, trente mille
Que plus do
hommes avaient quitte leurs drapeaux sans conge.
douze mille chevaux avaient peri pendant et depuis la derniere
campagne. Ce General Landrin fut, ainsi que Pichegru, bas-officier
d'artillerie avant la Revolution.
Armee du Comite du Salut Public. "Deja au mois d'Octobre, le
Comite de Salut Public fit placer a Versailles, St. Germain, et
autres endroits voisins de Paris, environ huit mille hommes, tant
infanterie que cavalerie, sous la denomination de depot.
11 vient
d'en faire venir quatorze mille autres de 1' armee du Nord et Sambre
et Meuse, sous le pretexte de proteger l'arrivage des grains et
farines; aussi il se trouve dans l'arrondissement de Paris au moins
une armee de vingt-deux mille hommes.
Marine. "Les rapports des Representants du peuple dans les
ports, et des Commandants des Escadres sont remplies des plaintes
sur l'ignorance el l'insubordination des officiers, la mauvaise espece
et Pindiscipline des matelots,
On m'a assure qu' un nombre considerable d'ofnciers Suedois et Danois allaient etre employes sur les
flottes, et que le Comite de Salut Public allait faire executer un
plan d attaque en grande masse, semblable a celui des armees de
terre.
J'avoue que je ne concois rien a ce plan."
French.

—

—
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Sir
Private.

Morton Eden

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I avail myself of the return to England
1795, May 4, Vienna.
of the messenger to offer your Lordship my sincere thanks for your
private letter of the 17th past, and to assure your Lordship that nothing
shall be wanting on my part to promote celerity and vigour in the
measures of this Government.
I feel with your Lordship how
necessary it is to urge them on.
Their slowness and want of energv
often render my situation very painful, but never more so than during
the progress of the present business.
For many weeks past a day
has seldom gone by without my stating to M. de Thugut the utter
impossibility of making any change in the conditions of the loan, and
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urging him to come to some decision but to what little purpose the
event unhappily shews. And yet that he is desirous to pursue the war
with vigour I cannot doubt.
" I sincerely lament his want of confidence in Count Stahremberg.
At this moment it must be highly prejudicial to the interests of the
two Courts but the disposition and language of his family with regard
to M. de Thugut are such as to give me little hopes of any change.
" I have more than once stated that the principal nobility are very
virulent against him. and as the chief employments are in their hands,
they find means often to thwart him but possessing as he undoubtedly
does the confidence of the sovereign, he might establish such a
responsibility both amongst the military and throughout the several
departments as would ensure success to his measures.
u His language as to the necessity of making, at this moment, some
vigorous effort is entirely conformable to that of your Lordship.
He,
equally with us, laments the inactivity of the armies and in his own
justification, alleges that M. de Vins has the most positive orders to
act offensively and according to our desire, carte blanche as to the
mode ; and that Marshal Clairfait, as your Lordship has seen by my
late letters, has such instructions and incitements as are best calculated
Both these officers are
to make him act with enterprise and vigour.
able and brave, but the late campaigns have shewed that the latter
has not that decision of mind which is so necessary at the present
This is generally said, and yet the public opinion
important crisis.
does not point out any General more capable.
" Mr. Wickham wrote to me some time ago ; by the return of the
post I assured him that I should be happy in his further correspondence,
and in co-operating with him for the good of His Majesty's service,
but I have not again heard from him."
;

;

;

;

Lord Grenville

to

William Wickham.

—

1795, May 5, Dover Street. Published in the " Correspondence of
the Right Honourable William Wickham," 1870. Volume 1, p. 39.

Lord Grenville

to the

Duke of Portland.

—

" I enclose your Grace a letter from
1795, May 9, Dover Street.
Charles Bentinck, whicli I received yesterday. The accounts continue
very satisfactory from that quarter.
" It is a curious fact that, in consequence of the letter written by
the Duke of Brunswick to the King of Prussia, the latter has sent for
him to Berlin. What this will produce it is difficult to guess."
Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

John Jay.

—"I

cannot resist the desire I feel of
1795, May 11, Dover Street.
availing myself of the opportunity of the first packet since your deparexpress to you how happy you would make me by allowing me
occasionally to recall to your recollection in this manner one who will
I
am
always entertain for you the most sincere esteem and friendship.
particularly anxious to hear of your safe arrival, and that you liavo.
found your family and friends well. These are points paramount to all
other considerations, but I know your return to your country will not
be fully satisfactory to you unless you have also found the state of

ture, to
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public affairs such as to promise the continuance cf good order and

That it may be so, no one more sincerely wishes than
myself, and it would be a great satisfaction to me to hear it from you.
° Since you left us, the news of the arrival of the treaty in America
has reached us.
were singularly unfortunate in the loss of the
By a strange negligence the November and
Tanker uille packet.
December mails from hence were both put on board that ship without
our having any notice of it from the Post Office ; so that, while I
thought we were sending duplicates by two different conveyances, we
letters to Governor
were in fact sending them by the same vessel.
Simcoe, which I have frequently mentioned to you, and my despatches
to Mr. Hammond on the subject of the treaty, were on board the same
ship ; so that this accident has thrown us far back in the arrangement
of many material points. I hope, however, that with attention, and a
continuance on the part of the two Governments of the same disposition
which actuated all our communications and negotiations here, the great
work which we have begun will be carried to its full extent.
tranquillity.

We

My

* I have not been inattentive to the points which remain to be settled
One of the most material is, I natter myself, at length in a train
of being well arranged ; I mean that which relates to the Admiralty
Courts in the West Indies, which it is in contemplation immediately to
diminish in point of number, so as to have them only at Jamaica,
Barbadoes, Grenada, Antigua, and Martinico. Knowing, as I do, how
much evil has been produced by the multiplication of these courts, I
look to this reduction with very sanguine hopes.
But I hope the
regulation will not stop there, but that the effect of it may lead to
render the practice of those which will remain more correct and cautious
than I fear it has hitherto been.
" The impossibility of our receiving the ratification of the treaty till
here.

quite the end of July leaves us no chance of being able to propose to
Parliament, during the present session, those matters connected with the
treaty in which the interference of the Legislature is necessary.
I know
that the delay will be misconstrued on your side of the water, but it is
unavoidable.
I requested Mr. Pinckney, before he went to Spain, to
write to America on this point, in order that the explanation of it might
not rest merely on the communications of our minister there.
You will
be able to speak with still more knowledge and effect to the same point.
Whatever does not depend on the repeal or alteration of existing laws
will be immediately executed on the receipt of the ratification.
" The public papers and other communications will inform you fully

of the state of affairs in Europe. The dispositions of the people in
France are evidently turning very fast towards the establishment of
some settled state of order, which may relieve them from the miseries of
their present anarchy.
In a similar situation in this country we experienced the advantage of a known and moderate form of Government,
under which the nation had before been happy, and to which, therefore,
it returned with enthusiasm, and almost with unanimity.
The want of
such a standard to resort to is now, as far as I can judge, the great
obstacle to the restoration of order in France, and consequently of peace
in Europe.
Mild as their old Government was in its practice, it was
attended with many circumstances, the renewal of which creates great
apprehension and uneasiness ; and there is no authority of sufficient
weight to prescribe the form and limits of any change. Some of the
belligerent Powers are, as you will have seen, too impatient to wait the
result of this doubtful issue.
To others, all idea of peace which shall
not give better security than the signature of the Committee of Safety,
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or the ratification of the Convention, seems delusive and dangerous
and to this sentiment I profess myself strongly inclined. You are
happy in America if you can avoid, as I trust you will, the dangers both
of the war and of the peace."
Copy.

;

Lord Grexville

to

Count Starhemberg.

—

" J'ai le plaisir de vous prevenir que
1795, May 19, Dover Street.
notre courier est enfin arrive avec la convention pour laffaire de
l'emprunt, signee par M.Thugut, et ratifiee pas Sa Majeste Imperiale.
J'espere que la ratification du Roi sera prete demain, ensorte que nous
pourrons faire Fechange des deux inst rumens Jeudi matin. Je serai an
bureau sur les onze heures demain si vous avez, par hazard, quelque

chose a me communiquer, ou a
French.
Copy.

TVlLLIAM

me demander."

WlCKHAM

to

LORD GrENVIILE.

Private.
i:
1795, May 25, Mulheim.
Though I have not yet heard anything
from the Duke of Portland, yet I feel that I ought not to delay a moment
acknowledging your Lordship's very kind letter of the 5th instant.
" In the first place, laying aside all questions of personal obligation, I
consider myself as so entirely committed to the Duke of Portland that,
in point of honour. I could not give up even the place to which he first
appointed me for any situation whatever in any other Department, or
under any other person, without his full consent and approbation.
" In the second place, I will say very fairly to your Lordship that, as
regards myself, I should prefer the place that his Grace seems
disposed to offer me, or any other of credit or confidence at home, to any
situation whatever out of my own country, even the mo«t splendid and
most honourable.
" On the other hand, having undertaken my present en j ploy ment with
the full consent and approbation of his Grace, and being sensible that
the local knowledge and experience I have acquired here may be of real
utility to his Majesty's service and the interests of my country, I do not
hesitate to say that nothing less than his Grace's absolute commands
should induce me to abandon my situation. It is not that I have the
vanity to suppose that a much abler and a much fitter person for such a
situation might not be found, but the advantu^s that seven months of
hard labour and attentive observation have given me are not to be put
into competition with any others in a moment like the present, when
each day may bring about the most important alteration in the situation
of public affairs, and may offer opportunities of which nothing but local
knowledge and experience could enable any one to profit.
" I am perfectly aware, unless a speedy termination should be put to
matters here, that in adopting this line of conduct I expose myself to
It is impossible either for me to wish, or for
lose all my best hopes.
the Duke of Portland to gratify me in an expectation, that the place of
Under Secretary could be kept much longer open. I will go further
and say that, on his Grace's account, I ought not to desire it. I am
ttion is one of much personal responaware also that my pr.
sibility and danger.
But I feel that it is my duty to remain here, and
I beg your Lordship to be persuaded that it is upon that single ground
that I have founded my determination.
It is indeed the only one that
.
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could enable me to reason and act as I am doing at this moment when I
am about to abandon the object that, of all others, would have been the
most agreeable to me.
" With respect to my future destination, though I am aware that I
shall come to your Lordship with a very ill grace, and by no means in a
manner that will enable me to ask any favour, yet I rely so entirely
upon the kind expression at the close of your Lordship's letter that I
venture to say without difficulty that if I must stay abroad, I should
most particularly wish that America might not be the place of my
destination.
I will give vour Lordship my reasons at large by some
other occasion.
" I cannot sufficiently thank your Lordship for having sent me
Mr. Flint. It is a relief to me of which you can have no idea."

H. Fagjsl

to

Lord Grenville.

— " Je continue a profiter de
1795, May 27, Hambourg.

la

permission

que vous m'avez accordee de vous donner de temps en temps de mes
Celles que nous recevons de notre malheureux pays prennent
nouvelles.
de jour en jonr un caractere plus affligeant. Vous aurez, sans doute,
deja vu le traite d'alliance dernierement conclu entre notre Grouvernement actuel et lc Eepublique Francaise. J'employe le mot de traite
pour ne pas tomber dans des longueurs, car d'ailleurs une transaction
aussi inouie, et aussi monstrueuse ne merite pas ce notn.
Ce qui m'en
frappe le plus c'est 1'impossibilite oil il me parait que notre nouveau
Grouvernement doit se trouver d'en remplir de son cote les conditions.
Les 100 millions, par exemple, qu'il s'engage a payer a la France en
especes ou en lettres de change n'existent certainement pas dans le pays,
On aura beau imposer de
et je ne concois pas d'oii on les tirera.
nouvelles contributions ; aucun habitant n'a le moyen de les payer. Le
numeraire a entierement disparu
et comme les rentes dues par
differentes Puissances etrangeres ne se payent plus, et que le commerce
est dans un etat de stagnation absolue, les sources de la richesse du pays
sont pour le moment complettement taries.
Cette meme cause empechcra Fequipement des vaisseaux de ligue et des fregates qu'on promet
de fournir a la France pour la campagne de cette annee. Avec cela il
est incroyable que, dans un moment oil toutes ces circonstances ont lieu,
ou declare la guerre a la moitie de l'Europe. (J'est obliger les
Puissances qui auraient pu rester spectatrices indiffert-ntes de ce qui se
p:\s-8 en Hollande, a prendre parti; c'est, par exemple, mettre l'Espagne
dans la necessite de ne pas relacher les vaisseaux Hollandais qu'elle a
saisis ; c'est forcer l'Empereur, la Russie, a ne pas payer, du moins en
Hollande, les interets de leurs emprunts. Par cette meme mesure on
sacrifie, pour ainsi dire d'un trait de
plume, l'immense propriete
Hollandaise qui se trouve deja dans les ports d'Angleterre, et, a coup
sur, une grande partie de celle qui est encore sur les mers.
En considerant tout cela attentivement, jepenseque cette declaration de guerre,
surtout contre PAngleterre, est peut-etre dans ce moment un evenement
heureux pour nous; et, qu'en permettant au Grouvernement Britannique
de prendre des mesures plus decisives qu'il n'a pu faire jusqu' a present,
elle accelerera le retour d'un autre ordre de choses.
C'est du moins un
espoir auquel on aime a se laisser aller, quand il n'en reste pas d' autre.
"L'esprit de parti, pousse jusqu' a la fureur, qui a seul pu dieter un
pareil engagement, se dechaine en particulier contre moi d'une maniere
a laquelle, en d'autres temps, je n'aurais jamais pu m'attendre.
La
lettre que j'ai ecrite a l'assemblee actuelle des Etats-Greneraux a servi
;
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de pretexte pour se porter aux plus grandes violences. Le nouveair
Gouvernement vient de faire sequestrer tous mes biens. On a fait
1'inventaire de tout ce que je possede en biens fonds, et en meubles, et
objets precieux de toute espece, comnie bibliotheque, tableaux, cabinets
d'estampes et de desseins et on y a mis le scelle en nommant deux
Cela s'est
notaires pour en prendre possession et administrer le tout.
fait avec si pen de menagemens que, dans le premier moment, on n'a pasmeme laisse a ma femme, et a une partie de ma famiile qui demeure
actuellement avec elle dans ma maison, l'usage des meubles les plus
indispensable?, ou qui lui appartenaient en propre.
Cependant, sur sa
reclamation, on a apporte quelqu' adoucissement a la rigueur du premier
Suppose ineme que je n'eus pas ecrit la lettre qui a fourni le
decret.
pretexte de ces procedes arbitraires, on n'en aurait pas moins commli
ces violences mais on en allegue maintenant pour raison le refus que je
fais de rendre compte de ma eonduite, et, en particulier, de la commisLa saisie de mes biens sera, selon
sion que j'ai remplie a Londres.
toute apparence, suivie de leur confiscation, si je ne rentre pas en
Hollande mais, cependant, ma famiile entiere me deconseille toujours
egalement d'y retourner. Je crois moi-meme que ce serait une imprudence ; et je suis determine a continuer encore mon sejour dans cette
Je crois que vous approuverez ce parti.
ville, ou dans les environs.
Je dois, au reste, vous demander pardon de vous avoir entretenu si longtemps de ce qui me regarde personnellement mais l'interet que vous
avez bien voulu me temoigner dans toutes les occasions, et tout reeemment encore dans la lettre que vous in' avez fait Phonneur de m'ecrire le
21 Avril, me fait un devoir de ne pas vous laisser ignorer des circonJe suis persuade d'avance de la
stances aussi essentielles pour moi.
part que votre amitie voudra bien y prendre."
French.
;

;

;

;

Baron de Kutzlebex

to

Lord Grenyille.

—" I

have the honour to inform your
1795, May 27, Muswell Hill.
Lordship that I have wrote to the Landgrave what you was pleased to
desire of me, and I shall not fail to acquaint you immediately with the
answer. I received on the 23rd instant a letter from the Landgrave,
which contained one to his Majesty, in answer to the Prince of Wales's
He did not mention anything about
I gave it to Mr. Aust.
marriage.
the negotiation tcith the French ; but I have seen a letter from Germany
in town, which absolutely states that the Landgrave of Cassell, Darmstadt, and the Duke of Wurtemberg, had taken the same measures with
the King of Prussia.
" As it was impossible that any thing regularly could be settled about
the pay for the Landgrave's troops, what pay to allow them according
<o the different countries where they had served, he always ordered me
and Messrs. van Notten to demand large sums on account of pay.
Those sums have been paid now and then. He lately ordered to demand
100,000/. sterling on account of the pay again, as likewise the subsidies
I have reason to think that he wishes to get as much money as
due.
possible, and more than there might be due to him when the accounts
are to be settled after the war, or when he thinks proper not to keep
any longer his treaties with this country. I flatter myself your Lordship will pardon the liberty I take to advise you to take your measures
accordingly, and as the circumstances may justify you, and to inform
Mr. Pitt with it. I think the Landgrave might be tied down to keep
his engagements with England, at least as long as you think proper be
should.
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"In a letter dated Cassell, March 26th, which I received April 11,
he says he hoped I had received one of the 5th of January last, wherein
he had informed me that the report of withdrawing his troops from the
service of Great Britain teas false, and that I had contradicted the
same. I answered I had immediately informed your Lordship of it,
and his Majesty as well as yourself never believed that there had nor
could be the least foundation in such reports."
H. Fagel

May

Hambourg.

to

Lord Grenville.

—" Actuellement

que la correspondance
1795,
30,
ordinaire entre la Hollande
et Hambourg est retablie et que les
Gazettes Hollandaises arrivent regulierement deux fois par semaine ici,
les papiers publics de cette ville rendent un compte assez exact de tout
cc qui parvient en Hollande a la connaissance du public.
En consequence, je ne doute pas que Ton n'en soit egalement informe en Angleterre, et, d'apres cela, il serait superflu que je vous docnasse des
informations que vous recevez surement d'ailleurs.
C'est ainsi que
vous aurez sans doute deja vu le traite d'alliance conclu entre la France
mais je ne sais si Tarticle additionel, relatif au port de
et la Hollande
Flessingue, est deja parvenu a votre connaisance.
II porte, 1, que
les deux nations auront un droit egal de faire usage du port, des
chantiers, de Flessingue.
2. Que cbacune des deux
nations aura
separement ses arsenaux, chantiers. 3. Que, des a present, la
Repubiique Batave cede a la France la maison des Indes Occidentales a
Flessingue, avec ses appartenances, de meme que 1' usage provisoire
d'un des chantiers pour la construction des vaisseaux. 4. L'achat
de tout ce qui est necessaire pour les magasins, maisons, places, reste a
la charge des deux nations.
5. Les fraix de reparation du chantier,
du rempart, seront a la charge des deux nations mais la Repubiique
des Provinces-Unies en conserve la direction
seulement elle aura
soin de prevenir la Repubiique Fiancaise des ordres qu'elle voudra
donner. 6. II n'y aura point de vaisseau amiral, ou de garde, d'aucune
des deux nations dans le port de Flessingue.
7. S'il s'eleve des
;

;

;

contestations sur ce reglement, elles seront decidees par des arbitres
dont deux Francais, deux Hollandais, et le cinquieme a nommer par les
deux nations, doit etre choisi par le sort. 8. Ce reglement doit etre
mis en train immediatement apres la ratification du traite d'alliance.
Get article, de meme que toutes les autres stipulations du traite, tendent

evidemment a faire de la Repubiique une province ou*« un department
Francais; et quoique la France ait tache d'eviter l'odieux d'une pareille
reunion en reconnaissant pour la forme l'independance de la Hollande,
elle n'en reste pas moins maitresse aussi absolue des Provinces-Unies
qu'elle l'etait deja auparavant des Pays-Bas Autrichiens.
Je ne
concois pas comment les Puissances du Continent qui traitent, dit-on, de
la paix avec la France, pcurront voir d'un oeil tranquille un colosse
aussi formidable s'elever a leurs cot6s.
Et cependant, jusqu'ici, ces
Puissances ne paraissent pas faire difficulte de reconnaitre le nouveau
Gouvernement qui s'est etabli chez nous. Voila du moins ce que Ton
doit conclure de leur conduite a l'egard de nos ministres aupres d'Elles.
M. Van der Goes Envoye Extraordinaire de la Repubiique a Madrid,
et M. de Haeften notre Ministre a Vienne, paraissent etre en correspondance reglee avec nctre nouveau Grouvernement. Le premier mande
en date d'Aranjuez, du 15 Avril, que l'Fspagne negociait alors avec la
France, et que la negotiation etait en bon train.
M. de Haeften
annonce officiellement dans une depeche au nouveau Gouvernement,
qu'une alliance conclue entre la Russie et l'Angleterre a ete communiquee
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la Cour de Vienne. et que celle-ci ne s'est pas encore expliquee sur la
revolution qui a eu lieu en Hollande.
Le Portugal a approuve la
conduite de son Ministre a la Haye, M. d'Aranjo, lequel y est reste
apres l'invasion des Francais; alleguant pour rnotif de cette conduite
que, comme l'assemblee des Etats-Generaux continuait a, sieger a la
Haye, il avait cru ne pas devoir s'en eloigner. Au reste, la conduite de
nos Minislres aux differentes Ccurs n'a pas ete la meme partout. II y
en a qui ont pris leur parte d'une maniere fort noble. M. d'Hogguer
par exemple, qui etait Ministre a Petersbourg, a envoye de lui-meme sa
demission a l'Assemblee qui a conserve le nom d'Etats-Generaux. II

a

va, dit-on, etablir

une maison de commerce en Crimee,

et

lTmperatrice

doit lui avoir accord e a cet effet plusieurs facilites.

"J'aivu avec etonnement dans les nouvelles de Hollande arrivees
que le Sieur Vitriarius est encore a Londres, d'ou il mande que les

hier

eargaisons des vaisseaux Hollandais, detenus en Angleterre, seront
vendues, et le produit de cette vente sequestre qu'il se flatte deretourner
bientot avec les papiers de la Ccmpagnie des Indes ; qu'au reste, il y a
beaucoup de mecontentement en Angleterre, et que la desertion parmi
les mateiots est fort grande.
" On m'a assure hier que, suivant des lettres particulieres de Hollande,
le Commandant de nos vaisseaux de guerre stationes a Suriname, qui
doit convoyer en Europe les vaisseaux marchands de cette colonie, a
ecrit au Gouvernement qu'il avait appris Tinvasion de la Hollande par
les troupes Francaises ; mais que, comme de pareils rapports se trouvaient
souvent faux, il comptait relacher en Angleterre avec son convoi, pour
s'assurer de la verite du fait."
;

French,

Comparative Statement of the Conditions of the Russian and
Austrian Alliances with Great Britain, 1795.
Treaty of Vienna,
Treaty of Petersburgh,
t

February 18, 1795.
Guaranty.

May

20, 1795.

Guaranty,

Russia
and
Britain
Great
guaranty to each other all states
and possessions which they now

Great Britain
and
guaranty to each other

possess or may acquire by treaty.
The case of wars between
Russia and the .Asiatic Powers is
excepted on the one hand ; and on
the other the case of wars between

they now possess them, or shall
possess them after the conclusion
of a peace made by common consent, in conformity to the Convention of 1793.
Nota Bene. By that Convention all the possessions of the two
parties, such as they then stood,

England and any non-European
But in both cases if
Power.
European Powers take part in the
dispute, the casus fcederis exists.
By the 2nd secret article, the
be furnished to
to
assistance
Russia, in the case of an attack on
the part of the Porte, is restrained
to the reception of their ships into
our ports, and the affording them

such assistance as they may require and, further, the keeping
other Powers in check by a firm
language and vigorous demonstra;

tions.

Austria
all

terri-

such as

tories, rights, possessions,

—

were mutually guaranteed and an
engagement was taken not to
make peace (except by common
;

consent) without stipulating for
the restitution of all conquests
made by the common enemy on
each other's dominions ; the war
being for that efFect
to
be
vigorously prosecuted by the two
contracting parties,
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Succours.

Succours,

Great Britain is to furnish to
Russia in case of attack twelve
sail of the line, from 74's to 50's.
Russia is to furnish to Great
Britain in case of attack 12,000
men namely, 10,000 infantry and
2,000 cavalry.

Great Britain and Austria are
to furnish to each other reciprocally in case of attack 26,000 men,
namely, 20,000 infantry and 6,000
cavalry, who are to be furnished

;

These succours may in either
case be converted into money at
the option of the party requiring,
and the amount of such payment
is fixed at
500,000 roubles per
annum during the continuance of
the war.
These succours may be recalled
after two months notice, in case
the party furnishing them should
himself be attacked and, in like
manner, if the party required
should be engaged in a war at
the time when the requisition is
made, he shall not be obliged to
furnish the succours.
By the third secret article Great
Britain is not obliged to send the
succours stipulated except in order
to be joined to a Russian fleet,
which, together with the British
squadron, shall be equal to the
enemy's force in the Baltic.
The Russian troops are not to
be sent out of Europe, nor to
Spain, Portugal, or Italy.
If the stipulated succours are
insufficient for the defence of the
party attacked, the two High
Contracting Parties are to concert
.

;

two months

within
sition

made

requi-

after

for that purpose.

These succours may in either
case be converted at the desire of
the party requiring, into monthly
payments at the rate of 4,560,000
Dutch florins per annum during
the continuance of the war.
But by the separate article on
this subject which it has been
agreed to keep secret,

it

is

agreed

that if the Emperor makes the
demand of succours in men, and
Great Britain should be unable to
furnish them so that the Emperor
should be obliged to supply their
place by other troops, the difference, if any, between the real cost
of such troops and the sum above
specified, shall

be borne by Great

Britain.

If the

succours are
of the
party attacked, the other party
shall augment them as the case
stipulated

insufficient for the defence

may

require,

and

shall

even

assist

with all his forces if circumstances
should render it necessary.

on an augmentation of them.

Navigation and Commerce.

Navigation and Commerce.

The Russian treaty contains no
engagement respecting the neutral
navigation in time of war, but there
an engagement to proceed to the
formation of a treaty of commerce.
is

The Austrian

treaty contains no
engagement respecting commerce,
but there are two articles by which

the carrying provisions, or military,
or naval, stores to the enemy, and.
also the sheltering privateers or
armed vessels, or suffering prizes
to be brought in, are prohibited.
But there is an exception for existing treaties.

Accessions.

The two

parties

Accessions.

concert
respecting the admission of any

Power who may be
accede.

will

desirous

to

The two

parties will concert
respecting the invitation to Prussia
to accede.
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Duration.

Dm-ation.

The

treaty shall last eight years,
before which time the parties shall

concert for

War

a secret article Russia admits
the present war with France to
be a casus fcedet'is in so far as to
agree to furnish 12 sail of the line
on the footing of an auxiliary
squadron. And to concert respecting the conduct to be observed
towards neutral powers to prevent
their supplying France.
Great
Britain engaging to make common
cause in all wars which may result
from such measures, and not to
make peace in that case but by

By

is

fixed

to

this

treaty.

with France.

By

common

duration

renewal.

its

War

No

consent.
declaration

a

with France.

The Convention

of 1793 is confirmed, the stipulations of which
as to the war are mentioned above.

mutually

and exchanged by Great
Britain, Austria and Russia in
ratified

1795, the

separate alliances sub-

between
the
different
parties were consolidated into a
sisting
triple

alliance,

preserving

the

engagements of the several parties
to each other on the same footing
on which they were placed by
those treaties."

Lord Grenville

to the

Duke

of Portland.

I have the honour to enclose to your
1795, June 3, Dover Street.
Grace a letter which I have received from Mr. McTavish. He was
brought to me last year by General Clarke as the person best able to
give me information upon the fur trade, and the other points respecting
the interests of the two Canadas which might come under discussion
and I had every reason to be satisfied
in the negotiation with Mr. Jay
both with the information he gave me, and with the disposition he
manifested to facilitate the arrangement of that business. I thought
that he was entitled to this testimony from me, but, with respect to the
particular object which he solicits, your Grace is of course the best
judge how far it may be proper to comply with his wishes and
whether, even in that case, it may not be necessary that the application
should come recommended in the first instance by the Governor-General,
which, I think, was the rule which has been observed as to the other
colonies, though it may perhaps have been departed from in the particular
case of the Canadas."
rt

;

;

Copt/.

Lord Grenville

to the

Duke

of Portland.

u I have this morning been informed
1795, June 4, Dover Street.
that when the Attorney-General prepared his report for the Bodmin
charter, some of the party adverse to Lord Camelford's interest applied
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to him to be heard in support of a list of names for the charter, which
he of course declined. I am very strongly pressed to urge the business
forward, and I really see no advantage that could in any point of view
result to Sir I. Morshead from its being delayed to the period of Lord
Camelford's arrival in England, which must still be uncertain, though
we hope he may be expected by the first India ships. He is not of age
yet, so that when he arrives he can take no formal step, if any were
and his friends are, as I understand, decided in
necessary on his part
the resolution not to enter into any compromise. I cannot therefore
but wish that the business could be brought on without delay, as it is
now betore the Council and waits only to be approved there, and to have
;

the names settled.
" I have received a list of all the inhabitants of the borough, and, as
far as I can rely upon the fairness of that statement, the proposed
With respect to the
selection is made with judgment and propriety.
question of property in the neighbourhood of the borough, there is, as
I understand, no sort of comparison between Lord Camelford and
Sir I. Morshead, that of the former being very greatly superior."

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

Dropmore. — ''Lord Grenville

trusts that your Majesty
1795, June 7,
excuse his breaking in upon your Majesty to-day with the despatches
just received from Petersburg, as the conclusion of the alliance between
your Majesty and the Empress and the state of forwardness of the
Russian squadron are likely to produce so very advantageous an effect
in the present critical moment.
"Lord Grenville begs leave humbly to offer his congratulations to
your Majesty on this occasion, and to express his sanguine hope that
your Majesty's efforts in this great cause will at length, under the
favour of Providence, be crowned with that success which is so
important to the happiness not only of your Majesty's dominions but of
every civilized country.''
Copy.
will

George
1795, June 7,

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — " I am sensible of Lord Grenville's attention

in not detaining from me even on this day the agreeable account of the
final conclusion of the alliance with the Empress of Russia, and that
the Russian squadron must by this time be sailed for the North Sea.
I entirely agree with him that at the present critical moment the
knowledge of this event may be peculiarly advantageous, as the unprincipled conduct of the Court of Prussia has certainly greatly unhinged
the political system which had been established ; but the great northern
power now standing forth will, I trust, compensate for the former loss.
" I hope no encouragement to any relaxation in our conduct towards
Denmark from the present plan of Russia to regain that feeble ally ; it
is by a direct conduct in stopping all provisions and naval stores that
we can alone subdue France."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

H The inconvenience of the Count d'Artois
1795, June 12, Windsor.
remaining any longer in my German dominions is very great but on
Lord Grenville's representation I will allow him to remain one month
If by that time he is not sent to the Yendee, it will be too
longer.
;
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any use there, and then there can be no objection
to his joining his brother in Italy, for his being in my German dominions

late for his being of
is

not less improper than his being in England."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "The

last evening I received from the
1795, June 15,
of Portland the accounts of the death of the young King of France
and the surrender of Luxembourg; the first must be an advantage to
the cause, the Convention having iost the hostage in their hands that
might have saved their persons. Now the lawful King is out of their
power, and can head any rising in the country. I shall certainly stave
off any proposal of sending Monsieur D'Ompteda to any congress at
Frankfort, but doubt of Mull's being of sufficient rank to be employed
in such a business."

Duke

Count Woroxzow

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Monsieur Morice [Morris] qui a
1795, June 21, Harley Street.
ete ministre d'Amerique en France, detestant cette infame Republique
des assassins, et egalement deteste par Elle qui enfin Fa fait rapeller de
ici de Hamburg.
u II a passe chez moi aujourd'hui.
II n'est pas dans les principes de
Pinkney, mais bien dans ceux de Monsieur Jay. 11 est bien informe
des affaires de France, tant interieures qu'exterieures.
" II ne reste a Londre que 8 a 10 jours, apres quoi il compte de faire
un voyage par toute FAngleterre. II demeure au Grand Hotel a Covent
Garden, et ne me parait pas dispose a se faire presenter nulle pars dans
Mon attachement pour vous
ce peu de sejour qu'il faira a Londres.
m'engage de vous informer de cela pour que, si vous voulez le voir et
Finviter a passer chez vous, vous puissiez savoir ou letrouver; car je
suis persuade que vous pouvez avoir de lui des informations tres utiles
dans les circonstances presentes. II y a une tres importante que j'ai
apris de lui, qui est que ceux gouvernant la France out, depuis peu
avant la mcrt du jeune Roi, fait des propositions secretes au fils du Due
d' Orleans, tendentes a le faire Roi, et que ce jeune homme a rejete

Paris, est arrive

cette ofre.

" On m'a dit que le ministre de Suede nous a fait verbal lenient la
communication que son Roi a accede au traite de Basle entre la France
Je voulais vous le demander quand j'ai eu 1'honneur de
et la Prusse.
vous entretenir hier, mais je Fai oublie. Faites moi la grace de me dire
si cela est vrai, et dans quel terme cela nous a ete communique par cet
envoye des Francais du Nort."

French.

C.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

1795, June 21, Varel. — " Not wishing unnecessarily

to take up any
of your Lordship's time, I have not given you a line since mine of the
15th and 24th April, both of which I enclosed to Mr. Goddard and
with the last a letter for Prince Frederick of Orange, which I hope
Mr. Goddard received, as they went in Mr. Fraser's packet. Many
events have, no doubt, taken place since that must affect materially the
Many are of public notoriety and those that
situation of the Republic.
are less so, and relate more particularly to that country, I knew to be
in your Lordship's possession more fully even than I could have stated
;

;
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From all these, we have every reason to think the disposition of
the people throughout the United Provinces to be much the same, if
not even more averse to the new government than at the time I wrote
and that we have every proof that the Cabal never can maintain, or
could have maintained, their ground without the French army; and
that with a well-directed, well-supported co-operation from the Continental Powers, we might natter ourselves to see that Cabal overthrown
have to lament that, from the secession of the
in a short time.
King of Prussia, the capture of Luxemburgh, and other events, that
support appears yet to be distant ; and in the meantime, being in possession of the government, the present rulers will not neglect anything
that can establish their power, or render idle any attempt to subvert it.
" Since my last, I have passed some time with M. Fagel at a friend's
house in Holstein. I left Hamburgh the 27th ultimo to come here,
where we are in a state of seeming neutrality, and where it is my
intention, if I do not hear from England to the contrary, to wait for a
more favourable opportunity to pursue my object. For notwithstanding
my long silence, though I received yours of the 22nd April, I believe I
need scarcely add that the restoration of the House of Orange, of the
connection with England, and the breaking of the chains the present
rulers of the Eepublic vainly endeavour to conceal, I am too much
concerned to see effected, not to wish to be of use to those who have the
same object at heart and that T shall, at all times, be thankful for any
suggestion your Lordship thinks may lead to the attainment of it. I
must acknowledge that, at this moment, the situation of my brother
continues to be a check upon me ; and any correspondence with him or
his friends, scattered about and watched as they are, is so insecure and
attended with so much personal risk for himself, that I have not
ventured upon it. I have taken care, however, he should know I was
willing to come to the Hague if he wished it, or thought my presence
could be of any use to him. The person wrote to (my brother not bein»
allowed to correspond with anyone) sent me word it was my brother's
If 1 had I should not have
desire and advice I should not think of it.
been long at liberty as I heard since, particularly after the declaration of
war against England. I was happy to see by your letter you agree with
me upon this point. By the late accounts we have there is some reason
to think M. de Rhoon's release is not so far distant.
M. de Reede,
Madame de Rhoon's father, the Republic's envoy at the Court of Berlin,
has endeavoured by means of his friends at Berlin to obtain that release.
His last letter, dated the 13th instant, speaks of it so very positively
that, however little inclined I am to give credit to anything that comes
from Berlin after the conduct of that Court, I cannot help flattering
myself he may have leave to come here.
I shall be glad to see him out
of the hands of his enemies, but will not give up the hope of our
recovering our ground some day.
In the meantime a prison of six
months, so close as it was in the beginning, has been very severe for a
man of his active disposition. In consequence of various applications
particularly from M, de Reede at Berlin, it has been much less so for
the last six weeks or two months.
It was high time it should be less so,
as his health began to suffer from the confinement.
I only hope no rash
or ill-timed plan will retard the moment of his release, or uselessly
endanger his situation, which I cannot help considering as \erj critical
still, from the number of persons who have again been taken up lately..
M. Fagel is here at present. It is impossible to advise him to return *
the conduct of the present rulers having been so hostile to him from the
beginning that it would have been a folly to trust himself in their hands
and expose himself to the indignities and the sort of inquisition he must

them.

We

;
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undergone when in their power. Vour Lordship has seen the letter
Fagel wrote, stating his intentions and the principles of his conduct.
They have given him no answer, they have brought forward no accusation and, after seizing all his papers previous to the receipt of his letter,
without alleging any motives, they have now seized all his property and
he has been lately informed their intention is to proceed to confiscation,
if he does not return directly to give an account of his conduct.
Of
these steps, and of the motives that led to them, they have given him
no communication whatever. In the hands of men so evidently inimical,
so violent and arbitrary in their proceedings, no one could advise M.
Fagel to trust himself. His situation gives his friends the more concern
that, having been absent at the time of the approach of the French, it
was not in his power to take any precautions with respect to his property.
Among other real objects of curiosity, the most valuable and complete
collection of State Papers in the Republic, transmitted to him by his
ancestors, a great many of which papers had no immediate connection
with the present events, has thus fallen in unknown hands and together
with one of the most complete and considerable libraries, and collection
of drawings and prints, to be met with in any part of Europe, formed in
the course of above a century by a succession of men distinguished for
their taste and their knowledge, as well as for their political talents and
character, will most likely be dispersed or lost by the animosity of a few
obscure individuals.
" I shall seud this under cover to Baron de Frints (Ministre de sa
Majeste Imperiale, et Directeur de ses Postes a Breme) and should
your Lordship favour me with a line and think this a safe channel, I
shall have the letter a great deal sooner than by Hamburgh.
" Postscript, Jane 23. In consequence of some letters M. Fagel
received from Hamburgh since I wrote the above, relating to his own
affairs, he left us yesterday to go to that place, but we are in hopes of
seeing him here again in a short time.
letter I had from that place
mentions assignats being fallen there to a halfpenny for a livre."
•have

M.

;

;

;

—

A

Memorandum on the

state of France, founded on the Reports

of British Diplomatic Agents.

May-June

1795.

"For

the purpose of taking a distinct view of the distressed situation
of France, it would be sufficient to recur to the debates of the National
Convention, in which there are daily proofs that even the supporters of
the Revolution, and those who are chiefly interested in endeavouring to
alarm Europe with pompous descriptions of their internal resources, and
of their still inexhausted means to carry on the present contest with at
least a probability of success, are obliged to confess that the people are
in misery and discontented, that assignats have almost totally lost their
credit, that the manufactures are languishing, that it is with the utmost
difficulty they can procure provisions, and that while their armies are
gaining victories in the field, the interior presents nothing but dis-

couragement and dismay.
" In the reports of their own committee we may see the approaching
downfall of the Republic, we may hear them inculcating the necessity
of giving France a regular and settled Government, of restoring order
in their finances, and, what is still more material, of consolidating the
Revolution by a general and immediate peace.
" Pelet in his speech to the Convention of the 8th of April, expresses
himself in the words, * No doubt but the Republic becomes exhausted by
The entrance of the French troops
its bloody and expensive victories.
into Holland ought to have given peace to Europe.
If we delay treating
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with Holland, that Republic will in three raonthg time be a charge to
and its fugitive rich will increase the treasures of our enemies.
" It is now our duty to put an end to the Revolution in the interior.
" ' For these five years past the people have been duped by words.
The erroneous system of our political economy is the source of all our
sufferings.
The scarcity of provisions causes objections to be made
Our manufactures languish.
against the form of our Government.
Our maritime trade is destroyed. The military is our main object, and
the armies the only consumers. The disproportion of our paper money,
and the very nature of it, cause the great scarcity and dearth of prous,

'

visions.

The laws you have enacted concerning the division of property,
the redeeming of ground rents, and the equal partition of inherited
estates, encroach upon the rights of property, destroy the pasture
ground, and occasion au immense diminution of all necessary articles
the consequence of which is that the specie we have left must be
exported into foreign countries, to draw from thence those commodities
which our own soil is unable to afford. The rapid and enormous rise
in the price of all merchandise and articles of consumption strikes the
mind with amazement and baffles all calculation. In the course of a
month, a day, an hour, we experience an increase in the price of
commodities which in a very alarming manner evinces a real searcity,
the want of public credit, an uneasiness on account of our present
situation, and a dread of futurity.
" Whilst by the valour of our troops we triumph abroad, weakness
and want of energy have crept into the interior. What is ir, then, that
creates alarms for the fate of France ? Our fears arise from a conviction
that as long as we have no certain settled Government, all our measures
cannot possibly extirpate that aaarchy which is inseparable from a
provisional state of things, and from laws dictated by circumstances
which ultimately must plunge us into all the horrors of a civil war.'
" Such a picture of the weakness and instability of the present
^Government, would of itself be a sufficient proof that they are conscious
of the impossibility of persuading the people to bear a continuation
of their burdens, and that the state of France is now such that it
merely requires energy on the part of the allies to bring the war to
an honourable and successful issue. But it is not merely from the
debates of the Convention that there exists such a reasonable ground
to hope tlat the reign of the anarchists is drawing to an end.
a The reports of all the persons who have been lately witnesses to
ii

*

'

the state of desolation to which France is now reduced, and to the
change of opinion which has universally taken place, are equally satisfactory.
It will appear from them that ass gnats aie daily falling in
their value, and that it seems impossible to re-establish any part of
That many districts are almost totally without
their former credit.
provisions, that the turn which the public opinion has taken in favour
both of religion and royalty is now very decided, and is making a veryrapid progress.

—

Mr. W[ickham], February 13. " On the subject of finance we may
perceive from a plan which was proposed to the Convention for the
reduction of assignats, the specie in the National Treasuiy did not,
before the invasion of Holland, exceed forty millions of livres.

—

Mr.\V[ickham], March 18. " At Genoa they had the greatest difficulty
early in the mouth of March in selling tlndr assignats at 18 per cent.
About the same period a I,ovisd'or sold at Paris for 160 livres. On the
On the 7th March
4th March assignats at Basle were at 1 > per cent
a

94090.

J,*
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they were at 13J but so totally was their credit gone that even at that
price there were no purchasers.
Mr. W[ickham], March 28. " From Berne we hear that assignats,
notwithstanding some temporary fluctuations, gradually fall. Towards
the latter end of March they were at that place as low as 12, and, notwithstanding the partisans of the Convention endeavoured to circulate
the opinion that the Committee of Public Safety wished to diminish their
value till they fell to nothing, the English minister in Switzerland is,
from the best authority, satisfied of the contrary. He knows for
certain that Johannot, a leading person in the Convention, soon after
the invasion of Holland, wrote to his friends at Geneva to advise them
by all means to purchase assignats, as there would be an immediate and
Those who followed his advice suffered most
rapid rise in their value.
;

—

considerably.

—

W

[ickham], April 1. "From Basle we hear that at the beMr.
ginning of April assignats had nearly lost all their value; and that in
Alsace the bakers openly refused to take them.
Mr. W[ickham], April 6. "The following fact will also tend to
prove that, in addition to the depreciation in the value of assignats, the
specie in the Treasury is almost exhausted.
" In the month of March a merchant of Hamborough arrived at

—

Paris and demanded payment of two millions of livres, which were
owing to him by the Republic. For several days they deferred the
payment, under different pretexts but the merchant becoming clamorous
for his money, they entreated him to take the sum in assignats, offering
This he
at the same time to let him have them at the rate he choose.
refused to do, and on h's threatening to inform the commercial houses
at Hamborough of the difficulty he was experiencing in procuring
payment for articles which had been long delivered, they at last
contrived to collect together the two millions in specie.
Fiance, in Mr. W[ickham]'s, April 19. 6i In the southern provinces
the assignats had so totally Icfet their credit that the peace with the King
At Lyons a Louis (Vor
of Prussia had no real effect upon their price.
sold in April for 225 livres.
"The scarcity of provisions causes still greater distre-s.
" The Inspector of the Magazines
Basle, 17th February, Mr, Trevor.
in Alsace declared openly that all the magazines were empty, and that
others could not be formed, as there was no corn in the country.
;

—

"At Toulon the magazines were in February so nearly empty, that
there were not provisions for the army and the fleet for more than a
week. The people were buoyed up with the expectation of supplies
from Holland, but in the mean time they were absolutely starving.

—

W

[ickham], 12 March. " In the beginning of March the scarcity
Mr.
of provisions was so great at Paris that they were under the necessity of
drawing supplies from the magazines of the Northern army.

W [ickham], 28

March.

—"Even

in the armies, provisions are
scarce than they were during the last campaign.
The
And as a proof of the scarcity
soldiers are worse fed and worse clothed.
of gunpowder, it is necessary to mention that, instead of sixty cartridges

Mr.

much more

which the

soldiers used to carry, they

—

now have no more

than ten.

"From the National Gazette we learn that at
Paris, April 1st.
Paris on the 1st of April the allowance of bread was reduced from half
a pound a day to a still smaller quantity. That the people assembled
groups crying in a mournful voice for bread. That the shops were
and that
that despair appeared in every body's countenance
shut
all the horrors of a general famine seemed to be rapidly approaching.
in

;

;
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Mr. W[ickl:am], April 6th. "In the beginning of April the southern
provinces had scarcely any bread; in the inns there was literally none.
" Towards the end of February the magazines at Strasbourg for the

army of the Lower Rhine had grain in them for no longer time than
three months.
Of forage they had never more than what was sufficient
for a week, seldom for go long.
The report of a pen-on, sent into the southern provinces by Mr.
W[ickham] April 19th. " In Dauphiny, flour is so scarce that they are
under the necessity of mixing it with beans to make bread. In the
country between Marseilles and Lyons there is no bread in the inns,
and travellers are obliged to get an order from the municipality, without
which they could not procure the smallest portion.
Mr. W[ickham], 19 April. "At Nantes there is scarcely any bread.
quarter of a pound is distributed every three days to the poor, and to
the workmen.
On the intermediate days a handful of rice and a small
quantitity of beans is distributed.
" In Franche Comte there is not a single magazine, nor the means of
forming any.
" It is true that in that part of the country there are some provisions,
but they cannot be bought for assignats.
"Nothiug can be more satisfactory than the accounts which are
received from all quarters of the change which is daily taking place
in the minds of the generality of the people with regard to royalty

—

—

A

and religion:
Mr. Trevor, 20th February. "M. de Keppele**, a firm royalist, and
who on account of his political principles, had parsed eleven months
The whole of the
in prison, is now appointed mayor of Strasbourg.

—

present municipaltity are likewise royalists.
Mr. Trevor, February 24th. " In Alsace, all those who were
suspected of republicanism were after the death of Robespierre, turned
out of office, and were invat iably replaced by men attached to royalty.
Mr. W[ickham], March 12th. "At Rouen, at Orleans, and at many
other towns, the people have at different times cried vive le Rot, and
have cut down the Trees of Liberty.
Mr. W[ickham], March 28. " With respect to the termination of the
war in La Vendee, it is the general opinion even at Paris that the report
of the national commissioners is by no means to be credited.
All the
letters agree in stating that the supposed peace is a mere suspension of
arms.
Bin it scarcely deserves even that appellation, as ail perrons
wearing the national uniform are immediately put to death if they
venture into that part of the country which is occupied by Charette's*

—

—

—

army.

—

Mr.W[ickham], March 28. " In the districts bordering on the frontier
of the Pays de Vaud the change of opinion is almost incredible.
All Mr. Wickham's emissaries assure him that, provided any real force
could be got together in their favour, there is nothing to which the
people within may not now be lei!.
The Jacobins are everywhere
persecuted with a degree of violence which the people never showed
against the aristocrates, except in their first moments of enthusiasm at
the very beginning of the Revolution.
The people complain very
generally of their situation, and begin to compare it in many places willi
In short, the public opinion is
their state of existence informer times.
certainly going further than the Convention ever intended it should,
and it is evident that it will soon be much too strong for them to
manage.
"
as

The Lyonnese royalists enter in greater numbers than
many other emigrants of every description, and none

ever, as well

of them are

F 2
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molested except at Marseilles and Toulon, where the Jacobins are still
One gentleman who went from Berne wrote to his friends at
that place that he was received openly by his tenants in his chateau
near Dijon, and carried in a sort of triumph along the avenue leading
to the house.
" The news of M. de Precy's escape caused a very strong sensation
in force.

on the minds of the people at Lyons, and appeared to have entirely
In that city many avowed
revived their ancient affection for him.
royalists have been received into the municipality, and an inclination
is very generally manifested to get their arms into their hands again.
Mr. Wfickham], April 1. li Without laving been in France, or without seeing the persons who are daily coming out, it is impossible to form
any idea of the rapid change of men's opinions. Those who in 1793
were the most violent Republicans, are now decided Royalists.

At Nancy the national cockaile is torn and trampled under foot.
Mr. Y\ [ickbamj, April 8. "A Frenchman who has travelled over the
4i

—

greatest part of France reports that the majority of the people are
Royalists, but that no one is willing to endanger himself by stepping
forward, though they are at no pains to conceal their principles.

The report of a person sent by Mr. W[ickham] into the southern
provinces, April 19.
" The estates belonging to emigrants are seldom
sold; it is universally allowed that they ought to be restored to such

—

of them as have not carried arms against France.
f4

In the southern provinces there is not a single person to be met
who supposes it possible that the Republican Government can
exist.
A universal desire is openly manifested for the restoration of
Monarchy. Besides the wish that the Dauphin should be placed upon
the throne, it is thought right that Monsieur should be appointed
Regent. Tn general the people are iuclined to the constitution of 1791,
with an augmentation of prerogatives for the King.
* The Reporter says that if England would restore her conquests, the
people would willingly agree that the restoration of Royalty should be

-with,

the

first

condition.

—

19.
" At Lyons the National Guard, consisting
of 4,000 men, is compo.-ed of persons who served under M. de Preey
during the siege, and of emigrants who are decided Royalists. They
are commanded also by Royalists, and by men in whom M. de Precy

Mr.W[ickham], April

places the greatest confidence.
* It is the general opinion of those who have lately beeninFrar.ee
that religion will be the grand medium through which the counterrevolution will be effected; and it will appear that all the accounts
relative to that subject are extremely satisfactory.
" Immediately after the fall of Robespierre the priests who had
emigrated were invited l»v their parishioners to return, and, provided
BT had not taken the oath, were everywhere received with the most

jnarked attention and respect.

—

Mr. W[ickham], March 18. " In the environs of Paris mass is
celebrated, and Sunday is observed with the greatest decency.
The report of a person sent by Mr. \V[iekham] into the southern
a In the neighbourhood of Lyons churches are
provinces, April 19.
building.

"Throughout the whole country between Geneva and the Anti'-cs,
Sunday is religiously observed, and the decades are turned into ridicule.
A marked preference is shown to the priests who have not taken the
oatfc.
it

is

It is the universal wish that religion should again flourish, and
the general opinion that the Church rotates will be restored.
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necessary to remark that, from the observations or those who
been in France, it is evident that whoever has religion is a
Royalist; and the power which the priests have gained over the minds
of the people is now so great that they oblige their parishioners to
make a declaration in writing, that they will restore the estates they
have bought, if they belong either to the church or to emigrants. They
return to France in tribes, and are daily converting the people to their
former principles. It is not, however, the constitutional religion which
The priests who took the oath are hated and
is re-establishing.
despised, and are not suffered to return to their former parishes, unless
they can prove that they were driven to such a step through fear and

" It

have

is

lately

menaces.
" Various other instances might be adduced of the enthusiasm with
which the inhabitants of Franca are returning to their religion, and of
the respect with which their ancient priests are everywhere received.
It is not only in the distant provinces that this may be perceived ; but
even in Paris, under the eye of the Convention, religious ceremonies*
are celebrated with more zeal and decency than before the llevolution.
" We have also other grounds for supposing that the present order of
things cannot last. The state of parties at Paris gives just reason to
hope that the Convention is now tottering.
Mr. Trevcr, March 12. "It is divided into four different factions
the remains of the Jacobins, the Independents, the Moderates, and the

—

Federalists.
" In the beginning of

March the Jacobins in the Convention were
The Moderates consisted of
reduced to about hundred members.
The majority of them had been friends
nearly one hundred and fifty.
of Danton, and were implicated with him in the massacres of Septemher
1792.
They have no fixed plans some of them wish to re-establish
Royalty and others are inclined to a Republican constitution. They
are, however, to a man, desirous of putting an end to the Revolution,,
but they differ as to the means of doing it.
;

"The Federalists are the remains of that faction of which Erissot
was formerly the head. At the death of Robespierre there remained one
hundred and sixty-four in the Convention, and they now consist of
more than two hundred members, as those who had been thrown into
prison have been again restored to their seats.
The Moderates at first
took them as allies, but they are daily gaining an evident preponderance in the Convention. The generality of them are inclined to a
constitutional monarchy, but they have no fixed plan whatever.

" The Independents, consisting of two hundred or two hundred and
twenty voices, are the refuse of the other factions. In this party there
are men of all principles who are ready to avail themselves of the first
favourable opportunity that may offer.
u In these different factions there does not appear to be a single man

Among the Moderates Tallien is the most dis*In 1790 he was M. A. de Lameth's secretary, who parted

of superior genius.

tinguished.

with him for incapacity.

He

then became the compiler of a newspaper,,
Commune of Paris. No one treated
the King during his trial with more wanton and marked brutdity. He
was afterwards sent to Tours, where he was guilty of the most atrocious
enormities, and on his return to Paris, having during his mission
amassed great riches, he entered into the plot against Robespierre for
the purpose of saving his mistress, Madame de Fontenay, who was then
The other chiefs of the Moderates, such as Freron, Courtois,
in prison.
LegeDdre, Gaffroy, Clauzel, and Barras, are not worthy to be mentioned.

and in 1792 was a member

of the
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" Some of the Independents are men of talent?, but they have neither
plans nor union.
Carnot, one of the members of the old Committee of
Public Safety, is a man of business and Las genius
but he is an
intriguer aud systematically cruel.
" Merlin de Douay is likewise an Independent.
He was attached to
;

Duke of Orleans, is universally detested, but has some weight on
account of his experience in the Commission of Legislation.
the

"Bourdon de FOise has

courage, but without talents, and

is

a blood-

thirsty revolutionist.

"Among the Federalists we may find more genius; some of them
have been guilty of no other fault than that of weakness, and others are
as infamous characters as any that have sippeared since the beginning
of the Revolution.
u Boissy d'AngJas

is one of the most distinguished.
A bel tsprit
and an admirer of modern philosophy. He was a member of the first
Constituant Assembly, where he was totally overlooked.
Attached
formerly to Brissot, he was in considerable danger till the death of
Robespierre, after which he became a member of the Committee of
Public Safety, and has now acquired some degree of weight.
" Alquier, another member of the first Assembly, has more talents
than Boissy d'Anglas, not for the tribune, but for the management of
a party. He was formerly extremely intimate with M. de Lameth, and
might be useful to a party who would undertake to restore Royalty.
" Pelet de la Lozere is a man of business, of a sound understanding,
and useful in the committees.
" Cambaceres may also be of use if the restoration of monarchy should
ever be attempted.
" Of all the Federalists Lanjumais is the man from whom most good
may be expected. Outlawed in 1793, he was concealed in Brittany
No man showed more courage than
until the death of Robespierre.
he did in opposing the King's condemnation. He is likely to gain
great influence in the present moment and it is said he has declared
publicly that Royalty ought to be restored.
" None of the former Jacobins was ever so dangerous to Europe as
the Abbe Sieyes may possibly become. Because he was not noble he
destroyed the nobility because he was not at the head of the Church
he destroyed the clergy because he is not King he wishes to overturn
all Kings, and all governments which are not founded on his system.
He will probably Le the leader of those who look forward to an
;

;

;

That party has the majority
organized republic without Jacobins.
in the Convention, but out of doors they are very inferior to the
Hoyalists.

* The continuation of anarchy is destruction to tie Revolutionists.
months ago no one dared to speak of Royalty, and at present
is said openly that it must be re-established.
"The *ant of provisions, the discredit of tLe assignats, and the

Two
it

unwillingness of the people to continue

more dangerous enemies

to

the

in

a

state of suffering, are

Convention than the armies of the

allies.

"Hunger, misery, and despair, may overturn a government, but are
bad foundations for a Republic.
"In vain will the Convention promise to the people the most
They ate in want of peace, of bread, of specie, and
salutaiy laws.
without these can be obtained, the Revolution must soon be ended."
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Earl Spencer
Private.

to

Lord Grbnville.

—

" Oilers have already been sent to release
1795, June 23, Admiralty.
the ships laden with the articles you allude to, which should certainly
not have been detained, and it might be right that the agent who is
entrusted by the Treasury with the business of purchasing the cargoes
of provisions should be authorised to release ships of such description
immediately on their arrival. The reason for the detention and perhaps
for the search of the vessels which were brought in by the Albion, I
apprehend was its having been discovered that under the corn in those
ships which were laden with that article, considerable quantities of
saltpetre were concealed, and I suppose it was suspected that some
articles either of provisions or naval stores might likewise be concealed
under the bottles and other articles.
" We have lately had information from liiga of some ships about to
sail from that port laden with deal planks of an unusual size and shape,
calculated to be used in the construction of frigates, and I believe even
line-of-battle ships, and consigned to the French, but probably with
false clearances.
I wish there were some means of getting rid of the
exception in the Danish treaty in favour of deal planks, for on the
present system of ship building in France, they are to the full as useful
and necessary an article of naval stores as any oak timber can be."
J. B.

Burges

to

Lord Grenville.

— " Your

Lordship may have heard
1795, June 28, Downing Street.
that Mr. Gouverneur Morris is arrived in this country.
I happened
to meet him yesterday at Count Woronzow's, where I dined, and I not
only was much struck with his conversation at dinner, during which he
gave us the most interesting account of the present state of France, but
1 had a long tete-a-tete with him afterwards, which was sought for on
his part, evidently in the view of communicating through me to your
Lordship and the other Ministers his present political sentiments, and
his desire of impwrting to you the result of the reflections he has made
in the course of four years' residence in France.
lie began with
congratulating me on the signature of the treaty, which, he said, he had
no doubt would be ratified, though by a small majority, especially as
Mr. Jay must now be arrived, and would be able to do away the very
unfavourable impressions which had been made, and were still making,
by Piockney and Deas. He observed that the latter was doing everything in his powt-r to mi-represent the intentions of this country and to
promote animosity in America, where there were already too manypeople disposed to enforce his representations and to provoke hostilities
and he conceived that these would have a great weight in the Carolinas,
where there were many needy and desperate adventurers, remote from
the seat of Government, and always ready to proceed to acts of violence.
After enlarging on this subject, he told me that, whatever the impression
on his mind might have been when he went to France in 1790, the
experience he had gained there had entirely satisfied him that no
connection could be to advantageous to America as one with this
country
that he now considered the salvation and prosperity of
England as the object which every well-disposed man, of whatever
country, ought to regard as essential for the welfare both of Europe
and America, and of civilized society itself ; that all these interests were
now at stake, and that their preservation would depend upon the manner
in which the present controversy should be brought to a conclusion.
;
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He

said that he had learnt in the few days he had been here severaf
points which had afforded him great satisfaction, the principal of which
were the alliance which had been formed with the Emperor, and theassistance that had been sent to the Royalists in Britanny.
Those, heobserved, if they were followed up as he had no doubt they would, could
not fail in the present state of France to be attended with success ; for
the resources of that country were drawing fast to an end, the majority
of the people were tired of the experiment which they had made, and
the Government was universally despised.
There could be but one end
of the Revolution, namely a return to monarchy; but everything
depended on the direction which that return should make. Were a
Prince of the House of Bourbon seated on the throne, the principles on
which the Revolution has been conducted would no longer be capable of

disturbing Europe; but if by any means a Republic of any sort should
be established, or if the Crown should be disposed of by election
to any new family, those principles would gain strength, and thefanatical spirit of propagating them would become the only practicable
system of Government. For this reason he had heard with satisfaction
of the death of the young King, whose captivity and the certainty of his
mind having been debased and perverted, had depressed the spirits of
the well-inclined, and had prevented many from taking any measures
for the restoration of Monarchy.
That now the new King had great
advantages, on the proper use of which he conceived everything would
depend. If he asserted his right to the throne, if he did so with temper
and moderation, holding out to the people a return of order and good
government, and avoiding everything which might convey an apprehension of retaliation and revenge, the people would flock to his standard,,
and he would be enabled to ascend the throne of his ancestors. But,
he added, in this case the interests of the country of France alone
should not be considered. They are connected with those of England
and Austria ; and these are bound, for their own sakes, to take careAs Louis 18th must depend on
that they are properly attended to.
them for being acknowledged King of France, the}" have it in their
power to determine on the terms of their assistance. These, as the
English Government has always declared, must be indemnification for
and fortunately both of these maythe past and security for the future
be uni'ed as upon former occasions, by stipulating for the payment of
the required sum, and by tpking certain cautionary towns as the security
He insisted that the latter was a point of the utmost
for its payment.
consequence, not only as it would enable this country and Austria to
keep a check upon France, but with a view to prevent the designs of
Prussia, who was evidently aiming at the mo?t alarming plan of
aggrandisement in Germany, which could become successful only by an
union with France, and with Fiance left in possession cf a frontier
including Flanders, and extending to the Rhine and the Ocean.
" As I did not wish to trespass too much on your Lordship's time, I
have given you a very short sketch of the observations which Mr. Morris
made ii; the course of our long conversation but it was impossible for
me to do justice to what he said, or to go into a detail of the proofs and
arguments by which he supported it. lie concluded by telling me that
he believed, when be was here last, he had been looked upon with a
degree of doubt and perhaps of suspicion. He would not say anything
on that, but he observed that, to a thinking man, the scenes he had
witnessed must have been very forcible; that he had quit ted France
with sentiments of horror and abhorrence, ami that lie should esteem
himself happy in being able, in any manner, to contribute to the suc<
of this country, on the security and prosperity of which, he aga'n
finally

;

;
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remarked, the interests of America so materially depended. He said
that, though he had not had the honour of forming an acquaintance with
your Lordship, he was ready to give you all the information in his
power, and he believed he could, perhaps, give you more than any other
that he would, if you thought proper,
individual could supply you with
wait upon you whenever you pleased, and answer any questions you
might ask that he was also ready to tell you all he had learnt at
Hamburgh respecting the conveyance of provisions to France, as well
as the means which had occurred to him of rendering it ineffectual.
He also said that though, when he Mas here before, he had abstained
from appearing at Court, he now felt, a great desire to be allowed to
present himself to the King, a?, from the signature of the late treaty, and
from the sentiments he entertained towards his Majesty and this
he conceived such a step en his part would not be unacceptcountry,
"
;

;

able."

W. Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

Downing

—

Street.
" In addition to the general account
Quiberon Bay, it appears by a letter from Sir
James "Warren to Lord Bridport (which the latter enclosed in a private
letter to Lord Spencer) that only a small party of the enemy shewed
itself near the place of landing, who were driven oft* by a party of 700
Chouans. Our troops have been received with open arms. The people
of the country were flocking in, and they had already distributed arms
We shall probably have further
to between three and four thousand.
particulars soon, but this looks so promising that Lord Spencer,
Windham, and myself, think no time should be lost in sending for the
Count d'Artois.
A dispatch is accordingly preparing to General
Dundas, and a ship of the line and a frigate, which are on the poiut
of sailing to convey the Austrian loan to the Elbe, will have orders to
but I imagine you will think it
receive him and his train on board
best that, besides the letter to General Dundas, there should be a
communication cither directly from you to the Count d'Artois, or
through the Due d'Harcourt ; and if 3 ou approve of this, it will be
desirable that you should write by the return of this messenger, as the
ship will be ready to sail by the first fair wind.
I am going out of
town you may as well, therefore desire your letter to be sent to
Huskisson to be forwarded with the dispatch."

[1795,] July 6,

of the disembarkation

at

;

;

}

The Duke of Portland
1795, July 10 [London]. — "It

to

Lord Grenville.

really hurts me very much to appear
objection to a measure in the success of which you are at
all interested, but you must make some allowance for prejudices and
forgive the reluctance I cannot help feeling at consenting to such a
mode of transferring property as seems to me to be about to take place
by the grant of the Bodmin Charter, which, it must be admitted, is
neither at the request nor comformable to the inclinations of either of
the present possessors of the predominant, influence in that Borough.
"Whether these gentlemen are usurpers or not I don't mean to inquire
one of tl.em has been in possession of the influence which has given him
one seat there for upwards of 40 years, and the other has had it for the
Inst ten, and they now only incur the risk of losing it by a degree of
indolence and neglect which, blameable as I admit it to be, I am not
prepared to say is so culpable as to deserve to work a total forfeiture,

to

make any
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for so I conceive a new Charter would operate with respect to their
influence.
But as you understand that the basis of the application for
a new charter is laid on the superior property of the person in whose

behalf it has been made, I acknowledge that a considerable part of my
objection to it would be done away, though not the whole of it.
Bur,
even in that case, I should wish that the old proprietors (for so you
must allow me to call them) could be previously informed of the real
cause of their having been passed over, and for this purpose I desired
you to allow me to acquaint Mr. Anstruther with it, which I did on
Sunday or Monday last, for the information of Sir John Morshead and
my old friend Mr. Hunt, to whom I strongly feel such an attention to
be due on my part. I expect to hear from Anstruther every day, and
sincerely wish his report may relieve me from the embarrassment which
this transaction has occasioned me."

Loed Robert Stephen Fitzgerald

to

Lord Grenvjlle.

i:

I have had the honour to receive your
1795, July 12, Chichester.
Lordship's letter of the 8th, acquainting me with nU Majesty's gracious
approbation of my appointment to the mission of Copenhagen in the
room of Mr. Hailes. Your very great goodness to me on this occasion
makes me feel somewhat ashamed of my importunity on a late one, but
I am now truly persuaded that your Lordship has doue every thing that
and the very handsome manner in which
is possible and kind by me
you have communicated this circumstance to me enhances the obligation
in a very high degree, while it lays double claim to the unfeigned thanks
which I have the honour here to return your Lordship."
;

W. Pitt

to

Lord Grexville.

1795, July 13, Downing Street.— " You will of course have received
yesterday the bulletin of the surrender of Quiberou and its garrison.
The accounts of the strength of the place and the shelter it affords for
shipping make the preservation of this place an object of the first
importance. They have determined us, without delay, to send off three
thousand of the troops who can be quickest embarked ; and this service
presses extremely, as from some of the skirmishes that have happened,
the steadiness of our Chouans troops cannot as yet be relied upon, if
they are left much to themselves. Lord Moira has no hesitation, on
seeing the accounts, in undertaking to follow this expedition, with the
remaining force which we can give him, or prepare to follow him. The
army (I mean the British part) may, on his arnval, be at first about
7,000 infantry, increased soon after to about 10,000, and by the end of
next month to about 14,000 in the whole aud 3,000 cavalry, independent either of British from Germany, or of the foreign cavalry now
ordered from thence. Lord Cornvi allis is to be in town tomorrow, and
I hope, if possible, we may agree on Lord Moira's instructions tomorrow,
so that he may leave town on Wednesday, in order to hasten everything
The first is, I hope, already put in train.
for the second embarkation.
I conclude you mean at all events to be in town tomorrow morning,
and if you are likely to be at leisure about one, we may probably
have the instructions drawn by that time. There seems again good
reason to believe that the report of Hotham's action is not without
foundation.
" You will receive, very unexpectedly, the account which arrived this
morning of the death of poor Lord Henry Spencer. The messenger
;
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brought a letter to Lord Auckland, who has since written to the Duke
of Marlborough, probably to break the news, and Lord Spencer has
also written to the Archbishop to inform him of it.
" The Duke of York has suggested an idea that it may [be] worth
while to instruct Colonel Crawford (if Clerfayt wavers any longer
respecting his operations) to repair immediately to Vienna, and take the
chance whether the Government there can be brought to recall him, and
substitute any nominal General in his room with the assistance of Mack
(if he can be again brought forward), or of Meerfeldt, of whom he
In the present critical state of things
entertains a very high opinion.
this seems worth thinking of.
"By letters from General Dundas there is a great appearance that the

French are almost evacuating Holland."

The Prince of Orange

to the

King of Prussia.

—" Je
1795, July 22, Windsor.

prie votre Majeste de vouloir bien
que je prends de Pimportuner de nouveau par une
lettre; mais je crois de mon devoir de lui communiquer une demarche
que je fais, pour tacher de tirer ma patrie du joug humiliant et ruineux
qui lui est impose, et j'ose esperer que votre Majeste daignera l'aprouver,
et voudra bien avoir la bonte de in'accorder son appui pour la faire
Votre Majeste n'ignore pas que la plus grande partie des
reussir.
officiers tant de l'armee de terre que de la marine de la Republique ont
refuse de servir les u^urpateurs du pouvoir supreme dans ma patrie, et
que leur attachement a leur devoir, a la constitution legitimement

excuser

la liberte

etablie, et a

ma

maison, leur a

fait

quitter les places qu'ils occupaient.

ces braves gens etant sans pain, et n'ayant pas le moyen de
leur en fournir, j'ai du m'addresser a sa Majeste Britanuique pour etre
mis en etat de les rasscmbler, et d'y joindre les bas-officiers et soldats
qui viendraient rejoindre leurs officiers, afin de pouvoir prevenir que

Beaucoup de

l'armee de l'Etat ne se debande pas entierement, et ne soye hors d'etat
utile quand los circonstances permettront de rentier dans la
Republique des Provinces Unies, et d'y retablir un ordre de choses
capable de pouvoir contribuer an bonheur, et a la surete, et a la propriete
des bons habitants de ce pays.
" Sa Majeste Britanuique ayant daigne m'accorder les secours
pecuniaires, necessaires pour cette formation, j'ai charge mon fils cadet
de se rendre en Allemagne et d'y rassembler tous lis officiers, basoffieiers, et soldats de l'armee de la Republique, qui pourront le joindre.
Je la supplie de vouloir bien donner les ordres necessaires dans ses
etats pour que Ton facilite le libre passage a ceux qui veindront au lieu

d'etre

du rassemblement,

et sortiront pour cet tffet de la Republique.
Ce
rassemblement aura lieu a Osnabruck. Qu'il me soye permis de saisir
cette occasion pour me recommander avec les miens a la continuation
de sa protection, et pour la supplier de vouloir bien me donner son
puissant secours pour retablir dans la Republique des Provinces Unies,
la constitution qu'Elle a bien voulu garantir
et qui n'a pas ete
detruite par la volonte du peuple, mais par une cabale de gens sans
aucune qualification legale, soutenue par les armes Francaises."
French.
Copy.
;

Earl Spencer

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
1795, July 25, Admiralty.—" I return you the enclosed papers communicated to me by your desire, to the contents of which I really do
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not know what further can be said than that, as we are at present
circumstanced both with respect to the enemy's supplies and our own,
we are under the necessity of transgressing a little tlie bounds of strict
propriety.
The station in which our cruisers are stated to be is exactly
that which it is most essential they should occupy, and, even though we
have now several small squadrons cruising in that and other parts of
the North Sea, we have in them these few days lost no loss than from
11 to 16 merchant ships by means of two or three small privateers who
have escaped the vigilance of our officers. All the accounts we receive
so strongly prove the fact of the Swedes and Danes loaded with provisions, under whatever papers they sail, being invariably destined to
ports in the dominion of France, that no doubt can remain upon it, and
indeed the enclosed letters only appear to express a desire to keep up
appearances.
If you can suggest any restrictive instruction which
could be given of which you could make a merit with M. Wedel without
its preventing our attaining the very necessary object we look to, I
should be extremely glad to concur with you in adopting it but I own
I do not at once see how that is possible."
;

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

26. Dropniore. — "Lord

Grenville has the honour to
1795, July
tram mit to your Majesty with the dispatches two private letters from
Lord Bute and Sir Morton Eden. He is persuaded that your Majesty's
goodness, of which he has had so many proofs, will induce your Majesty
to excuse him if he so far exceeds the line of his duty as to submit to
your Majesty the infinite advantage which might arise in the present
moment, if your Majesty should judge it not improper to send your
Majesty's Electoral Minister at Vienna such instructions relative to the
points in discussion at Ratisbon as might take from the Court of Vienna
all plea for inactivity on that ground.
"From a sense of the delicacy of his situation in this respect, and
from an anxious desire to avoid any interference in a business which
your Majesty might justly deem foreign to that trust with which your
Majesty has been graciously pleased to honour him, Lord Gren\ille
both in what he has said to Count Starhemberg and in what he has
written to Sir Morton Eden has endeavoured to keep within rather than
to exceed what your Majesty was graciously pleased to authorise him
to express on that subject ; and he is confident that a much greater
effect would be produced by any commands from your Majesty to the
same effect to your Majesty's Electoral Ministers at Vienna and

Ratisbon."

Copy.

George

III. to

—

Lord Grenville.

" Lord Grenville may rely on my sending1795, July 27, Windsor.
proper instructions both to the Regency at Hanover, the ministers at
Vienna, and the one at Ratisbon, as soon as B.ron Steinberg arrives
who embarked last Monday at Ouxhaven and therefore may be hourly
expected but to go any lengths that will remove the inactivity of
the Court of Vienna I entirely despair, for though I shall do what I
think right, that can never extend to the content of that Court whose
apathy seems only equalled by her excessive pride and harshness of
language, which must offend whoever is desirous of being well with
;

her."
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W. Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

Lord Moini's opinion of our
[1795,] July 31, Downing Street.
prospects is much more favourable than I expected, and he is clearly
eager to make the trial. I think I can see Lord Cornwallis here tomorrow before we go to Wimbledon, and therefore, as time presses, I
mean to have the Cabinet summoned at one on Sunday. You wi 1, I
hope, be able to breakfast at Wimbled »n early on Sunday morning.
The nonsense of the newspaper gave us no farther trouble."
;

The Marquis of Buckingham
1795, August

2,

Camp, Southsea.

to

Lord Grenville.

" I write to you to express the

satisfaction 1 feel at hearing that Lord Moira, after meeting Mr. Pitt
at Hertford Bridge, openly said yesterday, at Southampton, that his
expedition was to proceed, and it is likewise notorious that great,

made since that meeting to encrease his force. I neither
know, nor guess his point of attack, but I am very ghid that Government have not partaken of that paltry despondency which appeared to
have seized all ranks of people upon this calamitous news from
Quiberon, which I consider as indeed a very heavy blow, but by no means
but most certainly (even
decisive even upon the struggle for Itoyaiism
if it were so) the question of continuing an offensive war upon those
coast?, availing ourselves of every possible assistance, be it more or less,
will not bear a moment's doubt in opposition to the idea of a defensive

exertions are

;

war, which I hold to be certain ruin. I hasten to state this very
you may know one independent opinion upon the present

shortly, that
crisis.

" At the same time, I wish you to know that Puisaye is universally
execrated.
All our navy officers say that his negligence could only be
equalled by his cowardice, he being the first on board the Pomona two
hours bejore the Fort teas taken. Of this fact, which you may not
have heard, I am assured beyond a doubt, and am authorised to state
it to yuu.
It is likewise said that Ministers have been told that the
stores lost are not very considerable.
If this is said (and Puisaye has
writ to French at Southampton to tell that story) you may be assured
that there is the most direct and positive evidence of two navy captains,
both arrived from Quiberon, who ara loud in stating that the whole
of the stores of the original embarkation are lost, together with the
cargoes of flour and rum of fifteen American ships. I mention this,
because it is fit you should know it; particularly if it unmasks Puisaye,
of whom every one, English and French, speak alike.
" I am very anxious for the Mediterranean news, and the more so
because our navy people here say that the Bay of Frejus will not hold
more than seven or eight ships, and that it is entirely open. I will beg
you to to order a bulletin to be sent to me as soon as you get your
wife arrived four days ago, and we are all very well.
account.
You, I know, are not curious in the article of shipping, but if you was,
I would wish to tempt you to pass a few days with us."

My

George

III to

Windsor. — "

Lord Grenville.

1795, August 3,
I am sorry to find by Lord Grenville's
note and the enclosures he transmitted to me, that the Court of Spain
has made peace with the French ; the example is the real evil, for the
efforts of Spain have been so very supine, that* I cannot say any
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material advantage has been derived to the general cause by its
exertions; but I fear Naples and Sardinia may follow this bad

example."

Frederick William

II.,

King of Prussia,

to the

Prince op

Orange.

—

" Je viens de recevoir la lettre que votre
1795, August 3, Berlin.
Altesse Serenissime a bien voulu m'addresser en date du 22 Juillet.
Elle connait les sentiments que je lui porte, le vif et tendre interet que
m'inspire sa faniille, et le desir qui m'anime de contribuer autant qu'il
dependra de moi a reparer les malheurs et les lorts dont elle a a se
plaindre; mais je croirais mal repondre a la conliance qu'elle me
temoigne si je lui deguisais un instant les inconvenients et les dangers
qui sont visiblement attaches au projet qu'elle a forme de rassembler
Sans parler de
a Osnabruck les transfuges de l'armee Hollandaise.
Tombrage qu'en a deja con9u le Gouvernement uctuel des Provinces
Unies, et des precautions qu'il a prises en consequence, il existe une
raison bien plus forte qui s'oppose aux vues de votre Altesse Serenissime,
c'est que le lieu du rassemblement est situe dan3 l'enciente de la ligne
de demarcation arretee par le traite de Basle. Cette ligne, qu'a la
requisition du ministere d'Hanovre, j'ai imaginee comme 1'unique
moyen de couvrir le nord de l'Allemagne, et que j'ai obtenu avec tant de
peine, parce qu'elle entrave a tous egards les operations de l'armee
Francaise, n'a eu d'autre but que d'ecarter les maux qui menacaient
les provinces voisines, et nommement l'Electorat de Hanovre, l'Eveche
d'Osnasbruck, et les Etats Allemands de votre Altesse Serenissime. II
a fallu promettre, en retour d'uce stipulation si onereuse pour les
Francais, mais d'ailleurs si bienfaisaute, la neutralite la plus stricte
et cet

engagement

serait

rompu par

la

moindre demonstration

et les Francais ne tarderaient pas d'en tirer vengeance.

hostile,

Dans des

telles

circon stances, votre Altesse Serenissime jugera elle-meme qu'a moins
de contrevenir ouvertement a mon traite de paix, je ne suis pas le
maitre de permettre dans mes etats le passage des militaires Hollandaises
qu'elle se propose de reunir sous la banniere du Prince Frederic.
Je
sens tres bien que son cceur genereux comr atit au sort des braves gens
qui se devouent a sa cause ; mais leurs faibles efforts sont-ils capables

moindre esperance de succes contre le parti dominant,
cacher les maux incalculables que leurs mesures
temeraires entraineraient infailliblement, soit pour eux-meines, soit
pour les pays des Princes qui les favorisent, apres que Sa Majeste
Britannique a fait declarer encore recemment par son Ministre Electoral
a la Diette de Katisbonne, que si la pacification de 1' Empire en corps
venait a manquer, elle s'eoipresserait de profiter de la neutralite
stipulec pour ses etats Allemands par le traite de Basle, et d'en reclamer

de lutter avec
et

peut— on

la

se

11 serait douloureux de voir renaitre les difficuites et des
embarras sans nombre par d^s entreprises contradictoires, qui loin
d'operer le moindre bien, ne feraient qu'irriter les esprits, et detruire
l'eflet de moyens qu'on pourrait employer encore en faveur de votre
Altesse Serenissime a l'epoque de la paix generale.
Je souhaite que
ces considerations lui paraissent assez fortes pour l'engager a moderer
l'exces du zele de ses adherents, et a revoquer la commission dangereuse
dont tile a charge le Prince son fils cadet. C'est l'amitie qui me dicte ce

le benefice.

conseil,etj'y suis d'autant plus autori^e, qu'il s'accorde avec les principes
que j'ai du adopter pour le retour de la paix."

French.

Copy.

•
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William Wickoam

to

Lord Ghenville.

f* I
came here in a light phaeton that
1795, August 4, Mulheim.
would but just hold Mr. Flint and myself, having every reason to
suppose from Sir Morton Eden's letter that General Bellegarde would
have been here before me. I see however where the mistake has been,
and will rectify it immediately on my return to Lausanne.
"I shall at the same time send your Lordship the full history of Mr.
Vincent's correspondence, all the papers concerning which I had left

The sum of the whole is that he is zealous, credulous to
the last degree, honest but liable to be imposed on, and consequently
not fit to be trusted with the management of money. He had formed
a connection with some members of the Assembly and ha I gained some
clerks of the Committee of Public Safety, but I fear they had imposed
Unless I see that the connection will be
on him most grossly.
necessary to keep open the communication with Brittany, I shall break
behind me.

it off.

u Besides the measures mentioned in my public dispatch, I have
spared no pains to increase the desertion in tho army of Savoy. I
have sent several ver}' active agents there from Geneva, an I Bayard
has encouraged some of his young friends to go there as volunteers

with the same intention.
" Everything is ripe for a complete insurrection in Savoy and the
mountainous parts of the Jura, but nothing can be done without foreign
assistance.

" If the two armies could be brought together upon Lyons, it seems
me impossible tint the expedition should fail of complete success.
If the insurrection in the Forez take place at the same time, the retreat
of the army of the patriots acting on the east of the Rhine will be
entirely cut off.
*'
Tessonet and Ferroniere have taken some wry clever, active people
with them. They will have the assistance of all the young men of Lyons,
and the priests are at this moment actively employed in preparing the

to

way for their arrival.
"I have received a very handsome

letter from the Duke pf Portland
conveying assurance that the office of Under Secretary of State shall
be kept open for me till my return. I know not how I shall ever be
able in any way to justify the confidence that both his Grace and your
Lordship have been pleased to show me."

Two

Enclosures.

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

—

Lord Grenville.

"Having passed two hours
[1793,] August 9, [Camp, Southsea].
yesterday with the Comte D'Artois in the Asia, I wish to tell you how
much I was pleased by his very moderate and proper language, so very
different from that of the bulk of his countrymen.
He professed the
highest obligations to the King's servants, and a determination to abide
explicitly by their directions so long as they thought his services might
he made useful in co-operation with any views of this country j but that,
whenever he understood that he could no longer be made useful to any
such views, he should then request, as the last of very many favours, a
shallop to land him wherever any means presented themselves of making
himself useful in a last desperate attempt. I took great pains to explain
that I spoke no opinions but my own, and then told him that it was universally known that a large armament was fitting for the West Indies,
which could only be taken from Lord Moira's army; that, even if this
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draught was rpplaced, some delay must occur; but that it was impossible but that a bystander must see that this peace with Spain must
materially change the objects of the British force in this campaign,
though I was confident that it would not change the general principles
upon which this country engaged in the war. He spoke very reasonably upon all this, and with great cheerfulness of his personal inconveniences, which are really almost insupportable.
For, the cabin of a
small seventy-four, divided between him and Admiral Pringle, with one
diniug room in common to the Prince, Admiral, Captain, and seven
French officers, gives him only one hole of about eight feet square to
If, therefore, the French expedition is either
sleep and write in.
delayed or abandoned, you must do something with this unfortunate
man ; for the ship is so crowded that the misery is beyond imagination.
He might be moved to the Royal William or some oilier very large
ship ; or he might, if the King's House at Lyndhurst is a privileged
place, be removed to advantage there, as it is close to Lord Moira, and
Carisbrooke Castle (I mean Orde's apartments) are
to his Frenchmen.
said to be privileged from motives of humanity some measure must be
taken upon all this. I sincerely give you joy of your Dutch capture
but the navy people are all agog to know whether they are prizes or
;

;

not.

" Pray order any of your news gazettes to be sent to me, for I never
get them. He found some London letters from the Due D'Havre in
Spain, dated three days before the peace, assuring him from Alcudia
that no such thing would take place."

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

[Southsea]. — " The post

is this moment going out,
1795, August 12,
it is probable that this letter will reach you before you see
Monsieur de la Riviere, whom Monsieur is sending back to you, I wish
to tell you that he is to bring you a letter from Monsieur, telling you
that the news from France impose upon him the duty of putting himthat he wishes to
self at the head of the Eoyalists in that kingdom
know in what manner he may best co operate with the views of
England; or may engage in the attempt in sut-h manner as may best
but, in short, he presses
suit the means which you may have to furnish
for a very explicit answer (and in my opinion in terms too peremptory)
as to the time when, and the means (if any) with which you may wish
to assist Charrette; and begging that some person may be named with
whom he may discuss some projet, soit Milord Moira ou quelque autre
General au quel on voudioit confier V expedition. All this is the
result, as I plainly see, of a conversation yesterday between Baron Rolle
(his chief adviser) and Lord Moira, who affects to fronder upon every
thing; and it likewise arises out of Charrette's letter to him, which is
most urgent to him to put himself at their head, and promises mountains.
The language likewise of Monsieur de la Riviere is most urgent, and
has had a wonderful effect upon every one round him, by stating, from
his oicn knowledge and sight, armies of which you will see the details
and stating Charrette at the head
in a compte rendu prepared for you
of a force sufficient to protect La Vendee, and to spare for an expedition north of the Loire 20,000 men, Sapineau 20,000, Stofflet 24,000;
in short, either Riviere is the falsest of men, or Charrette is blind to his
own strength, in not having yet moved but he traits for Monsieur.
The letter is very civil to you, but I think Lord Moira (from some
words I picked up) has urged him to make it peremptory. I write all
this without a comment, but I think I am serving you to tell you all I

but as

;

;

;

;
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"know about the measures and language of Monsieur, which has very
much changed &ince Riviere saw him for he now declares to me that
nothiug shall prevent his joining Charrette en chaloupe, but the prospect of co-operating with the designs (if any such exist) of our Ministers
that it is probable that their views may make it necessary for them to
look to the West Indies as the more immediate object and that, if so,
he has to thank the King in the warmest terms for all his kindness,
and to beg a chaloupe may be ordered to land him and told me that
he should, in that case, wish to be put ashore alone on the Isle Noirmoutier that he knew this was the language of a desperate man, but
that he was convinced that this was the moment in which all must be
staked by him, and that his honour was engaged that he should not
complain if we gave him no troops for that he knew that Ministers
meant fairly, and if they gave him none it was because they had not
any to spare and, in that case, he should beg for arms and powder,
and that Charrette would undertake (which Charrette' s letter to him
states) to force a communication with our storeships and transports
either at the Isle Noirmoutier, Sables d'Olonne, or St. Gril[les].
" You will, of course, keep all this a secret as having come from me,
and, if I hear what may appear to me interesting, I will write again
tomorrow.
•" Colpoys with his five sail just hove in sight.
No news as I am
;

;

;

;

;

;

assured.

Admiral Ford just arrived from

William Wickham
Private.

to

St.

Domingo.

Lord Grenville.

—

" My mind is so entirely occupied by the
1795, August 12, Mulheim.
magnitude of the business we have in hand, and the fear of leaving anything undone that might tend to further the important views of his
Majesty's Ministers, that I really can think of nothing else night or day.
I fear therefore I must beg your Lordship to excuse mo if I acknowledge this last proof of your kindness in a very inadequate manner.
I am the more affected by what you have done because I cannot but
consider it as a means of communicating to the public in the most open
and honourable manner the satisfaction that his Majesty's Ministers had
been pleased to express in my conduct.
" You may most safely rely upon my word when I assure you that
there is nothiug to be done in the interior but in concert with a foreign
I know some very well-disposed persons on the side of Besancon
force.
who have declared their firm determination at all events to resist any
attempt of the kind.
" The Court of Vienna (if her intentions are really good) must be
made to understand this point and pressed to its execution night and
day, otherwise the whole thing must be given up.
" If that Court will do its duty, I shall not be terrified even by the
.

.

business of Quiberon, unfortunate as it is.
" Will your Lordship allow me to mention in the very strictest
confidence that I have some reason to fear lest my observations on
M. de Monciel and the Constitutional party may have been seen or
repeated by some person connected with the party.
It has been intimated to me that I have not represented them in a favourable light at
home. Your Lordship is no doubt aware of the very delicate nature of
many parts of my correspondence, and I am sure I have no occasion to
recommend them to the strictest secrecy ."
a

94090.

q
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The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

Southsea. — "Your

179o, August [16], Camp,
messenger Las just
delivered me your letter and I am glad that my intimation was useful.
I have, since I wrote it, received the strongest proof that Lord Moira is
I judged this from the change of style,,
at the bottom of that epistle.
and from accidental expressions, but I have been confirmed in it by an
interview on Friday night with the Baron Rolle since his return from
Southampton. The Baron told me that all they wanted in answer was
an assurance that, as soon as the situation of our colonies and of our
immediate concerns enabled the King's servants to ascertain the means
applicable to any purpose on the coast of France, and the propriety of
applying those means according to the information they might receive,
immediate communication would be made of their intentions ; and, if
the circumstances did not admit of the strong assistance with troops,
and in great force, which they much wished, that they would, in that
case, endeavour to consult his wishes, by landing him with a small force
(if he should wish it) or with such assistance in stores as might be
useful to Charrette, or any other body with whom he might wish to
concert his landing ; but, that it was probable that no decisive measures
could be ascertained sooner than a month. This was Baron Rolle's
explanation, in consequence of doubts which I hinted to him on the
style of Monsieur's letter, and I pressed him to send a courier to the
Due D'Harcourt or to the Bishop of St. Pol, that they might give this
explanation to you, foreseeing that your answer must be dry, and
venturing to foretell to him that en ministre sage you ought to give no
Under these impressions, I do not imagine they will be much
other.
disappointed at your answer, and I rather think that they will embark
with General Doyle, particularly as the personal inconvenience on board
the Jason frigate, to which they moved yesterday, is really very disI shall do everything to urge it, for I see no good, but much
tressing.
I write in a hurry, and,
possible mischief from his continuance here.
by mistake, upon a half sheet.
" I shall endeavour to see the Baron this evening.

" Admiral Harvey is sailed Prince of Wales, 98 [guns], Queen
Charlotte, 110 [guns], Prince, 98 [guns], Colopvs, 74 [guns], Orion,
The ships arc ready for the West India troops except
74 [guns].
For God's sake
one, which is not yet come round from the river.
do not delay a moment in the sailing of this armament. The number
The ship not come round
to be embarked in these ships is 3,264.
holds 460."
;

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—"It

will be very desirable that
1795, [August] 16, [Hill Street].
M. de Moustier's return from Portsmouth, whither he is set off this
morning, we should be prepared with such instructions as it may be
thought proper to give him ; and above all that we should make up our
minds as to the degree to which we will, in point of fact, follow up our
professions of assisting the Royalists supposing that they should be
still desirous, as I conceive they will, of receiving our assistance.
I
urge this latter point of consideration, because I certainly do not think
that we have acted hitherto like persons really intent on giving that
assistance which still, whenever the subject has been mentioned, we
In the instance of the
have professed to make part of our plan.
expedition to Quiberon, everything was done in respect of supply thai
but I cannot say the same of
the circumstances admitted or required

at

;

;
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the period either preceding or following.

For these

last six

weeks

stores have been lying at Portsmouth that had been prepared for that
very purpose, and were of little value for any other. Arms have been

lying there that are not of a quality and calibre to be employed in our
service, yet I have never yet been able to obtain an order for their
being put on board a ship, to take the chance of such opportunities of
being landed as we have reason to think have actually happened, and
as we have too much reason to apprehend are not likely to happen
again. If the Royalists of Brittany should at this moment have received
any supply, the importance of which it is impossible to calculate, they
owe it to causes from which I am afraid we can take no credit. At
all events, there is reason to suppose that if the stores now lying at
Portsmouth had been sent out in time, they might have received them
into the bargain ; and so many more men have been added to their
All
force as there would have been muskets included in that supply.
this might have been effected without the least interference with any
ether service ; for I am afraid the service in question is not sufficiently
popular to hope for any attention, as long as any of the others shall
remain unsatisfied in any of their least considerable wants. It is the
Cinderella of the fable, which is sacrificed in every instance to her more
favoured sisters ; but which may prove, like her, in the end, the only one
really deserving of favour and affection.
" It is very important, if M. de Moustier is to go at all, that he
should go as speedily as possible. It is necessary, too, that a reasonable
degree of attention should be paid to his safety, and for this reason, as
Admiral Harvey is coming away, that he should go in a frigate. On
board this frigate it is very desirable that an opportunity should be taken
of sending as many arms as she can conveniently dispose of ; or perhaps
know how long
that a transport or two should be sent with her.
such preparations often are in being carried into effect. It is necessary
therefore, if they are to be made, that they should be early determined

We

on.

" I trouble you with the suggestion, first with a view to the paper to
be prepared for M. de Moustier, and the conversation which you may
wish to have with him and then for the purpose of accelerating any
meeting which, on other accounts, you may wish soon to be held."
;

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

Southsea]. — "After

I had written to
1795, August 17, Camp [at
you yesterday, Baron de Rolle called upon me and shewed me a letter
to you from Monsieur, couched in terms that I think will please yon.
It accepts at once the proposal of going with General Doyle, and thanks
the King in the warmest terms for the supplies which your letter
announces, of arms, money, and stores. I found that your letter was
supposed to be the most friendly loyale et franche that could be
written and if the Due D'Harcourt had not accompanied it with a
letter stating that you thought the style of the first too strong, they
would have continued in the most perfect conviction that they had
obtained all that they wished for. They had entirely given up all
hopes of any enterprise till after the sailing of our West Indian armament and all that they flattered themselves they might obtain was
assurances that the very thing would be done in four or five weeks that
is done now
with this difference only, that they imagined the delay of
five weeks would have given the means of supplying more troops.
Seeing that your letter was so kindly taken, I contented myself with
;

;

;
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observing that they had an advantage of which I wished them to feel
the full weight, and that was the advantage of knowing that whatever
yon had engaged to, be it more or less, they might be certain of seeing
accomplished as far as depended upon you and that I regretted that
the Due D'Harcourt, or the Bishop of St. Pol, had not been directed
to give to you the explanation which they had made to me of the first
letter, as it would have prevented, in all probability, the necessity of
any conversation of the nature which had passed (as Rolle informed me)
between you and D'Harcourt.
;

a

I, this

morning, went on board the Iason, and found Monsieur more

delighted than you can imagine; aud this was certainly his natural
feeling upon it, for I went so early that Rolle had not been on board,
nor indeed could any boat have gone (from the squally weather) before
He told me how much he was
I saw him, and this I did on purpose.
mi desespoir that his letter could have been supposed too pressing, for,
that all he had ever dared hope for was for such an answer as you had
written to him, knowing how much the Spanish peace and our West
Indian news had deranged your plans ; that the 4,000 men under Doyle
valoient bicn 16,000 six weeks hence ; that it was not only his duty,
but his inclination to seize the very first moment to endeavour to render
himself worthy, if possible, of this mark of the King's goodness, and of
that he was very sanguine of
his Ministers' good faith and exertions
success, and that he was miserable that his messenger did not go
yesterday, as it might be imagined that he had paused upon the offer
made to'him. He was pleased when I told him that Rolle had, last
r
night, shown me his answ er to you, and begged me as a favour to bear
that he could not bear to suffer in your
for
fact,
this
testimony to
He dwelt
opinion after the manner in which you had treated him.
verv much upon those parts of your letter which mark so distinctly
General Doyle's orders, and the nature of the assistance which he had
and he told me that this
to look to, namely, money, arms, and clothing
;

;

was so very different from what he had met with in his other
correspondences where all was promised, and' nothing done, that he was
more sanguine than if you had promised him more. He asked me what
I thought of that part of your letter which speaks of the force as being
only 4,000 men under General Doyle, for that he understood from Lord
Moira that these 4,000 men were all English, and that, your letter not
having said one word of the French troops now at Southampton and
elsewhere, he had flattered himself that these 4,000 were exclusive of
the Frenchmen; and that the emigrants of all sorts were to accompany
him. I told him that I had likewise understood from Sir William Pitt
that the British troops under Doyle were 4000, and if this was so. I had
no doubt but that the French would be ordered to accompany him. He
begged that I would mention this to you, and renewed a very earnest
hope that the cocardes blanches, now at Bremerlehe, would be allowed
to come away instantly, as he now more than ever should want officers
He said that the details of stores which Lord Moira
icho had served.
had shown to him were magnificent, and that the impression ina<l» 1>\
stvle

unexpected attack would be most sensibly felt through every pari
He said that he owed it to his family to leave his son behind
him, and that he thought he followed the wish of Government in leaving
him with Lord Moira; but that in case Lord Moira was to embark, anil
the King did not otherwise dispose of him, he implored me to take care
He
of him, en cas dc malhc ir, till his brother could send for him.
admitted that, upon re-perusing his letter, he thought it trop fort ; but
that he was urged from every quarter to write in the most pressing
this

of Fraace.
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terms, and that lie hoped Ministers would not think his impatience
unnatural, particularly when everything and everyone round him
increased that impatience by the most earnest language, and by urging
him to consider that this was their last stake, and the last struggle. He
said that he should still permit to himself one representation upon this
expedition, founded upon the universal opinion of all the French and
English navy officers employed at Quiberon and that was the necessity
of having 400 English cavalry to be employed as vedettes and advanced
posts to the English port, wherever it was occupied.
That, cf course,
:

he would not wish that such a corps should sail with him under the
uncertainly of the present orders for Houdiac [Houdan] and Houat ;
but that he knew so strongly the necessity of such a corps jor our
security, that he hoped that any application for this body to be kept
ready for a second embarkation, would not be deemed an infraction of
the rule he had proposed to himself of not urging for one man more
than was proposed by Ministers for this object. I told him that I
thought such a communication to Lord Moira or to General Doyle
would be considered undoubtedly as originating in the motives he
assigned and that I would mention the subject to you as one that he
wished might be considered upon the grounds alleged by him and he
said that he wished that the French cavalry now coming from Germany
should not be considered as destined to this purpose, as it would be
essential for him to give to Charrette every French horseman that could
be collected, he being deficient in cavalry.
He then spoke to me of the strange message which the Prince of
Wales had sent him yesterday by Sir Sydney Smith, whom he appeared
to think very officious, to apprize him of his intention of making him a
visit
and said that he was very much distressed about it, as the King
might not perhaps have been apprized of it and that, in every point,
he wished to follow the line which he thought the most pleasing to the
King. I said that the King was so much in the habit of seeing the
Prince of Wales aciing from his own impressions, that he would not
perhaps attach much importance to this step and that his line appeared
to me very plain.
lie told me that he dreaded a private interview with
the Prince of Wales, fearing that the Prince might not be in the secret
of the measures proposed by Government, and that any language which
he might hold afterwards might be imputed to communications on board
the Jason, that he saw no means of explaining these fears, but that he
trusted them to me in hopes that I would write to you what he could
not on this subject. He added that he had ordered a vast number of
French officers on board in order to make a private interview more
difficult, and that he should make him no communication whatsoever.
When he leaves England, he proposes, in the letter he writes to the
King, to acknowledge the Prince's visit as an additional proof of the
interest which his Majesty has been so good as to mark to him ; and
he promises me a full detail of all that has passed between the Prince
and him.
;

;

';

;

;

;

"

He

mentioned

to

likewise told me of in London)
and said that the impression to
and that it was so essential to them,

me (what you had

the proposed coinage of Louis 18th

be made by

;

this was so great,
that they were left more immediately to their own exertions, to
avail themselves of all collateral aids, that he begged that this coinage
(or even the copper coinage, if the other was not finished) might be
sent to him as soon as possible.
likewise spoke upon the hopes
given that some arrangement might be made for his brother's debts ; as

now

He

circumstances might

make

it

very necessary for

him

to look towards
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Lyons (where there were very great dispositions for monarchy) or
towards the Prince of Conde's army, and, at present, he could not leave
Verona without risk of personal arrest.
" I have now put together the result of this long conversation ; much
of it he requested might be stated to you, which I promised, provided
it was not expected from me to give any answer upon those points, as
they ought to be discussed (if he wished for an answer) by some one
properly authorised. He said he considered what had passed simply as
memoranda ; but he wished to convey to you through me his sense,
which he should always retain, of the attentions, the frankness, and the
real assistance he had received from you.
Upon this he spoke very
much at length, and with much apparent sensibility. He appeared to
have found out that Lord Moira was not well with Ministers, and, once
or twice, made an opening of that sort which I would not understand
but I have no doubt but that Lord Moira urged and dictated part of
that letter which he regrets having writ.
" What I have done and said cannot, I trust, disserve you, and I am
glad if those communications help you.
" Admiral Harvey came to again yesterday, with his sailing signal still
The Prince of Wales is this moment gone from Portsmouth.
flying.
The transports from Southampton arrived this morning, and all will be
ready by Wednesday. But, for God's sake, send some subordinate
for his force is too large for one officer, and,
general with Doyle
hitherto, no second general is named ; and, in case of his death, the
command devolves on Colonel Graham, who never saw a soldier or a
shot but what he saw at Toulon."
;

Henry Dun das

to

Lord Grenville.

—" The Duke

of York has been here
with me this morning, and tells me the King will not, on any account,
agree to part with the Guards for the West Indies. He says the King
wrote to me yesterday on the subject, but, by some strange inattention
must do the best
somewhere, I have not yet received his letter.
we can to devise a substitute. I must withdraw the Scotch brigade
from the East Indies, which will afford, I hope, about one thousand.
If success attends us at the Cape, it will be [a] hazardous expedient
the doing so, as we have nothing else reserved to send there ; but,
with the impression which you know I entertain of the importance of St.
Domingo, 1 think the risk must be run. The King has consented to
allow us to draft Prince William's regiment, which will give us 800 good
men. Still, however, there is a deficiency, and I cannot devise any
possible means of supplying it except by taking two regiments in place
of one from Gibraltar and in order to enable us to do so, you must
order Rolle's regiment to Gibraltar in place of joining the Prince of
Conde.
" Before I see you again I trust you have formed some plan to get,
as fast as possible, some thousands of German troops for West India
I hope it is our last draught on that fund, and therefore you
service.
must not grudge giving a high price if necessary. We can get plenty
of transports at Hamburg, and if I thought there was a chance of
a good supply of Germans for the West Indies, I would send an
agent over to see the transports properly fitted up for West India

[1795,] August 17, Wimbledon.

We

;

transports."

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

—

Lord Grenville.

" I have a letter from Mr.
[1795,] August 18, [Camp, Southsea].
Smith of Thame soliciting my interference with the Lord Chancellor
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for the living of Aston Rowant near Thame for his son-in-law ; and
informing me that he had written to you in order to be in time. I had
applied to the Lord Chancellor last week for Lillingstone-Lovel, upon
the plea of it being within 2 miles of Stowe, and found it given to
Lord Harcourt. I do not therefore like to expose myself to a second
refusal. But, if you have, in consequence of Mr. Smith's letter, applied,
and if you understand Lord Chancellor to be disengaged, I will, in that

write an application for it.
" Lord Moira sent for the Baron Roile this morning to Southampton.
I will endeavour to know the result of this conference on Thursday,
The convoy
for he does not return till the night tide of Wednesday.
from Bremerthe is said to be off, but it blows too hard at south-west
Harvey's signal is still out."
for them to make Spithead.
" Lord Moira recommended the Prince of Wales to visit
Postscript.
the Comte D'Artois; but came here 5 minutes after the Prince was
gone, and said that it teas very unlucky, for that he had a great deal
I believe he dined with the Prince at Sir H.
to say to them both.
Featherstone's, and sent for the Baron Rolle."

<?ase,

—

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

[1795,] August 21, [Camp, Southsea].— " I am just returned from on
board the Jason, where, notwithstanding your surprise, you are certainly
in very high odour, and Monsieur very loud in his gratitude.
I am
persuaded that this is unaffected, for it is certain that they did not
expect the smallest effort to have been made for them till our West
India armament had sailed and the strongest proof of it is that the
Comte D'Artois shewed me a letter written by him to the Due de
Bourbon, from Deal, stating the news which he had iearnt upon his
arrival in England, and his doubts whether it was expedient, under all
the circumstances of difficulty which had presented themselves, for him
to press the idea of coming to join him, till he could give him some
assurances of what V Angleterre pourrait on voudrait faire.
He is
delighted with the arrival of his cavalry, who are more numerous than
he expected, and with the assurances given him yesterday by Lord
Moira that his emigrants are not included in the 4000 men ordered for
his service.
Lord Moira's three transports, which were wanting, do not
arrive till this evening, but the transports are now working down to
St. Helens, and, while I was there, Admiral Harvey sent him a note
to inform him that they should certainly sail on Sunday morning, or
perhaps to-morrow night. The wind is now perfectly fair, and, but
for the unaccountable delay of the transports, might have carried them
by this time half-way down channel If they are stiJl to wait for the
other regiment that Lord Moira proposed to you to send, they will, I
;

fear, lose at least five

days more.

" Monsieur shewed me the King's manifesto from Verona, which is
not quite so good as Lord Clarendon's from Breda.
I think it full of
verbiage, and of repetitions, and with some very exceptionable parts,
such as the unnecessary mention of the Due D'Orleans, which can only
offend his family.
The very vague proscription of all the judges and
all the actors and co-operators in the murders of the King, Queen, and
Princess Elizabeth, without leaving himself the means of pardoning any
of the large number (not less than 500) whom this proscription includes,
declaring that their crimes passent les bomes de la clemence royale,
and finally the very silly and very indecent expression of conquering
France. These appeared to me so striking that I could not help stating
them to Monsieur, and he shewed me part of a letter which he had
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already written to his brother, attacking those three identical points,,

aud informing him of his intention of explaining some, and. in the
Bas-Breton translation, altering the term conquete ; but if he could
shorten at least four-fifths of it, his brother's character as an author (for
his own composition) would gain by the alteration.
His brother
writes him word that he has heard of the Spanish peace, and that,
within the last 24 hours, he had seen Monsieur de la Casas, who had
assured him that Spain would redouble her efforts, and make exertions
j)l us vigoureux que jamais in his favour.
He added that this transaction must inevitably totally change the relative situations of the two
countries, in case of the success of these attempts.
u I found that the Prince of Wales had been very curious as to the
project <f a descent, and had questioned Monsieur much about it,
appearing wholly uninformed of what was going on, but speaking with
great eagerness and apparent anxiety for the event.
Monsieur vowed
that there was nothing said that might not have been proclaimed at
Charing Cross, and I rather think it was true, for the means of
conversing are so few that unless he orders every one out of the great
cabin (which he could not do as there was a large suite), everything is
overheard.
Lord Moira had sent for Rolle to Southampton to settle the
French, who are to go on this expedition, for they were disputing their
droits de service, and the arrival of the transports from Germany made
many details absolutely necessary. I have some reason to think that
this was the case ; but more passed, for Rolle a propos de botte said to
me this morning 77 me paroit que Lord Moira fronde beaucoup vos
mini.stres, and je crois entrevoir que cela pourroit nous nuire, si nous
restons encore quelque jours a Spithead.
I write all this without any
other object than that of giving you hints that may assist you.
" Many thanks for your offer respecting Smith.
I agree with you
that it is not tanti.
I am surprised at your hint about Jemmy, because
he had, some years ago, spoke upon this very object, and declared he
would not look to it. I support Dickenson, and I think he will carry
it is all

:

it."

Henry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I send you the enclosed as I received
1795, August 24, Wimbledon.
I do not recollect the other application transmitted under my cover.
Wherever integrity and industry are requisite I believe he may be
fairly trusted, and his knowledge of commercial business 1 believe to be
very considerable. At the came time I feel it unfair to the Duke of
Portland to wish him in any other situation than where he now is, for
I believe he is universally admitted to be one of the best magistrates
that exists in the metropolis."
Enclosing a letter from Mr. Colquhoun offering his services as one
of the commissioners to be appointed under the treaty of commerce
concluded with the United States.
it.

Sir

Morton Eden

Private.

1795, August 26, Vienna.

to

— " My

Lord Grenville.
best acknowledgments are due to

your confidential private letter by my servant. I lost
your Lordship
not a moment to make to M. de Thugut the communication contained
in it, which gave him, he said, the greater satisfaction, as he has always
thought the island of Noirmoutiers should be the object of our attack.
for
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"I

greatly regret that

my

augmen-

representations in favour of the

tation of the Prince of Conde's

army have had such little

but the
cry against the Emigres increases every day, and M. de Thugut is so
decidedly against placing any exclusive confidence in them that of hue,
notwithstanding the intimate and confidential footing on which I am
with him, my representations on that subject are always received with
some degree of impatience.
" If your Lordship thinks proper to make any communication here
relative to the corps of Dutch emigrants and deserters assembling on the
northern frontier of Holland it would be very well taken, as M. de
Thugut has repeatedly made inquiries about it, expressing always his
wishes that the report may be true.
By the next messenger I shall, I trust, be able to transmit to your
Lordship a memorial about the Bank of Vienna. The delay has been
occasioned by the long and severe illness of the person whom I have
employed to draw it up."
effect

;

'

Baron de Nantiat

to

Lord Grenville.

Account of a Mission to the Count of Charette.
Extract.
" Envoye en France par Monsieur,
1795, August 26, Portsmouth.
et subsequamment par Milord Grenville pour porter des depeches an
General Charette, prendre connaissance des forces des Rovalistes de la
Vendee, et des dispositions des habitants de ce pays-la, et de ceux qui
l'environnent pour en suite me transporter a Paris, et ailleurs, et y
servir la cause du Hoi de la maniere que les circonstances le permettraient, je dois rendre un compte exact de ma conduite dans
l'execution de ma commission, de mes observations, et des raisons qui
m'ont porte de revenir de Nantes en Angleterre, au lieu de me rendre
a Paris, comme il arait ete projette. Je vais rendre ce compte avec la
plus scrupuleuse exactitude, et avec beaucoup de franchise, meme dans
ce qui peut contrarier quelques idees recues.
" Prevenu que Milord Grenville voulait m'envoyer a M. Charette,
je fretai dans les derniers jours du mois de Juin, un sloop Danois
nomme la Marie Elisabeth pour Nantes, et je me munis de passeports
Americains pour pouvoir m'introduire comme negotiant.
u Le 3 Juiller, je recus par M. le Comte de Serens, les depeches de
Milord Grenville, et je mis a meme de partir aussitot.
" Le 4. M. Windham me fit demander d'aller chez lui. Ce Ministre
me donna des instructions, et une lettre pour le General Charette, et
me dit que, desirant lui envoyer de l'argent pour ses besoins les plus
urgents, il me serait remis des lettres de credit de Messieurs Ransom,
Morland, et Hamersley, pour toucher a Nantes 10,000/.
" Le 6. Je recus a 7 heures du soir les lettres de credit qui devaient
m'etre donnees par ordre de M. Windham, et je partis immediatement
apres avec le Comte do Butler.
"Le 17. A deux heures du matin je partis, laissant mon sloop a
Pimboeuf, et j'arrivai a Nantes a 8 heures du matin avec le Comte de
Butler,
"
notre arrivee a Nantes, nous nous rendimes chez le Citoyen
Britlon, ancien Capitaine de vaisseau marchand, que je savais avoir
toujours 6te dans les charges depuis le commencement de la Republique,
et pour nous en faire un protecteur, nous jugeames a propos de l*y
engager par son interet. Nous lui dimes done, que nous etions deux

—

;

A
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Amerieains qui desirant etablir un commerce en France, etaient venus
de Londres pour faire un essai que nous amenions une cargaison, et
voulions en refaire une autre de vins et d'eaux de vie; que ne pouvant
connaitre le prix des marchandises dans un moment ou le signe
monetaire variait prodigieusement de valeur a chaque instant, nous le
prions de faire nos rentes et nos achats, en acceptant un droit de
commission sur les unes et les autres. La proposition se trouva fort
du gout de Bridon il nous accueillit tres bien, et prit pour comptant
II nous dit
tous les contes que nous jugeames a, propos de lui faire.
qu'il y avait des formalites a remplir a notre arrivee, mais que ce
serait d'autant plus facile que le citoyen Le Roi, son associe, etait
l'instant il nous mena done a
de la Municipalite et de service.
la Municipalite, au Comite de Surveillance, et au Departement, ou,
On
presentes par lui, nous fumes bien recus et admis sans examen.
nous fit seulement des questions, dont quelques-unes assez bizarres, sur
;

;

A

1'Angleterre et les Anglais.

" Depuis ce moment jusqu'a notre depart de Nantes, Bridon et Le
ont combles d'honnetetes, et ont mis beaucoup d'activite dans
lis
les affaires .de la cargaison, qu'ils regardaient comme les notres.
ont constamment repousse quelques suspicions qu'on a voulu elever
contre nous comme par exemple, ce qu' avait ecrit le Commandant
de Paimboeuf au General Canelaux, que notre vaisseau ayant passe au

Roy nous

;

milieu des flottes Anglaises, lorsqu' elles arretaient tous les autres, il
devait etre tres suspect, et tous ceux qui etaient dessus severement
examines. II est vrai, qu'en peu de jours, nous avions mis ces deux
homines si fort en avant pour nous, qu'ils ne pouvaient plus nous laisser
suspecter, sans devenir suspects eux-memes.
" Les premieres et indispeusables demarches faites, je cherchai sans

perdre de temps, a me mettre a meme de m'acquitter de la commission
dont les Ministres de Sa Majeste Britannique m'avaient charge en vers
Je me trouvai tres embarasse pendant un
le General Charette.
moment, ayant appris que M. Le Veneitr avait quitte Nantes dans la
et aucunes des personnes auxquelles je demandais
crainte d'etre arrete
M. de Brue (VIvignac ne pouvant me l'indiquer. On me disait qu'il y
avait 4 ou 5 de Brue, mais qu'on n'en connaissait aucun sous le nom
d'lvignac.
La crainte de mal tomber m'empechait d'aller chez aucun
des cinq. II m'etait fort difficile de m'eclaircir, parceque les questions
que j'aurais pu faire n'etaient pas naturelles a un Americain, pouvaient
me iaire suspecter, et m'oter tous moyens de remplir mon principal
objet.
Le meme jour, je me determinai cependant dans la soiree a aller
voir la veuve d'un Capitaine de vaisseau marchand, nominee Madame
Cazal, qui m'avait ete indiquee a Londres comme Royaliste. Je
trouvai en elle une femme courageuse, et tres zelee pour sa religion et
pour son Roi. Elle m'entendit bien tot, et m'assurat qu'elle ferait sans
liesiter et sans crainte, tout ce que je lui demanderais, et qui pourrait
<*tre utile a la cause a laquelle nous etions devoues, elle et moi.
Et, en
eifet, elle m'a ete tres utile pendant mon sejour a Nantes.
C'est olle
chez qui j'ai depose, et toujours laisse, tout ce que j'avais interet que
ne fut trouve ni sur moi ni chez moi.
;

"Sur

ce que je lui demandai si elle pouvait m'indiquer quelqu'un qui
relation avec le General Charette, et par Le moyen de qui je
pusse lui faire tenir un paquet, elle me repondit qu'elle ne connaissait
personne qui eut des rapports avec le General, mais que sa soeur,
fut en

Mademoiselle Charette, etait a Nantes, et que sans doute elle avait des
voir Mddemoiselle
moyens de communiquer avec lui. Je demandai
Charette.
Madame Cazal me dit qu'elle se tenait caclu'e, et qu'on ne
:i
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all ait travailler a trouver un homme qui avait
confiance de cette demoiselle, et qu'elle ferait ensorte de
m'aboucher avec lui. Effectivement, le soir menie, elle le trouva, et me
dit le lendemain, 18, a dix heures du matin, qu'elle le ferait venir chez
ma demaude elle fut le chercher sur le
elle quand je le voudrais.
champ, et me l'amena au bout d'une demie heure ; je lui parlai. C'est
un macon devenu entrepreneur de batiments, nomine Souriceau, pauvre
mais plein d'honneur et de probite, et entierement devoue a la cause
du Roi. C'est lui qui a ete cle ma part trouver le General Charette, et
lui porter mes paquets, toutes les fois que je l'ai juge a, propos, qui m'a
accompagne quand j'ai ete parler a, ce General, qui a pris tous les
moyens necessaires pour me faire sortir de la ville secretement, et y
rentrer de raeme ; qui s'est charge de faire tous les achats et envois de
poudres ; et, en un mot, qui a fait tout ce qui a pu etre utile, sans etre

savait ou, niais qu'elle

toute la

A

jamais arrete ni effraye par les dangers qu'il y avait a courir, s'il etait
decouvert c'est lui "qui cache Mademoiselle Charette dans sa maison,
et iburnit le plus souvent a ses besoins.
" Lorsque je demandai a Souriceau de me faire voire Mademoiselle
Charette, il me dit qu'il lui ferait part de mon desir, mais qu'on avait
ete si souvent trompe, et qu'il y avait tant de danger pour elle a laisser
savoir ou elle etait, qu'il ne l'engagerait pas a me recevoir s'il n'avait
pas connaissance de ce que j'etais, et de mes intentions. Je fus done
oblige de m'ouvrir a ce brave homme, qui des qu'il m'eut entendu, et
vu les paquets dont j'etais porteur, me protestat que je pouvais compter
sur lui.
11 me donna rendez-vous a dix heures du soir chez Madame
Cazal, pour dela me mener chez Mademoiselle Charette.
" Effectivement il me conduisit chez elle a l'heure indiquee. Je
trouvai en elle une demoiselle de 30 ans, d'un sens tres droit, et
tres zelee pour la cause du Roi, mais tres inquiete sur le sort du
General, son frere, dont elle connait les besoins pressants. Quand
elle connut l'objet de ma mission, elle me traitat comme un ange tutelaire envoye pour le salut de tous.
Elle me dit que son frere etait a
Belleville, a 12 grandes lieues de Nantes ; et qu'elle allait me faire
chercher quelqu'un pour lui porter mes depeches, et lui demander un
rendez-vous, ou nous puissoins avoir une entrevue, qu'elle regardait
combien necessaire. Souriceau qui etait present, assurat que l'objet
etait trop important pour qu'il souffritqu'un autre que lui en fut charge.
II fut done convenu qu'il partirait le lendemain matin, 19.
Je lui
remis en consequence mes paquets pour le General, et le chargeai de lui
demander de me fixer le jour et le lieu ou je pouvais me rendre pour le
voir, desiraut que ce fut le plutot possible, et a peu de distance de
Nantes, afin que mon absence de cette ville fut courte, et put etre
ignoree, comme il etait necessaire.
Le. 19, Souriceau partit, et je remis
apres mon entrevue avec M. Charette toutes demarches pour realizer
en especes les lettres de credit que m'avait fait remettre M. Windham ;
esperant que ce general aurait a Nantes quelque correspondant, qui
m'en fournirait les moyens. En attendant, je commencai a travailler,
comme j'ai fait constamment depuis pendant tout le temps de mon sejour
en France, a connaitre, d'une maniere certaine, l'esprit public, et Topinion
tant a Nantes que dans les cantons qui l'avoisinent, et merae dans les
autres provinces du Royaume ; l'etat de la culture, et de subsistances
actuelles et futures les forces de la Vendee, celles des Chouans, leurs relations, leurs dispositions.
Je mettrai a la fin ce compte, le resultat de mes
observations, queje crois pouvoir donner pour certain, parcequ'elles ont
ete multiplies, et que j'en ai adopte que ce que j'ai vu bien prouvee.
" Mon messager Souriceau, ayant mis une grande diligence, rentra a
Nantes dans la nuit du 21 au 22 ; et m'avertit le 22, au matin, que
;

;
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le General Charette serait lc lendemain, 23, a la pointc du jour aupres
de St. Philbert a 4 lieues de Nantes, oil il m'attendrait
et, qu'en
consequence, il fallait que je sortisse de la ville le jour ineme avant la
nuit, afin d'etre a 10 heures du soir a Ruze, qui en est eloigne d'une
demie lieue, et ou je trouverais des chevaux et une escorte de cavalerie.
''
Nantes, environne de tous cotes par les Vendeens et les Chouans.
est en etat de siege.
Personne ne peut en sortir sans une permission
expresse et par ecrit, ni y entrer sans etre tres examine.
J'en avais
point de pretexte pour demander a sortir surtout du cote de la Vendee.
II me fallut done prendre des moyens pour le faire furtivement, en
evitant les portes gardes
et j'y parvins, parcequ'il y a dans la ville un
grand nombre de Royalistes, qui se pretent a rendre toutes sortes de
services aux Vendeens, et a ceux qui veulent leur en rendre.
u A 6 heures du soir, en plein jour par consequent, affuble
d'uu
habit de niacon, des outils et un baguet de chaux sur les epaules, et
conduit par mon fidel Souriceau, une toise a la main, je traversal la
ville, et passai tous les ponts, excepte le pont Rousseau, qui est le
dernier et le plus soigneusement garde.
Un peu avant d'y arriver,
nous trouvames dans la rue un chirurgien (M. Minx) qui, sans
nous rien dire, marchat devaut nous, et nous conduisit par de petites
rues et par des jardins, a une maison de campagne sur le bord du
dernier bras de la Loire, et tout pres du porte.
Arrive la, Madame
de (Je n'ai pas su son nom, mais e'est une soeur de M. de Monte)
a qui appartient la maiscn, me recut avec empressement, et me cachat
soigneusement jusqu* a la nuit. Je trouvai dans l'endroit ou Ton me
renfermat, un chirurgien qui venait des Chouans de la haute Loire,
Quand il fut
et allait pour soigner des malades a l'armee de Stoffel.
bien nuit, en me faisant escalader plusieurs murs, on me conduisit
de jardins en jardins jusqu' a un bateau, avec lequel je passai la
La femme du batelier me conduisit a Ruze chez Madame
riviere.
Bascher. C'est la mere de M. Bascher qui a debarque a Quiberon,
Cette dame, ainsi
et qui de la a ete rejoindre le General Charette.
que sa fille, me recut avec empressement, efc. m'appris que M. de la
Boberie, commandant de la cavalerie, etait venu dans le village avec
mais que le hasard
une escorte pour me recevoir, et me conduire
avant fait sortir de Nantes un corps de troupes assez considerables,
il
avait ete oblige de se retirer, apres avoir donne Pordre a un
officier de la paroisse, de me faire fournir deux chevaux, et de me
;

;

;

conduire.
" J'attendis les chevaux jusqu' a rainuit.
Alors je partis et courus
par des chemins creux et bordes de haie ; et comme la nuit etait
tres noire, mon cheval tombat tres souvent, et entre autres au milieu
de la riviere, qu'il me fallut passer a gue au pont St. Martin.
J'arrivai a la pointe du jour, le 23, au petit camp de cavalerie ou
11 n'y etait pas encore rendu, et n'y
je devais trouver le General.
En l'attendant, je m'occupai a causer
vint qu' a 9 heures du matin.
avec les soldats du camp, et les officiers que j'avais trouves couches
dans les granges d'une maison voisine, appartenante a M. de la Boberie,
Les entretieus que j'eus avec les uns et les autres
et qui a ete brule.
lis me firent conuaitre les forces de la
nriuteresserent infiniment.
Vendee, son organisation, sa discipline, ses moyens de subsistance.
Je fus infiniment content de l'esprit qui regne generalement dans
Ofiiciers et soldats protestent qu*ils ne mettront pas les
cette armee.
armes bas que le Roi no soit sur le troue, et qu'ils repandront tous
leur sang plutdt que de reconnaitre la Republi(iue. Leur assurance
J'ai
fait plaisir, ils ne craignent rien, et se croyent invincibles.
admire la naivete avec laquelle ils racontent leurs victoires sans se
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Les
faire vaioir, et leurs defaites sans honte et sans les dissimuler.
officiers m'ont parn tres absolus, et les soldats sonmis et respectueux.
la plus grande confiance dans M. de Charette, et le plus
grand attachement pour sa personne, quoiqu'ils le craignent infiniment.
Tous les chevaux, que j'ai vus, sont beaux et bons et dans le meilleur

Tons ont

etat.

" Nous etions tous reunis dans la maison de M. de la Roberie, lorsque
General arriva, accompagne de 4 ou 5 officiers. Tout le inonde
courut a lui et l'entoura, Je remarquai avec plaisir cet empressement,
II recut tout le
et l'impression que chacun eprouvait en le voyant.
monde sans fierte, mais avec dignite. Je percai la foule pour aller a
lui, et le priai de vouloir bien recevoir un macon qui venait lui rendre
hommage. II me repondit que ce macon verrait que les Brigands
II ne me dit plus rien
mais apres dix minutes
n'etaient pas sauvages.
La me prenant la main, qu'il me
il me propose de passer au jardin.
serrat tant que nous marchames, il me conduisit dans un cabinet couvert,
ou. nous commencames une conversation qui dura 8 a 9 heures, en
J'en rapporterai le plus interessant, avec la plus
plusieurs reprises.
scrupuleuse exactitude et je supprimerai ce qui Test moins pour eviter
d'etre trop long, me reservant d'en rendre compte verbalement, si on le
desire; assure que je suis, que le tout est si bien grave dans ma
memoire, que de longtemps rien n'en serait efface.
" Je commencai la conversation.
u General, vouz avez vu les depeches que j'ai eu Thonneur de vous
apporter, et j'espere que les o fires et les assurances qu'elles contienuent,
vous auront fait autant de plaisir que j'en ai eu a vous les porter.'
" Charette
J'ai le plus grand plaisir avoir quelqu'un qui a la confiance
de Monsieur, et celles des Mini&tres clu Roi cV Angleterre. Je lui donne
toute la mienne, et je me conformerai a ce que vous me direz.'
'*
Je ne viens point, General, pour vous rien prescrire ce ne serait
pas repondre aux intentions de Monsieur, qui a infiniment de confiance
en vous, et qui d'apres tout ce que vous avez si glorieusement fait, s'en
Je suis seulement charge de vous le
rapporte entierement a vous.
renouveler de vive voix, ainsi que les assurances que vous donnent
Milord Grenville ct Mr. Windham dans leurs lettres, et de prendre
connaissance de votre position politique et militaire, de vos besoins, et
des moyens do vous faire parvenir ce qui vous sera destine.'
" Charette
* Mais
croyez-vous bien, Monsieur, que les Ministres
Anglais veulent me donner des secours.'
u Qui, General, et c'est parceque j'en suis couvaincu. que
je me
siiis charge de venir vous 1'annoncer.'
" Charette
Ah ils m'ont abandonne pendant deux ans, dans un temps
ou j'aurais pu, avec peu de secours, finir la guerre, par le retablissement
le

;

;

'
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'

'

;
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la
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Monarchic'

"'On

a tente plusieurs fois de venir a vous, et on n'a iamais
parvenir, parceque vous n'aviez pas de port sur Ja cote.'"
" Charette : ' Que ne me faisait-on savoir oil l'on viendrait, et j'y aurais

pu y

Mais comme je ne pouvais pas me soutenir sur la
Bepublique avait des forces maritimes, je n'ai
pas voulu perdre des liommes precieux en attaquant des ports, sans
avoir la certitude que cela etait necessaire au moment meme.'
ete au temps fixe.
cote, tandis que la

" En tout, General, les circonstances sont changees et je
crois le
gouvernement Anglais bien reselu a vous soutenir efficacement.
De
plus, quand deux Ministres du caractere de Milord Grenville et de
Mr, Windham se sont mis a meme de vous ecrire eux-memes, pour
vous 1'offrir de la part de Sa Majeste Britannique, vous
y pouvez
'

compter.'
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" Charette

Puisque vous, qui etiez sur les lieux, me l'asmirez, u
done ; mais croyez-vous qu'ils in'envoyent quelques troupes ?
" * Je ne crois pas, General, quo le Gouvernement Anglais en ait
assez dans le moment a disposer pour vous en envoyer; et merae
Mr. Windham me l'a dit la veille de mon depart, en m'assurant (pie
vous auriez d'ailleurs tout ce qu'il vous faudrait, et que vous
*

:

l'espererai

demanderiez.'
" Charette ' Ah ? s'ils m'envoyaient seulement deux mille hommes de
troupes Frangaises ! Ce n'est pas pour le nombre des hommes que je
desire ce secours, mais pour qu'on sache, pour qu'il se repande, que j 'en
ai recu, afin de soutenir la confiance de mes soldats, 'et des habitants
des pays qui m'environnent, qui n'attendent qu'un moment favorable
et que je puisse leur fournir des armes.'
"'Vous aurez, General, de tout ce qui vous est offert, des que
vous aurez fait connaitre en Angleterre ce qu'il vous faut.
Mr.
Windham m'a merae charge de vous dire, si vous ne le saviez pas
encore, qu'un vaisseau avait deja recu l'ordre de se porter a la cote
avec 20 mille livres de poudre, pour vous les delivrer.'
" Charette * II est vrai qu'il en est venu un, il y a 10 a 12 jours ; mais
comme je n'etais pas prevenu, on n'a pas repondu a ses signaux.
II a mis a terre 5 a 6 emigres qu'il avait pris a Quiberon apres la
descente. Ces Messieurs sont venus m'avertir.
J'ai aussitot porte
6 mille hommes a la cote, mais le vaisseau n'y etait plus, et n'a
pas reparu depuis.'
" < Si vous les y tenez, General, d'un jour a l'autre, vous le verrez
surtout apres que vous aurez repondu
reparaitre, ou quelques autres
:

:

;

aux

Ministres.'

" Charette * Je ferai rester mes troupes a la cote, quoique mes soldats
soient tres necessaires pour lever la recolte que j'ai un grand interet

de mettre en surete.'

" * Mr. Windham m'a aussi, General, donne a mon depart, des
de credit sur une maison de Nantes, pour toucher 10 mille
louis, et vous les remettre.
Je m'occuperai de suite a les realiser
et a vous les faire passer le plutot possible.'
" Charette * C'est de la poudre, des armes, et sturtout un Prince pour
etre a la tete des armees Royales, qu'il me faut ; quant a l'argent, ce
n'est pas ce que je demande.'
" General, ce desinteressement est bien digne de vous, mais en fin il
faut de l'argent pour faire la guerre.'
u Charette
Je suis habitue a ne payer mes soldats qu'avec des coups
de baton quand ils ne font pas leur devoir, et je ne veux pas leur
donner une habitude difFerente qui les gaterait.'
" ' Mais, mon General, meme en ne les payant pas, si vous pouviez
au moins leur fournir les choses qui leur manquent, vous pourriez
mieux disposer d'eux.'
lettres

:

'

:

*

u Charette * Ils m'obeissent tout de meme, parce qu'ils ont confiance
en moi, et qu'ils savent bien que je ferais fuziller celui qui n'obeirait
pas, et qu'aucun de leurs camarades n'oserait refuser de le faire, si je
Je ne demanderai pas d'argent, cela me repugne.'
l'ordonnais.
" ' Eh bien, General, comme il est absolument necessaire pour le bien
dela caute generale que vous soutenez si bien, que vous ayez de l'argent,
En
et abondamment, j'en demanderai pour vous, et vous en auriez.
mais
attendant, je vais tacher de toucher a Nantes les 10 mille louis
d'apres les informations que j'ai prise sur la maison Babu, elle est tres
Je n'ai pas voulu la voir avant d'avoir confere avec vous,
republicaiue.
imaginant que vous aviez quelque banquier ou negotiant a Nantes avec
qui vous aviez des rapports, et qui, sur votre indication, pourrait faire
les fonds et vous les faire remettre.'
:

;

Ill
"Charette

:

'Je n'ai

aucune relation particuliere avec personne de Nantes,

quoiqu'il y en ait un bon nombre qui s'interessent a moi, et a la cause
pour laquelle je combat. Ainsi fakes par vous-meme etde votre mieux;
mais employez tout ce que vous pourrez re9evoir a acheter de la poudre,
et prenez des moyens pour me la faire tenir promptement, can c'est ce
dont j'ai le plus de besoin ; le besoin le plus pressant (en me serrant la

main).'

" Permettez, General, que je vous demande a present quelles sont
vos forces, en quel etat elles sont, et ce qui vous manque j afin que je
puisse, quand je le saurai, en rendre un compte exact au Roi, a
Monsieur, et aux Ministres d'Angleterre, et vous seconder avec tout le
zele dont je suis capable.'
Assurez le Roi de ma fidelite, de mon devouement a son
H Charette
service ; et Monsieur de mon respect, de mon attachemenfc a sa person ne,
Assurez le3 deux
et de mon extreme desir de me voir sous ses ordres.
Princes, que je verserai jusqu' a la derniere goutte de mon sang, s'il le
faut, pour retablir le Roi sur son trone ; et que tous les officiers et
Vous pouvez aussi les assurer,
soldats de mon armee pensent de meme.
ainsi que les Ministres de Sa Majeste Britannique, que j'ai de ce cote
de la Loire, 80 mille hommes armes pour defendre le pays ; que dans les
80 mille hommes, il y en a 50 mille que je puis mener partout oil il
faudra pour y planter le drapeau blanc ; et qu'il n'y en a pas un qui ne
soit agueri et eprouve par 120 combats au moins.'
" * Dans le nombre vous comprenez, General, les armees aux ordres
'
de Messieurs Sapineau et Stofflet ?
" Charette
Oui, je les y comprends mais je repondsque si j'ai des
armes a distribuer, et un Prince a notre tete, il aura dans deux mois 200
Les offices et les demandes qui me sont faites,
mille hommes a ses ordres.
ainsi que la confiance qu'on me temoigue, m'en donnent l'assurance.'
" Vous avez, General, de la cavalerie.'
" Charette * Oui, il y a, en tout, 3 mille hommes bien montes. -Pen ai
dans ma division 1 mille; j'aurais des chevaux pour monter 1 mille
hommes de plus, parcequ'un grand nombre de mes cavaliers en ont
plusieurs; mais comme ils seront pris a Fennemi, c'est Jeur propriete, et
je la respecte.
Si je pouvais les acheter, je doublerais ma cavalerie; il
me faudrait aussi, cependant, des sabres et des pistolets vous verrez mes
'
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:

'

'
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chevaux (je les ai vus).'
" General, il vous faut done de l'argent, et puisqu'on vous en ofrre,
il faut profiter de ces offres.
" Charette
Eh, sans doute il en faut, mais je vous le repete, je ne puis
me determiner a en demander. Je demanderai des habits des souliers
pour mes soldats qu'en manquent des armes pour ma cavalerie, qui sera
augmentee par beaucoup de jeunesse de Nantes, des que je pourrai la
monter et Farmer ; je demanderai aussi les armes pour l'infanterie ; afin
d'armer tous ceux qui veulent me rejoindre. J'ai besoin aussi de vivres
pour pouvoir les nourrir ; mais c'est surtout de la poudre qu'il me faut,
car j'en manque absolument.
J'ai cru devoir rompre la paix apparente
que j'avais faite, et publier la proclamation que vous avez vue; je puis
etre attaque d'un jour a l'autre, et je n'ai point de poudre*
" Vous en avez done bien peu General ?
" Charette ' J'ai des soldats qui ont 50 cartouches, d'autres
30, plus
ou moins mais j'en ai un grand nombre qui n'en ont point du tout.
Ceux qui en ont les ont prises a l'ennemi au peril de leur vie je n'ose
les leur oterpour les distribuer
et, mon ami, (en me serrant la main) je
n'en ai pas pour chacun de mes soldats, Tun portant l'autre, plus de
deux ! faites m'en done venir promptement."
" Je ne puis, General, encore partir de Nantes, puisque mon vaisseau
n'est pas pret, et que j'ai bien d'autres objets a remplir.
Mais il faut,
*
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sans larder, euvoycr quelqu'un en Angleterre, comme Milord Grenville
vous a demande.'
* Charette ' Oh si les Anglais m'avaient fait parvenir la moitie de C3
qu'ils ont donne a M. de Puisaye et envoye avec lui a Quiberon, quelle
J'aurais pu passer la Loire pour me porter en Bretagne, ou
difference
et toute la province serait sous les armes
au lieu que
je suis appele
l'expedition de Quiberon ne produira rien de bon
Jc vous le predis.*
" ' Yous aver, General, des nouvelles de ce qui s'y est passe depiis la
quant a moi je Pignore.
descente ?
" Charette.: * Oui, j'en ai il m'est venu 5 a 6 officiers qui etaient a la
descente, et qui sont partis de Quiberon 8 jours apres qu'elle a ete faite;
entre autres M. Bascher et 31. Charette de laColiniere que vous avez vus.
Lorsqu'on est arrive, et qu'on a eu fait la descente, le drapeau blanc a
ete arbore dans tout le canton, et les habitants sont accourus demander
des armes, et des munitions. On en a distribue un grand nombre a
tout ce qui soit presente, sans les connaitre, sans savoir qu'ils etaient, ni
sans en tenir d'etat, et sans les organiser en aucune maniere, en
d'oii
sorte qu'on a peut-etre arme des ennemis, et qu'on n'a tire ar.cun
Croiriez-vous bien, M. le Baron, que M. de Puisaye, au
parti des bons.
lieu de profiter du premier moment d'entousiasme, de laisser les troupes
avec lesquels il etait venu dans la presque ile pour garder ses provisions,
et de se porter de sa personne dans Pinterieur du pay3 pour rassembler
ce qu'on venait d'armer ainsi que tout ce qui le reconnait pour chef, et
toinber, sans perdre de temps, sur le peu de troupes republicaines qui
etaient separees dans le pays, afin de detruire les unes et d'empecher les
autres de se rassembler et de venir fermer la sortie de Quiberon
croiriez-vous bien, dis-je, que M. de Puisaye au lieu de cela, est rentree
dans la presque ile, disant qu'il ne pouvait s'eloigner des troupes qui
Croriez-vous bien, encore, que M. de
etaient destinees a sa garde
Puisaye, lorsque dPHervdly a pris le fort Penthievre, au lieu de se
trouver a Pattaque, etait loin de la, sur le bord de la mer, a manger
present, on ne peut plus sortir de
trauquillement des huitres.
Quiberon, et le zele des Royalistes de la Bretagne en est bien refroidi.'
" * Je ne puis, General, vous dire que tout ceci est au mieux, mais
Milord Moira va venir en Bretagne, et j'espere qu'il reparera tout.'
"Charette * Mais Milord Moira, en qui j'ai beaucoup de confiance
d'apres tout ce qui j'ai appris de lui, trouvera a la cote des troupes enneniies au grand nombre ; au lieu que si M. de Puisaye s'etait conduit comme
il le devait, ces troupes republicaines auraient ete tenues eloignees.'
* Yous avez bien raison, General, d'avoir la confiance en Milord
Moira; il a celle de tous les Fran^ais qui le connaissent il est plein
d'estime pour vous ; il prend le plus vif interet a vos succes
et, la
veille de mon depart de Londres, il m'a specialement charge de vous
dire que, des qu'il serait a la cote, vous pouviez lui demander ce dont
vous avez besoin, et qu'il vous l'enverrait sur le champs, sans avoir
Et il m'a ajoute, je He lui
besoin attendre des ordres d' Angleterre.
tU ukiikUrai juts mtme un port pour y envoyer ce qv'il me ttemandera ;
je me soucierai peu de perdre quelques transports en les faisant nhontr,
Do plus, General, je
poitrvu que M. de Charette reeoive des secours.
suis certain que pour le bien general, toutes choses a part, vous vous
concerterez avec M. de Puisaye.'
" Charette * M. de Puisaye ne m'a fait part ni de son projet de
descente en Bretagne, ni de ses inoyens, ni de son arrivee.'
"' Cependant, General, M. Windham vous a ecrit, et il m'a charge
de vous le dire que M. de Puisaye d.'sirait agir de concert avec von-, el
que, pendant son sejour en Angleterre, il s'etait occupe de vos inu'n ts
comme des siens.'
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" Charette

de Puisaye pendant qu'il est demeure en Angieterre, m'a
il.y a 4 a 5 mois, pour me mander que si je voulais
m'adresser a lui, j'obtiendrais par lui tout ce que je voudrais des
Ministres Anglais.
Je n'ai pas cru devoir accepter sa protection qu'il
rn'offrait
il ni'aurait peut-etre beintot offert de ses faux assignats !
et aucuns moyens fallacieux ne peut convenir a un loyal chevalier
Francais.
Je ne connais que les armes et du courage
" Quoiqu'il en soit, General, j'espere que, mettant toutes consideraecrit

.

.

'

iff.

une seulefois,

.

.

.

.

!

'

M. de Puisaye,
puisque le bien du service au Roi l'exige. Je suis, de plus, charge de
vous dire que c'est 1'intention du Roi et de Monsieur.'
" Charette * Je respecte 1'intention de mes raaitres, et je m'y conformerai.
Je seconderai M. de Puisaye, mais je ne pourrai jamais
accorder ni mon estime ni ma confiance a un homme qui s'est toujours
malconduit et qui dans la seule occasion ou il s'est trouve, a fait le
tions personnelles a l'ecart, vous agirez de concert avec

:
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—

f

;

.'

" * Cependant M. de Puisaye peut etre tres utile, parceque, d'apres ce
j'ai su en Angieterre, et ce qu'on m'a dit a Mantes, il a du eredit
sur bien du monde.'
" Charette
Oui,sur quelques chefs de Chouans, ou quelques personnes
qui tendent a devenir chefs mais il n'en a point sur le peuple des campagnes dont il n'est pas connu. Quand on a publie son arrivee en Bretagne,
les paysans se disaient les uns aux autres dans leur langage, quel est cet
homme, que veut-il faire ?
" * Je crus voir que le General etait fatigue de cette conversation et
je changeai de sujet.
" Je pense, General, que vous avez besoin d'officiers.'
" Charette
Certainement, j'ai besoin d'officiers j'en ai de tres bons,
de tresbraves, et tres zele, mais ils sont presque tous tres jeunes. J'en ai
tant perdu qu'il m'en faudrait bien plus qu'il ne m'en reste, surtout pour
la cavalerie, et pour les details de l'armee.'
" General, vous en aurez tant que vous voudrez. 11
y en a en
Angieterre un grand nombre de tres bons, qui depuis longtemps
desirent de vous rejoindre, et qui sont tres empresses de servir sous vos
ordres.
Mais avez-vous de l'artillerie ?
" Charette
J'ai des canons decampagne, et quelques-uns de 12 ; mais
je ne puis en faire usage, parceque je n'ai pas de poudre, ni canoniers
pour les servir. II me faudrait aussi des chevaux et des harnais.'
" Quand on a des officiers d'artillerie, on a bientot forme des canoniers,
et surtout avec des matelots.'
H Charette
Mais, je n'ai pas du tout d'officiers.'
" 11 y en a en Angieterre 30 a 35 qui ne sont pas employes parmi eux
se trouve un Colonel tres en etat de vous former promptement un corps
d'artillerie. C'est M. de Quefdville.
II y a aussi quelques ingenieurs.
Tous doivent etre prets a partir a votre premiere demande, parcequ'avant de quitter Londres, j'ai parle a M. Y^indham du besoin que vous
deviez en avoir, de la necessite de les rassembler d'avance, et que ce
Ministre a donne l'ordre devant moi pour qu'on fit venir chez lui le
lendemain le colonel d'artillerie, et l'ingenieur en chef.'
" Charette
* Des ingenieurs me seront aussi tres utiles.'
" * Vous en aurez, General, et comme j'espere vous rejoindre, mon
fils et moi vous en serviront.
A present, General, trouvez bon que nous
en venions a un objet bien essentiel. C'est vous que le Roi et Monsieur
regardent comme le General en Chef des armees Royales de ia Vendee,
et a qui ils veulent formellement en donner le commandement.
C'est en
consequence que, charge de temoigner la satisfaction de sa Majeste et
du Prince a Messieurs de Sapineau et Stoftiet, je dois me concerter
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avec yous pour determiner \>\ je le ferai direttement moi-memc, ou si je
vous prirai de la faire.'
" Charette
Je leur ferai part au tout, et cela suffira.'
" | General, je me conformerai a ce que vous me prescrivez, et m'en
rapporterai a vous. J'espere, au surplus, que je puis rendre compte
que ees Messieurs vous obeissent, et que la plus parfaite intelligence
regne entre eux et vous.'
" Charette * Je vais vous parler franchement a ce sujet, parce qu'il est
necessaire que vous connaissiez bien l'etat des choses a present. 31. de
Sapineau est un homme loyal, qui pense bien, et qui veut le bien mais,
quoique ne manquant pas de capacite, il n'a la force ni de rien faire par
lui-meme, ni de soutenir ce qu'il a cru devoir resoudre. II est livre a son
entourage, et son entourage ne vaut rien.'
" * Stofflet est la bravoure et la loyaute meme
mais ne dans une
classe obscure, il n'a eu aucune education, et n'est capable de rien
combiner de lui-meme.'
" * Lorsque j'ai cru mon honneur engage a rompre la paix avec la
Kepublique, parcequ'on m'avait trompe, et que le Roi n'etait point
retabli, j'ai communique mes raisons et mes resolutions a M. de Sapineau,
qui m'assurat qu'il ferait comme moi, et ne se separerait pas de moi.
Cependant, aussitot que ma proclamation a ete publique, M. de
Sapineau a depute a Paris M. de Bejary pour protester au Comite
de Salut Public, qu'il n'etait pour rien dans ce que j'avais fait,
et qu'il ne demandait qu'a entretenir la paix qui avait ete conclue
Bejary a fort
il
a entraine Stofflet a adherer a cette deputation.
mais on dirait qu'il s'est laisse gagner par
bien rempli sa mission
Public est dans
les Republicains ; car il m'ecrit que le Comite de Salut
la meilleure foi, et dans les meilleurs dispositions, et m'engage a revenir
Voici sa lettre.
(Je la lus, et en verite on la
sur ce que j'ai fait.
croirait dictee par le Comite meme). * Le General continue, ' Je 1'ai lue a
mes officiers rassembles, et leur ai demande s'il y avait quelqu'un parmi
eux qui pensat que je dusse me rendre aux instances de M. de Bejary.
Aucun n'a ete de cet avis. Je vous avoue que cette communication
etait de ma part un epreuve pour savoir s'il y avait dans mon armee
quelqu'individu qui ne pensat pas bien, ou qui n'eut pas la fermete
necessaire si j'en eusse trouve quelqu'un, je l'eusse chasse aussi-t6t.'
" * Comment, General, Messieurs de Sapineau et Stofflet vous reconnaissent pour Chef, et ils ont pu faire une semblable demarche sans
J'aime a penser qu'ils n'ont voulu que gagner du temps. Mais
vous
Est-ce dont qu'il
enfin, ils ne devaient agir que de concert avec vous.
est a craindre qu'ils se separent de vous ?
" Charette ' Non, ils savent bien qu'ils ne le peuvent pas, parceque leurs
armees me sont devouees, et qu'elles obeiront a ce que je leur ordonnerai.
D'ailleurs, je suis sur que Stofflet fera comme je voudrai, et qu'il commencera la guerre quand je le dirai. Cependant, comuK- il serait iivs
faeheux d'en venir a des extremites avec des gens qui out assurement
tits bien merite, la presence d'un de nos Princes est absolument
necessaire dans cette armee, pour que son autorite fasse un tout des
'
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plusieurs parties separees.'
"' J'espere, General, que vous aurez bientot Monsieur; que l'Angletcrre se rendra a ses instances reiterees, et qu'elle portera ce Prince a la
Vendee. Milord Grenville vous l'annonce dans sa lettre. Mais comment M. de Sapineau a-t-il pu envoyer a Paris M. de Bejary qud p
II me parait que c'est un homiiir saeritie."
un homme de merite ?
u Charette
Certainement, c'est un homme perdu. Le Comite de Salut
Public continuera a le caresser, tant qu'il pensera qu'il peut empecher
Sapineau et Stofflet de reprendre les armes; mais, cependant, le fera
Mirveiller, et s'il veut sortir de Paris, il sera arrete
tout comme il le
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sera au moment ou la guerre sera conimenc.ee. Mais ce qu'il y a de bien
plus extraordinaire, c'est que M. de Sce'peaucu, que j'avais envoy e il y a
longtemps de l'autre cote de la Loire, et qui commandait les Chouans
entre Nantes et Angers, s'est rendu lui-meme a Paris, au moment qu'il
a su la descente des emigres a Quiberon, pour assurer le Comite de
Salut Public qu'il n'etait pas d'intelligence avec eux, et qu'il voulait
II ne sortira
observer la paix qu'il avait faite avec la Republique
jamais de Paris, non plus que Bejary ; mais sa conduite ne fera pas
qu'on le plaigne.'
" Ce que vous in'apprenez la, General, est bien extraordinaire Un
Chef quitter son armee pour aller se jetter au milieu de ses ennemis
Qui
II est done fol
mais son absence ne nuira-t-elle pas aux affaires ?
*
conduit a present son armee ?
" Charette
J'ai envoye mon oncle, M. de Fleuriot, pour commander
dans ce pays-la mais, je vous la repete, un Prince est necessaire ici,
absolument necessaire/
" 'II y a longtemps que j'en suis convaincu, General, et je le vols
Mais
plus que jamais, parceque vous me faites l'konneur de me dire.
quelles forces ont les Chouans ?
" Charette i Les Chouans sonttous les habitants de la Bretagne, d'une
partie de la Normandie, du Maine, de l'Anjou, et surtout, des bords de la
Loire depuis Angers jusqu' a Nantes, et au-dessous. Mais ce n'est pas
II y en aurait bientot si nous
organise ; cela ne forme pas un ensemble.
Tons les ordres partiraient de lui, tout
avions un Prince a notre tete.
le monde lui obeirait ; tout irait apres une meme impulsion, et agirait
de concert. Combien nos forces ne seraient elles pas augmentees
par la ? Ah M. le Baron, faites done en sorte que Monsieur vienne
promptement.'
* General,
je vous le repete, Monsieur, depuis deux ans, brule du
desir d'etre a la tete des braves Royalistes; mais il ne peut y venir que
quand la cour d'Angieterre, l'intime allie du Boi, jugera a propos de
Fy faire transporter. Vous voyez par ce que vous ecrit Milord Grenville,
qu'elle est determinee a le faire, des qu'elle sera assuree que vous avez
assez de force pour que la surete d'une personne aussi interessante pour
tcute l'Europe, ne soit pas compromise en venant parmi vous; et j'espere,
en consequence, que les Ministres se decideront a passer Monsieur a la
Vendee aussitot apres l'arrivee de la personne que vous enverrez a
Londres, si le Prince n'est pas deja parti avec Milord Moira.'
" Charette ' Ah qu'il vienne ce Prince cheri ; nous lui ferons tous un
rempart impenetrable a l'ennemi, et il sera en surete au milieu de nous.
De plus, tout ce qu'il y a de noblesse emigree s'empressera surement de
l'accompagner, et nos forces en seront augmentees. Elles le seront aussi
infiniment par sa presence; et je vous assure encore que si nous sommes
pourvus de ce qui est necessaire, il aura bientot une armee immense.
Si le Roi pouvait venir aussi, cela deciderait tout-a-fait l'affaire.
Oh
combien nous desirons qu'il puisse juger par lui-meme de notre zele pour
son service.'
" ' General, le Roi connait votre zele, et rends a ses braves Vendeens
toute la justice qui leur est due.
Je ne doute pas qu'il n'ait le desir de
rentrer dans son royaume par la partie ou son autorite n'a jamais ete
meconnu, et ou la Monarchie Fran9aise n' a pas cesse d'exister. Mais
je ne sais si les circonstances le permettront a Sa Majeste.
D'ailleurs,
elle est si loin dans ce moment, qu'elle ne pourrait etre dans ce pays-ci
qu'au bout d'un assez longtemps mais, en attendant, Monsieur qui a
toute la confiance du Roi, et qui en a recu tout pouvoir, le remplacera.'
" Charette * Que ce soit done bientot Mais en attendant, de
lapoudre
mon cher ami, ou a moins, de salpetre.'
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" * Vous avez done, General, des inoulins a poudre ? '
"Charette
Oui, j'ai les moyeus d'en faire, j'ai du soufre.*
" Mais, General, du plomb pour les balles, en avez-vous ?
" Charette
J'ai du plomb encore pour quelque temps.'
" On vint avertir le General, que Ton avait servi lo diner. II me
fit diner avec M. de la Roberie et 27 de ses officiers.
Pendant tout le
repas, qui n'annoncait rien moins que la disette, la conversation fut
gate, franche et ouvcrte.
On m'y exprimat souvent le desir de
combattre l'ennemi, et de voir le Koi et les Princes de son sang.
On me fit sur ces augustes personnes, et en particulier sur Monsieur,
beaucoup de questions, aux quelles je repondis comme je le devais, en
me livrant a l'impulsion de mon coeur.
" Sur la fin du diner, on annoncat que neuf canoniers du chateau de
Nantes venaient d'arriver pour servir dans son armee, et qu'ils avaient
ete precedes par cinq autres.
Arriva aussi un jeune gentilhomme de
Nantes. Le General lui ordonna de se pourvoir d'un cheval et d'armes^
'

:

*

*

:

Un

present dit qu'il lui donnerait un sabre et des pistolcts,
ferait trouver un cheval.
Je remarquai dans la conversation que plusieurs chefs de divisions annoncaient des projets,
d'une maniere qui me persuada qu'ils n'attendent pas toujours Pordre
du General pour entreprendre ce qu'ils jugent a propos.
Cela
me deplut, et m'engagea a parler generaleraent, mais avec force, de
la necessite que rien ne se fasse dans une armee que d'apres le Chef.
Je suis assure d'apres ce que m'a dit ce General, et d'apres ce que j'ai
vu, que l'on obeit exactement lorsqu'il commande ou qu'il defend ; mais
je crois que la position ou il se trouve, Pempeche d'ordonner ou de
Apres le diner,
defendre toujours ce qu'il croirait pour le mieux.
j'engageai le General a venir au cabinet du jardin, et lui observai qu'il
n'y avait pas un instant a perdre pour envoyer ses reponses a Londres.
Et que puisque je ne pouvais pas encore repartir et emmener son
envoye, il fallait faire partir sur les champs, pour PAngteterre ; le
officier

qu'il

lui

General

me

et

repondit.

" Charette ' Mais par quel moyen puis-je envoyer tout de suite en
Angleterre ?
" ' General, j'y ai pense en vous attendant.
J'ai appris que vous
aviez dans votre cavalerie des fils de pecheurs de Pimboeuf, et que leurs
peres sont des gens ties surs. Votre envoye ira chez Pun d'eux, qui
demandera une permission pour aller pecher a Pembouchure de la Loire,
et de prendre deux matelots.
L'envoye sera un de ses matelots. La
barque qui les portera, sortie de la riviere, longera la cote sur le soir,
et se rendra dans la baye de Quiberon, ou [est] le commodore Warren, a
qui votre envoye portera une lettre de votre part, et la demande de le
Je connais
faire conduire tout de suite en Angleterre par un aviso.
assez le zele du Commodore pour etre sur qu'il le fera, sans perdre de
temps, et que par ce moyen vos depeches arriveront promptement.
Demandez, General, a M. de la Roberie quels sont les homnies en
M. de la Reberie
question; e'est avec lui que j'ai arrange tout cela.
II nomma les
appele, dit que la chose etait possible, et meme facile.
D'apres cela, le General resolut de faire
hommes, et en repondit.
partir le lendemain, et que ce serait son cousin M. Charette de la
Je pris la liberte de lui observer que Milord
Colinitre qu'il enverrait.
Grenville demandait quelqu'un ties instruit de Petat de la Vendue.
11 me repondit que quoique son cousin ne fut aupres de lui que depuis
dix a douze jours, il etait tres au fait de tout, et qu'il aurait avec lui
:

un

entretien dans lequel

"Ensuite,
" Charette

le

General

il

lui dirait tout ce

me

que

serait necessaire.'

dit.

' Qu'est-ce done qu'il faut que je remette a
porter a Londre ?
:

mon

cousin pour
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"

il me semble qu'il faut que vous repondiez aux
vous ai portees.'
" Charette * Faisant partir demain matin, je n'ai pas le temps de
repondre a toutes. Vous presenterez mon hommage a Monsieur, vous
lui rendrez compte de mes sentiments, et de ma position, d'apres ce que
je vous ai dit.
Je repondrai a M. le Due d'Harcourt et a M. le Comte
de Serens par une autre voie; mais qu'est-ce qu'il faut que j'ecrive
aux deux Ministres ?
" ( General, je crois que vous devez repondre aux honnetetes contenues
dans leurs lettres les remercier des offres qu'ils vous ont fait de la
part du Roi d'Angleterre ; les prier de presenter vos remerciments a
Sa Majeste; leur exposer votre position et vos besoins ; et enfin, leur
demander ce que vous desirez.'
" Charette
Je n'ai pas leurs lettres ici. D'ailleurs je ne connais pas
les Cours; je sais me battre, mais je ne sais pas traiter les affaires de
'

Mais General,

lettres qui je

:

;

:

'

politique. Faites-moi ces

"

deux

lettres.'

General je ne crois pas a-propos que je les fasse. Si je les fais,
on le connaitra surement, et les Ministres pourront croire que je vous
ai engage a presenter mes idees qu'ils connaissent, au lieu des votres.
Votre stile militaire fera un beaucoup meiileur effet.'
" Charette
Eh bien dites au moins a mon secretaire ce qu'il
*

:

*

!

faut qu'il ecrive.'

" Le secretaire appele, jelui dis tres en detail cequejecrus qu'il
devait ecrire.
M. Charette de la Coliniere vint, quand il fut prevenu
de sa mission. Je lui dis aussi devant le General ce qui je pensais de
la conduite qu'il devait tenir. II nous quitta, et je repris ma conversation
avec le General.'
" Vous avez traite, General, avec des membres de la Convention, ce
qui me fait croire que vous devez avoir des intelligences avec quelqu'un
d'entr'eux. et avec quelques autres personnes a Paris.
Si vous en avez,
je vous prie de m'en faire part, et de me les donner, en vous declarant
qu'il est tres utile, et merae necessaire que vous me les donniez.'
" Charette: * Je n'ai point eu de rappotts avec d'autres personnes de
Paris que les membres de la Convention qui sont venus dans ce pavs-ci
m'onrir la paix, et traiter avec moi. Ce sont Ruelle, Gaudin, et les
autres; mais depuis que j'ai vu qu'ils m'avaient trompe, et qu'ils ne
tenaient pas ce qu'ils m'avaient promis, je n'ai plus voulu avoir de
relations avec eux.
II faut, a-propos de ces gens-la, que vous sachiez
que quoique je fusse en quelque sorte force de faire la paix, puisque
je n'avais plus de poudre, et que mes soldats manquaient de tout, je
ne m'y serais jamais prete, si Ruelle et Canclaux ne m'avaient assure
qu'ils voulaient retablir le Roi, et que je faciliterais ce retablis-ement
en m'entendant avec eux, et me pretant a une paix, qui faciliterait
l'execution de leurs vues, les quelles n'etaient pas differentes des miennes.
lis m'ont trompe, et lorsque je l'ai vu, je n'ai plus pu supporter l'idee
que mes Princes et l'Europe entiere pouvaient avoir de moi, en me
voyant en quelque maniere reconnaitre la Republique. J'ai fait ma
proclamation pour detromper tout le monde sur mon compte.'
" * General, quelques respectables que soient les raisons qui vous ont
porte a faire cette proclamation, si j'etais arrive avant que vous Payez
publiee, je vous aurais demande de la differer, et d'attendre que nous
vous eussions procure tout ce qu'il vous faut pour faire la guerre avec
avantage ; mais ce qui est fait, est fait.'
(i
Charette * Apres ma proclamation, j'ai euleve a l'ennemi du cote de
Montiagu un camp de 2700 hommes qui me genait mais depuis, je n'ai fait
qu'enlever quelques petits convois.
Je n'entreprendrai rien d'important
avant que la recolte soit entitlement faite, et je ne crois pas que les
:

;
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Republicains viennent m'attaquer chez moi, parcequ'ils savent bien
qu'ils n'v viendraient pas impunement.
Cependant procurez moi de la

poudre. 3
11

'J'ai en l'honneur de vous promettre, General,

que des que je
a Nantes, je m'en occuperais, et vous pouvez compter sur mon
zele pour tout ce qui vous interesse.
Mais avant de vous quitter, je
dois vous dire que Monsieur m'a charge de faire savoir en France que
Tintention du Roi etait bien plus de pardonner que de punir, et que
tous ceux de ses sujets qui reeonnaiteraient leurs erreurs, et qui
rentreraient dans leur devoir, il les recevrait comme un pere recois
ses enfants egares, et empecherait qu'il ne leur fut fait aucun mal.
II est facile de conclure de cette disposition de sa Majeste que, pour
se conformer a ses intentions, il faut eviter, en faisant la guerre, de
repandre le sang lorsqu'il n'est pas absolument necessaire d'en repandre
ne pas refuser quartier aux prisonniers qui se rendent et surtout,
empeoher les vengeances particulieres, et les assassinats qui ne sont pas
dignes de la cause que nous defendons, et qui la deshonorent.'
" Charette 'Je ne demand e qu'a, epargner le sang et dans ces derniers
temps j'ai fait quelques centaines de prisonniers; mais si on traite sans
pitie mes soldats, lorsqu'ils en tombera quelques-uns entre les mains
de l'ennemi, il faudra bien que j'use de represailles.'
serais

;

:

"

*

Quant aux

;

assassinats, je les

empeche tant que

je puis, et je fais

punir ceux qui en commetteut, quand je les connais ; mais il est une
espece d'hommes aux quels je ne puis obtenir que mes soldats fassent
grace, quand ils les rencontrent"; ce sont les habitants de la Vendee qui
se sont retires parmi les ennemis, qui les ont excites a porter le fer
et la flamme chez nous, qui ont servi de guides aux republicans pour
y penetrer, et qui ont ete les premiers a mettre le feu et a faire
egorger leurs propres parents et leurs amis. Nous les designons par
le nom de patauds, et je vous l'avoue, je pense qu'ils ne meritent aucune
pitie.'

" * Mon General, on se repand toujours d'avoir fait du mal, et jamais
d'avoir evite d'en faire.
Je suis sur que e'est d'apres ce principe que
Enfin, General, veuiliez bien me dire ou les secours
vous agirez.

qu'on pourra vous envoyer, ou meme monsieur, pourront aborder pour
que vous puissiez surement s'en recevoir avec vos forces.'
" Charette: * A St. Jean de Mont, et depuis >SV. Gilles jtuqt
Sables d' Olonne. J'ai porte six millc hommes vers cette cote, et je les y
tiendrai constamment.
Je vais le mander, et vous pouvez l'assurer.'
" * Si vous aviez St, Gilles meme. General, ce serait bien plus commode pour venir a vous a cause du petit port qu'y forme la riviere
de Vic/
" Charette * Quand j'aurai re9u de la poudre, je serai bientot maitiv do
St. Gilles, et de toute la cote.'
" Le secretaire apporta les deux lettres qu'il avait ecrites a Milord
Grenville et a 31. Windham. Je les lus, et j'avoue que je les trouvai
fort diflerentes de ce que j'avais dit, etqu'elles meparurent insufHsnntes.
Je voulus engager le secretaire a les refaire, mais il me dit qu'il n'y
Je n'insistai plus, et me contentai d'enga
avait pas assez de temps.
a donner a M. Charette de la Coliniere une instruction bien claire, et
qui put le mettre a memo de satisfaire les ministres surtout ce qu'ils
Le General eut la bonte de me presser de rester
lui demanderaient.
pour causer encore avec lui; mais je lui representai la nece>Mn do mon
retour a Nantes pour qu'on ne s'apercut DM de mon absence, et le priai
II me fit donner des chevaux et trois cavaliers
de me laisser partir.
pour me conduire. Apres avoir prig conge If lui, jo montai sur des
chevaux de Brigand*, qui me condui&ircni a Kuze en trois heures,
:

<
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les quatre lieux qu'on y compte, en vaillent plus de six.
J'eprouvai que ces chevaux ne se sont arretes ni par les haies, ni par les

quoique
fosses.

" J'arrivai chez Madame Bascher d' ou j'etais parti. Je ne pus rentrer
ce soir-la, parceque je ne pus faire avertir mon batelier, et qu'un
pecheur que je fis demander ne se trouva pas chez lui. Le lendemain 24, je fus niene a la pointe du jour chez un meunier, bou
Royaliste, qui se chargeat de me faire rentrer a Nantes en me
II m'habilla en consequence,
menant avec lui comme son garcon.
mais, en suite, ayant reflechi que tous les meuniers qui entraient par
le pont
Rousseau etaient connus du consigne, il craignit qu'on
connut que je n'etais pas du nombre, et qu'on m'arreta, et il me

Je passai la journee chez lui, ou il me
au soir.
Quand il fut nuit, on me conduisit chez un
de son mieux.
pecheur, qui me prit dans son batteau, me remontat la riviere en
evitant les vaisseaux armes, et me deposat sur les quais au milieu
Apres avoir ete tranquiliser
de la ville a 11 heures du soir.
Mademoiselle de Charette sur mon voyage, je me rendis chez moi
avec la crainte que mon absence n'eut cause quelques suspicions;
mais le Comte de Butler, avec sa presence d'esprit et son adresse
ordinaire, avait trouve des pretextes pour la couvrir aux yeux de
notre hote tres republicain, et empecher qu'elle ne fut connue de nos
commissionaires, que leur zele avait porte a vouloir me voir plusieurs
priat d'attendre

traitat

fois.

" J'observerai que, dans mon voyage, j'ai offert de l'argent a
toutes les personnes que j'ai employees, et qu'aucune n'a voulu en
accepter.
Tous m'ont dit que je servais la cause du lioi, qu'elles
remplissaient leur devoir en me secondant, et qu'elles seraient bien
Je m'occupai des le
fachees de recevoir de l'argent pour cela.
lendemain 25, ainsi que le 26, a realiser les lettres de credit que

maison Babu, et a faire chercher de la poudre pour le
General Charette. Je trouvai quelques centaines de livres de poudre
mais je ne pus me procurer aucuns fonds sur mes lettres de credit.
La maison Babu, lorsque je les lui presentai, me repondit nous
n'avons plus de commerce, nous n'avons plus de credit au dehors,
Nous
et, par consequent, nous n'avons pas de payements a y faire.
n'avons done pas besoin de fonds chez Vetranger. D'ailleurs, quand
nous voudrions votes faire dix mille livres sterlings, en numeraire,
Ce fut aussi a-peu-pres la meme
la chose nous serait impossible.
reponse que je recus de toutes les personnes auxquelles je m'addressai
pour le meme objet, et je me suis addresse a tous les negociants,
ou capitalistes de Nantes aux-quels on supposait du numeraire.
"Le 27 au matin, apres avoir reflechi et delibere avec le Comte
de Butler, je crus qu'il etait a propos qu'au lieu de penser a rien
faire d'ulterieur, et d'aller a Paris, je me rendisse en Angleterre.
Mon opinion fut determinee en considerant
de Quiberon du 21 dont je venais
1. "La malheureuse affaire
Les suites qu'elle pouvait avoir, et les
d'avoir connaissance.
nouvelles mesures qu'elle devait forcer de prendre.
2. "La position de M. Charette, et le besoin urgent de secours,
dans lequel il se trouvait.
3. "La crainte que l'envoye de ce General eut rencontre quelquc
obstacle qui l'eut empeche d'arriver en Angleterre.
4. " L'esperance que le rapport de ce que j'avais vu et observe,
pourrait determiner le Ministere Anglais a prendre un parti utile,
et meme necessaire dans la circonstance,
j'avais sur la

;

:
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5.

"

La

veritable

necessite

de

faire

connaitre

etat des choses en France, le

sans

delai

parti qu'on

a Monsieur le
en pouvait tirer

en ne perdant pa3 de temps, afin que ce Prince fut a meme agir,
ou faire agir, comme il le croirait a propos.
6. "La difficulte de sortir de Nantes et de me rendre a Paris,
les Chouans ne laissant aucune route libre, et arretant, ou tuant,
tout ce qu'ils rencontrent de voyageurs; en faisant usage des
moyens que j'avais de passer parmi eux, j'etais sur de devenir
suspect, parcequ'ils n'accordent cette liberte a personne.
7. " La persuasion qu'il n' y avait rien d'utile a faire a Paris en ce
moment, ou les meneurs se voyant avoir des avantages de tous cotes,
seraient moins affecte de craintes personnelles, et par consequent, peu
disposes a se preter a mes vues.
8. u Et enfin, la necessite d'employer tout ce que j'avais d'argent a
acheter de la poudre pour le General Chare tte, puisque je ne pouvais
pas tirer parti de mes lettres de credit, ce qui m'otait toute moyen
ulterieur de voyager.
" J'esperai done que le Roi et Monsieur approuveraient mon retour en
Augleterre, lorsque je leur aurais rendu compte des raisons qui m'avaient
determine.
" J'ecrivis a

M. de Charette la lettre ci-jointe No. I, et Souriceau
soir-meme pour la lui porter. Le meme jour 27, nous dinames,
le Comte de Butler et moi, chez un officier municipal.
force de
vanter la beaute de l'aspect des campagnes qu'environnent Nantes, nous
fe portames a nous donner une permission pour entrer et sortir librement par toutes les portes, et cela pendant dix jours. C'est une faveur
et une marque de confiance qui n'est accordee a aucun habitant.
Nous
profitames de cette permission des le soir-meme pour reconnaitre les
fortifications de la ville, et nous examinames tres exactement celles qui
sont depuis le Cours jusques aux Capucins, situes au bas de la ville,
sur le bord de la Loire.
Le 29, je sortis sur le soir avec le Comte de
Butler pour examiner les fortifications qu'on a faites sur la route de
Paris. On nous avait bien recemmande de- ne pas nous eloigner, si
nous ne voulions pas elre pris par les Chouans ; mais nous ne les
croyons pas aux portes de la ville.
" A une portee de fusil de celle de Paris, pendant que nous regardions
attentivement le terrein et observions comment on pourrait attaquer
Nantes de ce cote, cinq hommes qui etaient couches dans le grand
chemin, se leverent, montrerent des armes, et nous demanderent ou nous
allions.
Nous leur dimes que nous nous promenions, et que nous
Alors ils nous assurerent que ce ne serait
allions rentrer dans la ville.
pas de ce jour, ni peut-etre de longtemps. II ajouterent qu'iis etaient
Nous leur
des Chouans, et qu'il fallait venir parler a. leur capitaine.
observames, qu'etants etrangers, nous n'avions rien a de meler dans les
querelles des Francais.
Notre qualite d'etranger les fit persister dans
la resolution de nous emmener, parceque, disaient-ils, nous fournissions
Apres quelques
des vivres a leur ennemis. II fallu done les suivre.
centaines de pas, ils nous firent quitter la grande route pour nous mener
par des bois. Comme il est tres certain que, parmi les Chouans, il en
est beaucoup qui pour avoir la depouille des gens qu'ils prenuent, les
fusillent sans les conduire a leurs chefs, nous jugeames devoir nous
faire connaitre, et leur dire qui nous etions, d'ou nous venions, et ce que
nous faisions; en leur observant que si nous ne rentrions pas dans
Nantes le soir meme, notre absence pouvait faire le plus grand tort aux
lis nous repondirent que cela pouvait
affaires du Roi, et a eux-memes.
etre tres vrai, et qu* alors nous serions amis
mais que leur capitaine
En
en jugerait
et qu*au reste, il ne nous serait fait aucun mal.
partit le

A

;

;
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marchant nous nous familiar! sanies, et nous etions assez bien ensemble.
Lorsque nous arrlvames, apres avoir fait une lieue, a une raaison de
paysan, ou nous devions trouver le Capitaine Chouan ; raais il n'y
Alors nouvelle
etait pas venu, et avait fait dire qu'il ne viendrait pas.
instance de notre part pour qu'on nous laissa rentrer dans la ville, et
grand embarras de la part de nos Chouans; les uns voulaient nous
mettre en liberte, les autres nous garder, et quelques-uns nous mener a
Enfin ils se reunirent
sept lieues de la ou etait leur quartier-general.
a la resolution de nous mener a une demie-lieue plus loin, chez quelqu'
un en qui ils out confiance, et qui deciderait de ce qu'il y avait a faire ;
mais auparavant de partir, nos arreteurs voulurent nous faire boire avec
eux. lis firent porter du vin, et nous bumes tous a la sante du Eoi, de
Monseigneur Comte d'Artois, et des Royalistes. Nous voulumes alors
accepter quelques louis d'or, mais ils les refuserent.
leur faire
Cependant, sur les instances du Comte de Butler, un d'eux recut un
louis, et les autres allaient peut-etre en faire autant, lorsque des femmes
qui etaient presentes, s'ecrierent que si nous etions des honnetes gens
et Royalistes, on devait nous rendre service sans nous faire payer ; que
Des
c'etait infame de recevoir notre argent, et qu'il fallait le rendre.
lors, nous ne pumes en faire accepter; etnous eumes beaucoup de peine
a faire garder le louis recu, encore n9 f ut-ce qu'en disant de l'employer
pour acheter de la poudre.
" Enfin, en execution de Parrete du conseil, nous fumes conduits chez
Le Mane, homme bien ne, et tres bien pensant. Quoique nous
n'eussions sur nous rien pour nous faire reconnaitre, comme j'etais en
rapport a Nantes avec quelques amis et parents de M. le Mane, en lui
racontant plusieurs particularites, je lui eus bientot inspire de la conII assura done nos Chouans, dont la troupe s'etait grossie chez
fiance.
lui, que nous etions des Royalistes venus en France pour leur preparer
des secours, et qu'il etait important qu'ils nous fissent rentrer tout de
Ils resolurent done, en buvant encore a la sante du
suite a Nantes.
Roi, de nous faire conduire, et nienie escorter, parceque, dirent-ils,
nous pourrions tomber entre les mains de quelques-uns d'entre eux qui
nous feraient peut-etre une mauvais parti. Du moment que nous fumes
31.

reconnus, les Chouans nous temoignerent beaucoup de la confiance, et
nous auraient obei en tout ce que nous aurions voulu. Ils nous
temoignerent le plus grand desir du retablissement du Roi, et d'avoir
un Prince de son sang a leur tete. Nous partimes avec 4 hommes, que
nous firnes beaucoup causer en chemin, et dont nous tirames quelques
renseignements. Nous remarquames avec plaisir que lorsqu'ils entendaient quelqu'un, et qu'ils criaient qui vive, on repondait sans hesiter
1
Boyaliste,' merae dans les endroits ou Ton pouvait rencontrer des
Nos conducteurs nous firent aboutir chez un
patrouilles republicaines.
blanchisseur qui loge sur le bord d'une petite riviere a 150 toises du
Ils lui demanderent de nous prendre dans
poste de la porte de Paris.
son bateau et de nous entrer dans la ville ; mais il s'y refusa, parcequ'il
II
lui aurait fallu passer le long d'une chaloupe canoniere et du porte.
nous donna un lit, et le lendemain 30, il nous passa la riviere un peu
loin, et nous indicat des chemins detournes par lesquels nous rentrames
a Nantes sans difficulte.
"Nos botes avaient ete fort etonnes et inquiets de nous voir absenter
une nuit, sans les avoir avertir. Mais nous leur fimes un conte tel que
nous voulumes, et ils nous en crurent.
ils

"Le 31, je recus la reponse du General Charette: et
remplissait pas mon objet, je me determinai a lui recrire.
je fis partir Souriceau pour lui porter ma lettre No. 2.

comme

elle

ne

Le 1 d'Aout,
Le merae jour
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Aout, je parvins a trouver M. le Comte de Brue d'lvignuc, et je le
Madame de Bruc, chez Madame la Comtesse de Kerambar.
M. le Comte de Bruc est un veillard qui a la moitie du visage ronge
par an cancer, qui le fait cruellement souffrir ; mais si son corps est
affaibli, son ame a conserve toute sa force.
II est tres religieux,
extremement zele pour le service du Roi. II m'assurat qu'il ferait pour
Pobjet dont j'etais charge tout ce qui dependrait de lui, et que pour ce
qu'il ne pouvait pas faire lui-ineme, a raison de son etat, il me donnerait un homme en qui je pouvais prendre toute confiance.
" Madame de Bruc est une femme tres ccurageuse, et dont le zele
Elle a ete longtemps en prison, et n'en a pas
egale celui de son mari.
Elle a depuis assiste tous les prisonniers
ete intimidee pour la suite.
Elle avait, dans les derniers
suspects, et en a fait sauver plusieurs.
jours de mon sejour a Nantes, pris des moyens pour faire sauver M. de
Belle-vue, un chef des Chouans mis en arrestation en meme temps que
M. Cormatin et les autres out ete arretes a Rennes, mais au moment de
1' execution, M. de Belle-vue s'est refuse a sortir de prison, et a prefere,
je ne sais pas pourquoi, d'etre juge comme il l'a annonce dans une
lettre que j'ai lue, addressee a Madame de Bruc.
Cette dame m'a rendu
tous les services qu'elleapu. Elle a un fils de dix-huit ans, qui est avec
les Chouans, aide-de-camp de M. le Veneur.
J'ai promis a la mere, sur
sa demande, de demander les bontes de Monsieur pour le jeune homme.
"Le soir du meme jour, je trouvai chez M. de Comte de Bruc
l'homme de confiance qu'il m'avait promis. C'est un fermier a son
J'ai vu en lui un loyal
aise, nomme Buron, qui s'est retire a Nantes.
homme, entierement devoue au Roi, et aux honnetes gens, zele,
courageux, et sous un exterieur froid, tres actif et capable. Depuis que
je l'ai connu, jusqu' a mon depart, il s'est donne beaucoup de peine
pour me faire placer mes lettres de credit, et pour trouver de la poudre
mais il n'a pas ete plus heureux que moi dans le premier objet. Voyant
qu'il y avait impossibilite de me faire avoir des fonds, il m'a donne 200
marcs d'argenterie, sur ma parole d'en compter la value en Angleterre
Aussitdt que j ; eus cette argenterie, je la
a un emigre de ses amis.
renris, avec les 400 louis que j'avais porte de Londres, a Mademoiselle
de Charette sur son recu, pour qu'elle fit payer la poudre achetee, mais
nous n'en avons eu que bien peu, car comme c'est celle de la Republique
qu'on nous a vendue, et que ceux qui la vendent s'exposent beaucoup,
ils le font payer tres cher ; 8" la livre, en argent.
" Buron m'a dit qu'il devait toucher de l'argent peu de jours apres
mon depart, et m'a promis de le faire passer tout au General Charette, ou
de Pemployer suivant ses ordres. II m'a assuree aussi qu'il se procurerait
six mille livres de poudre des Parrivee d'une personne qu'il attendait
tous les jours a Nantes. Je Pai abouche avec Souriceau, alin qu'ils
prennent de concert les moyens et d'acheter des poudres, et de les faire
Ces deux homines precieux sont fait pour travailler
tenir au General.
ensemble, et s'entenderont parfaitement, parcequ'ils sont, tous les deux,
pleins d'honneur, et du meme zele pour le service du Roi.
" J'autorisai Buron a tirer sur moi a Londres des lettres de chauges
pour toutes les sommes qu'il fournirait au General Charette, ou pour
lui; et je promis de les acquitter, esperant que les Ministres de sa
Majeste Britannique, d' apres les intentions qu'ils m'ont manifestoes lors
de mon depart, voudront bien me mettre a meme de rernplir mes
engagements a cet egard.
" Le 3, Madame la Comtesse de Bruc m'appris que Le Veneur etait
Pagent-general des Generaux Sapineau et Stofflet, ainsi que do tous les
qu'il etait a PInstant dans
chefs des Chouans, pour la correspondance
un chateau a 4 lieues de Nantes, ou elle correspondait avec lui, et ou
1

vis ainsi que

;

;
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Cette dauie
devait dans peu de jours, envoyer un cheval a son lils.
en me parlant de la maniere dont etaient les chefs entr'eux, m'engageat
a ecrire a M. Le Veneur. Je trouvai les raisons qu'elle m'en donna
determinantes ; j'ecrivis sur le ciiamp la lettre No. 3, et elle se chargea
de la faire parvenir le 7.
" Le 5 au soir, je recus la reponse du General Charette, et un pouvoir
Tun et l'autre dates du 4.
d'agir en son nom
" Souriceau ne l'avait pas trouve a Belleville, et avait ete oblige de le
suivre a l'armee du Centre, ou il s'etait porte pour conferer avec
Messieurs de Sapineau, de Stofflet et autres. C'est de la qu'il m'a ecrit.
Lorsque Souriceau fut au moment de repartir pour m'apporter les
depeches de M. Charette, le General qui, a ce que je vois, n'aime pas a
ecrire, le chargea de me dire qu'il etait tres content de son entrevue avec
les chefs de l'armee, et que tout allait bien.
" II est si necessaire pour l'interet du Roi que Mon&ieur s'ait parfaitement instruit de tout ce qui peut influer sur ses determinations, que je
crois devoir tout dire sur les hommes comme sur les choses ; et c'est ce
M.
qui ra'engage a placer ici ce que j'ai observe du General Charette.
de Charette est un jeune homme de 35 ans ou environ, d'une figure
agreable, d'un maintien aise et tres decent. C'est Phonneur, la loyaute
C'est vraiment un preux.
Je ne lui ai pas
et la bravoure personifiees.
apercu beaucoup de connaissances acquises, et il ne m'a pas paru tres
propret a embrasser les details des grandes affaires. II parle de la
guerre meme plus en partisan qu'en General. Cependant comme avec
tres peu de moyens, il a fait de grandes choses, des choses vraiment
etonnantes; qu'il a su se faire obeir, aimer, et craindre qu'il a su
organiser et, en quelque facon, discipliner une armee qu'il ne pouvait
payer, et qu'il a acquit la confiance tant de cette armee, que des habitants des provinces voisines, qui le regardent comme invincible, il a
certainement de grands talents, et peut etre infiniment utile. Cependant,
comme il n'a pas commande d'armee reguliere, et qu'une grande partie
de ses succes peut etre due a la connaissance parfaite que lui et ses
officiers ont du local ou s'est fait la guerre, il peut devenir necessaire
Pour y parvenir sans
qu'il soit aide dans bien des circonstances.
inconvenient, il est a propos de lui donner quelques personnes qui aux
connaissances necessaires joignent assez de liant et d'adresse, pour le
diriger sans qu'il s'en apercoive, ensorte qu'il croye n'agir que d'apres
ses propres idees, lorsqu'il n'agira le plus souvent que d'apres celles
J'ai vu au travers de la modestie qu'il montre, qu'il sentait le
d'autrui.
prix de ce qu'il a fait, et le compte qu'on doit lui en tenir j'ai vu qu'il
verrait avec peine, et supporterait difficilement, qu'on lui donna quelque
superieur autre qu'un Prince, et que meme on pretendit le diriger,
"Lorsque j'ai vu ce General, je n'ai distingue que M.M. de la
Roberie, deux freres de l'infortune jeune homme qui a peri au printemps
dernier en retournant a la Vendue.
L'un de ces Messieurs est commandant de toute la cavalerie, et l'autre est chef de division.
II m*a
paru que le General avait beaucoup de confiance en eux, et que les
soldats en font le plus grand cas.
w Ayant fini le 5, tout |ce qu'il m'importait de finir a Nantes, j'en
partis le 6, a dix heures du soir, dans un batteau pour aller rejoindre
mon sloop que j'avais fait descendre a quatre lieues au dessous pour
n'etre pas retard e.
Avant de partir, je fus presenter mes hommages a
Mademoiselle de Charette, et je remis 10 louis a Souriceau pour le
dedommager du temps que je lui avais pris, et des depenses qu'il avait
faites, tant pour des voyages que je lui avait fait faire, que pour le
chirurgien qu'il etait oblige d'employer, parceque ses courses brusques
a cheval l'avaient grievement blesse.
elle

;

;

;
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En prenant conge du Comte de Bruc, le respectable viellard me dit,
larmes aux yeux,je ne desire de vivre q\Cassez de temps pour voir le
Roi retabli sur son trone ; presentez, mon cher Baron, a Monsieur,
non profond respect, majidelite, et mon devouement. Je le lui promis,
mais j'eus bien de la peine a m'exprimer, tant j'etais eniue. II etait
temps que nous quittions la ville, car il y avait peut-etre plus de 100
personnes qui savaient qui nous etions. et pourquoi nous etions venus.
M. de Charette m'avait fait diner avec un grand nombre de ses officiers
qui ont leurs parents et leurs amis a Nantes, et y avait mande ma venue,
mon nom, et le sujet de mon voyage. Les Chouans qui nous avaient
pris, et a qui il avait fallu nous faire connaitre, en avaient fait part a
Je partis de Nantes avec la plus vive
leurs amis, et ceux-ci a d'autres.
impatience d'arriver promptement en Angleterre, ou j'esperais trouver
Monsieur ; mais il n'a pas phi a la Providence d'accomplir mes desirs.
J'ai constamment eu des calnies et des vents contraires
en sorte qu'il
m'a fallu vingt jours pour faire une traversee qui en du ne durer que
quatre ou cinq."
French.
"

les

i

;

Francis Drake to Lord Gbexville.
Secret and Confidential.
" It was with no small degree of mortifi1795, August 28, Genoa.
cation that I gave your Lordship in my last despatch, No. 19, so
unfavourable a statement of the situation of affairs in this country, and
I regret that I must again repeat that, from the best combination of
circumstances which I have been enabled to form, it appears to me but
too evident that no further progress will be made by the Austrian army in
General De Vins himself
the Riviera of Genoa during this campaign.
told me in one of his late letters que la position que Vennemi a prise sur
les montagnes du Cap de St. Spirito est presque inattaquable ; je dis
presque, car si je pouvois esperer qxCen le chassant d'ici la besogne sera
faite, fy reussirai encore ; mais en le chassant de la position presente,
je ne gagnerois autre chose que de leur voir prendre une autre sur les
montagnes derriere Albenga, tout aussi forte que la presente ; et pour
arriverjusqu'a la Comte de Nice, ils auront encore trois ou quatre
II faut done faire quetques
positions Vune plus forte que I* autre.
This
autres combinaisons, et attendre quelque chose des evenemens.
letter, which I quote in the General's own words, could not but give
rise to suspicions that there was not at least that degree of activity in
the Austrian operations which might be wished, and those suspicions
have been since corroborated by what I saw and heard during my late
residence at Vado.
" In my conferences with the General, I frequently took occasion to
express my regret that an army of at least forty thousand men, including
Austrians and Piedmontese, should have gained so little on an emeny of
certainly not more than half that numbor, weakened by desertion and
sickness, disgusted by the want of a sufficiency of provisions and clothing,
and dispirited by their first defeat. To these observations the constant
answer was that the positions which the enemy had taken on the
mountains were so strong as to render the superiority of numbers of little
avail ; that the only point where they were attackable was on his right
on the side of Ormea, for until Ormea fell, he could not advance without
exposing his right flank that he had frequently sent orders to Monsieur
de Colli, who commands in that district, to attack, but these orders were
never obeyed.
" On this language of the General I have the honour to observe to
your Lordship that, in admitting the General's assertion with respect

—

;
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it undoubtedly is, the question naturally arises,
the General has continued Monsieur de Colli in the command, after
such a refusal of obedience to the orders of his superior officer. For
your Lordship has already been informed that the King of Sardinia has
placed Monsieur de Colli entirely under General De Vins's command.
When I touched upon this to the General he endeavoured to explain it
away by asserting that he would long since have removed Monsieur
de Colli if he could have found a proper person to replace him. I
confess that this explanation itself convinces me that the whole is nothing
less than a pretext for the General's inactivity, for it is absurd to suppose
that the whole Austrian army does not furnish one single General
capable (not of forming a plan of operation for himself, but) of executing
I must also add that, as
a plan traced out to him by General De Vins,
the taking of Ormea is of such great importance, there is no reason
whatever why General De Vins should not have directed that operation
in person, since his presence is not certainly more necessary at Vado
than at any other point of his line.
u I beg to b>3 understood that I do not mean to throw any share of
I am fully persuaded that that officer's
this blame on General De Vins.
natural disposition, his inordinate ambition, his great love of military
fame, and his desire to distinguish himself, would lead him to active
operations ; and I believe that he only follows the line of conduct which
has been traced out for him by the Cabinet of Vienna and the general
principle of this line of conduct is, I believe, not to risk on any account
I have been informed that Monsieur Thugut asserts
the loss of men.
that the General has carte blanche to act as he pleases ; but though this
information comes from very good authority, I think it my duty to state
to your Lordship my firm belief that this is not the case, and that the
General acts purely in obedience to the orders which he, from time to
I wish to be as explicit and as clear as
time, receives from Vienna.
possible in what I now assert, for reasons which I have already mentioned
to Mr. Wickham, and which doubtless, ere this, will have come under
your Lordship's eye. It has been too long the system to bandy us
backward and forward from the Austrian General to the Couit of Vienna,
and from the Court of Vienna to the Austrian General ; and it ought
therefore clearly to be understood that the Court of Vienna alone is and
must be accountable for the inactivity of its Generals, and that it is there
and from thence only that we are to require and look for a better system.
" I have already had the honour to state to your Lordship my fears
that the Court of Vienna does not consider the re-conquest of Nice for
the King of Sardinia as an obje3t of sufficient importance for it to risk
the weakening of its army, and, therefore, is not inclined to make any
efforts on this side further than such as will tend to secure the Milanese.
As this latter object is now attained, I am apprehensive that the Austrian
army in this country will remain in its present situation during the
remainder of the campaign. Monsieur Thugut, indeed, holds a different
language at Vienna, and says, with a certain degree of assurance, that
Upon this point it may not be
the Austrian army will be soon at Nice.
amiss to mention to your Lordship that Monsieur Thugut held out
assurances, of the nature I have just alluded to, to the Sardinian
minister at Vienna, at the very time that he wrote a letter to General
De Vins to express a hope that the General would be able to maintain
The first of these two
his present position during the ensuing winter.
circumstances I learnt from the Marquis de Marsan, a Piedmontese
officer in the confidence of the King of Sardinia ; and the latter from
General De Vins himself. Your Lordship will be best enabled to judge

to Orraea to be just, as

why

;
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if the conclusion to be drawn from the comparison of them anyways
impeaches the good faith of Monsieur Thugut.
"As I did not wish to leave any means untried of prevailing on
General De Vins to advance, I thought it necessary to impart to him in
confidence the substance of the instructions which I had given to the
emissaries whom I have sent into Provence and I did not fail to place
in the most conspicuous light the advantages which might be drawn
from a proper concert and co-operation between the Austrian army and
The General, however, treated the plan with a sort of
these persons.
ridicule, asserting that no dependence whatever could be placed on the
well-disposed persons in the interior of France, 'and, consequently, that
all plans of operation framed on such a basis must fail of success.
I
observed to him that the plan in question did not deserve to be treated
lightly, because, taking it at the worst, it could not produce any bad
consequences, and it might produce many good ones.
There was no
necessity to place an implicit reliance on any eventual active measures of
those well-disposed persons in Provence, nor did I myself ever entertain
any hope that the Provencals could be brought to break with the Convention until they saw the means of doing it securely under the influence
of an Austrian army on the Var; but, if by their machinations any
impediments could be thrown in the way of the Convention, either by
preventing the levy of the requisitions of men or grain, or by disorganising the Conventional troops, one great point would be gained and this
point I had reason to hope from the abilities and talents of the persons
This language, however, drew
I had employed, might be effected.
nothing from the general further than a sort of assurance that he might
possibly endeavour to form a second Vendee in Provence by disembarking on the coasts of that country a certain Monsieur Bonnot and a
company of French emigrants. I do not know this Monsieur Bonnot,
but I understand that he is a man of abilities, and that his company,
which consists of about 200 men, are very ivarnily attached to him.
Should the general carry this idea into execution, I can foresee no other
effect from this partial and isolated scheme than the destruction of
Monsieur Bonnot and his corps, and a subsequent dejection of all the
well-disposed party in Provence.
" The next means of attack which I adverted to in my conversations
with the General was that of landing in the rear of the French army,
whilst simultaneous attacks were made on every other point of the
enemy's position. I stated to the General the great importance and
advantage of contracting his front by advancing towards Ventimiglia
and I assured him that I was authorised by Admiral Hotham to declare
that no interruption should be given by the Toulon fleet to any debarkation he might choose to make; and 1 was convinced that Captain Nelson,
with the Agamemnon and the ten ships under his command, would give
;

;

;

assistance in this operation.
As I firmly believe that this is
the only plan which the general can be brought to accede to, I
urged him to the adoption of it by every argument which the subject
suggested to me. The general appeared but very lukewarm.
I pressed
it, however, with all the force I could, stating to him at the same time
that a speed)* decision was necessary, as, after the month of September,
the season for executing the maritime part of the plan would be at an
The general at length promised that he would give the plan a due
end.
consideration, that he would set out that evening to examine the situation of the enemy's line, and that, upon his return, he would concert
with Captain Nelson the necessary measures for the execution of it, if
he should think it practicable. These assurances were given in so cold

him every

now
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and it is very
a manner that I do not place much reliance upon them
possible that, if any plan of operations should be the result of the
general's journey, it will be such a one as will be wholly inexecutable,
and formed purposely with a view to getting rid of the question
;

altogether.

" Though I have stated it as my firm persuasion that the system of
the Austrian Cabinet in this country is now a defensive one, I do not
mean to be understood that the Austrian army will in no possible case
Should any favourable occasion occur of attacking the
act offensively.
enemy with a prospect of a great advantage, and without the risk of
much loss, General De Vins will undoubtedly avail himself of it ; but
this makes a part of every system of defensive operations, and this
exception does not entitle General De Vins's plan of campaign to be
regarded as an offensive one. Two months have already been lost in
perfect inactivity, and whilst the General is waiting for this favourable
occasion the season for military operations is advancing towards it's
Great stress has been hitherto and is still laid upon the
conclusion.
system of starving the French army, but that system has not succeeded,
late pacification between Spain and France renders its final
When I first
success at least very dubious if not wholly impossible.
had the honour to state to your Lordship, in my correspondence of last
year, the importance of the position of Yado Bay for effecting this purpose, it was at a time when the French had no naval force in the
Mediterranean. But since that period magazines have been formed at
Toulon and Marseilles, from which the French army is now supplied
without it's being possible for us to prevent it. I have stated these
circumstances to General De Yins, and I have endeavoured to convince
him that, however well founded this hopes of forcing the enemy to
abandon the Biviera from a want of provisions might have been when
he first took possession of Vado, these hopes will become perfectly
illusive in a very short time, for, by the late pacification, the French
They will consequently be
will have access to the ports of Spain.
enabled to bring corn from Africa along the coast of Spain to Marseilles,
and other ports of their coast, without its being possible for our ships
to intercept it, particularly during the autumn and winter months
and
there is no doubt but that they will also draw grain from Sicily,
Sardinia, and other countries, through the merchants of Barcelona, who
must henceforward be considered in the light of any other neutral merIf then the enemy can form magazines anywhere upon the
chants.
coast of Provence, there is no doubt but their army will be supplied
with bread in spite of all our exertions to prevent it, though probably
with some additional trouble and expence to them. That the General
still flatters himself with these hopes is clearly apparent from the orders
he has just issued to his cruisers to seize all vessels actually bound to
Spain with corn ; orders which, in my opinion, are extremely imprudent, because they must naturally give great offence to the Court of

and the

;

Madrid without producing any advantage whatever to the cause ; for I
have already mentioned that the French armies will in future draw their
supplies from the westward and not from the eastward. When the General mentioned these orders to me, he appeared very desirous that his
Majesty's ships should act upon a similar system, and should not confine
themselves merely to detaining ships which were bound for France
under pretence of being bound for Spain. I observed to him that this
was so strong a measure, and involved in itself so manv considerations
of the most important nature, that I could not take upon me to advise
Captain Nelson to adopt it but that a question of such magnitude
;
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must necessarily be referred to the consideration of his Majesty's
Ministers at home, who alone were competent to decide upon it.
It
may be here proper to acquaint your Lordship that I have mentioned
this matter to Captain Nelson, and I have strongly advised him to take
as much care as possible not to give any just cause of offence to the
Court of Madrid, in the execution of the service in which he is now
employed.
" Having now gone through the several topics of my conferences
with General De Vins, nothing remains for me to add but to assure
your Lordship that I shall return to Vado to renew my instances if I
should see the smallest likelihood of their being attended with success
and I shall take the same care as I hitherto have done to keep the
General in good humour. I again beg leave to repeat that I consider
the General as wholly blameless in this business. I have not the least
doubt but h8 acts in implicit obedience to the orders of his Court, and,
if there is any insincerity in his language and assurances, it must be
attributed to the same cause.
I shall send a copy of this despatch to
Sir Morton Eden, and I have no doubt but that Minister will, with his
usual ability, endeavour to bring the Court of Vienna to a more vigorous
and a more active system of operation.
"In my last conference with General De Vins I touched lightly upon
the project which I had the honour to lay before your Lordship in my
dispatch No. 5 ; but, as I perceived that he held it in the same cheapness in which he generally holds all projects of which French Royalists
make a part, I dropped the subject. I am convinced that this project
would fail of its effect unless it should previously obtain the full sanction
and concurrence of the Court of Vienna.
" We have had here for some months past the Prince Augustus of
Aremberg (more commonly known by the name of Count la Mark) who
came hither with the ostensible view of going to the Spanish army in
He deferred his departure for Barcelona under various
Roussillon.
pretexts till the late pacification ; he is in correspondence with Monsieur
Thugut, and I am afraid he does the common cause no service with that
Minister, as he is very much inclined to a pacification between Austria
and France, and as he probably writes in that strain to Vienna. The
private and personal object the Prince has in view is, I believe, the
He has been very
regaining possession of his estates in France.
assiduous in his advances towards me, but as I knew him formerly to be
an intriguer of the first class, and as I positively know that he sees in
secret the French Consul Lacheze, I have treated him with civility but
without the smallest degree of confidence."
Copy.

Henry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" It may be procrastinated by
1795, August 28, Wimbledcn.
circumstances a little longer or a little shorter time, but it is perfectly
clear that if Hanover is neuter (which it certainly is) we cannot on any
pretence be justifiable in keeping up an idle army of thirty thousand
men in Hanover. Half the sum might perhaps induce the Empress of
Russia to give us fifteen or twenty thousand land forces to join her
With such a force we could reconquer
fleet under our command.
Holland, in place of treating about it when peace comes. If set about
immediately, perhaps there is still time to get them round before the
It would be a noble stroke, and, in conjunction with
Baltic is shut up.
St. Domingo, give us everything either for peace or war we could

wish."
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The Marquis op Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

Winchester. — "I have

been requested by the Due
1795, August 28,
de Serraut to make him known to you he will be in town tomorrow,
being charged by Monsieur to say all he feels of his obligations to you,
and of his desire to be guided by your wishes in everything. This I
was likewise directed to urge to you by Monsieur, with a great deal of
what I really have neither time nor spirits to write. But as Monsieur
de Serrant has much to say, I would not delay writing to you and
recommending him as a very well-disposed man, much in Monsieur's
confidence, and very capable of guiding him right."
;

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

u I received your letter this
1795, August 29, Walmer Castle.
morning, and agree most clearly with you that it is worth risking
money (I should say more than a little) to take the chance stated by
your German correspondent. 1 think too that although we cannot
undertake positively for anything in the French King's name, we might
at least offer an asylum here and large rewards to any of the members
of the Convention who would take the steps requisite for giving success
to the plan.
Perhaps we might also engage that we would make it a
condition of our future co-operation with the French King, that he
should, in case of success, make such provision for the security of the
persons concerned, and give such rewards in France as the occasion

may

require.

" It

may be doubted whether more ought

to be desired in the first
on the primary assemblies to negative the proceedings required under the new Constitution
and whether it may not
be best (if the plan succeds) to defer any direct attempt for Koyalty till
the Convention have felt the embarrassment of the disappointment of
their present project.
The making provision for the Due d'Angouleme
is not without inconvenience, but it cannot be avoided, and he must, I
conceive, be taken off Lord Moira's hands, and sent to some palace.
If
Hampton Court can receive him in addition to the Statholder, it would

instance, than prevailing

;

be the best place."

Lord Auckland

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" The Princes and Princess
1795, August 30, Eden Farm, Bromley.
Orange are at this place. Their political prospects are at least
gloomy. But I hope I am mistaken when I incline to fear that the
continent of Europe must soon be left to its fate, and to the result of
events which we can neither foresee, nor prevent, nor produce. To the
many who, like me, are uninformed, it is become very doubtful whether
the great expenses now incurring in Germany tend to purposes likely to
compensate for their inconvenience."
of

W. Wickham

to

Lord Grenville.

Mulheim. — "

I have the honour to forward to
1795, September 6,
your Lordship several very important dispatches from Mr. Trevor,
Mr. Drake, and Mr. Jackson, together with the copy of one that I have
received from Sir Morton Eden in answer to mine of the 12th August.
Your Lordship will learn from them, that all hope of any co-operation
with the Royalists, or of any effective assistance (other than a diversion)

being given to them
a

94090.

is

now

entirely out of the question.
I
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" As to a diversion (though I hope I am mistaken in my opinion) I
do not scruple to say, that I am myself persuaded it will not take effect
at

all.

" I repeat to your Lordship that I do not believe that the Austrians
will dare to attempt the passage of the Rhine in face of the force that is
now assembled against them, though I am far from believing it to be as
formidable as it is represented.
" It appears from Sir Morton Eden's dispatch of the 22nd, that the
Court of Vienna had even then taken the alarm on account of the reinforcements that were assembling in Upper Alsace, the intelligence of
which, to have reached Vienna at that time, must necessarily have left
Now at that date
this side of the country so early as the 15th or 16th.
1 can venture to say that no reinforcements of any real consequence had
From the 20th to the present day, troops, artillery, and
arrived there.
ammunition have been arriving daily, and the enemy has been incessantly employed in fortifying every point and post that they consider as
likely to be the object of an attack; so that, if the reports of their
generals gave reason for alarm when there was so little occasion for it,
what have we to expect now when the situation of the enemy is really
such as to require not only a superior force, but great military talents,
and the most determined exertion, before one can hope to make an
impression upon it.
" When 1 passed through Basle there were 40 pieces of cannon before
their camp at Hasinguen, which had been stationed there for some days
with the horses constantly harnessed night and day.
" They are adding to the strength of that position every day, and are
fortifying all the gorges of the hills on the side of Porentrui, that flank
the road leading to the camp.
" They are taking positions and entrenching themselves in several
parts of the forest of Hoetz and are tracing lines and camps upon the
Tn short, they seem to leave nothing undone that may tend, if not
hill.
to render the passage impracticable, at least to make the Austrians
believe that it will be so.
" On this side after every publicj I might say ostentatious, demonstration of an immediate and powerful attack, T find that the heavy artillery,
without which the passage cannot be attempted, will not arrive in less
Before that time the enemy will, in all
than ten days at the soonest.
probability, have really made such preparations that the attempt must

be abandoned
"

in

good

earnest.

With

respect to the passage by the territory of Basle, which I find
Colonel Craufurd has recommended as a last resource, I am almost
certain that the Court of Vienna will not venture to attempt it.

* For my own part, I am satisfied that it is now too late to think of
such a thing ; the political reasons your Lordship will find detailed
in my dispatch, but I consider the enterprise itself as by no means an
easy one.

"

From the conversation I had with the Austrian Generals here, I
persuaded not only that that point had never been considered by
them, but that they knew nothing at all of the country, and that they
had imagined the passage to be over plain ground.
" They seem to have forgotten that the gorges of Porentrui, by which

am

the passage was heretofore effected, are now occupied by the enemy, and
that the only road by which they can march passes directly under the
ram parts of Basle, and within reach of the enemy's batteries on the hills
opposite to the town. Add .to this, that they could only march in one
column which, supposing it to pass safe through this defile, will, on
I
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coming out of it, find itself exposed immediately to the fire of both
Huningnen and the camp of Hsesinguen under which it must form.
" I don't by any means intend to say that this is not a position that
may be forced, but it certainly presents many more difficulties than they
were originally aware of; and I don't doubt, when they come to examine
them, that they will magnify the danger in proportion to the surprise
it will occasion, and another messenger will be sent to Vienna with new
representations of the difficulties; but I repeat to your Lordship that
I do not believe the Court of Vienna will dare to attempt it, and I rather
think they are right, for, in case of a defeat, or even a check, the enemy
will not scruple to follow them by the same road ; and even should the
Austrians be successful, I have no doubt, as soon as the snows fall, that
the French would make a powerful diversion by passing through
Switzerland into Swabia with a large force drawn from their southern
armies.
" I shall wait

upon the Austrian Generals to-morrow at Fribourg, in
consequence of an invitation from General Bellegarde, when (as nothing
can be expected on the side of Franche Compte) I shall submit to their
consideration the passage lower down, where, I understand, it is
infinitely more practicable, and where alone it can be effected by
surprise.

" I

mean below Fort Louis. I shall, however, only suggest
them undetermined to pass higher up.

this plan

in case I find

" This is but a melancholy account I have to convey to your Lordship,
and but ill-calculated to encourage one to persevere in any attempt to
support the Royalists in the interior of the Kingdom.
" However, after the instructions conveyed to me in your Lordship's
dispatches, and the information you have been pleased to give me of his
Majesty's intention with respect to the coast of France, I do not think
myself by any means at liberty to suspend the execution of the measure
that has been previously taken.
I have therefore, in furtherance of the
execution

of

those

instructions,

placed the

sum

of 10,000/.

at the

Tour, Imbert, Columbez and Jessonel. A part
of it has already passed to Lyons.
" I send your Lordship enclosed a receipt for that sum which I have
drawn for upon Messrs. Beth man and Company,
Some arms and
powder have been purchased, and are now safe within the frontiers, but
in no great quantity.
" Three thousand pounds are sent to Lyons, and the rest is to be
distributed at Bourg en Busse, Macon, and Mont Brison, and is mostly
in the hands of the priests.
u No more is wanted at present, and I shall keep a cautious hand upon
any further expenditure. The 30,000/. left at my disposal will, T should
hope, cover everything. M. Imbert, who may be most entirely depended
on, has engaged that no money at all shall be wanted at Lyons after
they shall have once declared themselves. How soon that moment will
arrive it is impossible for me to say.
It can only be determined by
circumstances that no human prudence can foresee.
" A decided success in the Vendee appears at this moment the only
event that is likely to make such a measure advisable, unless the coalition
should become general throughout the whole of this side of the country,
an event that would seem to me far from improbable, and which, I
think, would certainly take place if the armies were not in the way.
" I returned here at the particular request of Colonel Craufurd and
the Prince of Conde. His Serene Highness seems to entertain a hope
that I shall be able to have some influence upon the operations of the
Austrian Generals, in which I fear he will be entirely disappointed.
disposition of

MM. La

.

I

2

.
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" I found him very low-spirited at the present situation of things, and
has not heen in my power to give him nny consolation. I have, however, carefully concealed from him the contents of Sir Morton Eden's
it

dispatch.
" Deserters arrive here constantly but in small numbers ; the
difficulty of passing the Rhine being almost insurmountable for them.
" I found Colonel Craufurd absent, and shall remain here till his
return.

" The army on the other side has accepted the new constitution, but
wait with great
without any particular mark of satisfaction.
impatience for the result of the first meeting of the primary assemblies.
" Tt is clear that the Convention is apprehensive of the consequence.
I have not information enough to enable me to form any conjecture.

We

"

From what Mr. Trevor communicated

to

me

I

presume that the

Prince of Conde must have been mistaken when he informed me that
the King had desired his manifest to be published here, without
communicating it to Colonel Craufurd or myself. I therefore asked
He said that the
his Serene Highness to explain that matter to me.
order to him was peremptory to publish it without suffering any
communication to be made to anybody, and that he had construed this
to relate to Colonel Craufurd and myself; whereas he had since reason
to believe that it was meant to be confined to the Austrian Generals.
He repeated to me, however, in confidence that he had very strong
assurances from Verona, by the same conveyance, of the suspicions
entertained there of the intentions of the British Government."

Copy.

W. Wickham
1795, September

7,

to

Lord Grenville.

Fribourg. — "I have just left General Bellegarde,

with *i om I have had a conversation of some hours. The difficulties
of every kind are still greater than 1 had expected but he assures me
that their orders are positive, and that they are determined to put them
in execution should the passage cost them ten thousand men.
The
reports of the engineers as to the difficulty of passing anywhere between
Basle and Strasburg are extremely unfavourable.
They have sent
another officer to reconnoitre the whole course of the river a second
time, and General Bellegarde told me that, if his report was as unfavourable as the others had been, they should turn their attention very
seriously to the passage by Switzerland.
*
1 asked him whether they had considered the difficulties of such an
enterprise, physical as well as political.
He answered that they had,
and that a very competent person was at this moment employed in
examining the position. That he was aware that it was by no means
easy, but that he had rather scale the higher Alps than cross the Rhine.
That if they lost men, they should at least have the satisfaction of
destroying a number of the enemy and that a victory might have a
happy effect both for the moment and in its consequences. In short,
he said, if the Court of Vienna would permit it, that he should be most
strongly for advising the measure.
u I proposed to him the plan of passing lower
down. He said the
idea was certainly a good one
but that they should, in that case,
abandon the project for which I had been before so strenuo us an
advocate, and which he was himself as much disposed to approve as I
;

4

;

;

had been.
" I asked him
as

much

if

so as ever

he really thought the project still feasible. He said,
it had been
excepting that the enemy would have
;
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stronger force to oppose to them at the beginning of their enterprise.
I asked him what he thought of contenting themselves with Schlestat,
Huninguen, and New Brisac. He said that would not enable them to
maintain their winter quarters on the other side.
They must have
Belfort and Pozenbrug.
u I a*ked him if such was really the opinion of the Court of Vienna.
He said, he had no reason to believe it otherwise ; but that if the Court
of Vienna meant to abandon all hop^ of co-operating with the Royalists,
he thought they had much better pass lower down, inasmuch as the
passage was not only much easier, but might be now effected by surprise.
He repeated to me, over and over again, the strongest assurances that
they were determined to pass at ail events. It was impossible, however,
to do anything in less than a fortnight, as they had neither magazines
nor money.
He said that they had artillery enough for the
passage, though not enough to enable them to commence a siege
immediately.
" Some other Generals with whom I conversed, particularly General
Sporck, told me that the affair was too hazardous to attempt without

knowing

their object.
General Lauer said it was extremely difficult,
but they only wanted their pont d'or.
" I had a long conversation with General Wurmser, who told me he
was determined to go on but that he really did not know to what
purpose.
He asked me what the Prince of Conde intended to do. I
answered that that depended on his Excellency. * Why does not he go
to Lyons?' said the General.
'We will give him troops; we have
'
enough, if you will pay for them. They will be much better than any
'
he can raise.' I told him, in answer to this remark, that if he would
conduct the Prince there, and leave him 15,000 men, I could almost
answer for taking them immediately into British pay ; and that I
thought I might engage for half that number, if he would conduct the
Prince to Besancon, and leave him master of the place with 15,000 good
Austrian troops. He said the latter proposition was well worth
attending to; and asked if I would conclude the bargain.
I asked him,
in return, if he had full powers to undertake the enterprise; and there
the conversation ended, the General giving me no answer.
" I do not scruple to recommend the subject to your Lordship's
consideration.
An offer of that sort, at a moment when the General
might be elated with success, might possibly have the effect desired.
All the Generals tell me that he is extremely desirous of distinguishing
himself on this occasion.
" I have promised to come over again before I leave Mulheim, and
your Lordship may be assured that I will omit no argument that may
tend to urge them to vigorous action."
Copy.
;

LoiiD Grenville to

George

III.

—" Lord

Grenville has the
9, Downing Street.
transmit to your Majesty the communications which he
yesterday received from Count Starhemberg. He humbly takes the
liberty to request to be honoured with your Majesty's directions with
respect to the answer to be given to that part of them which relates to
the transactions in Germany, with respect to which your Majesty will
observe that the Court of Vienna appears to rest its future conduct
entirely on the line which may be observed by your Majesty's Electoral
Government, particularly on the subject of separate treaties ot peace

1795,

honour

September

to
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concluded by the members of the Germanic body. This subject appears
the more important and pressin?, in the present moment, by reason of
the treaty concluded by the Landgrave of Hesee-Cassel.
"Lord Grenville hopes that your Majesty will not disapprove his
having immediately, on receiving the account of that treaty, written to
the Treasury, to suspend for the present, all further payments on account
of the subsidy treaties with the Landgrave."

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Weymouth. — "I have received

Lord Grenville's
1795, September 10,
note transmitting the communications which he had received on Tuesday
from Count Starhemberg, who seems always more eager for immediate
answers than the tardy conduct of his Court can call for.
" The unpleasant minute of Cabinet I received yesterday for withdrawing the British cavalry from the Continent so clearly shows that this
country means to leave the German Empire to shift for itself, that I
cannot, till I have maturely weighed the situation in which every
German Prince is placed by this change, give a decided answer as to the
step I shall think best to take as Elector."

The Marqdis

of

Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

[Southsea]. — " I

1795, September 13,
George Nugent, upon which

I

know

enclose lo you a letter from
that you will do whatever is right,

or whatever you can with propriety.
Hewit and Hutchinson have each
had their new corps completed by draughts for this very service, as a
douceur; and Nugent has had his 85th (senior to both) actually
draughted into Hutchinson's six weeks ago, so that not only there is no
plea for sending Nugent, his regiment not being ordered there, but, on
the contrary, he is deprived of his men, and consequently of part of his
profits, exactly in the moment in which he is ordered.
As to his wish
to be Major-Genera), I fear that it cannot be; but, if he is to go to this
cursed service, it will not surely be expected from him (senior to all the
brigadiers) to go without his regiment, and that corps draughted from
him, while Keppell, Hutchinson, Myers, Hewitt, Howe, Whitelocke, all
junior to him, and all serving or ordered for the West Indies as
brigadiers, have their regiments completed.
This might be obviated, or
rather compensated to him, by giving him the local rank of MajorGeneral, which can injure no one, as Bernard, his only senior, does not
go, and the precedents of this local rank are numberless.
However, upon
all this, I would not upon any consideration pre-s you beyond what may
be really convenient for jou.
"I return you Mr. Lipscomb's letter. He is a lieutenant in the North
Hants. Tom has been with me for the last week, and has made some
heavy hours roll very pleasantly.
wife is, thank God, recovering,
have
and gets strength upon the sea, where she is not fatigued.
just now packed off the Prince of Orange to Southampton.
I wish you
could keep your strange aniina ] s in their cage, for they do no good
travelling about."

My

We

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

1795, September 21, Downing Street.— u Lord Grenville has the
honour to submit to your Majesty the draft of a despatch to Sir Morton
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Eden, in conformity to the ideas which Mr. Pitt had the honour to lay
Lord Grenville thinks that if
your Majesty at Weymouth.
Mr. Pelham could be induced to go to Vienna, to assist in the execution
of these instructions, it might much facilitate the service; and he will
therefore, if your Majesty should be graciously pleased to approve it,
see Mr. Pelham for that purpose."
Copy.
before

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

" When Mr. Pitt was here he
179o, September 22, Weymouth.
mentioned the idea of sending Mr. Pelham to Vienna as the most ready
means of coming to some agreement with that supine Court ; I certainly
Did I
cannot object to it now formally proposed by Lord Grenville.
think much good can be got from thence, I should be eager for the
appointment, as I am certain he would do his utmost but I cannot say
that the experience we have had can make one very sanguine as to any
real vigour being produced while the present directors continue in the
Austrian Councils."
;

The Duke of Portland

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
1795, September 23. Welbeck.—" The subject of the despatch of Sir
Morton Eden has occupied so much of my thoughts that but little
consideration is necessary to induce me to give my entire assent to the
propriety of requiring of the Court of Vienna a full and confidential
explanation of her sentiments and views upon the two great points of
war and peace and I can certainly have no difficulty in adopting without
reserve every one of the arguments you have made use of to induce that
Court to make the most vigorous exertion in this, as also with a view
to another campaign.
But neither your Lordship nor any other of our
colleagues will be surprised at my not expressing the same degree of
readiness to become a party to a renunciation of the existence of
monarchy in France.
Perhaps I express myself too strongly, but I
know not how otherwise to interpret the communication proposed to
be made to the Court of Vienna, that his Majesty by no means feels the
establishment of monarchy a sine qua non preliminary of any negotiation
with France. I certainly may and very much wish I may be mistaken,
but I cannot but fear that this declaration will be so understood,
construed, and received by all nations, and by none more eagerly than
our own and that instead of its proving encouragement to the exertions
of our allies it will be looked upon as the signal of our abandonment of
one of the principal, if not the best security, that existed against the
overthrow of civil society. I beg you not to imagine that I am sanguine
enough to flatter myself that we shall not be obliged to acquiesce in the
present or some such form of government as now prevails in France,
that is that we shall have to make peace with a Government which is
not and does not consent to become monarchical but what I question
the propriety of is the explicitness of a declaration to that effect, an
At the time
invitation to an adherence to the present wretched system.
that we are supplying the Vendee with provisions, arms, ammunition,
clothing and money ; that we are equally endeavouring to set the Prince
of Conde's army on foot ; that we send a minister and mentor to Lewis
the 18th; that Monsieur is landed in France from on board and under
the protection of our own fleet that his eldest son is actually resident
in this country
and in short that all the French nobility are irame;

;

;

;

;
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under our safeguard aud patronage, there seems something
unaccountable in our choosing that particular moment to invite the
enemy to make us a proposal which, prima facie at least, implies the
abandonment of all those unfortunate persons and the sacrifice of the
I own
interests and existence of the soundest and best part of France.
it does not occur to me how this step is particularly suited to induce the
House of Austria to increase either its efforts or its confidence, or how
it is to guard us against the repetition of those attacks to which the
evacuation of Toulon in particular exposed the then Government of
But my intention was to confine myself strictly to the
this country.
consideration of the necessity and propriety of making such a communication as is proposed to the Court of Vienna, because we are certainly
not tied down by any public declaration that I recollect, or prevented
by any other means from entering into negotiation with any form of
government which may exist in France, which may, in our opinions,
afford a reasonable prospect of bringing about a safe and honourable
In all other respects I have no doubt in acceding to every part
peace.
of your instructions, and, having occasion to write to Mr. Pelham the
day I received your Lordship's, I did earnestly urge him to comply with
whatever wishes you might express to him in an interview which, I
I
told him, I had just learnt from you your having solicited of him.
very much admire the caution of not letting M. Monneront come farther
at first than Dover, and am glad that our friend King is appointed to
An idea prevails and, I believe, is strongly
converse with Mr. Majent.
credited by Mr. Burke, that several considerable people in France wish
to place the Duke of Orleans on the throne, and that that plan is carried
on in concert with some of the most active of the Opposition here. The
latter I can't give any credit to, nor can I fancy any very good reason
for the probability of the former part of the report.
I shall certainly
be in town on Tuesday."
diately

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

Southsea. — "

I was not very sanguine in my
1795, September 27,
hopes that George Nugent's letter might give any opening for the completion of his wishes, and I am perfectly satisfied that you could do
nothing in it, particularly as I find that orders had been sent to his
85th, consisting of officers and about 300 men, to embark for Gibraltar,
where they will be completed with draughts to 600 men, and will embark for the West Indies.
Under these circumstances much of Mm
grievance is done away.
I have written to him to try to reconcile him
to his disappoiutment respecting the local rank of Major-General, which,
as senior of all the brigadiers, lie wished to obtain.
" I have been worried out of my life by my important nonsenses,
which have detained me here tres maUjre moi, but, as they are now all
settled, I look towards Stowe, and shall be there on Tuesday, the 6th,
in hopes of enjoying a few quiet hours with Tom and with you.
Pray
endeavour to arrange so as to manage this, and you shall have the
choice of my nursery, if that will tempt you and your little woman to
come to me. Adieu ; we are all well and prosperous. No news except
that the Cork and Gibraltar detachments are preparing to sail. As
usual, I am afrondeur for the delay of your West India armament."

Lord Grenville

to

Henry Dundas.

rt
1795, October 7, St. James's Square.
I send you the article as
proposed by Mr. Jay respecting the American trade to the East Indies.
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much obliged to you to consider whether any objection
occurs to you in form or substance, and particularly to advert to thege

I should be
points.
1.

"

Can

the

King

stipulate for this

during the existence of the

charter ?
2. " If the consent of the Company must be had, can the Directors
give that consent, or must the Proprietors be consulted ? And, in either
case, should the treaty be made in the King's name or the Company's ?
import or export that should be
3. " Are there any articles of
excepted from the general liberty of commerce ?
4. " Is it worth while to insist on the stipulation that the Americans
If it is, how can that
shall not trade direct between Asia and Europe ?

point be enforced ?
5. "Are there any advantages which ought to be stipulated in return,
either for the interest of our East India Company at home, or for that
of our dominions there ?
" If anything else strikes you, I shall thank you to state it."

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

Sir

Morton Eden.

Private.
"I have stated to you in my
1795, October 10, Downing Street.
dispatch the principal object we have had in view in sending Mr.
Jackson to you, which is to convince the Austrian Government that
matters are now brought to a point, where some distinct explanation of
what we are to expect in future is become absolutely necessary it being
I
quite impossible that things can continue on their present footing.
feel that it may be unpleasant to you to assume a tone of so much complaint and peremptoriness towards a Minister with whom you live on
personal good terms; but you will, I am sure, see with us the absolute
In our present situation, we might possibly not find it
necessity of it.
very difficult to make either war or peace with advantage, if Austria
If the system of this
will set her shoulders to the work in earnest.
year continues, we may both find ourselves in a situation not to be able

—

;

to

make

either.

"You know

Mr. Jackson has the character of the King's
so that you will have no difficulty in carrying him
to M. Thugut ; and his presence will certainly be useful to support you
I hope you will be able
in many disagreeable things that you must say.
to send him back soon, and with something explicit and positive ; and,
what is still more, that the effect will follow immediately ; for without
that

Minister at Madrid

;

Austria will be very low here indeed.
" I have written to Sir Charles Whitworth to apprise him of these
overtures, and to request that the Russian Minister may be directed to
His orders will, I conclude, be such as to put all ideas of
support you.
peace at a distance ; but, in that case, the Court of Vienna will naturally
ask whether Russia, when she dissuades peace, will assist in the prosecution of the war."
Copy.

that, the credit of

W. Windham
1795, October 11.

—"It

come to some determination

to

Lord Grenville.

becomes very urgent as well as important to
as to the supply of stores and money where we

can give Nothing else to the unfortunate Royalists; who are still
contending with zeal and energy, unconscious of the changes that are
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taking place, and still supposing that they have a country behind
ready to support their efforts at least by feeding their wants and to
prevent, for a long while to come, the powers of the Convention from
being wholly turned to their destruction. We shall really risk something more than injury to a cause which includes all other causes, if,
as long as we maintain the war, and till we formally apprize the
Royalists that they must no longer count upon our support (a notification by the way which our former declarations hardly leave us the
liberty to make) we do not continue to afford them all such assistance as
we cannot show to be actually out of our power. As it stands at
present, orders are preparing to a large amount, and with reasonable
dispatch, for clothing and other necessaries of that sort ; powder is sent,
or on its way, to the amount of more than 1,000 barrels (eight or nine
thousand would not te too much, supposing the thing to go on) and
authority is given to send by opportunities, as they occur, such
additional quantities as the stores at Portsmouth may furnish, and the
demands of other service can spare. Arms will be supplied, not in
large quantities, but in such as the numbers manufactured and the
demands for other service can admit and, lastly, 50,000/. has been
sent out with General Doyle, exclusive I believe of 10,000/. intended
for the payment of his own army, and which is now in great part
expended ; and 50,000/. more has lately been sent out by the Robusta.
This is the whole, I believe, of what has hitherto been done and this,
for the present moment, and for Charette's army, may be sufficient
;

;

;

though certainly it is at this moment that that army may be most
pressed, and when a large sum of money ready to be instantly applied
might produce an effect, either of obtaining good or averting evil, which
could not be hoped from tenfold such sums at a later period. But we
must recollect that Charette's army is only a part of the Royalist force
and of that force which even his success and safety requires to be
maintained. There is the whole of the force under Puisaye, including
Scepeau's army, which has now elected him as their chief. There is a
large district under M. dc la Vieuville, whose conduct has been in the
highest degree meritorious; and another still larger district, and under the
Neither of these
direction of a person equally meritorious, M de Frotte.
three armies can well receive assistance directly from Monsieur, nor
with 100,000/., pressed as he is likely to be, could he well spare any.
I would, if my own judgment were to direct, send without a moment's
delay a sum of money to each of these.
A very moderate or
inconsiderable one would be sufficient
20,000/. to Puisaye and 10,000/.
to each of the others, or even 10,000/. to Pusaye and 5,000/. each
Nor would there be any difficulty of finding
to the other two.
agents to whom I should feel no hesitation of trusting.
To Puisaye
indeed it should be conveyed from Quiberon.
To M. de Frotte
means might be found of conveying it from St. Marcout [Marcouf]
opposite to which at the distance of not many leagues is his headWith M. de la Vieuville a constant communication is kept up,
quarters.
To none of these should I
as you may have observed, from Jersey.
feel the least scruple of confiding sums to a much larger amount, with
a full confidence of their being fairly applied to their proper purpose.
M. Frotte is man strongly recommended, and who has shown himself
perfectly devoted to the general cause.
M. Vieuvillo, with the tame
proofs from conduct, is the heir of property in Brittany to a great amount.
Of Puisaye, though I have often had reason to complain of rather
too great magnificence in the expenditure of public monej, I have
never had the smallest reason to doubt of the integrity and correctness
;

.

;
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ns to all views of private
part to himself.

emolument, or of idea of appropriating any

the only means by which we can assist them
abundance we have not to send, besides the difficulty
They all agree that with money
of conveying them into the country.
a great deal is to be done in gaining both arms and powder from the

"

for

Money

arms

is

now almost

;

in great

Republicans, as well as in gaining the Republicans themselves.
" Without such assistance, all those who are are here, Allegre,
Boisberthelot (the two persons that went into France previous
to Puisaye's expedition) and Prigent, who though of inferior condition
has merited by his services that some attention should be given to
his opinion, all agree that the cause in that quarter must die away.
Puisaye, in his letters since his landing, speaks with great confidence of
the force and spirit still remaining in the country, and of the means
which he has of co-operating with Charette, but strongly enforces, in
The utility
order to give effect to them, the necessity of pecuniary aid.
indeed of this seems to be clear. It cannot but do good as fur as it goes
and what is the comparison between the value of 50 or 100 thousand
more in the expenses of this war, and the chance even of the effect that
may be produced by it ? ?
;

The Duke of Brunswick
1795, October 14,

to the

Brunswick. — " Je

Prince op Orange.

du depart de Son
marques de
Prince Hereditaire. Les affaires
saisi l'occasion

Altesse, le Prince Frederic, pour remercier votre Altesse des

souvenir dont Elle m'a honore par le
d'Allemagne ont eonsiderablement empirees; l'ennemi est le maitre des
deux rives du Rhin, a l'exception de Wesel, d'Ehrenbreitstein et de
Mayence.
Ces deux dernieres places sont cernes par les Francais.
Manheim est tombe par capitulation, et les armees Imperiales se sont
retires sans ccup ferir, jusque derriere le Mayn.
Une petite affaire qui
a tournee a Pavantage des Autrichiens pres du Neckar a Lahnebourg,
a coute un couple de mille homrnes a l'ennemi, sans avoir aucune
L'Electeur de Cologne a retire son
influence sur la totalite des affaires.
contingent; celui de Baviere a fait un traite de neutralite pour le
Palatinat
et le but de l'ennemi, de forcer un Prince apres l'autre a
faire la paix paiticuliere, lui reussit en plein.
Le mal est au comble, et
si la ligne de demarcation, fixee par letraite de Basle, n'etait strictement
observee par les Francais, tout l'empire serait en proie a la devastation
de l'ennemi. Les clubs gagnent beaucoup en Hollande, et il y aurait
deja, eu des scenes sanglantes, si les ennemis, par une affectation de
rnoderantisme, ue balancaient Finflueuee populaire.
II ne m'appartient
pas de faire des reflexion? sur les desastres que l'Europe eprouve, mais
sur est-il que si en fin les Puissances ne finissent pas par s'entendre entre
elles a la pacification, apres n'avoir jamais pu y parvenir durant la guerre,
elles assureront la Revolution Francaise, la destruction de la Hollande,
la perte de
la Belgique,
et le renversement de la constitution
;

Germannique."
French.
Copy.

The Duke of Brunswick

to the

Princess of Orange.

1795, October 14, Brunswick.--" Je dois des obligations infinies a
votre Altesse Poyale des informations qu'elle a daigne me faire parvenir
par Son Altesse le Prince Hereditaire. Personne n'est plus a meme de
la mettre exactement au fait de la position affligeante ou le Continent se
trouve, que les Princes ses augustes fils.
Je dots naturellement m'en
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rapporter a eux, et je ne puis y ajouter que la reflexion douloureuse
qu'apres que l'Angleterre a abandonnee la Prusse aux intrigues, et au
parti anti-Anglicaut en adootant, au lieu d'un ton amical, conciliataire, et
doux, celui de la hauteur et de la menace, elle a ebranlee sans le vouloir
l'existence politique de la Belgique, de la Hollande, et de l'empire
Germannique. Si la cour de Lonrlres ne se rapproche pas de celle de
Berlin, si des vues personnelles empechent d'employer sur le Continent
des hommes qui connaissent la situation de l'Europe, les homuies qui
la gouyernent, leurs moyens, et leurs faiblesses, elle ne fera que servir la
France dans ses projets, consolidera cet esprit revolutionnaire qui gene
partout, se verra coupee du Continent pour longtemps, et se trouvera
hors de portee de rer.dre les services qu'elle voudrait.
Ce ne sont pas
les menaces qui opereront sur les esprits, je ne saurais le repeter assez.
L'ennemi commun saisira avec toute l'addresse possil)le ies fausses
demarches du Ministere Britannique etlahauleur dans les negotiations
dans les precedes ne lutte jamais contre l'addresse, et ne fait que
( t
donner des armes a eux qui ne tendent qu'a eloigner l'Angleterre des
affaires Continentales, en jouissant du renversement du Stadhouderat.
Veila tout ce qui m'est permis de dire dans la situation desolante ou
no is nous trouvons, et dans laquelle Tegoisme, l'esprit de parti, et les
influences de toutes les petites passions nous ont plonge."
French.
Copy.
;

W. Pitt

to

Lord Geenville.

—

"I came here last night to meet
1795, October 16, Sittingbourne.
in order to talk ov^r the instructions which he had prepared in
consequence of a minute of Cabinet made last Wednesday, for withdrawing
the British troops from Isle d'Yeu [Isle Dieu.] You will receive with this
letter the draft, and Doyle's despatches, and 1 dare say you will agree
with us that there can be no doubt of the propriety of the measure. At
the same time this will so change Monsieur's situation and expectations,
that I think we ought on no account to be parties to landing him on
the French coast (if he is not landed already) unless, after a further
In particular we are, I think,
explanation, he still insists upon it.
bound to explain to him that the present crisis at Paris, though on the
one hand it may lead either to a continued state of distraction, or to a
new order of things more favourable to his prospects, yet, on the other
hand, may possibly produce some established form of Government with
which this country may think it necessary to treat, provided it should
find them inclined to negotiation on a footing consistent with our honour
and interest, and that of our allies. That we should still see the
restoration of monarchy with infinitely more satisfaction than any other
result, and that, at all e\ents while the war continues (which may be
necessarily prolonged by the pretensions of the enemy, even if the
objections which have hitherto existed to the state of their Government
should be removed) every effort will be used on our part to continue
supplies of arms, clothing, ammunition, and money for the use of the
Royalists on different parts of the coast ; but that, feeling it possible
that there may be such an issue of the present crisis as may lead sooner
or later to negotiation with some form of government different from
monarchy, we have thought it right to apprise him of what may
eventually be our line of conduct, in order that he may have under his
view all the circumstances which may guide his decision. It would
certainly have been desirable not to have made any such communication without hearing again from Paris, from whence there were no
Dundas
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accounts at Dover yesterday, later than those of the 6th. But the
measure of withdrawing the troops and of setting Admiral Harvey's
fleet more at liberty (especially after the bad account of the Mediterand it seems
ranean convoy) is so urgent that it cannot be delayed
impossible to execute it without such a previous explanation as I have
;

If you agree in this idea, I think the only mode of making
sugge-ted.
the communication would be directly by a letter from you to Monsieur,
to be transmitted through General Doyle ; as it does not seem desirable
to trust either the General, or the Due d'Harcourt, with the state of our
opinions on so delicate a point.
M I return you Windham's letter ; and you will see from what I have
already written, that I fully agree in the general propriety of supplying
the Royalists largely while the war continues, and (though there may be
some risk of our aid being misapplied) I think it well worth the
experiment to extend the supply to all the quarters which Windham
suggests.

" I had received a duplicate of Lord Auckland's paper, but have
not yet read it. I shall get through it ill my way back to
aimer

W

to-day.
" You

will receive a dispatch from General Dundas containing a
communication from Prince Frederic of Orange respecting the Prussian
I dare say you will agree in thinking that general assurances from
the Court of Berlin are entitled to no regard, and ought not in the least
Probably you
to change our plan of bringing away the Dutch troops.
will have some communication with the Stadholder on the subject."
.

George

II L to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. —" As Lord Grenville seemed so anxious

1795, October 17,
change his Under Secretary I am glad he has been able to arrange it
to the satisfaction of Mr. Burges, and I trust he will find that assistance
in Mr. Hammond he appears to expect."

to

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" After considering all that you
179o, October 18, Walmer Castle.
Dundas and I cannot help retaining our former opinion, that
nothing can justify the risking our own troops being landed on any part
of the coast of France. If Charette comes down in force enough to
secure the temporary possession of any proper point , it will enable us to
land the supplies, and the French troops, without exposing ours to any
If ours were to be previously landed in order to co-operate in
hazard.
an attempt for securing such a point, the supposition implies an enemy
in force to contend with, and if the enterprise fails, the possibility of
re-embarking is very precarious. I do not, therefore, see how mere
latitude can safely be given than in the instructions as they now stand.
I shall certainly be in town on Tuesday by dinner, and shall be veryglad to see you at any time in the evening that suits you. If possible,
however, we should wish this despatch to go on Monday.
" I have written to Long, to procure 100,000/. in dollars, which caDnol, however, be in time to go by this conveyance, but may [be] sent
with some supplies of fuel which are preparing. I confess my objections to any idea of dissolution at present are not at all abated, but of
that we may talk when we meet.
" The pressing demand for the return of Harvey's fleet is to be added
Any protection however to Isle d'Yeu
to all the other considerations.
state,

H2
[Isle Dieu] from occasional cruises may still oe afforded, and Monsieur
and those with him must judge how far that species of protection is
sufficient."

The Marquis of Buckingham
1795, October 24,
that I send

them

to

Lord Grenville.

Stowe.— " The enclosed appear

to you.

I

am convinced

to

that D^yle

me

so essential,

was

right in not
ultimately have

establishing himself at Noirmoutier, where he would
and therefore all the reasoning on the defenceless state
;
of the island is nonsense ; for, had he been even invited to land there

been forced

by the inhabitants, the same reasons which have now decided him not
to attack it, would have weighed equally against accepting the surrender
of it. I write to the Bishop to state my private doubts upon Charette's
conduct, which does not tally with the professions which I have seen ;
and this opinion will possibly show him how little those who were the
most sanguine for a descent, expect from a project of the same nature

As to the personal situation of 3Ionsieu?% it has occurred
that a diplomatic character from the Emperor or King of Sardinia
might, under the act of Queen Anne, be his best protection against
debts; for it will be impossible to suffer him to pass his winter at
in the spring.

to

me

Spithead, and many political reasons may make it wise (and perhaps
necessary) to keep up the appearance of protecting him, and the means
of assisting by his presence any (very improbable) exertion from the
But, in all events, I can
interior to the western coasts of France.
venture to assure you that, personally, he is worthy of every attention
that you can give to his melancholy situation, and beyond this I do
not think it fair to urge you.
" I take it for granted that with the troupes Anglaises, all the French
are to return surely it would be wise to avail ourselves of them for
or, if you are in
the West Indian armament as a second embarkation
time to order them to Cork instead of Spithead, they Avould be in time
to sail with the foreign troops emb irked from Stadt, and directed to
sail under the care of the Canada, now at Spithead, but ordered to
Cork to collect the St. Domingo armament. I mention this because
much dissatisfaction must arise at re-landing the foreign force, and I
believe that in numbers (including those now in England) they will
exceed the number allowed by law. The flisaffeeted 400, who were
sent back four weeks since, should all be ordered to be draughted into
the foreign corps serving in the West Indies and the consequence
would be, that they would desert as soon as they found they were to be
sent to that service, and you would get clear of them.
" As to Abercrombie, I really pity most sincerely your feelings upon
;

;

;

a delay so grossly scandalous and criminal, wherever the blame may
I understand, and from the best authority, that there is
really fall.
no confidence whatsoever in his army, and that, amongst a thousand
horrid consequences of this delay, it is not the least important that
the officers and men have had leisure to frame to themselves every
mischievous apprehension that can arise from disaffection to this service.
The ordnance are still unprepared when I last heard from Portsmouth
You must
only three of their ships from the river had got round.
make some examples, for no service can go on in this manner.
"1 returned on Friday morning from Addlestrope, very much
delighted with my little woman, and with the most explicit assurances
from Lady Caroline Leigh. Still, however, as nothing can be done
till the appeal is heard, some months must roll over before the marriage
I have no doubt of the cordial co-operation of the
can take place.
;
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family, but much of the integrity or good wishes of your baronet. Sir
Francis Bailer. I have found very great assistance from Talbot's
prudence and discretion in his management of the old lady, and am
more obliged to you than I can express for the means of rewarding
him. I have told him of your goodness, and he is overjoyed. When

would you have him come to town ?
" The plants will be sent so as to arrive at Dropmo-e on Sunday
morning next; if, therefore, you are tied by the leg to London you
must order accordingly.
" I have determined to attend your summons for Thursday, though
tres malgre moi, for I cannot say how much I hate to leave this place,
but we must all put our shoulders to tlie wheel.
"Have you any great dinner, and for what day, as I have a great
jack, noiv alive, at your orders; but write by the return of post to say
whether you will have it."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "By

the communication from Lord
1795, October 25,
Grenville of the Marquis del Campo's private letter to him I am informed
of the latter's wish of receiving the Queen's portrait instead of the usual
He has done this in a
present in money on his quitting his embassy.
more polite mnnner than one should have expected from him, and
therefore, on my part, I cannot but permit you to indulge him in his
request.
You are therefore to order the picture to be prepared by
Cosway, and to have it set in diamonds by Duval to the amount on the
whole of the money he would have received in the usual manner."

George

II L to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I am much pleased at Lord Grenville's
1795, October 27, Windsor.
attention in having instantly forwarded to me the two French papers
arrived this day, as they certainly show that Marshal Clairfait has

forced the French to retire at least to the Rhine, and give good reason
to suppose that when the German mail arrives we shall have a full
account of the French being completely beat by the Austrian*. No

me at such an event, as no one
French are thoroughly reduced no
solid peace can be obtained, and no attempt ought to be encouraged of
opening a negotiation, which ever has the effect of destroying all energy
in those who ought to look forward to the continuance of war."
one

will

more

more sincerely

forcibly feels

rejoice than

that unless the

The Marquis of Buckinghan
1798, November 6 [Stowe]. — " The

to

Lord Grenville.

letter, of which the enclosed is
a copy, reached me this morning. The Duke of Portland has, I fear,
misconceived the bill, for there is nothing in any of the clauses that can
enable me to raise any men as an immediate augmentation to my
regiment, with a view of their being taken as part of the county quota.
1 enclose you a copy of the clause for that purpose which I sent to
Mr. Pitt, but the Bill was gone up to the Lords. I can have no interest,
but on the contrary, a great deal of plague in the business, and if the
clause cannot impede and may assist your ballot, I cannot conceive why
you may not give me the means by law of assisting the public in my
own way. However, liberavi animam meam, and, if you do not think
it tanti, I most certainly shall not employ any other friend to move
it as an amendment in the committee in the House of Lords.
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"

When

"

I

shall I send you your beech, and do you want any sheep.
have likewise sent you a clause enabling volunteers to offer to
serve for sub-divisions or districts iustead of supplementary militia.
Mr. Pitt's clause obliges volunteers to enrol as supplementary militiamen, to swear as such, and to train for 20 days, seriatim, in any part
of the county, instead of training once or twice a week in their towns.
This clause will not repeal the others."

Enclosure.

The Duke of Portland

to the

Marquis of Buckingham.

—

*' I have
1796, November 4, Burlington House.
had the honour of
laying before the King your Lordship's letter of the 24th ultimo, and
am commanded to acquaint you that His Majesty does the most ample
justice to the motives which have induced your Lordship, at this
important crisis, to offer to contribute personally to the internal force
of his kingdom by augmenting the militia of the county of Buckingham
at your own expense, and to forward the objects of the Legislature by
carrying that augmentation into effect as speedily as possible.
" Your Lordship must not wonder that his Majesty was fully prepared for such a testimony of public spirit and liberality on the part of
your Lordship, any more than that he should always recollect it with

grateful satisfaction.

"

The

Bill for an

augmentation to the Militia which

is

now depending

in Parliament will be found, I trust, to contain clauses so well adapted

your Lordship has in view that, I flatter myself, it will
obtain the sanction of your approbation, and enable you to fulfil the
intentions you have so generously avowed.
"I am persuaded that Mr. Pitt mill have explained to you the reasons
which have hitherto delayed the acknowledgments I now offer you for
the honour of your letter, and that you will do nie the justice to believe
that no one can be more disposed than I am to manifest every sentiment
of respect and esteem for your Lordship."
to the object

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

Stowe. — "I

have sent no requisition to our
[1795] November 8,
Sheriff, because I see that the City of London have not prepared
or even mentioned any petition to Parliament for the new bills which
we think so essential and no other county is yet called. We agreed
that it would be best to wait for the City, as much of the mischief of
seditious meetings is more immediately within their limits, and therefore
the complaint of such an evil ought to originate with them, before that
If I should have been misinformed
string is touched in the country.
(for I have read the City address) you will be so good as to send
me a messenger with your high commands, who may be here before I
go to bed and the High Sheriff shall have his letter the next morning,
but, if not, I shall wait for the City
fixing it for Wednesday the 18th
meeting before we fix ours. Adieu. If you are not stoned in your way
to Guildhall, let me hear one line from you on Tuesday, to say that you

High

;

;

;

are well."

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

— " Vous aver certainement
1795, November 11, Whitehall.
ces

malles les

details des

recu par
succes brillans et tres importans que le
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Marechal Clerfaye a gagne, surtout dans l'attaqu;; du Camp Francai*
au-devant de Mentz, ou le courage de l'armee Autrichienne et le bon
esprit qui Panima se sont montre d'une maniere qui nou se ulement leur
fait le plus grand honnenr, inais qui ne manquera pas d'avoir les suites
les plus importantes, pourvu que Von xache profiter du succes qiion a
Recevez, je vous prie, raes complements et felicitations a cette
em.
Vous savez si ils sont sinceres. Vous n'iguorez pas depius
occasion.
combien de temps je soupire apres l'occasioa de vous faire un pareil
compliment, et combien je m'interesse a la gloire de la monarchic
Autrichienne, et a tout ce qui peut avaucer ses interests, si intimement
lies a ceux de mon souverain et de ma patrie."
French.
Copy,

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

November 12,] Millfield House. " Je recois dans le moment
que vous me faites l'honneur de m'ecrire. On ne saurait etre
plus sensible que je ne le suis aux attentions obligeantes dont votre
amitie ne cesse de me combler.
Les succes de M. de Clerfaye sont,
en effet, aussi grands qu'ils etaient necessaires. Vous n'ignorez pas
la partialite que j'ai ton jours eu pour ses talens et pour son caractere
personnel.
Je me flatte que nous allons profiter de la victoire. J'ai
deux raisons pour le supposer, la pleine liberte accordee au Marechal
d'agir selon sa volonte, et l'experience heureuse qui doit avoir aneanti
son irresolution, le seul defaut qu'ou puisse lui reprocher.
Au milieu
de ces triomphes il s'est donne la peine de m'ecrire de sa main un
journal precieux qui me demontre que, depuis le 12 jusqu'au 29, nous
avons eu une chaine de victoires. Puisse- t-elle se prolonger. Je le
[1795,

la lettre

desire et le crois veritablement."

—

'* Les malles
m'ont apporte des instructions de Vienne
que j'aie l'honneur de vous communique!*. M. Erskine s'est
plaint de moi au Pape, a ce qui parait.
Je ne m'attendais pas a des
demeles avec le Saint Pere. Je passerai demain au bureau vers midi
pour tenter fortune,"

Postcript.

qu'il taut

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord

;Gtrenville.

—

" I enclose to you a draft of our
[1795], November 12, [Stowe].
address which you will alter if you do not like it ; and you will in that
case mix the ingredients as you please, except only that 1 would not
wish to carry our requisition for your two Bills further than can be
collected from the concluding words of this address, which you probably
But, whatever you determine upon, pray
will think strong enough.
settle it with the Duke of Portland, and let me have the answer or the
have fixed on Saturday the 21st as
new draft by Saturday's post.
1 cannot say how pleased
being more convenient than Wednesday.
I am with your Bills. I again beg that you will command my attendance
if this puissant minority of eight should make you wish me to come up,
and take a part in a measure which I approve so very highly, and which,
as far as I can collect, is generally called for except by messieurs les
I trust that you have taken care, at the moment I write
interesses.
this, to check the meeting advertised for this day at Copenhagen house.
1 see your mails have arrived, and I know your clerks have other fish
to fry' than to write precis for idle fellows like me ; but you courtiers
'
should pity the booby ignorance of country gentlemen.

We

5

a

94090.

K
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The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

—

[1795] November 13, [Stowe]. " I return you the map with very
many thanks, and have been occupying myself with tracing the very
singular operations of Olairfait, who appears, in his pursuit of Jourdan

Lahn, to have risked very much, if the latter had been strong
for, in that case, the French
to have checked the Austrians
army entrenched before Mayence, by crossing the Rhine beiow that
His pursuit, however,
town, would have taken Clairfayt in reverse.
with a part of his army as far as Cologne, whilst he returned with the
other part, and attacked the entrenched camp, appears to have been one
The difficulties of that last
of the most brilliant blows ever struck.
attack must have been beyond all calculation, and the loss to the French
irreparable for very many months; and God knows they can, in their
present state, very little afford to lose days, much less the months
I
necessary to collect a force and materials for any similar attempt.
am sorry that Wurmser's attempt did not succeed more completely, for
I take it for granted that Manheim
it appears equally well combined.
and Clairlayt's movements will accelerate Fichegru's retreat,
will fall
and the surrender cf that town and it is probable that the garrison
but, beyond this,
will be cut off from retreating to rejoin Pichegru
I do not venture to hope for anything further, unless on the lower
where, I hope, they will be dispossessed of Dusseldorff, as
Rhine
that success will have its effect much more completely in the minds
of the Hollanders and Brabanters than a victory in Suabia. And 1
cannot help indulging some hopes of a change of sentiment and of
measure if the Rhiue was completely Austrian, and a port so essential
and so near was occupied by the Austrians.
" I wro'e to you yesterday to enclose the draft of the address,
which I trust you will return to me by to-morrow's post. I enclose
but I hope b( fore
a proxy which you will enter whenever you will
thcs House of Commons' Bill makes its appearance in the House of
Lords, I shall be able to bear my testimony to the wisdom of
measures which I have so long and so earnestly wished for
and,
in all events, I am glad to put my conscience on that and every other
point ostensibly into your keeping.
u I have been obliged to send Frogatt to the printer of the
True
Briton, November 12, for the manuscript of a most impudent forgery,
signed Nugent Buckingham, and offering 500/. reward for a paltry libel
upon the whole race of Grenvilles, which I would not give 5 farthings
to have kept out of every newspaper.
I am only hurt at the possibility
of being conceived to be so egregious a fool
for as to political sins, or
indeed as to any other than are usually announced in a newspaper I am
very callous. In point of fact I never heard of any such libel, nor has
it ever existed save in this newspaper.
I cannot say how happy I am
to see the triumphant support given to your Bills.
I believe most firmly
that nine-tenths of the people are with you in sentiment upon the
You will probably pass them by commisnecessity of such a measure.
sion the moment they are ready, for you see by all the Jacobin newspapers that the lecturers and societies are (what the jockeys term)
running against time and I think you should not, after recognising
the necessity of protecting the King, suffer Dim to go to Parliament till
the law is actually passed."

to the

enough

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Lord Grenville

to

[London]. — "

179o, November 1.3,
received from Sir C. Malet.

I

Henry Dunda^

1
enolote you a letter I have
believe I once mentioned to you that
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I have no other reason for being interested in his favour than that he
is of an old family in Somersetshire, and, as such, was known to my
mother's family, and, I believe, originally sent out by their assistance.
I have therefore no pretence or desire to solicit for him in this
instance, but I should be glad to be enabled to answer his question
as an attention due to a man of whom, as far as I remember of

India

affairs,

we have always had

reason to think well."

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenvtlle.

1795,
14, Windsor. ~" I cannot sufficiently approve of
Lord Grenville's having declined taking the step of seeing Baron de
Wimpffen till he had communicated to me the object of his coming. In
the course of the summer I was astonished at the Duchess of Brunswick
mentioning in a letter to me a desire of such an alliance, but knowing
the brutal and other unpleasant qualities of ihis Prince, I could not give
any encouragement to such a proposal. I therefore desire Lord Grenville will fairly tell him that I shall not consent to his request, and if he
will not take a gentle hint, L have no objection to his adding that, after
the very unhappy life my unfortunate niece led with him, I cannot as a
father bequeath any daughter of mine on him."

November

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

[Stowe], — "

I have received your two letters and
1795, November 19,
have altered a very loyal address from the corporation and inhabitants
of Buckingham so as to meet your ideas, and we have just had our
The address from the county cannot be easily
meeting, and signed it.
altered, because I have sent copies of that which was settled to several
persons, aud it would be difficult to alter it now, particularly as I have
sent it to Sir J. Lovett, and have stated it to him as approved by his
But I think that a petition to the House of
respectable correspondent.
Commons might likewise be proposed, and, if you agree with me, you
had better prepare one and settle it with the Duke of Portland and, if
his friends understand that he acquiesces, ihe thing may be proposed by
some other person less connected with Government than I am, and I
will most heartily join in the support of it; but you must prepare it and
send it down by a messenger to Aylesbury, directed to me, that I may
have it engrossed and ready against the meeting. I shall be there by
;

eleven o'clock.

" It seems clear that

Fox conceives it necessary to keep the mob
and the leaders, Mr. Thelwall and the others, prohably acquiesce
But when they see
in order to engage the Whig Club to assist them.
the whole thing desperate, you will have a serious struggle, and I do not
doubt your firmness. I have taken care to have an attendance of friends
at Aylesbury, and, under the idea of a meeting for a yeomanry address,
I have requested that four or five might attend out of each troop besides
the officers. This wiH add to our appearance, as the best part of the
Aylesbury troop will attend. I enclose you the address which is to be
proposed to them. I have set an Aylesbury address on foot, so that
from our county you will have your share of loyalty."
w One advantage will arise from separating the petition
Postscript.
from the address, and that is that the measure is more marked, aud in
case any attempt should be made hereafter to call a meeting to consider
quiet,

—

K

2
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the Bills

drawn

now

in Parliament,

it is

parried by this petition which

may be

so as [to] point at these very Bills.

"Pray show Captain T.

Grenville the yeomanry address."

Precis of Correspondence

to

and from Berlin from September 4

November 24

(sic),

to

1795.

—

London, September 4. " Balan converses with Steinberg, who disapproves the rassemblement of Osnabnrg. Blames the Duke of York,
and laments the stay of the emigre corps in Hanover.
London, September 8. " Speculations on the probability of a rupture
between Great Britain and Spain.
London, September 11. " A treaty of subsidy is negotiating between
Great Britain and Austria.
London, September 11. "Steinberg answers a note of Baku's tells
him that all the emigre corps are on the point of embarking, but says
nothing of the English troops. Affairs of Corsica.
London, September 15. " Reports of an approaching session. Supposed negotiations for a loan. Flourishing state of commerce in England.
Defenders.
Irish affairs.
London, September 18. "Desandrouin returning to Vienna. The
Parliament
treaty of subsidy not settled, but he carries the proposals.
26 millions to be borrowed. American treaty suspended.
to meet soon
London, September 22. " Affairs of Corsica the British party the
weakest there. Reports as to the cause of the passage of the Rhine by
said that the line of neutrality was violated by them and
the French
Prussian soldiers killed.
London, September 25. " Steinberg repeats to him an official letter
which he is to write him, stating that the King has ordered the
Regency of Hanover to communicate to Berlin 1, that all emigre and
foreign troops shall leave the electorate 2, that no more such troops
shall be raised there
3, that His Britannic Majesty adheres without
reserve to the neutrality and engages to observe it carefully.
The
existence of the British troops in the electorate is not contrary to the
neutrality because these troops have no hostile destination, but being
to serve only for the safety of the states of the King, and his neighbours; they will commit no hostility, but will suffer none to be
committed against them. Reasons upon this communication. Steinberg seems to apprehend that the French will attack the electorate.
London, September 29. "Arrival of Mouneron and reports of
seized with aviditiy by the public, who are tired witii the
peace
war.
One million taxes must be raised to pay interest of the intended

—

—
—

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

—

;

loan.

—

1.
"Extensive preparations making on the Lower
Britain for an attack on Holland.
Alarm on this
Danger that the French will attack Hanover and
subject at Berlin.
Osnaburg. Has directed his ministers to inform the Regency that if
attacked they will be left to their fate
Berlin, September 7.
" Justifies the Prussian Minister at the Porte
from the accusation of too close a connection with the Swedish and
French missions. Russia has lately expressed her satisfaction at his
conduct Triple Alliance between Great Britain, Russia, and Austria is
not completed. The Emperor makes overtures through Denmark for
the peace of the Empire, and possibly for his own ; and insinuates
there that lie has not acceded to the Triple Alliance.*

Berlin,

September

Weser by Great

—

* This last fact

is

certainly false.

G.
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Berlin,

September

13.

—" Impolicy

of the manifesto of Verona.
Doubts of the success of Wurmser's intended operations. Invasion of
the Empire by the French.
Prussian territory and line of neutrality
respected by them. #
Increased danger of the north of Germany. Has
declared at Hanover that if the rassemblement continue he must either
act by force to enforce the neutrality, or declare the line of demarcation
void and of no effect.
Balan is to make the same communication to

Steinberg.
Berlin, September 21.
"Acknowledges letter of 4th September,
which gives hopes that his representations will have their effect. Reports
that England is inclined to peace.
Trevors journey to Lausanne
supposed to be for a conference with Barthelemi."

—

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

November 30, Windsor. "I rejoici at the surrender of
Manheim, an! defeat of Pichegru by Marshal Clairfait, as I trust it
will encourage the Court of Vienna to make sach real efforts this winter
as may enable Clairfait to open the next campaign very early. Indeed
i79o,

I think no problem in Euclid more true than that if the French are well
pressed in the next year, their want of resources and other internal evils
must make the present shocking chaos crumble to pieces."

The Earl of Mornington

to

Lord G-renville.

—

—

"If I had received
[1795, November December] Brighteltnstone.
your summons a few days sooner, I should have been able to make my
arrangements so as to have obeyed it but as I mean to leave this place
lor the season on Sunday or Monday, aud have all my children with me,
who are also to be packed off on the same day (and some must be stowed
in my carriage) it is impossible for me at so short a notice to change
my^order of march. I will endeavour to get of on Sunday, and to be
If you should remain at Dropmore on Monday,
in London by dinner.
If you come to town on Sunday or
let me know on Sunday night.
Monday, either you or Pitt can probably give me a dinner. Whatever
questions occur to either of you which yoa think I can answer, you
might note down at Dropmore, and send to me. Pitt knows the outline
nothing has happend
of my opinion on the present state of the question
If you mean to argue
to vary it much since 1 saw him at Walmer.
(which I suppose you must) that the present Government of France is
more treatable than that which existed during the last session, your main
difficulties will be to prove that it has mure appearance of permanence,
aud that its views of ambition and aggrandisement are either lessened,
or become of a less dangerous tendency.
* There can be no doubt that most of those mischievous principles of
universal application to all Governments are entirely renounced by
the new Constitution, which I have carefully compared with that of
1793 namely, Equality, Natural Rights of Men, Insurrection, Right
of daily or rather hourly Revolution the duties of men on the contrary
the maintenance of property
are now declared to be founded in nature
no club government ; no exercise of political rights but by
is a duty
no mobs. There are also many provisions in the new
legal assemblies
Constitution which tend to give permanency to any Government formed
under it but my objection on this head is the force which has been
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* This fact is also false.

G.
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employed to compel the people to adopt this Constitution, and the
characters of those who have been thrust down the throats of the people
by the decrees of 5th and L3th Fructidor.
" This species of violence leads to an argument against the permanence of the Government exactly of the same nature as that which was
used against the system of terror. I know Pitt will say that it is the
stability of our treaty and not of the Government to which we are to
look; and that the cry in France being now for peace, any and every
Is this a safe
Government must maintain the treaty of peace.
argument ?
" Remember to let me know what your motions are I shall probably
be in town by five o'clock on Sunday."
;

C.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

Varel. — " Since my

24th) by accounts
my opinion
that the discontent is daily increasing in the Seven Provinces, and of
They have for the
course the weakness of the present Government.
present suspended all proceedings against ihe persons they have so long
detained in prison, the man who was appointed Attorney General to
carry on the prosecutions having declined to act.
A friend of ours, Mr. Van der Haer, one of the most popular and
active members of the late Government in the Province of Friezland,
where he has a strong party with which he corresponds, and which he
influences, said a good deal to me this morning with respect to the corps
to be formed under Prince Frederick, and 1 thought his observations
had some convex sation on the same subject,
deserved some notice.
when the orders came from General Dundas to discontinue all recruiting
for this corps. He said that, though at first he was concerned this order
had been given as tending to check the desertion in the army of the
Republic, which at any rate was an advantage, the reasons which had
dictated the order, which he did not know, might be very satisfactory ;
that he wrote to his friends to desire them not to think England withdrew her support, but that the change of situation from the successes of
the Austrians and other causes very likely made it moie desirable the
well-intentioned should remain in the country where their presence
might be of great use if it became necessary to act. He understood
from the person with whom Prince Frederick desired him to correspond
that a second order was arrived from England to pay the corps from
fortnight to fortnight, and that there were reasons to expect this
payment would shortly be entirely discontinued and the corps dismissed.
He observed that, though he never expected so much from this corps as
many people did, having once been collected under the protection of
England, and many of the persons that compose it having been induced
to leave the country in consequence of its formation, there would be a
great hardship in leaving them in this situation without support or
That it would lessen the dependence of the army on the
protection.
House of Orange, and hurt the reputation of Prince Frederick, whose
name had contributed to bring them together, and who would incur
great upopularity and a good deal of odium from their sudden dismissal
and, lastly, that besides lessening the confidence on the support ot
England, and furnishing a handle to her enemies, there was some
chance of throwing, by the step I idlude to, a very great number of
officers and other men connected with every part of the Republic, into
the power of Prussia, who might not, perhaps, be sorry in this manner
to court popularity at the expense of England, which could be no

1795, December, 1,
from various quarters, I have every reason

''•

We

last (of the

to be confirmed in
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advantage to the cause. Talking with him of the Court of Berlin, he
said that he had consented to communicate with that Court, and more
particularly since the Hereditary Prince was there, because he had been
given to understand in the most positive manner that they acted in
conceit with England
that he went on upon this idea, but that he
never could reconcile himself to any plan that might exclude England;
that, whatever circumstances might take place, his constant endeavours
would be to thwart any means that might occasion or prolong the
and that he should be happy to comseparation of the two countries
municate to his friends everything that might forward the views of
England in opposition to France, and that I might name him where
I thought it could be of service.
I thought it right to say so much, as
Mr. Van der Haer is a man of considerable property, connected with
some of the most independent people in his Province, and a tried,
zealous, and able partisan of the House of Orauge
and influences by
far the most considerable party in Friesland, to whom we may attribute
that things are so well managed there.
I thought it right to state this
to your Lordship, as it is possible you may think this gentleman, who is
exceedingly active and quick, may be of service.
And it is impossible
As to his
to act more fairly and to be a better Englishman than he is.
hopes from the Court of Berlin I cannot say I share them nor shall
I believe anything will come from that quarter favourable to the cause
unless I hear so from my friends in England.
Had I more to say than
I have I should act with the greatest reserve and caution with respect
to that Court, though I am open to conviction if I am told by my
friends in England that I am mistaken.
At the same time I am
thankful for the good offices of those persons at Berlin who have taken
steps with respect to M. de Rhoon which have certainly contributed
to save him from worse treatment.
But hitherto I have not felt
inclined to say a syllable to anyone I know there but as* far as related
to M. de Rhoon, at the time we were most uneasy for him.
Nor shall
I depart from the line I have taken unless I hear to the contrary from
jour Lordship or some of m}' friends in England who are acting on the
;

;

;

;

same system.
M 1 cannot help observing that I have not been favoured with a line
from your Lordship since the end of April. 1 know, however, how
very little time you have left for any private correspondence."
C.
1795, December

Bentinck
4,

Varel.

to

—"

I

Lord Grenville.
closed

my

last

(of

the 1st

inst.)

by mentioning how very cautious I was of being drawn into any
correspondence at Berlin relating to the affairs of the Seven Provinces,
any farther than taking notice of the situation of M. de Rhoon at the time
we were most uneasy on his account. That very situation and our
former connections with that Court might otherwise easily have led
me to communications on the subject, particularly as some of our friends,
one of whom I took notice of, are in the supposition that some concert
does exist between the two Courts (of London and Berlin) with respect
to the United Provinces.
I have but too many reasons to entertain my
doubts as to this supposition, whatever it may arise from and shall
continue to observe the most perfect silence, and induce others to do so
as far as I can, on the hopes of assistance from that quarter in all
;

correspondence with our friends within the country, unless I hear to the
contrary from your Lordship, or by your orders. 1 speak with diffidence,
But 1 do not like what I
as I am aware my information is imperfect.
hear of the language held at Berlin, where blame is thrown upon every-
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thing that comes from England, with an evident jealousy of her
interference, and of the successes of the Austrians, the only circumstance
at this moment that could possibly have led to a change in our favour.
I should be very happy to know something more positive on this point,
that in case some reserve may still be proper, I may continue to pursue
the line I have taken ; or even open the eyes of those who are going on
with the idea of a concert and that we may thwart any measures
calculated to exclude England, and gradually to throw the Republic
If this could be the plan of the Court of
into the arms of her enemies.
Berlin I should not only wish to see her checked, but I should see with
pleasure that steps were taken by the powers in alliance with Great
Britain to prevent her interfering in any shape whatever in the affairs
At the same time that, if it was possible for
of the United Provinces.
once that that Court should take a fair, decided, and consistent part, they
certainly have it in their power to terminate shortly the oppression and
misfortunes of that country.
" I have the following circumstances to add to what I have mentioned
The clubs at
before with respect to the disposition of the people.
Leu warden, and throughout Friezland, are so dissatisfied with the
Representatives that they have said openly they would proclaim the
Prince, and would rather submit to his authority than to such a set of
men. The Representatives place so little confidence in the military
that, with a few exceptions, they are not allowed to appear in the streets
with their sabres. In collecting the votes of the inhabitants upon the
question whether a National Convention for the Seven Provinces should
take place or not, the well-intentioned kept away in most places, and in
others not a man appeared to give a vote and in the generality of
meetings, not above one, two, or eight and ten at most, appeared for the
This I have from Mr. Van der Haer, whom I met lately,
affirmative.
and it is confirmed by others."
;

;

0.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

Varel. — " The alarm spread among

the adherents
1795, December 8,
of the present Government of the United Provinces by the late uninterrupted successes of the Austrians was easily foreseen.
They are
aware how fatal the interference of England, aided by such powerful
means, is likely to prove to their unsettled authority ; and thej are
now endeavouring by all imaginable artifices to excite suspicions and
jealousies of those two Powers, should th^y have it in their hand', by
the overthrow of the present system, to settle the affairs of the Seven
Provinces according to their own views. It is not my intention to
detain your Lorckhip with the detail of all these idle artifices ; and,
should the fears of cabal be realised by their fall, the event will show
the falsehood of all their insinuations and assertions.
But, as they
were taken notice of in a number of letters from our friends within the
Republic, I thought it right some answer should be given to them for
I had some con vers itiori on the subject with
their satisfaction.
Mr. Van der Haer, whom I mentioned in my last, his friends having
alluded to this subject in their letters.
I suggested to him several
points upon which I thought he might lay a stress with safety and
effect, and inclose a translation of a letter he wrote in consequence to
his friends within the country, among many others written with the
same view; in some of which he insists still more strongly on his
confidence on the support of Great Britain, and her efforts to restore
the independence of the Seven Provinces, and reunite them with all
their possessions under the auspices of the House of Orange.
I should
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not say so much about Mr. Van der Haer if I did not know that he
may be of great service to the cause by his zeal, his indefatigable
activity, his quickness, and the number of considerable persons in his
Province and in the Eepublic who place confidence in him. His
popularity in his own Province is founded upon the only true
ground ; he has not, like so many others, endeavoured to gain a
momentary influence by nattering the passions of the multitude,
but he has constantly endeavoured to gain confidence by a fair
and open line of public conduct, and by las adherence to his
and in this he has succeeded so far that, should the
principles
moment come, he is assured of the most active support from a
very great number of persons in his Province, who are all ready to
declare at a moment's notice, but will not stir without his directions.
This party is so strong within itself, and by its connections in the
neighbouring Province of Groningen, as to [be] well worth attending
to.
I have to regret that, by the circumstances of the moment, I am
deprived of all free communication with the persons in the Province of
Holland who might be of the greatest service to the cause there ; and,
still more so, by the intimacy and confidence that subsisted between
them and the party I have been alluding to. 1 should not forget to
mention that Mr. Van der Haer came into the government of his Province
(Friesland) in the year 1779 ; and that from that moment to this hour
he has always been firm and consistent, from habits and principle, in his
attachment to the House of Orange and the English interest; that
he resisted for three months the proposals of a separate peace with
France, and left the country at last, not to be a party in the capitulation,
and with the intention of co-operating to the utmost of his power to
bring about the deliverance of his country ; and that he had previously
taken all the necessary measures with his friends for that purpose, as he
intimated to the Prince of Orange as soon as he left his Province.
By the
bye, I do net believe he ever received an answer till some months
Mr. Van der Haer and
afterwards, when Prince Frederick came over.
his friends are, many of them at least, men of affluent circumstances,
who act from attachment to the cause, and to the House of Orange, and
As Mr. Van der Haer
aversion to the usurpers and their system.
is somewhat awkward in his appearance and manners, with a degree of
of formality, and some provincial habits, I am well aware there are
persons who may throw some ridicule upon him
but this does not
alter what I have been saying, and will not prevent his being of great
service, if properly guided.
I mentioned in my last that he had gone on
with the idea of some concert between London and Berlin. He said
since that, without entering into that question, he should be very glad
if, whilst they were hesitating and putting off at
Berlin from day to
day, the Austrians, acting in concert with England, made a sufficient
progress to bring about a change without any other assistance.
And he
agreed with me that, should they recover the Netherlands, nothing was
more likely to happen, even before the arrival of any troops to support
the well-intentioned, such was the general disposition of the people.
He has taken care that his friends at least should be prepared to look
upon the Austrians as friends. There are other persons of my acquaintance who have done the same, and I, for my part, shall carefully avoid
naming the Prussians unless I hear from your Lordship to the contrary.
I need scarcely say that the hints I gave Mr. Van der Haer for his
letter are chiefly an application of the principles of a work too generally
known and celebrated in England to make it necessary to name the
author to your Lordship. This at any rate can do no harm, though I
am well aware that general reasonings, however excellent, will not alone
;

;
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operate counter-revolutions.
I depend much more on the divisions of
the present rulers amongst themselves, on the evident symptoms of
confusion and despondency in all their proceedings, on the decided and
growing aversion of the people, confirmed daily by all the accounts we
receive.
This aversion will break out sooner or later. It is to be
hoped the moment will not be left to chance, but that things may be so
managed that it may happen at the same time in all the chief places in
the country.
I am only sorry I have it not in my power to be of greater
service to the cause
ami I beg your Lordship will not believe I attach
much importance to the little I have had to communicate, but will
consider it as a proof that I do not lose sight of my object, and shall
neglect no opportunity that may offer of being of more use than I have
been hitherto, from the unfavourable circumstances of the moment,
which deprive me of the assistance of many of our friends, and oblige
us to some caution as long as things remain in this situation.
" I shall be thankful for any suggestions your Lordship may think
of service ; the more so as it is very long since 1 have been favoured
•

with a line."
Enclosure.

M. Van der Haer's Letter.
1795, December

—

" I have received yours of the 2nd December,
nnd had received similar representations from other people. 1 am glad
I find myself enabled to repel and, by your means, to point out to the
well-intentioned the machinations er.couraged by narrow views with
I can assure you upon my honour that the English
respect to England.
Government, has no other object in view by its interference than to
restore our Republic to her integrity and independence.
That they
will endeavour to bring this about by all means, even by sacrifices
and that the conclusion will demonstrate the truth of this. In fact the
S)stem of commerce and navigation gradually adopted in England is as
liberal as her system of politics is superior to the French innovations
and her enlaiged views are far a' ove the narrow-minded system of our
5.

merchants.

"England is not ihe friend of monopoly. In England the prevailing
opinion is that a country whose prosperity depends chiefly upon its
manufactures, and the superiority of its productions, finds the greatest
advantage in a free trade but that this must be established gradually
to prevent the ruin of those whose existence depends upon the old
exploded system of monopoly. England feels that rich neighbours are
more like to afford a market for her produce and that even the shipping of her neighbours may be advantageous in timcj of peace, and
In time of peace because a part of her
necessary in time of war.
capitals are more advantageously employed in manufactures than in any
and in time of war because, by means ot
other branches of trade
neutral ships, her manufactures and productions may be exported with
little risk, and without heavy insurance, and the sailors emplojed more
advantageously to man the fleet. Upon this system is partly founded
;

;

;

upon this system is founded the
the treaty of commerce with France
last treaty of commerce with America, by which even the trade of the
With
East Indies is left open to that nation under certain conditions.
respect to Holland, the leading people in England are not likely to
wish to take from Holland what persuasion of the greater advantages
of other branches of commerce has induced them to grant to other
nations ; and the carrying trade, and all the advantages Holland derives
;
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from this chief branch of her trade, may even be of service to England
With respect
in our hands, for many of the reasons above assigned.
I can assure
to the Colonies, the object of Great Britain is equally fair.
you she has engaged herself of her own accord to restore all these
possessions with the restoration of the Republic, should they fall into
her hands that it was the intention to have done so had a part only
of the Republic been saved and that she has accordingly acted in this
But I must beg in general you will not compare an
as a good ally.
Englishman with a Frenchman. This is comparing light with dark;

;

ness.

"

come round, and from that
not fair to draw any conclusions unfavourable to the cause.
all the well-intentioned, that
I can assure you, and
This is enough.
you may depend upon the good faith and cordiality of England and
all the contrary reports must be looked upon as the last efforts of an
enemy who feels his approaching fall, and will be still more convinced
of it before long."

As

point

to the rassemblettient, this will all

it is

;

Copy.
G.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

Varel. — "When

I mentioned in my last ietters
1795, December 11,
the existence of a strong and popular party in the Provinces of Friezland and Groningen, conducted by men of property, and known by their
attachment to the House of Orange, and to the ancient form of government, and with a considerable share of activity and talents, it was not
my intention to stop there. 1 should not forget taking notice first of a
circumstance which increases the confidence that may be placed in them.
Mr. Van der Haer, and a friend of his upon whom he relies implicitly,
and may as far as I can judge from every circumstance, but who does
not know anything of my correspondence, are two of the chief persons
of that party. They both possess a large landed property in the
Province of Friezland, which they have left for the purpose of carrying
on a correspondence with their friends and relations within. Hitherto
the correspondence has been conducted with so much fidelty and secrecy
on the part of those who have been employed in it that their property has
not only been left untouched, though no doubt the Revolutionists would
have been happy in a pretence to seize upon it ; but that I do not
believe that any one person connected with this party has yet been exposed
to any inconveniency from their proceedings, though certainly attended
with some degree of hazard. Having mentioned this material circumstance, I shall come to the point I have in view.

" I have seen, as 1 mentioned before, by a number of letters that the
animosity of the nation against the revolutionary government is so great,
that nothing but the fear of the French, and the uncertainty of external
support, has hitherto checked the inclination of the country to rise
This fear of the French is giving way
against their oppressors.
gradually to more manly sentiments with every fresh defeat of the
Republican armies and with the opinion that begins to prevail strongly
in all parts of the country, that the Powers engaged in the war will
take the first favourable opportunity of putting an end to the influence
of the French of the Seven Provinces, and to the usurpation which is
founded upon it. But how this is to be done is what the information
and conjectures of the people within seem to be divided upon. JSome
look to Austria; others speak with confidence of Prussia; some even
of Russia ; though all look to England as the spring, the soul, of all
The conviction of her superiority more than counterthat is going on.
;
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balances the bad effects that might otherwise result from the artful
reports that are industriously spread by her enemies, and encouraged by

her pretended friends. So far all is well in one respect, that the inhabitants look to foreign assistance with impatience, though not without
I have seen lately a letter from a person employed in the
anxiety.
correspondence, dated early in December, which mentions that in
Guelderland, Overyssel, Groningen, Friezland, and Drenthe, all is going
on so well that, should a small corps of Prussians inarch towards the
frontier with the rassemblement were it armed, and should the King of
Prussia only say that the Prince of Orange had ceded to him Loo,
Soestdyk, Oranjewoud, and the palace of Leuwarden (the property of
the Prince in these Provinces) under certain conditions, and that he (the
King of Prussia) insisted upon being put in possession of them in the
state they were in previous to the departure of the Prince of Orange,
this semblance of support, without marching a man into the country,
would give so much confidence to the Prince's friends that a change
might be brought about without the least effort. Whether this would
be a proper mode of interfering whilst a treaty and a guarantee exist,
of which the operation may be ostensibly considered as only suspended
by an imperious necessity, b"t which furnish a strong direct and consistent plea for interfering from public and not pri\ ate and personal
considerations, seems to me not to ad mi* of a discussion.
At the same
time I do not pretend to say that there is not great probability of the
event turning out in the manner alluded to
But why should the
Prussians interfere at all ? Why should we run the risk of being again
deceived? Why should the United Provinces again be placed under an
influence which experience has proved to be pernicious, and to afford so
And how do we know that they will act in concert
little security ?
with England when not subsidised ? and when they do not consider
them selves as bound by treat}, and bound by the most solemn engagements ? I speak sub spe rati.
" I take the advantage of the present situation of things to be this;
that as all parties within the Seven Provinces, except the Revolutionists
and their few adherents, look to an external military force acting in
concert with England for their deliverance from oppression, with a good
deal of indifference, according to some, whether Austrians, Prussians, or
liussians if they do but succeed, England has the choice among the
powers really disposed to take a part. Were I to follow my inclination,
and the impulse of the moment, I could wish the Prussians quite left
I should even be happy if they were prevented interfering in any
out.
This would be
shape whatever in the affairs of the Seven Provinces
more easy as though a good many people look to them from their late
influence, from the journey of the Hereditary Prince of Orange to
Berlin, from the habit of looking upon them as necessary to succeed,
yet I am convinced no one would regret they were excluded and no
set of libels and hand-bills ever were so violent and malicious as what
are actually circulated in the Republic against the Court of Berlin,
without sparing the first personages of that Court. Under these circumstances the moment is perhaps very favourable to exclude them
and it would be a proper return for the breach of their
entirely
engagements, though certainly a very mild retribution. Whether it
will [be] advisable or practicable to leave them out is not for me to
But, should it be thought so, and should the farther
determine.
successes of the Emperor's arms give a certainty of support from that
quarter, should M. de Clerfait's army recover the Netherlands and
approach the frontier of the Seven Provinces sufficiently to be able to
co-operate with the well-intentioned, I am sure the four Provinces
;

;
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above-mentioned will declare for the Prince of Orange on the first
appearance of support. M. Van der Haer, whose friends are armed
and ready, told me that, should the moment come, he would undertake
the business in the Provinces of Friezland and Groningen with a few
thousand Prussians or Austriaus, particularly if done in concert with
As he is able, writes well, and is in the habit of drawing up
England.
papers and resolutions, and perfectly versed in all the forms of the
Government, and with a great deal of popular eloquence, he would be

He is so sure of his friends'
in the first moment.
support that, should the time come, he offers to go with the detachments
and to conduct them, and answers for the event. The possession of
these Provinces, the immediate calling together of the States-General
which would be the consequence, and the apparent certainty of all the
other Provinces, the majority at least, following the example very soon,
are so evident that I shall say no more on this point than repeating my
wish that the further successes of the Austrians may soon enable us to
try the experiment. I know that at Utrecht things are in that situation,
and the chief people so tired out, and so impatient of a change, by the
accounts even of persons who were formerly violent enemies of the
House of Orange, that the Austrians would be well received ; and my
second brother who is here, and was in the Government and States of
that Province would, I am sure, without hesitation accompany any
Austrian troops that were sent on that expedition, that they might be
received and looked upon as friends.
of great service

"Your Lordship may easily imagine that [ would not lightly recommend any measures of this nature. I speak in the supposition of the
Austrians not only making further progress, but being in a state to keep
I would not lightly recommend it were it only for the
their ground.
risk I should expose M. de Rhoon and other persons to who are in the
hands of their enemies. But should the French be entirely cut off from
the United Provinces by the Austrian army, I should not hesitate a
moment pressing the measures I allude to, as I am sure from what has
passed that, far from their venturing upon any act of violence against
M. de Rhoon, he would soon be out of their hands and at the head of
his friends.

add that few things would make me more happy than
by your Lordship to go to M. de Clerfait's headquarters and to mention to him all I have taken the liberty of saying
I should he happy to receive letters to that officer with
in this letter.
instructions authorising me to communicate with him on the subject;
and, were I not afraid of being taxed with presumption, I should press
this much more seriously on your attention.
The confidence ami good
opinion shown me at various times by your Lordship and some of his
[your?] colleagues will serve as an apology for having said so much.
The paper I had the honour of receiving before I left England, which
I have constantly kept in view to guide me in the line I have pursued,
will account sufficiently for the language I hold in this letter.
The
line I have been, in a manner, instructed to take I shall continue to
persevere in unless I hear to the contrary.
I should be very happy if
the latter part of the above observations was thought to deserve any
attention, and if I had thus the opportunity of being more active than
Should I be thought too sanguine, I have to beg
I have been hitherto.
your indulgence for having unnecessarily taken up so much of your

"I have

to

to be authorised

time.

"I have taken every
and

let any part of this transpire,
prudence the subject of the interference

precaution not to

to touch with the greatest
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is the more delicate
some influence upon M. de Rhoon's

of Berlin, which

for

me

as

position.

it

I

no doubt may have
have had the more

reason not to trouble myself much about the prevailing idea that the
Couit in questiou will interfere in concert with the other powers, that,
for the moment, this idea clearly serves our cause by intimidating the
adverse party. M. Van der Haer, to whom I have only suggested
doubts on the subject without endeavouring to undeceive him, is strongly
impressed with the existence of a concert, but still more with the conviction that no good can arise from the interference of that Court
without that concert between London and Berlin. In this system he
has been invariable. Nor does he look upon the former conduct of the
Prussian Government as giving them a right to dictate to the friends
of the House of Orange the time or the means by which is to be
brought about a change which becomes every day more pressing and
more necessary and, if put off much longer, must end in the total ruin
of a country, the inhabitants of which are the victims of a weak and
a concourse of the most disastrous
inefficient Government and
circumstances.
" I have been so cautious that though Mr. Van der Haer, knowing
the confidence shown me in Englaud at different times, authorises me
as well as my brother to name them and dispose of them according to
the views detailed in this letter, they do not know exactly what I have
written nor that I have written to your Lordship.
I have purposely
satisfied myself with proposing to them the outline of what I have been
and they assured me positively, and I
stating as likely to happen
know I can depend upon them, that they will be ready at all events
to take the part I have mentioned.
" Here the matter rests in suspense and unknown to any one.
I
If you decline you will
earnestly beg an answer from your Lordship.
hear no more of it, nor will any inconveniency whatever arise from the
refusal to any other measures that may be depending.
I shall even be
happ} in any suggestions to the contrary which may be of service to
If the proposals should meet with your approbation
direct our friends.
I have every
I shall be glad at any time to receive further orders.
reason to think that every enterprise maybe kept in this suspense in the
Provinces I allude to for a few months longer, without any great
inconveniency, provided we receive from time to time some information
I thought this letter
to enable us to keep up the hopes of our friends.
1 have sent it to
of too delicate a nature to be trusted to the post.
Mr. Fraser l»v a safe hand, begging he will forward it by the earliest
If the answer is not in cipher, I wish it may not be sent
opportunity.
here from Hamburgh by the post should it contain anything that might
involve the safety of my friends, or be imprudent to divulge.
M I have to beg your Lordship will observe M. Van der Haer (Vau
Campen van Niewland) whom I have been mentioning is a different
p. ison from M. de Haren, another member of the former Government
They have both been here ever since January
of the same Province.
I have not for many reasons let him, Mr. de Haren, into the
last.
It would have
confidence, though both zealous for the House of Orange.
been attended with great inconveniency from a variety of reasons.
Mr. de Haren, besides, is by no means popular in his Province. He
is too apt to be suddenly elated or depressed with good or bad news
and I am not sure he would have kept the secret with that degree of
strictness which, if not required by the importance of the subject, is, at
any rate, so essential with respect to the safety and property of many of
our friends, that the least doubt on the subject is a sufficient reason for
;

;

;

silence.
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" I shall be very impatient of an answer and indeed could wish to
receive from time [to time] some communications on the subject of
my letters from your Lordship or Mr. Goddard, as it certainly would
;

enable

me

to be of

—

more

service.

"I
Postscript.
successes of the
their being carried
of their being able

think it necessary to add that, should tb^ further
Austrians authorise us to entertain the hope of
to the extent mentioned above, so as to leave no doubt
without any further assistance to effect the overthrow
of the present Government, in that case I should be happy to see Prince
Frederick of Orange with the Austrians, and at the head of the
and that he should have all
enterprise [ take the liberty of suggesting
Vk that case I need
the honour and popularity attending the success.
scarcely any that M. Van der Haer and my brother are at the Prince's
In that case it
ordei'3 to dispose of them according to emergencies.
may be right for me to give up the idea of ray going to M. de Clerfait's
army, though I should be equally and even more ready to go if it was
wished."
;

M. Regnier

to

Lord Grknvillk.

a J'ai prie Mr. Aust de vous annoncer
1795, December 15, London.
une note sur les homines qui se trouvent aujourd'hui a la tete du
Gouvernement en France. J'ai l'honneur de vous remettre cette note.
J'ai l'interet
Vous me permettrez de vous 1'adresser direct ement.
Je me flatte que vous approuveriez
qu'elle ne soit connue que de vous.
mes motif 3 si vous m'accordez la faveur de vous les faire connaitre.
" L'etendue de pouvoir accorde au Directoire Executif, Fetat dont on
Fa environne, vous ont surement fait juger que l'ambition de ceux qui
le composent doit etre satisfaite, et qu'il n'est aucuns moyens de seducla connaissance de leurs caracteres me
tion possibles aupres d'eux
semble devoir vous confirmer cette opinion. Les ministres, par les
motifs contraires, offrent bien plus de prise.
Une autre consideration
importante et qui ne vous a surement point echappe, c'est que le
Directoire etant un etre colleetif, dont les deliberations, les resolutions,
et la responsibility sont communes, on n'aurait rien obtenir tant que
tous les membres ne sont point d'accord de se laisser gagner.
Ghaque
ministre, au contraire, est seul ordonnateur dans son departement, et
tout sc passe dans le secret.
" Si, ce que je ne presume pas, la crainte rendait les ministres sourds
aux propositions qui pounaient leur etre iaites, on doit tout attendre
des premiers commis. II en est plusieurs dont, moi, je repondrais.
V Je desire que la note que j'ai l'honneur de vous adresser, puisse
vous prouver mon desir de vous etre agreable. Je vous demande
votre indulgence.
Vous etes fait pour sentir qu'il est des developpeinents que je n'ai pu me permettre dans la crainte de vous fatiguer par
;

les details."

French.
Enclosure.

Directoire Executif.

—

Barras. Gentilhomme de Provence, revolutionnaire par systeme et
De la force et de la determination dans le caractere ;
par sentiment.
peu de talents d'un esprit mediocre. La nature lui a donne de la
rudesse et de la severite, la Revolution Fa rendu feroce et sanguinaire.
"II etait dans la seconde Assemblee Nationale au parti republicain ;
mais il n'y joua aucun role jusqu'a Farrivee des Marseillais a Paris,
;
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epoque a laquelle il s'associa a tons les crimes que cette horde commit
dans la capitale. Son influence en Provence lui fit donner une mission
Ses liaisons avec Freron
pres de l'armee qu'on envoya contre Toulon.
et TalHen le firent comprendre dans la liste de proscription de Robespierre.
Une certaine audace dam le3 resolutions, un grand courage
dans leur execution, placerent Barras parmi les chefs du parti qui
precipita Robespierre.

"

II

s'irrite

est difficile de se rien promettre d'un caractere arrogant, qui
des obstacles, dont la seule ambition, celle du pouvoir, se trouve

satisfaite.
4;

Canwt.

—Ancien

oliicier

dans

le

corps du Genie, distingue par ses

Le besoin qu'on avait de lui pour la conduite de la
talents militaires.
guerre l'a seul soustrait au sort de tous les autres membres du Comite
de Salut-Public de Robespierre. II a des principes exageres, un
On aurait pu tirer parti de son
caractere haineux et vindicatif
inecontentement s'il n'eut point ete nomme au Direction Executif mais
une fois place la, il s'emparera du Departement de la Guerre, et s'y
;

livrera entierement.

—

" Rewbell. Homme sans talents et tres opiniatre. II est convaincu
le Cabinet de St. James entretient de nombreux agents en France
auxqueis il attribue tous les mouvements qui se manifestent contre
l'ordre actuel des choses.
" La Reveillere L'Epaux.
C'est un homme attrabilaire, craintif, et
proscrit par Robespierre pour
sans ambition de fortune ni de pouvoir
Sa rentree dans la
avoir protest e contre la journey du 31 Mai, 1793.
Convention fut remarquable par son opposition au parti Jacobin. Dans
les derniers moments de la Convention la peur l'a jette dans le parti qui

que

—

;

voulait ramener la terreur.

"

Le Tourneur.

— Homme

extremement mediocre, ancien

officier

auxiliaire de la marine, et qui par cette raison se croit propre a retablir
la

marine Francaise.

Ministres.
Affaires Etrangeres.

—

" La Croix. Homme de beaucoup d'esprit, tres instruit en finances
en administration. Des si jeuncsse, il fut distingue par M. Target,
qui se 1'attacha comme principal secretaire a l'Intendance de Limoges.
II lui confia la place de premier secretaire du
Controle General
lorsqu'il fut appelle au Ministere des Finances.
La Croix fut accuse
d'avoir recu de Targent pour faire accorder la direction du spectacle de
Lyons. M. de Maurepas demanda son renvoi a M. Turgot, qui le
Jl ceda enfin aux importunites, et La Croix fut
defendit bngtemps.
envoy e la veille du jour ou le Roi fit redemander a M. Turgot le porteC'est a l'espece d'acharnement que la Cour
feuille des Finances.
montra alors contre La Croix qu'il faut attribuer sa conduite revolutionnaire. Sa haine personnellc pour le Roi lui a fait voter la mort de le
et

i

Prince.

La nature des connaissances de La Croix, et ses travaux anterieurs
rendaieut plus propre au Ministere de I'IntoiuMir on a eelui dos
Finances Fn homme sage, il a evite* ce dernier poste; en homme
habile, il a fait nommer au Ministere de l'lnterieur Benezeck, dont il
dispose entierement. La Croix n'est exagerc que dans sa haine pour
II ne croyait point a la duree de la Republiquo, et il
les pretres.
s'nttendait a une fin sinistre.
II le disait a ses amis.
*'

le
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"La Croix a des mceurs, on caracteie sage, un exterieur calme que
rien n'emeut, et qui le rend impenetrable.
L'amour de l'argent est la
seule passion que je lui connaisse.
II y a sacritie dans tous les temps ;
et dernierement encore, il a eu besoin de tout son talent pour sauver

l'homme dont

il
s'etait servi lors de sa mission pour
meubles des maisons Royaies. II n'est pas douteux qu'on
avec de l'argent. II y a daus le Departement deux
Generaux et un chef de Bureau, dont je suis assure.

•

la

vente des

deciderait
Secretaires-

le

Ministre de VInterieur.

—

" Benezeck.
Homme adroit, souple, pusillanime, la crainte lui a fait
prendre un masque patriotique que la vanite lui fait quitter quand il
croit pouvoir le faire sans danger.
D'abord agent subalterne des Etats
de Languedoc, ensuite Directeur d'une Compagnie de Commerce, dont
les capitalistes ont perdu uue partie de leurs fonds et dans laquelle
Benezeck a fait sa fortune il s'est trouve place dans l'administration
du Departement de Versailles au moment ou la Convention se forma.
Peu de temps apres, La Croix, ministre actuel des Affaires Etrangeres,
fut charge de la vente des meubles du Chateau de Versailles.
Cette
circonstance le mit en rapport avec Benezeck, et des interets communs
;

Benezeck n'est pas sans talents, il est surtout
II aime beaucoup l'argent, mais la crainte
qui le domine rend difficiles et meme da^gereux les moyens de lui en
proposer, si Ton n'employe pas les personnes qui peu vent le decider, ou
les lierent etroitement.

homme

a petits expediens.

par lesquelles

il

paraitra se laisser tromper.

Finances*

—

" Faitpoul.
Gentilhomme auquel les cirronstances avaient fait
acceptor une place de Secretaire-General au Comite de Salut-Public.
II est oppo.-e a la Revolution
il a des obligations a
un homme dont
je disposals
mais tie le croyant point destine a une place importante,
j'ai pris peu d'in formations sur son caractere.
;

;

La

Guerre.

—

" Aubert-Duboyet. Ses pretentions au bel esprit et a la philosophic
dans la Revolution. II etait dans la seconde Assemblee
Nationale, du parti modere; il a depuis ete employe dans l'armee du
Rhin, et charge de conduire la garnison de Mayence dans la Vendee.
II a ete fort caresse par le parti Tallien, qui lui fit donner le commandement de l'armee des cotes de Normandie. Je ne sais pas a quel
II y a dans le
point tous les honneurs l'ont rendu Republicain.
Departement pour Secret a ire- General un certain Mehee intriguant
decide, homme d'esprit mais Ires immoral, et qui ne demande qu'a etre
l'ont jette

achete.

La

Marine.

—

" Trugut.
Ancien officier de la Marine Royale, dans laquelle il fut
admis par faveur, etant fils d'un simple capitaine de port. II passait
dans son corps pour bon theoricien mais on ne croyait pas trop a son
II est souple,
courage
il
perdait facilement la tete dans Paction.
L'ambition et le desir de la
insinuant, adroit, et d'un caractere faible.
fortune lui ont fait embrasser la Revolution, dont cependant, il n'a
point approuve les exces. C'est un comme que son interet determiners
;

;

toujours."

French.
a

94090.

T,
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W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I send you a cover with two enclosures, one
1795, December 22.
a small account of M. d'lvernois, which perhaps belongs rather to the
Treasury.
" I mention, however, upon this occasion, a suggestion of his of the
advantage that this country might derive, or more properly the common
cause, bv the possession of some periodical work on the Continent, in
which the intentions and conduct of the allies should be fairly set forth
and a proposal for this purpose of assisting, at a very small expense,*a
work about to be established on that plan by a Mr. Pictet of Geneva,
a man well known in the literary world, and who, he says, is perfectly
The sum which he conceived to be
well-disposed to this country.
necessary to enable Mr. Pictet to carry his plan into execution is so
small as not to be an object of a moment's consideration and I cannot
but think that the advantage of such a work which, without being
under the direction of Government, might in general be in conformity
to its views, would be very considerable.
" The last object which I have to mention, and the second of the two
papers enclosed, is a collection of memorandums from M. de Moustier
;

;

lelative to his mission, and which you may like to look over previous
They are drawn up, as you will probably think,
to your seeing him.
with too much diplomatic formality ; but from this, after having given
in that respect a cast of his art, he seems perfectly willing to relax.

" Some of his provisions seem to me perfectly good. It will be
certainly right to settle some rate at which we would be willing to
purchase the possession of the places which he enumerates, and to enable
him, either by a deposit in his hands or by a credit on certain houses,

make good the necessary payments. A similar provision should, I
apprehend, be made, under certain restrictions, for the securing pay to
any of the Republican troops. I have no apprehension for my own
part that M. de Moustier is not perfectly to be trusted. His fault is
that he is apt to be too busy, and to suppose that when he is not idle,
he must be doing good.
" Upon this occasion, and with a view to the prospects that are every
to

in that country, I cannot but lament what seems to be the
determination of the Cabinet that no derangement is to be made, however inconsiderable, of the general naval service for the sake of keeping
possession of Quiberon.
The fleet once withdrawn, it is perfectly
possible that the enemy will take possession of it, and by stationing a
few ships in proper places, and assisting them with gun-boats and
batteries on shore, make it impossible for us ever afterwards to have
any use of that station. How far this will bo advantageous for the
mere naval service may well be a question but I am sure if the
consequence must be, as it must, the total interception of all means of
communicating with and aiding the Royalists, the general loss to the
interests of the war will be such as no naval advantages, were they ten
times greater than they can bo hoped to be, will ever compensate.
Unless it shall be the opinion of naval officers, which the accounts that
I have received formerly from French naval officers does not lead me to
expect, that the enemy may always be dislodged 1'rom there, I, for one,
must protest strongly against that station being given up. Should the
enemy, upon Admiral Harvey's coming away, elip in a few ships of the
line from Orient, there is an end of all hopes of landing M. de Moustier,
und much more, any oi the stoics which it will be desirable to send
with him. There will be an end, too, if they cannot be displaced, of any

day opening

;
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further effectual support to be given to the enemies of the Republic in
that quarter."

The Earl op Elgin
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" The anxiety I feel to put your Lord1795, December 26, Berlin.
ship accurately in possession of the sentiments of this Court, on the
several questions to which your Lordship directed my attention, has
1 must trust for
led me to be extremely prolix in my public letters.
your indulgence, in consideration of my motive. In those letters I
have only given the opinions which I received directly from the
Ministers, but the tendency of them has been confirmed to me from
various quarters.

"As to the dispositions of the individual members of Government, of
the King, and of his secret advisers, they remain, so far as I learn,
what your Lordship knows thein to have been. Count Haugwitz, the
only efficient minister, not absolutely untrue to the principles on which
he concerted the negotiation with Lord Malm esbury Count Finckenstein
and Baron Alvensleben having no decided line in regard to the danger
from France, and supporting M. Struensee's firm opposition, founded
;

M. Bischoffswerder and other personal
King agree in this with M. Struensee and the general
temper of the army is against the war with France. The King himself
is, evidently, a well-wisher to the cause of the allies, and would be
happy that his army should bear an active part in accomplishing their
on the wants of Treasury.

friends of the

;

object.

"Neither the Ministers nor the King made any direct mention to me
of a subsidy from England and I can assure your Lordship that I have
not made the most remote reference to it. On comparing, however*
what I collect from all quarters, I can have no doubt that, if it is wished
to secure to the coalition the assistance of Prussia, it will be found
requisite to afford some pecuniary aid, or hold out some positive
indemnification, without which any favourable dispositions which exist
here can certainly not obtain a decided superiority.
;

"Perhaps 3 our Lordship may perceive some
M. Woronzow and M. Stahremberg to write

from desiring
the Austrian and
Russian ministers residing here, and to state the degree of confidence
and concert in which the three Courts now act. I suggest this from
no disappointment in this respect since my arrival as Prince Reuss
came to me immediately, and has repeatedly, within this week, brought
me what he considered as material intelligence ; and I have no doubt
to meet also with confidence from the Russian mission, when I become
more acquainted. Rut a line from these Ministers in England, stating
how they are treated, would probably be more effectual than any
assurances I can give, as a claim to a communication of their information.
I did, indeed, wait on Count Stahremberg and M. Woronzow
in London for this purpose; but Count Stahremberg has forgot to
write Prince Reuss, and I was unfortunate in not finding M. Woronzow
benefit

to

;

at

heme.
"

There

is

little

doubt of the good wishes of the Empress of Russia

for the restoration of the Stadholder. Rut is it your Lordship's opinion
that we have to expect so far the co-operation of the Emperor for
bringing forward the King of Prussia on this occasion, as to justify

making every communication upon

it

to the

Austrian Minister

?

L 2

"

my
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C.

Bentinck

to

Mr. Goddard.

—

[Varel].'
"The following abstracts from
1795, December 29,
different letters lately received will confirm what has been lately communicated from this place. The commission sent by the new States-

General to the provinces of Friezland and Groningen in order to bring
them over to the plan for a National Convention adopted in Holland,
has completely failed in those Provinces, where the plan has been
rejected.
The perplexity the new rulers are under is so great that
they apply in these Provinces to the members of the ancient government
for support and protection.
" General Dumonceau and others have been at
Leuwarden.
12,000,000 gulden have been required for the defence of the country,
besides 1,000,000 by the West India Committee, and no money is to be
found.
The Ministers of the Cabal write from Paris that the French
Government were determined to conclude a peace at any price. That
they would not lose sight of the alliance with Holland. But that
they must call back their troops, as they wanted them themselves.
" rhat it was strongly reported some negotiation was going on at
Paris between the Prince of Orange and the present Government to
bring about a change.
(This seems very improbable.)
" The French have left the Nieuwe Schants in Groningen, and been
r

replaced by a Dutch garrison.
"
professor at Groningen has received a letter from his father, who
is a member of the Committee of General Confederation at the Hague,
which contains the following remarkable expressions. The game is up
the ancient constitution will be re- established.
May ice but obtain
our pardon from our enemies.
schoolmaster at the same place
received a letter from the father of one of his pupils recommending his
son and answering for the usual payments, though he (the Jathcr) will
be under the necessity of leaving the country.
"Van der Steeg, a leading revolutionist at Groningen, has been
sending part of his property out of the country 30,000 gulden have

A

A

j

been seized at Delftziel.
" The Dutch papers talk of the revolts in the French armies.

Some

French troops in Groningen refused lately to march to the Rhine,
if some of the Dutch did not go with them.
Neither of them show any
inclination to fight the battles of the new Government.
" A friend of ours in Friezland had made a plan to bring off about
80 English seamen, whose ship was wrecked on that coast
He had
given out they were Americans, had actually secured fishing boats for
that purpose, and a pilot who spoke English.
But it was discovered.
He afterwards spoke to the French Commandant in the Province, and,
by his means, prevented their being put in a common prison, and proof the

cured every attention to be shown to the officer or officers. What is
singular is that the person I am speaking of is still in Friezland
unmolested.
"In different parts of the country the inhabitants refuse to contribute
for the payment of the armed force.
In Friezland the national guards
who, as I have mentioned in a former letter, have refused to march to.
the frontier, alleging they were only levied for the internal tranquillity
*
now refuse to take the oath that forms a part of the new plan for their
organisation.
The disputes between the military, the national guards,
and the inhabitants on the one part, and the Government on the other,
become more frequent every day. The hopes and exertions of the
friends of the old Government in those parts of the country
am
acquainted with are still more encouraged by those divisions. At OutI
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kirk the tree of Liberty having been
bef n substituted."

in

blown down, an Orange

Enclosing extracts from letters reporting the state of
of the Eastern Provinces of the Dutch Republic.

tree has

publi*. feeling

some

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

1795, December, London. — " Je

connais trop mon pays et ceux qui le
gouvernent pour n'etre pas certain que le Ministere Autrichien sera
singulierement frappe de la lecture du message du Roi porte hier par
M. Pitt a la Chambre des Communes. Vous jugez bien qu'il faut que
je me hate de lui donner a cet egard des explications, s'il est possible
avant que les papiers ne lui parviennent.
" Mais toujours fidele a mes principes, je ne veux mander que ce que
vous approuverez. Dounez-moi done vos ordres, eu peu de mots, ou par
ecrit
mais, en verite, daignez ne pas oublier qu'on me prendrait pour
un sot si je me taisais tout-a-fait vis-a-vis de ma Cour dans cette
occasion.
II faut rassurer ou expliquer."
French.
;

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

London.] — "II

est bien cruel a moi de vous
[1795, December,
tourmenter toujours
cependant permettez que je vous demande la
restitution des remarques que mon amitie vous a confie.
Je connais
trop Milord Grenville et Monsieur Pitt pour avoir la moindre inquietude
sur l'usage qui'ils en ont fait, et ma confiauce aveugle dans toutes les
occasions leur prouvera a tous les deux oombien je suis penetre de ce
sentiment.
J'ecris ce soir par mon courier absolument dans votre sens,
et je crois tres utile a la bonne intelligence et harmonie necessaire
entre nos Cours, quelamienne soit pre venue a temps du veritable sens du
message du Roi, et du langage des Ministres, qu'on ne manquera pas
(surtout si nos ennemis s'en melent) d'interpreter de mille manieres
;

differences."

French.

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

—"You do me indeed but

justice in supposing
[1795 ?] December 31.
very deeply affected from so many considerations by the accounts of
Lord Carnelford's misfortune. I could not have imagined that even in
the island of Barbados, notoriously the most lawless and ill-affected of
any of the West Indian Islands, a jury could have been found to have
stated on their oaths the melancholy result of an affray on the very old
and very disputed question of impressing, as a wilful murder on the
part of Lord Camelford.
I know enough of ihe constant disputes on
that subject in all our islands, and more particularly in Barbados, not to
be surprised at any such affray and at any violence, even of the most
violent kind, offered to the navy officers who may have engaged in that
duty.
I would therefore risk everything upon the opinion that he was
sinned against before he was driven to the extremity of killing a man
But no guilt on an affray
(even if he did kill him) in his own defence.
of such a nature can be qualified by the term wilful murder, unless by a
prejudice and an inflammatory persecution, as violent as it is illegal.
"Any further legal proceedings must be had in England; for I feel
confident that Admiral Harvey's discretion as well as his justice (and
particularly with the question that must arise from Lord Carnelford's

me

;

'

'
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rank) will unless the whole affair is made up, send him to England.
But, upon the whole, I should be inclined to think that it will wholly
blow over; and I am the more sanguine in these hopes from understanding that Governor Ricketts has not officially noticed it (though it
happened on the 7th) in his letters of as late a date as the 14th which,
;

of course, he would have done for instruction on the difficulty arising
out of Lord Oamelford's peerage. Perhaps it may be wise to consider
that question (I believe there is no precedent) and if the lawyers think
that the inquest and verdict is removable by certiorari to the King in
Parliament, directions may be given (grounded on the rumour of such
an inquest and verdict) for removing it. This may be done by secret
instructions to the Governor, who may, at the same time, be crdered
not to interfere by this procedure unless Lord Camelford should, by any
circumstance, be in custody of the civil power of that island. I have
writ what has first occurred to me; but, if it could be of any relief to
your mind that I should come to London or to Dropmore to converse
upon it, or for any other purpose, you know that I am ready at a
moment to do anything that you or your good little woman can wish,
or that could assist Lady Camelford.
The trial is indeed severe to those
so near to him ; but I feel the whole is so much exaggerated, that I
am less anxious than I should have been at seeing the transaction stated

more

coolly

and

less exceptionally."

W.
1796, January

By

3,

Pitt

to

Wimbledon.

Lord Grenville.

—"

Sir.

J.

Warren

arrived yesterday.

account the Royalists in Poitou, Britanny, and part of Normandy
are in great force, and the Republican troops remaining are said to
be only 14,000, and those much inclined to desert. He supposes it
scarce possible, till spring, to land any considerable articles on the coast
of Poitou, but very easy to do so from Jersey, on the northern part of
Britany and in Normandy. In the latter the Royalists are said to
be at Avranches. He does not think that there would be any difficulty
in attacking the enemy in Quiberon Bay, if they should take possession
of it, or that their doing [so] could prevent us from landing supplies
in some parts of that coast.
And he seems to suppose that a considerable quantity of arms and clothing, and a very moderate supply of
money, is all that is wanting to ensure their driving the Republicans
out of these provinces. By the help of small sums of money, he supposes
most of the Republican force will be led to desert. We have appointed
a meeting with him and Windham at twelve to-morrow, and I mean
afterwards to appoint Moutier [Moustier] who has sent to desire to see
me. The chief difficulty, I think, will be, whether frigates can now be
sent with safety, without a greater naval force to support them, at least
till
we have further intelligence from Brest and L'Orient.
This
business, and that of an Irish Secretary which is not vet brought to a
point, prevents the possibility of my coming to you at present.
1
therefore hope we shall meet in town on Tuesday or Wednesday at
his

latest.
14
Dundas and I have been talking over the state of our West India
prospects, after the repeated disasters which tend to retard and weaken
Hie expedition, and we are both strongly impressed with the idea that,
advanced as the season will be before operations can commences wrought now (with a view either to war or peace) to make St. Domingo our
first object of offence, after securing what we still retain in the Leeward
Islands.
You will receive the drafts of instructions formed on this idea,

on which

I shall

wish much to know your opinions.
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" I send you some French papers, lest they should not have reached
The accounts they contain from the army leave us in great
you.
The finance seems going on as one could wish/'
suspense.
k
That part of the instructions which relates to the Spanish part of
St. Domingo is of course a matter of a good deal of delicacy, especially
in the very unsettled state in which the discussion seems left at Madrid.
But this point will not affect the general question, which ought to be
the principal object of our operations."
*

The Dcke of Portland

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — "I

have been assured from a very
1796, January 4,
authentic quarter that it is Mr. Windham's intention to quit the
diplomatic line entirely, and that he is determined, at all events, to
desire to be removed from Florence without delay; this would make an
opening which, if I could see filled by my son-in-law, Mr. Greville,
would give me great pleasure. I say no more ; the confidence with
which I rely in your good intentions, and on the reasonableness
of my expectations, prevents my importuning you with any argument or
apology for the liberty I have taken."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. —-"Lord

1796, January 8,
that accompanies this for the

Grenville will direct the letter

Duchess of Brunswick to be sent by the
messenger who goes this night for Brunswick with the agreeable account
of the safe delivery of the Princes of Wales of a daughter.
I suppose
letters of notification to the usual Courts must be prepared so as to be
sent by the next mail."
*

Lord Grenville
1796, January 25, Dropmore — "

here this evening.

The

to

W. Pitt.

I received the

accompanying papers
me from one of rev

an order to
colleagues, through his under -secretary, to execute
signification of

in future

a part of

him is new in form. But I hope I have both temper
and understanding enough to consider such a proceeding in its true
light, and to look only at the substance of the proposal made to me, as
it affects the public service and the cause in which I am embarked.
I
had hoped, on the footing on which I have lived with Mr. Dundas, that
it could never have been necessary for me to come to an official and
formal explanation with him on the duties annexed to our different
stations in the King's service.
But, on the present occasion, I must
say to you, as to the head of the Administration in which I bear a
part, that nothing short of a direct order from the King annexing this
his business for

to the Foreign Department, will make me undertake the
of it as indeed I conceive such an order would be also
absolutely necessary to justify the different Departments of the public
service, who now act under the orders of the Secretary of State for the
War Department, in obeying such instructions as they may receive not
from htm, nor even from the Secretary of State for the Home Depart-

business

conduct

;

ment, but from the Foreign Office.
"My reason for declining this task is, I hope, sufficiently obvious,
and such as no mortal can ascribe to a desire of shifting on other
shoulders a business which is become difficult and critical, and become
so, in part, by the manner in which it has hitherto been suffered to
proceed,
tn communicating with the Duke de Harcourt in explaining
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to him and either through him, or more directly to Monsieur, or to
the Royalists the general political views of this Government respecting
them, and the engagements which we can contract with them, or which
we may be under the necessity of contracting with their enemies, I
conceive I go to the full extent of what the duty of my situation can
But as to undertaking the detail of their
either require or authorise.
supply and the direction of that part of it which depends on the
Ordnance, Victualling, Clothing, Navy, and Transport Departments, I
know myself unequal to it. I possess none of the details, I have no
means of acquiring them. I have no right to interfere in them except
as a Cabinet Councillor, and I cannot, because I ought not, make myself
in any degree responsible lor them.
" If such an undertaking had been proposed to me in the original
division of the State Office, I should, for these reasons, most unquesI must do so much more now, when I have
tionably have declined it.
taken upon myself the »uties of a different employment, one which,
God kuows, is a burthen amply sufficient for any talents I can lay
claim to. I have already said that nothing but the King's commands,
those I am not
regularly signified to me, will alter that determination
at liberty to dispute, having entered into his service in a time of prosperity and ease, and being little disposed to raise difficulties under
different circumstances.
" I wished to avoid even the appearance of peevishness either at the
manner of this thing or at the thing itself, and have therefore returned
the papers not through Huskisson, as I received them, but through
you. I must request you to give them back to that Office to which
they belong, and, in so doing, you are of course at liberty to communimy
cate the whole or any part of this letter as you shall think best
object being not to raise or to foment dissensions, but to execute honestly
what I have undertaken, and not to undertake what I know I cannot
execute."
;

;

Copy.

William Wickham
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Though my letter of this day's
179G, January 28th, Lausanne.
date is sufficiently long, yet I shall venture to add some observations to
it of a private nature that I should particularly wish not to be seen by
any but his Majesty's Ministers.
'*
1st. It was stated in the famous debate of the 13th, that no confidence whatever could be placed in the commanders of the cordon on the
frontiers, as they were all in the pay of the British Minister.
"The fact is that, without being all in pay, the Colonels Roland and
Arpean, and the Major Rousillon (the three gentlemen entrusted with
that important charge) are most entirely devoted to me, and there is no
service how difficult or dangerous soever it might be that, in a case of
urgency, they would not immediately render to the cause in which his
was
Majesty is engaged. This is perfectly well known at Bern, and
myself well aware at the time that I secured their services that it would
be impossible to keep it secret. But I knew, at the same time, that the
most violent democrat in the Council of 200 would not dare to propose
the removal of any of them, the tranquillity, if not the entire preservation of the Pays de Vaud depending most notoriously upon the tried
conduct, talents, courage, and fidelity of these three gentlemen.
"2nd. The Avoyer de Steiguer though extremely alarmed in the first
moment for the business of the gunpowder, which he had imagined to be
I
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much more serious than it really was, wrote immediately to Major
Rousillon (whom he supposed to have purchased it on my account) to
desire that he would convey his merchandise through the county of
Neufchatel for about three weeks to come, before which time all alarm

the transit would be is free as ever again.
should wish to observe that all the powder and
ammunition that I have sent into the interior has been either purchased
at Geneva and forwarded from thence immediately, or has been deposited
at Geneva and entered there as property of some inhabitant of that place
So that, in point of fact,
before it has passed the frontiers of France.
The Avoyer's
this Canton has never been committed by my means.
letter to Major Rousillon was founded upon mere conjecture.
" 3rd. The comedy of the Banneret Fischer's mission terminated in
his passing two nights quietly in my house in consultation with M. Precy
and myself upon the safest means of passing our merchandise, and the

would have subsided, and
"

Upon

this occasion I

hands through which it might pass when my removal to Berne
Such is
should render my communication with Geneva more difficult.
the country in which I now live. There is nothing that may not be done
here with adequate means, provided it be of a nature that will admit of
But for the conits being done quietly, and without giving an alarm.
stant clamour of the French mission, and the perpetual and indiscreet
babble of the French emigrants, it would scarcely be known that his
Majesty had a minister in Switzerland."
safest

Lord Grenville

to

—

George

III.

Downing Street. " Lord Grenville has the honour
submit to your Majesty the draft of a dispatch to Sir Morton Eden,
which was this day read and approved at the meeting of your Majesty's
confidential servants, as a measure which the circumstances and situation
of public affairs appear to render necessary and expedient.
Considering
the great importance of the subject, Lord Grenville does not presume to
take this step without previously submitting it to your Majesty's consideration, but he would not discharge his duty to your Majesty if he did
not take the liberty to add that, as far as he is capable of forming a
judgment upon the subject, such a declaration or communication as is
there mentioned, especially if it can be made jointly in }our Majesty's
name and that of the Emperor, could not but produce the most advantageous effects both at home and abroad. If it should, in the result,
produce from France such an answer as it seems most reasonable to
expect, from what is known of the views and dispositions of the present
rulers there, it would, as Lord Grenville hopes, give additional energy
and animation to the public mind here, and would probably lead to mucn
if, on the contrary, it should lead to
discontent and demur in France,
the opening a negotiation on a footing consistent with the honour and
interests of your Majesty and your allies, the present exhausted sate of
France, though it is yet not such as to preclude the possibility of another
campaign on their part, would yet afford a reasonable ground for
expecting terms of peace highly advantageous and honourable, particularly to your Majesty's dominions.
M Lord Grenville is by no means insensible that to these considerations others of great weight may be opposed, as is natural with respect
to a subject so extensive in its nature and so important in its conseIn humbly submitting to your Majesty those arguments and
quences.
that opinion which prevail in his judgment, he discbarges the duty
which he owes to your Majesty, and he trusts to the experience which
1796, January 30,

to

he has so often had of your Majesty's goodness for a favourable interpretation of them.
If your Majesty should on the whole be pleased to
authorise him to send the despatch in its present form, it will, he
presumes, be necessary to make communications of a similar import (as
may per. nit) to your Majesty's
other allies, and Lord Grenville will in that case lose no time in executing
the business in that shape."
Copy.
far as the difference of circumstances

George

III. to

Lord Grekville.

Windsor. — " I

have this morning received Lord
1796, January 31,
Grenville's note accompanying the draft of a dispatch to Sir Morton
Eden, read and approved yesterday at a meeting of the Cabinet, which
[in] the circumstances and situation of public affairs appeared to them
to be necessary and expedient.
I do not in the least mean to make any

measure proposed, though I own I cannot feel
is not of a nature to be guided by the object
little applause, or staving off some abuse
rectitude of
conduct is my sole aim. I trust the rulers in France will reject any
proposition from hence short of a total giving up of every advantage we
may have gained, and therefore that the measure proposed will meet
obstinate resistance to the

the utility of it
of obtaining a

;

my mind

;

with a refusal."
0.

Bentikck

to

Lord Grenville.

— "I transmit

your Lordship two reports,
and to the eastern
frontier of the Republic, which I have had from Mr. Van der Haer, the
person I have frequently mentioned before. I have received them with
the express leave of communicating them wherever I thought they
might be of service, as well as everything I hear from him. The
Report, No. 2, dated Groningen January 19th, is drawn up by an
engineer.
The one, No. 1, dated Leer the 18th, is not though I have
What I have
every reason to think the writer a very intelligent man.
been saying, and their not being drawn up at the bame time, will
sufficiently account for the statements varying somewhat from each
other, as the position of the troops in that quarter has oflate been constantly changing.
The result of all these reports is that the French are
not as yet in any great force in those parts of the Republic that they are
however directing their attention towards them, though at this moment,
What
the whole of the frontier I allude to is not in a state of defence.
I receive from time to time I shall cootinue to transmit, as no doubt the
I have omitted some reflections
the situation may vary from day to day.
on the points of attack, which were annexed to the Report dated
January 19. They would be of little use without the necessary gui<I<s
and I am happy to say, if a time should come to act, not only any
further report may be had that may be required, but it will be easy to
procure proper guides. In a great many parts of Groningen, and most
1796, February

relating

1,

Varel.

chiefly to the

Province

to

of Groningen

;

;

;

parts of Friesland, we are sure of the co-operation of the inhabitants.
seems that in the town of Groningen they are nearly divided ; and it
should not be forgot that our friends (excepting about three thousand
of Mr. Van dcr Haer's in Friesland) are without arms, so that nothing
is to be expected without a sufficient body of foreign troops marching
into the country.
The strength of this body of troops must depend
upon the future operations of the French. The suspension of arms will
no doubt enable them to take measures against an attack from without,
It
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if it enters into their plan, and unless the Austrians should open the
next campaign with the vigour and success which have marked the last.
In the actual state of things, I must not be so sanguine as I wa3 in

some of my last.
" Mr. Van der Haer has constantly stated to his friends in the
Provinces of G-roningen and Friesl ind his confidence of support, but he
has always represented it as somewhat more distant than he himself
anxiously wishes it to be, that his friends might not be discouraged by
disappointment or delay. At the same time he has taken his measures
to be ready, at ail events in those parts of the Republic where he may
be of use, as I have mentioned in former letters and he has written to
the Hereditary Prince of Orange, and to Prince Frederick, to represent
in the strongest terms the inconveniences and mischief that will arise
from delay and disappointment.
;

"

Our apprehensions

at this

moment

are shortly these

:

1.

What

I

have taken notice of before, that the French will make use of the
opportunity to prepare against an attack. 2. That too many delays
and disappointments will discourage our friends, unless we receive some
3. That in the meantime
positive assurances to keep up their hopes.
a Xational Convention (one and indivisible) will be established under
pretence of framing a new constitution, but in fact vested with arbitrary
and unlimited powers. We are afraid that, notwithstanding the opposition of Amsterdam, Friesland, and Zeeland, the destruction of the
Federal Government will take place, and that the whole authority will
be vested in a National Assembly before any constitution is even thought
of that might guide the new representatives, and that might give some
chance of checking the abuse of such monstrous powers, and in this
manner a revolutionary Government will be established.
" That there is some intention of this sort the Report of the Commission appointed to examine into the conduct of the State prisoners
It is therein stated that, according to the
gives reason to apprehend.
existing laws, and the rules of conduct prescribed to courts of justice in
practice under the ancient government, they have no grounds of accusaBut that sound policy, natural justice, the
tion against these prisoners.
imprescriptible rights of man, and revolutionary principles would no
doubt justify further proceedings, which they must defer to the period
the National Convention of the whole Republic meet, who would be the
best judges of the most proper mode of prosecuting any further enquiry.
" I earnestly hope, particularly if our apprehensions are founded, that

the Austrians will penetrate into the Netherlands before long and be
able to maintain themselves.
That when the French are cut off, or
sufficiently occupied on that side a considerable military force noay fall

upon them on this. I am sure, as 1 have said in former letters, that at
moment, under these data, a very decisive blow might be struck.
But, unless a much more consideiable force could be brought to act
upon the point I allude to than we have hitherto any reason to expect,
I take it for granted I am still to look upon the further successes of the

this

Austrians as necessary to bring about any measures for the emancipation of the United Provinces ; though I feel strongly the mischief and
scenes of violence with which they are perhaps threatened, should the
necessary efforts from without be delayed much longer.
" Mr.

Van

der

Haer and

his friends are entitled to every commendaand exertions. The man who taken

tion for their spirit, perseverance,

a chief part in Groningen, and is, I believe, well thought of by the
Princess of Orange, is highly respected by our friends for his talents,
activity, and courage ; and should Mr. Van der Haer and his friends be
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in

any wise instrumental

in rescuing the Republic

from

ignominious

its

subjection, I am sure the most, perfect concert will subsist
between these two Provinces ; and influence and authority will be
acquired by a set of men who will remain fast friends of England. I
only wish the object was thought of more immediate importance in the
state of

great scale of Europe.
M. Van der Haer and my brother (who was in
the Government of Utrecht) know that I write to England on the
subject, but I can depend entirely on their discretion, and on their not
naming me anywhere without my permission.
" I cannot help observing that I have not had a letter from your
Lordship since that dated April 22. Yet a few lines from a person in a
high situation, let the expressions be ever so general, always give
encouragement and confidence, and enable to speak more positively to
In that point of view, as far as I have had any
the persons concerned.
opportunities of interfering, I have derived great advantage from the
paper I had the honour of receiving from your Lordship, which f left
in England.
For above four months Mr. Van der Haer has taken few
steps or written few letters which he has not previously concerted with
my brother and with me. This is not known, though at different times
we have had a great deal of company here and must not be known
anywhere on account of M. de Rhoon's situation, which obliges us to
more caution than would otherwise be required. I take the liberty of
expressing my wish that I might receive a letter containing some handsome expressions of M. Van der Haer, which I might repeat to him.
It is the only acknowledgment I know that we can make him.
Postscript.
" On January 13 there was a tumult at Leuwarden
which ended in the arrestation of seven members of the Municipality.
About the same time there were some riots at Grouingen all with a
view of forcing the representatives of Groningen and Friesland to give
their consent to the meeting of the National Convention for the Republic
(one and indivisible) at the Hague. At Groningen they have succeeded.
The seven members taken up at Lieuwarden were for this measure
At
against the Republicans and against the- Federal Government.
Groningen several persons attached to the ancient Government were
ill-used.
Messrs. Engelhard (father and son), Ficaal Brugmans, and
Everything 6eems quiet again. The tumults
others ran some risk.
have not had at Groningen all the effect intended on the contrary they
;

—

;

;

seem

to

have made our friends more

active,

and more determined

to

risk a great deal in order to overturn the present system

"They write from Hamburgh that Messrs. Voorda and Valkenaar
who conduct the prosecution against the Prince of Orange, have given
it

as their opinion that the Prince ought to lose his head."

Enclosing reports of the state of the defences, and the distribution o
the eastern frontier of the Republic.

armed forces along

Lord Grenville
1796, February 8,

to

George

III.

Cleveland Row. — " Lord Grenville has

the honour

submit for your Majesty's consideration the drafts of dispatches
to your Majesty's ministers at Berlin, Petersburg, Vienna and Switzerland, which have this day been read at the meeting of your Majesty's
If your Majesty should be pleased to
servants and approved by them.
approve of Lord Grenville's sending these instructions, the messengers
might go by to-morrow's mail, as it seems material that no time should
be lost in executing those parts of them which more immediately press
in point of time.
From the tenor of some of the secret papers which
your Majesty will receive with these drafts Lord Grenville is very

humbly

to
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apprehensive that no cordial co-operation can be looked for from the
Court of Berlin."

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I have read Lord Grenville's
796, February 9, Queen's House.
draft of instructions to the Earl of Elgin in consequence of the letters
received from him of a supposed change of language at the Court of
Berlin, as far as an appearance of being willing to take again part in the
I perfectly agree with Lord
coalition against the common enemy.
Grenville that at present no reliance can be placed in this opinion, but
that every idea of a subsidy being furnished anew from hence to effect
1

that salutary purpose cannot be thought of; but I cannot approve of
any hint, though ever so indefinite, that bears any allusion to the Court
of Vienna giving up the Low Countries and obtaining Bavaria ; this
would destroy every real utility of Austria to Britain, but, what is much

worse, be disposing of the country of a Prince because less able to
defend himself. This is so immoral and unjustifiable a proceeding that
I cannot but in the outset protest against it, and in the same manner
against the King of Prussia's acquiring any territory from the Bishoprics
in Westphalia

" I do not expect the Court of Petersburg will quite approve or admit
of the reasoning stated in the dispatches to Sir Charles Whitworth, as
to seeking a negotiation with the present rulers in France, or the
rejecting the idea formed in the North to bring the King of Prussia
into the coalition.
As to the former I perhaps asjree with Russia,
and nothing but the opinion of my Ministers would have made me not
yet,
reject the idea, which I certainly can now ouly not protest against
at the same time, not seeing as they do, cannot wish the measure to
succeed and indeed look on the French as too haughty to rjive any
answer but such as will unite every opinion of the impossibility of

anew

;

;

treating with them at present.
" What I have alleged against the exchange of Bavaria and the
acquisition of territories in Westphalia in the dispatch to the Earl of

Elgin holds equally against the same objects in that to Sir Morton
Eden.
" As to the communication to be made by Mr. Wickham, Lord
Grenville must think that I wish to pass that over in silence, as I do
not expect it will meet with the answer some expect, and that I never
would have entered into the war but on a fair supposition that we meant
to go through with it."

Lord Grenvilie

to

George

—" Lord

III.

Grenville has this day
1796, February 9, Downing Street.
been honoured with your Majesty's commands upon the subjects of the
drafts which he had prepared of instructions to your Majesty's Ministers
abroad. Nothing can be more mortifying to him than to find that on
every occasion, especially on points of such importance, his opinion and
the advice which his duty leads him humbly to submit to your Majesty
do not entirely accord with your Majesty's sentiments. Lord Grenville
does not presume, unless your Majesty should please to require it of
him, to intrude upon your Majesty's time with any more detailed
reasoning upon the point in question.
And his only motive for now
troubling your Majesty was the doubt whether it was your Majesty's
pleasure that he should send the despatch agreeably to the opinion formed
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yesterday after much consideration by your Majesty's servants, and
humbly submitted to your Majesty by Lord Grenville, or whether your
Majesty's intention was that Lord Grenville should stop the messengers
and again bring the subject under the consideration of your Majesty's
servants.

" Lord Grenville begs leave to add that he has not thought himself
make any communication of your Majesty's note except to
Mr. Pitt, and that be shall feel it his duty to govern himself in that respect
by your Majesty's commands. And he hopes your Majesty will believe
that nothing but the strongest sense of duty, added to the great importance of the subject, could lead him to press your Majesty to the
adoption of any measure which does not perfectly and entirely accord
with your Majesty's sentiments."
at liberty to

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

'• I certainly have
not expressed
1796, February 9, Queen's House.
myself clearly if what I wrote to Lord Grenville carries an idea of
postponing the dispatching the messenger with the instructions that
have been drawn up with the concurrence of the Cabinet; I therefore
consent to his proceeding according to their advice but I should not
have acted either openly or honestly had I not expressed my own
sentiments on the subject, and no reasoning of Lord Grenville on this
subject could more me from what I think the line of morality, though
perhaps not of politics. I always choose to act on simple principles;
Italian politics are too complicated paths for my understanding."
;

Lord Grenville

to the

Earl of Elgin.

Private.
" I am too much fatigued with
1796, February 9, Cleveland Kow.
the press of business which the sending-off these two messengers
occasions, to be able to add anything to my public letter to you, nor
indeed does it occur to me that there is anything very material to be
said that I have there omitted.
" You will see that we are slow of belief with respect to Prussian
co-operation, and that after what passed two years ago we are resolved
On the other hand, I
that the service shall precede the payment.
apprehend our friends at Berlin will insist no less steadily that the
payment shall come first, and will mean to reserve it to their own
discretion whether after that the service shall come at all ; so that I
doubt we shall not easily agree. Some good may be done in France
and in ether parts of Europe by the public manner in which they talk
but that very circumstance seems to prove that
of all this at Berlin
they mean only to alarm France, and to carry some point with her."

—

;

Copy.

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"lam led now to speak of a
[Whitehall.].
1796, February 18.
subject of higher importance, I mean the general situation of th8
the views that we have on that part of the war and, above
Koyalists
all, the relation in which we stand to this description of persons
the
question on all which becomes every day more critical and anxious.
44
My own firm persuasion is that, even at this hour, supposing the
war to go on, if the endeavours of this country were fairly hud out
;

;

;
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(short even of assistance in men, though that is certainly what I should
wish) in support of that cause, that a great portion of this side of France
is recoverable from the Republic ; and possibly a great chance given of

the downfall of the whole system.
But there is another view in which this question is not less important, nor concerns us less nearly.
" If we do not proceed with respect to these people in a way different
from that which we have followed hitherto, and in which I fear we are
still proceeding, it is not the notice that we are now giving that will
acquit us in the eyes of God or man of having been cruelly wanting in
that assistance which even our own declarations, and still more the
With
nature of the case itself, authorised them to expect at our hands.
respect to the notice which we have sent, I would wish you to consider
whether it does not make the matter rather worse than better.
have given them an assurance which we do not care to take ourselves.
have promised them supplies in general ; but when a specification is
called for, we find that we know ourselves too well to venture upon any
'1!

We

We

however

particular sum,

"

limited.

What we have done

hitherto has certainly no correspondence to any
idea that either friend or foe would have formed of the extent of the
assistance which we might have been expected to furnish.

M Of the money sent into that country, the whole that I can trace,
from the beginning of the war down to the present time, and conveyed
in any way, is not more than seven or eight and twenty thousand pounds.
The quantity of powder I have not by me, nor do I know exactly the
account. But the greatest quantity that has been thrown in, at any
one time, was somewhat less than 400 barrels by the zeal and activity
of Sir S. Warren, spared from his own ships; and upon the remains of
which the army of Charette, that army which has resisted the armies
that Spain could not resist, is now subsisting.
" We have undertaken two expeditions, one of which failed indeed
with circumstances infinitely afflicting, but not in a way by anv means
to render it useless, nor in the smallest degree to invalidate any grounds
on which it was undertaken, and which might recommend other attempts
The second attempt was undertaken with only
of the same sort.
and that after being delayed and reduced in a manner
negative failure
;

to leave

it

but

" If such

little title to

expect success.

the state of this question with respect to the Government
in general, there are circumstances that make it bear upon me individually in a manner still more delicate and distressing.

"

is

A variety of little causes have

contributed to put this service almost
it because nobody else would.
I
have become insensibly a sort of foreign minister for the Chouans ; an
office of which I am not going to boast ; as, I am afraid, it appears to
many analogous to one that one has sometimes heard of, called kino- of
the gipsies.
" This office, however, I should be perfectly disposed to execute with
entirely

under

my

care.

I have

had

possible zeal, and with no fear of its disgracing my pains, if I were
possessed of the means of executing it. But if the only duties of this
character are to amuse these unfortunate people with evasive excuses,
and to hold out promises which I have no hope of performing, you will
see that, without speaking with any spleen or peevishness, it is impossible
I must, in some way or other
that I can continue in the situation.
make known to them that I can no longer serve them, and must not be
instrumental, either actively or passively, in leading them into opinions

all

which

I cannot

hope to see

realised.
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" I wish, therefore, most earnestly, that you would lend your hand in
bringing this to a point. It would be easy for me personally to take
care of myself; but I certainly cannot * let this cause down the wind
without feeling that its ' jesses are my dear heart-strings,' nor is it
easy to clear myself without the risk of mischief beyond that which
would be necessary to my own safety.
" Our parting last night without anything being said upon this
subject proceeded possibly from each person's waiting for someone elso
to begin.
But I must confess that, though I shall be very glad to
discuss it, I feel great repugnance to being the proposer.
Both because
I cannot hope any good from the proposal, unless it is considered as a
general concern, and equally proper for anyone else as for me and
because there is a degree of ridicule in appearing pertinaciously to attach
to any object or opinion a degree of importance, which one cannot get
'

;

others to share.
" I beg pardon for this long letter, by which I
both you and myself."

C.

Bentinck

to

may have

tried, I fear,

Lord Grenville.

—"In my
1796, February 18, Varel.

last letters I sent

some very circumstantial accounts of the force and

your Lordship

state of defence of

the frontier of the Republic on this side, of the disposition of the
inhabitants chiefly in the Provinces of Friezland and Groningen, and of
the violent measures by which their apparent consent was obtained to
the favourite plan of those who have assumed the government in the
Province of Holland, namely, the National Convention of the whole
The enclosed abstracts of letters, numbers 1, 2, 3, 4, relating
Republic.
chiefly to the disposition of the people, and to what passed since the 29th
ultimo, confirm what I have said in former letters, and show that I have
The paper
not exaggerated in statir.g it to be so very favourable.
number 1 is ante-dated January 18, for reasons which it is unnecessary
to detail, but was written after the violent scenes that took place between
the 22nd and 29th instant, of which I sent Mr. Groddard the details by
my letter of the oth and 9th February. By this raper it appears that,
in addition to the 3,0C0 farmers and country people Mr. Van der Haer
can dispose of upon an emergency by his own immediate influence, he
is assured of the support of between 2,000 and 3,000 more in those parts
The letter number 2 confirms in general the
of the country alluded to.
good will of the people in the strongest terms, with some circumstances
By the letter dated
of what passed in Friezland after the 29th ultimo.
Leer, February I5 number 3, it appears that the authority of De Bere
and his committee was of short duration, and that it was not meant they
should reap the fruit of their violence. Number 4, a letter I had from
Mr. Van der Haer, who was gone to Leer in Oostfriesland to confer
with some of his friends, contains still more circumstantial details of
what passed in consequence of the outrages of the infamous De Bere,
with his infamous committee. These abstracts confirm strongly what I
have said in former letters of the disposition of the people and it seems
De Bere's appearance and violent proceedings had excited so much
indignation and resentment that he was attacked, pelted, and pursued by
the mob, and at last forced to fly the country in disguise. Those who
employed him did not judge it expedient or practicable to protect him
from the general fury.
" The ]x*rsons employed by Mr. Van der Haer have shown the
It does not
greatest firmness and resolution in a very perilous moment.
seem that their arrestation is attributed to any other reason than the
5

;
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De Bere against Mr. Van der Haer, the man who
manages Mr. Van der Haer's affairs being one of* them, and several of
them his known friends. The prisoners are now released; and it
and tranquillity with which
appears clearly by the steadiness
Mr. Van der Haer's friends kept their ground to a man, that they were
not under any apprehensions of their correspondence with him having
been discovered. I expect Mr. Van der Haer back here shortly; if not
I shall hear from him, having his express leave and desire to communicate what I hear from him where I think it may be of service.
" Mr. Van der Haer concludes his letter by saying that he has reason
personal hatred of

To
to expect that he will be able to curry our plan into execution.
explain what is meant I should first lake notice that one of the first
things Mr. Van der Haer did after he came here, his correspondence
with his own tried friends being established, was to gain over some of
the Representatives who were disgusted with what had passed, and
By means of these perdissatisfied with the turn things were taking.
sons, who Lave acted it seems with great firmness and fidelity, he
wr as able, with the assistance of his own tried friends, to influence
He
considerably the deliberations of the representatives of Friezland.
felt all resistance from the people in the acmal state of things was
fruitless, if not even dangerous to the friends of the ancient Government.
At the same time he saw

that it would be an advantage if, without
tumults or commotions, it Avas practicable to delay and embarrass the
proceedings of the Representatives in Friezland, in order to gain time,
and to retard the execution of the plans of those who have assumed the
the government cf the province of Holland, by preventing the conIn this he succeeded for many months, and
currence of Friezland.
so far that some of the resolutions adopted by the Representatives
of Friezland were drawn up here by Mr. Van der Haer himself,
As long as the
a circumstance they certainly do not suspect.
attention of the French was taken up with the successes of the
Austrians they did not take much notice of the refractory spirit of the
Representatives of Friezland. But your Lordship may have seen by
my former letters that since the suspension of arms (whatever effect
the events of the campaign I speak of may have had upon their conduct
in this respect) the French, in concert with their friends in the province
of Holland, seen to have made it a point, at one time, to carry this
measure of the unity of the Batavian Republic, as they term it. This
being the case, and as they seemed determined to employ the most

means if necessary, all opposition, all resistance became useless.
was necessary to give way, and in the actual state of things the
people cannot be kept too quiet
and Mr. Van der Haer uses all his
endeavours to make them feel the necessity of laying bye for a
better opportunity.
But at the same time something must be
done.
This is the plan we agreed upon ; that he should gain
over or get to be named some Representatives of Friezland (to
the National Convention) that he might depend upon, influence,
and direct, and some of Drenthe, which he thought practicable
and that these might, without making use for the moment of the
violent

It

;

of the people, carry on at the Hague in the National
Convention the same system of delay and resistance carried on with
so much success in the Assembly of Representatives in Friezland that
they should endeavour to communicate with and to gain over to this
plan some of the Representatives of Amsterdam to the National Convention (one and indivisible) Amsterdam's aversion to the measure
being well known; and that these Deputies, with all the accession of
strength they could obtain from other quarters, should embarrass and

disposition

;

a

94090.
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delay as much as possible all the deliberations without coming to an\
extremities.
This will answer the double purpose of gaining time, in
case hopes should be given before long of assistance from without
and of obtaining more general information of the transactions in the
Republic than tee have had hitherto, as Mr. Van der Haer intends to
secure a correspondence through the channels this will open.
In tliismanner we have a chance of making a stand and gainiog time ; whilst
the known friends of the ancient government and of the House of
Orange, without running any very great risk, may, at the same time y
exert themselves in keeping up the hopes of our friends where the
opportunity offers. This is the plan of Mr. Van der Haer alluded to io
his letter."'

Postscript.
I

am happy

— February

19.

—

*'

Mr. Van der Haer returned

last night.

to confirm that all his friends, as well as other persons that

were taken up, are again at liberty. As a proof of the sincerity of the
persons who have entered more lately into Mr. Van der Haer's viewsand wish to aid in the restoration of the House of Orange, I should not
forget to say that they have written and signed letters to him which
put them entirely in his power and they have not required of him
that he should put his name to paper any further than lie may choose
In the late disturbances they have been tried, and have behaved
it.
with great decision, as I mentioned.
"Mr. Van der Haer is in regular correspondence with the Princess*
of Orange; but we take it for granted that what I write to England
can never hurt the cause, as I hope I should be stopped by your Lordship
And it goes no further than my brother
if I ventured on too far.
whom I mentioned before, (who was in the States of Utrecht lately, and
presented the petitions for the restoration in 1787, at a time when our
success was doubtful) and Mr. Van der Haer, that I write upon this
Mr. Van der Haer seems to think that all the resolutions
subject.
taken in Friezland in consequence of the last tumults are set aside. I
have my doubts whether it will be the case with those relating to the
National Convention.
" The report that the military belonging to the Rassemblement had
been ordered to leave Oost Friezland originated from a mistake. This is
contradicted.
However the Court of Berlin may act in other respects^
they give every facility and assistance to the correspondence of
Mr. Van der Haer, and other persons who may have the same object.
Should that Court take a decided part in our favour, they certainly
;

may

shorten the duration of all the calamities that afflict the Republic.
" I hope your Lordship and Mr. Goddard have received all my last
letters.
I take the opportunity of Mr. I. Fagel returning to Hamburgh
to enclose this to

Mr. Fraser."

Lord Grenville

to

W. Windham.

Cleveland Row. — *

I received your letter yester1796, February 19,
day evening. I do not enter into the particulars of what had passed
respecting the communication to the Royalists, because I am much more
anxious to assure you that no idea ever entered into my mind that the
thing was any other than a misunderstanding, in the strict sense of that
word. One impression had been left on my mind and a different one
on yours. It seems immaterial now to enquire how the misunderstanding
had been produced, because I can, with the greatest truth, assure you
that I never had a bought of its being intentional on your part, and I
flatter myself you entertain similar sentiments of me.
l
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"What is much more important is that the business itself should be
put into its proper train, and that we should realize the promises we are
holding out. I believe you are not ignorant that some difficulties have
But they are of a nature that ought not to
arisen upon this point.
I saw
affect the substance of the business, and I trust they will not.
the Duke de Harcourt yesterday, and received from him a note which
I have requested from him some explanaI have put into circulation.
tion as to the sum which they wish, and the manner in which they
would employ it, and I hope the whole may be soon arranged. It
certainly shall be so as far as can depend on me."
Copy.

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

Whitehall. — "I

find from Huskisson that you have
1796, March 3,
ordered a thousand pounds to be given at the same time with the last
copy of the note, and that Canning supposes that an equal sum has been
given with each of the others. If any part of this is meant as furnishing
the persons concerned with the means of paying the expenses of their
especially as the
fitting out, it is probably much more than is sufficient
usual allowance, calculated indeed upon a footing of great economy, has
been given to all those who have been destined for that service.
larger sum put into the hands of Serent or the Duke de Harcourt would
even do harm, by enabling them to send over a number of persons not
under the control of those who can best judge, perhaps, who are those
that are likely to do good w hen they shall arrive in the country.
"If it is meant only to furnish them with a sum to be taken with
them as an earnest of what is meant further to be done, and a supply of
the immediate wants of the Royalists, it is much better that all this
should be added to the common stock, and make part of a larger sum
which has been ready since the day before yesterday to be transmitted
to the Prince de Bouillon, the moment that Serent and his companionsshall be ready to go.
*'
I suggested to Mr. Pitt the day before yesterda}', that it would be
desirable to give to Serent a power similar to that which was formerly
given to Tintinnac, and the copy of which I was looking for in the
;

A

Ofifice.

M The paper was, I recollect, nothing more than a general assurance
that the person entrusted with it was authorized to say on the part of the
British Government that a liberal consideration should be had for any

person who should render any service of the sort there described; to
which might be added either a written or verbal instruction of the
general extent to which such engagements, should they come to be
specified, might extend.
I cannot but think that this would be desirable, even with the prospect which we have of having soon there a
person of our own. But there is no reason why Serent should wait
for this, if there is any doubt about it
or why he should not set off, as
he told me he intended, this very day. Indeed there is no reason that
;

know

of, except his wish, I suppose, of having the money with him,
he might not have set off from the moment that you had spoke to
him, or arranged with the Duke de Harcourt that he should go.
" I have sent you part of die above particulars by the desire of
Huskisson, who was otherwise at a loss what to do about the 1,000/.
which Canning had directed him to give.
" The moment Serent is ready there is a sum, part of 10,000/., that
will be sent to the Prince de Bouillon as the first payment of the 30,000/.
that he is to have as soon as it is forthcoming.
A part of the 10,000/.

I

why

M

2
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had better be kept to be exchanged for a small sum in Louis (about
1,000) which L'utheil, 1 understand, has got, and more that he thinks
he can get."

—

Postscript.
" I shall see the Duke de Harcourt this morning, and
him that Serent must get off without further delay."

will tell

C.

Bextinck

to

Lord Grexville.

—

" Want of time and of an opportunity will
1796, March 4, Varel.
prevent my sending many details to-day of what passed in Friezland
since the flight of De Beer, since the overthrow of the Committee of
Reform and the return of the Representatives who fled, of which I took
notice in mine of the 18th ultimo, and in former letters.
These
Representatives, having recovered their authority, had set at liberty all
the prisoners taken up by orders of their Committee, and cancelled all
the decrees passed during the time it sat excepting those relating to
the National Convention, which they had indeed annulled pro forma,
but passed afterwards in another sh.'tpe.
It seems now, by a letter
dated Leuwarden, February 23, and by accounts we heard to-day, that
the authority of the reinstated Representatives was of short duration.
The French troops having again left Leuwarden on the morning of the
23rd ultimo, the Committee of Reform was re-established, and many
of the Representatives and of the inhabitants had again fled.
The
confusion and disgust and alarms occasioned by these repeated changes
of actors and of scenes an.ongst the partizans of the revolution themselves, are not likely to give it strength or stability.
It is more
likely that they will aid those who wish to destroy their work.
It is
impossible not to be very anxious for those within who are exposed to
so many risks, and are forced to be the inactive spectators of proceedings
they disapprove of, and of all the calamities of their country
and it is
more ihan ever to be hoped vigorous and decisive steps may soon be
taken to put an end to all their sufferings/'
;

Lord Grexville
Most

to

Sir

secret.

Mori ex Edex.

—

Downing Street. " I have received your letter
on the subject of Couut Starhemberg
and I shall
certainly endeavour, as *Far as possible, to conform myself to Baron
Thugut's wishes on that head. He must, at the same time, be sensible
that this is not without its difficulties from the knowledge which
Monsier de Starhemberg has of the intimate concert now subsisting
between the two Courts, and from the means which he poga itfea of
learning through various other channels what has passed, or is passing,
in communication* between them.
1796,

marked

March

8,

private,

;

M While I state this difficulty, it is a justice I owe to Count
Starhemberg to say that, In what I have seen of his conduct here,
I have always found him apparently disposed to promote the objects
of the union of the two Courts, and of the success of the great cfldee
in which we are embarked/'
Copy.
YVji.i.iam

Private179(5,

letter of

Wickham

—

to

Lord Gkexville.

March 17, Berne. "Inclosed I send your Lordship a second
Bayard's as a supplement to the one that I sent the other day
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If this young man arrives in time I shall send
as a me?s<-nger with the answer from Mr. Barthelemy.
All his friends are alarmed for his safety and I have had letters from
severd quarters requesting most earnestly that I would not suffer him
Your Lordship will learn
to return into France at least for some time.
more from him in a day upon the points with which he is really
in sympathetic ink.

him

to

Eogland

acquainted than from any other person I ever yet had the luck to meet
He will besides entirely supply all the information of which you
with.
have been deprived by the misconduct of M. D'Artez."
An unsigned letter in French from Verona, giving an
Enclosure.
account of the writer's movements.

—

William Wickham
Private.

March

Lord Grenville.

to

—"Let me earnestly entreat

of your Lordship
soon as you shall have read them.
You will readily divine that they are from B.
*'
If the Directory have really confidence in their troops, or only hope
to be able to strike a blow in the first moment, they will give an evasive
answer to your proposals. If not, they will accept them ; but I do not
think that they will dare to refuse them altogethei unless they should
have some hope from this intrigue of M. de Poterat at Vienna, which
I cannot believe.
'*
I should wish to reason upon the subject just now, but I am really
so completely worn down with fatigue that I feel I am not equal

1796,

to

throw these

17, Berne.

letters into the fire as

to it."

Enclosures not preserved.

William Wickham
Private.

to

Lord Grenville,

—

"I have some sotisfaotion in sending your
1796, March 17, Berne.
Lordship the enclosed letter from the Chevalier de Contye one of the
best persons attached to the Prince of Conde.
The person alluded to
by him is General Danican."
Enclosure,
Buhl. — "La

personne que vous m'avez adresse
1796, March 10,
m'est arrive lei. Avant hier, elle a vu le Bourgeois et cause avec lui,.
cette personne, monsieur, a
il m'a paru qu'il en avoit ete tres content
eu raison de se reclamer de moi, car il y a 25 ans que je la connois, et
je dois lui rendre la justice de dire qu' au commencement de la Revolution, elle se montrat fidele a son roy, et qu' aux journees du 5 et 6
Octobre, 17fr9, elle fut a Versailles, et se mit dans le rang, avec les
gardes Suisse?, pour y defendre le roy, contre les brigands conduits par
M. de Lafayette voila ce quo je sais. II m'a dit vous avoir mis aa
fait de sa conduite depuis qu'il a joue un plus grand role, que celui
Le Bourgeois l'a garde fort peu de terns,
dont j'avois connoissance.
car il est parti hier a deux heures pour continuer sa route.
" L'on attend des nouvelles de votre ami Baptiste ce soir ou demain.
On a annonce que le banqui^r avoit vu son correspondant," French.
;

;

William Wickham
Private.
1796,
to

me

to

Lord Grenville.

March 17, Berne.— " The inclosed letter
This
to merit a great deal of attention.

from M. Pelin seems
man, if I am rightly
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informed, gaius ever}' day a stronger hold ULOn M. Thugut, particularly
with respect to the affairs of France- All that one can learn with
certainty from this letter is that he wishes people to write to Vienna
But, if I am well informed from elsewhere, he is
in a certain sense.
constantly meditating upon the project of a compensation to the Court
That some such project exists, and
of Vienna for the Low Countries.
that the war against France is only now considered as subservient to
There are so
other purposes I am myself most entirely persuaded.
many little facts that tend to prove it, that I have not now the shadow
I wish I could bring your Lordof a doubt remaining on my mind.
Your Lordship,
ship better proofs than my own intimate persuasion.
however, must have remarked that that persuasion has not been taken
up hastily, or without much attentive observation."
letter in French dated February 8, 1796, expressing
Enclosure,
high esteem for the courage, character, and ability of the person to whom
and suggesting that he should, after the
it is addressed in Switzerland
example of Mallet du Pan, develop in a series of letters to any one of the
leading Ministers of the allied Powers, his ideas in regard to the menus
of concluding peace with France.
Endorsed. Copy of a very private and confidential letter from

—A

;

—

M.

Pelin, at Vienna.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"In consequence of the letters the
179G, March 23, Windsor.
Princess of Orange has received from the King of Prussia both she and
the Prince think they cannot longer decline the hereditary Princess of
Orange and her child going to Berlin. As they are the proper judges
of « hat part they should act on this occasion, I could not but tell them
the natural steps that they should take if such was their decision ; on
this ground Nagel has written to you for a packet boat, as no frigate
would conveniently carry so large an assemblage of women, and to Earl
Spencer for a frigate to convoy the packet/'
C. Bentinok to

Lord Grenville.

March 25, Hamburgh. — " 1

left Varel last Friday, and came
1796,
here at the request of Mr.Tagel that I might pass a few days with him
I shall return next Sunday, and
before he sets out for Switzerland.
take the opportunity of my being here to write a few lino by

Mr. Fraser.
"It has been our singular good fortune

that, during the commotions
changes that took place in Friezland at the four different periods of
the 13th and 26th January, 12th and 23rd February, which I took
notice of in former letters, our friends have not been discovered, or I
They have been able to pursue their object
Relieve even suspected.
with unwearied assiduity. They have gained strength by the divis'ona
and they were so confident of the
of the partisans of the revolution
fidelity and prudence of the persona with whom they act, that not one
and one of them who
•of those we placed most dependence on has fled
had been taken up from the personal animosity of some of his adversaries, in the conviction that no discovery could be made, had tinresolution to resist the wishes of the populace who had collected to
from prison, advising them to disperse, to be under no
rescue h :
apprehension on his account, that he was sure of being cleared and set at
This man is again out of prison, and now loudly complains of
liberty.

und

;

;

m
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By Mr. Van
injustice done him, and continues to exert himself.
der Haer's means we have obtained a new correspondent in the province
of Groningen, and now we may depend upon the Ommelanden as much
as upon Friesland. This friend of Mr. Van der Haer passed a few days
with us, and is gone back to Groningen to make some stay and to
and it is to this person, who was a member of the
instruct our friends
old government of Friesland, that we are indebted for the acquisition of
the additional correspondent, at Groningen, who is a man of property,
very much beloved in his own province, and not easily intimidated. Our
friend left us the 9th March, and the 12th we had letters from him, and
from his friend at Groningen, giving very favourable statements of the
disposition of the people who, in Ommelanden, are nearly to a man
well-disposed.
I shall not send many details of all this unless it is
We can at any
wished, or any more ample information was required.
And, under the data of
time obtain this, and find guides if wanted.
former letters, I will answer for what I have said in those letters, and
for our being able to extend our plan and the operation of the party I
have spoke of, though somewhat slowly icithout the means I have asked
for in mine of March 1st to be put into the hands of the two persons I
have there spoke of, who, in that case, will I am sure make no difficulty
of accounting to me for the use of them. I therefore beg, if more
dispatch is thought necessary, or if it be thought of consequence to give
every degree of strength and effect to the activity of our friends in the
provinces I have alluded to, that I may be enabled to give them the
assistance I have required in the firm persuasion that it will be of the
greatest service at this moment and that, at any rate, an offer of this
/ beg to know
sort coming from England will strengthen our interest.
what your lordship's intention is upon this point. We shall pursue our
object in the meantime to the utmost of our ability."
tthe

;

;

C.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

Hamburgh. — " After

I had closed mine yesterday I
1796, March 26,
received a long letter from Mr. Van der Haer, the friend of ours I have
so frequently mentioned before, expressing in very strong terms his
anxiety for his friends within under increasing dangers and oppressions,
and insisting strongly upon the necessity of speedy and effectual
assistance from without to prevent the total ruin of the country.
Our
friends continue firm and united, and determined to come forward and
to act the moment they receive orders, and are assured of the support
they have now so Ion? been led to expect.
Mr. Van der Haer and his
friends are only afraid they will not be allowed quietly to lay bye for an
opportunity; that their adherents will be forced and exasperated by ill
-usage into a fruitless resistance, or obliged to fly the country.
One of
his friends in consequence of a quarrel, being lately set upon by some
of the armed revolutionists, was forced to leave the country.
Fortunately it is not material this man should be there.
Those who will be
most wanted, should things require vigour and decision, have kept their
:ground, and have hitherto escaped all discovery.
At the same time it
appears that the revolutionists at present do entertain, or pretend to
entertain, suspicions of their enemies being at work.
But by the hints
they throw out, and by the persons they name, it is evident they do not
know anything of the proceedings of our friends, as we have no communication with the persons they allude to.
circumstance very much
In our favour, at the same time that all the letters Mr. Van der Haer
received since I left Varel from every one of his correspondents contain

A
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the strongest proofs of their activity, resolution, and perseverance.
It
is to be observed that, though this party lias no doubt been increasing
in strength for these many months, it has existed and acted above
a twelvemonth and it will be fortunate indeed under the present
suspense and difficulties if no discovery is made, as the impatience of
our friends increases daily.
are afraid that, by so many repeated
delays, they will place less confidence in the assurances they receive, or
despond entirely and, in that case, it will not be easy to wind them up
again.
The correspondence is daily more narrowly watehed and more
hazardous.
Under all these circumstances Mr. Van der Haer begs I
will again press upon the attention of my friends that, however necessary
the means should be proportioned to the end, dispatch is no less so if
England, whose object is avowedly as it is her interest to expel the
French out of the Netherlands and the United Provinces, wishes to
recover them and re-establish the House of Orange before the French
have completed, in the total impoverishment- of the country, the system
of rapine and extortion they are carrying on with so much method, and
under so many pretences. Mr. Van der Haer eagerly wishes that,
should the Austrians advance to the Meuse, the Powers who have
guaranteed the institution of the Seven Provinces under the auspices of
the House of Orai ge should march a force considerable enough to carry
the point, and to strike the decisive blow under the general disgust and
disunion that prevails at this moment on one part, and the avowed
embarrassment and perplexity of the leaders of the Batavian Convention
in consequence of the lamentable statement they give themselves of their
finances, and the disorganised or inefficient state of their military force.
The arrival of the two Princes of Orange in these parts, and the
journey of Prince Frederick to Vienna, raises great expectations ; and,
if followed by any decisive and well combined measures, these expectations will not be disappointed.
considerable force, and dispatch,
combined with any vigorous measures of the Austrians towards the
recovery of the Netherlands, will afford every probability of success. It
is high time to rescue the Seven Provinces from the situation they have
been thrown into by a delusion and an infatuation unfortunately too
general at the time to be resisted by those who foresaw the consequences,
in order not to leave the cabal even a chance of strengthening themselves by being much longer in possession of the Government.
"Fortunately for the tranquility of society the political distempers
that have done such incalculable mischief carry along with them the
principle of their cure, and men, however at variance formerly, not only
wish for a change, but loudly express their wishes from all quarters to
see the sudden and pernicious innovations of the revolutionists, French
and Batavian, give way to that order of things cstablitdied under the
auspices and protection of the House of Orange founded upon experience,
adapted to the habits, customs, and attachments of the country ; and, if
not a model of imaginary perfection, which no human institutions can
be, at least practicable in the execution, compatible with the tranquillity
of society, mild in the practice as well as the theoiy, and affording
security to the lives and property of individuals, and encouragement
and protection of every branch of industry to every source of national
prosperity.
I have stated the purport of Mr. Van der llaer's letter,
and of the communications he has received. If further details are
wanted they may lie had at any time, as well as any information of the
changes that may take place from time to time; and, by furnishing
Mr. Van der Haer and his fnends villi tie means, the operation ef the
party I have no often spoke of may be shoitly extended, I have no
But I hope to receive
doubt, out of the two provinces they influence.
;

We

;

A

;
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In the meantime we shall endeavour to
further orders on the subject.
keep that party together ready at all events, and to strengthen it as for
shall keep them, if possible, from acting
rs lies in our power.
openly till we receive the necessary orders and assurances of support.
VVe shall ever remind them if necessary, and I trust with effect, that
they are never to lose sight for a moment of the joint views of England
and of the House of Orange, whose union is as essential to our ultimate
success as that of the individuals of that House amongst themselves.
It is only as far as the conduct of the Court of Berlin is compatible
with these views that we can expect or wish for support from that quarter.
shall endeavour not to put ourselves in the power of that Government any further [than] we can help. I put the necessity of this sort
of caution in as many points of view as I can with prudence.
If they
will not do us any good they may still do us great harm in the present
state of things ; and I most sincerely wish we might, by an unexpected
turn of affairs, succeed without that Court, if they are determined at
Berlin not to take a decided unequivocal part consistent with former
engagements, when they might so easily and so powerfully contribute
to draw the Seven Provinces out of their present calamitous and

We

We

ignominious situation."

Lord Grenville
1796,

March

1,

[April 1]

to

Downing

George

Street.

III.

— " Lord Grenville has the

honour humbly to acquaint your Majesty that the Count de Zeppelin is
arrived in England, with letters to your Majesty from the Duke of
Wurtembergh and the Hereditary Prince.
" When Lord Grenville first saw M. de Zeppelin, he opened to Lord
Grenville no other business than that of a negotiation about the
Wurtembergh troops at thj Cape, which the Duke was desirous of
offering for your Majesty's service there; an offer which Mr. Dundas
seems to think it would not be advantageous to your Majesty to
accept.
" Yesterday

Lord Grenville received a note from Count Zeppelin
saying that he had only opened to him a part of his commission, and
desiring to see him again to execute the other orders which he had
received.
Lord Grenville having accordingly seen him again this
morning, Count Zeppelin put into his hands the copies of letters from
the Duke and Duchess of Wurtemburgh and from the Hereditary Prince
which Lord Grenville has now the honour to transmit to your Majesty.
" After this Count Zeppelin read to Lord Grenville a letter addressed
by Count Zeppelin to some other person on the subject of what had
passed respecting the Prince's former marriage, and tending to exculpate
the Prince's conduct in that respect.
This letter, together with some
other papers of the same tendency, he requested Lord Grenville to lay
before your Majesty.
"Lord Grenville judged that the only fit line for him to pursue on
this occasion was to take the papers, assuring Count Zeppelin that the
whole should be laid before your Majesty, to whose decision Lord
Grenville had only to refer himself without expressing any opinion or
intimating any upon the subject.
He only thought it right to mention
it to Count Zeppelin as his opinion that, as the subject was not entirely
new to your Majesty, it would be both more respectful to your Majesty,
and in all respects better for the Hereditary Prince himself, that the
demand of a formal audience to deliver the letters should not. be pressed
uutil your Majesty had considered the papers which Count Zeppelin
was charged to submit, and which he had delivered to Lord Grenville.
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" Count Zeppelin agreed in the propriety of

this,

but said that,

if

your Majesty should not be disposed to give a favourable answer in the
first instance, his master was desirous of obtaining your Majesty's permission to make a journey to England, in the hopes of removing any
Unfavourable impressions which your Majesty might have respecting
tim."
Copy.

George

III. to

Loud Grenvjlle.

Windsor. — "I have

179B, April 3,
this instant received Lord Grennote accompanied with the copies of the letters Count Zepelin
has received, and the request when the Count may deliver the letters to
me. I thought I had already explained fully to Lord Grenville my
disinclination to enter into any conversation on the proposal that has
been entrusted to that gentleman ; but that I had sent abroad for
information whether my opinion on the Prince of Wurtemburg is well
founded which, if it is, no power on earth can get me to admit of his
marrying any daughter of mine. That information I cannot receive
for some weeks as yet, therefore I must decline for the present receiving
the gentleman
and 1 cannot help fairly expressing that the opinion
of the Duke of Brunswick will certainly have no weight with me on
?o serious a matter, his ideas and mine being in no degree similar."
viile's

;

;

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "lam

much pleased at Lord Grenville's
1793, April 5,
having selected part only of the papers arrived yesterday for my perusal
this day and keeping back the rest till to-morrow.
I confess when
the load is too great I find that I cannot retain in my mind any part
0? the contents, and therefore am always better pleased when the
content? are not so voluminous indeed the whole mode of carrying on
public correspondence is so much more diffuse and undigested than
thirty years ago, that I do not think it has made public subjects of
discussion so clear as when foreign ministers thought the matter of
;

|heir dispatches

and not the length of them

George

III. to

their true merit."

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "

I cannot see any objection to the
1796, April 10,
proposed draft of an answer proposed to be transmitted by Mr. Wickham
to M. Barthelemi on the subject of the insolent paper received from
France. I confess I am not in the smallest degree surprised at the
tenor of the French paper, as I had when the measure was proposed
thought it would in effect not be in another style; and I should have
hoped the courage of this nation had not been so sluggish as to require
tliis insolence to bring it to its proper tone.
" The printing these three papers and delivering them to the foreign
I should suppose no time will be lost in
ministers is very proper
communicating them through bir Morton Eden to the Court of Vienna."
;

C.

Bentinck

—

to

Lohd

Gkenyii.i.i:.

"I inclose a letter (Number 1) Mr. Van <ler
1796, April 11, Varel.
received from a person of his acquaintance, whom he has employed
in sounding the disposition of the inhabitants of the neighbouring
provinces; and a paper (Number 2) with some reflections upon this

^aer
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letter,

with very satisfactory accounts of the increase of our strength,

and with a project for putting the islands of VJie, Ter Schelling,
AmeUwd, and Schermonnik-Oog in the possession of Great Britain.
Mr. Van der Haer not writing either French or English, I have
translated these papers word for word as nearly as I could, and forward
them thinking they are entitled to some attention.
well intentioned friend alluded to in the letter Number 1 is
The writer of the letter has
the French Minister of Finance.
been acquainted with him these many years. They had many conversations at the Hague, soon after the entrance of the French, on the
Rammel professed himself to be for the
subject of the Stadholdership.
re-establishment of that form of government in Holland, and of the

" The
Rammel

monarchy in France. Both Mr. Van der Haer and Mr. Humalda have
seen a number of letters from him which are too stronsr if he is not in
the acquaintance
earnest, as they put him, Rammel, in their power
who has the letters being ready to give them up at any time if he found
he was deceived by Rammel. One of these letters contains strong
expressions of his wishes to see the Monarchy and Stadholderian
government restored and besides the writer of the letter saved him by
his presence of mind from a scrape he had got in by one of their letters
having been intercepted. At the same time we are well aware how
;

;

dependence should be placed on persons who act under the present
government of France, and of the caution required on this head. But
we thought it right to mention Rammel, with these circumstances
little

relating to him, that it may be of service to those who are in a situation
to judge of his sincerity, and how far he may be useful, which we are
not called upon to decide. I have underlined the most material passage

and must leave it to your Lordship to determine how far
communication may be of any service. The whole, as Mr. Van der
Haer says, may be a fiction to excite mistrust between parties whose
though we have so many reasons to be
concert is apprehended
dissatisfied with the conduct of the Court of Berlin, and to suspect
in this letter,

this

;

many

parts of

it.

" With respect to the plan for taking possession of the four islands,
we wish it chiefly to be combined with any effort that may be made
from the landside by a military force to support our friends within, and
At the same time itin such a manner as to give more effect to this.
may be very practicable to obtain possession without waiting for this
co-operation on the land side.
" I am very anxious to receive some communications from England
in answer to this and to former letters, to enable me to encourage the
They have now kept together a
exertions of our friends still further.
They have, in
very considerable number of persons near 14 months.
They now form a
the course of that time, been gaining strength.
strong party, who may be depended upon in case of an emergency.
Under the^e circumstances it is not surprising they should every
moment be asked 1, what the object of their activtty is to be; 2,
whether and when they will be called upon to act; and 3, how far
they may depend upon pecuniary assistance (if wanted). These quesUpon the former, the paper I received in
tions I have been asked.
England has supplied me with a general answer; upon the third, I
have still to beg I may know what your Lordship's intentions are, as I
could wish to transfer to Mr. Van der Haer and Mr. Humalda his
friend, the two persons 1 have mentioned in mine of the 1st March,
some part of the discretion reposed in me, which they are not acquainted
with.
It is of no use to me, but will be to them, as everything goes
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through their hands

;

and hitherto they have gone on

at their

own

expense.

" It is now above a twelvemonth since your Lordship gave me the
paper on the assurances of which I have gone on. Until I hear to the
contrary I shall think it right to persevere in hopes of receiving some
communications on the subject which, by enabling me to give Mr. Van
del Haei greater certainty as to the time he is to expect support, and
the assurances he may venture to give his friends, may put it in his
power to direct them according to the joint views of England and the
House of Orange. Any communication from England will in his idea
answer this end and, if he is enabled to give these assurances positively,
his friends place confidence enough in him not to require he should
disclose the quarter from which he has them, any further than he may
think proper. At the same time to support his influence, and to preserve
this confidence, he should not advance more than lie can reasonably hope
and some further communications become very necessary in
to fulfil
the very hazardous and critical situation of our friends within.
" In the mean-time we shall supply as well as we can the want of more
positive information, and we shall exert o rrselves to the utmost to keep
up the hopes and incite the activity of our friends, in the persuasion the
moment may come yet to derive seme advantage from their efforts. We
only regret our influence is hitherto limited to these few provinces.
" The faction supporting the National Convention (one and indivisible)
have recovered their ground in Friesland. That province however had
not yet sent any deputies to the Hague, though I think they will soon.
But I hope some favourable event may take place before the leaders of
the Convention acquire any considerable strength by being in possession
of the Government.
u I should not forget mentioning that I think the passage in the letter,
Number 1, relating to the restoration of the Stadholderian Government
in the person of the Hereditary Prince, with more limited authority,
There no doubt may be persons who
scarce deserves any comments.
have entertained such an idea. But I am convinced the Hereditary
Prince is incapable of coming into a compromise of this nature, or of
separating his interests from those of the other individuals of his house
and I should be surprised if such a project should come into the head of
any person at all acquainted with the disposition of the Seven Provinces.
Notwithstanding the Prince Stadholder's inactivity, want of decision,
and jealousy of all those who acquire influence and popularity however
firmly attached to his cause, that Prince is a great favourite with the
people at large by his affability and his popular manners. This is by no
means the case with the Hereditary Prince. But, were it otherwise, I
am convinced the idea of excluding his father will never come into his
;

;

head.
u The best understanding seems to prevail between the Hereditary
Prince and Prince Frederick. When the latter left the Continent on
his return to England, he named a person to whom Mr. Van der Haer
was to send the information he had to communicate, and this person had
orders to send duplicates of the letters to the Hereditary Prince and to
Prince Frederick himself; and we have observed with pleasure that the

language of both these Princes in their letters is the same.
" What the intentions of the Court of Berlin may be I will not pretend
to determine, nor do I believe they would be very scrupulous about any
But, if their
measure they thought might suit their political purposes.
project is entirely to detach the Seven Provinces from Great Britain, and
to throw them into the arms of France, and to make the Hereditary
Prince their instrument to bring this about, I can only say, if we have
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any certainty on this point, if we are told so from England in the name
of the Prince Stadholder or the Princess of Orange, or by jour lordship,
or any of his friends, we shall not only be on our guard, but we shall
think it right to interrupt all communications with Berlin, and even with
the Hereditary Prince if he is not proof against the artifices of that
ministry.
If I am told so from authority, I will answer for Mr. Van
der Haer and his friends breaking off all correspondence, particularly if

And though Oost Friesland offers
the Prince Stadholder wishes it.
many advantages for the correspondence, other channels may be found as
What the Prince Stadholder' s intentions are Mr. Van der
expeditious.
Haer cannot know, as that Prince has never answered any of his letters.
Mr. Van der Haer wrote to the Prince Stadholder that he came to Varel,
at the request of M. de Rhoon, to be of service to the cause soon after
the French entered the country, and before M. de Rhoon was
imprisoned. But unless we receive positive orders, we shall not take
any hasty step of that sort, nor give credit to all the rumours that are
spread.
At the same time Mr. Van der Haer and his friends will not
put themselves in the power of the Court of Berlin any further than
they can he)p. They now see and feel that the}' have placed too much
dependence on that Court, as all that comes from that quarter falls so
short of what they expected."
April 13.
Postscript.
" Since I wrote the above we have had a visit
of some of our Friesland friends. The Deputies of Friesland to the
are not advanced in the
Convention at the Hague are now named.
plan I mentioned in mine of the 1 8th February respecting the use we
should endeavour to make of some of the Deputies when at the Hague.
Mr. Van der Haer thinks still it will be very feasible, and we shall not
are only concerned that, from many circumstances, we
give it up.
One of our Friesland friends assured
are forced to proceed so slowly.
us, in case of an enterprize, of the support of an officer in that
province who has above 400 men of the cavalry of the present Government at his disposal and will declare for the Princes if an attack should
be made, or if he should receive orders. This man has frequently
insisted upon taking his demission, but our friend has persuaded him to
remain contrary to bis wish, that he might not become useless. Our
friend is going back to Friesland to day."
Two Enclosures.

—

—

We

We

;

Enclosure

Number

1.

Van der Haer Van Campers Nieuwland
Varel. — "

to C.

Bentinck.

I will not delay communicating the enclosed
1796, April 10,
to you, which I beg you will transmit to the English Government.
" It is a letter I have received from a person of my acquaintance who
has been in correspondence for many years with Rammel, who is at
present one of the French ministers. He has the original of many
letters of Rammel in his possession, which will oblige Rammel for his
own safety and preservation to be more tenax propositi than could
otherwise be expected from a Frenchman.
" It is unnecessary to request secrecy with respect to Rammel's name.
The English administration will be sufficiently convinced from the
nature of the case that all the use to be derived from the man must
depend on this secrecy. In this persuasion I shall confine myself to
observe upon this letter that, whether it give a true statement of the
conduct of Prussia, or whether it be a French artifice to excite suspicions
letter

3

90

and mistrust between England and Prussia, the communication appeared
me to be of consequence in one case as a caution to England, in the
other that we may prevent the bad effect it may have upon our friends in
the Seven Provinces.
" In the first supposition, England and the Emperor may perhaps
safely conclude a peace with France on condition that, if France does
not interfere in the government of the Seven Provinces, England will
not meddle with the internal Government of France. In this manner
the Republic of the United Provinces may be emancipated without the
interposition of Prussia, and English gold may perhaps produce greater
effects in France than foreign armies have done hitherto.
u My attachment to England is known to you by my consistent
conduct ever since the year 1780, when I first came into the states of
Friesland and by the steps I took when I was forced to leave my
country, that I might have a chance of being of service, conformably to
the principles I have ever persevered in.
You may therefore easily
imagine how happy I am to inform you that M. Van Viersen (a member
of the late Supreme Court of Justice of Friesland) has offered himself
to me to forward my views for the deliverance of our country by the
help of England.
He offers his own personal services and 4,000 people
to join our party in the country, which amount in Friesland alone to
about 5,500 people, ready on the first signal to support an enter prize
from without. I cannot help noticing the advantage of this increase,
independent of numbers, arising from these 4,000 men occupying the
frontiers of Friesland towards Groningen, where they may act, whilst
my strength chiefly lies on the South of the Province along the seacoast.
In this manner the enterprize may be supported on both sides of the
Province, and the measures of resistance wili be divided and weakened.
The violent proceedings to which the well-intentioned within the
country are exposed, particularly in Friesland, will not admit any longer
of the state of uncertainty and inactivity they are in
and it is for this
reason I have formed a plan with my friends to give England an
to

;

;

*;

;

opportunity of supporting those who look to the re-establishment of the
union between the two countries with impatience, and with hopes it may
never be again interrupted.
* The project is, that England should take possession of the islands of
Ter Schelling, Vlie, Ameland, and Schiermonik-Oog which would be
the more practicable from my being able to give assurances of the
favourable disposition of the inhabitants, of the good wili of the garrisons,
and of the bad state of defence of these islands.
;

— "If

it, but is not inclined to send any troops for
only wish to be allowed to take into English pay 500
men of the Rasscmblement at our choice, who shall land them in these
Being landed th^re at the
islands from Oostfriesland in small boats.
time to be fixed, they should find two English cutters, and, for each
island, five pieces of cannon and the necessary ammunition.

I.

England wishes

this purpose,

we

—
—

" As soon as possession should be taken of thete islands, they
II.
should be declared a conquest of Great Britain.
in. " The provinces of Friesland and Groningen should immediately
be declared to be in a state of siege, which will prevent any neutral
ships from passing through the passage called the Wadden, between the
islands and the coast of Friesland and Groningen, without being exposed
to the batteries of the islands.
IV. "That Great Britain should send some cruisers at the same time
before the entrance of the Texel, in order to interrupt the whole naviga-

—

tion of

Amsterdam, Groningen, and Friesland.
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V.

— " That

Great Britain should send a squadron before Zealand
Overyssel, Friesland, and Drenthe are attacked on

when Groningen,

the land side, in order to divide the attention of the enemy and encourage still more the well-intentioned in their project of insurrection.
VI. " That the forces to act on the land side on entering the ierritory
of the Republic should declare that they act in support of the ancient
constitution, in virtue of the guarantee of Great Britain.
VII. <; That the passage between the islands and Friesland is not
only within gun-shot of these islands, but that it is nearly quite dry at
low water. That the dominium eminens of this passage belongs to

—

Friesland.

—

VIII. " That by the Treaty of Neutrality of Russia, Friesland and
Groningen being declared in a state of siege all neutral ships are
excluded from passing.
IX. " That the Court of London, the moment the islands are taken
possession of, should give official notice to the merchants at Bremen and
Hamburg that the navigation through the passage called the Wadden
was interrupted for the reasons above mentioned.
X. " That one of the cutters should be placed at the entrance of the
Vlie, the other above Schiermonuik-Oog.
XI. ik In order to accouut for the seeming contradiction between the
articles II. and VI., I should observe that the islands should be provisionally declared a conquest of Great Britain in order to block up
Friesland and Groningen as an enemy, and to interrupt the whole
commerce of Holland upon the principles of the Treaty of Neutrality \
but that on the land side the troops should act in virtue of the guarantee*
in order the more to animate the well-intentioned in their efforts.
" This is what I wish you to submit to the English Government, with
my request that they will give it some consideration, and with assurances
that it is a plan of friends of England who offer it only as an expedient,
highly advantageous to both parties, which seems to deserve some
upon which it is their request to receive offers from England
attention
by which they may be governed."

—

—

;

Enclosure

Namltr

2.

Extract.
" I have to inform you that I am advanced far
1796, April 7, Leer.
enough in the execution of our plan within the provinces of Friesland)
Groningen, Overyssel, and Drenthe, to bring about at a moment's notice
a counter-revolution in favour of the Stadholder, and the writing to be
But I am at a loss from what quarter
circulated is ready for the press.
to lead the well-intentioned to expect with confidence that external
I. am
support which will be required to give effect to these efforts, and which
must determine and direct them. This uncertainty makes me the more
anxious at this moment from the following expressions of a letter I have
received from my well disposed friend in the Directory at Paris ; l assured
of the support of the well-intentioned in our country, my friends and I
are convinced that peace must be concluded with England and the
Emperor, notwithstanding the consequences it is expected will fallout
within this Republic {France), and we are ready to conclude, not
looking upon the fate of Holland as of consequence enough to stop us.
opinion on this last point is knotvn to you. But the Prussian
Ministry are exerting themselves to the utmost, by means of our parti/
in the Directory, to prevent the conclusion of this peace without the
I think it right to send
interference and approbation of Prussia?
you the sense of this passage word for word, and to add the most

—

My
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I desired my friend to be
material parts of my answer, namely this.
persuaded that the Prussian Court had expected to find in the power of
France, supported by the resources of Holland, the means of humbling
Austria and had accordingly not scrupled being faithless to the coalition.
But that seeing Holland was now lost, and forced to submit to the
ascendancy of Great Britain, whilst France was exhausted, and not a
match for Austria powerfully supported as she is, the Prussian Ministry
had no object but to prevent by their interference in the negotiation for
peace that the alliance of Great Britain, Austria, and Russia should
entirely preponderate, and make the Constitution of Holland subservient
to their views ; which would not only break the connection between
Holland and France, but make France a useless ally for Prussia. Lastly,
I addeii that the French would not find Prussia a more faithful ally than
the other Powers had found her.
" Many of the Anti-Stadhouderian aristocracy in Friesland and
Holland are advising the present patriots with great eagerness to restore
a Stadholderian Government, with more limited authority, in the person
of the Hereditary Prince of Orange, as being more attached to the
Prussian Court, in order to maintain the connections with France ard
Prussia. I need scarce observe to you that this conduct of those persons
is very wide of the true object to be attained."
;

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

London. —

" Je viens de voir M. Boyd.
II sortait de
1796, April 12,
chez M. Pitt. Le resultat de leur conversation relativement a l'emprunt
a ete qu'on ne pouvait pas encore prononcer la promesse de la garantie,
mais que d'ici a quelques semaines, la chose serait peut-etre possible.
Monsieur Pitt a dit au banquier qu'il serait a, propos que je fusse muni
des pouvoirs de ma Cour pour terminer immediatement des que la chose
serait decidee, sans perdre de nouveau le temps a la postilionnade
II serait done a propos que vous eussiez la
eternelle d'ici a Vienne.
bonte d'ecrire a M. Eden pour qu'il les demande pour moi de votre
part au Baron Thugut. J'ecrirai dans le meme sens de mon cote, mais,
comme notre bureau a toujours 1'air d'avoir peur cVacheter chat en
poche, ou d'etre trompe, j'ai imagine un moyen pour prevenir tous
La maison Boyd me donnera, vendredi prochain, sa
leurs serupules.
soumission et son plan pour 1'emprunt, en exposant distinctement ses
conditions, et exprimant la latitude qui pourrait resulter en plus et en
moins dans le prix selon l'epoque ou il se ferait. Ayant une fois ces
conditions sous les yeux, on n'aura plus qu'a me mander, signez dans
tel ou tel cas, nous approuvons les conditions, ou les rejettons entiereDu
rnent ; et alors ils seraient obliges de renoncer a 1'emprunt.
moment ou je serai instruit de leur dernier mot on pourra conclure des
qu'on annoncera la garantie. II serait a propos que vous eussiez hi
bonte de prevenir egalement sur les conditions politiques que vous
Je crois que vous approuverez
exi^eriez, au ens que vous en exigiez.
mon idee; elle mene promptement au but qu'on se propose. .Tespere
avoir rhonneur d'en causer avec vous avant Vendredi, mais je desirerais
que [vous] voulussiez bien donner des aujourd'hui des instructions a ce
sujet a votre Minwtre a Vienne."
/reach.

1796, April

W. Windham to Lord
— "As the
14, War Office.

so strong against the permitting,

however

Gbentillb.
objections are thought to be
and indirectly, the

lucratively
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coining of Louis in this country, I have endeavoured, as the only means
and have for that purpose
remaining, to obtain a supply from Hamburg
caused a letter some time ago to be written to Walkiers the banker, and
obtained an order to Sir Richard Strachan who is going with the
Princess, to receive on board whatever quantity Walkiers may have
been able to collect. But I doubt lest some difficulty should be made,
unless your Lordship will let Mr. Fraser be written to, in order to
satisfy M. Walkiers that the proceeding has the sanction of Government as the only security of Walkiers for the delivery stands at
present upon a letter which he has received from Woodford, backed by
the instructions which he will find given to Sir Richard Strachan.
" May I beg the favour of you to let such a letter be written to
Mr. Fraser as may recognize, at least, the connection between the
instructions given to Sir Richard Strachan and the letter which he has
received by my direction.
I shall take care that the sums which he
shall be required to remit, shall not exceed what has been allotted to
the service in question. I shall be very glad if it prove near as much,
and unless it does so, 1 fear it will be necessary to signify to the
Royalists that the engagement which we have made, is one which cannot
be carried into execution, and must be retracted.
" The distress in which they are at present for powder, and every
thing else but zeal and numbers, is so great that, unless some more
active means are taken for their relief, the fate of their leaders and of
their party must be same (and from the same causes) as that of Charette
and the Royalists of the Vendee."
;

;

Lord Geenville
Private.

to

W. Windham.

—

" I have received your letter, and
1796, April 15, Downing Street.
anxious to explain to you the difficulties which seem to stand in the
way of the mode which you propose for transacting this business. By
the Civil List Act, which regulates the issue and account for secret
service money, all sums for that purpose must be issued by the Treasury
upon applications from one of the Secretaries of State or the First Lord
of the Admiralty. , whose receipt is filed in the Exchequer in order to
render them accountable for the money so received, and who must discharge themselves by oath in the manner prescribed by the Act. Whatevf r relates to the mode ot procuring the money seems to belong much
more properly to the Treasury than to the Secretary of State, except in
the single case where he is obliged by circumstances to authorize the
drawing bills from abroad.
M But, 1 apprehend, it would be a step liable to very just exception if,
in a concern of so much delicacy as the issue and application of secret
service money, I were to step so far out of the regular official course as
to authorize one of the King's Ministers to make himself, and through
him me, responsible to Mr. Walkiers for the expense of procuring this
coin, on terms of which I am necessarily ignorant, and for purposes the
although if I charge
detail of which cannot properly pass through me
myself with the money I can only discharge myself by swearing to its

am

;

application.

"

The

regular

mode seems

to

me

that the Treasury, being informed

by Mr. Dundas that such a sum will be wanted in Louis d'or at Hamburg for his Majesty's secret service, should authorize some person to
contract in their name with Mr. Walkiers or any one else as shall be
thought right, for the expense of procuring the Louis d'or on terms to
be previously settled ; and that this expense, whatever it may be, should
a

94090,

jj
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be issued to Mr. Dundas as foreign secret service money, and the money
afterwards received on board and applied under his orders to the
purposes for which it is destined.
" I hope it cannot be necessary for me to say that all this is stated
not for the sake of any question of etiquette, but on account of the
obvious necessity of not departing from the ordinary forms established
by practice and by law, in matters so very delicate as those which concern the issue and application of public money ; where the particulars
of the expenditure cannot be brought forward, like all other public
expenses, with regular vouchers, but must be accounted for upon the
oath of the persons to whom alone by law the money can be issued in
that form."

Copy.

Lord Grenville

William Wickham.

to

Private.

—

Original published in the Corre1796, April 15, Cleveland Row.
spondence of the Right Honourable William Wickham. 1870, Vol. I.,
p. 342.
C.

Bentinck

—"
1796, April 22, Varel.

to

Lord Grenville.

I have not anything very material to menfrom Mr„ Vau der Haer, whom
I have frequently mentioned, which two of his friends have sent him
relating to the forts of Coverden and Bourtang, and the approaches
towards Munsterland. By this report it appears that these forts are not
in a state of defence, that the works are in a ruinous state, the
approaches quite open, and that the garrisons in those forts and districts do not amount to above one 1 housand men (French), that these
troops are dissatisfied, and there seems even to have been some desertion
amongst them ; the writers of the report, who relate chiefly what they
have seen and heard themselves on the spot, having met 35 of these
French deserters. This is the abstract of this report, which I have not
time to translate to-day. Further details may be had at a moment's
tion this day.

notice

I have received a report

by those

it

may

concern, as well as the necessary guides

if

wanted.
" We are more impatient every day to see a chance of some advantage
"
being derived of the favourable disposition of the country.
1

Henry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I return you Sir Charles Malet's
1796, April 27, Somerset Place.
letter, together with one from Mr. Scott, by which you will perceive
I agree with
that I have had communication with him on the subject.
Mr. Scott that Sir Charles's letter to you is childishly and peevishly
wrote, and, if I had not other proofs to my own mind perfectly satisfactory, I should be disposed to doubt his abilities to the extent I have
supposed. I am not, however, at all hurt personally, as Scott seeins to
suppose I should be. In truth, he has not the shadow of a pretence
for being out of humoi-r, but a very useful and meritorious servant
ought not to forfeit the benefit of his services by allowing himself, in
an uDguarded hour, to get out of huroour. 1 have therefore seen Mr.
Scott this morning, and have suggested to him the propriety of appointing him one of the Council at Bombay ; but, at the same time, to
write out a handsome paragraph respecting his services at Poonah, and,
if he would rather choose to remain there during the present unsettled
state of Mahratta politics, to express an approbation or rather a desire
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that he should do so, and, in that case, to make his emoluments at least
equal to what they would be if he was a Member of Council."

Enclosure
C.

W. Malet

—

to

1.

Lord Grenville.

" This is purposely to relieve you from
1795, August 8, Bombay.
any trouble that you may have been disposed to take in promotion of
the objects which I took the liberty of submitting to your Lordship's
adoption, in a letter that I had the honour of writing you under the
30th June, via Bussorah, assuring your Lordship of my willingness
to benefit by an option of succeeding to this Government, to the
Chiefship of Surat, or to a seat at the Supreme Council, or the Council
of this Presidency. But least so early a change of opinion on points of
so great importance should subject me, in your Lordship's opinion,
which I highly respect, to an appearance of levity, I will not hesitate to
confess that, on a further consideration of the late appointment to this
Government, my feelings are so much hurt, and that zeal with which I
have hitherto pressed forwards to hold the most honourable place
amongst my contemporaries, so depressed by the humiliating appointment of a junior, drawn from another Presidency, that my repugnance
to become a suitor to the authors of what to me appears so unjust a

degradation is invincible.
" It is true, my Lord, that, by this dereliction of your powerful
patronage in pursuit of the above objects, great inconvenience and prejudice to my interests may ensue, but I cannot hesitate to sacrifice such
considerations to the public respectability of my character, established
on the official records of the three Presidencies in every Department of
Government during the long period of twenty-five years' service, distinguished by the most flattering approbation of the Court of Directors
and crowned by the honourable distinction of our gracious sovereign.
In a word, my Lord, I feel my degradation proportionate to what, in my
eye, appears the undue exaltation of another, and I apprehend that,
with chilled affection and frozen zeal, my services would in future rather
be measured by the treatment they have experienced, than by that
energy with which hitherto I have, and should in future wish to exert
myself.
certain reciprocity of attention is due even in the relation
of servant and served ; and, though obedience at all events is incumbent,
as long as the relation subsists, yet the more delicate energies of zealous
attachment are generated only by the genial warmth of liberal confidence and generous protection. Those withdrawn, mutual estrangement
will, I apprehend, ensue; and, though not frequently acknowledged,
must be attended with the most pernicious effects to public service, by
introducing on our part a Darrow spirit of reserve and self interest, on
the other of vexatious jealousy and coercion.
My principles of action
will, I hope, enable me to combat the obvious tendency of such a predicament during my further stay, which the critical posture of affairs
may, on public and private grounds render necessary in this country;
which will not, I trust, expose me long to the danger of losing the consolatory reflection that, though my employers have \ een unkind, my
services (merit out of the question) have been irreproachable."

A

Enclosure

D. Scott
2796, April 27, London.
Mallet's letters.

to

2.

Henry Dundas.

— "I return Lord Grenville and

Sir Charles, I think, reflects

Sir Charles

more upon you than any

N

2
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person indeed so much that I don't think he should have any further
mark of favour. He has had most ur.common marks of favour, far
beyond any person so situated before; and, in return, he ascribes the
whole to his own merit and giv<s ingratitude for what he has received.
If the Court were to see some lines of the e. closed letter, they certainly
would never offer him a place in Council. I shall, however, as you
seem to think it right, propose tomorrow Mr. James Stevens and Sir
Charles Mallet as Council and James Rivet as provisional Council."
l

C.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" The accounts of our friend, whom I have
1796, April 29, Varel.
so often mentioned, has received to day from the person who is authorized to correspond with him, are more favourable than tbey have been
yet.
The march of a corps of troops, Prussians, Hanoverians, and
Brunswickers, to cover the line of demarcation, the concert that seems
to subsist at least upon this point between Courts supposed to be at
variance, the hopes given our friend that we shall see the Duke of
Brunswick at the head of this corps, and the reputation this gives to
many of the suspicions and rumours spread with respect to the views of
one of these Courts of which I have taken notice in my letter of the
11th and 13th instant, all these circumstances lead us to expect a
change in our favour ; and I am happy to think that, though I judged
it right to state what I heard of those rumours and suspicions, 1 have
not given an implicit credit to them, but, on the contrary, observed
great reserve upon that head, and even lately discouraged them ; and so
I shall continue to do unless things turn out very differently from what
there is reason to expect at present, and I heard to the contrary, as
The instructions our friend
I have mentioned in former letters.
received with respect to the use he is to make of the information sent
him will be strictly attended to, and not a step of consequence will be
taken without orders being given, to prevent the mischief that might
result from anything hasty or premature.
" The turn affairs are taking is a very satisfactory answer to many
parts of my letters, but is not to some points I have touched ; and
I cannot help observing that I have not had any answer from your
Lordship to any of my letters, nor indeed received a line since last
April ; and yet I have written very regularly for the last six months.
I still think it right to persevere, if I do not hear to the contrary. But
it cannot be expected I should go on with the same confidence and the
same effect if I receive no communications whatever from those to
whom I have uniformly looked for them, and if I do not meet with that
support I have been led to expect. I offered before I left England to
speak to two other persons, one of whom is still there, with respect to
my intentions. They are nearly related, and highly interested in the
events I allude to.
I beg to remind your Lordship I was told in
Dover Street, before I left town, it was not necessary, nor have I done
it.
I have not lost sight of my object, which was to act in such a
manner that, in case my brother should obtain his liberty, I might go
I shall persevere in the line I have
to the Hague if he wished it.
taken.
In the meantime I am not apprehensive that my friends will
but I should
suppose I have lightly advanced more than I can justify
be concerned to appear to them to be totally forgot, or to have lost the
confidence of those whose good opinion they know I pet great, value
upon, and whose support will enable me to be of greater use to the
cause, and to my friends, than I can otherwise expect to be."
;
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Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

How. u J'ai recu hier de la main du Roi
avec l'ordre de la vons renvoyer. Le contenu ne ni'a nulleraent
surpris.
J'avais toujours cru que M. 1'Anibassadeur se trouverait
infiniment mieux la-bas qu'ici.
J'espere cependant que Madame la
Comtesse ne s'empressera pas de profiter de l'invitation, puisque je
doute qu'elle trouverait autant d'agremens a la societe Parisienne que
1790, .April 28, Cleveland

l'incluse,

M.

del

Campo.

" Ces nouvelles d'ltalie sont affreuses par les consequences qui peuvent
en resulter, a moins que le Directoire n'ait fut exagere les choses. II
faut que je vous vois pour dix minutes ce soir.
Pouvez-vous passer
"
chez moi sur les huit heures ?
French.
Copy.

William Wickham
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" In obedience to your Lordship's com1796, April 30, Fribourg.
mands, and I have seldom received or executed any with more
pleasure, I have shewn to the Grem'er Fagel every civility and
attention in my power.
" I had known him many years since at Geneva ; I am besides
very particularly attached to his uncle, M. de Saigas, with whom he
is now going to stay, and I had actually written to him at Hamburg
before 1 received your Lordship's letter to request that he would take
up his abode with me on his passage through Berne. I have obtained
from the Secret Council, to whom i thought it wiser to make my
application than to the Senate, that he shall be exempt from the
jurisdiction of the Comite des Etr angers during his residence in the
canton.
<k
I have also to acknowledge your Lordship's very obliging letter of
the loth instant. I will take care in future to attend to the hint you
are so good as [to] give me with respect to inclosures that I may wish
Your Lordship must no doubt be reminded from
to have destroyed.
time to time tnat you sent me abroad without giving me the smallest
lime to inform myself of any one particular regarding the regular
routine of business. In that respect I have however always made
myself perfectly easy in the assurance that, whilst the main part of my
business was well and carefully attended to, your Lordship would not
only overlook such little errors yourself, but that you would explain

and excuse them to others.
" I am most seriously alarmed about

this miserable business in Italy.
be very extensive.
If the Piedmontese would
continue to fight, I should rather consider it as an advantage, as much
The French
so as the passage of the Khine proved to be last year.
would find their grave in Italy, and the interior would be free from
But all hopes of that kind seem unfortunately to be over
troops.
Your Lordship will perceive that Mr. Trevor's No. 32 is wanting. It
was sent by a courier of M. d'Hauteville's and has never reached me.
H Your Lordship will perceive by my public dispatch that I had not
I will do my utmost to distribute
neglected the 'department of Cher.
the money I may send into the interior so as that it may produce elfect,
but there will be no end to the expense if every partial insurrection
that may take place this spring and summer must be separately supI see M. de Pieey will do nothing but upon a great scale, and
ported.
that he will require his operations to be preceded by a much more conIts consequeuces will
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siderable expense than the one proposed last winter ; but, as the die is
now fairly cast, I presume that it woald be thought right not to
adhere too rigidly to the old proposals, provided he will make an

attempt fairly and bond fide.
" What are we to think of the Directory suffering Pichegru to come
And what are we to think of this delay in his arrival ?
to Strasburgh ?
And what are we to think of the King's arrival at the very moment that
the other was expected ? 1 assure you I am half disposed to be superThis project
stitious about this brsiness since the rencontre at Riegel.
has always been my favourite one, though I never deceived myself with
respect to the difficulties by which its execution must necessarily be
accompanied. I presume, of course (if I perceive any reasonable hope
that an attempt will be made), that I should be unbounded in my offers
of money.
u Cochon, the new Minister of the Police, was the person from whom
I received the papers that I transmitted to you last year (I think) by
the messenger Schaw from Mulheim containing the general view of the
then projects of the French Government, most of which have been fully
He was then member of the Committee of Public Safety. I
realized.
cannot prevail upon the person who procured them for me to return to
Cochon must be paid high, but he will do anything and betray
Paris.

anybody

for

money."

The Earl of Elgin

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" May I beg to recall to your Lordship the
1796, May 1, Berlin.
hopes you very obligingly gave me while in London, of having permission to be absent from Berlin a part of the summer, in case no
I can assure your
particular business required my attendance here.
Lordship that I have no disinclination to be employed here, or any
where else. But foreseeing no prospect of business where a Secretary
of Legation would not be equally useful, I should be much indebted to
you for leave, if not to go to England, at least to make occasional
I have been near two years much of an invalid
excursions from hence.
and though greatly recovered, still my physicians recommend strongly
And it would be
the use of sea bathing or mineral baths this summer.
a very particular mark of kindness if your Lordship could enable me to
execute their directions, provided no material objection occurred.
M I enclose an official application which may be useful, in case your
Lordship approves of my request."

The Earl of Elgin
Private.

—

to

Lord Grenville.

"Having at present a safe conveyance to
1796, May 1, Berlin.
Cuxhaven, I beg leave to state to your Lordship some observations
which I have collected on the conduct of business here.
" At this moment, Count Ilaugwitz is the only minister capable of
forming, or carrying through any system of politics. But, even in
matters where the Foreign Department is exclusively concerned, he
cannot act independently of Count Finckenstein, and Baron Alvensleben; hence, that degree of caution, that wavering, and occasional
variations which are to be perceived in every plan of this Cabinet.
Besides Count Ilaugwitz is excessively artful, and knows perfectly
wbere his interest requires that he should yield to circumstances. In
affairs, on the other hand, connected with the internal administration
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of the country, the Grand Directory (composed of twelve Ministers)
And the strange opinions of some,
necessarily comes to be consulted.
and the secret influence of which others are susceptible, often throws
very unexpected obstacles in the way of business. But in all matters,

General Bischoffes welder's weight

is

felt,

and

in

most M. Eietz

also

influence of the former is what it long has been.
Perhaps since his marriage he is more liable to receive impressions
and no doubt, the French have, in some instances of late, conveyed
partial ones.
But he does not attempt directing or carrying through
any extenshe plans. All he does is giving or keeping up ideas in the
King's mind. M. Rietz, formerly valet de chambre, and now Private
Treasurer, has very great weight with the King.
He is much attached
to the person of the King, and to the interests of the country ; and
interferes.

The

anxiously opposes every measure which he considers contrary to either.
Hence his uniform opposition to every recommendation given in
favour of the exportation of corn from the Prussian territories. At the
same time many matters naturally occur where his notions must be very
defective ; and of course, he is open to the impressions which may be
thrown before him.
u It will readily occur to your Lordship that, under circumstances
where it is not meant that the British Minister should act the part
which Mr. Ewart carried on here, or attempt establishing a directing
influence at Berlin, public character is not what is most useful either
towards procuring information, or conveying with effect any occasional
impressions.
On the contrary, much benefit would be derived from
habitual intercourse with the society and connexions of M. Bietz, and
persons in similar situations about Court.
Many instances might, I am
confident, be found for applying money to purpose.
But this can only
be by persons of a rank in the line inferior to that which I hold. On
these grounds in particular, as well as from the general advantages of
such a person, I should venture strongly to recommend to your
Lordship the residence of a Secretary of Legation here.
" As to sources of secret intelligence I beg to mention a circumstance
which has lately happened. Among the offerers for exporting grain to
England a man of the name of Lentze (partner in the house of Hanmer
and Company at Magdebourg, and brother to the Deputy-Steward of
the Household), struck me by the accuracy of his information on all
matters connected with his object. He gave me an opening to suggest
his undertaking to furnish me habitually with intelligence here ; but he
told me that, being of respectable connexions, and in a respectable line,
he could consent to nothing of the kind unless he was vested with some
ostensible character which would screen him from ad persecution from
this Government.
He pointed out the situation of a Consul to Magdeburg and Stetin, with permission to reside chiefly at Berlin ; a situation
for which we would ask no appointments, considering that the advantages which the nomination would give him in the line of his profession,
and the allowance which I should make him for his secret services, a
full compensation for all his time. He accordingly gave me the enclosed

memorandum.
" I should be happy to know your Lordship's wishes on the subject.
I do not really conceive much use in the naming a Consul as long as
there is a Minister here, and all commercial business is transacted at
Berlin.
But whether in the case of M. Lentze, or of any other sub-

merchant here, such a nomination (even if, in itself, indifferent
England) might perhaps be turned to great advantage under the
present circumstances of this Court.
And it is in that view that I
convey M. Lentze's suggestion to your Lordship."
stantial

to
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Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — "

1796, May 2,
J'ai ecrit ma Cour dans le sens dont vous
m'avez parte, et conformement a ce que je vous ai prorais. La
depeche qui a rapport a l'objet dont nous nous sommes entretenus,
est entierement ecrite de ma main, et peraonne dans le monde, exceptez
celui qui l'adresse et celui a quelle est adressee, n'en aura connaissance.
Permettez que je profite de cette occasion pour vous remercier de la
confiance cpe vous me temoignez, et de la delicatesse de votre procede.
Croyez que rien de tout cela n'echappe a mon coeur et a ma sensibility.
Je tacberai de meriter de plus en plus les sent mens flatteurs dont vous
m'honorez. Les miens pour vous ne varieront jamais. Respect, estime,
et amitie la plus tendre sont ma devise en vers vous.
" Oserais-je vous demander s'il est survenu quelque changement dans
vos projets ? Vous m'aviez fait Phonneur de me dire Jeudi que votre
courier partirait le lendemain je me suis hate de finir ma besogne, et
vous ne l'avez pas expedie. Je ne suis nullement presse, mais je vous
supplie uniquement de daigner me faire avertir du jour de l'cxp&lition
pour que j'envoie mes paquets au bureau. Permettez aussi que je vous
demande un moment d'entretien pour un de ccs jours j'ai quelque
chose a vous communiquer dont on pourra peut-etre tirer quelque
parti."
French.
i

;

;

Lord Grenville

to the

Duke of Portland.

Dropmore. — " My

brother has mentioned to me the
1796, May 6,
conversation which he had with Lord G. Cavendish, and afterwards
with your Grace, on the subject of a county meeting in Buckinghamshire which it is in contemplation to call with a view to ascertain the
disposition of the county towards Lord Tichfield.
1 hope you will
excuse the liberty I take of troubling you with a few lines upon the
subject from the motive which leads me to do so, which is no other
than the most anxious desire to prevent, if possible, anything that could
have the appearance of contest, or opposition of sentiment or interest,
between your grace and those with whom I am most nearly connected
and that most particularly on an occasion where the difference, if any,
would be confined to the manner of conducting the business, and would
not, I am certain, in the smallest degree apply to the main point itself
of

Lord

Tichfield's re-election.

" Although from his former engagements with the county, it would
not be proper for Lord Buckingham to take any active steps in supporting the choice of any person whatever as a colleague to Mr. I. Grenville,
yet I am sure T speak his sentiments when I say that he is sincerely
desirous that the representation should continue as it now is, and that,
by that means, all danger of contest or uneasiness in the county should
be avoided and I think I know the county well enough to be able to
say with confidence that if Lord Tichfield contents himself with renewing the offer of his service, in the same form in which he first made it,
not the slightest opposition is to be expected.
"But your Grace cannot but be sensible that there have, on former
occasions, been great differences of opinion as to the propriety of county
meetings in Buckinghamshire for the nomination of members. Any
believe, invariably opposed by our family;
such meeting has been, bs
and we have been successful in establishing the contrary practice.
The Last time thai there has been any question of such a meeting was
The meeting WBB then not
in 1779, on the death of Lord Temple.
called by the sheriff (whether lie refused it or not 1 really do not
;

I
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but by some of the gentlemen of the county. Lord Buckingbrother Mr. Grenville (who attended the meeting) opposed,
not the particular candidate who was in view, but the idea of nominating
a candidate to the freeholders at large by a meeting which must
necessarily be (in so long a county as our's) a very inadequate repreAnd in fact no nomination
sentation of the opinions of the county.
was made.
"Whether our opinion in this respect, or the practice of other counties
but I am confident Lord
is best seems hardly worth enquiring now
Buckingham would conceive that both his honour and his interest are
concerned in opposing any alteration of the established practice of this
county in that respect. If it were any common case I should say that,
in this situation of things, the matter must take it's course.
Lord
Tichfield's friends, thinking a meeting the best course for his interest,
if they do think so, would try to call the meeting.
Lord Buckingham,
consistently with his uniform conduct and declarations, would oppose
it.
But it is impossible for me not to feel that, however the opposition
might, and I am sure would in Lord Buckingham's intentions, be con*
fined to that point only, the impression it would create universally would
be that of hostility to Lord Tichfield's election and I hope I do not do
wrong in judging from my own feelings of the desire which your Grace
must have to avoid giving any such impression. At all events, I thought
I should not do what was right either towards you or to Lord Buckingham if I did not bring the matter under your consideration in that
point of view in which it may possibly not have struck you.
" Although, of course, it does not belong to me to suggest any mode
of proceeding to Lord Tichfield's friends in this county, I cannot help
adding that the objections I have stated do not, as far as I can judge,
appear to apply in any degree to any discussion as to Lord Tichfield's
standing which might take place at a meeting of his friends, whether
called for the purpose, or such as they are in the practice of holding
from time to time."
Copy.

recollect),

ham and my

;

;

C. BENTINCK tO C.

GoDDARD.

—" I enclose

an abstract from a letter of a very
1796, May 6, Varel.
well known and wealthy merchant at Embden, to a friend of his who
The letter contains a atrong confirmation
lives in this neighbourhood.
of many details I have sent, and is worth reading in many respects.
What makes it still more curious is that both the writer and his correspondent are connected with the Dutch Patriots of 1787, as is easilyseen by some expressions of the letter.
It was sent us by the person
who lives in this neighbourhood, who thought the letter might deserve
our attention; and this shows how much the minority of that party is
cooled, our sentiments being so well known and so uniformly and openly
avowed. I shall be obliged to you to give it to Lord Grenville. The
latter part of the letter may perhaps be thought to deserve more attention
than all the rest. The writer is just returned from Holland."
Enclosure.

Abstract of a Letter from Embden.

—

"I arrived here last Tuesday in the
179G, April 28, Embden.
In Holland, and in Friezland in particular, things bear a
afternoon.
strange appearance. The divisions between the Moderate and Jacobin
Patriots are inci-easing into the

most violent hatred, and are

more
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inveterate than those which took place before between the Orange party
and the Patriots.
The Moderate Patriots whilst they were in the
Government, did not find the task so easy as they had expected. They
saw they could not get through it without the assistance of the deposed
members of the ancient Government who were attached to the House of
Orange.
They accordingly made overtures to them from time to time,
wishing for a union, and would willingly have shared their authority
with them. In this manner some reasonable plan might have been

adopted but, now the Jacobins hold the reins, in my opinion all is
In Friesland this set are completely masters the Representatives
lost.
They depose in all the towns and villages
are all notorious Jacobins.
all those who were employed under the ancient Government, and those
who are well-disposed. They choose others in their room by elections
;

;

of the inhabitants, or rather of the Jacobins. From these elections the
Orange party and the well-disposed Patriots are kept away by the oath
The oath is such that neither of these
required from those who vote.
descriptions of persons can take it, the former on account of their
attachment to the Prince, the latter from fear of the consequences. Of
course none come to these elections but Jacobins of the worst sort.
It
is easily imagined that the persons they choose are very unfit for the
For instance at Harlingen, where the election took place
situations.
at the time I was there, among other persons named for the municipality
were a baker, a man who keeps a pastry-cook shop, a tailor, a woodmerchant's journeyman, two shop-keepers of the lowest class. One of
them had been servant to a Jew, and sold cakes about the street at a
farthing a piece ; another was a bricklayer ; and one of them could
neither read nor write, who was afterwards displaced on account of his
In this large town not above 70 of the lowest
gross ignorance.
inhabitants met in the church, and, supported by the Declaration of the
Rights of Man, chose these respectable persons to govern them ; the
remainder of the inhabitants, kept away by the oath required, were
obliged to submit. In Leuwarden the Capital, the hangman's son, a
worthless fellow who had fled the country for thieving, and another man
who carries turf about the town, are now among the municipality. All
persons of any character are dismissed from their offices, and may think
themselves fortunate if they are not thrown into prison, as has already
been the. case with many good patriots. If the choice in other provinces
turns out as it has here, I foresee some Marat et Robespiere as the
consequence, The hot Jacobins are partly patriots of 1787 who left
the country at the time of the revolution, and are mostly hot-headed
aventuriers, and being at that time deranged in their circumstances,
and since totally bewildered, have dissipated what little the}' had left.
These fancy they have now a claim upon their country and are entitled
to all offices of profit, under the supposition that an office and the
They wish to drive the Prince's friends out
capacity to fill it go together.
of the country, and to dispose of their property to pay the 100,000,000
to France, and for extraordinary expenses which they expect to run
very high; and no doubt they will not forget their own purse whilst
The best patriots meant to forget
the Administration is in their hands.
the past, to divide equally the extraordinary burdens which they were
forced to impose whilst in power. The Enrages made use of this as a
They now wish
handle gainst the Modcrcs to bring about their fall.
as much as the Orange party that the Revolution never had taken place.
They are persuaded the French deceived them, take their money with
The
great politeness, and, when done, will leave Holland to its fate.
French, on the other hand, see that nothing is to be done with the
phlegmatic Dutchman but to take his money ; which I have from French
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Most of the
officers when no Dutchman happened to be present.
new-appointed officers are dissatisfied, nor is much to be expected from the
Navy. The sailors on board the ships, who had received promises of
better treatment, find themselves disappointed, ill-used, and starved, desert
on all occasions, and even endeavour to carry their ships into English

There is an end of commerce and of manufactures, even a
want of the raw materials to carry them on. Peasants and citizens
must learn the use of arms, which first amused now tires them and
punishments become necessary to force their submission in this instance.
At Amsterdam they were at first punished with fines for not appearing
their non-appearance is now punished with imprisonment, which does
All are dissatisfied, the rich as
not please the free Amsterdammers.
The poor never suffered more. All hope
well as the middling classes.
The French
for a change, though no one sees where it is to come from.
they wish out of the country, were they even to be driven out by the
Prussians
so some of them speak.
The opening of the Scheld gives
great discontent and with the loss of the East-Indies, it is the death
blow of Amsterdam. Here is a rapid sketch of what I have seen and
heard.
Some respectable merchants have more than once expressed
their wishes to me rather to be under the government of the King of
Prussia than to continue under such a government. I have been three
times in the gallery of the National Convention, strangers must be quiet
with their hats off. Mr. Bicher of Amsterdam was President, which he
went through tolerably well. Applications for offices were nearly all I
heard, and a project for the education of children, which was well
enough. Good speaking I did not hear. They discuss slowly, and do
not iuterrupt the speaker. Van Zon an attorney, a fat but active man,

harbours.

j

;

;

has great iufluence over the National Convention. He has obtained
a permission to sell ships. When he wishes to get any request or
memorial of his to be favourably received in the Convention, he goes
the evening before he presents it to the President in order to explain it,
and to show the legality of what he asks ; and, when referred to any of
the committees, he knows how to instruct the leading members in those
committees, and in this manner to obtain his ends.
I believe he gets
rich in this employment.
I shall be glad to know whether he will get
my ship, detained at Harlingen, released, as he has strongly led me to
expect/
C.

May

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

li

I enclose the last accounts we received as I
had them from our friend, the person I have so frequently mentioned,
who has sent them to the person authorised to correspond with him.
These are confirmed by all we hear from other quarters, and we have
every reason to believe that in Guelderland, Arnhem alone perhaps
excepted, in North Holland, in South Holland, and in all its large and

1798,

13, Varel.

populous towns not excepting Amsterdam, the disgust and discontent
are carried on as far as in the provinces to which I have chiefly directed
your attention. I have confined myself to these provinces because the
information we had through the channels I have mentioned, from our
vicinity and other circumstances I have noticed, was as direct and
authentic as I could wish; and what relates to other parts of the
country I knew would be communicated more fully than I should be
able to do, where it would be requisite, and would of course reach you.
I can with confidence repeat all I have said with respect to the provinces I have alluded to.
Far from losing, we are gaining ground
daily ; and we have frequent proofs of the perseverance and resolution
of our friends, whose hopes and confidence the person I have so often
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mentioned in preceding letters succeeds in keeping up ; and whose
no doubt he will be able to suspend till a time comes to
direct it with safety and effect to the object we may have in view.
We
beg to know whether it is wished that the principal members of the
ancient Government of the provinces I have chiefly noticed should
follow the example said in the enclosed to be set them, and apply to the
Courts of London and Berlin, or either of them, to put the guarantee
in force and give effect to the Treaty of Loo.
We should not wish tin's
to be done without being assured of receiving a satisfactory and ostensible answer of some sort
as such an application would hurt those who
might propose it and get it signed if it did not meet with the reception
expected, or was left unanswered.
But a syllable from you, or from
persons authorised to write to our friend, and he has no doubt of
obtaining such an application, in due form and at a moment's notice,
from a considerable number of the most popular and best disposed
members of the ancient Government of the provinces I have chiefly
spoken of.
" Not having heard from England, I console myself with the hopes
that what I have mentioned has been thought to deserve some attention
from many of the communications our friend has received and what
he received by the last post in particular supposes the knowledge of a
few circumstances he transmitted to England only. We observe, with
great satisfaction, the language held and the hopes given to bear the
appearance of a regular and well digested plan of conduct, in which
all the most material transactions find their proper place
and which
all the different persons employed forward, as far as it is intended they
From
should, without knowing of each other any further than required.
this we expect the best result, and some parts of the plan may fail, some
of the persons fall off, without endangering the rest.
At the same time
I am no further apprehensive at this moment of anything of this sort
than from the accidents to which all situations of this kind are liable.
I shall drop these conjectures, however convincing in my mind, in hopes
of receiving more positive iuformation from England.
1 earnestly
request an answer to the points I have touched in former letters.
What I have suggested, though not wanted by the persons I have
named themselves, who are far above any considerations of this sort,
Not having
will at this moment be of essential and immediate service.
any answer, and wishing to go on to the utmost of my power, I have
desired our friend to hold out promises of rewards and gratifications
wherever necessary to insure success that I would be answerable to
him for being enabled to fulfil them sooner or later; and that those who
desire the end must desire the mean3; that, at auy rate, we might
I hid the
expect some time or other to find it amongst our friends.
less scruple to say this as I know from all I have seen I shall have no
At the same time what I have
reason to repent having advanced so far.
suggested is very necessary at this moment, and will enible the parties
concerned to use more dispatch. It lids been mentioned to me lately
how necessary it was, and it caunot be put in better hands than those
At the same time we are happy to think that the further
I mentioned.
perseverance and activity of our friends do not depend solely or chiefly
upon any support of this sort; though, no doubt, they would derive
great advantage from it."
activity I have

;

;

;

;

Enclosure.

Abstracts from Letters.
"

A letter

BatAviaa

dated

May

K< public

has

1st says that the National Convention of the
again decreed that the tax of one sixteenth
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throughout those provinces should be levied; that one of the Groningen
Representatives writes that the situation of the finances, more particularly
of the province of Holland, is quite hopeless and offers no prospect of
redress ; that the principal of the debt indeed was still to be considered
as mortgaged on that province ; but that the other provinces must pay
their share of the annual interest, and Groningen in particular that of
24,000,000 as her share, and the whole produce of the hind-tax, the
chief source of revenue of the province, would be absorbed for this
He adds that the second term of the 4 per cent, was fixed for
purpose.
the 26 instant, but that many persons had not yet paid their share of
the first, as has been said before ; and that they will delay and resist to
the utmost of their power in order to embarrass the finances still further,
and in hopes of being rescued yet, without which they feel all these
efforts

must be

A letter,

fruitless.

May 5, states that the committees of the National
Convention demand 60,000,000 for the expenses of this year, without
knowing as yet where these are to be found owing to the general distress
That, having made a requisition of horses, they are
of the finances.
now to make a requisition of men, and preparatory exhortations for
this purpose are circulating.
"A third letter, dated May 5, from a person likely to be well
informed, mentions that all the reports of the members of the National
Convention insist upon the deplorable state of the finances, and contain
open acknowledgments of this truth and that the general wish is the
restoration of the ancient Government; and there is every reason to
expect that many wish eagerly to tread back the dangerous road they
have taken, feeling now the impossibility of attaining their object. The
province of Groningen had sent up complaints to the National Convention against the oppressive quartering of troops, there being 5,600
French and 3,300 Batavians in that province that Delfziel has been
lately provided with a great many cannon, most, if not all, of iron.
On
the other hand it is confidently reported that all the French and
Bavarians will be encamped together near Zutphen, and in other places;
and no other troops remain in Groningen but the Chasseurs of Trip
amounting to about 600. That money is so scarce in the public coffers
that the Representatives themselves do not receive their salaries
and
that, in Friesland, the Receivers in the particular districts had orders
to pay in what they had partly collected of the 4 per cent. tax.
Such
was the scarcity of money that, at Amsterdam, the merchants went to
Change to hear the news, and from habit, but not for the sake of
that the accounts spread with so much industry of the
business
successes of the French army in Italy did not meet with all the credit
and produce the effect expected, and the heads of the Government were
very desponding. That they had seen a very well drawn up paper with
an application to England and Prussia as guarantees, and signed by
many Hollanders of distinction, which they had not ventured to send
"

dated

;

;

;

;

to their correspondent."

Henry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

Somerset Place. — " Lord

Camden is not aware that
1796, May 14,
Colonel Craufurd is your correspondent and not mine, but, in place of
writing to him that answer, I have told Mr. Stewart that I would
transmit Lord Camden's letter to you, and that I was persuaded I would
meet with the same disposition of your part to attend to Lord Camden's
wishes, as he could have met with on my part, if the business had rested
with me."
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Enclosure.

Earl Camden

May

Dublin Castle.

to

Henry Dundas.

—"I have prevailed

on Mr. Pelham to
application to Colonel Crawford, with whom he is upon the
most intimate terms, to admit my nephew Major Stewart to belong to
his suite, whilst he remains with tlie Austrian army ; and I have just
seen a letter from him, in which he is so good as to say he will receive
him if he (Major Stewart) was allowed to come under the sanction of
the English ministry as attached to his mission* (though without pay)
otherwise the Austrians might make difficulties. I venture to hope that
you will assist this object with your influence, as it is one which, from
1796,

7,

make an

the regard and affection I feel towards my nephew, I am particularly
I have desired him to call on you and to
desirous of accomplishing.
deliver this letter to you, and you cannot oblige me more than by
promoting the object of it as much as you can, and by giving him the
Ministerial sanction which may be necessary for his joining Colonel

Crawford."

Lord Grenville

May

to the

Earl of Elgin.

Row. — " It

Cleveland
is probable that Parliament
on Friday next, and I have therefore thought it right
to transmit to you the forms of a proxy and of a signed list, in order
that you may make use of either of them, as you shall think best, for
voting at the election of the 16 peers for Scotland in the ensuing
1796,
17,
will be dissolved

Parliament.

" I send the list of those who seem to me, as far as I am at present
informed, most likely to be supported by the major part of the Scotch
peerage, but this list is of course liable to variation from different circumstances. If you should prefer voting by proxy (to the sending a
signed list) I should imagine that either Lord Glasgow or Lord Moray
would be peers on whose attendance you might rely.
" I expect to be able to write to you more at large by another
opportunity as to the question of your absence from Berlin. I will only
say at present that it appears to me very doubtful whether, under the
existirg circumstances, the business of that mission can with propriety
be left to any person in an inferior station to that of the King's Minister
•

there."

Copy

Lord Grenville

to Sir

Morton Eden.

Private.
" I am much embarrassed what to
1796, May 24, Cleveland Row.
do in the present circumstances respecting Count Starhcmberg, as I do
not think myself at liberty to apprise him of the intention, which I
suppose to be entertained, of charging some other person than himself
to negotiate the convention, which, for the reason I have stated in my
I
public dispatch, must inevitably be reserved to be concluded here.
confess it does not appear to me that there is any great difficulty or
delicacy in the arrangement of the business on the side of Austria, and
1 should therefore much prefer to have to treat with him than with a
I am not blind to his faults, but as long as he is continued
stranger.
Minister here, it is surely better that he should be treated with the
usual marks of confidence due to his station than that these should be
withheld from him. His father is certainly a frondeur as to all that is

—
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passing, but I have no reason to believe him much attached to his
politics ; and, if the thing can be done without too much
difficulty, I should wish to see him entrusted with this business, rather
than to have to encounter the difficulties and jealousies which would

father's

from any competition with him in this respect.
" I cannot conclude this letter without repeating what is said in my
I am
public dispatch about the possibility of separate negotiation.
seriously alarmed on the subject, not doubting that, if the Milanese is
thought irrecoverable by force, M. Thugut would willingly sacrifice
The great object is to make
the Netherlands to regain it by treaty.
him feel the infinite advantages which he will have in treating jointly
rather than separately and to this I am confident you will direct your
utmost attention. I trust the thing will not happen, but, if it did, the
early knowledge of it would be of the utmost possible importance."
Copy.
arise

;

C.

Bentinck

to

Lord Grenville.

Varel. — " I

do not know whether I may consider the
1796, June 10,
answers the person I have so frequently mentioned has received as being
If so, I have some reason to be
at the same time answers to my letters.
satisfied for the present, notwithstanding the silence observed with
respect to me, which I can assure Lord Grenville, though I should be
extremely happy to receive a line to clear up the obscurity I am in,
will not prevent me from pursuing my object, as far as opportunities
may offer. I have only to regret they are not more frequent and more
My brother returned from his tour last Thursday week
important.
All the accounts he brings from the frontiers of Utrecht and
night.
Guelderland are as favourable as can be, and confirmations of what you
heard before. At Utrecht, in the province of Utrecht, all is well
These are armed. We
disposed, the clubs of that city alone excepted.
heard again to day that General Bournonville had again insisted upon
the Representatives of the same province giving up the idea of obliging
the members of the ancient Government to refund all the emoluments
they had derived from their employments since 1787; General BourM. de Schubart,
nonville saying it was contrary to the capitulation.
the Danish envoy, is said to have obtained the French general's interference, Madame de Schubart's father being a member of the late
Government of that province. I mentioned in mine of the 31st ultimo
that two members of the late Government of Friesland, M.M. Scheltinger and Basseleur, were summoned before a committee of the
They appeared on the 20th May before that committee,
Representatives.
and, being questioned with respect to the mode of indemnifying the
fugitives of 1787, they answered with great firmness and decision,
declining most positively and in a high tone any interference on their
part, or any assent whatever to a measure they thought so unjustifyable avowing the share they had in the judicial proceedings against
the fugitives, and in bringing them to their trial; and asserting that, in
the whole of their conduct, they had acted in conformity with
their oath, the laws and constitution of their country.
I think
this circumstance I had forgot amongst many
it right to mention
others which shew there is some spirit left in the country.
By
our last accounts few volunteers offered to march to the frontiers
;

not much above 250 had offered in the
of the Seven Provinces
whole province of Friesland. We have not heard anymore lately of
the project of drawing forces and encamping them towards this side.
On the contrary some of the troops had been marched away but they
;

;
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are continually marching and counter-marching.
Our friend who was
to go to
mentioned in my letter of the 17th May, and
, as I
had been delayed, set out on the 28th following.
u
have received an account of the state of the navy, by which
it appears that not a ship has been built or launched since 1794, one
very small vessel excepted ; and they had about 2,500 seamen less than
in 1794.
I do not send the list, as I tsike it for granted it is needless,
and I expect something more accurate of the kind from the person I
have frequently mentioned.
could get a man who has been three
months on board the fleet, who is still in Holland, and has offered
himself.
heard of him very lately. This man has no acquaintance
with any one I mentioned in former letters. I think it right to mention
it ; if he cculd be useful I beg to be told so, or if I am referred to any
one with whom our friend is in correspondence we will leave it to him.
1 need scarcely say again, by our friend I mean the person I have so
frequently mentioned."

D

We

We

We

Sir

Morton Eden

Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"The instructions carried by Baron Muller,
1796, June 13, Vienna.
and by the messenger that followed him on the 18th, will, I trust, have
nearly anticipated your Lordship's wishes on the subject of the negotiation for the loan.
I fully feel the unpleasant situation in which your
Lordship is placed with regard to Count Starhemberg, and it is my
great aim to remove it.
I despair however of being able to restore him
to that degree of confidence with the Austrian Minister which is so
much to be desired. I see many of his dispatches they are in general
very trifling but I must do him the justice to say that they contain
nothing contrary to the system existing between the two Court*.
" Of M. de Thugut I have spoken so fully in my dispatch of this
day, that I have only to add that he has, at times, not been without
apprehensions of our making a separate peace and, besides the public
detriment, he has more than once intimated the distress and embarrassment and which such an event must reduce him personally. Should
the calamities increase to sueh a degree as to force him from Ins post,
It is generally nllowed,
I do not know who might succeed him.
except by his immediate enemies, that it would be difficult to find any
person of sufficient abilities and experience to discharge the duties cf
the office.
If M. de Thugut quitted in quieter times, which I believe
has long been his intention, Count Cobenzl, now at Petersburg, would
probably be his successor.
" I will not further intrude upon your Lordship's time, but will only
add that, however melancholy the prospect is, M. de Thugut does not
despair and that my utmost endeavours shall be unremittingly exerted
to retain this Court steady to the principles of the coalition."
;

;

;

;

C.

Bentinck

Varel. — "I

to

Lord Grenville.

enclose abstracts from two letters con1796, June 14,
taining the last accounts we have received from our neighbourhood.
The letter dated the 7th June is chiefly military. Of late I have either
suppressed entirely, or noticed but very shortly, all details of this
nature and having once given your Lordship ample statements, and
mentioned that it was in our power at any time to obtain further information, if wanted, as far as related to the strength and movements of
;
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the French and Bataves on this frontier, I take it for granted that, if
the accounts we receive might be of any service at any time, we shall
be told so, and instructed how to dispose of them. I have thought it
the less necessary to say much about military details as,' by the time
any of them get to England, the last details we receive here often make
It is sufficient your Lord- hip should know
the former perfectly useless.
how far our information extends.
'*
All accounts of this sort besides (excepting the plan relating to the
four islands enclosed in mine of the 1 1th April) have been regularly
transmitted to the person named by Prince Frederick, who has orders
to forward them to the Hereditary Prince.
" Having no information whatever, and no hopes given from England

of

any immediate assistance, however convinced we are she will not
and however desirous of her co-operation in any plan

lose sight of us,

that

may be formed,

it is

not surprising the attention of the partizans

House of Orange, at least on this side, should be chiefly directed
to the Court of Berlin since the arrival of the Hereditary Prince at
that place.
M. Van der Haer receives the strongest hopes from the
of the

Hereditary Prince of a powerful interference, notwithstanding all public
with so nany positive assurances as leave
reports to the contrary
no doubt of its being the intention to act the moment a favourable
opportunity offers. The person who is authorised by the Princes to
correspond with M. van der Haer has been at Brunswick freq'.ient4y 7
and some of the letters are written from that place and, by many
circumstances which have come to our knowledge, we flatter ourselves
the Duke of Brunswick is not only consulted, but even that he often
For some months
directs the Princes and those who act under them.
past the communications M. van der Haer receives are very regular,
bear all the marks of a plan being formed, and are in many respects
very satisfactory.
We observed some questions were asked at different
times within a fortnight or three weeks subsequent to some of my letters
to your Lordship, particularly after I had mentioned the plan relating
to the four islands
a circumstance, whether accidental or not, which
struck us, as we had not mentioned the plan to any one but your
Lordship. I wish I could flatter myself I might look upon the answers
M. van der Haer receives as being at the same time answers to what
I have communicated to you at different times.
;

.

;

;

1

M

However

may

Mr. van der Haer

is told that 40,000 men
mostly Prussians and Hanoverians that
the Duke of Brunswick will command them and that, whatever may
be the ostensible language of the Court of Berlin, these troops will be
employed for a very different purpose from covering the line of demarcation.
At the same time he is desired only to say for the present to
his friends within the country, that they are to march for the purpose
first mentioned
with assurances that, however things may apparently
turn out, the interests of the Republic and of the House of'Orange will
not be forgot.
" From what I have been saying your Lordship may easily imagine

that

will be collected

on this

be,

side,

;

;

;

we

are insensibly becoming as Prussian as we were in 1787
being
again led to expect, in a great measure from the Court of Berjin, our
deliverance from a situation implicitly worse than ail the calamities we
were threatened with at that time. I hope some concert has taken
place between London and Berlin
that we shall not be disappointed?
in our expectations
and that, either a sufficient force will be brought
together to act upon this frontier and keep its ground at all events, or
such a force as may, in case the Austrians should penetrate into the
Netherlands, seize the opportunity of coming to the assistance of our
;

;

;

a

94090.

n
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The moment never was more favourable from all we
hear of the disposition of people of all ranks and descriptions; which
leave no room to doubt that those who may come to drive the French
out of the Seven Provinces will so far meet with great facility and be
received with open arms; even if they were not so sure as we are that
thev may depend upon the co-operation of numbers within, and more
than indifference on the part of many members of the new Government
towards their new friends and allies, as they call themselves.
" We have great hopes from the firmness displayed by England and
v Austria, and the efforts they appear to be making to retrieve the
But they will have their hands so full at Vienna with
losses in Italy,
the exertions required to recover the Netherlands and Lombardy, that
we look with anxiety and impatience to the assistance that may come on
tli is side from Berlin, or from any other quarter, at a moment when the
efforts of the French will no doubt be chiefly directed against the
Austrians.
u Whatever may be the event of the campaign, a time seems again to
be approaching fast when it will be of consequence to have ascertained
precisely the disposition of the people in the chief places of the
Republic, secured the co-operation of as many of our friends as may be
willing to run some risk, and to have the means of" giving them notice of
any steps which may require their co-operation or keep up their hopes.
I mentioned (in the postscript dated the 13th of mine of the 11th April)
a visit Ave had from some of M. Van der Haer's friends; and, in mine
of the 17th May, I mentioned that one of these persons was to set out
He was stopped by the riots from going.
have
for Amsterdam.
heard from him since, and he set out from Frieshmd for that place on
Having every reason to think
the 28th May as I mentioned befoiv.
that there is a regular plan of active interference for the emancipation
of the United Provinces, and to expect M. Van der Haer, that he may
execute the part assigned to him, will be informed of the details as it
becomes proper to divulge them, 1 was very anxious his friend should
go to Amsterdam to speak to as many of our friends as he might think
The person in question is gone according.
advisable when there.
At my particular request, we have given him the same data we are
going upon here. 1 have sent him lettters for three of our friends,
which will not expose them to any inconvenienev should they fall into
the wrong hands, and which contain a sufficient hint if they choose to
The person in question is very well acquainted with
take it.
Amsterdam; is not easily dismayed, having given proofs of it by his
stay in Friesland during the late disturbances; and all that time sent us
I do not know how
regular communications of all that was going on.
far the persons I have directed him to, or his own acquaintance, will
shock so violent as the one we have
-choose to enter into our views.
experienced does operate so differently, and sometimes so strangely,
upon men's dispositions and it is so long since I have seen any of niv
If they choose to take a part, I am conacquaintance at Amsterdam.
fident they may depend upon the prudence and resolution of the person
we have sent to them, who is (Irmly attached to M. de Khoon, has
given strong proofs of his loyalty, and may be particularly useful at this
moment from being in the habits of intercourse with all classes of people,
having lived most in a province the nature of whose Government
requires more popularity of manners than any of the seven.
He has
taken a man with him who has been in the habits of corresponding and
of mixing with the lower oiders and, whether or not our friend finds
means of gaining sufficient confidence to secure the co-operation of any
considerable number of people to be ready at the moment it might be
wanted, at any rate I flatter myself we shall get accurate information of
friends within.

1

We

A

;

;
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the temper and spirit that prevails at Amsterdam; and, I hope, secure
regular communications of wh it may be going on there.
can
depend upon our name or M. de Rhoen's not being imprudently made
use of; and upon his running no risk from this person's journey, whose
own anxiety for M. de Bhoon's situation will make him observe all
possible caution.
This we have recommended to him, and had I not
been perfectly easy upon that point I would not have ventured so far.
J have told our friend I would willingly defray the extraordinary
expenses his journey might put him to and, indeed, as he went at my
request, I cannot expect, though he is veiy much interested in the event,
that he should be alone at that expense or at the expense of returning
here, which he will if practicable, or if not attended with too much
risk, as he will be under the necessity of returning to Friesiand
some time hence. There are a few persons whom I could wish to have
it in my power to give pecuniary aid fo ; one, amongst others, who has
great influence over the Jacobin clubs in Friesiand, who has rendered
great service, and has been the means of preventing mischief, and may
prevent still more. He has been partly gained by promises, he seems
able, and I could wish to put it in M. Van der Haer's power to give him
pecuniary aid the more so ay he influences, or is like to influence,
some of the Friesiand members of the National Convention. I now beg
to refer your Lordship to what I :~aid of my wish to be enabled to offer
M. Van <!er Haer and his friend as far as o e thousand pounds, if they
want it for purposes similar to those I have mentioned. I still request
to know to whom I might apply for a\v part of that sum, for the use of
which M. Van der Haer will account to me as I wish of course not to
appear in any transactions of this 1 ature any further than I can help
and that it should pass through M. Van der Haer's hands, and be
known to him and to his friend M. llumalda only, that I have given
any assistance of this kind. I earnestly request I may know your
Lordship's intention on this point.
Though M. Van der Haer is not
at a loss for himself, the hopes of a change in our favour being delayed
from day to day, some assistance of this nature will be required to car/y
on the correspondence, and for other accidental expenses; and it is but
fair our friends should expect it from us.
He has desired me to suggest
it, and I hope I shall be enabled to give him it
satisfactory answer, or
to refer him to those who will.
" I take the opportunity of a relation of ours going to England to
enclose this to the Duke of Portland, and aai more anxious than ever of
receiving a line.
April 22, 1795, is the dUc of the only letter I have
received from your Lordship since I left England.
I hope I need
scarcely add that, unless I hear to the contrary, 1 shall persevere and try
every chance of forwarding any plan that may promise success, and that
I may, to the best of my judgment, suppose consonant with the views
contained in the paper I had the honour of receiving before 1 left

We

;

;

;

;

;

London."

— "A

Postscript, June 15.
letter from Groningen, dated the 9th
instant, confirms the accounts I am sending, with the addition that the

French were quitting entirely the provinces

of Friesiand,

Groningen,

Overyssel and Drenthe.''
Enclosure.

Abstract or a Letter from the Province of Groningen.
" In consequence of the violent tumults at Amster1796, June 6.
dam, General Bournonville has made use of the unlimited command
given him lately, and has sent a corps of Hussars and about 1,000

—

infantry tu that city to put an end to all further commotions.
This
measure has occasioned severe debates in the National Convention, and
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Las been noticed by some of the members as no less violent than themarch against Hattem and Elburg in 1786. The step taken by the
French general, and the vast power given him, has indisposed the
J'atriots to such a degree that the arming of the nation will not take
place; and Bournonville is suspected, and even openly accused, of
acting t\\e part of the Khingrave de Salm, and of being corrupted by
English gold. It is a matter of fact that, in this province, not 300
volunteers have offered themselves to the new Government since theplan for arming the people has been made known, and these are daily
falling off, and expressing their disgust.
The last payment of the
4 per cent, has been levied with an unexampled rigour by military
execution, which occasions the greatest resentment
the more so as
another 4 per cent, is to be levied, which will no doubt be raised witb
no less violence than the former. All this, though it costs us dear, is
attended with this salutary effect, that some of the most considerablePatriots, and ail those who have anything to lose, complain bitterly of
the present Government, and openly express their wishes for the return
of the old Government, lately so hated by some of them.
These are nohazarded expressions of mine, but truths I can vouch for from my own
certain knowledge.
Nor is it the language only of malcontents who
have failed in dividing the places amongst themselves. It is so much
the general cry that, in case the province was freed from French troops,
the revolution might (would is the expression in the letter) be effected
The Dutch soldiers are so well disposed that, when the
of itself.
festival for the French victories in Italy was celebrated, all the cavalry
here and the whole battalion of Bataves, notwithstanding the efforts of
some of the officers, and amongst others Captain Starke, to animate them,
with different sentiments, refused to dance round the tree of Liberty,
and turned their backs upon all the rejoicings; a few chasseurs only
excepted of the corps Trip, who were mean enough to join in the
dance, and have by their behaviour incurred the contempt of their
fellow soldiers.
What regard are these honest fellows not entitled to,
What the
as a common soldier seldom gains or loses by a cnange.
intention of the French ma} be in thus leaving this province entirely,
It seems certain that all the French troops have quitted
is a riddle.
the posts from the Zout-Kamp along the Dollard, and Eems, the Niewe
Schans, the whole Westerwol le, and even the Beurtang and that, in
;

r

;

manner, the whole frontier from the Zout-Kamp to the Bourtang
and that
is intrusted solely to about 500 chasseurs of Trip, Dutch
even a company of artillery, the only artillery in the province, which.
was chiefly distributed along the frontier, has already received orderslikewise to march out.
The French general, they say, has given
assurances that, within six days, all the French should leave the
province.
This seems to turn out so, as they are all gone excepting:
two squadrons of Hussars so that there were no troops remaining in
They all march
ihe town of Groningen but a battalion of Bataves.
towards Zutphen where a camp is to be formed. Others are of opinion
that some of them will direct their march upon Coeverden to take
It is
possession of a height of some importance in that neighbourhood.
singular enough that the province should be thus entirely abandoned,
and I have my doubts someiimes whether it may not be intended to
leave us to the mob, as has been done in Friesland."
u 12,000,000 of paper money are to be put in circulation
J'vstscript.
in Holland."
this

;

;

—

William Wickhoi
Private.

June 15, Berne.
your attention t> the

171)0,

for

—"I
affair

to

Lord Grekvillk.

cannot sufficiently thank your Lordship
of the regiment at Watteville. I fear it
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now
moned

any further about it. D'Erlach has been sumappear before the C.C. ; this was a matter of course, but it
should not have been done till half the regiment had followed him. I
own that my zeal to accomplish this object was not without a sentiment
of vanity. As an Englishman, I enjoyed with real satisfaction ihe idea
of getting from France at the same time with her colonits, her very
Jbest regiment to assist in defending them against her.
" I am not afraid of the offers made to the Couit of Vienna ; if she
makes war ill, she has generally made peace worse, and always the last.
I am still less afraid of the final event of the campaign in Italy, but the
recall of the Austrian troops from the Rhine has proved a most fatal
business, and will still I fear be productive of infinite mischief.
Before
that event I think the aftairs of the allies never stood upon so solid a
ground. I speak of the day that the Austriaos broke the truce.
"If the successes of the French should continue, I should submit it
to your Lordship very seriously whether I might not, under pretext of
.a leave of absence, remove somewhere nearer home ; to Frankfort for
I have little doubt but that a demand respectinstance, or Manheim.
ing my residence here will soon be made. I know that individuals of
this country resident in Paris have written to that effect here; and
should the demand take place, though I have not a doubt but that it
would be resisted, yet the private wishes of individuals would be conveyed to me requesting me to consider the unpleasant remonstrances to
which my residence here exposes them. The people at Paris imagine
that I have ten times better eo-respondence than I really have.
"I cannot help sending you the enclosed that I have this moment
It will convince your Lordship how wholly
received from M. Imbert.
unmanageable these people are, and how impossible it is to do anything
with them. M. Imbert and M. de Precy have been repeatedly threatened
to be denounced to the King* as his enemies counteracting the efforts of
his loyal subjects, and at the same time to the Directory as counteris

too late to think
to

revolutionists.
" The enclosed extract of a letter from D'Antrai^ues to Duvergne du
Praile is so curious that I cannot help sending it to you.
D'Artez is

D'Antraigues' correspondent, and the Swiss he alludes to are Saladin
Divernoi.s.
Saladin wrote to his friend here some time since that
my credit had been materially affected by the Spanish peace of which I
had given no information. He even cited the Duke of Portland as his
authority.
I shook! wish your Lord-hip to show D'Antraigues' U tter
to his Grace."
Tico enclosures. Of little political interest.

and

The Earl of Elgin
Private.

—

to

Lord Guenville.

1796; June 16, Berlin.
" It is impossible for me to convey to your
ILordsbip to what an extent my situation is irksome in regard to the
subject of my this day's despatch.
On the one hand, the information
'lias come to me from six or seven channels which, as far as I can conjecture, could have no combination together, nor any interest in
•deceiving me. I have even had sums of money given to the persons in
M. Caillard's family ; and from them have obtained full confirmation of
the general proceeding.
On the other hand, I have only found one
among those of the Foreign Ministers who are the best informed here,
at all apprized of there being anything of the kind in agitation.
And
the unfortunate impression under which Sir M. Eden acts (that this
Court can be turned to no use, will in no case act otherwise than against
ws, and will never be applied to by Austria) this fatal impression has
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carried
so far as not to keep me at all au jait of what might have
proved h'ghly beneficial to my situation here, particularly in this conjuncture. Had it not been so, I might readily have got at the truth of
this matter.

" Still however the confidence I am led to
makes me feel it incumbent on me to s?nd

place in what I ha\e learnt
it to your Lordship
for,
;

even should the proposals of this Court have been kept secret at Vienna,
the mission of the Marquis Gallo to Basle, and the retrograde movements,
and present situation of Prince Charles's army on the right of the
Rhine, will alone be sufficient to satisfy your Lordship's mind in regard
to the doubts which I have no means of removing.
" Your Lordship may rest assured that I shall not lose a moment in
communicating any further material intelligence I maybe able to collect
en this matter."

George

IIT. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "Monsieur

de Luc having received
1796, June, 18,
intelligence from Geneva that the French meditate attempting an invasion
of this island if they succeed in obliging the Court of Vienna to make
peace with them ; and thinking it improper he should keep this information to himself I have advised him him to go to Propmore and
communicate what he has received to Lcrd Grenville. I own I do not
give great credit to the account, as I am convinced, however the idea
may be adopted, that whilst we are masters of the sea, if attempted it
will not succeed."
;

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"In addition to the extracts of
Crawford's dispatches, I have received Paris papers to the 19th, which
speak (though vaguely) of an Austrian peace, and there are verbal reports
They are however as yet
to the same effect from Calais and Dunkirk.
very little worthy of credit, though after all that has passed, one cannot
If such an event
hear them with indifference or with total .disbelief.
has really happened, it will simplify very much our plans, although it
We must know in a
will leave upon our hands a very ardous contest.
few days whether there is any foundation for the report. Should it
turn out otherwise, and Austria not have taken any steps for separate
negotiation, I think it clear that we must execute with the utmost
expedition our intention of advancing money as far as the first three
hundred thousand pounds, but not agree to go farther without receiving an
explanation as to the Austrian plans for their defensive campaign, and
1796, June 23,

Walmer

Cattle.

and precisely as to their plan of peace. I am also
happens some unexpected turn in the state of
things) any idea of our enabling Austria to act with any effect beyoi.d
In this situation it would be
the present year is out of the question.
inexcusable not to try any chance that tan be tried, honorably and
and I can conceive
safely, to set on foot some decent plan of pacification
no objection in the mind of any of our colleagues to see whether the
arrangement to which you have pointed can be made acceptable both to
Austria and Prussia. But though I think it should be tried, 1 do not
On the whole my notion
Hatter myself with much chance of success.
is that most likely, either now or a few months hence, we shall be left
to sustain alone the conflict with Fiance and Holland, probably joined
by Spain, and perhaps favored more or less openly by the Northern
powers.
But with proper exertion we ct»n make our party good against
them all. ]f however there should be any appearance of this situation
taking place soon, I bt lieve it will be right to meet Parliament as early
still

more

particularly

clear that (unless there

;
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Austrian loan will, on such a supposition, be out of the
as possible.
question, and strong measures must be immediately taken to procure a
large addition of seamen, and of feneible troops for home defence.
Such steps cannot be taken too soon, in the twnt I am supposing, in
order to prevent the impression of danger gaining too much ground,
before preparation

is

made

to

meet

Lord Grenville
Private.

it."

to the

Earl of Elgin.

—

"I have postponed answering your
1796, June 23, Cleveland Row.
private letter of tlid 1st of May till 1 could see a little more clearly into
the turn which things were likely to take, particularly with respect to
the army of observation and its effects upon French and Austrian
measures. It is true that precisely in the present moment you have no
active employment at Berlin beyond that of watching the strange scene
passing there, but the circumstances of the times are so critical that
every hour may bring forward business of importance to be transacted
there, and I really should think that it would be very improper that the
King's Minister to that Court should be absent from it under the prtsent
circumstances, on any other ground than that of the most urgent and
indispensable necessity.
"I have reason to b.lieve that I shall very shortly have the
means of sending you a Secretary of Legation who will, I trust, ba
acceptable to you."

Copy.

Lord Grexville

to

Frivate.

the

Earl of Elgin.

—

" The important subject of ycur
1796, June 28, Cleveland Row.
dispatch of the 16th is certainly one to which too much attention cannot
be paid, and every information which may tend either to confirm or to
remote your suspicions will be highly interesting to us. For my owii
part I confess that, in putting different circumstances together, I believe
the scheme to be rather desired by Prussia than as yet adopted by
Austria.
Gallo's mission has certainly the Neapolitan peace for its
principal object, audi do not think he would have been chosen by the
Austrians to treat for them ; and the movements of the Arch-Duke's
army are sufficiently explained by the step taken of sending troops from
the Khine to Italy without looking for other reasons.
"It must however be observed that if this conjecture is right for thepresent, yet the circumstances in which fche Court of Vienna is now
placed may vary their decision in this respect from day to day.
I consider the currency of this report at Berlin as a strong indication of the
desire of that Government to bring about such an event ; and when that
desire exists there, the impression favourable to it may soon be created
at Vienna, notwithstanding the natural reluctance which the Austrians
must feel to any plan which supposes a confidence on their part in the
good faith of Prussia.
" This is all mere speculation ; for any practical purpose my despatches
by this messenger contain all that we think can be dote, and I am very
sure that no attention will be wanting on your part."

Copy.

Wi Wlndham

—

to

Lord Grenville.

"The result of our deliberations last night
1796, January-June.
having rather disturbed my slumbers, I have taken the opportunity to
read the enclosed paper which was left with me yesterday by M; Dotterel,
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and which it will be desirable to send to-morrow to the Duke Harconrt, in
order that he may read it and forward it to Monsieur.
I wish you may
be able to find time to read it over, and I shall send it accordingly, so
as that it may reach you by the time ycu arc up.
You will see by this
how perfectly limited in its extent the party is that has acted against
Puisaye, and how perfectly unwarrantable their conduct has been.
" If it were of any consequence now, as I am afraid it is not, to
think what should be done upon this occasion, I should certainly be of
opinion that not only great injustice would be done, but great injury to
the cause, by substituting anyone in the room of Puisaye, though I see
no disadvantage, but on the contrary benefit, by a person's going over
who shoul assist on the part of the Prince, in enforcing the measure
which, as you will see at the end, Puisaye and the council have very
properly recommend* d."
I

William Wickham
Private.

to

Lord Gbenville.

—

"I had intended to have written to your
1796, July 4, Berne.
Lordship more at large upon the subject of M. D'Audre's proposals and
the various points with which they are connected, but I was yesterday
taken so ill that I was not even able to finish my more important
dispatch respecting the naval armaments in Holland. I must therefore
reserve the subject for another occa ion. After all, I believa 1 could
fay little upon it that will not present itself immediately to your
Lordship when you bhail read the articles themselves.
" With my original instructions in my head it is impossible for me
to mi-take the intentions of his Majesty's ministers, and it will be no
difficult matter to apply them to any new circuin stances that the present,
cr indeed any future situation of things can well present.
"I think that the period we have all to look to now is the renewal
The part ihat the Directory
the third portion of the Legislature.
has to play is so extremely difficult tlmt I cannot well foresee how it can
possibly keep a majority in the two assemblies after the new election
It certainly cannot without having recourse
shall have taken place.
If the opposite party be prudent, quiet,
to some violent measure*.
temperate, and above all silent, it seems to me possible that they may
succeed, but not otherwise.
" I am not quite Hire that our own situation will be much bettered
by the change but upon that point I mean to write much more fully
when my head shall be more clear.
"The memoire enclosed in the same dispatch certainly came from
some of Tallien's friend;!. It is extremely curious, and the whole turn
The Duke de la
s-tyle and manner of the thing is clearly Jacobin.
Yauguyou declined receiving it as a proposal, but desired the person
who had brought it from Paris to give him an account of what he hail
seen there, and, in the course of the conversation, the subject of the
memoire was introduced and fully commented on.
" The Abbe Brottier seems at last to have been roused by my
repeated complain' s and reproaches on the subject of his negligence in
procuring me no intelligence from Paris. He has taken as his associate
a M. VilleHamin, an active and intelligent man thoroughly acquainted
with Paris, and dispose! to do whatever he can to seive us. Since this
association has taken place I have begun for the first time to receive
something in the shape of information from that quarter. I will not
be sparing of money as soon as I see that it is likely to be well employed.
If your Lordship really wishes to send any money to Paris, I can
undertake to send as much as ever you please, but it will always c^st
very dear.
•of

;
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"I wish your Lordship would

say whether there is any objection to
writing in white ink if there be not, I shall continue it ; as it
would be often impossible for me, with what I have to go through, to
I shall
finish my letters in time for Flint to reduce them to cipher.
of course never use that method but in a private letter, and it seems
that it never can be suspected from a Minister writing to his Court,
especially where there is something written in cipher in the body of
the letter.
" Mallet Dupan has just been here to inform me that he has received
the first that the
letters from Paris assuring him of two points
Directory are determined to undertake the expedition against England
and that they are purging the armies to get together a
at all risks
collection of the most determined brigands whom they hope to sacrifice
in the attempt. The second that all well-disposed persons are indignant
at the conduct of the Cabinet of Vienna, and are determined to rally
round the Directory. He added that he was himself persuaded that
the French had some person sold to them in that Court who had
influence enough to direct the greater part of the measures that were
adopted.
I know not what to think of it, but one would be often apt
to believe that he is not mistaken."

my

;

;

;

Bentinck to Lord Gresville.
"I mentioned in my last (of the 11th June)
1796, July o, Varel.
that one of our friends was gone to Amsterdam at my request, and for
what purpose. He is since returned, having found no disposition to
C.

—

take an active part with us in the persons 1 gave him letters for, one of
them excepted. This person, who is a particular friend of my brother's,
was already, as I thought, in regular correspondence with England, and
his information has of course reached your Lordship ; and I have no
doubt all my brother's friends at Amsterdam will have been sufficiently
informed and instructed by this person. It is quite enough for me to
say that it appears from the accounts we received that the disposition
of the inhabitants is as favourable at Amsterdam as in those parts of the
Republic I have chiefly noticed in my letters and that, for want of
money and materials, and from the party animosities amongst the crews,
and ignorance of the officers as to the military part of the service, the
navy, in the actual state of things and in the hands of the usurpers, will
not be the means of their doing any great mischief, or of their operating
any very great diversion. This has turned out as I always thought it
would. At the same time 1 hope and trust the few ships they have will
be narrowly watched, and not be suffered to obtain any advantage
whatever. The person who has been at Amsterdam for us would be
ready to go there again at a moment's notice, if he could be of any
;

service.

" In the provinces we have chiefly directed our attention to, things
go on as well as we can wish and since the French have withdrawn
their troop?, some of our own friends became so impatient that they
insisted upon rising against" the usurpers, and declaring for the House of
Orange and I have no doubt that they would have succeeded in these
But, as effectual measures are preparing for driving out the
provinces.
enemy and delivering the country from the state of oppression to which
they have reduced it, it would have been the height of imprudence to
risk all the probable consequences of a hasty attempt, however successful,
unconnected with the powerful support we are so strongly led to expect
from without. M. Van der Haer, being determined not to leave anything to chance, and to abide strictly by the orders he receives from the
person authorised to correspond with him, wrote in the strongest terms
;

;
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to all his friends to represent to them the consequences of their precipitancy ; to say that he would not be answerable for any steps taken
without positive directions from him in the manner agreed upon. He
wrote thirty letters by one opportunity, all adapted to the temper and
dispositions of the various persons to whom they were directed, all
tending to raise their hopes and expectations, but to connect their
efforts with the measures taken by our friends without, and with the
orders he may at any time receive.
The answers he has had to these
letters are perfectly reasonable and satisfactory, and promise the best
result should the events of the campaign bring on the favourable
moment we have now been so long expecting with impatience and

anxiety.
" The communications M. Van der Haer receives from the person
authorised to correspond with him, continue to be dated from Brunswick. One of the letters, dated June 22, says, ' there seems to be no
appearances towards the line of demarcalion, the French having left
the frontier on that side ; and yet the Duke of Brunswick's time seems
very much taken up, and he appears very seldom in public. His
activity at this moment, and his having taken the command of the army
said to be intended for the protection of that line, and other circumstances of the same nature leave a fair presumption of that army's
having been collected for a very different purpose from what it is given
out to be.
In Holland the Prussians are expected in consequence of an
agreement between Berlin and Paris. The anxiety of the usurpers
appears in their countenances, and the conduct of Bournonville towards
them confirms this notion. From all this we may soon expect a change
in our favour/
Some of the letters from the same person speak still
more positively as to the intentions of the Court of Berlin of acting in
our favour, but say little or nothing positive as to the time or manner.
Letters of the 24th and 28th June, from the same quarter, continue to
speak of the march of Prussians and other troops, mention their
impatience of hearing that the Dutch West India colonies had received
the English succours they expected before the arrival of the fleet which
These letters likewise speak with
sailed from Holland in February.
exultation of the late successes of the Austrians between the Lahn and
Sieg, which have amply made up for the defeat they met with on that
side on the opening of the campaign.
They add that the accounts from
Italy were much better and gave great hopes.
Other letters and
circumstances all bear the appearance of the operations of the Duke of
Brunswick's army being combined with the movements of the Austrians,
and the events of the campaign. I cannot help observing the regular
information M. Van der Haer has received for a long time past, which
indicates a well digested plan being agreed upon and steadily adhered
to
and the change of language with respect to England which struck
him as well as myself, having been very much surprised at one time at
some of the expressions used in letters to him, whose opinions with
;

England are so well known, and so constantly avowed in the
manner. Some of these expressions appeared very strange
to us, and did raise suspicions as to the so\irce from which the information of his correspondent might come, and as to the object in view,
which did not seem consistent with that of the paper I received before
I left England.
M. Van der Haer expressed his surprise and dissent
insisting on the impropriety of some of the
pretty strongly at times
passages in question at a moment the House of Orange had found refnge
and the strongest support in England, where he thought they would not
continue so long had they not a well grounded hope of being of use to
the Republic by prolonging their stay.
Whatever may be the reason,
the language with respect to England is changed, and is now as different
respect to

most

explicit

;
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as satisfactory as can be; and, happily for us, our suspicions will,
hope, prove unfounded, as the Court of Berlin seems determined,
though somewhat late, to act in concert with England and Austria, and
to give effect to the guarantee.
" Since I wrote last, M. Van der Haer has had a letter, dated June
29, from the acquaintance of his who is in correspondence with the
person in France I have named in mine of the 11th April last. The
letter contains the following passages
1. " * In answer to jour's of the 23rd instant, I have to say that my
last from Ramel is dated tin; 11 Prairial [29 May] which a lawyer
This lawyer was going to Hamburgh.
from Arras left with me.
Ramei lays great stress in this letter upon the bad state of the finances,
the 100 livres in mandats being already fallen to 14 in specie.
He says
that the evils arising from this cause could not be remedied.
The
operations in Italy were all intended to obtain ready money for the
necessary payments of the contractors, who refused supplying the
armies in the least if not paid in specie; whilst the Republic was forced
by the Decree to issue the mandats at par. The deficit of millions,
which it was impossible to raise by any methods, entirely unnerved the
administration, left them without strength, and would inevitably enable
the Jacobins to carry through their plan of a constitutional King of the
House of Orleans. He thought this event would certainly take [place]
in the month of Messidor (by the end of June or beginning of July)
with the usual scenes of cruelty, which induced him to be upon his
guard.
The villain Sieyes was the head of this plot.'
2. " I think it right to inform you that the change of Representatives in Friesland, the secret direction of the French influence in the
National Convention, is so far in my favour that it is at my option to
get the sentence against me cancelled as contrary to law, and to take
a leading part in the National Convention, having yesterday received
I need not say to you I had
explicit propositions on these points.
rather go to Egypt than that my activity should be of service to these
rebels.
But I must at the same time assure you that, if it were wished,
I am willing to approach the helm
I should be ready to risk my head.
in order to steer the vessel in that stormy sea to the satisfaction of the
House of Orange. I think the above communication the more pressing
as it is possible I might in this manner be of great service in forwarding
the plans of Great Britain and cf the line of demarcation ; unless it was
thought I might be better employed with the influence I may have
within the Republic, at tl<e head quarters of the latter or in any other
way. I shall wait for the information you may choose to ask upon the
and you may freely take upon yourself to say that I shall think
subject
myself bound to the execution of what may be required of me. No one
but yourself knows the least thing of what I have been mentioning, as
it requires the utmost secrecy with respect to every one but the persons
concerned.'
"This oiler comes from a very able man, perfectly versed in all the
intrigues that may make him fit to deal with that description of persons
who compose the majority of the Batavian National Convention. He
is a very dangerous man, and, had he been disposed to take a pait with
the Revolutionists of the Seven Provinces, he might have done great
mischief; not being very scrupulous as to the means, and being very
But he is too clever and too well informed not to see that the
corrupt.
work of the Revolutionists cannot stand and that there are greater
hopes of rewards from the resources of the Allies than from the bankM. Van der Haer employed him with success
rupt anarchy of Paris.
in 1787, and he served him (M. Van der Haer) with fidelity.
By the
letters M. Van der Haer has from him, he is entirely in his power; and

and

we

—

'

;
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were lie, when in Holland, inclined to play a double game with his
employers, M. Van der Haer might soon make him repent his having
ventured there.
In Oostfriesland, where he is, his person might be
secured at a moment's notice by saying a word to one there who knows
him, so that there are checks enough upon him if wanted.
Knowing
this man as I do, I have been very careful of avoiding any correspondence or any interview with him. He once sent me some plans and
projects, which I gave back to M. Van der Haer, desiring him to be
told it was not in my power to be of any service to him, however
desirous I was to see his talents employed to serve the cause, and
however highly I thought him entitled to attention; and that I did not
doubt but what those who knew him would put it in his power to make
his activity servicable, as they ought.
In my brother's situation, I less
than ever choose to put myself the least in the power, or to trust to the
discretion of persons of this description; and much less to commit
myself with a man of so dangerous a character, whom I cannot pay
better than anyone else may.
At the same time I am well aware that,
at a moment Jike the present, and in the internal state of the Republic,
such a person may often be of the greatest service.
He knows the
world, writes and speaks well, is of the most active mind, full of resources,
and of great presence of mind under difficulties; and, with his versatility,
will take up any part he may think most likely to be of service to his
employers. I agreed with M. Van der Haer that he should continue to
correspond with him in order to have him at his disposal should he be
wanted that he should employ him to write and to get intelligence for
liirn, and give him assurances of rewards should a change take place.
He certainly may be usefully employed, though prudence requires he
should not. be trusted too far and M. Van der Haer took care he should
know how confident he was of the ancient Government being restored,
but not from what quarter he (M. Van der Haer) expected the assistance
to come.
Had I had the means of paying the expenses required, I
should certainly have made use of this man; and though I should have
avoided seeing or being named to him, I should certainly have taken
upon myself to have desired M. Van der Haer to have sent for him to
come here, and to have settled some plan of conduct for him to connect
still more the work in Holland with that of the other provinces, in such
a manner as not to have counteracted other measures that may already
have been taken to facilitate the great work. But this would have
required a greater command of money than we have at our disposal.
Had I known where to apply to for the sum I wished to be enabled to
dispose of in case M. Van der Haer might want it, I should have desired
him to have applied a great part of it to this purpose. All I have been
able to do has been to tell M. Van der Haer, a good while since, that I
had a hundred pistoles at his disposal at any time he might want them
for his correspondence; and these I have accordingly advanced him
lately at his request.
Promises of favour, in case of the ancient Government being rt-established, will go a great way, and will no doubt be
particularly as M. Van der Haer is as
easily realized as they ought
sparing of them as possible, and his chief depeudance is not, as it ought
But, in the case I
not to be, upon persons influenced in this manner.
am alluding to, and with this man, these promises are not sufficient if it
is wished to employ him in the manner he offers; and the situation of
the countrv deprives those who know him of the means they might
otherwise have found for the purpose.
" Under these circumstances 1 submit the proposals of this m-in to
your Lordship, begging to know whether it may be of service to let
him go to the Hague and to become a member of the National Convention, furnishing [him] with the means of paying his expenses and
;

;

;
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of transmitting intelligence and, in case jour Lordship declines the
offers, that they may be referred elsewhere, or at least some satisfactory
;

answer given.
"I beg to refer to the letter dated April 22, 1795, the only letter I
have received from your Lordship since I left England, and to my
project of going to ray brother's estates, and to the Hague, where 1
foresaw many difficulties and delays, though I did not know at the
time M. de Rhoon would be so long deprived of his liberty. And I
can assure you that, independent of that reason for going on with the
utmost prudence and reserve, I have often felt the greatest impatience
at being under the necessity of proceeding so slowly, and of confining
our efforts within such narrow limits. As it is, I do not think myself
at liberty to leave this place, flattering myself more from day to day I
may receive letters which might require my being here M. Van der
Haer relying upon my staying, and being n o?e or less under an engagement to him not to go as long as he thinks I may be of service to him
and to our friends.
* The communications from Brunswick give me hopes our proceed*
ings, as far as they go, will not have been quite useless.
In many
instances they serve so perfectly to answer what I have transmitted to
England at different times that I should be happy to hear from your
lordship I may consider them as such.
However that may be, having
received the assurances I have, which I am sensible I ought to rely
upon as firmly as if they had been given within these few days, it is
right for me to go on even if I was less concerned than I am personally
for the defence of the rights, rank, and situations of so nuny of my
friends and near relations, and to show there were men within the
Republic who continued struggling through every difficulty with the
hopes that help might come yet before it was too late.
;

" When I first came here I was forced to own I had no authentic
information; but I mentioned my intention of persevering as I was
situated, though I have been left so long without communications from
my friends in England. It was right I should say all I thought might
be of service ; and if I have unnecessarily taken up your Lordship's
time, it is not because I attach any very great importance to what I
may have sent over at different times, which may very likely be lost
amidst the multiplicity of more important transactions which your
Lordship is engaged in, but because it was a duty incumbent upon me
after the assurances and encouragement I had received.
The war with
England, the detention of some of my friends, the absence of others,
their dispersion which had not taken place when I left London, are all
circumstances, amongst many others too many to enumerate, J have to
lament and which have deprived me of the opportunities and support
I might otherwise have found, and will, 1 flatter myself, apologize for
my not having done more. I think myself as much as ever answerable
to the Prince of Orange, and to your Lordship, and the Duke of
Portland, for the faithful discharge of the duty I have imposed upon
myself and I am convinced that, sooner or later, the adherents of that
illustrious House will get the better of a set of men no one can trust or
respect, and of a system incompatible with the habits and character of
the inhabitants of the Republic, and ruinous in the extreme to the
This persuasion, and the perseverance
dearest interests of the country.
which is in some measure the result of the former, no one ever has
taken, or even can take from me and I flatter myself 1 may scon find
I have not been too confident.
;

;

;

" I have not lately thought it necessary to send over many particulars
which have been sent regularly to Brunswick. I can confirm again in
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the strongest terras what I have said in former letters of the dispositions
general animosity prevails throughout
and temper of the people.
the United Provinces against the usurpers and the French ; and in
many parts of the country a plan exists, to my knowledge, for directing this spirit to a salutary end.

A

—

" Lestevinor and Pasteur are gone to Paris, some say
Postscript.
with orders to complain of Noel and Beurnonville; others say it is to
I cannot
accede to a treaty of alliance between France and Spain.
vouch for the truth of these reports. I send this to Mr. Bouwens the
a^ent at Cuxhaven, which is only 7 German miles from Varel."

to

Lord Grenville.

Altona. —"I

trust that your Lordship will speedily
with Mr. Frazer's despatches, for I shall
Its object is to say that I have not forgotten my
leave it with him.
promise, and that I should have dated it from Berlin (for which place
I set out tomorrow morning) if I had not been detained by the necessity
This is, you know, particularly
of breaking in my young horses.
urgent before committing one-self to them in order to traverse a sandy
Your Lordship is well informed of what passes in France. It
desert.

1796, July 11,
and safely receive

this

letter

therefore impertinent to tell you that amidst a plenty of other things
This is sensible
(horses excepted) there is a plentiful scarcity of money.
but I learn from a man of credit,
to a degree you can scarcely believe
whom I am well acquainted with, and who is just arrived, that the first
bankers cannot, in less than two or three days, furnish as many thousand
He himself lately lent Perregaux on such an occasion 20,000.
Louis.
The greater part of the coin is in the hands of the husbandmen from
whose grip the Government is not strong enough to wrest it. And
whatever may be said, do not believe that the taxes are paid. They
The Treasury is
are not, neither is it practicable to collect them.
empty, and every day brings with it the difficulty of the day more
Yoj know the Directory
especially in providing pay for the troop's.
had asked 20 million banco from Hamburg. The impossibility of
paying has been demonstrated to them, and also that they are equally
You will know
interested with others in the neutrality of that city.
He has I am (old prealso the success of Mr. Sieveking's mission.
vailed on the Directory to mitigate the amount, and change the form
of their demand. It is, I understand, reduced to two or three millions
banco, which the commerce of Hamburg is to supply by discounting
These last are in pait of the balance due on that
drafts on Holland.
contribution which you recollect to have been imposed as the price of
Sieveking has, I am told, undertaken that if the
Bataviciii liberty.
merchants in general decline to contribute, the business shall be done by
himself and his friends. But it seems that neither the commerce of the
city, nor yet the particular connections of her Embassador, are disposed
to make that sacrifice; and therefore the termination of the present
squabble may meet with difficulty and de^ay. I am inclined to think
that an Order of the King in Council directing all officers of ships in
his Majesty's service to afford protection to the Hamburgheezc, would
have considerable effect, not only by encouraging the merchants to resist
demands like the present, but also by stimulating the French Directory
Their first step would probably be to
to a more wrathful conduct.
confiscate the ships they have detained, which (whatever harm it might
do to others could do them no good) and would totally deprive them of
all resource in this quarter.
Moreover the high tone taken by France
might strengthen whatever steps you may hereafter direct at Berlin,
is

;

;
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because the Prussian Cabinet will hardly be pleased with sucli overbearing interference in the affairs of lower Saxony."

William Wickham

to

Lord Gkenville.

Private.
li
Whatever confidence you have reposed in
1796, July 19, Berne.
rny opinion of the situation of the interior of France may be very safely
I recommend him therefore most earnestly
transferred to M. de Precy.
to your Lordship as a faithful reporter of almost all that I could have
to say upon the subject. I am sure that he will be found highly worthy
of your protection and good offices.
" The season of partial insurrections is over.
I am persuaded that
they can no longer be attempted without certain destruction to their
Nothing is now to
authors, and great mischhf to the common cause.
be expected in that quarter, but from a return of the whole body of the

people to their senses, and above all, an union of parties against the
When that great event may be expected to take place God
Jacobins.
only knows; certainly not Avhilst the Directory can find such immense
sums by stock -jobbing, and by the plunder of their neighbours.
" The conduct of the French Princes, their Ministers, and agents
when one has seen them
affects and afflicts me more than all the rest
so nearly, and so much behind the curtain as I have done, one is really
tempted to believe that God has willed this tremendous revolution
among other purposes for their particular correction as a national
example, and that it will not be terminated until they and their
wretched system shall have in great measure disappeared. I am led
to make this exclamation (among other reasons) because I have very
lately had communication of instructions given to the Royalists in
Brittany, to M. de Precy, and the agents at Paris (o beware more than
ever of giving an implicit confidence to the Ministers and agents of the
British Government, as there was every reason to be mistrustful of their
real intentions, and because I have the certain knowledge that the
Prince of Contle has been very severely reproached since I left Riegel
on account of the confidence he appeared to place in me.
"All this looks so like a preternatural infatuation that I tremble
whenever I think on it. It is neither sense, ability, knowledge (excepting knowledge of the Revolution) that is wanting, and yet they do
precisely every thing that they ought not to do.
" I fear in my communication with your Lordship that I have not
dwelt sufficiently on the force and the number of the difficult obstacles
that always opposed themselves to anything in the shape of a counterrevolution, but the dread of becoming tiresome by frequent repetitions
of the same thing, joined to the immense detail with which I have been
constantly charged, and the rapidity with which the most interesting
and important events have succeeded each other on every side, has often
rendered it impossible for me either to say what I wished, or to know
exactly what I wished to say.
"My situation here becomes every day more critical. 1 shali send
by M. de Precy a great number of my paperj?, and shall provide for
I am now endeavouring to prepare
the security of the remainder.
matters, in case of my departure, in such a way as that 1 may keep a
correspondence open with this country.
" The presence of Baptiste has produced an excellent effect in the
M. de Precy will communicate to your
neighbouring provinces.
Lordship some information on that subject."
;
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—

Poster ipt. u The chiefs of the Chouans are arrived here, as it is
with abundance of bank notes. I send your Lordship enclosed a
manuscript account of M. Precy's retreat from Lyon«, which you wiil
find to the last degree curiou-j and interesting."
said,

to

Lord Grenville.

—"The

object of this Court is to possess the
1796, July 28, Berlin.
King's electoral dominions, and they will accomplish it unless you can
reduce their power to a second order. The German Empire still exists
in name, but in fact it is annihilated
those who calculate on former
establishments, neglecting present circumstances, will be the dupes.
They may slumber behind the entrenchments of mouldy records, but
the point of a Prussian bayonet will awaken them.
Events in Italy
and on the Rhine have thnown everything into confusion at Vienna.
France may derive every advantage from it. Perhaps she will. This
Cabinet now holds the fate of Europe in its hand. If you mean to have
their cordial assistance, you must give them a consideration of permanent value. If France dictates peace to Austria, Prussia may perhaps
risk taking Hanover, and holding it under a French guarantee.
That
wiil depend on the occupation which can be found for the Empress of
Kussia.
She is not immortal. I believe it is possible to make an
arrangement which will bring you to a solid and useful peace. If
Prussia receive the King's electoral dominions on condition that you
get the countries lying north of antient France and west of the Rhine,
including Dutch Flanders with Flushing and Berg-op-zoom if Prussia
give Cleves and Prussian Gueldres to the Stadtholder, creating Holland
into a monarchy, and receiving the Dutch American possessions
if the
Emperor receive Bavaria, and the Elector of Bavaria in lieu of it the
German territory along the Rhice in possession of France, the Emperor
leaving (for the present at least) his possessions in the Milanese to the
King of Sardinia, you surrendering to France her possessions in the
East and West India's, but keeping the Cape of Good Hope and
Trincomalee if these things be doue, Prussia becomes your friend
from the double tie of interest and apprehension. Once get her at sea
and you will know how to deal with her. The same thing may be
predicted as to France, so far forth as you would hereafter work upon
her fears. If on the contrary you possess yourself of all her transmarine dominions, from that moment she, confining herself to a marine
merely military, you are reduced to thut dependance in which hitherto
she has been held to you. because in a marine war you may lose much
and can gain nothing. I am persuaded that this Court may be brought
to concur heartily in such a plan, which, by the bye, Russia will
certainly dislike
unless indeed nn exchange could be made as a peaceotfering to the Empress, giving her Finland for Norway, to be taken by
Sweden at the expense of Denmark, which would suit this Cabinet so
much the better as a dispute with Denmark would favour projects
;

;

;

;

;

Hamburg, Lubeck and Mecklenburg reserving the entry into
Holstein for the moment when Denmark should be sufficiently
embarrassed in her affairs to render it a mere parade instead of a campaign.
Should a proper understanding take place between the Courts
interested, on the matters above mentioned, it seems to me that Prussia
might come forward and offer her mediation on the following conditions.
1st. The status quo in Europe at a certain day past, and in Asia
and America a certain day to come. 2nd, the full acknowledgment
French may think proper
of that form of Government which the
to adopt, and a renunciation of all claim to interfere in their affairs.
against

;
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the rights of property.
The first point
claims and clamours of retribution by merging
precedent domition in the rights of conquest. The second, indifferent
in itself, and coupled with the first, would serve as a lever to raise the
army and people of France against the GoerLinent, if the mediation
should be refused, and the force of Prussia be in consequence once more
exerted, or (if you please) once exerted against France.
The third
point would enable this Cabinet to draw on the negotiation into length,
so as to exhaust your enemy in and through his finance; because new
points of discussion misjht continually be raise*, and would serve as the
ground of retribution to many emigrants, perhaps to aU and e\en
obtain some valuable compensation to the Bourbons for the Royal
Domain. Among the many circumstances which seem to call for
decision, that which may principally interest you is the desire of France
to preserve to herself one enenv, and that you should have that
unpleasant preference also the necessity which the Government lies
under of emplosing its armies until they thall be reiuced to safe
Your fleet may preserve you from invasion, or, cutting
insignificance.
off all supplies fiom the desultory corps thrown on your coa*t, may
In so doing y u would not disserve
operate their destruction.
At the same time I cannot but think that forty to
the Directory.
3rd,

inviolability of

the

would cut

off oil

;

;

sixty

thousand

victorious

Frenchmen preaching

Republicanism in

But although you would
Britain would be very troublesome.
preserve the kingdom from injury, perhaps from attack, I do not see
how you could protect His Majesty's German dominions If peace be
dictated to Austria, France and Prussia will find employment for Russia
Turkey, in Poland, and in Sweden. Denmark will be awed into
You are cut off completely
acquiescence or be robbed of her Holstein.
from all means of communication with your allies. In >bort you must
depend on the goodwill of Russia, where her interest is only secondary,
and even as such remote. If I were to dwell longer on these subjects I
should write a dissertation instead of a letter, and weary you With the
details which will readily suggest themselves without my meddling.'*
in

The Earl of Elgis

to

Lord Gbenville,

Private.
1796, July 28, Berlin.—"

My conversation this morning with M.
Alvensleben w«S most confidential. He is (I am aware) suspected
of
strong prejudices against England ; and he is certainly not
of weight to
carry any opinion of his own in opposition to Count
Haugwitz. °Still
however, I should conceive his good will not immaterial
;
and, if I am
to credit what I heard and saw today, that
would not be so difficult as
might be imagined. I have known him many years and,
independent
ot any general good opinion he professes to
entertain respecting me , he
;

has, further, a belief that I

am a well-wisher to Prussia. On this tone
dwelt much, and with tears in his eyes, on
the private conduct of the King of Prus^a
and said, with warmth,
;
that it was shocking to foresee to what dangers and mischief his
country
may thereby be exposed. He told me that he was miserable from the
moment he had hpard of this excursion to Pyrmont. That it was by
no means connected with business. That, on the contrary, business
would be much retarded by it, and that the motives (tl.ose I formerly
wrote to your Lordship) which had given rise to it, and the attendants
the King took with him, every thing concurred in making it
in the
highest degree impolitic,
he spoke

a

much

94090.

today.

He
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* 1 am sorry to have io say that some very unpleasant circumstances
have already taken place? here since the Kings departure, strongly
characteristic of the whole matter.
A principal actress had during the
winter been mistress of M. Rietz, and, of course, constantly in the
^King's private society.
Madame Rietz, on her return from Italy, persuaded the King to give her an order to banish this woman from
Berlin, which was done on the evening after the King left this.
Accordingly M. Rietz, who attends the King, only learnt it by express
from Madam Baraniues (the actress), and he, before his wife's coming
to Pyrmont, obtained a counter-order from the King in virtue of which
Madam Baraniues was recalled and brought buck to Potsdam. Now a
third older is arrived; and the woman is set out again on her travels.
In a small place as this is your Lordship must be aware of the effect of
this tyranny and indecision.
I feel ashamed to trouble you with similar
anecdotes, but really they are the leading occurrences before me.
" Your Lordship will receive a letter by this conveyance which
Mr. Gr. Morris has very particularly recommended to me. From previous acquaintance with him, I was no ways astonished at the ability,
extensive knowledge, and observation, with which he discussed the
great political questions of this present crisis.
At the same time I
confess that, having had occasion to hear a good [deal of] reasoning (as
I once mentioned to your Lordship) from persons whose taste leads
them to attend to such enquirie.3, I did not pay very particular
attention to Mr. Morris the more so as 1 found his reflexions were
more weighed than his information on the existing relations between
different courts
and as he did not seem to have calculated difficulties
any more than he was called upon to encounter them in his theories.
But I perceive, that he has created much more impression here. Count
Haugwitz has listened to him much. Count Kalitcheff and Prince
Reuss have conversed with him repeatedly. Several other Ministers of
the country have entered into discussion with him, and it is evident
that his observations and statements have staggered them much.
He
has probably written your Lordship his views, at all events, they are
I am at the same
far too general and extensive for me to state them.
time convinced that the strong opinions he holds forth in regard to
France, and his superior abilities will give great weight to any impressions which your Lordship may wish to convey through him.
I
have been somewhat at a loss in not knowirg whether he had any
authority to speak in behalf of England. I sincerely wish he had.
"In the hopes of the arrival of a Secretary of Legation,
Postscript.
I have delayed going, as I much wished, to some baths in the neighbourhood which were prescribed for me. I can assure your Lordship that I
have suffered very severely of late from rheumatism and although I
have used violent remedies, they have afforded me but a partial and
momentary relief. Where I am advised to go is within 30 hours
journey of this, and, independent of the facility I con>eque.ntly shall
have to be here at the shortest warning, I have put things now on meli
a footing as to render it very simple, for a person of attention and
judgment, to. learn every material transaction that can be got at. I,
therefore, earnestly trust your Lordslr'p will enable me to improve this
season, in order to remove what may otherwise be a most unpleasant
companion to me through life.'*
;

;

—

;

Lord Geenvilj.e

to C. -Bkntin< k.

Cleveland Row. — "Mr. Hammond

will probably have
1796, July 2l),
the pleasure of seeing you, and of expressing to you the circumstances
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which have prevented my writing to you in the unsettled and doubtful
which public affairs have been placed by a course of events
which has materially altered our situation and prospects since you left

^tate in

England.
" It appears to me that it would still be very useful that you should
have the goodness to procure such information as may be within your
reach respecting the state of the Dutch Provinces. But I should strongly
dissuade any attempts to act in the interior there, unless combined with
Nor is it possible that any
the movements of an external force.
assurances can be given from hence respecting the final issue of affairs,
beyond those of our wishes for the restoration of the Stadtholder, if the
course of events should render it practicable."
Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—"Lord

Grenville has the honour
1796, July 29, Downing Street.
most respectfully to submit to your Majesty a minute of the meeting of
your Majesty's confidential servants yesterday evening, together with
If your Majesty should be graciously
the draft there referred to.
pleased to approve of Mr. Hammond's journey, the credential letters
and full powers may be submitted for your Majesty's signature tomorrow
evening, and Mr. Hammond would be ready to set out on Monday or,
At farthest, on Tuesday next."
Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I have just received Lord Grenville's
1796, July 30, Windsor.
accompanied by the copy of the Minute of Cabinet of the most
serious kind ever deliberated upon, as it contains no less than the out
iines for a treaty of peace by which, without in the least explaining
what sacrifices this country is to make of its conquests out of Europe
for obtaining that object, we offer that in Germany the dominions of the
Princes may be given up for the advantage of Austria, and consequently
rendering that power more dangerous to the various small Princes of
which the German Empire is composed, to tempt her to yield the
Netherlands to Prussia, which she has often said she looked upon as a
burthen not an advantageous possession. I am certain no one of mv
Ministers can be surprised that I feel great repugnance at the idea of
giving up any conquests made by this country, and still more when it is
so vaguely stated that the King of Prussia may suppose this goes to any
extent to obtain the object of an immediate peace ; but unpleasant as
that may be, that is a point that is for the consideration of this country,
and necessity may oblige one to submit; but what right England has
to give away the rights and interests of other Princes, who have either
by England or Austria been brought forward into a business their own
inclinations did not covet, I cannot either see a shadow of justice or the
pretence of interference ; and whether the vio'ence of France or the
•encouragement of Britain effect this, I must look on it as equally hard
on the individual, and subversive of every idea that ought to actuate the
stronger to support not oppress the weaker.
siote,

**
If Vienna looks on the Netherlands as a burthen she may, on a
peace, yield those Provinces to Prussia, and that Court may accept it;
and, should the King of Prussia be wise enough, lie might in return
give his.new acquired Margraviates of Anspach and Bareuth to Austria,
provided for the county of Sayn, which on the death of the present

P 2
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Margrave

comes to me, I should be indemnified by getting the;
Bishopric of Hildesheim whenever the present possessor shall die or
resign
these are reasonable exchanges which the necessity might
authorize; and if the two Margraviates do not in value equal theNetherlands, as the support of them would be less expensive that ought
but, should that not do, the King of
to be taken into the calculation
Prussia might make up the difference by some addition from his Polish*
acquisitions being given to Austria.
" I have here stilted very roughly but with the frankness ihatl think
it right on all occasions ought to accompany the opinions of an honest
man, my sentiments what I fear is that too general a language will
raise the demands of both Austria and Prussia, that therefore we ought
to be explicit as to the interest of the smaller Princes, and indeed of the
Elector of Bavaria, whose situation is the more to be attended to as
there is no power that has not sooner or later declared his and the
interests of his successor the Duke of Deux Fonts should be attended
to.
I certainly as well as this country must lose for ever all character
in Germany if I could enter into such a bargain
and in my more*
particular situation as a member of the German empire I certainly must
at the Diet protest against so unjust a measure.
"Lord Grenville must easily acknowledge that my having seen two*
negotiations for peace, and on both occasions the treaty fall so far short
of the first project, that such loose ideas as far as regards the foreign?
possessions of this country and, in my mind, such unjust as to theconcerns of every one on the Continent but the two great powers of"
Austria and Prussia, cannot but alarm me.
u I desire Lord Grenville will show this to Mr. Pitt that the ill*
structions for Mr. Hammond may be drawn up conformable to this ; I
am certain it must be felt that I am going as far as possible without
giving up all claim to that uprightness which I trus-t will ever attend
my conduct.
" I should have mentioned the Prince of Orange, but I trust every
one feels his dominions must be secured to his family, and, if not
restored to his situation in Holland, that we are bound out of the advan
tages gained over the Dutch to grant him for himself and his successor*
an ample equivalent in money."
;

;

;

;

Lord Grenville

to

George

IIT.

—

M Lord Grenville has had the ho r our
1796, July 31, Downing Street.
your Majesty's note of *bis date which, in humble obedience
to your Majesty's commands, be lias communicated to Mr. Pilt.
M It is with the deepest concern that they have seen that any part
of the ideas which they have felt it their duty, in common with the rest

to receive

of your Majesty's servants, humbly to submit to your Majesty as most
conducive to the interests of your Majesty's kingdoms, has nofc met;
with your Majesty's full approbation,
" They beg leave humbly to submit to your Majesty that thereappears no probability that peace can be concluded with France without
the sacrifice of some part of the conquests made by your Majesty's armsout of Europe, and that the shewing a disposition Unreasonable concession'
in that respect is necessary with a view to a general concurrence at homein such measures as may become indispet sable for the further prosecuIt had been felt by your Majesty's servants that any
tion of the war.
attempt to particularize those sacrifices in the present moment might
commit your Majesty too far in the first instance, without giving any
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•security against the

enemy's urging higher demands

in the sequel

of tke

-negotiation.
*•

The same

consideration

may perhaps afford
King of

-abstaining in the first overtures to the

a sufficient reason for
Prussia, from entering

as much into particulars as had been proposed. But it appears to Mr.
Pitt and Lord Grenville that whatever may be the steps of such a
negotiation, the ultimate result must probably be the same.
"They beg leave humbly to submit to your Majesty their opinion that
the manner in which the Netherlands shall be settled at the peace, arid
particularly the keeping those provinces, if possible, out of the possession
or dependence of France are so important for the interests of this
country that they ought to form the primary objects of attention in any
discussion respecting a continental peace.
" They now see little hope of obtaining this point, either by negotiation or by force, without the intervention of the King of Prussia in
concert with your Majesty and the Emperor
"And it is not to be expected that such intervention can be procured
without securing to that sovereign power a considerable acquisition of
territory in the Netherlands, or in Germany.
" In whatever way this acquisition is arranged it seems almost certain
that Austria can be reconciled to it no otherwise than by the accomplishment of the views which that Court entertains respecting Bavaria.
" It does not belong to your Majesty's servants to judge especially,
in the first instance, to what degree, or in what manner the Elector of
But it should seem
Bavaria should be indemnified for this sacrifice.
that the restitution of the Palatinate, which has been lost in great
measure by his want of energy and zeal in the common cause, and which
he could never recover but by the assistance of the more considerable
powers, ought reasonably to be taken iufeo the account.
* It seems, however, probable that the means of indemnifying that
Prince, and any other of the Princes or States of the Empire from whom
any sacrifices might be required, would be found in measures similar to
that which has naturally presented itself to your Majesty's mind on the
subject of Hildesbeim; measures by which the tranquility of Europe
was restoreJ at the peace at Westphalia and the foundation laid of the
present system of the Empire.
" Mr. Pitt and Lord Grenville have submitted these points to your
Majesty as affecting the interests of this country, and affording perhaps
the only means by which France can be prevented from acquiring at
the peace a preponderance that may be fatal to Great Britain.
* But even if your Majesty's servaais could so far overlook these
considerations as to recommend it to your Majesty to abstain from all
intervention on this subject, it still appears highly improbable that the
complicated interests which must come in question in the negotiation
of a Continental peace can ultimately be settled in any other manner
than by arrangements of the nature of those proposed in the minute
submitted to your Majesty. It seems indeed certain that this could not
be the case except in the single event of an unqualified submission on
the part of ull the powers on the continent to any terms which France

might

dictate.

"Mr.

Pitt and Lord Grenville humbly submit these considerations to
as the result of the fullest and maturest deliberation on
If your Majesty should condescend to require
this important subject.
any further explanation upon them, they humbly hope to be honoured

jour Majesty

with your Majesty's commands for attending your Majesty, or for
furnishing such explanation in any other manner that your Majesty may
be graciously pleased to direct ; only begging your Majesty's permission
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to add that the exigency of the present crisis appears to them to press
most urgent manner for the adoption of measures ca'culaied to
give effect to the ideas above stated."

in the

Draft.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

" As I cannot say either the letter from
1796, July 31, Windsor.
Mr. Pitt or the paper from Lord Grenville in the least remove my
objections to an unexplained diniinutioa of the conquests made by thisr
country, or to consenting to the giving up Bavaria to Austria, whose
conduct by the dispatches I now return appears highly blameworthy
towards the whole German Empire, I desire if both are at Dropmore
that they will be here by two this day
if not that Lord Grenville will
;

come

at that time."

Lord Grenville
1796, August

2,

"Downing

to the

Street.

Earl of Elgin.

— "Mr. Hammond

will

communicate

to you the object of his journey to the Continent, and the result of what
may pass between the King of Prussia and him. I hope that when he
comes to Berlin he will find you well enough to be able to act jointly
with him in the execution of that part of his commission which is to be
executed there. I have, however, sent a provisional leave of absence,

because what 1 heard of the state of your health made me think that it
might be absolutely necessary for you to avail yourself of it, but it will
be much more satisfactory to me, as I know it will be to your own
feelings, if you can remain at Berlin while this business is pendiog;
conceiving it as I do to be one of the most important objects, and in the
most important crisis, that perh;ip3 ever fell to the lot of public men to
conduct."

Copy.
to

Lord Grenville.

Berlin. — " They tremble here

at the knout, so that
1796, August 5,
could they persuade thesmelves the Autocratrice would live 10 years,
her wishes would be their law. The success of the French excites
apprehension, and if vigorous counsels prevailed, you would probably
hear of an army in Saxony under Moellendorff, as the prelude to an offer
of mediation, without consulting any of the belligerent Powers. As far
as I can judge, they have hitherto sought for little things by little
means, but now wait the proposals which may be made to them. Whatever these may be, the adherence of Russia will greatly facilitate the
adoption of them. They try to persuade themselves that France, from
internal divisions, the defect of finance, or pure goodwill, may leave
them unmolested. It has been suggested to them that if she keep
possession of Flanders, give up her Colonies, and preserve a military
marine, she will fear nothing from Britain, who can never afterwards be
It
considered as a weight against her in the general scale of Europe.
would seem that this idea had not before presented itself, for it excited
On their hope of quiet, either from the interior
serious reflection.
quarrels or exterior goodwill of France, it has been observed that the
former would (as in ancient Rome) become the constant motive to
foreign war; and that France, like Rome, the enemy of all nations
(especially those under kingly Government) would grant to this as to
any other monarch the blessings of her friendship, till the moment
marked for his destruction. On the finances a-great deal 'has been eaid,
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which may, however, be compressed into the maxim that a country mgy
have much iron though it should have little gold wherefore the French,,
by imitating the institutions of old Frederick, may from their great
population maintain a numerous army, even supposing the climate and:
In effect, I have no
soil to be as ungracious as those of Brandenburg.
doubt but that France, whether she fall under the dominion of an
usurper (the natural termination to her present state) or whether she
form herself into some tolerable shape of Republic, may become dangerShould military despotism take place,
ous to the liberty of all Europe.
that cheap, simple, and severe Government will find abundant resources
in the soil, climate, and industry of so fine a country.. If, contrary to
all expectation, a vast and outrageous Democracy should prolong its
,

existence, the defence of each citadel may be confided to its inhabitants,
and, by the aid of customs and excise, a sufficient revenue may be
collected to maintain an offensive army of at least one hundred and fifty

thousand men. The appetite for contributions must grow by what it
feeds on, and the seducing illusions of equality will enfeeble, if not
especially of this, whose
destroy, the resistance of other Governments
This has been
people seem anxious for the opportunity of revolt.
represented to the Ministers here ; and moreover that France, having no
lever but Poland to move the north, a re-establishment of that country
must become a leading object of her policy. That the possession of
Italy, which when covered by her arms against "the inroads of Austria,
is in its natural state, and the derangement of the Emperor's affairs will
leave the new Republic full room to turn her arms northward.
In this
case her ally the Turk wou'd gladly contribute some purses, and make a
powerful diversion ; not to mention that one harsh condition dictated to
the Emperor may be the surrender of Galicia, with the breach of his
;

engagements

to Russia

and England.

That

this last,

should France be

able to effect a change in the administration (a thing which seems to be
concerted with your Opposition), might join in wishes, if not in act, to
wrest the dismembered parts of Poland from the present possessors, and
unite them under some practical Government.
These and other such
considerations have excited here a desire to put matters on a better
footing ; but, in weak minds, vague hope and childish apprehension fill

up the space allotted to the firm resolves of manly decision so that,
before they can be propelled to action, some greater counter-fear mus;
be excited and some daDger more immediate must threaten.
word
from Russia will have great weight. It has been said to me that,
however desirable a certain arrangement, France would not probably
consent to give up her conquests, especially Flanders. I thereupon
endeavoured to show, first, that she might be forced into it by a due
train cf political measures without firing a shot ; and, secondly, that if a
recurrence to force should become necessary, its effect would be prompt
and effiacious ; because negotiations having been drawn into length
during an armistice, the mediator would be master of the moment and
the means of impressive hostility
and because the disorder of the
French finance would then be most sensible when, the resource of contributions cut off, they should be obliged to support their armies in
I cannot say absolutely
procrastinated positions far from their frontier.
By the
that it is in your power to decide this Cabinet, but I believe so.
bye. the want of money has been mentioned, and thereupon a mode of
Moreover they have been
getting it a la Franca ise was pointed out.
Jed to suppose that you also would soon be distressed in your finances,
but it has been observed to them that circumstances may permit you to
diminish your expenses, and, of course, leave you in a situation to extend
I ought to
to your allies such pecuniary aid as shall be indispensable.
;

A

;
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have said somewhere (and will now say it here) that the character of
people, formed by a succession of rapacious Princes, is turned
toward usurpation. The war with France was disagi ceable to them
because it melted down the accumulations of old Frederick, and did not
present an immediate accession of territory. But the war with, or
rather against Poland was not unpopular, because the moral principles
of a Prussian go to the possession of whatever he can acquire.
And so
little is he the slave of what he calls vulgar prejudice, that, give him
opportunity and means, he will spare you the trouble of finding a
pretext.
This liberality of sentiment greatly facilitates negotiation, for
it is not necessary to clothe propositions in honest and decent forms.
"It is not impossible that the Imperial troops may be at length
victorious, and, in such c< se, the French army, if hotly pursued, may be
destroyed.
Such at least is the opinion which common sense dictates,
and which, in a conversation with old Moellendorff, he strongly confirmed.
He went so far as to say that sixty thou and men well commanded could not fail to force the French back over the Rhine. With
the weight of such an authority, I also am disposed to believe the same
thing but I do not believe in the weIl-co?nmanded and indeed had
made up my mind to a part of what has happened when Prince Charles
was appointed to succeed Clairfayt. These reiterated misfortunes may
perhaps impel the Imperial Cabinet to the nomination cf an abler chief
with discretionary powers and certainly the French, so far advanced
without magazines, are in a critical condition. The fortune of war,
therefore, may restore the affairs of the allies, but how far it may be
prudent to trust that capricious Goddess is not for me to decide.
" I have said that this Court would accomplish their object unless
I was impressed with
their power could be reduced to a second order.
the practicability of such a plan in the spring of 1705, and since I have
been here my belief amounts almost to conviction but the most favourable moment has gone by, aid the difficulties are increased. Little can
be expected from Austria, though everything may be hoped from the
Is it to be attempted?
feebleness of the Prus -ian King and Cabii^.
On that question I may observe that you might count on the cordial aid
of vour Imperial allies, who will not so readily concur to aggrandize the
house of Brandenburg, and may oppose the exchanges mentioned in my
These however are, to the best of my judgment, most advislast letter.
able for England, because they furnish the probable means of wresting
the Low Countries from France, and securing the independence of
Holland, so far at least as Holland can be independent. The plan I
contemplated for reducing Prussia was to erect a new but hereditary
kingdom of Poland, with a constitution as free and energetic as the
moral state of the people may admit, such kingdom to consist of the
country ceded by the last partition to Austria, and the whole of the
Prussian acquisition, together with the Prussian Silesia, a corner of Lower
Lusatia, the new mark, ai:d that port of Pomeiania l)ing east of the
Oder. 1 have no question but that two hundred thousand Austrian and
Russian troops would speedily have effected Uii*, with the aid of
Koskiusko and his Poles. With this, as with every other arrangement
for permanent peace, I couple the possession of Bavaria by Austria.
But, under such hypothesis, there would result a solecism in British
While as Englishmen you must seek and seize the means of
politics.
reducing French power and influence, you mu?t, as Germans, wish for
their increase, in order to secure )Our Hanover against the Imperial
Hei.ee an oscillation of measures dependent on personal
pretensions.
It is sufficient to present this idea, improper to pursue it.
ehara< ter.
The arrangement suggested for Flanders would obviate such expensive
this

;

f

;

;
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inconsistencies,

and present one clear

distinct object.

Indifferent to the

German Empire, you might chr-ose your allies according to
immediate interest. The aggrandizement of the two Empires on

fate of the
voter

*he side of Italy and Constantinople would be useful to you, by forming
two naval powers in the Mediterranean to balance your constant enemies
France and Spain ; for Spain seems irrecoverably attached to her neighbour by the relation of weakness to force. Whether your population
could resist through a long struggle the weight of a people spread out
from the Alps antf the Rhine to the pillars of Hercules, is a question I
will not presume to decide.
Experience has taught me a sincere faith
in the fallacy of human opinions, and more especially of my own/'

George Hammond

to

Lord Grenyille.

Private.
"I am extremely concerned to begin
1790, August 8, Hamburgh.
my official correspondence with your Lordship by so unsatisfactory
but really every exertion of
an account of my present prospects
Mr. Fraser's and mine has ended in nothing more than in the very
scanty intelligence which I have been able to state in my public letter
of this date.
1, however, flatter myself that, for the reasons I have
there assigned, your Lordship will approve of my seeing the Duke of
Brunswick previously to my proceeding to Berlin. For various reasons
It i^ pretty nearly in the direct
I have preferred going to Nienberg.
road to Brunswick, and if the Duke should have returned thither,
I shall learn it immediately, or be able to proceed onwards to Minden.
But, above all, I shall be certain of meeting at that place with one of
the Mr. Boles, who receives some emoluments from your Lordship's
office for his services in the Post Office there, who has written to me
once or twice, and from whom, withou*. entering into any unnecessary
explanations, I can learn with certaiuty the places of residence not only
of the Duke of Brunswick, but of the King of Prussia, should Le have
altered his intention of returning from Cassel to Berlin.
"Before I conclude this letter, I beg leave to express to your Lordship my sense of the confidence which your Lordship has placed in me
by entrusting thU important commission to me, and my hope that, if I
fail in the execution of it, you will be persuaded th it the failure is not
to be ascribed to any want of zeal or exertion on my part."

—

;

George Hammond
Private.

to

Lord Grenvilie.

—

"I was in hopes to have had a secure
1796, August 11, Minden.
opportunity of communicating to your Lordship the result of my
conversations with the Duke of Brunswick, by recommending my
letter to the particular care of Mr. Bode at the Hanoverian post
office bt Nienberg
but having been disappointed in my expectation
of meeting that gentleman, I am under the necessity of deferring
writing upon the subject until my arrival at Berlin, where I hope to
be on Monday at the farthest. The detour I have made in coming
hither has been amply repaid by the kind reception I have experienced, and by the interesting communications which have been made
;

Sir
Private.

Morton Eden

—

to

Lord Grenville.

"Our situation becomes every day more
1796, August 15, Vienna.
arduous. 1 have long thought that the efforts of this country would be
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unavailing unless the Empress of Russia stood forward as a check on
the Court of Berlin.
I remain of that opinion, and think that no consideration can bind the Prussian Government -to act with good faith,
unless the Empress of Russia not only guarantees its engagements, but
becomes interested in the execution of them by taking an active part In
the war.
" The Foreign Ministers here are informed through M. Desandrouin
not only of the pecuniary advances made by us to this Government, but
also of the substance of Mr. Hammond's instructions, whose mission
originated, he says, in suggestions made by M. de Jacobi of the
readiness of His Prussian Majesty to return to the coalition, or to
effectuate a peace that would be satisfactory to the allies, for the
consideration of some territorial acquisition, and of a sum of money
at the peace.
M. Desandrouin received his informaton, as I am
The facts were related to me by
assured, from the house of Boyd.
one of the foreign Ministers and confirmed by Baron Tliugut, who
earnestly requested me not to omit mentioning them to your Lordship.
M. de Thugut wrote some time ago to Count Stahremberg to apprize

your Lordship of M. Desandrouin's being informed by Messires Boyd
of the pecuniary advances."

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

1796, August, York Farm.— " Je me suis acquitte des hier au soil*
11 sent comme vous et
de votre commission pour M. do Woronzow.
moi combien le procede de sa Cour est aftreux et deplace, et il en
Je lui ai fait part de vos desirs au
est peine comme il le doit.
sujet du retai dement a apporter mi depart de l'Amiral Russe et de sa
flotte.
Cet officier n'est point sous les ordres du Compte de Woronzow ;
il a recu directement de sa Cour Instruction d'etre rentre avant Ja
mauvaise saison, et il ne depend, en consequence, que de lui de fixer
Si M. de Woronzow s'en melait directele moment de son depart.
ment ou indirectement, il risquerait de se compromettre inutilement
vis-a-vis, d'un homme aussi bete que mechant, qui lui veut personellement du mal, et qui ne manquerait pas de profiler de cette occasion
pour lui faire beauccup de tort a Petersbourg.
" Cependant comme notre ami Woronzow desire sincerement le bien,
et, par consequent, d'amnuner la realisation de tout ce qui peut etre
agreable au Ministere Anglais, voici le moyen qu'il m'a indique, en
me priant de vous en parler comme d'une idee veuant uniquement
de moi, et qui, par consequent, doit rester seerette entre nous deux.
Ce gros amiral bete et mechant est, neanmoins, brave, mais parde^sus
II serait a propos que les subalternes de la
tout interesse a l'exces.
marine lui fissent entre voir la probability d'avoir incessammeut plusieurs
affaires et combats avec des fregatte* Hollandoises qui geraiont pour
et il faudrait ensuite que
lui un attrait de cupidite et de gloire;
Milord Spencer lui fit en meine temps la demande polie de raster
encore le peu de semaines pendant lesquelles il ne risque nen.
Ces
deux expedieLs, flattant t'gnlonn*nt son avarice et t-on ambition,
et il serait bien aise de Bte faire un
l'ebranleraient eertHinenient
merite de sa pretendue complaisance. II ne manquerait pas duns ce
cas de consulter M. de Woronzow, qui certainemeut lui conseillerait
de se preter a vos desirs. Voila le resultat de ma petite negociation
particuliere.
Votre bon esprit vous fera jugsr aisenient de l'importance dont il est pour M. de Woronzow que ceci reste absolumeut
;

entre nous."

French,

.
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Lord Grenville
1796, August,

to

Count Starhemberg.

Dropmore. — " Comme

tres tard hier au soir,

il

m'a ete

je

suis retourn6 ici que
de repondre plutot a
Je ne puis giieres vous

ne

impossible

votre lettre que j'ai trouve sur ma table.
donner la moindre esperauce d'obtenir des secours plus etendus. Ce
que nous faisons est deja beaucoup pour la situation actuelle des
affaires, et vous savez que nous n'avoos pas meme cru pouvoir
prendre d'engagement positif pour la continuation de ces avances.
" J'aurai le plaisir de vous voir MardL
Je crois que la declaration
Votre courier pourra
sera approuvee eonformement a votre minute.
Avant cela, nous saurons le resubat de la
fort bien partir Mardi.
negotiation de Hammond, dont je ne me promets pas grande chose.
« " La flotte de Richery est sortie avec celles de Solano et LaDgara.
L'amiral Mann n'y etait pas, ainsi il n'y aura pas eu de rencontre,
et Ton ne regarde pas ici la guerre comme declaree, quoiqu'on s'y
prepare comme de raison.
French.
Copy.

George Hammond
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I have very little to add to my public letter
1796, August 17, Berlin.
of this date, except to express my hope that your Lordship will have the
goodness to overlook any inaccuracies that may appear in the statement
of my conference with Count Haugwitz; but, really, the conversation ou
his part was, in general, such a mass of contradictions, that I have
found it almost as difficulc to reduce it to any kind of order as to bring
him to any definite point. I, however, think it right to remark, as
justification for him, that he appeared to Lord Elgin and myself
to be unprepared for the discussion, and that, consequently, his objections may have been as much the effect of embarrassment as of any

some

hostility to the

measure proposed.

" I hope your Lordship will approve of my reserve on the subject of
the indemnification for Prussia, as I thought that, if the business should
fall to the ground, it would be more honourable for His Majesty's
Government for me to have confined myself to general insinuations, and
that, if it should proceed, every argument of that nature could then be
urged with increased effect.
"I cannot avoid repeating what I have said in ray public letter
respecting my inability to hazard any conjecture on the ultimate result
of my mission here since I am extremely anxious to receive your
Lordship's instructions as to the course which I am to pursue in the
event or" that result being unfavourable, and since the situation of Europe
is such that, unpleasant as my continuance here would be to me in that
event, and anxious as I may be to return to that station which jour
Lordship's kindness has rendered so agreeable to me, I shall feel it an
act of duty to remain here until I shall receive your Lordship's instructions, or permission to return to England.
" However different the issue of my mission here may be from the
Duke of Brunswick's expectation, I have thought it but justice to him
not to suppress any of his opinions, in the recital of my communications
;

with him at Minden."

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

1796, August 19, Wimbledon.—" I find I could not without inconvenience come to you both to-day and next Saturday, and, as you may
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want me then, I think it better to put off my visit to-day. I went
through our list of officers with the Duke of York yesterday, and I
enclose the names which we extracted for service in Portugal
and
which he seemed to think preferable to Germans. To these must be
added some artillerj and engineer officers, which we \vi 1 desire Lord
;

(Jornwallis to select.

" I think it might also be useful to accept a proposal which I understand Jarry has made to you of going, in conjunction v.hh some
English officer (which last point seems necessary to prevent jealousy
of him as a French man) to visit the poits, in order to suggest his ideas
of defence, and to report to us the state of the country. I have also
conversed with Lord Spencer, on the subject of naval assistance. He
thinks that more cannot be said in the present moment, than an
assurance of our endeavouring to combine the protection of their porta
and trade as much as possible "with otkt-r essential objects, which it
will be piacticable to do in a considerable degree ; but iliat we cannot
tie ourselves down for any length of time to ke»-p any given force a'.;
Lisbon, at least till some arrangement is made for withdrawing the
Mediterranean fleet. On this last point nothing can well be decided
r
till our
p esent suspense as to the fate of Italy is in some measure
removed, which it probably must be in a few davs or perhaps a few
hours.
" It would, I think be very useful to call upon Almeida for the
farther details which he offers to state with respect to the application of
If thit c ;n be properly arranged, I see no difficulty
the proposed loan.
in the measure."
C.

Bektixck

to

Lord Grenville.

Varel. — "Since

I wrote last I have had the
1796, August 19,
pleasure of receiving the letter Mr. Hammond left for me, which natters
me with the hopes of seeing him I have accordingly wrote to him
to say, that pressed as he might be for time, he may not find it convenient to come here, but that I could wish lam in that case to appoint
the time and place that we may meet on his return to England, as I
must be anxious to see him from what is said in the letter.
"By the letter I allude to I am happy to be confirmed still
more in my resolution of going on ; as your Lordship will see it
to have been invariably my intention by my last of August 12, as
I am perfectly aware from mauy circumwell as by former letters.
stanees how difficult it was to give any regular answers to my letters.
It is encouragement enough for me to know that our endeavours,
We have
AS far as they go, have not been thought quite useless.
to regret that we are necessarily sj slow and so limited in our
But our perseverance may be relied upon.
shall
operations.
endeavour to find our. and animate those who are least likely to be
discouraged by delay and disappointments, that our strength may
depend as little as possible on events, though no doubt they must always
1 an happy to
influence more or less the dispositions of the country.
say that, hitherto, under all the checks we have met with, we gain
and, whatever may be the course of events,
instead of losing ground
we shall, I flatter myself, keep a strong and fa .thful party together, who
will wait with patience and with firmness for a favourable opportunity,
which, in the present strange and unsettled state of affairs, may arise
when it is least expected from the necessity the Continent of Europe
will at last be under of resisting with vigour and unanimity the alarming
progress of the republicans ; or from the internal vices of the French
;

We

;

;
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Government, the principles of discord and of dissolution which it con-*
and the ruined state of its fii ances causes which may undermine
it much sooner than may seem likely in the midst of their military
I beg your Lordship will excuse these few general reflections,
successes.
which I am led into from feeling how much the situation of the Seven
Provinces must ultimately depend on the final issue of the great contest J
a circumstance, much as it is to be regretted that it may delay the term
so much to be wished for, and leave that country )et for some time in a
state of helpless subjection and suffering, carries along with it this
consolation, that it seems scarcely possible any settlement consistent
with the safety and independence of Europe should take place without
the United Provinces being, at the same time, rescued from the
ignominous yoke of the Revolutionists.
"B$- the annexed extracts your LordJiip will see we have no reason
tains,

;

to be dissatisfied

with the disposition of the inhabitants, should the

moment come which may be thought likely to lead to their deliverance.
What is most difficult is not, as yet, to keep up their courage; but to
induce them to wait with temper and patience, and to prevent the effects
of idle reports of whatever nature, of apparent contradictions from the
We latterly heard from
variety of accounts they receive from abroad.
our correspondent at Amsterdam that what they heard from England
was not so favourable as wh?t was sent from hence and from the East
We agreed M. Van der Haer should
(as they express themselves).
answer that, whatever might be wrote to them from England by their
friends, he begged they would be convinced they had very good reasons
there for what they stated that they should place implicit confidence
on their friends in that country that he had no doubt all would be
cleared up to their satisfaction that they should not enter into discussions wltii their English friends on the apparent contradictions of
that they should not endeavour
the accounts from different quarters
but that it
to penetrate further than it seemed the wish they should
ought to be their endeavour, to the utmost of their ability, to reconcile
in the most probable manner these various accounts, and use them to
keep up the hopes and perseverance of the well-intentioned and that
they should rest satisfied that all would end well.
" Your Lordship will obseive that most of our communications have
been sent into the country by M. Van dor Haer, and in his name. As?
it is known that he is in corn spondetice with the Princes, we have
agreed that, on account of M. de Rhoon's situation, and for other
reasons, my name and that of my brother (who is with us) should appear
as little as possible where \%e could net trust to the discretion of cur
;

;

;

;

;

;

At the same time it is but justice to M. Van der Haer to
friends.
repeat what I have said in former letters, that, far from wishing not to
share the responsibility with him, both my brother and I aie willing,
to take the whole upon ourselves if any blame could possibly attach to
M. Van der Haer's wr arm and honest endeavours to serve his countrv
ar.d his friends, and to the indefatigable exertion of his talents ; even if
we were not to set the value we do on his faithful and steady friendship
for M. de Rhoon, at whose request he came here, and who has lately
that we should give him all the
expressed his wishes from
You may imagine how cautious we wish to be
assistance in our power.
that M. de Rhoon's name should never appear at this moment, and that
have
he should not ever be supposed to know what we are about.
therefore agreed that, excepting M. Van der Haer, no one should know
exactly how far we (my brother, who is with us, and I) take a share in
or be acquainted with the particulars of my correspondence mall this
England, whatever they may suppose, though we are sure of its meeting

W

We

;
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with the approbation of all our friends within the country and we have
agreed that every assurance and communication of a delicate nature
should b3 forwarded by M. Van der Haer. Were M. de Rhoon here,
and I wish he were, we should not be obliged to so much caution,
though, no doubt, a great deal would still be necessary in the critical
I shall be very impatient to see Mr.
situation of the Republic.
Hammond, and to hear the result of his journey.
" Since I wrote this we have received the accounts of
Postscript.
the advantages the Austrians have obtained in Italy, and of the siege
This will not lessen the
of Mantua being in all probability raised.
We wish they may yet be as
hopes and confidence of our friends.
I should not forget to say that M. Van der
successful on this side.
Haer has written two pamphlets lately, partly at my request. One of
fl«em is an abstract from a work entitled, Interets de la MonarchiePrussienne, as far as relates to the United Provinces, which we thought
would produce a good effect at this moment. The other is an answer to
the charges brought forward by Messrs. Voorda and Valkenaar against
the Prince of Orange, as far as relates to his residence in England, and
which
to the orders there said to have been given to the colonies
M. Van der Haer proves not only justifiable by every principle of the
law of nations, but to have been the Stadholder's duty as head of the
union, and in virtue of his oath."
;

—

;

Lord Grenville
1796, August 23, Cleveland

to

George Hammond.

Row.

—

" I have received your letters
wait with great impatience for the
account of your arrival at Berlin, though I could have much wished
that it had not been there that your negotiation was to be opened.
Since you left us the prospect of affairs has been daily growing more
gloomy, and I am sorry to see that, in proportion as it does so, the
animosities between Vienna and Berlin are increasing.
The day will
unquestionably come when the latter will see its error, but that day
will, I fear, be too late to remedy the consequences of it.
I collect
from your private letter that the Duke of Brunswick has at least given
you good words and good advice, but too many obstacles are in his way
to make it possible for him to give real assistance, unless at the head
It is a comfort to me to know
of an army, and that a victorious one.
in this state of things that what can be done you will do,
Postcript.
" You will have found Morris at Berlin. I have received
many letters from him filled with ideas not wholly dissimilar to those
on which we are acting, though carried, as is usual with him, into a
much wider field of speculation than I should like to see opened.
Great use may, however, I believe be made of him there. His language
and manners are well calculated to produce an impression there. His
leanings are all favourable to us, and you are not ignorant how much
they may be improved by attention and a proper degree of confidence.
I write to him by this messenger/'

from

Hamburg and Minden, and

—

Copy.

The Earl of Elgin
Private.

—

to

Lord Grenville.

1796, August 23, Berlin. " Had Mr. Hammond determined
returning immediately to England, I should not have troubled you
letter with repeating my anxiety for the arrival of a Secretary
Legation here. Mr. Hammond's own observation has enabled him

on
by
of
to
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of the benefit to be expected from the attendance of a person in
that capacity at a Court where business is carried on &s it is at Berlin.
And he authorises me to say that he will explain to your Lordship on
his return to London his concurrence in sentiment with me on that
In the meanwhile, the present state of affairs is such
subject.
that I every day regret not having the advantage which I could hope
to derive from the assistance of a Secretary of Legation."

judge

Negotiations with France.

Minute

of

Loud Grenville.

—

(Copy sent

to the

King.)

" It is proposed to write to Count Wedel
1796, S-ptember 2.
Jarlsberg desiring him to transmit to the Danish minister at Paris a
note to be by him communicated to the Directory, asking a passport
for a person to be sent from hence to open discussions on the subject
And in case of their agreeing to this, to desire that he will
of peace.
send over the passport to Count Wedel or, if it should be refuse ',
that lie will enable Count Wedel to communicate here the answer which
may be given him on the subject.
If the answer is affirmative, it is proposed that Mr. Jackson should
be sent to Paris with instructions to the following import.
" He is to be furnished with a letter to the Minister fur Foreign
Affairs at Paris, stating that he is authorized to discuss the means of
terminating the present extensive war.
" He is, in the first place, to propose that, for the purpose of opening
a negotiation to this effect, Ministers should be sent by Great Britain
and France io any neutral place that may be agreed upon where they
may also be met by a Minister from the Emperor, if his Imperial
Majesty shall think fit.
" If this proposal is objected to, he is to offer to di-cuss at Paris,
conjointly with any person that the Emperor may think proper to send
there for the same purpose, the mean3 of concluding a general peace o:i
just and honourable terms.
" Whatever answer may be given on the other points of these
proposals, it is probable that an objection will be raised to the idea of
a joint negotiation with Great Britam and Austria, and that the
sentiments expressed by the Directory on this subject in their answer
to Baron Degelman's note will be again brought forward.
M To this Mr. Jackson is to answer distinctly, that the interests of
Great Britain cannot be so separated from those of the Continent.
That no peace can be concluded between Great Britain and France,
nor even any progress made in the negotiation, without constant
reference to the manner in which it may be proposed to arrange the
affairs of the Continent, and particularly the interests of Austria, to
whom His Majesty is bound by a community of interest, as well as by
the ties of good faith.
That such a mode of treating has always been
found to be the only effectual mode of restoring peace to Europe, when
engaged in general or extensive wars. That if, therefore, the Directory
sincerely wish peace, they cannot refuse acceding to the only proposal
which can proJuce that object.
" It is indeed probable that France will find herself under the necessity of acting in the same manner with respect to Holland, in consequence of her engagements with that Republic. And although thi?
point is not to be brought forward by Mr. Jackson in the first instance,
it will be easy for him to put th- so with whom he treats under the
necessity of explaining themselves upon it; and he will then make the
;

' ;

;
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obvious uce of such a declaration, by contrasting it with the objection
attempted to be raised against treating jointly with the King and his
allies.

He

remark that the proposal now made does not preclude the
and immediate discussions between Great Britain:
and France respecting their particular interests in relation to each
other, in the same manner as took place in the negotiations previous to
the peace of 1 763, and at various other periods but that such d scussions
can never be brought to their final issue unless as combined, in the manner
above stated, with the negotiaiions with Austria; the terms to which
the King might be willing to accede being liable to be materially varied
both in their nature and extent by the different arrangements that may
'*

is

to

possibility of direct

:

;

be made of the

affairs of the Continent.
If the French Minister should positively refuse to accede to the
proposal of discussing the subject of peace of this footing, Mr. Jackson
**

will endeavour to bring this point to as clear and distinct an issue as
possible and will be careful to reduce the proposal to writing agreeably
to the principles here stated, and to require the answer of the French
Minister in the same form.
" If the business should be brought to this issue, Mr. Jackson should
;

suspend any further step till he has fresh instructions for his guidance.
" But if he Directory should not start this difficulty, or should not
ultimately insist upon it, he is then to regulate his conduct according to
i

the following instructions.
"If the Directory accept the proposal of sending Ministers 1o a
neutral place, Mr. Jackson is to declare his readiness to accede on his
Majesty's part to any such place that may be agreed upon by Austria

and France.
" If the Directory express a de?ire that the negotiation may rather
proceed in the channel in which it has been opened, Mr. Jackson is then
to declare himself ready to receive from the French Government any
statement of a basis for negotiation, or any other communication which
that Government may have to make on the subject of peace, and to
And if any such commutransmit them to his Court for consideration.
nication should re so made, he is to d spate h a messenger with it to
England.
"If the French Government should decline making any such communication, Mr. Jackson is to be careful to mark this, as well as the other
stages of this discussion, by written memorials and answers and having
so done, and the negoci.tions being distinctly brought to this point, he
* ith him
is to deliver a memorial (which it is meant he should take
from hence) and which will contain the general ideas of a basis for
negotiation to he proposed on the part of this country.
" This paper will state that the interests of all the leading Powers
;

are so intimately connected with each other that a general arrangement,
ht least as far as relates to

all

the

Powers

actually engaged in hostilities,

has always hitherto been, for- the
purpose of putting an end to an extensive and complicated war. Thnt,
as a part ot such an arrangement, his Majesty is willing to restore such
proportion of whiit his Majesty has conquered from France out of
Europe as m>.y, on fair discussion, be judged reasonable, in consideraThat the nature and
tion of advantages to be procured to his allies.
extent of these must, of necessity, be varied by the result of the discussions vhich v ill take place on the other parts of such general
That, with a view to such discussion, his Majesty thinks
arrangement*
that either of the two accustomed principle* in such negotiations (the
Status ante Helium or the Uti Possidetis) might be taken as the first

must of necessity be resorted

to, as it
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point from which the discussions might be commenced, making the
deviations from it reciprocal, and, as nearly as might be, equal on both
sides.
But it is evident that, in either case, those deviations must in
the present instance be very considerable, in order to reconcile the
interests and engagements of the different parties concerned.
And in
proportion as any arrangement founded on these principles may provide
for the interests and just claims of his Majesty's allies, his Majesty
would be willing to compensate any concessions made for that purpose
by France, by a proportionable sacrifice of the advantages which he has
acquired during the war.
" Whatever answer may be returned to this offer, Mr. Jackson will
transmit it home, waiting for fresh instructions upon it before he takes
any further step ; especially as some answer will probably by that time
have been received from Vienna to the first intimation of the measure
in question, and of the line intended to be adopted ; which intimation

proposed to make as full and explicit as possible.
" With respect to the effect and application of these principles, it is
proposed that our offers may be as follows namely, that Great Britain,
in return for the adoption of the status quo strict as with respect to
Austria, should agree to apply the same principle as with respect to
herself and France; reserving the Dutch possessions which have been
conquered in the war as an indemnification for the alterations which
have taken place in the political state of Holland. It would even not
be too much to consent in the course of the negotiation to let France
retain on these conditions the whole of St. Domingo, and to restore to
the Dutch their West India possessions, keeping the Cape and the
conquests in the East Indies. And as an ultimatum (though not to be
offered without fresh instructions from hence) this restitution might
even be extended to the Dutch Spice Islands, and all their East India
possessions except Ceylon, the Cape, and Cochin.
"By such a peace France would keep Savoy and Nice, all the
conquered countries on the Rhine not belonging to Austria and the
Spanish part of St. Domingo, in addition to all her former possessions.
And Great Britain
Austria would recover all she has lost by the war.
would retain the most valuable of her conquests.
" But France may perhaps absolutely refuse to restore the Netherlands to Austria, and the latter Power will be more ready to relinquish
them than any other of it's possessions before the war, especially if any
prospect is offered of indemnification or compensation elsewhere.
" It is impossible to foresee the various projects that may be brought
The different degrees of concession
forward to effect this purpose.
to which this country might accede with respect to her conquests can
only be regulated by the consideration of such proposals as may come
in question on this subject.
" The objects to be attended to in such discussions would be, the
preventing the power of Austria from suffering material diminution,
and the placing the Netherlands in a situation of as little dependence
as possible on France.
And in proportion as these points were more or
less satisfactorily obtained, we might agree to yield more or less of the
concessions above stated.
" Supposing the Uti Possidetis taken as the basis of^ negotiation,
great care must be used to explain that this is no otherwise proposed
or accepted by his Majesty than as establishing a ground for such
reciprocal cessions, to be made by Great Britain and France, as would
provide for the future safety of Europe, and particularly for the preBut with that caution
tensions which Austria is jus'tly entitled to form.

it is

;

y

a

94090.
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the negotiation might be regulated by the same principles, and brought
to the same issue as in the other case.

" The other

the

allies of

King would be provided for according to
But provision should be made

either of these principles of negotiation
for

some indemnification

to the Stadtholder for the loss of his situation
to

Holland; and this might very justly be annexed as a condition
the restoration of any part of the Dutch possessions."

in

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Yesterday I received Lord Gren1796, September 4, Weymouth.
forwarding the written project of opening a negotiation of
peace at Paris by sending Mr. Jackson thither for that purpose. The
avocations of the day prevented me from reading the paper in time to
return it by the regular daily messenger, which I think rather advantageous as it enabled me to put it into Mr. Pitt's hands aod permit him
to communicate it to the Chancellor and the Duke of Portland, both of
who approving of it, it has now been looked upon as equivalent to a
minute of Cabinet. I certainly do not object to the trial ; but should
have liked it better if the preparations for an active compaign had been
first prepared and this been the subsequent step, as it would have come
with more dignity ; but as perhaps others think the refusal which most
probably will ensue may rouse men's minds and make them more ready
to grant supplies of men and money, I do not object to the mode proposed being adopted.
ville's letter

" The conduct of the Spanish Ambassador cannot be
the answer to him highly proper."

W. Pitt

to

more absurd

Lord Grenville.

—

"I am not sure that I shall not be
1796, September 4, Weymouth.
at Dropmore before this letter reaches you, but, lest I should not, I
wish to say that the King accedes readily to all we have proposed, and
the Chancellor and Duke of Portland perfectly concur in it.
The sooner
the letter to Wedel goes the better."

W. Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I am just arrived here, having
and learned that you are in town. I
must be here early tomorrow morning to meet the Duke of York and
therefore should prefer remaining here in the interval, unless there is
anything material in which time would be saved by my coming to town.
In that case let me know, and I can be with you at any time in the
evening.
I conclude you will have received my letter from Weymouth
this morning, and the King's answer, and will, in consequence, have
sent your letter to Wedel.
If I am not wanted, I shall go tomorrow
to Hollwood to dinner, and from thence to town next morning.
Perhaps, if you can not get so far as Dropmore, you can meet me at
Hollwood.
u The Duke of Portland has taken a notion that he can persuade the
1796, September 5, Wimbledon.

called at

Dropmore

in

my way

;

Duke

of Devonshire to be Privy Seal.
have encouraged him to try."

1

do not at

all

believe

it,

but
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The Earl of Elgin
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I am sorry to have omitted mentioning
1796, September 6, Berlin.
to your Lordship, by the messenger who left this on Sunday, that
Captain Anstruther is now with the Arch-Duke Charles, and might
be of use there, in case the melancholy account of Colonel Craufurd's
death should be true. I am in the greatest hopes that the account
is false, because I have no confirmation or even mention of it in
any letters which I have seen from the army.
Should it however
prove to be true, I beg leave to name Captain Anstruther to your
Lordship as an officer whom Sir Ralph Abercrombie, and afterwards
General Dundas, selected as their confidential aide-de-camp ; both from
his military talents and from his superior judgment and ability.
His
father's apprehension of the yellow fever prevented his going to the
West Indies with Sir R. Abercrombie, when Sir Ralph offered him the
situation of Adjutant- General to that expedition.
He has been with
me all the winter, and been accordingly kept au-courant of affairs, as
far as this Court put them in our way,
He is in the 3rd Regiment of
Guards; and very favourably known to the Duke of York as a military

man."

George Hammond
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I cannot but hope that, for the
1796, September 6, Hamburg.
reasons I have formerly stated, your Lordship will not disapprove of
my determination to leave Berlin without waiting for farther instructions.
But if any doubts could have remained in my mind as to the propriety
of this measure, even after the uncivil conduct of Count Haugwitz
at our last interview, they would have been effectually removed by
my knowledge of the interesting overtures which Count Kalicheff was
instructed to make to the Court of Berlin, and by the apprehension lest
Count Haugwitz might endeavour to represent my continuance at
Berlin in such a light to Count Kalicheff as to excite some sort of
suspicion in his mind, or might use it as a pretext to delay returning
that immediate answer to the Russian propositions on which the
Empress has so peremptorily insisted. The conduct which the Court
of Berlin may in any given case pursue is, from the contrariety of
sentiment subsisting between the King and his ministers, so little
capable of being predicted, that it is somewhat hazardous to risk an
opinion on the subject but I must confess that I am rather sanguine
in my belief that the language which the Empress has employed in her
letter to the King of Prussia, and the nature of the indirect menaces
which she throws out, are most admirably calculated to produce the
effect of bringing that monarch back to a participation in the coalition
against France."
;

P.
Private.

Bond

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I have the satisfaction to
1796, September 8, Philadelphia.
inform your Lordship that the adoption of the treaty has had a very
perceptibly good effect upon the minds of the people of this country.
It [was not to be expected that the principles of men who aim at
disorder and confusion as their only hope of aggrandizement, were to
be reformed by this measure; but the Administration by a steady

Q 2
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adherence to the

spirit of the Constitution, has acquired

an importance

and energy which it did not previously possess and many influential
characters, who had been wavering and undecided, as to the political part
they were to take, now zealously support the Government, as the best
and most secure policy they can pursue.
;

'*
Though the treaty has not yet been called into full operation,
considerate men, rightly, contemplate the benefits which are to flow
from it, than which no one point seems to be of greater moment, than
its tendency to retain this infant country in a state of peace with the
most powerful empire in the universe, and to secure to it all those
benefits, which to a commercial country must follow from a strict and
tenacious observance of its neutrality.
" The only causes of complaint, which now exist, proceed from the
capture of American vessels, and the impressment of seamen navigating
them ; inconveniencies to which this country must be liable, as long
as the enterprising spirit of so many of its traders, forcing the prescribed
channels of commerce, renders a rigid scrutiny indispensable and until
some mode shall be devised to correct those deceptions in respect to our
seamen to which a similarity of language and of habits so seriously
;

expose us."

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Upon inquiry
1796, September 9, Park Street, Westminster.
today of Canning, I find that 7000/. is all the money that is expected.
Unless this is exclusive of three thousand some odd hundred which I
understand has been protested, the sum will fall short even of what is
wanted in the first instance.
" When I spoke to Dutheil about the method of sending Tr[yon]
over, he talked confidently of means that he possessed of sending him
But it seemed
either by Calais or Havre, as often as he had a mind.
to me that this was the confidence of a man who was to try the experiment in the person of another, and not' in his own. And I am convinced that the plan which I mentioned to you will be infinitely the
safest, as well as the

most commodious.

" For this purpose, however, we shall have occasion for at least 1000/.
which, unless the sums advanced for the main object shall become
hereafter more abundant, cannot well be deducted from thence.
It is
merely a question of getting the money, for the payment of it is but a
very small advance beyond what is due or may reasonably be asked on
another account, namely, the following
u Tr[yon] in his last journey has laid out about 250/., of which he
brings a perfectly detailed and satisfactory account. In his former
journies also, which have been numerous though separately much less
expensive than this, in which he travelled all the way post, he has laid
out considerable sums beyond what have been advanced or repaid lo
him and which, he says, have exhausted the little fortune which he
brought with him out of France. Of these he has given me an account
from time to time though I have never had the means of doing more
than to advance to him what was necessary for the outfit of the journey
in which he was immediately engaging.
The whole, if allowed, would
amount to a sum of some 700/.
" It would be a very advantageous way of paying him to enable him
to take a share in this commercial association, the profits of which
would, at the same time, go a great way towards defraying his future
expenses.
The moment therefore that you can procure me 1000/.
beyond what shall be absolutely wanted for remittances, I will establish
:

;

;
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him in the proposed situation, and take his receipt for all antecedent
demands. 1 will also endeavour to effect it upon better terms, if I can.
" In talking to me ot the details of his last journey, he explained
incidentally one of the numerous occasions for which money is to serve,
even in the present state of the Royalists.
" While he was at Rennes, the discovery took place of which much
has been said since in the correspondence of the Prince de Bouillon, of
one of the houses of correspondence in that city.
" The woman escaped for the time by a miracle, but her house and
all her property is confiscated.
Had he been possessed of any sum
beyond that which he considered as appropriated, he would have
allotted a part of it towards relieving the person in question in the ruin
%o which she was reduced.
" In case, too, of persons arrested, a sum reasonably applied is perpetually the means of saving them ; and the knowledge that such means
are in the Royalists' hands, besides the benefit in the instances themselves, is of great service generally to the cause.
M. Cointre, who was
suspected at Jersey of having purloined the money entrusted to him,
but who, on the contrary, has been arrested and denounced for having
delivered it, may have a chance of being saved by means of the very
money which he has delivered.
u As I have no means at present of forwarding M. Tryon s mission
by staying in London, I shall be absent for a few days.
u You will have the goodness only to ensure the payment of the three
or four thousand pounds protested, in addition to the 7000/. promised,
and, if possible, to enable Tr[yon] before his departure to establish
himself as a partner in the projected association."
r

C.

BENTINCK

tO C.

GODDARD.

Varel. — " I have not written since the 23rd ultimo,

1796, September 9,
not thinking the intelligence we have received in the mean time worth
Our letters assure us however that the changes which
transmitting.
may have taken place in the neighbouring provinces are more in our
favour than otherwise but they are trifling.
Our friends express their
invariable confidence on the efforts which they are led to expect from
without, and their impatience to know whether any change is likely to
take place in their favour before next winter.
"
report prevailed lately in the province of Groningen that the
King of Prussia had acknowledged the Batavian Republic. This report
did not seem to discourage the well-intentioned, as they observe, the
conditions of the recognition could not be very favourable to the
Revolutionists, who are very much out of humour with some part of
the conduct of their own friends, which they conceal from the public,
as well as the terms of the recognition, if it exists.
" There are i'ew troops in the province of Groningen and on this
Jrontier.
The troops that were encamped near Zutphen and Zuidlaasen
have been suddenly marched off to different parts of the country. I
have not anything more material at this moment, not wishing to take
up any of your time with the multitude of idle reports which we, of
It is right to repeat however that, as
course, hear from day to day.
far as we know, the disposition of the country cannot be more favourable
than it is; and I shall regret the winter's coming on again without an
opportunity having ottered of putting it to the test, though we are
aware that at this moment we are, and must be from the turn affairs
have taken, but a secondary object, till the very alarming progress of
the Republicans on the continent of Europe has been checked in a
;

A
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I am very anxious to hear something of the person
the letter for me, and beg vou will have the goodness to
mention this to Lord Grenville."

decisive manner.

who brought

Bakon Thugut

to

Count Starhemberg.

Vous etes deja informe par PAmbas1796, September 10, Vienna.
sadeur de sa Majeste residant a Petersbourg de la resolution que vient
de prendre Plinperatrice de constater son zele pour la defense de la
cause commune en fournissant un corps effectif de 60,000 combattants
M. le Comte de Cobenzl vous a instruit en raeme temps des arrangements pecuniaires avec PAngleterre, dont la Russie fait dependre
Pexecution de ce desseiu.
li

" En combinant ces determinations recentes de la Cour de Petersbourg avec ce que vous m'avez fait l'honneur de me mander en dernier
lieu, du rappel subit de 1'escadre Russe, Ton serait tente de penser que
cette derniere mesure avait ete employee pour preparer d'avance lc
Ministere Brittanique, par l'apprehension de la perte d'un renfort non
indifferent de ses forces de mer, a plus de faciiite pour les propositions
que la Russie se voyait sur le point de faire relativement a la marche
des troupes destinees a co-operer a la guerre de terre.
u Quoiqu'il en soit, nous ne pouvons nous empecher de regarder
comme uu cbjet de l'importance la plus decisive, tant pour Pinteret
general de la coalition, que pour les interets particuliers de PAutriche
et de PAngleterre, que les demandes de la Cour de Petersbourg soyent
accueillis a Londres, et que le Ministere Brittanique s'y prete avec
condescendance par les sacrifices qui sont en son pouvoir.
" II est evident que, si Pon parvient a s'assurer de Passistance f ranche
et loyale de la Russie, il en resultera un nouvel ordre des ehoses, et un
changement total dans la situation generale des affaires de la coalition.
La triple alliance reparoitra dans tout son ecla% etreprendradansl'opinion
publique le poids que les soupcons repandus avec tant d'art par la Prusse du
peu d'accord entre les trois Puissances contractautes, avaier.t si fort arrbibli.
La preponderance de Punion des trois Cours alliees repriraara les attentats
des malveillants, elle encouragera les bien intentionnes que leur pusillanirnite retient de manifester leur sentimens, et en considerant tous les effets
qu'on peut attendre d'un Goncours reel et sincere de la Russie, Pon
peut raisonnablement se flatter que la France, epuisee malgre ses pretendues victoires, trompee d'ailleurs dans son esperance de nous forcer
a la paix pendant le cours de la campagne actuelle par la temerite de
ses entremises, non seulement sei'a obligee a rechercher elle-meme une
pacification honorable pour les Allies, mais que meme sa detresse fera
eclorre peut-etre des evenemens a apporter des changements a son
Gouvernement monstrueux, et a substituer uu autre regime quelconque
inoius dangereux pour les autres Puissances, er. qui promette a ses
voisins un repos plus durable.
" Quant a PAngleterre en particulier, il est impossible qu'elle ne sente
vivement toute Putilite qu'elle retirera de la co operation effective de la
Russie a la cause commune. La necessite de se procurer cet avantage
decisif devient d'autant plus urgente pour la Cour de Londres, qu'elle
que la connaissance smle
est menacee d'une rupture aveo PEspagne
de la determination prise par PImperatrice d'unir ses efforts a ceux du
reste de la coalition arretera peut-etie, s'il en est temps encore,
et que, dans
Pexplosion des projets iniques du Cabinet de Madrid
tous les cas, Paccroissement que recevra la masse generale des forces de
la coalition par la jonction de celles de la Russie, fournira meme a la
;

;
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Grande Bretagne plus de nioyens de punir une Cour deloyale de son
aggression perfide.
" D'ailleurs il ne faut plus se dissimuler que, quelques fussent a
l'aveair nos succes, il ne resterait gueres d'esperaacc que l'Autriche et
la Grande Bretagne a elles-seules reussissent desormais a rorapre la
monstrueuse intimite entre La France et La Hollande, ni a reniettre le
regime des Provinces Unies sur l'ancien pied par le retablissement de la
Maison d'Orange ; mais des que Ton se sera assure des secours offerts
par la Russie, il existe la plus grande vraisemblance que lenergie que
nous serous a meme de deployer dans nos operations, fera bientot la loi
a la France sur cet objet egalement au quel ia Grande Bretagne avec
raison met tant d'importance.
" Le Cabinet de St. James nous a fait connaitre, a differentes reprises,
la disposition ou il etait de sacrifier une partie des conquetes faites par
ses armes dans le cours de la guerre, afin de nous ouvrir, dans une
pacification commune, la voye pour obtenir des conditions convenables.
Sa Majeste a apprecie sans doute, comrne elle devait, une pareille offre,
digne do la loyaute de la Grande Bretagne, et de son fidele attachemcnt
aux stipulations des traites ; mais, si les propositions actuelles de ia
Itussie sont accueillies, tout permet d'esperer que les affaires prendront,
sous peu, une tournure qui, dispensant 1'Angleterre de la triste necessite
de restituer ses conquetes pour procurer a ses allies des conditions
tolerables, ne la genera plus dans le choix de celles qu'elle voudra
garder a la pais.
u Je ne m'etendrai pas ici sur le besoin intime et extreme que nous
avons nous-memes de Passistance la plus active de la Russie. Nous ne
saurions plus nous cacher que, sans cet espoir, la situation des choses
ne presente nulle probability d'une paix qui, dans la supposition meme
la plus favorable, ne iut plus ou moins humiliante ; et qui, en rappellant
continuellement la honte de nos defaites, et celle d'avoir re9u la loi du
vainqueur, ne fut destructive de la consideration de la Monarchic
consideration d'un prix inestimable aux yeux de la saine politique,
accoutumee d'apprecier les objets d'apres les bons principes, et non
d'apres le desir peu noble et irreflechi du repos, des jouissances du

moment.
" Nous ne disconvenons pas que les sommes demandees par la Cour
de Petersbourg ne puissent paraitre tres fortes a Londres, mais elles
seront, sans contredit, bien employees si les esperances qu'on peut
fonder justement sur la co-operation efficace de la Russie se realisent
celles d'un changement entier dans la position des affaires de la coalition,
presentement si peu florissante d'une paix honorable dont les Allies
pourront se flatter de prescrire les conditions du raffermissement enh'n
de la prosperite generate de l'Europe, dont les bases, depuis quelque
temps, se trouvent si fort ebranlees.
Apres avoir deja fait a ces grands
objets tant de sacrifices, il ne semble gueres possible que 1'Angleterre
veuille se refuser a un dernier moins considerable, et qui, cependant,
parait seul pouvoir conduire au but que les Allies poursuivent depuis
longtemps par tant d'efforts.
4i
S'il est incontestable qu'il n'y a nulle comparaison a faire entre la
confiance que meritent les promesses de l'lmperatrice, si jalouse de sa
gloire, et celle que peuvent s'attirer les engagemens contractes par une
Cour se mettant habituellement au-de3sus de tous les principes de la
bonne foi, il semblera'it difficile d'imaginer qu'on put hesiter a Londres
d' accorder a la Russie les memes sommes a peu pres qu'en 1794 Ton
a prodiguees avec an tant de liberalite que d'iuutilite a la Prusse
et qu'on voulut rejetter les propositions de la Russie dans le meme
moment, pour ainsi dire, ou Ton s'est cru justifie a Londres par le
;

;
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mauvais etat des affaires de la coalition a recourir une seconde fois a
Cour de Berlin, en hazardant meme l'offre d'une acquisition territoriale considerable, offre capable d'entrainer dans ses consequences
des inconveniens bien plus graves que des sacrifices en argent quel-

la

conques.
" Cependant, quoiqu'il nous ait ete declare bien positivement que
les sommes exigees par l'lmperatrice ne soyent pas susceptibles d'aucune
diminution quelconque, nous sommes toutefois disposes a conserver
l'esperance que, dans un cas extreme, la Cour de Petersbourg, convaincue d'une impossibility absolue et reelle de la part de l'Angleterre
pour satisfaire a ses demandes en totalite, se preterait peut-etre a des
modifications, et a des arrangemens tendant a faciliter l'accord a etablir,
pourvee que le Ministere Britannique veuille bien entrer avec franchise
en des explications amicatas pour chercher des points de rapprochement,
et pour demontrer au Cabinet de Petersbourg que les difficultes tiennent
a la nature des choses, et non a aucun manque de bonne volonte ou
d'une juste appreciation des secours proposes.
u Si, comme nous aimons a le croire, la maniere de voir du Cabinet de
St. James a l'egard des secours de la Russie, est conforme a la notre, il
est de la derniere importance que, sans la perte d'un seul instant, il soit
Les distances sont
procede aux arrangemens a prendre a ce sujet.
immenses, le rassemblement et tous les preparatifs prealablement
necessaires pour la marche des trouppes Busses, exigent un temps
considerable ; la plus grande partie des Lon-succes de nos operations
jusqu'ici n'a ete constamment que la suite des retards dans les concerts a
prendre entre les Allies et les nouveaux delais qu'on mettrait a s'assurer,
en facon quelconque, de Pexecution des offres de la Russie, seraient
infailliblement cause que, les trouppes n'arrivant pas a temps, et les
operations manquant encore d'ensemble, les fruits des nouveaux sacrifices
auxquels l'Angleterre se sera determinee, ne repondrait nullement a ce
que la bonne volonte actuelle de la Cour de Petersbourg permet d'en
;

attendre.
" L'intention

de Sa Majeste est que vous presentiez toutes ces
considerations au Ministere Britannique de la maniere la plus instante
que, conformement a l'intimite existant entre les deuxCours Imperiales,
vous concertiez avec M. le Comte de Woronzow toutes vos demarches,
ensorte qu'il ne soit neglige aucun motif de persuasion pour porter le
Cabinet de St. James a des determinations analogues aux desirs de la
Russie ; et afin que, dans le cas ou, contre toute attente, il s'eleverait
des difficultes, Ton soit au moins bien convaincu a Petersbourg qu'il n'a
pas depend u de notre zele de les applanir.
* Au reste, il est sans doute superflu d'observer ici que les sommes a
accorder a la Russie ne doivent entrainer aucun retard ou diminution
pour lesavances et secours pecuniaires qui nous sont promis ; loin de la,
consequemment a ma
il est dune necessite absolue que notre emprunt,
depeche du 7 du mois dernier, soit porte a 5 million, ou pour le moins
a 4J million livres, somme egale a celle de notre emprunt de Tannee
passee ; attendu que les evenernents qui ont eu lieudepuis quelque temps,
nous out occasionne de3 depenses aussi enormes qu'inattendues; que le
nouveau changement des circonstances et l'arrivee prochaine des troupes
Busses font pressentir la possibility d'une prolongation quelconque
de la guerre; et que, d'un autre cote, le reglement de notre emprunt
ayant ete retarde jusqu'ici, nous prevoyons bien qu'il ne serait gueres
faisable de proposer un nouvel et troisieme emprunt des les premiers
mois de l'anuee prochaine.
" Nous ne balancons pas de prevcnir avec franchise un allie en qui
nous mettons la plus grande confiance, que la penurie de nos finances
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de toute expression que nous sommes exposes au danger de
manquer de numeraire pour fourntr au pret des troupes de voir, par

est au-dela

;

;

consequent, les armees se debander ; et que, ne pouvant courir le risque
d'un pareil malheur capable d'entrainer le bouleversement total de la
monarchic, nous serions probablement obliges malgre nous, et en
fremissant sans doute, a preter les mains a une paix quelconque, si
l'Angleterre refusait de subvenir a notre detresse.
" Nous sommes arrives a la crise qui doit decider du sort de la
coalition.
La richesse de l'Angleterre ne saurait manquer de ressonrces
lorsqu'il s'agit des interets les plus essentiels de sa prosperite.
C'est en
se trainant dans des demi-mesures que les allies se sont epuises par la
prolongation d'une guerre, dont les divers evenemens ont menace et
menacent encore 1' Europe d'une subversion complette. II s'agit plus
que jamais de redoubler de moyens pour parvenir a une paix honorable
et il ne sera pas dit que l'Angleterre ait jamais a se reprocher d'avoir,
au moment meme qui offrait pour l'avenir une perspective plus favorable,
renonce aux fruits de tous les sacrifices passes, faute d'energie pour faire
un dernier effort."

French.

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

W. Windham.

Dropmore. — "I

1796, September 11,
return you the letters you
enclosed to me. I understand from M. Dutheil distinctly
what, indeed,
the memoire of the agents clearly shows
that they only ask 7,000/.,
including the 4,400/. protested on account of the inaccuracy of the
mode in which it had been drawn. If for the separate object of sending
Tryon back, or of furnishing any immediate sum to Puisaye, Mr. Pitt
is willing to allow any further advance, I can have no objection to it
but that is a business with which I must not mix the allotment of the
7,000/. to be remitted to the King's agents.
If I am not careful to keep
this sum distinct from all other appropriation or use, we shall relapse
into confusion.
" Dutheil has engaged to remit this money directly to Paris, which is
both a safer and a more expeditious conveyance than by a commercial
enterprise through Hamburg.
I did not know that he had proposed to
Tryon to return by the same channel. The advantages or danger of
such a plan must, of course, be left to be decided upon by Tryon him-

—

—

self."

Copy.

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—"My

1796, September 11, Park Street, Westminster.
idea of Ramis that he shall be sent as a military man for the purpose
of gaining information, with the assistance of our Minister, relative to
the military state of the country, and of conveying to the Government,
with the same assistance, our ideas of the sort of succours which we can
say's mission

best afford them.

" On this last head, he will have to explain to them the nature of the
corps which we propose to send, and the footing on which we mean
them to be ; and by these explanations endeavour to get the better of
that sort of apprehension which they are at present disposed to entertain
of

French

"On

troops.

the other hand, by learning something of the state of their
officers and of their army, and forming a better judgment of both than
Mr. Walpole will probably have been able to form, he will be enabled
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to tell us how far it is important to press upon them the acceptance of
the corps which we are now speaking of, and which, it must be
remembered, are the only ones that we have to send. My own idea of
the Portuguese service is that it will not suffer by the introduction of
two such regiments as Mortimart and Castries, and such corps of French
officers as may be furnished by the cadres, and recruited from the
numerous French and Walloons, that will not fail to desert from Spain,
or that are already in Portugal.
The superintendence of an officer of
ours will be a great security for the good behaviour of these corps, and
a great means of preventing misunderstandings between them and the
natives.
li
If this measure is thought right, the sooner Ramsay sets off the
The powers that he should have must be more than I can give
better.
him, though they need not be such as to excite any jealousy on the part
of Mr. Walpole.
They must only be such as to ensure him an introduction to the ministers in person, though accompanied, whenever it is
wished, by our Minister.
Ramsay is the last man to use his power in
a manner that could give any offence.
u Should this first attempt succeed, and the jealousy entertained of
French corps be found to be a prejudice, it is probabie that the force
to be furnished in this way may extend to something very considerable,
and produce a body of troops at the head of which it may be right to
body of six or seven thousand
put some one of higher authority.
men, headed by good French officers, would go a great way in the
defence of Portugal.
It is always, too, with me a secondary, but not
immaterial consideration, that it spares the dreadful example of casting
out, without the slightest means ot subsistence, the remains of that body
of people who have sacrificed everything to their attachment to royalty.
" I mentioned to your Lordship the business of Antony. If you think
it worth while, it would be easy to seize the papers of one of the persons
whom he is said to have engaged, and who is going for Hamburg in a
day or two though I don't know that more is likely to be discovered
than that Antony is a double spy, and that many persons here, having
no means of subsistence, are willing to enter into France upon any
terms which is a proceeding that, as it seems to me, can neither be

A

;

—

prevented nor blamed."
C.

1796, September 13,

BENTINCK
Varel. —

*•

to

C

GODDARD.

I mentioned in

my

last,

of the 9th

which prevail in our neighbourhood of the King of
Prussia having acknowledged the Batavian Republic, These reports
seem to gain credit they are again mentioned in our last letters with
the addition of Prussia's having acceded to the alliance of the French
Some of the fugitive representatives of
and Batavian Republics.
Friesland are gone to Paris, others are at Groningen and in this
neighbourhood. It is from the correspondence of these people that
It is added that the conditions are not
these reports seem to originate.
However this may be,
to their t;iste, and they seem out of humour.
and whether the whole be a fiction or not, it gives great uneasiness to
the well-intentioned, at least to all our frieuds, who do not expect in

instant, the reports

;

that case that the deliverance of the country will so soon take place, or
if it should apparently, that in reality their situation would be at all

changed for the better. I cannot help translating word for word the
passage with which one of our friends concludes his last letter. He
*
says
Our situation becomes daily more critical, and should our
deliverauce really take place shortly, it will by no means be complete
:
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and other circumstances make
Our letters from
think that, if anything is passing or should be concluded between
France and Prussia apparently for the advantage of our Republic, this
will happen without the knowledge of the Prince, without the co-operaand that by their giving the Hereditary Prince a
tion of England
part of Brabant, it will be with the object to tear us from our old and
Thus our
faithful ally England, which is of so much importance to us.
commerce and navigation will be annihilated, and we shall lose our
possessions in the East and West, and we shall be forced to look for
ever after for safety and protection to the authors of all our misforThis wretched prospect
tunes, and the common enemy of all Europe.
God grant my apprehensions may be
makes me quite desponding.
ungrounded.' By this passage you may see that the reports 1 allude to
gain credit ; and by this language, which is that of all those within the
country we have any communication with, you may fee at the same
time to what quarter they steadfastly look for the return of order and
At the same time, no authentic accounts we have lead us
prosperity.
to countenance rumours of this nature, which, if founded, would again
put off any immediate hopes we might otherwise have of affairs taking
a more favourable turn though we should not, even in case of their
being; founded, despair of the final issue of the contest being fatal to
the supporters of a system we think so contrary to the real interest of
the country.
I thought it right to state all this, though I am not fond
in general of repeating all the various reports that are in circulation.
" Our last letters mention again the breaking up of the camps in the
neighbouring provinces of the Republic, and some of the troops
have been dispersed into the provinces of Overyssel, Friesland, and
or satisfactory.

me

;

;

Groningen.
" The decree for setting aside the established religion occasions the
greatest discontent, and is but slowly carried into execution in some of
the provinces.

" I mentioned in mine of the 19th August to Lord Grenville some
circumstances relating to a correspondence with Amsterdam, and our
answer to some of their communications.
have since heard, and
the answer 1 am happy to say has been found satisfactory, and produced
a good effect.
u I shall continue to write very regularly, though I do not receive any
communications from England, which would, however, be of great service at this moment to direct me.
I shall go on to the best of my

We

judgment, begging

this to

be shown."

W. Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1796, September 15, Hollwood.
"A direction was sent from the
Treasury yesterday to the Commissioners of the Customs, to let no

Spanish vessels quit our ports till farther order. The only regular step
And I
certainly an Order of the King in Council for an embargo.
rather doubt whether the formality of a letter from the Secretary of
which will not, in fact, be a sufficient authority is not better
State
avoided. I state this, however, only as a doubt and if, on considering it,
you remain of your former opinion, I should wish you to send the
is

—

—

;

letter.

" Any of the persons in your list would do perfectly for a mover or
The best chance, I think, would be Lord Exeter, and Lord
seconder.
I do not recollect any separate sum being lately
de Dunstaville.
destined for Pw'saye, except 3,000/. which was advanced to Windham,
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A

I think about a fori night ago.
letter was sent to him at the same
time releasing him from any obligation he might conceive himself under
to remain in France.
If any farther advance to a moderate amount
seems necessary, and Tryon can point out safe means of conveying it,
there certainly can be no difficulty ill giving it.
" I left directions last week to enquire about the stamper, but in the
number of things yesterday omitted to ask for the result.
Lord
Buckingham's otter sets an example which, if followed, would have the
best effect
but I am unwilling to suggest any specific mode till some
general plan is digested for giving such efforts as much effect as
;

possible."

BENTINCK

C.

tO C.

GODDARD.

Varei. — " A friend of ours, who came here within

1796, September 16,
these few days mentions that there are not above four or five thousand
French troops within the frontiers of the United Provinces.
He
mentions that even a part of the weak garrisons of Amsterdam and the
Hague had been marched away, notwithstanding the representations
made by the Government against this step, more particularly with
great many seamen had been puuished
respect to the latter place.
on board the Dutch ships for expressing too loudly their attachment to
The greatest animosity subsists between the
the House of Orange.
French and the armed citizens, whom the former treat with contempt.
In Amsterdam some people openly rejoice at the disasters of the French,
and with impunity. Our friend, during his stay there, was at a club
where the Orange party meet. There were about a hundred persons in
the room, when one of the members came in mentioning loudly the late
Our friend
successes of the Austrians with great demonstrations of joy.
even expressed his apprehensions to some of them that they might get
into a scrape by their want of caution.
" C. L. Byma writes to Staal, a Friesland patriot, that the reign of
the patriots is over, that he expects, however, they may be allowed to
remain quietly at home and he is said to be a sanguine man, and the
last who loses all hope.
" Blann, the ex-minister at Paris, has w ritten, they say, to one of
his correspondents that the French Directory is quite under Prussian
influence; that it is to this influence and to his aversion to the old
Government he attributes the ill-usage he has met with at Paris.
" This is all I have to say for the present. Our friends continue firm,
though in our neighbourhood every measure is taken to intimidate them,
above sixty persons being at this moment in prison on various pretences,
though we have not to reproach ourselves any of them are owing to any
imprudence on our part but it is the natural consequence of the
situation the country is in and of the too sanguine disposition of many
\\V are
individuals who wili not listen to the cautions given them.
not without great hope that these arrestations will not continue long,
flatter
for many reasons which it would be too long to detail.
ourselves the brilliant successes the Austrians have lately had, which
we have heard many details of this day, will make the usurpers more
mild in their proceedings than they might otherwise be.
*
1 heard to-day from the person who left a letter for me lately, and
whom I hoped to have had the pleasure of seeing ; but, as he is on his
journey home, and has fixed no place for meeting, I must give up iliat
flatter myself, however, I may receive a
I
hope, however reluctantly.
few lines from some of my friends, which may make up for the dis-

A

;

;

We

;

appointment."
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Lord Grenville

to the

Earl of Elgin.

Dropmore. — "I

have the greatest hopes that
1796, September 18,
Rut
the account respecting Colonel Craufurd may not be confirmed.
if it should unfortunately be true, I am afraid that it would be impossible
for me to recommend Captain Anstruther to succeed to the station
which Colonel Craufurd filled and which, as you will easily suppose,
is one which is more sought after than almost any other employment
the King has to give."
;

Copy.
0.

BeNTINOK

tO C.

GODDARD.

—

"What we have heard since I wrote
1796, September 20, Varel.
last (September 16) confirms what I have said of the measures taken
within the Provinces to prevent any foreign correspondence hostile
to the National Convention ; and it seems a very serious alarm prevails amongst the usurpers and their adherents, by the plan of a
requisition of all the inhabitants between IS and 40, that they may
be armed; an expedient, however, which, in the present disposition
of the country, will give but little security to the new Government.
All persons coming into the Provinces are of late very strictly
examined, at least on this frontier; a Prussian postillion having,
these few days, been stripped at the Neiuwe-Schantz, that
might be searched.
"Huber, one of the former Friesland representatives, writes from
Paris that an agreement has been concluded there with respect to
the Seven Provinces between France and Prussia, very contrary to
The letter
the wishes of the new Government of those Provinces.
where this is said has been intercepted by some of the Committees.
This, and other reports of the same uature which I have noticed in
former letters, may account for their suspicions ; and I hope the late
successes of the Austrians, and their further progress, may produce
serious apprehensions and consequences than what may
still more
result from the intricate and equivocal conduct of the Prussian

within

his clothes

Government.
" We are under considerable anxiety at this moment for one of our
friends, and for a person he employed at different times to forward
letters to the person who is here, and whom I have so frequently
mentioned. They have both been taken up. I know not the particulars as yet, nor do I know whether this happened on mere suspicions, as was once the case before, without any further consequences,
or whether any letter have been found ; at any rate, I flatter myself
there will be means to preveut any serious mischief.
The arrestation
of these two persons has made it advisable for two of our friends to
absent themselves for a time, till they hear how the matter turns out.
They took care to give notice to all those it might concern, that they
might be on their guard ; and though these two persons will certainly
be missed, we have reason to flatter ourselves this unpleasant incident
will neither create confusion, nor interrupt the communications we
I shall be very anxious until the persons
receive from time to time.
in question have got safely through this business, but I am as ready as
ever to take upon me any share or the whole blame of what we may
have done here, as what has happened is the natural consequence of
the situation the country is in, and of too much zeal and too much
contempt for their adversaries on the part of the persons in question
though I have certainly cautioned them often enough, and prevented
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things of this sort from happening more frequently. The persons most
concerned have immediately applied to our friend here for advice, and
he is exerting himself to set all to rights again. I am very impatient
to know thai all is ended well ; and, in the meantime, I thought it
right to say so much on the subject for fear of misrepresentations.
" Having been deprived of the pleasure of seeing Mr. [Hammond] as
I mentioned in my last, it will not appear surprising I should be more
impatient than ever to hear from my friends in England, and to know
more particularly from what quarter we are to expect external support.
The favourable turn military operations have taken of late give me
some hopes that the expectations I had formed when I left England
may still be likely to be in part realized. Should the moment arrive we
have so long wished for, it may be very necessary we should know (I)
what external force is likely to march to that part of the country we
have chiefly directed your attention to; (2) that we should have some
direct communication with the person who commands.
These are two
points you may very likely clear up.
Our friend wrote to Prince
Frederick (by the channel the Prince pointed out) in June last, at my
request, to say that he was ready at any time that Prince might wish
Our friend had lately
it, to send him any information within his reach.
the pleasure of receiving a line in answer from the Prince, dated
Amberg, August 1 3th. This letter only came last Friday, the 16th
This seems strange, and
instant, so that it was above a month coming.
our friend here has had no letters since the 24th ultimo from his
correspondent who is at Brunswick, though many circumstances have
occurred in the interval well worth taking some notice of, at least no
less so than many that were in the preceding letters of the correspondent in question. I am at a loss hew to account for this silence, and
and this makes
for the delay in forwarding Prince Frederick's letter
me the more desirous of receiving some answer from my friends upon
the two points I have laid some stress upon in this letter.
In the meantime to prevent any inconveniency arising from similar delays whether
accidental or intentional, which I shall not pretend to determine, and as
Prince Frederick asks for the information offered, we have agreed our
friend should send his letters to Prince Frederick by another channel,
by which they will. I hope, go more expeditiously. I cannot help
wishing for my part, that I was referred to some leading person acting
with the external force to which we are to direct our attention, that I
had even a letter for that person to make use of at my option should
the moment come, and that T may thus be assured of receiving from
time to time the necessary communications. At the same time I beg
again to assure those who have placed confidence in me, that I do not
but, as
wish to attach any very great importance to our proceedings
far as they go, I could wish not to omit mentioning any circumstance
which is likely to contribute to our success ; and [ cannot help repeating again, what 1 have said in former letters, that we are confident we
could extend our plan a great deal further, and indeed to most parts of
the Republic, if we received orders to that purpose, and the means
were given our friends as I have stated before now. If our offers are
not accepted of, and even if we receive no answer, we shall rest satisfied
with having done our duty by saying all we thought necessary ; and
with the hopes that measures have been taken with the same view, to
;

;

efforts will be made subservient, and which make it useless
should go beyond the limits we have been obliged to confine ourI must refer again to what I have said in former letters on
selves to.
that subject, and on our wishes that our conduct should at all times
meet with the approbation of the persons in England who must at all

which our

we
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events, sooner or later, contribute so essentially to re-establish the
House of Orange in their former authority ; and the Republic on a

looting compatible with the real interests of the country, and with
the honour of that House which is inseparable from them.
Our
friends within the country are entitled to the highest commendations
for their perseverance and good humour under the many delays and
disappointments they have experienced, and the personal risk which
attends their situation.
I speak only of the parts of the country I have
chiefly alluded to, though I am very far from wishing to take away from
the merit of others.
" The last accounts of the Austrian army continue to be equally

1 see by the Times, a paper we receive here, that Mr.
Grenville is going to Paris if anybody is really going, I am
happy he is the person."

favourable.

Thomas

;

Negotiations with France.

Note.
"D'apres la note qui m'a ete communiquee, il parait que mes
propositions n'ont pas ete comprises.
" J'ai offert de faire admettre les propositions qui pourront etre
faites (pourvn qu'elles reposent sur des bases acceptables dans les
circonstances actuelles) en remplissant vis-a-vis de moi la totalite des
conditions dont j'ai fait l'ouverture a Mr.
" Je n'ai aucunc autorisation avouee, ni mission ad hoc.
J'ai
seulement la persuasion de reussir dans ce que j'enterprendrais.
.

French,

Endorsed.
Received

this

through Mr. Dundas, September 21, 1796.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

1796, September 22, Kew. — " I sincerely

rejoice at the continuance

good accounts of the Austrians, which must soon annihilate the
French army, which has been sowing destruction in Germany."

of the

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

1796, September 23, Downing Street.— " Lord Grenville has the
honour to transmit to your Majesty a letter which Count Wedel has
this morning delivered to him, and* also the copy of dispatch from the
Danish Charge des Affaires at Paris, which Count Wedel left
with him.
Notwithstanding
the insolent tone of the answer
received, there is an ambiguity in the purport of that answer which
seems to create some difficulty as to the manner in which it ought
to be considered, so as to leave no pretext or subterfuge to those
who may wish to mis-represent the subject here. Your Majesty's
servants are to meet this morning, and Lord Grenville will have the
honour to submit to your Majesty such ideas as may, on discussion,
occur to them."
Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

1796, September 23, Windsor. — " After the highly insolent answer
the Danish

Charge

d* Affaires

to

on our demand for a passport that a
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may be

sent to treat at Paris, I cannot suppose any one can be so
sentiments of self-respectability to think any other measure
necessary than the letting Parliament know the offensive turn given to
what some might think an humiliating step taken by this country ; if
such a communication will not rouse the British lion he must have lost
his wonted energy."

person

lost to the

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—

September 23, Cleveland Row. " Lord Grenville has the
1 796,
honour to acquaint your Majesty, that your Majesty's servants, in
considering the answer received from France, thought it would be of
the utmost importance to bring to a distinct issue the ambiguous and
evasive manner in which the Directory has couched its insolent refusal
of a passport
in order to leave no room for those misinterpretations by
which attempts will certainly be made to deceive the people of this
country into opinions inconsistent with the safety of any independent
state.
Every step that can conduce to this object is of such infinite
importance in the present situation of affairs that no considerations but
those of great and material interests ought to be opposed to it. Under
this impression the note has been prepared which Lord Grenville has
now the honour to submit to your Majesty, and which it is proposed to
send by a flag of truce directly to France.
There can be little expectation that a measure of this nature can now conduce to the re-establishment of peace, which the present dispositions of the Directory appear
;

to set at a great distance.
But it will clearly prove the existence of
those disposition*, and will, in that respect, be highly advantageous to
the interests of your Majesty's dominions. Such at least is the best opinion
which Lord Grenville has been able to form, and which he now
ventures most respectfully to submit to your Majesty's consideration."

Copy.
P.

Bond

to

Lord Grenville.

Private,
" When I had the honour of
1796, September 24, Philadelphia.
transmitting to your Lordship, by the last mail, that part of the debate
which was then published, upon the subject of the treaty with Great
Britain, I did not apprehend that I should, so soon, have the satisfaction to enclose the sequel of that interesting debate to your Lordship.
It has just made its appearance, and I take the earliest means of
conveying it to your Lordship.
" I also beg leave to enclose to your Lordship the address of the
President to the people of the United States, apprizing them of his
intention to retire from public life."

—

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

1796, September 24, Windsor.— "As Lord Grenville and Mr. Pitt
think a farther step of humiliation necessary to call forth that spirit
which used to be characteristic of this island, I will not object to the
proposed declaration being sent by a flag of truce."

The Marquis of Buckingham
u I

to

Lord Grenville.

am recovering and
[1796], September 25 [Stowe].
me well you have taken care to contribute to it.

can make

if

good news
If Jourdan
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is indeed driven across tbe llhine, I cannot imagine how Moreau is to
get back from Munich to Bale, Brisack, or Strasburgh
and yet at one
of those places he must cross the Rhine, for he cannot dream of falling
back into Wurmser's line of retreat, with the Austrians pressing on his
rear, and the garrisons of Manheim and Philipburgh pressing on his
flank.
As to Bonaparte, I am satisfied that he cannot advance whether
Moreau be pushed or not ; for he is not, and cannot be, prepared to
garrison Italy against a revolt and against Naples.
Surely some
operation might be attempted while we remain masters of the sea, by
transporting Neapolitan troops in aid of our own to make a diversion
on the coast, and by that to assist Wurmser."
" I have writ a long letter to my brother Tom respecting the plan
which I have so much at heart. I am happy to find that you feel the
importance of it as much as I do. I am every hour (and I study it
every hour) more satisfied of its practicability even without troops,
though there is no difficulty in collecting 1,000 men from Chatham,
and embarking them in two India ships fitted as transports, and now in
the river and these troops might receive orders for Ireland, or for
Scotland, and might sail under those ideas.
I see more advantages
from the attempt even if it should fail than I can venture to commit to
paper; but I think that my friend is sure of forcing his way, and
equally sure of his retreat with the troops, and less so (though not
hopelessly so) without them and this is my idea after every consideration I can give to it.
" After these details, I hope you are satisfied with Frogatt's embassy.
;

;

;

Part of your arrangements have depended upon my son, to whom I have
explained my wish for your accommodation, and nothing could be more
kind."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I am much pleased with the
1796, September 29, Windsor.
account from Leipzig transmitted by Lord Grenville as it so fully states
that General Moreau has been defeated on the 1 1th of this month at
Munich, which seems also by what [we] have heard, to be accompanied
with further successes of the Archduke on the banks of the Lahn. I
cannot but help flattering myself that Divine Providence has employed
the wicked French as much as it thinks necessary, and that we shall
now [see] that nation meet with the fate which has on former occasions
[befallen] those who have adopted such depraved ways."

Henry Dundas

to

—

Lord Grenville.

1796, October 2, Wimbledon.
"I have your note enclosing the
paper respecting the militia, which I understand to be from Lord
Buckingham. I shall take an early opportunity of speaking with the
Duke of York on the subject of it, after which I would wish to have a
private conversation with your brother, at which Mr. Pitt ought to be
present.
If he is much occupied at the moment, I shall meet with
Lord Buckingham myself. Government will, in my opinion, be liable
to just censure, if they do not, very early indeed after the meeting of
Parliament, state to Parliament for the satisfaction of the public what
is intended for the internal safety of the country.
If satisfaction is
not given on that point, it will be in vain to look for either approbation
At the same time
or support in the conduct of any operations abroad.
you are aware that all discussions and propositions respecting the militia
belong to the Duke of Portland's Department, and, of course, I must be
delicate in encroaching upon it."
a

94090.

r
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to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I took the liberty of troubling your
1796, October 5, Vienna.
Lordship frequently from Berlin. Appearances have mended much
since that period, and I can venture now to offer my congratulations on
Prince Charles has done well, and if
the success of the campaign.
those opposed to Moreau act with as much judgment and vigour, he
At least he must suffer much loss. The
will not be able to escape.
Imperial armies may yet repossess themselves of the Low Countries
this autumn, and being masters in the field, may even take by blockade
some of the French fortresses, which are in general, I believe, unprovided with magazines. It is not however my object to consider these
circumstances, or conjecture probable events, but to communicate an
observation I have frequently had occasion to make.
Your enemies
spread everywhere the idea that you oppose a pacification with a view
to aggrandize yourselves in the two Indias, regardless of the blood
lavished on the continent of Europe.
This, as you will easily suppose,
but yet, from the nature of your Government, you are
excites ill will
led to insist in Parliament on the advantages gained by the British
nation, and to show that these result from diversions made by its allies.
Such arguments are turned against you abroad, and become the excuse
They are made use of here to
of those who have abandoned you.
render the war unpopular, and with such success, that, if public opinion
were of much weight, the Court would have been greatly embarrassed.
In the Seven Years' War English enthusiasm was raised by the danger
of the Protestant interest, and of its immaculate hero, the King of
Prussia.
At an earlier period the beautiful, persecuted, magnanimous
Maria Theresa was the object of adoration. But in these cold calculating days it is not easy to stimulate exertion at home without exciting
envy abroad. You best can judge whether it be prudent, after insisting
that the war in its prosecution as in its origin has been defensive, to
declare that the principal object of it now is to protect the German
;

Empire and the Low Countries. That the dearest interests of Britain
That far
are eventually connected with that defence and protection.
from ambitious views, you look only to the security of yourselves as the
That a faction, aided by
result of that security you seek for others.
French armies, having turned against you the resources of Holland, you
had been compelled for the defence of your Oriental possessions to seize
those posts from whence they would otherwise have been annoyed.
That in like manner you had been obliged to attack the French islands
for the purpose of saving your own, not merely from capture but from
Such declarations would have a good effect throughutter devastation.
out Germany, already undeceived with respect to the French possessions.
Moreover, should you be embroiled with Spain, it would strengthen you
in the North to declare, after dwelling on the unprovoked aggression of
his Catholic Majesty, that it justifies you in demanding (as a condition
of peace) that he open his American dominions to the commerce of all
who now are, or hereafter ?nay, be joined with you in the war against
him. This kind of crusade will not indeed be so wonderful as that
which was produced by the preaching of Peter the Hermit, but it may
answer better purposes."

George
1796, October

Mr.

5,

St.

III. to

Lord Grenville.

James's. — "If

Pitt shall, on the whole, think

Lord Grenville on consulting
Lord Malmesbury's situation in this
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country not too elevated for treating with the French Convention, I
shall not obstruct his being sounded with regard to the Commission,
but should not think he will accept it."

George
1

796, October 6,

III. to

Kew. — "

It is

Lord Grenville.
with

infinite satisfaction I learn

from

Lord Grenville' s note that Earl Bathurst so eminently distinguished
himself in moving the last afternoon the address in the House of Lords
his talents are certainly known [to] those that are acquainted with him
if he can conquer his natural diffidence he cannot fail of making that
figure which would be particularly agreeable to me from my regard for
the

memory

of his grandfather.''

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Ay ant vu Monsieur Pitt depuis que
[1796, October], London.
j'ai eu Phonneur de vous ecrire mon billet ce matin, je ne chercherai
pas a vous tourmeuter inutilement a moins que vous ne me donniez des
ordres vous-meme mais je serai cependant bien aise de vous entretenir
avant Vendredi. M. Pitt juge qu'il est utile de faire parvenir a Vienne
aussi promptement que possible des paroles de consolation et d'amitie,
qui expliquent en meme temps pourquoi l'emprunt Imperial n'est pas
arrete, en annoncant qu'il le sera vraisemblablement bientot.
Si vous
n'aviez pas le projet d'envoyer un courier Vendredi a Vienne, j'en
expedierai un.
Sinon je profiterai du votre, ce que je prefererai,
parceque nous sommes de pauvres gens."
French.
;

Lord Malmesbury
Private.
1796, October 14, London.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I have to apologize to you for not
having mentioned this morning how much it was in my wishes to take
with me a confidential friend to Paris, but I was then far from being
sure that Mr. George Ellis, the only person in whom I could place
entire confidence, and who has so often been with me on similar occasions, could or would accompany me
he has since very kindly consented
to do it, and I do not now lose a moment in entreating your Lordship's
permission to be allowed to entrust him so far with the great objects of
my mission as to enable me to have recourse to his opinion and judgment
on those many points of difficulty and dilemma which must inevitably
come in the course of it, and on which I should otherwise be compelled
to act without any reference or consultation whatever.
" It will be of such real and, I may say, necessary comfort to me to
have a person on whose friendship I can entirely depend, and to whose
tried judgment and ability I can recur, at the same time that it would
add so greatly to my hopes of acting in a manner conformable to the
spirit of the instructions you have given me, that I am sure you will
not think my feelings as an individual extraordinary, or my request as a
;

servant of the public unreasonable.
" I need hardly explain to you that Mr. Ellis will go on no other
capacity than as my private friend ; but even in this light I should
perhaps have had some scruple to mention him to your Lordship at
this last moment of my stay in England, had I not this evening had an
opportunity of seeing Mr. Pitt, and of receiving from him assurances

R 2
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might do it without hesitation, and that he was confident you
would be good enough not to object to an arrangement so essential to

that. I

my

comfort."

Lord Grenville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

Dropmore. — " As I think

1796, October 16,
that this may probably
overtake you at Dover, I write to say that we have received dispatches from Vienna, the tenor of which, though not unsatisfactory as
to the spirit of union and concert with his Majesty which prevails
there, still leaves us in much uncertainty with respect to the objects
which that Court may preferably urge in case of detailed negotiations
for peace. In this state I do not think it useful to add anything to your
instructions, but I would not leave you unapprized of the circumstance,
as the knowledge of it will naturally induce you to use, if possible, still
more care than you would otherwise have done, not to let any hint or
insinuation drop from you that may have the remotest tendency to
commit us in thi3 respect. It is perhaps unnecessary for me to recall to
your recollection that, by the convention signed with the Court of Vienna
in the beginning of the war, the King is bound not to make peace without the consent of Austria, except on the terms of procuring for that
power the restitution of all it may have lost in the war. I mention this
the effect and
to you merely as a thing to be kept in your own mind
application of this stipulation to the present state of things must be
matter of detailed instruction to you if the negotiation proceeds."
still

;

Copy.

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville,

Private.
" I have this moment received your letter
1796, October 17, Dover.
I had prepared everything for
of yesterday's date from Dropmore.
sailing at ten o'clock this morning when the tide serves, and as you find
no reasons in the dispatches from Vienna to delay my departure or alter
my instructions, I shall (unless the wind changes) leave this place at
that hour, and, I hope, reach Calais before the evening.
" I shall bear carefully on my mind what you say to me relative to
the engagements we contracted with the Court of Vienna at the beginning of the present war, and also to what appears to be the present
feelings and.temper of that Court.
On this and any other point I will
act up to the best of my judgment, and endeavour to obey your
instructions to the utmost of my power."

—

Lord Malmesbury
Private.
1796, October 18, Calais.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I have told strictly the truth in my
reception here has been, on the part of every person
employed by the French Government, as civil and, I may say, as full of
attention to the character with which I am invested as it could possibly
They were even studious in their
have. 6een before the Revolution.
expressions of respect, and the first thing said to me was ' Quoique Jest
official letter.

My

Vusage de conduire tous ceux qui arrivent chez le Commandant de
la place, cependant, par respect pour votre caractere, nous avons
regu des ordres de venir chez vous demander votre passeport, et
faire tels arrangements que vous jugeriez convenable
votre prompte arrivee a Paris'

pour

faciliter
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"The only safe inference which can be drawn from this kind of
reception here is that my mission is not likely, as far as relates to the
common forms of reception, to be attended with any disagreeable
circumstances, as it is to be presumed that the Directory themselves
will not at Paris act in contradiction to the orders they have given here.
" I intend sending on immediately some of the persons with me to
prepare for me apartments at Paris, where I expect to be myself on
correspondence from thence shall begin as soon, and be
Friday.
as regular, as is in my power."

My

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—

" Lord Grenville has the honour
1796, October 19, Cleveland Row.
most humbly to submit to your Majesty a minute of the opinion of your
Majesty's confidential servants on the measures to be taken under the
present circumstances respecting the Mediterranean fleet and the island
If the idea which is there very generally stated should
of Corsica.
receive your Majesty's most gracious approbation, Lord Grenville will
lose no time in sending off the necessary dispatches to Naples, Vienna,
and Petersburgh, meaning, however, to open the latter part of the plan
in the first instance to the Court of Petersburgh only."
Copy.

Minute of Cabinet.
Enclosure.
"At a meeting of his Majesty's
1796, October 19, Cleveland Row.
confidential servants at Earl Spencer's.

—

" Present.
" The Lord Chancellor.
Duke of Portland.

Mr. Pitt.
Mr. Secretary Dun das.
Mr. Windham.
Lord Grenville.

Earl Spencer.
Earl of Liverpool.

" It was determined that it should be humbly submitted to his
Majesty as the unanimous advice of this meeting, that in the present
state of Italy it is expedient that his Majesty's fleet should be continued
in the Mediterranean, and that the measures for the evacuation of
Corsica should be suspended.
" And that a proposal should immediately be made to the Court of
Petersburg that proper measures should be taken in concert by his
Majesty and the Empress, for obtaining the consent of the people of
that island to transfer the sovereignty thereof to the Empress, on such
conditions as may secure to the commerce of his Majesty's subjects in
peace, and to his fleets in time of war, those advantages which his
Majesty's situation there entitles him in such case to demand from the
Empress ; and as may also provide for the interests and prosperity of
the island."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Kew. — "Lord

Grenville; I never received a
1796, October 20,
minute of Cabinet that more heartily met with my approbation that
[than ?] the one now before me for ceding Corsica to Russia I know
the object is a favourite one of the Empress, and therefore I am of
;

opinion care should not only be taken to secure the ports being at
times kept open for us, and that our trade shall be favoured over

all
all
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other nations as to ease of port duties, but
ships for prosecuting the war."

it

should secure an additional

fleet of

Lord Grenville

to

Sir Charles

Whitworth.

Private.
duplicate of the despatches
1796, October 21, Cleveland Row.
which I send this day by your servant will be delivered to you by
Mr. Eaton, who proceeds in a cutter to Elsinore. I have thought that
the services of this gentleman might, in the present moment, be very
useful to you, particularly with respect to the execution of any of the
secret measures alluded to in one of those letters.
I trust however that
zeal in this respect will be tempered with due discretion.
T have also
authorized him to hold general language of the King's disposition to
unite his interests entirely with those of the Empress.
But I trust that
both you and he will feel that there is a wide difference between the
most faithful execution of those assurances to their utmost extent, and
the taking any express or implied engagements to become parties in
offensive measures against powers or states of whom the King has no
cause to complain.
" My wish was to have named Mr. Eaton to the Secretaryship of
Legation at Petersburg, but I am embarrassed with some engagements
that I know not well how to arrange in the present moment, though I
think it likely that this nomination will ultimately be made."

— "A

Copy.

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
" I hope that I have proceeded thus far in
1756, October 23, Paris.
my mission without mistake or blunder, but I confess I have the feeling
of an unsteady head on the edge of a high precipice.
" I must entreat of you not to be disappointed if I do not send you
early intelligence as to the state and temper of this country you may
rely on my being most assiduous to obtain safe and accurate information,
but, without being on the spot it is difficult to form an idea how
impossible it is to select the true from the false.
" If I was absolutely compelled to give an opinion, I should say the
negotiation would go on, but I should be most sorry to be bound by
such an opinion.
" The wearing of the national cockade is so universal in the streets
and so unpleasantly inforced by the populace that it is impossible to
appear in them without it the Government by no means insist upon it,
and certainly it never shall be worn by any persons belonging to me

—

;

;

when I am acting in an official capacity. But it would inevitably make
them and me liable to the most disagreeable species of insult were they
not to put it on when they walk out in a morning.
" The weakness of this Government, when opposed to the temper of
the people, is such that, was such an event to happen, it would not be
power to give me satisfactory redress and I trust I do not
judge wrong in supposing that, by exposing myself to it, much more
serious and degrading consequences might be produced, than by the
simply conforming to a general usage, presented by popular custom
and not at all dictated by the Government,
" I have not yet seen Del Campo.
But as I find Mr. Talbot (with
whom I have every reason to be sati&fied) is well acquainted with him.

in their

;
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I shall endeavour through him to discover the degree of credit he is in
here and the part he is acting.
From my receiving so early an answer from M. de la Croix, it is
evident they are in a hurry either to begin the negotiation or to send me
from Paris."
'•'

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

Farm. — "

J'ai l'honneur de vous envoyer,
1796, October 26, York
d'une lettre que M. de Muller a recu. d'un de ses amis
actuellement aux Pays-Bas. II va sans dire que si vous faites quelqu'
usage de ces renseignemens, vous voudrez bien ne pas nous compromettre vis-a-vis de notre Cour en disant que vous les avez recu. de
Quoiqu'il en soit, il semble d'apres le contenu de cette lettre
nous.
que les Flainands sont, on ne peut pas plus, fatigues du joug des
Francois, et, en merae temps, au moment de se resigner a recevoir le
dernier coup qui doit les accabler, si on ne le previent pas par une
mesure quelconque. II me serait impossible sans ordre prealable de ma
Cour de prendre vis-a-vis d'eux le moindre engagement; mais n'y
aurait-il pas moyen de leur faire entendre sous main que 1' Angleterre
prendra tous les moyens possibles pour les faire rentrer sous la seule
domination que puisse convenir a leurs interets ? Cette espece d'assurance donnee actuellement, jointe a Pexaltation et a l'espoir fonde que leur
inspirent les succes de l'Archiduc, encourageraient l'energie prete a se
deployer, et les empecheraient au moins de ceder immediatement aux
instances, jusqu'a present sans menaces, que le Directoire Francais fait
pour l'execution du decret qui ordonne la secularisation des biens du
Vous n'ignorez pas que la realisation de cet arret est celle de
clerge.
l'extinction totale d'une des premieres ressources de ce bon pays, qu'on
s'est tou jours obstine a meconnaitre a Vienne, depuis les fautes de
ci-joint, la copie

Josephe

II.

" J'attendrai votre reponse pour donner des esperances a ceux qui
en attendent. Je pourrai me servir utilement a cet effet des memes
psrsonnes auxquelles j'ai ecrit derniercment, et dont les details sur
l'etat et les dispositions veritables du peuple Beige seront encore plus
Mais daignez
authentiques que ceux que vous recevez aujourd'hui.
songer qu'il est urgent de ne pas perdre de temps si on veut prevenir
des malheurs reels qui reflueront indubitablement sur le futur possesseur
de la Belgique.
Songez, en lisant ceci, que c'est un ami qui ecrit a son ami, qui veut
comme lui le bien de la maison d'Autriche, auquel elle ne songe pas
encore elle-meme.
Enclosure.
to

Baron

i»e

Muller.

" J'ai eu l'honneur de vous parler des nouvelles apportees par deux
expres des Pays-Bas; ils etaient addresses aux principaux agens du
J'eus l'occasion de
clerge Belgique, stationnes en de^a du Rhin.
rencontrer ici leur chef, le chanoine de St. Gudule Vaudorselaer, connu
par le r61e qu'il a joue lors de la revolution Brabancone. Je m'entretins
avec lui. II me dit que la mission de ses expres avait pour objet de
Tin former ainsi que ses collegues de la suppression du clerge regulier
aux Pavs-Bas. II me fit beaucoup d'observations sur cet evenement.
Voici celle qui m'a paru la plus importante sous le rapport politique.
La vente, m'a-t-il dit, que le Directoire a resolu de faire
incessamment des biens du clerge, par petites parties et a vil prix,
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fixera, si elle a lieu, la majorite des Belge3, bien peusans encore, a la
cause de la Revolution Francaise, par le motif le plus fort aux Pays-Bas,
par celui de l'interet.
Ces biens, poursuivit-il, ne manqueront pas
d'acquereurs ; la diminution generale des fortunes, la quantite immense
de papiers Francais dont les Beiges sont pourvus, le besoin et l'occasion
de trouver des indemnites faciliteront l'alienation des possessions ecclesiastiques, alienation second ee d'ailleurs par le silence et le peu d'interet
de la Cour de Vienne a l'egard des Pay-Bas. L' indifference de la Cour,
ajouta-t-il, empechait bien des Beiges a se conduire en vrais proselites
de la bonne cause ; il ne se dissimulea cependant point que la Cour
pouvait avoir des raisons d'en agir ainsi; mais, suivant lui, rien ne
s'opposait a ce qu'elle fit sentir indirectemeut aux Beiges, dans quelques
pieces officielles et publiques, qu'elle les considere encore comme ses
sujets, qu'elle s'interesse a leur sort.
L'Angleterre, continua-t-il, par un
disposition plus relative a son interet mercantile, qu' a toute autre
circonstance, savoir, par celle qui autorise le commerce entre les lies
Britanniques et les Provinces Unies, a reveille dans celles-ci tous ses
partisans, et tous ceux du Prince Stadzhouder.
" Dans le cours de mon entretien avec ce chanoine, j'ai pu remarquer
aussi qu'il etait charge d'une correspondence avec quelqu' agent du
Je ne puis plus douter qu'il n'ait la comclerge Belgique a Rome.
mission de tenir exactement ses committans au courant des nouvelles
J'eus l'occasion de presumer le plan de
des arniees Autrichiennes.
conduite que s'est prescrit, dans ces circonstances, le clerge des Pays
II parait decide a s'opposer autant qu'il le pourra indirectement a
Bas.
l'execution de la suppression, il s'attend que ses efforts a cet egard
seront inutiles, et, dans ce cas, il empechera et retardera autant que
possible les ventes qu'il est resolu du suivre et d'observer avec attention,
dispose a saisir avec empressement le premier instant opportun pour se
reintegrer dans les possessions qu'on lui aurait ravies.
Deja il s'occupe
d'allarmer les classes du peuple sur leurs proprcs interets par de nombreuscs affiches et billets, et je sais qu' il regrette qu'aucun personage
L'or
marquant ne veuille se mettre a la tete des mecontens qu'il forme.
pourrait en armer beaucoup,' me dit le chanoine, • mais le tout devrait
Comment le faire ? ' ajoutait-il, la Cour
etre combine avec la Cour.
accueillerait-elle nos demarches ?
La route de Vienne nous est ferruee
l'Archiduc n' annonce plus
il n'y a plus da chancellerie des Pays-Bas
de mission a traiter avec nous ; il a efface de ses titres celui de
Gouverneur-General des Pays-Bas. II y aurait de Pinconvenient de
Je suis
traiter directement avec le miiitaire' ; il s'echappa d'avantage.
connu ' dit-il, des plusieurs membres du Gouvernement qui sont a Vienne:
II s'etendit en
je rChesiterais point de traiter avec ces Messieurs.'
outre sur l'effet avantageux a la coalition qui produirait une descente
de la part des Anglais sur les c6tes de la Flandre, presque degarnie de
defense dans ce moment; maisil faudrait, selon lui, qu'elle se fit d'accord
avec l'Archiduc, et avec des moyens capables d'inspirer de la confiance
aux Beiges disposes dans cet instant a tout entrependre pour secouer le
joug des Francais, et ne differents de le faire que pai i'intertitude ou ils
sont d'etre puissamment secourus. Je vis bien que son intention etait
que je fis connaitre ce qu'il me disait, quoiqu'il affecta de me parler
confidemmf nt je ne neglige done point de vous en instruire."
;

'

'

;

'

'

;

French.

Copy.

George

III. to

—

Lohd Grenville.

" The dispatches which Lord Grenville
1796, October 27, Windsor.
received in the night from Lord Malmesbury and which he has now
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sent to me, certainly give not the smallest insight as to whether the
negotiation will be commenced or whether it may not be instantly
broken off; if I could allow myself to form any opinion where I will do
the author justice, no ground for any seems to be given ; I should think
there seems too much reserve, unnatural to a Frenchman, for any
intention to remain behind of entering into negotiation."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

1796, October 31, Windsor. — " I have perused

the dispatches arrived
Lord Grenville has
forwarded to me. I perfectly concur in the opinion that there is not
the smallest appearance of the negotiation advancing, which, as I never
thought the present an advantageous moment for concluding peace,
cannot but give me pleasure."
this

morning from

Lord

George

Malmesbury

III. to

which

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — " The

last evening I received the
1796, November 6,
inclosed paper from Lieutenant-General Harcourt, which had been
sent to him from Scotland for my perusal by that busy man Sir John
Hippesley. I should not have taken notice of any paper through that
channel, as I did on a late occasion, when to my great surprise,

through Major-General Manners, he communicated to

me

the retreat

French out of the Duchy of Wurtemberg, but as by this
paper Lord Grenville will see not only that Baron Reiger is to arrive
of

the

in the course of this month to conclude the treaty of marriage, but
that the Hereditary Prince proposes to be, the 13th of December, at
Hamburgh. As to the former there can be no objection to it, as the
business need not be hurried ; but I desire Lord Grenville will write
to the Hereditary Prince at Vienna, that the season of the year is
too boisterous for me to wish his risking to come over till towards
the end of April, for that I could by no means think of permitting

my daughter, who is an uncommon bad sailor, to embark till in the
and his so long stay in this country could but be
month of May
;

inconvenient to all parties."
Enclosure.
Copy of a letter in French from the Hereditary Prince
of Wirternberg to Sir John Hippesley.

—

Lord Grenvjlle

to

George

Row. — " Lord

III.

1796, November 6, Cleveland
Grenville has been
honoured with your Majesty's commands respecting the letter to Sir
John Hippisley on the subject of the proposed journey of the
Hereditary Prince of Wurtemberg.
He has the honour humbly to
acquaint your Majesty that he received yesterday a letter from Baron
Reiger, announcing his arrival and desiring to see Lord Grenville
for the purpose of presenting to him the copy of his credentials.
Lord Grenville had appointed to-morrow morning for the visit, and
he will, if your Majesty should be pleased to approve of it, take that
opportunity of making the communication directed by your Majesty,
which he humbly submits might be better made in that manner than
by a letter, as M. de Reiger is now here. If, however, your Majesty
should judge it otherwise, Lord Grenville will not fail to write on
Tuesday in obedience to your Majesty's commands."
Copy.
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to

1796, November 6,

Loud Grenville.

Vienna. — " Were

it evident that peace would take
say might well be spared, but I believe in
another campaign. In that case Spain will become a party against you,
and the everlasting bone of contention, Gibraltar, may perhaps be her
object of attack, unless she should adopt the plan proposed last war of
conquering it in the West Indies. You will probably endeavour, on
the other hand, to make serious impression on her American dominions
and, in so doing, must contend with a climate more dangerous than
your enemy.
Two modes have presented themselves to my mind
one which I mentioned cursorily to Sir Morton Eden has probably
occurred to your Lordship, namely, transporting some Lascars from
India to Mexico.
These would indeed find an open country, but the
extent of it and other causes would render the impression less permanent than you would desire.
The other mode is more simple.
The Emperor might furnish some troops from Croatia and other
unhealthy places, who are inured from infancy to baneful exhalations.
These, under the pretext of garrisoning Gibraltar and attacking
Cadiz, would keep your enemy in alarm
but, once beyond the Straits,
they would rapidly run down the longitude, and arrive at such point
If, as is said, the
of attack as should be deemed most advisable.
Pope means to declare a holy war against France and her allies, he
might give you a detachment of monks, supplied with the due quantity of bulls and such-like ammunition from the Vatican.
These, in
the bigoted country you have to deal with, would produce great
effect ; and this appears to me the cheapest and best mode of opening
to yourselves the direct commerce of Mexico and Peru, which, added
to the acquisitions already made, would fully indemnify you for the
expenses incurred, and to be incurred, in the course of the contest.
I suggested to Baron de Thugut the other day that it might produce a great effect on the French armies, should this Court give an
Office to the different foreign ministers, intended for publication, in
which, premising that circumstances now permit the Emperor to
declare fully his intentions without wounding his dignity, a short
recapitulation should be made of the manner in which he had been
compelled to make war by the aggression of the enemy, mentioning
It might then go on to dethe proper facts as of public notoriety.
clare that he wished for nothing but to establish the general peace
of Europe, repossessing himself of his own and recovering for the
Empire what belonged to it; and that, if he should for these purposes be forced to act within the antient territory of Prance, it must
be attributed merely to the obstinacy of those who seek from ambitious
views to prolong the war. He said that as England had undertaken
to negotiate a peace for the allies, this step, however useful in itself,
Before I close this letter I must
might interfere with your views.
It is
testify the pleasure I felt in reading the King's speech.

place,

what I am going

to

;

excellent."

Hexry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

Wimbledon. — "I was

1796, November 8,
yesterday at your house

extremely sorry on calling

my

not
to learn the unfortunate cause of
You will, of course, be anxious to know the

finding you at home.
It
result of my investigation on the subject of re-enforcing Portugal.
Having, in the consideraturns out better than probably you imagine.
tion of it, acted upon the principle that the honour and interest of the
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country were both much concerned in the support of Portugal, I have
not allowed small or even considerable inconveniences to prevent me
appropriating a brigade of 1,800 excellent British troops to go immeI have selected them
diately from Gibraltar to the aid of Portugal.
from the troops which have all along been employed in service at
By the
Corsica, and I believe they are as good as any troops can be.
returns yesterday received from Corsica, it appears that the foreign
the French corps and artillery to
corps serving there amount to 2,600
and the brigade of British from
go from this amount to 1,400
Gibraltar will amount to 1,800, making in all a body of 5,800, which,,
I am
allowing for accidents, may certainly be taken at good 5,000.
very happy we have it in our power to give them anything so respecHe
table.
I hope to see the Duke of York here this morning.
intended yesterdav to offer the command to General Charles Stuart,
who, I believe, will do it exceedingly well and, having commanded the
troops at Corsica with great eclat and popularity, would in that respect
If he does not go, General de Burghe, I suppose, will
peculiarly suit.
be ordered from Gibraltar, where he will come from Corsica, along with
He, likewise, is reckoned an exceeding
the troops, after evacuation.
;

;

;

good

officer."

1796,

Count Starhemberg to Lord Grenville.
November [10-12], York Farm. " Vous m'avez permis

—

d'oser

du jeune heros, a qui l'Europe doit en verite son
Permettez, qu'en
J'ai l'honneur de vous Penvoyer ci-joint.
salut.
meme temps, je vous demande un moment d'entretien quand vous le
jugerez a propos. Un courier qui m'est arrive de Vienne m'a apporte
de quoi vous entretenir, et des pouvoirs pour conclure meme ce dont
nous parlerons, si nous convenons de nos faits."
vous

offrir le portrait

French.

1796,

Lord Grenville to Count Starhemberg.
November 13, Dropmore. " Recevez, je vous

—

prie,

mes

remercimens pour le portrait interessant du jeune heros qui a tant
contribue a nous preserver [de] tous des maux qui menacaient PEurope.
Vous verrez dans la Gazette Officielle de demain le detail de ses
Puissent ses succes ulterieurs repondre
victoires du 19 a 21 d'Octobre.
a la sincerite de nos vceux pour tout ce qui peut contribuer a sa gloire,
et a la prosperite de la Monarchic Autrichienne.
" J'ai recu par le courier du Chevalier Eden des depeches dont le
contenu ne peut que m'affliger sensiblement. Comment est-il possible
qu'on ait cru a Vienne que, dans un moment pareil, nous aurions eu la
sottise puerile de ne pas charger notre Ministre de nos veritables et
dernieres intentions sur les ouvertures qu'il devait faire ?
" Je suis tres empresse de vous voir, parce-que je ne puis tarder de

renvoyer le courier pour abreger un delai tres nuisible sous bien des
rapports, et qui, certainement, ne peut ni nous dormer des moyens que
nous n'avons pas, ni augmenter une bonne voloste dont nous croyons
J'aurais
avoir donne assez de preuves pour etre crus sur notre parole.
bien voulu qu'on vous eut epargne la tache tres inutile de me soliciter
encore pour l'augmentation d'un secours deja porte au-dela de tout ce
qu'on aurait cru possible, en envisageant de bonne foi la situation
linanciere de ce Gouvernement, telle que vous avez du, sans doute,
l'exposer a votre Cour.
u Je souhaite de me donner encore quelques jours avant de retourner
en ville pour reprendre le cours de mes occupations ordin aires. C'est
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pourquoi je
recevoir

me

ici, soit

flatte que vous voudrez bien me permettre de vous
demain soit Jeudi, a telle heure apres midi qui yous

conviendra le mieux."
Copy.
French.

Count Starhemberg to Loud Grenville.
" Je suppose que vous venez en
1796, November [13], London.
ville aujourd'hui et, dans ce cas, je vous supplie d'avoir la bonte de me
voir un instant. Pour eviter que V appointment que vous pourrez me
donner ne me parvienne pas a temps, je vous prie dePenvoyer au bureau
ou je me rendrai a midi, et ou je l'attendrai. II serait, je crois, fort a

—

propos d'envoyer un courier a Vienne pour y parler de Pemprunt, de
Parrangement prochain, et to comfort them. J'aiecrit,il y a deux jours,
a M. Pitt pour lui demander des avances, et de faire honneur aux
interets de notre dernier emprunt qui echoient Samedi prochain.
Ce dernier point est bien important, puisqu'il y va de notre credit, et
aussi de celui de PAngleterre qui nous a cautionne."
French.

Lord Malmesbury
Private.
1796, November 13, Paris.

Lord Grenville.

to

—"I

shall be most extremely anxious to
messenger carries, although I think it
very likely, after what has passed to-day, that I shall have a message
from the Directory to leave Paris before he can possibly return.
* Although I feel a consciousness of having done right, and that I
have on no occasion, either in my language or behaviour, afforded the
slightest pretence for supposing I was not most sincere and hearty in
my wishes and endeavours to promote the success of the negotiation,
yet the object at stake is of such immense magnitude that it fills my

receive an answer to

what

this

mind with doubts and apprehensions.
" I trust I shall receive no fresh instructions from you between the
time this messenger leaves Paris and his return, as, circumstanced as
the business now is, it would be extremely difficult for me to know how
to act.

conjecture what can have given rise to so sudden a change,
although I never was incliued to believe the Directory desirous of
peace, yet everything led me to believe that it was their wish to protract
the negotiation, and wait for a more favourable occasion for breaking it
off than that they have created themselves.
"It is possible from M. de la Croix's last note that they may refuse
me leave to dispatch messengers I shall endeavour to avoid bringing
this question to an issue till I hear from you, but it would be such a
manifest infraction of les droits des gens as to authorize my immediately

"I cannot

for,

;

leaving the country.
"I have not thought it necessary lo send a messenger to Vienna
It relates
only indirectly
with an account of what has passed.
to ihem, and, besides, although I do not give the least credit to it, there
is a strong rumour here that they are negotiating a separate peace.
" The only news from the armies is to be found in the paper called

Les defcnseurs de

la

patrie"

Count Starhemberg to Lord Grenville.
" Je recois dans le moment la
1796, November 14. York Farm.
jeme rendrai demain
lettre que vous m'avez fait Phonneur de m'ecrire

—

;

a vos ordres entre midi et une heure.
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•'

On

vient de

m'envoyer des instructions de Vienne pour obtenir,

s'il

J'ai les pnuvoirs les plus
est possible, quelque chose de plus de vous.
etendus de conclure immediatement la convention qu'on desire beau-

coup que vous vous pretiez a faire actuellement. Je vous exposerai
nos veritables besoins et j'aime encore a me flatter que Purgence des
circonstances, et notre conduite vraiment admirable, vous feront trouver
des nouveanx moyens pour aider les seuls veritables et utiles allies que
vous ayez."
French.

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord

G-renville.

Private.
" It is of such infinite consequence that
1796, November 15, Paris.
you should be in possession of every possible information I can convey
to you at this very critical period of the negotiation, that it is with the
greatest pleasure I accept the kind offer of Mr. Ellis to return to
England for a few days.
" He is fully acquainted with everything that has passed, and you
may rely with perfect confidence on the soundness of his judgment and
on the acuteness of his discernment. You will hear from him, as far as
our observation and information go, an exact and true description of
the temper and state of this country; and you will be enabled to judge
from the account he gives of the means the best calculated to produce
I have endeavoured to transmit this to you
the end we wish to obtain.
in ray official correspondence, but I have done it so imperfectly and in
a manner so unsatisfactory to myself, that I am made very happy in
being able to perform the most essential part of my duty in a way which
will leave no uneasiness on my mind least any circumstance or reflection,
important to be known, should have been suppressed, overlooked, or
misrepresented.
" I am anxious Mr. Ellis should follow the messenger who left Paris
on Sunday night closely, since I am fearful that what I stated in my
letters by him was so put as to lead to a belief that the negotiation was
1 certainly had reason to think at that
nearly irrecoverably lost.
moment that it was the intention of this Government to end it. I am
since convinced that a great deal which I placed to the account of
system and design ought to be put to that of inexperience and inaptitude in business and it is to enter into a full explanation on this point
and on others naturally arising out of it, to answer any question you
may wish to ask, to convey to you, in a word, at once the whole of our
knowledge and observations, and consequently to prevent the adoption
of any false measures from omissions or incorrectness in my reports,
All I have to add is my wish,
that Mr. Ellis undertakes the journey.
both for my own sake and for that of the business, that he may return

—

>

;

very soon.
" I thought it advisable to ask M. de la Croix myself for Mr. Ellis's
passport, and to intimate to him at the same time in general terms the
motive which induced him to return to England, and I did it with a
view to prevent suspicion and jealousy inseparable from characters like
those which form this Government, and also to make him feel how
much I was in earnest in my endeavours to promote the success of the
negotiation.

" I must do Monsieur de la Croix the justice to say that he was
extremely pleased with this communication, and expressed himself in
very handsome terms on my making him what he called a voluntary
confidence, since 1 had certainly a right to despatch any person to
England at any time without assigning a reason for so doing."
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The Marquis of Buckingham

—

to

Lord Grenville.

"I find that there is a very general
1796, November lo, Sto we.
expectation of a riot about Wednesday or Thursday next, when the
petitions are to be presented ; I trust you are prepared with cavalry.
In 1792 (about this time) George Berkeley, by my private advice, put
two six-pounders in the storehouse on the Parade amongst the rejoicing
guns, and lodged 150 rounds of grape for each gun, under the care of
the storekeeper there. You could easily know from Lord Cornwallis
whether they are still there, and a few artillerists might be ordered to
attend at the Ordnance Office (or there) without giving suspicion. I
was much gratified with the account of your battle with Lord Thurlow,
but this is not the first instance in which he has shrunk from Parliamentary attack. You see that our meeting is fixed for Saturday can
you come on and take your bed here ? Do you know of any attenders ?
for I fear that, unless a point is made, the meeting will be very thin.
" Postscript.
I find that I have 18,000/. in money in the Exchequer;
the other Offices not quite so much each, but above 60,000/., which
is too much to be left to the mercy of the mob in Westminster Hall,
with only an inch-plank door for its security."
;

—

George

III. to

1796, November 16, Windsor.

Lord Grenville.

—"No one

more cordially laments the
occasion which prevents Lord Grenville's coming to town this week ;
but in the actual state of public business, I can without detriment to it,
consent to his further absence. I thought by this time a messenger
must have arrived from Paris with the account of what steps had been
taken by Lord Malmesbury in consequence of the instructions he has
received on the strange mode adopted of publishing every matter
relating to the impending negotiation,"

Count Starhemberg

to

—

Lord Grenville.

" Je vais l'avoir Fhonneur de vous
1796, November 16, York Farm.
rendre compte, confidentiellement comme je vous l'ai promis, du sens
des instructions que j'ai recu de ma Cour par le dernier courier qu'on
m'a envoye. Daignez vous rappeller de votre cote que tout ceci est
uniquement de vcus a moi, et que vous n'en ferez d'autre usage que
celui d'en prendre une connaissance complette.
" On commence par me temoigner l'etonnement qu'on a eprouve de
ce que, precisement apres m'a voir donne l'ordre d'insister ici sur une
augmentation pbsolument indispensable dans le montant des avances
mensuelles que nous recevons de l'Angleterre, on a vu M. le Chevalier
Eden faire des propositions fort au-dessous de ces memes avances. On
en a du conclure qu * apparemment il s'etait glisse quelque meprise
dans les ordres envoyes au Ministre d'Angleterre a Vienne, et on me
demande Implication la plus prompte a cet egard. II me sera aise de
la donner actuellement en consequence de notre derniere conversation
mais je ne puis m'empecher d'avoir l'honneur de vous observer encore
que si, au moment du depart du courier, vous aviez daigner me donner
part des instructions que vous envoyiez a M. le Chevalier Eden, en ne
trahissant jamais le secret de l'amitie, j'aurais peut-etre pu vous eviter
le

d^sagrement du moment, en vous prevenant de

Ma

l'effet certain

que

seule amitie a ose dans le temps
produirait votre nouvelle mesure.
vous en porter ses plaintes ; vous avez bien voulu rassurer mon sentiment ; mais ignorant ab3olument le terme fixe a votre ministre, je n'ai
rien mande de positif a ce sujet a ma Cour, et il etait, par consequent,
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tres simple qu'on en fut surpris a Vienne, qu'on crut que M. Eden
avait l'ordre de niarchander, et que Ton fut meme mecontent de la
II me semble qu'il
modicite des offres qu'il etait difficile de prevoir.
de croire que nous dussions, pour ainsi dire,
1'etait tout autant

une diminution remarquable faite dans nos avances, du
bien que nous avions procure a la cause commune en portant la Russie
car il est
a s'engager a envoyer un corps de troupes contre l'ennemi
certain que le principe etabli de ne partager qu'une somme de trois
millions entre la Russie et l'Autriche, sans satisfaire la premiere, devait
donner a la seconde une soite de sujet de se plaindre, puisque ce serait
a ses depens qu'on aiderait Tactivite nouvellement prononcee de la com*
II devait etre aise d'en deduire que notre penurie
de Petersbourg.
reelle et non factice (com me celle que le Roi de Prusse a mis si souvent
en jeu) ne nous permettant d'agir qu'en proportion des secours que nous
recevions (quoique ces secours n'aient jamais ete des subsides) nous
nous verrions forces d'agir avec une efficacite proportionnee a la maniere
doni on voulait nous restreindre, et que, par consequent, tout ce que
Ton donnerait a la Russie, settlement et uniquement a nos depens, serait
de toute necessite autant de diminue sur le nombre de nos troupes,
L'exemple de ce qui vient de se passer doit,
l'etendue de nos efforts.
ce me semble, prouver a l'Angleterre que tout arrangement qui produirait ces consequences ne serait point conforme a ses veritables
Apres m'avoir deduit avec beaucoup de clarte et de precision
interets.
ce que je viens de vous rapporter, on m'enjoint exactement, par ordre
expres de Sa Majeste, d'envoyer incessamment un courier a Vienne
porteur d'explications exactes sur les veritables dispositions du ministere
Anglais a l'egard des secours qu'il veut nous accorder, et d'apres lesquels
nous devocs regler notre maniere future de poursuivre la guerre. Le desir
de Sa Majeste Imperiale etant de se preparer & temps a deployer dans la
campagne prochaine, qui sera la sixieme pour nous, une energie capable
de parvenir a realiser le grand but des allies de dompter ropiniatrete de
l'ennemi, et d'accelerer le moment desire d'une paix solide et durable,
il faut qu'elle s'explique de la facon la plus francne sur l'exacte etendue
de ses besoins. On m'ordonne, en consequence, d'insister absolument,
1°. sur une premiere avance de 600,000 livres sterling, a obtenir des
les premiers jours de 1797, pour nous mettre en etat de faire des
preparatifs necessaires, et toujours negliges jusqu'a present faute de
mot/ens, d'ouvrir la campagne avec nne vigueur analogue a la maniere
etre punis par

;

dont on termine celle-ci. 2°. Sur une augmentation du montant tres
insuffisant des avances mensuelles oflfertes par M. Eden.
Je vous
confierai qu' apres m'avoir en joint de tacher d'obtenir 250,000 livres
par mois, on me permet d'acquiescer, en derniere analyse, a un offre de
200,000 livres. La connaissance prof'onde que j'ai de l'etat dedetresse
ou se trouve le ministere Anglais, de sa bonne volonte envers nous, et,
en meme temps, la confiance que ma Cour me temoigne, me feraient
prendre sur moi de ne pas m'arreter a une difference peu importante
mais, si vous persistiez absolument a croire ne pouvoir pas vous relacher
des bornes etroites que vous venez de vous prescrire, je serais oblige, a
mon bien grand regret, d'en rendre compte immediatement, ayant a ce
Daignez croire qui meme dans ce
sujet les ordres les plus pressans.
cas je rapporterai avec cette scrupuleuse exactitude dont je me suis
toujours fait un devoir, et qui m'a valu vos bontes, tout ce dont vous
me chargerez. II va sans dire, je crois, qu' apres avoir eu le bonheur de
contribuer par ma part de soins et de travail a la realisation de
l'heureuse intelligence qui subsiste entre nos deux Cours, je chercherai
toute ma vie a ecarter de mon mieux jusqu 'au plus petit leger image
qui pourrait menacer de la troubler, meme pour un seul instant
•
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" Apres m'avoir donne sss instructions dans toute leur etendue, M, le
Baron de Thugut termine par ces mots
" ' Le service de Sa Majeste exigeant de donner toute la
stabilite
possible a ce nouvel arrangement,

il

est

necessaire de le consolider par

une convention formelle qui, dans ce moment, est devenue aussi indispensable qu'elle a du sembler superflue il y a quelque temps.
Sa
Majeste vous permet en consequence, M. le Comte, de faire usage des
pouvoirs dont vous etes deja, muni pour proceder immediatement a
la redaction et signature d'une convention, dans la quelle les secours
pecuniaires que l'Angleterre nous accordera seront regies/
" Des que nos serons d'accord sur les premiers principes j'aurais
l'honneur de vous esquisser les points essentiels de cette convention,
conformement aux ordres que j'ai recu, ou je prendrai la liberte de vous
faire la demande de ceux que vous determinerez, et qui ne pourrait
certainement pas manquer d'etre analogues a ceux que ma Cour desire.
Agreez tous mes hommages.
Ce n'est pas d'aujourd'hui que mes
sentimens vous sont connus. Je vous ai parle avec la coniiance d'un
frere ; mais je sais que vous avez assez d'amitie pour moi, pour m'en
savoir gre sans jamais me compromettre.
" Quand il ne s'agit que d'un million place a l'interet du salut de
1'Europe, contre la difference de sa mine ou d'une paix honteuse, la
sagesse et la generosite du Ministere Anglais pourrait-elle balancer ?
" Sans parler ne nos victoires, 100,000 hommes de troupes de complement, et l'armee d'ltalie renouvellee trois fois cette annee, pen vent
donner la mesure de nos efforts et de notre maniere d'agir."'

French.

Count Starhejiberg
1796,
ainsi

November

17,

to

York Farm. — "

que nous en sommes convenus

Lord

GtREnville.

J'ai l'honneur de

vous envoyer,

bier, l'esquisse des points principaux

de la convention a rediger, et qui porte absolument et uniquement sur
les bases et les principes dont nous nous sommes entretenus.
Si vous
l'approuvez, comme je l'espere et le desire, il ne s'agira plus que de
donner a cet ouvrage le vernis et les formes diplomatiques pour proJ'ai deja, je crois, eu l'honneur
ceder immediatement a la signature.
de vous prevenir que j'avais a cet egard toutes les instructions et
pouvoirs necessaires.
" Permettez cependant que je prenne la liberte de vous rappeller
encore ici quelques observations que j'ai cru utiles de vous soumettre
pendant notre dernier entretien. 1°. L'urgence dont il est que ma
Cour soit informee au plutot de la realisation de vos bonnes intentions a
son egard. J'ai sur cet objet les ordres les plus pressans, votre bon esprit
vous en dira les raisons, et vous me pardonnerez en consequence d'oser
vous importuner encore pour vous prier de hater autant que possible la
conclusion de nos negotiations. 2°. L'extreme importance dont il est
pour nous que nous touchions une somrae tres considerable des les
premiers jours du mois de Janvier. M. de Thugut. insiste sur un montant
vous plus convenable de
peut-etre trouveriez
de 600,000 livres
repartir cette somme entre les mois de Janvier et de Decembre, mais il
J'en suis telleest hors de doute que ce point est absolument essentiel.
ment penetre que, quoique mon chef m'ait donne le terme de 200,000
livres par mois comme son ne plus ultra, je prendrais plutot sur moi
d'acquiescer a un secours mensuel un peu moins considerable (si cette
difference etait legere) pour obtenir avec certitude la somme de 600,000
livres au commencement de 1797.
;

—
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"

Vous voudrez bien remarquer encore que

la proposition

la maniere dont j'ai redige
de Farticle repond entierement a ce que vous m'avez dit

et vous laisse le champ le plus vaste.
"L'article separe que je propose, et qui, corarae tout le reste, est
absolument soumis a vos luuiieres, a pour but, ainsi que j'ai eu l'honneur
de vous le dire, d'assurer a M. de Thugut les epoques exactes surquelles
le rainistere Anglais nous fera ses payemens.
II va sans dire que les
lenteurs et meme les dangers possibles des remises entre la maison
Boyd et Vienne ne peuvent regarder aucunement le gouvernement
Britannique
et me trouvant actuellement a la place du directoire pour
ce genre de besogne, jene manquerai pas de prevenir ma Cour a ce sujet,
et de rectifier les idees fausses qu'on peut lui avoir donne a cet egard.
" L' Article 2, qui fixe la terme de l'ancien arrangement auquel le
directoire avait part au mois de N~ovembre, repond encore a ce que vous
avez paru desirer.
C'est le point de demarcation necessaire.
M. de
Miiller se melera encore de la rentree des avances de Novembre calculees
sur l'ancien pied ; celles de Decembre ne seront plus de son ressort.
w II serait bien agreable a ma Cour encore que vous voulussiez ecouter
a un article secret que je ne fais que vous proposer, et sur lequel je
n'insiste nullement, qui porterait en substance qu'a l'epoque que vous
fixerez vous-meme quand vous le jugerez a propos pour l'emprunt que
nous ferons, afin de vous rembourser les avances, vous consentirez que
cet emprunt soit porte au moins a la somme de 4 ; 600,000 livres.
Vous
en concevrez vous-meme la raison, qui n'a d'autre but que de pas voir
alors cet emprunt peut-etre employe dans sa totalite a n'effectuer que
des remboursemens, sans qu'il en soit rien verse dans nos caisses.
Encore une fois ceci n'est qu'une proposition a laquelle je ne tiens
point du tout irrevocablement.
Votre sagesse en jugera.
" J'attendrai vos ordres pour me rendre chez vous.
Daignez de grace
ne pas perdre de vue que c'est doubler le prix du service que vous
rendrez a un allie reconnaissant, que de l'aider promptement."
liier,

;

French.
Enclosure.
Pit o JET.

" Sans entrer dans

des formes diplomatiques, et du preambule
ordinaire, toujours les memes dans tous les traites et toutes les conventions, je me bornerai a esquisser ici le sens des principaux articles qui
devront, ce me semble, former la base essentielle de celle quon se
propose.
1° " Par le premier article les deux puissauces alliees renouvelleront
solemnellement tous les engagemens reciproques contractes par les traites
et conventions precedentes.
5
2 " Le Roi de la Grande Bretagne, pour aider son allie a subvenir
aux fraix enormes que lui occasionne la masse des efforts qu'il deploie
contre l'ennemi commun, prend l'engagement de lui fournir, a, commencer
du mois de Decembre prochain, le secours d'une avance de 200,000 livres
sterling par mois
l'anaugement prealable, pris il y a quelque temps,
d'apres lequel on fournissait a Sa Majeste Imperiale un secours mensuel
de 150,000 livres devant cesser avec le pavement du mois de Novembre,
qui sera le dernier fait sur l'ancien pied.
3° " L'ouverture de la campagne de 1797 mettant Sa Majeste
Imperiale dans la necessite absolue de faire des depenses beaucoup
plus considerables pour mettre toutes ses armees en mouvement, et
preparer les moyens de leur procurer immediatement la plus grande
activite, le Boi son allie consent a lui fournir pour le mois de Janvier
le detail

;

a

94090.

s
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independainment du secours mensuel de 200,000 livres
enonce dans l'article 2, une avance extraordinaire de 400,000
livres de plus, formant un tout de 600,000 livres pour l'avance du mois
de Janvier.
4° <; Sa Majeste Imperiale, sensible a la nouvelle preuve d'amitie
1'engagement de
qu'elle recoit de Sa Majeste Britannique, prend
rembourser exactement toutes les somines qui lui ont ete avancees jusqu'a.
present, et qui pourront lui etre encore avancees par la suite, en
consequence de la presente convention, en ferant servir a, ce remboursernent les fonds d'un emprunt que Sa Majeste Imperiale ouvrira a Londres
pour son compte au moment qui lui sera indique par le Roi son allie,
lorsqu'il croira pouvoir donner sa garantie au dit emprunt.
5° " Sa Majeste Imperiale, intimement convaincue des sentimens de
sa Majeste Britannique a son egard, et de son desir sincere, dont elle
iui donne une nouvelle preuve en ce moment, de l'aider de tous Jes
moyens qui sont en son pouvoir, consent a ce que, si Pempire des
circonstances ou des raisons importantes l'exigaient, on suspendit le
payement des avances convenues en totalite ou en partie, pourvu
toutefois qu'on en informat Sa Majeste Imperiale trois mois d'avance
dans le premier cas, et deux dans le second/'
settlement,
sterling

French.

Article Separe.
etre informee aussi exactement que
possible de l'epoque de la rentree des fonds qu'elle recevra de la part de
l'Angleterre, on versera ces avances entre les mains de la maison
chargee de leurs remises tous les premiers de ehaque mois. Si quelque
raison devait retarder ce payement de quelques jours, on en previendrait
'

Sa Majeste Imperiale devant

Ministre de Sa Majeste Imperiale a Londres, pour qu'il puisse en
informer sa Cour."

le

French.

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — "Par

une suite de ce systeme de
1796, November 18,
franchise et de sincerite que votre touchant amitie a bien voulu encourager toujours, et qui ne m'a jamais permis de vous rien dissimuler,
je ne puis vous cacher aujourd'hui combien j'ai ete douloureusement
affecte dans la journee d'hier d'appercevoir la reserve que vous avez juge
a propos de mettre vis-a-vis de moi dans vos ouvertures au sujet du
montant de nos avances, et des subsides que vous allez offrir a la Russie.
M. Thugut m'a donne des ordres positifs, et ne se contentera pas des
notions vagues que je puis lui donner, et s'il apprennait, comme j'ai lieu
de le supposer, des details plus circonstancies de M. le Chevalier Eden,
il jugerait avec raison que vous n'avez pas en moi la confiance que mon
zele, ma discretion, et la maniere ouverie et franche avec laquelle je
vous ai toujours fait part des choses les plus secrettes, devraient me
Vous n'ignorez pas d'ailleurs que, counaissant certainement
meriter.
mieux les dispositions et les intentions de ma Cour que M. le Uhevftlier
Eden, j'ai entre mes mains des moyens de persuasion qu'il ne peut avoir,
et que j'emploierai sans cesse dans l'occasion par l'intime conviction oil
je suis de la necessite de la duree d'une alliance aussi utile, a laquelle
j'ai

eu

le

bonheur de

travailler

moi-meme.

" Daignez done rassurer un honnete homme qui vous aime, qui a droit
a l'estime et a la plus grande confiance du niinistere Anglais, et qui a
eu l'honneur de vous repeter souvent que le moindre hint de votre part
lui suffira, quand il croira ne vous etre plus agreable.
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—

II va sans dire que ceci est de vous a moi, ma maniere
Postscript.
Elle doit reussir aupres de ceux qui
d'agir vous prouve rnes sentiniens.
pensent comme Lord Grenville."

French.

Count Starhemberg

Lord Grenville.

to

York Farm. — "

J'ai remis avant hier a M. Pitt,
conversation que nous avions eu ensemble la veille,
le projet qu'il m'avait demande.
Comme je ne doutais pas, ainsi qu'il
me l'avait promis, qu'il ne vous le communiquat immediatement, j'ai
cru pouvoir me dispenser de vous en envoyer la copie mais daignez
permettre que j'ose vous supplier de hater cette besogne autant que
possible.
Vous en sentez l'urgence comme moi. Je viens de recevoir
des nouvelles instances de Vienne a ce sujet.
Agreez tous mes
hommages ; j'attends vos ordres avec la plus vive impatience."

1796,

November

en consequence de

20,

la

;

French.

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

[1796, November.]— " J'ecris aujourd'hui a ma Cour pour la
prevenir des raisons qui ont arrete la conclusion de notre convention
mais comme neanmoins il serait possible (comme je l'espere) que ces
raisons ne substistant plus dans peu de jours, nous reprissions notre
negotiation, je crois parer a tous les inconveniens, et surtout a celui qui
resulterait infailliblement de la penurie dans laquelle nous devons nous
trouver, en prevenant M. de Thugut que, si les bruits publics se trouvent
faux, notre arrangement retarde se fera immediatement, et qu' ainsi il
pourrait tirer d'avance 200,000 livres s il ne se sent pas coupable 'de ce
dont les Frangais Vaccusent, jusqu'alors sa traite arriverait ici apres la
convention deja signee bien entendu qu'en cas de paix separee, ou de
quelque marehe qui y conduirait, il ne pourrait etre question de rien.
II me semble que cet expedient (sans compromettre personne et sans
faire courir aucun risque) pare a tout, et particulierement aux retards
qui seraient la consequence naturelle et fatale de la mesure juste, sage
II va sans dire que j'ecris
et prudente que vous prenez actuellement
en chiftres. J'adresserai ma depeche a notre ministre a Hambourg,
Agreez mon hommage. Je ne doute pas
qui l'enverra par estafette.
que vous n'approuviez mon idee ; elle est fondee sur nos principes
y

:

French.

George

III.

to

Lord Grenville.

—
22, Windsor.

" Unless it had been judged right
1796, November
on the receipt of the captious notes written by La Croix to Lord
Malmesbury to have made them the cause of breaking off the negotiation,
which would have best accorded with my sentiments for forbearance
when too long pursued has too much the appearance of a degree of
I cannot object to the mode of
caution, nearly approaching timidity
wording the fresh note to be given by Lord Malmesbury. As it does
not appear that Mr. Ellis's arrival has been attended by his bringing
any dispatch for Lord Grenville, I much like the having mentioned
his language in the dispatch, as it takes off any sting if attending his
journey, as the whole now stands recorded and cannot be alluded to
I am almost unwilling to have stated
iiny future stage of the business.
s 2
;

;
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remark, but the many politicians I have dealt with makes me
ways not only look to the apparent object produced, but see whether
anyone not ostensible lies behind."

this
al

Lord Grexville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

Private.
" Mr. Canning will, I hope,
1796, November 22, Cleveland Kow.
have explained to you the melancholy occasion which prevented my
acknowledging your private letters, at the time that my last dispatches
were forwarded to you. I think you have judged perfectly right about
the national cockade, which is, like every other part of the dress of
yourself and your suite, absolutely sans consequence except when you
are acting in an official capacity, and the only way to create difficulties
on such points is the appearing to attach to them an importance which
they have not.
" It is impossible for anything to be more satisfactory to my feelings
than the footing on which you have left the business in the different
notes that passed between you and M. de la Croix, and I should have
been truly sorry if you had thought so literal an adherence to the
instructions of taking their answer ad referendum could be necessary
as to have prevented you from giving an immediate answer to the
impertinent questions put to you. Any delay in that respect would
have given the impression of a doubt on your part with respect to the

—

ground on which you stood.
" I have not the smallest reason to believe that the Court of Vienna
It is indeed so evidently her
has any thoughts of separate peace.
interest to treat only in conjunction with us that I think it scarcely
possible for France to hold out any temptation that would even make
her waver in this respect.
" Mr. Ellis's conversation could not but be highly interesting to me.
What he says rather tends to confirm the impression in my mind,
which indeed I imagine is the same which you and he also fee 1 that
the Directory wish to get rid of the negotiation, though they are
frightened when it comes to the moment of breaking it off.
" We hear that the capture of Lucas's squadron has made great
impression in Holland. If you hear any Mediterranean news of importance, whether by land or sea, it would be very desirable that
you should send it over as soon as you can ascertain the facts.
" I have seen to-day a packet of letters from Sir Sydney Smith.
I am uneasy lest we should not appear to do all that is due to a
naval officer of his rank in the service, when placed in such a situaYou do not mention him in your last dispatches. I enclose
tion.
some letters for him which I conclude you will find no difficulty in
forwarding to him, and I rather think the best way of doing this
would be by claiming a right to send either Mr. Talbot or Mr.
There is no instance here, not only
Swinburne to him with them.
of an officer confined in prison, but even of any private soldier or
sailor, to whom the French Commissary has not the freest access."
Copy.
,

Enclosure.

Lord Grenville

to Sir

Sydney Smith.

—

" I cannot transmit to you
1796, November 22, Cleveland Row.
the accompanying letters without adding a few words from myself,
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merely to assure you of the strong interest which I personally feel
unworthy treatment, and of the decided resolution of those
who join with me in this sentiment not to suffer the matter to remain
on its present footing.
" What has passed in France respecting you is a disgrace to a
country calling itself a civilized nation, and it is still more so when
contrasted with the liberal treatment which the French prisoners
have experienced here during the whole war, even at the moment
when Robespierre's Government had passed a decree for the murder
This, I supof all persons in the situation of becoming prisoners.
pose, will hardly be renewed at this time, but the rigour and
indignity with which you have been treated differs from it only in
And the effect of such conduct,
degree, and not at all in principle.
if adhered
their own
to, must be to bring similar rigour upon
prisoners here who are in so much greater number, and to aggravate beyond description the calamities of war which they profess
themselves desirous of terminating.
"I know that your generous feelings would lead you to regret
that your sufferings should be made the cause of misfortune and
calamity to others.
But this sentiment, which it is honourable for
you to entertain, cannot diminish the duty incumbent on us to protect the King's officers from such unworthy treatment, by those
means which the fortune of war has put abundantly in our power.
" This will be conveyed to you through Lord Malmesbury.
Be
assured that your situation was one of the first objects of his inin your

structions."

Copy.

Lord Grenville
1796,

November

25,

Cleveland

to

George

III.

Row. — "Lord

Grenville

has the

honour humbly to submit to your Majesty the draft of a dispatch, with
its inclosure, which Lord Grenville has prepared in consequence of the
opinion of your Majesty's servants, and which, if your Majesty should
be graciously pleased to approve of, he proposes sending it to-morrow by
Lord Grenville trusts that the favourable
a messenger to Vienna.
accounts received this day from Italy will very much tend to remove
difficulties which might otherwise have occurred on this subject, and to
place the whole state of affairs in a much more favourable situation,
whether for the negotiation of a peace or for the continuance of the
war.
" Lord Grenville this day saw Baron de Reiger. It appears from his
account that there is a very little probability that a letter would still
reach the Hereditary Prince of Wurtemberg at Vienna.
Baron Reiger
said that he conceived what might perhaps best suit your Majesty's
ideas under this circumstance would be, that the Prince on his arrival
this autumn should stay only till the marriage treaty could be settled,
and that he should then return again at the period, whatever it may be,
that your Majesty might be pleased to lix for the celebration of the
marriage. Upon this subject Lord Grenville could only undertake to
receive your Majesty's commands.
" He begs leave humbly to mention that, if your Majesty should be
pleased to approve of this arrangement, it might be proper that the
necessary orders should be given for the reception of his Serene Highness in such a manner as your Majesty may be pleased to appoint, and
also for the frigate to bring him over."
Copy.
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George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — " Lord Grenville cannot be surprised

1796, November 26,
I have, from the first moment of any idea of treating with France
being proposed, uniformly shewn my disinclination to a measure which
undoubtedly at this hour so manifestly destroys the solid ground on
which the war was undertaken, the truth of which never was more
I certainly, therefore, while I do not
clear than at the present period.
mean to oppose the sending the project to Vienna, certainly hope the
Directory will break off the negotiation ; for when the scene in Italy is
so much improved as well as in Germany., another campaign musl; be
with pleasure looked to by those who like me dread any intercourse
with a French Republic.
" Seeing how clumsily my directions had been executed by the Duke
of Portland towards Baron Reiger, I have got the Duke of Gloucester
to write to the Hereditary Prince of Wurtemberg to shew him how
much better it would be for him to defer his journey ; but, should that
not succeed, he then certainly ought to make but a short stay, and not
return till the marriage is to be concluded. I cannot give any directions
as to what is to be done till Lord Grenville can collect for me informaI am totally ignorant
tion in the case of the late Prince of Orange.
where he was lodged ; but must premise if it was at Somerset House,
that I have now no appartment where I could place him, therefore, in
but I doubt if in
that case, some house must be hired for his reception
this case it would be necessary; he can only come here on the present
occasion as incognito, and any particular attentions of that kind ought,
it seems, naturally to be postponed till he comes in his public character.
" I wish Lord Grenville would look back for the treaty of marriage
of the Princess of Orange, and of the Duchess of Brunswick, and have
a precis made of them, that it may be settled how that for my daughter
is to be prepared."

when

;

Lord Malmesbury
Private.

to

W.

Pitt.

—

" It gives me much satisfaction to hear
1796, November 28, Paris.
from Canning that you approved my sending over Mr. Ellis, and still
more to hear from Ellis himself of the very kind reception he met with
from you.
" My official letters are to-day very voluminous, but I hope that the
general substance of what they contain will be satisfactory.
it will be considered as proper to send me the
ff I trust now that
projet of a treaty, with instructions as to those articles on which I may
make concessions or modifications, and as to those on which I am to
insist; without some latitude of this sort I shall find this Government
a very impracticable one to deal with.
" I still remain convinced that the Directory had rather we should
furnish them with a pretence which would enable them to make the continuation of the war popular, than conclude a peace
but peace is at
present so much the cry and wish of the country, that unless we do
furnish them with this pretence, I firmly believe they must either
consent to it, or risk the overthrow of their Government.
" In saying this I not only explain the motives for every part of my
conduct since I have been here, but also express my opinion what I
conceive it ought to be as long as I remain.
If you think me right, you
will, I am sure, concur with me in the necessity that I should be
authorized to begin the negotiation without any farther delay, and that
;
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manner to make it impossible for the Directory to misrepresent the
sincerity of our pacific intentions.
" If you think me in the wrong, I am still more sure that you will

in a

forgive my writing freely and openly my sentiments to you.
" The solemn assurances I have received from M. de la Croix on the
not publishing what may pass between us in the next stages of the
negotiation, will, I hope, be considered to be as binding as any which
I could have drawn from him had I run the risk of corresponding with
him on this very delicate subject.
a The Netherlands will be the great obstacle in our way. If we do
not pertinaciously insist in these being restored to the House of Austria,
or if the Emperor will look to an equivalent elsewhere in lieu of them,
I incline to think that on all other points we shall find a much more
accommodating disposition than we expect.
must certainly make
up our account to hear a great deal of offensive and vapouring language
in the progress of the business, but if we obtain our end, this may I
presume be overlooked, and I am most ready that it should be understood
not as addressed to the country at large, but to me in particular, on
whom it does not produce the smallest unpleasant sensation.
" It would be entering into a very wide field to discuss the consequences that would follow if Belgium was to remain annexed to

We

Perhaps they may, on deliberate reflection, be found to be
than is generally thought and certainly, when we consider
the situation of the countries which surround the Austrian Netherlands,
the present state of Holland, and that in which it is probable and
perhaps desirable it should remain, the cession it has made to the French
of Maestricht and Venlo with the districts round them, and of Dutch
Flanders, the annihilation of the Bishopric of Liege and of the Ecclesiastical Electors, I scarcely see a possibility of the Netherlands being
again put on the same footing relative to England in which they stood
France.

less serious

;

before the war.
" I am still in hopes there

is good news from Italy, though they are
somewhat diminished by an article from Milan in one of this morning's
papers in the pay of Government."

Lord Malmesbury

to

Paris. — "It

Lord Grenville.

was with infinite concern that I
1796, November 28,
heard from Mr. Canning of the melancholy event which so naturally
employed your whole mind, when the last messenger but one was sent to
me from your Office.
" It is a real comfort to me to find that you are satisfied with what I
have hitherto done, and I hope the contents of the official letters I wrote
to-day will continue to be approved they seem to justify the reasons
which induced me to send Mr. Ellis over to England.
" I hope you will now have no difficulty in sending me over the plan
of a treaty, and allowing me a sufficient range in my instructions to
enable me to get fairly into the negotiation. I think if this once
happens we cannot fail of getting honourably and advantageously out of
it, let the event be peace or war.
" Should the Emperor consent to an equivalent in lieu of the Austrian
Netherlands, I do not see at this moment any very insurmountable
And in regard to England I
obstacle in the progress of our work.
imagine that, considering the state of the countries which border on
them, it is next to impossible ever to place the Austrian Netherlands
again in the same beneficial situation they were in before the war.
;
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" I beg you to believe that I enter most fully into your feelings about
Sir Sidney Smyth, and that it was solely from the idea that I could have
obtained his release in a less official way than that I was directed by
you to do, that I delayed so loDg giviug in my last memorial on this
The last words I said to M. Delacroix yesterday evening
subject.
were on behalf of Sir Sidney, and he promised me to press the Directory
for a speedy answer.
" I have means of

communicating very freely with Sir Sidney,
although I have not seen him. Mr. Swinburne will, I hope, be admitted
If he is, he shall carry your letter if not, it shall
to him to-morrow.
get to him through another channel.
" I am ashamed at the bareness of my newT s and intelligence but
Mr. Ellis will tell you how very impossible it is for me to get safe and
true information here, and how much 1 should lose if I was to be
suspected, with any degree of proof, that I was employing indirect
;

;

means

to obtain

it.

" You have never mentioned whether you are satisfied with the
Neapolitan peace, and I am much puzzled what to say to M. Pignatelli
on this subject.
" My Portuguese colleague does nothing.
Was he a man of activity
he would be very useful to me."

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

November-December.] — " La

derniere malle m'a apporte
[1796,
une depeche Allemande chiffree du Baron de Thugut, dans laquelle il
me presse de nouveau sur la necessite d'arreter au plutot l'arrangement
des secours pecuniaires ; et il me temoigne sa surprise de ce que le
courier, porteur de la convention que, dans d'autres circon stances, nous
avions vous et moi annonce comme pret a etre expedie, n'etait point
encore arrivee a Vienne. J'ai lieu de supposer, d'apres ce que Ton me
mande, que le courier que vous avez envoye a M. Eden pour
annoncer le nouveau retard survenu a l'occasion des embarras de la
mais comme on ne me fait
Banque, etait parvenu a, sa destination
a ce sujet aucune plainte ni reprcche, j'ai lieu d'esperer que la confiance
bien placee que nous avons dans Pamitie, l'honnetete, et les talens de
nos amis, l'a emporte sur les autres considerations, et prevalu audessus
de toutes les craintes que cette cruelle information aurait pu produire.
Mais je ne dois pas vous cacher que Ton m'ordonne absolument d'insister
qu'il soit clairement enonce dans la convention (qu'on croyait alors
devoir porter sur une base d'avances) que les deux mots soient comptes
du moment de la declaration du Chevalier Eden a Vienne, dans le
cas ou il serait question de prononcer un jour un statement d'avances.
Une circonstance assez particuliere encore c'est que M. Thugut m'ajoute,
vous avez beau me vanter les avantages de semblables avances qui, a
la verite, epargnent quelques interets ; je prefererais un arrangement
qui porterait sur un emprunt, puisqii 'alors nous ne serious pas ainsi
dans la dependance, et dans le cas d'etre prives de secours cVun moment
;

a Vautre.
" Jugez d'apres cela de ce qu'on dirait a Vienne d'une convention
pour un emprunt dans laquelle on specifierait qu'on pourrait nous arreter
On jetterait feu et ilamme j'en suis sur.
les remises de cet emprunt.
J'ai ecrit dans ce sens par le dernier courier, et je suis persuade qu'on
m'en voudra singulierement. Je m'en remets a votre justice et a votre
touchante amitie pour moi. L'une et 1'autre vous feront juger, sans aucun
doute, combien il serait deplace d'admettre cette condition, qu'au fond, rien
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ne necessite et qui fera naitre chez nous les soupcons et le mecontentement dont pour ma part (quoique je serais tres pret a me sacrifier pour
II n'entrera jamais
le bien reel) je ne tarderai pas aressentir les effets.
dans nos tetes peu financieres que, quand nous avons souscrit a un
emprunt, il puisse etre possible que nous n'ayoiis pas la totalite de ee
que nous avons emprunte, et de ce que Ton nous a garanti. Nous
causerons encore sur cet objet la premiere fois que j'aurais l'honneur de
Tout ceci est, d'ailleurs, confidentiel et de vous a moi,
vous voir.
quoique je n'ai aucune objection a ce que vous en parliez a M. Pitt.
Je me propose de lui ecrire demain pour lui representer que nons
sommes a sec qu'immediatement apres l'arrangement., il nous faudra des
fonds et qu'ainsi, il serait a propos que la restitution des avances deja
percues fut renvovee plus loin. Peut-etre pourrait-on destiner a cet
Excusez ma
usage l'epoque des derniers installments au rentrees.
L'un et 1' autre vous pronve et mon
franchise et mon griffonnage.
attachement, et la maniere dont je compte sur vos bontes."
French.
;

;

;

The Marquis of Buckingham

Lord Grenville.

to

—

"I am very much obliged to you for the
1796, December 3, Stowe.
trouble you have taken in sending your messenger who returns to
London with a letter to Coutts, desiring him to insert my name in the
list for 10,000/. ; and I shall be ready with the first payments, and must
me tirer d'qffaire for the rest (as you and, as I suppose, every one will)
by bringing to market that which 1 should imagine will be depreciated
by the number of sellers below all calculation. However, be that as it
may, it is certainly necessary and fit that I should be made a volunteer
and after having completely failed in every plan and device to persuade
Government to accept my money in the shape of raising men for them,
and having been most egregiously trifled with in that proceeding, I am
not a little amused at the necessity of sending an express (at the risk
of freezing him) to save me from the imputation of being as frozen in
'

my patriotism, as this
I am delighted at the

poor devil is in his fingers. Seriously however,
facility with which this very important and new
plan has been acquiesced in.
The pinch will probably show itself (and
possibly to an unpleasant extent) at the first transfer day
but the effect
will probably be electrical upon Lord Malmesbury's friends at Paris.
" I have no faith in your Kehl news
but I have the greatest
expectations from Italy and the effect of Alvinzy's success will be
decisive upon much more than the possession of one hundred miles of
;

;

;

country, more or

less.

Sir Charles

Whitworth

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
1796, December 6, St. Petersburg.
"There remains so little to add
to my dispatch by this messenger, that I feel it incumbent to apologize
for the additional trouble I now give your Lordship.
Were I to give
way to my feelings, I could have much to say on the subject of the
regret I cannot but feel at the important change I now experience.
I
hope and trust however that this change may not strike at the root of
those interests which ought ever to nnite the two countries.
Every
expression which falls from the Emperor should convince me of the
contrary and my only apprehension arises from those attacks which
I see daily made against all the measures of the late Empress.
We
must, however, hope for the best, and, at the same time that I beg leave

—

;
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repeat the assurance of my constant zeal and attention to His
Majesty's service, I venture to bespeak the continuance of that
confidence and protection which I have so constantly experienced from
your Lordship under more favourable auspices."
to

Lord Grenville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

—

" Mr. Ellis, who returns to you
1796, December 10, Cleveland Eow.
to-morrow with the instructions which have been prepared in consequence of your last dispatches, will be able to state to you verbally the
little which is to be added to them.
I flatter myself they will be found
so full that nothing can be wanting to forward the negotiation except a
disposition on the part of the Directory which I am persuaded does not
exist, though the publick opinion at Paris may force them to go great
lengths in appearances. You will observe that Ave are very strongly
impressed with the impossibility of listening to any idea of leaving the
Netherlands to France, and indeed I must say that, without carrying our
point at least to the extent of obliging France to relinquish that possession, I do not see what solid advantage England would gain by a treaty
which must contain the sacrifice of so many conquests.
" While I am upon this subject I cannot help mentioning to you in
confidence that I have reason to believe that the Prussian minister at
Paris has reported to his Court language on this point as coming from
you which I am perfectly sure you never held to him, or indeed to any
one else at Paris but the circumstance is a reason for additional caution
respecting a person of whom, I imagine, you do not think more favourably than I do.
"I have written to Lisbon to represent against M. d'Aranjo's being
continued at Paris, but the chance of succeeding in any separate
negotiation there (except on terms which the Portuguese Government
will not consent to) is so small that they will hardly think it worth
-while to send a new negotiator there, and they will, of course, be
unwilling to withdraw him whom they have there, till the last moment.
" I do not say more to you in my public letters about intelligence
because I do not like to controvert what I strongly feel, the necessity
But, on the other hand, the
of great caution in your situation.
importance of the object is such that something must be risked for it,
and we should both of us blame ourselves if your mission should
terminate abruptly, without your haying established some means of our
being better served in that respect than we have hitherto been. I have
also desired Mr. Ellis to mention to you very particularly the necessity
of frequent communication (at least once a week) in order to keep us
informed of what is passing on the Continent now that the Elbe is
frozen, and will probably continue so, with very short intervals, till
February or March. Do not forget that Paris may be our only channel
of communication, and, therefore, do not omit anything interesting from
any quarter on the supposition that we already know it.
" Mr. Ellis will give you the details of our finance operations, which
I trust they will
are wonderful even in the eyes of the most sanguine.
very greatly facilitate your negotiations, for there is no doubt that the
Directory believed, au pied de la lettre, all they read and heard of the
It remains
impossibility of our finding resources for another campaign.
to be seen whether they will be equally successful in their attempts for
the same object. But what we have done certainly enables us to take
a tone of more confidence in support of those demands which we think
ourselves bound to adhere to.
;
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"

The answer from Vienna

much more

I think

negative in form than
that the Austrians would not be
sorry to be saved against their will, or rather against their declarations.
We have at least obtained groundwork enough to proceed upon as far
as the present state of our business requires, and very probably much
further than it will in fact ever proceed.
" Mr. Ellis will be followed, in twenty-four hours after he sets out
by a messenger whom you will have the goodness to send on to Vienna
without delay, as I have no other certain mode of communicating with
You will probably be enabled to say
Sir M. Eden but through Paris.
something to him of the first reception the proposals will have
experienced.
I have no idea that anything is to be done with the
Directory but by firmness and steadiness ; and I trust, therefore, that
if you have not already received a favourable answer about Sir Sydney,
you will not delay stating it in your dispatches that we may act
You can judge better upon the spot, but I cannot peraccordingly.
suade myself that they could for two days stand the clamour which
would be raised against them if they drove us to the necessity of
In all events I am clear that we owe it to our naval service
retaliation.
not to let the business remain any longer in its present state.
u The peace of Naples is involved in so much confusion, and I fear
In general
I must add deceit, that I am at a loss what to say about it.
I should have thought the terms favourable enough, and that we lost
very little by the defection of such an ally which was not compensated
by our no longer having the duty of protecting him. But when one
sees on how nice a turn the business of Italy has been decided (if
decided it has been) it is impossible not sometimes to think that 30 or
40,000 men, even Neapolitans, must have turned the scale. Till, therefore, we know the facts and circumstances we can neither approve nor
disapprove, we can only regret."
in substance

;

and I conclude from

it

Copy.

Lord Gtrenville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

u Since I wrote my
1796, December 10, Cleveland Row.
other letter
have received the enclosed. I am afraid that the last paragraph may
lead to much embarrassment, because if Aranjo makes any formal
declaration of this nature, it will naturally renew the discussion whether
the Emperor will do the same, and if not why France should be called
upon to explain herself about terms of peace with Austria.
H You must do in this the best you can, and I thought it very material
that you should be apprized of it."
Copy.
I

Cabinet Minute.
1796,

December

10,

Downing

Street.

Present.

The Lord

Chancellor.
Lord President.
Duke of Portland.
Marquis Cornwallis.
Earl Spencer.

Earl of Liverpool.

Mr. Pitt.
Mr. Dundas.
Lord Grenville.

"The drafts of two dispatches to Lord Malmesbury, with the
memorials inclosed in them, being read by Lord Grenville, it was
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agreed that they should be humbly submitted to your Majesty, as
containing the instructions which, in the opinion of your Majesty's
servants, should be given respecting the further conduct of the negotiation at Paris."

Copy.

George

Lord Grenville.

III. to

Windsor. — " This

morning I have received Lord
1796, December 11,
Grenville's box containing two dispatches for Lord Malmesbury with
the draft of the note and memoire confident i el, as also a second memoire
confidentiel with regard to Spain and the Dutch, with an explanatory
dispatch on that subject; which papers he has laid before the Cabinet,
and obtained the approbation of all those present ; I perceive Mr.
Wyndham was not there. As the measure is so unanimously recommended, I shall not refuse to permit these being sent to Lord Malmesbury ; though I should not do justice to my sincerity, if I did not add
that I hope the propositions will be rejected by the Directory, as I
cannot think either the terms proposed, or the time for treating, such
as I can wish shall end the present struggle."

Lord Grenville
1796, December

11,

Cleveland

to

George

III.

Row. — "Lord

Grenville

has

the

honour of submitting for your Majesty's royal signature two messages
to the Houses of Parliament, communicating the declaration of war on
the part of the King of Spain. He also begs leave to lay before your
Majesty a printed declaration in answer to that of the Court of Madrid,
which has been prepared by Lord Grenville's direction, and which, if
your Majesty should approve of it, is proposed to be published and laid
before Parliament to-morrow.
" Lord Grenville has seen Lord Bute, who does not bring anything
new, except the most unfavourable accounts of the state of preparation
in Portugal."

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

1796, December 12, Windsor.—" I return the messages for the two
Houses of Parliament which I have signed in the usual manner, and
highly approve of the printed answer to the declaration of the Court
of Madrid which Lord Grenville has prepared, and which certainly

ought
" I

to

be published.

am

sorry the information

Marquis of Bute

Lord Grenville has received from the

so unfavorable as to the state of preparation in

is

Portugal."

The Marquis of Buckingham
1796,
satisfied

December

my own

12,

Stowe. — " As

to

mind, and I hope Mr.

to

Lord Grenville.

my

Exchequer Office I have

Pitt's,

that

it

is

best for

me

to state the actual deductions and the actual net receipts as clearly and
I am satisfied that the general
distinctly as truth can make it.
use is so
arrangement of what is supposed to be reserved to
much known, that it would be silly to attempt to conceal the facts

my

stated in

the

report

from the Commissioners of Accounts in 1780.
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And

the efficient officers are so well paid, that I shall not appear to
have under dune that part of the question as you will see by the
annexed list. The net receipt which stands charged to me (though
you know how much I pay yearly from it) will, after all, fall very
short of Mr. Tiernay's expectations, as I understand he expects a net
balance ever since 1793 of above 20,000/. per annum. The best mode
of treating the question is by conceiving it a first step to the attack
on private property ; stating always that this was a private property
granted to Mr. Grenville, and the existing arrangements upon it made
(as

was

true)

by him."

Total receipt in Lord Buckingham's Office
for Teller, for 1st Clerk and 2nd Clerk.
d.

4
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War Office only in consequence of a communication of the
King's pleasure from the Treasury."

at the

Enclosure.

George Monro

to

Lord Grenville.

Ledbury. — "In the vast

multiplicity of your business,
1796, July 1st,
has perhaps escaped your Lordship's memory but. from what
I know of your character, I am sure my services have not
and that
you perfectly recollect I am the person that was sent to Paris, when
it was thought proper, from the state of affairs there, to recall Lord

my name

;

;

Gower.
" I shall not trouble your Lordship with the services I rendered
while there whether great or small, they were performed to the utmost
of my abilities; neither will I take up your time in stating the risks I
ran, as I am sure you have forgot neither of them, nor the promises
made by your Lordship (through Sir James Barges) to provide handsomely for me for that was the message delivered by him to me in
your name.
" After what I have stated, your Lordship no doubt will be surprised
when I tell you that, as yet, I have little or nothing permanent done for
me and the little I may have has not been given me even by your
Lordship. This, however, 1 am far from imputing to you, or anyone
in administration.
It has arisen from circumstances too tedious to
trouble you with, and a course of ill luck, which can still be easily
remedied if your Lordship thinks proper to interest yourself about
me.
" To make the matter short, I am so situate at present as to hold two
appointments in the army, that of Captain, and Assistant- Commissary.
They are both commissions entitled to half-pay the first is five shillings
a day, and the other seven shillings and sixpence.
Could I hold the
half-pay of both these places I should think myself most amply provided
for but that is impossible without your .Lordship's interest.
Should
you be kind enough to give me that, I am given to understand that in
particular cases there is such a thing as an order issued from one of
the Secretary of State's Office (or from the Treasury) to the Pay Office,
directing the Pay master- General to dispense with the oath half- pay
Could I get this dispensation for my halfofficers are obliged to take.
pay as Assistant Commissary, it is exactly what I would wish. Should
your Lordship however not approve of this, I would be obliged io you
to get my eldest son, George Monro, appointed Assistant Commissary
in my place (it is necessary to mention the boy is only twelve years
;

;

;

;

;

old).

" Should your Lordship be kind enough to procure me either of these
favours (I should prefer the first) I shall then (holding my Captain's
half-pay) have twelve shillings and sixpence a day, which I shall
gratefully think an ample provision for myself and three children.
As
in all probability I shall soon be obliged to join my regiment in the
West Indies, I am anxious to have this done prior to my departure ; I
therefore look up to your Lordship for protection with that anxiety a
father naturally has for his children."

Lord Malmesbury
Private.

—

to

Lord Grenville.

" You will, I am sure, forgive
1796, December 20, Paris.
vering fully your kind private letter by Ellis, and allow

my
me

not
to
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postpone the doing till we meet, which, although it is perhaps a little
sooner than you expected it would be, is not at all sooner than I wish
I hope I am not mistaken in thinking we have died well ; certain
it.
I am that I quit this world without regret.
" The death of the Empress of Russia has, I have the best reasons
to believe, very much influenced their conduct here.
"We shall be at Calais on Saturday night or Sunday morning."
" I have not been unmindful of Sir S. Smyth, and will
Postscript.
post in the form of a dispatch an account of the steps I have taken, and
give it to you when we meet."

—

to

Lord Gkenville.

—

" Before I quit this city, I take the
1796, December 21, Vienna.
opportunity of throwing together, and probably without method, some
I am
ideas which have offered, as well as some information received.
assured that a principal lure for bringing Spain into the war against
you was the promise to put a second son of Spain on the throne of
France. This consists well with various indications which have fallen
under my notice, so that I cannot withhold my belief ; but you have
probably a perfect knowledge of the business as far as it has gone. I
now believe it was not unknown at Berlin when I was there, for I
observed some little incidents then unaccountable, and which stand
I conclude also that, if the Emperor's arms
explained by that idea.

do not prevail in Italy, Naples will throw herself into the scale against
you, and drag the Pope along with him ; in which case 1 shall expect
that the French will make use of the resources in Italy for carrying the
war, aided by the Turks, into Hungary and the Ukraine. On the other
hand, if the Emperor be successful, he will have an enormous superiority
of force there, and it must be his own fault if he do not find resources.
He will come in by the droit du plus fort as successor to the French,
who now hold by that same right and may declare that, as this war
is evidently carried on by his enemy for the destruction of property, he
expects and insists that the proprietors pay for the protection afforded
them and considers the petty Sovereigns of that country as entitled
only to an expectancy in their dominions, to be realized when the war
Naples, which has all along played a double game,
shall be at an end.
but your fleet may show good reasons to the
is too far off for him
Neapolitan Administration why, in preserving the peace concluded with
France, they should pay a monthly sum to aid the Emperor in defraying
;

;

;

Our holy father the Pope is desirous to
the expenses of the war.
connect himself with Austria rather than with France, because this last
has brought the question off from political to personal interests and
If you are superior in the Mediterrain so doing has acted unwisely.
nean, and your ally in Italy, will it not be worth while to transport
30,000 Austrians to Barcelona, and dictate a peace there to Spain ? In
this case the Pope can be useful, and I have reason to believe that he
would come into any measures you would wish. I have mentioned this
thing to the Baron de Thugut, who thought it very good for you, but
did not see how this country, which has no marine, could derive any
I
benefit from commercial privilege in the port3 of Spanish America.
told him that such privileges, opening a trade from Trieste and Fiume
to the new world, would invigorate their pecuniary means, and evenThat you could not but see with
tually raise for them some marine.
pleasure a new maritime Power in the Mediterranean, which would
That, in like
check there the influence of your natural enemies.
;
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manner, you could not but favour a commerce whose operation must
go to diminish that of France, without affecting your own by any
possibility,
And as you would be sometimes obliged to call on them
for aid at land, you would be the more ready to give them help at sea,
and vice versa; which mutual state of dependence would strengthen
the bands of friendship between you.
He did not seem to think there
was any cause of apprehension from the indolent Turk and the rather,
as Prussia is equally interested with Austria and Russia in preserving the peace of Poland. But here he is, I believe, mistaken. It
would suit Prussia perfectly well to erect again a kingdom of Poland
in that part of it which is occupied by the Imperial Courts
and I
know it is in the system of Prussian politics to play off, in case of
;

;

necessity,

a Polish insurrection against Russia.

The

death of the

Empress changes, in my opinion, the state of affairs very much. I do
not believe you will have any assistance from the new Emperor, because
the population aud finances of his country really require repose; because
not his interest to strengthen so powerful a neighbour as Austria
because he is equally interested with France in preserving that anarchy
which goes by the name of the German Empire and, above all, because
in his quality of successor to the throne, he is naturally disposed to
adopt measures different from those of his predecessor. What reasons
he has to stimulate him beyond the usual measure of new Princes, and
what evidences he has given of their influence over him, it is needless
You will have seen how he is straining at popularity a
to mention.
conduct which, in my opinion, savours more of puerile vanity than of
sound discretion. It is to act not to be the monarch, and suits better
I stated to Monsieur de Thugut my
the theatre than the throne.
conviction that he would have no aid from Russia, without detailing
my reasons and, on that ground, suggested the engaging Prussia in a
manner I have formerly mentioned to your Lordship. He considered
This did not
it as impossible to bind that court by any engagements.
surprise me, but I replied that, admitting their infidelity, it would only
follow that the consideration for their services should be eventual, and
depend on the success of their exertions. He startled at the idea of
giving strength to Prussia but I observed that if he gained Bavaria,
it would be more than a compensation for anything which Prussia could
That, moreover, the case supposing you in a position to influence
get.
the decisions of Holland, it would result that the most abundant resources
That
in men, money, and other means of war would be thus united.
Prussia could not carry on two campaigns, if the war were carried into
That geographical reasons, the only ones to be relied
their country.
on for any considerable period, having placed Russia in direct enmity
with Prussia, the aggrandizement of the latter would be the best method
That on a peace,
of obtaining the cordial assistance of the other.
France, if reduced to her antient limits, would be for a long time hors
de combat ; in which case nothing could prevent Austria and Russia
from crushing Prussia, which must ever be considered as the naturally
He asked me whether I thought the English prejudice
ally of France.
against standing armies might not make them unwilling to hold the
Low Countries. To this I replied that, in my opinion, the present
situation of England was such that the danger to liberty did not arise
from the too great power of the executive magistrate, but the contrary
and that I did suppose the good sense of the nation would turn with
pleasure to the contemplation of a force which might, in case of necessity,
be called in to protect property agniust those who wish to destroy it
and who in that view are endeavouring under plausible pretences to
overturn the Government. I think I might have added that this would
it is

;

;

;

;
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be a safer resource than such interior regulations as circumstances may
but I did not choose then, nor do I wish now, to
otherwise require
tread further en this tender ground.
"I mentioned to M. de Thugut the situation of Monsieur de la
Fayette, and found that they wished never to have taken him, and
would now be glad to get rid of him, but see no way in which it can
be done conveniently. I proposed his liberation in a moment of rejoicing
He told me, however,
for any good news, but this did not seem to take.
that if England would ask for him, they would readily give him up
and the King might, if he pleased, let him loose in London. Now I
wish you to consider that, when peace takes place, he will of course be
liberated, and go to America.
He will have more or less influence there.
You may, if you please, send him
I believe he will have a good deal.
thither under such a weight of notorious obligation that he shall be
incapacitated from disserving you.
And, if you take him now, there are
two supposable cases in which, if he were twenty times a Frenchman,
he would be inclined to serve you ; namely a restoration of the titular
monarch, or the full establishment of the present rulers of his country.
In all cases you would do an act agreeable to America, which would
and I am sure you are not to learn that such things
cost you nothing
propitiate more the minds of men than more solid services, which,
however they may promote the interests, seldom fail to wound the pride
Should you incline to this measure, the least hint
of the obliged party.
would induce the American Minister to request it on the part of the
United States unless, which 1 should deem the better mode, you did
The effect would then be great even in France,
it of your own motion.
for though he is now of no importance there, that nation is highly
sensible to every act of nobleness and generosity."
;

;

;

The Earl of Elgin

to

Lord Gtrenville.

Private.

"I beg leave to advert to a subject
1796, December 21, Berlin.
which I should not have submitted to your Lordship had not an
occasion offered in which its influence on public affairs had become
very evident.
" In many parts of the continent of Europe there are sects whose
tenets and doctrines supersede every other consideration ; and who hold
together in spite of every principle of disunion, whether of country, of
national religion, or of political interests.
Much has been said of the
Illumines, who have been supposed to have great influence at Berlin.
I have no reason, however, to suppose that to be the case.
But most
certainly there are here many of the sect, called la secte pieuse, whose
fundamental doctrine consists in attributing everything to faith, and
supernatural interposition.
This sect has many partisans in Russia,
and the present. Emperor is supposed to be at the bead of it. About
five years ago a Prince Traboulsky was banished with his family into
the Ukraine far having carried on a correspondence on the part of this
description of people. He is now recalled to Petersburg'; and a Russian,
of the name of
who has resided some time here and was
equally concerned in the above correspondence, is preparing to return
Prince
to his country at the recommendation of the King of Prussia.
Repnin appears to have been much engaged in the mysteries of this
sect, for M. Haugwitz speaking lately confidentially of him said, je ne
le connais pas personellement, mais nous avons ete autrefois dans les
It is chiefly
liaisons les plus etroites ; referring to these doctrines.
from being initiated into the higher ranks of this sect, that Count
,

a

94090.

T
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Bruhl has been selected for the purpose of congratulating the Emperor
on his accession. That had been formerly a bond of much union
between them; and Count Bruhl goes both on this account, and with a
a view to establish in the Emperor's mind the attachment of the King
and his ministers to these doctrines.
" Your Lordship knows that Count Bruhl married a daughter of
M. Goram, one of the most absurd and violent enthusiasts."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I have received Lord Grenville's
25, Windsor.
note transmitting the one he has had from Baron Rieger. All the
answer I can possibly give is that I hope the letter that has been
written by the Duke of Gloucester will have been received by the
Hereditary Prince in time to prevent his present inconvenient journey
but least that should not be the case, I desire Lord Grenville, after
mentioning this in his note to Baron Rieger, will remind him that,
should the Prince come, it is hoped it will be as a short visit, for that I
abide by my resolution that the marriage of my daughter cannot be at
this time, nor till I think her situation in Germany will be free from
Since Somerset House has been turned into public
the perils of war.
Lord Grenville
offices I have no house for lodging any foreign prince
must therefore send to the Lord Chamberlain, and the best ready furnished house that can be found must be hired for his reception, and
application must be made to the Admiralty for a frigate for the prince's
passage from Cuxhaven, an allowance given to the captain for providing
him on this occasion, as is now done when they carry any passenger by
1796, December

;

command.
Since writing, I have found in another box Lord Grenville's
note and the decyphered letter from Mr. Arbuthnot on the subject of
I lose not an instant in desiring Mr. Arbuththe Duke of Ostragothia.
not may be acquainted that any proposal of the kind would not be
accepted by me, that therefore he should clearly explain this, that no
further idea of such a negotiation may exist."

George HI.

Lord Grenville.

to

—

"As Lord Grenville seems to wish
28, Windsor,
opinion on the paper to be published on the cause of the
rupture of the negotiation at Paris for peace, I have rapidly read it, and
can assure him that I think it is that cool discussion which must
satisfy those who were desirous of the negotiation terminating with a
peace; perhaps if, at the end, a summary of the wicked principles of
France, and how much they must be shocking to every man of probity,
would have been pleasing to those who seriously view the subject; but
the omitting this may perhaps, as far as olhers are wished to be gained,
appear to some, though not to me, more prudent."
to

1796,

December

have

my

W. Pitt

— "I see
[1796-1.797].

to

Lord Grenville.

no tolerable report in any of the newspapers
of your Demosthenes sentence, or of any of the most striking parts of
your speech. I wish you would employ an hour to put down both that.
particular sentence, and, as well as you can remember it, all that related
to the reasons for staying in office, the sort of peace which Opposition
would make and be hanged for, the conciliation with Ireland, and the
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connection with the Corresponding Society. As much more as you
please, but these topics are really what would be of the most essential
use.
I called to mention this but found you gone to the woods."

W. Windham

to

Lord Geenville.

[1796-1797]. — "I make haste

to prepare you for a visit which you
have from the Due d'Harcourt, on a subject which he judged very
rightly that I might probably be informed of, though I made a pretence
of ignorance, leaving it to you to admit to him what degree of knowledge you should think proper.
I take it for granted, indeed, that in
return for his frankness and confidence, you will think it right to state
to him what Ministry know upon the subject,
I am rather sorry to
find that our Breton friend, whose arrival here you know of, has not
observed all the good faith which we had reason to expect from him.
If he found it absolutely necessary for him to have a communication
directly with the Princes, he should not have told us that he meant to
have none. I am not, however, willing to infer from thence that he is
a person not to be trusted.
It is possible also, though hardly probable,
that the whole of this communication supposed to be made from him to
the Princes may be a forgery, at least it does not appear that he has
communicated to them the secret of his being here ; and a communication
with them of some sort he has, if I am not mistaken, avowed.
"It might still, therefore, be possible to keep the Due d'Harcourt
ignorant to a certain degree of his being here, supposing it were expedient to do so
but the integrity of the Duke of Harcourt's character,
the reliance that may be placed on his prudence and his conduct in this
affair, all make it advisable probably that no reserve should be used
with him, but that he should fairly be taken into counsel ; though
certainly, previously to this partial communication to the Princes, one
should have wished that the affair had remained entirely in the hands

will

;

of Government here."

Cabinet Minute.

—

1797, January 2.
"It is agreed to authorise Lord Grenville to
give to M. Duvergne de E. an assurance of receiving
1. "Twenty thousand per month, for three months certain, to cover
the expense of intelligence, and of the allowance to the force which the
royal agents are collecting in the central departments of Paris with a
view to act after the elections if necessary, or to resist any attempt to
supersede the elections.
2.

"An

engagement

for clothing

men

that, if the case shall arise, 15,000/. shall

in depot at

be paid

Rouen.

3. " An engagement that, if the scheme should actually take place
and should lead to the actual assembling of an army, 30,000/. shall be
paid in the first month after such event shall happen."

William Wickham
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1797, January 4, Berne.
" I shall do no more to day than inform
your Lordship of M. de Precy's safe arrival. I find him to the last
degree grateful for the kindness which your Lordship had shown him.
" I have no intelligence respecting the fleet but what will be found
in the enclosures of the annexed dispatch.
M. de la Harpe is constantly closeted with the Minister La Croix on the business which has
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Abbe Girod. The death of the Empress of Russia
I believe, the principal cause of Lord Malmesbury's having been
dismissed in so hasty and indecent a manner.
" The Prince of Carency is the author of the articles that have lately
appeared against England in the Journal General and the Journal des
Homines Libres. The Abbe B. informs me, in justification of the
momentary confidence he had given him, that that young man had been
entrusted by his father with the whole secret of the negotiation alluded
to in my public dispatch No. 66.
" Montgaillard is here after having had a violent quarrel with
M. d'Entraigues.
"
are all going wrong again in this country.
The French faction
has again taken the lead, and has commenced its operations by a most
scandalous and indecent act of partiality.
Colonel Grose, the Commandant of the contingent of this canton at Basle, has been recalled
because he paid a visit to the Prince of Orange (who came there with
Prince Frederick in the month of October last) with his orange
cockade in his hat. Your Lordship will observe that M. Grose has
passed his life in the Dutch service, and that he was appointed to the
command of the contingent subsequent to the fact complained of.
lately occupied the
is,

We

658.

"

3978,

1557.

As Lord Wycombe

is

1220.

2176.

865.

315.

on his way home, I send enclosed a note of

one of his conversations.'
1551.

"

1701.

The measures
me to draw

oblige

2944.

2948.
1478.
2963.
1339.
1701.
1255.

566.

2817.

410.

alluded to in your Lordship's late despatches will
sum immediately, probably ten thousand

for a large

pounds."
Enclosed is a note in French of remarks of a very general character
on the war between Great Britain and France.

Count Worouzow

—

to

Lord Grenville.

" Connaissant mes sentiments, vous
1797, January 9, Richmond.
pouvez ccncevoir combien je suis douloureusement affecte des depeches
que nous a apporte votre dernier courier de Petersbourg. La seule
consolation que jai recu est l'assurance positive que me donnent mes
amis qui sont bien informes que l'Empereur n'est pas pour la Cour de
Berlin en fait de politique, et qu'admirateurde l'ordre et de la discipline

de l'armee Prussienne qu'il veut imiter, il n'est nullement Prussien
pour le reste, et qu'il est tres decide a contenir Frederic Guillaume,
Attache comme je suis a ce pays-ci,
s'il s'avise d'inquieter l'Autriche.
je crois de mon devoir de vous faire observer, que si vous voulez avoir
une escadre Russe pour le printems prochain, il faut vous presser sans
perdre de terns, et envoyer des ordres au Chevalier Whit worth pour
qu'il presse chez nous l'arrangement de cette expedition, pour que les
ordres soyent donne avant le depart de la Cour pour Moscow, ce qui
aura lieux au mois de Mars. Si la chose n'est pas arrangee avant, il y
aura des lenteures interminables, car Moscow est a 500 miles d'Angleterre
de Petersbourg, et de Cronstadt ou sont l'administratiou et le depot de
notre marine.
" Pour l'amour de Dieu nc perdez pas de terns. Ce n'est pas que je
cioisqu'une escadre de notre faible marine d'un ties grand secours
pour vous; mais il faut avoir egard a 1'opinion qui dans toutes les
L'union du
affaires, et surtout en politique, gouverne le monde.
pavilion Russe avcc celui de la Grande Bretagne aurait une grande
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Et cela servira toujours
influence sur l'opinion generale en Europe.
de maintenir l'union des deux pays. Ceux qui se tienent par la main
sont plus pret de l'embrasser que ceux qui se tienent eloigned l'un de
Notre escadre unies avec les votres prouvera par Je fait les
l'autre.
mensonges que le Prusse ne cesse de debiter a Paris. Je ne doute
nullement que vous ne sentiez tout ceci beaucoup mieux que moi, et je

me

flatte

que vous vous presserez d'envoyer un expres a cet

effet

au

M. Whit worth."
French,

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

— "As

1797, January 10, Windsor.
business to call him to town

Lord Grenville has no particular

I perfectly consent to his
remaining atDropmore; he is so thoroughly worked by business in
general, tfiat it is but just he should have some relaxation when it fairly
this

day,

occurs.

" I am happy at finding the letters from Ireland show that, so late
as Thursday, great probability subsisted that the French fleet could not
yet be far off, consequently that Lord Bridport may give a good
account [of] it; he may have been by Friday morning off that coast."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "In

the box which contains this, I
1797, January 11,
received letters from Lord Grenville and from Mr. Pitt, but as they
both relate to the same business I shall only answer that from Lord
Grenville, and desire it may be looked upon as an answer to both.
" I perfectly coincide in the opinion that, in the present state of
things, private negotiations are preferable to public ones, and that Lord
Grenville shall instruct Monsieur de Luc now at Hanover (by sending
the letter under cover to Monsieur de Steinberg my privy counsellor)
to return to Brunswick and persuade the dispatching General Stamfort
instantly to Berlin, and authorising him to offer such sum as Lord
Grenville and Mr. Pitt may think right to the King of Prussia in case
France shall involve him into a fresh war by his defending the north of

Germany.
" I approve of the idea of getting Prince Frederick of Orange to
to Vienna ; the avowed reason may be the concerns of his
I wish therefore Lord Grenville would sound him through
Baron Nagell as to his willingness if pressed by me to return to Vienna.
He certainly should go by Berlin, from whence he may be also employed
on the present occasion and a communication through Sir Charles
Whitworth to Bussia will certainly do all the good that can be effected
return
family

;

;

there."

George

III. to

—

Lord Grenville.

"The box I have just received from
1797, January 13, Windsor.
Lord Grenville contains the private letters from Wurtemberg brought
by Count Warkvill for me and the Queen. I authorize Lord Grenville
I shall order the mourning
to bring him on Wednesday to St. James's
for Sunday the 21st, by which means the Court will be the next Aveek
;

in colours."

Lord Grenville
1797, January

13,

to

W.

London. — "Although

Mr. Talbot may reach you before

YVickham,
it

this letter,

not improbable that
I take the chance of

is
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state of the Foreign Office making
presence there absolutely necessary, Mr Talbot will
immediately be sent to replace him. He will have the character of
Secretary of Legation, and I have every reason to hope that you will
be satisfied with his talents, discretion, and industry. You will have
the goodness to mention this to Mr. Flint, who I trust has continued to
deserve the satisfactory manner in which you have spoken of him in

mentioning to you that the present

Mr.

your

Flint's

letter."

Copy.

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

Stowe. — " You are very good

to remember me on a
1797, January 19,
If Lord B[ridport]
subject and in a moment so interesting to us all.
has good fortune with the unaccounted-for divisions of the French
fleet, the consequences are uncalculable ; particularly when coupled with
all that is known to exist in France, and with the actual state of the
politics of Italy, which I hope are now safe ; for the capture of Mantua
seems wholly out of the question, and the retreat of the French seems
almost as certain. I wish Kehl was taken ; for I fear least the ArchDuke's illness or possible death may turn the tide once more in that
I never yet have been so sanguine as I am in the present
quarter.
moment for Talbot's information has confirmed the very interesting
intelligence of which I kave seen part ; and of which the whole has been
long since shown to Mr. Pitt or to you ; and from which I expect so
;

much."

Lord Grenville.

to

—

" Just before I left Vienna I was told
1797, January 26, Dresden.
by a person of good understanding, who has tolerable means of information, that the Emperor is hurt at his brother's high reputation. In short,
is struck deep with jealous envy, and that as soon as the fate of Kehl
should be decided, Prince Charles, having made the needful arrangements,
would come to Vienna, from whence, said my informant, he will never
return to the army. I hope this may be a mistake, for he is adored by
the soldiery who think themselves invincible under his command and
that idea goes, as your Lordship well knows, a great way towards
making them so. Moreover I have learnt from an old and discerning
friend whom I met with at Vienna, and who spoke from personal
;

knowledge, that the Prince is really a man of talents, to whom nothing
but experience was wanting to make an able commander. I think it a
great pity that the courts of Berlin and Vienna cannot be brought
The feelings of the latter are very
together in the present crisis.
poignant, and Sir Morton seems fully to share them but policy is, we
know, a creature void of passions. I have but a moment to acknowledge
the honour of your Lordship's letter of the 22nd of August, which
should have reached me at Berlin but I had unfortunately left that city
Mr. Elliot gave it to me two days ago.
before Mr. Hammond arrived.
I have some reason to believe that you may yet bring the Prussian
Cabinet to hear reason."
;

;

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—"I enclose a

letter, which Hippisley
1797, January 31, Park Street.
The object is certainly one that I
has chose to convey through me.
wish well to, as to everything that may contribute to save Italy and
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encourage the noble spirit that has shown itself in some of the states of
I cannot rejoice for my own part that our troops have not
that country.
been able to quit Elba, and suspect that they may be of more consequence there, than they will at present in Portugal.
M

The

What
total

is meant to be done respecting the offer made from Malta ?
abandonment of the Mediterranean has always seemed to me

the most desperate of all measures.
" With respect to furnishing to the Pope any part of our troops, I am
But it will be a
afraid it must be considered as rather an idle fancy.
great pity if, when the Pope thinks that resistance is practicable, at least
for a certain time, he should be incapable of it for want of arms, or that
Arms
exertions for supplying him should not be made from here.
sufficiently good for his purpose may certainly be obtained from the
country.
"As I am enclosing suggestions, let me add one which I likewise
think not undeserving of consideration, and which may certainly in the
end, should we be in a state to adopt it, lead to consequences the most
important. One would certainly be disposed to do whatever our finances
would admit to help the Swiss into a quarrel."

Enclosure,

u Quoiqu'il ne puisse plus etre question dans ce moment d'un subside
tel qu'on aurait ete en etat de donner aux Suisses en 1792 et 1793, pour
les decider a faire cause commune avec les Puissances Allies, ce a quoi
il eut ete facile alors de reussir, cependant il ne faut pas se dissimuler
que la grande diffrculte qui se presentera dans chaque canton ou les
provocations de la France deviendront meine les plus sensibles, sera,
comme ci-devant, Pimpossibilite de fournir, au-dela d'un temps tres
limite, aux besoins et aux depenses d'entretien de l'armee de milices
qui serait necessaire pour couvrir une etendue de frontieres aussi
considerable que celle de Geneve a Basle.
" Et neanmoins la levee de ces milices, et l'attitude guerriere qui
prendrait par la la Suisse sont de la plus grande importance au
Gouvernement Britannique, soit parceque cela obligerait les Francais a
tenir sur les memos frontieres un corps tout au moins d'observation, qui
diminuerait d'autant la force de leurs troupes dirigees contre 1'Empereur,
soit parceque, d'un instant a l'autre, et suivant les circonstances, cela
amenerait une rupture ouverte, et forcerait les Suisses a devenir, au fin
de compte, les auxiliaires tres actifs de 1'Empereur. II est done a
considerer si une offre d'aide et secours pecuniaires, relatifs seulement
a l'entretien des milices excedantes qu'il s'agirait de mettre sur pied,
et qui ne sont point a comparer avec des levees et equipements de
regiments tels que ceux qui passent de Suisse au service etranger, ne
serait pas en meme temps et une mesure politique sage, et une veritable

economic
" Risquerait-on beaucoup a, sonder le terrein a cet egard, surtout s'ii
une occasion favorable par la suite des defiances et
de l'irritation que le ton hautain et chinanier de la France peut
augmenter rapidement dans les cantons les plus influens mais afin que
chose fut absolument cachee au Gouvernement Francais, et
la
n'excitat pas les clameurs de ses partisans et amis en diverses parties de
la Suisse, il conviendrait essentieilement qu'elle ne se traitait qu'avec
les chefs du canton de Berne, en sorte que ceux-ci puissent determiner
leurs Conseils a, accorder pour un temps illimite aux cantons pauvres le
secours dont ils auraient besoin relativement a leurs milices tant qu'ils
seraient sur pied, avec la certitude d'etre rembourses ici de la majeure
s'en presente

;
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partie de ces secours, jusqu'a. un quantum qui serai t a-peu-pres fixe, et
de la mauiere que, vis-a-vis des autres cantons, l'avance a long terzne,

a tres bas interet, (et plutot ainsi stipule pour la forme)
parut eruaner uniquement du tresor de leurs Excellences de Berne.
" Cela serait fort aise a regler si cette affaire, quant a tous ses details,
etait traite ici ou Leures Excellences de Berne ont des fonds tres
considerables, dont les dividendes sont percus par la inaison Vanneck
et, au moyen d'arrangements secrets et neaninoius solides, on leur
bonifierait sans que rien parut au dehors ce qu'elles avanceraient soit autres
cantons, soit (en parti) a leurs propres levees, somme dont le total ne
serait nullement majeur pour les finances de l'Angleterre, et pourrait
cependant par son emploi produire un resultat tres majeur dans la
tournure des affaires a la campagne prochaine."
French.

soit le pret

;

Earl Spencer

to

Lord Grenville.

Bath. — "I

had already received from Admiral
1797, February 3,
Barrington a note upon the subject you mention, and had communicated
it to my friends at the Board for their consideration.
The position he
mentions in it (though 1 have not any maps to refer to here) must, I
should suppose, be only tenable when the wind is easterly but, as such,
may very probably be an advantageous one for watching Dunkirk. It
is not however correctly stated, when it is called Dunkirk harbour,
where, I assume, no ships could anchor out of reach of their guns but
the spot meant usually goes under the name of Gravelines pits, and lies
between Dunkirk and Calais. In a westerly wind I should think this
must be dangerous, and would be ineffectual into the bargain, as they
may always go out of Dunkirk eastward when the wind is not east.
If the road is sheltered, I should snppose it must answer very well.
" I liave a note unanswered of yours about Cadiz. If the present
state of the force at Brest would admit of our so much weakening the
channel fleet, and if we were more certain than we are of the arrival of
our troops from Elba, the idea, though' a very dashing one, might
perhaps do; but under impressions which I cannot help feeling of the
great probability of some other desperate attempt from Brest, and in
the actual state of our channel fleet which has been unavoidably very
much battered by their late ineffectual cruise, and which will barely be
ready again as soon as it is possible the French may have another fleet
at sea, J own I cannot advise the measure.
" I send you to-day by Mr. Taylor the box containing Wickham's
It seems very difficult to form any judgment from them, as, no
letters.
doubt, even ifhis intelligence was more clear and decided than it is,
much alteration must since have taken place in their plans."
;

;

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

February 4, Downing Street. " Les nouvelles dTtalie que
nous venous de recevoir par Paris sont aff reuses. Elles paraissent,
malheureusement, de toute verite, puisqu'elles sont consequentes au
plan de M. d'AIvinzi. Je ne doute pas que le Directoire n'envoie
immediatement des nouvelles propositions de paix a Vienne; il les fera
meme d'un avantage apparent pour essayer de nous separer de vous.
Comme j'aime a juger ma Cour dapres mon cceur, et d'apres Texemple
du passe, je me flatte qu'on restera toujours inebranlable. Mais, en
meme temps, je ne puis me defendre d'une sorte de crainte. Songez
qu'il n'y a que PEmpereur et M. de Thugut qui soient dans le bon
1

797,
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systeme. lis vont etre plus assaillis que jamais par les fautears d'une
paix deshoimorante. Je ne doute pas qu'on ne persevere; mais on
peut tout apprehender dans ce monde.
" La vertu la plus severe succombe quelque fois, je fremis a Pidee de
Vous savez
la seule possibilite de separer nos interets des votres.
combien je suis Anglais, parceque je suis veritable Autrichien, ou plutot
parceque je suis un horame honnete, attache au sort de l'Europe et au

maintien des monarchies.
" II Eerait, je crois, bien

important que vous envoyassiez aussi
promptemenl que possible un courier a Vienne pour y rassurer, et
Si meme
encourager, en appuyant cet envoi de motifs determinans.
cette mesure etait inutile comme je Pespere, elle ne peut rien gater, et
ne doit que vous ranimer. Pardonnez ces reflexions, qui sont dans
notre confiance.
craint toujours

mon attachement.
souvent si aise, en
plus grands malheurs."

Elles doivent vcus prouver

quand on aime

prenant a temps, de prevenir
French.

les

bien.

Count Starhemberg

to

II

est

On
s'y

Lord Grenville.

—

Quoique le courier que j'attends de
1797, February 6, London.
Vienne, et qui doit me rapporter les instructions necessaires a Pegard
de la convention qui concerne vos avances mensuelles, ne soit point
encore arrive, je me fais un vrai plaisir d'avoir Phonneur de vous
annoncer que j'ai appris, par une voie sure non-officielle, qu'on a
accueilli vos dernieres propositions avec Pamitie reconnaissante qu'elles
Cette information me rassure un peu sur le facheux effet
meritaient.
que pourra produire la mauvaise nouvelle de la defaite d'Alvinzy. J'ai
de nouveau la certitude que les Francais veulent faire des offres
avantageux a ma Cour pour la detacher de PAngleterre. J'aimc a
croire a la bonne foi; ct la conduite constante de mon maitre me
Mais je plains PEmpereur et son
raffermit dans cet heureux sentiment.
IP s'agira, je crois,
ministre ils auront des rudes attaques a soutenir.
de defendre seulement le Tyrol, et de porter des plus grandes forces
encore vers le Ehin.
N'y aurait-il pas moyen pour nous fournir la
possibilite de detacher beaucoup de troupes de PItalie, de former le Roi de
Naples a rentrer en jeu ? II a une armee assez considerable prete a
marcher. Je ne voudrais pas qu'il vous en coutat beaucoup plus que
des menaces ; mais PAmiral Jar vis venant pies de Naples, comme fit
Truguet au commencement de la guerre, pourrait bien produire lememe
Ceci est peut-etre un songe creux pardonnez-le a mon zele.
effet.
" Vous pourriez, en autre, nous prouver d'une maniere bien digne de
vous dans ce moment combien vous vous occupez de nos interets. II
etait convenu entre nous que vous nous payeriez les 300,000 livres
du mois de Janvier immediatement. Cet argent a ete mis a notre
disposition
mais vous vous rappellerez en meme temps, qu'en nous
promettant de nous faire encore au mois de Fevrier une avance
semblable, vous vouliez attendre notre reponse pour mettre cette somme
Cette reponse ne peut plus tarder, et sera conforme
a. notre disposition.
a vos desirs. Ainsi si vous m'autorisiez a mander par votre courier que
nous pouvons, des a present, tirer ces 300,000 livres, ce procede, rempli
de grace de votre part, serait apprecie comme it doit Petre dans la
Je me flatte que vous
circonstance, et vous ne courrez aucun risque,
m'applaudirez vous-meine d'avoir suggere cette idee a votre desir
constant de nous etre utile, si votre bon esprit ne m'avait pas deja
prevenu."
French.
;

;

;
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Sj.r

Charles Whitwortii

to

Lord Grexville.

Private.
" In about ten or twelve days,.
1797. February 23, St. Petersburg.
we shall, I presume, be on the road to Moscow. It is supposed that His
Imperial Majesty will, immediately after the ceremony of the coronation,
proceed further into the interior of his dominions, and, in that case, it
is possible that he may do me the honour to invite me to accompany
him. I therefore request His Majesty's eventual permission so to do
but I do not scruple to confess to your Lordship that, although it would
be highly flattering, yet I am no wise ambitious of such a distinction
His Imperial Majesty being of that sort of character with which it is
easier to live at a little distance than too near."

—

;

;

Lord Grenville

to the

Private.

Earl of Elgin.

—

" You will see by the tenor of
1797, March 2, Downing Street,
my despatches of this night that we are full of distrust as to the
In truth if they were
sincerity of all the professions made to you.
sincere, why were not the proposals and offers made distinctly and
plainly from them whose intentions we have so much reason to distrust,

much stress laid on instructions and powers to be had
whose wishes, views, and means are notorious to them and
What more can we say than we have said, and said
to all Europe?
publicly ? and what necesssity would there be for wrapping up their
good intentions, if good they are, in mystery, dissimulation, and reserve ?
Still we do not wish to discourage whatever tendency there may be,
however remote, to a system conformable to our interests and to
those of Europe. But all possible care must be taken not to lose
Austrian realities in pursuing Prussian expectations, and such would, I
fear, be the event of auy new overtures to be made from hence to
and why
from us,

is

so

all

Prussia till after the fullest communication with Vienna.
" All these speculations seem to set very much at a distance the object
of your application contained in your private letter; nor would it be
possible for me to say anything upon the subject of that application
without much more consideration, and a nearer view of the circumstances that may exist."

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

Sir

Morton Eden.
>

Private.

Cleveland Kow. — " I

have only time just to add to
1797, Marcli 3,
these despatches that Count Starhemberg has no knowledge of my
sending on this messenger to Vienna, because I thought it might be
more agreeable to M. Thugut that the subject now in question should
not be previously known to him.
" I cannot say I have much hopes in this scheme of Prussian cooperation, and yeA, if M. Thugut could be brought to look at it
deliberately, I think that even from the opening such a discussion at
Berlin much good must arise although, possibly, the ultimate object,
that of co-operation, may not be obtained. It is very material to observe
that the basis of this plan is the scheme of peace already offered by the
allies
and, therefore, that all the former objections of making confidences to Prussia which might be betrayed from Berlin to Paris, are, in
;

;

this case, totally inexplicable.
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" If this idea does not produce something, we may be under the
I
absolute necessity of having recourse to Russia, and that very soon.
wish, therefore, that you would converse with M. Thugut on that
subject that we may know his general notions, and that he may not be

wholly unprepared to hear from us upon it. You will at once perceive
urgent this would be if our difficulties of finance should shut our
purse to Austria, which, though I still allow myself to hope will not
happen, I am sure no man can answer for."
Copy.

how

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

March 8, Queen's House. u In one of the two boxes I received
from Lord Grenville' s Office there was a letter to him from
morning
this
Baron Rieger desiring to have the Princess Royal's picture, if ready,
that he might send it tomorrow by a messenger to the Hereditary Prince
I therefore send the snuff-box I have
of Wurtemberg at Hamburg.
had prepared on the occasion with my daughter's picture, which I desire
Lord Grenville will send to that Prince with a suitable compliment. I
have since seen the Duke of Gloucester, who came to communicate to
me a conversation he has rind with M. de Whymphen, who is the real
confidant of the Prince, who again presses for leave to come over; he
has also heard from the grand intriguer Hipsley [Hippesley] who says
the Prince must be at Stutgard in May. I therefore desired the "Duke of
Gloucester to say any directions I should send would be through the
channel of Lord Grenville, as I think, if the Duke of Gloucester had
written as strongly as he promised, this fresh application would not be
made. I desire therefore that, though Lord Grenville may send the box
through the channel of Baron Rieger, that he will separately converse
with Monsieur de Whymphen, and show him the impossibility of my
agreeing to the Prince's coming here till the treaty of marriage has
been drawn up and ratified, and the other arrangements for the wedding
that if the Prince is obliged to go to Stutgard in May, he had
settled
1797,

;

best do so, as

impossible the whole can be arranged so soon. I think
best return to Hamburgh and explain the business

it [is]

Whymphen had
to the Prince.

" I have sent to Hanover for some information as to the affairs of the
as well as Duchy of Wurtemberg, which I must have before I
can give any directions to Lord Grenville with regard to the treaty of
marriage ; and indeed the perplexed state of Germany requires my not
being over expeditious in transacting this business."
" By the precis of the treaty of marriage of the present Duchess of
Brunswick, it was, by the first article, regulated that the marriage
should be solemnized in England; a similar article for that of the
Princess Royal with the Hereditary Prince of Wurtemberg.
2nd Article. " The portion to be eighty thousand pounds.
3rd Article. " As the Hereditary Prince has children by his first
marriage, it seems natural that no distinction should be made as to the
future children of this marriage, but those of each sex to share equally.
4th. " The children to live and be brought up in the Duchy of
Wurtemberg; but not to marry without the consent of the king or his
successors, agreable to the present act for marriages of the royal

Duke

family.
5th.

•'
In case the Princess should die without children, half her
portion to remain with the Court of Wurtemberg, and the other half to
be disposable by her ; and that, if she leaves no disposition, to return to
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the king.

But the survivor of her or the Prince

to receive the

whole

interest during their lives.

6th. " One-half at least of the fortune to be placed in

the English
perhaps it might be better to have the whole placed there till
the troubles of Germany are totally quieted
aud then, if it be thought
that the one moiety be placed on mortgage in lands or other revenues
belonging to the House of Wurtemberg, that not to be without the
consent of the king.
6th [7th]. " The Princess to have a pension on the Irish establishment of £5,000 per annum during her life for her sole use but with

funds

;

;

;

no power to alienate or mortgage it.
" I do not mean to add any pension as Elector ; that was peculiar to
the case of the Duchess of Brunswick, as it had been intended she
should live in my Electorate.
"
German treaty must also be made with me as Elector, wherein
the usual German portion will be fixed, and the jointure that is to be

A

settled

on

my

daughter.'*

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"J'ai ete bien fache d'apprendre que
1797, March 9, London.
j'espere que cela n'aura aucune espece de
vous etes incommode
Vous connaissez mon tendre et veritable attachement a votre
suite.
;

personne.

"Je serai oblige de vous prier de vouloir bien me dedommager
incessamment de la conference d'aujourd 'hui. J'ai une occasion sure
et prompte pour Vienne Lundi prochain, et je ne puis, en verite, pas
me dispenser d'ecrire a ma Cour au sujet de nos affaires. Quelques
soient les raisons (dont je reconnais l'importance et la validite) qui vous
lbrcent a nous tenir encore en suspens, l'incertitude n'en est pas moins
et j'ai toujours peur que nous ne puissions pas avoir
cruelle pour nous
II y a plus de 10 jours
de quoi subvenir a une aussi longue attente.
que vous m'avez fait Phonneur de me parler, et je n'ai plus eu rien de
vous depuis ce moment. Songez done, de grace, que les instans sont
des siecles dans notre position, ct que des delais plus prolonges
;

Vous les appreciez
pourraient avoir les suites les plus facheuses.
surement aussi bien que moi ; mais il est de mon devoir de vous les
representer pour n' avoir pas a me reprocher un jour comme ministre
de l'Empereur, et comme la personne la plus attachee au Gouveruement
Anglais et a Milord Grenville, de ne vous avoir pas prevenu a temps,
et a plusieurs reprises, des malheureuses consequences que l'embarras
Si done vous ne
dans lequel vous nous laissez pourrait ammener.
pouvez pas encore rien prononcer de decisif, daignez au moins
m'entre tenir du plus ou du moins d'esperance que vous conservez
II me parait
nous meritons certainement d'etre prevenue a temps.
impossible que vous ne prejugiez pas deja dans votre sagesse du
succes ou de la non-reussite de la mesure serieuse que vous avez
Croyez que les
adopte, sans doute, dans la vue d'aider vos allies.
informations dont votre dernier courier etait le porteur, n'auront pas
manque d'affecter comme elles le devaient des amis dont la Constance
inebranlable n'hesite jamais quand il est question de vous prouver
Tous les preparatifs immenses pour la
leur loyaute et leur fidelite.
campagne prochaine sont, sans doute, deja faits a compte des remises
sur lesquelles nous avions le droit de compter d'apres vos dernieres
assurances ; mais quelque cruel que serait un refus que nous sommes
bien loin d'attendre, et qui etonnerait au dela de toute expression,
la prolongation de la situation critique dans laquelle nous sommes,
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et qui nous fait subir journellement toutes les arixietes du doule, est
bieu plus facheuse encore, puisqirelle paralise tous les projets et toutes
les determinations, tandis que l'ennemi commun redouble d'activite.
Mettez-moi done, je vous prie, dans le cas de pouvoir anuoncer
confidentiellenient a mon chef, ou que vous entrevoyez la possibility
prochaine de contracter les engagemens que vous paraissiez vous-meme
empre&se de conclure il y a tres pen de temps, ou que vous craignez
que les expediens que votre zele et bonne volonte en notre faveur
vous avaient suggere, ne soient pas suffsans pour remplir le but
propose.
u Je ne puis m'empecher encore de vous demander une reponse a
la lettre officielle que j'ai eu Thonneur de vous ecrire, d'apres l'ordre
reitere de ma Cour, au sujet de la flotille a etablir dans l'Adriatique.
Nous avons trop d'interet a cet objet pour n'etre pas tres presse de
connaitre vos intentions."

French,

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

Row. — " Je

March

viens de recevoir votre lettre
9, Cleveland
ne scais si je dois regarder comme officielle. Si cela est, il
et ce sera avec les sentimens que vous me connaissez,
faut y repondre
et que les embarras des affaires n'altereront jamais, en tout ce qui
regarde l'union de nos deux Cours.
" Cependant (soit dit dans notre amitie et con fiance) je vous avais
cru trop raisonablc pour insister sur une reponse que vous etes bien a
portee de voir que nous ne pouvons encore vous donner. Vous ne
croyez pas, sans doute, que cet etat d'incerfcitude soit pour nous un
Voila cependant ce que Ton pourrait inferer de tous vos
lit de roses.
raisonnemens, que vous employez avec tant d'eloquence pour persuade
a un malade de vouloir bien guerir.
" J'espere que tout ira bien, mais je suis bien loin de vous le dire
officiellement
et, si le contraire arrive, vous n'aurez
pas a vous
reprocher d'avoir compromis votre ami par des instances si peu
necessaires."
Copy.
French.

1797,

laquelle je

;

;

Count Starhemberg
March

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — "

II suffit que vous jugiez a propos de
Monsieur Pitt pour que je n'y trouve
aucune difficulte. Je sais trop apprecier son bou esprit, et j'ai trop de
confiance dans son caractere, pour avoir la moindre inquietude en lui
communiquant ma facon personnelle de voir les objets dans la circonstance critique oil nous nous trouvons.
N'oubliez jamais, Tun et
Pautre, que ce papier est peut-etre entierement different du langage
officiel que je devrais tenir, et vraisemblablement tres eloigne de la
maniere dont les meneurs envisagent les objets chez nous; et daignez
ne le considerer que comme le resultat des observations de quelqu'un
dont vous connaissez depuis longtemps 1'amitie et les principes, qui
gemit sur le passe, songe au present, et craint pour Thvenir."

1797,

10,

communiquer mes

reflexions a

French.

Lord Grenville
1797,

to

—

George

III.

" Lord Grenville has the honour
10, Cleveland Row.
your Majesty's consideration the draft of a dispatch to

March

to submit

to
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Mr.

"VValpole at Lisbon, directing that minister to propose to the
Portuguese Government to sound the dispositions of Spain respecting

a separate peace.
" Lord Grenville does not flatter himself with much hope of the
but he thinks it may be so conducted that the
success of this measure
attempt can lead to no inconvenience, while it takes the chances,
whatever they may be, of materially weakening the means of France
for carrying on the war."
;

Copy.

George
1797,

March

11,

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Queen's House. — "I

do not object to the proposed

Mr. Walpole, though I do not expect it will have the effect
proposed of detaching Spain from France yet, if the Court of Lisbon
make the proposal with the delicacy that the step requires, should it
not succeed my name ought not to be brought forward.
" I have received another box from Lord Grenville. I own I did
not expect that with the candour I have acted, that the Prince of
Wirteinberg would have so eagerly pressed I must therefore take a
little time to consider of my answer, which I will certainly send
to-morrow to Lord Grenville."
draft to

;

;

George

ill. to

Lord Grenviile.

—

"Lord Grenville knows me too
1797, March 11, Queen's House.
well not to imagine that the strong pressing from M. de Wimffen in the
name of the Hereditary Prince of Wurtemburg for leave to come to
England gave me pain and indeed it is not very encouraging for my
daughter that she is going to enter into a family much divided but as
I ever wish that reason rather than temper should direct my conduct, I
have delayed till now returning an answer on that subject to you.
"I think it absolutely necessary that the treaty of marriage should be
drawn up and mutually agreed to before the Prince comes here. I have
therefore drawn up, on the accompanying paper, the alterations I think
necessary from the treaty of marriage of my sister the Duchess of
Brunswick, which seems to suit the case of my daughter better than
that of my aunt the late Princess of Orange as those papers may not
be immediately at hand I send the substance Lord Grenville had sent
me, which I hope he will return when no more of use to him.
" I desire he will communicate the whole to Mr. Pitt before any step
is taken, who, with the Lord Chancellor, will be the proper persons to
be consulted on this occasion.
" When the treaty is ready, M. de Wimffen would return to Hamburg and, when the Prince accedes to it, the consent of the Duke must
be obtained ; that once done, the Prince may then come over according
to his proposal, and, after being seen by my family only in private, and
staying a few days, he must make a tour in the country till the time for
the ceremony of the marriage, and all the arrangements necessary for it
can have been prepared.
" Lord Grenville should intimate to Mr. Pitt that, considering the
great arrears in my payments, I have desired the Queen that the jewels,
cloths, and other things for my daughter may be done with as much
economy as decency will permit. I shall take care that he shall hereafter have the account, that it may be paid."
;

;

;
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Lord Grenville

to

George

Til.

—

"In humble obedience to your
1797, March 21, Downing Street.
Majesty's commands, Lord Grenville has the honGur to return your
Majesty the two precis of the marriage articles of their Eoyal Highnesses the Princess of Orange and the Duchess of Brunswick, together
with the projet of the treaty with the Duke of Wurtemberg, and the
French translation of it, which Lord Grenville has this day communicated to Baron Reiger, and which the latter has promised to send
immediately to Stutgard.
also seen M. de Wimffen, and has apprized him
of your Majesty's intentions respecting the arrival of the Hereditary
Prince, which M. de Wimffen promised immediately to communicate to

§£" Lord Grenville has

his Serene Highness."

Copy,

M. Dutheil

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Dans la note que M. Dutheil a eu
1797, March 27, London.
l'honneur d'envoyer a Milord Grenville, et qui contient des observations
sur rinsuffisance des fonds accordes a l'armeede Normandie, M. Dutheil
n'a pas cru devoir se permettre de rappeller a Milord Grenville dans
cette note qui peut etre communiquee, que c'est a cette armee oil
Monsieur a la projet de se rendre tres incessamment. Cette determination de Monsieur est un des motifs qui engage M. Dutheil a envoyer
en Normandie l'agent du Roi actuellement a Londres, arm de faire concourrir les moyens civils avec l'organisation militaire a la plus prompte
M. Dutheil ayant eu ordre de ne
arrivee de Monsieur en France.
communiquer le projet de Monsieur qu'a Milord Grenville seulement,
il lui devient impossible de faire connaitre a aucun autre membre du
Conseil de Sa Majeste Britannique ce projet, et de le presenter comnie
moyen pour obtenir non seulement les inille livres promises par mois
pour cette armee, mais encore ce qui peut etre necessaire an dela de
cette somme pour que l'armee de Normandie puisse, vers la fin du mois
dernier, recevoir Monsieur.
Les agents qui etaient penetres de
l'importance de l'arrivee de Monsieur en Normandie, avaient promis de
donner sur la somme qui leur avaifc ete accordee par le Ministere
Britannique, tout ce qu'il aurait pu etre possible d'economiser sur cette
somme. M. Dutheil a l'honneur de demander la permission a Milord
Grenville d' avoir celui de lui observer que, quoique Monsieur n'ait point
fait l'honneur d'ecrire a M. Dutheil rien qui puisse lui faire presumer
que Monsieur ait eu l'intention de diminuer en aucune maniere le
nombre des Ministres de Sa Majeste Britannique aux quels Milord
Grenville croira devoir courier le projet de Monsieur, cependant M.
Dutheil croit pouvoir assurer que Monsieur a pense que peut-etre son
Excellence jugerait a propos de borner, quant a present, cette confidence
a M. Pitt seulement.
M. Dutheil ajoutera encore a cette observation
que Monsieur, croyant que le succes de son projet est attache au secret
profond dont il sera couvert, n'a cru devoir jusqu'a ce moment Conner
ce projet qu'a M. Dutheil seul."
French.

The Royalist War

in France.

Memorandum of M.

—

Dutheil.

1797, March 29, London.
" II resulte d'un entretien que M. Dutlieil
vient d'avoir avec le Comte de Frotte, relativement aux demandes
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d'argent faites par le general, et qui se trouvent dans une note jointe
au controle des officiers de son armee que le Comte de Frotte a explique
a M. Dutheii, qui effeetivement a verifie avec lui que les demandes que
contient cette note ne doivent etre considerees que sous le rapport d'une
armee a lever, et pour laquelle on aurait a payer, non seulement tout ce
qui concerne Fhabillement, l'equipenient, mais encore des prix d'engagement a chaque individu. Le Comte de Frotte ayant fait cette note a la
fin du mois d'Octobre, reconnait qu'elle ne peut plus s'appliquer a
l'ordre de choses qui existe en ce moment, d'apres lequel rien n'est plus
facile que de recruter parmi tous les gens de la requisition qui ont
Aussi, le Comte de
quitte les armees pour rentrer dans leurs foyers.
Frotte dans les instructions qu'il a donnees a ceux de ses officiers qui
l'ont precede, leur a-t-il specialement recommande de comprendre dans
le controle de leurs divisions respectives, tous ce3 hommes de requisition
qui eux-memes ont fait offrir au Comte de Frotte de se reunir aussitot
Le Comte de Frotte
qu'il jugera a propos de leur en donner l'ordre.
recrutera encore son armee des troupes Republicain3 qui passeront
mais pour celles-ci, il ne doit
collectivement sous les drapeaux du Roi
les solder qu' au moment ou, par le mouvement general qui doit avoir
Jusqu' a cette
lieu, il se trouvera dans le cas de pouvoir les faire agir.
epoque, il doit se contenter d'entretenir les bonnes dispositions des
chefs, et leur fournir quelques moyens qui puissent les mettre a portee
de conserver sur les soldats qu'ils commandent, l'influence qu'ils se sont
menages. Enfin, le Comte de Frotte, en considerant la note dont il
s'agit comme etant sans objet, au moyen des changements survenus
depuis l'instant ou elle a ete redigee, reconnait qu'il ne devra recevoir
de fonds lorsqu'il sera question de mettre son armee en activite, que par
les personnes qui doivent etre chargees de la distribution generate
excepte toutefois, les mille livres par mois qui lui ont ete promises
pour son organisation."
;

French.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "

I wish Lord Grenville, previous to
1797, March 29,
answering Baron Rieger on the Additional Article proposed by the
latter, would see Baron Leathe and, as it is different from the treaty of
marriage of my sister the Duchess of Brunswick, [consider] whether it
ought not rather to be an article in the German treaty, where the jointure
and German portion will be fixed, according to former precedents.
" I suppose it is out of stupidity, for certainly there ha3 as yet not a
word passed as to the particular time of the marriage the Prince has
leave to come over, and, after being seen in private, to travel into the
country till the notification has been made to Parliament, and the time
I think Lord Grenville, when he shall fix the
fixed for the marriage.
mode of completing the treaty, must by letter remind the Baron cf the
mistake in his assertion."
;

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

— "I
17»7, March 30, Queen's House.

return to Lord Grenville the
important despatches received this morning from the Earl of Elgin, and
highly approve his not having delayed to the usual hour the communiI desire he will direct a copy of the Prussian
cating them to me.
agreement with France, as accompanying Lord Elgin's private letter, to
be made for me."
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The Royalist War

in

France.

Minute of Lord Grenville.

—"

I saw M. Dutheil and M. F., the latter being
1797, March 30.
on the point of setting out for France. They were very urgent with
me to explain to them what they could depend upon in the way of
pecuniary assistance for keeping up the R[oyalist] party. They divided
this question into

two

points.

M First, with respect to the payments that had been settled with
M. D[uvergne], and secondly, with respect to future aid.
" I told them that, on bo'Ji these points, we must be further informed
That the engagements taken
before we could speak with certainty.
with M. D[uvergne] were provisional only, and extended no further than
to the end of this month. The object stated by M. D[uvergne] had been
the being enabled to keep together a party sufficient (particularly in
point of military strength) to resist any attempt of the Directory to
prevent the elections from taking place. That payments were to be
made for that purpose for the three months of January, February and
March but that we had expressly reserved to ourselves the right of
judging at the end of that period, according to the turn which affairs
might then have taken, what further measures we should adopt. That,
on It-he arrest of the agents at Paris, I had explained to M. Dutheil that
we conceived the course of that plan must necessarily be thereby interrupted and that it seemed doubtful whether the amount of monthly
payments settled with M. D[uvergne] could now be beneficially
employed for the same objects. Tiiat if, as was now stated to me,
individuals at Paris had, on the faith of those payments, made advances
on their own account to be employed for the same objects, we should
certainly be desirous of freeing them from any personal embarrassment
but that I must, for that purpose, know the amount of any sums so
advanced, and the general objects for which the money had been
;

;

employed.
" The second point was one of still greater difficulty.
I owed it to
them and to myself to say that we had not the means of furnishing the
assistance in money which I thought indispensably necessary to support
any general rising. That I was therefore extremely reluctant to concur
in advancing any sums which could have for their object the bringing
on that which, if it depended for success on our support, must fail, and

invohe
*

in it the ruin of all those

They both gave me, upon

engaged

in

it.

the strongest and most explicit
assurances that they perfectly understood this explanation ; that they
had the express orders of the king to discourage any partial insurrection;
and that nothing would be done except under the direction of the
central agency at Paris, who would act only when they saw a plan
which contained in it the means of supporting itself. But that, even
with that view, it would be necessary that some funds should be left at
the disposal of that agency, in order that they might be enabled to
maintain their correspondencies, and keep up the favourable dispositions
in the different parts of France.
u It was at last agreed that M. F. should go to Paris in order to
judge there of the plan to be adopted in future, which must in great
And that he would
degree depend on the result of the elections.
transmit here a statement of the situation of things such as he might
find them, of the measures proposed to be pursued, and of the expense
which they might require, in order that the British Government might
form its judgment on these grounds.
a

94090.

this,

tt
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"

The same day

I saw M. Frotte with the Duke de Harcourt, and
them the same language requiring that M. Frotte should
distinctly explain to those with whom he had communication in
Normandy the grounds on which they stood in this respect; and this
I repeated to M. Frotte when I saw him again two or three days aft<T,

held to

;

previous to his leaving England."

Lord Grenville
March

—

to

Count Woronzow.

Dropmore. "Je suis bien mortifie d'avoir quitte
le bureau hier peu de temps avant que vous y etes venu.
Je retourne
Lundi ; et Mardi matin a onze heures, je serais bien aise de vous
recevoir, si cela vous convient.
Lord Elgin m'envoye la copie de la
Convention Secrette.
Je vous la transmet ci-jointe, et quand vous
en aurez pris lecture, je vous prie de Fenvoyer au Comte Starhemberg
pour son information, avec priere de la renvoyer au bureau. Elle est
vraiment curieuse, et bien fait pour donner des sujets de penser a tout
le monde.
" Lord Elgin ne m'envoye pas la copie des instructions donnees a
M. de Kalitcheff, mais seulement une espece de sommaire qu'il en a
fait d'apres la lecture que M. de Kalitcheff Pa permis d'en prendre.
"L'Empereur s'excuse de repondre a, la lettre du Roi.
Les instructions entrent assez en detail sur tous les points contenus dans
cette lettre, et dans un memoire justificatif qui y etait joint.
On
devoile d'une maniere claire et energique la mauvaise foi des Prussiens
en la qualifiant d'astuce qui a surpris la religion du Monarque. On
confond les mauvaises pretextes allegues par M. de Haugwitz, et Pon
ajoute enfin que les plans proposes par le Roi de Prusse sont en
contradiction directe avec toutes les vues de PEmpereur, et tout desir
de les seconder. Et Pon exige, comme la premiere preuve d'un pareil
desir, que la Cour de Berlin se desiste de toute mesure attentatoire a
Pintegrite de PAllemagne, en ajoutant que c'est a ce prix seul que la
Enfin M. de
bonne intelligence avec la Russie peut etre etablie.
1797,

30,

Kalitcheff a l'ordre de declarer formellement la vive et juste apprehension de VEmpereur de voir tout autre resultat des mesures adoptees
par la Prusse que celui tToperer la retablissement du calme et de
Pequilibre, et la resolution de Sa Majeste Russienne de diriger tous
ses efforts a ce but salutaire.
'•
Je ne sais si vous pourrez lire ce barbouillage, mais voila le resume
(et nieme les paroles expresses) de ce que Lord Elgin me mande.
II
serait fort a desirer que ces communications fussent encore suivies de
declarations capables a contenir la mauvaise volonte de ceux qui ont
ourdit cette trame si perfide et si inique."

French.

Copy.

Count Woronzow to Lord Grenville.
"Hier sa Majeste le Roi me fit
31, Downing Street.
Phonneur de me dire in extenso la reponse de mon souverain au Roi de
Prusse, mais, comme sa Majeste parle ordinairement fort bas, et que
par malheur j'avais a mes cotes Spinola, Elle me parla encore plus
1797, March

—

doucement que de coutume, de maniere que je

n'ai

presque pu rien

retenir.

" J'etais venu ici pour vous suplier de me comuniquer la depeche de
lord Elgin, de qui on a les details de cette reponse
et comme vous
etes deja parti, je vous suplie de me faire la faveure de me comuniquer
,,
les details de cette reponse mteressante.

my

;

French.
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Count Starhemberg

—

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Ces dernieres nouvelles d'ltalie me
[1897, March April, London.]
Je ne con^ois pas cette terrible reculade sans se
deplaisent beaucoup.
Une autre chose tout aussi
battre, et cet oubli des pauvres bataillons.
inconcevable est que l'ennemi n'ait pas profite de cet avantage avec son
Je crains, de vous a moi, que ceci ne soit un jeu
actiyite ordinaire.
prepare et convenu par le guerrier pacificateur, pour venir a bout de
convaincre son auguste frere, dont le caractere est aussi ferme que
Je crains, en outre, que
le sien Test peu, de la necessite de la paix.
qui seront arrivees
les premieres nouvelles peu consolantes d'ici,
presqu'en meme temps, n'achevent de tout gater. Je serais inconsolable de voir notre conduite heroique se terminer par une lachete.
En attendant, j'ai
Cela me tourmente au-dela de toute expression.
pense qu'il serait peut-etre a propos que vous fissiez aller par Vienne
II pourrait y porter en passant
le courier qui va ce soir a Petersbourg.
des paroles de consolation et d'encouragement, et annoncer la signature
Cette attention ferait un
notre arrangement.
tres prochaine de
merveilleux effet sur les braves gens qu'on veut rendrepoltrons, ^et quine
seront jamais perfides.
pourriez-vous pas aussi, pour perdre le moins de temps que
commencer des aujourd'hui le plan politique dont nous parlions
dernierement, et jetter les fondemens de la pacifications que vous feriez
II est bien essentiel de
agi eer a Vienne, et soutenir par la Russie.
prevcnir a temps l'etendue gangreneuse des perfides Prussiennes, et de
se presser d'entrer en negociation avant que la faiblesse qui paralise les
plus grands talens n'ait procure des nouveaux avantages a un ennemi
insolent, qui saura se prevaloir de tout.
" Vous connaissez l'esprit dans lequel je vous offre ces reflexions.
' :

2s

e

possible,

Je

la superiority de vos lumieres et les repand dans le
Je passerai vers une heure au bureau; si vous voulez
me voir un instant vous me rendrez heureux. Je serai bien aussi d'ecrire
au Count de Cobentzel, d'une maniere conforme a vos desirs. II me
les

soumets a

sein de l'amitie.

semble que,
dans la crise actuelle, tous
les
bien-intentionnes
doivent s'entendre, et concourir au meme but en tenant le meme
langage."

French.

Count Starhembekg

—

to

Lord

Gtrenville.

—

April, London].
* Je recois votre billet qui est bien
[1797, March
aimable pour moi, et je tacherai en consequence d'arriver a la conference
un peu avant mes collegues, afin de vous entretenir quelques minutes de
plus que les autres.
Comme vous expedierez un courier Mardi, je me
dispenserai de l'envoi du mien Vendredi, a moins que vous ne le jugiez
necessaire vous-meme.
II me semble qu'il vaut autant ne pas les tenir
en suspens a Vienne, et leur prononcer leur arret definitif tout d'un
coup.
J'espere comme vous que Ton tiendra bon chez nous, mais je ne
suia pas sans crainte.
Je rougis de voir de mes proches, et des gens
que je suis oblige de respecter, se conduire d'une maniere si lache et si
peu honorable."

Postscript.

—" Vous

savez sans doute que le Prince de

Waldeck

.arrive."

French.

u

2

est
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Count Woronzow

to

Lord Grenville.

Harley Street. — " Je

vous rend mille et mille grace
pour la bonte avec laquelle vous avez bien
la peine de m'expliquer les sens de la reponse de
mon souverain a la Cour de Berlin, et pour la confiance avec laquelle
vous m'avez comunique les articles secrets enlre la Prusse et la France,
1797, April

8,

pour votre obligant
voulu vous douuer

billet,

et qui complement les infames et sinistres projets de la premiere.
J'ai
remis d'abord au Comte Starhemberg ces pieces ainsi que vous 1 avez
permis, et il vou s les a deja renvoye sans doute.
" Comme il se pourait bien que my lord Elgin, qui vous les a envoye,
n'en a pas fait de meme avec le Chevalier Whitworth, dans le doute
de cela ne trouveriez-vous pas necessaire d'envoyer la copie de ces
pieces a ce chevalier, pour qu'il fasse voir a l'Empereur et a son
ministere toute l'etendue de la perfidie de la Cour de Berlin. II faut
et bien loin de laisser refroidir
battre le fer tandis qu'il est chaud
l'indignation qu'on a chez nous, il faut la renouveller et Tentretenir
avec soins, quand on a des moyens et des preuves aussi palpables.
"Je ne manquerai pas de me rendre demain a 11 heurs a, votre
bureau."
;

Lord Grenville

to Sir

Morton Eden.

—

Private.

" I have spoken to you in my
1797, April 4, Cleveland Row.
dispatch as it was necessary for me to do, in terms of doubt and
uncertainty respecting the possible decision of Parliament on the question of affording further pecuniary aid to the Emperor; because in the
present state of things, it would not be proper for me to anticipate that
decision, which must be made on a view of the proposal to be laid
before Parliament on that subject, with all its attendant circumstances.
I have, however, the pleasure to acquaint you that a preliminary
question on this subject of the utmost importance to the fate of the
general proposition has, this evening, been decided by the House of
Commons ; a very large majority having supported the general policy
of aid to Austria.
"Mr. Sheridan moved that the House should resolve itself into
a committee to consider how far it might be proper to grant further
advances to the Emperor. The intention of this motion being avowedly
to obstruct, and if possible to pledge the House against any such
further aid, it was resisted by Government, and negatived on a division
by 266 against 87.
w This decision may justly be considered as one of the most important
events of the age in which we live, and 1 most sincerely congratulate
you upon it. There is, I trust, now no doubt of the event of the
proposition itself, which will be made by Mr. Pitt in the course of next
week at furthest; and I shall immediately acquaint you with it by a
messenger, by whom I shall also write to you on other points."
t

Copy.

M. Dutheil to Lord Grenville.

—

" M. Dutheil a l'lionneur d'envoyer a milord
1797, April 6, London.
Grenville la lettre qu'il vient de recevoir du Comte de Frotte, et d'apres
laquelle il parait que les dispositions continuent a etrc parfaites en
Normandie, oil il semble qu'on prend le parti de ne porter que des
Si cette mesure est suivie par toute la
Koyalistes au Corps Legislatif.
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France, c'est alors que veritablernent les principes monarchiques se
trouveraient en majorite dans les deux Conseils, oil ils cesseraient de n'y
La personne qui m'a apporte la lettre du
plus etre que i'opposition.
Conite de Frotte l'a vu embarquer hier, et croit qu'il a du arriver a l'isle
St. Marcouf ce matin, au moyen du vent qui a eonstamment regne
depuis son depart."

French.
Enclosure.

de Frotte to M. Dutheil.
Portsmouth. li Nous arrivons, et je trouve a mon

J. S.

1797, April 5,
debotte un courier qui m'arrive de France avec beaucoup de lettres ou
dans toutes Ton me demande de V argent et tout ira bien. Les elections
Les Jacobins sont dans la
sont meilleures qu'on ne pouvait l'esperer.
Nous organisent fort bien. Nous avons
boue, et nous fort tranquilles.
dans le seul depaitment, le moins bon, de La Manche, trois mille
nouveaux deserteurs rentres depuis le mois. Tous les proprietaires
sont parfaitement disposes, et Ton fera de ce pays tout ce que Ton
voudra. 11 est bien douloureux d'etre oblige d'abandonner ces bonnes
dispositions, et nous y serons forces, n'ayant plus d'argent pour les
soutenir.
Le departement du Calvados est excellent, et M. le Comte
de Turgot est nomine electeur a Falaise a Caen, M. de Lisle
Mais il faut de l'argent
et partout a peu-pres le choix est aussi parfait.
pour endormir la surveillance du Directoire, qui a donne des ordre*
pour nous faire tous arreter en Normandie, ou Ton me cherche depuis
Jl faut
six semaines ; heureusement que Ton commence a s'en lasser.
de l'argent pour payer les deserteurs qui reviennent, et les matelots qui
ne veulent pas partir, si on veut les faire subsister. II faut de l'argent
pour les offieiers Republicains que Ton a travaille, et aux quels deja l'on
a donne, mais qui se degouterous si on cesse de tenir les promessei
qu'on leur a faites. II en faut pour tout, et je suis effraye de ma
position des l'instant ou j'en manquerai, ce qui ne sera pas long
attendre, que ce que j'emporte est a peu-pres a payer en arrivant.
Si
je pouvais etre sur au moins, en attendant les evenements, de continuer
a toucher chaque mois ce que j'ai eu jusqu'ici, je prendrais patience, e;i
donnant aux autres les moyens d'en avoir ; autrement je ne pourrai
;

rester

en Normandie.

serais poursuivi

Sans argent,

comme un

j'y

au parti, et
Tachez^ je
passe, mais payez

serais inutile

lievre par le parti contraire.

vous prie, de me faire toucher les mois comme par le
chaque mois.
M Je vous envoye une note dont je vous prie de vous
occuper, pour
que Ton envoye les ordres necessaires a St. Marcoui' afin d'en retirer
les prisonniers, et surtout, de ne jamais les echanger.
Tout mon monde
se trouve fort bien en Normandie Ton m'y attend avec impatience, et je
;

pars."

French.

Lord Grenville

to

—

Count Starhemberg.

1797, April 6, Cleveland Row.
" J'ai Thonneur de vous rendre un
papier de veille date, mais que vous aviez desire de ravoir
et que
Monsieur Pitt, a qui je l'avais communique, ne m'n restitue qu'hier.
" Nos nouvelles de Tyrol ne sont pas bonnes; mais il ne me parait
pas qu'il y ait eu aucun evenement decisif. On montre encore beaucoup
de fermete a Vienne, et j'espere que nos derniores nouvelles viendront
assez a temps pour rassurer les esprits un pen abattus."
;

French.

Copy.
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Lord Grenville

to

George

II I.

—

1797, April 9, Cleveland Row.
"In submitting to your Majesty the
minute of Cabinet with the annexed drafts of despatches which Lord
Grenville has the honour to lay before your Majesty in pursuance of
the opinion of your Majesty's servants, he feels it his indispensable duty
to assure your Majesty that nothing but the most thorough and
deliberate conviction of the necessity of the measures there recommended could have induced him to lay them before your Majesty. As
long as the financial resources of the country seemed to be such as to
afford the means of making vigorous exertions both for the prosecution
of your Majesty's part in this extensive war, and for the support of
your Majesty's allies, Lord Grenville allowed himself to hope that, by
firmness and perse veraDce, it would be possible to avert the many evils
which must result from the conclusion of a peace on inadequate terms,
and that under all the circumstances of the present moment. No man
can be more deeply sensible than he is of the extent of those evils, but,
without resources of finance, it is impossible to resist them by war, and
to prolong the attempt would only be to increase the difficulty of those
measures that must now be resorted to.
" Lord Grenville is sensible that this view of the subject includes a
very small part of it only. The military difficulties of Austria form
another very material branch of it and though it is possible that by
energy and skill these may be surmounted now, as at the close of the
last campaign, the experiment at the best is doubtful, and the failure
would produce effects almost beyond the power of calculation. But he
forbears to trouble your Majesty any more on these points which are,
and he entreats
in great degree, developped in the drafts themselves
your Majesty to believe that nothing but the most thorough persuasion
of the utility and even the necessity of these measures could induce him
to advise your Majesty to have recourse to them,"
;

;

Copy.
Enclostire.

Minute
1797, April

9,

of Cabinet.

Downing

Street.

Present
Chancellor, Lord President, Duke of Portland, Marquis
Cornwallis, Earl Spencer, Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr.
Secretary Dundas, Lord Grenville.
" It was agreed humbly to submit to your Majesty as the opinion of

Lord

meeting, that, under the various circumstances of difficulty and
danger in which his Majesty's dominions and those of his allies are
placed by the result of the late unfavourable events, and most particularly by the increasing embarrassments of the public finances of this
kingdom, it is become indispensably necessary that steps should be
taken for making a joint application on the part of his Majesty and of
the Emperor to the Emperor of Russia for his intervention, with the
view of opening and conducting negotiations for peace and also that
measures should be adopted for concurring with the court of Vienna in
any immediate negotiation which may be rendered necessary by the
urgency of increased pressure from any further progress of the French
this

;

in Carinthia.

"
Sir

And the instructions which have been prepared with this view to
M. Eden having been read and considered, it was agreed that they
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should be laid before your Majesty, with the humble opinion of this
meeting, that, under the circumstances above mentioned, it is indispensably necessary that these instructions should be sent to Sir M.
Eden and that it would be advisable that Mr. Hammond should be
made the bearer of them, and that he should have fall powers to enter
into negotiations jointly with Sir M. Eden, and on the grounds therein
;

stated."

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Lord Grenville is too sensible of
1797, April 10, Queen's House.
opinion on the whole business to doubt of my sorrow at finding
myself obliged to acquiesce in a measure that I think big with evils
but; he has in his note, which accompanied the Minute of Cabinet,
shown he is equally impressed with the same opinion, that it would be
a waste of time for me to add more on the present melancholy occasion.
Postscript.
" Having cast my eye over the paper for Sir Morton
Eden, I should not do right if I did not in the strongest manner, as a
member of the German Empire, declare that in that capacity 1 never
can accede to the Emperor's gaining any acquisition at the expense of
the Empire, but shall as Elector think myself in duty bound to object
to any such unjust measure."

my

—

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

1797, April 11, Cleveland Row.— " Lord Grenville has this instant
received the letters which he has now the honour to transmit to your
Majesty.
He does not presume to say anything upon their contents,
but humbly requests to be honoured with your Majesty's commands
respecting the answer to be returned to Baron Rieger."

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "Lord

Grenville will not be surprised
1797, April 11,
am rather astonished and displeased at the inconsiderate step the
Hereditary Prince of Wurtemberg has taken of suddenly arriving at
Harwich when another line of conduct had been recommended. If Sir
John Hippisley can persuade him, when he arrives to-morrow in
London, to depart with him into the country a[nd] visit its different
parts till the treaty returns from Wurtemberg, that would be the best
arrangement; but should he, on the Prince's arrival, find that not
practicable, if the Prince privately notifies his arrival to Lord Grenville,
I will not object to receiving him in private at the Queen's House,
introducing him to my family after which I hope he will continue his
tour into the country, a[nd] view the various objects worthy of his
that I

;

notice."

Lord Grenville

to

Sir Charles Whitworth.

—

"I am very sorry that it is so
1797, April 11, Cleveland How.
wholly impossible for me to promote the object of your request contained in your No. 13, the difficulties attending which would, I am
quite sure, have been wholly insurmountable.
At the same time you
may be persuaded that I shall be always happy to bear my testimony to
your merit and services.
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" We have been a little embarrassed by the signature of the treaty of
commerce which did not allow us time to send you the few remarks
I perfectly understand and do full
that occurred to us on the projet.
justice to the reasons which made you anxious to hasten the conclusion
of it, both as a proof to others and as in itself a pledge of continued
friendship and union.
But it would be a very unfortunate circumstance
if either of the difficulties which I have adverted to in my dispatch

should be found insurmountable obstacles to the ratifications being
exchanged and yet I dread the effect and impression of that respecting
America, though I really do not see how it is possible for us to relax
either on that point or on the other.
" The circumstances and situation of public affairs render the friendship of Russia more and more important. It is only by the intervention
of that power that a precipitate peace on the part of Austria can be
You cannot therefore take too much pains to urge
prevented, if at all.
this point.
The assistance we had once hoped for from Russia was not
more than was wanted to enable Austria to stem the torrent. But
even the time for that is now past, and we could no longer furnish the
means which were to have put that force in motion, and to have
;

maintained
Copy.

it

in action."

Lord Grenvillk
Private.

to

Sir

Morton Eden.

—

"This letter, together with my
1797, April 11, Cleveland Row.
The
public despatches, will be delivered to you by Mr. Hammond.
sentiments which you expressed respecting him on a former occasion
render it, I trust, unnecessary for me to assure you that the sending
him to assist you in one of the most difficult situations in which it is
possible for any body to be placed, does not arise from any diminution
of confidence towards you, but from a sense of the extreme importance
of the crisis, and of the aid which you must derive from the co-operation of a man whose situation puts him in possession of all the details
of our foreign affairs, and enables him to follow up the points which
arise with a local knowledge and observation which can no otherwise be
acquired.
" From the tenor of the last despatches, I greatly fear that we are
If it is not so, we prefer sharing with our ally the diffistill too late.
culties of an unfavourable peace, to being entirely abandoned and left to
our own resources though these are still such as would, I trust, in such
case suffice to bring us safe out of the contest.
" I am uneasy at one point in your last letters. It would surely be
much more worthy of the firmness and uprightness of M. Thugut's
character, having stood with energy and resolution against so many
and rather
adversities, not to yield to them even in the last extremity
to take such measures (whatever they may be) as the interest of his
Sovereign and country really requires, than to leave that Task to be
performed by others, who will add to the mischief of a disadvantageous
peace those of a total subversion of that system which will then be,
more than ever, the protection of Europe. These are the sentiments on
which His Majesty's servants are acting ; and I could wish that you
would take an opportunity to express them in our name to bim, if the
thing is not over before this letter reaches you.
" You will easily judge that this is no time for the appointment of
ambassador, and that all questions on that subject must stand over for
more favourable circumstances.
;

;
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* It the Arch-Duke has not succeeded to stop Bonaparte, and even to
But
drive him back, I fear even an armistice would be unattainable.
that is the point to be aimed at, because the advantage of having time
to look about us, and, if possible, to establish something like a congress,
would be beyond all calculation when compared with treating for a
peace precipitately, and in a moment of dismay, such as seems to prevail

at Vienna."

Copy.
GrEORGE III. to

LORD GRENVILLE.

—" I
1797, April 12, Queen's House.

lose

no time

in transmitting to

Lord Grenville the letter I have copied for the Hereditary Prince of
Wurtemburg, which I desire may be delivered to M. de Zepelin. I
shall be ready to see the Prince of Wurtembarg on Saturday evening
the Duke of York will go and fetch him, which all the family think, as
he is to be incognito, is certainly more honourable and less formal than
my sending the lord in waiting. I desire therefore by three o'clock en
Saturday to hear from Lord Grrenville whether and where the Prince is
arrived in town, when the hour for the Duke of York going for the
;

Prince

shall, in

return to the notification, be fixed."

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" In consequence of a communication which
be made to my private ear, informing me of the obj<-ct
of an interview which has been requested from you, I am tempted to
write, for fear you should be detained in the country, to request you to
see that person without loss of time as it is most essential that no
time should be lost in discussing (with another person just arrived) a
new and most important chapter. Pray be assured that I have no
object in all this but what arises from the firm persuasion that every
moment is most critical and that the secret may be detected if the
interview is delayed, and the third person detained by that delay.
M I am indeed most impatient to hear from Vienna,
If the Emperor
must make his peace, God send that Mr. Hammond may arrive too late
to include this country in the chapter of concessions, which, to my
comprehension will, so far from purchasing security to us, only add to
I see daylight in risking
the gloom of a prospect already too alarming.
another campaign detached from our Imperial alliance, though I well
know the risk, but I see none in a peace such as Austria and we must
make jointly. You will of course keep your secret ; but mine is, as
you see, very short."
1797, April 13, Stowe.

was. directed to

;

;

Count Stare emberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Encore un songe creux de ma part qu'il
[1797, April, London.]
fant que je vous communique immediatement.
En reflechissant au
danger reel que nous courrons en Italie, et a l'extreme activite des
Franc, ais, je ne vois en verite pas d'impossibilite a ce que Buonaparte
ne tente de nouveau de marcher sur Vienne. Nous savons qu'il a deja
S'ii ne marchait que sur
ete au-dela de Trente, il y a quelques mois.
un point, ii y aurait des grandes ressources de defense meme avec le

armee entamce mais il peut se mettre en chemin tout a
par la Stirie et par la Tirol.
Chacune de ses armees sera plus
forte que celle qu'on pourrait lui opposer, et qui serait commandee,
Dieu sait par qui. II y a un moyen neanmoins encore de ranimer

reste d'une
la fois

;
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l'enthousiasme et se procurer des renforts par le zele et l'energie ties
amour pour leur souverain rendra tout possible; c'est
que l'Empereur, accompague de Mack, Lascy, ou Clerfaye aille luimerae a cette armee. Je vous reponds que l'effet en serait magique,
et le succes le couronnerait.
II est militaire, adore de ses troupes
il a fait plusieurs campagnes, et cette
mesure serait bien plus a place
que la postillionade aux Pais-Bas a laquelle vous vous rappellerez que
j'ai toujours ete contraire, et qui s'est terminee comrae vous savez.
Ne pourriez-vous pas ecrire au Chevalier Eden de laisser tomber cette
idee ? peut-etre y mordrait-oii mais, au nom de notre amitie, ne me
compromettez pas. Mon desir du bien me suggere cet expedient, et
ma confiance sans bornes la depose dans votre sein, et la soumet a vos
sujets auquel leur

;

;

lurnieres."

French.

GEORGE

LORD GrEXVILLE.

III. to

w On returning from Kew I have
1797, April 15, Queen's House.
found Lord Grenville's note. He may acquaint the Hereditary Prince
of Wurtemburg that the Duke of York will call a little before eight
this evening to conduct the Prince here.
I, at the same time, return
the piper Lord Grenville left with me, to which I have put down all
the answers necessary for the present I think they ought to be
translated into French and Monsieur de Zepelin seems to be the best
person to treat with, and most in the confidence of the Prince
therefore these answers should be communicated through him."
;

Earl Camden

to

Lord Grenville.

—" I

am much obliged to you for
1797, April 18, Dublin Castle.
giving me notice of your correspondence with Lord Mountnorris, and
It is certainly
for not having deviated from your rule in his instance.
very often inconvenient to the King's Government to be assailed by
at the same time it is frequently the most
English application
satisfactory way to one's own feeling, to dispose of the patronage which
belongs to this office. Allow me to say, however, if I may venture thus
far, that it must have been a very pressing application of yours that
would have made it very satisfactory to one to load that noble earl,
your courier, with any very essential ??iarfts of his Majesty's favour.
" I cannot indeed doubt of the kindness and attention which I have
experienced from the English Government, and I should be extremely
insensible to your public as well as private friendship, if I did feel
with much gratitude the testimony you have been so good as to give
of your good opinion of me.
* The situation of this country requires the indulgence of Ministers
to whomsoever may be sent to attempt to govern it ; and it is
The
impossible to disguise that its situation is extremely critical.
system of United Irishmen has spread in a manner almost incredible
and by threats and actual assassinations, they have
in the north
driven all their gentlemen from their residence, whom they have not
I am endeavouring
forced into a sort of compliance with their views.
to find some opportunity of letting them feel the weight of military
arguments but it is so difficult to meet with that opportunity that
I begin to think Mr. Grattan's charges of cruelty and violence will be
converted into those of want of energy and inactivity. In the mean
time this system has been introduced with some success into the south
The Roman Catholics are again extremely
and west of Ireland.
;

;

;
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and some of their popular preachers (Doctor Hussey particularly)
are endeavouring to inflame their congregations against Government.
'•
Add to this, the mischievous effects of Fox's speech ; the ill-success of

active,

the difficulty of procuring money; the prospect of invasion;
;
speculation, not an idle one, of a change of Government, and you
know enough of the world, and of the Irish world particularly, to be
aware of the difficulties we have to encounter.
iC
You speak with so little confidence of the success of Hammond's

our

ally's

the

mission that I should lament the step had been taken if you did not saywas unavoidable. The situation of Ireland seems to me to press for
a peace more than that of any other part of the King's dominions, and
whenever that event takes place, no time should be lost in relieving
ourselves from the very inconvenient terms upon which the two
countries are at this time.
" I have trespassed upon you much longer than I had intended."

it

George Hammond
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I arrived here this morning after a
1797, April 20, Cuxhaven.
passage of seventy-nine hours. I am very sorry to add that the wind
is at present so contrary that I dare not risk making any part of my
I shall therefore be under the necessity of projourney by water
ceeding by the common route from Cuxhaven to Vienna. I, however,
hope that I do not hazard too much in expressing my expectation that
Your
I shall be at Vienna in ten days, at the fart/test, from this date.
Lordship may be assured that I shall travel with the utmost expedition
in my power."
;

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

— " Je crois
1797, April 26, Cleveland Row.

qu'il serait fort a propos
vous envoyiez un courier, vendredi. Je reserve le mien jusqu'a
mardi, quand je pourrai probablement annoncer la, conclusion definitive
moins que, dans l'intervalle, nous ne nous voyons
a,
de notre affaire
arretes par la plus desastreuse de toutes les nouvelles, celle d'une
separation de mesures entre la Grande Bretagne et PAutriche.
Jusqu'ici, il faut Pavouer, PEmpereur s'est montre bien digne de son
rang et de sa position elevee; et son ministre s'est acquis un nom
immortel. Mais, vous le savez peut-etre mieux que moi, tout le monde
n'est pas de ineme, et il se pourrait qu'a la fin le petit nombre sage et
bien pensant cedat a la majorite faible et intimide.
" Je recois les ministres demain, et peut-etre que j'aurai le piaisir de
vous voir. Mais si vous preferiez line heure fixe, je vous prie de m'en

qu

;

prevenir."
French.

Copy.

Lord Grenville
1797, April

26, Cleveland

to

Count de Zeprelix.

Row.— " Lord

Grenville

fait

bien

ses

complimens a Monsieur le Comte de Zeppelin, et le prie d'avoir la bonte
d'informer Sa Altesse Sereine Monseigneur le Prince Hereditaire de
Wirtemberg que, d'apres les arrangemens pour lesquels le Roi lui a
donne ses ordres aujourd'hui, le mariage sera declare au Conseil Prive
mercredi prochain, et sera communique le meme jour par un message
de Sa Majeste aux deux Chambres de Parlement. Les mesures a
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prendre en consequence demandront encore quelque jours, et l'appartement que Sa Majeste destine au Prince au Palais de St. James sera
pret le inardi suivant (c'est-a-dire le 9 de mai).
Si Monsienr le Comte
de Zeppelin veut bien prevenir Lord Grenville du chemin par lequel
Sa Altesse Sereine retournera ce jour-la a Londres, les ordes necessaires
seront donnes pour les carosses que le Roi envoye, suivant l'usage, a
la rencontre du Prince a dix milles de Londres, ou a la premiere poste
au-dela.

" Lord Grenville prend la liberte d'ajouter que le Prince jugera sans
doute qu'il serait convenable qu'il fit sa cour au Hoi et a la Heine le
mercredi et le jeudi suivant son arrivee a Londres."
French.
Copy.

Lord Grenville
1797, April 27, Cleveland

to

George

How.— "Lord

III.

Grenville begs leave

humbly

mention to your Majesty that he finds, on reference to the proceedings previous to the marriage of His Royal Highness the Prince
of Wales, that the full powers given to Lord Malmesbury were
approved in Council, and the treaty signed, previous to your Majesty's
declaring in Council your Majesty's royal consent to the marriage. In
order therefore to follow this precedent, Lord Grenville has transmitted
to the Lord President the draft of the Ml powers, in order that it may,
if your Majesty approves it, be laid before your Majesty in Council
to-morrow. And the treaty may, with your Majesty's permission, be
signed on any day between that and the Wednesday following, when
the declaration in Council, and the communication to the two Houses
may be made as your Majesty had intended."
Copy.

to

George

III. to

Lord Grknville

House. — " Provided

Lord Grenville follows
1797, April 28, Queen's
example established by the treaty of marriage in the case of the
Prince of Wales I cannot object to it though different from the other
instances to which, in great measure, the treaty of marriage for the
Princess Royal had been proposed as precedents,"
in the

;

Count Starhemberg

to

—" Apres
[1797, May 1-2, London].

Lord Grenville.

les nouvelles affreuses que nous
avons recu hier par la voie de la France, il est impossible que je
n'aie pas l'honneur de vous entretenir dans le courant de la journee.
Vous m'avez, d'ailleurs, dit expressement de passer a votre bureau
Comme je sais que vous avez conseil, a moins que
aujourd'hui, mardi.
vous ne me fassiez dire de venir plutot, j'irai vous attendre au bureau
vers une heure. Daignez en croire une honnete homme qui est trop
devoue a la bonne cause pour ne pas vous Petre entierement, je connais
mieux les individus de mon pays que ceux du votre qui iy trouvcnt.
Rassurez nous bien vite, et assnrez-vous de nous phis que jamais. Je
sais de bonne part que les derniers malheurs nous ont cxtremement
allarmes, et je crains toujours les premiers effets de la premiere
impression. Je vous en dirai da vantage quand nous nous verrons."

French.
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Lord Grenville

May

to

Count Stahermberg.

Row. — "Je

viens de lire dans le True
Cleveland
du papier Francais dont je n'ai pas encore vu
11 est impossible de ne pas croire a une nouvelle si positive 1' original.
ment annoncee, quelque repugnance que j'ai a admettre la probabilite
d'un evenement auquel, reellement, je ne m'attendais pas.
" Ce ne sera qu'apres l'arrivee du courier que le Chevalier Eden doit
m'avoir envoye que je pourrai juger quelles seront pour l'avenir les
mais je n'ai besoin d'aucune
relations politiques entre vous et moi
nouvelle information pour vous assurer que je rends toujours justice a
Thonnetete de votre cceur, et a la probite de votre caractere ; et que je
ne cesserai jamais de vous estimer et aimer en particulier, quoiqu'il en
Je suis desole de ne pouvoir vousrecevoir
soit du Ministre Autrichien.
ce matin, mais je dois me rendre a midi chez le Lord Chancelier pour
la signature du traite de mariage, et de la au levee pour fairn ma cour

1797,

Briton

3,

la traduction

;

au Roi sur un evenement si interepsante pour sa famille. Apres cela
y a Conseil Prive, et alors message a porter a la Cliambre Haute,
Ainsi voila la journee assez bien occupee.
et ensuite Cabinet Dinner.
" Demain nous melerons ensemble nos regrets pour la perte irreparable

il

de

la dignite des

French.

Soaverains et des Gouvernemens de l'Europe."

Copy.

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

1797, May 3, London.— J'ai de nouvelles raisons de croire a
Vinfamie de la paix. Je sais qu'un papier Francais nomme Le
Republicain est arrive hier en ville, et porte que, le 26, on a appris a
II y a eu des rejouissances a ce
Paris la nouvelle de notre ignominie.
Vous me connaissez trop bien pour ne pas
sujet le 27 et le 28.
apprecier tout ce que je souflre. La honte, l'indignation, et la douleur
la plus profonde se dechirent altera ativement mon cceur.
Permettezmoi de vous voir un moment dans la matinee je passerai vers midi
chez vous, et ensuite au bureau. Ce sera un inslant de consolation
pour moi que de parler de mes peines a un homme tel que vous, que
j'aime, que je respecte, et qui me rend justice."
;

French,

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Stowe.— "I am prepared

Lord Grenville.

for the news of this day by
[1797], May 4,
the full persuasion that we shall more easily obtain such a peace as I
shall deem most insecure and most calamitous ; but such as will meet
the opinions of a very large proportion of those who, in as well as out
of Parliament, will discuss it.
And if Prance is to attempt to force us
by invasion, it may be more practicable to unite all ranks to that object,
than to the undefined object of Austrian frontiers, which the cowardice
and ignorance of this country is ready to deem wholly uninteresting to
us.
But whatever may be the result of it, the die is cast, and we must
abide the event with the sure and heartbreaking reflexion that our
peace must assuredly be purchased at a price infinitely beyond its real
value, if every circumstance is considered of the very many which
ought to give us good terms, and will be counted for nothing, from the
disaffected poltroonery of the commercial men on whom Mr. Pitt has
leant, and who have been the first to betray the public cause.
It is
however now become a serious matter of great doubt how Ireland is to
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be saved from the storm which this peace will thicken tenfold. You
have no alternative between the most decided measures, and an absolute
capitulation (hands and feet tied) with all that is ill-disposed in that
country.
I know that those who are most interested in the struggle
think the worst of it and, unless some immediate blow is struck, I
fear that the oath of the United Irishman which is spreading will run
all over the country.
Nugent, whose opinions have weight with you,
thinks very gloomily of the whole business.
" Your Prince was here for some hours yesterday complaining, entre
nous, of his reception at Blenheim, and veiy much gratified by the
attentions I showed him.
I gave him a very handsome cold dinner
which Sir J. Hippesley (who, par parenthese, is not very wise) told me
was the only dinner he had got upon his tour. He seems a sensible
and observant man, and cautious not to give the least offence. I am
much obliged by the recollection of the picture which I was to have of
you. I cannot judge whether red or blue becomes you best, or which
is most like
pray therefore be so good as to desire Lady Grenville to
decide which is most like you."
;

;

George
1797,

May

5,

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Queen's House, — " I have

just read the despatch from

Morton Eden with the account of the signing of preliminary articles
of peace between the Emperor and the French.
Though the situation
of the Emperor was highly critical, yet it by no means excuses his not
having avowed the intention of treating, and much less the keeping the
stipulations secret when called upon to explain them."
Sir

Count Woronzow

May

to

Lord Grenville.

—" Je me

Harley Street.
flatte que vous me rendez la
que je suis tout aussi afflige que vous, et notre ami
comun Starhemberg, de ce qui s'est fait aux environs de Vienne. Je
vous envoie la lettre que m'a apporte votre courier de la part de
Kazoumouskoi.
" Je l'ai montre a Starhemberg, et comme il m'a dit que vous desirez
que la chose ne soi pas ebruitee, je vous promet de n'en parler a
personne, pas meme au Prince de Wurtemberg, qui m'a prie de
l'informer si j'aprens quelque chose sur le realite de la paix.
" Je vous suplie de me renvoyer l'incluse.'
French.
1797,

5,

justice de croire

5

Enclosure.

Count Razoumouskoi
1797, April 22,

aux deux
arrettes les

Vienna. — " Vous

to

Count Woronzow.

savez,

Monsieur

le

Comte, que

c'est

de Bruck et Loeben en Styrie que ce sont
Francais dans leur marche sur Vienne. La ont commences

petites villes

les armistices.

" Le
" Le

en consequence d'une lettre de Buonaparte a l'Archiduc.
pour donner le temps d'apporter des pleins pouvoirs.
" Le III. pour celui de les produire et les echanger.
Nous en etions
la
et je n'ai pas besoin de vous dire que la crise qui menacait cette
capitale a fait saisir avec empressement l'occasion de gagner du temps.
Tel etait le motif des delais et du desir de prolonger les armistices
quelques semaines encore si on pouvait y parvenir, et la-dessus etaient
basees les instructions tres succintes des plenipotentiaires.
;

I.

II.
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" L'ambassadeur de Gallo fut assoeie an Comte de Merfeld pour

la

soi-disante negotiation, mais, quand ii fut question d'exhiber les pouvoirs
dont il-s etaient nmnis, Buonaparte avoua qu'il n'en avait point, Yous
jugerez, sans doute, que cet etrange incident, joint a i'esprit rneme de
la negotiation, devait nous presager d'autres delais conformeinent au

plan de Thngut. Figurez-vous done notre surprise en apprenant hier
que ces Messieurs out signe, le 18, les preliminaires d'une paix. Je me
represente le votre cas; chose pareille est peut-etre sans exemple.
Vous ne vous persuaderez point, sans doute, que ce ne soit un jeu de
Thueut. Je peux vous assurer que son etonnement n'a pas ete feint,
Voici comme la chose
et qu'il ne s'y attendait pa's plus que moi.
Gallo (je ne sais si vous le
s'explique, de vous a moi bien entendu.
connaissez) est par etat et par caractere dans le comnierage interieur de
L'epouvante pour la ville de Vienne aura porte a lui dire a son
la Cour.
depart de chercher a conjurer Forage. Buonaparte lui a declare fermement qu'il ne souscrirait plus a un nouvel armistice, et que le 21, au
matin, il marcherait a moins que les preliminaires ne fussent signes,
Je ne vous en marquerai point les conditions. Je les sais tres imparfaitement pour n'avoir eu qu'une demie-heure de conversation hier avec
Thugut, qui m'a demande d'ailleurs ma parole d'honneur de ne faire
aucun usage du peu qu'il m'a dit, jusqu'a ce que, sous peu de jours, il
puisse en faire une ample communication aux allies.
" J'observerai seulement que l'ensemble en est infiniment meilleur
qu'ou n'aurait pu s'y attendre ; mais l'iucoherenee des idees y jette une
telle confusion, qu'il est persuade de l'impossibilite d'y donner de la
Des preliminaires signes, sans pleins pouvoirs d'un cote,
consistance.
ne peuvent presenter qu'une stipulation tres precaire. Aussi Clarke,
qui arriva au quartier-general peu d'heures apres, jetta feu et namnie
Une clause porte la ratification
contre la precipitation de Buonaparte.
dans un mois, mais des que celle de l'Empereur sera montree au general
Francais, il evacuera aussitot le pays j usque par dela le Tagliamento
Vous sentez qu'ou n'aura rien de plus presse maintenant que d'executer
je presume done qu'ils se mettront
cet article, et de voir venir ensuite
en marche de retraite au commencement de la semaine prochaine. Vous
aurez de la peine a concevoir la conduite du general Francais.
Ii chasse
les Autrichiens, delabres, desorganises, annules, depuis la Piave jusqu'a
dix postes de Vienne, ou la terreur panique qui les prend lui aurait
livre sans obstacle une ville sans defense, vuide de troupes, la noblesse
en fuite, l'habitant confus, mecontent, et dans les transes. II entame
une ouverture de paix, convient d'arinistices, donne le temps aux
renforts d'arriver, a, I'esprit public de se remettre, et, enfin, precipite des
preliminaires, dont le premier fruit et le plus essentiel est l'evacuation
des provinces.
" Ce petit Corse, qui passe pour un grand homme dans l'opinion de
bien des gens, ne me parait pas fort admirable en tout ceci.
II n'avait,
a la verite, que 32,000 hommes avec lui, et point d'artillerie de sieo-e.
Son plan sur le Tyrol a manque, mais il ne l'a scu que pendant le
premiere armistice Moreau n'a point passe le Rhin, mais Jes renforts
Autrichiens n'etaient point encore a portee d'ici, car il a fallu crever
hommes et chevaux pour en faire arriver une partie, il y a trois jours,
afin de se donner au moins une contenance.
Enfin, puisqu'a Loeben des
preliminaires ont ete signes quand il l'a voulu positivement, combien
n'eut-il-pas ete plus facile de dieter la loi sous les murs de Vienne ?
La Providence a veille sur nous ; e'est tout ce que j'en peux conclure, et
j<- rn'v abandonne encore pour l'avenir.
Je crois vous avoir dit qu'on a
reclame* d'ici chez nous les secours stipules par les traites
nous ne
pouvons en avoir reponse que dans trois semaines. Thugut a jusqu'ici
;

;

;
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impatiemment ceux des Anglais
il desire encore qu'il
en
il ne regarde point les bases de cette
paix eomine solides. 11 est sur, Monsieur le Comte, qu'on est bien lent
attenau

;

arrive, C9r, je l'ai dite pins haut,

Si les Ministres n'ogent point encore
et bien timide ehez vous.
terminer le traite, pourquoi ne fournissent-ils pas les arrerages de trois
mois a compte de la future stipulation qu'ils ont promis sur leur
Les finances ici sont abimees
parole sacree ?
et c'est le grand
epouvantail dont on s'est servi a l'egard du Souverain, qu'a trop jusie
le discredit
titre malheureusement, car
du papier menacait de la
banqueroute."
Copy.
French.
;

Lord Gbenville

to

Count Woronzow.

—

" Mille graces, mon cher ami, pour la
1 797, May 5, Cleveland Row.
communication de vos nouvelles. Quelqu'affligean3 que soient les details
qu'elles renferment, ils le sont moins que ceux de mes depeches, parceque
la reserve envers notre Ministre relativement

aux

stipulations de

cette

pour autorizer toute sorte de soupcons tandis que votre
lettre parait annoncer une communication ample et prochaine.
"C'est cette reserve, on plutot ce refus de communication, que j'ai
souhaite d'adoucir vis-a-vis du public d'ici, dans Pesperance que dans
peu de jours on se sera explique avec plus de franchise, coinme, en
paix etait

faite

;

verite, notre conduite l'exige.

" II est difficile de con ce voir la necessite d'une paix aussi precipitee,
dans une position que tant de circonstances pouvaient, de jour en jour,
rendre plus avantageuse. Mais il ne peut y avoir des motifs suffisans
pour en cacher les conditions a des allies, qui, de leur cote, ont
Quelle que soit la paix
toujours agi avec franchise et bonne foi.
qu'on a faite, notre union n'en deviendra que plus necessaire.
II
faudra bien nous attendre pour empecher que les principes Revolutionnaircs ne deviennent le droit public de l'Europe.
C'est pourquoi
je desire de menager 1'honneur de la Cour de Vienne meme au moment
ou elle parait avoir le plus oublie ce qu'elle doit a nous et a elle-

meme.
" LFn

Dieu

peu de temps nous mettra a meme de debrouiller ce chaos.
en resulte des moyens pour le maintien de l'ordre

veuille qu'il

public."

Copy.

French.

Count Woronzow

May

to

Lord Grenville.

—" Je

suis bien aise de savoir que la
Harley Street.
re^u de Razoumouskoi vous a satisfait sur l'assurance
positive qu'il me donne de la prochaine comunication qu'il anonce de
ces maudits preliminaires qui ont ete visiblement signes a l'insu de
Vous avez du observer que ce meme Ministre a dit a
Thuiiut.
Eazoumouskoi que l'incoherence et la confusion de ces preliminaires
rendent presqu' impossible leur execution ; ainsi la chose peut encore
tourner autrement qu'on ne le voit. Nous saurons le tout dans quatre
a cinq jours.
"J'ai passe ce matin au Bureau, esperant de vous y trouver; mais
puisque vous etes a la campagne, faite-moi la grace de me faire savoir
a votre arrivee en ville, quand je pourai vous voir pour le moment.
Notre ami Starhemberg est desespere et indigne de ce que sa Cour
vienl de faire."
French.

1797,

lettre

que

j'ai

6,
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Count Starhemberg
1797,

May

London.

6,

;<

J'ai

to

Lord Grenville.

ecrit

hier assez

longuement a

ma

l'occasion de votre courier, et je ne lui ai point cache mon
etODne.nent et ma douleur personnelle de tout ce qui vient d'arriver.

Cour par

bien que cela ne remediera point a un mal deja fait mais il
semble qu'il y a des occasions dans la vie ou un honnete horn me
se doit a lui-meme (surtout qiiand il est en place) de faire connaitre
que tout ce qui est contre l'honneur le revolte.
" J'ai parle de l'effet que cette nouvelle a du produire sur le ministere
Anglais, et je n'ai pas manque de remarquer que j'avais observe qu'on
avait ete plus affecte de la reticence deplacee qu'on a use depuis le commencement de cette vilaine negotiation vis-a-vis de M. le Chevalier
Eden, que de la chose meme.
u J'ai eu soin de relever, comme je le devais, la noblesse de votre
conduite amicale en menageant notre reputation intacte et gloriease
pendant six ans, mais qui malheureuseinent no donne depuis quinze jours
que trop de prises a nos ennemis. J'ai ajoute que je savais qu'on nous
estimait trop encore pour n'etre pas convaincus que nous ne nous soyons
serieuseinent occupes de 1'interet de nos allies, et que nous ne nous
empressions de leur donner incessamment une entiere et pleine communication de nos dernieres transactions.
J'ai profite de la circonstance
pour rappeller la fidelite constante que vous nous avez montre pendant
toute cette guerre, et je n'ai point balance a prouver que vous etiez le
seul allie veritable et utile que l'Autriche ait eu depuis longtemps; en
conseillant,en memo temps, de vous menager comme nos inrerets 1' exigent,
et comme nous en avons tous les moyens en redoublant de confiance
vis-a-vis de vous
ce qui serait une maniere certaine de faire oublier
une demarche precipitee, occasionnee d'une part par la crainte, et de l'autre
par des plenipotentiaires trop avides dc faire.
Mon zele m'a porte a
faire appercevoir a ma Cour tout le parti qu'on pourrait neanmoins tirer
encore de cette besogne si mal entamee, si on vous y placait convenable
ment et a propos ; et, d'un autre cote, les malheurs incalculables qui
resulteraient d'une separation d'interet avec l'Angleterrfc {quod Deus
avertat) dont le moindre serait son rapprochement de la perfide Prusse,
et le pire, la subversion des trones ct le triomphe complet de 1' Anarchic
Je desire qu'on profite des avis que j'ai pris la liherte de dire hardiment
dans ce moment, comme je m'y suis cru oblige, lis feront surement
effet si M. Eden m'a seconde a propos, et surtout sans aigreur.
II est
bien important d'en eviter jusqu'a la moindre apparence.
Cette raison
m'a fait lire avec peine dans les papiers d'hier que M. Pitt avait declare
ne vouloir plus faire d'avances a l'Empereur. Je concois que, d'ici a
une plus ample information, il ne nous avance rien. Mais pourquoi le
dire ? Pourquoi s'oter aussi la possibilite de nous etre utile un jour s'il
le vouiait ? Ne peut-il pas arriver que le Directoire refuse ses ratifications
que le Congres assemble se separe au bout de quelques semaines,
et qu'on commence de nouveau a se battre ?
" Quoiqu'il en soit, le desir de conserver cette intimite si necessaire
entre nos deux Cours, si indispensable au bonheur de 1' Europe et au
maintien de l'ordre contre les attaques de l'Anarchie m'a fourni Fidee
de trouver apres l'evenement desagreable qui vient de se passer un
moyen de cimenter de nouveau encore les liens qui nous unisseut. II
faudra que, tot ou tard, nous fassions un emprunt, au moins pour le
remboursement de ce que nous vous devons. Cet arrangement exigera
une espece d'acte ou de convention, dans laquelle je voudrais qu'on
renouvellat d'une maniere solemnelle les assurances de la solidiie de
notre alliance, ainsi (pie la [>rome5se de se tenir etroitement lies de vues

Je

sais

;

me

;

;

a

94090.

X
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On pourrait y
et d'interets conjoin tement avec la Cour de Kussie.
ajouter telle autre stipulation que la circonstance ferait juger convenable ;
convention en passant Teponge sur le passe (sur lequel je
suppose que nous vous satisferons tout a fait par nos aveux sinceres)
ranimerait entre nos deux Cours ces sentimens dont je suis si penetre,
et la duree desquels seuls depend, en verite, la surete future des

et cette

trones.

" Permettes que je proiite de cet instant pour vous preraunir contre
embuches et les pieges que je sais que la Cour de Berlin va vous
II y a plusieurs mois qu'elle
tendre pour vous detacher de nous.
prepare ses filets, et elle croit avoir trouve le moment de les jetter.
II ne suffit pas de les eviter ; mais il faut encore que nous ne puissions
jamais soupconner que vous soyez disposes a preter l'oreille un seul
instant aux insinuations perfides du Cabinet qu'est la cause de tous les
niaux de PEurope. N'oubliez pas, de grace, que notre faiblesse et nos
Voila en verite
torts memes nous rendront plus inquiets a cet egard.
assez de radotage; il y a longtemps que vous me permettez mes
nonsense ; je ne vous en ennuierai plus avant de me retrouver en droit
de vous parler a coeur ouvert qfficiellement, corame en mon particulier.
Croyez que jusqu'a cette epoque, qui ne sera, j'espere, retardee que
de peu de jours, je ne serai ni heureux ni tranquille. Le passe me
tourmente, le present me dechire et l'avenir oi'inquiette."
les

;

French.

George Hammond

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
"In addition to what I have stated in my
1797, May 9, Vienna.
public letter of this date, with regard to the concealing from the
Austrian Minister the instructions which I had received to proceed to
Berlin, I beg leave to mention to your Lordship that, having no direction either to communicate those instructions or to conceal them, I was

—

my own
me by

discretion in this respect.
In this situation, as
no means improbable that the knowledge of the
hasty manner in which the preliminaries had been concluded might
induce His Majesty's Ministers to make some alteration in the system
which they had previously formed, or that His Majesty might accede
to the invitation of assisting at the congress, I felt it incumbent upon
me not to preclude any beneficial use which might be made of these
circumstances, by the premature disclosure of a determination that had
been taken at a time when they were unknown. I, farther, thought it
left entirely to
it

appeared to

right not to put the Austrian Government at present in possession of
the fact that His Majesty's Ministers had taken any measures founded
on the probability of this country's having made a separate peace ; more
especially as I knew that the messenger who carried the intelligence to
England of that event, had sailed from Cuxhaven on the 29th ultimo
with a fair wind, and that, therefore, answers to the dispatches sent by

him might be received in the course of a very few days. At the same
time, however, I thought it proper not to quit Vienna without taking
With regard to my intention of remaining for
leave of M. de Thugut.
a day or two at Dresden under the hope of learning there your Lordship's sentiments, subsequent to the arrival in England of the intelligence
of the preliminaries being signed with France, I trust no ill can result
from that measure, as Dresden is in the direct road both to Berlin and
Cuxhaven ; and I can, therefore, prosecute my journey to the former
place if your Lordship should still think it necessary, or to the latter,
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should perceive that his Majesty's Ministers have adopted any other
system."

If I

Lord Grenville

to

Row —

Count Woronzow.

" Je viens de prendre les ordres du
1797, May 10, Cleveland
Roi au sujet de votre note. Sa Majeste m'a charge de vous prevenir
que Madame la Princesse vous recevra demain dans les apartemers de
la Reine, avant le cercle, si vous voulez bien vous y rendre a une heure
Vous aurez la complaisance d'apporter l'ordre que vous
et demie.

presenterez alors a s'Altesse Royale.
" Le Roi m'apprend que j'ai un compliment a vous faire.
Vous
savez que e'est de bon cceur que je me rejouis de tout ce que vous est
agreable,
" J'ai des lettres de Vienne qui vont jusqu'au 29.
M. de Thugut
persistant encore dans son incroyable mystere sur un secret que les
Si vous avez encore quelques
papiers de Paris nous ont devoile.
particularites, vous m'obligerez infiniment en me les communiquant.
w Nos lettres de Portsmouth sont meilleures aujourd'hui, et Ton peut
Mais quel malheur
esperer que 1'arrivee de Lord Howe appaisera tout.
d'en douter encore
!

French.

Copy.

Count Woronzow

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"J'ai recu votrc lettre, et je ne
1797, May 10, Harley Street.
manquerai pas de me rendre demain a une heure et demie a l'apartement
de la Reine au Palais de St, James pour avoir audience de Sa Altesse
la Princesse Royalle, et lui remettre la lettre et l'ordre de Sainte
Catherine que PImperatrice lui envoi.
li
Je suis tres mortifie de ne pouvoir vous donner des nouvelles de
Vienne. C'est le cher Chevalier Eden qui en est la cause, car, toutes
les fois qu'il a averti le Comte Razoumouskoi de l'expedition de ses
couriers, jamais dans aucun cas, jamais il n'a manque de m'ecrire sur
les affaires, et quand ce cher Chevalier ne l'avertissait pas, et qu'il
apprenait apres qu'il y aurait un courier Anglais departi sans qu'il l'ai
scu, il me temoignait combien il etait fache de ce peu d'attention de
l'Ambassadeur d'Angleterre.
" J'ai ete au Bureau, et j'ai tourmente le bon Monsieur Canning pour
savoir s'il n'y a pas de lettre pour moi de Vienne, et il m'a proteste qu'il
n'y en aurait pas, qu'il 1'avait demande au courier, et que celui-ci l'a
assure qu'il n'avait d'autre paquet que ceux qu'il lui a rerni.
Je ne
doute pas que le courier qui doit venir de Vienne a, notre malheureux
ami Starhemberg m'apporterat des nouvelles sur les affaires de la part
de Razoumouskoi, et je vous donne ma parole que je vous comuniquerai
tout, et s'il y_ a quelque chose que je ne pourai pas faire voire au
Secretaire d'Etal, je le ferai voir a mon ami Lord Grenville que j'aime,
que j'estime, et auquel je serai attache toute ma vie dans quelque
situation que, lui et moi, nous nous trouvions un jour.
" Je vous rend mille et mille graces pour la bonne nouvelle que vous
m'avez donne par report a l'affaire de Portsmouth cette maudite affaire
m'a prive de sommeil les deux nuits dernieres. II est afreux que des
Anglais cherchent a renverser la constitution Anglaise, la seule ou
l'homme soit dans toute sa dignite.
" J'ai era avec un plaisir extreme que vous avez eu le noble courage
de dire au Due de Bedford que c'est lui qui est cause de ce qui est
.arrive sur la flotte, et je suis fache que dans la Chambre de Comune
;

x 2
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quand Imposition parla que l'armec va ou peut se revolter, on ne lui a
pas repondu qu'elle parle d'apres ses desirs, et d'apres les billets qu'on
repandait parmis les troupes pour les revolter, et qu'il est clair que
ceux qui parlent de la revolte prochaine de l'armee, la desirent et
l'excite.
En verite ceux qui veulent bouleverser le pays ne nieritent
aucun management."
French.

Cottnt Starhemberg to

May

Lord

Grenviliye.

Farm. — " Quoiqu'il

ne me soit encore rien
nos dernieres transactions avec l'ennemi de
l'autel, des trones, et du repos de PEurope, je ne puis m'empecher
d'avoir l'honneur de vous entretenir un moment sur un objet aussi
important, et dont la douloureuse image me poursuit sans cesse et en
tous lieux.
Je me suis refugie* a la campagne pour m'en distraire un
peu ; mais 1'idee insupportable de ces malheureux preliminaires m'y
accompagne et ne me laisse point de repos.
Comme je cherche
neanmoins tous les moyens de me procurer des renseignemens sur ce
qui s'est passe, j'ai tache de lire le plus de lettres que j'ai pu parmi
celles qui sont venues dernierement du Continent; et, en comparant
ieur contenu, j'ai crii pouvoir fixer une opinion vraisemblable sur les
1797,

parvenu

11,

d'officiel

York
sur

derniers evenemens.
" II parait, hors de

doute, que l'Arehiduc est celui qui a porte le
decouragement a son comble. 11 est bien certain que le 12 encore,
on el ait resolu de tenir ferme; et la meilleure preuve en est le depart
subit des jennes aichiducs, menes a Prague par mon pere, et les
preparatifs tres serieux faits pour la defense dc Vienne.
J'ai lieu de
supposer, avec un apparence de certitude, que Buonaparte avait fait,
avant cette epoque et depuis sa premiere lettre a 1'Archiduc en date
du 31 de Mars, plusieurs propositions de differens genres que M. de
Thugut que j'aime, respecte, et regrette, a neanmoins deja eu tort
de ne pas communiquer dans leur entier a M. le Chevalier Eden
lequel a, peut-etre, eu un autre tort de ne pas les deviner, et de les
apprendre par tous les moyens dont un ministre etranger im peu
adroit doit se servir en pareil cas.
Toutes les notions que j'ai,
s'accordent a me prouver que la nature de ces propositions portait
sur un demembrement de l'Empire, et que mon maitre s'y est
toujours refuse avec borreur.
Je ne pardonne pas encore a M. de
Thugut de n'avoir point communique a M. Eden les pouvoirs donnes
a M. de Meerfeld, car ou ces pouvoirs etaient insuffisans, comme il
Ta die depuis, et, alors, il ne courrait aucun risque de les montrer
au ministre allie qu'il rassurait ainsi; ou ils etaient suffisans, et il
avait defense de les montrer, et dans ce cas il devait quitter
immediatement,
et
des qu'on
manquait a ce qu'on devait a
e'est du moins comme j'aurais certainement agi a sa
l'Angleterre
On me trouvera peut-etre exagere, mais je m'en fais gloire;
place.
et je suis trop vrai pour ne pas vous avouer que ces assurances
du 17, donnees par M. de Thugut, font une petite tache dans la
;

belle histoire

de

sa

carriere politique, puisqu'elles ne pouvaient pas

aucun pouvoir quelconque n'ayant pu etre expedie a
Meerfeld, sans etre contresigne par lui.
Je n'en dis pas de meme
a l'egard de ceux de M. de Gallo, qui peuvent (quoique je ne le
crois pas non plus) etre emanes directement de l'Empereur par
l'influence de 1'lmperatrice.
Je trouve en outre que, puisqu'on
etait decide a faire cette paix que j'abhorre, il y avait un moyen
plus honnete, qui eut ete que M. de Thugut eut dit tout franchement
etre sinceres,
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Nous sommes a bout de
faire.
je ne vous cdcherai pas que la necessite la plus urgente va
nous forcer a lu paix si nous obtenons des conditions snpportables.
Cette maniere etait loyale au moins, pareequ'tlle etait vraie, et
l'Empereur l'eut certainement adoptee, si on la lui avait suggeree.
u Le secret qu'on garde encore, vis-a-vis du Ministre d'Angleterre, est
inexcusable selon moi; et je crains aussi, de vous a moi, qu'il ne tienne
un peu a rhumeur de notre Ministre qui, decide a quitter honorablement, n'est point fache de se faire regretter par vous, et ne parle pas a
l'Empereur sur la circonstance. Daignez en croire un ami sans prejuge,
et qui connait bien les personnages dirigeans dans son pays, Si on
representait a mon souverain ce qu'il scrait oblige de faire actuellement y
il s'y couformerait, parcequil est bon, et qu'il ne veut manquer a rien.
J'en suis certain. M. Eden aurait encore eu entre les mains un raoyen
de parvenir a obtenir la communication que M. de Thugut quittant ne
s'est pas donne la peine de prouver qu'on lui devait, et ce inoyen etait de
demander une audience a l'Empereur. Vous savez que tout le monde et
meme les Ministres etrangers voit l'Empereur tete-a-tete des qu'on le
veut.
II lui aurait demoutre que l'on ne pouvait pas faire un mystere a
un allie aussi fidele et aussi utile d'une transaction essentielle. Votre
Ministre, seul a seul avec mon maitre, eut pu en dire davantage, et on
a

M. Eden, Nous ne savons plus que

voies, et

l'aurait ecoute.

" On ne peut nier neanmoins que, si on en avait agi autrement envers
nous, car je ne pardonnerai jamais cette conduite, les bases de notre paix,
des qu'on est reduit a en conclurre une avec ces inrames regicides,
seraient tres honorables; puisque.
I. Ce sont les Franeais qui, sous les murs de Vienne, ont demande
la paix
II. Que nous avons eu le bon esprit de decliner jusqu'au bout la
mediation perfide de la Prusse, qui voulait pecher en eau trouble,
et piller l'Empire en ayant l'air de nous rendre un service
;

important

l'Empereur aura a jamais le merite incontestable d'avoir
sacrineles plus grands avantages, et des acquisitions considerables,

III. Qu'enfin,

a

de l'Empire et qu'ainsi, quelques soient les pertes
eprouve, il aura la gloire d'avoir sauve l'Allemagne du plan
de destruction combine contre elle par la France et surtout par la
Prusse.
" Je ne veux pas roanquer de vous faire observer ici com bien il serait
deplace que le Ministre Anglais lit actuellement, dans son premier
moment d'humeur, des ouvertures amicales a Berlin. Je sens bien
vivement nos- torts, mais ils sont loin d'approclier encore de ceux que la
Prusse a deja eu, et aura sans cesse. Cimque demarche de cette Courest
marquee au coin de la trahisoD, et de la perfidie; et je sais a n'en pas
douter que, depuis tres peu de temps, les conferences in times de dullard
et de M. de Haugvvitz redoublent encore, et sont plus freqnentes
qu'auparavant.
Ne croyez pas que hi prevention, bien justifiee par
l'experience, que j'ai contre la Prusse m'aveugle dans ce moment
mais la meme justice qui me fait rougir de notre derniere conduite, me
force a tacher de vous premunir contre les embuches qu'on vous prepare.
Six annees de Constance, de fidelite, et d'heroisme peuvent contrebalancer
un instant d'un oubli coupable. Mais je ne vois pas un seul trait de
vertu dans la chronique Prussienne qu'on puisse opposer a son Machiavelisme non interrompu. La Cour de Petersbourg nous rend justice
dans ce sens; elle est entierement detachee de Berlin.
Ses derniers
offices au Roi et chez nous le demontrent evidemmenl; peut-etre meme
que sa lenteur a se pronon9er dans la guerre des souverains a hate nos
l'integi'ite

qu'il

;
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Nous Ies excuserons a ses yeux quoiqu'on ne les
excusera jamais aux miens. Dans eet etat de choses, 1'Angleterre peutelle balancer et songer un seul instant a preferer la Prusse aux deux
Cours Imperiales indissolublenient unies de coeur et d'interet, et a l'abri
de toutes les insinuations Berlinaises qui voudraient les diviser.
"C'est parceque je n'ignore pas que ces memes Prussiens vont
s'efforcer de nous persuader que vous vous rapproehez d'eux, et que je
crains que nous n'ajoutions trop aisement foi a leurs discours atroces,
que je m'empresse de vous parler aussi vivement sur cet objet. Ne
vcyez, au reste, dans tout ce que je viens de vous dire, que l'expression
de la douleur, des regrets, et des craintes d'un honnete bomme, attache
a ce pays-ci comme au sien, et a vous-meme plus qu'a personne."
French.
determinations.

GrEORGE

HAMMOND

Private.

May

to

LORD GrENVILLE.

—" The messenger Basset

having overtaken
add to my letters from
my intention to wait at
Dresden (at which place I shall be to-morrow) for the messenger who,
as I understand from your Lordship's dispatch of the 2nd instant to
Sir Morton Eden by Scott, would be dispatched last Friday week,
longer than Thursday next on which day, if he be not then arrived, I
With respect to my immediately communishall proceed to Berlin.
cating to the Prussian Minister the object of my journey thither, I
shall be guided by the instructions which I may hope to receive there,
I
or by those which Lord Elgin may have received upon the subject.
1797,

13, Lobositz.

me

here, I avail myself of this circumstance to
Vienna, of which he is the bearer, that it is not

;

the more inclined to use some discretion in this respect, as I am
apprehensive that the delay in receiving the answers from St. Petersburg to the dispatch sent by Shaw, may be longer than that which I

am

stated in

my

letter

from Vienna

;

since I learn

from Sir Morton Eden

my

departure, Count Razoumowsky has received
that, subsequently to
information from his court that the Emperor intends to visit some of

the distant provinces of his empire previously to his return to St..
In which case, if the ratification of the preliminaries be
Petersburg.
now received at Vienna, it is not absolutely impossible that the invitation to His Imperial Majesty to send a Minister to the congress, may
reach him almost as soon as the communication transmitted by Shaw.
" 1 natter myself that your Lordship will have the goodness to forgive the anxiety which I have expressed with respect to the receiving
farther instructions previously to my arrival at Berlin
for although,
in the delay which I have proposed, I conceive myself to be acting in
opposition to the letter of your Lordship's last instructions, yet I venture
to hope that, with my knowledge of what has passed at Vienna, T shall
be justified in your Lordship's opinion for exercising some discretion on
this point."
;

Count Starhemberg
[1797,

May,

York

Farm].

to

Lord Grenville.

—" Voici

enfin

des

nouvelles

plus

vous envoyer la depecke que j'ai recu
j'en ai une autre chiflfree, dont je vous rendrai compte apres le
dechiffrement.
On veut bien serieusement rester intime avec 1'Angleterre. C'est beaucoup pour mon coeur. Je suis plus tranquille. Mandezmoi, on faites moi de grace savoir, avec la meme franchise, ce que M„
consolantes.

J'ai l'honneur de

;
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Hammond
Je

vous dit sur les conditions de la paix s'est-on ouvert a
dans le chiffre, vraisemblablement."
French.
;

lui ?

verrai cela

GEORGE

LORD GRENVILLE.

III. to

Queen's House. — "In consequence of Lord

Grenville's
1797, May 30,
note, I have persuaded the Prince of Wurtemburg to defer his journey
till Friday, but I do not believe it will be possible to get him to put it
off longer ; indeed his servauts and cloaths are gone to Harwich, and he
is obliged to send after the baggage waggon that he may have linen to
I hope therefore no time will be lost in sending
stay till that day.
out cutters to look into the Texel, and that Admiral Duncan will have
orders to get his fleet out to secure the passage of the frigates."

Lord Grenville

May

Downing

to

George

III.

—"Lord

Grenville has the honour
1797,
31,
humbly to submit to your Majesty the draft which was agreed upon this
evening at the meeting of your Majesty's servants, for the official note
Lord Grenville trusts that your Majesty will find
to be sent to Paris.
this paper as unexceptionable as the nature of the circumstances, and
the occasion to which it is adapted will allow."
Street.

Copy.

George

Lord Grenville.

III. to

—

" I should not do justice to my
1, Queen's House.
did not, in confidence, state to Lord Grenville that the
many humiliating steps I have been advised to take in the last nine
months have taken so deep an impresssion on my mind that I

1797, June

feelings

if I

undoubtedly feel this kingdom lowered in its proper estimation much
below what I should have flattered myself could have been the case
during the latter part of my reign
that I certainly look on the
additional measure now proposed as a confirmation of that opinion
at
the same time that Lord Grenville has certainly worded it as little
exceptionably as its nature would permit.
I cannot add more on this
occasion but that if both Houses of Parliament are in as tame a state of
mind as it is pretended, I do not see the hopes that either war can be
continued with effect or peace obtained but of the most disgraceful and
;

;

unsolid tenure."

Lord Grenville
June

to

Count Starhemberg.

Row. — " Quoiqu'il

Cleveland
serait difficile dans ce
des confidences au Ministre d'Autriche, je ne veux pas
laisser ignorer a mon ami le Comte de Starhemberg que j'ai envoye
hier une lettre, par nn batiment parlementaire, avec la proposition
au Gouvernement Francais de renouveller nos negotiations pacifiques.
Un pen de confiance de la part de votre Gouvernement aurait pu nous
Peut-etre qu'on preferait
autorizer d'attendre l'invitation a un congres.
a Vienne de nous forcer de faire ce que nous avons fait. Peut-etre ne
Peut-etre nieine tout ceci tournera en bien.
s'en soucie-t-on du tout.
1797,

moment de

Dieu

2,

faire

le veuille

French.

!

Copy.
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Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Vous veniez de quitter le bureau
[ 797, June 3, York Farm.
quand j'y suis arrive hier. Immediatement apres la reception de votre
premier billet, j'avais pris mon cheval pour me rendre in full speed a
vos ordres. J'ai trouve a mon retour ici le billet confidentiel que vous
m'avez fait l'honneur de m'ecrire. Croyez que votre bien tendre et
veritable ami Starhemberg a ete. on ne peut pas plus, sensible a votre
touchante attention pour lui, mais il aime a, se flatter que, meme en
qualite de Miuistre Imperial, il a ct continuera d'avoir des droits a la
confiance du Secretaire d'Elat.
Je suis convaincu que mon courier,
qui n'est pas arrive puisque le vent ne le lui permet pas, m'apportera
quoi vous satisfaire.
II
ne
m'appartient
aucunement de
de
juger votre derniere determination, mais je suis trop vrai pour ne
pas vous repeter encore que je regrette beaucoup que M. Hammond
autant d'humeur a son depart, et alt quitte Vienne
ait temoigne
je regrette egalement l'envoi de votre dernier
brusquement
si
II est plus essentiel que jamais de s'entendre, et il faut le
courier.
vouloir des deux cotes.
Un premier tort ne doit pas en occasionner un
second. J'espere qu'on sentira cette verile chez nous et ici.
Nous ne
pouvons nous passt-r Tun de l'autre. Tout ce qui y supplierait ne serait
que des convenances factices. Cette idee me rassure et me console en
La Russie ne remplirait pas plus pour vous le vide
derniere analyse.
de l'Autriche que ne le ferait la Prusse. Elle ne serait point perfide,
Ce n'est pas d'aujourd'hui que vous connaissez celui qui
et voila tout.
ne voit de bonheur pour lui que dans votre estime et votre aniitie, et de
prospente pour son pays que dans l'intimite avec le votre."
Postscript.
"Ne eroyez pas que Thugut soit etranger a tout ce qui
Comptt z sur la parole de votre ami, ce ministre trouve la
se passe.
paix honorable. Gallo n'a ete qu'un instrument ignorant et intriguant,
et un etranger dont on a sacrifie la reputation deja peu florissante.
Ce
Thugut n'en est pas fache au fond,
vilain Archiduc a fait la paix.
mais il l'affecte. Ceci est le vrai, mais dans notre intimite. Je connais
mieux mon pays que M. Eden, et vous pouvez ne pas douter de mes
rerseignemens, que je ne donne qu a vous"
French.
1

;

—

y

Earl Spencer

Lord Grenville.

to

Admiralty. — " It

lias occurred to me that, as it appears
1797, June 5,
very improbable that the four ships in Yarmouth roads will join Admiral
J)uncan, it might not be amiss to apply to Woronzow for an order to
the Russian Admiral (who is there with three sail of the line, a frigate,
and a sloop) to join Duncan on his rendezvous off the Texel for a little

time.

" I fear the change of wind to-day will retard the junction of Sir
tailed only yesterday from Spithead, and facilitate
the going out of the Dutch fleet.
" No satisfactory news from Sheerness. Tlie delegates have hanged
two men but were obliged to do it nith their own hands, as not a man
in the ship would assist them."

Roger Curl is who

;

Lord Grenville
1797, June
se flatter

que

5,

Cleveland Row.

to

Count Woronzow.

"II parait

les quatre vaisseaux qui sont a

rejoindre l'Amiral

Duncan avant que

entitlement calmee par

la

qu'il irv a gueres lieu

Yarmouth

de

se r«=soudront a

la revoke a Sheerness ne soit
soumi^sion des equipages.
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" Duncan a avec lui deux vaisseaux, et Sir Roger Curtis est parti de
Spithead pour se mettre sous ses ordres.
" Tous nos avis annoncent que la flotte Hollandaise est prete a mettre
a la voile avec des troupes pour venir nous attaquer soit ici, soit (comme
il est plus probable) en Irlande.
" Si dans ces circonstances vous pourriez persuader a votre Amiral
de retarder son depart, et de se joindre a Duncan, la force serait
et je pense que, bien loin d'etre desapprouve, vous vous
suffisante
feriez un nouveau rnerite aupres de l'Empereur en le mettant a meme de
rendre, au commencement de son regne, le plus grand service a
l'Angleterre qu'elle ait jamais recu de quelque autre nation ou puissance
;

que ce fut.
" Je ne vous

ecris pas officiellement, parceque j'ai voulu savoir vos
sentimens sur cette affaire avant de vous passer une note ministerielle.
Si la chose est faisable, je suis bien sur de vos dispositions personelles."
Copy,
French.

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

— " Your

Majesty will receive from
1797, June 16, Downing Street.
Mr. Pitt the minute of the meeting of your Majesty's servants this
morning at which the draft of the answer to be returned to the late
communication from Paris was finally settled. Lord Grenville would
not discbarge his duty to your Majesty as an honest man or as an
attached and dutiful servant if, with the opinion which he cannot help
entertaining on the subject of that paper, he omitted to declare to your
Majesty without reserve how it appears to him to fall both in tone and
substance below what the present situation of your Majesty's kingdoms,
even under all the pressure of the moment, might have entitled your
Majesty's Government to assume when speaking in your Majesty's
name and how much even the object of peace itseif is endangered by a
line of so much apparent weakness.
" It is the more necessary for Lord Grenville to submit to your
Majesty, with all humility, his sentiments on this point from the
circumstance of their relaling to a matter so immediately connected
with' that department in which your Majesty has condescended to think
his councils and services might be useful, and from the necessity of the
measure receiving its execution in that department, and under the
signature of the person placed by your Majesty at the head of it.
In
other times and circumstances he should have thought that with his
opinion of this measure there remained for him but one line, that of
most humbly requesting your Majesty to dispense with his further
services, and laying at your Majesty's feet, with every expression and
sentiment of duty and gratitude, an office in the execution of which his
opinions do not coincide with those of the majority of your Majesty's
servants.
But the crisis of the present hour is sucli that the withdrawing even of the most insignificant member of the Government
might weaken it in the public opinion at a moment when every good
man must wish it strengthened. And he feels that no motive short of
the most uncontrollable necessity could justify to himself his deserting
in a moment of so much danger that post in which your Majesty has
been pk-ased to command his service. If in this respect he is led, from
whatever sentiment, to attach too high an importance to any step which
he might take, he humbly entreats your Majesty to pardon his presumption, and he submits himself entirely to your Majesty's disposal, anxious
only to conduct himself according to the best dictates of his conscience,
and thus to merit, what he knows he can no otherwise obtain, the
;
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continuance of your Majesty's gracious and favourable opinion, in
whatever station, public or private, he may be placed."
Note by Lord Grenville. ** This letter written during the time of
the mutiny in the fleet."

—

Enclosure.

Minute of Cabinet.
1797,

June

16.

Present

Lord Chancellor, Lord President, Duke of Portland, Earl Spencer,
Lord Grenville, Marquis Cornwallis, Earl of Chatham, Mr. Secretary
Dundas, Mr. Pitt.
" It is humbly recommended to your Majesty than an official note
conformable to the accompanying draft should be transmitted to Paris
Lord Grenville
in answer to the last communication from thence.
desires to express his dissent."

Copy by Lord Grenville.

George

III. to

[W. Pitt].

Windsor. — "

I am sorry to find the note officielle, and
1797, June 17,
consequently the Minute of Cabinet could not be drawn up agreeable to
the sentiments of aU the ministers ; for, though Lord Grenville is the
only one that has dissented, yet I perceive neither Lord Liverpool nor
Mr. Wyndham attend, which I must suppose was to avoid taking the
step which, with Lord Grenville's manner of viewing the paper, he
could not honourably avoid.
" I do not deny, though I shall not object to its being sent to Paris,
that I rather think the tone taken is too low ; and that I fear the object
will be destroyed, as it will probably raise that of that horrid nation,
and must oblige us to come to some explanation which might have been
done more advantageously at present.
u I am happy to iind, however unpleasant this business may be to
Lord Grenville, that he is too sensible what he owes to me at this time
to think of wishing to change his situation, and I am certain his talents
will be very material in conducting the present negotiation should it
really come to be the serious object of both nations."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

" The explanation which I have received
17, Windsor.
in writing from Lord Grenville for his dissent to the Minute of Cabinet,
and the proposed note officielle in answer to the last communication
from Paris, so much more tallies with my own view of the business than
the opinion of those who have drawn it up, that I can fairly approve of
but however I think the tone
the whole of his conduct on this occasion
adopted is below that which I should think advisable, I fear the having
sought from hence a negotiation precludes our instantly breaking it off.
i(
However it may be irksome to Lord Grenville to hold the pen on
this occasion, I must feel at this particular moment his remaining in his
situation absolutely essential, for he will be able to stave off many farther
humiliations that might be attempted from having sbown a mind jealous
of what seems in the outset an attempt to draw us into future em-

1797, June

;

barrassments.
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u I shall not be surprised if the note now prepared may not open a
scene of chicane that may prevent the negotiation, in which case the
conduct of Lord Grenville will be as highly thought of by his colleagues
as it is now by me."

Lord Grenville

to

Count Woronzow.

Row. — " Jc

vous restitue, avec bien des
1797, June 17, Cleveland
J'ai enfin recu ce matin,,
graces, la lettre du Comte de Razoumouskoi.
lis sont
par un courier du Chevalier Eden, ces fameux preliminaires.
tels que nous les connaissions deja. Jl n'y a, done, rien de nouveau, mais
on ne peut lire sans eprouver un sentiment d 'indignation melee de
douleur, des stipulations entre l'Empereur et le Directoire Francais
Cet objet
J30ur s'indemnizer an depens de la llepublique de Yenise.
etait consigne a des articles secrets, dont on ne nous a pas communique la
Mais comme Eden a eu la permission de les lire, il me rend un
copie.
compte fidele de la teneur de ces stipulations indignes. Tout ceci est
bien fait pour donner gain de cause aux Jacobins partout."

French.

Copy.

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" J'aime a croire que vous voulez bien
1797, June 18, York Farm.
rendre assez de justice, et que vous me connaissez assez, pour juger
de tous les sentimens que j'ai du eprouver a la lecture de ces maudits
preliminaires que j'ai enfin recu hier, av^ec ordre de vous les communiquer. Notre ami commun le Comte de Woronzow m'a dit que
vous en aviez deja connaissance, ainsi que de l'infame stipulation
on me rend compte
secrette pour la spoliation de Venise, dont
egalement.
Je ne puis vous peindre ma peine et mon indignation.
C'est la virginite jusqu'a present intacte de la probite, de la dignite,
que nous venons de perdre.
et de Phonneur Autrichien
Marie
Therese dans des temps malheureux a prouve qu'elle savait faire
Le systeme de brigandage et
des sacrifices sans se desbonorer.
d'avilissement, apres six ans de Constance, devait done tomber en partage
La conrluite de Tliugut n'a point de nom. II est
a son petit fils.
aussi coupable que Gallo, puisqu'il a tout laisse faire.
II est plus vil
Faut-il que mon malheureux pais, ou il y a neanmoins
puisqu'il reste.
tant de grands seigneurs parmi lesquels il se rencontre cependant
quelques talens, soit toujours gouverne par des especes comme
Spielmann et Tliugut, ou des pantalons Italiens comme ce policon de
Helas helas
Quoiqu'il en soit, toutes mes depeches et mes
Gallo.
lettres sont pleines du desir de rester bien avec l'Angleterre.
Vos
propres principes coincident a cet egard avec notre volonte.
Je vois
encore des moyens de remedier a beaucoup de choses, quoiqu'on ne
puisse pas tout reparer. Daignez me nommer un jour pour aller vous
faire ma cour, vous faire cette penible communication, et convenir avec
vous du langage que nous tiendrons a Vienne. Adieu. Conservez-moi
bonte, amitie, et estime ; mes sentimens ne meritent pas quV.i me
confonde avec mes
superieurs.
Je vous assure que je suis bien
malheureux. Je ne me consolerai jamais de ce qui vient d'arriver."
French.

me

!

!

!

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

York Farm. — " J'ai recu une longue depeche chifTree de

1797, July 2,
Cour, dont le sens roule sur

ma

les difficultes

qu'on entrevoit a pouvoir
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On me promet a ce sujet des
corame le Messie, et qui n'arrive
pas.
Ce sera par la meme occasion que je recevrai l'instruction (que je
n'ai pas encore) de vous entretenir officiellement a cet egard.
M. de
Meerfeld est alle par ordre de PEmpereur a Milan pour insister
positivement aupres des Plenipotentiaires Francais sur la fixation
positive de l'endroit et du moment de Pouverture du congres.
Nos
troupes ont deja occupe la plus grande partie de PIstrie et de la
Dalmatie. On craint des troubles dans ce dernier pais ou Panarchie
prevaut.
Voila les fruits de la paix, eide toute communication avec ces
infames Fraii9ais. Puisse le ciel preserver vofre bon pais des maux
inevitables de la pacification avec l'anarchie
il ne Pa suremert
pas
merite.
Je suis trop accable, honteux, et desole pour vous en dire
davantage. Plaignez-moi
ceux qui pensent comme votre ami le
meritent. Le Lieutenant Raigersfeld vient d'etre echange.
C'etait le
seule chose qui s'opposait a son avancement.
J'ose done de nouveau le
recommander a vos bontes, et a votre souvenir."
French.
ratifier

notre convention pourremprunt.

details ulterieurs par ce courier, attendu

;

;

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

Dropmore. — "J'avais

deja appris par les dernieres
1797, July 4,
du Chevalier Eden qu'il etait encore question d'ajouter a tous
les autres torts eelui de manquer a ses engagemens pecuniaires, et de
rejetter sur nous les pertes qui ne resultent que de ce que nous avons
fait, et voulu faire pour nos allies.
Je vous ai dit tout ce que je pense
a ce sujet. II meparait que la question est bien autrement importante
pour Pinteret de Sa Majeste Imperhile que pour celui de PAngleterre.
Xous y perdrons quelque argent pour avoir cru a la bonne foi et a la
probite du Gouvernement Autrichien.
La Cour de Vienne y perdra
pour jamais son credit, son honneur, et la possibility de trouver ici en
quelque cas que ce fut une assistance quelconque en fait de finances.
Tout compte, je crois veritablement qui si nous sommes les dupes, ce
sera le Dupeur qui perdra.
"La fraternisation Istrienne et Dalmatienne n'etait pas difficile a
prevoir, non plus que tout ce qui se prepare dans PEmpire.
Dans
la perspective de tant de maux, e'est toujours une giande consolation de pouvoir dire qu'on n'y a pas contribue ; et cette consolation le
Gouvernement de mon pays partage avec vous, et le tres j^etit nombre
d'honnetes gens qui ont soutenu, jusqu' a la fin, la bonne cause.
lettres

French.

Copy.

George

IIT. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Lord Grenville will be surprised when he
1797, July 6, Windsor.
finds that the letter he has forwarded to me is from the uncle of the
King of Sweden, and on the business I have already declined his proposing to come to England I therefore desire au explicit answer may
be prepared for me disapproving of any sucli idea, as I certainly shall
not consent to any union of him with either of my daughters.
How
shameful a deceit in his sister's sending this through the Duchess of
;

York

?

"

Lord Grfnville
to

submit

to

—

George

III.

Ho a. "Lord Grenville has the honour most
your Majesty a draft to Mr. Craufurd on the

1797. July 6, Cleveland

humbly

to
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subject of the Conde army; to which he has taken the liberty to annex
a draft of a letter in your Majesty's name to the Prince of Conde,
which he trusts your Majesty will not deem improper, and which, if
your Majesty were graciously pleased to send it under your Majesty's
royal hand, would certainly on that account acquire great additional
value in the eyes of these unfortunate and meritorious men.*'

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "

I return to Lord Grenville the drafts, and
1797, July 7,
the letter to the Prince of Conde which I have copied, and send also
that it may be forwarded to Mr. Crauford.
In the other box is the
letter to the Duke of Ostragothia, which I desire may be sent to
Mr. Hales, and that he may be instructed to communicate the contents
to the King of Sweden, that I may be no further troubled on this
subject."

Lord Grenville

Lord Malmesbury.

to

Private.
"I have to acknowledge your two
1797, July 13, Cleveland Row.
private letters which accompanied the despatches by the two messenI was the more anxious to use expedition in sending the present
gers.
despatches in order that you might have a messenger with you so as to
enable you, as fast as possible, to feed our anxious expectation.
I do
not think much conclusion can be drawn from what has already passed,
though the three demands made by France are more unreasonable and
unconciliating than was generally expected here.
" The negotiations between Prance and the Emperor were at a stand,
and the latter appears by the last letters from Vienna to have insisted
on the concluding his definitive treaty only at a congress. How far the
knowledge of your mission, and the avowed object of it may change
this determination, I cannot say ; but if the court of Vienna suffers
from this separation of interest and conduct, it has only to thank itself
for it.
Some good may perhaps result to our negotiation from any rub
which that with Austria experiences, but, in the end, Austria unsupported
by England must acquiesce in almost any terms that France will
give her.
" Buonaparte seems to be settling Italy (if a total subversion of a

—

country can be called settling
Directory or their treaties."
Copy.

it)

Lord Grenville
Private.

without any reference either to the

to

Lord Malmesbury.

—

" The complexion of your last
1797, July 20, Cleveland Eow.
despatch is certainly much more unfavourable to peace than I thought
the Directory could have ventured, under the present circumstances of
My only hope is in firmness, without
the country in which you are.
We have purposely postponed saying anything on the
asperity of tone.
two points, of the King's title and of the Toulon ships, till we see
more clearly into the intentions of the French Government respecting
terms for, in truth, neither those points nor any other in such a treaty
as this are separate, or can be insulated (as they call it) from the general
;
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consideration of the whole.
Good terms as to matters of substantial
importance might make us more disposed to overlook points of form,
which are however, as you well know, matters of real substance when
the} relate to the intercourse of two great powers, whose most valuable
possession is national dignity, and a due sense of their own importance
and weight. I think the first point might be arranged (but this is
merely my own private opinion) by using in the treaty the style of
Great Britain only, for which you will see there are precedents enough
down to the peace of Utrecht, but retaining the present style in the
full powers, the ratification, and all other instruments to which this
Government alone is a party; perhaps the words Britannic Majesty
would be better than King of Great Britain, and these are now very
As to the acts
often used even in our latest treaties and connections.
of our own Government, the French have no more right to object to
any style the King takes than we have to quarrel with the denomination
Beyond
of their councils, or any other branch of the Government.
this we might go so far as to add to the separate article some such
words as the concluding part only of those which you mention in
your letter to Canning, not admitting it to be only a genealogical
title, but declaiing that it is not meant to prejudice the King's
acknowledgment ef a Republican form of government in France.
" The Toulon question is more difficult, and has more of substance
in it.
We do not quite understand how far the demand is meant to go
whether to restore those ships which can be restored, and to compensate
those which are burnt or to restore, and if not to compensate those
only which are now in our possession. If the former, it is a questio?i
of 18 sail of the line and as many frigates, the value of which is perhaps
fully equal to some of the conquests we restore.
I confess I hardly
see how we can in anv case do more than let some words be inserted in
the article of our restitutions, in which they shall be said to be made in
compensation for the ships. This, however, is also private opinion only,
and on a point on which the King's Government think an ultimate
decision cannot be taken without some reference to the terms of peace.
" Tins subject brings me by too natural and easy a connection to one
which has given me much uneasiness. I mean the constant publication of almost every circumstance of this negotiation within a few
hours after your couriers arrive here. I have been at some pains to
trace the channel of this breach of trust, but to no purpose.
Such
measures have now been taken here as will, I think, make it impossible
that any thing should for the future be known through any person
admitted to a knowledge or perusal of your dispatches. You will also
see in one of my public letters to you some steps taken to prevent the
means of intercourse from France. I am far from suspecting carelessness or indiscretion on this subject from any of the persons attached
to your mission in whatever situation
but at the time J am imposing
the strongest restrictions on the persons belonging to my own Office, it
is due to them, as well as to the importance of the subject, that I should
request you to converse upon it with every one of the persons now
with you, and to beg them to use the utmost caution, not only not to
reveal any thing secret, which I am confident none of them would, but
not even to suffer the remotest inferences to be drawn from any thing
they write. It is not only with n view to political consequences that
this is so important, but also from the effects which this public discussion of every point and turn of the negotiation must have in promoting
ruinous speculation in the funds."
Copy.
r

;

;

;
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Lord Grenville
1797, July 22, Dropmore.

to

Count Worouzow.

— " Je

viens de recevoir une depeche de
uotre Ministre a Petersbourg, par laquelle il m'ioforme de Papprobation
entiere que PEmpereur a donne a votre conduite en acquiescant a, la
demande que je vo-us fis par ordre du Roi pour retenir les vaisseaux
Basses qui avaient recu Pordre de parter. Je ne manquerai pas de
saisir le premier moment pour charger le Chevalier Whitworth de
Pexpression des sentimens de reconnaissance du Roi pour cette nouvelle
marque d'amitie de la part de Sa Majeste Imperiale, dont je vous prie
d'etre aussi Pinterprete aupres de votre Cour, connaissant, comme vous
le faites, Pattachement du Roi a la personne de PEmpereur, et aux
liens d'alliance et d'interet commun qui unisseut les deux monarchies.
" Sa Majeste a bien voulu aussi me charger de nouveau de vous
temoigner, M. le Comte, combien Elle est sensible aux preuves que vous
avez donne dans cette occasion de votre desir constant de contribuer a
maintenir cette union si importante au bonheur de toute P Europe, et
de marquer votre attach ement aux interets de ce pays, si intimement
lies avec ceux des etats de PEmpereur.
" C'est avec un bien vrai plaisir que je m'acquitte de cette commission,
en vous priant d'agreer les assurances de mon attachement inviolable,
et de Pamitie sincere que je vous ai vouee."

French.

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

Count Worouzow.

—

" Permettez-moi de joindre a, ma lettre
1797, July 22, Dropmore.
d'aujourd' hui deux mots par rapport a Pentretien que vous avez eu

avec Canning.
" Je suis dans le cas de plusieurs grands Ministres, moi indigne c'est
a dire que je garde ties scrupuleusement le secret, n'ayant rien a dire.
" Notre negotiation n'est pas encore assez avancee pour qu'il soit
possible de juger des resultats.
Nous sommes encore a tatonner.
Peut-etre qu'il faudra encore que le Directoire connaisse a quoi se tenir
par rapport aux deux Conseils, avant d'entrer serieusement en matiere.
On<dit que de nouveaux acteurs paraissent sur la scene, et que d'autres
reparaissent aux quels, sans doute, on auraient peu songe il y a un an.
Mais pour dire quelle influence le minktere de Pex-eveque d'Autun aura
sur la paix, ou la guerre, il faudrait etre meilleur devin que je ne me
;

crois."

French.

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

Private.

1797, July 27, Cleveland Row.—" Brooks arrived here with your
despatches of the 25th this morning.
The picture which you draw of
the state of affairs at Paris is exactly conformable to my other information, and I make no doubt that the question of peace and war depends
much more on the issue of that crisis than on any thing we can do or
say in the way of negotiation.
"Lord Mornington, who takes his brother with him to India, is
anxious to have him over here as soon as possible.
I conclude therefore that you will send him instead of Lord Granville Leveson with
whatever you may have for us next week. I have not yet exactly
determined how to replace him, but I shall probably have settled this
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point in a few days, and I will take care to keep you as
possible without a secretary."

little

a time as

Copy.

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
"lhave made my dispatches to day exceedingly
1797, July 29, Lille.
short as it was my wish that everything material should be reported to
you by Mr. Wesley, who, in consequence of the strong desire expressed
in Lord Mornington's letter, leaves Lille in a few hours.
Mr. Wesley
is perfectly master of the subject, and will not only be able to give a
very accurate account of what I referred to in my last private letter,
but also to answer any questions which may be put to him; and I am
sure you will derive more information and more satisfaction from
conversing with him than from the longest official account I could send.
I am very glad to find that the intelligence you receive relative to the
present situation of affairs in this country, corresponds with that I
collect here, and that you draw from it the same inference that I do.
I think what you hear from Wesley will confirm you in this idea.
strong motive for giving credit to the persons who inform me is, that
they are, according to every reasonable conjecture, acting with a view
to their own interests, and that they personally are and must be anxious
It will be nearly a week before
that the negotiation should succeed.
It is just possible that I
I can hope to be able to write to you again.
shall be sent back to make my own report ; but it is much more probable
that the return of the courier from Paris will furnish me with such
important matter as to authorise me to send over Lord G. Leveson,
which I shall not hesitate doing if it appears to me tantamount.
" In regard to a successor to Mr. Wesley, I really should consider
myself as much obliged to you if you would not send over anyone. I
have such pleasant and ready assistance from Lord Morpeth, Lord G.
Leveson end Mr. Ellis that, with the help of Mr. Ross, I have no
employment for a Secretary of Legation and as we necessarily must
from the total want of society and from other very obvious reasons live
entirely by ourselves, and, in a manner, always together and in J;he
same house, the addition of any person with whom we are not in as
strict habits of intimacy as we were with Wesley previous to his leaving
England, would very much break in upon cur comforts, and perhaps be
not very pleasant to him."

—

My

;

Negotiations at Lille.
[M.

Maret

— "Un

to

Lord Malmesbury.]

courier adiesse a une seule personne, et
1797, July 31, Lille.
apportant des depeches pour elle seule, arrive a l'instant. Elles font
pressentir, que des sentiments d'honneur ne permettront pas de revenir
II ne reste done a cet egard que tres peu
sur la mesure anterieure.
Un resultat
d'esperance de changement dans l'etat present des choses.
La
plus heureux dependra uniquement des interets moins directes.
personne qui a recu le courier est autorise a faire par ecrit les communications neeessaires pour amener a des dispositions plus faciles sur
Elle se propose d'expedier cette nuit un
ces interets moins directs.
courier vers les lieux d'ou doivent etre adressees les intentions des
eo-interesses dont les agents doivent bientot se rendre a Paris, afin
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d'influer utilement sue les instructions qui leur seront remises, et nuxquelles tieut tout espoir d'accommodement.
u II serait sans doute precieux de connaitre les bornes dans lesquelles

On
pourraient etre restreintes les pretentions enoncees contre eux.
concevra, qu'en sollicitant des indications d'une nature aussi grave et
aussi confidentielle, on ne peut avoir d'autre but que de favoriser le
desir reciproque de succes, et d'autres regies de conduite que celles que
Ce qui serait confie servirait
doit prescrire la plus prudente reserve.
uniquement de direction dans les efforts qui vont etre faits pres des
co-interesses, et aucune personne quelle qu'elle fut ne serait initiee daus
On reclame egalement dans
ce3 details de pure et d'entiere confiance.
les rapports a faire a qui que ce soit, Poubli absolu de la communication
presente, ofTerte comme un temoignage de la plus veritable estime."
French,

Copy.

Negotiations at Lille.

[Lord Malmesbuby

to

M. Maret.]

— " On regarde

le billet remis comme une preuve
1797, July 31, Lille.
egalement loyale et obligeante des sentiments de la personne qui Pa
On voit
ecrite, et on se fait un plaisir d'y repondre dans le meme sens.
avec chfegrin dependre le seul espoir de succes d'un rapprochement
d'interets aussi dirnciles, pour ne pas dire impossibles, a concilier.
On
assure bien sincerement que les instructions sont positives.
Tout ce
qu'on peut faire c'est de promettre d'employer toute son influence
personnelle pour se procurer la permission de co-operer avec l'auteur
du billet en obtenant, s'il est possible, quelques modifications pour les
interets moins directs.
•' En attendant, pour repondre a une
confidence dont on sent tout le
prix (et comptant sur le meme secret qu'on promet a son tour) on
n'hesite pas de dire qu'on recevra sans difnculte toute proposition de
cette nature, et meme qu'on Pappuyera autant que cela est compatible
avec son devoir."
French.
Copy.

[George Canning]

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Wesley arrived this
1797, July 31, 10 p.m., Spring Gardens.
evening, and would willingly have proceeded at once to Dropmore.
bnt that as he had already been two nights without going to bed on
his journey, and as he could not have arrived at Dropmore in such time
as to have any chance of much conversation with your Lordship this
evening, I confess I rather discouraged his doing so, and recommended
his making the sort of precis, which is herewith sent, of what he had
to communicate to your Lordship, and deferring his going to waiting
upon you at Dropmore till tomorrow morning.
" Lord Malmesbury recommends so earnestly the keeping a profound
secret the particulars of all that has passed at Lille upon this subject,
that Mr. Pitt had thought it right that the enclosed bulletin (written
under his direction) should be circulated among the members of the
Cabinet, as containing all that was fit to be communicated of what
Mr. Wesley brought with him.
** But since seeing Mr. Pitt,
a doubt has arisen in my mind (which I
should state to him if he were still in town, and which I hope your
Lordship will pardon me for suggesting to you) that the members of
the Cabinet might feel some degree of displeasure at so professed a
a

94090.

v
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limitation of confidence in tliem, and that it might be better (if ii
thought right not to communicate the whole) to withhold every thing
from them, until a future opportunity. The ostensible dispatch (No. 15)
is as much as Wesley need have brought, considering the circumstances
which occasioned and will account for his coming over. No. 16, in
which he is referred to for details of great importance, must of course
I have separated the dispatches
in this case be entirely suppressed.
with this view, and with a view of leaving it open to your Lordship to
send as much or as little as you may think right to the King. Your
Lordship will determine how far these views are right ones. I have
only to request that you will have the goodness to let me know your
as you must be aware in
determination as early as possible tomorrow
how very awkward a situation I am placed with regard to the rest of
the Ministers, until I know how 1 am to answer any questions that may
be put to me.
" Till I hear from you I shall confine myself to saying that Wesley
that he
is come over in consequence of Lord Mornington's summons
brings a dispatch of form and rather promises of future communications than any thing of immediate importance."
;

;

;

Enclosure

Henry Wesley

to

1.

Lord Grenville.

—

"I arrived in London this1797, July 31, 9 p.m., Spring Gardens.
evening, but not so early as to enable me to reach Dropmore in any
reasonable time. I have therefore thoughr it better to put upon paper
as accurately as I could the substance of what Lord Malmesbury
I cannot but be
entrusted to me to cornmunieete to your Lordship.
sensible that, in the haste in which I have written, there may be much
upon which your Lordship may require further explanation ; and I
shall therefore do myself the honour of waiting on your Lordship at
Dropmore tomorrow by twelve o'clock."
Enclosure

Memorandum

of

2.

Mr. Wesley.

— " On the

J4th of July an Englishman, whose name
1797, July 31.
Cunningham, who has been for some years resident at Lisle, called
on Mr. Wesley and said he was come on a business of the utmost
importance which he had been desired to communicate to some person
He then produced a note which he said
in Lord Malmesbury's suite.
he had received that morning from a M. Pein, a most intimate friend
of his, and a near relation of Maret's. The following were the words
// seroit pent-etre necessaire que, pour pressor la negociaof his note.
tion, Lord Malmesbury ent des moyens de f?entendre et preparer h 8

is

'

1

matieres avec la personne qui est vraiment la seule en (tat de conduire
r affaire ; dans ce cas on pourrait ?n onager an Lord un intermediairc
*
qui a la confiance entiere de la personne en question, et qui, comme
y
elle, n a d 'autre but que V inter et de tons, et tin arrangement eg ale
As soon as Mr. Wesley had read the note,
ment convenable?
Mr. Cunningham proceeded to state that his friend was in possession
of the entire confidence of Maret, by whom he had been authorised to
make the above overture. Mr. Wesley immediately informed Lord
Malmesbury of what had passed between Mr. Cunningham and him,
and it was agreed that Mr. Ellis and M. Pein should meet in th«

1

*

1

'
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At that interview M. Pein repeated nearly what Mr.
Cunningham had said in the morning, and added that Maret's opinions

evening.

all political subjects were very different from those of the other
Plenipotentiaries ; that he was the intimate friend of Barthelemy
through whose means he had been appointed one of the Ministers to
treat for peace with England ; that therefore his sentiments could not
be doubted, as it was well known Barthelemy was sincerely desirous
M. Pein added that Maret had his
of the restoration of peace.
suspicions with respect to the intentions of the Directory ; but that
the cry of the whole nation was so decidedly for peace, and the
majority of the Representatives in the two Councils so convinced of
the impracticability of carrying on the war for a much longer term,
that, if the negotiation was prudently conducted, the Directory must
M. Pein, in the course of this conversation,
in the end give way.
frequently insisted on the necessity of gaining time; on which he
said the success of the whole business chiefly depended.
" Mr, Ellis saw him again on the 16th, and he then assured him
on the part of Maret that the note of the Directory in answer to Lord
Malmesbury's project had appeared no less offensive to the French
legation than to the English ; that even Le Tourneur had expressed
the most violent indignation on the subject, and that they had sent to
the Ministre des Relations Eccterieures the most pointed remonstrance
that they could venture on the subject.
His own opinion was * que
c'etait une infawie de Charles De la Croix.''
Pie added that the
Directory had kept Maret five days at Paris after Le Tourneur and
Pleville, with a view of giving him the fullest private instructions ;
during which time they never hinted at the secret articles of the
Spanish or Dutch treaties.
begged Mr. Ellis to tell Lord Malmesbury that the French legation adjured him to palliate the measure
as well as he could to his Court.
Mr. Ellis has seen him several
times since, and the following is a general statement of what has
passed between them. He said that Maret being personally known
to and liked by Barras, was promised by him, as well as by Carnot
and Barthelemy, to be promoted to the place of Minister of Foreign
Affairs, but that knowing Talleyrand to be his rival for that place, he
had waited on him to say that his wish was to begin by some foreign
mission ; that he should prefer London, for which his appointment to
the legation at Lisle was a natural preparation ; that he would willingly
quit his pretentions to the Ministry if he (Talleyrand) would assist
him in his other views. He added that Delacroix could not stay in
long, and that his dismissal and the nomination of Talleyrand (both
of which have since happened) would tend very much to further the
views of the English. He said that Le Tourneur was so dull and
obstinate that Maret found it very difficult, with all his address, to
guide him right. That he had with some trouble managed Pleville,
and through him Le Tourneur; but that Pleville's appointment to
the Ministry of the Marine would be very inconvenient to him unless
he could rn*ocure the appointment of Colchen in his room. He seemed
very anxious about the answer to be brought by our courier, and
begged to know in time what that answer was, in order that Maret

on

He

might be prepared to act in concert with Lord Malmesbury, both by
m-eparing Le Tourneur for the conference, and by making the earliest
Mr. Ellis agreed with him about a
favourable impression in Paris.
sign of intelligence by which Lord Malmesbury and Maret might
understand each other, without attracting the attention of Le Tourneur
and Colchen. Immediately after the conference, in consequence of the
arrival of our courier, he sent for Mr. Ellis and told him he had two

Y
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requests to make one was that Lord Malmesbury would delay sending
his note to the legation for 24 hours the other that the note might
be communicated to Maret before it was delivered. Mr. Ellis acceded
He
to both, and received the note back from him the next morning.
read to Mr. Ellis a few words from Maret to himself in which he says,
after some handsome things about Lord Malmesbury, ' qu'il n*y aura
plus entre eux d autre dispute que celle de franchise et de loi/aute.'
He then put into Mr. Ellis's hands a note for Lord Malmesbury, in
which Maret says, that in consequence of the temper with which the
note is written, it cannot but do good that far from wishing to weaken
any part of it, he thought it might be strengthened still farther by a
reference to the arrete of the Directory of 27th November last. He
then said that in order to prove to Mr. Ellis that he had not insisted
without reason on the necessity of delaying our note, he would rend to
him a letter which Maret had the night before received from
Bartheleray. It was expressed very nearly in these words ' tPai parte
*
hier au nouveau Ministre des Relations Exterieures sur V affaire
'
de notre ami commun Colchen, et il m'avoit promts de proposer
1
aujourd/hui au Directoire sa nomination a la place vacante dans
II rCen a cependant rien fait, je ne sais poizrvotre Legation.
1
J' en aurais fait moi-meme la
quoi, peut-etre le fera't-il demain.
proposition si je n'avais craint de vous nuire. Pleville. graces a
'
vos soins, me parait bien dispose pour la paix, mais fai de fortes
'
raisons de croire qu'une certain E personne revient ou se dispose a
1
revenir a Vavis de ses anciens collegues ; (the certaine personne means
'
Le Tourneur) fai les plus grandes inquietudes sur Vabsurds obstacle
*
qiCon a mis en avant pour retarder la paix, c'est a dire, nos liaisons
'
Comment, avec du sens commun, peut-on insister
envers nos allies.
n
'
s ir un raisonnement aussi absurde, dans un tems oil la paix nous est
absolument necessaire, et ou nous sommes surs de la faire glorieuse.
6
Cependant cela est. Vous ne sauriez vous fig urer la jalousie, les sottes
*
Towards the end of the letter he
preventions de certaines gens.'
says, 'Nous sommes dans une crise abominable, mais, avec le tems et
i
Patientez, je vous prie, et
la moderation, on vient a bout de tout.
*
cherchez s'il est possible a gagner du terns?
i(
few hours before Mr. Wesley left Lisle Mr. Ellis had another
interview with M. Pein. M. Pein said that Maret had written him
word that he had that morning received private letters from Paris
Pein believed these to be
containing very favourable intelligence.
answers to the letters written by Maret to prepare his friends at Paris
He said he did not think it likely that
for Lord Malmesbury's note.
the official answer to Lord Malmesbury's note would arrive at Lisle
before Monday or Tuesday, but that he had little doubt of its being
such as would enable him to go on with the negotiation. It would
not be possible for him, he said, to see Maret before the departure of
Mr. Wesley, as he was gone out of town and was not to return till the
*
next day. He then told Mr. Ellis that an article had appeared in one
of the French newspapers stating that Carnot had had an interview
with La Revelliere Lepaux for the purpose of endeavouring to bring
him round to the moderate party. This he said was not true; that it
was Pichegru who was the real mediator between the Moderes and
the violent part of the Directory ; and that, from the style of Pichegru's
report to the Council upon the conduct of the Executive Power in
having violated the constitution, which report is much more moderate
than was expected, it is probable he has succeeded in bringing about
something like a reconciliation. It seems that the Modcre party in
the Council, though generally alarmed beyond measure at the Jacobins,
;

;

1

;

;

1

1

;

1

A
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and that, though they
are now perfectly fearless under Pichegru
cannot easily attack the authority of the Directory immediately, they
can get the better of them through the medium of the Ministers.
They have driven out Delacroix, Truguefc, and very lately Lenoir
Laroche; should they succeed against Merlin, which seems probable,
they will greatly diminish the preponderance of the Jacobinical part
committee is at this moment framing a
of the Executive Power.
and they are passing a bill
report on the comptabilite des Ministres
for the purpose of reorganising the National Gruard, which, when under
the influence or control of such men as Pichegru, will become a most,
It should
formidable body, entirely devoted to the moderate party.
seem from all these circumstances that the Directory, divided as it
And thiis is certainly an
now is, must grow weaker every day.
argument in favour of Pein's maxim, that everything depends on
gaining time.
He told Mr. Ellis that every day that passed over our
heads put us upon surer ground; and that it is impossible for the
Directory to hold out much longer against the clamoir for peace,
when the impracticability of furnishing funds for the continuation of
the war is notorious to everybody."
;

A

;

Enclosure

Most

3.

secret.

Circular

to

Cabinet Ministers (not

sent).

—

"Mr. Wesley arrived in town this evening with
1797, July 31.
despatches from Lord Malmesbury, and charged with communications,
the details of which are of such a nature that Lord Malmesbury feels
himself bound to require that they should be kept entirely secret for
the present. The substance of these communications is
" That some of the persons accompanying Lord Malmesbury have
found an opportunity of establishing a secret communication with a
person confidentially connected with a part of the French mission.
From a number of circumstances (which it is stipulated shall not be
disclosed) there is little doubt that this person expresses the real
sentiments of those for whom he professes to speak ; and that they
are in direct communication with the leading persons of the moderate
party at Paris. This party, so far as can be judged from these reports,
The business has not yet gone so far
is sincerely inclined to peace.
as to lead to the mention of any particular terms of peace.
But the
extravagance of the pretension advanced in the last note of the Directory
is not only admitted, but seems to be strongly felt
and the equity of
the original principle of compensations is acknowledged.
" The persons in question recommend above all things our Endeavouring to gain time, which is considered as particularly material during
the present state of parties at Paris.
And they appear to be persuaded
that, by patience and firmness on our part, the difficulty arising out of
the present pretensions of the Directory will be overcome ; and that
the negotiation may be carried on with a considerable prospect of
:

;

success."

George Canning

to

Lord Grenville.

— "I

am infinitely obliged to your
1797, August 1, Downing Street.
Lordship for your early answer to my letter, without which I should
have felt myself very much at a loss how to measure my language upon
this occasion.
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sent me will be a very
me. And I have thought indeed that the safest mode of
making any communication upon the subject will be to make a transcript
of it, to be circulated {sealed) among the members of the Cabinet.
li
I wrote to Mr. Pitt last night, after having dispatched the messenger
to Dropmore, as fully and to the same effect as I had done to your LordHe is not to be in town today, but I shall see him in a few hours
ship.
at Wimbledon, where I am to meet him at dinner, and where I will
take care to arrive (with my memorandum) before him.
" This engagement at Wimbledon prevents me from having the
pleasure of waiting upon you at Dropmore today, which I would otherTomorrow I think it not improbable from what
wise gladly have done.
Wesley tells me that a messenger may arrive from Lille, with the answer
of the Directory to Lord Malmesbury's last note, which was expected at
Lille yesterday, or this morning.
" The new boxes will not be ready till this evening.
In the meantime,
I send to the King with all the precautions which your Lordship
recommends.
" I enclose the copy of your letter.
" I open my packet again to tell your Lordship that I have received
an answer from Mr. Pitt to my letter of last night. He says that he
that half
feels very strongly the force of the objections to the bulletin
*
the secret is enough, if disclosed, to do a great deal of the mischief
'
and there is perhaps less security for its being faithfully kept, when
any part is withheld. On the other hand, he does not see how it can
*
be kept back altogether. He inclines to think that it would be best
*
that the whole narrative should be confidentially circulated in a most
*
secret and sealed packet.'
He concludes with saying that it is
*
impossible to decide anything until I shall have received your Lord*
ship's answer, which he presumes I shall have done before we meet at
* Wimbledon
and that he will not arrive at Wimbledon till just before
'
dinner, in order to avoid saying anything till he has seen me."

"

The memorandum which your Lordship has

safe guide to

'

1

j

1

*

;

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—

"Lord Grenville has the honour to
1797, August 1, Dropmore.
transmit to your Majesty the dispatches received last night from Lord
Malmesbury. He has not yet seen Mr. Wesley, whom he expects here
in the course of this day, he having been much fatigued with his journey
from Lisle. But he understands that the result of Mr. Wesley's account
of the state of things at Paris, as far as it was known to Lord Malmesbury, confirms the opinions before entertained by him that the event of
the negotiation depends almost entirely on that of the present struggle
and that an indirect communication has even been made to
at Paris
;

Lord Malmesbury

to that effect."

Copy.

George
1797, August 2,

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Weymouth. — " I should

hope from the intimations
Lord Malmesbury's dispatches that Mr. Wesley's will have much
curious intelligence to communicate to Lord Grenville, who, I trust,
will write to me the material information.
Every account from Paris
proves that the struggle at Paris must be very great, and on the issue of
that, not on the state of any proposition from hence, will tlje fate of
peace or the continuation of war depend."
in
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Lord Grenville

George

to

III.

Dropmore. — " Lord

Grenville has been honoured
1797, August 4,
with your Majesty's commands, and he thinks that the best manner in
which he can execute them to your Majesty's satisfaction will be by
humbly submitting to your Majesty the paper herewith enclosed, which
was drawn up by Mr. Wesley immediately after his arrival here as the
substance of what he was to report, though it has been docketed by
mistake as a communication from Lord Malmesbury.
**
Lord Grenville had near two hpurs' conversation with Mr. Wesley
on the different points to which this paper relates, on every one of
which he examined him as particularly as possible, but he did not find
that any material circumstance had come to Mr. Wesley's knowledge
which is not there stated and, indeed, the whole of the information
which Lord Malmesbury has been able to obtain of the state of affairs
He
at Paris seems to arise solely from this channel of communication.
particularly questioned Mr. Wesley whether anything had been said
about terms of peace, as, without this, all other assurances seem to him
It appears however
to be extremely vague and little to be relied on.
that nothing had passed on that head beyond the general expression of
reasonable terms, and an implied concession that your Majesty was
entitled to some compensation, but without intimating anything of its
nature or amount.
" Lord Grenville does not therefore flatter himself that much more
results from this communication than that the moderate party were
desirous to prevent the negotiation from being abruptly terminated
pending the struggle at Paris but, if they should succeed, there seems
no sufficient ground to rely on their being actuated by any other
disposition for peace than what would arise from a motive to the
operation of which their adversaries would, under the like circumstances, be equally, or even more exposed, the great difficulty which
they would find in continuing the war.
" Lord Grenville has, however, thought that the peculiar nature of
this communication, and the danger to which any knowledge or suspicion
of it would subject the person there named, justified him (particularly
under the unfortunate circumstance of the publicity which the former
part of this negotiation has been exposed to, from some cause which he
cannot ascertain) in withholding from all his colleagues in office except
Mr. Pitt, the name and situation of the person with whom Lord
Malmesbury has communicated and in stating to them only the general
result, of that communication
and he humbly hopes that in so doing
he has not deviated from the usual course of your Majesty's service on
similar occasions, or transgressed the rules which your Majesty would
be pleased to prescribe to him for his conduct if the time would have
admitted of such a reference."
;

;

;

;

Copy by Lord

Grenville.

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

York Farm. " Malgre ma meilleure envie d'etre
danstous les instans de ma vie, il me parait que celui-ci
est un de ceux pendant leaquels il doit lui etre absolument indifferent
que je me trouve a Londres ou a Broadstairs. Ce dernier endroit n'est
pas d'ailleurs tellement eloign e* de la capitale que je ne puisse pas y
recevoir regulierement les informations necessaires pour remplir ma
gazette politique called depeche. Cela pose, pourvu que vous ne le
[1797, August 4]

utile a

ma Cour

trouviez pas mauvais, je

me

propose

d'aller passer huit

autres jours
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avec Madame de Starhemberg et mes enfans. Je partirai mardi prochain, et serai de retour le mardi d'apres.
Si dans l'intervalle vous
jugiez ma presence necessaire, un mot de vous me ferait arriver a
Loudres 24 heures apres l'avis recu. Je me recommande a vos bontes
pendant l'iutervalle, dans le cas de l'expedition d'un courier, et
j'attendrai votre permission avant de m'absenter.
" J'aurai soin d'informer M. Canning du moment de mon depart et
de celui de mon retour, pour eviter que vos bontes pour moi ne deviennent inutiles, comme dans l'occasion du depart du courier Hunter.
Agreez mes hommages ; le bruit public m'apprend que les negotiations
de Lord Malmsbury cheminent. Je ne demande point un secret auquel
la derniere conduite de ma Cour ne me donne aucun droit, selon moi
mais je ne puis me refuser a vous parler isi de tous les voeux que je
forme dans mon eceur pour la reussite de tout ce qui peut contribuer au
bien ou a

du pays que

l'utilite

j'habite, et

que je regarde comme

ma

seconde patrie."
French.

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

Dropmore. — "Je

ne prevois rien qui puisse vous
quel que chose arrivait, nous serions toujours
assez a temps de vous en prevenir a Broadstairs, ou je vous souhaite
tres sincerement toute sorte d'amusemens propres a, vous faire oublier
les chagrins auxquels notre metier nous expose, et les tristes reflexions
qu'on ne peut gueres s'empecher de faire en songeant a l'avenir. Mes
lettres de Vienne par cette derniere malle ne m'apportent rien de bien
La negotiation parait ne s'avancer que
positifsur l'etat des choses.
tres lentement, et il semble qu'on n'est rien moins que content de M. de
1797, August 5,

retenir en ville, mais,

si

Gallo.
On a meme dit au Chevalier Eden que si nous pourrions,
TAngleterre et l'Autriche, resister de concert encore pour quelques mois,
nous obligerions l'ennemi a se soumettre a des conditions raisonnables.
Oh si cette verite eut ete sentie il y a trois mois. quand il etait encore

temps

!

French.

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grknville.

1707, August 5, Weymouth. ; 'I have copied the letter for the
of Ostragothia, and desire it may be sent to Mr. Hailes with
the same instructions that were sent on board the packet, and sunk
when she was taken
" I have read with attention the paper drawn up by Mr. Wesley,
and perfectly coincide in opinion with Lord Grenville that it by no
means holds out any view that can found an opinion that peace will
be effected but it certainly shows that the gaining f time ?j may be
advantageous.
" I thoroughly approve of Lord Grenville's having only communicated
this paper to Mr. Pitt, as it can be of no use in forming any opinion,
and the less papers not necessary towards effecting that are circulated
the better."

Duke

;

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
" Mr. Wesley will have acquainted you with
1797, August 6, Lille.
the secret channel of communication that has been opened here, and

—
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with such information as I had derived through it up to the day of his
Since, still more material intelligence has come to my
leaving Lille.
knowledge, and the same motive which induced me to employ Mr. Wesley
determines me now to send Lord G. Leveson to England. I have no
doubt you found Mr. Wesley exact and accurate. You will, I am sure,
and, besides the advantage this mode
find Lord Granville equally so
of communication has over all others in point of secrecy and safety, you
derive from it the power of question and inquiry, which, for my own
satisfaction and comfort, is one that I am very desirous of affording you,
since what is now passing ex-officially is so much more important than
what passes officially, that I do not feel at all justified in venturing to
and am very anxious to have it
act upon il on my own judgement
stated so correctly, and examined so carefully, that its real value
may be ascertained, and Lord Granville bring me back orders in
;

;

consequence.

"Had I no other grounds at this moment to form an opinion but the
conduct of the Directory, I should look upon the negotiation as in a very
precarious state, and apprehend its breaking up to be a very near event.
But, if what I bear from this secret quarter can be relied on, I must
hold a contrary belief I must suppose the French will contend only for
terms and give way in substance, and that they will affect to perform
their engagements (real or supposed) in appearance, but break them in
;

fact.

" It required no great art to see through the object of Maret's
note of the 31st July. I hope my answer will be thought sufficiently
guarded and, at the same time, as explicit enough to encourage him to
continue his communications ; at all events, it is to be recollected that
the originals of both our notes are restored and that they never can be
produced.
" It is clear from what M[aret] writes that, if the Directory wish to
make peace at all, it is at the expense of their allies ; and from the step
they have taken, they probably are in earnest. If this should be the
case (which must shortly appear) the negotiation will soon be brought
to a discussion of the more or less we are to keep from the Dutch,
since, if what is told us could be credited, the interests cf Spain
and Portugal will not throw any great obstacles in the way of the
treaty ; but this is so contrary to the conduct observed by the
Directory during their last negotiation with the court of Lisbon, that
I fear, on this particular point, our informer is either not trusted or
not sincere.
" From every thing you read and hear to-day you will, I am sure,
be confirmed in your opinion that on the upshot of the present contest at Paris depends the fate of the treaty ; that it cannot possibly
be forced on here by any means in my power and that the best and
only line of conduct I can adopt is, by temper and patience, to
prevent its premature rupture from being imputed to us, and by
prudence and caution to let nothing escape me which may betray an
over-eagerness for its success, or pledge me directly or indirectly to
any unbecoming conditions when we really begin to negotiate.
M If the delay, which from the confidential channel is accounted
for as being purposely managed for good ends, should, after all, arise
from direct contrary motives, and be concerted on the part of the
three hostile Directors for the purpose of gaining time in order that
they may the better accomplish their views of power, I do not see,
even in that case (except that every additional day of war is to be
;

regretted) any particular evil which will result from it.
If the treaty
is ultimately to break off, it must be done on the part of the French
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Government in a more offensive way after they have allowed it to
go on for a length of time than at its beginning.
I have no good
grounds to suspect this, but it is possible that the three Directors,
who are certainly more daring than able, may, either by reckoning
on support from Buonaparte, or by means of the armed force with
which they are surrounding Paris, or perhaps after the signing of
the definitive treaty with Austria, think events may turn up in their
favour of which tbey are desirous to take the chance.
" I shall conclude this letter by saying that, with respect to our
secret information, Mr. Ellis has been troubled, at my request, after
each interview to write down a detailed and circumstantial account
of any conversation which passed, in order that I might, by comparing
the whole together, be enabled to judge whether it taJlied exactly;
and, as I cannot discover that his informant has been betrayed into
any contradiction, I really do not think there is any internal evidence
against his credibility."
Postscript.
"The note just received from Maret, and at the moment
I am making up my letters, is very curious and very satisfactory. It
need not, however, produce an alteration in, or addition to my official
dispatches, as I have anticipated his advice."

—

Enclosure,

[M. Maret

to

Lord Malmesbury.]

—"

II etait difficile d'apres la maniere dont se
1797, August 6, Lille.
sont ecoules les moments tres courts que Ton a passes ensemble, qu'ils
La personne qu'on avait disposee
offrissent des ouvertures plus positives.
a s'expliquer, a besoin d'etre amene par des circumlocutions un peu plus
On a repete, dans l'intention de supplier a tout, que dans
longues.
l'etat des choses, les delais disent precisement ce qu'on ne peut exprimer
Ne peut-on pas s'en autoriser pour ecrire avec le ton de
positivement.
la certitude, l'etat vrai dont on a ete informe particulierement ?
Ce
rapport, s'il pouvait devenir public, ne saurait ete desavoue ; et celui
qui l'aurait autorise ne se trouverait nullement compromis, en convenant
qu'une sagacite superieure a su demeler la verite a travers des
expressions qu'il avait desire rendre, tout a la fois, obligeantes et
mysterieuses."

French.

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

Dropmore. — " Mr.

Wesley on his return to Lisle
8,
you the extent of the caution which has been observed in
order to prevent the possibility of any disclosure of the particulars
which he was charged to communicate. In order to adhere to this line,
it will be proper that you should carefully put into separate dispatches
communication, keeping the ordinary
all that has reference to that
chain of your correspondence complete by the relation of all other facts
and reasonings not necessarily connected with that circumstance, or
1797, August

will state to

leading to it.
" Wesley has a separate note of names to be used for still greater
caution, in order that the personal safety of those who communicate
with you may be secured as far as possible against accidents.
" I am impatiently waiting to hear from you, though, from what
Wesley said, I am prepared to think that all delay is for the best."

Copy.
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Negotiations at Lille.
1797, July— August.— " On Monday, July 31st, Mr. Ellis had a
message from M. le Pern desiring to see him immediately his friend
Maret had received letters from Paris the news contained in them
was certainly not altogether satisfactory at the same time, however,
that the Directory refused absolutely to give way, they showed anxiety
that the negotiation should not break off; they had recourse to an
expedient which, if we thought fit, he said, still left us hopes of peace.
They had invited the Batavian Republic to send Plenipotentiaries to
Paris, in hopes that the Ministers would advise them to make concessions on the part of the Dutch that the new Minister of Exterior
Relations had written to his friend only, informing him he had delayed
the public messenger in order that he might first privately consult with
us, and then dispatch ... to Noel (who was directed to pay the greatest
attention to his advice) to urge him to procure such instructions for
their Plenipotentiaries as might lead to peace.
His friend had written
upon this subject a note to Lord* Malmesbury, which he would first
read, and then put into Mr. Ellis's hands, desiring him to copy and
return it to him.
He begged to have a written answer, which he
would in the same manner return after communicating it to his friend.
When he came to that part of the note which requests a communication
(in confidence) of our ultimatum, he said, Je vous prie de croire que
mon ami sent comme vous la delicatesse de la demande ; mats en/in,
4
on ne croit pas que votre premier projet soit votre dernier mot.
SHI
vous est permis de vous reldcher un peu, d'accorder quelques facilites,
il s'agit de savoir si vous avez assez de confiance dans la probite de
* mon ami, pour lui
confier voire secret, afin qiCil puisse de son cote
prendre les mesures les plus propres a faciliter voire marche? After
he had done speaking, Mr. Ellis answered him that he would willingly
take the note to Lord Malmesbury, and would promise him a written
answer on the same terms ; but that he could tell him beforehand, the
answer could not possibly quite meet the wishes of his friend. You
must, consider, Mr. Ellis said, this is not our first offer of peace.
Your
Directory affected to believe our first offers insincere
they would
willingly persuade the world that we do not now wish for peace
but
you know that if we now broke off the negotiation, they would incur in
the eyes of Europe the whole responsibility.
Will the French Legislature and nation devote their lives and fortunes in the prosecution of a
war which has no longer a national object ? You admit this is not very
certain
you admit that it is certain that France would incur much
more than her natural share of misery from the continuation of the war
nay, you urge this as a plea to induce us to make further sacrifices
but surely this argument ought to weigh a little with your Directory.
He admitted all this, but convinced that we were sincerely desirous of
peace, he wished to know
whether we would make any farther
•

;

;

;

'

1

'

i

;

;

;

;

it.
You know, said M. Pein, that the Legislative
gains ground every day ; that the majority of the Directory grows
weaker in the same proportion; consequently every day that the
negotiation continues advances your cause.
You best know how far
you have any confidence in my friend, how far you wish, how far it is
The Directory have, in their
in your power, to co-operate with him.

sacrifices to obtain

Body

distress for money, very meanly, very foolishly, very unconstitutionally,
pledged themselves to the Dutch to procure the restitution of all your
conquests. Perhaps this money transaction cannot be defended under the
terms of the Constitution as a secret article of treaty. Of this you are
certain, that they will not break off immediately, nor force you to break
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immediately.
Judge for yourselves and tell me your decision
passes between us is not binding till it is avowed by your Cabinet,
and till Lord Malmesbury receives orders to act in consequence at his
conferences with the French Legation.
Mr. Ellis told him that Lord
Malmesbury's instructions were positive that our first object had been
to evince our sincerity by the reasonableness of our proposals
that as
to Ceylon, any definite demand of the island (which we should retain
only as means of additional security to our East India possessions) must
be dictated by the previous desire of recommencing hostilities in that
country as soon as the finances of France should enable her to send a
That the Cape was ours at present, and that he had not
fleet there.
heard a shadow of reason why we should part with it. Lastly, that our
demand of Cochin was only in return for Negapatnam, which was, he
conceived, of much higher value to the Dutch.
Here le Pein said, * si
*
vous vouliez rendre le Cap, je suis bien persuade qiCil ne tiendrait
i
qiCa vous de signer la paix dans quinze jours*
Mr. Ellis told him
that Lord Malmesbury could not consent to any such thing that his
proposal to him was, in three words, only a proposal to gain time, to
which he was persuaded that Lord Malmesbury from his confidence in
Maret would consent, and that he would go immediately and bring him
a written answer to his note. But, said Le Pein, if we put the answer
which will come from the Directory tomorrow into civil words, will you
answer it civilly, and wait ? Mr. Ellis said, certainly. But your Cabinet,
Le Pein then added, will think we are doing nothing will you send
over a confidential person (for we entreat you not to write) who will
explain verbally, under the seal of the most sacred secrecy, that Lord
Malmesbury and my friend are jointly labouring on the same subject,
and that, unpromising as the negotiation now appears, we have still
Mr. Ellis then
great hopes of concluding it by an honourable peace.
returned heme with Maret's note, and on the same evening returned it
with Lord Malmesbury's answer.
" On the following morning, Tuesday 1st August, Mr. Ellis called
upon M. Le Pein, who returned to him Lord Malmesbury's note. He
said that Maret had written to Noel in conformity to what had been
agreed upon ; stating that he was desired by Talleyrand to insist on
the necessity of some complaisance on the part of Holland ; to remark
that it was probable no future opportunity of making peace would be
so favourable as the present ; that the penury of the French finances
was notorious that it was impossible for the Directory to look forward
to the formation of such a marine as, with the fullest assistance of
Spain, aided by the navy of the Batavian Republic, could face that
of England. That the remainder of the Dutch colonies must probably
soon fall ; that the Directory were ready to go all lengths for the
purpose of fulfilling its treaties; but that the Dutch must feel the
difficulty of continuing a war, which must henceforward become a naval
war, without money, or ships, or effective allies, and contrary to the
Mr. Ellis
decided wishes wishes of all Europe and the French nation.
said this was all very good sense; but observed, at the same time to
him, that it was impossible that the Directory, if truly desirous of
peace, should be unable to force the Dutch to compliance that certainly
the Directory were not bound to the performance of the secret articles
by which they pretended to be confined, since it was absurd to suppose
that any such money transaction as he had alluded to could have been
kept secret in Holland. Le Pein said, you certainly misunderstood me.
The sum of money to which 1 alluded is mentioned in the public articles,
great part of it has not been paid, and the Directory in their distress
It was stipulated in a secret article
are very solicitous for its payment.
off

What

;

;

;

;

;

;
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that we should compensate for the large sum demanded by obtaining
from you the restitution of all you had taken, or might take from them.
How can they now press for payment on one side, and refuse the
It is for this reason
condition to which they had bound themselves ?
I answered, in this case why did the
that address is necessary.
Directory in November last agree to the principle of mutual compenAnd why did they lately propose to treat in the name, and
sation ?
on the part of their allies, since it appears by what you now say, if I
understand you right, that you had not, and have not, full powers.
His answer, according to Mr. Ellis's recollection, was nearly in these
Je pourrais vous remarquer en general que le Directoire ne
words
1
D'ailleurs pour repondre a votre premiere question,
sait ce qu'il dit.
'
le Directoire ne voulait pas la paix ; il voulait savoir votre dernier
*
mot, decouvrir oil se bornaient vos pretentions, vous faire une querelle
Quant a la seconde, il a encore agi
d'Allemand, et vous renvoyer.
i
sottement ; il esperait vous faire la loi ; il esperait forcer la nation
a continuer la guerre ; il esperait dominer les circonsta?ices ; et il se
*
Vos objections sont sans replique ; mais
trouve domine par elles.
*
que voulez vous ? la paix, Je vous avois deja dit des not re premier
entretien, que le biais qu'on vient d'imaginer pourrait nous y mener ;
1
Le moyen que
et je le crois encore, pourvu que vous y consentiez.
1
nous employons nous fait peu aVhonmur, il est vrai ; mais que vous
1
Mr. Ellis then
importe, s'il vous mene oil vous voulez arriver*
observed to him that his friend's note of yesterday requested, and
indeed stipulated, perfect secrecy on the part of Lord Malmesbury, and
that this might, he was afraid, defeat the whole object that his friend
that while the Directory persisted in keeping such
had in view
untenable ground he could not guess how his friend could frame an
ostensible answer that should at all convey the spirit of his private
That Lord Malmesbury, acting under orders which had
assurances.
been submitted to the confidential servants of his Majesty, must satisfy
the Cabinet that he was not so far hurried away by his private
wishes for peace, as to act in opposition to those orders.
Pie
interrupted Mr. Ellis, and said, we will take care that the communication which we shall make to you shall not put you under the
necessity of breaking off the negotiation.
It shall express that the
Directory will consult with their allies; and this will give Lord
Malmesbury an opportunity of taking our answer, if he pleases, ad
Jf Noel should succeed in his commission, which we
referendum.
shall know in a few days, it will then be for your Cabiuet to determine
what instructions they will give on the subject, and to relax or persist
in their present demands.
You are hitherto bound to nothing. If this
cause were pleaded before a jury of Frenchmen, or before the whole
French nation, they would certainly think your present demands not
exorbitant; because it is just that your gains by the war should be in
some measure proportionate to ours. I have already explained to you
that the Directory are unlike such a jury, but you can lose nothing by
a little delay.
The strength of the Directory sinks every hour. Mr.
Ellis said this might be true; but that it was possible the Directory
might, in some respects, be great gainers by delay ; that the signature of
Mr. Ellis was here
the definitive treaty with Austria for instance
interrupted by Le Pein, who i?aid, the mere approach of peace has given
strength to the Councils, and every additional step towards it must add
The wish for peace is, as you know, universal in
to their strength.
France, and lias long been so; but ihe many complicated interests which
it would have been necessary to reconcile, had we negotiated when we
had Austria and all Germany for our enemies, would have eternally
;

'

1

'

*

;

—
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offered new subterfuges to tbe Directory.
The question is now become
so plain, that they will soon have no means of evading it.
Mr. Ellis

why the French Plenipotentiaries intended giving in any
written declaration at ail ? And why they would not ask for a confer-

then asked him

ence ? You must feel, said he, that your note, word it as you will,
cannot meet all the objections stated to you in our last. Tt is notorious
that you did invite us to treat with you as Plenipotentiaries for your
allies.
You now say you are not so. Why put this proof of your
He answered that he w ould not fail to convey this
evasion on paper ?
Mr. Ellis then said, you have hitherto taken no
proposal to his friend.
notice either of Spain or Portugal; and yet the last instructions of the
Directory relate to the interests of Spain as well as those of Holland.
He replied, il est vrai, metis ne vous inquietez pas sur VEspagne.
1
Nous saurons bien la mener ou nous votdons. Ce n'est pas qu'elle ne
6
soit honnetement deraisonable ; ce n'est pas Vembarras.
Cabarrus a
bien remis au Directoire des pretentions excessives et Del Campo
s'evertne, depuis quelque terns, pour qu'on y passe un pen cV attention.
1
Mais on trouve tout cela si absurde qu'on ne son ge pas settlement a y
rc'pondre.
Non, vous pouvez etre tranquil le la-dessus.'
Mr. Ellis
then pressed him on the subject of Portugal, observing to him that the
integrity of the Portuguese possessions was so much a sine qua non 9
that if he foresaw any difficulty on that subject, he had better save
further trouble by stating it, as that would certainly compel us to put an
end to the negotiation. He said i Non ; Le Portugal ne fera jamais
1
un
.; si les interets des Bataves s'arrangent, vous pouvez compter
que nous arriverons, sans difficultes considerables, a la paix?
" On "Wednesday, 2nd August, Mr. Ellis and M. Le Pein again met.
The despatches from the Directory, Le Pein said, were not arrived, and
that they would not arrive till Friday, because they were to come by the
common post, and not by a special courier. He said both Maret and
Le Tourneur had received private letters from Carnot and from Guiraudet,
but that these letters contained nothing beyond what we knew already,
except that the present delay had been owing to the ceremonies and
forms at the reception of the Turkish. Ambassador, and to Talleyrand
not being completely settled in his Office. Mr. Ellis then observed upon
the strange conduct of the Directory, and expressed his apprehensions
that Lord Malmesbury would be unable to state the matter at home in
such a way as to convince the Cabinet that there remained even that
slight hope of success which his friend had admitted in his note to be the
only hope. Le Pein here said with eagerness, I feel this as strongly as
you do, and it is my greatest cause of anxiety. Certainly if the
Directory sincerely wished for peace, they would force the Dutch to
but the Directory are not sincere. It was
withdraw all opposition
proposed to them to compel the Dutch to come into terms the proposal
My friend proposed to them to order the Dutch
was rejected.
commissaries to this place, where he hoped to bring them to terms
Talleyrand proposed to appoint a special
this too was rejected.
we hoped
Minister at the Hague for the same purpose, and
AU he
in this too he failed.
to fix the choice on Semonville
could obtain, after the Directory had ordered the Dutch Ministers to
repair to Par?s, was the permission to send some fresh instructions to
Noel alleging as a reason for it, that the Directory would only make
themselves ridiculous by affecting to consult their allies if those allies
should afterwards appear to pay no regard to their remonstrances.
Talleyrand has written to Noel, who is very well disposed. He has
referred him to my friend for further instructions, ami we too have
r

l

t

;

*

1

.

.

i

;

;

;

;

;

written.

Noel, I

am

sure, will exert'himself to the utmost.

Talley-
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rand will not be inactive at Paris. We may expect an answer in eight
days from the Hague, and shall then be able to judge whether our
hopes are well or ill founded. I trust we shall not be disappointed,
il jaudra nous remettre a
but, if we should, and here he hesitated,
gucrroyer? Mr. Ellis, wishing to know exactly what his ultimate
Comment I vous voulez encore continuer la
expectation was, said
guerre.'"
He replied, No, certainly. We have still means of success
It will
in our power, means which the Directory seem not aware of.
be very disagreeable to employ them but they must be tried, if all
'

'

*

;

The moment of the return of peace, and dismission of theothers fail.
armies, must be the moment of confusion and civil discord, if we have
not a strong and well regulated government; if we cannot put an end
to that unfortunate and disgraceful struggle which the majority in the
Directory so foolishly, and wickedly, desire to provoke between the
But even at this risk, we must defend the Conconstituted authorities.
The Directory have a right to conclude secret articles
stitution.
without the immedia f e participation of the Councils, but the Councils
have a subsequent right to demand the communication of such articles
and finally to break them, if they appear incompatible with the happiSooner than submit to the further continuance of
ness of the people.
the present war, the Council of 500 will certainly try this desperate
remedy ; but they will not try it till every other attempt has failed.
Souvenez-vous, he added, que je vous parle a cceur ouvert, et sous le
sceau du plus profond secret.
Les longueurs de cette negociation
vont vous desesperer ; mais tachez de ne pas perdre patience elles sont
It was then settled that they should meet
accablantes pour nous aussi.
on Friday, the day on which the dispatches from Paris were expected.
On the morning of that day, about eleven o'clock, Mr. Ellis was sent
for by M. Le Pein, and informed by him that the dispatches from the
Directory were arrived and that the French Plenipotentiaries had sent
to propose a conference with Lord Malmesbury, when they would
declare officially what Mr. Ellis had so often heard from him by private
communication. Le Pein said, his friend conceived that disagreeable
effects might be produced by the total interruption of the public conferences and that it would be proposed to Lord Malmesbury today to
meet every post day, in order that, although neither party should have
any thing to communicate, they might not let the public into the secret
of their inactivity. He then added, my friend has received today a
private letter from Talleyrand, which gives us great hopes of success.
He writes word that Lestevenon is arrived at Paris, tjiat he has seen
him, and is perfectly satisfied from his conversation that he may easily
be Drought to hear reason. I have no doubt, he said, that, in consequence of Noel's efforts, the other commissaries from Holland would
be equally tractable ; and, in the mean time, my friend has been, I hope,
usefully employed.
Le Pein then talked of Cabarrus, and described
him as a vain talkative man without abilities, but possessed of considerable influence through his daughter (Madame Tallien) who is the
mistress of Barras.
He arrived here in his way to Amsterdam,
where he is going to transact some money business. He received
a few hours after his arrival here a note from Del Campo by a
;

;

;

stating that the French Government had just communicated
that, with a view
him the present state of the negotiation
to show their respect for the engagements contracted with their
present suspended all discussion on the
allies, they had for the
articles of the British projet ; but that they hoped their allies would,,

courier,

to

;

on their part, consider the fatal consequences likely to arise to all parties
from the continuance of the war and that they would not render such
;
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a continuance necessary by the exorbitancy of their pretensions.
Cabarrus immediately transmitted this note to the French Legation,
and Maret, having personally flattered him a good deal, was treated
by him with great confidence, and was shown the answer he had
written to Del Campo, which was conceived in terms of the most
Maret then persuaded him to stop at
perfect conformity to his wishes.
the Hague in his way to Amsterdam, in order to second Noel's efforts
to bring the Dutch Commissaries to a compliant and peaceable disposition.
Le Pein then added that Lord Malmesbury would find the
French Legation very civil and cordial. Mr. Ellis observed that the
important point was to satisfy our Cabinet that the French Government
was in earnest ; and for this purpose it was necessary that Lord
Malmesbury should be assured officially that the allies had been applied
to.
He again repeated that this would certainly be done that indeed
he had not seen the official dispatches ; but that Talleyrand's letters
were such as to leave him no apprehensions on that score. On Saturday,
August 5th, Mr. Ellis called upon M. Le Pein to inquire into the
reason of Lord Malmesbury not having received at the conference of
the day before the official communication he expected.
Le Pein said
that, in fact, the despatches had not been exactly such as he had looked
for from Talleyrand's private letter; that indeed they communicated
what had been done, but referred them to a future letter for instructions; and that Le Tourneur had not thought himself authorised, under
such orders, to communicate the step which the Directory had taken,
but had contented himself with assuring Lord Malmesbury that the
delay augured well for the final success of the negotiation, and that the
other two Commissaries had hinted at the truth as plainly as they could
venture to do. Mr. Ellis said, although we may be satisfied with the
knowledge afforded us by private communication, you should consider
that it is not official, and therefore cannot be satisfactory to the English
Cabinet. Le Pein admitted this, but added, if the Directory had made
this application to their allies with a mere view to gain time, they would
of course have been ready enough to announce the measure as an excuse.
The conduct of our Government is certainly unsatisfactory, but if it is
not such as to force the British Cabinet to break off the negotiation, and
even if Lord Malmesbury were ignorant of all that we have communicated to him, I cannot think they would feel this necessity at
I trust we shall yet bring matters to a favourable conclusion.
present.
u This was the last interview Mr. Ellis had with M. Le Pein, but,
on Sunday about an hour after Lord Malmesbury's conference, Maret
sent privately by him the enclosed note."*
;

Lord Grenville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

Private.
<l
At Mr. Wesley's request, I send him
1797, August 9, Dropmore.
of your public dispatches by
acknowledgment
the
with
back to you
Lord Gr. Leveson, whom I have seen here today. The communications which I have received from him have not tended to remove the
anxious suspense in which we before were respecting the final termina1 am inclined to believe that the
tion of this important discussion.
person with whom you have communicated is so fnr sincere that he and
but it is, I am afraid,
hi? friends wish that peace may be concluded
very doubtful whether even they wish to conclude it on such terms as
;

* This is the French note of August 6 referred to
Malmesbury's Utter of the same date, see page 34G.

in the postscript

of

Lord
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unavoidably insist ou. And the attempt to learn the further
modifications to which they supposed you were authorised to agree,
before the least ground had been yielded on their part, was one which
does not seem to me to promise well as to their further intentions. I
am extremely glad that this attempt was defeated in the manner in
which it appears to have been, nor do I think it possible that we should
advance one step in the very little we have to concede, till they have
shown that they have not only the will (as they profess) but also the

we must

to be of some service to us.
" In the meantime I have no doubt that it is on every account proper
that the communication should be kept up, as one from which much
good may arise, and from which no inconvenience is to be feared. I
observe that the conduct of the Directory clearly shows them to be as
anxious for delay as those who profess themselves better disposed to
us.
In these things it is sometimes a rule that what your adversary
wishes must be injurious to your interests. But I do not think this
The Directory appear unwilling to hazard a
rule applies here.
rupture at this precise moment, and probably rely on the measures
they are pursuing for being enabled to break off with less danger to
themselves a little time hence. But if pushed to the wall, I think they
would rather hazard the rupture now, than give way and suffer peace
By delay therefore we take the chance of events that
to be concluded.
may be in our favour, and we lose no means of peace at present,
because none such exist.

power

"Such

at

least

is

my

reasoning on

this

most complicated and

I have never thought that the business could be
interesting subject.
speedily brought to any favourable end, and I am much confirmed in
that opinion by finding that it agrees with yours, formed on the spot,

and with much better means of judging.
" The principal ground of apprehension wT hich I feel is from the
apparent weakness and hesitation of the Councils who, while the
Directory are keeping no measures with them, seem nevertheless to
distrust their own strength, and to want that confidence in themselves
which is, in truth, in affairs of this nature the first principle of strength.
I am, however, not ignorant how difficult it is to judge on such points
as those without knowing all the interior circumstances by which they
are governed; and, at the end of all my speculations, I feel that we can
do no more than wait the event which will decide much more certainly
on peace and war than all that we can write or do by volumes of
correspondence.
" The argument that was used to Mr. Ellis about money I take to be
a mere pretence. If I am rightly informed, all that could be squeezed
from the Dutch has already been taken, and more cannot be had at this
time whether the French observe their secret article or break it. Does
it not therefore look as if this subject of money was introduced with
other views, and as preparatory to demands of which you are apprized
that we have received some intimation from a quarter from which we
have frequently had our best intelligence of what was to happen ?

H I was much struck with the intimation that no difficulty would
Can it be possible that Spain can mean to cede
Trinidad to us ?
Or are they already prepared with an equivalent
which they think we shall accept ? Or have they said this without
reflecting on the nature and consequences of our demand in this

arise as to Spain.

respect ?
" I feel that I have run into an unconscionable length with these
speculations and doubts, and I will therefore conclude with expressing
a

94090.

z
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my

we may

impatience to have something on which

reason with more

certainty."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Weymouth. — "I cannot say that

I admire the state
1797, August 10,
which the negotiation is getting, and though by Lord Granville
Levison's paper, Mr. Le Feint and his director Maret pretend to much
good intention, I strongly recommend that all answers from hence may
be of the most cautious kind. At the same time I will confess to Lord
Grenville that I see no disadvantage to us in letting the negotiation
draw into length, and that events at Paris may effect that which the
bad intentions of the three warmest Directors wish to prevent."
in

Lord Malmesbury
Private.

Lord Grenville.

to

—

1797, August 14, Lille. " I have many thanks to return to you
I am much obliged to you for
for your two private letters by Wesley.
sending him back, and I have a hope (though perhaps not a well
founded one) that before he may be called upon to attend his brother
to India, our negotiation will be drawing so near its conclusion, as to
make it unnecessary to appoint a successor to him here.
" I am very sorry that my official letters of today will tend so little
to remove the state of suspense in which we have been kept so long.
The French plenipotentiaries themselves appear to think this delay
unreasonable, and endeavour in our conferences to make up by personal
attentions and civilities the deficiency in their ministerial communications. Whatever may be my private opinion as to the effects
of this delay, you will perceive that in my conversation with them I
always complain of it, represent it as calculated to create uneasiness,
and give rise to the most unpleasant suspicions. Every thing,
however, that I hear and observe convinces me no real evil will result
from it provided it is not carried too far, and I am glad to find that your
opinion coincides with mine on this point.
" The person who is alluded to in my separate dispatch is M. St.
Simon, who (though of a very great family) has lived through the
whole of the revolutions at Paris, and increased very considerably his
He is a shrewd,
family property by the purchase of church lands.
sensible, strong-headed man, and there can be little doubt but that he
spoke his own genuine sentiments and those of the public in general
but you must consider what he says as the consequence more of opinion
and observation than of positive information, and make allowances
It tallies exceedingly well with what we have heard
accordingly.

from Henry,* though certainly no communication subsists between
them; and one of the great inducements I had in being so
accurate in stating the conversation between Ellis and his friend was
that it may serve to convey a great deal of what Henry has told us
without being under the necessity of committing either him or William.
I could wish you would be so good (unless it be absolutely necessary)
not to mention M. St. Simon's name to any one but Mr. Pitt.
" You will see by the very strong and recriminating answer sent by
the Directory to the Councils that I w as not mistaken when I said that
wish I may not be equally
no real conciliation had taken place, and
justified in my apprehensions that the Directorial party will end by
maintaining, consequently by strengthening, its power and authority.
T

I

'

M. Pein.

f

M. Maret.
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But whether, even

temper of the country and
venture to break olf the
negotiation I own I have my doubts, but that they will make it as
unpleasant and difficult as possible, I have none. If the moderate
party had a regular leader, if they prepared their measures before-hand,
and above all, if they confined themselves to popular questions, there is
little doubt but that in the end the Directory must be beat;
but
there cannot exist a stronger proof of this not being the case than the
weak debate on Thursday, when this answer was read from the
Directory.
Vaublanc alone spoke to any purpose, and no strong
in the ruined

in this case, in the present

state of its finance they will

was come to.
"It was perfectly evident to me, and I really thought I had
mentioned it in one of my private letters, that the question of money
when connected with the Dutch cessions was precisely what you say.
The French were to have had about five millions from the Dutch.
They have received about two, and would certainly be very glad to
get the remainder from us as the price of the Cape.
"In regard to the Portuguese peace, M. d'Aranjo is so very strange
a man, so very partial to revolutionary principles and modern
philosophy, that I am almost inclined to believe that he acted under
their influence, and very much from his own head.
His never
acquainting me with his having resumed the negotiation, and his now
only communicating to me such a very general account of the treaty
looks very suspicious.
Possibly Almeida may be able to throw some
light on this mysterious and reserved conduct.
The copy of the treaty
I enclose in my official letter I obtained through Henry, with the
consent of William and as I did not get it till a late hour yesterday,
I thought it better to detain Brooks till after our conference of today.
You will observe that Le Tourneur declared almost officially that no
great difficulty would arise in regard to Spain.
I cannot solve this
resolution

;

problem.
" Since I began this letter I have read a much more detailed account
of Vaublanc's speech on Thursday, and I must retract what I said concerning it. I have thought it so good a one and such an able defence
of the Councils against the Directory, that I have enclosed the paper in

which
"

it is

inserted in one of

The French Legation

my

dispatches."

within these few

days seem allowed to
Maret came into my box at the play on Friday,
and yesterday I went into theirs, to the great surprise and, I believe,
satisfaction of the audience, who were much more attentive to us than
associate with us.

to the play/'

Lord Grenville

to

Lord Malmesbury.

Cleveland How. —

1797, August 18,
bad omen for what is
that

"

This Portuguese business

is

of

come from Talleyrand. You may be assured
the whole has been settled entirely by him and d'Aranjo, and the
to

Court of Lisbon is no party to
him, sent here under flying

as indeed the enclosed

dispatch to
If the
demonstrates.
Directory refuses to listen to any discussion upon the subject, our
negotiations must break ofi°.
If the business is referred to Lisle, it
will much embarrass your proceedings, because it will be of course more
difficult to make them recede from any advantage gained, and which
they have made matter of triumph at Paris, than it would have been to
have stood firm upon this point which they have no pretence to insist
upon. The best expedient that I can devise is that (supposing the
it

;

seal,

sufficiently

z 2
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two parties agreed on all other points) tlie Directory should declare,
for which the words would afford some grounds, that these stipulations
had reference only to the present war, and expire with its termination.
This, if coupled with the signature of peace, and made part of it, we
might accept, but not otherwise, as in any other case it would afford
to the enemy both a motive and a means of continuing the war.
But
I greatly doubt whether the period of peace is yet arrived.
There
seems so much insolence, and such an overbearing opinion of their own
consequence and power even among those who profess themselves the
best disposed, that I fear it will be impossible yet to obtain such terms
Our best chance is in patience and firmness; but
as we must require.
these are no security against such dispositions as we have to contend
with
" I have done as you desire about the name you sent me in your
private letter, and will continue to do so as to all names that you may
have occasion to mention to me with the same reserve. The conduct
of the Councils seems to me even weaker and more childish than Mr.
and yet such is the force of opinion with
Ellis's friend describes it
them that they may ultimately triumph in spite of themselves.
" We have no other account than through you of the Emperor's
resolutions to treat for definitive peace at Udine, but I have no doubt
;

of the fact."

Copy.

Lord Malmesbtjry

to

Lord Grexville.

Private and Secret.
1797, August 22, Lille.—" On Friday last a Mr. Melvil of Boston
in America desired to speak with me, but being informed by my servants
that I never received anybody who was not either personally known
to me, or brought with him letters of recommendation, he asked
whether any of the gentlemen with me would see him, and, in consequence of what he was told, he wrote a note to Mr. Ellis to request
an interview. This was complied with.- The motive of his journey
(for he said he came from Paris on purpose) was precisely the same
as that which brought Mr. Potter to London a few days before my
Mr. Melvil said he had been employed in making the
departure.
that he
Portuguese peace and negotiated the pecuniary part of it
would undertake we should obtain any peace the Directory had the
power ol signing if we could employ him in the same way that it must,
however, cost us somewhat mere than it had cost Portugal and on
being asked what this meant, he said fifteen million of livres would
be the sum required. He asserted with the greatest confidence that
he had full authority for what he advanced, and that if / would see him,
lie would give me incontestable proofs of it.
•'
Mr. Ellis (as we had previously agreed) told Mr. Melvil that my
seeing him was neither possible or material, since he might open
himself with equal confidence and with equal security to him. Mr.
Melvil then intimated (like Potter) that he was trusted by Peter,*
and, like Potter, he was Vami intime de Perregean % but, on being
pressed for further proofs, he had none beyond these to produce,
and these rested solely on assertions. Mr. Ellis asked him whether
from what he said it wus to be inferred that the Directory, or at least
some of its members, intended to apply to their own use the sum to
i>e paid by Portugal, and which, from his statement, appeared to be
Mr. Melvil said yes, they certainly do
at least ten millions of livres.
;

;

;

*

M.

Barras.
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amongst themselves as they did that which was received
utter impossibility of this being fact because, on
one side, it is universally known, though not officially published, that
some pecuniary stipulations made part of these treaties, and on the
other, that these sums are paid into the hands of officers accountable
to the Councils if called upon, and never can pass through the hands
of the Directory, made the whole of Mr. Melvil's story so improbable
that Mr. Ellis, after representing the enormity of the sum asked for,
which, when given as a bribe, exceeded any one ever yet heard of
for such a purpose, declined listening to Mr. Melvil's proposal; and
he, after having seen Mr. Ellis again in the evening and repeating
nearly what he had said in the morning, left Lille on Saturday about
10 a.m., and as he took the road to Arras he is probably returned to
Mr. Melvil was different from Mr. Potter as being much less
Paris.
talkative, and much more reserved and on liis guard when questioned.
He appeared to be between twenty and thirty.
"Although I am nearly satisfied in my own mind that both of them
acted with a view to their own personal interests, and without any direct
authority, yet, as it is material to ascertain whether they really have
any grounds whatever for what they say, and whether, if they have,
the means they allude to might (when reduced into a reasonable shape)
become practicable, after turning the matter over and over again in my
mind and conversing with Mr. Ellis on the subject, it appeared to me
that there could be no risk whatever in communicating the whole of it
to Henry, that it might be done as a proof of the great confidence
placed in him, and by making him acquainted with it, we might possibly
get at the bottom of this business, and be able to derive advantage if
any was to be obtained from it.
" It is necessary to premise that I should not have been so ready to
promote a communication of this sort to Henry if what had passed a
few days ago between him and Mr. Ellis had not prepared the way. It
had been surmised as to that Henry having lost his office (which is
true) was reduced to very narrow circumstances, and that, although lie
expected (r.ould he remain here) to be chosen as a representative of this
commune at the next election, yet that he was obliged to quit Lisle
shortly and return to Paris in order to try to obtain employment.
To
obviate this (which it was supposed we much wished to do) it was
hinted by this friend of his that, if I would advance him 200/., he
would lend that sum to Henry. This was communicated to Ellis by a
note.
To this note, as it came from one who had no right to interfere
(although he had been occasionally employed to settle the meetings
between Ellis and Henry) no answer whatever was given, but Mr. Ellis,
at my request, immediately called on Henry and communicated it to
him, reproaching him at the same time in the language of confidence
and friendship with his not having stated directly and at once his
situation to him.
Henry's behaviour was perfectly proper on this
occasion, and not at all that of a person who had been laying a little
cunning trap to obtain money. He disclaimed the having authorised
the person to write the note, but he acknowledged his situation to be
such as was described in it and when Ellis pressed him to accept that
sum or even a larger as from himself and simply as a loan, Henry
persisted to decline it with apparent confusion and with strong expresand the next day wrote Mr. Ellis a very well-turned
sions of gratitude
This incident established
note, which I believe he has sent to Canning.
between Henry and Ellis a different kind of intimacy from that which
arose from their political communications, and naturally placed Henry
in a situation to be told what had passed between Mr. Ellis and Melvil,

intend to share
from Naples.

it

The

;

;
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without

its

appearing to be an artful confidence, or as touching

n an

Henry was

not surprised at it.
He said that Peter
was capable of the greatest etourderie, although lie scarce would send
such a man with such an errand that Peter and Paul* were both venal,
and that it would be well worth while to get one or both of them if
possible. Henry did not speak as a person at all apprised that anything
of the sort had happened or was likely to happen
and, although he
approved the dismissal of Melvil, yet he wished the business could be
resumed. Mr. Ellis here stated the difference between money given
privately to an individual to promote a measure, or money stipulated in
the negotiation as the price of that measure.
The first was one that
might perhaps be listened to, but, as to the latter, it could not be heard
would not consent to give im ecu de six francs if it was to come
of.
under such a description. Henry acquiesced completely to this distinction, and repeated his wish that MelviPs commission might j.gain
appear in another and in a more admissible form. I rather think from
his manner what Ellis said sunk deep on his mind, and that we shall
hear again from him on this subject.
Towards the end of the conversation, Ellis pressed again, if he was distressed in order to continue his
residence at Lille, to accept the offer he had made, and Henry promised
that, when that was really the case, he would not hesitate to apply to
indelicate subject.

;

;

We

him.

"My reason for entering so fully into this subject is that Mr. Melvil,
although he took the Paris road, expressed an intention of carrying his
proposals immediately to England; and, as he may possibly try 1o gain
access to your Lordship, I thought it my duty to tell you all that has
suspicion is that he is a mere adventurer, and has a view
passed.
Mr. Ellis has written to Perregeau by the person
to stock jobbing.
who carries the letter to Aranjo, requesting him to give us whatever
information he can on the subject."

My

Negotiations
"
1797, August

Henry

u Je

" to

at Lille.

Gr.

E[llis].

pu vous temoigner hier toute la reconMes expressions
naissance que in'inspire votre genereux procede.
et je vous avoue qu'il se trouvait quelqu' emotion
etaient embarrassees
de peine a ce que j'eprouvais. L'idee qu'un rapport maladroit vous eut
fait supposer un projet forme m'avait saisi au merne instant que le
ressentiment de votre obligeance et malgre les managements delicats
dont vous enveloppiez votre demarche, il s'est fait dans mes sentiments
une melange d'attendrissement et de douleur.
" Soyez bien convaincu qu'aucun calcul n'a decide Paveu pen refiechi
que j'ai fait a la personne en question. Je lui ai parle d'abondance des
le premier moment ou je vis que mes propres interets m'allaient laire la
loi d'abandonner une affaire ou j'apporte plus de bonne volonte que de
veri tables moyen9, etdont le successerait ma pins precieuse recompense.
Cette circonstance m'afflige reellement etlorsque j'eu parlai a C[unningham] je m'abandonnai trop a ma sensibilite. Je lui avouai que mon plus
cher desir serait de suivre la marche de cette importante affaire, et que
je deplorais la necesfrite ou je me trouvais d'aller a la fois solliciter un
Ne
nouvel emploi, et la rentree des arrieres qui m'etaient dus.
15.

n'ai

;

;

;

m'accusez pas d'ingratitude si je me reproche d'avoir etc plus ccnfiant
que prudent. Peut-etre ma peine vient-elle de ce que votre offre est
*

M.

Rewbell.
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toute de generosite de votre part, et nullemeut meritee de la mienue.
Cela doit m'excuser. Je suis penetre de votre procede, et j'y reponds
en vous avouant qu'il n'est aucun sacrifice que je ne fasse pour continuer
ce que vous voulez bien nommer des services que ce motif me rendra
ma gene supportable ; et que vous ne me feriez pas justice si vous m'en
supposiez quelqu'un d'interesse."
;

French.

Copy.

Negotiations at Lille.
Gt.

1797, August 15, Lisle.
tres simple de

ma

part, et

E. to " Henry.''

— " Je

demarche
mieux amenee parceque les

regrette infiniment qu'une

qui n'a

pu

etre

circonstances ne m'en laissaient pas le temps, vous ait cause de la
peine, ou meme occasionne un moment d'embarras.
Assurement si
Pun de nous devait supposer a l'autre des vues interessees, c'e3t bien
plutot vous qui auriez le droit de me les imputer, parceque nous avous
un iuteret bien puissant a ne pas nous voir prives des services que
vous avez bien voulu nous rendre ; et quoique la levee du principal
obstacle qui, sans votre secours, eut deja rendu votre succes impossible,
actuellement des esperances fondees de reussite, nous
sommes tres eloignes de croire que vos conseils nous soient desormais
indifferents."

nous donne

" Je reviens done a la charge, et vous supplie de vouloir bien vous
ouvrir a moi avec franchise et en detail sur la maniere d'eloigner un
malheur qui nous serait bien plus sensible qu'a vous. Surtout, que
tout ceci se passe de vous a moi, et sans intermediaire.
C'est sur quoi
il m'est prescrit d'insister par des raisons les plus importantes.
Songez
que les confidences que vous m'avez deja faites sont bien autrement
essentielles que celle que je vous demande, et croyez en meme temps
que celle-ci me sera bien plus sensible."

French.

Copy.

Lord Malmesbcry
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" After having written so very long a
1797, August 22, Lille.
private letter as I have already done, it is not quite reasonable to trouble
you with a second; but I wish to thank you for yours of the 18th, and
to assure you, although I did not think it necessary to expatiate on
them, that I felt all the perplexities and dangers into which d'Aranjo's
disgraceful conduct has plunged us, to their full extent.
They present
themselves in every direction, and I confess T see no safe, certainly no
easy way out of them.
It is possible before you get any answer from
Lisbon we may here either have broken off our negotiation, or be so far
advanced in it as, in a certain degree, to smooth these Portuguese
difficulties
but this is but a faint hope, and we must be prepared for
the worst.
I really believe peace is the general wish of this country,
but I also believe that they are so elated by success, so drunk with their
own importance, that it will be a work of infinite patience, labour and
forbearance to arrive at peace on such terms as they shall think they
ought to grant, and we think we ought to demand.
" As nothing that has passed lately between Henry and Ellis has
been of a nature sufficiently secret to put it quite apart from the rest
of my correspondence, and as I conceive it as well to avoid as far as is
possible this most secret mode of conveying intelligence, I have put all
that is come to our knowledge into a separate dispatch.
William now
begins to be less fearful of associating with me ; and all I say about
;

SCO
the answer from Holland, and of Edward's* sending it back for amendment, comes from him. The rest comes from Henry, with whom I am
not yet personally acquainted, but, unless I am much mistaken, the
incident which I have related to you in my other private letter will, in
the end, not only procure me his intimate acquaintance, but also that of
William. I hope you do not think I judged improperly in coming to a
determination to communicate what Melvil said to Henry.
It cannot
commit me, and, if there is any substance or reality in what either
Melvil or Potter prepared, I think it will now appear. As it is just
possible you may not be in town, and that Melvil may arrive and find
means of getting at Mr. Pitt, I have desired Wesley to copy my letter
on this subject to you, and I have sent this copy to Mr. Pitt."

Rufus King

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Having just received
1797, August 25, Great Cumberland Place.
despatches from Philadelphia, I take the liberty to send your Lordship
several newspapers containing the proceedings of the Congress relative
to Thomas Blunt, who was on the 8th of July expelled from the Senate
of the United States by all the voices except one.
" It has given me great satisfaction to perceive (because it corresponds
with my wishes, as well as my uniform reports to the American Government) that his Majesty's Government so distinctly disapproved the
project of Mr. Blunt and his associates the moment that they were
apprized of it; and, with my sentiments concerning the existence of a
perfect harmony and good will between the two countries, I shall
always lament that Mr. Liston did not, at least confidentially, communicate to the American Government the existence of a scheme so full of
mischief, and so hazardous to our peace.
" I pray your Lordship to be so obliging as to return to me the papers
when you shall have perused them."

W.
1797, August

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

28, Hollwocd. — "Mr.

bury gives an account

in

Melvil], of

whom Lord Malms-

one of his private communications, has come

here to-day. You know, of course, the subject of his conversaIt does not amount to anything very precise, but it seems worth
consideration.
I have only heard what he had to say, without giving
him any answer on the point in question, but he must either have one,
or be told that he is to have none, in two or three days. If his account
is a true one (which from his manner I rather incline to believe it) we
shall have no contre-projet nor any material communication from Lisle,
till fome answer is returned through him, or some other of the various
channels through which a negotiation of the same sort appears to be
If you could conveniently meet me in town or at Wimbledon,
solicited.
at any hour either on Wednesday, Thursday, or Friday morning, I
should be very glad to talk it over with you. I should rather wish to
be able to come back here to dinner."

to

me

tion.

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.

1797, August 29, Lille.— '* Wesley says he has stayed to the last
return to accompany his brother to India.
I
am truly sorry to lose him.

moment and must now

*

M. de Talleyrand.
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" My separate despatch contains the substance, or rather the detail, of
everything which we have collected from Henry and William since I
Indeed I now have such frequent opportunities of conlast wrote.
versing aione with William, and find him always so ready to converse,
that the mysterious meetings with Henry are no longer so essential as,
they were before this intercourse was practicable.
" I thought it advisable to put this intelligence rather in the shape
of a despatch than to convey it in the secret manner hitherto employed.
It contains the only plausible account for the delay in the negotiation
so essential to be accounted for, and I have so far endeavoured to
disguise the motive which induced my informant here to speak, as
without materially altering the fact, to prevent his being committed.
"The other two channels of intelligence to which I refer are St.
Simon, and a person of the name of Rene de Lagarde. He is one of
ths editors of PerleCs Journal, and came here to apply for the release
of his brother, who was an officer in the late expedition against Ireland,
and now a prisoner at Litchfield. He wrote me so very well turned a
letter that I easily perceived he was above the common class of spie.«,
and I directed Mr. Ross to meet him at the time and in the manner he
appointed.
He certainly was well informed, as he stated a great many
facts we know to be true, and which are certainly not generally known.
He said he derived his intelligence from a confidential and private
secretary of M. Taylerand [Talleyrand].
It went in general to confirm
everything we had been told by Henry and William, with some few
immaterial variations, and some net very important additional information, which Wesley will acquaint you with.
He made no scruple of
taking money, and I have settled to pay him for the future in proportion
to the value of the intelligence he transmits, and also for any articles
which 1 may choose to insert in Perlet. All this was managed by Mr.
Ross, who has done it with great discretion and economy.
" I think it is very probable that the Dutch will make a point of
having their ministers here. I do not see how they can assist at our
conferences, as they are not directly a party to the treaty or supposed

no objection to their coming and to my seeing
same time with the French, provided it be
understood that they make no part of the congress if it may be so
called.
The same reasoning may also apply to Count Cabarrus. I
wish however to hear your opinion before I take any step.
" To my great concern Mr. Ellis talks of leaving me in about ten
days.
As lam now quite sure there would not be the smallest objection
made here to Lord Pembroke being with me, I have thoughts of
writing to him, if my endeavours to prevail on Ellis to stay should
to sign

them

it.

But

I see

separately, or at the

fail."

Lord Grenville
Dropmore. —

to

Rufus King.

" I am much obliged to you for the
1797, August 30,
communication of the American papers you sent me. I am not sorry
for the accident which has afforded the means of proving the principles
and rules by which our conduct is guided in every thing that effects the
peace and tranquility of the United States ; but I hardly think that
Mr. Liston would have been at liberty to communicate to the Government of the United States a proposal of this nature, the communication
of which might have involved the proposers in much personal risk
while the plan itself could be productive of no inconvenience to your
Government, since it could never be acted upon but by the co-operation
of the King's ministers, a co-operation which Mr. Liston had every

sen
reason to presume never would be given, and which was accordingly
refused in the most distinct and pointed manner on the first intimation
we received of the business.
"I own I think that Mr. Liston (though acting for the best
unquestionably, and with great means of judging of the line which he
was to pursue) has nevertheless gone at least to the utmost extent of
what bis situation allowed, if not somewhat beyond it, when he answered
the letter of Colonel Pickering by an avowal which may prejudice
individuals supposed to be implicated in it.
I have however no reason
to regret, in the present instance, that the subject did not strike him
exactly in the light in which it might perhaps have struck me in the
same situation ; as the consequence has only been to evince still more
clearly the correctness of our principles and conduct."

Copy.

Henry Dundas

Lord Gtrenville.

to

"I have this moment
[1797, July-October] 25; Wimbledon.
received your despatches from Mr. Wickham when Lord Spencer was
with me. I have no doubt of agreeing to the terms, as the intelligence
of the general intention is worth that compensation, but the knowledge
I have of the person in question renders it very necessary indeed to
watch over the execution, for, as I shall mention to you when we meet,
it is not impossible to be a double treachery for the purpose of involving
us in a great scrape. I have given the two enclosures to Lord Spencer
to lock up in his private repositories, and I have kept the despatch
I do not know what fault De Pres
itself, which I shall restore to you.
He
has to find either with the East India or the Board of Control.
may be angry at me for having detected him in his former treachery."
W. Windham

to

— " You

W.

Pitt.

are aware that there are still some
1797, September 2.
matters remaining to be settled with respect to the Royalists, though
this is the last statement with which there' may be occasion to trouble
you.
As such, you may be willing to give to it a more ready attention.
Extremum hunc, Arethnsa, mihi,
" 1 will lay before you in one view, but in a few words, the whole of
what has been done, that you may judge better, and more readily, what
further is necessary.
" The first assistance ever allotted to the Royalists, as far as I can
find, in the way of pecuniary succours, was the 10,000/. sent out with
But of ths
Sir S. Warren at the time of the expedition to Quiberon.
only 2,700/. was ever sent into the country, the rest having been laid
out in the purchase of provisions, the payment of persons making part
of the expedition, and other expenses incurred during the time that the
troops remained upon that service.
" From that time, till the evacuation of the Isle D'yeu [Dieu] various
sums were sent into the country, all of them to the armies of Charette,
StofHet, or Scepeaux, amounting in the whole to about 12,000/., and
forming what may be called the first part of the remittances to the Royalists; which I wish to distinguish from the other, inasmuch as the sums
remitted afterwards either passed through my hands, or came more
immediately within my own knowledge.
" These latter, counting from the evacuation of the Isle D'Yeu down
to the present day, and including remittances of all sorts and to all
parties, paid or unpaid, amount to 62,680/. ; so that the whole sum
.

.
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remitted to Royalists of any denomination in the provinces on this
side of France, from the beginning of the war down to the present
This account, stated somewhat more in
time, amounts to 18,/$0l.
detail, and distinguishing the parties as well as the periods, may be
otherwise given as in the margin, amounting to the same sum of
78.180/.

Brittany.

£
To February
Including
kisson.

To

13, 1796
2,042/. bons

-

-

paid

-

by Hus-

-----

January, 1797
Since

10,758

-

22,350
5,551

Charette, Stofflet, Sapinau, Scepeanx.

To February

13,

1796

-

-

-

12,800

Including 800/. sent from here in June
1795 by Baron de Nantiat, and 1,000/.
received from

Wickham.

To January, 1797
Since

-

-

-

16,986

469

£
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that period by Lord Grenville to the Duke of Harcourt.
They were
at length repeated in a more formal manner on the 13th February
1796 when, to bring the matter to an issue, and to put an end to the
appearance of dealing only in general professions of which nothing was
to come, a specific promise was made of remitting 30,000/. per month,
;

be continued for three months, half to the armies of Charette,
and Scepeaux, and half to those of Brittany.
" In comparing the terms of this promise with the amount of the
sums remitted, it is plain that no account is to be taken of sums sent
over before the promise was made, nor of those that had another
destination than that to the armies there specified.
" Of this latter sort, were the sums given to Frotte, amounting to

to

Stofflet,

9,2661.
" It is true also that, in strictness, a deduction ought to be made
for the 22,425/. (namely 7,425/. in dollars, and 15,000/. in notes) landed
by Sir Edward Pellew ; it having been agreed that this should not be

considered as part of Ihe sums engaged for, but stand in the form of
an extra allowance. But without insisting upon that circumstance,
particularly as I continued to keep it in great measure from the
knowledge of the parties, wishing rather to surprise them with something beyond their hopes than to run the risk of furnishing them with
a ground of additional complaint, let there be deducted only 9,266/.
remitted to Frotte, 23,558/. not having any part common with the
preceding and remitted before the 13th February 1796, making together
32,%2Jfl. ; leaving a balance of ^5,3561. as money, that may be carried
Observing always
to account in discharge of the 90,000/. promised.*
that much even of this, having been paid at a later period, could by
no means answer the same purpose as if it had been remitted within
the time stipulated.
" Such is the state of the transaction, as it appears on the face of
the account, and is founded merely on a comparison of the sums sent
with the extent of what was engaged for.
" Some circumstances, however, must here be stated which may tend
to acquit us, in part, of a breach of engagement; even though the sums
remitted should fall short, in a considerable degree, of those held out in
the letter above referred to.
" Before this letter was finally agreed on and the measures in consequence carried into effect, before, in fact, the first payment had reached
its destination, news arrived of the unfortunate death of Stofflet, which
was followed soon after by the capture of Charette, and the suppression
of the whole of the Royalist force on that side the Loire.
" In consequence of this, and of the distressed state in which they
were for want of money, the army of Scepeaux was soon after obliged
and, long before the expiration of the three months,
to make its peace
all the other parties had submitted, and the whole of the Royalist war
was at an end.
" It is certain that, however we might have been accessory to those
events by not fulfilling earlier the promises which we had never failed
to make for more than two years before (as I have not the least doubt
in my own mind that we were) it could not be expected that we were
to make good engagements, when the objects for which they were
entered into, by whatever means it so happened, no longer subsisted.
;

* Total remitted

Deduct

-

45,356
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" It is clearly by this test that the question of any further assistance
to be given to the Royalists is to be tried, so far as the same is matter
of good faith namely, whether there still exist the means of applying
the money conformably to the viewi and in pursuance of the principle
;

on whicli
M

it

was originally granted.

the application of this rule, I must proceed to state
that part of the account which relates separately to Puisaye, thv3 only
surviving claimant, and who does claim with great earnestness, and
with a force of argument on his side which I confess myself wholly

To

facilitate

unable to withstand.
" Of the 90,000/. promised in all, in the letter of the 13th February,
Puisaye was to have 45,000/.
" He has received since that time (or rather there has been sent to
him, including much that has been lost or diverted from its destination
in different ways, exempli gratia, .5,000/. lost with Comte de Serent,
1,000/. lost by M. de Cointre, 800/. of it afterwards recovered and
applied to other purposes) 27,901/. leaving a difference between the
sums promised and the sums sent of 17,099/.
" It seems to me that of this difference he ought to have whatever
there

is

ways
"

reason to think will be fairly laid out in any of the following

:

1st.

In discharging engagements contracted under the faith of cur

assurances.
11

may be, to those who have
consequence of these assurances not having

2nd. In making compensation, as far as

suffered

been

more immediately

in

fulfilled.

" 3rd. In maintaining that

party in such a state of intelligence, connexion, and organization, as to them, and for their future views and
interests, shall appear to be desirable.
" The objects comprised under these several heads have been detailed
on different occasions, and will of themselves readily occur.
u Several debts have been contracted for goods purchased on the
prospect of our remittances and now remain undischarged.
If the
persons we are treating with had a mind to act unfairly, it would be
easy for them to state the amount of these much greater than they make
;

it.

u Upon the prospect of reimbursement out of the funds expected from
hence, many persons advanced money for the use of the army, exclusive
of those who took bom for the repayment of such advances here.
" And many more lent their services to an extent which they could

not afford, or would not have been disposed to go but upon some
prospect of remuneration.
" A great many are in a state still more to call for consideration
namely persons who, upon the invitation formally held out by Puisaye
in consequence of the assurances and in obedience even to the instructions sent from here, abandoned their houses, or came over from the
Republican armies; and are now, in consequence, in a situation in
which they have no means of escape or subsistence but what they
derive from the good will of the country people, who, in consequence,
partake of this grievance, and of the discontent that must be produced
;

by

it.

" These are all claims of direct justice.
There are others which,
though not excluding the consideration of justice, as these do not
exclude that of policy, belong more to the head of policy and of a
policy which, I cannot but think, we shall some day feel, in spite of all
that may be done by the negotiations at Lille.
;
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" It cannot be supposed that the Royalists can subsist as a party,
even in the state of inaction in which they are at present, and from
which no one at this time thinks of removing them, without a continued
expense, trifling as a national object, but great as the contribution of a
people in such circumstances as theirs.
" They must have money for intelligence, money for communication,

money to buy off the vigilance of guards and officers, to get their friends
out of prison, their names erased from the list of emigrants, to compensate losses sustained in their service, to support those who by
engaging with them have thrown themselves out of every other means
of subsistence.

"

Do we

power

not owe

to enable

it

them

them to employ whatever means are in our
make head against these expenses, to preserve

to
to

themselves as a party, to keep in readiness for events which may happen
at any instant, and which may reasonably be expected sooner or later
but which are never likely to take place wholly without a struggle
wherein the existence of the Royalists in more or less force may be of
material consequence ?
" If we do not owe this to them in justice I am sure we owe it to
ourselves in policy, as well with a view to the influence it may have, in
possible cases, on the fate of the Republic, as to the difference to be
made by leaving this part of France friendly or hostile to us, full of
distrust or full of confidence.
"To both of these considerations something will perhaps be allowed.
The question will be of the extent to which they should go, as measured
by what we should do in consequence. Without attempting to state
the utmost that we ought to do, which must be regulated principally
by the consideration of our means, I will state my opinion that we
cannot follow up the principle above laid down, nor acquit ourselves
of what is strictly due from us, without approaching so near to the
sum before stated, namely the 17,099/. by which our remittances in
this part fall short of our engagements, that we shall act illiberally if
we do not give the whole of that sum. The expense will fall more
easy as it will not be necessary to pay the whole at once.
"It will be sufficient at first, after paying the 3,737/. due long since
for bons (which I have considered among the remittances and not as
part of the balance, and which is really a scandal to us every hour that
it remains) to make an advance of two or three thousand more, and
then to proceed by instalments of four or five thousand pounds per
month, or in any proportions that you may like better, till the whole
is discharged.
" Such is my idea of what is further due from us to the Royalists if
not in point of justice, which however I am not prepared to give up, at
least in conformity to those principles which ought to govern a great
nation in a transaction of this sort ; particularly if we feel conscious,
as I am afraid we must, that the whole of our conduct towards these
unfortunate people will not bear a very accurate examination.
" There are still two other matters necessary to complete the whole
The one is a sum of 3,2S7/
of what is connected with this subject.
the balance of an account which in two years and upwards, and while
it was confined to its proper objects, amounted only to less than 9,000/.
Even of this 9,000/. near 1,000/. was for expenses attending the
The other, what concerns the situation of
expedition to Quiberon.
Puisaye, personally.
" The account from which the former of these articles arises, and
which began in the spring of the year 1795, consists of a multitude of
little particulars growing out of our communications with the Royalists,

17,099/.
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under tiny regular department.
going backwards and forwards;
assistance to
subsistence to some of them during their stay here
occasional charges
persons desirous of returning to France finally
made by the Prince de Bouillon for the conveyance of persons and
letters which he has considered as peculiarly addressed to me, and has
not thojght right to put down in his general account. The whole of
ihis amounted, in the present year, to no more than 1,077/., till a sum
was added of 1,345/. for the conveyance of priests, which cannot be
charged particularly to the Royalist service, but is part of the general
assistance given to the French clergy, and calculated in the end to
produce a considerable saving under that head. The balance, including
that sum, is only 3,287/., which I shall of course be glad to get paid as
soon as convenient, as it has been partly advanced by myself, and partly
taken from other beads of service to which it must be replaced.
u The question of Puisaye himself I must leave entirely to your
discretion.
In a letter to him from Mr. Dundas, written towards the
close of last year, when it was wished probably that he should withdraw
from the country, an offer was made, as I collect from his answer, of
furnishing him with some means of support in case he should choose
either to come over hither or to retire into some other part of Europe.
He declined the offer, thinking that his presence in France might still
be useful and certainly did himself no discredit by that refusal since
it is difficult to conceive a state more trying to the constancy of anyone,
than that in which his life would be passed during every moment of his
continuance in that country.
" He has since, perforce, been obliged to quit it, the plots for his
destruction having become too numerous and various to leave him either
any chance of escape or hope of being useful.
" The King and Monsieur have both been fain to render the fullest
Such is also the opinion of some
testimony to his merits and services.
whose judgment cannot fail to have great weight, and whose real sentiments in this respect I have reason to think myself acquainted with I
mean particularly M. de Cazales. His conduct in his transactions with
us you think of, I presume, as I do, and will be ready to declare to have
been open, honourable, and upright never misleading us on any point
of information, nor seeking to obtain the assistance of this country on
terms inconsistent either with our interests or his own duty.
" It must never be forgotten that his confidence in us, and his secrecy
with respect to everything that we entrusted to him, was one of the
first sources of the hostility conceived against him, and the chief instrument used by his enemies for his destruction. All that we see and know
of him is that his conduct has been highly meritorious and that he is
traduced and calumniated on charges of which we know him to be
innocent, and which result from causes that cannot but give him an
additional merit in our eyes.
The great foundation of the suspicions
and clamours raised against him, and on which his enemies have never
failed to work, from the publication by Louvet down to the present day,
has been that he is a man sold to England, and who is betraying to us
the interests of his own country.
We know whether that is so or not;
and whether the causes that have led to the suspicion are not such as
should give him a claim to our support.
" On this statement, of the correctness of which you can perfectly
judge, I leave him to your discretion. I know not that his wishes are
at all exorbitant, or that he looks for more than to be enabled for the
present, and till things shall have taken their final turn, to subsist in
decent comfort, suitably to the condition of a man who has acted so

and not important enough

Of

to find a place

this sort are allowances to persons

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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considerable a part, and been employed so confidentially, and in service
so important a* it might have proved, by the British Government.
•'
Though the objects mentioned in this letter are all of a sort to make
an early decision desirable, yet the most pressing seem to be an advance
for the discharge of the 3,737/. unpaid bons, and something for claims
of a similar nature that remain unsatisfied in the interior."

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I have seen Melvill, and obtained
[1797], September 2, Hollwood.
from him (on conditions) the paper which I enclose. It seems, I think,
a sufficient proof that he communicates with those who know what has
passed at Lisle. His conversation however was not very distinct or
satisfactory, but he said precisely that it would not be difficult, if we
insisted on it, to have the Cap8 ceded to ourselves, instead of its being
neutral.

u I was
enough on

afraid of entering

on the question of Portugal, but he said

show me that he had some suspicion of our disliking
the terms, and that the French set a high value on them. I have
promised to let him know after I have sufficiently considered the paper,
it

to

I should wish much to see
whether I think the thing worth pursuing.
you first, and will be in readiness either to come to you at Dropmore, or
meet \ou in town, or anywhere else (unless it suits you to come over
here) any time to-morrow, or next day."

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

[Stowe]. — "

I feel very strongly your kindness to
1797, September 4
poor protege Mr. Fisher, who had flattered himself with hopes that
his claim might have been considered as very distinct from those whom
you so properly put aside ; but it is so much more gratifying to me to
owe to your kindness the protection which you are so good to hold out
to him, that I with pleasure drop any idea of urging further his Dutch

my

claims and will thank you for your offer of- endeavouring to settle his
allowance for the employment which you gave him last winter. I am
going by the 14th to Bristol meaning that the signature of the two
returns of the 14th September and the 1st of October shall satisfy my
After that day I return home, and wish I
military duties for this year.
could tempt Lady Grenville and you to Wotton for a week, or here,
whichever you like best. I am mortified with your Teneriffe disappointment, for I fear that it will give the Spaniards confidence. As
et volo that you shall have no
to peace, facile credimus quod volumus
peace till you sign it with Louis XVIII., which will be in six months. You
see that I am very communicative of my politics; and if yon are not as
good a believer as I am, the fault i3 evidently in your want of underIn the meantime do not let the Comte D'Artois starve, which
standing.
is pretty near his actual situation : and the Treasury having referred
Monsieur Duteil to Canning, who has again sent him back to the
Treasury on this subject. The only sure and clear result of all the^e
references is, that Monsieur has not one farthing ; and having received
only 1,000/. for the last three months, is not very likely to get fat."
;

;

;

George
797, September
Grcuville's proposal
1

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

Weymouth. " I entirely approve of Lord
that Admiral Duncan should accept the Order of
4,
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"St. Alexander which Count Woronzow has received from Petersburg ;
-and that, in return, the Russian Admiral should be created a Knight of
the Bath ; but do not see any reason of conveying any mark of favour
.to the other officers of the Russian navy who served in this country."

W.

Pitt

to

George

III.

1797, September 6, Hollwood.— "Mr. Pitt humbly begs leave to
-acquaint your Majesty that a Mr. Melville, the person named in one
of Lord Malmesbury's separate letters, has come over here to repeat a
proposal similar to that which he had made at Lisle, of engaging for
•the conclusion of peace on terms satisfactory and advantageous to this
country, in return for the private payment of a sum of money to be
distributed among the different members of the French Government.
The sum he names is a very large one, amounting to four hundred and

thousand pounds ; but it seems not to be more than would be wisely
if he can make good what he proposes as the condition previous to its being paid, namely, that the treaty shall be signed and
ratified without delay, leaving this county in possession of the Cape,
Ceylon, Cochin, and Trinidad, and exacting nothing in return. On
consulting with such of your Majesty's servants as were within reach,
Mr. Pitt finds them all of opinion that the knowledge which Mr. Melville
appears to have of the most secret particulars of what has passed at
Lisle are a sufficient proof that he is really trusted by those in the
confidence of the French Government, and that it would be wise to
encourage the proposal. The safest mode of doing it seems to be to

fifty

employed

Mr. Melville to Lisle, and state the particulars to Lord Malmesbury,
authorising him to engage for the payment on the condition of the
treaty being concluded within a limited time on terms consistent with
his instructions.
The sum might without material difficulty, it is
conceived, be supplied in part from the territorial revenues of India,
and the remainder from secret service, without the necessity of ever
disclosing the transaction.
Mr. Pitt has thought it his duty to submit
this to your Majesty's consideration, and wait your Majesty's commands
before he takes any further step in the business."
Copy by Lord Grenville.
refer

Lord Grenville
Private.

to

Sir

Morton Eden.

—

1797, September 8, Dropmore.
" I have to acknowledge your private
by Mr. Sevright, and I am concerned to be obliged to say that,
under the present circumstances, it does not appear to me that the
request which it contains could with propriety be recommended to His
Majesty.
" I hope at the same time that you are persuaded of the pleasure I
should feel in forwarding your wishes, and of the justice which I do to
your exertions, however ineffectual they have been rendered by the
untoward course of events, which produced the negotiations of Austria
for a separate peace.
" In the present moment, I see very little prospect of any cordiality
on the part of the Austrian Government, It will be very interesting
to us to know whether M. Thugut still entertains any idea of quitting
his situation, and what are (in that case) the dispositions of his probable
successor.
I conclude that you understood, from the tenor of my
despatch on the subject, that the business of the Austrian loan was not
to be lost sight of ; but that we thought it more advantageous to speak

letter

*

94090.
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it as a point that could admit of no doubt, than to urge it as a matter
which could require to be pressed. I shall probably have occasion
shortly to instruct you to make a formal demand on this subject; and
it will, therefore, be necessary that you should prepare the way for
a discussion, the result of which, if unfavourable, must lead to a public
communication to Parliament of the whole transaction, and to discussions
the most injurious to the honour of His Imperial Majesty's Government,
and the most destructive of all future connection or harmony between
the two countries."
Copy.

of

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville.

Private.
" I fear the four days which have passed
1797, September 9, Lille.
since the arrival of Brooks will have appeared very long ones, and I
most sincerely regret that I have been forced, from want of intelligence,
But, till this morning
to keep you so long in a state of uncertainty.
when the post brought the redacteurs and some few letters, the accounts
that came here were so vague and so unsatisfactory, that the transmitting them would only have added to your doubts.
The French
legation got none but through the telegraph, and these were so
imperfect and evidently so partial that they could not be depended on.
William and Gregory,* as you will readily believe, feel very differently
on this occasion. William is dejected and uneasy. " Gregory," though
sorry for Carnot, approves all that has passed. The first has spoken
to me with great freedom and apparent sincerity, and declared that, if
he should remain charged with the negotiation (which, however, he does
not expect) and that his instructions should be altered, he certainly will
resign and not become the instrument of the prolongation of war between
It is principally from his conversation, and from
the two countries.
what 1 have collected from Henry that my separate dispatch is formed;
their opinions may be biassed, but they are unquestionably both sensible

—

men.
u Gregory walked with me last night during a part of the play his
manners were the same as they have been since we have begun to associate,
easy and civil, and he expressed his wishes and hopes for the success of
;

our negotiation as strong as ever. On speaking of the declaration of
I think deserves most richly to be hanged)
he said he recollected full well, and that whatever impression that part
which related to Wickham might have made at the time, he was persuaded it would make no difference as to our negotiation, since the two
countries then stood in a very different situation with respect to each other
from that in which they were placed by the opening of a pacific treaty.
He spoke with great acrimony of Pichegru and affected to give entire
credit to the conspiracy of which he and the other members stood
Gregory's wife, who is with him here, is a most red-hot
accused.
Jacobin, and his language when he comes from her or after a conversation with William is very different.
2 o'clock. " I this moment hear of the appointment of M. de la
Croix, and I am quite at a loss how to take it. I however can have
little doubt of its being a bad omen, but as 1 shall speak my sentiments
fully on it in a separate despatch it is unnecessary to repeat them here.
8 o'clock.^-" I was much surprised about half an hour ago by a visit
fromM. le Tourneur ; he has for some time past been very civil, but I

Duverne (who, by the way,

—

*

M.

le

Tourneur.
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think really more so than usual since the late event at Paris, The
nature of his visit was to apologise for not having it in his power to
give me, as he promised this morning, a copy of the whole declaration
of Duverne, which he said he had lent to an acquaintance who had left
He also acquainted me with the election
Lille and carried it with him.
of Francois Neufchateau, but was quite silent as to appointment of
M. de la Croix which I learnt from Henry.
"It sometimes occurs to me that Melvil may have been really
employed, and that the arrival of M. de la Croix and the civilities of
Gregory may have some connection with his commission.
Postscript.
" M. le Tourneur, on speaking of that part of Duverne's

—

declaration which relates to Wickham, said that he was sure it was
quite forgotten by the Directory ; that at the time they considered it as
the natural conduct of a country at war with them ; that, at present, no
recrimination should be heard of, no reference to past animosity.
JPassons Veponge surtout cela, et occupons nous settlement de flnir notre
besogne de la bonne maniere ; these were his words, and they were
almost as extraordinary in his mouth as when he called a few moments
afterwards the General Vandamme, parfois trop republieain, une tete
tr op exalt ee ; expressions at which Colch en who was with him stared
as much as T wa.s disposed to do."

Lord Malmesbury

to

Private.

Lord Grenville.

—

" 1 forgot to mention in my
1797, September 9, Lille, 11.0 p.m.
private letter that I believe ' Robert ' is arrested, but he is not in
possession of a single paper or proof of any kind.
I fortunately stopped
fifty Louis I was going to remit him on Tuesday evening, just in time."

The Earl of Elgin
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" There are particularities attending the
1797, September 9, Berlin.
communication which Count Panin has made me that merit your

Lordship's notice. It is impossible to shew more manliness in his
private sentiments, or more candour in his confidence than was evident
But independent of a degree of awkwardin his conversations with me.
ness, which is to be attributed to his having never before been in a
foreign mission, he labours under much uneasiness from an apprehension
that he differs in opinion with some of the Emperor's principal advisers,
and may, in the present instance, ultimately find his impressions not
supported at Petersburg. Your Lordship is doubtless no stranger to
the intrigue which occasioned Count Panin's coming here ; namely, the
recall of M. Kotchubey from Constantinople, for whom he was to make
place in the college of foreign affairs.
Besides, he is equally dissatisfied
with the conduct of the Prussian Ministers, and with the system of
Prussia in regard to France, and these circumstances cannot fail to give
him a great degree of diffidence, especially as he has no instructions
from Russia applicable, in his judgment, to the present situation of

France and of the negotiations. I am therefore suspicious that Count
Panin has, more from embarrassment than from any wish on his part,
withheld part of what has passed with M. Caillard and M. Haugwitz;
not, probably, in regard to the issue, but to the motives which have
eo much in this
transaction.
They are, indeed, less
themselves, but they are connected with the plan which
Haugwitz appears to have formed (on a knowledge of Count Panin's

hurried

him

material in

M.

AA
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character and situation) for counteracting his extreme horror and
aversion to France.
Count Haugwitz not only shews him a very studied
attention, but I am assured M. Alopceus comes to pass the winter at
Berlin, which can be in no view but that of checking Count Panin's
natural impressions.
" It were presumption in me to touch upon the internal affairs of
Russia were I not in the persuasion that your Lordship may wish to
know the opinions of one who, like Count Panin, has been a member
of administration since the commencement of this reign.
It has accidentally come to [my] knowledge that he is sincerely grieved with what
is going on there, and dreads the consequences which the whims and
inconsiderate changes, so unfortunately persevered in, appear likely to
produce on all descriptions of people in Russia.
"I beg further to recommend to your Lordship's consideration
whether you have any mode of encouraging the disposition which Count
Panin has now shewn of being on a footing of intimate confidence

with me."

Lord Grenville

to the

Earl of Elgin.

Private.

—

In cipher. " It is on every
1797, September 9, Cleveland Row.
account very fortunate that Count Panin has begun his mission, with
such favourable dispositions for concert and confidence with you, and
with so just impressions of the present system of the Court of Berlin.
You certainly cannot do better than to cultivate these sentiments by
every attention in your power, and by a return of openness and
confidence on your part. In the present moment I am not aware of any
particular means of shewing attention to Count Panin, but, if any
should occur to you, I should be glad to be informed of it."

Lord Grenville
Private.

to

Lord Malmesbury.

.—

" You may easily imagine
1797, September 11, Cleveland Row
the anxiety in which ycur dispatches have left us respecting the final
I fear that it would be
result of this new revolution in France.
reasoning in a very sanguine manner indeed to expect that it can be
favourable to the interests of humanity either there or elsewhere, but
one is lost in speculations on the course of such events. The imbecility
of the Councils, and particularly of those who conducted what was
called the moderating system in the Conseil des Anciens, is that which
strikes one most on first view of this extraordinary transaction ; but it
is not the first time that a minority, composed of desperate men acting
in concert, have, during the course of the French Revolution, overpowered a much larger number of individuals disunited and distracted
The only thing which seems certain
in all their views and counsels.
as to the future is that there is more to come, but what that is to be, I
take it, is far beyond the reach of human prescience.
" As to our part in this transaction, it is most likely that a few da) s
I have but little
will now assign it to us clearly and unequivocally.
hope of good ; but I would not on any account suffer that opinion to
influence our measures, or to induce us to omit any rational means of
obtaining the end of peace which 1 had begun to think much nearer in
prospect than I can now flatter myself it is.
" As soon as your dispatches arrive, I will send Lord G. Leveson back
to you."

Copy.
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Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville.

—"You

will forgive me if I make my
1797, September 11, Lille.
private letter of to-day very short.
I really am very sorry to lose
my French colleagues, though in fact the mischief was irreparably done
from the moment the last great event took place at Paris.
"It is quite unaccountable what is become of M. de la Croix.
Letters came here directed to him, and both
le Tourneur and Maret
were in hourly expectation of him Saturday evening and yesterday;
and it was the certainty of his arrival which made them assert so
positively that the business would begin in earnest to-day.
Le
Tourneur, who is certainly very ill-used on this occasion, bears his
recall with less temper than the others, and his wife is outrageous.
The others are deeply affected since it is a complete overthrow of their
fortunes, but they carry it off better.

MM.

" William, who expects to keep up his intimacy with Edward,* has
promised to keep me confidentially informed of all that passes through
Henry and, if our business last long, which I much doubt, this will be
of very great service."
;

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—"In

—

1797.
September 11, Downing Street.
transmitting to your
Majesty the despatches received this morning from Lisbon, Lord
Grenville thinks it his duty to add to what Mr. Walpole states, that he
has this day seen M. d' Almeida, who read to him a dispatch from
M. de Pinto, in which the latter expressly says that, as the article
respecting the reception of no more than six British ships in the ports
of Portugal was contrary to the treaties existing between Great Britain
and Portugal, it had been determined not to ratify that engagement,
but to refer it to subsequent negotiation with France.
" Your Majesty will see by Lord Malmesbury's dispatches the details
of what has passed at Paris, and the appointment of M. de la Croix,
which seem very unfavourable to the success of the negotiation.
" Lord Grenville has made enquiry respecting the secret box which
was brought to your Majesty in so torn a state, and the messenger
declares in the most particular manner that it was done by an accident
in the coach seat on his journey to Weymouth.
He has been ordered
to be more careful of the boxes in future."
Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

Row. — "Lord

Grenville has the
1797, September 12, Cleveland
honour to inform your Majesty that he has this day seen M. Balan,
who communicated to him the wish of the Kins: of Prussia that the
Prince of Orange might receive at the general peace, not only a full
indemnity for his private property, but also, if the principle of
secularization in Germany is admitted, some territorial acquisition,
with which view the King of Prussia had entered into the eventual
engagement with France contained in the convention of the 5th of August
1796; and that His Prussian Majesty, in directing these particulars to
be communicated to your Majesty's servants, wished to know how far
these ideas were conformable to those entertained by your Majesty.
" Lord Grenville answered that the claim of pecuniary compensation
for the loss of property belonging to the House of Orange was founded
*

M. de Talleyrand.
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justice, and had, as such, been
included in the proposals directed to be made by your Majesty's
Minister, and that the representations of His Prussian Majesty, if he
should judge proper to direct them to be made at Paris, in support of
that demand, could not but be advantageous to the interests of the
Prince of Orange.
" That with respect to the second point, your Majesty did not
think proper to authorise any particular assurances to be given, because
it did not yet appear that there would be any question of secularizations
in settling the peace of the Empire, and because your Majesty's wishes
must be that the constitutional integrity of the Empire should be
But that if the contrary should happen, your Majesty
maintained.
would certainly see with pleasure any favourable effects which might
arise for the advantage of the House of Orange from the adoption of
that mode of settling the peace of the Empire."

on the most evident principles of

Copy.

W. Windham

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1797, September 12, [Hill Street]. " I don't trouble you with any
reflexions upon the late events in France, of which in our present
position we must be content, I fear, to remain idle though not
unconcerned spectators. It is the effect of bad play to forfeit the
benefit of those occasions which chance from time to time may cause to
But there is one attempt that may be made at so little expense
arise.
that it may be worth the trial, however doubtful or inconsiderable the
advantage may be resulting from it. The merits and value of Pichegru
appear to be such, as well as of some of his companions, as may make it
desirable that he should be saved from exile in Guiana ; and I should
think that, with good management, we might obtain sufficient information of the time of their sailing, to have a chance of rendering to them
the same service that the French attempted for their friends Muir and
Gerald and the rest of them. Should Pichegru's intentions be as good
as they have sometimes appeared, it is to be wished that he should owe
such an obligation to this country. But, at all events, the capture of a
French vessel will do us no harm, nor the turning loose into Europe
such an enemy of the present French Government.
"
mail, I understand, is arrived from Lisbon.
I hope, if they
take the course that is to be wished, we shall exert better means than
have hitherto been employed, for recruiting our foreign force in that
quarter, or rather shall remove those obstructions which Stuart had
raised, and which prevented its being recruited, at least to its present
I cannot help again repeating my wishes
establishment, long ago.
that, if Ave are to have an officer in that country, Mulgrave may be the
person, who I am persuaded is, in every view, the man most proper for
man so improper as the present (or late) one is
that situation.
hardly to be found, I conceive, in the whole army list."

A

A

Earl Spencer

to

Lord Grenville.

1797, September 12, Althorp. — " It

has been suggested to me that it
would be right that, when the compliment of the Order of the Bath is
paid to Admiral Harnikoff, a sword or something of that kind should be
given to Rear- Admiral Mackaroff, who was his second in command
and who remained Commander in-Chief for a little while, and I think
another of less value to Rear- Admiral Taitt, who was third in command
of the auxiliary squadron.
If you approve of this, it might be as well to
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Woronzow to notify the whole together, which I understand he
Should this
do, if he were apprized of it before Friday's mail.
strike you in the same light, will you be so good as to direct either
or Canning to communicate with Nepean on the subject ; the
enable

might

Hammond

exact value or pattern of the swords need not perhaps be fixed immediI am the rather inclined to propose this, as I understand that
ately.
Mackaroff is rather more popular, both in Russia and with Woronzow,
than the Vice- Admiral was.
" Being on the subject of compliments, I really think that some notice
should be taken (but I don't exactly know the proper mode) of the
Spanish Governor of Santa Cruz who behaved so well to our people after
the treaty they made for retreating to their ships.
" I suppose you will soon be calling me up to town again. I cannot
help feeling very reluctant at leaving this place, but, at all events, even
if I have not a summons from you before, I shall be in town ou Monday
next.''

—

Endorsed by Lord Grenville. " This is conformable to the ideas I
entertain on the subject and I wish therefore that it should be settled
with Mr. Nepean.
i(
The time of sending over the Bath insignia to the admiral seems the
proper moment for also sending the swords.
u I think it will at all events be necessary to send a star or badge for
the admiral of about 400/. or 500/. value; and if the swords are 300/.
and 200/. value, it would be quite enough. But the whole of this ought,
I think, to be done by the Admiralty rather than out of the civil list,
which can but ill bear extra charge of this nature."

Lord Grenvjlle

to

Count Starhemberg.

—

1797, September 12, Cleveland Row. " J'ai recu votre billet au
Si je pourrais voir quelque utilite aux discussions
partir.
dont vous me parlez, je me serais neanmoins arrange pour avoir le
plaisir de vous recevoir ce matin comme vous me le proposez.
Malheureuseinent apres le resultat de nos dernieres ouvertures a,
Vienne, tout ce que je pourrais vous dire serait e>ideniment des
Je serais de retour d'ici en deux ou trois
paroles jettees en l'air.
jours au plus tard, et si, en attendant, vous avez quelque communication a me faire d'une nature differente de ce qui a ete dit au Chevalier
Eden, je serais toujours a vos ordres; si non, ce sera alors sat cito

moment de

si sat bene.

" Croyez toujours, je vous supplie, au tres sincere et invariable
attachement personnel que je vous ai voue."
Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—

"Lord Grenville has acted very
1797, September 13, Weymouth.
properly in assuring M. Balan of the good inclination here to having
the Prince of Orange and his family fully indemnified in money for the
loss of their patrimony and situation in the Dutch Republic ; but the not
having encouraged any idea of support in obtaining the secularization of
some bishopricks in Germany in lieu of his losses.
I certainly, as
Elector, shall do my utmost to prevent any unjust arrangements of that
kind. Holland, not Germany, ought to provide for the House of Orange,
and, in failure of the latter, England, out of the acquisitions to be
obtained in the East Indies from the Dutch."
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Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

[1797, September 15, York Farm.] — " J'ai

recu le billet amical que
vous m'avez fait l'honneur de m'ecrire. Mes sentimens, ma maniere devoir et de juger les choses, et mon attachement personnel a ce pays-cr
et a vous m'en ont rendu la lecture bien cruelle.
Je ne me permets
aucune reflexion. Vous devez etre trop prevenu vous-meme pour les
ecouter.
Je me borne a- vous prier (d'ainsi que votre amitie s'y est
engage) de me prevenir de la mesure queiconque que vous prendrez,
et au moment ou vous vous deciderez.
Permettez-moi cependant de
vous observer que tout parti violent serait dangereux en ce que, I, it
ne vous fera pas obtenir ce que vous desirez ; et II, qu'en le prenant
vous nous liez avec la Franca et, encore une fois, bien malgre nous.
Je pourrais en dire davantage sur ce point si je connaissais plus a fond
nos projets du moment, dont je n'ai qu'un leger hint, et dont, par consequent, je ne puis pas parler avec certitude, mais qui pourraient encore
etre de nature a etonner le monde, et a arracher l'admiration de ceux
qui sont le plus prevenus contre nous.
Vous allez bouleverser tout cela
si ce grand objet existe.
II ne m'appartient pas de decider de ce que
vous avez a dire au Parlement, mais ne pourriez-vous pas y dire les faits
sans y annoncer deja l'execution d'une sorte de vengeance en verite peu
digne de vous, et, selon moi, bien deplacee dans la circonstance."
French.

Lord Malmesbury

to

Lord Grenville.

Dover. — " I

am this moment landed, but shall
1797, September 19,
not be able to reach London till to-morrow about the middle of the day.
I have barely time to write these very few words as the post is waiting.
The dispatch which accompanies this I wrote on the passage. It is not
a very material one, but it appeared to me that something of the sort
was wanting to complete the history of this last mission."
Lord Grenville
1797, September 21,

lo

George

III.

Cleveland Row. — "Lord

Grenville begs leave

humbly to submit to your Majesty the draft of a note from Lord
Malmesbury to the French plenipotentiaries at Lisle, which was this
day settled at the meeting of your Majesty's servants, and which Lord
Grenville trusts is calculated to place the business in
the public opinion here."

its

true light in

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. —"The

draft of a note from Lord
1797, September 22,
Malmesbury to the French plenipotentiaries at Lisle seems to me so
perfectly drawn to place the transaction in its true light, that it
certainly meets with

my

fullest approbation."

Count Starhemberg

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1797, September 25, York Farm. "J'ai ecrit a ma Cour precisement dans le sens dont nous sommes convenus. C'est la septieme fois

que je parle le meme langage, puisse-t-il faire plus d'effet aujourd'hui.
Je me rendrai a vos ordres mardi prochain, et je vous apporterai ma
depeche pour vous en faire la lecture. Je desirerais s'il etait possible
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que vous me vissiez avant midi, pour que j'ai le temps
retrancher, ou changer ce que vous jugerez a propos."

d'ajouter,

French.

Lord Malmesbury

Lord Grenville.

to

—"I send you a corrected copy of my
1797, September 29 [London].
No. 37, from Lisle, in which I have inserted a fuller
account of what passed in my second interview with MM. Treilhard
and Bonnier.
H On reading over what I wrote to you from Calais it strikes me as
being much fitter for a private than for an official letter, and I wish you
would be so good as to withdraw it from my public correspondence.
" If you do want me, I propose going to Park Place to-morrow at
eleven, but I shall return to London for the levee on Wednesday."
last dispatch,

Lord Malmesbury

Lord Grenville.

to

—

" I am happy to find that you
1797, September 30, Spring Garden.
think the dispatch in its present state will convey a more satisfactory
account to the public of what passed during the last period of my stay
at Lisle, than if it had been printed from the copy which I first sent,
and which I brd drawn up in great haste.
u Your remark on the passage which you doubled down is most
I think the words, in their note, should be omitted
perfectly just.
entirely, and that the sentence should run thus ; I replied that, having
now no doubt left on my mind as to their exact meaning, and being
quite sure, notwithstanding the observation they made, que j'avais saisi
and so on.
la veritable intention de leur note,
" I put these words in French because they are precisely the same
as are used by them in their second note, E, of the 30th Fructidor, and
evidently with a view to shift from themselves, and fix on me, the
refusal to continue the negotiation.
" In regard to the extent of the intended publication, I am well aware
that my private feelings may biass my judgment, and I had much rather
The only suggestion
trust entirely to yours than argue from my own.
I will allow myself to make is whether, in some passages at least, the
names of Le Tourneur, Maret, and Colchen could not be omitted, and the
words French plenipotentiaries inserted in their stead ; the sense would
remain the same, and, I should conceive, none of its force be lost by
such an alteration. I am the more anxious for it on account of Maret
and Colchen. They have enemies in the Directory who may avail
themselves of this circumstance in a way which may be fatal to them."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — " Lord

Grenville will, I imagine, think
1797, October 4,
right that Lord Malmesbury should write a few lines, in answer to
the strange paper received yesterday, to close the negotiation by stating
that it is the unheard pretension of the plenipotentiaries, as authorized
by the Directory, that had ended his mission, not any irregularity from
his Court."
it

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

Secret.

1797, October 7, Sittingbourne.

which Dundas brought

to

me

at

(i

I enclose

Hollwood

to

this

you four papers
They

morning.
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contain an answer

to the secret overture such as (if it could be
depended upon) amounts to yielding all we wish on the great points of
Ceylon and the Cape.
" The first letter, however, of the 30th September (written not
by the person who was here, but by his friend before he had reached
Paris) is the only thing like a fresh voucher of the authenticity of the
communication. It is, however, a strong one, as it contains an accurate
statement written on last Saturday, of the note which we received from
Lisle on the Tuesday following, by a very expeditious conveyance, and
after a very short stop at Lisle.
I do not, however, consider this
proof as conclusive. But the offer (if it is real) seemed both to Dundas
and me so tempting, and the time pressed so much to an hour (lest an
answer should be given in the interval to our last note which would

preclude all chance) that we did not hesitate to desire Boyd to write
to his correspondent immediately to the purport of the enclosed
memorandum. If there had been time, I should certainly not have
taken the step without first communicating with you, and if there were
anything left for consultation after having taken it, till the result
appears, I should not have adhered to my plan of going to Walmer, to
which I am now in my road. I must trouble you to return the papers
as I have no copies of them."
(i
I think the answer will come by the end of next week. If it
amounts to anything we shall, of course, immediately come to town."

Lord Grenville
li

to

W.

Pitt.

I have just received your letter with
1797, October 8, Droprnore.
I cannot deny to you
enclosures which I return you as you desire.
that the whole of that transaction is so disagreeable to my mind that I
am very glad to have been saved the necessity of deciding upon it
though I do not know that I could ultimately have brought myself to
say that, under all the circumstances, we should have been justified
towards the country in rejecting such ah offer, and running all the
chances of what is to come, however favourable, in many respects, I
think them.. Still, when I think of Europe abandoned without defence
of any kind to these monsters, of the Netherlands, Holland, and Italy
left in their hands, of Germany revolutionized, and of the little hope we
can have of any permanent tranquility in the midst of all this wreck
and convulsion of everything around us, I shudder at wtat we are
doing, and believe in my conscience that, if this country could but be
brought to think so, it would be ten thousand times safer (and cheaper
too, which they seem to consider above all other things) to face the
And above all I dread the loss of constorm, than to shrink from it.
sideration which must, I fear, infallibly result from any mode of
purchasing our safety, and such this is, and will be felt to be, let us
say or do what we will.
**
With all this, I repeat that, upon the balance of a most doubtful
scale, I believe the state of this country as to its interior to be so bad
that we cannot, in strict duty, venture to reject this offer, which may,
at least, give us some interval of rest for doing what we have to do at
home an interval longer or shorter as events may happen, but very
long it cannot be. But, if we are forced to take this humiliating step
at the very moment when the enemy seems least able to resist us, I
think we are doubly bound to look closely to the conditions we are to
obtain.
On that head there are three points which have, I am afraid,
been a little overlooked in the memorandum. The first is that a sort
its

;
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is held out that Lord M[almesbury] shall be sent back to
Lisle with no other security for his future treatment than results from
the private understanding established, and from a general statement to
be made by the Directory] that they are satisfied with our explanations
about his powers, and consent to renew the negotiation without any

of promise

preliminary condition. How can you fulfil this assurance after what is
Will it not be absolutely
said in the conclusion of our last note ?
necessary that there should be some ostensible assurance on this part of
Otherwise in what situation do we stand, suppose the
the subject?
whole thing to fail at last by the caprice, or timidity, or want of power
of those with whom we have to deal ?
" The next point relates to the terms, in which all mention of
Trinidad, or other compensation from Spain, is omitted, though our
first memorandum was drawn with the express object of including all

the demands of Lord M^lmesbury's] projet. It is, I think, by no
means an indifferent matter, on many accounts, that Spain should be
forced to this or some other equivalent sacrifice, and we are sure that it
is much easier for the Directory to do this, than to make good the other
part of their offer.
" The third point relates to what I conceive to be a quite new demand
on their part, that of stipulating for the manner in which other nations,
not parties to the treaty, nor invited to accede to it, shall be treated at
the Cape and Ceylou ; a very inconvenient stipulation in point of effect,
if France is to be the guaranty to all the world of our conduct to them
in our own territories ; but perhaps still worse in point of appearance,
because it admits and recognizes that very principle of stipulating for
neutral nations which we thought ourselves bound so peremptorily to
resist in the very outset. And it has the further inconvenience of taking
from our scale and throwing into that of France the greatest favour
which we have to give to America in return for commercial advantages.
" The expression of grand canal, I should fear, is not rightly deIf it applies to Newfoundland, which is possible, the
cyphered.
demand to the extent then made would be wholly inadmissible ; nor,
when we are treating upon the footing now in question, can there be
any pretence for any concession at all on that subject, which, if it was
ever so harmless, would not fail to be misrepresented by a very discontented body of men, as we have always found the Newfoundland
merchants. But if this article really does relate to India, I fear the
effect would be worse, because it would exactly overthrow the whole
result of our convention in 1787, which, you will remember, we very
studiously covered by the general terms of our projet.
"I conclude that it is upon reflection that you have omitted all
mention of the Continent and even of Portugal. The latter certainly
cannot be ultimately passed over, because of the many assurances we
have given to the Court of Lisbon that we will, at least, bear them
harmless against any consequences of their late conduct. Upon the
former I have hardly a hope of your thinking as I do, and therefore I
do not dwell upon it.
" On the whole I cannot consistently with truth say that I wish this
thing to succeed but, if it is to be thrown in our way, I incline to
think that we shall not be quite justified in refusing it though, certainly
for one, I shall take my part in it very reluctantly ; multo gemens ignominiam, plagasque superbi victoris, turn quos amisit inultus honores.
" I heartily hope Walmer will be of essential benefit to you, and that
you will be able to make up your mind to all these gloomy reflections
and dismal prospects with more cheerfulness than I do. But above all
that, if this thing is to be done, it will only be as the means of taking
;

;
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and establishing that system at home which can alone save us
from what I think will then be a very near danger of running the same
course as the French Government did.
We shall have many opportunities to discuss this matter in detail, but if you reflect upon it in all
its parts, and with the attention which its importance deserves, I think
our conclusions can hardly be different."
Copy.
that tone

Lord Grenville

to

Count Woronzow.

Dropmore. — "Je

1797, October 9,
par lequel vous

recu qu'hier-au-soir votre
conference pour la matinee
J'avais quitte la ville avant-hier, ayant laisse avec M. Canning
d'hier.
des ordres pour vous communiquer les notes qui terminent, a ce que je
suppose, notre besogne en fait de negotiation pacifique.
"Je conclus d'apres ce que j'apprens de Vienne, quoique je ne le
sais pas positivement, qu'a Udine les choses se sont passees a peu pres
comme a Lille. Ainsi, voila l'Europe replongee dans une nouvelle
Au commencement de cette
lutte contre le Jacobinisme ressuscite.
annee-ci, on pouvait encore esperer que votre Cour nous aiderait a
opposer une digue a ce torrent devastateur. Cet espoir s'est evanoui
comme bien d'autres, et il ne nous reste que notre fermete qui, j'ose vous
assurer, ne nous manquera pas, et la chance, plus ou moins eloignee, de
retablir un concert avec la Cour de Vienne, si cette derniere peut enfin
se convaincre que ce n'est pas en trompant et soi-meme et ses amis,
qu'on parvient a se sauver dans des moments de crise.
" Je ne sais pas si vous aviez peut-etre quelque autre objet sur lequel
vous auriez voulu me parler; si cela est, vous n'avez qu'a me le mander,
et je serai toujours a vos ordres."
French.
Copy.
billet

n'ai

me demandiez une

Earl Spencer

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1797, October 12, Admiralty. "I should not have troubled you with
a letter on the subject of this if you had been in town yesterday, but
The
I now enclose it, because an early determination is pressed for.
enclosed is an extract of a chapter in the proposed work of Captain
Vancouver relative to his survey on the north-west coast of America,
and he is anxious to know whether there will be any objection on the
part of Government to his publishing that part of it which relates to
the taking possession of the country (the part is marked with a pencil).
As 1 am entirely unacquainted with the subject to which the answer
to this question relates, I know of no better way than to submit it to
you for your sentiments upon it, and shall be glad to know them as
soon as is convenient, as he is anxious to proceed with the printing
of his book.
«<
have heard nothing further to-day of any consequence from
Duncan ; he was close off the Texel on Tuesday night, and of course
between the Dutch fleet and that port, but I suppose if they hear of
his being at sea, they will get into some of the other Dutch ports.
"Is Tom Grenville with you? I have no idea what can be become

We

of him."

W. Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

[1797], October 13, Walmer Castle. " We have received a communication from our private channel which (if authentic) contains a
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contre-projet which will enable us to bring the business shortly to a
But it requires much explanation and discussion,
decisive issue.
especially after the new arguments Duncan has put into our hands.
mean therefore to be in town on Sunday before dinner, and I trust
you will be able to meet us on that day. You will find dinner in
Downing Street.
may have a Cabinet, if necessary, on Monday
morning, and I hope to be able to get part of the way here again in
The Dutch pretentions must, I think, be a
the course of that day.
little lowered.
Minuet furor em vix una sospes navis."

We

We

Count Woronzow

to

Lord Grenville.

Richmond. —"Je

me rejouis bien sincerement
1797, October 13,
avec vous, avec tous les bons Anglais, et avec tous les honnets gens
de Punivers, de la belle et si importante victoire que le digne amiral
Duncan vient de remporter.
" Bien n'est plus heureax que cette affaire, si glorieuse pour la
bonne cause. Cela metra de l'eau dans le vin de la vanite Francaise
et faira comparaitre tres glorieusement Padministration a la prochaine
ouverture du Parlement.
" Je vous en fais mes compliments du fond de mon ame."
French.
Lord Grenville

to

Count Woronzow.

Cleveland Row. — " Je

vous suis infiniment oblige
de 1' Admiral Duncan, qui n'a pas
tarde a se montrer digne de la marque de distinction que l'Empereur lui
a accorde. J'aurais voulu de toute mon ame que les vaisseaux Russes
eussent ete la pour partager son triomphe, apres avoir partage si long1797, October 16,

pour vos

temps

la victoire

ses fatigues.

" Voila
veuille

felicitations sur

1'aile

que

les

French.

droite de l'invasion assez

deux autres

allies fussent le

complettement battue.

meme

Dieu

essai."

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemrerg.

—

" Mille graces pour vos felicita1797, October 16, Cleveland Row.
Son capitaine est arrive
tions sur la brillante victoire de Duncan.
aujourd'hui avec les details qui sont reellement superbes.
II m'est

une depeche de Vienne par laquelie je vois que Ton etait
encore dans l'incertitnde sur le resultat de la negotiation a Udine, ou le
Marquis de Gallo resiait toujours. Peut-etre que nos marins du North
Sea y contribueront sans le savoir."
Copy.
French.

aussi arrive

W.

Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" We received yesterday fresh
1797, October 18, Walmer Castle.
communications from the same secret channel, with another copy of the
contre-projet you saw, and an assurance that the negotiation may still
be renewed if, any time within twelve days from last Friday, we
announce that Lord M[almesbury] will return with the full powers
required either to Lisle or Bruxelles, and if he sets out as immediately
afterwards as possible, without waiting for an answer. It seems implied, but is not quite expressly said, that the French Plenipotentiaries
would remain during the interval; and a disposition is held out to
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on the subject of the Toulon

facilities

and assurances of

ships,

all

egards to Lord M[almesbury].
But details seem of little
consequence, as the communication neither is accompanied, nor promises
to be followed by any fresh mark of authenticity (previous to his
setting out, such as we had required) nor by any ostensible act on the
part of the French Government to justify Lord M[almesbury's] return,
and it pointedly insists on his being announced to have the unlimited
power to treat on the basis proposed by France, though it states that
he may, in his first conference, say peremptorily that he is bound to
insist on compensations, and that this will be admitted.
It is of course
impossible to entertain an idea of stirring a step on such grounds.
Our present idea is to send a memorandum to that effect, recapitulating
what we have throughout required as an inducement to entertain the
proposal namely, clear proof of its authenticity
some conciliatory
step on the part of France sufficient to account for Lord M[almesbury's]
return and a certainty that any further question about powers would
be waived, that they would treat on the ground of compensations, and
be ready to conclude immediately (if Lord M[almesbury] returned) on
If they are at all in earnest, their
terms previously agreed upon.
plenipotentiaries will probably have staid beyond to-morrow, and we
may still hear from them again but I own I have no faith left in the
transaction.
At all events, I think it seems necessary to publish the
manifesto as speedily as possible, adding a paragraph respecting the
official notes exchanged since Lord M[almesbury'sJ return, and declaring
our readiness, even now (since our victory), to adhere to the terms of
our projet. And this, I should think, cannot be too soon followed by
a separate proposal (on the same principle both to Holland and to Spain,
I shall be very glad if you can send the
particularly the former).
manifesto as soon as you have completed it, which I think will not take
sorts of

;

:

;

;

you long."

Financial Minute by

W.

Pitt.

— " Supposing

the war to be
1797, October 25 [Downing Street].
protracted for another campaign beyond 1798, the amount of the supply
for 1799, beyond the ordinary peace expenditure, may be estimated at
19,000,000/.*
" This sum may be provided thus
" To be furnished by the bank (besides postponing the
payment of any part of the 4,000,000/. advanced in
1,000,000/.
1798)
" The amount of the treble assessed taxes, and the
others imposed in 1798 (after defraying the interest
of the loan of that year) to be subscribed by the
Commissioners of the National Debt towards the
- 8,000,000/.
loan of 1799
" To be borrowed by loan
- 10,000,000/.
:

-----...

Total

-

-

-19,000,000/.

"The sum of 8,000,000/. arising from the taxes of 1798, is here
proposed to be subscribed by the Commissioners for the National Debt
towards the loan of 1799, as a simpler mode than applying it to the
redemption of an equal quantity of the 3 per cents., and increasing the
or

* This is 2,000,000/. less than for 1798, because it is presumed there will be little
no excess of navy debt or of army extraordinaries 1798 (beyond the sum allowed

for), to

be provided for in 1799.— W. P.
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loan of 1799 by that amount. The effect as to the whole quaDtity of
stock iu the market must be the same.
" According to this plan, at the end of 1799 the whole quantity of
stock (supposing the loans raised at the price of 50) occasioned by two
years of war, which will have been created subsequent to the last loan
for 1797 (which came into the market in March or April 1797), will

have been

"For 1798
"For 1799-

-

-

-16,000,000/.
-20,000,000/.

-

-

-

-

making together 36,000,000/. capital.
" But by the operation of the present sinking fund (at the same price
of 50) in the same period, a quantity of 3 per cent, stock [will be
cancelled ?] as follows
"In the 3 quarters of 1797
:

"In 1798
"In 1799

-

-

-

-

-

-

Making

-

together

-

-

6,000,000/.

about 8,000,000/.
near 9,000,000/.
-

23,000,000/.

" The difference between this sum and 36,000,000/. amounting to
13,000,000/. will form the whole excess of capital debt existing at the
end of 1799, beyond that existing in April 1797.
" Supposing the war to terminate at the end of 1799, the capital of
twenty millions (supposed to be created for the loan of that year) will
be extinguished by prolonging: the taxes of 9,000,000/. (subject to the
payment of interest in the interval) for a period of from one year and
a quarter to one and three-quarters (according as the 3 per cents, are
supposed to be redeemed at 50 or at 75) after the extinction of the
16,000,000/. created by the loan of 1797. And the whole capital of debt
will then be as much reduced below its amount in April 1797, as it
would have been if no loans had taken place in 1798 or 1799. In like
manner, if the war is continued at the same rate of expense for the
year 1800, if the taxes are continued and applied in the same manuer,
and the repayment to the Bank postponed till the peace, the additional
sum to be raised by loan will be 11,000,000/., creating a capital of
There will have been paid off in the course of 1800, a
22,000,000/.
a capital of about 9,000,000/. by the former sinking fund.
Consequently
the increase of funded debt at the end of 1800, beyond that in April

1797, will be 26,000,000/. The additional capital of 22,000,000/. for the
loan of this year will require (on the same suppositions as stated for
1799) the prolongation of the taxes for a further period of from one
year and four months to near two years.
" On a similar supposition for 1801, there will be a further additional
capital of 22,000,000/., while rather more than 9,000,000/. will have been
paid off, making the excess in the whole about 45,000,000/., and the
taxes to extinguish the additional capital must be again prolonged for
a further period of from one year and four months to nearly two
yenis.

" Thus the continuance of the war for 1798 only, creates an additional
which would not otherwise have existed of 16,000,000/., but
an excess beyond that in April 1797 only of about 2,000,000/. And
it requires the continuing the taxes proposed for about two years and
an half (or somewhat more according as the stocks rise on the peace)
to repay the 4,000,000/. to the bank, and redeem a capital equal to that
created by the loan. At the end of this period the taxes may cease,
and the whole capital debt (from the operation of the former sinking
fund) will be near 14,000,000/. less than in April in 1797.
capital
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« For 1799 the capital created will be 20,000,000/. the whole excess
at the end of 1799 beyond 1797, 13,000,000/.; the prolongation of the
taxes for two years and a quarter, or two years and three-quarters
further, making in the whole from 4J years to 5£ years (dated from
January 1798). After which period, the whole capital will be less
;

than in 1797 by 23,000,0001.
u In 1800 and 1801, respectively, the new capital created will be
The excess at the end of 1800 will be 26,000,000/. of
22,000,000/.
1801, it will be 39,000,000/. Each year will require the prolongation
of the taxes for near two years and a half or 3 years more
making a
prolongation (for 1800) in the whole, of from 7 years to 8| years and
At the end
for 1801, from 9^ years to 11 J years, from January 1798.
of the first period the whole capital will be less than in 1797 by near
32,000,000/., and of the second, by near 41,000,000/."
;

;

;

Sir

Morton Eden

to

Lord Gtbenville.

—

Private.

" I was so much pressed for time on
1797, November 1, Vienna.
the day that I sent the messenger Wiffin back to England, that I had
it not in nry power to thank your Lordship for your two private letters
by Mr. Sevright ; and more particularly for the very obliging manner
in which your Lordship was pleased to express yourself relative to my
On this subject I will not at present
application for the Irish peerage.
trouble your Lordship further than to express my hopes that, though
your Lordship does not think proper at this moment to lay at His
Majesty's feet my most humble request, yet that your Lordship will be
so good as to do it at a convenient time, and to support it with your
powerful protection.
" I have little to add to what I have said in my public despatches of
M. de Thugut talked again on Monday of his disgust with
this day.
his situation, and of his determination to retire from it immediately
but, as the accomplishment of the treaty of Udine depends on the
conclusion of the peace of the Empire, and cannot consequently be
looked upon as definitive, I presume that he will, conformably to a
promise which I have reason to believe that he has given to the
Emperor, retain his place till after the congress of Rastadt. He has
to different persons, with whom he does not even live in habits of
intimacy, expressed his disapprobation of the treaty of Udine, and his
apprehensions of its consequences and, though the news arrived here
early on the morning of the 22nd past, he did not see the Emperor, who
Count Cobenzl
was only at Lachen, till the evening of the 24th.
If it be fair to judge from M. de
will, I believe, be his successor.
Thugut's language relative to the treaty of Udine, it may be doubted
whether M. de Cobenzl possesses those talents and energy of character
necessary for the situation in which he will be placed, more particularly
in the arduous circumstances in which this country must still remain.
I shall fear that that influence which brought about the signature of
the preliminary articles, and the subsequent measures, will, on M. de
Thugut's retiring from office, meet with no opposition.
" M. de Gallo is returned hither. He also censures the treaty of
Udine, and M. de Thugut and says that, if that Minister had not
thwarted him, he would, at Montebello, have concluded a treaty on
more honourable and permanent conditions."
;

;
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T.

Pelham

to

Private.
"I have received a letter from
Vl§7, November 2, Phoenix Park.
Elliot informing me that you apprehend an attack from the Opposition
in England upon the conduct of the army in this country, and that you
wished to be acquainted with any particular instances of misconduct
which might be noticed.
" It cannot be denied that some things have been done which are to
be regretted. At the same time, I believe that no army ever behaved
better under similar circumstances, and I will venture to say that no
army was ever placed in exactly the same situation ; and, with regard to
the British troops, I can assure you that they are not only sought for
by those who want protection, but even those who by their conduct
expose themselves to any military vigour, acknowledge the humanity of

—

the British soldiers.
" The destruction of the Northern Star at Belfast, and the attack
upon Mr. Gregg's house at the same town by the soldiers of the
Monaghan militia, are outrages not to be justified, and were punished.
At the same time, when it is recollected that the Monaghan was
reckoned the most loyal regiment in Ireland before it went to Belfast
that owing to the spirit of the Colonel, Colonel Leslie, the conspiracy
was discovered, and that two men of that regiment were the first
victims, it is not to be wondered at that the regiment should feel indignation at the printers of that paper which had been industriously
-circulated amongst them, and had corrupted so many of their comrades
Mr. Gregg is, in himself
as well as the whole province of Ulster.
perhaps, a harmless man ; but his sisters were notorious encouragers of
the United Irishmen, and had sent liquor and money to the Monaghan
militia men who were confined.
" The Ancient Britons, from their activity and loyalty, and particularly
from the success of one dragoon who, being attacked by two men with
pikes, was enabled by his dexterity in the sword exercise to parry both
and kill one, soon became the terror of the disaffected, and might, in
some instances, have proceeded too far ; but I have written to General
Lake to make particular inquiries.
"An affray in Cookstown, in which the Kerry militia were the
aggressors by attacking the yeomen who wore orange ribbons in honour
of the battle of the Boyne, produced very serious consequences, which
became the subject of a court of inquiry. The result wr as that Lord
Blayney, who had been entrusted with a special command, was no
longer employed; and it would be difficult to say much upon that
subject, for the death of two men would, according to one statement,
amount to murder. But I must also confess that, in my opinion, even
in the most favourable point of view towards Lord Blayney, the soldiers
were suffered to act too much from resentment and feeling.
"Mr. Carter wrote to me about an article in the English papers
respecting an officer of the Dumbarton Fencibles, which I answered
yesterday; and the trial of Captain Frazier will justify the conduct of
that officer whom the English papers have so wantonly represented as a

murderer.

"It is not a thing which can be openly declared, but the fact is that,
without British troops and British officers, the murders and outrages
would be unrestrained. The proneness to murder is sufficiently proved
in the trial of the conspirators against Lord Carhampton ; the assassination of all informers is part of the system of the United Irishmen,
and too many have fallen victims to it. Dunn, who was convicted of
a

94090.

B B
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having intended to murder Lord Carhampton, acknowledged that he
planned, to use his own expression, the murder of a father and son
in one of Lord Carhampton's lodges; and that he actually murdered
two other men who were also at Lord Carhampton's for protection.
" Since the outrages have begun in the south, one magistrate has
been killed, another wounded, a constable murdered, and his limbs
cut to pieces, and afterwards placed on a hill with a label in his hand
threatening the same treatment to any one who should bury him.
At
another house, a farmer, his wife, his maid servant, and all his pigs
and dogs and his poultry killed, the bowels of the farmer torn out,
and a label on his belly threatening all informers.
" It is shocking either to relate or to think upon these things, nor is
the barbarity of the country any justification of the soldier, and still
but it will someless of the Government, if they tolerated retaliation
times prevail,
" Several houses have certainly been burnt in many parts of the
country but in no instance, I believe, excepting where arms and pikes
have been concealed, or where the troops have been attacked.
"If I thought tb at any serious attack was intended upon the Irish
Government, I should be very glad to come over and defend myself in
my place, at least; and if I were not afraid of increasing the jealousies
of the two countries, I should have no objection to carry the war into
;

;

the enemies' quarters.
(i

I will write again

when

I have received General Lake's report."

Copy.

Earl Camden
Private.

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I am told it is intended to bring
1797, November 3, Dublin Castle.
before the English Parliament the state of Ireland, and the supposed
atrocities which have been practised by the military, and countenanced

by Government.
" So much delicacy

exists in treating of Irish affairs in the British

Parliament, that I have frequently taken notice that Ministers have
answered the observations upon the state of this kingdom with the
remark, that those considerations are out of the province of the English
Parliament. As long as these observations assume a general form, and
no specific charges are made, such perhaps is the wisest mode of meeting
But if, in support of such assertions, facts are attempted to be
them.
brought, those facts, if not contradicted, will be generally believed.
" I have, therefore, thought it necessary to furnish you with such
facts and remarks as occur to me on the sudden, apprizing you that I
will furnish you with more satisfactory information if you are cillcd
upon to enter into this subject. I only wish to premise that the
dreadful state of this country, from the intimidation practised by the
United Irishmen, made it indispensable to take strong measures, and to
employ the military without waiting for the form; attendant on their
I will, therefore, proceed to mention those
acting in quiet times.
circumstances which have come to my knowledge, and which, I suppose,
can be the object of animadversion; for the policy of the measures
themselves can be defended here and in England upon general grounds.

•'The destruction of the printing press and other materials for the
publication of the Northern Star is one of those outrages which will be
The following is the account of that transaction.
most dwelt upon.
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The Monaghan

militia

was avowedly the most

loyal

and the best

regiment of militia in Ireland. By the machinations of the United
Irishmen at Belfast, many of this regiment were corrupted, in so much
that it was thought necessary to execute four men who had been found
guilty, by a court martial, the proceedings of which I enclose to you.
By the exertions of the Colonel (Leslie) the regiment was restored to
its loyalty, and. from strongly feeling the* imputation that had been
justly thrown upon the regiment, from a sense of the mischiefs originating from the publication of the Northern Star, and, more particularly,
from the editor's refusing to publish a loyal address they had drawn up
upon the occasion, a party of that regiment certainly destroyed all the
writing utensils, and part Of the house of the person who printed the
paper and they also destroyed the furniture of the house of a Mr. Gregg,
who had been found, as well as his sister, supplying the condemned men
Colonel Leslie offered to punish
of the Monaghan militia with food.
those who could be ascertained, but, either from confusion or from the
intimidation which the adverse party at Belfast now felt, no individuals
were selected. And I will fairly own to you that I was not willing to
pursue with too much rigour this outrage. It did much good at the
time; and to have .severely punished the soldiers, when they were
required to act with spirit, would have been very dangerous.
There
was no military punishment, but the proprietors brought an action for
damages at the last assizes for Antrim. They failed however in their
;

action.

" Information having been given to General Lake that several
persons Avere appointed colonels of certain regiments to be raised in
the counties of Down and Antrim, he ordered such colonels to be
seized.
One of them was described to be in the house of bis brother
at Ballinahinch, Lord Moira's town, and upon the brother's denying
that he was there, the officer is said to have ordered the men to fire
into the house, and much damage was done, and a woman, though
not hurt, very much frightened. No report was made to Government
upon it. But upon Lord Moira's coming to Ireland, he represented
to me this outrage, and said that he would not enquire into it, if it
could be construed into a peevish opposition on his part to measures
which he disapproved of, but which, if adopted, were liable to such
outrages being commitced as he described. I requested him to have
no delicacy, and to represent to me the circumstances, that they
might be enquired into. I transmitted his representation to General
Nugent, who reported at first that the affidavits enclosed by Lord
Moira were not true; but, upon further enquiry, it was discovered
the officer had probably not conducted himself properly, though it
was not proved; and as Lord Moira informed me that he would be
proceeded against by laiv, I communicated that intelligence to General
Nugent, who, thereupon, made no further enquiry. No proceeding
has been had against him.
" Informations had been frequently given of concealed arms, and^
in many instances, those informations had not appeared to have been
truly given.
The continued assertions of those who gave the information induced the commanding officers of detachments to threaten to
destroy the houses of those who should be discovered to have arms
concealed within them.
This threat produced the arms; and the
execution of it was found to produce so good an effect that, certainly,
many houses have been consumed by fire but. scarcely any in which
arms have not been found, and some, perhaps, where acknowledged
.These facts
and discovered meetings of rebels have been held.
happened soon after the publication of the Proclamation, and, since
;

.
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that time, scarcely any outrage of a nature worth detailing has been
committed. Tt is to be observed that a remedy was in the power of
the person whose property was destroyed. Actions have been brought
in some cases and allowed.
" The conduct of Lord Blayney has been much the subject of
conversation here.
The county of Monaghan was disturbed in the
most dreadful manner.
Lord Blayney, who is of an old family and
great property in that county, had taken a very decided line of
opposition to Government, and encouraged all the ideas of reform
which are made the ground of the disaffected.
He was, however,
convinced by the report of the Secret Committee that it was absolutely
necessary to take strong measures to quell this rebellion, and offered
his services as a military man.
It was thought expedient to employ
him. Much advantage arose from it.
His neighbourhood, from his
exertions, became tranquil.
Many persons were taken up, and have
since been punished.
And although he might, perhaps, conduct himself
at first with some warmth, it was thought that it would be detrimental
to remove from him the command.
On the anniversary of the battle of
the Boyne, a detachment of the Kerry militia marched through
Stewart's Town in the County of Tyrone, and, as some disputes had
arisen between this, which is a Catholic regiment, and the Orange
men, the detachment vented their rage against the inhabitants of
Stewart's Town, who were on that day ornamented with orange
ribands.
Several were killed on both sides, and it was not without
much bloodshed the disturbance was appeased. On the next day
Lord Blayney, having been informed of the disturbance, marched at
the head of some dragoons to protect that part of the country through
which the Kerry militia were to march, and, upon seeing one sergeant
and three men of the Kerry militia drawn up, ordered, as it appears
without previous enquiry as to their destination, his dragoons to attack
them. The men were frightened, and ran into a barn and a house,
and attempted to defend themselves and, in the scuffle, these three
men were killed.
court of enquiry was immediately held, consisting
of Major-General Loftus, Lord Glandore Colonel of the Kerry militia,
Lord Portarlington, Lord William Bentinck, and another officer. The
result of that enquiry was a report that the Kerry militia had been the
aggressors on the 12th of July, and that the misfortune which happened
on the 13th, in which Lord Blayney was concerned, arose from the
alarm which the men of the Kerry militia had conceived, and the
subsequent confusion upon it. I desired, however, that the command
should be immediately taken from so intemperate a man, which was
accordingly done.
;

A

li
Captain Fraser, of the Fraser Fencibles, had a verdict of murder
found against him in the county of Kildare by the coroner's inquest,
but this gentleman has been honourably acquitted at the assizes.
u The Duke of Leinster informed me of other atrocities committed in
that county, but I enquired and found his information not supported.
" The publication of a Declaration from Lord Ancram's regiment of
Light Dragoons was very absurd, but it was impossible to prevent or to
punish it. A disapprobation of it has been strongly expressed to the

commanding
"

officer.

Britons, commanded by Sir Watkin "Williams Wynne,
on their first landing, act perhaps with too much attachment to
the sword exercise which they hud recently learnt but their protection
is now anxiously sought by all the gentlemen, and by the various towns
and villages in the neighbourhood.

The Ancient

did,

;
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"

case of Colonel Sparrow has also been the subject of conversais High Sheriff of Armagh, and was stated to have been
patrolling with dragoons, and stopped Captain Lucas of the Monaghan
militia, and, upon his refusing to say where he was going, ordered the
dragoons to fire, who refusing, he killed him with his own hand. I
heard this account, and was so shocked with it, that I wrote to General
Lake to enquire into the fact. He enquired of Colonel Leslie of the
Monaghan militia. From neither of them could I, at that time, obtain
any accurate information upon the subject ; but I since learn that
Captain Lucas lived some weeks, that a meeting took place between
him and Colonel Sparrow, on which the former released the latter from
any suspicion of his towards him, and that no prosecution by the family
tion.

The

He

has taken place.
" I think it proper to mention the case of the Dumbarton officer
mentioned in the English papers, for which I beg to refer your lordship
to the letter written by Mr. Pelham to Mr. Carter, a copy of which I
enclose.

" I think it right also to add the case of Captain Rays of the Armagh
prove that, even where an officer met with and suffered the
Captain Rays was by
rigour of the law, Government did not interfere.
Lord Yelverton condemned to three months' imprisonment., for suffering
his soldiers to shave a man supposed to have attempted to corrupt them,
and to beat the * rogues march ' when he was conveyed out of camp.
militia, to

"I have furnished you with these facts, if the subject is introduced,
and you can make use of them if you think proper. I rely on your not
suffering an imputation of cruelty and want of attention to the rights of
the subject to be fastened upon my government, and I have directed
more particular enquiry to be made of the generals and magistrates, in
case more stress is laid on this subject than I expect.
" It is not to be denied that Government meant to strike terror. That
had been the policy of the rebellious, and they had reduced many parts
of the north of Ireland to such a state, that a tenant did not dare to
speak to or even acknowledge his landlord. The assassination of

informers and evidences have been without number ; the threats the
most extensive and the most dreadful. I enclose you the account of
the trial of the persons convicted of the conspiracy to murder Lord
Carhampton. I enclose you, also, one of the papers called the Union
Star.
" An information was yesterday sent to me, an extract of which I
also enclose, to show you the system endeavoured to be introduced
and I anxiously hope, if the subject is to be entertained, the state of
this country may be explained ; and I will venture to say that, in a
kingdom like this, and in the sort of warfare we have carried on, it is
wonderful that so few real grievances are to be complained of.

" I have also enclosed you the report of the Secret Committee, and
the proclamation which was issued in consequence. I have confined
myself merely to the supposed military grievances. Those practised by
magistrates are liable to prosecution in the courts of law, and do not so
loudly call for the interference of Government.
" I have sent a copy of this letter to Mr. Pitt and to the Duke of
Portland.
" For the
Militia

proceedings on the court martial on the Monaghan
men, and for the Union Star, I must refer you to the Duke of

Portland."
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Enclosure,

T.

Pelham

to

Thomas Carter.

—

" I have received your letter oi
,1797, October 30, Dublin Castle.
the 23rd, enclosing two newspapers containing an account of a most

shocking outrage committed by an officer at Kilcock. The fact t
understand to be this. A lieutenant of the Dumbarton Fencibles had
dined at Naas, where he made himself intoxicated. On his return to
Kilcock, he set otf with some of his men and apprehended with violence
a person of suspicious character in the neighbourhood, and at the same
time dragged away his daughter, and brought her to the guard-house.
He there wanted to lie with her, which the girl refusing, he beat her
violently, and called in soldiers to hold her while he attempted to ravish
The next morning the girl came before a magistrate, and swore
her.
examinations against the officer, who was immediately apprehended,
and lodged in Naas Gaol, The girl being asked whether she had been
ravished, denied it to the magistrate
but, the next day on going to
Dublin, an attorney drew for her another examination in which a rape
was alleged. The girl went back to the magistrate to swear it, but,
having taken her first examination wherein she refused to swear a
rape, though particularly interrogated on that point, the magistrate
declined from a sense of duty to take it.
" The business, in its best form, is very shocking, and you may be
assured that proper measures will be taken to bring the officer to
punishment."
Copy.
;

The Marquis op Buckingham to Lord Grenville.
November 5 [Stowe]. " Ten ewes of my best breed to whom

—

1797,
a very fine ram has been very properly attentive, together with ten
more of this year's breed, and a young gentleman, who will all be
forward for next year's marriage, are ready for you and will set out
They will be three days on the road, and will
as soon ay you please.
be overtaken on the third day by my cart with 7,000 three-year -old
beech, and a number of odds and ends of other plants including 1,500
two-year-old oaks, together with some pigeons and poultry for Madam.
Now I wish that this cargo should arrive when you are ready to receive
it ; and as that may depend upon accident, I write to know whether
you will be at Dropmore on Friday, Saturday, or Sunday next, that 1
may arrange so that they shall all assemble by the earliest moment of
your arrival. But, at all events, as this is much more important than
anything that can be discussed in your Cabinet, I will beg a line by
return of post, that no time may be lost in arranging the march of the?
sheep; who at least have this advantage over anything that has marched
by order of your Cabinet for the last five years, namely, that they march
without a subsidy to put them in motion. I hope that your great jack
arrived without accident ; and, as I am very much inclined to count my
chickens of this description before they are hatched, I think it not
impossible that I may find for you another of the same sort (if you
will let me know in time) for your dinner on the Thanksgiving Day,
which I suppose is fixed for Friday next."
;

HENRr Dundas
Private.
1797, November
very difficult one ;

8,
it

Wimbledon.

to

Lord Grenville

—"The

subject of St. Domingo is a
bounds of expense we had

clearly exceeds all the
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I had
resolved upon, and what the country either can or will bear.
much conversation with Mr. Pitt on the subject when we were together
I have put the whole into the shape of despatches which,
at Walmer.
from the connexion between the different parts of the subject, should
with most propriety go in joint despatches from the Duke of Portland
and me. That however can be easily arranged, when the whole is
agreed upon.
The subject does not admit of delay. I have sent copies
If
to the Duke of Portland, the same as those now conveyed to you.
the proposed communication is to go to France, it must go through
you but, without regard to my ideas, I wish you to look at the whole
subject without bias, but there must be no delay, for every hour of delay
is a source of uncalculable expense; and, after what was stated last
year to the House of Commons, nothing but the depending negotiation
can afford any apology for the expense which has been going forward
for more than twelve months past."
;

George

Lord Grenville.

III. to

— " M.

November 10, Queen's House.
London this day as early as shall

1797,
to quit

de Luc is very anxious
convenience of Lord

suit the

Grenville, -thinking himself too infirm to travel all night.
I have
therefore undertaken to hint to Lord Grenville that he may if possible
appoint M. de Luc by noon ; another matter that requires some
explanation is that Lord Grenville should direct him in what manner
he is to address his letters to him. M. de Luc thought of enclosing
them to Mr. Hammond, but 1 have told him that he will be acquainted
of the proper channel by Lord Grenville; he is also desirous of knowing
how he is to draw for his expenses. Lord Grenville will find him
perfectly moderate, but he certainly is not in a situation to travel

without assistance."

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

—

Cleveland Row. "Lord Grenville has the
honour to acknowledge the receipt of your Majesty's commands. He
had before appointed M. de Luc at twelve o'clock, and he has since
seen him and settled everything with him for his departure.
Lord
Grenville has the honour to transmit to your Majesty in this box the
memorandum for the Duke of Brunswick which M. de Luc takes with
him."
Copy.
1797,

November

10,

Count Woronzow
November

to

—

Lord Grenville.

" Je ne puis croire que mon souveengagements, et soit si impolitique que
de refuser les secours qu'il est oblige de fournire a ce pays. Je suis
done persuade qu'il faira ce qu'il doit faire, mais ne manquez pas de
votre cotte a certains arangemens pour hatter l'arivee de ce secours.
" 11 faut ordoner au Chevalier Whitworth qu'aussitot que le secour
sera promis, qu'il insiste qu'il soit rassamble en Courland, et embarque
a Libau, car la mer est ouverte la au commencement de Mars, tandis
qu'a Cronstat elle ne Test qu'au mois de Mai, a Revel a la fin d'Avril,
et a Riga au commencement du meme mois.
"II faut se presser d'obtenir ce point pour que les troupes ayent le
tems.de s'assembler dans le voisinage de Libau, et que vous ayez le terns
1797,

rain soit aussi

peu

10,

Richmond.

fidele a ses
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d'envoyer vos vaisseaux de transport qui doivent partire d'ici pour
cotte de Courland vers la fin de Fevrier.
" Excusez la liberte que je prens ; c'est mon attachement pour
pays qui me la fait prendre."
French,

George

III. to

la?

ce>

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "

I am much pleased with the paper
1797, November 11,
of instructions Lord Grenville has entrusted M. de Luc, which seemsmost fully to answer the purpose intended, and of the success of which
I have the most sanguine hopes.
I have not less commendation toexpress on the despatches to Russia."

W. Windham

to

W.

Pitt.

— " You can forgive me, I dare say, the

delay of
1797, November 15.
an account of which the object is to ask money. I should not, however,
have delayed it so long but for the difficulty of collecting again my
materials, so as to give you both the summary you wished, and tocorrect a mistake which I suspect to have found its way into the former
With a view to that I will beg you, if you can readily lay
account.
your hand upon the paper, to let me have it again.
" In the meanwhile I will give you such a statement as, I conceive,
will best conduce to the purpose you have in view.
" The sums required had better be distinguished into those that are
due as absolute debt and on which there can be no question, and those
of which part at least is matter of discretion and part even subject tc
Of the former sort the list is
future contingencies.

£
"

Balance of an account delivered in, ending 31st
December 1796
" 2nd. Balance of an account continued to the present
1st.

1,59S

time
2,127
" 3rd. Arrear to persons, to whom subsistence has been
granted during their occasional residence in this
country
350
" 4th. Bons, being money actually paid by our authority
in the interior, and due on bills accepted here - 4,124
" 5th. Due for arms, which it was expected the ordnance
~
would have paid for
888
.

9,082

" The accounts on which the balances Nos. 1 and 2 are due are both
They contain, as you will perceive, several articles of a
before you.
temporary nature, and others not properly belonging to this head of
service.

" The sums of the second description are first, 17,099/., being the
between the money formerly promised to the army of
Brittany and the money remitted in consequence, of which, though
part only may be due of strict right, I have given ray reasons in the
other paper why it appears to me that the whole should be ultimately
paid, supposing always that the means exist of applying it fairly
according to the true intent and purpose on which it was originally
In this view I consider whatever shall be granted in future
promised.
and,
to this part of the Royalists as going in discharge of that promise
difference

;
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accordingly, shall so set down, as soon as they are paid, the 2,000/. of
bons which you have lately consented that Puisaye should draw from
the interior.
" There are, then, a number of small objects continually occurring,
too minute and anomalous to find a place or obtain attention in any
other Department, yet too important to the credit, justice, and interests
of the country to be left unprovided for.

" Of this sort are expenses of persons going backwards and forwards
allowance to the same during their occasional residence here ; allowance
to so very few, whose names weie formerly given to you, and who
having been long confidentially employed by us, are now wholly
excluded from France, and have no means of subsistence but what this
allowance affords.
"The whole of these objects, including even the expenses of Puisaye,
I shall consider as very sufficiently provided for by 400/. a month, with
a prospect even of some saving; which, if it should take place, I will
apply fairly, according to the strict and rigid economy which I have
always observed in this service, towards the discharge of any bons of
an old date which may still come in, though certainly not to any amount,
in addition to those above mentioned.
" These two sums, namely, the 17,099/. and the 400/. per month (or
4,800/. per year) joined to the 9,082/. under the first head, will make,
within the course of the year commencing from this time, the sum of
30,981/. on which if you will give me a tolerable advance so as to
enable me to pay off a good portion of the old debts, some of which,
as you will observe, have been three years in contracting, I shall hope
not to be obliged to trouble you for a good while.
" Whatever sums you advance shall be regularly set off against the
debt as it now stands, specifying the article to which
agreeably to the fo?;m exhibited in the paper No. 1.

it

is

applied,

" I shall wish to observe this form in order to avoid confusion in the
accounts, and because I am far from meaning to state it as my opinion
that no succours should be given to the royalists beyond the amount of
the 17,099/. which I have named as the limit that we ought not to stop
short of, supposing the circumstances to admit and require the transmission of a sum to that amount in favour of the royalists in Brittany.
" There are at this moment applications (some of them upon the
ground of the specific promise which need not be admitted, and others
upon the ground of the general assurances given to the royalists, which
I certainly think not undeserving of attention) from the royalists of the
Vendee, requesting some continuation of pecuniary assistance from this
country.

"There is likewise a most impudent demand from Frotte, made in
opposition to the most notorious fact, and in contradiction to a most
distinct acknowledgment which I have under his hand ; a demand so
impudent and so ungrateful that, if he alone were concerned, I should
think it a reason for having nothing further to do with him. But the
royalists of his division, though far from being of the amount and
consequence that he would now give out, may well be deserving of a
share of consideration ; of so much as may prevent this party from
falling into utter despair, and being left with no resource but that of
flying the country, or submitting upon whatever terms they cau make
to the Eepublic, perfectly contrary to what is their present wishes.
" Whatever is done, however, in that way must be matter of separate
Something, I clearly think, ought to be done, I mean
consideration.

for the other descriptions of royalists besides those of Brittany

;

and
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the amount need, not be considerable.
But unless I receive special
upon that head, 1 shall feel myself bound to apply whatever
sums you may advance me to the discharge of the account as I have at
present stated it, that is, to a mixed discharge of the old debts and the
supply of the pressing demands from the interior of Brittany, within
the limits assigned, keeping in hand always enough for the current
service, so as not to exceed the rate of 400/. per month."
directions

—

u The claims
of Mr. Windham on the same subject.
de Suzanet are for 8,500/. for the army of Chaiette, and the
same sum for that of Stofflet, being the difference between the sums
promised respectively, and those received or remitted.
"If this claim be admitted it will not be possible to refuse a similar
claim and to the same amount, though not hitherto made, to the army
of Scepeaux ; making altogether the sum of 25,000/,, independent
of the 17,099/. which, I think, ought to be paid to Brittany.
" Though these claims on the part of the armies of Charette and
Stofflet, and in like manner that which, in the case of their admission,
would be set up upon the part of the army of Scepeaux, need not be
admitted to their full extent, yet it cannot be denied that something
is due to them, either as matter of strict right and in discharge of an
actual promise, or in pursuance of the priuciple on which that promise

Memorandum

of

M.

was made.
" It cannot well be supposed that, with the expectation which they
had long been authorised to entertain of assistance from this country,
and the knowledge which they had that such assistance was actually
on the road, they may not have incurred debts and contracted
engagements beyond what the assistance that actually reached them
would be able to discharge.
though its amount cannot be
?! Whatever stands upon that footing,
accurately ascertained, seems to stand upon the footing of strict right.
A certain degree of assistance is due to them for the support of those
who were either not included in, or cannot trust to the terms of the
and also for the prosecution, of the further hopes of the
pacification
;

party.

"

One

difficulty,

besides

that of ascertaining the

amount

of

what

be given to them, is the ensuring a right application of it.
"What I should propose is that MM. de Chatillon and Suzanet
to be applied under the joint
should be sent with a sum of
authority of them and the abbe Bernier, and that, under the same
authority, a right should be given of drawing for
more a
statement being sent over at the same time, upon honour, of any debts
of the party incurred since the period of our first offer of pecuniary
assistance, which could not have been earlier than the middle of 95
and of the objects for which future assistance would be wanted;

ought

to

;

;

reserving to ourselves the right of deciding the extent to which
the demands for either of those purposes could be complied with."

Lord Grenville

to

Earl Camden.

—

"I have to acknowledge
1797, November 17, Cleveland Row.
the receipt of your letter of the 3rd instant containing some particulars
respecting the conduct of the military in Ireland, and the points on
which it is probable that the intended attack to be made on the conduct
I am persuaded
of the King's Government there is to be grounded.
for me to say that no exertion of mine shall be
it is unnecessary
wanting in support of your Government personally, or in the defence
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of those principles and that line of conduct which I so thoroughly
approve ; and that, as far as can depend on me, no imputation shall
be fixed on those who seem to me so little to deserve censure, but on
It would, however, be much
the contrary to be entitled to high praise.
satisfactory to me if the task could fall to the lot of persons more
acquainted with the particulars and details which will probably compose
the principal part of the attack.
a It has always been a difficulty with me in what manner to manage
these debates without giving up the sirong advantage ground of refusing
to admit of the agitation of questions in the English Parliament,
destructive of the independence of Ireland ; and without, on the
other hand,, appearing to admit the imputations which, for the reason
I have generally done this by
just stated, one declined to discuss.
very strong general assertions of the merit of the conduct of the
Government in Ireland, and of the rectitude of the system pursued
there, as the only one that could ^keep Ireland from being made a
Perhaps this might
Jacobin appendage to the French Republic.
be done upon the present occasion with a little more detail (if I was
sufficiently master of the subject), but it would be productive of great
future inconvenience and mischief if, from an over anxiety to justify
ourselves, we were induced to abandon a line which everybody here
understands and approves, and to enter into debate on questions which

more

cannot be made intelligible without
than is commonly possessed here."
Copy.

Count Woronzow
November

much more knowledge upon them

to

Lord Grenville.

Richmond. — " Je

vous envoi en toute confiance
17,
recu de notre Ambassadeur a Viene, que les couriers
Ce derarives a notre desole ami Comte Starhemberg m'ont aporte.
nier n'a pas recu le traite de cette maudite paix qu'il deteste, et dont il
est tout honteux pour sa Cour.
" Vous verez dans cette lettre beaucoup de verbiage, mais il y a des
Vous y verez que cette paix n'est
choses remarquables a observer.
envisagee que comme une treve que le besoin vrai ou cru du moment a
qu'on s'attent a une rupture; qu'on desire de se lier'de
fait conclure
nouveau avec ses aneiens allies, et qu'on croit que si la Triple Alliance
se reunissait de nouveau, et agissait avec unanimite et vigueure, l'Europe
Je laisse a votre sagesse a peser tous ces
pourait encore sauvee.
apercus, et a considerer l'importance de profiter des ouvertures qui
peuvent remedier a l'etat critique ou se trouve l'Europe.
Je vous suplie de me renvoyer l'incluse, et de croire a mon attachement sincere pour vous et pour ce pays."
French.
1797,

une

lettre

que

j'ai

;

Enclosure.

Count Razoumouskoi
November

—

to

Count Woronzow.

"J'aurais pronte avec empressement
1, Vienna.
expedie le Chevalier Eden le 22 de ce mois,
jour ou nous avons recu la nouvelle de la paix, pour vous annoncer
ce grand evenement, si ce Ministre avait eu l'attention de m'en prevenir.
£,e Baron de Thugut me prevint le meme jour, qu'immediatement apres
l'arrivee du Comte de Cobenzl qu'on attendait le sur-lendemain, une
double expedition aurait lieu pour Petersbourg et pour Londres ; elle.a
1797,

du

courier

qu'a
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tarde jusqu'a ce jour, et j'en saisis Poccasion avec la satisfaction que je
me livrant a notre correspondence.

prouve toujours en

"Depuis l'envoi de Cobenzl a Udine les altercations y ont ete
extremement vives plus d'une fois la negotiation semblait etre rompue
;

recommencer.
u Ce jeu a ete parfaitenient joue de part et d'autre. De
a conohire, non de gre assurement,
etait determinee
et les hostilites pretes a

celle-ci

mais

on
de

necessite.

" Finances
imposaient la

epuisees,

armee

decouragee,

lassitude

generate en
meilleur moment.
Le
dernier triomphe du Directoire en a fait mauquer un bien avantageux,
et l'ltalie alors livree plus que jamais aux conceptions audacieuses du
brigand qui la domine, allait etre achevee de revolutioner, et la maison
d'Autriche menacee de se voir frustree de ses dedommagemens. Le
negotiation de Lille rompue a accelere Tissue de celle d'Udine.
II
n'etait plus question d'insister sur les bases des preliminaires
on a
conclu aux termes les moins mauvais qu'on a pu obtenir. Les premiers
limites sont resserrees ; elles suivent a peu pres le cours de PAdige.
Mantoue reste au Francais, de meme que les isles Venitiennes.
L'Empereur acquiert en dedommagement la ville de Venise. Tel est
en gros la stipulation pour l'ltalie ; je n'ai point encore vu le traite,
et ce n'est que verbalement que le Baron de Thugut m'en a fait part.
On n'a plus soutenu Pintegrite* de PEmpire. Cet objet indecis est
renvoye au congres qui se tiendra a Rastadt; il y a apparance qu'on
y traitera de Petablisement de la maison d'Orange, de celle de Modene,
et des interets des possesseurs considerables sur la rive gauche du Rhin.
II est essentiel pour la Cour de Vienne d'atteindre au plutot Pexecution
de son traite en Italic elle sent combien il souffrira de difiicultes sous
tous ses autres rapports; elle en aprecie par consequent le peu de
elle ne le considere avec raison que comme une treve qu'une
solidite
foule de motifs plausibles concoureront a faire rompre avant de
restituer en Europe la stabilite qu'on ne peut esperer que par une
reunion des Puissances qui en impose a celle des Francais.
loi

;

il

n'etait question

que d'epier

le

;

;

;

" Voila Pobjet de ses meditations actuelles, et de ses communications
Nous venons d'apprendre que notre Cour a fait tout
a ses allies.
recemment une Declaration tres energique a Berlin qui constate
l'interet que nous voulous prendre aumaintiende PEmpire Germanique,
en retenant le Cabinet Prussien dans les bornes qu'il etait dispose a
Cet office ne
franchir, moyennant ses liaisons secrettes avec la France.
m'est point encore parvenu decheznous; ce que j'en sais m'a ete dit
Le point imporici d'apres les relations par courier de Ditsich stein.
tant pour bien lier la partie, et se mettre en garde contre les evenemens
a venir, c'est le rapprochement avec PAngleterre ; et malheureusement,
d'apres les termes ou je vois le Chevalier Eden et le Baron de Thugut,
On insiste toujours sur la
je ne presage point un succes satisfaisant.
ratification au sujet des avances ; on a eu tort assurement de la differer
mais le moment actuel presente bien des inconveniens a y
jusqu' ici
C'est ce qu'on allegue dans la note en reponse a celle qu'a
satisfaire.
presente Eden. L'Empereur promet la ratification, mais il desire un
sursis, et qu'il ne soit point question au Parlement d'un nouvel emprunt
;

pour liquider cette somme jusqu' a, une epoqueplus reculee. Le Comte
de Starhemberg est charge d'entrer en explication sur les motifs de
Elle se f oude sur deux considerations principals ; la
cette demande.
crainte de donner aux Francais un pretexte d'entraver Pexecution du
traite en prenant ombrage de nouveaux engagemens avec PAngleterre
et de nuire au credit de cette Cour-ci, occupee a faire des emprunts en
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Allernagne a 5 et 6 per cent, tandis que ceux d'Angleterre, dont il serait
question en Parlement, ne se feraient qu'a un interet infiniment plus
onereux. La question se reduit a ceci, veut-on on ne veut-on pas de
bonne foi renouveller l'union, l'intimite, et les efforts propres a triompher
de la France ? Dans ce cas il faut mettre de cote toute consideration
On a eu des torts
accessoire, sourtout les recriminations dans le passe.
reciproquement ; il faut les oublier, et renouer avec franchise et
energie, et, ce qui est essentiel, derober a l'enneini commun le concert
qu'on etablira dans les premiers momens. On objectera a Londres la
II
inarche du Gouvernement, la difficulte de repondre a l'Opposition.
me semble qu'ici c'est a l'habilete, a- la fermete de ministres a obvier
S'ils en manquent, e'en est fait
mais eux les premiers et toute l'Europe
Croyez-moi
ensuite subira le joug et la loi de la part des Francois.
(vous ?) M. le Comte qu'on puisse l'eviter ? Voila l'epoque, ou du
moins encore une epoque ou la Triple Alliance devrait peser de tout son
poids sur l'equilibre generate, et tres certainement ce noeud formidable
rendrait a l'Europe sa tranquillite, et a tous les Gouvernemens la
securite qu'ils sont menaces de perdre si le triomphe de la France se
consolide par l'humiliation de tous les Cabinets et de tous les thrones.
Jamais une operation plus noble, plus utile, plus digne de la veritable
Je n'ai pas
gloire des souverains ne s'est presentee a leur mediation.
besom de la presenter ici sous toutes ses considerations le tableau
depasserait trop les bornes d'une lettre, et vos lumieres superieures
Je joins mes vceux aux votres pour
m'interdisent de l'entreprendre.
que nous ayons la douce et consolante satisfaction de voir un heureux
denouement a la situation si compliquee des affaires generales."
Copy. French.

aux inconveniens de
l'alternative

la constitution.

est effrayante

;

;

James Talbot

to

Lord Grenville.

—

In cipher. " This mode of corre1797, November 18, Berne.
spondence, which prudence absolutely demands upon such occasions,
would prevent me from expressing my ideas in detail (if I might
presume so far to trouble your Lordship) upon the present internal
state of France.
" The moment in which I write, it will not be necessary to prove
that the question of changing the existing form of Government and
putting the nation at large, who (blank) of all terror and restraint
would decide (not deciphered) might, without much impropriety be
called the unanimity of this majority, I conceive that the number that
would under such circumstances refuse their consent to the restoration
of monarchy, or the legitimate heir to the Crown, would be comparaThis statement granted, it may
tively speaking very inconsiderable.
be presumed (not deciphered) subject to their present rulers by their
remarks of the effects of the system of terror, and their actual dread
of the soldiery, accede, if once the legislative body were, in order to
finish the embarrassment, to depose the Executive power, the odiousness
of which is so full, as almost to make the other causes of oppression
forgot, it would meet the joyful support of the. mass of the people.
This ground for my argument is daily gaining strength, and every
convulsion in the Government serves to extend its base, impressing
on the mind the little prospect of enjoying in the present order of
things what has long been the ultimate object of the general wishes

and

repose.

thing, I think, would
lature in the first place, supposing
i(

The same

happen witli regard to the Legisthem to be composed so well or
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nearly as well as they were before the explosion of the fourth of
September last, that' is to say, that upon the contingency of the
Directory being deposed or put to death, the majority of those bodies
would decrease, there was no hesitation to an essential change in the
form, which if it were not judged an advisable plan in the first instance,
the King upon the throne would adopt measures that would lead to
that desirable event.
" From the best information I have been able to procure, I have
reason to believe that the majority of the members in the two Councils
attached to the existing Government, including the Jacobins, is very
small.
I have indeed heard it positively asserted by persons wellinformed, that it does not exceed four or five.
Should this be correct,
we may not despair of having a decided majority after the approaching
elections in the month of May.

"

Now

from what we have seen of the capacity, unanimity, and
of the well-disposed party in the Assemblies when it
amounted to a majority very strongly pronounced, we may conceive
that very little hopes are to be entertained of success in future in our
In this I am corroborated by what
object, under their joint direction.
I have seen and heard of the deputy who has taken refuge in this
country and it is painful to reflect that those of the highest repute,
Their most distinguishing features are
groan in German colleges.
vanity and indiscretion, and we may often add, indifference.
resolution

;

"As we have not the choice of materials, I shall take the liberty of
proposing to your Lordship Count Reventlau's plan, which recommended
itself to me upon considering the causes of the failure of all those
which have hitherto been attempted; and which appears to me to
obviate many difficulties which present themselves from the improbability of making faithful conspirators of so great a number of people
as will constitute a majority of the two councils
even supposing them
better composed than we have any reason to expect.
" If the elections be suffered (which is certainly matter of much
doubt) we may indulge ourselves in thehope, judging from the temper
of their constituents, that the deputies will force the greater part to be
chosen from amongst the well-intentioned inhabitants and if means
can be found to encourage the natural leaning of the electors, the
foundation of my project will be laid, by giving us a decided majority
n the Legislative body.
;

;

" I beg your Lordship to admit this hypothesis, at least for the sake
of argument. What steps are this majority to take ? Certainly not
I should require nothing from them
those of their predecessors.
further than to avoid provoking an attack from the Directory, and in
order to throw this latter body totally off their guard, I should
recommend them to act in concert in other respects according to their
fancy, and should by no means be surprised to see them from time to
time vote and speak contrary to their real sentiments.
" My next care should be to provide a sufficient number of resolute

men, who, upon signal given, would make themselves masters of the
Directory and perhaps some of the Ministers, particularly the Minister
This should be done without previous (blank) on our part
of Police.
Upon its execution the Government would naturally
in their councils.
They would then
devolve upon the Councils, that is upon the majority.
be able without dread to take such steps as most to conduce to the
and i think we might rely with some degree of
objects in view
nay$ I believe that they would make a
confidence on their firmness
great display of their intrepidity and vigour, every cause for personal
;

—
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apprehension being by this means removed, and being persuaded that
thev -would be supported in their measures by the almost unanimous
voice of the nation.
« This plan has to recommend it at least simplicity; it would be
attended with no very heavy expense. It might be contrived so us the
secret should be imparted to none but those who are to strike the blow,
This might be
and that, the moment before the execution of it.
effectuated like a stroke of lightning, by a small number of people well
chosen, as they would be employed in a moment of supposed security;
and should it fail in the execution, none would be involved but those
who were taken with arms in their hands.
"The effect would be the same whether the violent part of this plan
were accomplished by the Jacobins or the Compagme de Jesus, either
of which description of persons might possibly be interested to undertake it from motives decidedly opposite.
" What would be the most to be dreaded at the crisis would be the
troops; but, perhaps, they would consider themselves bound to obey
the majority of the councils, particularly as they would be supported by
At all events the struggle would
the bulk of their fellow citizens.
eventually produce more good than evil.
li
1 communicate these ideas to your Lordship in the form of a private
If what I here propose
letter, trusting to your Lordship's indulgence.
should be thought chimerical, at least, I should not appear by making it
the subject of a dispatch, to take too much upon me, which I shall on
every occasion avoid but if your Lordship should be of opinion that
what I take the liberty to suggest merits any further consideration, and
that it is the intention of Government to act upon the prospect which
the present order of things in the interior of France presents, I will
endeavour to prepare for entering more fully upon the subject.
"I have communicated the idea to Monsieur Bentinck, who seemed
to approve of it, and he has promised to furnish me with a memoire
upon the subject."
;

Earl Camden

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"It certainly would be more
1797, November 21, Dublin Castle.
agreeable to my own individual feelings that the state of Ireland could
be canvassed in the British Parliament, and that the grounds for a
severity of conduct could be stated as well as the conduct itself detailed
but I am aware it is liable to the observation you so justly make, and
that to avoid an imputation upon your friends in one instance, you
expose yourself to much difficulty upon the general mode of treating
But I think Lord Moira
subjects which appertain to this kingdom.
might be advised to bring his charges into the Irish House of Lords
I cannot, however, leave my
where they could be met, and canvassed.
character and government in better hands than yours, and I only sent
the few particulars I could collect immediately that you might refer to
them, if it should be necessary. The cruelties which are exercised are
dreadful, and the familiarity with which assassination is treated in the
conversations and meetings of the United Irishmen proves the determination with which they are inclined to pursue their system. I wish
I saw any probability that a different line of conduct could ensure quiet
and give satisfaction ; but I am at present clear it cannot advantageously
be adopted.''

Henry Dcndas
1797, November
versation to

26,

know what

to

Lord Grenville.

Wimbledon.—" You wished
I

had

collected respecting the

in a recent con-

means of

offensive
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operations on the coast of France.
I expect some more from another
quarter, but the enclosed is very accurate and very minute, and I believe
he is the best authority on the subject. Return them to me with your
first convenience, and be particularly cautious, for reasons I shall explain
to you, to avoid talcing any notice of your having seen them, and, above
all, be cautious not to mention from whom I have received them.
" I know not whether I shall succeed, as there are strong military
prejudices and objections stated against the plan ; but I am excessively
anxious to induce the supplemental militia to fill up the skeletons of
regular regiments, with the condition of serving not only in Great
Britain, but in Ireland and the islands of Jersey and Guernsey.
If I
can accomplish this plan I am from that moment on velvet with regard
to every service this country can require."

The Earl of Mornington

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I arrived here
1797, November 28, Funchal, Island of Madeira.
on the 21st instant, and am at present in perfectly good health. The
voyage fatigued me a gocd deal, but the weather was such as I have
no reason to expect as we advance to the southward. This is a delightful climate, and the country is beautiful ; it has all the advantages of
the southern countries of Europe and of the tropical climates, without
the inconveniences of either.
"An unfavourable wind has compelled all the ships to quit the
anchorage in Funchal Road, and until they return we cannot proceed
on our voyage ; from all appearances we are likely to be detained for
some days longer.
" I have been most hospitably received by all the English on this
island, and most respectfully by His Excellency Don Diozo Perreira
Forjaes da Continho, Governor General of the Madeiras. Pray see
Lady Mornington and my children sometimes, and write to me, that
I may not repeat Alexander Selkirk's ode too often,
I

am monarch

of

all

I survey

....

" If you want excellent Madeira, send your orders to Mr. Masterton,
at Messrs. Kingston, Crump, and Compauy, New Broad Street, London,
and direct the wine to be forwarded to me in India on your account. I
will keep it until the Asiatic sun has ripened it, and then I will send it
to you by a safe hand.
" I sincerely wish that you and Bathurst would renew our ancient
I mean to
application to Camden in favour of poor William Bisset.
write upon the subject my conscience reproaches me for not having
;

been more active in

his interest."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor.— "Lord

Grenville's attention in sending
December 1,
evening the dispatches brought by Lord Elgin's servant from
Berlin is very agreeably felt by rae they incline me to hope the best

1797,

this

;

from the new king, though it is certainly too early to form any solid
The Court of Russia, if really inclined to stop the mischief
conclusion.
which will rapidly advance to the walls of Petersburg if not prevented
by joining in active measures, has now a certain means of coming
forward, an alliance for that purpose consisting of England, Russia,
and Prussia, to which every other regular government may be invited
This, founded on the defence of religion, of society, and of
to accede.
the rights of every independent state, and to prevent the destruction of
the smaller ones, may still save Europe."
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Count Woronzow
1797, December 2,
du Comte Panin que

vous venez de

me

to

Lord Grenvtlle.

Richmond. — " Outre

la lettre

et le

postscriptum

prie M. Hammond de vous remetre, et que
renvoyer, j'ai recti aussi une lettre chifree que je
j'ai

communiquer dans la confiance que j'ai en vous;
vous etes lundi en ville, je viendrai expres pour vous la lire. Si
non, je vous la communiquerai jeudi a la conference.
" Quant a M. Taunzin, je sais que c'est un fourbe, un intriguant
indigne, qu'il a beaucoup intrigue dans le Brabant
qu'ami il protege
par Hankowitz, celui a lui procura la mission de Russie qu'a Petersbourg, il n'a cesse d'intriguer, et que, quand le Cour de Berlin chercha
chez nous a faire rapeller Kalitchef parcequ'il etait trop honnete,
l'Empereur desira d'etre debarasse de ce Taunzin parcequ'il etait
trop coquin ainsi on sacrifla chez nous un honnete homme pour se
def'aire d'un gueux.
Au reste ce gueux est, dit-on, fort mielleux,
affecte la douceure de caractere qu'il n'a pas, et ne manque pas
n'hesiterai pas de vous

et

si

;

;

;

d'aimabilite

!

" Je suis bien aise de voir que la Cour de Berlin, qui esperait d'avoir
Allopeus pour successeur de Kalitchef, s'est trompee. Car le Comte
Panin est dans les memes excellents principes que son predecesseur,
avec plus de lumiere, et infiniment plus de fermete."
French.

The Marquis of Buckingham
December 8 [Stowe].

to

Lord

Gtrenvjlle.

u I

was in hopes that nothing was likely
loan of 1,500/. which I lent you last
Christmas, and which, in the usual course of things, might have lain
in your" hands for ever.
But six days ago I received a letter from
Mr. C. Long, with an order from the Treasury to pay before December
29th 3,900/., which they state to be my father's final balance, being the
sum declared. In the year 1792 when Lord Barrington's, Lord Howe's,
and my father's accounts were closed, the usual cravings were made for
monies surcharged in consequence ot forgeries of seamen's wills, double
payments, as well as for the expence of passing the accounts ; and
Mr. Pitt (though my account was for ten times the amount of the
others) agreed to give me the same sum as the others, namely, 7,000/.,
which would of course pay 3,900/. to Government, and leave the residue
to the Navy Pay Office clerks, and to the other Offices who claim fees.
Of this sum not one shilling has been paid, and 1 have been held out
in the Report of the Finance Committee as a defaulter.
I have writ
to Mr. Pitt a private letter, before I write a public letter to the Board
in answer to Mr. Long ; and I have recalled these facts to his recollection, and requested to hear from him before I write to the Treasury
as I take it for granted that he had forgot that communication, and that
Mr. Long's letter was writ in consequence of general orders. In all
events however I must be prepared, for I feel it most essential and
necessary to my credit that on the 29th December my balance must be
paid ; and I protest that I do not know how I can safely depend upon
Mr. Pitt's payment of the sum promised to me, and which I understand
has actually been paid to Lord Howe and to Lord Barrington. And if
this should be the case, I must request your immediate answer upon
the subject of the 1,500/., without which I fear that I am aground.
I
have earnestly begged Mr. Pitt to let me have some answer from him,
announcing to me his intentions on this subject, that I may be prepared ;
and you can serve me most essentially in urging him not to leave me
1797,

to have disturbed the trifling

a

94090.

q

(j
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uninformed of them.

He

understand that I cannot
do in this matter what should be
deemed a private favour, or to depart from the usual and accustomed

for a

moment propose

will of course clearly

to

him

to

practice of his Office.
"I have likewise information this morning that Mr. Tiernay has
moved an attack on my office in the Exchequer. I have written to Lord
Temple and to Sir William Young to insist that my friends shall not
be provoked to say one single word on the subject of me or of my office,
as it will be time enough for me to decide upon my line (if any) as soon
But as I do not consider this entirely as
as I know what the attack is.

naked and abstract question unconnected with others, I wish
your ideas upon it."
a

The Earl of Elgin
Private.

to

to

know

Lord Grenville.

—

" I must have recourse to this mode of
1797, December 10, Berlin.
communication in informing your Lordship of some circumstances
relative to the conduct of business at this Court.
" The King has hitherto shewn so much reserve to those who fill
the several departments of State, that it is impossible to foresee where
He, no doubt, chiefly employs
his confidence may ultimately be placed.
Count Haugwitz in foreign affairs still, however, he converses more
than his predecessor did with Count Finckenstein, and Baron
Alvensleben besides his Majesty examiues himself the reports made
by his Ministers in different Courts.
" But, in the midst of this uncertainty, I can take upon myself to
assure your Lordship that Count Bruhl, who had been his governor,
enjoys his Majesty's friendship, and the permission to converse with
him at all times, and on all subjects. The communications which
lately have passed between Russia and Prussia have been carried on by
Your Lordship is already acquainted with his character,
this gentleman.
and his honourable sentiments.
" There is another source of influence which I could never mention
except to your Lordship. It is the Queen of Prussia. Attached by the
strongest ties of affection, and persuaded of the purity of her character,
and of the sincere interest her Majesty takes in his welfare, the King
encourages her candid observations, and acts towards her with unreHer opinion is known to have weight, and is not
served confidence.
withheld from the King when her Majesty feels it may [be] of use. I
have every reason to believe that the Queen, as well as the King,
entertain very favourable impressions towards the King and Queen of
England. Among many trifling instances which I could adduce, there
Lord Folkestone, who
is one immediately before me, in the case of
brought a letter of recommendation from the Queen to the then Princess
Royal, and the attentions which have, on that account, been shewn him
are beyond example.
" In submitting these matters to your Lordship's consideration, I
trust that their possible utility may be an apology for my touching on
;

;

such very delicate topics."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — "I

enclose to Lord Grenville, and
1797, December 10,
desire he will communicate to Mr. Pitt, the copies of the letters I wrote
to the King of Prussia through Baron Steinberg, and to the Duke of
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Brunswick by M. cle Luc, as they will shew I have taken every
prudential means to get the Duke of Brunswick to stand forth, and to
prepare the King of Prussia to expect friendship from this Court.
Lord Grenville will find by the two letters I have received through the
channel of Field Marshal Freytag from M. de Luc, that it is very
difficult to move the Duke of Brunswick, and that a timidity of political
]STo plan is yet sent;
character strongly pervades his composition.
there is a letter from the Princess of Orange to the Duke of Brunswick
which shews she is much fitter than him for the days we live in. I
suppose de Luc's reason for writing to me instead of to Lord Grenville
is that, as yet, he truly has nothing to say, but to prove that he is
pushing for decision, and that General Stamfort sees the business in a
just manner."

The Marquis of Buckingham

Lord Grenville.

to

—

[1797] December 12, [Stowe]. "I hasten to relieve you from the
uneasiness of any difficulty respecting the 1,500/., which I would not
on any consideration suffer you to raise with a loss ; preferring infinitely
any sacrifice on my part to the slightest on yours. But by a line which
I have received from Bernard, who has seen Long, the warrant for my
money will be paid (I trust) before the 29th and, at all events, I shall
know decidedly to morrow ; because Mr. Pitt, to whom I wrote again
respecting it and my proposed return to Mr. Tiernay's motion, had
appointed Bernard to see him this morning ; but I fancy that the payment is so far settled that I determined to prevent, as soon as possible,
any money negotiation on your part.
;

Count Woronzow

to

Lord Grenville.

Richmond. — " Je

vous envoi la traduction de
1797, December 12,
l'ordre que je viens de recevoir de l'Empereur, ainsi que la copie de
Instruction que la Regence d'Hanovre a donnee a son plenipotentier
a Ratisbone, laquelle m'ayent ete envoyee en Almand je Pai fait
;

traduire, et je joins aussi cette traduction.

" Je sais que le Ministere Britannique ne se melle jamais des affaires
de l'Electorat, et que vous avez toujours decline de recevoir de moi la
moindre communication sur ces affaires ; aussi je puis vous assurer que,
si j'avais eu Tordre de m'adresser a Monsieur le Baron de Leuthe, je
l'aurais fait avec plaisir, sans vous incomoder par la lecture de ces
Mais vous verez par la lettre de l'Empereur que je dois
pieces.
seulement faire quelques observations amicales au Ministere Britannique
sur le contraste de la politique de la Regence d'Hanovre d'avec celle
de la Cour cle Londres dans une affaire oil l'interet est absolument
le meme entre elles ; car s'il ne convient pas a la Grande Bretagne que
la France augmente encore son territoire, trop etendue deja, au depense
de l'Empire Germannique, le renversement de l'integrite de l'Empire
convient encore raoins aux interets de l'Electorat d'Hanovre.
" Ce vif interet que prend l'Empereur a la conservation de l'integrite
deTAllemagne est conue de toute l'Europe. II s'est si fortement prononce sur ce sujet que cela devrait, sans doute, engager la France et
les amis de cette Republique, si ambitieuse d'acroitre sa puissance et
son influence, a decliner, autanfc qu'ils peuvent, cette mediation et
garantie d'un Prince si puissant, et qui veut empecher l'effet de leurs
projets sinistres ; mais ce n'est pas certainementa la Regence d'Hanovre
a suivre la marche des ennemis de l'Empire Germannique, et de la
surete de l'Europe en general.

C G 2
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" Ce n'est pas officiellement que je vous ecris, c'est un billet d'ami k
ami pour vous informer de l'affaire, pour vous demander si vous
pouvez metre sous les yeux du Hoi les pieces ci-incluses. Et, si vous
ne le pouvez pas, je vous prie de me conseiller vous-meme ce que j'ai a
faire, et si je dois, quoique je n'en ai pas l'ordre, m'adresser a Monsieur
le Baron de Leuthe."
French.

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

u I

know that it will give you
[1797] December 13 [Stowe].
pleasure to hear that I have received from Mr. Pitt the most marked
attentions in the immediate expedition of my warrant for 7,000/., and
in the discussions with Bernard upon the subject of my office.
He
perfectly approves the return, varying it in some slight degree but not
But I have likewise infinite satisfaction in receiving
in the essentials.
from him a letter to which I am very sensible, in answer to the thanks
I thought myself bound to give him for the justice he did to the
memory and services of my father. Though I have nothing to add, I
write you these few lines because I know they will gratify you."

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

Windsor. — " I

have received this morning Lord
1797, December 15,
Grenville's box ; I highly approve of his letter to Mr. de Luc, which I
shall enclose under cover to Field Marshal Freytag.
I trust Lord
Grenville will urge Mr. Pitt to stand firm on the proposed assessed
I have wrote this morning to the same effect, as I see by the
return of Mr. Fox to the House of Commons, Opposition mean to
give as much trouble as they can on this subject."

taxes.

Lord Grenville

to

Count Starhemberg.

—

1797, December 16, Cleveland Eow. " Je vous restitue, selon la
promesse que je vous en ai fait, vos deux lettres du 16 et 19 Novembre,
<que j'avais mis a part pour vous les remettre la derniere fois que j'eus
le plaisir de vous recevoir ici, mais que j'ai alors oublie de vous donner.
La conduite de votre Cour en annoncant a TEmpire l'integrite pour
base des negotiations de Rastadt, est bien faite pour etonner ceux qui
sont obliges d'admirer dans l'eloignement et l'ignorance, le developpement du nouveau code diplomatique.
" Je sais que vous etes, comme nous, un peu attache aux vielleries de
Ja bonne foi, et de la verite."
Copy.
French.

The Earl of Elgin
Private.

—

to

Lord Grenville.

"I avail myself of Mr. Lloyd's passage
1797, December 17, Berlin.
through Berlin to acquaint your Lordship that Prince Kourakin, being
much attached to Count Panin, and considering him as an efficient
member of the department of foreign affairs at Petersburg, frequently
communicates to him intelligence of a secret nature, that would not
Count
necessarily be conveyed to the Minister resident at this Court.
Panin's habits of intimacy and confidence with me induce him occasionally to permit me to derive some benefit from these communications,
always however under the engagement in no ways to commit him. If,
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have at times to send to your Lordship notions or informawhich I draw from such private but authentic sources, I trust to
your thinking it sufficient if on such occasions I avoid citing names,
and content myself with saying that I speak from authority, or with
certainty, or some such marked expression."
therefore, I

tion

George

Lord Grenville.

III. to

—

" As the letters arrived from the
1797, December 23, Windsor.
Earl of Elgin at Berlin give but little insight as to the state of politics
there, I think it must be agreeable to Lord Grenville to hear what
Monsieur d'Ompteda, a young gentleman of much observation and
employed by me at that Court, has stated on the 5th of this month.
That, on the 3rd, he waited on the Duke of Brunswick, in whose
anti-chamber he found several military persons the most distinguished
had separate audiences of the Duke, the rest he came and received in
that room, wheie he cautiously avoided taking any notice of Monsieur
d'Ompteda but, on retiring from this levee, addressed himself with a
loud voice, that all might hear him, to Monsieur d'Ompteda
Sir, I
This gentleman
have one word to say to you, pray follow me.'
immediately communicated the arrival of Baron de Steinberg who
thought it proper to have his audience of the King of Prussia previous
to waiting on the Duke, who, with some hesitation, expressed a wish
that the Baron would not come to him, as his own situation was so very
critical
but d'Ompteda said that the Baron neglecting that attention,
which would be known by all, would be more liable to comments, that
consequently the Baron would not desist from what every degree of
decorum required, and which mark of respect he would equally show
The Duke then opened
to every reigning Prince then at Berlin.
himself by saying that, on his first interview with Prince Henry of
Prussia, that Prince had with much eagerness desired to know why the
Baron had been sent to Berlin, and what was his personal character.
The Duke had replied that he was totally ignorant of the Baron's
commission, that he supposed it was similar to that on the death of
Frederick the Second, that perhaps he might also have instructions to
mention the neutrality of the North of Germany. The Duke then
added he had reason to believe that Count Haugwitz was not inclined
to any strong objections against the detaching the left of the Bhine
from the German empire ; indeed that he would rather encourage it
as an excuse for aggrandizing Prussia in other parts of Germany;
that the Duke feared he could be of little utility in preventing this,
for that, though the King of Prussia had received him in the most
friendly manner, and perhaps might permit him now and then in conversation to prevent some bad maxims, yet he did not think his weight
would be great that, therefore, he owed it to his own reputation to
state that people had more opinion of the good he could do than there
was any ground for that the people at Berlin were bad, and indeed
even worse than he had supposed that his delicate situation did not
permit [him] to act with the warmth of his own feelings in favour of
England; that Count Haugwitz was his personal enemy, and one whom
no honest man could trust; that he respect[ed] the talents of the Count,
but knew that he was bound by no ties but those of his own personal
that if this bad been doubted, his conduct towards Madame
interest
de Lichtenau, whom he had pretended to concur with to get possession
of her secrets, and had since betrayed to the young monarch, must
shock every man of common honesty. He also maintains that no treaty
between Courts is binding longer than mutual interest requires; and
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

'
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ended with saying he had been just assured by Prince Reuss, the
Austrian Minister, that he had been directed by Baron Thugut to
assure the Prussian Cabinet that no stipulations had been settled between
the Emperor and the French at Udino concerning the German Empire ;
that therefore he hoped Prussia would support Austria in the maintenance at Radstadt of the integrity of the German Empire.
Lord
Grenville has my permission to communicate this to Mr. Pitt, who, I
am certain, will agree with me in lamenting that a Prince with talents
to be of real use at this critical

moment

is

so over-cautious, I fear, to

render them perfectly null ; and I fear we cannot push on Russia to
take an hearty part which I am confident would secure the young king
but if that is not effected, I fear we shall get fair words from Berlin,
but no one step of vigour."

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

— "Lord
1797, December 23, Dropmore.

Grenville has availed himof your Majesty's permission to communicate to Mr. Pitt the
information which your Majesty has received from Berlin, and which
seems to preclude all hope of any effective assistance from the Duke of
Brunswick's exertions or influence there. Nothing can be more striking
than the comparison between the active and daring measures adopted
by the enemy for the purposes of subversion, and the timid, languid,
and indecisive conduct of those who have the strongest interest in
opposing a system of unexampled danger and mischief to civil society.
" Lord Grenville will not fail to write again to your Majesty's
Minister at Petersburgh to instruct him to use every means to stimulate
that Court, but he is very fearful that the same observation which he
has ventured to make respecting the Duke of Brunswick's condnct
applies with full as much force to that of the Emperor of Russia."
self

Copy.

George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

—"Lord
24, Windsor.

Grenville seems so fully to
1797, December
view the conduct of the Duke of Brunswick in the same manner as it
strikes me, that it is unnecessary to dwell on it, but [we] ought still to
redouble every means left of bringing the young King of Prussia to take
a part suitable to the supposed worth of his private character as such,
I highly approve of the intention of further urging the Russian
Emperor to step forward. I shall add the further intelligence I have
While Baron de Steinberg was
received by this post from Berlin.
waiting in the Queen's antichamber for his audience, the King of Prussia
came there, and immediately addressed him with expressions of sorrow
at thinking the left side of the Rhine would be taken from the German
Empire the Baron expressed that though there might be some risk of
such a fatal measure, that, if the king would stand forth, he had the
means of preventing it. The king [said] he was certainly most desirous
of preventing this evil, but that it seemed to him that it was almost too
Other persons came into the
late to make any effectual resistance.
room, which stopped the conversation. Count Haugwitz avoids having
any conversation with the Baron but in mixed company, though an
interview has been desired by Steinberg, who has had a very full conversation with Duke of Brunswick, who has held similar language to
that with Monsieur de Luc at Brunswick on a triple alliance to which
Austria should be invited to accede that there is no fear for the present
of the king's having any close connection with France, and that he will
;

;

;
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scrupleously [scrupulously] avoid any concert with that horrid nation ;
that his last words to Jacobi on his setting off for Radstadt were,
preserve the integrity of the German Empire, and you may expect from
me the greatest reward. That the Duke has reason to believe, at the
same time, there is but little hopes of regaining the left bank of the
Rhine ; that if Prussia cannot recover the Duchy of Cleves, he will be
repaid by some secularization ; that France will not allow any change
of Principalities, but that the clergy must make good all these losses to
Princes, from a view of preventing Austria from obtaining Bavaria.
It
is not yet known what secret agreements Austria has made with France.
The Baron is persuaded the Duke of Brunswick might be of great use
if he would step forward, and that the king's confidence in him certainly
renders him of some use, but that he meant to return to Brunswick the
day after the public interment.
" Rough as this account is drawn up by me, I desire it may be
communicated to Mr. Pitt."

W. Pitt

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"I return you the King's
1797, December 24, Downing Street.
which indeed gives a deplorable picture of the person from
whom we expected the safety of Europe. I hope we shall now have
an interval to look into arrangements at home, which certainly, during
the last fortnight, as far as I am concerned, have had very little
attention.
I shall endeavour now to bring up my arrear.
"I should wish to know how particular the intelligence is you
mention in the secret letters from Paris, whether enough so to ground
It will be as well if you can send
ostensible measures upon them here.

letter,

them

to

Hammond

or Canning, to be

The Earl of Elgin

shown

to

to

me and Dundas."

Lord Grenville.

Private.
"I cannot withhold from your Lordship
1797, December 27, Berlin.
that it was the Duke of Brunswick who, amidst his timid counsels,
recommended to the King of Prussia the taking in sequestration the
Electorate of Hanover during the war."

Lord Grenville

to

George

III.

-

1797, December 29, Dropmore.— " Lord Grenville has the honour to
transmit to your Majesty a letter from M. de Luc, with its inclosure,
which seem to prove but too clearly that nothing is to be expected in
the present moment from the Court of Berlin, except a resistance which
might possibly be made to any hostile measures of the French against
and the humiliating step taken respecting the
the north of Germany
French king presents but a bad presage of vigour or spirit in that
;

quarter.

" Lord Grenville humbly submits to your Majesty that till some
information is received of the effect of the insinuations made in your
Majesty's name at the Courts of Petcrsburgh and Vienna, any further
representations at those Courts, on the ideas stated in the Duke of

Brunswick's paper, would be premature and useless.
(i
Lord Grenville has received a note from Mr. Balan announcing
Count Tauenzein's arrival, and he will, with your Majesty's permission,
appoint him to deliver his letter to your Majesty on AYednesday next."
Copy.
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George

III. to

Lord Grenville.

1797, December 30, Windsor.— " The letter Lord Grenville has
received from Monsieur de Luc, .and the flimsy enclosure, shew nohopes are to be formed of any active assistance from the Court of
Berlin in the present arduous moment. I perfectly agree with Lord
Grenville that, till an answer arrives from Petersburgh to the proposals
that have been made, no step can be further taken from hence to
Berlin.
I highly approve of the draft I have read this morning to Sir
Charles Whitworth, which ought to have much effect. I approve of
receiving Count Tauenzien on Wednesday."

ADDENDA.
The Marquis of Carmarthen

to

W. W. Grenville.

—

"Inclosed I transmit to you the principal
1787, July 27, Whitehall.
points on which his Majesty's confidential servants wish to obtain the
earliest as well as most accurate information.
It gave me great
pleasure to learn that you were willing to go to Holland at this very
interesting period.

" I have taken the liberty
worthy Greffier, who, I am

of

troubling you with a letter to the
be glad to show you every

sure, will

attention in his power."

W. W. Grenville

to

W. Pitt.

—

" I arrived here yesterday evening, and
1787, July 31, The Hague.
have had a great deal of very instructive communication from Sir
James Harris on the different points on which the King's servants
appeared to wish that I should inform myself. The intelligence which
you will receive from him by this post respecting the proposition made
by the King of Prussia for a joint mediation with France to the
exclusion of Great Britain, certainly conveys a very unfavourable impression of his disposition on this subject; especially as there is no
room to doubt that M. de Thuleymeer has acted in this particular in
exact conformity to the orders which he received from his Court. At
the same time the terms which the King of Prussia has stated to France
as the grounds of a mediation are so conformable to what he must feel to
be the wishes of His Majesty on this subject, that I should hope there
may still be a possibility that he may close with the offer now made to
him, of acting in concert for the attainment of those objects, on which
the two Courts are so much agreed. No account has yet been received
by Sir James Harris of the effect produced by Lord Carmarthen's
dispatch to Mr. Ewart of the 17th instant, authorising him to make
to the King of Prussia an offer of communication on the present
But as we shall probably know here by Friday
state of the Republic.
what answer has been given to this proposal, it appears clearly proper
that no steps shall be taken for going to Nimeguen till after that day,
as the language to be held there may depend so much on this point.
" I am indeed very apprehensive that the interval will be far from
sufficient to enable me to inform myself as amply as I should wish on
-

many material points of enquiry with respect to the detail of the disputes existing between the different Provinces, and those relating to
Sir James Harris has promised to procure for me the
the Stadtholder.
commissions of Stadtholder and Captain General granted in 1747, and
in 1766; but I understand that these are different in the several
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Provinces, and that there is no commission given to the Prince as
Besides this, the
Stadtholder and Captain-General of the Union.
commissions themselves are far from being precise or definite as to the
The right of appointing
extent of the power which they convey.
magistrates in the different towns of Holland was one of the points in
which it was proposed to concede when a union was projected of the
aristocracy and the Prince's friends at Amsterdam, and defeated by
the obstinacy of the latter. It appears that it will, in any case, be
difficult to maintain the right of absolute appointment, as no more is
given by the constitution than the right of choosing one person out of
The reglemens were made
three named by the councils of the towns.
in the time of King William, for the express purpose of counterbalancing
the power of Holland, by giving influence and authority to the Stadtholder.
They convey to him in the three provinces of Gruelderland,
Utrecht, and Overyssel large powers, both in the appointment of
magistrates, and in the choice of deputies to the Provincial States.
M. de Montmorin, in his letter to M. Barthelemy, speaks of four
This is done with a view to
provinces to which the reglemens apply.
include Frizeland, in which there is a reglement, but of a different
nature from those of the other three provinces. There has never been
in Frizeland any dispute on the subject of their reglement; whereas,
in Overyssel, the reglement has actually been overthrown ; in Utrecht,
and in Guelderit is the point on which the province is now in arms
land it is the opinion, even of those who support the Prince, that some
concession ought to be made by him on this head.
;

" From the very statement of the original view with which these
reglemens were made, and from their general nature and tendency, it
seems apparent that the Prince has a strong interest in maintaining
them as much as possible in their present form. But if this is inconsistent with the ideas of his own supporters, I apprehend that it would,
in the next place, be important that, in any arrangement of the affairs
of the Eepublic, this point should be left to be settled by the Prince
with the States of the several Provinces to which the reglemens apply,
and not with the States of Holland, who have clearly no right to

government of the
This was the answer made by the Prince and Princess
other provinces.
of Orange to M. De Rayneval's proposition on this head.
The same
object is now made one of the terms contained in the King of Prussia's
proposal to France, and it appears entirely consistent with the language
held in the last dispatch to the Duke of Dorset, which states the
constitution of 1747 and 1766 as the basis of negotiation, and mentions
the other points as proper matters for discussion in the Republic, with
or without the mediation of the Powers.
interfere in a matter entirely relating to the interior

" I have thought it right to advert in the above general manner to
the chief points in dispute, and I shall endeavour as far as possible to
procure such particulars relating to them as may enable rce to return
to England with that sort of detailed information which it was wished
I am apprehensive that the greatest difficulty will
I should acquire.
arise in endeavouring to ascertain the extent to which concessions may
be made on those heads on which some concession appears reasonable,
as Sir James Harris is of opinion that there are no persons here of
Perhaps the more
sufficient weight to undertake to answer for the rest.
immediate purpose with which I understood this information to be
desired, will, in some degree, be answered by the circumstance of the
King of Prussia having come forward with propositions so consonant to
I shall, however, not
the wishes of the Stadtholder and his friends.

-MO
fail to endeavour to acquire as much information on the subject as the
circumstances in which wc are placed will admit."
"Postscript.
I find that there is also a rec/lement in Grroningnen,
by which considerable powers are given to the Stadtholder. Sir James
Harris is, however, clearly of opinion that the expression of France was
used with a view to Frizeland.
The general term of provinces a
reglement is understood here to apply only to the three provinces of
The claim stated in M. de
Guelderland, Utrecht, and Overyssel.
Montmorin's letter of the bourgeoisies to interfere in the election of
the Regents, is one which has not been brought forward for more than
a century, and is in direct contradiction to what is understood to be the
constitution of Holland, and of its different towns.
It goes, in effect, to
change the form of government from an aristocracy to cne purely
democrat! cal ; as is evident by the manner in which this principle has
been applied at Amsterdam and Rotterdam, where the magistrates
elected in the old form have been dismissed, and others substituted in

—

their

room by an armed mob."

Draft.

W. W. GrRENVlLLE
Private.

W.

PlTT.

—* I

The Hague.
am afraid you

1787, July 31,
as I

to

my

have nothing to add to
will find there, except that I

other

much

fear
I shall have more difficulty than I had foreseen in bringing to distinct
points the questions with which I am furnished, on account of the
strange unsettled state in which the constitution of this country has
always been, and the imperfect manner in which it is understood by the
people here. I think, however, that the King of Prussia's paper affords
good ground for us to proceed upon, even if he should reject our offers
of communication and concert, which can hardly be supposed although,
in that case, I see little for us to do but to withdraw ourselves as
letter, little

;

handsomely as we can.
u I have been received with great

civility

by

Sir

James

Harris.

I

propose certainly staying here till Friday. It is not yet settled whether
he goes to Nimeguen, but it seems impossible for me to avoid it on
account of the letters to be delivered although, if the King of Prussia
If when I get
rejects our first offer, it will be to very little purpose.
there the Puke of Brunswick is arrived at Wesel, I think I shall proceed
Though I have nothing to say to him, he might be flattered by
there.
and the report received to-day of the unlimited
it as an attention
powers given to him by the King of Prussia (if it is anything like the
As it is not quite
truth) makes him a card of some consequence.
impossible that I may remain here two or three days longer than I
proposed, and may by that means be able to have an answer to this
and
letter, I w»h you would let me know what you think of this idea
particularly whether it would probably be agreeable or not to His
I cannot help thinking that it would be right that some
Majesty.
officer of rank should be sent expressly for the purpose of flattering him,
and perhaps holding out to him the idea of command and this would
make my journey useless, to my great satisfaction."
Draft.
;

;

;

;

W.

Pitt

to

W. W. Gkknville.

—

1787, August 1, Downing Street. "You will have learnt from Sir
James Harris the contents of the last letters from Berlin, which came
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here on Sunday night, and the circumstance of the Emperor's letter to
We have sent further instructions in consethe Prince of Orange.
quence both to Vienna and Berlin, the copies of which Sir James Harris
The question respecting the deputies from
will of course show you.
Utrecht seems left in an awkward posture, though I observe Sir James
Harris doubts whether it can be prudently be pushed to a decision at
The account he gives of levies in Liege, to replace the
present.
defection of the corps in the service of Holland, seems also to require
It is very material that our friends should not lose the
attention.
superiority of force within the Republic, while we are labouring to proThere is no news from France
tect it from interference from without.
I forgot, in speaking
or elsewhere but what I have already alluded to.
to you about the Grefher, to mention that the King particularly wished
you to say civilities to him from His Majesty, and to express his reliance

upon

his

good

dispositions.

" I hope the remainder of your journey will have been prosperous,
and with less delays than you had to encounter in the beginning,"

W. W. Grenville
The Hague. — " Sir

to

W.

Pitt.

James Harris writes to-day by
1787, August 3,
an extra packet in order to lose no time in sending over the resolution
of the States of Zeland on the subject of the proposed mediation, and
in stating the strong wish of our friends here that some memorial should
be delivered to the States General on our part, of a nature similar to
that of France, in consequence of the resolution of Holland.
In conversing with Sir James Harris on this subject it did not occur to me
that any considerable objection was felt in England to this step when
I imagine, therefore, that the desire of our friends
it was first proposed.
here will be thought a sufficient reason for adopting a measure in itself
so indifferent, and which can probably have no other effect than that
of showing that Great Britain interests herself in the present situation of
the Republic a truth which, however evident from a variety of circumstances, is nevertheless contradicted here with great pains, and some
success.
The resolution of Zeland is, 1 think, drawn up with force and
judgment. It seems right that similar resolutions should now be brought;
forward in Guelderland and at Amersfort, in order to anticipate any
effect which the approach of the King of Prussia's army might produce
on the deliberations of those provinces, if he should be still desirous of
excluding Great Britain from the mediation, as appears to be the case
by the note received from the Princess of Orange.
u I shali certainly remain here till the King of Prussia's answer to
the first proposal of communication with Great Britain is known, which
will probably be in a day or two.
It appears to me at present that my
going to Nimeguen or not should depend on the nature of that answer,
unless I should previously receive any intimation of your wishes on the
The instruction given to the Flemish deputies seems likely
subject.
to encourage the King of Prussia to proceed, as it proves that, without
the greatest concessions on the part of the Emperor, his principal
attention must still be directed to that object.
If I do not go to
Nimeguen I propose returning from hence to England in the beginning
although I fear that I shall not have been able to acquire,
of next week
by that time, much of the information which was desired when I left
England.
" On the important subject, however, of the terras on which a
mediation might proceed, Sir James Harris and myself had yesterday
a conversation of some length with two of our most intelligent friends
;

;
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here, the result of which will, I trust, be thought in great, measure
satisfactory, and will be fully stated to you to-morrow in a dispatch
from Sir James Harris."

Draft,

W. W. Grexville
Private.

to

W.

Pitt.

—

August 3, The Hague. " Sir James Harris writes by an
] 787,
extraordinary packet, as it seems to be a point which our friends here
have extremely at heart that a memorial should be immediately presented by us, to do away the impressions of our indifference. I feel
every moment that I remain here how much I have undertaken a task
beyond my abilities (or even those of much abler men) when I formed
the expectation of being able to bring to anything like distinct points
questions upon which the people of this country are themselves so
uniD formed. I must trust, therefore, to your friendship to prepare the
minds of our investigators for a considerable disappointment, in order
At the same time
that my character may not suffer essentially from it.
I really think thatwhat will be stated to you to-morrow, although it will
contain little new, and will be very short of an answer to all our
enquiries, will nevertheless, by bringing together a number of scattered
objects, afford no unsatisfactory basis for us to proceed upon, till the
business is brought to that sort of point when it will be impossible to
advance a step without consulting upon the spot with the few persons
here who, having made these questions the study of their lives, are
masters of them. I have great reason to be satisfied with Sir James
I am extremely unwilling to go to
Harris's openness and attentions.
Nimeguen, unless there is ground to expect co-operation with Prussia.
Without that, great expectations would be formed by the Princess
from my coming ; and I should not have one word to say beyond empty
compliments and general assurances, which might be conveyed without
a special commission for that purpose."
" I have made a great blunder in the paper which I sent
Postscript.
on Tuesday, in saying that there is no commission as Captain-General
There is one, and it is prkited in Janicon. Pray, if you
of the union.
have an opportunity, scratch out those words. I was led into the
mistake by the information which I received here. This will give you
an idea how little the subject is understood."

—

Draft.

W. W. Grenville

—

Private.

to

W.

Pitt.

1787, August 3, The Hague. " I trust you will be satisfied with the
More
dispatch which goes to-day on the different points in discussion.
precise information can, I fear, not be acquired without a long and
particular application to the study of the constitution of this country,
which is that of all others whose constitution is least fixed. But, if a
negotiation can be commenced on these principles, whoever carries it on
here (where I take it for granted on every account you mean it should
be carried on) will have the assistance, as the different points come
under a detailed discussion, of those persons who have made this the
more particular account could not have been
study of their lives.
given in a dispatch, without writing a book like Blackstone's CommenSome, however, of the persons to whom I allude could not leave
taries.
the Hague, which circumstance makes it absolutely necessary to negotiate
here, rather than at Nimeguen, Aix la Chapelle, or any other town.

A
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" Although the King of Prussia's answer is not quite what it might be,
makes it proper for me to go to Nimeguen. I cannot
well go till after Monday or Tuesday, on account of engagements here
which I thought it important not to refuse. The delay will be amply
compensated by the advantage of conversing with some of the persons
yet, I think, it

whom I shall see in the interim. From Nimeguen I shall, I believe,
return through Flanders, and by Calais, partly from curiosity, and
partly to avoid the necessity of passing at least 24 hours in the tortures
of the damned.
I shall hope, before I leave this place, to receive your
answer about the Duke of Brunswick. It is a commission I am far
from desirous of undertaking but I am very anxious that something
of the sort should be done by somebody."
;

Draft.

W. W.
1787, August

4,

G-RENVILLE to

W.

PlTT.

The Hague. — " Sir James Harris writes by this post

so fully on the different points to be discussed between the parties here
in case of a mediation, that it is impossible to add anything on the
I flatter myself that if any part of his letter should be thought
subject.
to require further explanation, I shall be able on my return in some
degree to supply such particulars as may be necessary for that purpose.
I take it for granted that in the meantime it will have been thought
right to agree entirely in the propositions which were made by Prussia
to the French Court, and which are now formally communicated to the
The only point on which any difference of opinion can probably
king.
have arisen seem3 to be that of the suspension of hostilities, on which
head the proposition of Prussia appears to concur with that of France,
I think that some modification may be
to which we had objected.
adopted on this subject, especially as our friends here seem to wish
much that the removal of the troops from Utrecht should take place.
In anything, however, which is to be done on this subject it will be
necessary to act with the utmost caution, particularly as the intelligence
to which you allude in your letter (which I received last night) respecting the new levies, is confirmed beyond a possibility of doubt, and the
object of France, evidently, is to restore to her friends in the Republic
such a superiority of force as may render her open intervention
unnecessary, if circumstances should arise to make her think it dangerous
I cannot help suggesting whether it might not be proper, if
the language now held by France and the other information from that
quarter should not be satisfactory, to enable the States of Guelderland
immediately to take measures to counteract this plan by a similar
augmentation of their army, either in the way of new levies, or perhaps
more advantageously, by the subsidy of foreign troops.
" It is particularly necessary that in any suspension of hostilities the
fullest provision should be made both for the security and the support
during the iruce of the troops which have gone over to the Stadtholder,
some of whom would, on the idea proposed by France and Prussia, be
drawn back into the province of Holland. Perhaps the thing most to
be wished is that France may have adopted the proposition made in the
dispatch to the Duke of Dorset, but even in that case a stipulation
must certainly be made to prevent new levies. Sir James Harris will
write on Tuesday more fully on this whole subject, after consulting again
our friends upon it.
" The point of the advantage which might be derived from attentions
paid to the Duke of "Brunswick is again strongly pressed by the Princess ;
and from a short letter from Mr. Ewart to Sir James Harris, I conclude
to herself.
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he has also mentioned it in his dispatch, which there has not jet
been time to decipher here. It certainly appears to be of the utmost
importance."
Draft.

W. Pitt

to

W. W\

Grenville.

Hollwood. — " This

messenger will reach you later
1 787, August
7,
than was intended ; but after receiving your letter of the 4th, and the
accounts from Berlin which came yesterday, I thought it necessary
The king approves entirely of your going
to write again to Windsor.
to the Duke of Brunswick, and expressing in His Majesty's name
i
that he is happy the King of Prussia has entrusted the command to
6
him, who he knows would not have accepted it unless he hnew that
*
the King of Prussia, when once moving so far, would not only look
1
for a proper satisfaction for the insult committed, but also see the
rights of his family preserved.'
I give you the words of the king's
letter.
I find that His Majesty has just received throngh the Duke of
York strong expressions of thanks from the Duke of Brunswick for
what he has done for one of his sons, which I understand to be taking
him into his service abroad. You will, I think, be better able from
this visit than anything else to learn what really in the end may be
expected from Prussia. The Duke of Brunswick, I am told, is usually
distant and reserved
but I trust you will be able to make him speak
'

'

;

confidentially on this occasion.
" The prospect looks very favourable at

present, as the Prussian
preliminaries seem to take, in almost all respects, the right ground.
have written to Ewart to express in general our great satisfaction in
seeing them ; but we have thought it best not to commit ourselves on
the particular points till you return.
The chief difficulty at first view
is that which you mention respecting the cessation of hostilities.
If
any modification is practicable, we shall learn it from you when you
come. You will see Eden's and the Duke of Dorset's dispatches, which
came Sunday, and contain all we yet know from thence, Barthelemi
not having yet received the dispatch which he is to communicate.
In
the meantime the assurances respecting naval preparations seem
The camp at Grivet is not formed, and all our
clear and satisfactory.
intelligence goes to show that no serious steps have been jet taken for
it.
But they decline giving assurances not to form it, alleging the new
ground that they must watch the motion of the Prussian troops. Eden
says M. de Montmorin told him they had represented against the King
of Prussia's marching, and that if he persisted they must immediately
have a much larger force in the French Netherlands. I mention these
points lest you should have left the Hague before the copies of the
dispatches get there.
If the Prussian troops advance, and France does
assemble hers, it will be to be considered whether we must not take
steps, notwithstanding the assurances respecting the stopping naval
Perhaps a treaty of subsidy may be sufficient in the first
preparations.
instance, and no further naval armament need take place, unless in the
All this must be regulated
progress of things it becomes necessary.
by events ; as if the negotiation fails, and the King of Prussia is ready
to act a decided part, we must, I think, go along with him as far as
circumstances may require. If, however, there should seem a prospect
of effecting a good settlement on the points explained in Sir James

We

Harris's last dispatch, it is to be wisaed that anything tending to
I do not
extemities may in the meantime be avoided, if it safely can.
know how far the King of Prussia cvi wait, to make the reparation .f the
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But in many respects it may be as well
Princess matter of negotiation.
that it should not be decided before other points are settled.
And, if
this is the case, perhaps it will be enough that the Prussian troops
should be in such a position as may enable them clearly to move in
time, if France should have recourse to force ; and we need not then
act till some such a step is taken.
Under such circumstances any
settlement in the Republic (in the manner pointed at in the resolutions
of Zealand) or a mediation, would come forward with advantage, and I
think must end well. It seems material, in the meantime, not to let
the levies of the Province of Holland bring them back to an equality
of strength with the Stadth older ; and I hope you will come prepared
to state what steps are best for augmenting the troops of Gueklerland
and other Provinces supporting the Prince of Orange, if it should be
necessary for this purpose.
" Sir James Harris is authorised to present the memorial. There
was some doubt here whether we ought to take public notice of a
measure taken only by separate Provinces, and not by the States
General. But it seems to deserve no weight, if the memorial itself
is thought likely to be useful.
A change of phrase seemed necessary
respecting the two Provinces mentioned, as what was said did not
apply accurately to Frizeland. And the last sentence was altered to
show that we had no wish to force a mediation in preference to an
internal arrangement, if the latter should be practicable ; and also to
avoid committing us to other measures, which some of the proposed
expressions seemed to do in a way not necessary at present.
If you
find anything objectionable as it now stands, have no scruple to get
Sir James Harris to change it in any manner you think safe, preserving
the two general ideas I have just mentioned.
The king speaks with
the warmest approbation of the effects already produced by your
enquiries; and even the insatiable craving of the Chancellor is more
quieted than I have ever known it."

Sir James Harris to

W. W. Grenville.

Hague. — "Although

on every account I should
1787, August 18,
have had great pleasure in seeing you again here, yet the reasons which
induced you to proceed directly to England were of a nature to diminish

my

regrets.
u Count Bentinck returned on

Wednesday early, and Lord Torrington's
-messenger brought me, about an hour ago, your letters from Brussels. It
is too near that when the post goes out for me to attempt to decipher
them to-day. I, however, can collect enough from what I have heard
from your fellow traveller to perceive that, on the whole, you are not
and that you are inclined to think well
dissatisfied with your expedition
:

of the future operations of Berlin.
'
I must beg leave to refer you to what I have written to the Office
since you left me for my information and ideas on that point, on which
I confess freely I dare not be sanguine.
" You will see by my letters of to-day the efforts of our adversaries
to increase their strength, and you saw enough during your short
residence amongst us of the character of our friends not to conceive
the impression of fear and alarm these exertions give them.
Without
being quite so easily depressed as they, I own I see great difficulties for
us, and real danger for them, if the opposite party should be allowed to
complete their plan without molestation. The conduct of France is so
:

notorious on this occasion, that I do not see

how we

can permit

it

to
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pass unnoticed, particularly as it is in direct contradiction to every
assurance she gives us.
u The two enclosed letters came at a
moment when I expected you
back from Nimeguen. I hope they contain nothing what ought to have
been said or done here. At all events you never could have got them
in time.

" I beg you would believe me perfectly sincere when I assure you
I derived the greatest pleasure and satisfaction from your short visit
and that I shall be happy if it should lead to an as intimate acquaintance
as that which subsisted between your very respectable father and
4
mine."

Lord Torrington

to

W. W. Grenville.

1787, August 20, Brussels. — "It

is with great pleasure I acquaint
messenger returned yesterday without having met with the
smallest delay or risk, owing to his own good sense, by which he
avoided the two first outposts, and passed the third as a chasseur going
to his master w ith his dog, as I had recommended, and which was
credited, as he was a foreigner.
He arrived at
on Friday at
two o'clock p.m. before the English mail set out.
" Although you must already have received advice of the safe arrival
of your letters, yet the fear I have been under least any unforeseen
accident might have happened, my anxiety about them, and the personal
satisfaction I enjoy at having so well executed your orders, have induced
me to trouble you with this letter, to relieve your mind as well as my
own from a very uneasy sensation."

you

my

r

W. W. Grenville

to Sir

James Harris.

Whitehall. — " I am

very sensibly flattered by the
1787, August 23,
obliging expressions of your letter, and I can assure you with the
greatest truth that I shall at all times feel a most sincere pleasure in any
opportunity of cultivating and improving an. acquaintance which, during
the short time I have enjoyed it, I have seen so much reason to value.
I had intended, and had even begun to write to you fully on all the
different points on which you must be anxious to be informed, but I am
prevented by the circumstances in which there is too much reason to
I will only,
fear from your last dispatch you may now find yourself.
therefore, say that no endeavours have been wanting on my part to state
to the king's servants the real situation of the Republic, and particularly
of the Province of Holland, as far as I was able to collect it during my
short residence there; and that I trust you will be satisfied with the
measures which have been adopted.
u I shall wait with great impatience for the next accounts from the
Hague. I beg to be particularly remembered to Count Charles

Bentinck."
Draft.

W.

Pitt

to

Sir Archibald Campbell.

Private.
" I send by this conveyance a
1787, August 28, Downing Street.
duplicate of a letter to Lord Cornwallis, a copy of which I enclosed to
you by the Ranger packet. Since that time, no decisive turn has been
The idea of a mediation in the United
given to the situation of affairs.
Provinces, though proposed some time ago by Holland, and approved

—
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by the four Provinces in the opposite interest, has not yet been determined upon, It is delayed in Overyssel and Groningnen, and perhaps
now secretly discouraged by France, who finds the present moment
unfavourable to any settlement consistent with her views, and probably

The most

have been given us
and
we have not hitherto found it necessary to go farther than the equipment
mentioned in my former letter.. The camp at Givet has not yet taken
place, but possibly it may in a very short time, in consequence of the
assemblage of Prussian troops at Wesel, which France has in vain
endeavoured to prevail upon the King of Prussia to countermand, and
which will probably have taken effect by the first week in September.
" Holland still persists in not giving the King of Prussia the satisfaction which he requires, and he will most likely employ his army to
In the meantime the internal violence in the Republic
enforce it.
increases, and makes it difficult to judge what will be the issue.
Possibly till the personal reparation to the King of Prussia is adjusted,
no effectual step can be taken towards the general settlement of the
But as he is now fully disposed to co-operate in effecting
disputes.
such a settlement on principles entirely conformable to our wishes, and
as the increasing embarrassments in France (from the state of her
finances, and the resistance of the Parliaments to the proposed taxes)
render her open interference more and more difficult, there seems reason
upon the whole to expect a favourable termination of the business.
Every degree of precaution on our part is, however, still necessary. The
orders from the Secretary of War for sending a regiment to Bombay,
which I alluded to in my former letter, are sent by this conveyance.
duplicate will be sent by the first safe opportunity, as we are extremely
anxious for their speedy execution."
wishes to gain time.

by France

in

answer

explicit assurances

to our inquiries respecting naval preparations,

A

Count

C. F.

Bentinck

to

W. W. Grenvtlle.

—

" I had the pleasure of hearing yesterday
1787, August 30, Hague.
from Sir James Harris that you was arrived in London. I need not
repeat that I am happy to have made your acquaintance, and hope we
shall meet often even if you should not pay another visit to this country.
Independent of myself, I have every reason to think the stay you made
with us a fortunate circumstance for this country, particularly at that
time. It has contributed to remove the ill-grounded insinuations that
were so artfully circulated it has given encouragement to the constitutional party
you are now informed on the spot, and I flatter myself
we have now in England one more advocate able and willing to do
justice to a good cause.
I have not forgot the promise I made; and for
provision I transmit to you a copy of a letter of my brother's on the
preliminary articles proposed by the Court of Berlin to the Court of
Versailles.
The illegality and even nullity of the States of Holland is
perfectly well made out, so as to warrant resistance if it could be done
with success. To the towns where the Regencies have been changed
and the vote thus obtained by force, you may now add Delft, where the
same game has been played within these few days past, by means of
800 or 1,000 volunteers or bourgeois armes with a few pieces of cannon,
;

;

calling themselves the voice of the people, in direct contradiction to the
sense of the greatest part of the citizens who, at Delft, are particularly
knew of the march of the volunwell affected to the Constitution.
teers long before they came ; 200 men of the garrison of the Hague

We

would have parried the blow.
a

94090.

But the scheme was concerted with the

D

jy
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Cabal. They declared the whole to be a domestic affair that concerned
Delft only, and that they had too much regard for the voice of the
people to oppose it. And thus within this small distance of this place,
we have again been witnesses of so open a breach of the privileges of
one of the voting towns, and so violent and direct an attack on the
freedom of elections.
body of these volunteers is now hovering
about the country at their own will and pleasure ; they are quartered
on the inhabitants, they disarm all such as are averse to their plan, and
nobody knows by whose orders they act. The nation bears all this
with impatience, but they are not embodied and disciplined. Such as
resist are only exposed to greater insults and acts of violence ; or,
countenanced as the volunteers are by the Cabal, should their adversaries
oppose force to force, they would only run the risk of being brought to
a trial before packed courts of justice, where the remedy would be
worse than the disease. This is what is meant in my brother's letter
by the Juges Delegues. In this country almost every town or district
has its own judges and courts of justice, chosen annually among the
citizens of that place so as to answer very nearly the institution of
Under the pretence of extraordinary cases, of the riotous disjuries.
position of the people, they have extended the authority of the Council
Committee {Gecommiteerde Raaden) to judicial cases under the denomiThe Council Committee is an assembly
nation of political offences.
chosen out of the majority of the States of Holland, which has always
existed as a part of the executive government of the country, and "to
represent the States when not sitting ; but from the very nature of it
was never meant by a wise legislator to be a court of justice in any case
whatever. The Cabal, however, have extended the authority of this
assembly, where they have a packed majority, to criminal cases under

A

the denomination above mentioned, and have named an Attorney
General to carry on prosecutions in the name of this new unparalleled
tribunal and as the definition of political offences is a wide one, there
This is the
are few cases but what they thus bring before them.
tribunal against which the legal courts of justice have made the most
vigorous representations to no purpose, and which the nation does and
must hold in utter execration, as well as the authors of it, if they had no
other reasons. By these and by similar means the majority of Holland
have made themselves masters of our lives and property ; by suspending
the Prince as Captain General they are masters of the army they are
masters of the purse and of the sword and of the courts of justice. Is
there anywhere a power more arbitrary and more despotic ? Yet all
this they have done under the pretence of checking the rapid strides of
the Prince towards despotism, and of giving more liberty to a nation
that never asked them for it. Ask them if they can charge the Prince
with a maladministration of the finances, with encouraging corrupt
practices in the courts of justice to serve his own purposes, or with
making use of his power and influence in an unjust or an oppn
manner ? They are forced to own they cannot.
" But to return to the volunteers. They mean at present to take a
tour through the different towns of the Province to disarm their
adversaries where they are superior in numbers, and to change the
Regencies by force, and thus obtain the votes farther to strengthen their
They are carrying on all their military preparations with the
majority.
greatest rapidity ; whilst France, who still assists them and sends them
soldiers sans faire semblant de rien, is holding out conciliatory language
and they themselves talk of giving the satisfaction whilst, as a proof of
their sincerity, all the steps they take make it more difficult for the
Prince and Princess to accept of the satisfaction they mean to offer ; and
;

;
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hopes of gaining time. They still are in hopes that the powers
interested in the event will not act so as to oblige them to give up the
If we give them
point, but I flatter myself they will be disappointedthe winter to strengthen themselves, it will be more difficult to make
them give up the point than we think, though I am convinced, on the
I hope to hear soon of an English
long run, they must lose the game.
Remember 1688 ; there is a sea- port town ready to
fleet on the coast.
This country must not fall into the hands of France to
receive you.
all this in

the detriment of old England. I enclose a defence of the good cause
which, if it is not yet translated, deserves being inserted in some of the
papers.
mother and sisters are gone to Guelderland ; my brother
and Hoogendorf desire to be remembered. You seemed to take our
cause so much at heart that I make no apology for the length of my

My

letter."

Enclosure.

Copy

of

a letter,

in

French, from Count Rhoon

to

Sir

James

Harris.

Henry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Your messenger found me here
1787, September 2, Athole House.
yesterday morning, and I shall, after answering a letter from Mr. Pitt,
dispatch him to-morrow.
I have given a serious consideration to the
contents of your letter and the paper which accompanies it.
I am
extremely happy in the opportunity you have had in collecting information from Mr. Boer, and, confiding most implicitly in the accuracy with
which you will do it, I feel no regret that I am only to receive it at
second hand. With regard to the general object of Mr. Boer's visit to
England, I fairly confess to you that I see at present no daylight in
it.
I do not think our interest can in any such degree be affected by
the fate of the Dutch East India Company as to dispose us to embark at
all in any measures for its extrication ; and I say this as well with
regard to the Chamber of Zeland as with regard to the others, unless
there are grounds of policy for aiding that particular chamber on account
of its attachment to the interests of this country in Holland.
Any
consideration of that kind I lay out of my view, both because I am not
competent to judge of it, and because I understand your wish is to
know my sentiments on this subject as an Indian question. In that
point of view I confess I feel pretty decisively that, if we attend to our
own commercial interests in India, the advantages we possess are of so
predominant a nature as to render us independent of the situation of the
state of the East India Companies of the other European nations.
If
the territorial revenues of India were in the hands of the public, and the
trade of the British subjects from India (whether individually or in
companies) not adequate to the purposes of bringing home those
revenues in trade, which is the only means [by which] they can with
propriety be brought home, I can well conceive that the interest of
Britain would be promoted by the subsistence and stability of the East
India Companies of other States, in so far as those companies could be
made the channels of remittances to this country, by paying to the
Treasury here what they received from the Treasury in India. I am
aware I may be told that if other European nations could bring them
home advantageously in the shape of commerce, we may do the same
ourselves.
I readily admit the force of this reasoning to its full extent,
but I believe it to be a mistake to suppose that the trade of any country,
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as prosperous as

may, can so

ensure to itself a
country, to the
extent at least of its own consumption.
What I mean is that, although
the great share of the trade of both India and China ought and probably
•will be in the hands of Great Britain, still France, Holland, Denmark,
Sweden, and other countries will certainly have a share, and to the
extent that goes, may be used as useful channels of remittance of our
In this view the existence of East India Companies in other
revenues.
nations may be beneficial for us, because we could not be trusting the
individuals of those nations with loans in India, however safely or wisely
we might be induced to give credit to established companies. In what
I have said I have stated the whole interest 1 feel we have in the
existence or fate of the East India Companies of other European
But such an interest is surely not sufficient to induce us to
nations.
take upon ourselves any load to save the credit of the East India
Company of any other nation, and least of all of Holland in its present
I omit to dwell on the almost impossibility of doing
distracted state.
it with any effect on account of the charter of your own East India
Company, but I need not in writing to you enlarge on the ignorance and
narrow-mindedness of that society. It would be in vain to state to them
the happy effects to both nations from a liberal exercise of the trade and
industry of both. They would feel every bale of goods that went to
Holland, although bought from their own provinces in India, as so many
pounds taken out of their pockets, and would of course execrate any idea
of interposing, or of the public interposing, to save the India Company of
Holland. And it will not escape your observation that if, in such an
arrangement, any idea should be adopted of not taking the benefit of the
article of the treaty of peace relative to the navigation of the Eastern seas,
the East India Company, while their 'charter subsists, have an absolute
negative upon such an idea; for they have by their charter and public treaty
a right to that navigation exclusive of other British subjects. And I
leave you to judge how far it wr ould be practicable to bring their minds
to any concessions which could enable you in the present moment to
make any permanent arrangement with the Dutch East India Company.
You will, therefore, perceive that the result of what I have wrote is, that,
although it may be highly beneficial to derive every information from Mr.
Boer, I see no opening upon which you can act to promote the object
he has immediately in view, namely, the relief of the Dutch East India
Company. But after saying this, I have no hesitation in stating it
decisively as my opinion that if, either as a means of settling the
disturbances of Holland advantageously for us, or of negotiating with
the ruling power of the States after they are settled, a strict union
between Great Britain and Holland can be restored in India, it is an
object of the first magnitude ; nor does it occur to me that there can
fce

it

monopoly as

it

effectually

to exclude a considerable share

to each

difficulty in effectuating it, if the ruling powers of the two
countries are so circumstanced in point of disposition to each other
I know it is usual to say
as to bring the subject fairly into discussion.
that the Dutch have no pretension to the almost exclusive possession
of the spice trade, and that it is in our power to obtain it to ourselves
I may be wrong, but I have always
if we will use the proper means.
felt differently from others upon that subject, in so much as ought to
make me diffident of my own opinion. I cannot feel the importance
of the spice trade, nor have I the least disposition to disturb the Dutch
No doubt if Holland and Great Britain are to
in the possession of it.
be on the footing of enemies, or even hostile rivals, in trade to
other, we must aim at the spice trade as a means of annoying them ; but
laying that idea out of the question, I have no hesitation in thinking

be any
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that an amicable footing with Holland in India would be cheaply
purchased by a total surrender to them of the spice trade, which is the
What I mean by an amicable footing
great object of their jealousy.
is a complete enjoyment of the advantages of the Cape and Trincomale
and the arsenals of Batavia in time of war. The cession of Trincomale
undoubtedly be a most
to us in return for Negapatan would
advantageous transaction. In short, any transaction which makes the
Dutch and us friends in place of enemies in India is a good one for
us ; and in saying this, I desire to be understood as meaning to leave
them the exclusive possession of the spice trade, which, according to
the ideas which they entertain of that trade is all they can possibly
desire.
As to a mutual guarantee of Indian possessions nothing
There can be no
certainly can be safer for us or wiser for them.
difficulty in accommodating them as to opium and saltpetre, but we
cannot with any propriety give any further communication of the right
In every other
of exporting salt without imposing a material revenue.
respect there can be no difficulty in placing them on the same footing
When talking of Trincomale and the navigation of the
as the French.
Eastern seas you write as if the possession of these was incompatible with
the interest of the Dutch on account of the spice trade, but I do not exactly
follow what you mean in that observation.
I do not see how there is any
inconsistency between their having the exclusive spice trade, and yet
our having Trincomale as a safe asylum for our fleets, and our having
a free navigation in the Eastern seas for the purposes of our China
trade, and likewise for the purpose of opening new markets both for our
Indian and European manufactures.
"I trust what I have said may be sufficient to put you in possession
of all my ideas on the subject of your letter.
I would certainly have
come to Loudon in place of writing, but I am sure my doing so can
be of no importance. If any of the ideas I have thrown out, or which
may occur to yourself or Mr. Pitt, can be acted upon at this moment,
but
it can only be in your negotiations for settling the disturbances
in the present stats of Holland there can be no room for concluding
a national treaty, which is the only one I can see wisdom in
negotiating between Holland and us relative to our Indian interests.
I have already stated that if the particular Chamber of Zealand, as
essentially connected with the prosperity of that province, is to be
furnished with any relief, it may be expedient to do it
but that can
only be on the ground of European policy, independent of the national
interest in India, to which view of the subject I have confined what
I have troubled you with.
" I am this far on my way to the north of Scotland on a visit to Sir James
Grant, General Grant, Duke of Gordon, Lord Findlater, and Lord Fife.
They are all very hostile to each other ; and yet I am told that a visit
from me may probably have the effect of uniting their political interests
in such a manner as to co-operate for securing five seats in Parliament
at the general election in the interest of Government ; whereas, if I do not
interpose, there is a danger of their getting into immediate warfare
among themselves, and, if that happens, it is a throw of the dice how
their competitions may ultimately end.
When I tell you that I was
living idly and pleasantly with a few chosen friends in my Highland
retreat you will not suppose that this is a jaunt of pleasure, but I must
undertake it; and I am sorry to perceive that our opponents are
beginning even already to take their measures in this part of the world
with a view to a general election. So that between this and Christmas
I am afraid I must pay more attention to that business in general than
is compatible with the ease and comfort I had proposed to myself during
;

;
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my

residence in Scotland.

call

me

Unless something unforeseen occurred to
have no thoughts of it till after Christmas. My
idea of returning in October is only in the event of my getting down
at the beginning of summer, before the arrival of the summer ships
from India; but, as we answered them this year by the Ranger, I have
no business to carry me to London. Mr. Pitt will have informed you
how everything was arranged relative to Meadows, and I trust you
would approve of everything. I have thought over everything again
.-•ince I came down, and I cannot recollect anything that is omitted.
u I am exceedingly comforted by Mr. Pitt's letters relative to Holland.
It will be truly splendid if we can be piloted throngh these rough
waters without a war, and at the same time creditably and with
permanent utility to this country."
to

London.

I

Sir James Harris to

W. W.

Grenvtlle.

—

" I am greatly obliged to 'you for your
1787, September 4, Hague.
kind letter of the 23rd August, and can only repeat what I have
already said, that it will give me the greatest pleasure if the few days
we passed together here should lay the foundation of an intimate and
lasting acquaintance.

" I have a point or two on which I stand in need of your assistance.
I have mentioned in several of my late letters that my fund is
Our friends are distressed for money ; one hundred and
exhausted.
forty thousand florins are due on the Gelderland subsidy, and the troops
expect to be paid on the 10th, which without a certainty of this sum
being forthcoming, it will [be] impossible to effect. Thirty thousand
are to [be] expended at the Brielle, and as many will be wanted in
Allow me, therefore, to entreat you to press Mr. Pitt for
Friesland.
the immediate payment of 20,000/. into my banker's hands, who has
directions how to dispose of it ; otherwise our friends will be in the
greatest perplexity, and I shall not have kept my word with them.
This is really a matter of the last consequence.
" You will see from my despatches an indirect proposal for a plan
I have repeated it' just as it came to me.
of active co-operations.
As
matters now stand there is no pretext for our committing an act
which would be one of aggression, and the very demonstration desired
would in my mind be too much on the slight grounds it is proposed.
I have written to the Princess of Orauge that it is a matter of too much
consequence to be undertaken without a previous arrangement, and that
I conceive neither the Duke or myself are invested with full powers to
I have at the same time reason
treat to the extent of this proposition.
to believe the Duke of Brunswick has asked for these full powers
and I submit it to you whether, to avoid loss of time, it would not
be expedient to prepare such instructions for me as may enable me
to treat with him on this point if I should be call[ed] upon by him,
and if it should be thought advisable.
" Xot withstanding the strong assurances and positive assertions
in the Princess's letter to me, 1 am still in doubt as to what will be
and till we see the ellect
t!ie final conduct of His Prussian Majesty
of our last messenger (the 24th August) to Berlin, I would not
willingly venture to engage ourselves too far with hi in.
" I am satisfied France means either to evade a mediation entii.lv,
or, by introducing a new constitution and an army in that Province to
render its effect fruitless. Our firmness and In not allowing France
to procrastinate or prevaricate, can ulone defeat her doigns.
We stand
mi high at this moment in the esteem of Europe, and Fiance so low, that
;

t

•
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You may be
I think we may venture the experiment without a risk.
assured if we are moderate France will be violent, and that it will
be very difficult to effect a half cure. If any one is sent to England
I will take care it shall be Nagel.
" We are surrounded by free corps, who are hovering round the
skirts of the Hague and keep the inhabitants in a constant alarm.
This
morning they were at the gates of the town, and I expect every day
they will commit some outrages on the dwellings of the well-disposed

which,
without end."
inhabitants,

if

attempted,

W. W. GrREXVILLE

to

lead to

to

scenes

of

destruction

SlR JAMES HARRIS.

Whitehall. — "The

September 7,
which any letters addressed

1787,
into

may

of the hands
while the Hague is
troubling you with such

uncertainty

you may

fall

circumstanced as it now is, prevents my
reflections as occur to me on the present state of affairs, which I
should otherwise be desirous of doing from an anxiety to avail myself
of the wish which you are so good as to express on the subject, rather
than for the sake of any information or amusement which I can flatter
myself you would derive from my correspondence. Lord Carmarthen's
dispatches to yourself and to Mr. Ewart will state to you more fully, and
much more securely than I could, what is felt here with regard to every
part of the present crisis, which I take to be one of the most important
that this country has ever seen.
few weeks must now probably
decide on points the most interesting to us.
In the interval it is
impossible not to feel a very strong and painful anxiety for the result.
" I mentioned to you in my last letter that the business of the Africa
was in a perfectly good train. Immediately after I came over here I had
an opportunity of conversing on the subject with Mr. Beresford, the First
Commissioner of the Revenue in Ireland. I learnt from him that it
was never in the idea of the Revenue Board to seize the property
belonging to the company, although legally it might have been done.
They are now perfectly ready to restore the ship, exactly on the same
terms on which they released a ship belonging to our own East India
Company which had been detained under similar circumstances in 1785.
The whole business might, as he told me, have been settled long ago if
there had not been persons here who advised the people not to make the
necessary submission, in order to drive matters to extremities, with what
view you will not be at a loss to guess. Mr. Beresford is since returned
to Ireland, and I have written to him to beg that he will state to me
the present situation of this business and the nature of the conditions
required, with more exactness than he could do in conversation here.
" I have also made enquiries with respect to the business which you
mentioned to me on the subject of Lord Aghrim. I find that the
opinions of all persons here who are conversant with the subject agree
that he could not, consistently with the Act of Settlement, be appointed
to a commission in the army at large, and that even a bill of naturalization would not make it more possible.
But there is one regiment in
our service (the 62nd, I think) into which foreigners are permitted to
be introduced, by virtue of an express Act of Parliament which was
made for that purpose. And when they thus become a part of our
army, there is no law which prevents them from being employed in our
service out of England.
It was in this manner that Prevoot and
Haldimand came into the army, the former of whom commanded the
expedition against Savannah in the last war, and the latter was for
several years Governor of Quebec.
It would not be difficult by the

A
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means of removes to make a vacancy in this regiment for the purpose of
introducing Lord Aghrim. In case of service he would find opportunities
enough of being employed abroad ; in time of peace his promotion
would, I should think, from his rank and situation not be less rapid in
that regiment than in the army at large, especially as a large proportion
of the officers in it are now English and might consequently move
into other corps ; and ultimately his rank of a peer of Ireland (whenever that takes place) would, I conceive, remove all difficulties. If
this idea should be thought satisfactory I have reason to be persuaded
and, if it should
that there would be every disposition here to facilitate it
be wished, I would undertake that it should be properly mentioned to
the king.
" You will have heard that the Archbishop of Toulouse is declared
First Minister, and that there is a new Controller General, making the
fourth since the month of May. I understand that the opinion which
is formed in the public of M. de Brienne's abilities by no means keeps
pace with the increase of his honours. It is said that they -will be
obliged to modify the stamp duties."
" I have this day received yours of the 4th.
I have
Postscript.
particularly pressed the first point which you mention, and you will
see by Lord Carmarthen's dispatch that it is done, notwithstanding
some difficulty that occurred from the dispersion of the Lords of the
Treasury at this season of the year. Pray have the goodness to let
me know in your next letter whether you have destroyed the cipher which
I left with you, and, if not, whether you was able to make out the few
lines I sent you from Brussels."
;

—

Holograph Copy.

W. W. GRENVILLE

to

COUNT

C

F. BENTINCK.

—

" It will always afford me the
1787, September 7, Whitehall.
greatest pleasure to have an opportunity of expressing to you in person,
either here or at the Hague, how happy I am in the circumstances
which began our acquaintance ; but I should certainly derive much
additional satisfaction from them if I could ever flatter myself that
they had been in any degree serviceable to a cause in which I saw so
much reason to interest myself, independently even of the concern

which every Englishman has in it.
"I was much obliged to you for the papers which you was so good
The remarks on the Prussian preliminaries had been
as to enclose.
They arrived at a moment when such a comreceived here before.
munication was particularly useful, and they were considered here
with all the attention to which they were so justly entitled. If it
does not trespass too much on your time I should be particularly
glad to receive from you, from time to time, such other papers as you
may think interesting. When I was at the Hague Mr. Vancitters
gave me the printed account of the detention of the Princess, but
by some accident I have mislaid it, and it is not to be had here. If
you would allow me I would beg you to send it me."
Drdft.

W. W. Grenville

to

Sir James Harris.

Private.

1787, September 21, Whitehall.— "You will learn from the public
despatches the nature of the commission which I'have undertaken. It
is thought here that the language of Monsieur de Montmorin still holds
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out a desire on the part of France not to come to extremities ; and
that if a person was sent with power to agree immediately on all the
material points #in discussion, they might be inclined to conclude such
an agreement on terms favourable to our interests. But in order to
afford any hope of doing this it is clearly felt that our preparations
must be vigorous and rapid, and our language firm.
" The general idea which has been pointed out to me of such an
agreement is this; that instead of an armistice for the purpose of
negotiation, with all the difficulties to which it is liable, the three
Courts should immediately agree on all the leading points, and declare
their opinion upon them, pledging themselves at the same time to
each other not to support in any case any persons who should act in
Such an agreement should contain an
opposition to those principles.
article for enforcing the laws (which I understand from Boers are
actually existing) against all military arrays without the authority of
the magistrate. Another for restoring to the Regencies and Councils
the persons who have been dismissed by force or threats in any of
third for restoring
the Provinces since the beginning of the troubles.
the Prince to his dignities as confirmed to him in 1766. And in order
to secure the essential points of the reglemens, and at the same time to
give some appearance to France of not being entirely driven from all
her ground, there might be a fourth article in which it should be said
that the Stadtholder and the Provincial States should deliberate freely
on the subjects of the reglemens, and of any alterations to be made
Perhaps it
with respect to the functions of the Captain General.
might be proper to go so far in this as to say that the Powers should
expressly recommend to the Stadtholder and the States to adopt such
alterations in the reglemens, and such an arrangement on the points
of the jurisdiction militaire, and of the patentes, as shall be found

A

expedient on
"

You

full consideration.

immediately perceive that, as the above idea includes the
three essential points of restoring the Stadtholder, and the Regents, and
disbanding the free corps previous to the deliberation, it can never
be acceded to by France unless she has determined fairly to renounce
her objects ; and, on the other hand, that if these points are carried,
we can run no danger by stipulating the sort of recommendation which
I think even that, if it could be done, it might be
I have stated.
advisable to make this recommendation still more particular by pointing
it to the specific mode of alteration as well as to the objects to be
altered.
I am by no means sufficiently informed to do this, and I
know your difficulties on the subject ; but the importance of smoothing
the ground for France, if she is desirous of retreating, will, I am sure,
induce you to do all you can, and to communicate the result to me at
Paris as soon as possible.
will

" The whole is only an experiment, and one which is most likely
not to succeed, but it is surely worth trying ; and at the same time it
should not affect either our
is of the utmost importance that it
You will see
armaments or the Uuke of Brunswick's operations.
in the despatches the sort of modification which we think may take
place on the satisfaction
but this only in the case that France should
acquiesce in our terms of accommodation, and that the King of Prussia
should be satisfied both with the one and the other. I hope the Duke
of Brunswick will proceed with activity, and I can give you the
fullest assurances that there is a determination here to go to all
;

extremities,

Draft.

if it is

necessary."
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W.

Pitt

W. W. Grenville.

to

—

is

" Sir James Harris's despatch
1787, September 21, Downing Street.
arrived, confirming and adding to the good news, Jlis account of

the towns which had surrendered

is nearly the same, with the exception
Rotterdam, which his letter (finished on Wednesday morning)
mentions only as likely to surrender immediately, but not as having
actually done so.
But what is more than all the rest, most of the
Patriots and some of the Deputies of that side had abandoned the
Hague, the free corps there were in a great measure disarmed, the
populace tumultuous in their joy, and an extraordinary assembly of the
States of Holland on Tuesday night, composed of the Equestrian Order,
and the town of Delft, Haarlem, Leyden, Amsterdam, Gouda, Brill,
Enkhuyzen, Edam, and Medemblick, voted the restoration of the Stadtholder to all his dignities on the footing of the year 1766, and to the
command of the Hague. Amsterdam did not vote. The rest were
unanimous. It seems, however, that the Deputies who have withdrawn
will, if they keep possession of the town of Amsterdam, set out an
assembly of the States there. But by Sir James Harris's intelligence,
Naarden and Muiden were supposed to be already taken by another of
the Prussian columns, in which case Amsterdam itself would, I imagine,
be less likely to hold out. Of these last facts, however, he was not
absolutely certain.
He speaks of the whole transaction as being as
complete a revolution as that of the year 1747, and only wishes it may
be as lasting. It seems on the first view that the chief points we have
The Stadtholder restored,
to state to France are in fact gained already.
and invited back to the Hague ; the free corps in a great measure
disarmed, or at least dispersed the Regencies in many of the towns
probably re-established and the Province of Holland in such a state
as to be more likely to join the other Provinces against France than to
interfere in altering their respective governments.
One might almost
be tempted to tell Monsieur de Montmorin in his own language que c'est
une affaire terminee. On the whole, however, it is best still to be
moderate, and I do not see why you should not take the credit of
having instructions which were prepared before the news of this event,
and are not altered in consequence of it. Only it seems probable that
the satisfaction may be now put out of the question, as it will have been
completely accomplished. I have added a second postscript to Ewart
and that, if it proves
to tell him that we suppose this to be the case
so, it remains only to procure the assent of Prussia to our terms of
What can I say more ? "
negotiation on the other points.
"There is a despatch from Berlin, dated the 11th,
Postscript.
which looks as if the King of Prussia would be disposed to insist on the
other points being settled as well as the satisfaction."

of

;

;

;

—

W. Pitt

to

W. W. Grenville.

—

" Another account
1787, September 22, 9 p.m., Downing Street.
arrived from Sir James Harris this evening, which left the Hague only
I send you an abstract of the contc:
at three yesterday morning.
The satisfaction to the King of Prussia seems likely to have hfMti
completely settled by this time. The restoration of the Stadtholder t<j
all his rights,

without any modification,

may perhaps make

it

impossible

to stipulate a recommendation, even respecting the jxttenf.s
and the military jurisdiction. I am not clear from Sir Janus linn
for U8

now

dispatches and the former accounts, whether the Deputies who have
now voted by so large a majority of the States the Prince's restoration,
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are the legal Deputies, or have been sent in consequence of the recent
change of the Regencies. This may make it advisable to be cautions
in the manner of speaking of restoring the lawful Regencies in Holland
The proposal
till we hear more distinctly how the matter now stands.
for disarming the free corps, and for leaving the several Provincial
States to deliberate on the reglemens, are still clearly right in their
principle, though, in fact, they may be nearly superfluous as the end is

probably obtained.

The

best line that occurs to

me

at present is that

your langnage should be on every point (except that of the satisfaction
which should be treated as a point now probably decided) the same as
it would have been according to your instructions, and by no means less
conciliatory
but accompanied at the same time with a doubt as from
yourself how far the events which have since happened may vary the
application of the principles laid down. It is clearly advisable that
our teims should not appear to rise from this appearance of success,
but it seems really true that some of the points are no longer matter
for negotiation.
All these, however, are only first thoughts ; and what
I have most to desire is perhaps somewhat unseasonable, that you will
I send you this letter, such as it
use your own discretion on the spot.
is, in great haste, because it is above all material that you should know
the facts as soon as possible. You shall hear again very soon.
Whether it ends in peace or war, things now cannot go ill."
;

Private.

The Marquis of Carmarthen

—

to

W. W. Grenville.

Whitehall.
" The very important accounts
1 787, September 22,
from the Hague, received last night and this evening, have, as you may
I enclose you a precis
easily conceive, given the utmost satisfaction.
of their contents, as several points which were before considered as
matters of negotiation seem already to have been amply provided for
and some others require reconsideration
in a more expeditious manner
from the nature of the great revolution which has taken place.
" The conversion of several of the towns (composing the States of
;

Holland) to the true faith, will make it rather unpleasant to suppose
their Deputies have been illegally or even irregularly chosen ; and yet
it will be very difficult to pass over our former complaints upon their
forcible intrusion if any part of that subject has been already touched
upon by Mr. Eden, and that M. de Montmorin should again choose to

make

it matter of discussion.
" This part of the subject is, however, as well as the rest, in such
good hands at present, that though I scarce know how to quiet my
apprehensions on its entangling us a little with France, by any resource
of my own imagination, I have the fullest confidence in your ability to
extricate us from it should the case arise.
**
The menace from Amsterdam does not occasion much apprehension
at the Hague, and none at all on this side the water.
11
Bourgoin and Caillard are perfectly silent. They could not indeed
have received any fresh instructions since the news of the Prussian
troops having entered the Province of Holland could have reached
Versailles but it seems strange they were not furnished with that most
common of French commodities, good words and promises of assistance
in case of need."
;

Enclosure.

—

"The Prince of Orange arrived at the
1787, September 21, Hague.
Hague on Thursday at 2 p.m., was met by a deputation from the States
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General, another from the States of Holland, the Council of State, the
Equestrian Order, the Committee Rada, the Courts of Justice, and all
the different colleges all the foreign ministers except the French,
It is impossible to
Spanish, and American, went to compliment him.
There is still an appearance
describe the universal joy at the Hague.
of resistance at Amsterdam, and they talk of breaking down the sea
(This was not at all believed.) Fifteen
dikes rather than submit.
towns were present in the States of Holland, who were unceasing in
No account has been received of
voting addresses to the Stadtholder.
the preparations on the side of France, but it was in contemplation for
the States of Holland to come to a resolution declaring that the Prince
that it was determined to
of Orange was reinstated in all his rights
give the King of Prussia the satisfaction required ; and therefore the
resolution of the 9th instant, applying for assistance to the Court of
France, was rescinded."
Abstract.
;

;

W. Pitt

to

W. W. Grenville.

—

1787, September 23, Downing Street. "I do not like sending you a
dispatch which contains so little ground to act upon as that you will
now receive but I do not know how we could say anything more
precise at present and it seemed right to take some notice immediately
of the language last held by Monsieur de Montmorin, which is referred
From that language I think at
to in the beginning of the dispatch.
present it will be peace. But it looks more like withdrawing altogether
from the affairs of Holland than entering heartily into a mediation.
Much, however, will depend upon the news of what passes at Amsterdam.
If France can be made a party to the settlement on our terms (even
though with some slight concessions so as in some degree to save
appearances) it will be somewhat more difficult for her to take an
opportunity of disturbing a settlement so made hereafter.
If she
withdraws altogether perhaps the present triumph in Holland will be
more complete, and the immediate effects of the revolution more decisive.
I am not quite clear which of these two circumstances we ought most
though the prevailing opinion here, particularly of the
to wish
Chancellor and the Duke of Richmond, is much in favour of the
At all events, if France shows a readiness to negotiate, and
former.
events in Holland admit of it, we must certainly meet them readily
on the principles we have professed, as far as they are really applicable
The additional circumstance of personal
to the circumstances.
security for their friends may, in the present moment, be a great object
with them, and I trust our friends in the Provinces may be reconciled
I do not make out from our accounts from the' Hague whether
to it.
any formal step had been taken for giving completely the satisfaction
asked by the King of Prussia, but that point will no doubt have been
settled before this time, and you will be freed from any embarrassment
on that part of the business. As to our other points of negotiation, if
France should agree to them, the form must, I think, be varied from
what it would have been. Most of them are carried into effect, and
they may now be rather to be recognised than stipulated for. Perhaps
guarantying or in some mode acknowledging the restoration of the
Stadtholder according to the settlement of 176G, accompanied by the
indemnity (if agreed to) and any other modifications, would answer
every purpose. I am not sure whether it includes the security we
should wish respecting the reglemens ; perhaps the substance of what
we proposed is enough gained, if the States of Holland, as will now
;

;

;
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alterations.
As to
case, desist from the attempt to enforce
disbanding the free corps, it will be to a great degree have taken place in
the present moment and you seemed to think the laws already subsisting
on this point as strong as they could be made. The point of restoring
everywhere the lawful magistrates seems to be capable of producing
some embarrassment, as I cannot find whether the Deputies, whose
votes restored the Prince of Orange, were appointed under the old
I have
Constitution, or in consequence of the late innovations.
endeavoured, as you will see, to state this question to Harris, and
you will know from him the state of it.
Let me know what you
think of all this. Even in these two days I feel no small difference
in not being able to have your opinion on things as they arise.
I think,
however, all is going well, and our preparations will not be slow. The
necessity of waiting to hear from Prussia, and still more the possible
effect of events which may happen every hour in Holland, will, I hope,
make it less uncomfortable to you than it would otherwise be, not to
be able to come more precisely to a point."

be

;

William Eden

to

W. W. Grenville.

—

" I shall be impatient to see
1787, September 23, Seve [Sevres].
you here. I have a tolerably good apartment for you you will lose
much time by coming through Paris. The road is from St. Denys
to Seve.
My hotel is presque en face du pont."
;

William Eden

to

W. W.

Grenville.

—" I

am this moment arrived
1787, September 25, Seve [Sevres].
from the quarter in which your note is dated. I have waylaid you upon
the Calais road in vain to entreat you to come directly here, where I
can give you an apartment as comfortable as what you have at Paris
at least, and I have sent a note to the same effect to-day to Paris.
" It is material to me, if possible, to have a conversation with you
even to-night, and yet I fear that you will feel too much fatigued to
come. I send my valet de chambre to town with this if you will
come here and sleep here he will get you post horses instantly, and
I have detained all this day a
you will be here at half -past eight.
messenger whom it is material to dispatch to England to-night that
He carries the answers to
he may arrive early on Friday morning.
your communications, and very important accounts of the change of
affairs, to a degree in favour of our friends in Holland, which seems to
have settled the business in the opinions not only there but here.
" If you cannot come, I shall be tempted either to go to you as soon
as I receive a word of answer and have finished my dispatch, or to wait
on you in the morning at 11 ; but you will be better here if you will
accept moderate good quarters."
;

W.

Pitt to

W. W. Grenville.

—

" I wait with much
1787, September 25, 2 p.m., Downing Street.
impatience for the account of your first interview. By Eden's dispatch,
received to-day, it seems still uncertain whether France wishes to
negotiate at all; and by what we heard from Harris to-day (dated
Friday evening) it is at least equally doubtful whether our friends in
Holland will now admit them to the mediation.
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"

The

chief object of sending this messenger is that you may be
receive the Resolution of the States of Holland, which
furnishes excellent ground to reason upon with the French Ministers.
Some other observations are added, not perhaps of much importance
but they were thought necessary, and can at least do no harm."
certain

to

W. W. Grenville

to

W.

Pitt.

—

"I came here this evening from Paris
1787, September 25, Seve.
and have received much satisfaction from the account of the state of
things here.
Monsieur de Montmorin's answer seems to preclude all
idea of a negotiation with France in the present moment on the Dutch
business but that affair appears to be in a train to execute itself more
satisfactorily than could be done by any agreement here.
I shall,
however, think it right when I see him to-morrow to state the king's
;

readiness to enter into the discussion ; but if he declines it there can
be no reason for my pressing it, as this would be useless if they are
determined to go on, and still more so if they mean to withdraw themThe very circumstance of their not making military preparations
selves.
is a strong argument for the latter supposition, as the delay will enable
the Duke of Brunswick and the Stadtholder's friends to do whatever
shall remain undone ; though by the accounts here I doubt whether
there is anything falling under that description.
" Our objects would, I imagine, be unquestionably much better answered
by an agreement which should oblige France to renounce her preparations, after the demonstration she has made, than by any stipulations on
particular points of arrangement ; especially as such an agreement, if made
under the present circumstances, would necessarily imply a free liberty
to the King of Prussia to continue his operations till his objects are
completely attained. It is impossible for me to pretend to say how far
such an agreement could be carried here, but it seems so advantageous
a way of our settling the business, that I almost doubt whether tee ought
not to risk it here if circumstances should be favourable ; but I am
perfectly clear that you should give us instructions for that purpose,
and explain to Prussia that the proposed article applied to existing
circumstances, and that we had always told her we engaged for nothing
more than to keep France from obstructing the operations of the Duke

of Brunswick.
" If you concur in this opinion, and such an agreement could be
concluded, the whole of my mission may be over in six or seven days.
Even in the contrary case I see no advantage from my remaining
here any longer than that time, nor if France is disposed to admit it
as an affaire decidee even without expressly saying so. We can desire
no more."

Holograph Copy.

W.

Pitt to

W. W. Grenville.

—

Street.
" Since writing my
1787, September 25, 4 p.m.,
other note, a point occurs to me on which I wish for your opinion.
The moment seems come to think of renewing in some shape or other
our alliance with Holland, and we write to Sir James Harris to-day to
sound in general the disposition of our friends concerning it. If it is
to be attempted, should it include the former stipulation of free ships,
If it does not, there may be more difficulty in
free goods, or not ?
carrying it, and it may furnish ground to France for urging that our

Downing
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connection, besides the risk of leading them into a war, would, even
where the casus foederis might not apply, deprive them of the chief
If it is included, it may furnish new ground to
benefit of neutrality.
Russia, whom circumstances might perhaps otherwise bring to some
practicable expedient.
As to any real effect, I doubt whether the thing

much. We can hardly be engaged in any but a defensive
war, and if they should not choose in that event to admit the casus
foederis, we may, if we are strong enough, consider this stipulation as
no longer binding. On the other hand, if we should be weak, they
may always insist on the principle as part of the law of nations, even
though it is not recognised by treaty."
Postscript.
"The intended communications are sent to Spain,
Russia, and Denmark."
itself signifies

—

W. W. GrENVILLE

to

SlR JAMES HARRIS.

Seve. — " I arrived

at Paris on Monday evening,
1787, September 26,
and received this morning from Lord Carmarthen an abstract of your

dispatch to him containing the very satisfactory account of what has
passed at the Hague. I know the pleasure which you will have felt on
this occasion, and congratulate you most sincerely upon it.
" As there is another messenger here I thought it would be useful to
you to send Needham to the Hague, in order that you might know the
state of things here.
It appears in the present moment highly probable
that the Government of this country will consider the Dutch business
as an affair already decided, and no longer affording any room for the
intervention of France. There is every reason to believe that they
have not yet given orders for the march of any troops, and the season
is advancing so fast that a delay is in point of effect the same with a
determination not to act.
They are taking measures for arming their
fleet, but I apprehend this is rather from the necessity of keeping pace
with England in this respect than from any idea of hostile operations,
unless anything new should arise.
I hope the resistance of Amsterdam
is over, so as not to give their friends there a claim to call upon them
for protection.

"I have not yet seen Monsieur de Montmorin, and the turn which
things have taken will make me think it right to confine what I have
to say to him to a general statement of the views of England with
respect to the negotiation, supposing that circumstances had been
favourable for continuing it.
I understand that it is most probable that
he will decline any further discussion on the subject, and I shall
certainly not think it necessary to press it.
" It would, I think, be of great importance that Ewart should be
informed of this, particularly as the sending any instructions to Goltze
in the present moment would, I imagine, be more likely to embarrass
than assist us."
Postscript.
" Pray let no time be lost in taking proper measures
for putting the garrisons and forces in the East Indies into proper
hands, as so much would depend on this if, after all, we should be
obliged to fight for our object; which, though not probable, is still

—

possible."

Draft.

W. W. Grenville

—

to

W.

Pitt.

"I have written to Monsieur de
1787, September 27, Paris.
Montmorin and expect that he will appoint me either this evening or
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I do not trouble Lord Carmarthen with a letter
I am able to state the result of the conversation, but, as I may
probably be a good deal hurried when I send off the messenger, I sitdown in the interval to mention what occurs to me on the present
situation of this Dutch business.
" Your letter of the 26th and Lord Carmarthen's dispatch of the
same date mention the two lines which are now thought the most likely
The first, that of a silent acquiescence in
for the conduct of France.
what has been done the other, that of her consenting to join with
us in a guarantee of the constitution of 1766. Yon state a doubt which
of these would be most desirable, but I think the reasoning of both
letters seems to point the guaranty as preferable to the other.
It is
most probable that the option will not be with us, and that the answer
which I shall receive from Monsieur de Montmorin when 1 see him
will be conformable to that which he has already made, declining to
enter into any further discussion of the business in the present situation
may, however, I think, now look with confidence to a
of affairs.
complete acquiescence, either implied by their taking no further
steps and leaving the Duke of Brunswick to finish what he has begun,
or, perhaps, even expressed by an agreement to disarm, notwithstanding
that those very circumstances have happened, the fear of which was
And either of these would, I take
their professed reason for arming.
for granted, be thought a turn of the business with which we should have
no reason to be dissatisfied, whatever your wishes might be with respect
For my own part, speaking with that freedom with
to a guaranty.
which you desired me to state my opinion on any question which
might occur, I confess the acquiescence of France, if sufficiently
secured, appears to me more desirable than even her concurrence
in the measure of a guaranty, supposing this latter could be obtained.
To make it possible for France to accede to such a measure we must hold
out some concessions, and we must bind ourselves to abide by the
The concession which you justly think France
constitution of 1766.
would be most anxious to obtain is that of an amnesty for her friends.
But the Dutch Ambassador here has expressed himself to Mr. Eden
in such a manner on this subject as shows that he understands this
With respect
to have been already held out by the Prince of Orange.
to any other stipulations of this nature they must relate to the Patentes,
You know the
reglemens.
the military jurisdiction, and the
difficulties which we have in stating the particulars of these, and I
imagine that they will be much augmented by the turn which things
There is also a consideration on the subject of 1766
have taken.
which seems to me deserving of attention. No one can certainly wish
that we should encourage any measures for the gratification of the
Prince of Orange's ambition, and still less of his revenge, supposing
him actuated by either of thos3 passions, which I most sincerely believe
he is not. But if the acquiescence of France were secured, and men
of reason and moderation in the Kepublic were disposed to extend the
privileges of an office which is so essential to be maintained, and so
little able to maintain itself, we surely are not prepared to say that we
should wish to have bound ourselves to oppose every such alteration.
" AVith these difficulties on one hand, I own that on the other
the advantage of a guaranty does not appear to me so considerable
Under all the
as it is felt by others much better able to judge of it.
circumstances of vexation and disgust which France must feel at the
event of her Dutch intrigues, may it not well be doubted whether the
French Government will still continue to pursue Monsieur de
Vergennes's system in Holland, especially while foreign affairs remain

to-morrow morning.
till

;

We
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under the direction of Monsieur de Montmorin who has expressed
If they should, I
himself so decidedly averse to the whole measure.
cannot think that a guaranty would prevent them from acting by the
same underhand measures as before; nor that they would have any
difficulty (when things were again brought to their crisis under more
favourable circumstances) in finding pretexts for doing once more
But, on the other hand, if they
exactly what they have now done.
should be disposed in great measure to abandon the business, would
not a guaranty tend very much to prevent this by entangling them in
every discussion, and making them a party in every quarrel that may
arise.
I do not know whether these considerations are entitled to
any weight with respect to the permanent effect of the two modes of
In addition to these I have a strong impression
settling this business.
that the whole transaction would have a much more complete and
creditable appearance for us in the present moment if it was terminated
not only in exact conformity to our wishes, but without even the
I again repeat, however, that, although it may
intervention of France.
be advantageous to discuss this question thoroughly, the decision of it
will in all probability not rest with us.
27th.
"Since I wrote the above I have received Monsieur de
This delay is, I
Montmorin's answer appointing me for to-morrow.
think, a strong additional ground to believe that he will not agree to
any negotiation on these points. If this should be the case, I submit
to you whether there would not be a considerable degree of impropriety
in my remaining here longer than is necessary for me to receive the
answer to my account of that conference. It could be productive of
no good effect, and would have the appearance of courting a negotiation
in a manner very inconsistent with the high situation in which we stand
at present.
I trust that you will do me the justice to believe that my
own personal convenience is an object which I would most willingly
sacrifice to any prospect of being of service at such a crisis as this
but, if there is no appearance of my being useful by remaining here, it
would certainly be highly satisfactory to me to be allowed to return."

—

;

Draft.

W. W. Grenville

to the

Marquis of Carmarthen.

27, Paris. — " I

am much obliged to you for your
1787, September
and for the communication of the very satisfactory news from the
Hague. I envy Sir James Harris the pleasure which he must have
had in communicating the overthrow of his old friends the Patriots.
The intelligence has not been received here with much patience, almost
everybody concurring to blame their Ministry and to sing the triumph
of England.
I hope to God they will not be able to rail the French
Government out of their acquiescence ; and, for the rest, I confess
myself very indifferent about it.
" I shall be curious to hear what Montmorin says upon it, but I am
given to understand that he is to say little, and to be exceedingly cold,
reserved, and polite.
If this is the case I see no necessity for my giving
myself much trouble to put him into better humour, and I shall hope
for the King's permission to return to England immediately."

letter

Holograph Copy.

W. Pitt

to

W. W.

Grenville.

1787, September 28, Downing Street.— " Your letter and Eden's
despatches came this morning. I think war seems out of the question,
a

94090.

E E
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and we certainly should on every account endeavour

to settle the
business as soon as possible, when once our object is secure, which I
really think is nearly the case at present. It seems, however, impossible
to agree to disarm without previous concert with Prussia and Holland.
No difficulty, I think, can arise in either quurter, as they are both as
much interested as ourselves in a speedy and quiet settlement ; and the
acting to this extent separately from Prussia would not, in my opinion,
be consistent with the engagements we have authorised Ewart to form.
This objection, if well founded, is alone sufficient but besides this, the
risk of giving any jealousy at Berlin seems still a serious one.
The
worst part that I know of the plan we have acted upon is that it necessarily prolongs your stay for a fortnight more, instead of the six or
seven days in which you seemed to think all might be ended. The mail
came to-day from Holland, with nothing very particular and no decisive
news yet of Amsterdam ; but its surrender seems immediately expected,
and everything was going on well."
(i
Postscript.
I should not omit that by Sir James Harris's accounts,
our friends in Holland seemed bent not to admit the interference of
France. Monsieur de Montmorin seems equally determined to decline
it, and I am more confirmed in thinking that making them acquiesce is
;

—

better than

making them

parties."

W. W. Gkenville

—"I

to

W.

Pitt.

had written you a long letter to go by
measure superseded by
the result of Eden's conference with Monsieur de Montmorin, and the
I trust that it is impossible I
rest will be better explained in person.
can do wrong in coming over at this crisis. Nothing could be done
here till Ewart's letter is received, which cannot be till the 12th at
soonest and much advantage may, I think, arise from ray seeing you in
1787, October

1, Paris.

this messenger, but

what I had

said is in great

;

the interval.

"My situation has been sufficiently uneasy especially since the
language here has been so warlike. My first conference was particularly
line to follow
difficult, because I was obliged to determine what
without any instructions from home that could at all assist me. I
guess from what we have received from England to-day that I shall
be thought to have leant too much to the idea of present negotiation.
And this is the more unfortunate because what I said on that head
was against my own judgment, but in order not to preclude that line
At
if it had been determined in England that it ought to be pressed.
present the appearance certainly is that as soon as Ewart's letter is
received we shall all disarm. It is a great question then whether to
wish negotiation or not, and this must be in a great degree decided
on what Harris says of the situation in which Holland will be left.
"You will, however, I am sure, feel that while the thing is so
uncertain, and France expressly tells you qiCil v'est pas possible de
ralentir, which were Montmorin's words to Eden, it is of the utmost
importance that we should proceed with as much vigour as if war were
certain.
is

" Pray turn in your mind the point about Russia and the Porte. It
very probable that Montmorin may say something upon it to-morrow."
Draft.

W. W. Miles

to the

"

Marquis of Buckingham.

From

the very instant that the Prussians
1787, October 1, Liege.
prepared to invade Holland, I arranged my measures so well that I
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should have had the eerliest intelligence of the motions of the French
at Givet, and would certainly have given immediate information of their
marching not only to the Marquis of Carmarthen but to Sir James
Harris and the Duke of Brunswick. Expresses arriving continually
at the Secretary of the French Envoy, and Deputies from Holland
passing daily through Liege in their way to Paris to solicit the
promised succour, kept me in a perpetual alarm for several days ; and
especially as Lord Torrington in his different letters always insisted,
in opposition to my assurances to the contrary, that there were
assembled 25,000 men ready to march on the frontiers of this country,
in the neighbourhood of Givet.
" In this dilemma, I prevailed upon a friend, a man of property, who
had large contracts in the war before the last, and perfectly acquainted
with the country, to go to the very spot, and inform himself fully of
He set off the 25th, and enclosed your Lordship will
particulars.
since which I
receive a copy of his letter to me on his return
have seen him, and he informs me that at Ciney, in his way from Givet,
he passed the evening on the 28th of September with the Bourgmastres
of Utrecht and Gorcum. who were on their road to Paris fully pursuaded that France would never leave them in the lurch, and that
her troops would certainly march to the relief of Amsterdam, resolved
to defend itself to the very last notwithstanding fresh water was already
The former of these boasting at Dinant the
sold at 30 sols the pail.
day after that it was he who stopped the Princess of Orange, a
Prussian Baron, sent to watch the motions of the French, had the
imprudence in his honest zeal to seize him and attempt to take him,
forgetting he was not in Prussia or in Holland.
"Some Dutch recruiting parties being in town, and the populace
Excepting 1,000 sacks of wheat
assembling, he was obliged to decamp.
from Nancy in August, and the detention of a few boats from Liege,
The
there has been no appearance of any hostile preparations.
assurance I have this day received of everything being quiet in the
environs of Givet affords me a degree of repose to which, for these last
15 days, I have been an entire stranger; as I was resolved that the
King's Minister of the Hague, and the Duke of Brunswick, should
have the earliest and most authentic information from me."
;

Enclosure.
to

W. W.

Miles.

—

" Je suis de retour de Givet oil mes
1787, September 29, Liege.
II n'y a aucune apparence, ni preparatifs
affaires m'avaient appelle.
aucuns, qui indiquent que les troupes Francaises passeront par cette
Hier on a lache les semesville pour aller au secours de la Hollande.
tres, preuve certaine que le regiment de Chatre qui forme a peu pies
1,000 hommes, celui de Royal Roussillon, cavalerie de deux escadrons
qui font 300 hommes, et puis le bataillon de Suisse qui est a Charlemont
ne seront pas de l'armee auxiliaire pour la Hollande. Voila ce que j'en
sais."

French.

Copy.

W. W. Grenville

to

Sir James Harris.

—" There

is one point to which I have not
1787, October 2, Paris.
adverted in my letter, but which seems very material in the present
moment. There ate strong symptoms here of a communication, even

E E 2
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under the existing circumstances, between the Court of Berlin and this
Government. It is difficult to reconcile this with what has so lately
passed and is still passing, if the singular system of the Prussian
Government did not make such contradictions by no means impossible.
I cannot help thinking that you might be able to get material information on this point. You will therefore excuse the liberty I take of
suggesting it to you."
Holograph Copy.
Private.

W. Pitt
1787, October

morning, and as

to

W. W.

Grenville.

—

Downing Street. " Your despatch came yesterday
we were obliged to be at Windsor early in the day,

2,

and the

ball was not over till six this morning, there was no possibility
of answering you sooner. I am clear that unless Monsieur de Montmorin changes his language, the sooner you come away the better.
But I still think all their communications have an air of indecision.
If they should still be* inclined to revert to the idea of withdrawing
from the business of Holland, or to accede to the guarantee, it will
undoubtedly be of the utmost importance that you should wait till the
matter is brought to an issue. We have a notion here, and I think
a probable one, that if France saw its way in the business of Turkey,
she wr ould be glad to give up that of Holland. But there seems no
certainty yet whether their intention is to support Turkey or to join
Russia and Austria. The language recommended to you in the despatch
It is certainly the truth and can do
is meant for either contingency.
no harm. But if you should find in conversation with Monsieur de
Montmorin that they wish to support Turkey, I do not see what we
can wish better than to be at peace ourselves, and see them engaged in
a system which must separate them from both the Imperial Courts.
In that case you might safely tell them (in addition to general profession) that you have no reason to believe the King would feel himself
If they
interested to take any measures to oppose their operations.
should join Austria and Russia, it will open so new a scene, that we
can say nothing to it immediately, and the language then should be
only general.
On the whole I think it full as likely that you will
have no opening given to induce you to stay ; and that the French
Government will find itself hooted into a war. But let us continue
to give the other a fair trial, though without ever abandoning our
advantage ground. Tf you come away, leave directions for E wart's
despatches to you to be forwarded hither, unopened"

Le Comte de Montmorin

to the

Marquis of Carmarthen.

u Mr. Grenville m'a rem is la lettre
que
1787, October 3, Versailles.
votre Excellence m'a fait l'honneur de m'ecrire le 21eme de ce mois.
La mission dont il est charge ayant pour l'objet d'ecai ter tout ce qui
pourrait porter atteinte a 1' intelligence et a la bonne harmonic qui
regnent entre le3 deux Cours, elle n'a pu qu'etre tres agreable a sa
Majeste; mais vous sentirez qu'il serait impracticable de travailler a
pacifier les troubles dans les Provinces Unies tant que leur territoire
C'est done a l'epoque de leur
sera occupe par des troupes etrangeres.
Alora
retraite qu'il faut remettre a s'occuper de cet objet important.
le Roi, dont les vues et les demarches ont toujours ete dirigees par
Famour de la paix, embrassera avec plaisir les moyens d'amener les
choses a une conciliation solide et durable.
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u Quant aux preparatifs dont votre Excellence me fait l'honneur de
parler, il est sans doute a craindre qu'ils ne conduisent nos Cours a
un but fort eloigne de leur desir; mais celle de Londres a rendu
indispen sables ceux que le Roi a ordonnes a son exemple.
" Je prie votre Excellence d'etre bien persuadee de tout mon desir
de concourir avec elle a prevenir et ecarter tout ce qui pourrait alterer
ou detruire la bonne intelligence entre nos deux Cours et que j'approuverai une veritable satisfaction de suivre en cela mes propres sentiments,
en me conformant aux intentions bien connues de sa Majeste."
French.
Copy.

me

;

Sir James Harris to

W. W. Grenville.

w Flint delivered me your letter of the
1787, October 5, Hague.
2nd of October to-day at two p.m. They find me in such a moment of
business and occupation that it is not in my power to answer them
otherwise than by referring you to my despatches of to-day's date, the
first of which applies almost entirely to every thing which you state
on the longest of your two letters.
" If such a guarantee as is there proposed could be obtained, it would
be a great point carried; I feel very strongly the tone of the reasoning
you bring against the probability of its succeeding, but still I think it

might be tried.
" The moment when the Prussian troops withdraw will be a very
important one, and T am so far from believing that we can stand alone,
that I shall press as much as possible the taking German auxiliaries
into the pay of the Republic, and to have them enter the towns of this
province as the Prussians evacuate them.
" I am far from being at my ease about the event of the Duke of
Brunswick's attack on Amsterdam. Every hour's delay brings on the
wet season, and if it is attended with a high wind he will find himself
in a most perilous situation.
" In regard to what you say in your separate letter on there being
something still doubtful in the conduct of Prussia, I confess I have had
at times the same misgivings ; but I do not suppose that the King
himself is playing a double part, but that he is betrayed by his uncle
Henry and Count Finckenstein.
" I sent you a messenger to Paris on the 2nd, which I fear did not
catch you there."

William Eden
1787, October

6, Seve.

—" I

to

W. W.

enclose

Mr.

Grenville.

you unopened.
your permission to open one from Lord
because I have not time to copy it, and
Pitt's letter to

I took the liberty pursuant to

Carmarthen, and retain

Mr. Fraser
" I

am

will gi\e

it,

you a

duplicate.

from you before you leave Boulogne or
news from the Hague, for which Sir
James Harris refers me to what he wrote to you.
" You have had abominable weather for your journey but the wind
in hopes of a letter

Calais to tell

me

a

little

of the

;

evening.
" I have written a despatch to the Office to-night which you will find
sufficiently interesting ; I entreat you to see it as soon as you can, as
also my letter of this date to Mr. Pitt.
I never feel too confident on
these great subjects which are liable to be aifected by so many side
winds
but if the Cabinet, after conversing with you, will only decide
as to what ought to be done, and direct it to be done in as conciliating
is fair this

;
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a manner as circumstances will
success would not be difficult."

allow,

I have great hopes that the

W. W. Grenville.

Sir James Harris to

—

1787, October 7, Hague.
" I cannot but think the hearty concurrence
of the Court of Berlin to everything we propose will greatly facilitate
my idea of making France become a guarantee of the Stadtholderate.
must calculate the concessions she will make, not from inclination
but from necessity and the situation of superior strength in which we
stand from the signature of the convention at Berlin, is such as to make
us equal to anything.
At least we may sound the ground, and attempt
a measure which, if it should succeed, will net only put France at an
immense political distance from this country, but set her more at
variance with her party here than you can imagine.
I am sure I
need not expatiate on a subject on which I so well know your feelings,
or even wish you to go back with a sentiment to Versailles, different
from those I am so certain belong to you.
" The conduct of the King of Prussia will do away all our doubts as
to the sincerity of her intentions.
I am satisfied the symptoms which
appeared both here and in France were owing to the partial behaviour
of Goltz, who, as well as his colleagues here, is connected with the
French emissaries at Berlin, and perhaps even with the French
Ministry, by the surest of all ties.
The real object is to exclude France
from any share in the negotiation, and that cannot be so effectually
done as by a declaration on the part of the other two co-mediating
powers to say they considered the disputes on the Republic as settled
which may be followed np or perhaps preceded by a similar one on the
side of the States General.
"I presume this will just catch you in England, and if I have
occasion to write to you in the course of next week, I will dispatch a
messenger to Paris."

We

;

William Eden

W. W. Grenville.

to

Seve. — " I

will write to you to-morrow, and will
1787, October 10,
return Harris's letter, which I have only this moment received from
you.
You will see my letters to Lord Carmarthen and Mr. Pitt. If
we wish to establish a great and permanent system, it is probable that
;
n the present moment we may do it and in a very glorious way. Pray
turn it in your mind and expedite matters as much as possible.
shall be sincerely glad if you will make us another visit here and take
but if not, at least do not relax in
possession again of your department
your attention in this very important moment. If I am fully instructed, and sufficiently informed, I am sure that we may do a great
deal in a very little time."
;

We

;

William Eden

to

W. W. Grknville.

Seve.— "I

transmit to you by this conveyance
Mer Noire. It shows thai the
traffic in that quarter, but we must
not forget that much of it will now be in English goods; and if they
will not interfere with our position in the East Indies, we may composedly see their enjoyment of this trade, for which they have some
local advantages over us.
1787, October

11,

Peyponnel sur le commerce de
French have a very advantageous

la
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" I have received from Abbe Morellet a copy of his memoire on the
French East India Company I am told that it is a curious performI will send it next week to England.
ance.
u Can you send me one or two copies of Monsieur de Calonne's
memoire ?
" Pray read my despatch of this date and expedite matters.
" Whilst I am writing this, I receive your letter and the despatches
;

It is understood here that Amsterdam is settled
of the 8th instant.
completely, though after some resistance. If that should not be the
I foresee no other
case, certainly the embarrassment might grow great.
difficulty.
You surely cannot wish me to attempt to force this Court to
I will write an addisign the words suggested by Sir James Harris.
tional despatch to make the remark which occurs to me upon them."

William Eden

W. W. Grenville.

to

—

" The enclosed were brought by a courier
1787, October 13, Seve.
to Monsieur de Goltz, who sent them to the Duke of Dorset, from
whence I received and opened them and I have taken a copy of them
They were clearly written previous to
for information if necessary.
knowing that the business was likely to settle itself without discussing
If however you feel disposed to give a meetthe Dutch constitutions.
ing to Monsieur d'Alvansleben I shall be cordially glad to see you, and
we are using all possible means to make this large house a little warmer
than when you left it. In the meantime I will take care to see
Monsieur d'Alvansleben immediately on his arrival, and will say everything to him that I think you would wish. It is possible that he may
enable me to bring this matter to an immediate conclusion.
" I much doubt whether any delay will arise even if the Prussian
The disposition to peace
troops should not absolutely have evacuated.
here is decided and earnest if Ave do not drive too far and I have
great faith in our making a good use of the moment; for it is no compliment to Mr. Pitt to say that his attention to foreign politics is of the
most efficient kind possible, and infinite advantages will result from it."
;

;

William Eden

to

W. W. Grenville.

* Sir James Harris's messenger brought
1787, October 17, Seve.
the enclosed to the Duke of Dorset's hotel on Sunday with a verbal
desire that in case of your absence it should be opened
and his Grace
communicated it to me immediately. You will observe that it contains
nothing but what was passed under a supposition of different circumstances, except the welcome intelligence from Amsterdam.
" M. D'Alvansleben has never appeared, and as it is probable that
Stay ley arrived previous to his departure, it begins to appear probable
that he will not come.
" I had by the same messenger a private letter from Sir James Harris
merely referring me to the one addressed to you, with a few general
remarks, and therefore I do not trouble you with a copy."
•

Sir James Harris to

Hague. — "I

W. W.

Grenville.

was almost vexed at seeing your
from Whitehall, as I am satisfied, without the
most distant idea of conveying a compliment to you, that you were by
far the properest person for terminating our discussions with France
1787,

October 24,

letter of the 19th dated
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I cannot write what I feel on
with which you treated me when you
was here, would induce me to speak freely if the opportunity existed.
" Things here in general go on very well, but there is still a most
laborious work to perform, and our instruments are not the best calcu
lated for measures which require decision and expedition.
The French
are still working under ground, and if the levity of the Prince of
Orange induces him to give up the idea of proceeding criminally against
some of the chiefs of the faction, they will still maintain a very improper
and very dangerous degree of influence on the Republic.
" It is in my mind very much to be lamented that we cannot obtain
from France something like the formal guarantee I mentioned. She
has yielded on every point we have pressed as yet and as our management for her proceeds from motives of prudence not from regard, J
could wish we were to go to the very last stretch of the cord. Is it
impossible to make her add to her declaration, that she engages not to
molest the House of Orange in the quiet possession of the hereditary
Stadtholderate, or in future take any measures en haine de la
This is less than a guarantee, which
constitution etablie en 1") Irf.
binds her to stand forth in defence of the Stadtholderate, and only
expresses clearly an intention which seems implied in the act she is
now about to pass, and exchange with us. Its effect however would
be very great here, as it would be an official avowal that she deserted
her party.
" I do not think it impossible to reinstate the Scotch brigade but
they seem here to insist on the permission to raise and recruit it in
Scotland, which, 1 presume, would meet with insurmountable difficulties
relative to the affairs of this

country.

this subject, but the confidence

;

;

at

home."

William Eden

to

Seve. — " You

W. W. Grenville.

will probably see by last night's
1787, December 6,
despatches, and therefore I will not repeat, Monsieur de Montmorin's
observations on the papers taken in Holland respecting the French
detachment, which (by the bye) whether he knew it or not, was a much
les3 extensive transaction than I had supposed from the general tone
with which it has been mentioned. Its insignificance however makes
it more disgraceful when stated as a measure of French G-overnment,
and we are fairly authorised to treat it in that point of view. I do not
believe that Monsieur de Montmorin had been apprised of Monsieur de
Segur's letter ; at most he had heard of it inadvertently and confusedly.
I am more inclined to suspect that, in the bustle of office, it had been
settled between our friend Monsieur de Rayneval and the Marechal.
Monsieur de Montmorin certainly disliked the Dutch pursuit even
before its embarrassments grew great, but his chef de bureau had a
family fondness for them.
*'
I not only agree with you in doubting the information which you
have received of the project of the Triple Alliance, but I go farther ; I
At the fame time 1 think that there is a tamperutterly disbelieve it.
ing going forwards between this Court and the Imperial Courts. I
could fairly ascertain the whole business if I had any materials to work
with; but I am utterly without information or instructions. If we li.ul
any system or plan to propose, I could either carry it with this Court,
or at least I am much mistaken if I could not make it the means of
drawing Spain nearer towards us; for I had again a letter from Mr.
Lhton last night, expresfcing a solicitude from Monsieur de Florida
Blanea to know what we wish, and a disposition to concur in it
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Surely with a Court so basely disposed as this is,
keep communications and discussions amicably

it is

always right to

as much a3
the personal attentions are such as I happen
to experience from Monsieur de Montmorin.
"
also delay settling, or declining to settle, a naval system ; and
the arrangement of the foreign forces for the islands, and the eternal
I wish
old story of the consulships, which ought to be completed.
that you would urge the first quiet moment for attention to these

possible

;

particularly

afloat

when

We

matters.
" The enclosed will amuse you. As it requires proof, I ought to inform
you that the memorial really was presented to the Most Christian King

by the Duke

"I

of Orleans.

have doubts as to the

utility of

paying foreign subsidies

in

time

of peace."

Sir James Harris to

—

W. W. Grenville.

" You will see from my official corres27, Hague.
pondence the state of the negotiation here.
" The result of my private as well as ministerial conferences is, tha
if it were possible for us to restore Negapatnam unconditionally and
forego our claim to an equivalent, in consideration of the renewal of
1787,

December

friendship and alliance between the two countries, it would produce the
best of all possible effects here ; it would please and satisfy the mercantile part of the nation, and be such a clear and unequivocal proof of
our fairness and goodwill, that no pretext could remain with the French
party to call in question our sincerity, or to keep alive that spirit of
animosity and of suspicion the last war has left behind it.
It is needless
to inquire whether this spirit (after what has passed) ought to exist
it is enough to know it actually does exist, and that it is of great importance to destroy it if we cannot refute it. It is on this principle
that I have endeavoured to transmit so exactly all that Monsieur Vander
I have mixed up, in my reports, the
Spiegel said on the subject.
opinions and arguments of the other leading people with whom I have
conversed.
I can have no doubt of their good intentions or good
understanding, and they all unanimously concur that the restitution of
Negapatnam in the way proposed would be a measure highly requisite
to render the re-union between the two countries permanent and sincere
and solidly beneficial. I readily conceive that we too have motives of
menagement to observe towards our nation, and that these influence our
conduct more than the real value of the place itself, or the departing
from a right so clearly expressed. But I should think it would go a
great way to be able to say, ' Our situation with respect to Holland is
1
now again become precisely what it was before the rupture. The
'
former system of friendship and union, although it appeared to be
lost beyond the reach of recovery, is restored and consolidated between
1
the two countries and England has besides acquired a right by the
*
treaty to make such arrangements in India as not only will put an end
*
to the eternal objects of dispute between them in that quarter of the
*
globe, but also may in their consequences lead to put its whole trade
'
and influence into their hands.' For, you will observe, that the
renouncing the privileges granted by the 6th article is made subservient
to the conclusion of these arrangements, and the one is not to take
place if the other fails and this is certainly so much clear gain to
Great Britain sinse the year 1780.
" The final determination of these arrangements will undoubtedly be
;

1

;

;

a

difficult

and

delicate point, on which, at this

moment, our ideas here
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and in England are very wide. I do not however despair that, on all
the essential considerations, they will meet at least as to the effect, though
perhaps not as to the form. The subject is so intricate one, and in
general so new to me, that I wish it greatly to be discussed and concluded in England, in the way I indicated in my despatch (170), and
not sent here for any other purpose than for me to insert it in the
treaty under the sanction of the States General.
" Our declining to lend either part or the whole of our Hessian
auxiliaries to supply the place of the Prussians has (although I never
encouraged them to think we should do otherwise) disappointed a good
deal some of the leading members of the Government, and I fear may
His Prussian Majesty declares his peremptory
in the end distress them.
resolution of withdrawing his troops in six weeks.
It is morally
impossible, before the expiration of that period, for the Republic to have
found any others in Germany ; and without some better support than its
own army (which is in a deplorable state) very serious evils may follow.
May I ask whether it is decidedly impossible for us to spare 6,000
Hessians for six months ? or, if not, 6,000 Hanoverians ? and could either
of these corps be brought here in six weeks ?
Unacquainted as I am
with the various objections against such a measure, it appears to me
that if we were to have in the Republic, for the protection of its constitution and for the maintenance of its police and good order, a body
of troops entirely dependent on us, it would be the strongest hold we
could have over it ; the stronger as it would be a footing of authority
acquired by an obligation which would be greatly felt. I wish, if you
think there is no objection to it, you would communicate these reflections
They possibly may be easily overthrown, but they strike
to Mr. Pitt.
me as of some weight. They are not of a nature to find a place in a
despatch, and I had rather they should reach him through you than by
troubling him with a private letter.
I shall consider whatever you may
say to me in consequence as meant for my private instructions and
better guidance on the work in which I am employed.
"
great object is, if possible, to connect this country by indis-

My

This is to be effected partly by affection
such a sentiment may be allowed to exist between nations) and
Affection will follow complaisance,
partly by specific engagements.
gentle usage, and not too rough and unqualified an exercise of our
influence.
The reverse of this lost us the Republic. The guarantee
soluble ties to Great Britain.
(if

and the other conditions of the treaty constitute
very binding engagements ; and if to these we were to add the military
support they require for the security of their persons and property
(which they think in danger) and assist them in raising their loans,
they would, I think, be so completely entangled that they never could
escape us and we might direct and employ the influence and strength
of this country in any way we pleased, provided we led them gently
and adroitly into our views."
of the Stadtholderate

;

Sir James Harris to

W. W. Grenville.

Hague. — " The

easterly winds which have continued
1788, January 4,
blow for near a fortnight, detained the post so long at Harwich that I
got both your letter of the 17th and that of the 25th at the same time.
It will not be in my power to answer to-day fully, but I will not delay
thanking [you] for them and assuring you that I will pay every attention
to

to their contents.

"The African slave trade is an exclusive branch of
belonging to the Province of Zeland. I have spoken to

commerce

M. Vander
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Spiegel and written to M. Lynden de Blytterswyk who is now at
Middelburg, on the subject, and endeavoured to prevail on them to
use their influence with the persons engaged in this trade to co-operate
in carrying into execution the humane measure yourself and Mr.
Wilberforce intend to bring forward. As soon as I am in possession
of any conclusive information relative to their sentiments or intentions
I will immediately let you know, although I fear the principles which
actuate you and your friend are not likely to make such impression on
the Dutch merchant.
"I was happy to find in your letter of the 25th December that my
ideas relative to the bringing a corps of Hessian into this Republic
I never had a wish that they should be granted
coincide with yours.
permanently, but only for a stipulated time, during which the Republic
was to endeavour to hire some other troops, or put its own army on a
more respectable footing. The prospect you hold out of there being
a possibility of obtaining Hanoverians, is still better and, strong as
the measure is, I think in the present temper of the States I would be
responsible to carry it through.
" I most perfectly agree with you in every thing you say relative to
the Indian arrangements with this country. The making the restitution
of Negapatnam a preliminary article, however, grateful it would have
been to these people, I evidently see must not be thought of; and it is
given up by the Pensionary in consequence of what I said in my late
conferences with him.
" The other two points, namely the obtaining Rhio and Trincomale
I fear will be nearly impracticable, to the extent proposed in the report
At all events the discussions on them will
of the Commissioners.
;

necessarily tend to lengthen the negotiation so much, if the treaty is to
wait till they are determined, that I am very glad to find it is your
opinion that they should be postponed for an after convention, and
I have urged this very strongly in one of
the alliance signed directly.
my despatches to-day, and hope it will meet the approbation of His
Majesty's servants. I refer you to this despatch for a provisional
article I have drawn up for the purpose of conciliation till such time
as East Indian business is finally settled."

Sir James Harris to

W. W. Grenville.

Hague. — "After

various attempts as well by letter
1788, February 5,
as by conversation to induce the Zelanders to explain themselves on the
idea now in contemplation in England to abolish the African slave trade, I
have at last prevailed upon M. Lynden de Blytterswyk, the leading man
in that Province, to give me the enclosed answer in writing, which,

though far from being so complete as I could have wished, may at least
be produced as if there was an inclination on the part of these people
to concur in the beneficial work you are going to undertake.
" I shall not fatigue you with a detail of the reasonings of most of
them agaiDst the project which, as it seems at first sight calculated to
affect their interest, cannot be made palatable to them by any applica
tion to their feelings
and I confess in the upshot I fear it will be very
difficult to make them acquiesce in it.
You may [be] assured no pains
on my part shall be spared, and I will avail myself to the utmost of
any lights you may think proper to furnish me with in order to
promote its success.
" Boers returns to England. He is soured and disappointed ; his
ambition carries him beyond his sphere. I could easily have got him
;
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made Pensionary
ment

at

which he

Dordt or Haarlem, but nothing short

of

is to

preside will satisfy him.

He

read

of a Depart-

me

the paper

he read to the India Commissioners. I told him it was all on one side,
and fitter to separate the two Companies and two nations for ever,
I was displeased with him for some
than to conciliate them.
injudicious not to say unfriendly language he had held about England,
which, after the reception he had met with, was unpardonable. He
has no commission whatever from any body here, and, if he affects to
be employed, it is an error into which he wishes to lead you.
" The Zelanders are very anxious to know whether the two millions
Mr. Pitt (through Boers) gave them some hopes of lending them are
They are in great want.
to be soon forthcoming.
I mean the
Chamber of Zeland who solicited the loan. You will greatly oblige me
by enabling [me] to answer something to their urgent enquiries on
this point.

am every day more and more pleased with M. Vander Spiegel
everything that can be wished.
u
Colonel Colyear Kobertson has produced a plan here to reinstate
the Scotch brigade. It seems to me that no idea of this kind should
come otherwise than ministerially ; and although I see Colonel
Robertson often at my house, he concealed from me the letter and plan
idea is that this country
he sent in last night to the Pensionary.
should solicit us to let it be restored, and not that we should ask it
of them as a favour and it is from this principle I wish to set aside
the numberless proposals Scotch officers are continually coming forward
with, without any authority whatever, or without any other view than
to get rank and employment."
"I

he

is

A

My

;

Enclosure.

G. H. C. de

—

Lynden

to

Sir James Harris.

"Jenepuis qu'applaudir au dessein louable, dont
1788, February.
on s'oecupe chez vous, pour regler la traite des negres sur des principes
plus conformes a l'humanite, et aux devoirs du Christianisme, que ne
l'est la methode actuelle ; surtout si la chose peut se faire, comme on le
croit, sans porter prejudice a la culture Americaine, qui est devenue
de premiere necessite pour l'Europe. Je vous sollicite bien instamment
de vouloir me communiquer le plan sur cet objet, des que vous l'aurez
recu et j'ose vous assurer d'avance, que dans ce pays-ci, on concourrera
volontiers avec les autres nations qui ont des colonies de la meme
nature que les notres, aux changements par rapport aux esclaves, que la
Je serai charme d'entrer plus en
culture des terres pourra admettre.
detail avec vous sur la matiere, lorsque j'aurai vu le pro jet."
French.
;

W. W.

GrBENVILLE to SlR JAMES HARRIS.

—

1788, February 27, Whitehall. " I am very sorry that it has been
I am much obliged
impossible for me to answer your last letter sooner.
to you for the trouble you was so good as to take on the subject of the
The answer is not very encouraging, but I am still not
slave trade.
without hopes that if we should ultimately be able to secure the
acquiescence of other countries, something may be done with Holland.
" I have not neglected the point which you mentioned to me about
But a real difficulty arises
the money for the Chamber of Zeland.
from the situation of the whole of the East India business between the
two countries. There seems to me much danger in concluding the treaty
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with the insertion of the article even as now returned to you, although,
on the whole, I think it right on the ground of the reasoning which you
have stated. It is certainly impossible for any one to judge with the
same accuracy as yourself respecting the effect on the Dutch nation
of holding out expectations in present which may probably not be
realised hereafter, or, on the other hand, of obstructing the immediate
At all events it seems
conclusion of a treaty of alliance between us.
to me essential on every principle of good faith that the Pensionary
should clearly understand all that is meant to be engaged for.
u With respect to pecuniary aid, it seems to be the opinion of those
with whom I have conversed that this ought not to be considered in
a separate point of view from the rest of this subject. If there was a
real disposition in the Government of the Dutch East India Company
to unite and blend their interests with ours, much advantage might
result to both, and many arrangements might be made for their mutual
accommodation. In such a case it would be our interest to prevent the
effects of

any temporary embarrassment

in their

affairs.

But how

could a measure of this sort be justified to our own Company on any
circumstance on which much stress is laid
different supposition ?
with respect to this point occurred in a conversation which I have had
with Boers since he has been here. He came to show me a paper
which he had received, I think, from Amsterdam. It contained a
proposal that our East India Company should send people over to bid
at the Dutch sales in March, in order to keep up the prices of teas,
and thereby to prevent their being purchased on such terms as might
enable the buyers to smuggle them into England so as to defeat the
operation of the Commutation Act.
Amongst other arguments
on this subject the paper states that the Dutch Company were by no
means under any necessity of bringing all their teas to market in the
present moment, but that they might reserve a certain quantity so as
to enable them at all times to command the price of tea in England.
Now I think on that statement one might almost put it to themselves
to decide whether it would be reasonable, or just to our own Company,
that we should give the Dutch a loan of money in order to enable them
to reserve their teas so as to command the prices of our own sales.
It seems quite impossible that we should go on together tolerably on
this footing, or without a real good understanding on all these points.
Even in the particular instance which I have just mentioned, our
interest is in fact the same, and appears sufficiently evident; but it
cannot be pursued except by mutual agreement; and without that, by
giving pecuniary aid, we should run the risk of doing an essential injury
to our own East India Company
and that too with respect to an
object which is materially connected with the interest of the public in
many different points of view.
" It is on this ground thought absolutely necessary that some explanation should be previously entered into, with respect to the real
situation of the Dutch Company, and their intended operations both in
present and in future. If there is a confidence between us this explanation can only lead to mutual accommodation and advantage ; and
without this, it is surely impossible for us to employ the public purse
of this country in setting up rivals against our own Company.
" On this subject however I think it right to add that what is felt

A

;

with respect to rivalry relates to this particular case, and is by no means
founded on any idea entertained by us that the trade of the Dutch East
India Company should in any respect be sacrificed to ours. We consider
it, on the contrary, as our best and true policy with regard to India to
encourage the trade of foreign European nations with our provinces
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And the same principle extends in its operation to their comthere.
petition with us in European markets, which it is far from our wish to
discourage, provided it is carried on upon just and equal principles.
It
impossible to allow that a speculation of reserving tea to be smuggled
England falls at all under that description.
" There is some difficulty with respect to giving a public answer on
this point, because Boers' communication was not an official one, nor
would it perhaps even be fair to him that his name should be mentioned
by you in this business. With respect to the proposal itself it was
entirely discouraged, both because we felt that under all the circumstances
he was not the proper person to treat with about it, and because the
idea itself was for many reasons impracticable.
" It is really a thing to be much lamented that there appears so little
disposition to establish a confidential communication on these points.
have much in our hands which would be materially beneficial to
them, and we have a real desire to feel ourselves justified in giving it.
The point of the spice trade, in the extent in which it was proposed in
our projet, can certainly be given for nothing but Trincomale. But
arrangements might, I think, be made by which the Dutch Company
might be to purchase at a given price a certain quantity of opium and
manufactures in Bengal, paying the price into bur Treasury at Canton ;
and in this case the article of navigation could be so confined as to
relate merely to a commodious and safe passage through the Eastern
seas to China, to the exclusion of all trade to or from the islands situated
there.
I mention this to you only as a loose idea which has been started
in conversation, and which we are inclined to think practicable
but it
is above all necessary, as I conceive, that they should feel themselves
disposed to treat with us as friends, and not as rivals anxious for their
is

into

We

;

destruction.
" I have troubled you with a very long letter on this subject ; but I
was desirous to convince you of the eagerness which I feel at all times
to obey your commands, in any business in which you think I can be
of the least service to you in promoting the important objects in which

you are engaged."
Draft.

Sir James Harris to

W. W. Grenville.

Hague. — " I

have many thanks to return you for
1788, March 4,
yours of the 27th February. If I see any opening to promote your
wishes here relative to the African trade, or if you can point out any
way in which I can contribute towards the success of the humane
undertaking you have in hand, I shall most willingly seize the
opportunity.
" As you will probably see my private letter of to-day to Mr. Pitt, as
well as my official ones, I shall not waste either your time or mine by
I hope all will end well, yet I shall not sleep souud
useless repetitions.
till

the treaty

is

signed.

" £ am sorry there should be any obstacles relative to the loan we
were to assist the Zeland branch of the East India Company with yet
the reasons you give are too real ones to admit of argument. Boers in
November last wrote word that he had a specific promise from Mr. Pitt,
and that one of the two millions required would be immediately supplied
from the Civil List. This prevented the Company from applying elsewhere, and as the time of payment and settling their accounts now
draws near, they are greatly distressed how to go on. I confess, at the
same time, that however conclusive the motives you allege for with;
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holding this supply from them are, yet that I am rather prevented to
employ them, and wish some other plea could be devised for a refusal, as
I think that [which] you state to me would breed acrimony and ill will.
" The idea of employing some one on our part to bid for the teas
which are to be put to sale at Middelburg on the 10th instant, did not
Mr. Rich wrote a long time ago a letter on the
originate with Boera.
subject to Fraser, and I enclose you a copy of one I received some
weeks since from Mr. Hope. As I cannot entertain the remotest doubt
of his private or public principles, I am certain he did not mean to lead
but, as no notice was
into a false measure when he wrote to me
taken of Mr. Rich's letter, I took it for granted there was reasons for
not adopting the plan Mr. Hope proposed. I send his letter to you
now, as it is probably the best kind of information you can have on

me

;

the subject.
" I think

it possible, though I will not venture to pledge myself for
that I could, in return for Negapatman, get Trincomale on something
like the same terms on which the Dutch held tjie barrier towns ; but I
fear there is no hope of getting a more positive possession of it."

it,

Sir James Harris to

W. W. Grenville.

—" My motive

for wishing to see you this
morning was this. Mr. Pitt, in consequence of what you had been
so good as to say to him, mentioned to me the other day the reasons
which had put a stop to my receiving an honour which he confessed it
had been in contemplation to bestow upon me. I told him, and with

1788, June 2, Whitehall.

perfect truth, that although nothing could be so grateful to

me

as such

a mark of Royal favour, yet I should be very sorry to embarrass a
Government to which I wished so heartily well as his, or, after the
favours I had already received, to appear craving for others still.
However sincere this declaration is, I will not conceal from you that
I shall return to the Hague hurt, mortified, and disheartened, if I am
It has been universally understood
to go back without this distinction.
both here and in Holland that it was intended, and the impression of
the public in both countries will naturally be that something has since
passed, which has induced his Majesty to withhold from me now an
honour of which he did not think [me] undeserving some time back.
Besides the very unpleasant feeling such a supposition will give me, it
will also materially affect my public situation ; and it will lessen considerably that influence so necessary to carry through the points which
still remain unsettled between the two countries.
" The new French Ambassador who is just got to the Hague will
well know how to avail himself of this circumstance and I shall not
be able to meet him on the same high ground if I return to my post
without such a mark of approbation, and under the idea that I may have
;

done something to forfeit it.
" You can, I am sure, readily guess why I could not say this to
Mr. Pitt, though I felt it at the time but he has behaved so kindly
and honourably by me that I wish him to know my feelings. It was to
request you to convey them to him that I wished to have seen you this
morning. You will now perhaps be good enough to communicate to
Mr. Pitt this letter, which is a very real and sincere picture of them."
;

W. W. Grenville

to

Sir James Harris.

Whitehall. — "I have taken the

first opportunity which
1788, June 3,
I had to obey your commands in communicating to Mr. Pitt the conI am persuaded that it is unnecessary
tents of your letter of yesterday.
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me to repeat to you what he has himself expressed to you; the just
sense which he entertains of your services in Holland, and the sincere
desire which he feels that you should receive every mark of that
distinction to which you are so much entitled.
I understand from him,
with respect to the particular object in question, that he does not consider the point as finally determined ; although there are circumstances
which throw considerable embarrassments in the way of it. He has
desired me to say that whenever the thing is ultimately decided either
way, he will lose no time in acquainting you with the result and that,
in the meantime, you may be assured of the sincere desire which he
feels on your account to promote an object so interesting to you."
for

;

Draft.

Account of the Flight of Louis XVI. from Paris.

—

" About eight months ago, it was resolved
1791, June 26, Brussels.
to attempt to bring away the Royal Family from Paris.
The King
earnestly desired to leave it, though the risk of his being stopped,
either in endeavouring to get out of the town, or in the course of his
journey, was represented to him. Monsieur de Bouille who commanded
in Champagne, Lorraine, and the adjacent districts, was perfectly
disposed to co-operate in the execution of the project. According to a
Decree of the Assembly, and by orders from the Minister of the War
Department, he was to take measures for securing the frontiers against
attack ; under pretence of doing so, he brought regiments he could
depend on towards Montmedy, and sent thither camp equipage,
ammunition, and a train of field artillery.
The place, though small,
is strong; behind it are the Austrian territories; nor could anything
be apprehended from the inhabitants of the town, as it is entirely
commanded by the cannon of the fort.
* Some who had access to the King and Queen recommended that
they should endeavour to get to the Low Countries by the shortest
road, and from thence proceed to Montmedy.
Had they done so, it
is beyond a doubt they would have got thither in safety.
Though
many carriages left Paris before, and on the same day theirs did, they
But the King was unwilling to quit
all arrived here without difficulty.
the French dominions, though but in travelling ; and the route given
by Monsieur de Bouille by the way of Chalons was preferred. It was
agreed that all the Royal Family at Paris should leave it on the night
of Monday the 20th June, and Monsieur de Bouille was advised
thereof, that he might make his dispositions accordingly.
The Comte de
Fersen was to bring off those that were in the Tuilleries, and Monsieur
and Madame were to set out at the same hour from the Luxembourg.
" A Baronne de Korffe, who I understand is a native of Russia,
applied to Monsieur de Simolin for a passport to go to Francfort
the
number of persons mentioned in it corresponded with the number that
were to go in, and attend, the carriage of the King and Queen. Under
pretence that the first passport had been accidentally burnt, she
obtained another ; she went off with one, and gave the other to serve
'

;

Royal Family.
strong travelling coach and four excellent carriage horses were
provided by Fersen ; likewise an ordinary coach and a pair of horses,
like those that are hired by strangers, called des carosses de remise.
Between five and six on the evening of the 20th June, Fersen went to
The King observed to him that
receive the King's definitive orders.
La Fayette had just given an order to double the usual guards, and that
he imagined he entertained some suspicion of their design, as he knew
for the

"A
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of no other circumstance that could have occasioned this precaution ;
but, before the other could reply, he added, Things are now gone too
'

*

far to recede.

Happen what

will, I

am

determined

to

go ou.

I can

never be more unhappy than I am at present.' He then spoke with
cheerfulness, and said that, having taken his final resolution, he now
felt himself at ease.
" Three gardes de corps had been selected by M.
under
pretence of being employed on a commission that required secrecy, and
were provided with buff' coloured coats, such as many servants in France
and Germany travel with. About nine in the evening, two of them
were sent to the King, when they were informed by him, for the first
time, that they were to accompany him; and though he was sure of
their fidelity, yet to guard against indiscretion, he locked them up in
The other garde de corps was sent to Fersen a little before
his closet.
midnight he and Fersen's coachman, riding as postillions, drove the
travelling coach about a quarter of a mile beyond the barrier St.
Martin ; they likewise brought with them two riding horses, and they
had orders, when they saw any one, to move gently on and return to
their station.
About a quarter past eleven Fersen, actiug as coachman,,
went with the other coach to the Cour des Princes at the Tuilleries
some other carriages were likewise waiting there. He stopped near the
door of M. de Villequier's apartment. Madame de Tourzelle came very
soon out of it, with Madame Royale, and the Dauphin dressed as a girl.
Fersen having put them into the coach, drove gently out to the petit
Carrousel, near to the house that was formerly inhabited by the Duchess
de la Valliere. Keither this house nor several others in that quartes
have any court, therefore carriages are often seen waiting there for
company. Madame Elizabeth came nexl, and Fersen having spoken to
her, she immediately went into the coach.
About a quarter of an hour
after her, the King came, dressed with a brown round wig and a great
coat
he was followed by one of the gardes de corps, and in a few
minutes, the Queen came, followed by the other.
She was obliged to
pass very near to two sentinels.
One near the Dauphin's apartment
was sitting down, and probably asleep ; and she took the opportunity of
getting past the other while he turned his back in walking.
Whilst
the coach was waiting in the petit Carrousel M. de la Fayette passed
it twice in his carriage, followed as usual by two troopers
the second
time the King, who was sitting in the coach, saw him. As soon as the
Queen was in the coach, the two gardes de corps got up behind it, andFersen drove away to the place where the other was waiting. The
Royal Family having gone into the travelling coach, Fersen and one of
the gardes de corps mounted the riding horses another garde de corps.
got upon the coach box, which was made to carry servants ; and the
third, as I have already observed, acted as a postillion.
The coach that
brought them from the Tuilleries was drove to a little distance from the
road, and overturned into a ditch.
The four horses that brought th®
coach from the barrier St. Martin were changed for post horses at
Bondy ; nor could this occasion any suspicion, as it is very common for
those who come from Paris to come to the first stage with their own
horses, to avoid paying for the poste royale. One of the gardes de corps
continued on the box, one rode by the side of the carriage, and theFersen accomother went on before to order horses at the next stage.
panied the Ivoyal Family about three miles beyoud Bondy, and there
took leave of them, to go and join his chaise that was waiting for him
He came from thence to Mons, where he arrived in the
at Bourget.
night of Tuesday, and Monsieur likewise came there nearly about the
same time.
Fersen came to Mons, I believe, in order to deliver rv
*

D

;

;

;

;

a
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message to Monsieur, and to give advice of what had been done to
M. de Mercy here, and to the King of Sweden at Aix la Chapelle.
Having done this he set off for Montmedy, but on the road thither he
met M. de Bouille, who informed him of what had happened at Varenne,
You may conceive what their feelings were. Those of Fersen arose
purely from gratitude and affection but besides those sentiments, de
Bouille felt all the pangs of disappointed ambition, which, if I am not
extremely mistaken, is his predominant passion
though, by the
accounts of all who know him, he is a very honourable and worthy man.
While under the first impressions of his grief and indignation, d
Bouille has written a letter to the Assembly, a copy of which I have
seen.
I think had he deferred it till he was more in possession of
himself, he would have wrote in a manner that would have been more
generally approved, and that would have been legs exceptionable
for,
in speaking of the intentions of Foreign Powers, if what he says were
true, it is indiscreet to mention
if not, it is ridiculous.
He tells the
Assembly that it required all that love which he possesses for his
country, all that inviolable attachment and respect that he ontertaius for
his Sovereign, to have so long given him force to subdue his feelings,
and submit to the humiliation of corresponding with them, and of,
apparently, obeying their Decrees.
M The Proclamation, or Manifest, that was left by the King, was
written by himself and Monsieur, but is principally his own con-po;

;

i

;

;

sition."

Endorsed.

— Account of the attempt

that kingdom in the
others.

month

of

of the

June 1791, by

King of France to quit
Comte de Fersen and

the

Ax Account

of M. de Bouille's Escape.
(From Monsieur de Oalonne).

Monsieur de Bouille, finding that of all the regiments under his
he could place most confidence in the regiment Boyal
Allemagne, determined to employ it in protecting the King's 'escape,
and advanced with it himself to a place between Stenay and Verdun.
From thence he sent out parties, one of which found the King at
Varenne, and was witness of his being stopped there. A trooper who
escaped from this party, returned with the greatest expedition to the
place where M. de Bouille was waiting with the remainder of the
regiment.
Monsieur de Bouille immediately put himself at the head of
this corps, and advanced to Varenne.
He found that the King had
left it two hour3 before, and baying inquired to what place the King
was carried, he advanced forwards with a view of overtaking him
but he soon found that a bridge which he was to pass, was broken
down. He then ordered part of the regiment to enter the river, and
but he soon found that this attempt would not
try to swim over
succeed, for, from the length of the march and the expedition he had
used, the horses were so fatigued that they could not pass the river,
and two or three of the troopers were drowned. He then gave up all
hopes of overtaking the King, and returned with the remainder of the
regiment to their former quarters in the neighbourhood of Stenay.
AN 'lien the troopers had dismounted, he then acquainted them with his
The whole regiment
resolution immediately to leave the kingdom.
He would not accept of this offer, saying
offered to go with him.
that it was not proper lie should enter the Austrian territories with
the appearance of military force, and ordered the troops to go to their
quarters.
He set out immediately, and all the officers to the number
':

command

;

;

^
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About one hundred more officers from the
of thirty -six followed him.
The common
garrison at Metz have since joined him at Luxemburg.
troopers of the regiment Royal Allemagne, who are chiefly Germans
that talk French, were so disgusted with M. de Bouille's refusal to
accept of their service that, through anger, they have now joined the
rest of the troops that have taken part with the National Assembly.
" Monsieur de Calonne says that the Baron de Breteuil principally
promoted the King's escape, and urged it through the Queen, with
whom he is in correspondence ; being desirous that the King should
put himself at the head of the party who are to attempt a counterrevolution, and that it should not be conducted solely by the Count
The Count
d'Artois, with whom he has little influence or connection.
The Baron
<I'Artois knew nothing of the King's intention to escape.
de Breteuil, who was informed of it, left Soleure and came as far as
Liege; but hearing that the King was retaken, and being informed of
the persons who were then at Brussels, and of all that was passing there,
he did not come on to Brussels, but returned immediately back to
Soleure.
" Monsieur de Calonne says that the Baron de Breteuil was constantly counteracting the plans which the Count d'Artois, by his advice,
was pursuing ; objecting particularly to any connection or interference
with England, and urging this consideration very strongly to the
Emperor and Queen of Naples which was the reason that the Emperor
varied in the language he held in the different conferences with him.
" When Monsieur took leave of the King his brother at Paris, his
Majesty gave him a paper signed by himself, appointing him, in case of
Monsieur, being appreaccident, Lieutenant General du Royaume.
hensive of this paper being found in his custody in case he was taken,
returned it to the King; but when M. de Fersen took leave of his
Majesty at Bondy, he gave M. de Fersen a paper, the purport of which
was to devolve his authority on Monsieur, in case of any accident
happening to himself. These papers, though signed by his Majesty,
and sufficiently expressive of his intention, were not probably drawn
in any legal form.
When Monsieur joined the Count d'Artois at
Brussels, a meeting was held, consisting of all the members of the
ancient Parliaments of France then in the neighbourhood of Brussels,
and of Monsieur de Calonne, in the presence of the two brothers, in
which the quesiion was agitated whether Monsieur should take upon
himself the title and authority of Regent, or Lieutenant General of the
kingdom of France. All the Gens de Robe who were present were of
opinion that, as the King was a prisoner and no longer a free agent,
and as Monsieur wT as the first Prince of the Blood then in a state of
liberty, he might legally assume either of the titles before mentioned.
The two precedents of the Dauphin Charles, afterwards Charles the V.,
who assumed the quality of Regent and Lieutenant of the King during
the imprisonment of King John his father, who was taken at the battle of
Poitiers by the English and of the Dauphin, afterwards Charles the VII.,
who took upon himself the like title and authority after the treaty of
Troyes, by which his father, then in the hands of the English, had in
fact disinherited him, were quoted ; but it was observed that the
assumption of a title of this nature, which could not be acknowledged
erther by the Etdtn Generaiix, nor by any of the Parliaments of France,
since none were in existence, and which probably would be denied and
rejected by the majority of the people, would, in effect, be of no
especially as the present National Assembly, who pretend to
service
represent the nation, would certainly disclaim any right which Monsieur
;

;

;

might pretend

to

have

to

such a

title;

and would probably oblige the
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King his brother, who is now their prisoner, formally to renounce any
authority pretended to he derived from him ; so that the idea of assuming.
such a title was on this account relinquished."
Joseph Ewart

Lord Grenville.

to

— " I think

proper to give your Lordship the
had yesterday with the Duke of
York, and of the consequences which have resulted from it though I
have acted in this affair only in my private capacity.
" His Royal Highness communicated to me, in confidence, his passion
for Princess Frederica, the King of Prussia's only child by his first
marriage his desire to marry her, and his wish to have His Prussian
Majesty's dispositions sounded, in order that, if they were favourable,
he might immediately write to the King to ask his permission to make
a formal proposal of marriage. After a good deal of conversation with
the Duke, particularly on the reasons which made him believe that this
step would be agreeable to His Majesty, I complied with his request,
in communicating his wishes to the King of Prussia, whose answer
was that nothing could be more agreeable to him, as he loved the Duke,
and had observed with pleasure his daughter's partiality for him but
that he could not give his consent until he knew His Majesty's sentiments. His Royal Highness writes to the King by this opportunity, and
I have his permission to give your Lordship this information. Though
he pays particular attention to the Princess, he has, hitherto, made her
no declaration of -his wishes but the passion appears to be perfectly
mutual, and has, in fact, existed for the last six years. The Princess
is pretty, though not remarkably handsome, but very agreeable and
accomplished.
She was subject, about a year ago, to some nervous or
hysterical complaints, but she is perfectly well at present.
" In conversing on this subject with Count Schulemberg, through
whom I made the communication to the King of Prussia, the prospect
of the marriage of the Prince Royal was naturally mentioned
when
that Minister told me that His Prussian Majesty would certainly prefer
an English Princess to any other but that, having experienced the
hardship of marrying a Princess he had never seen, he was determined
to make his son travel, especially to England, to choose for himself.
" Your Lordship will be best able to judge what good effects the
union in question might have in strengthening the political connection
between England and Prussia, the force of which has been certainly
considerably diminished here of late.
u I shall be impatient to receive your Lordship's instructions on
the subject of this letter, as it places me in an embarrassing situation."
1791, July 5, Berlin.

it

earliest intelligence of a conversation I

;

;

;

;

;

;

Copy.

Joseph Ewart

to

Lord Grenville.

Berlin. — "The

departure of the Duke of York's
1791, July 7,
messenger having been delayed, I think it right (o add to my preceding
letter that nothing can exceed the satisfaction the King of Prussia
receives from the prospect of the marriage of His Royal Highness
with Princess Frederica, and his eagerness to see it accomplished.
His Prussian Majesty expressed these sentiments to the Duke last
night, in the strongest

terms

;

observing that this

new

tie of

connection

His Majesty would make him happy on every account, public
and private, and that he would rejoice to sec his favourite daughter
so happily settled.
His Royal Highness having, with the King's
with
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permission, mentioned his wishes to the Prince of Prussia, he likewise
-expressed the greatest satisfaction."

Copy.

Lord Grenville

to

Joseph Ewart.

—

"I have received your three private
1791, July 22, Whitehall.
of the 5th, 7th and 9th instant, respecting the communication
made to you by His Royal Highness the Duke of York, and what
had since passed on that interesting subject. As I understand that
His Majesty intends writing to His Royal Highness upon it, there
remains nothing for me to mention to you relative to it, except to
express His Majesty's gracious approbation of the steps which you
have taken, and to congratulate you upon the prospect of an event
so interesting in itself, and which 1 cannot but look forward to with
peculiar satisfaction, as tending to strengthen and improve the union
between this country and Prussia.
I desire that you will omit no
opportunity of expressing these sentiments to His Prussian Majesty,
and to those of his servants who may be informed of this business."
letters

Copy.

Lord Grenville
1791, July 22,

to the

Duke

of York.

Whitehall. — " The King

has been graciously pleased
have the honour of informing your Royal Highness that
it is his Majesty's intention, in the course of a few days, to write to
your Royal Highness, and to the King of Prussia, on the subject of
your Royal Highnesses late letter to his Majesty. And I have the very
great additional satisfaction of being permitted by His Majesty to add,
that His Majesty's sentiments relative to that subject are such as your
Royal Highness would wish.
u I hope your Royal Highness will not think it presumptuous in me
if I take the liberty of availing myself of this opportunity to be the
first to offer to your Royal Highness my sincere and respectful congratulations on an occasion which must be, on every account, so highly
interesting to all his Majesty's subjects, and more particularly to those
who, like myself, are bound to his Majesty by the ties of personal
gratitude and attachment, as well as by those of duty and allegiance."
Copy.
to allow

me

to

Joseph Ewart

to

— " The

Lord Grenville.

King of Prussia has expressed to
the strongest terms, the satisfaction he received from his
Majesty's letter, announcing to him his consent to the marriage of the
Duke of York with Princess Frederica. But His Prussian Majesty, at
the same time, testified his regret that the ceremony should be delayed
till after the meeting of Parliament, and asked if this difficulty could
not be obviated by an assurance from his Majesty respecting the Duke's
establishment and the Princess's jointure, with which his Majesty said
he would be perfectly satisfied. The Hereditary Prince of Orange is
t) be married here to the Princess Wilhelmine in the beginning of
October, and the King is very desirous that the Duke of York's
marriage should be celebrated about, the same time.
His Royal Highness desires me to entreat your Lordship to exerr your influence in his
behalf, on this occasion, as the greatest mark of friendship you can show
1.791,

me,

August

in

him."

Copy.

4,

Berlin.
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Joseph Ewart

to

Lord Grkxvilu:.

Extract.

—

1791, September 2, Berlin.
"The Duke of York is extremely
distressed at not having received any positive accounts relative to the
time his marriage may take place. I acquainted your Lordship in a
former letter that the King of Prussia is very desirous the ceremony
should be performed a few days before that of the Prince of Orange,
for different reasons, and, among others, that by this means much
trouble and expense would be avoided. I know that His Prussian
Majesty is extremely impatient at the delay, which circumstance tends
much to increase the Duke's uneasiness and it is at the desire of His
Royal Highness that I state these particulars to your Lordship, though
T have repeatedly explained your situation in regard to business of this
nature."
;

Copy.
TV.

Pitt to Joseph Ewart.

—

" I have received the King's
1791, September 2, Downing Street.
commands to communicate to you, in this private letter, the outline of
what His Majesty has in contemplation, with a view to the establishment to be formed for His Royal Highness the Duke of York, on the
happy event of his approaching marriage.
" His Majesty has thought it best to adopt this mode, not choosing
himself to stale, finally, his intentions on the subject, without some
previous knowledge of the ideas of the King of Prussia ; and meaning
that what is now to be intimated to you should be considered as open to
any farther explanation and discussion which may appear to be necessary.

" You will be aware that His Majesty can only at present undertake
to recommend to Parliament to concur in making such a settlement as
his Majesty may judge proper ; but that it cannot actually take place
without Parliamentary assistance; and it is probable, that it will be
proposed to the Parliament of Ireland, to bear a reasonable share oi this

The sum which His Majesty has thought of
additional expense.
fixing is twenty-four or twenty-five thousand pounds per annum, in
addition to what His Royal Highness at present receives from the Civil
List, and from his regiment of Guards, so as to make His Royal
Highness's income, in the whole, about forty thousand pounds per
annum, exclusive of the revenues arising from the Bishopric of OsnaHis Majesty will also wish to recommend the settlement
burgh.
of a proper jointure on Her Royal Highness the Princess, the amount
of which would naturally be six thousand pounds per annum, being
of Parliament been enabled to settle on
the Princesses his daughters. This however would be independent of
any settlement which it maybe thought right to make of whatever may
be the sum intended to be given by the King of Prussia as the Princess's
portion, with regard to which I am not aware that any explanation has
hitherto taken place.
" You will understand that it is left to you to take the properestmode
of communicating to His Prussian Majesty, and to His Royal Highness
the Duke of York, the contents of this letter; and you will, of course,
acquaint me with what may pass in consequence, in order to its being

what His Majesty has by Act

laid before

Copy.

His Majesty."
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Joseph Ewart

—

to

W.

Pitt.

"I had the honour of receiving
1791, September 10, Berlin.
yesterday your private letter of the 2nd instant, containing the outline
of His Majesty's intentions respecting the establishment of His Royal
Highness the Duke of York on his marriage. His Royal Highness
having immediately communicated to the King of Prussia the purport
of His Majesty's letter to him, and of your letter to me, His Prussian
Majesty, after expressing entire satisfaction with the amount of the
proposed establishment, determined that the marriage should take place
on the 29th instant, and gave orders for his Cabinet Ministers discussing
"with me the different points to be arranged.
I have just had a conference with them on the subject; and great difficulties and objections
were made to the ceremony being celebrated without a formal contract,
or rather treaty, of marriage being signed.
After much discussion, the
particulars of which were of too little consequence to be mentioned, it
was proposed to draw up and sign, sub spe rati, a preliminary Act
containing the most essential points, and referring to the treaty or
contract to be concluded as soon as possible.
Finding that unless I
complied with this form, the Prussian Ministers would make a representation to the King their master against the marriage taking place
till after the meeting of Parliament, I agreed to this proposal, with the
reserve that the preliminary Act should be signed sub spe rati, and
consequently subject to be modified in the formal contract, in whatever
manner His Majesty may judge advisable. The projet of this Act is to
be drawn up and signed as soon as possible, after having been laid
before the King of Prussia; but, as the marriage is so soon to take
place, I lose no time in despatching this messenger with an account of
what has been already settled.
;<
The Act is to consist of eight articles, of which tho enclosed paper
contains the substance.
The first article is for the sake of form.
The sum, specified in the second, is that which has been given to the
Princesses of the House of Brandenburgh on every similar occasion.
The renunciation to be made by the Princess, according to the third
article, is conformable to the laws of this country; as the present,
specified in the fourth, is to its customs.
The Duke of Y"ork fixed
himself the sum of four thousand pounds per annum for pin money.
The counter-portion, mentioned in the sixth article, is likewise established by the laws of this country.
The King of Prussia made no
objection to the jointure of six thousand pounds, but his Ministers told
me that seven thousand five hundred pounds had been settled for the
Hereditary Princess of Orange, whose contract of marriage is founded
on the same principles with those contained in the enclosed articles.
" It is proposed to sign this preliminary Act in the course of a few
days; and the Prussian Ministers require that I should have a full
power, though I could not receive it.
" I have made no objections to the marriage ceremony being performed
by one of the King of Prussia's chaplains of the reformed religion; but,
as there is an English one at Dresden, he could be sent for, if judged
necessary.
" I shall be very anxious to know if my conduct, on this occasion,
be honoured with His Majesty's gracious approbation, and with yours."
Enclosure.

Substance of the trofosed Preliminary Act.
" 1st Article.

To

reasons for making

state the
it.

nature of this preliminary Act, and the
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" 2nd Article. The settlement of the portion, to consist of one
hundred thousand thalers, about thirteen thousand pounds, besides a
suitable trousseau.

" 3rd Article. The renunciation of the Princess to this portion, which
be paid to the Duke soon after the marriage.
" 4th Article. Mentions the present to be made by the Duke to the
Princess, the day after the marriage, of six thousand pounds sterling;
but of which Her Royal Highness is only to receive the interest during
the Duke's lifetime.
5th Article. Four thousand pounds per annum for pin-money.
" 6th Article. Counter-portion, or one hunted thousand thalers,
which the Duke is to deposit, or give security for, in order to receive
the Princess's portion.
" 7th Article. The jointure to consist of six thousand pounds per
annum, with a residence and suitable establishment.
" 8th Article. Signature of the Plenipotentiaries, stib spe rati, of
their respective Sovereigns ; but with a ratification on the part of the
Duke and the Princess for what depends on them."
is to

;

-

Copy.

Joseph Ewart

to

W.

Pitt.

1791, September 15, Berlin.— "I have now the honour of transmitting to you the preliminar}' and provisional Act which the King of
Prussia and his Ministers have required to be concluded, previous to
the celebration of the marriage of His Roj'al Highness the Duke of
York with Princess Frederica. I need scarcely observe that by my
signing stib spe rati, and from its being specified that the instrument
is only provisional, it may be altered, or even superseded, according to
His Majesty's pleasure, by the stipulations of the formal contract of
marriage.
Upon the same principle, though I have signed sub spe rati
for the reason already mentioned, the King of Prussia does not require
His Majesty's ratification of this preliminary Act, but only that, if
approved, it should be acknowledged in the full power for the signature
of the contract, which His Prussian Majesty wishes to be concluded as
soon as it may suit His Majesty's convenience, in order that the business
may be terminated.
u In this country the attachment to old forms is very strong, and,
though I prevailed upon the Prussian Ministers to omit several singular
ones, they insisted upon retaining that specified in the fourth article ;
though its origin is very absurd, and that the interest of the six
thousand pounds being included in the pin-money reduces the engagement simply to the payment of the capital in the event of the Duke's
death.
" After what I stated in my last letter, there seems to be nothing
essential to add on the subject of the other articles, and I have only to
repeat my hopes that His Majesty will not disapprove the measures
which I have been obliged by the circumstances to tal e upon myself
to adopt in regard to this affair."

Copy.

W. Pitt

to

Joseph Ewart.

— "I

Downing Street.
Weymouth your private letter

received on the 19th
10th (enclosing the
substance of a proposed preliminary Act relative to the marriage of His
Royal Highness the Duke of York, and mentioning that the marriage
I lost no time in
con:
'(hicoon the 29th instant), an

1791, September 23,

instant at

of the

1
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I have not received Mis Majesty's combefore the King.
make any observations on the paper stating the substance of
the preliminary Act, as it seems difficult to form a precise opinion on
some parts of it until the articles themselves are received and also as,
according to your letter, the signature must have taken place before a
messenger could reach Berlin. I must, however, observe to you that
my letter of the 2nd instant was a private letter, written only with a
view to procure such explanations as might enable His Majesty to form
his ultimate decision
after which His Majesty would have proceeded
to signify his formal consent, and have directed the proper official steps
to be taken for authorizing a regular proposal of marriage, and for
observing the other formalities usual on such occasions.
"It is the more to be regretted that time has not bean left for
observing this course as, in consequence of the omission, the marriage
ceremony will have taken place without due attention to the provisions
of the Rojal Marriage Act, a copy of which I enclose.
The best
measure which, on consideration, it has seemed possible to take here
under this unforeseen difficulty, has been to endeavour, if possible, that
His Majesty's consent should be signified by an instrument which may
pass the Great Seal previous to the 29th instant, and should also be
declared in Council before that day but the precise time when the
Great Seal can be affixed to such an instrument is rendered uncertain,
from the Lord Chancellor's being on a tour at a distance from London.
In this situation, His Majesty has been pleased to approve of my
apprising you, as expeditiously as possible, of these circumstances, for
the information of the King of Prussia and of His Royal Highness the
Duke of York, in order that they may be prepared for taking such steps
as may, on full consideration^ be thought most advisable for preventing
any inconvenience or embarrassment in future, in consequence of this
informality.
If any accident should prevent the due signification of
His Majesty's consent before the 29th instant, or if, on consideration,
it should be thought that, according to the terms of the Act of Parliament, the Duke of York ought actually to have received such formal
consent previous tc the marriage, it may become necessary that the
ceremony should be repeated after the previous forms have been
observed; and it must also be considered whether, for greater security,
it would not be advisable that the ceremony should be performed by a
If this should be the case, it
minister of the Church of England.
probably could not be necessary that any greater number of persons
should be present than might be sufficient for the purpose of being
witnesses, and of attesting a proper certificate to be entered on the
books of the Privy Council here. On this point, however, and on any
other which upon consideration may appear material, you will receive
more particular information, together with such official instructions as
may appear necessary, with as much expedition as the circumstancas
may admit."

laying

it

mands

to

;

;

;

Copy.

Joseph Ewart

to

Berlin. — "I

Lord Grenville.

have communicated to His Royal
1791, October 6,
Highness the Duke of York the contents of your Lordship's private
letter of the 23rd ultimo, expressing your concern at the difficulties
which have arisen respecting the forms which ought to have been
observed previous to the celebration of his marriage, and particularly at
I am desired
the omission of the official steps usual on such occasions.
by His Royal Highness to repeat to your Lordship the assurances I
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have already frequently communicated, of the sense he has of the
friendly dispositions you have all along shown to facilitate the conclusion of his marriage ; and His Royal Highness readily admitted that
whatever informality may have happened, had been occasioned by His
Prussian Majesty's impatience, and his own, to have the ceremony
performed, and to their inattention to all forms.
" I beg leave to add, that nothing but extreme circumspection in what
I conceived to be my duty, prevented me from writing to your Lordship officially on the subject of the Duke of York's marripge; for, as
both your communications and Mr. Pitt's to me were conveyed in
private letters, I thought it would be improper to answer them in a
despatch.
I need not repeat how much I regret the embarrassment
occasioned to your Lordship by this business, and that nothing but the
extreme impatience of the King of Prussia, arising in a great measure
from his desire to have the two marriages concluded at the same time to
save trouble and expense, could have induced me to conseut.
At the
same time, your Lordship will be sensible that, had I refused to concur
with His Prussian Majesty's wishes, I should have been placed in a
very disagreeable siiuation with respect both to His Prussian Majesty
and the Duke of York and I believe I may safely venture to say, that
the consequences of such a state of things might have been more
embarrassing than those produced by any informality.
** I shall be very sorry if, after what I have said, my conduct should
appear blameable to your Lordship but I acted to the best of my
judgment, and have been more harrassed and perplexed by this affair
than by much more important ones."
Copy.
;

;

Le Baron de Breteuil
1792, August

to

"W. Pitt.

Quoique je n'aie jamais eu l'honneur
8, Brussels.
d'avoir aucun rapport avec votre Excellence, je n'en suis pas moins
convaincu que je puis parler avec confiance a ses vertus comme a ses
grandes qualites d'homme d'etat; et je me natte que les grandes occupations de ma vie m'empechent de vous etre absolument inconnu.
C'est
dans toutes ces persuasions que je vais m'ouvrir a vous, avec la franchise
qni doit toujours entre nos deux nations faire la base de leur langage.
Mais afin d'autoriser le mien aupres de vous, je dois commencer par
c<

ii a plu au Roi de m'honorer
malheurs pour traiter de toutes les
Pui-sances de r Europe. Je vous envoye done copie

vous faire connaitre
depuis
affaires

le

le

plein pouvoir dont

commencement de

avec

les

ses

de ce plein pouvoir, et j'ose esperer qu'en voulant bien y aj outer foi,
vous aurez aussi la bonte de le mettre sous les yeux du Roi d'Angleterre
pour legi timer aupres de Sa Majeste les services que je viens reclaraer
aupres d'Elle au nom du Roi, et pour le Roi.
"Sa Majeste, depuis ses malheurs, a mis au nombre de ses plus
sensible consolations, tout ce qui ini est revenu snns cesse des expresLe Roi ne croit pas
sions de l'amitie de Sa Majeste Britanniquc.
pouvoir mieux tcmoigner au Roi d'Angleterre combien il est tonche* de
son interet, qu'en voulant etre son oblige, et en lui fourninwat
Voccasion de Her a la fois sa reconnaissance et celle des vrais Francais a

Sa Majeste Britannique. Votre Excellence est in stroke
dea nouvelles fureurs des factieux Francais depuis qu'ils voyent la
marche des armees combinees pour secourir le Roi. Elle sait que le
Maire de Paris a presento a l'Assemblee Nntionalela pretendue petition
de la Municipaliie pour la decheance du Roi; tous mes avis secrets me
forcent de croire que les factieux veulent decidement le succes de ce

la personne de

4:9
crime sous cette freuetique Assemblee, et attenter aux jours du Roi.
Dans cette aifreuse position, mon amour et mon devoir pour le Roi
m'ont fait penser que je devais m'addresser a votre Excellence pour
qu'Elle obtint du Roi d'Angleterre une demarche dont j'attendrais
autant que. de la force des armees pour contenir les rebelles et leurs
forfaits, et je fais M. l'Eveque de Pamiers, associe a mon travail, porteur
de cette lettre pour votre Excellence. Je vous prie de lui accorder
croyance et confiance entiere sur tout ce qu'il pourra vous dire. Je le
charge de vous demander ardemment de proposer a Sa Majeste Britannique de vouloir se montrer assez l'ami du Roi et de la famille Royale,
pour ordonner a son ambassadeur de declarer an Ministre dea Affaires
Etrangeres. que si on attentait a la vie du Roi, de la Reine, ou de M. le
Dauphin, les scelerats seraient poursuivis par sa vengeance. Je suis
persuade que ce prononce de l'amitie du Roi d'Angleterre arreterait
tous les crimes dont nos factieux se montrent capables. Vous jugez de
l'obligation de la France pour un aussi grand service, et je me contente
de la presenter a votre ame. Jamais deux nations rivales sans cesse de
s'estimer et de s'honorer n'auront ete reunies par une action dont la
Jamais votre Ministere n'aura pu
vertu soit aussi egale a l'eclat.
donner un plus bel exemple au monde politique. Toujours je croirai le
mien honore de n'avoir pas hesite a mettre cette confiance sans mesure
dans la grande ame du Roi d'Angleterre et dans les principes de son
Ministre.
Je ne crois pas en conjurant Sa Majeste Britannique de
venir au secours du Roi par une demarche de son coeur, que je puisse
paraitre vouloir attenuer le systeme de neutralite quo Sa Majeste a cru
devoir adopter dans les troubles de la France, et je me flatte que votre
Excellence en jugera ainsi. Je la prie, si elle est favorable a mes
instances aupres du Roi d'Angleterre, de vouloir bien ne pas differer do
les faire connaitre a Sa Majeste pour que le bien que le Roi peut
Je me sens
recevoir de son araitie arrive avant les scelerates actions.
bien soulage en faisant mes tres humbles prieres a Sa Majeste Britannique, et en les remettant, pour qu'ellcs lui airivent, entre les mains
d'un ministre qui a fixe egalement 1'estime et les regards de PEurope
,,
avant l'age qui permet ordinairement de les rechercher.
French.
Copy.

Le Baron de Breteuil
1792, August
talens ainsi

8,

to

Lord Grenville.

Brussels. — " Votre ministere

que de vos vertus me

suffisent

pour

et la reputation

me donner

de vos

la confiance

de m'addresser a votre Excellence dans la circonstance la plus majeure
pour le Roi comme pour son royaume. M. Pitt a,
qui j'addresse les documens qui m'autorisent a vous prier, l'un et
l'autre, de vouloir bien m'ecouter sur les grands interets qui me sont
confies, voudra bien sans doute vous faire part de ma position
et je me
flatte, qu'ainsi que M. Pitt, vous m'accorderez assaz d'estime pour croire
a la verite du titre avec lequel je me presente, et avec lequel je vous
prie de me permettre de vous presenter le porteur de cette lettre,
M. l'Eveque de' Pamiers, associe a mon travail depui^ que le Roi
a bien voulu me remettre la conduite de toutes ses affaires, pendant
Je vous prie
qu'il n'a pas la possibilite de les diriger directement.
de vouloir bien accorder audience et croyance a M. l'Eveque de
Pamiers sur tout ce qu'il pourra vous dire. Je le charge de vous
exposer les dangers du Roi, et de vous engager de concourir a
determiner le Roi d'Angleterre a couvrir Sa Majeste de l'egide de son
am hie la plus prononcee, en faisant entendre aux factieux Francais
tous les ressentiments de Sa Majeste Britannique, si le Roi, la Reine
et la plus importante

;
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le Dauphin se trouvaient victimes dcs forfaits dc ces scelerat?,
tout indique que tels sont leurs horribles projets.
L'Eveque
de Pamiers dira a votre Excellence combien le temps presse.
Si Sa
Majeste Britannique croit pouvoir faire tenir a nos f'actieux le langage
imposant que je sollicite de son amitie pour le Roi, je serai ravi que
Sa Majeste contracte la plus vive reconnaissance pour Sa Majeste
Britannique et pour ia personne de son Ministre, qui reunit l'opinion
de PEurope a celle de ses compatriotes.
J'eprouve une double en
ni'addressant a votre Excellence pour la plus grande, pour la plus
juste cause que les annales du monde aient jamias presentee, parceque
je sais que je la souinets aux vertus publiques et particulieres que la
reputation de Votre Excellence m'a appris lui appartenir egalement."

ou M.

eomme

Copy.

French.
Enclosure.

le

Copie du Plein Pouvoir donne par
20 Novenibre 1790.

M. Chauvelin

to

le

Roi au Baron de Breteuil,

Henry Dundas.

—

" M. Chauvelin a Phonneur
16, Portman Square.
complimens a Monsieur Dundas, et conformement a ce que
Lord Grenville au moment ou il a quitte Londres, ii a Phonneur

1792, August
d'offrir ses
lui

a dit

de

lui faire

Copy.

passer la note ci-jointe."

French.
Enclosure.

M. Chauvelin

to

Lord Grenville.

1792, ce 16 Aout, Portman Square, Pan 4 de la Liberte Francaise.
" Le soussigne Ministre Plenipotentiaire de Sa Majeste le Roi des
Francais, informe par diverses lettres particulieres et par les papiers
publics, des evenements criminels et desastreux qui out eu lieu a Paris
des le vendredi 10 du courant, doit a la Nation Francaise et au Roi
qu'il a Phonneur de representor, de mettre sous les yeux de Sa Majeste
Britannique ce qui dans les circonstances actuelles lui parait le plus
digne de sa consideration.
" La liberte de PAsseniblee. Rationale vient d'etre violee
des
furieux qui ont egare la multitude, convaincus par des faits recens et
notoiresque la grande majorite des Representans de la Nation repoussait
;

leurs coupables desseins, ont attente a la surete de plusieurs d'entre cux.
les Magistrats du peuple, nommes par lui dans sa

Apres avoir destitue

plus entiere liberte, ils ont attaque a main armee Pasile inviolable du
Roi, ils Pont reduit aiusi que Sa famille a chercher un refuge dans le
sein de PAssemblee Nationale ; et au milieu des terreurs et du carnage,
au bruit du canon, a la lueur de Pincendie du Chateau des Tuilleries,
ils ont arfache au petit nombre des Representans de la Nation a qui
ils avaient permis de se rassembler, la suspension du pouvoir royal,
Pemprisonnement du Roi et de Sa famille, et autres actcs egaleraent
contraires aux articles fondamentaux de la constitution que PAssemblee
Nationale a juree avec tous les Francai*.
" L'Assemblee voyant sa propre liberte violee, a tente de conserver
celle de la Nation par un appel solemnel qu'elle lui addresse en decretant
une Convention Nationale; mais les clauses memes qu'elle a jointcs a
cet acte conservatoire prouvent toujours plus a quel point elle etait
subjugee par la crainle de provoquer de nouveaux crimes, en irritant
les rebelles.
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" Dans ces tristeo conjonctures, le Soussigne croirait raanquer a ses
devoirs les plus saeres, s'il ne se hatait de reclamer en faveur de la
Nation et du Roi dont les interets lui ont ete legalement confies, les
de cette sensibilite genereuse et de cette amide dont Sa Majeste
Britannique lui a donne en diverses occasions les touchantes assurances.
" Convaincu que les malheurs actuels de la France et du Roi sont
principalement dus a cette ligue qui s'est formee entre divers Princes de
l'Europe contre l'independinec et la liberte de la Nation; allarme des
desordres et des crimes qui peuvent encore desoler la France, si ces
puissances pereevereot dans des mesures oppressives
persuade que la
Nation seule, rendue a elle-meme et a ses propres forces, peut venger
dignement de tel attentats et retablir 1'orJre sans alterer la liberte le
Soussigne, an nom de Sa Majeste le Roi des Francais, et en vertu des
instructions et des pleins pouvoirs qu'il en a precedemment recus pour
tout ce qui peut contribuer a Punion et au booheur des deux empires,
vient conjurer Sa Majeste Britannique de deploy er en cette occasion
toute son influence et, s'il en est besoin, d'agir de concert avec les
autres puissances demeurees neutres a Peffet d'empecher que des
armees ennemies n'envahissent le territoire Francais, n'y donnent des
pretextes a de nouvelles fureurs, ne compromettent encore d'avantage la
liberte, la surete, et l'existence du Roi et de Sa famille, et ne consomment ainsi les malheurs qu'ont amenes leurs Declarations incendiaires,
et enfin a l'effet d'inspirer a la Nation, si indignement outragee, le
courage necessaire pour se reunir, pour faire justice des forfaits commis
en son nom, et pour ramener incessamment au milieu d'elle, le regne
effets

;

;

des loix et

Copy.

le

respect

du aux

autoritees constituees."

French.

Minute
Mr. Au=t will

M. Chauvelin

to

of

Mr. Dundas.

not allow any copies of the paper delivered this day by
get out of the office, and will inform (by circulating

His Majesty's confidential servants who attended the Cabinet
this day, that M. Chauvelin having, in the mo^t earnest manner,
requested the paper to be returned to him, Mr. Dundas after consulting
with Mr. Pitt, thought the reasons stated impossible to be resisted.
Mr. Aust will send a copy of this note to Lord Grenville, as Mr.
Dundas mentioned it this day in a letter to him.
this note)

Endorsed.
u Copy of instruction from Mr. Secretary Dundas to Mr. Aust, after
his conference with M. Chauvelin at 6 p.m., August 17, 1792."

Henry Dundas
Private.

—

to

Lord Gower.

" Along with this you will receive an
dispatch, in consequence of which you will leave Paris as soon
Your residence there at present cannot; bo a pleasant
as convenient.
one, and the present state of the Government supercedes all your
You will observe that the official dispatch is prepared
official powers.
in such a way as to relieve you from the difficulties of any very formal
communication of his Majesty's feelings as to the present state of the
Royal Family ; for the best way of performing that duty will be by
giving a copy of the dispatch (at the same time you ask your passports)
as the most authentic explanation of the grounds of your leaving Paris,
and the least formal way of expressing the s?nsation which any outrago
1792, August 17, London.

official
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to the Royal Fatally

would naturally

excite.

It

does not occur that I

have anything more to trouble you with."
Copij.

J. "W.

Miles

to

Lord Grenville.

—

"It may he proper perhaps to
1792, August 18, Cleveland Row.
inform Lord Grenville of the character of the man who is become
His name is Le Bruii.
Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs in France.
He was originally a private soldier. He deserted from his regiment,
and left his country. After an absence of several years he returned,
and, in conjunction with another, complimented the late Monsieur de
Vergennes for his interposition in favour of the Americans ; for which
compliment he was, with his associate, conducted to the frontier of the
kingdom and forbid to return. He went to Liege, and set up a paper
His indirect
called Le Journal General et Politique de V Europe.
attacks on the clergy, and abuse of the Empress of Russia, occasioned
complaints to be made by the latter and he was ordered to submit his
manuscripts in future to a Licenser, or to quit the territory. He moved
to Herf, pai/s de Limburgh Autrichien, and commenced under the
auspices of Monsieur de Ste. Croix, the French Envoy at Liege, a
regular attack on the English Funds, with a view of obtaining his
pardon from the French Court. The favourable part of his history had
been told to me in the year 1786, and not being so well acquainted
with the arcana politics and with mankind as I am at present, I
attributed his gross misrepresentation of our Funds, and his libels on
the public faith of my country, as the effects of ignorance, and from
My information arriving at
patriotism undertook to undeceive him.
the time that he suspected M. de Ste. Croix was playing him foul, and
qu'il fut joue par le Ministre a Paris, from whom he found he had
nothing to expect, he answered my letter, and was afterwards very
modest, and finally silent on the subject of our finances. He even came
round and approved of them. Le croyant de bonne foi, and not being
at that time instructed with his relation with M. de Ste. Croix, I
In 1787, the
considered him as a candid, honest, and oppressed man.
States of Brabant issued an order for seizing his person, and he had
He fled to Vienna,
only half an hour's notice to make his escape.
with only a crown in his pocket, to claim the protection of the Emperor.
The Bourgmestre Fabry told me his distress, and thinking I had made
him friendly to this country, and knowing the influence of the public
prints on the minds of the people abroad, I sent him twenty low's by
a bill of exchange on Ratisbon, to enable him to pursue his journey,
and with the view, I confess, of attaching him by gratitude to defend
The Emperor received him, ordered him
the interests of my country.
to return, and promised his protection, which was all the recompense
he had. At this time jmblic report gave out that our Court, by its
intrigues at Constantinople, had seduced the Porte to declare war
1 wrote
against Russia, and the Journal Politique echoed the report.
to Le Brun that he was mistaken, reasoned with him by letter, for I
had never seen him, and convinced him of the falsehood of the slander.
He contradicted what he had inserted, ami rejected for some time all
Lord Torrington, I afterwards found, had
letters on the contrary side.
recommend d him to the Duke of Leeds to allow him something and
this by some means was communicated to Le Brnn who, counting upon
the success of the application, was the more hint at not finding his
hopes realised, and soon revived the Russiao business, and never ceased
to abuse Mr. Pitt and the English Government.
Being ignorant of
;

;
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the cause I became incensed, and expressed my sentiments in pretty
strong terms. He pretended to apologise, declared he had been deceived
by the Government of Bruxelles, acknowledged his regret, and begged
I would assist him with eighteen louis as he was in the utmost distress
which I declined. He then sent the Marquis de Langle from Herf to
Bruxelles to trick me out of twenty. His attack on the Emperor in
1789 compelled him to fly to Liege, which the abdication of the late
Bishop had left open to him. On the shameful flight of Halton he
returned to Herf, from whence he was again driven by Van Ensen and
"Vandernoot, and Liege was no longer an asylum to him when the
Austrians entered to execute the Imperial decree.
He then came to
Paris, but, previous to his departure from the Low Countries, made an
offer of his pen to the Government of Bruxelles, to whom he was the

obnoxious for having abused Van Ensen.
negotiation was opened, but his terms were considered as too
extravagant, and being admitted into the Jacobin club at Paris where I
saw him, he proposed setting up a paper in France, and actually published a prospectus, when he saw that by cabal and intrigue he might
This is the short history of a man whose life was
get into office.
fully detailed to me in France, and which is marked by all that is
atrocious and mean.
Le Garde de Sceau, Danton, is also a terrible
fellow, and such are the men to whom France is confided."
less

"A

Edmund Burke

to

Lord Grenville.

Beconsfield. — " I

do not
1792, August 18,
perfectly justify myself in venturing to trouble

know whether

I can
your Lordship, in my
imperfect state of knowledge, with any suggestion of mine; but I trust
that, however weak you may find my notions, you will believe that
they are formed with general good intentions, and that they are laid
before you with all possible respect to yourself and to your colleagues,
and with real good wishes for whatever may contribute to your reputation
in the conduct of the King's business.
" The late shocking though long expected event at Paris has rendered,
in my opinion, every step that shall be taken with legard to France at
this conjuncture extremely delicate.
" The part of a neutral Power is in

itself delicate, but particularly
so in a case in which it is impossible to suppose that, in this neutrality,
there should not be some lurking wish in favour of one of the parties
The conduct of such a Power will be looked up to
in the contest.
with hope and fear daring the contention. Every thing which such
a power says or does will be construed by an application to the

circumstances.
"The present circumstances are an attack upon the King of France's
palace; the murder of all who were found in it; the imprisonment of
the King his suspension, slated by the faction itself as a deposition ;
acts of violence Avhich have obliged the majority of the National
Add to these
Assembly to absent themselves from their functions.
the intention, not in the least ambiguous, of bringing the King and
Queen to a trial; and by many, of putting them to death, with or
without that formality. The effect of these things, from their very
nature, and the nature of men, as well as from the principle on which
they are done, at a time when theories are rashly formed and rapidly
pass from speculation into practice, and when ill examples, at all times
apt to infect, are so unusually contagious, it is unnecessary for me to
state to one of your Lordship's sagacity and penetration.
;
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u This last revolution, whatever name it may assume, at present
bears no one character of a national act.
It is the act only of some
despera'e persons, instigating and hiring at an enormous expense the
lowest of the people, inhabitants of one city only, to destroy the monarch
and monarchy, with whatever else is respectable in society. Not one
officer of the national guards of Paris, which officers are composed of
nothing higher than good tradesmen, has appeared in this business. It
is not yet adopted throughout France by any one class of people.
No
regular government of any country has yet an object with which they
can decently treat in France, or to which they can rationally make any
official declaration whatsoever.
" In such a state of things to address the present heads of the
insurrection, put by them [selves] into the nominal administrative
departments of state office, is to give a direct sanction to their authority
on the part of the Court of Great Britain. To this time the King of
France's name has appeared to every public act and instrument ; and
all office transactions to our Court, and to every other foreign Court,
have appeared in their usual form. If we pleased it was in cur power
to shut our eyes as to everything else, but this is now no longer possible.
I should therefore beg leave to submit it to consideration, whether to
recognise the leaders in the late murderous insurrection as the actual
Government of France is not, at best, a little premature. Perhaps it
may be a doubt, as a matter of sound policy, whether more would not
be lost by this hasry recognition on the side of the great, settled, and
acknowledged Powers, than we can hope to gain by pressing to pay our
court to this, at best, unformed and embryo potentate.
" I take it for granted that it will not be easy for Lord Gower to
If it were even thought for the
continue in his present situation.
dignity of this Crown, no man of honour and spirit would submit to it.
It is a sacrifice too great to be made of all generous and noble feeling.
I should humbly propose it for consideration whether, on his retreat,
great reserve ought not to be used with regard to any declaration. If
any person standing in the place of a Minister should apply to him for
an explanation, he ought, in my poor opinion, to be absolutely silent ;
but if that should not be the best course, he might say that he had
leave to return on his private affairs.
The King of Spain has no
Minister at Paris, yet his neutrality has hitherto been complete. The
neutrality of this Court has already been more than once declared.
At
this moment any over prompt and affected new declaration on that
subject, made to the persons who have lately vaulted into the seat of
government, after committing so many atrocious acts and threatening
more, would have all the force and effect of a declaration in their favour.
Although it should be covered with mollifying expressions with regard
to the King's personal safety (which will be considered as nothing but
a sacrifice to decorum ar,d ceremony, and as mere words of course) ir
will appear to the Jacobin faction as a direct recommendation to their
meditated act of regicide; knowing, as the world does, their dispositions,
their menaces, their preparations, and the whole train of the existing
In that case to say, * I hope you mean no ill, and I
circumstances.
it to you to do no ill, but do what ycu please, you have
nothing to fear from me/ would be plainly to call upon them to
proceed to any lengths their wickedness might carry them.
«*
It is a great doubt with me whether a declaration to this new Power,
a creature almost literally of yesterday, and a creature of treasonable
and murderous riot of the lowest people in one city, is not a substantial
breach of the neutrality promised to the Power to whom originally the
neutrality was assured on the interposition of foreign Powers, namely

recommend
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To take the first opportunity with the most
to the Most Christian King.
extraordinary haste to remove all fears from the minds of his assassins,
Much I fear that, though
is tantamount to taking a part against him.
if such a declaration were made nothing could be more remote from the
intention of this Court, if the act of atrocity apprehended should
actually take place, we shall be considered as ready accomplices in it,
and a sort of accessories before the fact ; particularly when no declaration on the part of our Court has been yet called for by the new Power,
and that as yet they have no Minister at this Court. If the step of the
recall of our Minister, supposing such a step in contemplation, should
produce any fears in them, I see no use in removing those fears. On
our part the navy of France is not so formidable that I think we have
any just ground of apprehension that she will make war upon us. It is
not the enmity but the friendship of France that is truly terrible.
Her
intercourse, her example, the spread of her doctrines are the most
dreadful of her arms.
" I do not see what a nation loses in reputation or in safety by
keeping its conduct in its own power. I think such a state of freedom
in the use of a moral and politic reserve in such unheard of circumstances, can be well justified to any Sovereign abroad or to any party
or person at home.
I perceive that much pains are taken by the
Jacobins of England to propagate a notion, that States have not a right
to interfere, according to their discretion, in the interior affairs of
another.
This strange notion can be only supported by a confusion of
ideas, and not distinguishing the case of promoting rebellion and sedition in a neighbouring country, and taking a part in the divisions of a
country when they prevail and are actually formed. In the first case
there is undoubtedly more difficulty than in the second, in which there
is clearly no difficulty at all.
To interfere in such dissensions requires
great prudence and circumspection, and a serious attention to justice,
and to the policy of one's own country as well as to that of Europe.
But an abstract principle of public law forbidding such interference, is
not supported by the reason of that law, nor by the authorities o.i the
subject, nor by the practice of this kingdom, or by that of any civilized
nation in the world.
This nation owes its laws and liberties, his
Majesty owes the throne on which he sits, to the contrary principle.
The several treaties of guarantee to the Protestant Succession more than
once reclaimed, affirm the principle of interference, which in a manner
forms the basis of the public law of Europe.
more mischievous idea
cannot exist, than that any degree of wickedness, and violence, and
oppression may exist in a country that the most abominable, exterminatory, and murderous rebellions may rage in it ; or the most atrocious and bloody tyranny may domineer, and that no neighbouring
power can take cognizance of either, or offer succour to the miserable

A

;

sufferers.
11

1 trust your Lordship will have the goodness to excuse the freedom
taken by an old member of Parliament. The habits of the House of
Commons teach a liberty perhaps improper with regard to office. But
be assured there is nothing in mine that has the smallest mixture of
hostility
and it will, I trust, appear that my motives are candid and
friendly, if ever this affair should come into discussion in the House of
Commons, and I should feel myself called on to deliver my opinion. If
I were, as formerly I have been, in systematic opposition (most
assuredly I am not so now) I had much rather, according to my practice
in more instances than one, respectfully to state a doubt to Ministers
whilst a measure is depending, than to reproach them afterwards with
its consequences in my place.
What I write will, I hope, at worst be
;
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thought the intrusion of an importunate friend.
I am thoroughly
convinced that the faction of English Jacobins, though a little under a
cloud for the present, is neither destroyed nor disheartened.
The fire
every encouragement, direct or indirect,
is still alive under the ashes
given to their brethren in France, stirs ami animates the embers. So
sure as we have an existence, if these things should go on in France, as
go on they may, so sure it is that, in the ripeness of their time, the
same tragedies will be acted in England. Carra and Condorcet, and
Santerre, and Petion, and their brethren, the Priestleys, the Coopers,
and the Watts, the deputies of a body of the Dissenters and others at
Manchester who embraced Carra in the midst of the Jacobin club, the
Revolution Society that received Petion in London, the whole race of
;

who are numerous and powerful, whose principles, disand wishes are the very same, are as closely connected as
and they do not fail to mark and use everything that shows a
ever
remissness, or any equivocal appearance in Government, to their own
advantage.
I conceive that the Duke of Brunswick is as much fighting the battle of the Crown of England as the Duke of Cumberland did
I conceive that any unnecessary declarations on our part
at Culloden.
will be, to him, and to those who are disposed to put a bound to this
empire of anarchy and assassination, a signal discouragement. The
cause of my dread, and perhaps over officious anxiety at this time, has
arisen from what (you will have the goodness to pardon me) I thought
rather too much readiness to declare on other occasions.
Perhaps I
the affiliated
positions,
;

I have never heard that it
talk of a thing not at all in contemplation.
Mas. If no thoughts of the kind have been entertained, your Lordship
will be pleased to consider this as waste paper.
hint to yourself and requires no answer."

Edmund Burke

to

It is at

any

rate but

an

Lord Grenville.

Bath.— "I

am to acknowledge with my best
1792, September 19,
thanks the honour of your Lordship's letter of the 6th instant. I ought
to be the more sensible of this mark of your polite attention, because
in submitting to your Lordship's judgment my weak and crude
sentiments upon an important subject, I did not desire or expect an
answer. The fact is (and I am afraid it is but too visible) I wrote the
letter in some haste, and under some agitation, the effect of the extraordinary events of the 10th of August, which made, though far from
unexpected, as they and their consequences do still make, no slight
impression upon my mind. But recollecting, that there was little in what
I then wrote which I had not suggested before in a discussion of the
probable effect of the French Revolution upon the whole of Europe,
that this paper had been
written at the close of the year 1791
communicated to your Lordship, and that it did not meet your ideas, I
resolved not to send my letter. It lay by me, until on some c< nversation in a meeting merely accidental with our common friend Mr. King,
I showed to him what I had hastily thrown down on what, I thought,
He seemed rather to wish it to be
a most melancholy state of things.
communicated to your Lordship, and so I gent it, as I recollect, without
even the formality of a direction.
" I knew very well the determination of this Court with regard to
But I humbly conceived that, even on that determinathe neutrality.
tion, the declaration had been made sufficiently; and that, under tincircumstances, a frequent and affected renewal of the same assurance
might be considered, by the regicide faction in France, as amounting
to an encouragement to proceed to the final execution of its designs
;
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on their unhappy prisoner; as well as to continue to affront His
Majesty our Sovereign, by never referring to him. but to the English
nation as a body separate and distinct, and, in its intercourse with
foreign Powers, not fully represented by the Crown.
This, since the
removal of Lord Gower, they have done.
" Our object, as your Lordship very truly observes, is the same
namely the prevention of the prevalence of these principles in this
country.
But it is my misfortune that I have very different ideas on
the mode of compassing our common end. I am very ready to allow
that I ought to entertain them with the greatest diffidence myself, and
that they ought to have the less comparative weight with others, that I

am

not officially responsible for their effects.
u Whatever weight they may have, most certainly the object of them,
the French business, is no light or trivial thing, or such as commonly
has occurred in the course of political events. At present the whole
political state of Europe? hinges upon it.
On the Continent, there is
little doubt, every thing will take its future shape and colour from the
good or ill success of the Duke of Brunswick. In my opinion, it is the
most important crisis that ever existed in the world. I know it is the
opinion of His Majesty's Ministers that the new principles may be
encouraged, and even triumph over every interior and exterior resistance, and may even overturn other States as they have that of France,
without any sort of danger of their extending in their consequences
to this kingdom.
poor opinion is that these principles, considering
their quality and the means by which they are supported, cannot
possibly be realised in practice in France, without an absolute certainty,
and that at no remote period, of overturning the whole fabric of the
British constitution.
On that head, however, I do not mean to trouble
your Lordship any further.
My sense of a very urgent, certainly a
most unpleasant duty, may lead me, if I can obtain an hearing, to a
full explanation of my sentiments in my place.
I do not expect the
good fortune of the coincidence of any of the King's Ministers. But
if I may seem
(a thing which I assure you gives me an heartfelt
concern) to differ with them, they will be amply indemnified by the
support of many, and some of those men of the most brilliant abilities
in the House, and in the kingdom."

My

General Money

to

Captain Gordon.

Extract.
1792, September 19, Camp Cote-bien, near St. Menehould.
"In my
last I informed you of the positions taken by General Dumourier and
General Kellerman to prevent the enemy penetrating, and that my
position is in the gorge of the mountains at a very important pass,
which I apprehend from the manoeuvres of King of Prussia must soon
be evacuated. I also informed you I had given in my resignation, and
which has been refused to be received.
" I think it a duty I owe myself that my friends should know it;
I think it a duty I owe the public that through you [they should have]
authentic accounts of the most important events that attend this army.
" General Dumourier has been obliged to retire from his position at
Grand-pre. He had taken a very advantage post between two woods ;
he had advanced General Chauzaud to another pass still more on his
but there was a small gorge in the mountain which was thought
left
of little consequence ; the enemy penetrated these the 15th.
General
Chauzaud returned and attacked the head of the column of the enemy,
and they fell back in some disorder. The Prince de Ligne who commanded the enemy was killed, and his two aides-de-camp. In a few

—

;
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hours

after, the

to retire.

enemy returned

The next day

the

in great force

and obliged the French

enemy appeared on the

flank

left

of

General Dumourier, he immediately ordered his tents to be struck and
began his march to join us. Unfortunately the baggage of his army
took a route never meant for them, in consequence of which a great
deal of baggage was lost I believe all that belonged to the Generals,
but not the military chest. Our hussars, it is said, behaved exceedingly
well, twenty-three in one regiment were killed or taken.
The 12th
regiment of cavalry behaved ill the National Guards behaved ill also,
as they threw themselves into the woods without availing themselves
Two pieces of cannon only
of the advantage they had in being there.
were lost. Had Dumourier been hard pressed he would have lost all
He
his artillery, but it arrived safe near St. Menehould on the 17th.
ha9 taken another position, and is joined by General Kellerman and
The army now consists of
1 1,000 men from the frontiers of Flanders.
60,000 men, they say more ; on this ground they mean to risk a battle,
which I think will be fatal to them, though we have 10,000 cavalry
which will certainly contribute to prevent a total defeat. I think this
afternoon or to-morrow they will be obliged to fight or quit their position,
then of course I must quit mine. I have issued the order of retreat. I
expect from my situation to loose not only my baggage but all my
I have, however, taken every precaution in my power to
artillery.
On the 18th the enemy cannonaded my post for near two
save both.
hours, and threw a number of shells amongst us the men behaved
exceedingly well and stood to their post, though shot and shells were
The enemy, on my sending some
continually dropping amongst them.
men into the woods on the right beyond my abbatis, retired very few
men were killed on either side. I expect them again the moment the
Prussians attack Dumourier.
" This is our present situation.
I shall write to you again after the
action, which I hope Dumourier will act with more prudence than to
risk, for, if he retires before the enemy, they never dare to penetrate
AVe
into the country and leave so formidable a force in their rear.
have eat up everything the country affords. The Prussians are obliged
to take the cows of the poor peasants for the subsistence of their army,
;

;

;

;

and their light troops live by plunder. The inhabitants are in the most
distressed situation it is possible to conceive, particularly those who are
Jjetween the two armies."

General Money

to

General Rainsford.

—

1792, September 20, Camp Cote-bien, near St. Menehould. "I still
•command here. It is now the right flank of General Dumourier's army
the enemy are in considerable force opposite, but I think they will

;

I have only 5,000 men, as
not risk a serious attack on this post.
the pass is so very strong by nature and art that even that number is
not necessary to defend it ; but our engineers, like all others, have
erected so many works that we must occupy in our front, that we cannot
ddgarmr the post more that it has been. I had a warm cannonade the
I hear the cannon on my left whilst
17th, which lasted near two hours.
the Prussians
I am writing, about five miles off at Vienne de Chateau
are advancing to attack our grand army which, I understand, amount to
have 15,000
near 70,000 men, most of them troops of the line.
Notwithstanding this great army, I think we shall be beat.
cavalrv.
It rains very fast and that is in our favour, as the ground over the plains
and corn fields is soft, and the enemies horses are in bad condition and
;
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they are in great want of bread, insomuch that their light troops and
advanced corps live by plunder. I am in a critical situation. The
right of Dumourier's army is about two miles from St. Menehould I
must retreat if he is beat, which cannot be done by St. Menehould. I
am five miles from it, and by the time I arrive there the enemy will be
I have a road through the woods which is in a bad
in possession.
;

condition."

—

" September 21. Whilst I was writing yesterday an attack was made
my post in consequence of the grand armies being engaged. The left
of Dumourier's has given way considerable, insomuch that our communication with Chalons is cut. Dumourier is marching by his left to
secure our communication. The business of yesterday was only a heavy
cannonade on our right; the left was only amused, while the enemy
must
This has had so far the desired effect.
pressed the right.
certainly prevent the enemy from turning our left flank or retire to
Vitry ; the latter is by far the measure we ought to adopt. The enemy
have two objects in view, to fight us on advantageous terms, or oblige
us to retire and quit this pass which will open his communication by a
The attack on my post did not last above an
short rout to Verdun.
General Dillon was at dinner with me ; we went down and
hour.
ordered two eight pounders out of the retrenchment, for their howitzers
advanced under the cover [of] a
were out of reach of our guns.
rising piece of ground, and drove them back in great disorder into
Clermont. I expect them every minute to come, as we attacked last
had 2,000
Our men behaved shameful.
night their grand guard.
men, and as soon as the firing began in the front, those in the reardispersed, and the greater part have been wandering all night in the
wood, and a terrible bad night it has been. Marechal Luckner is or
was at Chalons when the Marseillais arrived. They began their freaks
by cutting off the head of a man apprehended as a spy. The line of the
Marechal was menaced he and Dillon are both announced by one of
If the Marseillais
the party writers of Paris as traitors to the cause.
put the Marechal to death the army will not leave a man of them alive
if they come here, they are held in the most sovereign contempt by the
I have the pleasure to say I am on the best terms
troops of the line.
possible with the national guards as well as with the troops of the line.
I will do my duty while I am with them, which shall be no longer than
I
the campaign lasts, which I apprehend will not be before Christmas.
hope to get my Christmas dinner with you yet. When you come to
town, write to my sister for game. I have ordered all my game to be
destroyed except my pheasants.
H I shall only add that I expect to lose all my cannon and camp
must retreat by the forest
equipage whenever we quit this post.
towards Vitry. I have taken every precaution possible the roads are
repaired, and I have 200 workmen with hatchets to cut the trees in our
rear.
But if we get out of the forest we are not sure we shall meet our
'
To be or not to be is the question now.
friends on the other side.
Dillon is very brave and understands combination Avell, but he has wild,
ideas, and he is indiscreet in the extreme in speaking his mind too freely
on public affairs. I should not be surprised to hear he is put in arrest,,
which is tantamount to a death warrant. I shall conclude till to-

on
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'

morrow.
September 23.

— " Yesterday

passed without a shot being fired on
Prussia has cut our communication by the
I went last night to St. Menehould.
great road to Chalon.
1
went on purpose to give my opinion to Dumourier. I found General
Kellerman with him. I told them from the situation of the two armies
either side.

The King

of
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we ought

to retire immediately towards Vitry, that I

was certain the

enemy dare not march towards Paris and leave 70,000 in rear. I have
the pleasure to find both of them not to differ in opinion with me, and I
expected this morning at daylight orders to strike our tents and be
prepared to march in a moment's warning. But an extraordinary event
has taken place which may be attended with consequence of the greatest
importance to these unhappy and miserable people. The King of
Prussia has sent to demand a conference between Dumourier and one of

two armies. I leave you in England to form
your conjectures of what may be result of this conference. The enemy
are certainly in great distress for want of bread and forage, and we shall
be in the same situation in a few days. I have never varied in my
opinion a moment ; we have no business to fight the Prussians ; we must
retire before them, not on the rout to Paris, that would be the greatest
They would be masters of all the country in their
folly in the world.
rear.
Now they can cnly forage on their left flank. If we risk a battle
we must be beat, but this I have said before. The generals seem
sensible of it themselves.
I am inclined to think the enemy have a deep
it is to gain time to bring all their force from
finesse in this conference
Verdun in rear of our right flank. Monsieur and Le Comte D'Artois is
with the King of Prussia a large body of the emigrants and the
Hessians are opposite me there is little desertion on either side. I
shall write to you again soon and let you know the result of this
his generals between the

;

;

;

conference."

General Money

Camp

to

General Rainsford.

—

Cote-bien, near St. Menehould.
" The
1792, September 24,
conference which I mentioned in my last, held between the two
armies with Monsieur Manstein, a Prussian General, and Dumourier
The subject of this conference is
yesterday, was this day renewed.
a profound secret ; some say the Prussians have, desired a cessation
of arms for six months, and that it has been refused ; others say
that propositions are made for the return of the emigrants.
This,
however, is certain that the enemy are in a bad situation.
The
country in their rear furnishes no forage or provisions of any kind
they must either risk a battle in a day or two or retire.
It is said
they are near 60,000, but we are augmented to near 100,000 with
those arrived at Chalons, most of them troops of the line.
The
enemy are formed en potence ; a part of their army face General
Kellerman, the other Dumourier; their cavalry on their right flank,
They thought by gaining the grand chaussee to
ours on our left.
Chalons we should be obliged to retire, and open their communicaI must confess I thought we could
tion by a short route to Verdun.
not have remained twenty-four hours here; but I understand our
position is strong, that we have now in our camp, pointed on the
direction the enemy must take, eighty-three pieces of cannon, eight
and twelve pounders, besides near four hundred pieces of four pounders
Our communication is not cut to Chalons; we had
battalion guns.
five hundred waggons loaded with bread yesterday from thence.
have a friendly country behind us, they a pillaged and enraged
peasantry.
" This is the present situation of the two armies.
I leave you to
form your conjectures on the probability of events.
It rains tetj
fast, which is much against the enemy whether they advance or retreat,
as the ground is soft and slippery.
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*'
The enemy opposite me have been very quiet these two days
we have neither annoyed them or they us. They are fortifying the

gorge opposite me. which looks as if they feared our penetrating here,
grand army retire. If the enemy do not risk a battle, which
may be fatal to them, they must quit France, and never think of
entering it in this direction, as all the gorges of this forest, as well
Probably these people
as those beyond Verdun, will be occupied.
will be left to themselves to cut each other's throats.
September 25. '* General Dillon arrived last night from St. MeneHe informed me that he had seen the
liouid to visit the posts.
Prussian General who told him they had been deceived by the emigrants, who had assured them all our cavalry and the troops of the
It is very true that they hold
line would have joined their army.
in abhorrence those assassins who have committed such outrages at
but not a man will quit his post to join the
Paris and Versailles
enemy; but if the enemy retire it is probable they will have great
The force of the enemy is greatly increased by a body
desertions.
if their

—

;

of emigrants.

—

The Prussian
September 26. ^ISTot a shot was fired yesterday.
General was yesterday at St. Menehould and dined w ith Dumourier.
I am inclined to think this is a deep finesse of the enemy, and that
they meditate an attack on us, when they [we ?] are off our guard,
If they direct their whole
and when all their force is assembled.
strength against Dumourier's left flank and separate the two armies,
and they succeed, we at this post are lost; at least all our cannon
and baggage must be taken, as the heavy rains have made roads
through the forest impossible. Or if Dumourier is obliged to retire,
I will never believe that an army of 60,000 Prussian and Austrians
I every moment expect to hear
will retire without risking a battle.
it begin, and, of course, this post attack [ed] not [to] force us, [but]
,
to keep us here, and prevent our sending succours to Dumourier.'
T

Memorandum by Lord Grenville on the Insurrection of
August

10,

and the September Massacres,

in Paris.

24. — "M. Talleyrand

told me that the Princess de
1792, September
Lamballe had been acquitted by the tribunal which was established at
That all the prisoners, whether condemned or
the prisons by the mob.
acquitted, were obliged to pass through a wicket where two men stood
That, on
to give the first blow to those who were to be massacred.
going out of this wicket, she stepped into the blood of the victims who
had preceded her, and being sickened by this, her head (by a convulsion to which she was subject) fell on one side, which made those near
her think that she had been struck by one of the men at the door and
that it was in consequence of this that she was immediately pierced
through with a pike, and afterwards despatched.
" A.
an aide-de-camp of M. de Narbonne, was acquitted by
the same tribunal but they told him that he must not go out yet,
because the man who immediately preceded him had been likewise
absolved, and the people expected some one upon whom they might
He insisted that he would not stay unless they
satisfy their fury.
would tell him that it was for their safety and not for his that they made
They did, and he stayed.
the request.
" On the 10th August there were in the palace 2,000 of the national
guard, on whom dependence might have been placed. A battalion of
this guard whose sentiments were doubtful had been sent away.
The
;

M

;
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King had reviewed them in the morning, and the national guards
appeared as much determined to stand by him if he was attacked, as the
On the first appearance of the mob the King took fright,
Swiss.
when he announced his intention to go to the Assembly. M. de Ste.
Croix spoke to him iu strong terms, and told him that if he went there,
and abandoned the national guards, the Swiss, and the gentlemen who
had been three days in the palace to defend him, il fera it une lachete.
left the palace, told those who were there to defend
This appeared from that moment to be impossible.
"Before his flight on the 21st June, he had 1,800 of the national
guard of Paris in pay."

He

went, but, as he

it.

William Lindsay

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" I have this morning seen
1792, September 27, Cavendish Square.
Sir Robert Smyth who is just returned from Paris; which place he
left the 21st instant, after the arrival of the news of Dumourier's
defeat, which, he says, did not make so much impression as might have
been expected from what he (though a violent democrat) confesses was
a great victory on the side of the Prussians. Sir Robert informs me
that the first business the Convention intends to enter upon is fully to
debate the great question whether a monarch is necessary to their form
of Government. It is pretty well known which way this matter will be
carried ; but the Deputies thinking it more prudent to have their decision
on so weighty a point sanctioned by the eighty-three Departments, are
to ask their advice on the subject before they come to a final determiThey are next to revise and new model the late constitution,
nation.
lopping off such parts of it as may not appear to coincide with the
present state of men's minds.
Some reforms are also to be made in
the municipalities whose powers have been found too extensive and
It is expected that an order of the Convention will
dangerous.

authorize M. Pethicn to continue in his office of Mayor of Paris,
notwithstanding his being a Deputy. It is not intended to murder any
of the Royal Family, and their personal safety is not likely to be
endangered except by the momentary caprice of an ungovernable mob.
Her Most Christian Majesty has had a return of an old complaint, a
Should the Duke
swelling in her legs, but she is not dangerously ill.
of Brunswick approach too near to Paris the Convention will remove
to Tours, and adjourn from place to place as circumstances may require,
in the same manner as was practised by the American Congress in the
late rebellion.

u Mr. Thomas Payne on his arrival in France was received with
some cannon were fired to salute him, and the municipality waited upon him to congratulate him on his safe landing in

great honours

;

a land of freedom.
u As Sir Robert

Smyth

I know, intimately connected with some
of this intelligence is likely to be
Lordship will not think me impertinent for
is,

of the leading Republicans,

much

and I hope your
troubling you with it.
" The above person is extremely violent, and will do all the mischief
He proposes to return next week ;
in his power during his stay here.
he says he is come on private business."

true,

George Munro

London. — "

to

Lord Grenville.

I arrived here this morning after a
1792, October 1,
tedious passage
I have therefore but. little to communicate, as the
;
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Thursday's mail only left Paris some hours before me. You, of course,
have heard that Monsieur Robespiere was denounced in the National
Convention for having an intention of aspiring to be dictator. The
whole of the Parisian Deputies considered themselves as in some degree
involved in this accusation, and many of them separately made their
Monsieur Danton in particular spoke much in vindication of
defence.
himself, and moved that the punishment of death should be inflicted
on any one who dared to propose a dictator, or who should propose
any division of the French Republic. In this debate of the greatest
confusion and heat, Marat, the friend of Robespiere, was violently
attacked for his dilFerent affichees, in one of which he had openly
proposed electing a dictator. This man mounted the tribune to defend
himself, and, after an odd sort of defence, took a pistol from his pocket,
and declared that, had they decreed to accuse him, he would instantly
have shot himself.
" On Wednesday morning the Ministre de la Guerre gave in his
resignation, on a pretence of bad health, an excuse which no one
believed.

" I think I told you in

my

last

General Luckner had arrived in Paris.

They recalled him on a pretence of asking his advice respecting the
mode of defence they ought to adopt in defending the capital; and a
member proposed that this should be done in writing, and in German,
as the General had once before retracted a conversation he had with a
Deputy respecting La Fayette's marching his army to Paris, on a
pretence that he must have explained himself wrong, not understanding
the French sufficiently. The old man submitted to this insult, and
sent his memoire to the Convention ; the nature of its contents were of

course not made public.
" General Montesquiou's having entered Savoy and taken Montmelian
[Montmeliart ?] had put all classes of people in the greatest spirits, and
the National Convention had suspended that General's dismission till
the Deputies that were sent to his camp should make their report of his
conduct.
" These are the chief circumstances that had happened in Paris prior
The minds of the people were much agitated, and
to my departure.
it was easy to discover a want of confidence in the whole National
Convention rapidly increasing amongst all classes of people.
The
massacre of one party or other was already talked of, and I daresay
They were making no progress in the works
will soon take place.
about Paris last time I was there I saw scarce any one working. All
along the road they were complaining much of the want and dearness
I am sure many of the "people will soon rise and pillage
of provisions.
the magazines, and they seem now only anxious for some settled
government, not caring of what kind it may be."
;

Stephen Rolleston

—"

to

George

Atjst.

have seen a great many private letters
from France and Germany within these few days, and have conversed
with very well informed gentlemen recently arrived from the Continent,
1792, October 19, Dover.

I

some zealously attached to the cause of one of the contending parties,
and some to that of the other and have endeavoured, to the best of my
judgment amidst a great inundation of exaggerated details on both
sides of the question, to separate truth from falsehood, and to penetrate,
as far as I was able, into the nature of the secret negotiation that took
place between his Prussian Majesty and the Executive Council in
France during the late suspension of arms, which was immediately
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followed by the retreat of the Prussian army, under circumstances that
My attention was princito me to be somewhat mysterious.
pally directed to this point by a Declaration of M. Lebrun (the Minister
for Foreign Affairs) to the National Convention on the 25th ultimo,
which I alluded to in a former letter to you. After taking a review
of the private politics of every Court in Europe, this Minister concluded
his Rapport by throwing out that there were negotiations then on foot
* with Foreign Powers, and one in particular upon
which the future
i
He forbore communicating
existence of the Republic depended?
anything further on that head. I forwarded by my servant to Mr. Pitt
at Walmer Castle the Moniteur of the 26th September which contained
that Rapport ; and took the liberty at the same time of marking the
paragraph in question with my pen, in order to direct Mr. Pitt's
attention thereto, as I conceived the result of the negotiation alluded
to might possibly materially affect the future interests of this country.
u The intelligence which made the greatest impression on my mind,
and appeared to be accompanied by the strongest marks of authenticity,
was to the following purport
"That the Executive Council in France are in possession of the
originals of some private letters which passed between their most
Christian Majesties and the late and present Emperor, relative to an
armed interference in the affairs of France on the part of their Imperial
and Prussian Majesties, with a view to bring about a counter-revolution
That copies of these letters were sent by the Execuin that country.
tive Council to M. Duruourier during the late truce, with instructions
to communicate them to his Prussian Majesty, with an offer to show
the originals to any person whom the King of Prussia should confidentially authorize to inspect them in Paris ; and in the meantime these
That in some of
letters should be kept secret from the Convention.
these papers (written during the time he manifested a disinclination tc
co-operate with the Emperor in this business) the character and talents
of his Prussian Majesty were commented upon, in a manner that could
not fail to excite the indignation of the King of Prussia. That M.
Dumourier was empowered to follow up any impression which this
communication might make on the mind of his Prussian Majesty, by an
offer on the part of the French Republic calculated to gratify the ambition of this sovereign, and to humiliate his natural rival.
That the
language which the King of Prussia made use of upon this occasion
was exceedingly guarded, and though he did not commit himself in any
manner to the Executive Council, yet that his manner has given ground
to conclude that he has taken their proposition ad deliberandum.
That his Prussian Majesty intends to keep well with the Emperor, for
the present at least, as thereby he will carry two strings to his bow.
Upon the one hand, if the present contending factions in the National
Convention should again produce general anarchy and unbridled cruelty
throughout the country, and that their Imperial Majesties should meet
the King of Prussia's wishes with regard to the formation of the new
government in France, and in respect to other objects in a more distant
quarter from hence, he might come forward at the commencement of
the next campaign, at the head [of a] far more extended and formidable
combination of Powers, and accomplish with greater facility the reestablishment of the royal authority in that country, in a manner the
most favourable to the reciprocal interests of these three sovereigns ;
and, upon the other hand, in case the exertions of the National Convention should produce any degree of order in the country, and appear
likely to retain the confidence of the nation at large, his Prussian

appeared
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Majesty will have it in his power perhaps to secure the gratitude and
attachment of the bulk of the people, by withdrawing himself from the
Emperor, and thereby giving permanency to the present form of
government in France, while he avails himself of the proffered boon.
It is supposed that his Prussian Majesty will be the more disposed to
steer the latter course, provided the internal affairs of France take a
turn favourable to the adoption of such a line of conduct towards the
commencement of the next campaign, as, in addition to the impression
which is supposed to be made by the letters before alluded to, he is said
to have a misunderstanding with the Emperor in consequence of his
Imperial Majesty's retaining possession of some post (contrary to the
remonstrances of the King of Prussia) in the Turkish territories (which
is of considerable comequence in the present subjugated state of Poland),
and as he does not consider himself fairly dealt with by either of their
Imperial Majesties in respect to Dantzic and Thorn.
" I have felt it my duty to state to you, with as much precision as I
was able, but with a considerable degree of diffidence, the above particulars, because I conceived that the peace and happiness of this country
might possibly be involved in the game now about to be played upon
the Continent and as I heard from authority, which I look upon to be
undoubted, that the King of Prussia declared not long since that * he
considered this country as completely unconnected with any other
Power as she ever was since she became a nation/ "
;

to Sir

Morton Eden.

—

" I was prevented from giving you the
1792, October 19, Treves.
of the inglorious campaign we have made, by
not having the smallest communication with any post town, nor indeed
with the main body of the army being always at the advanced guard
with the Prussian and Austrian hussars, with whom our regiment was
starving in the barren plains of Champagne pouilleux.
" The reason of our unexpected and disorderly retreat probably you
diplomatic gentlemen can account for ; as no military man of either of
the three armies with whom I have conversed can form the most distant
conjecture of it. Three superior armies in numbers, almost surrounding
the undisciplined rabble of Dumourier, and after waiting ten or twelve
days till half the army perished by famine and disease, retreating as we

news of the operations

;

did.

" I give you the position as near as I remember, and you may judge.
French, desponding and impatient in adversity as they are insolent
in prosperity, but ill recompense the King of Prussia for the loss of half
his army, and active part he took for them.
They openly accuse him
and the Duke of Brunswic of either betraying them or, at best, say that
the Duke committed numberless faults, in first cannonading without
either bombarding or besieging in form Thionville.
Secondly, in
advancing precipitately into the plains of lousy Champagne, almost as
barren as the deserts of Barca, without provisions or communication
behind him and leaving behind him Metz and Thionville, where, if he
could not have advanced to Paris, he might have formed a line of
communication for the winter ; namely, the left of the armies in Metz
or Toul, and the right extending to Sedan and Meziers, by Verdun,
And lastly, in the council of war on the 28th
Stenay, and Montmedy.
or 29th, being the only negative for an attack on Dumourier, which
Clerfayt offered singly to do, and which, though it would have cost a
number of men, particularly in the attack on the Islets which he

The
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neglected to take

possession

and where Arthur Dillon was posted,

of,

but certainly must have dispersed and discouraged that army, and
prevented their harassing the armies in the manner they have
done.
" Far from forming any impertinent remark on the conduct of a
General so universally looked up to as the Duke, 1 wait with impatience
for the reasons which I am certain he had, but with surprise and concern have been an eye-witness to the ruin and disorder of so great a
part of the finest army in the world ; and the ruin and desolation which
marked our entrance into France, and which must have estranged from
our cause any unfortunate inhabitant (if such a one there was) who
might have been inclined to us as not only the villages were pillaged
and burnt, the inhabitants deprived not only of their cattle of every kind,
hay, and straw, but mostly of their houses as for the want of fire we
were often obliged to burn their barns and the wood of their houses
and even the country layed waste of the only crop which grows in it,
rye ; so that it must have had the appearance of the Ukraine layed
waste by the double scourges of heaven, the locusts and Tartars.
;

;

(i
The sometimes want of even bread, and that which we had being of
sour rotten rye, bad water and even that (as happened at a post I was
at, at Croix in Champagne) where we were obliged to send a league and
a half for it, no brandy, and the war (unexampled in the memory of man)
which the heavens declared against us, brought on the dysentry which
almost totally destroyed the half of the Prussian army.
" From the 2nd .of August but three days without perpetual rain even
till the moment I am writing, destroyed the horses, so that the whole
country was covered with dead horses ; and in the retreat between
Longuion and Longwy, in the bad roads through which the convoy of
the sick passed, I saw, as I passed with the rear-guard, five Prussian
soldiers thrown off the waggons, and lying in the mud, dead and neglected at the side of the carrions lying also there, and nineteen thrown
into a waste barn.
The magazines which followed the Austrian army,
and indeed I believe the great coats which the infantry have, in a great
measure contributed to the mortality not being so great as it was in the
Prussian army ; and on every occasion they have shown a steadiness,
patience, and discipline superior to any other, which I was once far
from imagining.
" The Princes with their numberless train of domestics, maison du

Hoi, maison de Monsieur, maison du Comte D'artois, generals, cooks,
and aides-de-camp without number, remained in Asiatic magnificence
behind the armies, consuming the little forage left for useful soldiers.
They had always eight thousand cavalry to protect them, and which
otherwise were useless. Berching's, Chamborra's, and Lauzun's hussars,
with another corps of light cavalry, composing in all about two thousand,
formed the advanced guard, and in the retreat we were the rear guard.
At first we had Koeller's (Prussian) hussars, and afterwards Esterhazi's
(Austrian) hussars, and lastly Wolfrath's Prussian with us, and some
had perpetual employment,
small detachments of light infantry.
and always iu the nights, during which we were always on horseback
from twelve till five in the mornings. And even in the retreat we were
once in the same village with the enemy, a bridge separating us which
they had barricaded, and our regiment had nothing to support us but
a company of Clerfayt's and fifty Austrian Tyrolians. The numberless
little skirmishes were uninteresting.
The first unsuccessful attack of
the Prussians cost them a number of men ; and the Austrian affair at
La Croix near Besancy also, where eight hundred of Clerfayt's regiment

We
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repulsed six thousand and with the loss of only eighty killed and cne

hundred wounded by grape shot.
" We were three times attacked in our retreat, at the famous camp at
Attila, also near where he was defeated, and in a defile near Stenay
where we lost some baggage burnt. The numberless blunders our
generals committed could not be believed, but the few officers of that
rank they had, who had a distant idea of military business, were
unemployed. Marshal Broglio is doating and has lost his memory, at
any rate has lost his brother to whom, it is said, he owes the reputation
he had acquired and it is lucky for us we had neither experienced
;

generals nor troops against us.
" On the arrival of the army at Arlon the Princes disbanded their
numerous household trains and corps of gentlemen who did nothing
but manger et murmurer, and nothing now remains but the regular
regiments who are gone into quarters in the Pays de Havelo. The
Princes themselves go to Liege, or Aix-la-Chapelle.
?$" The situation of the unfortunate disbanded emigres is to be pitied,
though less than any other people. They are pillaged and robbed by
the Prussians, the Prussian by the Hessians, and both and emigres by
the Austrian light troops ; and I believe, on the whole, such a scene of
indiscipline and disorder has never been exhibited.

Lord Grenville

to

M. de Talleyrand.

—

"Lord Grenville fait bien
1792, December 22, St. James Square.
complimens a Monsieur de Talleyrand, et il a l'honneur de lui
accuser la reception de son billet, et de l'assurer que ce n'est nullement
par manque de consideration personnelle qu'il se croit oblige de se
refuser le plaisir de voir M. de Talleyrand dans les circonstances

ses

aetuelles."

French.

Copy.

M. Malouet
1792 [1793 ?], January 2,
lord une proposition de

my

to

Lord Grenville.

London.

— " L'evequed'Autun

avait afaire

grande importance. M. de Giliers
en est instruit, et peut-etre Tintermediaire de cette negotiation qui a
Je prie, my Lord,
trait aux plus grands interets dc ce moment-ci.
ii se presentera
d'accorder un rendez-vous a M. de Giliers aujourd'hui
chez lui dans la soiree pour savoir sa reponse.
Ce mercredi matin. Je desirerais pouvoir ecrire par voie sure a
Paris pour avoir les renseignemens les plus positifs sur ce que my lord
m'a demande. S'il a l'occasion d'un courier, je le prie d'avoir la bonte
de m'en faire prevenir."
French.

ii

la plus

;

M. Malouet

to

Lord Grenvjlle.

—

" J'ai differe de repondre a my lord pour
1793, January, London.
consulter M. de Monciel et M. Bertrand qui pouvaient avoir mieux
Nous ne nous
que moi dans la tete la nomenclature des decrets.
rappellons qu'il y en ait eu d'autres relatifs aux etrangers que celui
qui supprime le droit d'aubaine, et celui qui determine les conditions

de

la naturalisation.

" L'eveque d'Autun est venu
j\xvais parle des confidences

qu'il

me

voir

m'avait

hier.
faites.

II

m'a demande si
lui pi dit que

Je
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d'apres la permission qu'il m'en avait donne, je m'etais empresse de
aux Ministres des informations qui m'avaient paru
importantes, et que je lui en avais fait honneur ; que j'avais raeme
espere qu'il n'en resterait pas la, l'ayant laisse dans l'intention de voir
my lord Grenville ; qu'il devoit avoir d'autres details et de nouveaux
renseignemens ; et que puisqu'il etait aujourd'hui decrete d' accusation
il n a rait plus rien a menager.
"Ilm'a paru avoir toujours le desir et le projet de negotier. La
presence de M. de Gilliers et ensuite du Prince de Poix, qui sont
arrives au milieu de notre conversation, l'ont interrompu.
L'Eveque
m'avait deja annonce qu'il verrait demain my lord Grenville, qu'il faudrat
eviter la guerre, la differer ; que la Republique ne pouvait pas se
soutenir plus d'un an, attendu le discredit ires prochain des assignats
que Dumourier n'attaquerait pas la Hollande ; qu'il negocierait volontiers
avec le Ministere Anglais ; que lui, eveque, se chargerait bien de l'y
decider ; qu'on sauverait ainsi le Roi, qu'on arreterait le torrent devastates. Mais il a ajoute a ces reflexions d'autres raisonnemens qui
faire parvenir

m'ont paru bizarres.

II

pretend que

le

Grouvernement Fran9ais croit

toujours en audace et en pretention ; que Malet a ete charge de rapporter
hier a M. Pitt une reponse insolente du Ministre Le Brun qu'ils ne
craignent point la guerre, qu'ils veulent bien perdre leurs colonies, surs
de detruire aussi celles des Anglais, et de ruiner leur commerce en se
bornant a armer une multitude de corsaires que M. Fox, avec qui il
a passe hier une partie de la journee, persiste a dire qu'on se gardera
bien ici de declarer la guerre, que cela serait fou, qu'il faut traitor avec
la Convention absolument." C'est ici ou j'ai vu un point de contacte entre les opinions de
l'Eveque d'Autun et celles de M. Fox. Qu'est-ce que cela signifie, il
mettra peut-etre my lord dans le cas de le deviner. II ne demande pas
mieux que de causer, et en lui faisant entrevoir la possibilite d'une
correspondance avec Du Mourier, on lui fera dire ce qu'il sait et ce
qu'il veut."
;

;

French.

M. Malouet

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — " Je

m'empresse de prevenir my lord
1793, January 10,
que deux mulatres Francais, auteurs de la revoke et des desastres
de St. Dominique, sont arrives a, Londres dans le dessein de passer
a la Jamaique. Leurs noms sont Raimond et Francois; lis ont ete
rencontres hier par un habitant de St. Dominique qui est venu m'en
avertir, en attendant qu'on puisse avoir leur signalement, et connaitre
leur logement, leur correspondant, et toutes leurs habitudes a Londres.
Je crois qu'il importe a la surete de toutes les colonies Anglaises d'en
interdire l'entree a tout mulatre ou negre libre Francais soit qu'il
Raimond et Francois
arrive d'Europe ou des colonies Francaises.
qui m'ont ete denonces, sont les associes de Brissot et de Gregoire,
et ont dirige la premiere insurrection des mulatres a St. Dominique
L'arrestation de ces deux hommes
et ensuite la revolte des negres.
d'un grand interet pour les colonies
ici ou a la Jamaique serait
Anglaises et Francaises."
French,

Count Lallt-Tolendal

to

Richmond. —"Je

un

Lord Grenville.

dois, quelquc penible que soit
1793, January 24,
tel efEort, m'arracher une minute a l'unique jjensee <jui m'obsede,
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pour donner un avis essentiel* au Gouvernement. II ne peut trop se
mettre en garde contre la passion des differents partis qui cherchent
a le rendre Finstrument de leurs ressentiments personnels, justes ou
Entre diverses personnes,
injustes, dans l'execution de V Alien Bill.
dont je regarderai comme un devoir de me porter la caution, je
eiterai des aujourd'hui, la fille de M. Necker, Fambassadrice des
Suedes, que fai vu pleurer amerement le malheur qui nous opprime
tons, qui a fui avec horreur la terre coupable d'un si grand forfait,
qui vient ici s'ensevelir pendant quelques mois dans une retraite
profonde, et qui a ete deja accueilli par la mechancete de quelques
gens beaucoup moins affectes qu'eile de Fhorrible catastrophe. Helas
j'en sais plus que je n'en dirai de longtemps sur les causes qui ont
auiene cette catastrophe.
Les partis les plus opposes semblent avoir
travaille de concert a irnmoler le plus innocent des homines.
II eut
ete sauve, si Fon eut connu en France un debat comme celui de Lord
Grenville et de Iiord Spencer.
M. de Bouille disait dernierement a,
y
Londres
77 n y a qu'une classe d'hommes que je hais autant que
ce sont les Jacobins de Coblentz.'
les Jacobins de Paris
M. de Bouille
!

:

'

;

avait trop raison."

French.

Louis de Noailles

—

to

Lord Grenville.

" J'ai eu Fhonneur de vous proposer
1793, January 29, .London.
un moyen d'arracher M. le Dauphin aux assassins qui le menaient, et
je me suis offert pour le mettre a execution.
J'ai choisi M. de Breteuil
pour vous en faire part, comme ayant eu plus qu'aucuu autre la confiance
du pere de ce malheureux enfant. 11 m'a communique la reponse de
Fhomme sensible; il ne m'a point cache celle du ministre; et je Favoue,
j'attendais plus de succes d'un projet que FEurope entiere devrait
avouer.
a JVIon parti est pris. Je laisse aux autres leur opinion, je ne consulte
que ma conscience.
" Pour executer mon projet, je ne puis me conformer aux loix du
royaume. Je pars avec un faux passeport, et j'emporte des pistole ts a
J'espere qu'on mettra quelque difference entre ne pas me
vent.
seconder et me punir. La prudence exigerait que vous me permissiez
verbalement d'enfreindre la loi ; mais le nieme motif qui vous porte a ne
prendre aucune part a mon projet vous decide a me refuser une entrevue.
II est encore possible que vous ne repondrez pas a ma lettre.
J'ai
prevu tous ces obstacles, et pour que rien ne m'arrete, je les ai surmontes.
J'atteudrai encore ici vingt-quatre heures; apres ce delai, je regarderai
voire silence non comme un aveu de mon projet, mais comme une
permission tacite de violer une loi qui, certes, ne peut pas etre appliquee
a celui qui va sacrifier sa tete pour tacher de sauver celle de cet enfant,
sur lequel reposent aujourd'hui de si grands interets, de si hautes
esperances, et tous les regards de FEurope.
" Je partirai done en deposant la copie de cette lettre entre les mains
d'un ami. Si Milord Grenville, simple particulier, ne tenait pas les
renes d'un grand etat, il ne me laisserait pas partir sans le voir. Eh,
pourquoi faut-il done qu'une si grande distance separe l'humanite de
Comme Ministre il doit penser qu'il aura sa place dans
la politique ?
Fhistoire, et reflechir que mon projet en sera une page."

French.

Lord Grenville

to

Louis de Noailles.

—

"J'ai recu ce matin votre
1793, January 29, St. James Square.
lettre, et apres m'etre deja explique sur le sujet de votre enterprise, je
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ne vous reponds que parceque vous paraissez vouloir attribuer a mon
une interpretation que je ne puis pas autoriser.
u C'est assurenient au Ministre que vous avez voulu confier le projet
d'une entreprise pour laquelle vous avez demande l'assistance du
Grouvernement. C'est en cette qualite que je vous repete que le
Grouvernement ne croit pas devoir s'y compromettre, et cela pour les
Je dois maintenant ajouter qu'aucun
raisons qui vous sont connues.
Ministre n'a ici le pouvoir de donner une permission, ou tacite ou
verbale, de violer la loi.
M Mes sentiments comme particulier vous doivent etre peu importants.
Mais puisque vous m'en parlez, je vous dirai seulement que je rends
assurenient justice a vos motifs, mais que je ne medissimule pas combien
votre entreprise pourrait compromettre les interets et la surete de ceux
que vous desirez servir."
French.
silence

Louis de Noailles

to

Loud Grknville.

London. — "

J'ai voulu faire une bonne action et
1793, January 30,
non pas une belle chose. J'ai voulu etre utile et non pas desservir, et
non pas donner aux autres des dangers que je reservais pour moi
seul.

" Je me conforme aux ordres du Ministre, et j'obeirais de meme
aux simples voeux de Lord Grenville. Je ne distingue point les
intentions du premier, de la prevoyance du second.
Quoi je comproA ce mot je m'arrete, et n'y eut-il que de
mettrais les interets
Non, my lord, il n'est pas vrai
l'incertitude, je dois egalement rester.
que vos sentiments personnels puissent m'etre peu importants
et
puisque vous voulez bien rendre justice a mes motifs dans le projet que
j'ai eu l'honneur de vous proposer.
Permettez que je vous renvoye les
J'aime encore mieux vous les
deux lettres que vous avez ecrites.
Les miennes n'existent plus.
rendre que les bruler.
Si le projet
pouvait nuire, sa divulgation aurait le meme inconvenient.
Voyez
combien vos craintes m' ont frappe moi-meme."
!

!

;

French.

[The Earl of Elgin]

—

to

Lord

(xrenville.

Extract.

"M. de Mercy, who is most deeply affected with
1793, February 3.
the late melancholy event, has written to consult a friend of his at this
place, whether any and what means could be employed to rescue the
Queen from the danger with which she is so eminently threatened.
While his anxiety and zeal prompt him to do something, the fear of
committing a step (in times when there is no rule to go by, and when
nothing is held sacred) that may do harm instead of good, seems to
withhold him from acting, and to make him look abroad for advice,
He asks whether the
rather than trust entirely to his own judgment.
Emperor should demand her, and if so, in what manner and to whom
he should apply. His friend is of opinion that if she is demanded at
all, instead of losing time by applying to Vienna and waiting for an
answer, M. de Mercy should do it immediately in the Emperor's name
merely to claim Marie Antoinette, Archduchess of Austria and widow
of Louis XVI., without any reflection or expression that could be
From the aversion which
applied to any political question whatsoever.
the Orleans party have, with so much industry and success, infused into
the mob at Faris to the Queen personally, and the House of Austria in
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general, I am very doubtful whether a public demand of this nature,
instead of having the desired effect, might not be mad£ use of to lead
them to commit what it is intended to prevent. And if the demand
was even complied with, I am almost convinced that the Queen would
never consent to come away and leave her children behind her.
Some
months ago she might have escaped with the Dauphin, but she positively
refused to quit the King, though persuaded that her death was almost
certain if she remained.
The friend of M. de Mercy that I have
alluded to, and who 1 mention to your Lordship in confidence, that you
may judge yourself of the weight that may be given to his opinions, is

the Count de la
to

me

Marck

;

who, as

far as I can

presume

to say, appears

to possess a considerable share of ability, has for a long time past

shown great

zeal for the unfortunate royal family of France, has effected
his reconciliation at Vienna, and is sometimes consulted.
Both M. de

Mercy and he think

that the only reasonable hope that can be entertained
of being able to save the prisoners at the Temple, is on the efforts that
may be made by His Majesty's Ministers to gain the protection of those
who have it in their power to destroy them. It must be undoubtedly
very painful to apply to men of so horrid a description but the sentiment that dictates the measure will be probably powerful enough to
overcome the just reluctance to the means that it may be necessary to
employ. To address the Duke of Orleans himself, I am persuaded,
;

would not only be in vain, but might precipitate the fate of the royal
family, by alarming the jealousies of those who direct him.
His mind,
like his body, is (if I may be allowed the expression) a mass of corruption,
void of energy, but susceptible of every vice. He may, and must yield
to the advice of those who guide him ; but will do nothing of any
consequence himself, especially if the thing desired of him be honourable
and humane. It is known with certainty that, at different epochs since
the beginning of the Revolution, he has wished to recede, but was
compelled to go on. Hence I mean to infer that, were it possible to
gain some of the principal persons of the Cabal, perhaps De la Clos and
Santerre, the royal family might be preserved; but to accomplish this,
or to avoid the ill consequences of a miscarriage, your Lordship will be
sensible require much address and an extraordinary degree of caution.
Perhaps his Majesty's Ministers may have already taken measures on
this subject.
If they have, or if they propose to do so, there is a person
in England who is perhaps capable of giving them many useful intiHis name is Pelenc ; he was Mirabeau's friend or secretary,
mations.
and, it was thought at the time, composed many of his papers and
speeches.
From the time that Mirabeau was brought over to Government, Pelenc has been very zealous in its services, and has uniformly
given the most exact intelligence, as the event always proved. I am not
at all acquainted with him, but have read many things of his writing."

Count Lally-Tolendal

to

Lord Grenville.

— "J'ai recu a dix

1793, February 9, Lisle Street.
heures une lettre
du Lord Chancelier qui me marque que vous desirez l'explication d'une
idee dont je lui ai parle sans detail, et que vous m'attendez ce
matin. La matinee est fort avancee, parceque j'ai voulu fixer cette
idee par ecrit, et en tracer le developpement dans un memoire que je
finis actuellement a trois heures.
Je me rends a vos ordres a, tout
hasard, et dans le cas, trap vraisemblable, ou l'heure de vous entretenir
serait passee, j'ai l'honneur de vous ecrire ce peu de mots pour vous
renouveler l'offre de mon devouement absolu.
a

94090.

H H
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" Si je ne vous trouve point, je remporterai mon menaoire pour en
prendre copie, et j'aurai l'honneur de vous l'envoyer le soir.
" Permettez-vous que j'aie l'honneur de vous offrir complet le
douloureux et inutile monument que j'avais consacre* a la defense de eet
adorable Ltfuis XVI, et daus lequel je n'ai, malheureusement, travaille
que pour l'histoire.
Vous n'avez siirement pas le temps d'en achever
aujourd'hui la lecture; mais je tiens a ce qu'il soit dans la bibliotheque
de Lord Grenville.
" Vous avez essuye une per te douloureuse pour votre coeur, etje l'ai
ressentie, je vous assure, quoique je vous I'aie tardiveinent exprime
par l'organe d'un ami. Je ne crains rien tant que d'importuner ; mais
quand vous aurez des instants de liberte, je me reserve le droit d'en
reclamer un pour cultiver vos bontes."
French.

Count Lally-Tolendal

to

Lord Grenville.

—" Peut-etre

1793, February 12, Lisle Street.
pourrai-je vous faire
ee soir au moins de la premiere partie de ma defense du Hoi ?
" J'ose, au nomde cet interet sacre, vousprier de vouloirbien me faire
dire un mot chaque fois que vous aurez un courier traversant Paris.
" J'ai vu M. l'Aubepy.
II est venu ici comptant qu'il etait question
du pauvre Koi, et il m'a attendri quand je l'ai vu verser un torrent de
larmes sur la destinee de son malbeureux maitre. J'ai cause ensuite
d'affaires avec lui.
II m'a paru avoir le flegnie, l'adresse, et surtout
la discretion necessaire aux services que vous desirez de lui ; beaucoup
de probite, et d'exactitude dans les faits, ce qui est encore si necessaire.
II desirerait, ce me semble, que Ton conservat Longchamps, en le
restraignant absolument a ce qu'on lui demanderait, et a un traitement
modere, mais fixe par mois tout le temps qu'il servirait. Vous savez mieux
que rooi de quelle utilite peut vous etre ce dernier. J'ai seulement
represents a M. le Long, il y a quelques jours, que si Longchamps
servait utilement, il me paraissait indispensable de lui assigner un
traitement fixe par mois (25 livres sterling me paraitraient magnifiques,
en n'entendant parler d'aucune depense) et que s'il etait inutile, il
convenait a la dignite du Gouvernement de Ten prevenir, et de lui donner
une gratification definitive qui put le mettre a meme de chercher
pendant trois mois a se placer, sans etre trouble dans les demarches
par la crainte de n'avoir pas de quoi manger dans le jour."
French.

hommage

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Le pain nous donnera une insurrection.
1793, February 25, Paris.
Nous n'avons d'approvisionnements que jusqu'au 20 Mars, et comme il
est ici a meilleur marche que dans nos environs, les paysans viennent do
lieues pour leur provision. II est vrabemblable que les Departements
des frontiers ne laisseront pas passer les bleds et farines qui nous Bont
destinees, parcequ'ils en manquent eux-memes, et que nos arnuVs
gerviront de pretexte.
Le rnidi est entierement depourvu, et n'a pas
de moyen. La Normandie paye le pain 4*. 6d. la livre. Jugez >i elle
laissera passer nos farines.
Je ne peux pas vous dire ce que ierait une
La Heine seule en serait 1'objet,
insurrection populaire sur le Temple.
et elle sera sacrifice, soit au premier [succes] des troupes etrangeiv
au premier murmure du peuple contre la Convention. Elle n'inte'resse
aucun parti. II n'en est pas de meme de Louis 17 il trouverait dis
Mais dans
defenseurs, et on fera dc grands sacrifices pour le sauver.

deux

;
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une insurrection, le peuple
mencer peut-on etre certain

se laisse bien

commander pour

la

com-

ou on lui aura dit ? surtout
Un scelerat,
lorsque la contre-partie est attentive aux mouvements.
pour cent louis, peut tromper la vigilance de plusieurs milliers. Je vous
ferai passer incessamment tous les details que vous me demandez.
L'argent est aujourd'hui a 35. Un decret ne tardera pas a en interdire
la vente, afin qu'on ne sache pas a quel prix la Convention l'achetera.
11
Je vous envoye par M. Martin quatre feuilles sous quatre numeros
ecrit en blanc.
II faudra faire paraitre l'encre seulement pour Milord.
M. Martin doit passer demain."
French,
;

qu'il s'arretera

Written in invisible ink betiveen the lines of an ostensible letter on
Without address or signature.
mercantile affairs.
1793,

May

30, Paris.

—" I

arrived safe here yesterday.

You

cannot

form to yourself an idea of all I suffered. Not a word of that. You
This
shall hear from me as often as I can with safety write to you.
The cannon of alarm is just fired, and
city is in the greatest confusion.

The minority, or Ifaratists, with the
the tocsin rings everywhere.
sections, want to murder the majority, and dissolve the Convention.
The insurgents in Poitou have had great advantages ; all the gendarmerie
If you send them some assistance, the
a cheval deserted to them.
You have no time to lose, as troops are
business will be soon decided.
everywhere in motion to go and attack them. Everything announces
The most sanguinary
to-day the speedy dissolution of the Convention.
motions are making carnage and destruction hang suspended over the
head of this guilty city. How I shall escape, heaven only knows. I am
The most hellish
afraid to go out this morning to acquire intelligence.
Custine commands the army of
cries interrupt me every moment.
Flanders ; his headquarters are at Cambray, and advanced posts in the
environs of Bouchain. That army is considerably weakened by the
The royal
great draft of soldiers sent from it to combat the insurgents.
family are all well in the Temple ; not a word is spoken of them here.
You shall hear
All the division rests among the people themselves.
from me as often as I can find an occasion of writing to you. Barrere
proposed yesterday a decree for the expulsion of all strangers, especially
English.
" The Girondists have to-day all the power of the Convention in their
hands, but Paris, with its sections and Jacobins, will in the end
triumph. Blood and massacre will be the result of their success. The
troubles of the provinces occasion here more fear than all the combined
armies.
Send them speedily some assistance, if you wish to put a speedy
end to an expensive war. If I can find nobody to go to carry you my
despatches, I shall endeavour to be bearer myself.
Adieu, my dear
friend, never doubt of my zeal and fidelity to serve you."
Monsieur Malouet

to

Lord Grenviele.

Twickenham. — "Je

crois devoir vous faire
23,
d'un nouvel ecrit de M. Mallet Dupan. Au milieu d'une
recapitulation de crimes et de folies que vous connaissez aussi bien que
nous, vous trouverez des idees neuves et profondes, dignes certainement
L'agitation, la melaneolie, le
sagesse.
d'etre meditees par votre
decouragement ont nui sans doute a la perfection de l'ouvrage, mais
il n'en n'est pas moins fait par un
des observateurs les plus penetrans,

1793,

August

hommage

HH

2
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par un des meilleurs ecrivains politiques qui existent aujourd'hui en
Europe, qui, pendant trois ans, a vecu dans le feu de la Revolution
Franc, aise et en a ecrit 1'histoire entiere, et qui sera trop compte par
la posterite pour ne pas l'etre un pen par les contemporains.
Son
opinion a pour moi d'autant plus de poids que, depuis la guerre
declaree, il a eu des relations directes avec les Ministres de Vienne et
de Berlin. Dans son desespoir qui ne paroit helas que trop fonde,
il m'a ecrit une lettre particuliere remplie de details dechirants.
J'ai
Thonneur de vous en faire passer quelques extraits. Vous y verrez
qu'il regarde le Cabinet de Londres comme le seul que puisse preserver
l'Europe d'une longue suite de desastres. S'il etait permis de se citer
soi-meme, j'oserais vous rappeller le memoire que j'ai pris la liberte de
vous presenter aussitot que la guerre a ete declaree. En rapprochant
les annonces que je fis alors, et les resultats que presente aujourd'hui
M. Mallet Dupan, on doit sans doute etre moins porte a se raefier de
ce qu'on appelle les jugemens de notre interet particulier, qui, dans
cette occasion, est bien veritablement 1'interet universel.
Je n'affligerai
pas votre sensibilite par le souvenir douloureux du sterile memoire que
nous avions presente en commun, M. de Lally, M. de Gilliers et moi,
pour le salut de l'infortune Louis Seize ; je ne repeterai pas tout ce que
Louis Seize n'est plus, les
j'ai dit depuis huit mois sur les colonies.
colonies ne sont plus ; la veuve et le fils de Louis Seize vivent encore ;
les Gouvernemens de l'Europe sont encore sur pied; il est bien sureroent
encore des moyens de salut ; mais s'ils eont negliges, si les ennemis
interieurs de la Convention ne sont pas secourus, si la guerre se
prolonge, si elle se fait de maniere a reunir et a aguerrir tous les partis
de cette monstrueuse Republique, la subversion de l'Europe suivra
probablement celle de la France.
" Au sentiment des maux publics se joint pour moi celui d'une
inquietude cruelle sur le sort de ma famille, retiree a quinze lieue3 de
Cambrai, pres Compeigne.
J'ai le projet de passer dans le Brabant et
jusqu'a Valenciennes, pour tenter d'en avoir des nouvelles.
Serois-je
vous prier de m'accorder des recommendations pour le Ministre Anglais
a Bruxelles et pour un des generaux de l'armee de Monseigneur Due
d'York. Je voudrais proflter de la premiere occasion favorable pour
faire sortir de France ma femme et mon fils, et je ne peux en avoir
1'esperance que par une protection puissante dans l'armee alliee."
!

Enclosure.
Extract.

Monsieur Mallet du Pan
1793, August 16,
la veritable

to

Monsieur Malouet.

Brussels. — "Montlosier vous a

situation des affaires

.

.

.

ils

trace, il y a deux jours,
ont eu encore une fois la

La Convention epouvantee perdait la
Midi relevaient la leur. Les Jacobins de Peronne
avaient demenage jusqu'a Paris, semant Peffroi devant eux. Voila le
moment qu'on a choisi pour revenir sur ses pas, pour abandonner
Cambray ou se trouvaient les grands magazins, et pour venir sto'iquement
Je vous laisse a penser la securite
assieger Dunkerque et Maubeuge.
et l'audace qu'une pareille conduite va inspirer a la Convention.
Tremblons de l'influence que cette marche retrograde pent avoir sur le
Vous savez que les scelerats ne sont
sort de la malheureuse Reine.
jamais plus cruels que lors qu'on leur montre de la crainte.
" Deux ou trois sieges finiront cette campagne.
Si les cent trente
mille hommes que couvrent cette frontiere eussent et€ dans les mains
revolution entre leurs mains.
tete.

Lyon

et le
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de Du Mourier on d'un Capitaine de Hussards, ils seraient deja aux
Mais on ne peut donner de Tame, de la hardiesse, de
portes de Paris.
C'est
la celerite a des generaux engourdis par une tactique materielle.
bien pire, en ce genre, que l'annee derniere.
u ffe n'entrevois qu'une ressouree.
Serat-elle rnise en usage ?
Ce
serait
qu'il

que le Cabinet de Londres se ressentit d'une conduite si pernieieuse,
se fit entendre fortement, qu'il inenacat raeme, et qu'il fit adopter

un autre

Ce Cabinet

plan.

seul qui apprecie les eftets

est le seul qui connaisse la Revolution, le

moraux de

tel

ou

tel

systeme d'operations.

Si son influence ne prevaut pas dans le sens que je vous indique, comptez
que la Revolution est fixee. Elle survivra a la campagne, et a toutes
les campagnes.
Elle percera ces fragiies remparts derriere lesquels les
allies entendent se cacher, et nulle puissance humaine ne la renversera
Citez moi, si
Representez fortement cette verite.
l'annee prochaine.

vous

le

voulez."

"Lyon

Midi

de puissantes esperances. Elles
causes qui font pericliter ailleurs les affaires
Au lieu de soutenir ces mouvemens, le Cabinet de Turin,
'generates.
cloue par celui de Vienne, a laisse ses troupes sur la defensive derriere
les Alpes.
Du Bois de Crance, rassure de ce cote la, a temoigne assez
de mepris aux allies pour ne pas craindre de marcher, le 2, sur Lyon, avec
la majeure partie de l'armee des Alpes. II ne reste que trois bataillons dans
toute la basse Savoye, et les allies n'y font pas descendre un seul komme.
S'ils eussent paru, la Convention perdait la moitie de son empire, coupe
en deux. Elle aura peut-etre tout subjugue, lorsqu'on se ravisera.
Que voulez-vous faire avec des homines qui sont toujours en arriere de3
circonstances, et qui ne connaissent ni la valeur des temps, ni celle des
choses et des personnes ?
"La meme negligence a annulle la Suisse, dont on pouvait tirer une
immense utilite, et que les Francais redoutaient plus qu'aucun autre
etat.
On a abandonne ce pays-la a leur influence absolue. On s'en
est remis a des intriguans etranger3 qui ne connaissent ni les hommes,
ni les moyens a mettre en oeuvre dans cette contree.
De fausses mesures
equivoques ont achcve de tout gater.
L'Angleterre, en particulier,
pouvait gouverner la Suisse avec un fil mais, certes, ce n'est pas avec
un Ambassadeur comme celui qu'elle paye a Berne qu'on pouvait manier
,
des gouvernemens si varies, et les ressorts convenables a ce sol.'
" Insistez sur l'importance de secourir Lyon, Marseille, et le Midi,
par une diversion active des armees alliees au pied des Alpes, qui occupe
ou culbute les Francais dans cette partie. Je crains beaucoup au surplus
qu'il ne soit trop tard.
Dites encore que si la Savoye n'est pas recouvree
avant l'hyver, Geneve avec 150 pieces de canon, 70 mille mesures de
bled en magizin, des munitions considerable, sera aux mains des
Francais qui s'y retrancheront, et tiendront en echec d'une part les
Suisses, et les Piemontais de l'autre."
French.
Copy.
et

le

s'evanouissent par les

donnaient

memes

;

M. Malouet
1793, September
le

memoire

3,

ci-joint

to

Lord Grenville.

London. — " Je

de

recois au

M. Mallet du Pan.

moment de mon depart
II

me

prie

de vous

le

presenter; il m'annonce que ses liaisons en Suisse peuvent le mettre
en etat d'en suivre I'objet sous l'inspection de votre ambassadeur, et
c'est ici le moment de vous dire que, depuis un an, M. Mallet du Pan
n'est point e tran ger aux negotiations relatives a la Revolution.
" M. de Monciel a qui je laisse ce paquet pour vous le remettre,
a eu connaissance de la correspondance secrete de M. Mallet du
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Pan que

j'avais pris la liberte de proposer au feu roi.
M. de Monciel
vous instruira de Toccasion et de la forme dans laqufelle il a ete
employe.
" Une autre personne de mes amis peut vous etre egalement utile en
Suisse, et arrive incessamment en Angleterre.
C'est M. Mounier, mais
je dois vous dire que son voyage a Londres n'a aucun rapport aux
affaires politiques.
La detresse dans laquelle se trouve aujourd'hui
cet homme interessant m'a decide a le proposer a Mylord Hawke qui
desire envoyer son fils en Suisse pour y passer un ou deux ans, et
M, Mounier vient chereher ici le jeune homme pour le conduire a
Berne.
" Je n'ai garde de me permettre ni conseil ni recommandation. Vous
jugerez le memoire, les personnes; et si vous avez une reponse a me
faire parvenir, M. de Monciel s'en chargera."
French.

Lord Gtrenville
1793, November
Malmesbury proceed

21,

to the Gtreffier

James's

St.

Fagel.

Square. — " I

cannot

let

Lord

Hague without charging him with

a few
lines to express to you my acknowledgments for your very obliging
letter, and to assure you how much I wish to cultivate those sentiments
which you are so good as to entertain towards me.
" Lord Malmesbury will explain to you the whole object of his
mission, and as both his instructions and his inclination will lead him to
speak to you with the fullest confidence on that interesting subject I
have little to add upon it. The Ministers of the Eepublic will, I am
sure, see in the same light with the King's servants the tendency and
effect of the late conduct of the Court of Berlin, and the necessity
which exists of ascertaining precisely the situation in which we stand
with respect to our alliance with that Court. Whatever may be the
result we have no doubt of the full concurrence and co-operation of
the Republic in measures which our common interests so evidently
to

the

require.

"

The long expected answer

of the Court of Vienna is not yet arrived,
with which you were charged, and to the representations which by the King's directions I made on that head to
Count Starhemberg, I flatter myself that you have not been dissatisfied
with the manner in which this Government has fulfilled the assurances
which I was authorised to give you here and I will confess to you
that I am disposed to be sanguine in my expectations of the result.
If it is such as I wish, it may, I trust, lay the foundation of arrangements advantageous to this country and to the Republic.
" We are preparing to take such measures as are in our power
towards opening a concert with the Royalists, whom our late accounts
represent as being in considerable force near the coast of Brittany.
But the ultimate success of all that we can do there must depend much
on the disposition of that part of the country, and this can never be
I trust that the exertions
satisfactorily ascertained but by experience.
of the Republic will correspond, in proportion to its means, with those
which we are making here to terminate the war by a successful
campaign next year. In the present state of France and of Europe
I see no safety but in success, and that success speedy, and if possible
relative to the business

;

decisive."

Cop?/.
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L'Eveque de Leon

to

Lord Gren ville.

1793, October 18, London.—-" Des que le Lord Chancelier ne vous
a pas prevenu du motif qui me rendait necessaire une audience de votre
part, j'ai l'honneur de vous prevenir que c'est au sujet d'une commission
que le Souverain Pontife me donne par sa lettre du onze septembre
dernier, par laquelle il me charge de faire connaitre au Roi et a la
nation Anglaise sa reconnaissance des bienfaits repandus sur les
ecclesiastiques en Angleterre.
En meme temps que je sens la necessite
de remplir ma commission, j'en sens la delicatesse, et je suis bien resolu
de ne rien faire que de la maniere que vous jugerez etre sans inconvenient.
J'ai, en consequence, differents plans a vous proposer qui me
Je desire
paraissent obvier aux inconvenient qu'on pourrait craindre.
les soumettre le plutot possible a votre decision."
French.

Louis Slanislas Xavier (Comte de Provence)

Hamm.

to

George

III.

—

"La delivrance de Toulon du joug des
combinees de votre lVfajeste et du Roi d'Espagne,
le retour de ses habitans a l'obeissance du Roi mon neveu, les couleurs
et les emblemes de la fidelite substitues a celles de la re volte, m'imposaient de nouveaux devoirs, mais avant de les remplir, je croirais
mauquer a ce que ma reconnaissance envers votre Majeste m'impose, si
je ne lui faisais part de mes desseins.
Je vais partir, je vais me rendre
dans cette ville que les armes de votre Majeste ont rendue a, son legitime
souverain, je vais y exercer les fonctions que ma naissance et mon
malheur m'imposent. Je connais trop la generosite des sentimens de
votre Majeste pour douter qu'elle approuve ce parti necessaire. J'oserais
meme compter sur ses secours, s'ils m'etaient indispensables pour me
rendre a Toulon. Mais j'ose surtout compter sur son appui dans la
nouvelle carriere qui s'ouvre devant moi.
Eloigne desormais plus
encore que je ne le suis aujourd'hui des provinces qui les premieres ont
1793,

November

9,

rebelles par les escadres

relevela banniere royale,jeles recommande a la protection, aux puissans
secours de votre Majeste.
Elle connait les vceux de mon frere, et les
miens ; je la supplie d'y avoir egard, et d'etre surtout bien persuadee
que devoir tout a, votre Majeste, sera toujours pour nous le plus beau
des titres, comme la plus douce des satisfactions."

French.

M. de Monciel

to

Lord Grhn ville.

November 10, Lisle Street.— "M. de Malouet en partant pour
Pays-Bas m'a charge de vous remettre un memoire de M. Malet du

1793,
les

Pan concernant la Suisse. J'ose vous prier de m'indiquer l'heure a
laquelle je pourrais avoir l'honneur de vous le presenter.
Je suis a

meme
connu

de vous donner des renseignements ^ir M. Malet du Pan, ayant
mission dont il a ete charge en 1792 par Louis XVI., et la

la

confiance qu'il lui avait accorde."

French.

L'Eveque de Leon
1793,

November

25, London.

to

Lord Grenville.

— "Recevez tousmes remerciments de

promptitude avec laquelle vous avez eu
reponse que je desirais.

la

bonte de

me

la
faire parrenir la
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H Quoique je susse que sa Majeste trouvait dans la bonte dc son cceur
motif de ses bienfaits et leur recompense dans le plaisir de les
repandre, je n'ai pas doute qu'elle n'attacha quelque prise aux temoignages de la reconnaissance de Pie VI., et je suis tres flatte qu'elle n'ait
pas desapprouve la maniere dont j'ai exprime ses sentimens.
" Vous rendez justice a, mes bonnes intentions, et vous voulez bien me
juger avec beaucoup d' indulgence.
Je suis tres sensible a cette
le

bonte."

French.

Count Lally Tolendal

Lord Grenville.

to

Je voulais vous demander la
1793, November 26, Twickenham.
permission d'envoyer par votre courier, et sous le couvert de Lord
Fitz-Gerald, quelques lettres a M. Mounier.
Naturellement j'aurais du
attendre votre aveu avant de prendre la liberte de vous addresser un
paquet; mais il s'agit d'arracher ma fille du milieu des tygres qui la
menacent.
Ces miserables qui n'avaient pas voulu reconnaitre ma
qualite d' Anglais quand elle me sauvait, se sont hates de la declarer
quand elle me perdait.
Je suis confisque par un jugement special.
Madame de Poix avaif. retire mon enfant, et me remplacait aupres d'elle.
Vous savez avec quelle inhumanite Madame de Poix mourante a ete
transported a sa section, puis reconduite chez elle avec trois gendarmes
Les malheurs et les crimes s' aggra.qui ne sortent pas de sa chambre.
vant de minute en minute, je n'ai pas cru devoir en perdre une seule.
Je n'ai pas meme hesite a supplier votre Excellence de faire parvenir
mes instructions a mon ami, et je me suis dit que si le Ministre me
.irouvait indiscret, le pere me trouverait sureinent excusable."
French.
(

'

.

Lord Grenville

to

Count Lally Tolendal.

—

"Je ne manquerai pas
1793, November 28, St. James's Square.
d'envoyer votre lettre par un courier qui part demain pour la Suisse
et l'ltalie, et je vous prie d'etre persuade de tout l'interet que je prends
Ce serait avec une
a une occasion qui vous regarde de si pres.
vraie satisfaction uue j'apprendrais le succes de vos mesures a cet
.egard."

Copy.

French.

Thomas Eldred

to

Sarah Eldred.

—" On

my return from Havre de Grace I
179 i, January 19, Paris.
found yours of the 5th instant. I note the contents. I have been under
the necessity to return here, as I could not get horses or any conveyance
from Havre de Grace to go to Brest and it [is] very expensive in this
country at this time, more t so than it is in England and I never found
the cold so much in England as I do here, and what the people will do
there is not any to be got without you have a
for bread I cannot tell
card from the Section, saying how much you are to have. There is
ten o-entlemen in the house with me, besides the servant, and we are
allowed four loaves for twenty-four hours, which I suppose is about
However, we are much better off here than they are
twelve pounds.
;

;

in the

country.

any to be got.
it

"will

take

me

T find that there is many places that there is not
I shall leave this to-morrow morning, and I am told
sixteen days to go there ; the roads is so very bad, and
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to be got, and some
of soldiers, as I understand that
arms in the La Vendee, but not
from me at all opportunities till

no horses

sail for

part of the road we must have a guard
there is forty to fifty thousand men in
altogether in one body.
You will hear
the latter part of March, when I shall

America."

[Mallet du Pan]

to the

Earl of Elgin.

—

" Voici la suite du premier depouille1794, February 16. Ecctrait.
ment,* dont vous recevrez la clerniere partie par l'un des couriers de
semaine.
Je voudrais pouvoir rendre ces bases historiques tres
complettes, pour fixer votre jugement, et prevenir les erreurs de fait,
sur lesquelles je persiste a craindre qu'on n'edifie les plans de conduite
par cette armee. Ne perdez point de vue que vous avez affaire a ceux
qui ont organise la disorganisation, et que vous finirez mal une guerre
malheureuse, qii'il faudra recommencer bientot, si elle n'en trouve pas
avant six mois le coeur meme de la Revolution.

la

"J'ai recu un billet timide et couvert de mon voyageur a Paris.
me demandait d'explications aussitot qu'il les aura recu, il doit se
remettre en route. II renvoye a ce moment de me rendre compte,
II a eu beaucoup de
n'osant pas, avec raison, le conner a la poste.
On
peines a s'accrediter aupres des personues que je lui ai designees.
n'ose se fier a son meilleur ami, a plus forte a un visage etranger, avant
d'avoir bien authentique son caractere et sa mission.
"Par les derniers avis que j'ai recus en date du 2 et du 6, j'apprends
que le Comite va lever la seconde requisition de 25 a 45 preuve de
plus que la premiere n'a servi qu'au complement des cadres de l'armee.
La seconde donnera plus de sujets, ainsi que vous le verrez dans le
II

;

;

travail inclus.
81
Par un nouvel etat plus correct que n'a ete fourni, je vois qu'a la
date du 24 Janvier, le Comite avait 7-5 millions monnoyes au tresor
public, et pour au-de-la, de 330 millions de matieres d'or et d'argent.
Cette somme est un peu plus forte que celle que je vous avais indiquee.
On en verrait bientot la fin, si de nouvelles rapines ne remplacaient les
Les assignats sont retombes au dehors a 56 par WO de perte
vides.
dans l'interieur point de prix fixe. II varie depuis le pair jusqu'a
33.
Le papier etant devenu rare surtout dans les campagnes, et
persoune n'osant payer en especes pour vivre, les particuliers sont
obliges de sortir leur or, et leurs ecus, et d'aller les echauger au pair, au
bureau de leur district ou de leur municipalite. Le Comite va faire
fendre des especes qu'on rcduira en lingots, pour s'en servir au dehors,
Cette manoeuvre n'a point suspendue les remises,
et marquer la source.
et les operation?, que Ton fait aux trois chefs lieux, Genes, Basle et
Geneve. La entr'autres elle rachete les assignats, a 55 ou 56 de perte,
pour les replacer dans Tinterieur au pair, a 10, 20, 30, suivant les lieux

et les circonstances.

" Les plans de corruption exterieure continuent a regarder essentiellement l'Angleieire et l'ltalie. Voila, les deux points fortement travailles.

Le Piedmont

a l'outrance ; l'esprit du peuple s'y gate visiblement,
les choses y sont dirigees, on peut croire que
1'argent de Paris n'y a pas ete seme en vain.
" Quant a l'Angleterre, ils esperent toujours y exciter quelque
ebroulement, et y former un embrion revolutionnaire que Ton
Les troupes ci-devant employees
soutiendrait ensuite a main armee.
contre la Vendee doivent renforcer celles des cotes de la Manche. Mais
<

'est

et a la raaniere

dont

* Deposited in the Public

Record

Office.
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le grand effort va se porter sur la Flandre.
L'attaque de
Valenciennes, et une irruption dans les Pays-Bas, sont a Pordre du jour.
Si Pon penetre dans la Belgique, le projet est de la chatier en la mettant
a feu et a sang.
" On compte employer 100 mille hommes et les garnisons a cette

pour Pinstant,

entreprise.

Vous ne tarderez pas

a,

Pon ne vous

laissera

surement pas

le

etre vigoureusement attaques; et
temps de finir vos longs preparatifs,

ni terminer vos quartiers d'hiver.
La seconde requisition sera encore
plusieurs mois liors de service, car on est hors d'etat de Pequipper, de
Parmer et de la nourrir ; mais si Pon fait la meme faute que Pannee
derciere, si Pon se moque de cette levee, et qu'on lui laisse le temps de
s'organiser, cette nouvelle pepiniere vous tombera sur les bras au
milieu de Pete.

" Le nombre des malades dans Parmee est prodigieux la mortalite y
II en est mort 6,000 dans les seuls hopitaux de Besancon.
Une fievre epidemique les moissonne, et est meme passee aux habitants.
Elle vient aussi de se declarer a Lyon, ou elle peut devenir pestilentielle
;

est terrible.

par Pinfection des cadavres qu'on laisse presque sans sepulture, ou qu'on
Rhone, d'ou ils sont portes sur la cote ou ils pourrissent.
Toutes les campagnes des environs de Lyon sont infectees de cette
puanteur.
u Le systeme pillard des massacrants ne discontinue point a Paris
On a
Tons les bauquiers, negotiants, et marchands y passeront.
formellement exclus de Padmission au Jacobin tous les individus de
C'e^t assez vous dire qu'elles sont destinees a la boucces classes.
herie; il y a des Departements ou les J des proprietes sont aux
mains de la Convention.
" Roberspierre, toujours meneur en chef, commence a sentir le poid
de sa dignite, le danger de son elevation, et des embarass de toute
II voudrait arreter Paction du Gouvernement Revolutionnaire,
espece.
II employe Camille Desmoulins «a
et ne salt comment s'y prendre.
lui ramener Popinion populaire qu'on lui ertleve jour par jour ; il est
observe par ses co-adjuteurs, qui epient le moment de le culbuter, et
Quoique son credit actuel soit encore tres
qui font son tourment.
II a perdu sa
superieur au leur; il n'ose les attaquer de front.
cause dans PafFaire de Ronsin, Vincent, et Maillard, qui sont elargis, et
qui vont travailler avec ses ennemis a lui debaucher Parmee revolutionSi les Allies feraient
naire, qui formait son corps de Janissaires.
autrement la guerre, et qu'ils poussassent de grands et rapides succes
en debutant, le Comiie de Salut Public volerait en pieces, Robersjette dans le

pierre et

Danton

seraient egorges.

"II a peri 350,000 ames dans la guerre de la Vendee, y compris les
Le3 cinq departements qui en ont ete
vieillards, femmes, et enfants.
le theatre sont en cendres.
"Par les derniers renseignements que j'ai vus, je vois que la
Les
disette de plusieurs articles essentiels est au plus bant degre.
bestiaux manquent generalement il est defend u au peuple de manger
du bo3uf, et de lavache; cette viande etant reservee aux troupes.
Dans beaucoup de departements, il ne reste pas un mouton. Oela est
La
vrai meme du Dauphine et de la Provence, qui en abondaient.
lot du maximum a acheve cette depopulation, en mettant la viande a la
La disette des bestiaux a
portee de toutes les classes du peuple.
On ne
entraine celle des cuirs; celle des moutons, la rarete des laines.
trouve presque plus de marchandises dans les villes, bourgs, et villages
de la Provence. Au pied de la lettre, il est impossible en Franche
Comte et en Bourgogne, par exemple, d'acheter une culotte.
;
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M

La conversion

onereux pour

des

rentes

les rentiers est

viageres en annuites a un prix tres
passera au premier jour a la

arrestee, et

Convention.
"Le blocus du port de Genes continue toujours a ne rienbloquer;
tout passe a Nice, grains, vivres, marchandises, poudres.
Les grains
de la Lombardie par l'impardonable negligence du nrinistre de l'Empereur, Comte de Wilseek, ont ete exportes par les Genois ; ils ont
enleve une bonne partie de ceux de la Toscane et des Etats du Pape ;
ensorte que les grains ont rencheri par tout, et sur tout en Piemont,
et en Lombardie.
" Les troupes qui etaient survenues en Savoye sont reparties pour
les Pyrenees.
" On poursuit les executions a Lyon, 40, 50, 80 par semaine ; 140
maisons a demolir par mois.
Memes scenes a Marseilles et a Bordeaux."

French.

[Mallet du Pax]

Me MOIRE
1794, [March.]

to the

Earl of Elgin.

SUR LE COMITE DE SALUT PUBLIC.

—"Vous

avez

vu, dans la premiere partie de ce

Comite de Salut Public formait la clef de la voute.
Je vous ai trace sommairement la nature, l'exercise, les effets de ce
pouvoir qui est parvenu au phenomene a" organiser la disorganisation,
et de reunir les forces du despotisme a celles de l'anarchie.
II me reste,
maintenant, a vous entretenir de sa composition, du but de ses chefs,
des dangers qui les menacent, et des divisions qui le deehirent, ainsi que
la Convention et les Jacobins.
On ne saurait accorder une trop grande
travail,

que

le

a cette analyse qui repose sur des informations precises,
immediates, uniformes car, le destin de la guerre et de la revolution
peuvent dependre de celui du Comite de Salut Public. L'explosion
chaque jour travaillee qui le fera sauter, ira jusqu'aux entrailles ; oil
elle deplacera seulement les membres actuels de ce conseil absolu, ou
elle remettra en vigueur l'anarchie du pouvoir populaire.
L'un ou
l'autre de ces evenemens precedera l'ete.
Si les allies ont la sagesse
de le prevoir, de dirigerleurs premieres operations sur cette prevoyance,
et de premediter les moyens de tirer parti d'une circonstance si decisive
ils pouvaient encore regagner les avantages qu'ils laisserent echapper
1'annee derniere apres la defection de Dumourier, et pendant les
divisions des Brissotins et de Maratistes.

attention

;

"

Le Comite de Salut Public

est compose de douze membres
qui
Herault de Sechelles, Li?idet, Roberspierre Paine, BillaudVarennes, Couthon, Prieur, Car not, Fabre a" Eglantine, (accuse et
delenue), Barrere, Jean-Bon St. Andre, Collot d'Herbois (le douzieme
vacant au 25 Fevrier).
;

sont:

" Heraidt de Sechelles, retenu dans le Comite par la crainte de se
rendre suspect en s'en detach ant, sentant qu'il march e sur la lame d'un
rasoir, effraye de son nom, de son ancienne noblesse, de son ancien etat,
voulant a tout prix se faire pardonner ces taches, et se montrant, par
consequent, aussi exaggere que ses collegues.
Impitoyable de sangfroid, il propose en souriant les mesures les plus atroces ; cherche a se
rendre populaire par des decrets de rigueur; s'en fait ordinairement
nommer l'organe pour en avoir le merite j inaccessible a aucun repentir
tant que la peur le subjugue, instrument flexible sur et feroce de

quiconque

le fait

trembler.

JS'ayant ni les talens ni Pactivite d'un chef,
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aujourd'hui il parait tenir aux interets de Roberspierre, qu'il egorgera
s'il le faut a l'instam ou ce dictateur sera pres de succomber.
«' La maison de Herault fort
riclie, et celle de son parent Pelletier,
frere de Pelletier St. Fargeau tue Pannee derniere, sont les rendez-vous
ou les Dieux infernaux se rassemblent, dinent frequemnient, et se livrent
a la plus crapuleuse debauche.
" Lindet, Depute du Departement de l'Eure, protege et place par
Buzot qu'il trahit; il vient a Roberspierre, qui Pa fait nommer au
Comite, et a qui il ne sera pas plus fidele au premier orage qu'il ne le
Chef du second ordre, il ne parviendra jamais au premier
fut a Buzot.
rang.
" Roberspierre, jusqu'au commencement de fevrier a domine le

Comite qui domine

Francais qui le jugent sur
ils en font
un chef
consomme, un prodige de profondeur, un second Cromwell.
Cette
description est une caricature.
Roberspierre n'a jamais ete, et ne sera
jamais, capable du role qu'il a pris.
Peu considere dans la premiere
Convention, nieme du cote gauche ou il etait sans credit, oublie ensuite
pendant la Legislature, n'ayant jamais obtenu qu'une demie confiance
de la part des Brissotins, il n'est reellement devenu le principal pivot
des affaires et le principal objet de l'attention que depuis la mort de
Marat. Sombre, soupconneux, se defiant de ses meilleurs amis, fanatique
atroce, vindicatif et implacable, sa vie est l'image de celle de Pygmalion
Roi de Tyr, telle que Fenelon nous la decrite.
" Aujourd'hui decharne, les yeux caves, le visage livide, le regard
inquiet et farouche, sa physionomie porte l'empreinte du crime et du
remords. Tourmente de terreurs, il est toujours escorte de trois sansculottes, choisis et armes jusqu'aux dents, qui l'accompagnent dans sa
voiture.
Revenu a sa chetive demeure, il s'y enferme, s'y barricade,
n'ouvre sa porte qu'avec des precautions extremes. Dine-t-il hors chez
lui f
Ce n'est jamais sans avoir deux pistolets sur la table aux deux
cdtes de sou assiette. Nul domestique ne peut se tenir derriere sa
II ne mange d'aucun plat sans que Pun des convives en ait
chaise.
mange avant lui. II promene un ceil trouble et soupconneux sur tout
ce qui Pentoure, craint celui a qui il est oblige de se Conner, voit un
ennemi dans chacun de ses collegues, et traine son existance entre la
La simplicite,
terreur d'un assassinat et celle d'un empoisonnement.
ou plutot la grossierete de ses gouts, sa salete, son grenier, son
des plaisirs, et Popinion fondee de son
abstinence, sa haine
populaire.
desinteressement ont fait et soutiennent sa fortune
son incorruptibilite contraste avec les brigandages
II n'a pas un ecu
Vivant de ses appointemens de Depute, il econode ees associes.
mise sur sa depense domestique Pentretien d'un chetif carrosse qu'il
a cm necessaire a sa surete, et qu'il a fait numeroter comme un fiacre
pour eviter jusqu'a Papparence du luxe.
" Les Brissotins en leur temps, et ses ennemis actuels Paccusent de
Ce reproche
viser a la Dictature, au Protectorat, meme a la Royaute.
n'est pas depourvu de vraisemblance ; mais on lui donne commune ment
trop d'extension. Roberspierre aspire a rester maitre, moins par
La crainte, voila le fond et le ressort de son
ambition, que par crainte.
Connaissant les sceleYats avec lesquels il partage la
caractere.
faveur publicme ; temoin par Pexperience de ses predecesseurs de la
difBculte de se maintenir au somet, et d'echapper a la Roche Tarpeienne,
il redoute ceux auxquels il suppose l'effroi dont il est agite, les aspiranfl
aux premiers grades, les agitateurs, les ambitieux, les hypocrites.
Environne de rivaux, d'observateurs, d'hommes efirenes, et n'ayant

ses

succes,

lui

tout.

attribuent

;

L'Etranger,

un grand

les

talent;
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dansle faitni un ami dont il soit sur, ni un partisan sur laiideiite duque*
il compte, son projet fut de se defaire successivement des uns et des
autres, et de regner seul pour oter a tous le pouvoir et le droit de regner
malgre lui. Nous indiquerons plus bas en quoi consiste sa puissance
persounelle.

—

" Billaud Varennes. Eleve du Club des Cordeliers et de la section
de Marseille ou il a fait ses premieres armes. Insolent et audacieux, cruel
par insensibilite, consomme dans les ruses, les complots, les forfaits
revolutionnaires, il contraste avec Roberspierre par la recherche de son
costume, de sa proprete, et de ses gouts ; c'est le petit mattre de la SansParis l'ayant formee, il a acquis l'experience, des liaisons,
Cullotterie.
des fils de conduite dans le Gouvernement, des intrigues, des opinions,
experience qui manque aux Deputes Prodes bandits mercenaires
;

vinciaux.

—

u Couthon. Avocat d'Auvergne, partage avec Roberspierre et
Billaud-Varennes la supprematie du Comite.
II
a de l'esprit, et
quelque talent, sanguinaire comme tant d'autres par defaut de courage.
Avide, et ayant fonde sa fortune sur la Revolution, sa capacite relative
II ne manque ni d'une
surpasse celle de la plupart de ses associes.
certaine etendue dans les idees, ni de ressort dans la conception et
Pexecution des plans.
" Prieur. Ancien Depute de la premiere Convention, instrument,
mais instrument experimente, du pouvoir revolutionnaire, brigand dans sa
conduite ainsi que dans ses principes, restera toujours au second rang.
" Carnot.
Oflicier du genie, membre de la premiere Legislature,
Charge de la partie militaire, il le
et l'un des plus utiles du Comite.
II partage son temps
fait avec activite, intelligence, et application.
entre les travaux du Comite de Salut-Public, et ceux du Comite de la
Ce dernier est forme
Guerre adjoint au Departement de ce nom.
d'officiers du genie et de l'etat-major, dont les principaux sont de
'argon, La Fite, Clave', et quelques autres.
Rosieres, Favart, St. Fief,
D' argon, a dirige la levee du siege de Dunkerque et celle du siege
de Maubeuge. Personne en Europe ne le surpasse en penetration, en
connaissances pratiques, en promptitude de coup-d'ceil, et en imagination.
C'est une ame de feu, et une tete paitrie de ressources^ 1 )
Carnot,
son collegue, assiste aux seances du Comite de la Guerre, en transmet,
en develop, et appuye les resultats aupres du Comite du Salut-Public,
et. une fois deliberes, redige les ordonnances de leur execution.
Tout
entier a ses fonctions speciales, il se mele peu des intrigues de
parti, et les servira tous successivement par ambition, par interet, par
impuissance de revenir sur ses pas.
" Fabre d* Eglantine, decrete d'accusations et enferme, malgre le
credit de Danton son ami, et de Roberspierre qui l'avoit pousse en avant
Les rapines, la venalite, le luxe, l'exces fabuleux
contre les Exageres.
des prevarications de ce comedien bel esprit, lui firent imprudemment
Ceux-ci l'ayant denonce, ses imitadeclarer la guerre a ses jaloux.
teurs, pour arreter le torrent, ont juge prudent de le sacrifier, ainsi que
Bazire et Chabot, impliques de meme dans des brigandages monstrueux,
d'infames trafics de leur autorite, de pillage clandestin, des viols de
jeunes filles mises en requisition.
" Barrcre.— Declamateur a brevet du Comite, charge de la partie de
rapports, subordonne aux principaux Chefs, variable dans sa conduite,
et n'etant, comme tant d'autres, forcene que pour echapper a la
guillotine ; il succombera avec Roberspierre.

—

—

D

]
d'apres une liaison intime de dix annees avec
( ) Je parle de Darcon
pas plus revolutionnaire que moi.

lui

;

il

n'est
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—

Jean-Bon St Andre. President Calviniste de Montauban, auteur
du massacre des Catholiques dans eette ville en 1790, boute-fou
infatigable, portant dans le crime le caractere du eliniat sous lequel il a
envoy e 1'autoinne derniere a Brest ou il a raffermi la
pris naissance
domination des Jacobins bon suppot de tyrannie, mais hors d'etat de
s'elever aux premiers rangs.
$. Collot d'Herbois.
Pour definir ce scelerat, il faut prendre la
description d'un de ces tyrans de fantaisie, peint par les poetes, et que
lui-meme a joue vingt ans sur le theatre. Tout ce que Tacite nous raconte
de Tibere, aux qualites pres, lui est applicable.
Forme a la plus
profonde. dissimulation, personne n'a pu se vanter de connaitre les replis
innombrables de son coeur. Devore d'ambition, de cupidite, de jalousie,
;

;

—

de vengeance, il reunit toutes les passions tristes. Conspirateur sombre,
declamateur etudie, impopulaire par gout et par habitude, il n'a jamais
perdu l'appret theatral. Maura is demagogue, sa veritable place etait
II possede le sang-froid, le raffinement, la
celle de chef de bourreaux.
perfidie combinee, la barbarie calme d'un tyran oriental.
II ordonne
un massacre avec plus d'indifference qu'on ne prend une glace. Jamais
sa conscience n'a ressenti un mouvement, ni sa sensibilite une emotion.
D'autres se font remarquer et excuser par leur fanatisme, ou par une
Collot d'Herbois ne
cruaute qui tient a la violence du caractere.
montre aucun emportement ; il est maitre de lui comme de sa
physionomie. Orgueilleux et dominateur, l'egalite Jacobine lui etait a
charge. II fut creature mercenaire du Due d'Orleans, et l'un des
artisans des crimes revolutionnaires des le commencement de 1789.
Lorsqu'il a vu le Due pencher vers son declin, il a porte ses esperances
aux postes les plus lucratifs et les plus eleves de l'anarchie.
" Parvenu a force d'intrigues a se faire nommer commissaire
principal a Lyon, il y a deploye la nature de son genie, et l'impassible
Longtemps il avait servi sur le theatre de
ferocite de son caractere.
cette ville infortunee ; ses caprices, ses hauteurs et la mediocre te de ses
talens dramatiques lui attirerent beaucoup de desagremens.
Plus d'une
Manet altd mente repostum; il n'a pas
fois le public l'avait siffle.
oublie les outrages, il s'en est venge comme Neron.
On ferait un
volume aussi epouvantable que curieux de sa gestion a Lyon. Nul
pacha n'atteignit le maniere, les maximes, les discours, les decisions de
Sa representation solemnelle ressemblait a celle du Grand
ce triumvir.
Seigneur; on ne parvenait a son audience qu'apres trois requetes
Une file d'appartemens precedait son salon de reception.
iteratives.
Personne ne l'approchait qu'a quinze pas de distance deux gardes, le
Inqjenefusil armee, etaient a ses cotes, l'oeil tendu sur les solliciteurs.
trable a volonte, il ne sortait de sa maison qu'avec une escorte nombreuse. Toutes ces precautions eussent ete necessaires et meme insuffiMais le monstre qui a fait egorge quade
santes avec un autre peuple.
mille citoyens en cinq semaines, depouille dix mille families, plong^
dans les cachots les sept-huits des proprietaires de la seconde ville
de France, n'a pas recu une egratignure.
1

;

"Son sang-froid barbare, ses railleries envers les malheureux qu'il
assassinait, l'ambiguite de ses reponses et de ses ordres, jtmbiguite
d'apres laquelle il restait toujours maitre d'absoudre ensuite ou de
condamner

a

ce melauge incomprehensible

de cruaute'
pour leur imprimer un caractere de
formeront le tableau le plus frappant de la

discretion:

intarissable et d'artifices entortilles

justice et de l'egalite,
Revolution.
" Voice deux exemples de la politique de Collot. Un matin il avait
ordonne au tribunal revolutionnaire d'arrctcr un jeune adolescent
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suspect

de

;

1'

inter roger, et de le juger avant la fin

du

jour.

Vers

les

six lieures, Collot etant a table et en orgie avec des lilies des baladins,
des bourreaux, mangeant et buvant au bruit d'une musique choisie,

entre

un des juges du tribunal.
du triumvir

l'introduit a l'oreille

;

il

Apres les formalites d' usage, on
lui annonce que le jeune homme

arrete, interroge, et les plus severes informations prises sur son compte,
se trouve irreprochable, et que le tribunal opine a l'elargir.
Collot,

il

sans regarder
6
i

punir

cet

epargnait

La musique

homme

le

juge, eleve la voix et lui

clit

;

*

homme ; je veux quHl perisse avant
les

Je voas ai ordonne de
la fin du jour ; si Von

de coupables echapperaient ; allez.'
recommencent, et l'heure suivante le jeune

innocens, trop

et l'allegresse

est fusille.

" Un, nomme Chalon, presidait la commission provisaire institute a
Lyon avant 1' arrive des commissaires. Plus honnete que ses collegues,
epouvante de l'iniustice et de la violence des instructions qui leur
etaient confiees, il vint representer a Collot
d'Herbois l'impossibilite
d'executer certaines des operations exigees, et lui demanda des eclair*
cissemens positifs.
Les Representans du Peuple* repliqua Collot, du
ton grave d'un oracle, ' sont ici pour presser les mouvemens de la com'
mission s His les jug ent trop lents, et pour les reprimer s'ils ont trop
6
d'energie ; faites voire devoir, vous repondrez de voire obeissance.'
Chalons comprit le sens de ce logogriphe, et donna sa demission le
lendemain.

—

*' Au
milieu des ruines sanglantes de Lyon, un orage sourd se
preparait contre l'exterminateur.
Roberspierre, Danton, et leurs amis,
aussi peu touches que d'Herbois de ces scenes de carnage, complottaient
de les faire servir a la perte de leur ordinateur. lis arrangerent de le
rappeller, de l'accuser, et de le faire perir comme ayant excede ses
pouvoirs.
On eut ensuite exalte Vhumanite de la Convention. Collot
eventa ce projet.
Son retour subit preceda l'ordre de rappel, il rallia
les coupe-jarrets de sa clique, parut aux Jacobins, les harangua, prit le
ton de menace envers ses ennemis, les forca au silence, et arracha a la
Convention un decret approbatif de sa conduite. De ce moment il est
devenu l'implacable adversaire de Roberspierre, et son tourment dans le
II souffle l'incendie a, la Commune, dans les sections, et aux
comite.
Jacobins; et s'est fait le chef ostensible de tous les rivaux des

dictateurs

" Cet

du Comite.

homme

ne devant pas tarder a devenir important, et a paraitre
a la tete d'une nouvelle domination, j'ai cru essentiel de vous le faire
connaitre avec quelque detail.
Personne n'est plus dangereux pour
diviser, calomnier, brouiller un parti.
Voila son veritable talent. II
n'en a aucun pour l'administration generale.
" En decrivant la composition et les attributs du .Comite de SalutPublic, je ne dois pas omettre de vous rappeller le Comite de Surete
Generate, cree le 2 October 1792, alors investi de la surveillance la plus
etendue sur les desseins, discours, pensees, actions, correspondances
autorise a provoquer, a recevoir les delations, a denoncer lui-meme, et a
faire saisir arbitrairement les citoyens
ses fonctions redoutables lui
assurerent une influence qui ne l'etait pas moins.
Si cet empire n'a pas
ete fondee dans celui du Comite de Salut Public, il lui reste, du moins,
tres subordonne.
C'est le satellite de la pianette, le bras que la tete fait
mouvoir a son gre, l'inquisition d'etat que dirige le comite de SalutPublic. Jusqu'ici, elle avait conserve a ce dernier fide lite et obeissance.
Roberspierre et ses collegues la tenaient en lesse flaisse ?] mais leurs
ennemis sont parvenus a jetter entre les deux conseils des semences de
Je suis instruit que Vadier et Vouland,
discorde et de rivalite.
;
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membres du conseil de Surete Generale, y ont forme un parti actif et
nombreux contre le Comite de Salut-Public. Ces deux hommes, prives
par eux-memes d'une eonsistance suffisante, sont ties probablement les
agents d'une faction plus cachee, gouvernee par des chefs plus puissans.
" Cette scission finira par conduire ses auteurs a Pechafaud, ou par
soustraire le Comite de Surete Generale a celui de Salut-Public.
Ce
dernier, perdant sa sentinelle, perdra Tune des principales colonnes de
Comme ces deux autorites s'amortiraient mutuellement
sa puissance.
par leur discordance, il faudra necessairement que le Comite de SalutPublic repeuple le Comite de Surveillance de ses creatures, ou que le
Comite de Surveillance forme un nouveau Comite de Salut-Public.
" Ce pouvoir inquisitorial qui s'exercait sur la Convention meme, qui

du droit de

enquetes, de recueillir les soupcons,
du droit de rapporter a l'Assemblee
representative le resultat des recherches, et les fondemens de ses
accusations, preparait de fait tous les decrets juridiques de la Convention, et les dicta toutes les fois qu'il marcha d'accord avec le Comite
de Salut-Public. Celui-ci, par le ministere de Pautre, tenait done dans
ses mains la liberte et la vie de tous les Representans du Peuple, et de
tous les agens de la Republique cbaque Depute soumis tremblait de
Ainsi, a l'exception
voir son nom inscrit sur les tables de proscription.
d'un petit nombre des Montagnards aguerris, le Comite de Salut-Public
disposait de l'Assemblee, en suspendant journellement sur sa tete Pepee
jouissait

d'ordonner

faire

les arrestations, et

les

aussi

:

de Damocles.
tl
L'accusation contre Bazire et Cfiabot, Parrestation de fionsin, de
Vincent et de Maillard, furent dictees par le Comite de Salut-Public
au Comite de Surete- Generale. La meme influence a fait rejetter
l'accusation contre Philipeaux et Bourdon de POise, tous deux partisans

du Comite dictatorial.
" Les tribunaux revolutionnaires recevaient

meme

la

impulsion.

Ceux des provinces par les Commissaires Conventionels a la devotion
du Comite celui de Paris par Paction journaliere et immediate de la
;

meme

Innocent ou coupable, tout prevenu accuse par PinquiUne dame de qualite
dont le nUs, emigre et rentre en France, venait d'etre condamne a la
guillotine, malgre les circonstances graciables de son etat, fut exhortee
par Pun des juges revolutionnaires d'aller soliciter Roberspierre. Elle
employa aupres de lui la seduction des larmes, celle de Pinteret, la
Roberspierre, qui Pavait ecoutee avec un visage de
justice, la pitie.
fer, la congedia en lui disant, ' Citoyenne,fai le pouvoir du faire punir,
mats je ne sais pas faire grace.'
" Vous voyez maintenant que le bras terrible de la puissance judiciaire,
la plus tyrannique, la plus dispensee de toutes formes, la plus independante de toutes loix, la plus generale dans l'exercise de ses vengeances,
repose au milieu du Comite de Salut-Public. Elle glace et effroi tous
les citoyens dans les chaumieres comme dans les hdtels ; sur les bancs
de la Convention comme dans les lits de Paristocratie dans les clubs des
Jacobins, comme dans les foyers du bourgeois royaliste.
" Outre la puissance qui donne au Comite cette concentration de
Pautorite inquisitoriale, denonciatrice, accusatrice, et judiciaire, il en
tire une non moins formidable de la disposition absolue des deniers
Je vous ai precedemment indique*
publics, et des fortunes particulieres.
la competence illimitee dont il jouissait a cet egard. Maitre de verser a
volonte une pluje d'or, eeul confident des depenses qu'il ordonne, fecond
en moyens de detourner, d'alterer, de deguiser, de justifier ses emplois
d'argent, il peut multiplier suivant ses besoins tous les genres de
autorite.

sition comitielle a ete sur d'un arret de niort.

;
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corruption, et acheter les hommes venals, tandis qu'il fait trembler ceux
qui sont au dessus de la necessite de se vendre.
" Independamment des fonds publics, il dispose des compositions
c'est a dire, de ces traites par lesquels un proprietaire incarcere, place
entre la guillotine et la confiscation, croit racheter sa vie en sacrifiant la
Presque toujours c'est un marche
moitie, les trois quarts de sa fortune.
de dupes, car les traitants avec qui Ton stipule sont trop avises pour
II n'en fait pas moins journellelaisser vivans des temoins de ce trafic.
ment passer dans le poche du Comite, et de ses entremetteurs, les portesfeuilles et la bourse des accuses admis a composition, tandis que leurs

immeubles sont devolus a la nation.
"Avec P argent, les denonciations,

les

cachots,

et

les

echafFauds,

Roberspierre et les siens disposent encore de V armee revolutionnaire,
Paris et l'empire se
Ce sont la leurs janissaires, leurs pretoriens.
trouvent soumis a cette force, soumise elle-meme au Comite qui en a
nomme les chefs, fixe les fonctions, reparti les divisions, et qui en solde
chaque individu par une paye triple de cette du soldat ordinaire.
a Cette armee que Ton croit generalement etre un institution nouvelle,
existe depuis 1789.
Les agens du due d'Orle'ans en formerent le premier
noyau. Elle se grossit, s'orgaoisa, recu des commandans, des lieux de
On en trouve les details dans
rendez-vous, des mots d'ordre, un argot.
une note Des considerations sur la duree de la Revolution, page 64,
par Mallet du Pan.

"Elle fut successive ement a la disposition des divers machinateurs
Toutes les
d'insurrection, mais specialement a celle du due d'Orleans.
Elle donnait le mouverevolutions se sont executes avec son secours.

ment aux

violences populaires partout ou elle ne parraissait pas en
porter le buste de Necker le 12 Juillet 1789, etfermer
les spectacles, massacrer Foulon et Berthier, bruler les chateaux, courir
la populace a Versailles le 5 Octobre, arr^ter le Roi dans la cour des

masse

elle faisait

;

Conduite par
et ensanglanter Avignon.
Fournier, et grossie des galeriens de Brest et de
Marseilles, elle fut le bataillon central de l'attaque du 10 Aout 1792.
Elle executa les massacres du mois de Septembre, elle convoit le3
Maratistes a la journee du 31 Mai 1793, qui ecrasa les Brissotins.
" Le Comite n'a fait autre chose que de mettre au grand jour cette
force deja secrettement organisee, et de la constituer legalement force
publique. Sa composition repond a ses exploits, et a ses fonctions.
Elle renferme les scelerats les plus determines, des buveurs de sang
humain, le rebut des echaffauds de toute 1' Europe, les brigands d' Avignon,
Pecume des Marseillais, du Brabant, de Liege, de la Suisse, de la cote de
Genes. Fort augmentee depuis qu'elle a pris rang dans l'etat militaire,
on l'a recrutee de peruquiers desoeuvres, de laquais sans place, de
bandits faiseurs de motions en plein air, de miserables hors d'etat de
gagner leur pain par un travail honnete. Au commencement on
appercevait une distinction assez tranchante entre les moeurs des
anciennes et des nouvelles bandes ; celles-ci se piquaient encore de
scruples ; mais, de jour en jour, elles s'elevent a la hauteur de leurs
modeles, et Ton peut statuer qu'avant trois mois la police de la France
et celle de la Revolution seront faites par une armee de quarante ou
cinquante mille pendards effrenes, dignes de supplices recherches.
u La capital e est contenue par dix mille de ces Mamloucks. lis en
imposent de reste a une imbecile et pusilanime bourgeoisie. Chaque
Departement en supporte un detachement. On en a places dans les
grandes villes, a Lyon, Marseilles, Bordeaux, Nantes, Amiens, oil ils
exploitent tous les genres de crimes aux ordres de Commissaires.
Tuilleries le

Westerman

a

20 Avril 1791,

et

94090.

I i
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Rouen

est, je crois, la seule ville qui ait resiste a leur introduction et
qui ait maintenu son independance niunicipale.
Le comman dement general de cette armee a ete confie a Ronsiri
ci-devaut Procureur
tour a tour espion, delateur, niassacreur, commissaire-ordonnateur, employe du Bureau de la Guerre, et parfaitement
propre a toutes ces fonctions alternatives dans le sens revolutionnaire.
Pache en avait fait Tun de ces affides, pendant qu'il gerait le Ministere
de la Guerre, II le chargea d'aller brouiller les cartes, rompre les
marches de subsistances, intriguer, voler et calomnier dans 1' armee de
Dumourier. Ce general Pa peint d'apres nature dans sa correspon dance
imprimee. Devoue aux anti-Brissotins, Ronsin les servit de tous ses
talens, devint bientot un personnage, et gagna surtout du credit dans
les Bureaux de la Guerre, composes d'aussi honnetes gens qui lui.
" Ces Bureaux, de l'aveu du Comite, Penvoyerent Pete dernier a la
;

Vendee, investi d'un espece de dictature militaire. Directeur en Chef
de la guerre, sous le nom de General Ministre, il s'associa Vincent,
Secretaire General du Departement de la Guerre, et Rossignol brigand
inepte et toujours yvre (ivre), devenu aussi general par les vicissitudes
Ce triumvirat, escorte d'un phalange d'etats-majors,
du temps.
d'histrions, et de filles de joye, ne s'oecupa que de disloquer 1' armee,
de casser des generaux, d'accabler les Commissaires Conventionels de
Ceux-ci se plaignirent vainement au
contrarietes et de mortifications.

Comite qui avait confie a Ronsin des sommes considerables et des
de cachet en blanc, que ce general remplissait a discretion.
Quand ces trois egrefins, crapuleux, et pillards, auraient ete paye par
les Royalistes, ils n'eussent pas diriges autrement le cours de la campagne elle fut une suite de desastres tant qu'ils conserverent la
predominance. Cependant le Comite, aveugle clairvoyant, mais oblige
de menager les triumvirs, leurs cliens du Bureau de la Guerre, et la
nombreuse cabale qui les protegait, resta sourd aux clameurs des ComHeureusement P Armee Revolutionnaire fut installee, on la
missaires.
mit sous les ordres de Ronsin ; Vincent y fut aussi employe. Ronsin
expedie a Lyon avec trois mille de ses satellites pour y soutcnir les
vengeances des Commissaires, correspondit a leur attente et s'y montra
lettres

;

•

digne de sa reputation.

"Mais dans Pintervale, le Comite avait ete mieux instruit de sa
conduite a la Vendee ; il le sut etroitement lie a Collot d'Herbois, au
parti de la Commune, a tous les agitateurs subalternes ; il decouvrit des
brigandages inouis commis sans ordres, contre les ordres, et a son profit
par ce scelerat et son armee.
On le voyait affecter un ton d'indeptmdance et de menace. Aussitdt Roberspierre le fit denoncer a la
Convention par Philippeaux, par Bourdon de VOise et Fabre d) EgLe Comite de Surete Generale recut ordre de rechercher
lantine.
Apres des hesitations, on se
la conduite de Ronsin et de Vincent.
hasarda a les faire arreter ; ainsi que Maillard, orateur des femmes de
Paris dans la journee du 5 e Octobre 1789, Pun des chefs des Septembriseurs et precepteur d'une societe populaire de la eapitale, ou se
forment, depuis cinq mois, les motions massacrantes, les petitions
incendiaires, et la matrice des nouvelles secousses a imprimer a la
Revolution.
a Vous avez ete instruit du sort de cette tentative du Comite.
Les
cris des Cordeliers,

des

sections, des clubs frenetiques,

Pont force de

Leur delivrance obligSe9 triomphe pour
Robersleur parti, est Pun des symptomes de sa prochaine superiorite.
pierre, dissimulant son ressentimeut, a non seulement temoigne une
parfaite impartialite tipuchant le sort de ces trois hommes, mais il n'a pas
faire elargir ses prisonniers.
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pis, a laisser sacrifier Fabre d'Eglantine chasser
des Jacobins, et maltraiter leurs adherens, nommes
Philippotins par leurs adversaires.
" Ce detail qui, peut-etre, vous parraitra episodique, ne Test nullement,
car il vous donnera la clef de l'impulsion, contraire au Comite, qu'on va
travailler a communiquer a VArmee Revolutionnaire,
quelles factions
qu'elle s'attache, elle decidera de leur sort, comme elle a decide celui de
tout celle qui les ont precedes.
" Apres vous avoir montre les trois pilliers fondamentaux de
l'existence du Comite de Salut-Public, I Argent , VArmee Revolutionnaire, la Tyrannie judiciaire, et la Terreur universelle qu'elle
entretient, il serait surabondant de rechercher les etais subsidiaires de
cette autorite.
Je me contente de vous faire observer que la multitude
d'employes publics dont le salaire, les fonctions, la liberte, la vie, sont a la
merci du Comite, lui forment une armee de creatures. On compte trente
cinq mille de ses employes dans la seule capitale. II s'en faut immensement que tous soient des serviteurs fideles, ou des partisans affectionnes.
Le nombre de ceux-ci n'est pas comparable a celui des traitres secrets,
qui egorgeraient demain leur idole d'aujourd'hui, que le plus vil interet
ou une basse pusillinamite enchaine a la fortune mobile des dominateursdujour; mais qui, par des motifs differens, les servent et leur
obeissent avec zele, dans l'ignorance de la duree d'un pouvoir qui les
renverserait d'un souffle.
" Avant de mesurer la force de ces pilliers dont les vacillations
deviennent sensibles depuis deux mois, je repondrai a une question fort
naturelle que les notions precedentes doivent vous inspirer.
Vous me
demanderez ou tend cette puissance extraordinaire du Comite ; quel est
son but ; quelles sont ses vues definitives ; quel terme il se promet de ses
travaux, de ses angoisses, et de ses crimes.
" II serait presomptueux de repondre peremptoirement ; car l'ambition
n'est pas toujours diaphane, et le Comite, secret sur des entreprises moins
importantes, pourrait se rendre impenetrable dans les desseins dont le
plus petit nombre de ses membres serait d'ailleurs seul confident. II faut
done s'arreter aux idees plausibles sans se flatter d'atteindre la certitude.
En vous exposant quelques conjectures je les appuye, cependant, sur
plusieurs notions positives autant que sur les probabilites.
" On doit distinguer, d'abord, les vues du Comite qui lui sont
personnelles, de celles qui embrassent la Republique meme, la conduite
des affaires generates, et celle de la guerre.
" L'opinion vulgaire, au dedans comme au dehors, est que Roberspierre, Danton, et leurs complices dans le Comite, aspirent a perpetuer
leur Dictature.
Une foule de personnes a Paris meme vont plus loin,
en concentrant dans Roberspierre seul ce projet d'usurpation, et un
plan profond et suivi pour y parvenir. La conduite de ce Chef depuis
quelques mois semblerait accrediter cette presomption.
II avait gagne

hesite, crainte de

',

Philippeaux

A

un ascendant en apparence

exclusif.

Le Comite

n'osait resister

a ses

volontes ; il regnait sur la majorite des Jacobins ; tous les partis
s'accordaient a le flatter ; ses paroles etaient des decisions, et la
superiorite de son ton decelait celle de son autorite.
" Nonobstant ces divers indices, l'hypothese de ce projet me parait
inconciliable avec le caractere des acteurs, avec la connaissance qu'ils
possedent des hazardes a courir, avec leur experience de Pinstabilite de
la faveur populaire, et de la fragilite d'un pouvoir que la premiere
defiance ferait evanouir.
Malgre la docilite fanatique qu'ils ont obtenu
du peuple jusqu'a ce jour, ils ne s'aveuglent point sur le principe
de ce devouement ; ni sur l'avantage qu'auraint leurs rivaux a tourner
contr'eux la fureur publique du moment ou on les verrait tenter
de briser le talisman de la Liberte et de VEgalite,

II 2
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" Une semblable entreprise est au dessus des forces et des mceurs
II a montre constamment plus de fauatisme que
de Roberspierre.
Cependant on ne peut revoquer en doute son intention et
d' ambition.
Par
celles de ses colleguea de prolonger la duree de leur puissance.
quel motif ?
Je les comprends tons dans un seul, par le motif dc la
peur.
" Que redoutent-ils maintenant ? Ce n'est pas la guerre etrangere,
dont les atteintes sont si loin de leur theatre, dont les effets ont ete si
infructueux, et contre laquelle ils se regardent tous unanimement
ccmme invulnerables. C'est encore moins les aristocrates foudroyes,
les Feuillans, les Federalistes, ensevelis ou trainant dans d' obscures
retraites leur miserable existence. Ces fripons sanguinaires qui accusent,
qui confisquent, qui egorgent sous pretexte de contre-revolution a
craindre, n'ont pas une minute la crainte d'une contre-revolution.
" Les Revolutionnaires meme, voila leurs ennemis, les objets de leur
Obsedes de ces terribles
terreur, et le but cache de leur tyrannic
competiteurs qu'ils ont forme au crime, qu'ils savent incapables d'aacun
sentiment d'amitie ou de reconnaissance, et capables de les surpasser en
sceleratesse, ils les voyent impatiens de toute espece de ioug, avides de
Les agitateurs du second
pouvoir, elances contre celui qu'ils ont eleve.
ordre, joints a ceux que le credit populaire ou des places importantes
semblent approcher des premieres rangs, sont des Furies attachees aux
pas de quiconque possede l'autorite. Les titulaires actuels, se voyants
menaces du chatiment qu'ils infligerent aux Brissotins, et que les
Brissotins avaient infliges aux Constitutionels, n'ont que deux ressources
de salut ; l'une, d'egaler en barbarie et en affectation de civisme exterminateur les demagogues tou jours prets a les accuser de moderantisme et
de trahison : l'autre,de les reprimer et a travailler de s'endefaire. Pour
remplir ce but, il faut maintenir le pouvoir exorbitant qu'on s'est
attribue. Sous peine de passer de la dictature a l'echaffaud, il faut
L' abdication meme est interdite ; Herault et Bazire
rester dictateur.
Mais il ne suffit pas de conserver le poignard ;
en ont fait l'epreuve.
Point
il faut encore l'arracher a ceux qui l'approchent de votre gorge.
d'obeissance, point de repos ; point de surete a esperer tant qu'on ne
regne que par l'assistance d'allies perfides, et par des decrets qu'un
chef d'insurrection mettra en poudre dans une demie journ^e.
" C'est done pour conserver leur vie, et secondairement pour
conserver leur empire, que Roberspierre et son Comite s'arrogent
Ils travaillent pour le present plutot que pour l'avenir
l'omnipotence.
environnes de massacreurs, leur prevoyance se concentre a s'en garantir.
Dans l'alternative d'eteindre ces foyers de revolutions interminables ou
d'en etre consumes, la route est tracee ; on la suit forcement, et Ton
retient en tachant de l'aggrandir la puissance qui sert de bouclier.
" Voila dans mon opinion a quoi se reduisent ces grands desseins de
souverainete par lesquels le public cherche a expliquer les profondeurs
du Comite de Salut-Public. Des rapports multiplies et un concours de
faits particuliers donnent a mes conjectures le plus haut degre de
Je crois, par exemple, vous avoir mande que le mois
vraisemblance.

dernier une femme, liee avec Danton et Roberspierre et les voyant
menaces, les consults l'un et l'autre eur le projet qu'elle formait de
quitter la France.
ui Fuyez rite,' lui repondirent-ils, fuyez nous voudrions pouvoir
i

1

nous ne tarderons pas a nous entregorger et la France
4
Le portrait que je vous ai trace des
sera un champ de carnaye.'
habitudes de Roberspierre atteste que la crainte domine sur tous ses
sentimens.
Danton travaille a s'eclipser, et ne parait sur la scene que
de loin en loin. Leurs collogues chassent l'yvresse de l'effroi par
FyvrcsBC des plaisirs, et se rassurent dans des banquets crapuleux entre
*

vous suivre

?
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le vin et la

debauche

la plus

immoderee.

Lisez les discours de Robers-

pierre depuis le commencement de l'annee ; vous y verrez la denonciation perpetuelle des faux patriotes, des exagerateurs, des agitateurs.
u Quand aux vues generales du Comite, elles tendent toutes a
maintenir et a consolider le Pouvoir Revolutionnaire qui leur assujettit
Aucun plan de constitution fixe, de
la Republique et les armees.
gouvernement regulier rentre pour le moment dans leurs projets. lis

sont trop embarrasses du poids de Tedifice a soutenir pour songer a
fa9onner cette masse informe. Leur attention est absorbee par la
necessite de faire face aux vicissitudes imminentes, et aux factions qui
Les ressorts sont uniquement armes pour tendre de
les provoquent.
plus en plus le mobile de la terreur ; pour etouffer les semences de
rebellion, et donner le change sur les motifs qui font exiger une
obeissance de venue servitude.
u Les frottemens sans nombre, les contrarietes dans l'execution, la
violence des mesures, la difficulte de faire plier l'anarchie et l'esprit
d'independance, le besoin de surveiller tant d'agens dont la perversite
legitime la defiance de leur commettans, les evenemena imprevus, la
discordance de tant de rouages heterogenes echappent frequemment a
la vigilance du Comite, ou plutdt a son action directe partage entre tant
de soins di verses.
" Mais le peril commun a tous les auteurs, facteurs, directeurs et
beneficiers de la Republique, fait subordonner dans le Comite ainsi qu'a
la Convention, a la Commune et aux Jacobins, les conspirations de partis
a la necessite de la defense generale. Toutes les fois que le danger
parait tres menacant, on oublie un instant les haines et les rivalites.
Lorsqu'il se fit adjuger la dictature, le Comite consulta l'interet public,
autant que celui de son ambition.
II vit, et toutes les factions virent
avec lui, le salut de la Republique dans cette institution. Ainsi l'on se
tromperait de croire qu'elle tient aux vues personnelles de quelques
hommes. Si le Comite actuel succombe les membres changeront ; mais
le Comite restera, probablement avec des modifications.
" Jusqu' a present il n'a point menti a son titre il n'en a pas meme
meconnu les devoirs. II a porte dans leur exercise une application
soutenue, une infatigable activite, des talens courronnes par le succes,
un esprit de suite, de combinaison, et d'audace reflechie. Les expediens
atroces dont il se sert depuis cinq mois pour soutenir le fardeau n'ont
revolte que ceux dont il n'a rien a craindre.
Les autres lui ont longtemps pardonne une autorite si dangereuse a leur independance
licentieuse, et a l'impunite.
" II est d'autant plus fortement lie au besoin de defendre la cause de
la Republique contre les attaques du dedans et du dehors, que le
pouvoir necessaire a cette function renferme en meme temps un pouvoir,
repressif et absolu dans l'inteiieur, qui assure le propre domination de
Comite autant que le salut de la Revolution. Si la crise exterieure
venait a prendre fin comme celles de la Provence, de Lyon, et de la
Vendee, le Comite serait chasse le lendemain.
u L'identite de ses moyens d'autorite avec les moyens de defense
:

publique lui a fait ajourner la paix a un terme indefini. Sans la guerre,
plus de pretextes d'extortions, de rapines, d'enrolements forces, de
requisition sur tous les fruits de la terre, et de saccagement universel
sans la guerre, plus d'esperance de maintenir dans les armees cette
discipline, non pas militaire mais revolutionnaire, qui previent les
reunions, les complots, les secousses intestines, et la desobeissance au
Comite ou a ses preposes. Les armees perdraient cette exaltation de
vanite qui les anime contre le soldat Stranger; en refluant dans
1'interieur elles participeraient au fanatisme, a la license, a la discorde.
Chaque faction travaillerait a les agiter, elles se diviseraient comme la
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Convention

Jacobins;

ses chefs, devenus plus independans,
destin do Pempiro; Parmee revolutionnaire
s'aneantirait devant des bataillons fiers de lours blessures, et indignes
de se voir payer leurs services trois fois moins que les crimes de
quelques brigands.

disposeraient

et

les

un jour du

" Ainsi la guerre est aussi necessaire au Comite que la respiration ;
pardonnable qu'a des Hottentots de supposer la possibilite
d'obtenir la paix de la Republique.
Lorsqu'on disserte en faveur de
cette possibilite, sur la foi de quelques avances clandestines, et de
quelques off res insidieuses, on confond le but du Comite avec ses
demarches, et Pon se meprend sur le premier. Certainement la Convention ne se laisserait pas echapper Poccasion de diminuer le nombre
de ses ennemis. Le Comite a fait, il renouvelle tous les jours, des
efforts a ce sujet.
Pendant le cours de Pannee derniere, et nieme
durant cet hiver, il a, par exemple, propose sous main a la Cour de
Turin de se separer de la coalition, de reunir ses forces a celles de la
Republique, et de prendre la Lombardie. II n'est pas moins sur qu'on
a fait des ouvertures a la Prusse. Je ne serais pas etonne que votre
Cabinet en eut recu d'analogues mais c'est une erreur trop grossiere
de voir dans cette intention de diviser et d'affaiblir la coalition, un
desir de paix generate.
Le Comite ne traiterait avec Pun de ses
ennemis que pour redoubler avec plus de moyens la fureur de ses
hostilites contre les autres.
" Le Comite veut done continuer la guerre pour sa surete, par
politique, par necessite, et toujours dans Pespoir qu'elle livrera a sa
discretion les subsistances et les tresors des provinces qui avoisinent la
France. Des qu'il a vu circuler a Paris le desir de la paix, et s'elever
des motions expressives de ce voeu-la, il s'est hate de Penchainer par
une nouvelle proclamation de guerre eternelle a tous les Gouvernemens.
" II poursuivra cet objet jusqu'a sa derniere heure d'existence ; ses
successeurs le poursuivront apres lui et par les raemes motifs.
Aucune
faction ne tentera de s'y opposer ; puisque, purement politiques, toutes
ont un interet plus ou moins immediat a ecarter Parmee de Pinterieur
et le gros de la nation est hors d'etat de resister a cette volonte.
Seulement le Comite, les Montagnards, la Convention s'attacheront
toujours d'avantage a populariser la guerre; quoique cette tache
paraisse insurmontable a la vue des calarnites dont cette frenesie militante accable le peuple, ils arreteront les soupirs sur ses levres par des
jongleries et des declamations, et sauront bien prevenir que ces
gemissemens aillent jusqu'a un desespoir dangereux. Regardez done
comme des points de conduite constants, continuation de la guerre a
outrance, le sejour de Varmee loin du theatre des factions, et le besoin
de devaster les contrees ajacentes pour supplier a la disette qui menace
de devorer les armees, apres la royaume.
" Le Comite sacrifiera tout a ces trois buts. Decide a l'emporter ou
a perir, il projette de depenser quatre cents millions par mois, d'engloutir
toutes les fortunes particulieres et la population valide de porter ses
masses a la suite de ses armees ; de ruiner les votres par une aggression
continue et de faire un desert des provinces ou vous menaceriez de
penetrer. 11 a calcule ses ressources pour deux ans; s'il atteint la
prochaine recolte, il se croira sauve. La disette actuelle, je vous le
re*pete, ne Pinquiete qu'autant qu'elle peut s'etendre a la capitale et aux
armies. II entre dans son plan d'approvisionner abondamment cellesci, mediocrement Paris, et d'abandonner le reste a la famine, bieo sur
qu'elle grossira ses legions de touts les males qui ne pourront plus
subsister dans Pinterieur.
u Jusqu'ici je n'ai indique que passagerement les causes qui travaillent
a contrarier cette politique des Mille et une Nuits ; a enerver eos efforts
il

n'est

;

;

;
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d'audace, et de malfaisance ; a miner par la racine ce Comite dont la
puissance, plus personnelle a ses principaux membres qu'on ne le croit,
ne sera pas renversee sans ebranler dans sa chute la Republique entiere,
le systeme de la guerre, et la Revolution meme a laquelle cet evenement
donnera peut-etre une nouvelle face.
" Depuis que j'ai commence ce resume, la position du Comite a
change de caractere ; les divisions intestines qu'il maitrissait, et dont
se

il

servait

avec habilete,

doit s'en tenir

aux

ont pris

des

forces; les

siennes

sont

A fin

d'eviter l'exaggeration des pronostics, on
faits actuels, reconnaitre les comtattans, peser leur

aujourd'hui balancees.

poids respectifs, et a cet effet discerner exactement la nature des
L'issue de cette lutte aura dans
divisions qui les mettent aux prises.
le cours de la campagne, vers le fin du printemps, une influence si
interessante, qu'aucun examen ne l'emporte en gravite sur celui-ci.
" Ce ne fut qu'a la fin d'Octobre dernier qu'on appercut les indices
d'un schisme naissant dans la faction dominante. Depuis la chute des
Brissotins leurs adversaires, restes unis, concourraient tous dans une
deference entousiaste pour le Comite de Salut-Public, et specialement
pour Roberspierre. Toutes les voix celebraient ce dernier les papiers
publics donnaient l'exemple et le ton de la veneration; on si'osait
Paraissait-il
contredire ce chef, ni a, la Convention, ni aux Jacobins.
au spectacle? II etait applaudi, comme jadis le Roi. Les proneurs
soudoyes, la canaille gagee pour occuper les galleries et les avenues de
PAssemblee, les delateurs, les tueurs, tout etait dans sa dependance.
Ebloui de cette eclat, et entraine par la violence de son caractere,
il negligea les managements, il heurta les amours-propres, il fir craindre
On le voyait resserrer sa faction, et appesantir le sceptre
ses desseins.
II releguait aux frontieres les
sur quiconque lui portait ombrage.
caballeurs et les motionnaires trop independans; il laissait percer le
desir de contenir le mouvement revolutionnaire, et d'imposer un frein a
des hommes qui n'en voulait aucun.
" Les premieres etincelles eclatterent a la Vendee par les divisions
dont j'ai parle entre les Commissaires Conventionels, et les Ronsin, les
Le Comite prudent ne desavoua ni ne soutint
Vincent, les Rossignols.
il paraissait craindre leurs antagonistes, et la
la conduite des Deputes
Que ce parti ait
cabale du Bureau de la Guerre, leur auxiliaire.
conspire des cette epoque la ruine du Comite, en lui procurant des
revers dans la Vendee, ou que l'ineptie seule et le brigandage des
generaux les ayent occasionnes, il demeure certain que les denonciations
faites alors par les Commissaires, et auxquelles le Comite de Salutpublic ne fut pas etranger, furent le signal d'une discorde ouverte.
u L'aiTestation de Ronsin, de Vincent et de Maillard fit sortir des
conciliabules populaires une nouvelle faction dont Roberspierre conLes tetes s'echaufferent
naissait deja l'existence et meprisait les forces.
a la Commune, dans les sections, aux Cordeliers; on demanda le
jugement en forme des accuses, maniere indirecte de censurer la duree
de leur detention ; la secretairerie du Bureau de la Guerre, l'etat-major
de l'armee revolutionnaire, les adjoints au Ministre Bouchotte se remuerent on tint des conseils secrets chez Pache, et a PHotel de la
Guerre. Les hostilites de la presse enflammerent le difference ; les
Jacobins se diviserent et paraissaient balances entre deux forces
;

;

;

opposees.
'*
Cependant personne encore n'avait ose offenser Roberspierre et le
Comite qui, affectant de l'indifference sur ces debats, voyaient avec

plaisir ces dangereuses cabales s'entre-dechirer, et s'appretaient secrettement a les perdre Tune par l'autre sans avoir l'air d'y participer.
"

" Leur credit ne bait^a point exterieurement, mais leur politique fut
devinee et dejouee. lis ne tarderent pas a se convaincre qu'une main
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robuste et exercee maniait ces elemens factieux, dont chacun, pris
separement, inspirait au Comite plus de mepris que de haine. Les
accuses furent remis en iiberte, leurs accusateurs disgracies, Eoberspierre
chercha les inoyens de reparer ce premier echec.
u II fit donner plus de consistance au Gouvernement Eevolutionnaire
il effraya la Commune par l'autorite
de la Convention ; i! saisissait
chaque occasion de decrier et de ]>o\irsu\vre les faux patriotes, les contre~
revolutionnaires en bonnets rouges il les fit attaquer nominativement
par Camille des Moulin* dans une feuille intitulee le Vieuv Cordelier.
Des la fin de Novembre, et pour tenir tete aux Hebertistes (le parti de
la Commune) il s'unit avec Danton son ennemi mortel mais menace
comme lui, ayant a se reprocher sa venalite, les sommes qu'il recut de la
liste civile, une fortune scandaleuse, des connivences avec le Temple, et
son opposition au proces de la Heine.
" Cette coalition rafferniit quelque temps le credit supreme de Eoberspierre.
II fit decreter aux Jacobins l'epurement de cette societe, pour
en faire sortir les traitres, les aristocrates deguises, les sans-culottes de
mauvaise foi ; c'est a dire pour s'assurer d'une imnuence exclusive dans
le club, en chassant les instrumens de ses ennemis et plusieurs de ses
;

ennemis meme.
* Prolongee jusqu'alafin de Janvier, cette operation a ete un nouveau
brandon dans l'incendie, Un ricochet de denonciations respectives a
engendre de nouvelles haines, et rendu les premieres implacables. Des
debats furieux ont annonce une guerre a mort elle l'etait en effet,
puisque Pexclusion des Jacobins frapp ait l'exclus de l'anatheme d'homme
suspect, et le placait au pied de la guillotine.
" On a pu juger par l'examen, et par le resultat du scrutin epuratoire,
du degre de puissance des deux factions. La victoire a alterne mais
lis sont parvenus a
les Hebertistes ont fait plus d'illustres victimes.
expulser Philippeaux, Camille- Des moulins, Fabre d'Eglantine, a
entacher irremissiblement plusieurs partisans du Comite, et a ne perdre
aucun de leur chefs, ni afnlies essentiels.
Collot cFHerbois, ainsi que je l'ai dit plus haut, a paru le condncteur
Sans injurier, ni accuser
ostensible de 1' opposition dans ces demeles.
Eoberspierre et le Comite-meme, en continuant a conserver avec sa
cabale des menagemens exterieures pour cette autorite legale et redoutable, il s'est etudie a en sapper la base, et voici de quelle maniei e.
" II etait inevitable qu'investi dn pouvoir le Comite voulut en jouir
qu'il exigea 1'obeissance apres avoir concouru a subvertir le principe de
que regnant par la terreur, il invoqua le respect de
toute obeissance
et que, createur de la puissance revolutionnaire, il entendait la
l'ordre
subordonner a son impulsion, la retirer des mains de la multitude et de
ses agitateurs ; et en arreter le mouvement toutes les fois qu'il lui
parai trait trop fort, ou contraire a ses projets.
" Voila le defile mortel qu'il fallait traverser pour dominer sans trouble
Le Comite se jettait duns le
defile dans lequel perirent les Brissotins.
meme danger a l'heure ou la faux qui moissonne les Eoyalistes, paraitrait
menacer les perturbateurs populaires, jaloux de recommencer une revoFaire emprisonner ou guillotiner les anarchistes, c'est soulever
lution.
contre soi ses propre troupes les laisser agir librement, c'est exposer a
en recevoir la loi.
u De plus, comment esperer d'enchainer jamais des scelerats degoutans,
et non rassasies de carnage, en immolant toutes les victimes dont ils
demandent la mort ? Ceder a leur ferocite, c'est l'accroitre, et accroitre
D'ailleurs, le Comite, calculant plus
l'opinion de leur puissance.
froidement les sacrifices de sang humain, a vu des incouveniens a les
perpetuer il a vu la commiseration chasser la fureur dans l'ame de la
l>opulace, l'cffroi tuer tout attachement a la Hevolution, les supplices
;

;

;

;

;

:
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perdre leur efficacite, et la guillotine ne plus etre accompagnee que d'un
poignee de gueux, qu'on envoye avec un assignat de vingt-quatre sols
crier Vive la Republique autour du tribunal revolutionnaire et de
Le Comite avaitdonc arrete de diminuer ce fleuve de sang,
l'echaffaud.
d'incarcerer au lieu d'egorger, et de prendre les biens de ceux a qui Ton
conserverait la vie.

"En

consequence quelques-uns de ses membres tel que Fabre
ses creatures a la Convention et aux Jacobins comCamille Desmoulins la prechait, tete
mencaient a parler de clemence.
On avait rallenti les executions a Bordeaux,
levee, dans ses pamphlets.
a Nantes, a Marseilles. On faisait arriver des Lyonnais a la Convention avec des petitions de misericorde les compositions, a prix d' argent,
se multipliaient toutes les motions sanguinaires des clubs subalternes
d? Eglantine,

;

;

et des sections etaient ecartees.

u Collot d'Herbois et sa faction ont monte leur artillerie sur ces afFiits
ont imprimees aux Clementins l'odieux que les Rolandistes jetterent
sur les Septembriseurs ils ont represente ce relachement d'inhumanite
effrenee sous les conleurs d'une conspiration d'une coalition aristocratique ; ils ont pousse des clameurs a I'arrestation de quelques patriotes
ils ont
combinee avee cette perfide moderation envers les rebelles
denonce un projet formel de sacrifier les colonnes de la Republique.
" Alors, la cohue des sans-culottes, des Jacobins, des sections, a
commence a prendre des soupcons et a faire chorus. La majorite des
Montagnards de la Convention a repete ces imprecations le Comite et
ses Moderes ont ete forces de retrograder, et de caclier leur jeu ; on a
ouvert les prisons a la plupart des scelerats citoyens que detenait le
Comite, et reclames comme des patriotes immacules. Cette lie, se
melant a la lie des agitateurs de Paris, a grossi le torrent. Le despotisme
de Roberspierre et du Comite a ete a Pordre du jour on a rompu la
Roberspierre au milieu de
glace, on a jette de la bone sur Pidole.
fevrier ayant, par une boutade subite, fait chasser des Jacobins deux
egrefins nommes Bricket et Saintex qui se recriaient contre la mollesse
des mesures actuelles, le lendemain Paris fut tapissee de placards inflammatoires contre Roberspierre ou on le denoncait sous le caractere d'un
ils

;

;

;

;

;

tyran.

"

A aucun

periode de sa faveur ii n' avait encore essuye une bourpublique, indice de son decadence dans l'opinion. De jour en
jour, l'ascendant de ses adversaires s'est fortifie ; ils ne mettent plus ni
Le chagrin ayant rendu3
bornes, ni retenue dans leurs petitions.
malades Roberspierre et Couihon depuis trois semaines, l'opposition a
profite de leur absence, Collot d'Herbois triomphe seul, et absorbe les
applaudissemens aux Jacobins.

rasque

si

" Je ne peux mieux vous peindre l'audace croissante de cette faction,
qu'en vous transcrivant le placard suivant, affiche dans toutes les rues de
Paris les 2 et 3 de ce mois, par arrete du Club des Cordeliers. C'est
le proces-verbal de la sceance du 28 pluviose, tenu a la Societe des
Defenseurs des Droits de V Homme"

" Ce parti, humble et timide jusqu'a la fin de l'annee derniere,
maintenant audacieux et ouvertement hostile, a ses principales phalanges
dans les sections, et dans les societes populaires de Paris. Quoique
le Comite ait entitlement suspendu dans les departemens cette influence
anarchique de la democratic deliberante, il n'a pas ose la frapper a
Comprimee quelque temps par la vigueur
la source dans la capitale.
de la Dictature, et par les accidens de la campagne qui favorissaient
Taction despotique de celle-ci, elle n'a pas tarde a se ranimer.
Les
sections sont devenues le refuge de tous les ambitieux desappointes,
des
perturbateurs
indisciplinables,
subalternes, des
des cotmins
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matamores de la sans-culottisme, et encore d'un nombre de confrere vol utionn aires caches qui, sous la moustache, le bonnet rouge, et le
pantalon brun, forcent de poumons dans ces tripots, propagent la
discorde, et se font remarquer par la vehemence de leurs motions.

Chaque section renferme un comite de surveillance et un coinite
revolutionnaire, dont la competence devrait se borner aux objets de
police locale, et qui, dans le fait, sont autant de foyers d'intrigues,
d'innovations, d'independance et de troubles.
" Cette democratic elementaire, en collision par sa nature avec le
pouvoir representatif, tend invinciblement a echapper a, la Convention,
a usuper une partie de ses fonctions, et a, la gouverner. Tantot, elle
se permet des actes d'autorite revolutionnaire ; tantot elle enfaute des
petitions; un jour elle les fait appuyer par le Conseil Municipal, le
lendemain par les clubs.
i(
La Commune extraite de ces sections, la Commune dont Pautorite

sur Paris est contr61ee, et souvent contrariee par la Convention, la
Commune qui, depuis Porigine, s'est tou jours considered comme une
Convention au petit pre, ne reste soumise a celle-ci qu'autant quelle
manque de moyens de desobeir. Ses chefs etant par leur credit et par
leur places les premiers en rang, pour arriver aux premiers honneurs,
sont autant d'ennemis nes et de rivaux ardens de la puissance

conventionale.
" Les Jacobins renferment dans leur sein les municipaux les plus
accredited, les oracles des sections, les agitateurs secrets qui les
Ainsi, le parti populaire a plus ou moins d'influence sur
travaillent.
Quant a club des Cordeliers qui a toujours
ce club central et primitif.
entraine les Jacobins, et aux societes subalternes qui en dependent,
il medite revolutions sur revolutions, et par essence, s'eleve toujours
contre toute autorite qui peut se prolonger six mois.
" Telle est la confederation qui ebranle le Comite de Salut-Public
et devant laquelle viendra echouer tout pouvoir qui n'aura pas eu la
force, la volonte, ou le temps de fermer les sections et les clubs, et
d'enchainer la Commune, mais ce ne sont la que les instrumens ; la
faction obeit a des ressorts moins manifestes, qui communiquent et
Hebert et Chdumette ont passe longtemps
dirigent les mouvemens.
pour les operateurs principaux ; ils n'etaient, cependant, ni assez

Les
habiles ni assez generalement accredited pour un role si difficile.
projets sont conduits par des mains plus exercees et moins connues.
Une partie des Montagnards de la Convention, les Bureaux de la
Guerre que leur nombre et Pimmensite des fonds qu'ils ont a distribuer
rendent tres influens, et les chefs des clubs des Cordeliers semblent
former le noyau de la faction. Nous avons vu que les chefs de Parmee
Henriot Commandant des
revolutionnaire courrent la meme carriere.
debris de la garde nationale de Paris, ci-devant laquais de Monsieur de
Brehan, marche avec la Commune quoiqu'a jeu couvert ; sa sceleratesse
sans bornes le pousse invinciblement a une nouvelle revolution.
Au milieu de ces troupes coalisees dont Collot d'lferbois parait etre
le commandant ostensible, il existe neanmoims des moteurs couverts,
dont Paction a glisse sourdement dans la Convention, au Comite de
Salut-Public, a celui de Sur ete- Generate, et qui contrecarre sans
Le 19 Fevrier, Roberspu rrc
paraitre les mesures de Pun et de Pautre.
disait a Amar, son affide au Comite de Surete Generale, que, depuis
quelque temps, il s'appercevait clairement qu'une main invisible les
emportait toujours au dela de leurs volontes, que tous les jours le Comito
de Salut-Public faisait ce qu'il avait decide" la veille de ne pas fairs
et qu'il existait une faction conduite pour les desoler et les perdre sans
Ses souprons
qu'ils eussent pu encore en decouvrir les directeurs.
tombaient sur Pache, qui affectait de ne se meler en rien, etranger en
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apparence aux divers partis, inais incapable par son naturel (Tune
sembable indifference. *
" Tous les avis, en efFet, emportent a regarder Pache comme le
Je vous ai dit anterieurement, qu'il
principal chef de la faction.
gouvernait encore le departement de la guerre. Cette foule de coram in,
d'epaulettes, et d'adjoints, ont ete places par lui, et sont encore sps
creatures.
Sa place de Maire lui assure une grande influence a la

Commune ou

il

se

montre sans

parler, lachant

a,

sa place les

Hebert

el

Chaumette.
" Voila la recapitulation analytique des elemens de cette factioi.
menacante qui nous prepare une nouvelle phase revolutionnaire.
" Roberspierre lui oppose son credit encore tres etendu, la terreur do
II lui
son nom, la popularity que lui conserve son desinteressement.
oppose Danton et les siens, la majorite du Comite de Salut-Public,
cello de la Convention epouvante de Papproche d'une nouvelle catastrophe, la majorite actuelle du Club des Jacobins, le gros de I'armec
revolutionnaire ou il a nombre de creatures qu'il soudoye cherement,
et qui partageait avec le Comite Pexercise du despotisme interieur.
\)
lui oppose fa clientelle des applaudisseurs a, gages, des sans culottes a
pension, des espions, des delateurs que le Comite et celui de Surete
Generate repandent jusque dans les reduits obscurs.
Jl lui oppose
l'opinion de l'armee qui, sous la direction du Comite, a remporte do
Enfin, autour de Roberspierre se rangent les gens
glorienx avantages.
paisibles, les hommes a portefeuille ou a, propriete, reduits a regarder nn
conseil d'execrables ordonnateurs de brigandages et de meurtns
eomme leur tuteur contre une faction plus execrable encore, et qui
mettra le comble aux enormites.
" Je ne penetre point qui Temportera de ces deux partis.
Nous
avons besoin de quelques semaines de plus pour acquerir a cet egnrd
Dans un pareil ocean de haine?, de
des lumieres moins incertaines.
fureurs, de complots, de trahisons imprevues, on apper9oit plus clairement les causes que les effets a venir mais il est sur que l'etoile du
Comite tiendra aux premiers evenemens de la campagne. II est per iu
si les Allies debutent par de grands succes.
" Quel but se propose la faction ascendante ?
Est-ce un but
Cassera-t-elle la Convention, en
politique ou seulement personnel ?
Le contentera-t-elle de prendre les places
elira-t-elle une nouvelle ?
de ses victimes, et de s'emparer du gouvernement sans le detruire ? Je
ne decouvre encore aucune solution satisfaisante de ces questions. Ce
qu'on ne peut revoquer en doute c'est le projet certain de massacrer
ses antagonistes, d'epurer la Convention et les Jacobins dans un torrent
de sang, de faire passer la domination a. une ligue encore plus vile et
plus cruelle, d'egorger les detenus, d'en augmenter le nombre, et de
satisfaire cette soif intarrissable de discorde, de revolution, de s:\u\z
humain, et de rapine.
"Quant a l'opinion de ceux qui supposent aux chefs le dessein d'un
bouleversement qui favorisat une contre- revolution, je n'entrevois pas
une raison tant soit peu plausible qui puisse la justifier.
" L'engagement ne tardera pas a se developper.
Le pretexte en
II consiste a demander le mort des
est deja trouve et en agitation.
61 membres de la Convention, detenus depuis Fete dernier comme
coupables d'avoir proteste contre la journee du 31 Mai. Et a poursuivre egalement les 28,000 signataires de la petition presentee au
Roi Louis XVI. au mois de Juin 1792, petition ou Fon solicitait la
les

;

repression des Republicains, et la punition des acteurs du 20 Juin.
1

Amar

a rendu cette conversation a inon correspondant la veille de son depart.
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" La Club des Cordeliers, les sections, les societes populaires ont
deja iterativement exprime leur volonte a la Convention a cet egard.
La Commune recherche les listes des 28,000 signataires.
" De leur cote, Roberspierre et le Comite entendent de retenir en
prison leurs 61 collogues au lieu de les assassiner.
lis resistent a une
boucherie trop marquante des gens suspects et detenus ils redoutent
avec raison que, le signal donne, ils ne soyent aussi designes, eux et
leurs cliens, comme gens suspects, et que le glaire d'une St. Barthelemi
n'ebranle les fondemens de la Revolution.
;

"Pour

amortir cette rage, le Comite jette quelques gouttes dedans
II vient deja d'ordonner la saisie generale des biens de
tous les gens reconnus suspects, ou ennemis de la Revolution depuis
1789. Allant plus loin, il a place la clef de la voute, le 3 Mars, en
faisant decretter, sur le rapport de Saint-Just au nom des deux
Comites reunis, l'arrestation universelle des personnes suspectes dans
et la repartition des biens des detenus aux
toutes les communes
indigens de la Republique, dont chaque commune fera dresser Ja liste.
Sur la motion additionnelle de Danton, on a etendu le partage aux
soldats qui auront ete blesses ou mutiles.
le

volcan.

;

" Cette operation que Ton avait predite, il y a plusieurs mois,
Elle doit reclamer au Comite
complement de la Revolution.
et a la Convention plus de popularity dans les armees et dans la
Quel que soit Pepoque, et les suites du combat que
multitude.
s'eleve entre les deux factions, ce combat fera nager Paris dans le
Les forces etant moins inegales qu'elles ne le furent au
sang.
31 Mai, la resistance sera proportionnee a l'attaque, et le Comite
se vendra cher.

fait le

" II en resultera certainement une secousse effroyable et generale.
Les Municipalites et les Directoires de Departemens n'etant plus
composes que de la fange de chaque lieu, ces scelerats abjects et
a sang leurs arrondissemens.
Avant
ineptes mettront a feu et
qu'une nouvelle autorite ait pris de l'assiette, nous reverrons deux
mois de chaos.
" Mais n'esperez rien de cette commotion en faveur de quelques
500,000 ames seront egorgees.
On tendra
soulevemens interieurs.
S'il
la gorge aux bourreanx, ou on fuira par toutes les issues.
s'eleve quelqu'insurrection, ce ne sera vraisemblablement que loin
du voisinage des armees par exemple, dans Pinterieur de Languedoc
ou le desespoir est moins lache, et ou le feu du climat embrase
Quant a la masse generale des mecontens,
plus facilement les tetes.
Son abbattepeu vraisemblable qu'elle sorte de son inertie.
il est
ment est a tel point, qu'elle redoute beaucoup plus que les
Jacobins les armees etrangeres, persuadee qu'a leur premiers succes
un peu allarmans, tous les detenus et les ci toy ens soupconnes, sans
Chacun a dans les
distinction d'age ni de sexe, seront egorges.
chacun attend d'y
fers son parent, son ami, son epouse, son fils;
etre plonge lui-meme; et ne forme qu'un souhait, celui de la paicc %
a la quelle il attribue la miraculeuse vertu de desarmer la f6rocite
des bourreaux."
French,
;

Lord Grenville

to

General Mack.

—

James's Square. "Je ne puis pas douter,
1794, March 15,
Monsieur, que vous n'ayez deja ete prevenu de la determination finale
St.
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de voire Cour de ne pas acceder aux conditions auxquelles Sa Majeste
Prussienne a attache la continuance de la co-operation pour la campagne
II ne s'agit plus de discuter les raisons de cette resolution ;
prochaine.
mais je ne me rappelle que trop combien vous avez toujours insiste sur
la necessite de s'assurer non seulement de la co-operation des Prussiens
actuellement sur le Rhin, mais aussi de l'envoi d'un renfort tres conEt il n'est, malheureusement, que trop evident combien les
siderable.
suites de ce nouvel ordre de choses pouvaient devenir facheuses, si on
n'y remediait pas en se reglant sur la position dans laquelle on se
trouve.

"M. Dundas aura l'honneur d'ecrire officiellement a Son Altesse
Royale M. le Due d'York sur ce point interessant, et je sais d'avance
que Sou Altesse Royale se fera un vrai plaisir de vous communiquer
tout ce qui peut y avoir rapport, et de discuter avec vous quelles sont
Mais il m'est trop precieuse de
les mesures a prendre en consequence.
cultiver l'avantage que j'ai eu de vous connaitre personnellement pour
que je ne desire pas de profiter de cette occasion pour me rappeller a
votre souvenir.
" Je puis bien vous assurer que, malgre les difficultes qui pourront
survenir de ce nouvel incident, on est toujours ici dans la ferme
intention de faire tous les efforts possibles pour soutenir, de concert
avec l'armee de sa Majeste Imperiale, une campagne offensive et
Mais il nous importe extremement de
vigoreuse du cote des Pays Bas.
savoir jusqu'a quel point cette circonstance, survenue depuis l'epoque
de votre voyage a Londres, pourrait changer les mesures dont on est
convenu dans ce temps la ; et, surtout, quelle difference elle pourrait
operer dans la distribution et les operations des troupes Autrichiennes.
II est aussi tres important de ne pas vous laisser ignorer que, malgre
le peu de succes de negotiations qui ont ete suivies jusqu'ici en comniun
pour s'assurer de la co-operation des Prussiens, sa Majeste s'occupe
encore (mais separement) de cet objet pour lequel elle ferait de tres
grands sacrifices. II est certain qu'on ne peut compter sur 1'eflTet de
ces demarches, mais, de l'autre cote, il parait important de ne pas
precipiter les mesures qui seraient peut-etre necessaires quand on aurait
la certitude de la retraite prochaine d'armee Prussienne.
"Vous sentirez bien que cette lettre n'est rien moins qu'officielle.
Mais l'impression que vous avez laissee ici de vos talens et de votre
caractere nous font (sic) desirer de connaitre votre facon de penser sur
les circonstances actuelles ; et e'est avec une satisfaction infinie que je
saisis une occasion qui me procure le moyen de vous assurer de toute
Petendue de la consideration et de l'estime personnelle que vous m'avez
inspirees."

Copy.

French.

General Mack

to

—

Lord Grenville,

"J'ai recue la lettre que vous m'avez
1794, March 20, Valenciennes.
l'honneur de m'ecrire dans un moment ou j'etais encore dans une
affliction et desolation bien profondes a cause de la retraite prochaine
des Prussiens. Vous m'avez rendu un peu la vie. J'avais bien besoin
de cette consolation, et j'espere que vous n'aurez jamais sujet de vous
Permettez que Lord Elgin soit l'organe de
repentir de l'avoir donnee.
mes idees, de mes sentimens, de mes douleurs, et de mes esperances.
Je l'ai instruit en tout, et muni meme de plusieurs papiers qui
n'auraient peut-etre jamais du sortir de mes mains.
Mais je sais a qui
je les communique, et je sais aussi que vos interets ne peuvent etre que
fait

5i(y

ceux de mon Souverain.
l'interprete de

Vous daignerez lui permettre aussi qu'il soit
mes sentiments d'admiration et d'attachement envers vous

et vos dignes et respectables collegues, et quel prix inestimable je mets
sur l'honneur de votre confiance. Daignez me la conserver, et daignez
etre persuade que je tacherai de la meriter."

Lord Grenville

to

Count Mercy Argenteau.

London. —" J'espere que votre Excellence aura

1794, April 4,
la bonte
de pardonner la liberte que je prends de m'addresser a Elle pour une
affair importante et confidentielle, et a laquelle je suis persuade qu'Elle
J'ai recu par un canal secret
attachera tout l'interet qu'elle merite.
l'avis important que deux hommes devaient incessamment partir de
Paris, charges de la commission horrible d'attenter aux jours du Roi et
du Ministre qui, sous les ordres de Sa Majeste, a la direction principale
des affaires de ce royaume. L'un de ces hommes m'est designe comme
Le premier se nommant
etant Suisse ou Allemand; l'autre Genois.
L'on ajoute que Colla a une traite sur
Colla, et l'autre Godoni.
Londres pour 200 livres sterlings, tiree par Pourra sur Bourdieu et
Chollet et que Godoni a une pareille traite pour 300 livres sterlings,
Leur signalement est:
tiree par Caccia sur Tessier et Compagnie.
Godoni, petit, bien
Colla, grand, bien brun, age d'environ 40 ans.
jaune, age d'environ 32 ans, et il louche.
" Comme on me marque que ces scelerats devaient passer par Liege
et par Ostende, j'ai cru ne pouvoir mieux faire que de m'addresser a
votre Excellence dans l'esperance que des mesures sures seront prises
pour les arreter, s'il est possible, dans les Pays-Bas, pour lesquels je
Peut-etre que par l'examen de leurs
crois qu'ils seront deja en voyage.
papiers on pourra trouver des indices qui serviront a la punition de
mais, en tout cas, il serait tres important d'empecher
leurs complices
leur arrivee dans ce pays-ci, ou. la nature de notre gouvernement leur
donnerait tant de facilite pour se derober aux poursuites de la police.
" Vous n'ignorez pas qu'on a recu ici, comme dans toutes les autres
cours de l'Europe, beaucoup d'avis de cette nature qui n'ont pas para
meriter une grande attention de la part des gouvernements. De la
maniere dont celui-ci me parvient, je ne puis pas croire qu'il me soit
permis de le negliger et je prie instamment votre Excellence de vouloir
bien l'honorer de son attention mais, en meme temps, de faire en sorte
que ses demarches soient secrettes, tant pour le succes de l'objet luimeme, que pour eviter la possibilite de compromettre celui dont je tiens
;

;

;

;

cet avis."

French.

Copy.

Count Mercy-Argenteau

to

Lord Grenville.

Brussels. —" Au moment ou

j'ai recue la lettre du 4,
1794, April 8,
dont votre Excellence m'honora, je me suis rendu chez M. le Comte de
Metternich pour concerter avec ce Ministre toutes les mesures qu'exigeait

la circon stance.

"

a ete depeche avant midi des couriers a Ostende, a Liege, et
du pays, que Ton a suppose pouvoir servir de
Leur signalement
route detournee pour les deux individus suspects.
a ete donne d'une maniere claire et precise, sans cependant rien
motiver qui put compromettre le secret ni les personnes dont viennent
II

dans

les principales villes

les avis.
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" Nous avons a Liege un homme tres adroit.
Je ne pourrais en dire
autant a l'egard d'Ostende, qui cependant est le lieu le plus essentiel
comme point de depart.
" Cette reflection m'a porte a redoubler mes moyens en reclamant
ceux des militaires en meme temps que ceux du civil. J'ai ecrit a
Monsieur le Prince de Coburg, a tons nos generaux ou commandants
dans les postes divers, ne leur disant simplement que ce qui sert a
exciter une grande surveillance sans qu'ils en connaissent la cause.
Enfin, toutes les precautions qu'il est huraainement possible de prendre
ont ete raises en ceuvre sans perdre un instant ; et j'ai cru devoir entrer
dans ces details pour que votre Excellence n'ait pas la moindre doute
sur le zele avec lequel ses intentions ont ete remplies dans une
conjoncture de si haute importance.
" Je suis occupe a de nouvelles decouvertes des manoeuvres commerciales et d'approvisionnements que pratiquent les scelerats de la
Convention Francaise, et que favorite la honteuse connivance des
puissances soi-disant neutres du Nord, des cantons Suisses, et de
quelques villes d'Allemagne. Tout ce que je pourrai recueillir sur cette
matiere, ou autre semblable, sera mis sous vos yeux.
L'Angleterre, les
lumieres, l'energie de ses respectables Ministres, sont devenus le centre
du salut de l'Europe. II f aut y porter tous les moyens de l'operer ; nulle
part ailleurs ils ne fructineraient aussi efficacement.
" J'attacherai toujours le plus grand prix aux occasions qui me
mettront a meme de marquer a votre Excellence le souvenir, la reconnaissance des bontes que j'ai eprouve de sa part, et dont je desire de
meriter la continuation par les sentiments sinceres d'attacheraent et de
respect."

French.

Copy.

Count Mercy- Argenteau

to

Lord Grenville.

8, Brussels.—" Le courier qui va etre expedie ne me
que le temps d'avoir l'honneur de prevenir votre Excellence que
les deux particuliers suspects viennent d'etre arretes, il y a une heure.
Ils
arrivaient par la diligence de Liege.
Ils ont ete precedes a Ostende
par cinq ou six marchands Italiens, lesquels pourraient avoir des
rapports avec Colla et Godoni ; par consequent, il s'agira des les faire
observer. Je verrai tout a 1'heure le Lieutenant de Police, et Tinstruira
de ce qu'il aura a faire pour les papiers et autres preuvres. Je supplie
votre Excellence de vouloir bien faire savoir comment elle voudra

1794, April

laisse

disposer des detenus."

French.

Copy.

Lord G-renvjlle
1794, April 11,

to

Count Mercy-Argenteau.

London. — "J'a

eu l'honneur de recevoir ce matin

deux lettres que votre Excellence a eu la bonte de m'ecrire, et je
m'empresse de lui temoigner toute ma reconnaissance du zele et de
les

avec lesquels elle a bien voulu s'occuper de 1'affaire importante
dont il a ete question. L'arrivee des deux personnes dont il s'agit
precisement dans le temps et les lieux qui m'avaient ete designes parait
confirmer les soupcons que j'avais relativement a, l'objet de leur voyage.
J'ose done supplier votre Excellence de faire en sorte qu'elles soient
detenues jusqu'a ce qu'on pourra savoir si l'examen de leurs papiers ou
quelques autres circonstances nous donneront des indices assez fortes
pour qu'il soit possible de les poursuivre en justice, elles ou leurs

l'activite
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Si cela se trouve impossible, peut-etre que par des
complices.
promesses ou des menaces on pourra tirer des prisonniers eux-memes
des informations importantes sur la matiere dont il s'agit; et, en tout
cas, je crois qu'il est absolument necessaire de les tenir en captivite
jusqu'a la fin de la guerre et la termination du pouvoir des scelerats
qui les font agir
a moins que leur innocence ne se manifeste d'une
maniere a ne laisser aucune doute sur leur compte.
" A ce que j'ai deja eu l'honneur de marquer a votre Excellence, je
dois encore ajouter mes remerciments tres sinceres pour les importantes
communications qu'elle a eu la bonte de me faire parvenir. Je
m'occupe d'en tirer tous les eclaircissements possibles, et de les rendre
utiles a la grande cause dans laquelle nous sommes tous embarques.
Je
prie votre Excellence d'etre persuadee que je n'abuserai pas de la
confiance qu'elle me temoigne, et que je conserverai pendant toute ma
vie un souvenir precieux des circonstances qui m'ont donne l'occasion
d'avoir ces relations directes avec un Ministre dont le caractere et le
merite distingue m'ont inspire les sentiments de l'estime et de
;

l'attachement les plus sinceres et respectueuse."

Copy.

French.

Lord Grenville

to the

Due d'Harcourt.

—

"J'ai l'honneur de vous
1794, May 28, St. James's Square.
envoy er la liste des officiers Francais qui ont demande de lever ou
de commander des corps Francais sous les ordres et a la solde du
Je vous prie de m'indiquer les noms de cinq ou six d'entre
Roi.
eux que vous jugerez les plus propres pour cet emploi, tant par leurs
services anterieurs, que par la facilite qu'ils pourraient avoir de completer
On serait dans l'intention d'accorder
leurs corps respectifs au plutot.
aux commandants des corps la faculte de proposer au Gouvernement les
personnes les plus propres pour remplir les autres emplois dans ces corps."
Copy.
French.

Count Lally-Tolendal
1794, July 14,

London. — "Je

M. Mounier du 26 Juin

to

recois

dernier.

II

Lord Grenville.
dans

une lettre de
une commission pour

l'instant

me donne

Plut6t que de vous interrompre par la demande d'un rendezobjet tres particulier, qui n'est susceptible d'aucune
discussion, je trouve beaucoup plus simple de mettre sous vos yeux
l'extrait de sa lettre que vous trouverez au revers de cette feuille.
Vous y verrez une nouvelle preuve du scrupule conscientieux de mon
ami.
J'y ai vu, moi, un nouveau gage de la noblesse et de la senJ'ose, au nom de tous les serviteurs de Louis
sibilite de votre coeur.
XVI., vous remercier de votre tendre veneration pour la memoire
de ce vertueux et infortune Prince."
July 15. " Je devais finir cette lettre ce matin, mais je ne sais plus
ce que j'avais a vous dire; et si je n'avais pas ecrit hier l'extrait
de la lettre de mon ami, je ne pourrai le faire aujourd'hui. Je
recois dans l'instant l'horrible nouvelle que cette angelique Duchesse
de Biron, dont la vertu meritait des autels, vient d'etre immolee
que la malheureuse Princesse de
sur l'echafaud par ces monstres
Poix, le jour meme ou son amie perissait du dernier supplice, a vu
arracher de chez elle son beau-pere, le Marechal de Mouchy, age
Tout ce que je cheris, tout ce que je
de 79 ans, et la Marechale.
respecte en France et hors de France est atteint par la du coup de
Vous avez des papiers que
la mort.
J'ose invoquer votre humanite.
vous.

vous sur un

—

;
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nous n'avons pas. La nouvelle ne parait que trop certaine, puisqu'elle
vient
du Marechal tie Castries; cependant nous avons eu des
nouvelles directes de nos amis du 20 Juin, qui ne nous menacaient
d'aucun de ces malheurs, et la lettre qui nous les apprend est datee
de Cologne, 4 Juillet. Si vos informations sont les mems, ne prenez
mais si vous
j'entendrai votre silence
pas la peine de m'ecrire
avez lieu de croire ou que ces malheurs, ou qu'au moins nne partie
ne sont pas reels, daignez par un mot consolateur, adresse a Twickenham
Middlesex, suspendre le desespoir d'une tribu entiere de parens et
d'amis qui ne sont que douleur et terreur. Je dis suspendre car il
et pendant ce temps trois
n'y aura pas une victime d'epargnee
puissances ne s'occupent que d'aller plonger un autre peuple dans
II n'y a que vous dans V Europe entiere..
l'abime ou est la France
Mais serez vous aussi forts que vous etes grands ?
French.
;

;

;

!

Enclosure,

M. Mounier

Extrait.

to

—" Vous

794, June 26, Morillon.
avaient accompagne le Roi
3

qu'il avait

Count Lally-Tolendal.

donne dans

savez qu'un des trois gardes qui

Varenues

a,

se

nommait

Du

Moutier

cette circonstance des preuves sans

;

et

nombre de

et de courage.
Si cet liomme se fut addresse a vous, en
vous confiant son extreme pauvrete, et le mauvais etat de sa poitrine,
votre attachement pour la memoire de Louis XVI. vous eut fait
considerer comme un devoir de le servir.
J'ai fait connaitre sa
situation au Lord G[renville], et je lui ai dit que ce brave liomme
etait pret a porter les armes au poste qu'on voudrait lui indiquer.
Le Lord a ecrit a son correspondant ordinaire a Berne, pour lui
ordonner de compter a, M. du Moutier la somme qu'il demanderait
pour se rendre a Bruxelles, ou il trouverait des instructions pour
M. du Moutier a commence par demander
lui chez le Lord Elgin.
100 louis. J'etais absent, et le Lord F[itzgerald] les a payes.
Ensuite, au lieu de partir, mon homme s'est marie avec une Bernoise
II s'est mis en route apres cette precaution, et un de
sans fortune.
ses amis vient de m'assurer qu'au lieu d'aller a, Bruxelles, il avait
dessein de se rendre a Londres.
Vous jugez que cet liomme qui a
le merite de s'etre devoue a Louis XVI. peut etre fort indiscret, et
que je ne veux pas repondre de ses pretentions. Je ne voudrais pas
lui nuire, apres l'avoir oblige
mais je desirerais que vous fissiez vos
efforts pour recontrer le Lord G[renville] et pour lui dire sous le secret
que mon unique intention a ete de procurer du pain a, ce garde
fidele
mais qu'il ne m'avait consulte ni pour taxer ses frais de
voyage, ni pour ses demarches ulterieures
et que je n'avais point
pretendu l'indiquer comme capable d'un poste militaire superieur,
car il n'a jamais ete qu'un simple garde, n'est propre a aucun
commandement d'un peu d'importance, et a tres peu de lumieres."
French.
fidelite

;

;

;

Baron Thugut

to

Count Mercy- Argenteau.

—

" Votre Excellence a du avoir et£, avant son
1794, July 30, Vienna.
depart pour Londres, temoin d'autres evenemens qui n'ont pas ameliore
la seconde evacuation de Namur, l'abanclon
l'etat de nos affaires
successifde nos posil ions de Tirlemont et de Landen, notre separation
;

a

94090.
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respective d'avec ses allies par leur retraite vers la Hollande et par la
ndtre vers Maestricht, sont autant de nouveaux malheurs.
en juger
par l'etrange progression de contraietes de la fortune, on pourrait
craindre que nos revers ne soient pas i* leur dernier terme.
II n'est par

A

consequent plus permis de perdre un seul instant pour prendre un parti
decisif avant que le delai apporte dans la recherche des remedes ne
rende le mal incurable.
" Les determinations de L'Empereur dependront des mesures que les
Sa Majeste veut bien se resoudre
Puissances Maritimes vont adopter.
efforts pour la conservation ou la reprise des Pays-Bas,
a, continuer ses
Mais EDe ne saurait
efforts si onereux pour le reste de la monarchic
imposer a ses etats hereditaires de courir le danger evident de nouvelles
pertes que sans la condition bien exprimee, et la promesse solemnelle,
que les Puissances Maritimes employ eront franchement et loyalement
toutes leurs forces a seconder les entreprises de Sa Majeste en lui fournissant les secours les plus abondants et les plus efficaces.
L'Empereur
pense que ce systeme de marches sans cesse retrogrades, l'abandon
successif de tous les postes qu'on a suivi dans ces derniers moments, ne
et qu'il est instant de
saurait aboutir qu'a la ruine totale des affaires
s'occuper de nouveau d'operations offensives le plutot que possible.
Sans parler de la necessite absolue d'aviser aux tentatives qu'en tout
cas il serait possible de faire pour prevenir, s'il en est temps encore, la
perte a, jamais irreparable des forteresses conquises, avec les nombreuses
garnisons et le depot d'une grande partie de notre artillerie de siege
qu'elles renferment, il est de Tinteret le plus evident de disputer au
moins a l'ennemi cette etendue considerable des riches contrees de la
Belgique qu'il vient d'envahir, et dont la tranquille possession ne peut
qu'ajouter tous les jours de nouvelles ressources a ces movers deja
;

d'ailleurs si formidables.

" Nous ne sanrions done trop insister sur ce que les Puissances
fassent passer a leurs generaux Vordre de combiner sans
delai avec le Prince de Saxe Coburg les projets les plus adaptes aux
circonstances pour revenir a agir offensi cement en rassemblatU et
remettant en campagne les troupes alliies, et en renoncant au plan de
les disperse)' dans les garnisons, de les morceler de'fensivement sur les
frontieres Hollandaises, plan qui presente aux Frangais, de tous les
genres de guerre, celui qui leur est le plus favorable, avec la certitude
de la prise successive de toutes les forteresses, et V envahissement du
territoire des Provinces TJnies.
" En se reunissant, en concentrant ses forces, en cherchaut a occuper
Vennemi loin des limites de possessions de la Republique,au mains
pendant la saison la plus propre aux grandes entreprises, an pourvoira
sans doute au salut de la Hollande beaucoup plus suronent qu'en
abandonnant la campagne, et metlant Vennemi a meme de commencer
ses sieges et de travailler a V execution de ses projets d'invasion avec
Venergic t la rapidite ordinaire de ses succes.
"II est infmitivement a desirer que la tache des nouveaux concerts
avec le General Commandant en Chef l'armee de Sn M;ijeste soit
confiee de preference par les Puissances Maritimes a des person nes bien
intentionnees, animees de cet esprit d'equite, de moderation, de conciliaet qui
tion, que Sa Majeste recommandera a ses propres generaux
des deux cotes est d'autant plus necessaire qu'on ne peut pas se
dissinmler que des intrigues tendantes a affaibtir Vancienne union
franche et loyale entre les allies, out eu quelque part aux derniers
malheurs. Mais si a Londres on est determine d'acceder aux offres du
zele genereux de Sa Majeste, il est indispensable que Pancee du Due
d'York soit, sans aucun perte de temps, renforcee par tout ce qu'on

Maritimes

<

;
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pourra en Angleterre reunir de troupes, ainsi que par tout ce qu'on
II est egalement necessaire d'obtenir
pourra s'en procurer ailleurs.
des Etats Generaux par l'entremise du Cabinet de St. James, que tout
ce qui pourrait se trouver encore de troupes Hollandaises dans l'interieur
des Frovinces, soit destine a augmenter le corps du Prince Hereditaire
d'Orange, ou elles seront employees au salut de la Republique avec
plus de fruit qu'elles ne pourraient l'etre nulle autre part.
" Un autre objet de dcs justes demandes, et dont sa Majeste ne
saurait se departir, c'est que la Grande Bretagne s'applique a nous
assister dans nos embarras pecuniaires, embarras dont votre Excellence
Sa Majeste desire
connait mieux que personne l'etendue et l'urgence.
done que le Ministere de St. James ntin settlement employe tons les
moyens qui sont en son pouvoir, et que la conjoncture peut suggerer,
pour accelerer la marclie et hater la consommation de V affaire de notre
emprunt a, Londres, mais, qiCen meme temps, il soit des a present
pris des arrangements pour subvenir desormais a V epuisement de nos
finances par des avarices que Sa Majeste' se flatte que les Puissances
Maritimes n'hesiteront pas d'accorder a Venergie de son zele, a
Vefficacite bien constatce de ces efforts, et a la realite de ces besoins,
apres en avoir prodigue avec tant de liberalite gratuitement a la Cour
de Berlin.
"Sa Majeste serait, sans contredit, autorisee a pretendrea des subsides
et a des secours gratuits, et les arguments a Tappui de cette verite se
presenteront enfouleaux lumieres de votre Excellence mais comme les
arrangements dont il faudrait convenir a ce sujet exigeraient probablement
plus d'intervalle que la pressante penurie de nos finances n'en saurait
admettre, nous serous obliges d'insister provisoirement sur des avances
pour lesquelles le credit du Gouvemement Britannique aupres des
principales maisons de banque de Londres, et V usage de remission d'un
certain nombre de billets dans les differents departements de son administration lui fournirait de grandes facilites,dont, il est a croire, qiCil ne
balancera gueres defaire usage, en considerant que sou refus, nous laissant
satis ressource, pourrait entrainer la dissolution generale de notre armee.
En tout cas, Sa Majeste desire que votre Excellence examine l'avantage
que, pour obtenir des prets abondants, Ton pourrait tirer soit aupres des
particuliers, soit aupres du Gouvemement meme, d'une hypotheque
speciale sur les domaioes de Sa Majeste dans les Pavs-Bas, sur une
partie des revenus ou du terriloire meme de la Belgique ; hypotheque
que non obstant Petat actuel des choses, le Ministere Britannique ne
peut regarder comme illusaire, ou qu'il n'ignore pas que, sans souscrire
a,
sa perte certaine, 1' Angleterre ne saurait permettre qu'en definitif
les Pays-Bas restcnt jamais a, la France.
" L'intention de l'Empereur est que votre Excellence, aidee de
Monsieur le Comte de Starhemberg, en vienne sur ces differents
objets, avec le Cabinet de St. James a des explications precises; et telles
que leur result at puisse fixer V opinion de Sa Majeste sur le plus ou
le
moins d' assistance effective et de co-operation efficace que les
dispositions des Puissances Maritimes lui assurent desormais.
"En attendant, l'Empereur a enjoint au General Commandant en
Chef de donner tous ses soins a arreter les progres ulterieurs de
l'ennemi, et a se tenir toujours a meme de se reporter a des operations
;

que les circon&tances le pennettront. L'Empereur
a egalement ordonne au Prince de Saxe-Coburg de s'occuper de la
surete de Maestricht, et malgre le peu de reconnaissance que la
Republique a montre lors de la premiere delivrance de cette forteresse,
Sa Majeste a bien voulu tout oublier pour ne songcr en ce moment
qu'aux interets du salut commun. Sa Majeste a prescrit au Piince de
offensives, aussitot

K K
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Saxe-Coburg de suivre ces directions avec exactitude jusqu'a ce quel'ait informe du succes de ses conferences a Londres."

votre Excellence

French.

Copy.

Minute of Lord Grenville on Count Mercy's
Mission to London.
[1794, August.] "It appears that Comte Mercy's instructions are :
1. " To state the principle of opposing a barrier to the views of
aggression on the part of France.
2. " To agree to the principle of not mixing in the internal government of France, provided only that a limited monarchy is re- established.
3. " To carry on the war till all decrees injurious to other countries
are repealed, and not to make peace but by common consent.
4. " The barrier in question, as above mentioned, is to consist in the
conquests to be made on France, and in the political arrangements
which may tend to the safety of the Empire and the Low Countries.
5. "In this latter view the exchange of Bavaria is to be proposed,
and the Court of Vienna imagine that we have given ground to hope
for facilities on that head.
6. " Comte Mercy is to throw out that, in default of this, the Court
of Vienna must take its indemnity also in Poland.
u He is to ask a written acknowledgment of the principle of
7.
And a formal promise of our concurrence in the proposed
indemnities.
exchange and, in failure of this, the same acquiescence which we have
shown to the plans of Berlin and Petersburg.
u The military operations are to be to drive the French from
8.
Germany and the Low Countries. Then to attack the Flanders barrier,
and the frontier towns towards Germany to secure a barrier to the
proposed territories of the Elector Palatine ; and, if the war is
successful, to acquire something in Alsace as a compensation for the
loss Austria will suffer by the exchange.
9. " In these operations the full concurrence of the English and
Dutch force is to be asked for.
M Baron Jacobi is instructed
1. " To decline positively and definitively any engagement respecting
the continuation of the war, or the terms of peace the King of Prussia
being determined not to conclude any such engagement either with
England or any other power.
2. " To discover our views about the proposed exchange, and if we
appear favourable to it to support Comte Mercy's overtures, but
3. " In the contrary case, he is to express that, if difficulties arise
on that head, the King of Prussia will not oppose his ally's obtaining,
by acquisitions on the side of France, that indemnity to which he has
a just title.
4. " He is to refuse to say anything on the subject either of the
eventual acquisition in Poland which Austria has in view, if the other
project fails ; or of the compensation for the pretended loss she will
suffer by the exchange of the Low Countries.
" It is to be observed that the above statement of Comte Mercy's
instructions contains only what the Court of Vienna has communicated
to the King of Prussia."
;

:

;

John Jay

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1794. September 30, Royal Hotel, Pall Mall. " I have endeavoured
to incorporate the two treaties in the enclosed project; and added some
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articles, chiefly borrowed from the treaty between Great Britain and
Prance.
" An article to comprehend the provisions contemplated by the Lord
Chancellor is still wanting while the others are under examination it
may be prepared.
" When your Lordship shall be ready to converse with me on the
subject, do me the honour to name a time most convenient to your
Lordship.
" So mutable are human affairs, especially in these mutable times,
that the sooner the peace and friendship of our two countries are put
•out of hazard the better."
;

Lord Grenville

to Jotin Jay.

1794, October 7, St. James's Square.— il It shall certainly be my
object to hasten as much as possible the examination and consideration
of the contre projet which I have received from you ; but, on such
attention as I have hitherto been able to give to it, I find so much new
matter, and so much variation in the form and substance of the articles
proposed in the projet, that I am very apprehensive the discussion of
these points will of necessity consume more time than I had flattered
myself might have been sufficient to bring our negotiation to a satisfactory issue.
If you can conveniently call in St. James's Square
to-morrow morning at eleven, I will mention to you a few of the leading
points which must, if insisted upon on your part, create, as I fear,
insurmountable obstacles to the conclusion of the treaty proposed; but
the extent and delicacy of these subjects will require more detailed and
particular examination in every part where a departure is proposed
from the terms of the projet delivered to you.
" I flatter myself that it is unnecessary for me to repeat the assurances
of my sincere desire to bring the business to a speedy and satisfactory
conclusion.

Copy.

General de Clerfait

to

Count Starhemberg.

—

" Je me ferais un
1794, October 7, Mederzier, pres de Juliers.
plaisir de vous donner des nouvelles de ce qui arrivera ici
J'ai eu l'honneur de vous ecrire, passe peu de jours, et
d'interessant.
vous ai dit les motifs qui m'empechaient de faire le proces aux
Commandants de Valenciennes et de Conde puisque je ne le pouvais
sans ordre du Conseil de Guerre, auquel j'avais envoy e toutes les
pieces relatives a cette affaire. J'ai eu la reponse du Conseil de
Guerre ; mais aucun ordre encore de faire arreter ces deux generaux,
Je souhaite qu'ou sente a Vienne la necessite de le faire. J'ai dit
tout ce que je pensais a cet egard, quoiqu'ils aient des cspeces de
raison de se legitimer en partie.
" Quant a notre retraite de la Meuse, elle ne peut assurement etre
soupeonnee de mauvaise volonte. Nous y avons ete attaques par des
forces considerables et forces, apres qu'on s'y est bien defendu.
Tout le monde sait que l'aile gauche, obligee de se retirer, il s'ensuivrait
Les Anglais avaient
la retraite de la droite, et l'abandon de Maestricht.
repasses la Meuse avant que nous l'avoins quitte, puisqu'ils Font passe
a Graves le 15 et le 16, et notie affaire etait le 18. lis se sont retires
sans se battre, et je ne suis pas convaincu qu'il y avait des forces
lis se sont retires a portee de
suffisants pour les y contraindre.
Son Altesse Eoyale le Due
soutenir la Hollande, a ce qu'iis disent.

grand
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d'York m'ecrivant tous

les jours qu'il etait pret de contribuer a la
de Maestricht, je l'ai prie dans ce cas de vouloir se
rapprocher jusqu'a Venloo qu'il einpecherait la prise de cette forteresse;
le passage de la Meuse couvrirait mon aile droite, et l'empecherait
d'etre tournee, et que notre communication serait appuyee, et qu'on
pourrait alors agir conjointement.
Qu'il pourrait passer la Meuse,
renforce de ce que je pourrais lui donner de troupes de ma droite;
et que si, par ce mouvement, l'ennemi, qui etait avec toutes ses
forces vis-a-vis de moi, faisait des detachements, que je l'attaquerai.
Apres beaucoup de solicitation, il a envoye quelques mille Hauovriens,
non pas a Venloo mais a Wiel, me disant qu'il ne pouvait s'eloigner de
la Hollande ce qu'il devait proteger, et jamais passer la Meuse,
parcequ'il n'avait pas de pont.
Sa derniere lettre du 27, dont je vous
joins l'extrait, promettait un corps de 16,000 hommes.
J'ai envoye
un officier pour en avoir des nouvelles, et ce matin il n'y avait encore
que quelques Hanovriens.
" Les Hollandais n'ont que quelques centaines d'hommcs dans Venloo.
Cette place, si les Anglais ne s'en approchent pas, sera prise aussitot
qu'attaquee, et le passage de la Meuse libre.
" Les Hollandais qui avaient promis d'approvisionner Maestricht de
lout ce qui lui manquait, qui ont eu plus de deux mois pour le faire
pendant que nous y etions avec I'armee, ne Font pas fait. II n'a qu'une
partie du besoin des choses le plus essentielles, entr'autres de la poudre
On leur a cede 23 pieces de canon de ceux que nous
et des boulets.
avions a Rotterdam ils se sont charge de les faire transporter; 12 sont
entres le lendemain que nous en etions partis, je n'ai pu faire entrer
Enfin j'ai la plus grande
les autres, et ai etc au moment de les perdre.
partie des forces de l'ennemi vis-a-vis de moi.
Je dois occuper un
espace fort etendu de pays, depuis Ruremonde jusqu'a la Moselle.
Ainsi ce que j'ai a oppqser a l'ennemi de ce cote n'est pas proportionne
aux forces qu'il a, et qu'il peut rassembler. Cependant j'ai assure le Due
d'York que, s'il couvrait ma droite et l'empeche d'etre tournee, que
j'attendrais d'etre attaque quelque soit la force de l'ennemi mais que

delivrance

,

;

;

tournait mon aile,- que je devrais me retirer ; et
les officiers qu'il m'a envoye sont convenus que je ne pouvais faire plus.
Les forces de l'ennemi sont considerables,
C'est a quoi j'en suis.
puisque, voyant que j'etais determine a tenir ferme, il a rassemble vers
Duren toutes ses forces, et ne commencera la siege de Maestricht
qu'apres nous avoir force a, nous retirer. Jecrois etre attaque dans peu
droite n'est pas protegee par les Anglais.
Si je n'avais
de jours.
qu'un point a defendre je serais content. Si je ne suis pas seconde ou
appuye d'un cote, j'ignore le parti que je devrai prendre. Ce serait a
tort qu'on m'accuserait de ne pas donner toutes les marques de fermete
Son Altesse Rojale le Luc d'York m'a souvent
et de bonne volonte.
fait des offres de contribuer a secourir Maestricht; mais, dans le fait,
il n'y sera pour rien, puisqu'il ne veut pas s'eloigner de la Hollande, et
qu'il veut que seul je fasse une entreprise qui exige beaucoup plus de
s'il

passait la

Meuse ou

Ma

Je ne suis pas mieux seconde par les Pnissienf,
force que je n'en ai.
II est ties avantageux de pousser les ant res
et n'ai rien a en esperer.
en avant, et de rester en panne.
" D'apres cet abrege des chores, vous verrez combien il est injuste
d'etre soupconne de mauvaise volonte, et l'interet actuel des allies etant
de faire tous leurs efforts, ils ne doivent, ni ne peuvent, exiger (pie
I'armee Imperiale fasse ce qui n'est pas possible. Rien ne pourrait
payer des niulheurs auxquels on se serait expost', sans espoir de succes.
suis dans ce moment dans une possition assez critique, et personne
ne m'aidera a m'en tirer. J'ai du regret aux huit bataillons que j'ai

Je
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Maastricht, pareeque la forteresse n'etait pas approvisionnee
l'avait promis.
Je n'etais pas oblige de tenir l'autre ; j'eu
ai fait le sacrifice pour n'etre pas soupconne de negliger aucun raoyen
de contribuer au bien de la cause commune, un reproche que peut-etre
on aura a me faire dans la suite. Je vcus enverrai a 1'avenir la copie
des lettres que j'ecrivai au Due d' York.
J'ai voulu repondre d'abord a la
votre du 26, et e'est a la hate que je vous ai trace cet abrege de notre
laisse a

comme on

situation.

" Dans

le

moment on me

a Well."
French.

dit

que des troupes Anglaises sont arrivees

Copy.

General de Clairfait

to

Count Starhemberg.

Mulheim. — " Je

n'ai pu que yous
1794. October 10,
ecrire un
mot apres avoir quitte la Roer, ct prit le parti de passer le Rhin.
J'ai
senti combien cette necessite etait cruelle, mais je suis assure qu'elle

etait indispensable pour ne pas exposer l'armee a une perte trop considerable pour pouvoir etre facilement reparee.
Toutes les forces
ennemies que tout le monde a pu. evaluer au-dela de 90 mil hommes,
etaient reunis sur Duren, Juliers, VladerfF. Nos postes au-dela de la Roer,
etaient repoussees ; il avait attaque le lieutenant-general Verneck a Vladerff, le general Krai a Juliers, avait pris possession des passages de la
petite riviere ; et e'est dans cet etat qu'elaient les choses le 2 au scir, et
nous etions tres pres, et l'evenement d'une bataille sanglante certaine pour
le lendemain, tort desavantageux pour nous, puisque nous n'etions pas
proportioning pour le nombre, ct que l'etendue de l'ennemi debordait
nos ailes. Le succes etait fort incertain, et la perte n'aurait pu etre mediocre. Quelque grande qu'etait l'envie que j'avais de combattre, j'ai cede
aux justes representations de touts ceux qui etaient a nieme de me donner
leur avis, et je ne peux qu'etre persuade encore qu'il n'y avait d'autre
parti a prendre que celui de la retraite.
Quoique tres pres de l'ennemi,
elle s'est faire en ordre et sans perte.
Le 3, nous primes postes
derriere la ErtT, le 4 pres de Cologne, et ce fut la nuit du 5 au 6, lorsque
l'ennemi s'appretait a nous attaquer, que nous fimes le passage du
Rhin sans aucume perte; et apres avoir sauve tous les effets que nous
avions a Cologne, j'ai fait oc^uper Dusseldorf.
J'ai un corps a Duysbourg pour la communication avec le due d'York, a gauche je m'etends
jusqu'au-dela de Bonn vers Andermack.
Le General Nauendorft

montagnes de

la Ahr, et ne retirera a Coblenz que
passera le Rhin pour se joindre a notre
gauche. Voila en abrege notre position. La nuit du 7, l'ennemi a tire
a boulets rouges sur le Palais-Electoral a Dusseldorf, et n'a cesse que
lorsqu'il fut brule presqu'en totalite, ainsi que quelques muisons qui
en etaient peu eloignees. Toute la Regence, le Grouvernement, le
Commandant, toute la garnison Palatine s'est enfui, en ubandonnant
cannons, arsenaux, magazins; on ne peut decrire la confusion, et la
dercute indecente que cet evenement a occasionne.
Personne n'est
encore revenu depuis 1'ennemi n'a plus tire ; il n'en voulait qu'au palais

est encore
lorsqu'il

dans

y sera

les

force

;

et lors

il

de l'EIecteur.
u Je ne sais ou sont les Anglais.
Le Due d'York ne m'a ecrit autre
chose sinon que je devais sentir ce qu'il devait faire e'est sans doute
de passer le Rhin, II avait fait commencer un pont a Duyebourg il y
a quelque temps, mais il l'a abandonne et je sais que celui de Nimegue
est acheve, et je crois qu'ils ont passe, il y a trois jours.
Je crois meme
que les Hanovriens nous ont prevenus; ils etaient du cote de Wesel, et
n'y sont plus.
J'ai envoye d'abord un officier au Due d'York pour
:

;
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que je portais des troupes vers Duyebourg, a porte de Wesel, et
arrange notre communication. C'est ce qu'il m'avait demande, et que
Depuis ce corps a ete augmente. Je le renforcerai
j'ai fait d'abord.
encore lorsque j'aurai de ses nouvelles, et que je me serai assure que
ce corps peut avoir des vivres. J'attends le retour de cet officier encore
au Due d'York.
Je ferai tout ce qui est en mon pouvoir pour lui
Ce que je peux de mieux est d'envoyer un
complaire et le seconder.
C'est ce qu'il a demande.
corps qui appuye son aile gauche.
J'en ai
tleja six bataillons; j'en aurai davantage s'il le faut, et a sa requisition
mais toute son armee etant, je crois, a Nimegue, et au-dela du Rhin,
ils sont bien eloignes, et je ne peux m'etendre jusque la.
Si j'en crois
des rapports non-officiels, il ne se propose pas merae de rester a ce
lui dire

point.
" Le

Marechal Mollendorf fait esperer qu'il restera entre la Moselle
Peut-on compter la-dessus. J'en doute, et je suis persuade
-au moins qu'il n'attendra pas d'etre presse par des forces considerables.
J'ai eu toutes les forces de l'ennemi sur les bras
et l'eloignement et
le peu de mouvement qu'on s'est donne pour me seconder, ont ete cause
que je n'ai pu resister aux forces que l'ennemi a porte de notre c6te.
Sachant que ce n'etait que l'armee Imperiale qui pouvait arreter les
succes que cela fait, le reste lui couterait peu de peine.
C'est un
malheur dont je ne suis, et ne peut etre, responsable. II est d'ailleurs
la
suite inevitable des arrangements faits avant que je n'ai ete
et le

Rhin.

;

force de prendre

commandement,

le

et c'est ce qui

me

l'a

fait refuser,

a prevoir.
Je ne suis pas moins
accable de tant de malheurs.
Les personnes raisonnables et justes
savent que j'ai fait ce que j'ai pu, que j'ai tenu jusqu'au dernier
moment, que l'ennemi n'a pu nous entamer dans cette retraite difficile,
Mais combien y-a-t-il de gens
ni pendant le passage d'une fleuve.
justes ? On jugel'evenement, on ne calcule pas les impossibilites d'avoir
puisque

suites

les

etaient

faciles

pu mieux faire.
" Le Due d'York n'ayant pas

ecrit que le seconde payement etait
suspendu, j'ai envoye un officier pour le recevoir, mais je crains qu'il
ne le fera pas dans ces circonstances. Parmi tous les autres malheurs,
celui de manquer d'argent ou me laisse la Cour est affreux, et peut
Redoubles d'efforts pour en
avoir les plus mauvaises consequences.
avoir.
De mon cote, je ferai ce que je pourrai pour complaire au Due
Donnez-moi de vos nouvelles ; dites-moi sans detour l'effet
d'York.
que le passage du Rhin a fait. Je sais qu'il doit avoir ete bien funeste,
mais peut-etre aura-t-on l'indulgence de croire que s'il avait etc
possible de soutenir, je l'aurai fait.
" J'apprends que le Marechal de Mollendorf, qui voulait rester dans
le Xundernik, et couvrir Coblenz, soutenir le poste de Kaisers, et de
qui me l'a fait assurer hier encore, a change d'avis, veut se retirer et
abandonner Coblenz et que le corps que j'ai encore au-dela du Rhin
par la devra abandonner sa position et passer aussi de ce cote car le
Due Albert ne le soutiendra pas davantage. II n'y a pas de concert
et tant que ce sera, ainsi on ne fera que des sottises."
ni daccord
Copy.
French.
;

;

;

American Affairs.
1794 [September

—October].

Precis of Correspondence relating to

alleged breaches of the treaty of peace concluded between Great Britain
and the United States of America in 1784. " When .Mr. Hammond
arrived in America towards the latter end of the year 1791, disputes
subsisted between that country and Great Britain respecting the due

—
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observation of the treaty of peace, each accusing the other of having in
various respects infringed it.
"In compliance with his instructions Mr. Hammond presented to the
Secretary of State a representation of the several infractions of which
we complained.
" He began by stating the measures pursued by Congress for giving
These consisted in a
effect to the engagements of the treaty of peace.
Proclamation which immediately followed the ratification of* the definitive
and in a resolve dated 14th
treaty, and which announced that event
January 1784, both of them requiring and enjoining all bodies of
magistracy to carry into effect the definitive articles, and earnestly
recommending to the Legislatures of the respective States to provide
for the restitution of all confiscated estates belonging to real British
subjects, and of those belonging to persons resident in districts
possessed by the King's arms, between 30th November 1782 and 14th
January 1784, who had not borne arms against the United States.
" From the little attention paid to this proclamation and recommendation, and in consequence of the answer given by the Marquis of
Carmarthen to the requisition of Mr. Adams respecting the posts, on
the 26th February 1786, the Congress, by a circular letter in April
1787 transmitted to the Governors of the respective States, recommended the repeal of such Acts as were repugnant to the treaty of
peace ; and the deciding in all causes in the Courts of Law or Equity
relative to the said treaty, according to the true intent thereof, notwithstanding any such acts to the contrary. And in this circular, the
Congress express their regret that, in some of the States, too little
attention appears to have been paid to the public faith pledged by
;

treaty.

" These recommendations however appear to have had very little
municipal adoption of the treaty, either by the repeal of
existing laws which were repugnant to the treaty, or by a declaratory
law establishing the treaty as the supreme law of the land, was confined
to a very few of the states.
"Mr. Hammond then proceeded to specify the particular acts which
are considered as infractions of the treaty on the part of the United
effect.

A

States.

" First, in not repealing laws enacted previous to the peace.
" Secondly, in enacting laws subsequent to the peace, in contravention
of the treaty.

" Thirdly, in the decisions of the state courts on questions affecting
the rights of British subjects.
" First, in not repealing laws enacted previous to the peace.
Several
acts (the heads of which are contained in the appendix from Nos. 1 to
34, marked A.) were passed by the respective Legislatures during the
general repeal of these, under the stipulated exceptions, would
wr ar.
have been a compliance with the treaty ; but the restitution of the
estates of real British subjects, or persons resident in districts in
possession of His Majesty's arms, and who had not borne arms against
the States, was not provided for by any local or general regulation ; nor
was the restitution of the estates of other persons from whom they had
been taken by confiscation, facilitated by any provision of the

A

Legislature.

" Secondly,

in enacting laws

subsequent to the peace in contravention
considered under three heads ; as
they relate to the estates of the royalists to their persons and such
as obstruct the recovery of debts due to the subjects of the Crown.

of the treaty.

These Mr.

Hammond

;

;
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Hammond

" The titles of the Acts to which Mr.
referred as relating
to the estates of the loyalists are contained in the Appendix B., from
No. 1 to 10 inclusive. These Acts, by which former confiscations are

confirmed ; and by which persons who had purchased forfeited lands
are secured in their possessions were, as Mr. Hammond observed,
enacted in contradiction to the spirit of the treaty, to justice, and to
that conciliatory line of conduct so strongly recommended by Congress,

and on which that Assembly was engaged to proceed.
"The Acts (the heads of which are contained in Appendix C, from
No. 1 to 19 inclusive) relative to the persons of loyalists, which had
been left unrepealed as to numbers of persons, though repealed with
regard to certain individuals and those Acts which passed on the same
;

subject subsequent to the peace, contain sentences of proscription,
attainder, and banishment against persons who, under the express terms
of the treaty, were at liberty to go to any part of the States, to make
personal application in order to obtain restitution of their estates ; and
against others who, though restrained within narrower limits, were still
to be allowed privileges and indulgences of which these Acts deprive

them.
* With regard to the recovery of debts due to the subjects of the
Crown, Acts (mentioned in Appendix D. to No 22 inclusive) prohibiting
suits, suspending the recovery of the debts, directing courts to admit
the reduction of interest, and providing for the absolute reduction of
interest for a number of years, have been passed since the peace
and
others of the same purport made during the war have remained unrepealed, and been protracted to periods subs3quent to the peace
both of
;

;

them

in direct contradiction to the

stipulation of

meet with no lawful impediment

'

creditors on either side should

*

recovery of the full value in sterling
heretofore contracted.'

*

the treaty,

money of

all

'

that

to the

bond fide debts

tl
With respect to the third point, the decisions of State Courts on
questions affecting the rights of British subjects, Mr. Hammond considered those decisions as they regard the claims, and the persons of
British subjects.
In the prosecution of claims for debts contracted
previous to the war, many juries have invariably abated interest on the
debts for seven years and a half, though proof has been uniformly
established of the usage of the trade to allow interest after the expiration of a year on the amount of the goods shipped, or, of the specific
contract between the debtor and creditor.

" Mr. Hammond mentioned several instances of the claim of interest
being denied in different States for the term of the duration of the war,
and, after being suspended for that term, allowed to recommence only
from the date of the definitive treaty. In other States the delay of
All these cases are in
justice has operated equally with a denial of it.
direct opposition to the recommendatory resolves of Congress, and
infractions of the 4th article of the treaty of peace.
" The few attempts to recover British debts in the county courts of
Virginia have failed, and many debts, from the smallness of the sums,
can be recovered in such Courts only. The decisions of the state courts
on points affecting the persons of British subjects have been equally
repugnant to the terms of the treaty and, in cases specified under this
head by Mr„ Hammond, are direct and positive violations of the 6th
;

article.

"Mr. Hammond concluded with stating the conduct of the States .is
a sufficient ground for the delay on the part of His Majesty in fulfilling
entirely the terms of the treaty, but with expressions of the King's
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readiness to enter into a negotiation respecting thosa articles of
have not yet been executed.

it

which

" In the answer given to Mr. Hammond's representation it was contended by the American Ministers that, as the infractions on the part of
Great Britain had preceded, so they had produced the Acts of which we
complain. That, contrary to an express stipulation of the treaty, we
That, instead of
had carried away the negroes from New York.
evacuating the upper posts ivith all convenient speed, no order has yet
been given for their evacuation from whence they think it natural to
conclude that none had ever been intended. That when one party
refuses to fulfil a treaty, the other is free to break it also, either in the
whole or in equivalent parts, at its pleasure. That, consequently, the
modifying the recovery of debts firstly, by indulging the American
secondly,
citizens with longer and more practicable times of payment
by liberating their bodies from execution, on their delivering property
to the creditor to the full amount of his demand; and thirdly, by
admitting, during the first moments of the non-existence of coin among
them, a discharge of executions by paper money, were fair and moderate
That Congress, however, in consequence of
acts of retaliation.
assurances from the British Court that they would concur in a fulfilment of the treaty, had, in 1787, declared to the States its will that
even the appearance of obstacle raised by their acts should no longer
continue and that every act of that nature should be formally repealed ;
which was complied with so fully that no such laws remained in any
and that one could not have resisted, if
State of the Union except one
any symptom of compliance on the part of Great Britain had rendered
it expedient for Congress to repeat it's requisition.
;

;

;

;

;

" It was also argued that exile and confiscations were lawful acts of
That this
war, and that the 5th Article was recommendatory only.
word, having but one meaning, establishes the intent of the parties ;
and, moreover, that it was particularly explained by the American
negotiators that the Legislatures would be free to comply with the
recommendation or not, and tbat probably they would not comply.

" With respect to the article of interest it was observed, that the
decision whether it shall or shall not be allowed during the war rests,
by the American Constitution, with the courts altogether. That if
these have generally decided against the allowance, the reasons of their
decision appear sufficiently weighty to clear them from the charge of
that palpable degree of wrong which may authorise national complaint
or give a right of refusing execution of the treaty, by way of
reprisal.

" This answer of tne American Ministers appeared so unsatisfactory
Mr. Hammond that he felt it his duty to inform them that he was
not authorised to conclude the negotiation, and that all he could do
was to submit the paper he had received to the consideration of Her
Majesty's Ministers.
" As the restorations of the negroes carried away at the time of
evacuating New York has been insisted upon by the American Government, it seems necessary to remark that part of them may be presumed
to have been captured during the war, and were therefore acquired by
the rights of war but that the principal part of them had fled to the
British lines in consequence of proclamations issued by the British
Commanders-in-Chief, which promised them freedom on their joining
the British army and of which freedom the British Government could
not now deprive them.
to

;

;
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" The breaking out of the war between Great Britain and France
gave rise to fresh causes of dispute between the former Power and the
Government of the United States.
" The Americans having resolved to observe a strict neutrality, a
proclamation was issued by the President in which the citizens of the
United States were warned and exhorted carefully to avoid all acts and
proceedings whatsoever that could in any manner tend to contravene
the friendly and impartial conduct which was to be adopted and pursued
towards the belligerent Powers.
" From this it might naturally have been expected that a just sense
of their own rights and duties would have inclined the United States
to resent any violation of the established principles of neutrality.
The
event, however, has proved the contrary, for, in various and repeated
instances, the most unjustifiable partiality has been shown towards the
French. They have been permitted to equip and arm vessels in the
American ports, to molest the British trade within the jurisdiction of
the United States, and finally to condemn by tribunals of their own
the prizes they have thus taken.
" Immediately after the President's proclamation had been issued,
a French frigate, called the Ambuscade, captured a small English brig
and, some clays afterwards, the British ship
off the Capes of Delaware
Grange, lying at anchor within the Bay of Delaware, was also taken
by her as a prize.
" From Charlestown Mr. Hammond received intelligence that two
privateers had been fitted out from that port under French commissions.
" From the same quarter he also heard that two English brigantines,
captured by the Ambuscade, had been condemned by the French
Consul at Charlestown, and exposed to sale with their cargoes, under
his authority.
About the same period Mr. Hammond learnt from
various respectable authorities that a considerable quantity of arms
collected in America, and purchased by the French Government, were
preparing to be shipped for France.
" Off the Capes of Delaware, and not more than two miles from the
coast, the Ambuscade frigate captured the brig Catherine, and sent her
into New York.
" At Charlestown, in South Carolina, the Americans permitted and
were parties in a flagrant breach of the neutral rights.
" An English ship from Jamaica arrived there to take in provisions.
The commander of a French privateer, then in the harbour, declared
his intention of capturing her, and actually sold her to a merchant of
Charlestown, under an engagement to deliver her in a certain number
of weeks. The master of the English vessel, being apprized of this,
applied, but without success, for protection to the Lieutenant Governor.
He then took on board two six pounders and some ammunition ; but a
Republican Society of that place, gaining intelligence of this circumstance, forcibly entered the English vessel with a party of the militia
;

arms, and deposited them in the public stores.
stationed at New York established a regular
succession of cruisers for the purpose of annoying or intercepting any
and, in the above
vessels which they might happen to encounter
mentioned city, a species of jurisdiction was established by the person
representing the actual rulers of France, which avowedly arrogated to
itself all the authority and functions exercised by the Directors of the
Marine, and by the Admiralty tribunals of France.
t(
By one of these cruisers the William Tell, a British briganti.ne,
wao captured at the distance of about a half a mile from the shore of
the American coasts.

artillery, carried off the

" The French

fleet

;
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a British brigantine from Nanticoke in Maryland,
was captured by the French privateer Le SansCulotte of Marseilles, at a distance of two miles and a half, or three
miles at the farthest, from the American shore, and consequently within
the jurisdiction of the United States. The brigantine was publicly
sold under the authority ot the pretented tribunal of the French Consul
at Baltimore.
"
French privateer, named the Industry, was illegally fitted out
in the port of Baltimore, and, within a few days after her departure
from that port, she captured the British ship JRoehampton.
"The British ship Charles, and British schooner Delight, were
captured as they were lying at anchor (the former at the distance of
one mile, and the latter at the distance of half a mile, from the shore)
off the Capes of Virginia, by a French armed ship, which had been
for some weeks previously at Baltimore.
" It is true indeed that, in consequence of Mr. Hammond's remonstrations, the American Government has from time to time given some
In some cases restitution has been
redress to the British sufferers.
In others compensation for the losses sustained has been
ordered.
granted by the Americans themselves.
w Regulations were made which, if they had been carried into execution, would have fully answered the intended purpose of enforcing
respect to the American neutrality, and of manifesting an unremitted
impartiality towards all the belligerent Powers but even these have
been so repeatedly eluded, and so explained away by subsequent,
declarations of their meaning, that they have been, in fact, of no
material advantage to the British trade against the insults and
depredations of French cruisers.
" Promises were given to Mr. Hammond by the American Ministers
that effectual measures should be taken to prevent the practice of
commissioning, equipping, and manning vessels in their ports, to cruise
on any of the belligerent Powers.
"Mr. Hammond was also assured that measures were taken for
excluding from all further asylum in the American ports vessels armed
in them to cruise on nations with which they were at peace ; and for
the restoration of prizes taken by such vessels; and that, should the
measures for restitution fail in their effect, the President considered it
as incumbent on the United States to make compensation to the

The Pilgrim,

bound

to Barbadoes,

A

;

sufferers.

" After having received such assurances, Mr. Hammond was much
astonished to hear from the American Ministers that the warlike equipment of the privateers in the ports of the United States, provided they
elude the vigilance of the officers of the Executive Government, does
not invalidate the legality of any prizes they may happen to make, and
bring into those ports.
" Such a principle, if once established, would be productive of the
most dangerous consequences ; since it presents a scope for collusion, of
which the present agent of the ruling party in France would not fail to
take advantage.
"But the Americans suppose that they have more than equal causes
of complaint against Great Britain.
" They accuse her of having given assistance to the hostile Indians.
" They complain that her privateers plunder their vessels, throw them
out of their course by forcing them, upon groundless suspicion, into
ports different from those to which they are destined ; and detain them
even after the hope of a regular confiscation is abandoned.
That
British ships of war have forcibly seized mariners belonging to American
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vessels.

That by British

regulations,

driven from the ports of France.

And

their corn

and provisions are

without the imputation of
a contraband trade, their vessels are captured for carrying on a commercial intercourse with the French West Indies.
* In addition to these grievances, the Instructions dated 6th November 1793, given to the commanders of British ships of war and
privateers, by which they are directed to take all vessels that may
be either bound to the French West Indies, or that may be laden with
the produce of those Islands, are regarded as peculiarly hostile to the
that,

United States.
* The truce also with the Algerines is asserted to have been procured
through the intervention of England, for Portugal and Holland; and,
being considered as another insidious attempt to check the growing
prosperity of America, it afforded an additional topic of abuse against
the former power.
" The popular resentment being thus previously excited against Great
Britain, Mr. Jefferson, the American Secretary of State, made a report
on the privileges and restrictions on the commerce of the United States
in foreign countries, the fallacies and falsehoods of which are sufficient
proofs that the avowed tendency of the whole report is to recommend a
closer connexion with France, and to inculcate the expediency of a
direct system of commercial hostility with Great Britain.
" In the cour.se of a fortnight after Mr. Jefferson's report had been
presented, Mr. Madison (the ostensible leader of the party to which
the former gentleman is attached) offered to the consideration of the

House

of Representatives certain specific propositions, analogous to the
principles laid down in that paper.
" These propositions were fortunately rejected ; but, if they had been
carried into execution, not only all commercial intercourse with America
must in fact have ended, but the hope also of obtaining payment of the
debts due from that country to Great Britain would in all probability
have been lost ; as it is expressly stated, that l provision ought to be
'
made for liquidating the losses sustained by citizens of the United
1
States, from the operation of particular, regulations of any country
*

contravening the law of nations.'

"Another measure however of commercial hostility against Great
Britain soon afterwards took place.
" It has been already mentioned that the instructions of the 6th
November were loudly complained of in America ; but, on accounts
being received from St. Christopher's of several American vessels that
had been carried into that island, and condemned there in pursuance of
them, the national resentment was carried to the highest pitch, and it
was immediately resolved that all trade should be prohibited from the
United States for thirty days from the operation of which Act it was
expected that the English West India Islands would suffer most
;

essentially.

" This measure was immediately followed by others of a more hostile
On the 27th of March several resolutions were proposed in
tendency.
the House of Representatives, of which the amount is to sequester all
debts due to British subjects, and to hold them as a security for the
purpose of providing an indemnification for any American property
captured by British cruisers.
"The discussion of these resolutions was suspended, and revived
according to circumstances; and the final determination is indefinitely
postponed to some future day.
" Another resolution, of a nature equally inimical to Great Britain,
was proposed in the House of Representatives on 2nd of April, of which
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prohibit all intercourse with Great Britain, until a
all losses arising from captures made by
British armed vessels, and until the ports on the confines of Canada
This resolution was subsequently amended by
shall be surrendered.
adding to the specification of the other grievances imputed to Great
Britain, a compensation for the negroes carried off at the conclusion of
In this form this motion was carried in a Committee of the
the war.

the purport

is

to

compensation shall be granted for

whole House, by a majority of 53 to 44.
" The main question was not however taken, and consequently the
decision on this point also is indefinitely deferred.
" Mr. Hammond could not easily conjecture the motives which
induced the promoter of these resolutions to carry them through all the
preliminary stages of deliberation, and to proceed no farther for the
present, unless indeed they are intended to be held out as a mode of
or, at least, as affording to the citizens of
intimidating Great Britain
America the expectation of their being capable of producing such an
;

effect.

" The popular ferment was raised to such a height that the American
Government, for the purpose of in some measure allaying it, despatched
a gentleman of Philadelphia to the British West Indies, in order to
institute in those islands appeals in the cases of such American prizes
as might appear to him to have been illegally condemned ; and to
secure an indemnification on the part of the United States to any
individuals who may become securities for the prosecution of such
appeals.
" In addition to the other marks of ill will manifested towards Great
Britain, a member of the House of Representatives gave notice that he
intended to move 'that over and above all duties imposed on the importa'
tion of foreign commodities into America, ten per cent, of extra duty
* should be
laid on all articles the growth or manufacture of Great
*

Britain.'

" This,
the

if

number

must tend inevitably farther to reduce
which has been annually and gradually

carried into a law,
of British vessels,

diminishing ever since the importation of the first discriminating
duty.
r It must be owned that this motion was afterwards withdrawn by
the mover of it; on an express assurance, however, from him that,
previously to the close of the session, it should be revived in some other
fcrm.
" The spirit of hostility to Great Britain was much increased by Lord
Dorchester's speech to the Indians, and by Governor Simcoe's expedition to the foot of the Miami rapids.
The American Ministers
complained in the strongest terms that Lord Dorchester was fostering
and encouraging in the Indians hostile dispositions towards the United
States; and that an unjustifiable aggression had been committed by
Governor Simcoe, who was preparing to build a fort on their territory,
notwithstanding orders had been given, in compliance with Mr.
Hammond's demands, that the encroachment should be suppressed
which the State and individuals of Vermont were accused of having
committed on the territory occupied by His Majesty's garrison.
" Mr. Hammond contended that those encroachments had never been
in any manner suppressed; but that recent infringements in that quarter
and on the territory in its vicinity, had been since committed. To this
he attributed the sentence in Lord Dorchester's speech which had given
In regard to Governor Simcoe's expedition, he owned
so much offence.
he had no intelligence that such an event had occurred. But, in his
opinion, much depended on the place on which the fort was intended
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And whether it was for the purpose of protecting
to be erected.
subjects of his Majesty residing in districts dependent on the fort of
Detroit, or of preventing that fortress from being straightened by the
approach of the American army. To either of which cases, he imagined,
that the principle of the status quo, until the final arrangement of the
points in discussion between the two countries shall be concluded, will
strictly apply.
" Mr. Hammond thought this a fit opportunity for recapitulating the
various breaches of neutrality that have been committed, as well by the
State officers and individuals, as by the Federal Government itself.
He
adverted particularly to the insult which had been recently offered at
Newport, Rhode Island, by the Governor and Council of that State to
the British flag in the violent measures pursued towards His Majesty's
sloop of war Nautilus ; and in the forcible detention of the officers by
whom she was commanded.
" It is however to be hoped that the French cruisers, fitted out from
American ports, will not in future be permitted to molest the British
trade ; for an Act has been passed authorising the President so employ
the naval and military force of the United States to effect the
prevention and suppression of so flagrant a violation of neutrality."
;

John Jay

to

Lord Grenville.

1794, October 13, Royal Hotel, Pali Mall.

—" I received

last evening,

New

York, despatches from the
vessel in twenty-one days from
They contain much information respecting the then
Secretary of State.
present state of affairs in the United States.

by a

"Among other interesting circumstances, the transaction of Governor
Simcoe relative to an American settlement at the Great Soders, is stated,
and accompanied with copies of the papers respecting it.
" Extracts from these papers, and from Mr. Randolph's letter to me
of the 30 August, I have now the honour of laying before your Lordship
A subsequent letter from Mr. Randolph of the 5 September enclosed a
copy of one he had written to Mr. Hammond on the subject, and also a
copy of Mr. Hammond's answer expressing his intention of transmitting
them to Governor Simcoe, and to His Majesty's Ministers.
u These papers were sent to me, not merely for my information, but
to enable me to make proper representations on the subject.
" Considering the present promising state of the negotiation I cannot
think it necessary to make any formal applications to your Lordship
respecting these painful occurrences.
" It is to be regretted that the same disposition to conciliation which
animates your Lordship, does not appear to be entertained and seconded
by His Majesty's officers and agents in America and the West Indies.
I flatter myself, however, that instructions tending to produce a conduct
conformable to that disposition have been sent, and that it will not be
long before their effects will become visible, and relieve the President's
mind from apprehensions which, I find, have taken strong hold of it.
" These considerations restrain me from troubling your Lordship with
details and remarks concerning an opinion, which has become general
and fixed, of unfriendly measures with the Indians.
" The treaty now preparing will, I hope, be such as to remove every
cause of complaint, and produce sentiments and sensations of a different
kind.

" I saw the captain of the Philadelphia ship last night ; he told me
In case a few days more should happen
sail next Sunday.

he expects to
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to be necessary to complete the treaty, I will endeavour to detain
at the expense of the United States."

Enclosure

him

1.

Mr. Secretary Eandolph

to

John

Jay.

—" Last night we received from Captain Williamson,

1794, August 30.
Soders in Ontario county, in the State of New York, the
enclosed letter containing the most unwarrantable demand from Governor
Simcoe, through Lieutenant Sheaff, that he should desist from the
prosecution of his settlement there.
" Soders is probably well known to you if it be not, I add the only
information which I can obtain of its position; that it lies between
Oswego on lake Ontario, and Niagara, about twenty-five miles from the
former, and nearly three times that distance from the latter.
"What might we not be justified in saying or doing on this new
aggression ? Mr. Hammond has promised to procure the truth of the
report as to Governor Simcoe's seizure of the rapids of Miami, but, with
a full scope of time, he remains silent; while it is firmly believed,
that British troops were associated with the Indians in the late attack
on Fort Recovery ; and it is certain that the Governor of Upper Canada
threatens us if we clear our own lands, and build houses to shelter our
living at

;

labourers.

" The admonition which your letter of June 23rd gives to prevent
the arrival of any irritating intelligence in London, is but a comment upon
the unvaried policy of the President, and of every member of the
This is evidenced by the step on which the President
administration.
has now resolved; which is, to transmit copies of the papers to Mr.
Hammond, now at New York (where he has been for a considerable
time, and whither he went, after an intermission of visits to the President
for more than two months) to afford him an occasion to explain this
procedure away ; or, if he should perchance have power, to check it to
inform Captain Williamson that he is right in his determination to push
on his settlement, and that the owner of lands may repel force brought
by an invader ; and to offer to the Governor of New York, on loan, arms
for the purposes of defence.
" My letter to Mr. Hammond cannot be prepared early enough for
the express, but it will not be requisite or immediately useful to you ;
since the outrage of the principle asserted in Governor Simcoe's
challenge will instantaneously occur to you ; and, compared with similar
acts on the part of the British Government, will establish our love of
peace, in triumph over the calumnies which British agents, indisposed
to us from interest or other motives, may propagate on the other side
of the Atlantic."
Extract.
;

Enclosure

Captatn Williamson

to

2.

Mr. Secretary Randolph.

—

1794, August 19, Bath. I have the honour to transmit to you, by
express, a protest in writing delivered by a British officer to a young
man that manages my business at the settlement of Great Soders. You
will find the protest is against that settlement, and all the settlements in
that country.
" The officer who delivered the protest was attended by a subaltern,
and a guard of eight or ten men.
a

94090.

£ £
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il
I shall, on meeting Mr. Sheaf, endeavour to draw from liim
the intended consequences of inattention to these orders of His Britannic
Majesty.
" As it is believed that large supplies of military stores have been

forwarded to Oswego, I think it not improbable but the intention
be taking possession of this place.
" As to my own part, I feel too sensibly to pay any attention whatever
to orders from any foreign Power ; and will, of course, proceed with my
improvements (which are merely clearing land and building houses)
until I am driven off by a superior force."
Extract.
lately

may

Enclosure

Lieutenant K. H. Shkaffe

to

3.

Captain Williamson.

—" Having

a special commission and
1795, August 16,
instructions for that purpose from the Lieutenant-Governor of His
Britannic Majesty's Province of Upper Canada, 1 have come here to
Soders.

demand by what authority an establishment has been ordered

at this

that such a design be immediately relinquished,
for the reasons stated in the written Declaration accompanying this
letter ; for the receipt of which protest, I have taken the acknowledgment of your agent Mr. Little. I regret exceedingly, in my private as
well as public character, that I have not the satisfaction of seeing you
here, but I hope on my return, which will be in about a week hence, to
be more fortunate."
place,

and

to require

Copy.
Declaration.

" I

am commanded

to declare that

during the inexecution of the

treaty of peace between Great Britain and the United States, and until
the existing differences respecting it shall be mutually and finally adjusted,
the taking possession of any part of the Indian territory, either for the

purposes of war or sovereignty, is held to be a direct violation of His
Majesty's rights, as they unquestionably existed before the treaty, and
has an immediate tendency to interrupt, and in its progress to destroy,
that good understanding which has hitherto subsisted between His
Britannic' Majesty and the United States of America.
"I therefore require you to desist from any such aggression."

Copy.

John Nutt and William Molleson

to

Lord Grenville.

— "We are sorry
1794, October 24, 33, Broad Street.

to be under the
necessity of giving your Lordship this trouble, but we are instructed
and urged by the general committee to request some communication of
the situation of our claim for debts due to the British merchants trading
to North America previous to the year 1776, so far as your Lordship
may deem proper and consistent with the existing state of the negotiation

with Mr. Jay.
" We trust with confidence in your Lordship's assurances of protect ion
and relief, and that our just expectations which involve the welfare of
thousands will be realized."
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M. Malouet

to

Lord Grenville.

—

" Je ne doute pas que vous
1794, December 14, Welbeck Street.
n'ayez des avis plus detaillees et plus siirs que ceux qui nie parvienneut, mais lorsque je vois les evenements suivre a peu pres les
predictions de M. Mallet du Pan dans lettres qu'il m'ecrit, je me
reproche de ne pas vous les avoir communique an moment oil je les
recois.
Je preuds done la liberte de vous envoyer les deux dernieres.
II est tres possible qu'elles vous soient inutiles, qu'elles ne vous
apprennent rien que de fausses conjectures; mais j'ai remarque que
sa maniere de voir etait toujours juste sur quelques points."

French.

M. Mallet du Pan

to

M. Malodet.

—"Deux

heures apres le depart de ma
1794,
5,
derniere lettre du 2, Mr. W[ickham] m'apporta la votre du 15 Octobre,
L'une et l'autrre me prouvent que
et la poste celie du 10 precedent.
vous etes loin du point de la question, qu'on n'est inform e que tres
superficiellement a Londres de l'etat interieur actuel de la France ; et
que les distances vous laissent fort en arriere des variations extraordinaires du moment.
Je ne puis vous mettre au fait par de simples
lettres ; ma derniere aura deja, rectifie quelques unes de vos opinions.
" L'erreur fondamentale de tous ceux qui raisonnent au loin sur
la France est de porter leurs raissonements sur la fausse base de
lis se persuadent que les Jacobins, triomphants cinq ans
l'analogie.
Cette feroeite, cette
consecutifs, doivent triomplier eternellement.
audace, ces pretendus talents dont vous me parlez, n'ont pas empeche
que Koberspierre leur chef succombat, que la terreur, les guillotines,
les mesures revolutionnaires ne fussent emportees d'emblee, et qu'ils ne se
regardent comme tellement ecrases qu'ils sont venus en Suisse tenter des
negotiations avec les Aristocrates, au moyen d'un billet du jeune Roi,
J'ai lu ce billet en
qu'ils avaient dicte a ce malheureux enfant.
original; j'ai rec-u la confidence de ce qui s'est passe; et j'ai dissuade
les intermediaires aux quels on s'addressait de repondre a une si
dangereuse ouverture. II ne faut pas s'allier a un parii qui s'en va
il
ne faut pas souiller la cause royale par une connexion avec des
scelerats qui out execute les noyades, les fondroyades, les manages
republicains, et qui sont l'objet de l'execration universelle.
Une union
si monstrueuse serait un crime en morale, et une faute irremissible en
politique; car il sumrait que le penjile, que les royalistes meme de
l'interieur soup9onnassent cette liaison, pour faire retrograder toures
les dispositions au retour d'une royaute rendue par les Jacobins.
S'ils en avaient la puissance, ils n'en auraient pa3 la volonte.
Ce sont
les tentatives d'agonisants.
Billaud Varennes, d'Herbois, et Barrere
leurs chefs sont perdus sans ressource.
Le premier est a-peu-}?res fou ;
le troisieme sa servilite
le second va expier les meutres de Lyon
a Koberspierre. Les societes populaires, deja affaiblies, sont presque
partout attaquees ou dissoutes. La majorite de la Convention voyant
ce parti ecrase par la haine publique, s'est dispensee de recourir a
Elle a tout laisse faire aux formes
l'insurrection pour l'achever.
Voila Carrier en jugement, sans que les Jacobins ayent ose
legales.

November

Berne.

r

;

rien entreprendre.

" S'il n'y a point de talents parmi eux ; il n'y en a pas d'avantage
Mais ceux-ci ont pour eux l'opinion publique
chez leurs adversaires.
et observez bien qu'ils ne l'ont pas formee, et que si elle les protege,
;

e'est qu'ils lui obeissent.

Ce mouvement

des esprits les entraine, bon

L L 2
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Plusieurs de principaux ont temoigne des dispositions
le systeme auquel ils sont forces les rapproche invinciblement des Federalistes et des Constitutionnels. Nul autre parti n'offre
les memes rapports, la meme position, les meraes esperances.
"En vertu des conseils que nous leur avions transmis, ils se sont
rendus maitres des deux grands Comites de Salut-Public et de Siirete
General ils ont releve les 164 Deputes or restants qui avaient vote
l'appel au peuple dans le jugement du Roi ; ils ont mis en train le
largissement et la re-integration des 74 merabres du meme parti qui
se trouvaient detenus depuis 15 mois; ils ont replace dans les autorites
constitutes une infinite de Constitutionnels; ils ont fait rentrer les
bourgeois de Paris dans leurs sections.
" Tout ce qu'on vous debite du pretendu ascendant des Jacobins
dans les emplois, les tribunaux, est une reminiscence et non un fait
ils sont depossedes en tres grande partie, et le seront partout avant le
fin du mois.
"Malgre ce que je vous annonce du rapprochement des chefs
Moderes, gardez-vous de croire qu'ils ayent aucun plan ferme de
ils
royaute.
lis hesitent, ils tatonnent, ils craignent pour leurs tetes
D'ailleurs, ils esperent obtenir la
se defient de tout ce qui les entoure.
et s'ils l'ont, ils se regardent comme
paix, ou la donner aux Puissances
Alors la vanite legislative, et l'amour de la domination leur
affermis.
Le tiers de la Convention
feront tenter un nouveau code republicain.
un quart est Jacobin le
tient a ce regime par necessite, ou par gout
mais la
reste est compose de politiques qui attendent les evenements
pensee individuelle, dominante, est de se tirer a tout prix des tern petes
de factions sanguinnaires, et de sauver vies et proprietes.
" Voila les elements sur lesquels on travaille. Le besoin irresistible
et la soif erfrenee de la paix leur donnent une grande activite ; mais
pour qu'ils composent autre chose que le cahos, il faut que la crainte de
la guerre accompagne l'espoir de la paix.
Plus de ressources si les
Puissances, au lieu de marchander celle-ci au prix du retablissement
de la monarchic constitution nelie, la jettent a la tete de la Convention.
Celle-ci ayant rempli le principal vceu public, sera alors maitresse se
donner le gouvernement qui lui plaira, et tres probablement elle ne
La nation lassee, voyant tomber une
reviendra pas a la monarchic.
partie de ses cbaines, acceptera tout ce que presenteront ses delegues,
et chacun verra trop d' incertitudes et de dangers a reparler d'un Roi.
Si, au contraire, les Puissances en renoncant a toute idee de guerre
contre la France et pour lui donner des loix, etaient d'accord a, declarer
qu'elles ne poseront les armes qu'apres le retabli de la monarchic
constitutionnelle, vous verriez les Moderes, unis aux 200 membres non
regicides, se servir, en faveur des vues royalistes, de ce cri de paix
ils remettraient les Constitutionnels en attitude
necessaire
ils opposeraient le voeu national pour la paix aux efforts des Republicans
ils auraient pour eux majorite dans le peuple, et majorite dims la
Convention.
u En ce moment, les moderes jouent serre. Ne vous meprenez pas
aux discours des autres souvenez-vous que Monck ne parlait que de
Republique la vieille du jour ou il proclamait le Roi.
" Cette crise offre certainement une infinite d'obstacles et de chances
On
defavorables mais la pire de toute3 est la conduite de PEmpire.
ne doute plus que le Roi de Prusse n'ait fait sa paix ; ses troupes se
quatre autres Electcurs ont propose a la Diete de
retirent entierement
la [defection du] Roi de Prusse, l'horrible affaire de Pologne,
traitcr
es usurpations [porte] la Cour de Vienne, d'ailleurs
la crainte de
tres mecontentc des Anglais et des Hollandais, de negotier aussi.
gre, mal gre.
conciliatrices

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

.
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les huit jours, traite aussi de son cote.
Vous
verrez eclore des paix separees, comme a la paix de Nimegue, et alors
car l'Angleterre seule influe plutot
notre principal ressort est demonte
en sens contraire sur un ennemi qui la deteste, et qui n'aura plus qu'elle
Toute marche ulterieure est done suspendue par cette
a craindre.
Cependant on ne neglige rien.
incertitude sur la paix et la guerre.
En ce moment la Convention est un cahos, et la fermentation
excessive.
II surviendra dans peu des explosions, dans un sens ou dans

L'Espagne, battue tout

;

un

autre.

" Quoiqu'il

arrive, a moins que les Jacobins ne trioniphent, la
France sera rouverte aux emigres qui n'ont pas porte les armes. II
serait a desirer que vous vous eDtretinssiez des circonstances avec deux
ou trois des principales Constitutionnels. Montlosier devrait voir Duport
Quant aux colonies, voire idee est tres heureuse,
qui le caressa a Paris.
mais l'orgeuil resistera a, rien ceder aux Anglais. On rendra plutot
tout aux autres Puissances, qu'on ne leur abandonnerait un village.
Ecrivez moi plus regulierement."

French.

Lord Grenville
1794,

November

9,

Dover

to the

Street.

Duke of Portland.

—" In the

course of the discussions

with Mr. Jay, which are, I hope, now brought to a satisfactory issue,
a great deal has passed respecting the Prize Courts in the West Indies,
and the facts mentioned by him, together with those which have in
other ways come to my knowledge, have satisfied me of the necessity of
our providing some effectual remedy for the evils arising from the
Unless this can be
present frame and constitution of those Courts.
done, there is, I fear, no hope of establishing any permanent good
understanding with America; for let us make what regulations we
please by treaty, the West India and Bermuda privateers will continue
their depredations upon the American trade as long as they find
the West Indies Courts disposed to countenance their proceedings.
" I have attentively considered the report which was made to your
Grace by the Advocate, Attorney, and Solicitor General on this subject,
under date of the 9th of August ; and, though it is impossible not to
acknowledge that some of the difficulties stated by them, respecting
the execution of the plan which had been referred to them, are of
weight, I own I am not satisfied that they are sufficiently important
to prevent the adoption even of that plan if done by authority of
Parliament. But I am sure that, if that plan should really be impracticable, we should not be justified in leaving matters as they are,
without trying whether some other remedy might not be effectual."
w Supposing a controlling power in Parliament respecting both the
Prize Courts and the Courts of Vice-Admiralty in the Colonies, which
I apprehend clearly exists, those being strictly matters of an Imperial
nature, I should suppose there could be no difficulty in uniting all the
Vice-Admiralty Courts into one, as well as all the Prize Courts. If it
were necessary, the several judges of the present Courts in the different
islands might all be members of the new Court, and might continue to
reside in the separate islands to do such acts relative to causes brought
into the General Court, either of Vice- Admiralty or Prize, as might
And the General
properly be done by single judges out of court.
Court might and ought to be an Itinerant Court, holding its sessions in
And the appointment of one civilian of character and
all the islands.
abilities to preside as Chief Justice would operate as a great check on
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the proceedings of the Court in each island. There would also be
derived from this arrangement the advantage of uniformity of practice
and decision a point in which the present system is greatly defective.
Such an arrangement would much diminish the inconvenience
suggested in the report respecting causes now depending. I should
think these might be transferred to a Court differing so little in any
part of its constitution from that in which they now are. But if not,
the present Court might be continued, as with respect to those causes
only, but being restrained from entertaining any new cause."
" I throw these suggestions out to your Grace on a point with the
detail of which I am not conversant, with a desire that they may be
considered both by the King's servants and by those whose local
and professional knowledge make them more competent judges
of such a business, but in the earnest hope that some new arrangement will be made to obviate a mischief the continuance of which
cannot fail to produce the most serious evils."
;

"W. Pitt to

Lord Grenville.

[1794
], Downing Street.— " I have just read Eliot's account
from the Hague of the opening made by Monsieur Martanges, which
strikes me as deserving every encouragement ; and I should imagine
you will think it right to authorize Eliot to make a favourable answer,
referring at the same time to the previous conditions, which we mean
to require from the Princes.
The number of emigres who can be
collected within the time

named

is-

probably overrated; but,

conditions are accepted, the larger the force

is

if

our

of this description, the

better."

Henry Dundas

to

Lord Grenville.

—

1794 ? [September-October], Wimbledon. " I return you the papers
you sent me the principles of your projet I much approve of but, before
communicating it, I should wish it to be reconsidered whether it is right
to admit any other nations whatever to interfere in our differences with
them. In truth, I know not who these nations could be, but, if any
of such a description as you give could be found, I would not relish
the idea of any nation being referees between you and your former
;

;

subjects.

"

On

the subject of the ports and the future boundary, I would wish,
our mutual satisfaction, before it goes out of your hands, that
Mr. Pitt, you, and I could, with a map before us, and General Clarke
in company, run over the report made up by Simcoe on the defence of
the two Canadas. The day will be so broke tomorrow it would not
answer, but as early on Saturday as is convenient.
" I am rather against King's suggestion as to duties, as mentioned,
respecting the first article.
This however may be talked of in our
conversation with Clarke."
for

John Jay

to

Lord Grenville.

1794, November 22, Royal Hotel, Pall Mall.— « I have had the
pleasure of receiving the letter which your Lordship did me the honour
to write yesterday, enclosing a copy of one that you had written to Mr.
Hammond. Marks of confidence from those who merit it are grateful
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human mind

they give occasion to inferences, which, by soothing
produce agreeable emotions.
" Being aware that our mutual efforts to restore good humour and
goodwill between our two countries, should be continued beyond the
date of the treaty, I am happy that our sentiments in this respect
to the

;

self-love,

coincide.
" The letters I have written to America with the two copies of the
treaty, which are already despatched, leave me little to add on the

subject of your Lordship's letter.
They are indeed concise, for I had
not time to amplify. They will be followed by others less general, and
more pointed. There are men among us to whom those ideas will be
Their opinions
familiar, and who will not omit to disseminate them.
and example will have influence, but it will be progressive, not sudden
and general. The storm I hope and believe will soon cease, but the
agitation of the waters will naturally take some time to subside.
No
man can with effect say to them, peace, be still. By casting oil upon
them, they will doubtless be the sooner calmed. Let ais do so.

" I have a

good opinion of Mr. Hammond, nay more, I really wish
asperities however which have taken place lead me to
apprehend that official darts have frequently pierced through official
characters, and wounded the men.
Hence I cannot forbear wishing
that Mr. Hammond hod a better place
and that a person well adapted
to the existing state of things was sent to succeed him.
I make this
remark on the most mature reflection, and found it on those active
principles in human nature which, however they may be repressed,
cannot easily be rendered dormant, except in cases of greater magnanimity than prudence will usually allow us to calculate upon. It is not
without reluctance that I give this remark a place in this letter. I
class Mr. Hammond among those who, I think, are friendly to me.
I
have experienced his attentions and hospitality. ISIot an unkind idea
passes in my mind respecting him.
Public and common good is my
object and my motive.
That official letters and documents have been
prematurely and improperly published in America is evident, I have
not been sparing of animadversions on this head, and flatter myself that
more circumspection in future will be used.
" The consuls and other public officers and agents in the two countries
will have it much in their power (especially in America, from the nature
of the government and state of society) to promote or to check the
progress of conciliation and cordiality. I have but imperfect knowledge
of those now in the United States, except Sir John Temple, whose
conduct and conversation appeared to me to be conciliatory. I have
been informed very explicitly that Mr. Hamilton, the consul in Virginia,
is not esteemed, and that his private character is far from being
estimable.
I mention this only as meriting inquiry.
" There being no French merchant ships in the American seas, the
privateers must either prey on neutral vessels, or return without spoil.
Hence they become exposed to temptations not easy for them to resist
The privateers of two hostile nations have no desire to seek and to fight
each other. Between mere birds of prey there are few conflicts. If
they were recalled, their crews might be usefully employed in ships of
war or of commerce. Pardon the liberty of these hints they occur to
me, and I let my pen run on, perhaps too far.
" Permit me to assure you that my endeavours to cultivate amity and
goodwill between our countries and people shall continue unremitted,
and that they will not cease to be animated by your Lordship's

him

well.

The

;

;

co-operation.
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use an Indian figure, may the hatchet be henceforth buried
and with it all the animosities which sharpened, and which
threatened to redden it."

To

for ever,

Military Convention for the Defence of the Dutch Eepublic
and Germany.
[1794, December.] Note by Lord Grenville of the Prussian case,,
in regard to the violation of this Convention, as presented by
Baron Jacobi.

"On the 26th or 27th July, M. Moellendorff made a Conveution for
the military operations, with Duke Albert and the Duke of York.
u In August the English Ministers were well contented with the
Prussians.
" The middle of September, official assurances were given that the
subsidy would be paid
" On the 20th September, M. M. Hohenloe and Frensen gained a
victory at Kaiserlautern.
" On the 30th September, notice was given that the subsidy would
not be paid for the month of October, because engagements were not
fulfilled.
*'

On

the 8th or 10th October this news arrived at Berlin, at the

moment they expected payment.
"

On

the 20th or 24th October, a Declaration was delivered at Berlin
a new concert was made with the Duke of York and the
commanders of the Austrian and Prussian armies, the subsidy past and
Prussia consented to this, provided the arrears
future would be paid.
were first paid, and that the Prussian army should not act under the
Commissary Briel and Haafs, but according to a convention of the
tenor of the Convention of the Hague.
" This answer arrived in London the 9th November. On the 28th
November the payment refused but it was declared that if Prussia
had any propositions to make for next campaign, they would be
considered."
that, if

;

Abstract by Lord Grenville of
from November 1794
3 Messidor.

—Republican

signals,

from Brittany,
January 1795.

letters received

to

between

the

coast

and

their

vessels.

—
—

N. B. These are regulated by the days of the month, which must
of course be understood of the Republican month.
Qy. Whether these signals will not have been changed on the
discovery of Prigeant and bis associates.
15 November. This paper is certified by the Baron de Cormantin.
16 November. Resolutions of the conseil militaire of the army of

—
—

'

Brittany.
#
Danger of delay; requisitions of men and grains in force alt
AH,. 2.
through the province.
Resolution not to act in a body till the English come. If
Art. 3.
Will protect their
only 12.000 men come, they shall be joined.
debarkation, but without the certainty of their coming at a given time

—
—

will not rise.

Art.

Malo.

4.— Three

points of attack proposed.

Vannes,

St. Brien, St.
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The first a false attack with a debarkation of 2,000 men. May be
joined by 12,000 or 15,000 men, but say here only 7,000.
Royalists in Morbihan 8,000.
Real attack near St. Brien with a debarkation of 8,000 men. May
be joined in twenty-four hours by 6,000 men, and the whole country
would be with them.
No troops dans cette province.
Third attack at St. Malo with 2,000 emigres. May be joined in
twenty-four hours by 2,000 or 3,000 Royalists and the latter would
;

probably at that time be in possession of Chateauneuf.
Art. 5. During these attacks the Royalists in the interior will rise
in ten or twelve different places, to occupy the attention of the few
troops

who

are in the province.

Chiefs in Brittany to Puisaye.

7 December

1

794.

—They send

The spirit
explain their plan.
danger grows pressing.

Bourdonnaye and Allegre who
of

Cormartin

to

the

will

country improves, but the

Puisaye.

—

20 December. Account of what has passed since his departure ;
successful endeavonrs to excite a general disposition in the province.
He would not know the country again, the whole is with them.
Danger from moderantism, &c. the armistice* has produced des
traitres.

,

They

sent six weeks ago to press his return as above all things
The cantons are pressed by Republican troops, and remain
necessary.
in a state of inactivity which it is at once difficult and dangerous to
They sent dispatches by his aide-de-camp to press 1. his
prolong.
return.
2. the suspension of all partial debarkations.
3. not to send
emigres except in a body.
The Republicans are in great want of troops.
Seeing the urgency of the moment Cormartin meant to have come to
England, with the determination of returning at the end of January
but the other chiefs would not agree to it. Urges his return.

—

;

Council of the

Army

of Brittany to Puisaye.

—

22 December. Insist on his return and prompt succours.
on which they press..
1 and 2. Puisaye's return, &c.
3. Immediate succours from England.

Send

articles

4. Cessation of partial debarkations.
5.

Dufour's return.

6.

Till the end of

January the committee desire only one boat with
Puisaye should
our answer, and some pecuniary assistance.

come

in

it.

7. Ditto.
8.

Detail of succours asked.
Prince of the blood of France.
1.
2. The return of Puisaye.
3. The emigres in mass.
4. All those in England to be obliged to come.

A

*

Qy. amnesty, or does

it

mean

the truce.

— G.
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5.
6.
7.

8.

The emigre corps raised by England.
The British army.
Arms, &c, and money.
Cannot wait longer.
The first British corps to be of
12,000 men, who are to force a landing ; but the
Royalists could assist any such undertaking.

9.

The

signals, &c.

The remaining

articles not material.

The Chiefs
22 December

J

794.

the people with
immediately.

—Danger

them

;

of delay
no troops in the province ;
absolute necessity of his return ; must act
;

Cormartin
25 December.
Dufour.

—

to JPuisaye.

Difficulties

to

Puisaye.

of his personal situation.

Refers to

Pierrot to Puisaye.

—

28 December. Uncertain state of things in the Republic. Inconvenience of his absence.
Invitations from the Representatives of the Convention, and the
Republican general to Boishardy.
Solhilac and Pierrot go to Moncontour are received by the aidede-camp of General Humbert, and the commandant of the town with
civility.
Return in safety having delivered a letter from Boishardy
;

for

Humbert.

Boishardy and Cormartin are now with Humbert

wait to know
;
the issue.
All this makes it necessary to lose no time in Puisaye's return and
the British succours
Everything is still well disposed to them, but may change in a

month.

They continue to chouaner in order to keep up the spirit. They
have daily successes.
Refers to Dufour.
Report that Boisguy has surrendered to the Republicans with all
Disbelieves this, but

his forces.

His defection would carry with
In the canton of M.

it

has some foundation.

it all

that canton.

Chouans have sur-

above twenty

rendered.

Names

of others

who have made

their peace

;

danger' that this will

spread.

Reports of armistice, and approaching peace in the Vendee.

Want

of

money very

great.

Guerre des assignats alone would ruin the Republic.
Exorbitant price of everything.
In all the country from Vannea to Dinant money passes currently.
Cider sells from thirty to forty sols in assignats, and from three to
four in money.
Their friends begin to murmur at Puisaye's absence.
This whole country is good, 15,000 fighting men might be drawn
from it.*
* This

is

meant

of the part

where the writer

is.

— G.
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[Cormartin] to Puisaye.

—

31 December. Account of interview with Humbert.
will see him again before they decide
Offers made by him
a
similar interview a* Nantes between Charette and Canclaux.
He is
;

;

going there with a pass to learn the particulars, as they will regulate
his conduct.

He adds in cipher, that he is determined never to surrender, and
that he goes only to amuse the enemy, to deliver the letter from
Puisaye to Canclaux, and to establish a correspondence with Charette.
December

to

Successful endeavours to gain over that Canton.
Cannot reckon on more than fifty or sixty men
month there, could greatly increase this number.

Further

The

;

if

he could stay a

details.

There are troops in all the
the country excellent.
number des coquins* being very small.
Suspicions from Puisaye's absence ; danger of more delay.
spirit of

parishes, but little to fear, the

f Theobalde to Puisaye.

—

2 January, 1795. Perschaze has perished.
Despatches which they had sent by Perschaze
Prigeant is taken.
were very detailed. Presses Puisaye's return some of their officers
The Rector of Maiziere has
others have surrendered.
are taken
betrayed them.
The country is well disposed, but no time is to be lost.
Chouannerie has succeeded very well, particularly in Boishardy's
;

;

cunton.

They have

seen

Humbert again who has renewed

his solicitations to

them

to surrender.
Refers on this point to his cipher.

He

and Solhilac are going to Nantes with a passport to know what
is doing, and mean to do the same.
They supped with

Charette

Humbert at Boishardy's house.
The Convention is alarmed at

their force,

tired of the war.
During his journey there

and the Republican soldiers

is to be a suspension of hostilities.
Boishardy
gone to Moncontour with Humbert danger of this.
Urgency of
immediate succours, loss of time, &c.
Details of officers, names, &c.
Assignats are at eighteen and twenty per cent., when compared with
money.
They are in great want of money, for they can now do nothing with

—

is

assignats.

Cormartin

to

Prince de Bouillon.

—

2 January 1795. This letter contains the same points as the preceding letters, with no material variation.
JSr.B.

army

The terms

—

1795.
Agreement
and the Republicans.

3 January

of Brittany

for

an

armistice

between the

are very remarkable.

* Are these the troops ? or the patriots in the parishes ?
is plainly Cormartin.
{Lord G?-enville's JSotes.)

f This
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It is to last

be given of

contrary orders are given, and eight days notice are to
being broken off on either side.

till

its

Chantreau and Boishardy to Puisaye.
5 January 1795.

—Press

in the

most urgent terms his immediate

arrival.

Chantreau and Boishardy to Puisaye.

—

11 January 1795. Necessity of his return.
Very fortunate that the
Republicans cannot hurt them in this moment, or ^hey would be
dissolved.

But from what the enemy has learnt from Prigeant, he will be enabled
means for seizing them all.
Cormartin and Humbert are gone to Canclaux. The negotiation does

to take

not include the Morbihan, who are too scrupulous for it.
Bourdonaye
good for nothing but to be a priest.
They learn from the Republicans that the whole department of Mayenne

is

is

in insurrection.
Advantage of seizing this opportunity.

Immense offers of the Republicans.
With money they could answer for

the force armee des parages*
which he says is surprising, but proves the influence of their party.
They have all passports from the Republican generals, and eat with

them when they choose.
Presses Puisaye's return, with arms and money.

Chantreau

Puisaye.

to

—

14 January 1795. Bourdonnaye and his companions had despatches,
but they have been obliged to tear them. Refers to their verbal
accounts.

Charette has entered into conference with Canclaux; he demands
that all his country should be restored to its former state.
Stofflet
refuses to listen to any terms ; he fights like a devil.
These facts are certain, for they are in the despatches from Cormartin

and Humbert.

He

has received to-day a letter from Bollet the Representative du

Peuple,

who

is

a bon et brave

Boishardi and another are

De
19 January 1795.

homme.

still

in conference at Lamballe.

Sorville to Puisaye.

— Refers to Dufour.

Solhilac and he tried to get to the Vendee, but could not.
and another have each taken the direction of a canton.

He

His,

though new, is much advanced.
He wants arms and ammunition sends a list of articles.
means of it. Never was the country
Presses Puisaye's return
;

;

General discontent even among the troops.
Venergie commence a devenir le caiactere du peuple Breton.
chouannerie est devenue a la mode. Tout le monde s'en mele.

better disposed.

* Qy.,

what

is

that

?— G.

La
Les
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Municipaux. les plus enrages nous reckerchent en demandant leur grace,
et promettant de la meriter par leur conduite.
Assignats fall daily. They are at 10 per cent. With money they
could have on their side almost all the troops ; presses for money, arms,
and ammunition.
Urgency of present succour rather than delaying it. Refers to the
persons from Morbihan on the subject of the suspension of arms.
Great want of good officers to be sent, particularly those who speak
Breton.
One letter from Boishardy, Solhilac and Torville, to Cormartin and
Chantreau proposing an immediate explosion without waiting for
England.
One from Boishardy, Chantreau, Solihac, and the other chiefs, to
Puisaye, urging in the strongest terms the necessity of immediate
immediately the
assistance, and stating that without this is done
Republicans will send troops, who will render a descent impossible.
They state the favourable disposition of the country, and the certainty
of corrupting the Republican troops with money ; and, on the other
hand, the danger that, unless supplies are sent, the want of provisions
will oblige -10,000 deserters who are in Brittany to return to the
Republican army.

A

State Paper on Ireland.

—

[Without date, address, or signature, probably written in 1792.] " I
it necessary not only in order to explain myself more clearly, but to
collect and methodise my own thoughts on the subject of Ireland, to
take up the consideration of the affairs of that kingdom from a very early
period.
I feel, at the same time, that I shall be inaccurate as well as
prolix, for, excepting about six weeks in Lord Buckingham's Government, when a good deal of information on a few points was put into
my hands, I have not for many years given any attention to the detail
of Irish business, and I have not even the Statutes, and Journals of
Parliament, the notes I have myself taken at different times, nor any
other document by which I might correct what I write. The references,
however, which I am obliged to make to former transactions are, for
the most part, only used as illustrations of my opinions, and provided
what I say makes my meaning clear, I shall think I have been suffiespecially as there is no danger of my misleading you,
ciently exact
as to any particular fact, who are so much more fully acquainted than
I can ever have been, not only with all the late transactions in Ireland,
but with the real causes, and springs from whence they have been
find

;

produced.
" Though the injustice and mischievous effects of the restraints
which had been imposed by the British Parliament should be admitted
though the judicature arrogated by the English House of Lords should
be considered as a manifest violence, and usurpation ; both the one
and the other had been suffered so long, the habits of the people were
so moulded to them, and the security of so much property apparently
depended upon an adherence to the same system, that it is more than
probable the situation of affairs would have undergone no material
change, if it had not been for what I have always considered to be an
abuse of power, as wanton and corrupt, as it was mischievous and
oppressive; and a long continuance of most improvident management;
so that I have often thought the English interest in Ireland must have
been preserved by a particular Providence, as it was scarcely possible
to concert measures better calculated for its destruction.
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!

" Ireland, it is well known, was governed not with an immediate
view to the prosperity of its inhabitants, nor even to the augmentation
of the general strength and greatness of the British empire, to which it
was only remotely and indirectly contributory, by the nionoply which
our merchants enjoyed of its trade. Under such* a system, it became
necessary to depress the political importance of the people.
The
national interest and that of Government were plainly in opposition to
each other and without examining the general policy of such a system,
it must be allowed that the mode of administration was well calculated
to maintain it.
The operation of Poyning's Law had reduced the
House of Lords to absolute insignificance. The business of Government was committed, in the House of Commons, to the Attorney
General, a professional man and the only person who appeared with
any leading or consequence when the House of Lords were allowed to
take a part, was the Chancellor, who was, upon a fixed principle, to be
always an Englishman. No other situation to which either power or
dignity was attached remained, so that the great men of the land were
excluded from all share of executive as well as legislative authority.
The House of Commons was constituted in such a manner as to have
the least possible dependance upon the people. The right of election
was confined to very few by the original constitution of the greater
number of the boroughs, and, by the exclusion of Papists, reduced
within still narrower bounds. The choice was for a long and indefinite
The members of the Privy
time, the life of the member, or the King.
Council were nominated by the Crown, and removable at pleasureThe final judicature resided in England the whole power of the Church
was in the disposal of the Crown, and committed to the hands Of
Englishmen. There was revenue sufficient for all the necessary purposes
the Civil Establishment was, in its nature, as little
of Government
expensive as possible, and the system of policy such as to lead to its
reduction rather than increase ; the military was limited by a British
Act of Parliament. There was even a great surplus of revenue, and a
large sum of money in the Treasury at the disposal of the Crown.
The
commercial restraints must, when they were first imposed, have been
;

;

•

;

felt

as a cruel grievance,

and occasioned the

distress,

and ruin of

numbers. But, after they had been submitted to for such a course of
years, and all the remaining industry of the kingdom had been confined
to particular channels, there was no considerable body of men whose
interest was immediately affected by them, and it was become in some
degree the private interest of the bulk of the nation to concur with the
The North depended upon the linen manuviews of Government.
Great Britain was the
facture, the South upon the provision trade
A free trade, by increasing the general
principal market for both.
wealth and population of the country, might, in the end, be beneficial
to the linen manufacturer and increase the demand for that article, but
the markets already opened to him furnished a vent for more than he
could supply, and the prospect of a contingent and very remote advantage could never have reconciled him to the immediate danger of
Great Britain's shutting her ports against him, or even withdrawing
It was, besides, notorious that, notwithstanding the
the bounty.
restraint, the country prospered exceedingly, and was improving rapidly.
The taxes were moderate in themselves, and the limited expenses of
Government called for no extraordinary supplies, so that there was as
little to apprehend from the temper, as from the power of the people,
which we have already seen was circumscribed in the strictest manner.
" "When every national principle is excluded, and Government acts
for a partial end, it will be the more exposed to the danger of its
;
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servants setting up for themselves, and perverting the powers delegated
to them to establish their own independence, and make it necessary for
Government to employ them exclusively. Against this danger, as an
influence in Parliament was the only engine that could be set to work,
there was a resource in the power of dissolution, and if the superior
Government had been unremittingly vigilant in guarding against the
first encroachments of its servants, this might have been sufficient.
The very reverse was the case. They were remiss in the extreme, and
their servants were vigilant to improve every opportunity of augmenting
their influence and strengthening their connections.
The redundancy
of the public revenue furnished them with the first important advantage.
They bribed a majority of Parliament to confederate with them by
means of that treasure which should have been husbanded as the best
But, by this profusion, the
security of the authority of Government.
Exchequer was exhausted, and the Government reduced to a dependence,
for the moment, upon the grants of Parliament.
And in order to
perpetuate that dependence, a popular expedient was devised, which
the Government were seduced by their treacherous advisers to consent
to, namely, the charging the hereditary revenue with bounties upon
different articles to a very great amount.
The consequences of these
manoeuvres were soon apparent, and every successive Lord Lieutenant
was obliged to make a new contract with the Junta in Ireland, to carry
through the ordinary business of the State. Government was, at length,
obliged to make a vigorous effort in order to throw off this disgraceful
For this purpose it became necessary to raise the importsubjection.
ance of the people, and the Octennial Law was passed. This measure
was attended with all the success that could be expected or desired
and it became manifest from experiment that the natural influence of
Government wa3 more powerful than any factious combination that
From this period a revolution took place
could be formed against it.
which called for some modification of the ancient principles and forms.
The Government had prevailed by the assistance of the country
gentlemen in Parliament.
The court which had been paid to this
description of men during the struggle had awakened their ambition,
and the shortening the duration of Parliaments, as well as the breaking
the Ministerial confederacy, had really increased their consequence.
It was easy to foresee that they would not soon relapse into the torpid
inaction into which they had so long been plunged.
They had gained
one step which, in the nature of things, must lead to more, and provision
was to be made for securing their affection, and uniting their interest

with Government, lest they should become the instruments of faction
and ambition.
" The general persuasion, which I mentioned before, that the two
great articles of trade, namely, linen and provisions, upon which the
bulk of the nation depended for subsistence and wealth, were absolutely
in the power of Great Britain, and the flourishing state of the linen
manufacture in particular, furnished a great advantage to Government;
and another circumstance, not less in their favour, was the division
between Protestant and Papist, each of which naturally looked to
Government for protection. The victory which Administration had
recently gained enabled them to augment the revenue, so far as to
answer fully the necessary expenses of Government, which might, also,
be honourably reduced within narrower limits by an economy, which
it was no longer to be apprehended would be construed into a timid
compliance with factious clamour, instead of being considered as a
But the greatest of all possible advandeliberate and politic system.
tages for settling upon the firmest basis whatever arrangements the

\

/
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might require, and which seems

to have been peculiar to the
of Ireland, was the certainty that no demand for extraordinary supplies could disconcert their plans, nor any event deprive
them of leisure for that gradual and silent reformation which is at once
crisis

Government

the safest and most effectual.
A war could add nothing to the public
expense but the trifling difference of 4,000 men serving abroad or at
home. And as Great Britain, even in time of peace, might be expected
to avail herself as far as possible of the Irish army, that difference was
reduced to nothing. The obvious intention, and indeed the immediate
occasion of Poyning's Law was to guard against the possible treachery
of an Irish administration, by making it impossible that any law,
prejudicial to the English interest, should pass by their connivance.
A remedy calculated for extraordinary occasions was not to be lightly
resorted to, more especially at a time when it was not only material to
conciliate the affections of the people to English Government, but to
repress the attempts of the servants of the Crown in Ireland to obtain
an influence there, independent of their employers.
The idea of a
resident Lord Lieutenant perhaps was wise, and calculated to remove
the abuses which had been complained of, if it had been connected with
a subordinate administration, who might stand between the Government
and the people, and be responsible to both for public measures. But,
as things are at present, there is no degree of firmness and sagacity
which can save the Lord Lieutenant from being the tool or dupe of
men whose interest it is to deceive or betray him. During the whole
course of Lord Harcourt's and Lord Buckinghamshire's Governments,
they might, at the opening of every Session, have informed their
employers, without any violation of truth, that they had a large
majority in both Houses, who had engaged to vote whatever should be
These men, in the country, were heads of
recommended to them.
popular associations, and colonels of volunteers, exciting discontent,
and toasting confusion to measures which, in the closet of the Lord

Lieutenant, they had advised or approved. And when the crisis arrived
in Parliament, they supported the Castle as far as was sufficient to fix
the odium of every unpopular measure upon English Government, and
then deserted their standard, or refused to' advance. Their object was
It made them in some
to embroil the Government and the people.
degree necessary to both parties, and secured them, during the struggle,
the exclusive emoluments of office and all the patronage of the State.
Upon this basis they were erecting the fabric of their future power,
and, if circumstances had permitted the popular ferment to subside, and
the frequent elections had not brought forward a greater number of
adventurers than could be readily provided for, the confederacy of the
servants of Government would already have acquired a form and
consistence much more formidable and powerful than that which, with
so much risk and expense, was broken in Lord Townshend's adminiIf any apparent and public responsibility had been thrown
stration.
upon the servants of the Crown ; if their share in advising the general

measures of Government which was real had been ostensible and nun
of figure and consideration in the country had been selected to take the
lead in both Houses in official situations, instead of mere adventurers,
it is probable that English Government might never have been comIts influence need not have been
mitted with the people of Ireland.
But nothing
openly and visibly exerted but for their protection.
operated more to disincline the people to England than the practice,
which 60 long prevailed, of suppressing and altering Bills in the Privy
It always bore the appearance of a violent act of power, and
Council.
made the Irish feel the dependence of their situation. Yet nothing was
;
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more easy than to have avoided it, as the House of Lords, an assembly
devoted to the Crown, might have been employed for the sam*1 ends
as the Privy Council, without risk or objection. The popular indignation
would have spent itself upon Parliamentary leaders, who would have
found consolation in the emoluments and patronage of office for all the
obloquy to which they might be exposed.
"During the prevalence of the faction which was broken in Lord
Townshend's administration, it was obviously necessary to the continuance of their power to garble the sheriffs, upon whom depended
The same practice was
the returns of members of Parliament.
continued afterwards. I do not mention this as a source of the unThere was scarcely any description
popularity of English Government.
of men who did not find or expect their private advantage in the
continuance of this abuse. But, to Government, nothing could be of so
much importance as the regular administration of justice, and the due
execution of the law, with which it is utterly incompatible.
"I have already taken notice of the two great advantages which
England possessed at the period above-mentioned; namely, that the bulk
of the people felt no possible. grievance, but, on the contrary, considered
their interest as materially connected with the favour of Great Britain
and, secondly, that the expenses of Government could be reduced
within certain limits, and, under such circumstances, that no augmentation could become necessary.
Let us see how the administration
availed themselves of these advantages.
In the first place, they
lavished the public money without any view to the public service,
run themselves deeply in debt, and, in every Session, had to apply for
new supplies, and new taxes. This was certainly not the best way of
making themselves popular, and being considered as the protectors
of the people.
This occasioned some murmurings, but was of less
consequence, as the public iudignation was not immediately directed
against Great Britain, and the resource of a new Lord Lieutenant was
always at hand. The Avar was now begun, and the fleets of Great
Britain were to be victualled.
An embargo is evidently a measure
which necessity only can justify. It is an expedient for preventing
mischief which might happen before a more regular proceeding could
take effect. Lord North laid an embargo upon the provision trade of
Ireland, and continued it for three years, regardless of the distress and
clamour it occasioned.
Nor was it thought sufficient to give the
pre-emption to the contractors in England.
commissary of provisions
was established at Cork, and a letter written by the Treasury to the
Commissioners of Revenue in Ireland, desiring them to give orders
that such vessels as should be certified by the commissary, from time
to time, should be suffered to sail from the ports of Ireland without
entry or clearance.
That this was contrary to law it is superfluous
to remark ; and the obvious effect was to enable an individual to buy
up all the provisions remaining after the contractors were supplied,
at his own price, and to supply the enemy, without fear or punishment,
because without the possibility of detection. The man had not discretion to conceal the great fortune which he made with unparalleled
rapidity.
I never could discover any pretence of public utility upon
which this abuse was grounded. It is not easy to conceive the ruin,
and misery, which was brought upon Ireland by an act of power which
suspended at once, and for so long a period as three years, one great
branch of their trade, which was almost the sole dependence of the
southern and western provinces. But the evil was felt, more or less,
in every part of the island, and by every description of men.
I sincerely
believe that no people ever experienced a more cruel and general
;

A

a

94090.
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It was this, and this only, which made the whole nation, who
distress.
bad submitted so tamely for a century to every restriction which the

monopolising spirit of British commerce could impose, determine at
once to throw off the yoke, under which they were actually perishing.

The

and Papists, and their senseless dissensions,
obliterated at once in the pursuit of their common safety.
Their
very existence depended upon a vigorous and united effort to save
distinctions of Protestant

were

the vessel in which they were all embarked.
"It is superfluous to examine whether any part of the concessions
afterwards made to Ireland might have been avoided. Whatever \v;i>
worth contending for was finally relinquished, and in my opinion very
wisely, by the Act of Renunciation which you procured.
The ferment
which had been raised so high could not be expected to subside at once
The parade of volunteering, and the nonsense of Parliamentary reform,
might engage the people for a time, but the first was too expensive to
continue long, and the latter too abstract a speculation to create any
general interest, at a time when so many new pursuits were opened, of
The volunteering spirit was continued
great and immediate profit.
something beyond its natural period, by ill-judged attempts to suppress
it.
The Parliamentary reform was treated with contempt, and, after
There remained
one convulsive struggle, perished, and was forgot.
nothing but the protecting duties, a measure founded upon the narrow
principles which are universally exploded in theory, and will be soon in
practice, but of so hostile a complexion towards Great Britain, and
clamoured for so loudly by the mob of Dublin, that I am not surprised
the Duke of Rutland, who came over in the middle of a Session without
any previous knowledge of the country, should have been alarmed. He
had not time to concert any plan for defeating it, even if he had had
courage to attempt it but, when it came into Parliament, the Northern
members to a man, actuated by the motives I have detailed above,
exerted themselves against it, and threw it out by a large majority,
without any apparent interference of Government. The conclusion of
this Session laid the foundation for the famous commercial propositions,
by which, in my humble apprehension, the continuance of the British
administration, and, what was of still greater consequence, the peace of
the two kingdoms was wantonly hazarded, in order, by purchasing a
little popularity for Messires Foster and Company, to put it in their
power to embarrass all the future measures of Government, as they had
the past. I never had but one opinion on this subject, and declared it
from the first. That the sentiments of the Duke of Jutland and Mr.
Orde underwent a revolution, I can bear witness. As far as I have
considered the propositions, they would have been attended with
But it was easy to foresee that
material advantages to both countries.
they would lead to questions which it was much better should continue
dormant, and give a handle for disturbing again the public peace.
Some points, upon which Ireland at that moment appeared very careleiS,
might have been silently settled to prevent future discussion, and, a**
opportunities presented themselves, more material objects might have
been provided against, and the whole system gradually brought to
The complete pacification of the country at that moment
perfection.
promised leisure for this, and was, alone, a reason sufficient to halve
prevented men of common prudence from agitating anything new.
K\<!\ day, every hour, was giving real strength to Government; the
people throughout the kingdom were sedulously employed in commercial enterprises, and, beyond the walls of Dublin, all the arts of faction
were unable to excite a murmur of discontent. I will venture to say
that, if the British Government had been truly informed of the state of
;
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Ireland, and consulted whether, in that situation of affairs, a scheme of
such extent and difficulty should be proposed, they would not have
And for the truth of my
hesitated to determine in the negative.
The Opposition in Parliarepresentation I may appeal to the event.
ment declared thai the people had asked for nothing j that they
acquiesced in the situation they remained in after the renunciation of
the supremacy of the British Parliament that Government called upon
them to say whether anything could yet be done for them ; that they
were grateful for this mark of attention and benevolence, and sent in
such propositions as appeared calculated for the benefit of Ireland.
Instead of which, another set of propositions was tendered to them
prejudicial to their commercial interests, and subversive of their
Thus handle was given to represent the conduct
constitutional rights.
of Government as insidious, and spread universal alarm through the
nation, who were justly jealous of their recent acquisitions, the advanNo artifice was omitted to
tages of which began to be sensibly felt.
improve this opportunity, and inflame the public resentment; but
Ireland was quiet then, and has remained so ever since.
" The address which was voted by surprise in the House of Commons,
in a thin House, the last day of the Session, when not one member of
any note was present, and which, even after Government had acquiesced,
the threat of a protest by one unsupported individual was sufficient to
defeat in the Lords, was laughed at in Ireland and no expectation was
entertained that it could be made the ground of any future proceeding
and though I can readily comprehend the motives which might induce
certain Irishmen in the service of the Crown to stir in the business, I
have never yet been able to understand how Mr. Orde and the Duke of
Rutland could be induced to represent as discontented, and clamorous
for new grants, the nation which they must have known to be in a state
and, by that means, to lead their
of the most profound tranquillity
friends in England into a transaction of such difficulty and danger,
from which if the event had been complete success, no advantages
could be hoped but what they were already in full possession of, domestic
peace, and an obsequious Parliament.
"One great point was gained for Government in the Duke of
Rutland's administration, a very considerable augmentation of revenue
and what uae has been made of it ? Between two and three hundred
thousand pounds has been squandered in buildings, and other expenses,
With the help of
in which Government has not the remotest concern.
a lottery, and some little manoeuvring in stating the accounts to
Parliament, they have managed to keep up a tolerable appearance
without any new loan but the Treasury is exhausted, and money must
be raised and new taxes imposed. Thus have the strength and security
of Government been wasted, and, what is of the greatest importance,
time which might have been employed in such a manner as to enable
that country to contribute an ample share of the expenses of war, which
must now be borne, as formerly, by Great Britain alone. For it would
be childish to expect, and ruinous to exact, any considerable supply
The other points which were
from Ireland in her present state.
effected by the Rutland administration were, the City Police Bill, and
the General Police. The objects of both, I mean the avowed objects,
must be universally approved ; and it was of some consequence to
Government that the peace and government of the city should be better
provided for than it had been and of infinite importance that the law
should be carried into execution in the whole extent of the kingdom,
The means employed to
with vigilance, firmness, and impartiality.
obtain these ends I cannot consider as dictated by political wisdom.
;
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was beneath the dignity, and repugnant to the interest of Government, to pervert institutions intended for the furtherance of public
justice, and order, to purposes of private corruption.
It was still more
reprehensible, in my humble opinion, to hold out the magistracy as a
punishment, and an object of terror
to threaten the counties with
what ought to be considered as a common benefit and when the subject
has, by the constitution, and the general principles of every Government under heaven, a light to a due, and effectual execution of the
law, to leave it in the discretion of the Lord Lieutenant whether h?
shall enjoy it, or not.
Before a measure proceeding on principles
unknown in the law of these islands was adopted, and an opening given
for imputing to Government an intention to makt. the public disorders
a pretence for obtaining new and dangerous powers, it might have been
prudent to try the effect of a less corrupt appointment of sheriffs,
and new commissions of the peace. At any rate it must have been
wiser to make the old law the groundwork of the new. There would
have been less room for complaint, arid, if ancient maxims may be
relied on, the effect would have been more certain, as well as more
It

;

:

complete.
" In the whole series of measures which I have been considering, I
am not able to find one which was calculated to give any substantial
advantage to the Government of this country, either by conciliating the
affections of the people of Ireland, or rendering their resentment
impotent. I am unable to say what is the system which it was intended
to establish, or whether the views of those in power extended farther
than by temporary expedients to get through the term of their administration, regardless of any consequences to the fundamental interests of
Great Britain. I observe, however, that every measure which Government has thought proper to make their object, has, if persisted in, been
carried by large majorities ; and I also observe some obscure indications
of a consciousness that a new system of administration was necessary,
to meet the new relative situation of the two kingdoms.
On the part
of Great Britain nothing appears to have been wanting to facilitate the
government of successive Lords Lieutenant. Whatever measures they
recommended have been adopted; whatever persons they pointed out
have been distinguished by the Royal favour; and offices, and emoluments of great value, making once a part of the patronage of this
Nothing, in
country, have been relinquished, and restored to Ireland.
short, can be imputed to the British Ministers but their rash confidence
in the persons they employed, and their want of leisure or inclination
to

judge with their own eyes.

" 1 mentioned some indications of an intention to introduce a new
Such an intention has been- repeatedly
system of administration.
announced, both in public and private and, in consequence, great sums
of money have been voted by Parliament, to re-pui chase the offices of
state which had been granted for life, as sinecures, to persons resident
They have been continued as sinecures in Ireland. The
in England.
establishment has been loaded with increased expense, and the sucee>s
of one set of adventurers has only excited the rapacity and expectations
But what points have been gained for England, and what
of another.
right,
advantages is she likely to reap from all her concessions ?
most certainly, to call upon Ireland for larger contributions towards
the expense of future wars, a right which Ireland herself has readily
acknowledged. But has there been any provision made t<> render that
Has there been any considerable
right effectual? Not the least.
augmentation of the army ? No. Any creation of naval force? No.
Any augmentation of revenue so as to leave a fund for the supply of
;
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Great Britain ? Quite the contrary the revenue does not equal the
In short, the state of things is no other ways altered than as
expense.
the public debt? and expenses have been increased, and, consequently,
And a national interest having been
the difficulty of government.
brought forward, but not a national administration, there is nothing
systematic in the public measures of the servants of the Crown in
Ireland, nor any public principle pretended lo by them, but that the
How little such support
subsisting administration is to te supported.
can contribute to the strength of any party here, the late proceedings
have demonstrated, and the principle evidently tends to establish the
most mischievous of all distinctions, that of an English and Irish interest.
But, surely, if there, is anything more peculiarly to be avoided, it is the
committing, upon every trivial occasion, the name and authority of
Great Britain. This, ther, is the conclusion upon -which we must rest.
After the lapse of so many years, this country has derived no advantage,
but some loss, from the concessions made to Ireland. There has been a
loss in patronage, and in prwer, to compensate which neither influence
nor security have been gained, so that the policy of yielding in the first
instance, though defensible upon every liberal principle, may be called
Nor is there, at present, any very flattering
in doubt from the event.
prospect for the future.
The actual state of the revenue is not such as
to admit of any further contribution to the common service; and the
clamours of discontent are as loud as ever. It remains, therefore, to be
enquired whether the people of Ireland still labour under any real
grievances, with the continuance of which the interest of this country is
in any degree complicated.
" That grievances exist, I think, cannot be denied, and it is equally
evident that they are entirely of a domestic nature, and have no relation
to British influence and superiority, nor are they of such magnitude as
They should, however be kept in view,
to require immediate redress.
not only as every wise and just Government must make the general
happiness of the people its principal object, but they will supply the
means of gratifying the people, when the occasion may demand it.
" It is a maxim of good legislation that the poor, from whose labour
the public wealth is derived, shall be favoured and protected as much
That the situation of the poor of Ireland is deplorably
as possible.
wretched it would be superfluous to prove ; but I do not believe that
any person who has not been conversant in the interior of the country
can conceive under what a variety of oppression they are crushed. I
believe the hearth-money to he a greater source of distress to them
than is generally thought. Indeed I am confident that no revenue
which has been drawn from houses with single hearths can be considered as compensating in any degree for the misery and discouragement
The State is a loser by it, in pjint of immediate profit.
of the poor.
I had occasion to talk on this subject with Sir John Parnell' who
admitted the distress occasioned by the tax, and that nothing would
contribute more effectually to the relief of the people than its repeal, or
modification; but justified it by this extraordinary position, that it was
necessary to make them feel that there was a Government over them.
No other object can be answered by its continuance, for Sir John
Parnell, and every other person acquainted with the revenue of Ireland,
is fully sensible that houses with single hearths might be exempted,
and a larger revenue than the present obtained by increasing the tax
great part of the revenue now drawn
upon houses of an higher class.
from single hearths is merely nominal. A large arrear is incurred every
year, and that arrear is never reco\ered, nor indeed is it possible to
recover it; so that the public Treasury must be a gainer by new
;
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modelling this tax. It is sometimes said that no man above the class
of beggars can be so poor as to be distressed by the payment of two
shillings a yea*.
Labourers in England are never at a loss for an
house to shelter them. Many of them have dwellings of their own,
if a landlord was to exact a higher rent for a cottage than they
could afford to pay, they have a resource by applying to the parish.
In
Ireland the great renter of land, whose farm comprehends the extent
of one, and often of two or three English parishes, admits just as many
families of cottagers to reside upon his land as may supply the labour
he has occasion for, and no more. However they may be oppressed,
Other farms are already supplied, and they
there they must remain.
can find neither employment nor room. The poor in the South and
West of Ireland have little or no employment but in husbandry. The
seat cf the linen manufacture is in the North, and no other has yet
much extended itself. The nominal wages of a labourer are 6d. a day,
about 71. 16*. 6d> a year.
Out of this he must pay a high rent for his
cottage and potato garden, and all the articles of necessary consumption
which he cannot be supplied with from thence, he must take from his
master.
So that, though it is possible in some cases that the peasant
may be tolerably subsisted, yet it may well be doubted whether two
shillings in ready money is not a greater sum than he can at any time
spare.
The poor in England pay no direct tax. They contribute,
however, to the State by their consumption of taxed commodities. It
must be the policy of Government to bring the poor of Ireland gradually
into as good a situation, and I should conceive the relieving them from
a direct impost would be one of the first means for accomplishing that
The grievance of hearth-money is certainly not likely to create
end.
any disturbance, and may be continued without danger to Government
in its present form, but the modification of it has always been among
the popular topics. It must be very ill-managed if it is not made to
appear as a favour. No revenue can be lost by it. Perhaps there may
be some gained, and it will undoubtedly contribute to the general
prosperity of the people.
" Tythe is a subject of much greater .weight, and demands, in my

and

Whether it may
opinion, more immediate attention from Government.
be practicable, in any circumstance, to abolish it may be a matter of
but it is the occasion of sueh extensive mischief, and the
doubt
examples of other countries afford such strong presumption that it is
;

some less exceptionable provision for the clergy,
Tythe
that it must, undoubtedly, deserve most serious consideration.
is considered as a tax very burthensome in its nature, and which is, in
a peculiar manner, grating to the feelings of those upon whom it is
It operates as a discouragement to industry and improvement
levied.
in that particular line which it is the best policy for this country to
promote, both as the improvement of the lands of Ireland is that most
immediately within reach, and as multiplying the commercial pursuits
of tho people, and turning any considerable part of their capital into
those channels at present, would be only multiplying the difficulties of
Government, by throwing new impediments in the way of that final
assimilation and consolidation of the trade and revenues of both king-

possible to substitute

dom?, which should be the ultimate objects of Government.
" In the provision counties of Ireland, an arbitrary vote of the House
of Commons having forced the clergy to desist from the claim of agist-

ment

tythes, that

is

the tythes of pasture land,

tiie

revenues of the

are paid by the most
miserable wretches in the creation. The rich are exempt. Whether
the length of time which has elapsed since the resolution of the House
clergy, far

below what they are legally entitled

to,
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of Commons above mentioned would be considered as a legal bar to the
claim of the Church, I know not. I presume the negative ; but I am
sure the private interest, the habits, and the prejudices, of a great part
of the nation, run with such force against it, that it would be madness
to assert

it.

" This exemption from tythe is the reason why great tracts of land,
which would otherwise be tilled, are continued in pasture. The landlord finds his interest in reducing his estate to a desert, but the revenue
and strength of the State depends upon population ; tillage supplies the
poor with employment, gives them fixed dwellings, and regular habits
of life, attaches them to the soil, and makes them amenable to law.
The people of Ireland have, of late years, gradually increased. The
quantity of land which is engrossed by the provision trade is one source
of their distress, and, of course, one cause of the disturbances which
have prevailed. Throwing a larger proportion into tillage is the
readiest method of providing for them.
The increase of the agriculture
of Ireland can be no injury to any description of men in England ; the
increase of population would open a new market for the manufactures
of both countries.
not an advocate for any great or violent changes.
I think
the danger which always attends them is never compensated by the
advantages.
objection to the commercial propositions was their
attempting too much at once. But I see in England that much has
been done, insensibly as it were, towards the abolition of tythe.
Moduses are in many places established. In all the inclosures which
have taken place, there has been a commutation for land. I think the
policy of assimilation to England would alone be an argument for
making timely provision for a gradual change of the same kind in
Ireland.
But I think there are reasons arising from the peculiar situation of that country, and this among others has great weight with me.
The Roman Catholic religion is losing ground there daily. The influence
of the priests declines. Every means, therefore, should be taken to make
it over to the clergy of the Established Church.
Some expense would
be well bestowed in providing them proper habitations in every parish,
and in opening a retreat for the priests who are fewer in number and
more inclinable to conform. But, even in England we know what
bickerings and heartburnings prevail between the pastor and his flock,
on the subject of tythe ; and it must be an object of some consequence
to remove every obstacle to affection and goodwill when Popery is
dying away, and a trifle may determine whether its ancient professors
shall unite themselves to the Established Church, or be formed into a
new sect of Dissenters.
"Before I quit this subject I must observe that the Pastors, both of
the Papists and Protestant Dissenters of Ireland, depending for support
entirely upon the goodwill and zealous attachment of their flocks, are
stimulated to keep up, by perpetual exertions, that influence which is

"lam

My

of such

consequence to them.

The emoluments belonging

to

the

clergy of the Establishment are secured to them by law, and it is very
rarely that their private interest can be affected by the careless and
languid performance of their duty. Whether it might be practicable to
lessen this dependence of Dissenting teachers upon their respective
congregations, by securing to them some provision under the authority
of the State, I am not prepared to give a decided opinion
but I am
certain that it would have the effect of relaxing their zeal, and
gradually disposing the laity to reconcile themselves to the Established
Church. The Protestant Dissenters branch out into such a variety of
sects, that it would perhaps answer no purpose of public importance to
;
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for any particular description among their teachers.
The
Catholics are much less adverse to the Church of England
than most of the Protestant Dissenters. The Papal authority is no
longer what it was, and there are Roman Catholic countries in which
the King's supremacy is established, and with as little limitation, or
If it were possible to conciliate and assiminearly so, as in England.
late the body of Roman Catholics in Ireland with the Established
Church, the Dissenters would be of no consequence.
" I must consider as another real grievance to the people of Ireland
I daresay that the
the accumulated severity of the Revenue Laws.
Board of Revenue performs its part of the public service with great
But the subordinate jurisdictions,
integrity, diligence, and capacity.
and officers in remote parts, are the source of infinite oppressions and
injustice, and, I am persuaded, not mors vexatious to the people than
detrimental to the revenue itself. Whoever has remarked that scarce
a Session has passed without some reinforcement of the former system
and, at the same
of violence, and penalties, or without some new tax
time, that the revenue has always fallen far below the expectations of
Government, will be satisfied either that the system of taxation is, in
its principles, grossly defective, or that the regulations are ill-contrived,
or that the revenue is greater than the population and circumstances
The latter of these suppositions is contraof the country will bear.
The deficiency of the revenue must,
dicted by its rapid improvement.
therefore, be attributed to one, or both, the other causes.
In my opinion
to both.
The general system of the taxes requires revision, and the
severity of the laws by which it is enforced is injudiciously applied,
and produces no effects but the oppression of the people, and the
I shall always suspect the wisdom of that
corruption of the officer.
Government which appears to have no resource but force, and, when
any of its regulations is eluded, has no contrivance for maintaining it
but a multiplication of penalties.
" The Pension List is, in my opinion, another just ground of complaint to the people cf Ireland, together with all the profusion under
the heads of King's Letters, concordatum, and military contingencies.
The less the influence of the people of Ireland in the House of
Commons, the greater will their jealousy become of any corrupt influence
All unnecessary expense, therefore, ought to be
prevailing there.
The multiplication of offices, though it may be justified by
avoided.
particular conjunctures, will always excite alarm and clamour.
It
seems to be, at best, but an expedient to gain a temporary advantage,
and by no means calculated to increase the radical and permanent

provide

Roman
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strength* of

Government.

"The want

of apparent responsibility in administration will also
The responsibility of the servants of
naturally occasion discontent.
the Stale is the acknowledged principle of the British Government, nor
can it be expected that the Irish, who are repeatedly told that, in point of
constitutional liberty and security, they are now upon the same footing
as the people of England, will be deprived of so important a right as
that of calling Ministers to account, when they have betrayed their
To convince them that every member of the domestic
public duties.
administration of their country is as truly, and legally responsible, as
persons in similar situations in England, is an object of such material
consequence, that it should always be kept in sight. The personal
responsibility of Ministers is one of the great securities of the monarchy
in England ; and the personal responsibility of Ministers in Ireland is
the only ground upon which British supremacy can be firmly built.
The idea that the responsibility of the Government is in the Lord
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lie represents the executive
lieutenant in false and unconstitutional.
magistracy of England, the sovereign of Ireland, between whom and
the people no difference can be properly supposed to arise. He is not
sheltered by the accidental circumstance of his having no property in
the kingdom he governs, nor a residence but merely temporary but
by the principles of the British Constitution, which, for the wisest ends,
has made responsible not the sovereign who commands, but the minister
who executes. The King's pleasure cannot be pleaded in justification
by his servants. They are bound, ai their peril, to examine before
they act in consequence whether that pleasure is in conformity with the
law, and the essential interest of the nation. The Lord Lieutenant, who
represents the King, is ecpjally freed from responsibility.
Those in
official departments under him are properly answerable for the measures
which, without them, cannot be carried into execution. But directly in
contradiction to these principles has been the system pursued.
Everything has been done to take away all appearance of responsibility in the
Irish Administration, and to throw every thing upon the Lord Lieutenant
and his secretary. To such an absurd extreme has the jealousy of a
revival of the old oligarchical tyranny been carried by Government,
that all patronage has been taken from every Department, and the Lord
Lieutenant is to name, and be personally solicited for, the appointment
to the very lowest official situations, as if it could be expected that tidewaiters, searchers and coast officers should conceive that they had contracted an obligation to British Government, and not to those through
whose mediation they had obtained its favours. As if every nomination
did not make many refusals necessary as if such patronage was not
merely nominal, Government, promoting not its own dependents and
adherents, but those of other men, and thus incurring all the odium of
denials, without any share of the praise of bestowing.
In pursuance of
the same system, no man in Ireland is called into Cabinet consultations
in virtue of his office. The Lord Lieutenant applies, at his discretion, to
any person he thinks fit sometimes it has been the Chancellor, sometimes the Speaker of the House of Commons, sometimes the Prime
Sergeant, or Attorney General, at others men in no official situations,
with whom the general plan of Government has been concerted, and
every measure of importance previously determined, and arranged.
Then follows a separate communication, consultation there is none,
to each of the leading members of both Houses, whether in or out of
;
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upon whose support the Government principally rely; and,
more general meeting at which the address or the motion,
intended to be proposed, is read. This also is mere matter of ceremony,
and I have known such meetings attended by men of name arid figure,
who have gone from the Castle to the House to lead the opposition.
Men cannot be properly responsible for measures which they have no
share in advising and, as there is no mark by which the people can
distinguish the real advisers of Government, the odium of every measure
falls upon the Lord Lieutenant and his Secretary; and with the greater
violence as the people are conscious that, whatever may be the demerits
of those officers, and though they should in fact intend and attempt all
that ruin to the liberty and trade of Ireland which is constantly imputed to them, they are out of the reach of punishment.
Yet nothing
is more certainly true than that the Irish part of the administration is
the spring of all the measures pursued by Government.
The suggestions they make, and the information they give, are the grounds of
e^ry resolution adopted by the Lord Lieutenant, and the British
Cabinet so that the sum of what has been obtained by breaking the
faction in Lord Townshend's time has been no more than this.
That
office,

afterwards, a

;

;
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men in place in Ireland had power with the risk and responwhich ought always to be annexed to it the power still remains
with them, and the Lord Lieutenant and his Secretary, that is, the
British Government whom they represent, have all the risk arid
formerly
sibility

;

responsibility.

" It remains to say a few words more concerning the nature and
extent of the change which has taken place in the relative situation of
My ideas concerning it have been already explained
the two countries.
in some degree, as far at least as relates to the mode of administration.
The boundaries of the political powers of both may be thus expressed.
The whole domestic administration, legislation, and regulation of
commerce, has been restored by Great Britain to the Parliament and
people of Ireland. An absolute negative upon all Acts, legislative and
administrative, together with the succession to the Crown, and the
unlimited power of peace, war and negotiation, has been reserved. As
the Crown of Ireland follows no rule of hereditary succession, but is
annexed to, and appendant on the Crown of Great Britain, the limitation of which belongs to the British Parliament, the control of this
country over the executive of Ireland is complete; and, though the
Privy Council of the former has no longer any power to reject or to
alter Bills, yet, as the Eoyal assent must be signified under the Great
Seal of England, the control, in this respect, is also complete ; and no
law can be passed, affecting the interest of Great Britain, for which the
Ministers of this country will not be answerable to Parliament.
" Whatever the public force of Ireland may consist of it, it is completely at the disposal of Great Britain, and that without expense.
The
army is supplied from the revenue of Ireland, whose ports, shipping,
and seamen are as much in the disposal of this country, as its own. To
augment, therefore, the public force of Ireland, either by augmenting
the army, or creating a navy, or building docks, or increasing the
quantity of shipping by extending trade, wherever it may be done
without prejudice to Great Britain^yjst bc-the objects of the policy
of this country.
Thg-^vnole of their domestic administration we have
surrendered to Iieland, with reserve only of that negative power which
may* prevent any innovations tending to shake the supremacy of this
country. The patronage of English Government in Ireland is reduced
The
to two Vice-Treasurers' places, and a few inconsiderable pensions.
remainder is engrossed by the Irish Administration. What concern,
If one party there cannot defend their
therefore, have we with it ?
posts without farther assistance, and fresh means of corruption, let them
It can be of no consequence to this country
resign to those who can.
what Irish names adorn the pages of Watson's Almanack, and of very
For, at this moment, when clamours are so
little to any party here.
loud, and the Whig Club holds out an apparent distinction of parties
beyond what has yet been known in Ireland, what changes would take
place there, if there was to be any revolution in the administration
The office of Vice-Treasurer remains in abeyance for Lord
here?
pension provides lor
Shannon. Mr. Ponsonby's object is the chair.
Lord Downshire will be as zealous a supporter of
Forster's retreat.
the next Administration, as of the present, and for [the same reasons.
So will Lord Waterford, and Lord Loftus, and so will the Chancellor.
Half a dozen unconnected men may be turned out from inferior oili
though even that is not very probable. There is precedent for creating
now offices, if vacancies do not happen in time.
"According to my ideas, therefore, the grievances of the people of
Ireland are to be referred entirely to their domestic administration., anTl
to be corrected by (heir own Parliament. Gr«at Britain haw no political
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command of the forces of Ireland. Whatever number of troops Ireland can be brought to maintain is, in fact, an
augmentation of the British army, though attended with no expense to
and all the revenue which Ireland can supply, after deducting
Britain
the expense of her civil establishments, may be made in effect the
revenue of Great Britain.
il
But as much as I censure that improvident management, which, by
useless augmentations of the establishments, and an idle profusion of
public money upon objects of no importance to Government, so much or
more must I condemn any kind of sinking fund. I disapprove of taxes
when they are imposed for no substantial public end but I must observe
that the low taxes in Ireland have formed a principal obstacle to every
commercial arrangement between the two countries, an:( that to draw a
great revenue from Ireland must be a main object of British policy. Every
fair opportunity, therefore, of laying on new taxes should be improved,
keeping always in view the principle of assimilation with Great Britain,
so that the trade of both countries may gradually coalesce, and be
melted into one. If the debt is paid off, no pretence remains for continuing the taxes.
What is wanted for the advantage of this country
is a great surplus of revenue over and above the iuterest of the debt,
and the expense of the Establishment. It will never do to go increasing
the expenses of the Government of Ireland, for that is to defeat
the very end for which the revenue is augmented.
But means must be
contrived for disposing of the surplus till it becomes considerable
enough to be applied to the service of Great Britain, It must not be
applied in any constant course, like the corn premiums for example,,
which may grow into an establishment. I am for giving it in jobs, and
my reason is that this expedient has been tried, and with great success.
That it was abused is no argument against it.
are not to suppose
the superior Government destitute of all vigilance, capacity, and vigour.
Prudently managed, occasional grants to private persons on pretence of
some work of public utility, such as canals, roads, bridges, piers, may be
the means of extensive influence, and can scarcely fail, in some degree,
to contribute to the improvement of the country.
Influence may thus
be made to go hand in hand with popularity, and what creates an
interest in the House of Commons creates an interest also among the
people. Here it may be asked in what consisted the abuse which I have
admitted, and what is the proper use of this expedient.
My answer is
that the abuse consisted in suffering what ought to have conciliated a
general goodwill to and dependence on the superior Government, to be
used as an instrument of power to a faction in the Irish administration.
The use, under the present circumstances of the country, consists in
providing a temporary application of the surplus revenue, without
inducing a necessity or pretence for reducing the taxes
and, at the
same time, extending the influence and popularity of British Government by means which cannot fail in some degree to increase the
prosperity of the country.
But as this expedient would furnish a very
limited employment for the revenue which might be raised in Ireland,
something farther must be thought of. Many are the public works
which might be carried on immediately under the orders of Government, or by the different corporations and public bodies, such, for
example, as harbours, fortifications, docks, which would have a
popular appearance, and would afford the means of extensive gratiAll these should be undertaken in their
fication to the people.
turns, and particular funds assigned for each particular purpose.
Thus, in process of time, a large revenue might be obtained, which,
after the onds for which it was first specifically raised had been
interest but in preserving the

;

;
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answered, would remain for the disposition of Government; that is,
might, by an easy transition, be applied to the general service of
If public works are undertaken by Government, or
the empire.
assistance in money given to private adventurer?, the charge being
thrown upon the same funds by which the ordinary service of Government is supplied, it is. in fact, a deduction of so much from the revenue
of the State. If for the support of these grants, separate funds were
created, independent of the establishment, the revenue of the State
would be unimpaired, and a beneficial and constitutional influence
The lowering the interest upon the debt
created for Government.
The object which
is also, according to my principles, a foolish scheme.
should be followed in Ireland is not to lower, but gradually raise the
taxes, that they may be finally applied to the service of the Empire.
The higher, therefore, you can keep the interest of the debt the better,
because when the period comes for applying with safety, and without
exciting discontent, the surplus revenue of Ireland to the assistance of
Great Britain, a larger annual income may be freed by payment of a
If a
'To illustrate what I have been saying.
less sum of money.
specific fund had been assigned for building the new Custom House,
the Inns of Court, et cetera, Government would have had no need of
a lottery, no want of money, and a considerable annual revenue, would
have been near falling in to the public. If the money laid out to build
and furnish magnificent houses for Mr. Beresford, and the other Commissioners, who were already sufficiently bound to Government, had
been applied in little jobs, that would have been a real improvement to
various parts of the country, the votes of 50 members of Parliament
might have been secured, as well as the affection of as many towns.
As it is, the expense has been a drain and an embarrassment to
Government and the indignation and envy of the public is excited
by the profusion with which palaces have been built for men, to whose
offices no dignity and representation belongs, and who were certainly
amply paid before, since their situation were the objects of general
A surplus of revenue might also be beneficially employed,
ambition.
and contribute to give Government a more diffused influence, by the
encouragement of such branches of trade as might least clash with the
particular commercial views of England ; and the trade of Ireland be
led by bounties into such channels as to give it a necessary connexion
with and dependence upon the trade of England, and thus bind numbers
I have already taken notice
in a common interest with Great Britain.
of a great advantage of this nature, which in my opinion Government
had, and threw away; namely, the persuasion the Irish were under of
the importance of the English market, and the advantage of the bounty
Since that
paid by England upon the importation of their linens.
period a very great and essential revolution must have taken place in
To what extent, and in what
the manufactures and trade of Ireland.
particular branches, I cannot pretend to say. I laugh at all those political
adepts who profess to estimate the value of every separate trade, and
the proportion each bears to the other, by vain theories and conjecture.-.
Government is perhaps informed upon this point from an actual survey.
If they are not, they may be, and it is important that they should ; for
a tolerably accurate knowledge of the numbers and property engaged
in different branches of trade will point out to them what bodies of
men it is really worth the while of Government to attach to itself; and
I
at the same time, the best means of getting an hold upon them.
Relieve there rre very fvw manufactures which flourish, as yet, to auy
little encouragement to those few, would, if
considerable degree.
it were thought worth while, confine
the people to them, and diminish
;

A
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The division of the people
the points of competition with England.
into great bodies of trade, would not only make it more easy to unite
their interests, and engage their prejudices in support of British
Government, but also to collect and manifest in critical times their
sentiments upon public measures, and thus virtually remedy, in some
degree, the imperfection of the system of representation.
reform of
Parliament 1 must admit to be measure of great delicacy and danger.
I think, however, that it might have very beneficial consequences in
Ireland.
The more elections are made to depend upon that influence
which flows from landed property, the greater will be the steadiness
and security of Government. Whatever jealousy subsists between the
two countries, springs from persons in trade and the factions of Ireland
either from their clamours and unreasonable monopolising spirit, or
from adventurers who purchase seats with no view but, by perplexing
and teasing Government, to force themselves into office. Both these
descriptions of men would be diminished, as to consequence and numbers
in Parliament, by calling in a greater proportion of landed influence
But the preponderance of that influence might be carried to excess, and
the nature of our Government requires that all the estates of the people of
If the close boroughs were to be
the realm should be represented.
abolished, or the freeholders in the neighbouring districts be associated
to the ancient voters, and, at the same time, the number of county representatives be increased, (a scheme which has been proposed,) in a short
space of time, the representation and the right of election would be
engrossed by 100, or 150, families. The equipoise might be restored by
taking one member from each depopulated or close borough, and
making an equal addition to the representation of the counties or
or, leaving all the old corporations untouched, an addition
large towns
might be made to the county members, and new rights of electing be
Belfast, for example, is one of
created in favour of new bodies of men.
The election is in a Sovereign and twelve
the largest towns in Ireland.
Their franchise might continue, and the inhabitants be
burgesses.
empowered to elect two other members for themselves. Clonmel is
another great and increasing town, in the same circumstances. Waterford, one of the chief ports of trade, has no proper representatives. The
election is in freemen, of whom a vast majority are non-resident, created
by a garbled corporation to support a particular interest.
distinct
election might here also be given to the inhabitants.
But as the contagion of Parliamentary Reform might be dreaded for England, it
remains to be considered whether, even in the present state of the Irish
Parliament, means may not be found to collect, and to influence the
public opinion.
I have already touched upon some.
I think the
House of Lords might be made use of to advantage. Though some
improper creations have been made, it consists of the principal landed
men in Ireland. The weight of property in it very far exceeds that in
the House of Commons. I went over the list of those who are constantly resident, or who reside occasionally and constantly take part in
the politics of the country, and I computed the annual landed incomes
of 103 of them as amounting* to upwards of 700,000/. When, in addition
to this, is considered the property of the inferior branches of their
families, their connexions, and dependents, it is clear their weight in

A

;

A

And, if they were brought a little
the country must be very great.
more forward to public notice, they might be made a most powerful
engine of Government; and, if from the vicious system of representation,
a faction should prevail for a time in the House of Commons, might be
interposed, with safety and effect, as a barrier against their attempts.
This is a weapon certainly not to be trusted in rash and common hands,
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but there will always be a fund of prudence in the House of Lords
temper the use of it. I think it one of the best resources
which Government has in critical conjunctures, because the exertion of
English influence is there least visible, and will, consequently, be
attended with the least odium* It is worth remarking that the Opposition which is now considered as so formidable in the House of
Commons, cannot muster ten votes in the Lords. Nothing, therefore,
can more contribute to lower the tone of the old leaders of parties than
raising the importance of the Lords, where they are insignificant.
Exclusive of the preponderance which the attachment of the Bishops
must give to Government, many causes will constantly operate in their
favour with that Assembly. It is to be hoped that honours, I mean
particularly higher ranks in the peerage, will be distributed with a more
sparing hand in future though I rely much more upon the general
leaning of the body of the peerage, and the strong interest by which
the proprietors of land are bound to the support of Government, than
Though the House of
upon any means of gratifying individuals.
Commons does not contain nearly the same proportion of real weight
and influence as the Lords, yet it has some considerable share of both;
and it is to be presumed that, as its lustre and reputation has been
increased, more gentlemen of fortune will be solicitous to obtain seats,
This will gradually operate to the exclusion of those noisy adventurers
who have been the source of so much trouble and mischief, and will give
With a majority in both Houses,
a firmer foundation to Government.
but a very great preponderance in the Lords, and with those holds upon
the great bodies of trade which I think may be obtained, and which I
believe, indeed, actually exist to a considerable extent, there could be
no room for doubt or apprehension as to the inclinations of the people.
**
I come now to explain, more particularly, the mode of administration
which appears to me best calculated to prevent any mischief from,
growing in Ireland, for, as to immediate danger, I am persuaded there
For this purpose some seven or eight offices should be fixed
is none.
upon to be filled by persons of high rank and natural consequence, and.
by those upon whose abilities and experience Government must rely
And
to transact the public business both in Parliament and in office.
these men should, in virtue of their offices, be called into council, so
that the share they have in those measures which always depend, and
must depend, upon their suggestion and advice, may appear more
An effectual barrier between the people and the superior
publicly.
Government cannot be formed, unless a degree of lustre and power be
annexed to these offices. They must be such as to appear considerable
in the estimation of the multitude, and to be capable of satisfying the
ambition of men who have a lead in Opposition. Ireland is already
possessed of several offices of high rank and considerable emolument.
All that is wanting is to give some business to them, and an ostensible
share in the government. There is the Chancellorship of the Exchequer.
These are all sinecure.-.
the Vice-Treasurership, the Secretary of State.
and the latter is granted for life. It ought to be redeemed, and I would
add to these a Privy Seal, through whose office the grants of pensions
might pass. The Treasury should be put in commission to the ViceTreasurer, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the Deputy ViceTreasurer. The only additional expense would be the salary of the
The wine warrants of Privy Counsellors amount to
Privy Seal.
It has been proposed to
considerably more than a thousand pounds.
take them in aid. In my opinion,, if the measure is thought advisable
the additional expense of 2,000/. or 2,500/. ought to be no objection.
If the danger is objected of reviving the system which prevailed before
itself to

;
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time, I answer that the utmost abuse of that system
preferable to the present ; that it is better calculated for
the security of the British interest, and for the internal prosperity of
Ireland ; that, since the Octennial Bill, and that for regulating the
trial of controverted elections, it cannot be abused to the same extent
that it formerly was ; that all the abuses to which it is exposed are
incident to the present state of administration ; and that it cannot be
abused at all, but by the negligence or connivance of the British
Government. The Lord Lieutenant and Secretary ought not, in my
opinion, to form the efficient administration in Ireland, but to superintend, and control it, and be the medium of communication, not
between a party in office exclusively, but between the people of
competent share
Ireland, and the Ministry of Great Britain.
of the inferior patronage should be distributed to each of the
The rest would continue with the Lord Lieutenant.
principal Offices.
The grant of honours, in particular, should, I think, be entirely
Too many Bishops have been made of late upon Irish
reserved.
patronage ; too many Peers merely to gain a temporary support
If my estimate is not erroneous, the
in the House of Commons.
House of Lords should be a principal bulwark of English authority.
The Bishops, therefore, ought, if not Englishmen, to belong to no Irish
party.
Far from recommending the absolute exclusion of Irishmen,
there is, I think, an obvious policy in selecting, from time to time, men
of that nation, eminent for learning and piety. But it should be a rule,
not to be dispensed with, never to give a seat upon the Bench to Irish
political interest; and, upon the same grounds, I think Government
ought to be very careful neither to increase too much the numbers of
the Peerage, nor to create men who, from their properties, birth and
connexions, have not a considerable influence in the country, indepenBut, though I would have the Lord Lieutenant
dent of any borough.
the constant Inspector of the Administration of Ireland, and the
immediate channel of communication between the people of that
country, and the Government of this, Ireland is of too much consequence, as a member of the Empire, to be trusted to the real and
effectual control of any man, or body of men, but the Cabinet of England ;
which, taking into its view all the interests and relations of every part
of the King's dominions, may direct and confine the force and resources
The Lord Lieutenant appears to me
of the whole to one common end.
to be too far removed, and for too long a time, to admit of his being
sufficiently associated in the counsels of this country, and too much
pressed and perplexed by being engaged iu the domestic cabals of
Ireland, not to lay aside sometimes the consideration of the general
interest, in order to be relieved from a present embarrassment.
I am
one of those who doubt of the good policy of confining the Lord
Lieutenant to residence so strictly as it has been done of late. I am
unable to discover what end is answered by it, unless to increase the
difficulty of finding proper persons to accept the office, and connect,
whoever may accept it, in habits of confidence and familiarity with
those whose ambitions and selfish views it is one of His principal duties
to watch, and to restrain.
No danger can arise from Lords Justices, if
they are well chosen, and properly limited. I cannot approve the
naming, of course, to that situation men in certain offices. It might
give them something of a permanent authority; and it might be
practice, where
difficult to deviate from an established
particular
reasons might make it expedient or necessary to pass by a particular
person.
By taking a wider scope, an opportunity would be gained
of gratifying, as occasion offered, men of rank and consequence by an

Lord Townsnend's
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honourable distinction, without any new expense to the public and without
giving them any lasting or real power.
The Secretary of State for the

Home

Department is, I know, pi-operly the Minister for Ireland. But
there are lew either there or in Great Britain who are aware of it.
I
cannot pretend to say how far such an extensive and active application
to Irish affairs as [ have been recommending would be compatible with
the other duties of the office ; but I am convinced it is necessary, and
also that great advantages would follow from Irishmen of rank rindiug
ready access to a Minister when they come to this country. Certain
civilities of routine, such, for example, as an invitation to dinner,
without any distinction of parties, just as the Lord Lieutenant invites
every man in his turn, would, I am persuaded from what I have seen
and heard, have great effect. All this might be done without in the
least derogating from the confidence and preference justly due to men
in office
at the same time that it would be, in some degree, a check
upon them, and countenance the idea that the Government here takes
no concern in the mere domestic affairs of that country, but, guarding
only against any encroachment ou the constitutional powers of the
State, and the connexion of the kingdoms, observes as to the rest a
Upon the same principle, the surplus of revenue
strict impartiality.
which I propose to distribute in Parliamentary jobs, should be given
indifferently to men in the support of Government, and in Opposition
not scrambled for, as it often has been, for it would then cease to be a
source of influence to Government, but distributed upon a regular plan.
The appearance of impartiality would give some popularity, and the
expectations of members of Parliament soften the spirit of opposition.
Grants of this kind, as well as of peerages, being instruments of general
influence, ought to be reserved to the English part of the Government.
They ought not, in my opinion, to be trusted absolutely even to the
Lord Lieutenant. It is now high time to conclude, which I think, will
best be done by a short recapitulation.
" Upon a review of the transactions of former years, it is evident to
me that the spirit of discontent and resistance which occasioned the
emancipation of the trade and Legislature of Ireland did not arise
from the pressure of any commercial restraints, but merely from the
distress resulting from continued embargo upon the provision trade.
I am farther of opinion that the bulk of the nation are satisfied with what
they have obtained ; that the people labour under few actual grievances
that these are entirely of a domestic nature, such as have been long
submitted to, and may continue without danger to Government, as
they have no relation to the connexion between the two countries,
That, if there is patience,
or the supremacy of the British crown.
to let the remains of popular ferment subside, and the trade of the
country is left to find its own level, many of the obstacles which have
stood in the way of any commercial arrangements between the two
kingdoms will moulder away of themselves others may be gradually,
and silently, removed that, however desirable a reform of Parliament
may be upon general principles, it is probable that such means remain
of collecting the sense of the nation that, if that measure is thought to
that the unbe dangerous, no necessity exists for recurring to it
popularity of English Government is to be attributed solely to their
having taken upon themselves the whole responsibility of the domestic
administration of Ireland, in which this country has no immediate
concern, and of which they have resigned in effect the whole direction
to others
that the best way of preventing any mischief that may grow
from this state of things is to establish an apparent responsibility in
Irish Administration, so that their continuance in office may depend,
;

;

;

;

;

the case in this country, upon the success of the
effectual pledge that can be taken
for their sincerity.
And, lastly, that a constant and unremitting attention should be given in this country to the inspection and control of
Irish Government, so far as the rights of this country and (he general
service of the empire may be concerned in it ; and care taken not to
countenance any exclusive system in the management of parties, so that
the private interest of no set of men may lead them to make the distinction of an English and Irish party ; but that future Parliamentary
contests may not be upon questions, involving the rights of both
kingdoms, between English Government and Irish Opposition
but
merely between Irish men, for the possession of Irish Offices, under the
favour and protection of Great Britain. And that the operations of
the superior Government may, notwithstanding any change in the
particular administration of Ireland, be steadily and uniformly directed
to one end, namely, the gradual augmentation of the forces and revenue
of Ireland, to be finally disposed of by the supreme executive authority
of both countries, which is one and the same, and the effectual control
of which resides in the Parliament of Great Britain."
in a great degree, as
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measures they recommend, the most

;

The Marquis of Buckingham

to

Lord Grenville.

London]. — "

I write to you three lines to
[1795], February
inform you that the Bishop of St. Pol called upon me last night
accompanied with the Comte de Serrant, who is overjoyed at the
,

communication made to him by the Due d'Harcourf, that it was
intended to send one or perhap3 two commissaries with him to attend
to the distribution of the money intended to be employed, and to the
other objects of his mission. He seems extremely anxious to assemble
(in consequence of this arrangement) a meeting of C barrel tp, Sapineau,
Scepeau, IStoflet, George, and Trettau, to concert with Puisaye their
and is sanguine in thinking that this assembly might be
operations
very useful, if the commissaries had their intructions as to the repartition of the sum now sent according to some rule to be laid down by
you, but with powers to them to vary it in concert with him.
And he
earnestly wishes Government to be persuaded of his wish not only to
obey literally their orders, but likewise to facilitate the duties of the
commissaries by the most perfect understanding with them. But, as
so much depends upon this, he wishes for their personal acquaintance
as soon as possible, as the moon necessarily fixes his journey and his
debarkation between the 1st and 5th of March. The latter part and
the ins' ructions respecting the repartition, are the only important parts
but, I will add, that I am most extremely pleased with the
of this note
manners, discretions, and good will of this young man, particularly on
the subject of Puisaye, which seems a point on which his countrymen
are very absurd."
;

;

Lord Henry Spencer
March

to

Lord Geenviele.

— "From

the present appearance of "things
it is not the intention of
his Majesty's ministers to prevent, by any new overtures or proposals,
the final conclusion of the treaty which this Court is now negotiating
with the French Convention. That treaty will, I should suppose, be
immediately followed by an alliance between the two countries, in
opposition to the triple league about to be formed between the two
1795,

30, Berlin.

on the Continent, I take

it

for granted that
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The claims of the Emperor to the
Palatinates of Cracow and Sandomir are judged by the King of Prussia
to be utterly incompatible with the safety of his dominions, and this
persuasion, whether well-founded or not, will certainly operate to induce
his Majesty rather to go to war immediately for the possession of those
provinces, than to leave himself at the mercy of the Emperor by a
cession of them.
The Austrian Cabinet on the other hand, supported by
Russia, and countenanced by England, does not seem inclined to give
way, so that upon the whole it appears that the interests of France and
Prussia in the present contest are likely to become in part the same.
Under these circumstances, I apprehend that the presence of an
English minister at this Court would be as little advantageous to the
public service, as agreeable or creditable to himself, and that I may
therefore look forward with a great degree of confidence to the leave
of absence which I have so long solicited for my private affairs."
Imperial Courts and Great Britain,

Lord Geenville

to

Loed Heney Spencer.

—

" I am to acknowledge the receipt
1795, April 14, Downing Street.
of your Lordship's letter of the 30th of last month containing a request
that you may have leave to visit England on account of your private
affairs.
As your Lordship appears to have made this application only
under the idea that your presence at Berlin might be dispensed with
under the present circumstances without inconvenience to the King's
affairs, it will, I am persuaded, be sufficient for me to mention to you
the importance of an English minister with your Lordship's rank being
resident at Berlin in the present moment, in order to induce your
Lordship to abandon a request which I should not think myself justified
in recommending to his Majesty at so critical a period."

Negotiations with France.
1796, September 17.

—"The

—Note

person

who

of Lord Grenville.
has

made the communica-

any discussion of this
must be expected that some proof should be given that the
proposal is really authorised by those in whose name it is made.
" That on receiving such proof (whether it can now be furnished or
after recurring to Paris for it) there would be a disposition to enter into
the business on the footing proposed; and that, with that view, it
would be essentially necessary that the person who is to conduct the
tion should be acquainted that, in entering into

nature,

it

business here should be enabled to enter into particulars as to the terms
of the proposed arrangement, and the nature and extent of the
inducements expected."
Endorsed. ''Copy of note given to Mr. Fordyce, September 17,
1796, to be by him communicated to Mr. Boyd, and with permission to
the latter to suffer it to be copied by the person in question."

—

—

" The person who has made the communication
1796, September ,20.
in question not being enabled to produce any authority for the proposal,
HO more can now be aaid except that, on his return to Paris, he may
express to those to whom it relates, that there is a disposition here to
enter into the discussion on the footing proposed and Mr. Ffordyce] may
add that, should the passport which has been applied for from hence be
;

given, he will accompany Mr. I., and might
discussion with the person who is now here."

then continue the
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[G. Morris] to

—

Lord Gkenville.

" Lord Elgin tells me that he shall send
1706, August 10, Berlin.
a messenger this evening ; I will therefore trouble your Lordship with
some loose thoughts respecting this Court. You know that ever since
the accession of his present Majesty there have been endless intrigues
These still
to possess him, and, through him, the power of the State.
exist, and are pursued with unceasing attention, so that no great plan
of condact can be adopted from the fear that some untoward incident
should disgust the monarch before things could be brought to issue, in
which case the adviser and supporters of the plan would be overturned.
It is from this very circumstance that I think it possible to obtain by
To that effect
the aid of Russia the complete direction of this Cabinet.
it would be proper to understand perfectly with Bischopswerder and
so that their greatness should be
his right hand man Haugwitz
intimately combined with your interests. Furnish them money when
the success of their intrigues may require it, and let them feel that it is
better as well as safer to put themselves into the hands of a monarchy
than of a republic. The Cabinet of Petersburg combined with you in
such plan, the King will be made to understand that both his interest
and his quiet require a full confidence in those Ministers. Then an
efficient Cabinet will at once exist, and, after it begins to act, will feel
(to its astonishment perhaps) that every great movement must be guided
Observe that it is at present understood between
by your will.
Bischopswerder and Haugwitz that proposals not primarily addressed
to the latter shall be unsuccessful.
If I have a just view of the ground,
it will be in vain to try (by showing only public advantage) to lead this
Court into the measures you might wish, and that for tbe reasons
already mentioned. I do not conceive it possible to do anything, if you
wait for the assent of Austria, unless you have a complete direction and,
indeed, dictation there.
But, if I am rightly informed, this is not so
much the case as it ought to be, all circumstances considered.
I will
not say anything on that subject, for evident reasons. Propositions from
England supported by Russia will meet with a readier attention than
if the voice of the Emperor should be heard.
This fact your Lordship
is well apprized of.
I think the contents of this packet will try, if not
tire, your patience, so I will proceed no farther."
;
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94090.

;

226, 400.

;

a

III., 35.

;

;

James,

480, 486.

Addiscombe, Kent I., 258.
Addison
II., 9.
[Joseph]
Mr. I., 40 (2).
as Governor of Madras
,

408

Advocate, his Majestv's
245 III., 533.

Henrv

;

.

II.,

Africa;

103.

Addington

;

:

corn to be bought in

Serjeant ; I., 302.
" surgeon " ; II., 103.

his son.

Adriatic, the

fleet for; III., 301.

100, 101, 103, 114, 129,
134, 142, 144, 149, 150, 178, 181,
211.

his wife

;

charges to be borne by III., 375.
complaints of; II., 420.
court or courts of; I., 204; II., 161,

III., 142.

Aberdeen, countv

Board)

;

Hamilton, John

;

KeppePs

(Lord

172.

I.,

43,

Aiguillon,

Due de

;

II., 473.

O O

I.,

220,
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Ainslie

Allies, the

General

431, 432, 438.

II.,

;

Aix-la-Chapelle

;

106;

105,

I.,

II.,

;

agent to be sent to

II., 144, 150.
;
III., 450.
of Sweden at
princes going to III., 477.
Albani, Cardinal; II., 119.

;

Alopieus or Alopceus, Monsieur, Russian
minister to Berlin
II., 493
III., 372,

;

;

Albemarle, Earl

;

See Keppel, William

of.

Anne.
Albenga III., 124.
Alberade or Albarade,

of, in Paris ; II.,
540.
views of II., 529, 530, 568, 569.
want of concert amongst II., 648.
Almeida, Count de ; II., 427, 608, 609 ;
III., 236, 355, 373.
Almon's " Treaties," alluded to I., 189.
;

118;

III., 412.

King

401.
Alps, the;

army

586.
Albert,
his

II.,

Duke

;

;

406, 555
Aldborough,
;

II.,

626.

Mainz

;

Due

de la, Prime minister
368, 376, 386, 392, 399,

Earl

Stratford,

;

;

Allen, Major ; I., 210 ; II., 36, 55, 67.
Allen, Bog of, Ireland ; I., 172.
Allies or Allied powers, the ; I., 28 ; II.,
1, 2, 47-53, 63, 66, 73-75, 79, 81,
88, 92-94, 97, 121, 124-126, 139,
141, 150, 162, 458, 543, 582, and
III.,

passim.

and passim

III.,

;

,

passim. See

under the various countries.
approaching Paris. See Bruns-

wick,

——

Duke

army under.

of,

,

changes in

;

,

command

of

II.,

505,

516.

——

,
,

.

,

see

disposition of; III

disunion in

;

II.,

,

;

.

at

III., 374.

Altona, letter dated at

;

III., 222.

Alvarez or Alvaro de Fonseca, Mr.

;

I.,

5,

6, 17, 19-21, 25.
letter to ; I., 6.

Alvensleben, Baron de, Prussian minister
II., 70, 71, 183, 493
III., 163, 198,
225, 402, 439 (2).
Alvinzi, General; III., 21-23, 29.
reported success of III., 281.
;

•

;

;

defeat of; III., 297.

Arnadis de Gaule, Palmerin of England

;

161.

Amalfi, near Naples;

II., 10.

Amar

note.

507

III., 506,

;

Amard;

II'.,

633.

Amasenus, a river
Ambassadors or
;

in Italy

;

ministers,

II., 8.

English,

to Austria. See Keith, Sir R.
Eden, Sir Morton,
to

to

III., 134, 555.

M. and

Denmark.

See Elliot, Hugh.
See Sackville, Duke of
Dorset
Eden, William
Gower,
Earl, and Harris, Sir James (Lord
;

Malmesbury).
See Harris, Sir James

to Holland.

,

Fitzherbert,

;

485.

John

392.

II.,

;

326.
584.

II.,

reported despair in ; II.,
reverses of ; II., 591.
conduct of, criticised II., 455.
debate concerning ; II., 538.
ministers of; II., 581.
negligence and inactivity of;

.

Brown,

to France.

51.

531, 539.

gloomy prospects of

See

Althorp, co. Northampton, letter dated

Also —

Coburg, Prince of; and
Brunswick, Duke of.

And

;

Lord.

foreign courts

470.
II.,

;

Altamont,
Denis.
Altheim

I.,

of ; 575.
of; II., 273, 280, 300, 314,
404, 454, 495, 496, 557, 582,

also
•

;

;

the Great ; II., 7.
Mr. ; L, 311, 312 (2), 426, 437, 469,
563.
Algerine, the ; I., 273.
Algerines, truce with ; III., 526.
Alien Act ; II., 609.
warnings concerning the execution of
III., 479.
Alledudas, camp of ; II., 586.
III., 139, 537.
Allegre, Monsieur

agents
armies
389,
598,

of.

;

See

of.

Edward.
Alencon II., 463.
Alexander; II., 132.

;

;

in Holland ; III., 47, 86.
Alresford, co. Hants, French prisoners at r
430.
Alsace or Alsatia II., 406, 433-435, 464,
534, 536; III., 516.
attachment to royalty in; III., 83.
bakers of; III., 82.
inspector of magazines in ; III., 82.
frontiers of; II., 85.
threatened insurrection in ; II., 466.
winter quarters in II., 452.
Upper, French troops in ; III., 130.
Alsatians ; II., 478.
Alstone, Mrs. I., 74.

III., 96.

passim

233, 485.

449.

II.,

472, 486, 518, 543, 584,

III., 520, 536.

II.,

;

See France, armies

of.

Alquier, Monsieur, French representative

Albini, minister of the Elector of
II., 639.
Albite, Monsieur ; II., 326.
Albret, le ; II., 589.
in Spain

;

III., 132,

Ministre de la

de,

Quartermaster General;

Alcudia, Godoi,

8

II., 4,

patriots in

;

Marine;

cont.

supposed supporters

Sir Robert; II., 100, 137, 144, 173.
Airs, Henry ; I., 97.
Aix, Isle of ; II., 417.

Helens,

and

Auckland,
III.,

to Poland.
to Portugal.

;

Alleyne, Loi<d
St.
Eden, William, Lord

See Hailes, David,
Sec Walpole, Robert.
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Ambassadors

America, North

cont.

to Prussia. See Ewart, Joseph ; Eden,
Sir Morton ; Spencer, Lord Henry
and Bruce, Thomas, Earl of Elgin,
to

,

—

Also
American.

;

;

;

;

III., 254.

Ambresbury,letters dated from;

I.,

94-104.

Ameland, island of; III., 187, 190.
America; I., 180, 489, 579, 611 II L, 39,
;

289, 312

;

;

.

;

,

j

>

,

;

IL, 561

III., 39.

;

Acts passed in III., 521-523, 528.
advantage to, of friendship with Eng;

See Pinckney, Thomas
Jay, John King, Rufus.
Austrian. See Stadion and Starhemberg, Counts.
Danish. See Wedel Jarlsberg, Count.
French. See Luzerne, de la Barthelemi and Chauvelin, Monsieur.
Prussian.
See Redern, Count and
Jacobi, Baron.
Russian. See Woronzow, Count.
Spanish.
See Del Campo, Marquis.
Swedish. See Noleken, Baron.

Amberg

—

;

;

See Whit worth, Sir
Russia.
Charles and Fawkener, William,

See Eden, Morton,
to Saxony.
to Spain. See St. Helens, Lord, Jackson, F. J., and Bute, Earl of.
See Hailes, David,
to Sweden.
See Sutton, Sir Robert,
to Turkey.
See Hammond,
to the United States.
George, and Bond, 7 P.
Ambassadors or ministers, foreign, in
England; II., 93, 365, 509.

IL, 573.
L, 1G6
British territory in
IL, 252.
blunder as regards the boundaries of
IL, 254.
, fur trade in
IL, 611.
, lake of the woods in ;
II., 254.
letters from, arrive in France ;
IL, 580.
Robespierre wishes to fly to ;
IL, 549.
,
North west coast of; I., 611 ;
III., 380.
trade to
IL, 12, 20, 22, 42 (2).
America, United States of; L, 542, 543 ;
,

and passim.

land;

; II., 145,
611.
consuls in; II., 249.
consul-general of; II., 249 (2).
deputy quartermaster general in ; I.,
359.
discontent in L, 275.
Dutch colonies in; III., 46, 224.
emigration to I., 191.
exports and imports of; II., 488, 489.
French agents in; II., 580.
IL, 590.
fleet from
King's colonies or British plantations
in, convicts sent to ; L, 543-551.
I., 543, 551.
, governors of;
the late transactions in IL, 65 1
loans or debt of; I., 264, 275.
orders in Council concerning, alluded
to; IL. 512.
orders sent to, by the King of Spain
;

;

;

;

IL, 74.

;

;

;

III., 524.

British
,

army

in

III., 523.

;

Commanders-in-Chief of;

523.
British subjects

in,

IL, 289 (3)

III.,

;

III.,

I., 514
521-523, 526,530.

claims of;

;

citizens of; III., 523, 524, 526, 527.

commissioners from, to Spain; II. ,254.
Congress of; L, 264, 276; IL, 157,
III.,
158, 197, 229, 526, 527, 580
;

472.
,
,

commercial intercourse with

III., 87, 89.

and France IL, 527 III., 524-526.
arms purchased by the French in

measures of; III., 360, 5 2 1-523
proclamation by III., 521.

>

;

Constitution of; HI., 523.
consuls in
III., 535.
corn and provisions from, driven by
the English from French ports
III., 526.
Courts of law and equity in ; III.,
521, 522.
designs of England against
II. , 537.
districts of, under the King's arms
III., 521.
;

;

;

English

officers

and agents

in

;

III.,

528.
finances of ; IL, 228.
flourishing condition of IL, 228.
French interests or party in IL, 145,
157.
friendly feeling towards, in England
;

;

;

IL, 158.
government, ministry or administration of
IL, 158, 160, 197 (2),
223 III., 243, 244, 360, 361, 523;

;

ships from ; IL, 474.
Spanish settlements in; I., 611 j IL,
399 ; III., 258, 266.
IL, 99 III., 287.
, ports of;
supply of corn from ; III., 59.
the status quo in ; III., 224.
trade of or with I., 190, 195, 200,
221, 256, 299, 604 ; IL, 37.
travellers to ; IL, 160, 408 ; III.,
489.
troops in; I., 184.
war of Independence in L, 249, 253,
506,559; IL, 348; III., 472,522,
522. And see xlmerican Colonies.
;

;

;

529.
, statements
hostility to

by III., 523, 526.
England in II, 145, 146,
;

;

III., 87, 526, 527.
157, 158
House of Representatives in III.,526.
, committee of;
III., 527.
;

;

,

members

of

;

III., 526, 527.

Indian territory in III., 530.
Legation from, in England, secretary
of.
See Smith, Colonel William
Stephen,
minister from, to England; IL, 197,
223 And see Pinckney, Thomas
Jay, John
King, Rufus.
;

;

;

O O 2
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America, United States of cont.
minister from, to France; II., 543
III., 289. And see Morris, Kobert.
at the Hague; II., 283; III.,
;

.

423.
minister to be sent to ; II., 80, 158,
173, 197,228; III., 39.
ministers to, See Hammond, George,
and Bond, P.
navy of IL, 527 III., 528.
r.eed of money by
II., 527.
negotiations of, with Spain ; II., 527.
neutrality of III., 524.
, violation of
III., 524-528.
peace with [1782]
I., 170, 559.
ports of, the French allowed to equip
vessels in ; III., 524, 525, 528.
III., 524, 525.
, privateers in
;

American

;

,

George,
prospect of war between Encland and

580;

II.,

ships; IL,

of; II., 157.
Secretary of finance in II., 228.
Secretaries of State.
Sec Jefferson,
;

Hamilton, Alexander
Thomas
and Randolph, Edmund.
Secretary at war. See Knox, General,
;

;

senate of, member of, expelled
360.
, secretary of;
II., 254.
senators of; II., 229.
states of; I., 275.
,

governors

of,

.laws of;

;

;

III.,

recommendations

III., 523.

;

148, 243, 244, 256, 517, 523, 529,
535.
commissioners for ; III., 104,
, precis of correspondence relating
tu alleged breaches of; III., 520528.
See Adams, John,
vice-president of.
view taken in, of the French RevoluII., 223.
tion
wheat cheap in; II., 329.
;

;

II.,

554, 578.

III., 528.

, captured
or plundered bv the
English; IIL, 244, 525-527, 533.
entered at the Customs House;

;

L,

'i07.

want of dependence of, upon the
mother country I., 504.
,

;

Indians, the English accused of inciting against the United States ; III.,

52

,

193.

I.,

prisoners taken on; IL, 414,
416.
Americans, persons professing to be; IIL,
,

_

Amherst

'>-> 2

'J.

letter written

by

;

IIL, 411.

:

Lord Amherst, Comman-

Sir Jeffrey,

der-in-Chief
IL, 373, 395, 402,
418 (2), 427, 428, 436, 437, 441,
446, 450, 453, 465, 469, 475, 483485, 490, 613, 614, 644, 646.
letter from
IL, 428.
Amiens ; IL, 305.
Armee revolutionnaire at; II, 497.
merchant of; IIL, 65.
Amoy, in India
letters dated from ; I., 3 (3).
;

;

letter

addressed to

I., 4.

;

264, 285, 590, 595
IL, 24, 31, 92, 144, 284, 287, 360, 652 ;
IIL, 21-23, 177, 210,211,251,252,445.
agioteurs at
IL, 161.
burgomaster at IL, 24, 71.
change of government in IIL, 410.
commercial houses at
II., 20, 283.
correspondent at IIL, 237.
discontent at IIL, 46, 203.
English merchants at; IIL, 46.
express to ; IL, 357.
financiers of; IL, 565.
fire at; IL, 137.
French stock jobbers at IL, 112.
friends of the House of Orange at
IIL, 46, 409.
frondeurs at IL, 32.
general in command at IIL, 23.
inhabitants of, or Amsterdammers
III., 203.
;

I.,

8,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

good disposition of; IIL, 217.
hading party in IL, 270.
,

;

dated at IL, 25, 152, 293, 343.
Maison de Ville at ; IIL, 42.
majistrat at IIL, 23.
merchants of ; IL, 325 ; IIL, 205.
navigation of; III., 190.
new municipality of; IIL, 43, G I.
objects to the restoration of the Stadtholder; IIL, 426-428.
offer of a loan from
1 1., 381.
opposition to the uqv, government at;
IIL, 54, 171.
;

;

colonies, reasons for the loss of

504,

263,611,638; IIL,

105,

le.tters

:

;

III.,

;

committee of merchants engaged in. See American merchants,
treaties or negotiations with I., 219,
548; IL, 614; III., 34, 69, 89,
,

army

;

93.

Amsterdam

III., 521.

with, above.

agents

611

:

legislatures of; III., 521.
II., 157.
, the southern ;
tea duty in : I., 231.
trade with; II., 157, 158; III., 136,
And see America, trade
137, 526.

American

British vessels

106.

and increasing trade

from congress to

I L, 610,

Amersfort, in North Holland

III., 13.

rising population

by

seized
525.
,

;

Washington,

impressment of;

III., 244.

;

See

III., 105.

;

;

,

;

of.

;

;

;

President

;

,

papers III., 361.
passports
I., 195, 200
seamen ; IL, 369.

;

;

eont.

merchants II., 607 (2), 608.
committee of IL, 607,608.
chairman of II., 607.

;

II.,

348.

;
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Amsterdam

Antibes, the

cont.
parties at ; II., 252.
patriots at ; II., 186, 280, 334

;

;

III.,42.

III., 56.
port of, lack of shipping in
regent or regency of; II., 138, 150.
rejoicings iu, over the new regime
;

Antrim

representatives of ; III., 177.
resistance of ; 431,435.
expected surrender or settlement of;
III., 434, 437, 439 (2).

and from

24

II.,

;

;

III.,

60, 210, 217, 351, 352.
troops for ; II., 374.

tumults at; III., 211.
or Amyon, Mr.
I., 119, 120.
Anacreon, odes of, alluded to I., 159.
Ancram, Lord, regiment of; III., 388.
Andamans, the I., 590, 591, 604.

Amyand

;

assizes of; III., 387.
militia of ; III., 387.

Antwerp or Auvers;

II., 333, 378,379,
387, 389-392, 415.
loan for the English princes at ; 11.,

Apsley,

;

Andre, Sieur de II., 356, 514 III., 216.
Angers, in Brittany II., 527, 563, 577
;

;

;

277^,

convention of ; II., 530.
reported sacking of, by the royalists

Aranda, Comte de
Aranjo, Mons. de

;

573.

Andrews, Mr. I., 133, 230.
Angel, Mr. I., 275.
;

358, 359.
character of
as minister

Hague

;

Anglas, Boissy de

;

III., 59.

character of; III., 86.
Angle, Marquise de 1' HI., 65.
Anglesea; I., 269.
Anglesey, Earl of (in 1721), see Annesley,
Arthur.
Angouleme, Louis, Due de [son of the
Comte d'Artois] ; III., 129, 135.
Anjou, province of, Chouans in ; III., 115.
Annalv, Lord, see Gore, John.
Anne, Queen; I., 13, 26-28, 30, 32-34,
37, 39, 41, 364, 365, 546.
Act of, alluded to III., 142.
;

;

of.

See Godol-

phin.
to.

See

Cotterell, Sir Charles.
:

Arthur, 5th Earl of Anglesey, letter
I., 67.
from
Arthur, Viscount Valentia; I., 299,
;

564.
as Earl Mountnorris
I.,

;

111., 314.

answers by;
from

letters

,

letters to

I.,
;

from Portugal

to

the

;

;

65,

II.,

268, 386.
secretary of the

74, 86, 98,

Embassy

at

;

II.,

99.

Arbuthuot, Mr.
Archipelago, the

III., 290.

;

Russian
[Arcot]

II., 39,

;

fleet to

Nabob

;

of;

II.,

62, 581.
45.

243, 281

I.,

;

II.,

297

(2), 298.

rupees

;

II., 185.

:

See Perceval, Charles George.
Richard Pepper I., 318, 359.
Arden, forest of; I., 594.
Ardennes, army of; II., 547, 584.
Aremberg, Prince Augustus of, see La
Marck, Comte de III., 128.
Areopagus, the, allusion to I., 140.
Argyll, Duke of.
See Campbell, John.
Lord.

I.,

;

;

;

Margraviate of
Anstruther
Captain III., 2
;

III., 227.

father of
III., 90.

;

;

13,

253.

III., 243.

II., 8.

;

Ariosto, allusion to
II., 119.
Arlon, the Erench Princes at; III., 477.
;

Lady

of;

420.

I.,

Archbishop of, Primate of Ireland
See Stone, George.
Armagh, coun;y I., 486, 487.
;

militia of j III., 389,
sheriff of.
See Sparrow, Colonel.

Armenian merchants
Armfeldt, General
letter

:

;

;

:

86-90.
85-90.

Mr. (his brother) I., 481.
Anspach, Margrave of, marries
Craven; II., 241, 242.

;

355,

III.,

;

III., 355.

;

dated at

letters

Armagh
Duke

78.

I.,

2nd
Francis
Charles,
Viscount
Glerawley I., 468, 481.

Mr.

357

III., 74.

;

Aricia in Italy
;

78.

,

,

II.,

;

;

Master of the Ceremonies

,

262, 275, 297,

II.,

;

as minister at Paris ; III., 280, 282,
283.
Aranjuez, in Spain ; II., 257 III., 73.

Arden

33.

I.,

Lord High Treasurer

Erancis

250, 264, 266, 267 (2),

I.,

;

287.

368, 369.

III., 15.

.

I.,

;

16.

;

Annesley

II.,

;

;

Court of;

See

Appenines, the II., 4, 8.
Appleby, Westmoreland, M.P. for

:

Andernach (Andermack) III., 519.
Anderson, Mr. I., 295.
Andover, co. Hants. I., 41, 72, 111.

II.,

:

Earl (and, in 1789, Marquis) of.
McDonnell, Bandal William.
Antrim, county; I., 166 ; II., 21.

25.
retreat of the British army to;
598, 602.
Apelles, allusion to ; I., 142.

;

;

;

;

III., 42.

travellers to

III., 84.

;

Antigua I., 593 II., 490.
Admiralty Court in; III., 69.
Antony, a spy III., 250.
Antraigues, Mon3. de. See Eatraigues.

Army,

from

;

;

;

I., 1.

II., 87.

II., 87.

the, forces or troops

Adjutant General;
Brigadier General

;

;

jiassim.

491.
II., 188.

II.,

570
Army,

Army,

the cont.
clothing department of; III., 168.

Commander-in-Chief
Lord,
commissariat

Amherst,

of, see

commissions

of,

the, regiments or battalions
cont.
Guards, 3rd regiment of ; II., 340, 349,
423 III., 243.
;

Dragoon Guards
2nd or Queen's

in

,

III., 285.

Commissary of musters
assistant in

,

in;

602.

.1.,

commissions or promotions in; I.,
328, 337, 512 (2) II., 26, 28, 441,
446, 450, 465, 482-485.
j

cancelling of; IT., 340^
corps for Canada; II., 185.
fear of revolt in III., 324.
III., 423, 424.
foreigners in
general officers of; III., 6.
in America; I., 184.
in the Carnatic; I., 602.
io Catalonia
I., 28.
See Flanders.
in Flanders.
in Holland.
See Holland.
See Ireland.
in Ireland.
in Portugal.
See Portugal.
Irish establishment of; I., 250.
see Ireland, army in.
jobbery in I., 441, 442.
Major Generals II., 483, 484.
martinetism in ; II., 349.
money wanted for I., 564.
musters in ; I., 602.

-

,

-

—

;

——

;

;

Scotch Brigade; III., 102.
Scots Greys, officers of; II., 328.
Seaforths; II., 423.

Regiments

And

;

;

335, 336,

27th;

345.

appointment of; I., 345.
paymaster-general of III., 286. And
,

28th;
29th
31st;
34th
35th
36th;
42nd;
46th;
54th
56th
57th ;
58th;

;

585

III.,

;

25.

sickness in;

I.,

602.

Surveyor General ; II. , 209.
transport department of; III., 168.
victualling department of; III., 168.
Army, the, regiments or battalions of,

named
Artillery

I.,

Irish

,
,

,
,

;

Royal;

525, 526.
335.
;

59th
61st;

;

,

647.

,

349.
II., 480, 482.
II., 380, 384.

II.,

;

exchange from
go to Holland

;

;

not allowed to go to the
Indies; III., 102.
officers in

,

,

;

I.,

423,

602.
II., 423, 446.
II., 15-17.
II., 446.
I., 486.
II., 423, 446.
I., 457, 461, 473;
I.,

II.,

;

II.,

16,

423.

II., 16.

62nd;

II.,

423.

63rd; II., 423.
64th; I., 486; II., 186.
69th; I., 348.
79th; IL, 634.
85th; III., 136.
Arnheim, in Guelderland II., 640
;

disaffection in

,

,

446

II.,

;

,

II.,
II.,

335;

union of; I., 350.
Engineers I., 525.
Guards, the; 1,, 36, 64, 90, 452, 453
II., 214,465,474.
commissions in ; II., 120, 165,
,

II.,

17.

II., 502.
424.
and Engineer Corps, proposed
I.,

;

;

II.,

;

I.,

officers in

II.,

II.,

;

:

;

317, 465,512;

423.
208, 424.
€34.
634.

;

I.,

I.,

446.

staff,

see Grenville, "W. W.
, Office of;
I., 250.
raising or recruiting of ;

:

9th; I., 288.
12th; II., 42, 101, 186.
13th; I., 473, 486.
14th ; II., 446.
18th; I., 347.
19th ; II., 423, 446.
20th ; I., 465.
21st ; I., 347, 465.
24th ; I., 465 ; II., 402.

;

I.,

II.,

;

;

;

appointment of;

438

;

;

;

officers,

I.,

;

III., 286.

;

;

390.
, 3rd
L, 438.
, 4th
I., 438.
I., 438 ; II., 36.
, 5th ;
, 6th
I., 341.
, 7 th;
I., 438.
Life Guards, Duke of Ormond's troop
of; I., 41.
Dragoons I., 455.
, 7th
I., 483.
, 8th;
I.. 438.
,
17th; I., 235.
, 18th
I., 446.

West

III.,

Arnold, Captain

;

I.,

37, 40.

Arow, Switzerland, meeting
at;

II.,

of the Diet

312.

Arpean, Colonel III., 168.
Arran, Earl of. See Gore, Arthur Saun;

235, 291.

resignation of;

;

23, 24, 203.

ders.
II.,

490,

Arras III., 219, 357.
Bishop of; II., 393.
Artez, Mous. de III., 1, 18, 25, 181, 213.
letter from
III., 19.
;

501.

regiment of;

,

1st

,

the Coldstream

II.,

349.

;

——

,
,

349.
mentioned as the Duke
;

of York's regiment;

II.,

III.,

454.

;

Artigoete, or Artigoytc, de,
sary; II., 557, 583, 586.

Commis-
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Artois, Charles Philippe, Cornte de, aft.
Monsieur (and, in 1824, Charles X.);
II., 85, 97, 118, 122, 170, 173, 174,
182, 192, 194, 358, 393, 473, 508,
530, 562, 563, 567, 622 ; III., 77,
109, 111, 113,124, 168, 216,367,

451,487.
advisers of; III., 96.
brothers of.
See France, Louis

king

;

265, 268, 269, 271, 275, 351, 356, 363,
423, 561.

Auckland, Lord.
Audibert, Mr.

children of II., 563.
creditors of; II., 508.
eldest son of.
See Angouleme,
;

Augsburg, traveller to IL, 118.
Princess, second daughter of
George III. IL, 232, 233.
Augustus Frederick, Prince, Duke of
Sussex IL, 504.
morganatic marriage of II. 477.
baptism of his child IL, 504.
wife of. See Murray, Augusta.
Aurungzebe, sons of; L, 42, 45.
Aust, George IL, 101, 200, 253 (2), 305,
314, 403, 432, 456, 481, 502, 604;
Augusta,

;

attendants or household of;
393, 616; III., 476.
arrives at Harwich
II., 394 (2).
II.,

;

proposed

visit

England

to

of,

609, 616,
not wished for as Regent;
visit of, to

England

;

;

II.,

III., 89,

Baron de Nantiat sent

to

;

III., 72, 159, 461.
II.,

617,

95-104,

129.

France by

III., 105,

;

;

Arundel
Henry, 8th Lord Arundel of Wardour;

""

letters to

;

;

and Prussia. See Prussia.
Archduke of; L, 266, 267

IL, 637.

Thomas, 4th Lord Arundel of Wardour I., 32, 41.
Ascension (Assention), Island of I., 45.
Ashburton, Lord. See Dunning, John.
Ashburton, co. Devon I., 116.
Asia, the statu* quo in III., 22*.
trade with ; III., 137.
;

;

;

;

Asiatic powers, the
III., 74.
Aspasia, allusion to ; I., 142.
Asperen, in Holland ; III., 6.
;

of,

Charles, Archduke,
the young archdukes of ; III., 324.
Archduchess of IL, 114.
army or troops of II. and III.,
passim.
;

;

commander-in-chief

,

of; III.,

514, 515.

commissary-general of;
IL,
641.
, council of war of;
III., 517.
, defeat
or retreat of ; IL, 287,
333,338,592, 615; III., 50, 514,

517,519.
generals or commanders of;
,
IL, 599,603, 617, 631,648; ILL,
91, 125, 130-133.
, head-quarters of;
II, 559, 594,

III., 285.

;

III., 475, 476.

See Italy.
magazines for III., 476.'
officers in
IL, 451, 566, 594.

in Italy.

L, 272.

,

Aston

;

,

Captain Harvey IL, 465.
Mrs. III., 49.
Aston Rowant, co. Oxford, living of

,

;

;

,
;

III.,

103.

,
,

IL, 474.
Austrian magazines at II, 559.
French army al ; IL, 391.
A.thole, Duke of.
See Murray, John.
Athole House, letters dated at ; I., 497 ;
III., 419.
Attila, camp of; III., 477.
Attorney General L, 359, 505, 541.
And see Macdonald, Sir Archibald,
and Scott, Sir John.
Attornies, tax on; I., 201.
Aubepy, Mons. le ; III,, 482.
;

;

;

King

and

601, 606.
hussars in

:

And

(2).

see Spain, Charles, titular

:

Ath

from

IL, 305, 310.
;
IL, 305 TIL, 473.
instructions to; III., 461.
Austin, Dr. ; I., 477-480, 494, 553.
Austria; L, 613 II. and 111., passim.
and the Netherlands ; III., 28, 30,
514-516. And see Netherlands, the
Austrian,
letters

;

health of, drunk ; III., 121.
expedition of, to France; III., 135,
138, 140, 303.
protection needed for, against his
debts; III., 142.
has not a farthing III., 368.
at Brussels; III., 451.
with the King of Prussia ; III., 470.
Artois; II., 452, 471.
Arts and Commerce, Society for encouragement of, secretary for I., 142.

;

,

;

;

suite,

;

See Eden, William.

IL, 316.

;

Due

de.

Astle
E.

;

;

XVI.
and Provence, Comte de.

of,

Aubert-Duboyel, character of; III., 161.
Aubrey, John, or Sir John I., 250, 264,

;

by

pillage

;

III., 477.

quarter-master of ; IL, 617.
strength of ; III., 45.
victories or successes of; IL,

383;

III., 139, 145,

159, 171,

150, 152, 157,
177, 218, 252-255, 258,

272.
, expected approach
IL, 567-569, 575, 576.

of, to

Paris

;

, intrigues and
want of military
talent in; IL, 614.
,

,

Mr. Pelham with III., 206.
from the Rhine; III,
;

recalled

213.
proposal to send, to Spain
287.
,

;

III.,
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Austria

Austria

cont.

army

Emperor

affection for the
in; III., 314.
of,

disorganization of; III., 319.
patience and discipline of; III.,
476.
,
want of support to ; III., 518,
520.
Court, cabinet or government of (of
Vienna, of the Emperor) ; IT. and
III., passim.
ambassadors or ministers of, to
foreign courts ; II., 49, 78, 93, 102,
111, 180, 251, 283, 317 (2), 449,
493 ; III., 32. And see under the
,

,

——,

several countries.
,

,

to

See Stadion

England.

and Starhemberg, Counts.

;

,

,

And

see Holland.
compensation for ; III., 516.
,
convention of, with England
III., 148, 206, 260 (2), 272-278,
,

280.
,

prqjet for

,

;

III., 273, 274.

danger of alienating

III., 29.

;

despatches, couriers, &c. to and
from ; II., 125, 280, 287, 471 ; III.,
45, 46, 259, 260, 262,267-272, 275,
277, 280, 283, 297-300, 307 (2),
317, 322, 323, 326, 328, 331, 333,
334, 381,395,411.
good sense of; II.,
, firmness or
426; III., 309.
inactivity or indifference of;
,
II., 619, 624, 628; III., 67, 92 (2),
125-128, 130, 131, 134-137, 264,
634.
intentious, views or opinions
,
of; III., 19, 232, 260, 266, 267,
274, 276, 280, 283, 294, 327, 562,
563.
,

,

makes war

ill

and peace worse

;

III., 213.
,

matters to be laid before

;

III.,

33, 45, 97, 186.

——

;

,

of foreign

affairs

;

II.,

130, 163.
, negotiations with
passim.

;

II.

and

III.,

negotiations and treat v of, with
III., 190, 214 <2), 824,
283, 296, 312-327, 331-83*, 846,
349, 356, 369, 395 (2), 396, 406,
And t>et Loeben and
474, 532.
"Udine, treaties of.
,

France;

,

,

terms

,

of,

agreed upon

-

r

III., 70.
,

,

dispatched to the Elbe

;

III., 89.

a fresh, proposed ; III.,
192, 214, 215, 267-275, 280, 281,
,

,

297, 299, 300, 308, 369.

Emperor of. See ISniperor, the.
England and Russia, triple alliance
of;

III., 76.

finances of

II., 516, 614, 618.
;
hereditary states of; II., 631.
House of; II., 498, 530.

danger to

III., 396.
;
aversion of the Paris mob to rIII., 480.
, Prince of ;
II., 174.
,proviucesof, in the Netherlands
I., 612.
nobility of; II., 525
III., 68.
, jealous of Thugut
II., 628.
people of, disposed to peace ; II., 6 1 4.
places to be ceded to ; II., 620.
plenipotentiaries of; II., 106, 156.
proposed cession of Bavaria to. See
Bavaria,
to cede her conquests to Turkey ; II.,
48, 49.
Holland in the grasp of; II., 168.
invitation from, to Holland ; II., 274.
expense of the war to II., 434.
money from II., 495, 497.
expected to attack Genoa ; II., 576.
minute of points to be represented
to; II., 599.
does not mean to abandon the war ;
II., 627.
Kosciusko said to have declared war
against; II., 631.
hatred of, by Prussia III., 28.
breach of the truce by ; III., 213.
feared secession of; III., 214, 215,
315.
the
suggested re-arrangement of
territories of; III., 224, 227-230.
danger from, to Germany; III., 227.
the Pope desirous to connect himself
,

;

;

;

;

;

with; III., 287.,
military difficulties of III., 310.
constant friendship of England towards III., 321.
threatened bankruptcy of; III., 320.
desires to remain friendly with England; III., 326, 331.
honour of, loss of; III., 331, 332.
exhausted state of; III., 396.
and the negotiations between France
;

ministers or ministry of; II.,
628 III., 165, 308, 317, 320, 322,
395.
,

,

of, subsidy, loan or aid to ; II.,
604, 614, 619, 625-631, 634-637,
648, 650 ; III., 515.

,

ambassadors or ministers to:
,
See
,
from England.
Keith, Sir Eobert Murray
and
Eden, Sir Morton.
,
from Eussia. See Razoumouskoi, Count.
and Holland; III., 153-157,
171,173, 182, 184,190, 209,210.
,

,

cont.

Court

service of, persons in

;

III., 44.

;

and England. See Emperor, the.
Austrian:
escamotaje ; 11,94.
garrison, fall of

morgue

;

;

II., 5J2.

II., 72.

Netherlands.
Austrian.

See

Netherlands
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Badminton,

Austrian

cont.
politics; II., 65, 6S, 131,

post office

;

Austrians, the

:

III.,

of;

;

559.
Austrasia, " petty king of" ; II., 46.
Autun, Bishop of. See Talleyrand.
Auvergne, Captain de II., 419.
Auvergne, avocat from ; III., 433.
Auxur, Italy. See Terracina.
II.,

prison of;

Avranches;

II.,

;

;

;

;

election

I.,

;

413, 416, 417, 465.

meeting at II., 128.
prebend of, in Lincoln Cathedral
285-287.

I.,

;

letters to

I.,

121, 122.

108-121, 125-135.

I.,

;

memoranda by;

1.,

108,

117,

121, 134, 135.
the Vizir ; L, 20.

familvof

,

II.,

;

456.

513."

I.,

Ballendean, Lord.
See Bellenden.
Ballinahinch ; III., 387.
Ballinakill, borough of; I., 571.
Ballinrobe, review at
I., 481.
Ballyfinn, Queen's county, letter dated
at; L, 241.
Ballyraggett, estate of
I., 349.
Balthazer, General
II., 410.
Baltic Sea, the; I., 596, 612
II. 39, 45,
48,58, 74, 227; III., 128.
action in ; I., 490.
commerce of; III., 57.
fleet for or in ; I., 76; II., 68, 95,
;

;

;

;

quarter sessions at ; II., 128.
vicarage of; II., 1 1.
yeomanry troop of; III., 147.
Aylesford, Earl of. See Finch, Heneage.
Aylmer, Henry, Lord L. 190, 196.
wife and children of; I., 190.
Ayscough, Rev. Dr. F. ; I., 115, 117, 122,

130 (2).
from;

456, 509, 510.

II.,

;

;

;

letters

358.

;

,

III., 166.
581
Axminster, letter dated at
I., 263.
Aylesbury, co. Bucks I., 262, 266, 272,
294 II., 251, 352 III., 147.
;

II.,

;

;

— —
Ball, —

497.
497.
584.

II.,

(exile)

Baker, Dr. L, 366, 398.
Balau, Monsieur III., 148, 149, 373, 375,
407.
Balbi, Madame de
II., 357, 475.
Balcarres, Earl of.
See Lindsay, James.
Baldwin, Baldwyn:
Mr., consul at Cairo II., 263, 373.
(India); II., 621.

;

III.,

Azem,

Mons. de

—

:

III.,

II., 9.

;

;

;

See Mogul, the Great.
;

;

II., £36.
II., 605.
misunderstanding with
shameful behaviour of, to the troops

;

300.

466.

II.,

Bailly,

jealous of Prussia;

brigands of

II.,

former mayor of Paris, execution

Bailli,

massacre at

;

314, 335.

castle of and Julius Caesar's villa at
II.,. 19.

448, 450.

at Lieg-3.
See Liege.
ill-conduct of ; II., 626.
in Italy.
See Italy.

Avignon

I.,

Baise, in Italy

557.

II.,

;

territories

co. Gloucester

;

Bahader Shah.

359.

II.,

;

—

Bagott,

II., 292.

;

proclamation
spies

146

118,

144.
Baltic powers, the ; II., 44.
r, negotiation of France with
578.
produce ; II., 2S7.
vessels ; II., 62.
war, possibility of; II., 26.
Baltimore, Lord. See Cslvert.

;

II.,

Baltimore, U.S.A.
French consul at Hi., 525.
port of, French ship fitted out at
III., 525.
;

Banbury,

co.

Oxford, wool-combers of;

271.

I.,

Bangalore; II., 226.
Bangor, Bishop of. See Warren, John.
Bank of England L, 28, 128, 498 II.,
;

;

552.
call

B.

by;

I.,

53, 54.

Directors of;

I.,

563, 564.

Governor of (Mr. Ewer)

B
Abbe;

Duke
Sir B.

III.,

of
;

—

;

;

I.,

355.

315.
328.
II., 501.

II., 271,
II.,

Lieut.-Col.

Baddison,

3S3.
the Pitt

;

L, 3u2

Baden
Margrave of;

;

II.,

420.

431,
troops of; II., 431, 507.
II., 313.
visitor* to

.

;

III.,

382,

diamond

36 (2).
Banks, Bankes:
Sir Joseph,
" Ministre
pkiqnes";

to be deposited in

;

I.,

—

;

I.,

called

des
II.,

his

affaires

225 (2).

218, 484.

Bantam, king of;

I., 3.

II.,

Baptiste; III., 181, 223.

.

;

172.

;

.

55.

I.,

Backhouse, Lieutenant
Baclcock:
Captain;
Colonel;

money

292.
527, 530.

1..

;

I.,

;

HI., 2S0.
to be furbished by

in difficulties

Baraniues,

Madame

;

III.,

226.

Majesty's
philoso-
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Bantam, Governor of
Barbadoes I., 189, 593
Admiralty Court at

I.,

;

;

;
;

Bascher

148.

II.,

his mother; III., 108, 119.
, daughter of;
III., 108.
Basilico; II., 272, 553.

III., 69.

affray in; III., 165.
Governor of; III., 166.
ship bound for; III., 525.
Barbuda, island of ; I., 567.

Barca, deserts of

Basle or Bale

;

III.,

Com-

pany) 1., 257 (2), 258 (2), 497,
510 II., 185, 289, 323.
letters of; I., 497; II., 185.
I.,
609
II., 132,
Barnave, Monsieur
;

Bastard or Bestard,

;

;

;

I.,

60, 61.

convention at II., 517.
surrender of II., 560.
Bataves, regiment of III., 212.
Batavia; I., 22, 45, 281.
;

;

;

;

j

482.
Barnstaple, co. Devon ; I., 355.
Barras, Paul Francois (Peter) ; II., 481 ;
III., 85, 339, 356, 358.
character of; III., 159.
mistress of; III., 351.
II., 459, 471, 514, 517, 518,
Barrere
538, 542, 548, 550, 560, 561, 567,
570, 580, 582, 584, 586, 590 III.,
491.
proposes the expulsion of strangers
I.,

;

;

;

III., 483.
III., 493.
of; II., 632; III., 531.
Barret, Mr. ; I., 108.

character of

;

fall

arsenals of; III., 421.
letters

Batavian
convention;

;

I.,

;

28.

III., 184.

Bath:
Earl of. See Thynne, Thomas.
Bishopric of; II., 105.
Bath, Colonel II., 331, 332.
551.
or " the red ribbon " ; I.,
199,277; II., 143, 191, 193, 199,
210,223, 233,425; HI., 369.
, insignia of;
ILL, 375.
Bath, or the Bath ; 158, 289.
letters dated at; I., 49, 65, 92, 156
(2), 259 (2), 260, 482, 485-490
II., 203, 253 (2), 312, 359; III.,
296, 466, 529.
letters addressed to; I., 71, 74-76,
92.
visitors to; I., 13, 25, 39, 41, 65, 68,
142, 174, 311, 470, 476, 477 (2),
481,483, 496; II., 11, 77.
II.,

of,

——
'

Wildman, Lord, money due

III.,

401.

Barrow, Mr.; I., 118.
Barrow, the, a river in Ireland I., 231.
Barry, James, 4th Earl of Barrymore

;

;

;

I.,

62.
I., 62, 65.
letters from
Barrymore:
Earl of. See Barry.
;

I.,

50.

Barthelemi or Barthelemy,

French ambassador
;

I., 3,

;

Admiral [Samuel] III., 296.
Hon. Shute, Bishop of Salisbury

;

;

republic; III., 177, 347. And see
Holland, new government of.
,
reported acknowledgment of,
by Prussia. See Prussia, King of.
liberty, the price of; III., 222.

Bath, order

293.
"William

dated from

j

;

Barrington

in

Marquis de,

London

;

I.,

206, 243, 457, 458, 568,

II.,

7, 149,
584, 587, 5*8 ;
186, 339, 409, 414.
to
II.,
313.
audience
farewell
letter from ; III., 340.
les deux ; II., 461.
Barthelot, huissier of the Convention

181,

III.,

;

;

dialect,

;

Bascher
Monsieur;

I.,

II.,

50.

51.

III.,

108, 112,

;

I.,

;

34.
;

III., 400.

moves the address in the Lords

;

grandfather of.
See Allan, 1st
Earl, above.
Batz, Baron de ; II., 588, 589.
father of; II., 589.
Baugh, General I., 189.
Bavaria, II., 46, 208, 399
III., 516.
Elector Of | II., 434; III., 139, 173,
224, 228, 229.
Electorate of; II., 525.
forces of; II., 408.
,

;

manifesto translated

into; III., 104.

;

jam in

III., 259.

22.
I.,

Allan, 1st Earl
I., 98
III., 259.
Frances, Lady, widow of Sir Ben-

,

461.

Bartholomew Fair I.,
Bartmansemmer, Mr.

Bathurst

Henry, 3rd Earl

;

Bascam

48,

Bastia; II., 524.

144, 150.

Bas-Breton

7,

;

Barnet (Bernet), co. Herts I., 36.
Barnewall, Thomas, Lord Trimlestown;

353

III.,

;

;

287.
Barcelonette, country of; II., 429.
Bareuth, Margraviate of ; III., 227.
Baring, Francis (of the East India

Lady

;

at ; II., 554.
mission to; III., 214.
negotiations at III., 26, 58.
ramparts of; HI., 130.
territory of ; III., 130.
treaty of, between
France
and
Prussia; III., 78, 94, 139.
Basseleur, Monsieur; III., 207.
Basset, a messenger; HI., 326.

;

;

572, 616

maison de commerce

Barcelona II., 580.
merchants of III., 127.
suggested landing of troops at

to

II.,

;

51, 81, 82, 130, 132, 257, 295
financial transactions at ; III., 489.

475.

III.,

;

cont.

Madame,

402.

;

;

575
Bavaria cont.
suggested cession

the Emperor ;
III., 173, 224, 229, 230, 232, 288,
407.
Bavav, letter dated at ; II., 4G9.
III., 95, 179.
Bayard,
;
Bayham, Lord. See Pratt, John Jeffreys.
Bayley-Paget, Henry, Earl of Uxbridge.
See Paget.
Bayonne II., 154.
arrnv of ; II., 586.
Bazire ; II., 462, 471, 488 III., 493, 496,
500.
Beacon Hill (co. Wilts ?) ; I., 102.
Beaconsfield (Beconsfield), letters dated
III., 463.
at ; II., 450
Beauchamp, Viscount.
See SeymourConway, Francis.
Beauclerc [George]
I., 149.
Beaufort, Duke of.
See Somerset, Henry.
Beaulieu, General II., 287, 424, 426, 536.
Beaumarchais ; II., 346, 358.
Beaupreau or Beaupreaux; II., 544, 545.
battle field of ; II., 527.
of, to

;

;

;

;

;

Beauvan, Prince de I., 151.
Beckenham, Kent, letters dated from
;

Belleville, in Brittany

;

123.
Belle-vue,

III., 122.

Mons. de

Belmont, Ireland,

198, 199, 206, 208, 210, 216, 218,

:

;

Belmore,

Lord.

Belt, the

;

I.,

See

Corry,

Armar

IL, 68.

;

Belvoir [Castle], co. Leicester, Duke of
Rutland's body taken to ; L, 292.

Benard, one

;

IL, 590.

Bender, General

L, 279.
Bender, on the Dniester; IL, 162, 169.
Benezeck"* III., 160.
character of III., 161.
;

;

Bengal; I., 243 (2), 257, 281, 263, 484,
557 (2) IL, 185.
;

Bay

of

I.,

;

30.

establishment

;
IL, 298.
of; L, 605.
judgeship in I., 494.
manufactures or trade of IL, 168 ;
III., 446.
ships to or from I., 38, 39, 276.
travellers to or from ; I., 42, 253,
588.

Government

;

;

Bennet

:

Dr.;

571.
I., 290.

I.,

Judge
Benson, Mr.

;

I.,

82.

son of; I., 82.
Bentheim, Madame de; L, 147, 149.
Bentinck
Charles or Count Charles, English
agent to Holland III., 56, 68, 415,
:

;

416.
,

letters

from

;

III., 4, 11, 16, 19,

39, 52, 60, 78, 150-152, 155,
170, 176, 180, 182, 183, 186,
196, 201,203, 207, 208, 217,
245, 250, 252, 253, 417.
, letters to;
III., 9, 19, 58,
226, 424.
,

34.

,

164,
194,

236,
189,

memorandum

for; III., 19.
speech translated by ; III., 46,

48.
;

I.,

Belfast:
elections at ; III., 557.
ship destroyed at ; III., 385.
sovereign aud burgesses of; III., 557.
United Irishmen at ; III., 387.
III., 133.
Belfort, in Alsace ; II., 614
Belgian clergy, agents of ; III., 263, 264.
Belgians, the ; IL, 174 ; III., 263, 264.
Belgic provinces ; IL, 85, 591.
Belgium; L, 594; III., 139, 140, 279,
;

490,515.
I., 535.
Bell, William
Bellamont, Earl of. See Coote, Charles.
Bellegarde, General; III., 95, 131, 132.
army of; IL, 611.
;

IL, 464, 468.
Bellenden or Ballendean, John,
Bellenden ; I., 590, 592, 603.

dated from

letter

Lowry.

IL, 22, 27, 30,

Bejary, Mons. de ; III., 114, 115.
Belasyse, Henry, Earl of Eauconberg
536.

Belleisle

LIL, 107,

313.

;

419, 425, 445, 454, 468, 469, 479,
490, 492, 496, 497, 557, 578, 591.
Lord Auckland's house at ; IL, 295.
parish church of; IL, 218.
Becket, Mr. ; L, 160.
Becklesworth ; L, 106.
See Taylor, Thomas.
Bective, Earl of.
Bedford, Dukes of. See Russell.
Bedfords, the, or the Bedford party ; I.,
207.
join the Coalition ; I., 221.
Bedwyn, Great, co. Wilts ; I., 108.
See Bere.
Beer, Mons. de.

duty on; I., 251.
import and export of

;

;

IL,

;

223, 225, 227, 233, 235, 241-243,
247 (2), 250, 252, 256, 258, 261,
400, 401 (2), 403, 404, 407, 414,

Beer

;

IL, 576

;

Lord

, eldest brother
of.
See Rhoon,
Count.
younger brother of; III., 39,

>—

,

157, 159, 172, 178, 207.

mother and sisters of; HI., 419.
Lord Edward; I., 182.
Lord George I., 120.
Mr. III., 399.
William Henry Cavendish, Duke of
,

;

;

Portland; I., 162-164, 182, 191,
198,200,202, 203, 205, 211, 222,
247, 264, 266, 268, 275, 323, 324,
363, 374, 383,581;
IL, 282, 285 (2), 299, 300, 303, 335,
336, 360, 630, 644 ;
III., 5,30, 31,70, 78, 95,104, 143,
145, 147, 211, 213, 221, 242 (3), 278,
389, 391.
, to be First Lord of the Treasurv
I., 198.

"
•

576
Duke

of Portland cont.
as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
L, 198, 247.

Bentinck,

,

Prime Minister

as

,

;

;

L, 209-

j

212.

;

III., 3.

from

letters

III., 89, 135, 144,

;

167.
III.,

12,

9,

14, 16,

35, 68, 76 (2), 200, 533.
,
at Cabinet meetings; II., 644,
646 ; ILL, 36, 261, 283, 310, 330.
of, matters belong, department
ing to ; III., 257.
, refuses
to attend the Council
II., 271.
IL, 294.
, is to have the Garter ;
;

finding an

in

difficulty

,

for

office

the Foreign
Office, and accepts the Home De-

go

to

partment IL, 597(2).
his system of Irish government
IL, 634.
, Ireland surrendered
to (i.e., as
Home Secretar}') IL, 634.

——

;

,

;

Lord Grenville consults ; 1 1.,
,
638.
See Greville, Mr.
, son-in-law of.
private secretary of, (Abbe O'.
I., 368.
Beirne)
friends or party of ; L, 192,220,
372, 401 ; IL, 634.
,

;

,

Henry

William

Litchfield,

Portland)

;

Cavendish,
Lord
(son of the Duke of
L, 275, 334 ; IL, 284
;

III., 200, 201.

Lord William
Beutincks, the;

Benyon, John
death of

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

III., 224, 605.

garrison of; III., 10.
Berger, Captain, III., 58.

Bergues, in Flauders; IL, 183, 411.
Berhenrode, M. de, Dutch ambassador;
IL, 314.

Berkeley
Captain; IL, 413; IIL, 11.
Frederick Augustus, Earl of
George; IIL, 270.
Lady; L, 360; IL, 282.
Mr. L, 93, 94 (2), 106, 107.
Berks, county of IL, 348.

;

I.,

303.

;

;

Berlin, passim.

Academy

of Sciences at, curator of
IL, 126.
agent from IL, 79.
charge d'affaires at; IL, 196 (2),
1-97, 199, 200, 207 (2).
convention signed at; IL, 59; II L,
;

438.
court or cabinet of.
See Prussia,
court of.
despatches received from IL, leo,
534 IIL, 400, 426.
Duke of York's marriage at. See
Frederick, Duke of York.
Duke of York leaves IL, 232.
;

;

III.,

388.

275.
L, 49.
L, 53.
I.,

;

English ambassadors at.
See Ewart,
Joseph Eden, Sir Morton; Spencer,
Lord Henry, and Bruce, Earl of

Berbice, Dutch colony in III., 46.
Berching's hu?sars ; III., 476.

;

;

Berder, retreat of the Prussians towards
I.,

,

:

IL, 595.

refuses to

,

;

;

;

letters to;

,

,

,

,
in relation to the Coalition
Ministry; L, 209-212, 215.
Ireland ; I., 232
, in relation to

,

Beresford con t.
John, as first Commissioner of revenue in Ireland III., 423.
house built for III., 556pension for III., 9.
family of III., 9.
Marcus, (in the army) I., 512 (2).
Mark (M.P.) I., 409.
Mr., senior; I., 303.
" young Mr."
L, 409.
Bergasse, Monsieur II. 217.
Bergen, Norway
L, 47.
letters dated from
I., 43 (2), 47, 48.
Bergen-op-Zoom IL, 387, 390, 598, 613

612.

Bere or Beer, Mons. de

;

III.,

176, 177,

Elgin.

Flnglishmen at; IL, 205, 212, 214,
296.
expense of living at If., 52.
French agents at IL, 276, 332 III.,
;

180.

•

Berealston,

M.P.

for;

I.,

;

229.

Berenger, Richard, books by

;

L, 159 (2),

160.
letters

,

to;

I.,

144,

I5i,

152,

156-162.
Beresford

:

la Poer, Earl of Tyrone;
L, 172, 191, 229, 385, 388, 399,
4G2, 404, 412, 442,458.
to be made a Marquis; L, 424,

George de

,

426, 43G.
L,
as Marquis of Waterford
562; IL, 55; III., 554.
John; L, 383, 385, 394, 402, 562;
IL, 39; III., 14, 88.
;

.

,

438.
garrison of; IL, 82.
instructions sent to; 111,411.
leading men at
1 1., 493.
leave of absence from, desired; IIL,
198, 206.
•

letter of; I., 247.

dismissal of; Id.,

17, 36.

;

dated at; IL, 61, 68, 73-75,
78. 81, 82, 87, 91, 93, 95, 104, 110
(2), 124, 132, 147, 153-155, 170,

letters

174,179, 181-183, 187, 196, 197,
205,215,217, 219, 224, 245, 252,
264,
337,
505,
213,
289,
5G1,

273, 276, 277. 290, 206, 809,
358, MG, 491-494,
533; HI., 94, 163, 198 (2),
224, 235, 230. 235, 238, 243,
371,402, 40f, 407, 452-459,
563.

838, 347,
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Berlin

cont.

messengers to;

203, 250,

II.,

252;

III., 422.

Mr. Ewart detested

at

II.,

;

219.

Stuart]

280.

II.,

;

Due and Marshal de

Berwick,

III., 198, 199.
;

;

;

need of a Secretary of Legation at

news from

Bertie
cont.
Willoujrhbv,
4th Earl of Abinsdon
'
I., 163.
Bertin, Mademoiselle
IL, 356.
Bertrand, Marquis de III., 477.

III., 148, 149.
, notes of
palace of; II., 27G, 332.
residents at
II., 224.
riotous behaviour of English officers
at; II., 82, 97, 110.
Secretary of Legation (Euglish) at
II., 199, 214, 222; III., 215,226,
238, 239.
sects at; III., 289.
society at
II., 347.
speculations, reports or opinions at
II., 190, 194, 377.
travellers to or from ; II., 59, 60, 70,
76, 161, 163, 219, 223, 242-244,
270, 287, 330, 577, 638-640 ; III.,
51, 68, 182 222, 230, 233, 238, 293,
322, 326, 372, 404.
Bermuda privateers ; III., 533.
;

;

;

;

Bernard
Eleanor, wife of Scrope ; I., 209, 291,
387.
Scrope; L, 168, 188, 197, 201, 202,
204, 215, 219, 267, 268, 273, 290,
305, 316, 330, 342, 355, 358, 370,
375, 377, 379, 384, 387, 406, 413,
418, 427, 442, 458, 465, 482, 483,
486, 542, 560; II., 165,215,273,
III., 285, 403, 404.
282, 345, 382
I., 203, 232, 293,
, letters from
298, 303 (2), 305, 306, 408 (2),
416, 432.
,
as examinator of the hearth
money ; I., 202.
ll
Sir Scrope ; " I., 209.
, called
as private secretary to Lord
Buckingham I., 294.
the Black Rod ; I.,
, as Usher of
295.
I., 294.
, house for
See Bernard, Eleanor.
, wife of.
;

[James

;

379.
Memoirs by, alluded to IL, 429.
aide-de-camp of I., 8.
regiment of; IL, 379.
Besancon; III., 97, 133.
hospitals at
III., 490.
Besancy, fight near III., 476.
Besborodko, Count; IL, 144, 224.
Besnard IL, 547.
;

II.,

;

;

;

;

;

See Ponsonbv,

Bessborough, Earl of.
William.
Bestard.
See Bastard.

Bethenay alias Chauvin

Bethman

IL, 581.

;

:

banker at Frankfort IL, 493.
Mademoiselle IL, 492, 493, 535.
and Co., Messrs. III., 131.
Bethune-Charost, Prince de IL, 325 (2),
;

;

;

;

326.
Bettesworth,
;
IL, 29.
Betty (servant of Robert Pitt) I., 78.
Beurnonville, see Bournonville.
Bicher, Mr.
III., 203.
Bickford, Mr. ; I., 119.
Bielefeld, Mademoiselle de, "governess to
one of the Prussian princesses IL, 276.
Bielfingeer, Mons. de ; IL, 122, 147, 177.
Bierton, co. Bucks
L, 271.
Bilbao, in Spain ; IL, 533.
;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

[Colonel?]
Berne; II., 312;
;

III., 134.

III.. 82, 84, 168,
197, 486, 513.
Council of III., 295, 296.

16,

;

English minister

at.

See Wickham,

William,
II., 404, 449, 455,
dated at
591, 596, 616; III., 6,8, 44, 180,
181 .(3), 212, 216, 223, 291, 397,
531.
canton of ; III., 295.

letters

Bernier.

;

Abbe

book by
Beraoise, a

;

;

III., 394.

I.,

263.

III., 513.

;

Bernsdorff, Count;

622

;

Berthier,

Bertie

II.,

66, 541, 615, 616,

III., 59.

Billaut

or Billaud de Varennes
IL, 532,
542, 548, 550, 557, 584, 590, 616
;

;

III.,

Bingen, on the Rhine II., 392.
Bingley, printer I., 230.
Birmingham IL, 133, 271.
association at 11., 271.
riots at; IL, 133, 140, 166.
;

;

;

;

Biron, Duchesse de, execution of; III.,
512.
Biscay, bay of

III., 497.

;

166,

;

170,172, 173,181-183, 188;

III., 142.

ascendency

of,

over

the

King of

Prussia; IL, 167.
wife of ; IL, 493.
daughter of; IL, 220.

Bishop

:

Hague IL, 165.
query whether a peer can be made
I.,

;

IL, 357, 455.
;

:

Captain 402, 419.
Major-General II., 490.

;

Bischoffswerder, Colonel or General IL,
57, 61, 65, 70, 75, 94, 122, 246, 258,
277 (2), 290, 292, 295, 296, 493 III.,
27, 163, 199, 563:
mission of, to the Emperor; IL, 61,
78,85, 107, 125, 127. 139, 147, 155,

at the

murder of;

491,493.

character of; III., 493.
fall of; IL, 633; III., 531.

;

Bishoprics, given to
289.
.

;

465, 470.

Cambridge men

;

I.,

•78
Bishops

Boconnoc

•

Bench of;

letters

;

Bodenheim

:

IL, 396.
dated at
IL, 396.
Bodes, " the Mr. " III., 233 (2).
Bodmin (Bodmyn), co. Cornwall;
cabinet of

;

Black Rock, near Dublin

cont.

dated at ; L, 65, 71, 80. 110112, 126-128, 130, 135.
rectory or parsonage of; I., 72 (4).

165.
See Ireland, Bishops in.
Irish.
III., 400.
Bisset. William ; I., 296
Black, Captain ; I., 486, 487.
Blackett, Sir Walter I., 141, 143.
Blackheath ; I., 148.
II.,

;

letter

:

;

;

the Lord Lieutenant goes to ; I., 330,
475.
letters dated at; I., 335, 336 (2),
339, 340, 342, 344-346, 351, 355,
357, 358, 478-480.
Black Sea, the ; I., 281, 612 II., 23, 45,
72, 87 (2), 88, 91, 259, 438, 489.
England desired to send a fleet to ;
IL, 74, 81, 95, 144.
Blackstone, Judge; II., 233.
Commentaries of ; III., 412.
Blair

116,

I.,

592.

borough of

;

charter for

;

III., 77, 89.
III., 76, 89, 90.

election at;

I., 108, 110, 111, 113,
114, 119 (2), 120, 127, 591, 592.

;

judges at L, 66 (2).
letter dated at
I., 199.
;

;

mayor and corporation of L, 127,592.
;

I., 604 (2).
from I., 605.
Robert, to be Solicitor General in

Boers or Boer, Mr.; L, 279, 281
III.,
419, 420, 425, 443-447.
Bog, river in Russia ; II., 49, 50.
Bohemia, I., 349 ; IL, 48.
General Mack goes to IL, 614.
Bohemian, an Irish I., 349.

Scotland I., 524.
Robert, professor of astronomy at

Boisguy, reported surrender of

:

Archibald

;

letter

,

;

;

;

;

;

Boisberthelot,

Boishardy

Edinburgh ; I., 604.
I., 604.
, letter from

Mr. and Lady Mary,

his wife

;

II.,

330.

Blake, Mr., of Fulmer ; I., 264.
See Spencer,
Blandford, Marquis of.
George.
Blandford St. Mary, co. Dorset; I., 54,
funeral of Governor Pitt at ; I., 77.
lands or estates at; I., 11, 15, 34 (2),
89.

addressed to L, 51.
dated at I., 50, 76.
;

letters

;

residents at

;

26, 32.

I.,

Blankensten's corps ; IL, 600.
III., 252.
Blaun,
Blaquiere, Sir John; I., 224. 409
428.
Blayney, Lord ; III., 385, 388.

—

Due

le

building of

;

Oxford

co.
I.,

(2),

:

;

Blyth or Bligh, Mr.

I.,

I.,

;

605.

II.,

John,

Henry.
IL, 557 ; III., 540.
IL, 5.
Bolsena, lake of, in Italy IL, 5.
Bolton, Dukes of. See Paulet.
Bombay ; L, 497, 510; IL, 11, 193, 226;
ill., 417.
Council at ; III., 194-196.
Gazette ; IL, 285.
Bollet

;

;

;

appointment of

of,

;

III.,

dated at III., 195.
Provisional Council of; III., 196.
Bombelles, Marquis de; IL, 97.
Bomet, Monsieur IL, 331.
Bonaparte. See Buonaparte.
Bonchamp, Mons. ; IL, 479.
letter

;

Bond:
G., letter from
IL, 297.
;
P.. minister to

1 1., 37.

;

Mr.

America ,
1

the United States of
from III., 243,

letters

;

256.

Bondy,

in

France

III., 449, 451.

;

Bonn; IL, 287, 578;

472.

III., 519.

dated at ; IL, 605.
Bonne-Carrere, Monsieur IL, 288.
Bonnier, Monsieur III., 377.
Bonnot, Monsieur III., 126.
letter

360.

III.,

III., 540, 541.

;

;

Thomas

;

;

195.

visitors to ; -I., 267, 483 ; III., 318.
Bletchington, co. Oxford ; L, 87.
See Blyth.
Bligh, Mr.
Blithman or Blythnian, Jasper ; I., 86, 88.
IL, 479.
Blois, bridge at
Blount, Mrs. ; L, 93.
children of ; I., 93.
Blud worth, Mr. ; I., 108.
;

III., 538.

III., 539.

Governor

28.

Blundell, Sir Francis (1625)

;

surrender of; IL, 640.
Bolder, Mr. ; IL, 437.
Bolingbroke, Viscount.
See St

-,

Blenheim Palace,

Blunt,

Bois

Bologna

63, 70.

letter

from, notes of

house of;

605.

I.,

;

III., 139.

;

III., 538, 539.

;

letters

;

letter to

,

Mons.

108,

109,

119

;

;

(2), 122.

;

Boekenheim (Iiockenhaim), near Frankfurt, letter

dated at

;

III., 50.

Boconnoc, Boconnock or Boconnick, co.
Cornwall; I„ 65, 68, 70-73, 120,
IL, 282, 310.
131, 132
estate of; L, 62.
letters addressed to
L, 65, 121.
;

;

Books or pamphlets
libellous; II. ,327.
,

printers of

named
The Case

;

IL, 336.

:

Dialogues

;

573.
the

I.,

of

Lyttleton's)

;

I.,

Dead (Lord
141, 158.

579
Books and pamphlets

Bourbon

;

cont.
See France, court of.
court.
fashion L, 610.
House of; L, 314; IL, 356, 530, 550,
576 ; III., 88.
—
destruction of ; IL, 529.
- re-establishment of, not wished
"

I., 159.
Imitation of Horace's Epistles ;
L, 159, 160.
Intirets de la Monarchie-Prussienne ; III., 238.
Kouli Khan, history of; L, 263.
Memoires de la Chevalerie ; L,

by the Allies • IL, 568, 569.
royal domain of; III., 225.
Isle de ; IL, 454.
Bourbonnois, le, farmers of, forbidden to
send provisions to Paris IL, 540.
Bourdieu, Monsieur ; IL, 403.
Bourdieu and Chollet, bills on ; III., 510.

cont.

Philosophique

Diet ionna ire

;

I.,

;

I.,

150.

;

Discovery

relative

war

to

602.
Feritsha, translation of

;

—

263.

I.,

History and Art of horsemanship

Bourdon de

161.

Orme's History of India ; I., 263.
Relation of Maj.-Gen. Morgan's
progress in France and Flanders,
or
Phoynix
419.

Britannicus

II.

;

Bootle, T., letter of

Bourdonnaye III., 537, 540 (2).
Bourg en Busse, in France III., 131.
L, 96.
Bourgeois, Mr.
Bourget, in France III., 449.
Bourg-la-reine, in France II. 567.
Bourgoin or Bourgoing, Baron de IL,
;

;

383

;

Bourke

III.,

Mayo L, 212.
212.
Bournonville or Beurnonville, General
III., 207, 211,212, 218, 222.
IL, 391
aide-de-camp of; IL, 391.
Bourtang or Beurtange, in Holland ; III.,
212.
fort of; III., 124.

:

Captain or Admiral Edward

;

L, 109,

127.

Hugh, Lord Falmouth;

I.,

Ill, 112,

Bouwens, Mr.

160.
family of (the
I., 109.
I.,

Tregothnau family)

Major; IL,
Bowyer

Lieut.-Colonel

Box

Edward; L, 262
;

Boyd

;

III.,

483.

;

Commandant

of

IL, 110, 115-117, 122, 130,

133, 182, 431, 468;
448,
450, 479.
Bouillon, Prince de; III., 179, 245, 367.
letter to, notes of ; III., 539.
Boulogne; III., 437.
Boulton, Captain L, 9.
III., 34,

;

:

Ducde;

IL, 86 III., 103.
son of. See Enghien,
;

Due

de.

I.,

348.

(2).

IL, 271,349,350.

:

Mr.;

Boucher, paintings by
I., 150.
Bouchotte or Bouchot, French minister
of War; IL, 472, 487, 515, 518,
531, 537, 538, 546, 547; III.,
de,

;

:

;

;

186.

Sir Charles ; L, 291.
Sir William; L, 272, 275.

;

;

IL, 312.

:

-,

Metz

;

;

112.
, letter to;
I., 112.
Bosting, Chef d' Artillerie IL, 547.
Boston, U.S.A. ; III., 13, 356.
letter addressed to ; III., 13.
Botany Bay
I.. 524.
prisoners to be sent to
II., 543.
Bothmar, Count I., 85, 90.
Botterel, Monsieur ; III., 215.

503.
Bouille, Marquis

from

L, 72.

;

I.,

IL, 407

letter
;

,

;

Bossiney, co. Cornwall
election at; L, 110, 114, 115.
of;

III.. 222.

John, Lord, as former Secretary of
State, Ireland; L, 319.
as late Lord Chancellor of Ireland L, 459.
Mr. L, 140.

L, 334.

;

;

Bowdler, Thomas,
Bowen, a gardener

Bowes

114, 121, 127.

Mr. (M.P.)

,

;

I.,

;

;

Bourbon

427.

;

Mr.;

;

;

,

John, Viscount

letter dated at
I., 136.
Borghese, Monsieur II.,. 262.
Boringdon, Lord. See Barker, John.
Borneo, island of, attack upon ; I., 3.

Bouchain

IL,

;

576, 582.
armee revolutionnaire at ; III., 497.
executions at; III., 491, 505.

mayor

;

III., 496, 498.

;

130.
II., 154, 464, 468,

Bordeaux; L, 136;

Mrs.;

l'Oise [Francois Louis]

;

;

I.,

;

462, 471

;

Boone, Daniel; I., 108, 113.
letter of; L, 115,

Boscawen

;

IL, 83, 540,
192, 378, 562.
Messrs.; III., 273.
,

610, 622;

banking house of;

III.,

III.,

192,

234.

Boyle :
George, Earl of Glasgow

III., 206.
;
Bichard, 2nd Earl of Shannon
L,
172, 177, 178,180, 191,221,255,
404310, 352, 383, 385, 388, 402,
406,409 (2), 418, 420,421,424-431,
434-436, 440, 441 (2), 443, 445,
447, 450, 454, 455, 461, 464, 466,
489, 492, 493, 531, 560, 564, 584 ;
;

III. 554.
-, dismissal of ; I., 442, 443 445,
458, 460, 464, 465, 469.
goes to England ; L, 463.

——

580
cont.
Boyle, Earl of Shannon
granted to, as Vice,, patent
J.,
Treasurer, &c, in Ireland
472.
[Catherine] wife of; I., 383,

II., 341, 383, 418, 461,465,474,
534, 584, 590; III., 15, 166, 488.
French forces at II., 542 ; III., *96.
fleet of, or at
II.. 402, 444, 449, 523,
584, 590
III., 13, 15, 16.
, commissary with
II., 556.
blocked by Lord Howe II., 581.
department of, President of; II.,
586.
galeriens of ; III., 497.
insurrection at
II., 532.
Jacobins at ; HI., 494.

Brest;

;

;

;

,

440

;

(2), 443.

;

brother of; I., 4 41.
,
family of ; I., 443.
friends or followers of; I., 442,
445. 460, 461, 466.
Boyne, battle of the, anniversary of III.,
388.
orange ribbonj worn in honour of
III., 385.
Boy ton, co. Wilts ; I., 41.
,

;

,

;

;

Brabancon
dragoon
:

595.
283.
Brabant; II., 127. 262, 287, 327, 334,
389, 591, 598 ; ill., 251, 401, 484.
army of I., 594.
Dutch; II., 391.
fermentations in; II., 365.
II., 331,
invasion and conquest of
343.
people of, or Brabanters ; II., 2 ; III.,
146.
scum of; III., 497.
States of; I., 594 ; II., 264, 338.
III., 462.
, order of arrest by ;
Brabazon, Anthony, 8th Earl of Meath
I.,

;

revolution

mayor

I.,

190.

Brabourne, Mr. 1., 44.
Bradford, T. III., 285.
Bradstreet, Sir Samuel;

his mistress

Bradyll, Mr.

I.,

;

;

Bridgman, Orlando

:

I.,

;

L, 252.

;

III., 105, 106.

III., 232.
princesses of ; III., 455.

See Hood, Alexander.

I.,

militia at

III., 536.

;

Archbishop

de,

II., 10.

France

;

II.,

Brine,

;

1.,

Holland

II.,

;

;

71.

264.
;

III., 257.

III., 133.

Briscoe or Bristoe, Mr. I., 274 (2).
Brisgau, troops in II., 85.
Brissac, on the Loire; II., 545.
Brissot
;

;

390.

Campbell,

France,

de Warville, Sieur, papers by, alluded
;

III., 6 (2),

to;

II.,

152, 471.

Bishop of, (in 1715). See Smalridge, George.
Bristol; I., 68, 259,355; II., 401; III.,
Bristol,

Brehan, Mons. de, laqnais of;
Bremen; II., 540; III., 24.

III., 506.

director of posts at, for the
III., 80.
merchants of III., 191.

368.

Emperor

;

;

72,

;

II.,

60, 103.
governor of; III., 60.

Breslau;.!!., 131, 146.

;

II.,

[Jean Pierre], II., 445 III., 86, 556.
And sir
faction of; III., 85, 478.

;

Bremerlehe or Bremerthe

New

;

54.

Brisach or Brisac (Brisack)

538.

Brandywine, the, battle of; I., 253.
Branford (? Brentford) I., 93.
II., 377.
Brantzer, M. de
Bran well (co. Cornwall?) "deputy steward-

;

453.

II.,

;

121,422, 426.
Brillet, Monsieur;

II., 10.

;

of

353.

[Brieile] the, in

Brill

Brandling

I.,

II.,

;

House of;

II., 258.
Braun, Colonel
Braunstou, bill in relation to
See
Breadalbane, Earl of.
John.
Breda ; II., 286, 598, 605, 613

355;

;

;

ship of;

I., 51.

made First Minister III., 424.
Brightelmstone or Brighton I., 218, 258
II;, 211, 212, 304,450.
letters dated at; I., 256, 263; II.,
411, 599; III., 149.

Brand, Mr. I., 155.
Brandenburg; III., 231.

of, in

;

Bridgwater, co. Somerset;
179,251.

Toulouse

;

;

by Louis

;

Commissary
Brienne, Lomenie

;

his son

to,

Breton, Mr. ; I., 108, 111, 117, 118.
Breton admiral ; II., 417, 4 lb.
army; II., 405.
lady ; II., 85.
language; III., 541.
Bretons III., 13, 291, 540, 563.
Bricket,
III., 505.

Briel,

37.

Brandy, adulteration

;

III., 460.

;

election at

Brailow, Turks near ; II., 71, 77.
Braithwaite, Colonel ; II., 477.
Brancal, Henry II., 391.
Brancas, Duchesse de II., 589.

"old";

589.
HI., 458, 459.
II.,

;

XVI.

302,308,

II.,

;

III., 451, 479.

from
pouvoir given

letters

Plein

Bridon, citoyen
Bridporl, Lord.

II., 83.

586.

;

;

;

III., 13.

;

II.,

;

365,551,589;

;

;

of

people of; II., 429.
Bretagne. See Brittany.
Breteuil, Baron de
I., 484

III.,

;

dated at

letter

III., 100, 103.

;

merchants of;

I., 261, 262.
British
Constitution, responsibility of miirsters under; III., 553.
:

flag, insult to

;

HI., 528.

581
Brittany or Bretagne

I., 154; II., 417,
418,431, 452, 469, 471, 540,545,
604 ; III., 1 5, 95, 1 12, 138, 418, 536,
;

541, 604.
Chouans or

Chouannerie in;
115,538-540.

Constitution of

II.,

;

III.,

563.

English descent upon, feared II., 523.
,
expedition to.
See RawdonHastings, Lord Moira, expedition of.
letters from, abstract of; III., 536;

541.
miserable state of ; III., 13.
people of. See Bretons,
priests demanded in ; II., 540.
a prince of the blood desired in
III., 537.

BrowD, Browne

;

Bruce
Alexander
,

;

;

aid for, sent or needed ; II.,
III., 45, 88, 363, 364, 392394, 536-541.
, chiefs of, demands of ; III., 537,
538.
, instructions given to ;
II L, 223.
Broa, Monsieur II., 332, 348.
Broadstairs ; III., 343, 344.
Brocas votes ; I., 251.
Brocheton, le Sieur II., 562.
Brockhausen, M. de, letters to II., 87, 88.
Brodie, Mr. ; I., 349, 610, 611 ; II., 303,
304.
family of; II., 303.
Broglie or Broglio, Due de; I., 434; III.,
477.
brother of III., 477.
Bromfield,
I., 113.
, letter to ;
,

474;

;

;

;

,

;

:

Eden Farm

dated at

at, letter

;

between Prussia and Erance, to
England III., 306.

III.,

129.

;

Princes and Princess of Orange at

,

Brooke, Brookes, Brooks

Mr.

;

II., 86.

;

177.

;

I.,

;

letter sent

by

Bruck

II., 102.

;

a messenger III., 335, 355, 370.
Brookes' Club I., 202, 203.
Broom Hall, letter dated at ; II., 244.

Abbe;
;

;

II.,

Brue d'lvignac
Comte de

Brown, Browne
Commissioner;
:

I.,

113.

,

;

;

256.

Count, his son IT., 256.
his family; II., 256.
Denis I., 806.
fanner; I., 53.
,

;

a

94090.

III., 318.

;

I.,

96,

:

III., 106, 122, 124.

;

.

Cornet; I., 203.
, family of
I., 204.
Count, General-in Chief, GovernorGeneral of Livonia and Estonia
;

;

152, 154.

480, 481,

514.

II.,

in Styria

;

258.

Brower or Brewer,

insight as

III., 405.

97 (2).
Mary, Countess of Cardigan I., 9698, 102 (2), 103 (2), 136, 138, 148,

III., 216.
I.,

;

:

;

Brottier,

little

Brudenell-Montague
George, 4th Earl of Cardigan

;

Brough,

from, give

, servant of;
II., 397 , III., 400.
Mr., brother of Lord Elgin ; II., 321,
324.
Mr. ; II., 448, 593.

:

224.

1.,

letters

to the politics of Berlin

III., 129.

Capt.

602.

I.,

II., 306.
history of India by ; II., 306.
Thomas, Earl of Elgin I., 603 ; II.,
178, 181,184,246,266, 273, 304,
310, 442,443, 533, 534, 601,606,
616 ; III., 173, 235, 306, 308, 326,
509, 513, 563.
Ill, 126,
,
letters from; II.,
317, 320,328,396,469, 471, 474,
488, 502, 503, 516, 557, 558, 393 ;
III., 163, 19S (2), 213, 225, 238,
243, 289, 371, 402, 404, 407, 480.
to; II., 127, 319, 324,
, letters
397, 398, 421, 473, 616; III., 174,
206, 215 (2), 230, 253, 298", 372,
489, 491.
II.,
, mission of, to the Emperor ;
54(2), 61, 73-79, 81, 84, 85, 92,
93,96,97, 107, 129, 170, 172.
II., 166.
, goes to Berlin ;
II., 317.
, offers to go to Paris ;
doubts whether to stay at
Brussels ; II., 328.
,
fondness of, for arranging
military projects ; II., 476.
as ambassador at Berlin ; III.,
163.
sends a copy of the secret treaty

Humbert.

Bromley, Kent

607.

from;

,

And

540.

III.,

,

see

I.,

;

letter

John, prof essor at Edinburg;

;

536-541.
generals of;

;

;
L, 186,
206, 406.
Major (at Delhi) ; I., 243.
Major (of the 58th) ; I., 457, 461.
(officer in Austrian army) ; II., 614.
Thomas, Viscount Kenmare II., 39,
40, 238.
Brownlow, Mr. ; L, 222, 225, 299, 581.

and rovalist army in II.,
404,469; III., 99, 112, 166, 486,

royalists

cont.

John I., 426, 430, 468.
John Denis, Lord Altamcnt
Sir

III., 122, 123.

son of;

Comtesse de, his wife III., 122, 123.
Bruen, Colonel I., 359 II., 14.
;

;

;

Bruges, letter dated at

;

II.,

393.

Brugmans, Fiscal III., 172.
Bruhl, Count; II., 252, 253, 355;
;

III.,

290.

formerly governor of the
Prussia ; HI., 402.
wife of III., 290.
;

P P

King

of

582
Brunswiek-Luneburg
Charles William Ferdinand, Duke of
349; II., 25, G6,
I., 278, 284,
:

;

78, 194, 269, 283, 292, 310, 313,
320, 326, 331, 359, 420, 446, 447,
451, 454, 473, 486 ; III., 25, 27, 52,
68, 186, 196, 209, 218, 233 (2), 235,
238, 391, 407, 410, 413,414,422,
425, 430, 432, 435, 437, 466, 467,

476.

from ; III., 139 (2).
advice of, to the King of
Prussia ; III., 407.
army of; I., 349; II., 173,
,
507; III., 45, 196, 218.
approaches Paris ; II.,
,
,
308, 310, 313, 318-320 ; III., 472.
II., 320, 322.
, campaign of;
III., 414.
, command given to ;
III., 475.
, complaints against ;
III., 405, 406.
-, interviews with;
irresolution of; III., 18, 403,
,
,

letters

,

——

406 (3), 407 (2).
,
,

removal

of,

from command,

desired ; II., 495.
, intends to resign his command
II., 500.
invited to command the
, to be
allied armies in Holland ; II., 639,
641.
treaty with (for his
, marriage
daughter's marriage to the Prince of
Wales) II., 642.
III., 414.
, son of ;

»

;

Augusta, Duchess

of, sister

;

;

411,463.
Duke of Coburg's headquarters
IL, 391.

embassy

emigres at

Mons.

de.
;

;

;

;

Brydges

Lady Anne, marriage of, to the son
of the Duke of Buckingham
I.,
;

259
,

,

;

;

III., 142.

my

called H

family of

;

woman " by

little
;

III., 142.

III., 143.

Henry, 2nd Duke of Chandos

and reception

of,

;

I.,

.124.
II.,

James, 3rd Duke of Chandos, Lord
High Steward ; I., 2*9, 311.
death of ; I., 526, 527.
wife of ; I., 259.
daughter of j see Lady Anne,
,
above.
Brydone, letters of, alluded to ; IL, 5.
Buccleuch, Duke of. See Scott, Henry.
Buchera [? Buchenau] IL, 392.
Buchot, French commissary for Foreign
Affairs ; IL, 564, 572, 576, 587.
.

;

arrival

;

dated at ; L, 80, 81 IL, 204,
317, 320, 328, 471, 474 (2), 475,
488, 502, 503 ; III., 416, 448, 458,
459, 484,510, 511.
libel published at
IL, 256.
lieutenant of police at ILL, 511.
mission to; IL, 208, 211.
news from; IL, 111, 112, 287.
travellers to
IL, 62, 103, 109, 165,
356, 397, 533, 592 ; III., 463, 513.

;

,

;

405.
III., 451
II. ,

;

Lord Buckingham

299-304.

Prince and Princess of I., 148.
Princess Caroline of ; III., 9.
journey of, to England ;
,
652 (2) III., 5, 19, 43, 44.
«-

at

at

the Emperor's journey to ; IL, 426,
440, 443, 500, 541.
Englishmen at ; IL, 120, 129.
English minister at ; III., 484.
foreign ministers to ; IL, 184.
Governor-General at ; IL, 278, 280.
Imperial minister at.
See Mercy,

of George

III.; III., 19, 52, 147, 167,278.
, marriage
treaty of, alluded to
III.,

;

letters

quarters of ; II., 314.
retreat of; 329, 332.

,

Brussels cont.
329, 338, 387, 401, 459, 509, 592 ;
III., 381, 415, 424, 451.
arrests at
III., 511.
bulletin distributed at ; IL, 433.
Club des Amis at ; II., 70.
commissioners at ; IL, 357.
confusion at IL, 545.
court or government at
IL, 217,

in

England;

III., 49 (2).
marriage of.
See George,
Prince of Wales, marriage of.
,
treaty of; II., G42, 652
,
,

,

,

—

—

;

Prince Frederick of; II., 384, 391.
Princess of [daughter of the Prince
of Orange] ; II., 268, 269.
hereditary Prince of ; II., 269.
Brunswick, province or town of ; II., 66,
120,268; III., 48, 167, 209, 218,
221, 233, 254, 283, 292, 293, 406,
407.

academy

at

;

:

See Villiers, George
John.
Marquis of. See ^Grenville, George
Nugent.
Sheffield,

Buckingham;
assizes at

II., 10.

Chancery, payment to ; II., 653.
Court of IL, 653.
an envoy to be sent to IL, 629.
letters datedat II., 653 III., 139 (2).
mission to. See Harris, Sir James,
the Princess's departure from; II.,
652 (2).
II., 164,
Brussels; I., 80, 310, 594, 595
;

;

;

Buckingham
Duke of.

;

;

258, 264, 267, 270, 292, 305, 319,

251, 252, 262.

I.,

IL, 128.

;

corporation of; I., 252, 431, 434.
and inhabitants of, an address
145III.,
to be presented by
;

147.

County Hall

of,

dinner at; L, 265,

267.

L, 590.
;
L, 268.
of; I., 431, 434.

election at

;

George Inn

mayor

at

583
Buckingham
members

Burges

cont.
for ; I., 363.

at,
upon the King's recovery; I., 431, 433,434.
tradesmen of; II., 271.
Buckingham, county of; l.,244, 270,286,

rejoicings

;

439; II., 348; III., 147.
an address to be presented from;
II., 265, 266
III., 147.
;

assize dinner in ; I., 264.
association in ; II., 344, 352.

Custos Rotulorum of;

II.,

488.

——

340.

Grand jury in ; II., 284.
Lord Lieutenant of, [Lord Buckingham] I., 449, 537.
;

markets in
meetings in;

320.
I., 329, 331; II., 282.
M.P. for [W. W. Grenville] ; I., 333,
335.
militia of; III., 144.
;

II.,

parliamentary elections in, matters
connected with I., 230, 264-268,
293, 309, 333, 335, 351, 363 III.,
200, 201.
;

;

,

committee and treasurer for
I.,

293;

266, 268, 291,

340 III., 144, 200.
Buckinghamshire, Earl of. See Hobart,
John.
Buelle

;

—

Burghley

;

;

107.
, death of;
264 (2).
;
I., 349.
I.,

;

Burke

:

letters from ;
,
463,466.
pamphlets of;

264, 274, 275.

;

270, 277, 285, 290.
Buonaparte, or Bonaparte, Napoleon
III., 346.
in Italy; III., 257, 313 (2), 333.
fear of his marching on Vienna ; III.,
313.
negotiations of, with Austria ; III.,
318, 319, 324.
"Ce petit Corse," proceedings of,
criticized; III., 319.
" the brigand " ; III., 396.

Burges
James Bland, Under Secretary
;

II.,

31,

'

'

,

561
,

III.,.

,

120.

II., 19,

;

I.,

616 III., 136, 463-467.
prosecution of Warren Hastings
;

by;
,

450

II.,

and the French Revolution
II.,

I.,

;

261.

his "

Rosinante "

;

II.,

113.

no longer in opposition

,

465.
Richard, his son I., 270
192, 221, 323.
Burleigh House ; I., 141.
;

;

;

II.,

III.,

190-

Burnet, Dr. Gilbert, Bishop of Salisbury
L, 33.
co.

Bucks

Buron, a farmer ;
Burrard, Major ;

Bulzakow, M. de; II., 77.
Buol, Baron de II., 63, 158, 251, 252,

Foreign Office

,

'

Burnham,

See Bolingbroke.
I.,

177,

I., 169, 175,
178, 187, 203, 206, 209, 224.
Burgundy, scarcity in III., 490.

;

brother of. See Williams, Robert.
Buller
[Francis]
L, 276, 277, 468.
Sir Francis ; III., 143.

;

Cecil,

I., 162, 178, 245, 264, 268 r
270, 374, 594; II, 191, 193, 285,.
315, 318, 323, 324, 336, 450.

children of ; I., 42.
I., 141.
Buhl, letter dated at ; III., 181.
Bukaty, Monsieur, Polish minister in
London; II., 64, 244.
Bulkeley, Thomas James "Warren, Lord
Bulkeley ; I., 203, 262, 269, 292,
316, 327, 332, 334, 380; II., 56,
428, 465.
letter to; I., 291.

Bullingbroke.
Bullock,

See

Lord.

(Burleigh)

Burgoyne, General;

,

;

;

Mr., Accountatit-General for Ireland ;
I., 307.
Walter Hussey, Lord Chief Baron of
•Exchequer, Ireland; I., 168, 172 y
175, 176, 186, 191, 220,221.
I., 222.
, death of;
;
of Old Town; I., 303.
Burghe, General de ; III., 267.

42.
I., 42.

— widow and
Bugden [?Buckden]

[John]

612

I.,

j

:

I.,

;

father of

—

Mr.

Burgh

Edmund;

576.

II.,

;

Bugden,

, ceases to be Under Secretary of
State; III., 141.
III., 286.
, as Sir James ;

William.

250.
sheriff of;
I.,

II.,

cont.

308, 310, 315, 348, 455 ; III., 49,
52.
, letters from
II., 211, 301, 302,
305 (2), 307, 308, 311, 315, 323,
325, 331, 412, 430, 435, 437, 445,
448,467,478; III., 87.
to; II., 153, 312, 315,
, letters
316.
journal of; II.,
, Foreign Office

;

209, 237.
III., 122.
I., 442, 450.
;

II.,

Burton
Mr.

;
I., 327.
Mr., of Carlow I., 250.
Burton Pynsent, co. Somerset [Lady
Chatham's house] ; I-, 354, 529 ;
II., 294, 300, 303, 306, 310.
letters dated at; I., 218, 257 C2),
535; II., 12 (2), 13, 214, 299 (2),
300, 417.
Bury, Mr., Clerk of Assize; II., 328.
;

Bushe,

;

Bussorah;

I.,

420, 490.

III., 195.

at the

Bute, Earl of.
See Stuart, John.
Butleigh, co. Somerset ; I., 530.
Butler
Comte de; III., 105, 119-121.

184,

James, 2nd Duke of Onnond

:

34,

P P 2

;

I., 6.

584
James, Duke of Ormond cont.
(called also Lord James Butler)
,
in couuexion with the rebellion of
1715; 1., 51-55.

——

Butler,

attainder of ; L, 584.
, troop of guards of; I., 41.
John, Bishop of Oxford (1777-1788);
I., 293.
[John] claimant of the Ormond
earldom; II., 15, 27, 41.
,

341.
;
I., 208, 349, 584.
family, the ; I., 584 II., 41.
Buxton, co. Derby ; I., 287, 343, 594.
letters dated at ; I., 286-288, 346.
Buzot, Monsieur, protege of; III., 492.
II.,

;

;

;

257.
Caieta, promontory of, in Italy
d' Affaires at the

Hague;

;

;

;

;

;

George, Lord Torrington I., 314
II., 415; III., 415, 435, 462.

from;

daughters of;

George

II.,

415.

388, 396.
III., 252.

I.,

;

Byma, C. L.

;

III., 416.

letter

;

charge
141, 146,

dated at II., 316 III., 260.
Place d'Armes, at II., 316.
HI., 214.
II., 107
reports from

from

II., 163, 180,
198, 267, 305, 306, 325 (2) ;
III., 244, 287, 437.
Calcutta ; I., 510, 605.
Chief Justice of the Supreme Court
at; I., 510, 587.
puisne Judges at 587.
Callington orKellington, Cornwall, election

travellers to or

,

II.,

377,413,429.

III., 296,

letters

Byug

,

II., 8.

151, 186; III., 325, 371, 427.
letter from; II., 152.
family of; III., 213.
Caille, Audibert ; II., 540, 615, 622.

;

;

;

French

Monsieur,

Caillard,

I.,

;

Cairo ; I., 20.
consul at. See Baldwin, Mr.
Calais; I., 51, 593; II., 316, 452, 514;

his claim allowed; II., 41.

,

Mr.

Caen, in France II., 531 III., 309.
Caffre Coast, proposed settlement on

;

182,

;

at;

I.,

108, 111.

I., 357, 485 ; IL, 97,
118, 170, 194, 212, 27o, 278 ; III., 451.

Calonne, Mons. de

;

account received from; HI., 450452.

memoire by,
Calvert, Charles,

C.Lord;

I.,

357.
;

557.
Cabinet, the, passim.
changes in; I., 162.
difference of opinion in ; III., 50 (2).
dinner; III., 317.
meetings of; I., 52, 170, 180, 345,
456, 528 ; II., 235, 302, 361, 402,
441, 621 ; III., 25, 31, 35, 57, 58,
169, 170, 227 (2), 329, 376.
, minutes of;
I., 579; II., 373,
644,646; III., 35, 261, 283,310,
330.
, letter read at
II., 137.
postponed on account of the
,
death of the French King ; II., 485.
members of; I., 468, 580; II., 36,
644, 646.
, circular to
III., 341.
news not imparted to ; III., 337,
;

;

,

I.,

;

" formed

538.

from

with

Cade, Jack;

;

;

II.,

offers

91.

Monsieur

'adignan,
;

;

;

;

the

to

unite

;

II.,

I.,

108.

;

573.

Cambrai (Cambray)

IL, 377, 569. 620;
;
466, 483, 484.
Cambresis, the; IL, 491, 49a.
Cambridge ; IL, 483.
I., 342.
letter dated at
Cambridge University
members of, promotion of ; I., 289.
Emmanuel College; I., 571.
Camden, Lord. See Piatt.
III.,

;

:

Camelford

:

Lord. See Pitt, Thomas.
Lady. See Pitt, Anne.
Camelford, Cornwall I., 132.
;

election at; 'I., 110,
119, 120, 127.
letter

dated at

members

for;

Camisar prophets
;

I.,

;

I.,
;

I.,

111,

113-115,

72.

109, 120.
33.

II. , 119.

Sir Archibald; I., 354, 481, 518
11, 191.
III., 416.
, letter to;
Duncan; IL, 607.

;

II.,

Colonel I., 56-58.
Lord Frederic I., 485 (2), 490.
as Vice-Troasurer, &c. in Ireland
I., 4 72.
Hay, Lord Advocate of Scotland ; L,
;

305.
Cadiz II., 383 III., 266, 296.
merchant at II., 539.
ships from II., 263.
Cadsaml, island of; II., 612.
(

of

597.

655, 656.

II.,
II.,

ranks

the

enemy "
Lord Buckingham
ancient

j

I.,

Cambollas; IL, 473.
IL, 457-459. 571Cambon [Joseph]

Campagna, the
Campbell

342-344.
offices

Lord Baltimore

from;

118.
Calvinists ; III., 494.
Cambaceres ; III., 86.
letter

Cabarrus, Count; III., 350, 352, 361.
character of III., 351.
daughter of. See Tallien, Madame.
Cabell, Mr. ; I., 242, 269, 433, 497, 518,

III., 439.

;

,

;

524, 534, 535.
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Campbell, Hay cont.
as former Solicitor- General;
,

Carency, Prince of

525.
, as Lord President
of the Court
of Session I., 604.
John, Duke of Argyll, I., 591 II.,
;

;

349.
;

604.

governor of Jamaica ; L, 232.
(of co. Bucks)
I., 264.
Campeachy, bay of; L, 575.
Campen, in Holland ; III., 23, 24.
;

;

father of

R.;

;

;

Hugh

(Solicitor-General for
173, 178, 191, 206.
, as Lord Chief Justice
mon Pleas, Ireland; L,
461, 469.
, to
be made a peer
436.
, as Lord Carleton ; L,
II., 376.

See Del Campo,

Marquis.

Campomanes, Sieur

369.

II.,

;

Camptol, Duke of York at II., 605.
Camus [Armand Gaston] II., 391, 445.
Canada I., 335, 496 II., 340.
Council in; I., 507.
Governor-General of j III., 76.
hereditary aristocracy for, suggested
;

Carlisle, Earl

;

;

;

;

;

Canal
499.
the Grand Junction
Canary wine. See Wine.
;

Canclaux, General
540 (2).

II.,

II.,

499.

106,

III.,

;

;

117, 539,

II.,

Canning, George;

III., 179, 244, 276, 278,

236.

279, 323, 334, 335, 344, 357, 368,
375, 380, 407.
letters from ; III., 337, 341.
Canterbury, Archbishop of. See Wake,
William j Moore, Dr. John.
Cantire, Mull of; I., 351.

Carmagnole, la
singing

183

;

I., 3,

;

III.,

Governor

Pitt at

German

646;
I.,

;

11,

18, 47,

III., 102.

43, 45.

;

;

Italy

;

250.
236.

I.,

;

I.,
:

III., 66.

forbidden

of,

;

III., 63.

Carnarvonshire, M.P. for ; I., 327.
Carnatic (Carnatick), the ; I., 602 ; II.,
190,298.
Nabob of ; L, 557.
Carnicobar, the (India) ; I., 605.
Carnot, Comte, (Carlo) II., 403, 473, 584,
589, 590 ; III., 339, 340, 350, 370,
491.
character of; III., 86, 160, 493.
acting as Secretary of the Committee
of Public Safety; II., 515.
Carolina, South, III., 524.
Carolinas, the; III., 87.
Caroline, Queen, death of; I., 104.
Maid of Honour to. See Pitt, Anne.
Carpenter, General
I., 54.
;

commissary

Carpentier,

II., 8.

Cardigan, Earl and Countess
denell-Montague.

:

Mr.

II.,

143.

I.,

;

Carrickfergus I., 75.
Carra, [Jean Louis]
III., 466.
Carrier; IL, 561
III., 531.
Cartaux, General II. , 487.
Carter:
;

;

;

Thomas

;

Mrs.

389.

III.,

r , letter to

;

III., 390.

142.

;

I.,

;

I., 17,

50.

Carteret, Mrs.
I., 106.
Carteret, in Normandy
II,, 474.
Carton, Ireland I., 402.
;

of.

Temple

at the

529.

;

troops at
III., 185.
need of more forces at ; II., 645,
646.
Cape Colony I., 257.
Cap Janissaire ; II., 581.
Cap Nichola, mole at ; II., 490.
Capri (Capresc), island of; II., 8, 19.

Capua,

;

See Lyttelton,

of.

Robert, Earl of Somerset;
7,

I.,

545, 577

;

Carr

4 (4).

446.

Hope;

II., 645,

430,

Carmarthen, Marquis of. See Osborne,
Francis Godolphin.
Carmichael, William II., 257, 263, 348.
Carnarvon,
Earl
of.
See
Herbert,
Henry.

II.,

;

Bishop

Charles.
Carlow, Ireland
M.P. for ;

:

dated at

I.,

;

;

Candia, King of;

treasury at
Cape of Good

of Com294, 396,

See Howard, Frede-

of.

Carlisle, late

i:,507.
ports on the confines of ; III., 527.
raising of men in; II., 405.
troops in ; I., 587
II., 428.
water communication of; II., 254.
Upper, branch of the Legislature in
I., 507.
, army corps for
II., 185.
Canadas, the two ; III., 76, 534.
Canadian business II., 395.

companies, Inspector-General of

;

rick.

;

;

Ireland)

I.,

II., 179.

del.

;

527.

334, 357, 360, 364.

I.,

letters

292.

Carisbrooke Castle
III., 96.
Orde's apartments at. See Orde.
Carleton
Guy, Lord Dorchester I., 496, 587
II., 13 (2), 396, 637.
, speech of, to the Indians
III.,

;

Campo, Marquis

Canton

III.,

;

292.

III.,

;

Carhampton, Earl of. See Luttrell, Henry
Lawes.
Carinthia, the French in ; III., 310.

Camplin
;

by

;

John, Lord Glenorchy [aft. 3rd Earl
of Breadalbane]
L, 76.
John, 4th Earl of Breadalbane; I.,

Mr.

III., 292.

;

articles written

I.,

See Bru-

;

;

386.

;
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Cartwrighi, Major II., 327, 337.
Carysfort, Earl of. See Proby,

Cecil

;

John

Joshua.
Casas, Mons. de la III., 104.
Cashell, Archbishop of. See Agar, Charles.
Cassel I., 594 ; II., 640.
;

;

King

of Prussia at

letter

dated at

;

III.,

;

bury;

I.,

of

Salis-

288,462,469.

William, 1st Lord Burghley

;

I.,

141,

312.

518.

Castelcicala, Prince of; II., 395, (2).
Castlehill, co. Devon ; I., 355, 491 ; II.,

IL, 269.
cession of, to England, demanded;
III., 241, 348, 369, 378, 379.
governor of ; II., 286.
;

Chabot

179.
letter addressed to

;

;

Ducde;

II, 129.
[Erancois] ; II., 462, 471, 488, 542
III., 493, 496.

354.
493, 496.
I., 385.
I.,

dated at ; I.,
Castle Martyr, Ireland
Castlestewart, Lord. See Stuart,
letters

Andrew

Thomas.

Lady Mary

co.

Cork, rector of;

41.

517-519.

I.,

;

;

149.

I.,

;

Chaffey, a convict

Castletown Roche,
II.,

Salisbury

[Mary Amelia], Countess

Ceylon

II.,

;

Marquis of

1st

III., 10.

233.

III., 73.

Casteux (at Copenhagen)

cont.

James,

Devon; I., 116.
Chalfont, co. Bucks II., 209, 240.
St. Peter, co. Bucks
II., 328.
Chagford,

co.

;

;

Marechal de; II., 609
Mons. de; I., 281.
regiment

;

Chalmers, Sir Robert ; I., 519, 607.
Chalon, of Lyons III., 495.
Chalons, in France ; III., 448, 469, 470.

III., 513.

;

250.
Caswell, Mr. ; II., 307.
Catalonia II., 580.
of, III.,

Chambers
Sir

;

English army in I. 28.
Cateau, letter dated at II., 557.
Cathcart, William Shaw, Colonel Lord
Cathcart; I., 484, 559, 591, 603,
607 ; II., 424.
;

;

from

558, 560.
Caucasus, the ; I., 281.
Caufeld [? Koeffelt] in Germany ; III., 24.
Caulfield, James, 1st Earl of Charlemont,
and commander of the Volunteer
army of Ireland; I., 177, 191,
198, 199, 222, 226, 294, 388, 396,
413, 434, 440, 514, 569.
alias Duke of Armagh ; I. 420.
as a Knight of St. Patrick ; I., 182,
184.
2nd son of ; I., 440.
Cavagnac, Commissary ; II, 586.
Cavan, county ; I., 395, 571.
committee in ; L, 305.
letters

I.,

;

Cavendish
Lord George

;

I.,

250, 264, 268, 275

Georgina, Duchess of Devonshire
I.,

303, 306, 307.

See Clements.

William, 2nd
I.,

Duke

of

Devonshire

William, 5th Duke; I.,
336 III., 242.
Mr. I., 308, 310.
party I., 410.
Bentinck. See Bentinck.

385;

II.,

;

Cavendishes, the

;

|_3rd

I.,

275.

son of Aurung Zebe]

45.

Cazal,

commander

in

;

III., 448.

Champfort, Monsieur

Chancery

IL, 473, 480.

;

:

clerk in; L, 87.

Commissioners in L, 64.
Clerk of the Pleas in I., 182.
Court of I., 12, 65, 84, 85 (2).
I., 63, 86-89.
, bills in
, enrollments in
L, 89.
Masters in I., 64, 85. And see Pitt,
;

;

;

«

—

—

;

;

;

Thomas.
Chandos
Dukes of. See Brydges.
Dowager Duchess of (?) "the old
:

lady ;" III., 143.
Channel, the English ;

I., 26 ; IL, 278.
or Channel fleet ; IL, 408,
468, 534, 608
III., 296.
ships ill; IL, 419, 440.
IL, 369.
, privateers
Channel Islands, jurisdiction of; IL, 423.
Chantemerle, one ; IL, 583.
Chantilli, near Paris ; L, 147.
massacre at ; IL, 517.
prisoners at IL, 459.
Chantreau, letters from, notes of; III.,

in,

540,541.

;

;

I.,

;

;

64.

Cawne Bey,

;

;

;

II., 103.

Sir H. ;
Harriet.

587.

;

285.

II.,

I.,

;

(Indian Judge)
I., 510.
Chamborra's hussars III., 476.
Champagne IL, 406 ; III., 476.
barren plains of; III., 475.
,

fleet

:

:

Robert

Madame

;

III.,

106, 107.

Cazales, Mons. de; III., 367.
Cecil

Henry, Earl of Exeter

;

III., 251.

James, 4th Earl of Salisbury

;

I.,

89.

Chapellier, Mons. de ; IL, 358.
Chaplin, or Chaplain, Mr.; I., 264-267,
272-274,291,294, 334, 351, 356; IL,
209, 285, 499.
Chapman, Mr. IL, 306.
Chappie, Serjeant William ; I., 53 (2),
55, 59, 60, 65, 66 (2), 85, 88.
Chapuy Tourville, taken prisoner by the
Austrians ; IL, 585.
Charette or Charrette, General ; IL, 527,
530, 544, 563, 577 ; III., 139, 141,
142, 175, 193, 539 (2), 540, 561.
;

;
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Charette or Charrette, General

cont.

said to have killed his prisoners ; II.,
563.
in La Vendee; III., 15, 96-98.
account of a mission to ; III., 105124.
army of; III., 83, 96, 101, 110-123,

138, 362, 364, 394.
capture of III., 364.
character of; III., 123.
conversation with ; III., 109-118.
money sent to III., 363.
Mademoiselle, his sister; III., 106,
;

;

119, 122, 123.
uncle of. See Fleuriot,

Mons.

;

la

III., 117, 118.

Charette de la Coliniere, Monsieur
112, 116-117.

;

III.,

Chare ville; I., 310.
Charlemont, Earl of. See Caulfield, James.
Charlemont; II., 410; III., 435.
Charleroi, falls into the hands of the
French ; II., 592.
Charles

I.,

patent granted by

4 72.

I.,

;

Charles II., grants to the Crown in the
reign of; I., 509.
proclamation of, as King, allusion to
III., 532.

;

See Sweden, King

Charles XII.

King

of.

Archduke

Charles,

of Spain.

;

jointure and portion of; III., 299, 300.
picture of; III., 299.
Russian order presented to ; III.,

323

(2).

Charlottenberg

of Austria,
See Spain.

130.

II.,

;

Rhendon;

de

584

II.,

j

III., 537.

de.

de

of.

secretary of

Wurternberg.
See "Wurtemberg,
Hereditary Prince of.
jewels, clothes, &c. for
III., 302.

Chateau-Neuf

See Charette
Coliniere, Monsieur,

cousin

Charlotte - Augusta - Matilda, Princess
Royal, eldest daughter of George
III. ; II., 232, 234 ; III., 278, 290,
302.
marriage
of,
to
the
Prince of

titular

Charles, Archduke of Austria ; II., 502,
503, 506, 516, 548. 603; III., 232,
243, 264, 294.
suggested appointment of, to the command of the allied armies ; II., 603.
army of III., 214, 215.
Buonaparte writes to; III., 318, 324.
hope that he may drive back Bonaparte: III., 313.
jealously of, by the Emperor ; III.,
294.
popularity of> with his army ; III.,
294.
;

Chateauvieux, fete of; II., 266.
Chatham, 1st Earl of. See Pitt, William.
2nd Earl of. See Pitt, John.
Chatham dockyard, officer in; I., 113.
troops at ; III., 257.
island; I., 605 (2).
, Port Cornwallis in, letter dated
at ; I., 605.
Chatillon, Mons. de
III., 394.
Chatterton, Mr. ; I., 521.
Chaumette ; II., 462, 471, 540, 542 ; III.,
506, 507.
arrest of ; II., 541.

——

;

Chauvelin, Marquis de, French ambassador in England II., 266 (2), 267,
277-281, 283, 286, 303-305, 307,
III.,
331, 332, 364-367, 369, 370
361.
;

;

from III., 460 (2).
England II., 372 (3), 376.
Chauvin. See Bethenay.
Chauzaud, General III., 467.
letters

;

to leave

;

;

Chearsley,

L, 293.

;

Cheltenham
the King

267, 268.
I., 350.
Chemilliat, convention troops checked at
II., 530.
Chepstow, co. Monmouth ; I., 355.
Chepy, Monsieur; II., 326.
Cher, department of; III., 197.
Cherbourg ; I., 560 ; II., 402, 419, 463,
;

I.,

at

474,501;

;

III., 14.

Fort d'Artois at II., 402.
Isle Pelee at
II., 402.
Chersera [? Kherson]
II., 169.
;

portrait of
III., 267 (2).
said to have brought about the treaty
;

with France

;

III., 324, 328.

successes of; III., 257,258,263, 267.
Charles, (Garrick's factotum) I., 156.
Charlestown, America; I., 184.
breaches of neutrality at ; III., 524.
French consul at III., 524.
Lieut.-governor of; III., 524.
;

;

merchant

of, III., 524.

Queen, wife of George III.
398 II., 37, 243 III., 49, 316,

Charlotte,
I.

;

;

323, 402.
as possible regent ; I., 388, 392, 395,
apartment!? of; III., 323.
birthday fete of; I., 471.
her ladies; II., 301.
portrait of, asked for ; III., 143,
sponsorship of ; I., 392 393.
master of the horse to ; I., 536.

;

;

Chesham,
Cheshire

co.
I.,

;

Bucks

I.,

;

258.

62 (2), 87.

Chester, Bishop of. See Cleaver, Wm.
Chester, deserters sent to ; I., 184.
Chesterfield, Earl
of.
See Stanhope,
Philip.
Chettle, Mr. ; I., 15.
, estate of ;

I.,

89 (2).
Chettles, the family of;

Mrs.

;

Chetwynd,

34 (2), 41 (2).

I.,

—

;

I.,

I.,

61.

115.

Chevening, Kent; I., 65-71.
Lady Stanhope buried at ; I., 69.
I., 79.
letter dated at
Chichester
Arthur, 4th Earl of Donegal I., 65.
Arthur, 5th Earl I., 566, 581.
, to be a marquis
II., 55, 83.
;

;

——

;

;
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Chichester, letter dated at
see of ; I., 289.

III., 90.

;

Clairfait

Child

&

Sir Caesar
Co. ;
Sir Joshua; 1. 15.

I.,

63.

;

Chiltern hundreds, applicant for
China ; I., 276, 588 ; II., 269.

Emperor

of, embassy to
government of I., 4S4.

484.

I., 2.

;

Choezim

Due de;

Choiseul,

;

1

James.

15.

I.,

Earl

Clanricarde,

169.

II.,

;

636.
crosses the Rhine II., 640.
victory gained by ; III., 145 (2), 146,
149.
offers to attack Dumourier ; III., 475.
regiment of ; III., 476.
Clanbrassil, Earl of.
See Hamilton,
;

Jesuits in ; I., 3.
trade to; I., 1, 15, 22, 257, 484; II.,
180, 256, 286 ; III., 420, 421, 446.
travellers to

116

II.,

Choisy, Robespierre and his party at
541, 542, 548-550.

II.,

;

Chollet; II., 545.

Cholmondeley
George James, Earl of Cholmondeley
III., 49.
II., 165
or Cholmley, Robert;
;

61, 62, 75,

I.,

De Burgh,

See

of.

Henry.

III., 57.

;

Guelderland

approach towards

his

II.,

I.,

;

482.

I.,

;

;

Chinese manufactures

cont.

598, 604, 617, 618, 628, 631, 640,
641 ; III., 68, 143, 156-159, 232,
314.
letters from
III., 21, 50, 517, 519.

84, 85, 87, 92, 135.

Clare, county, Roman Catholic delegates
in; II., 318.
Clare-hall (Lord Nugent's house); I.,
330.
Clarence, Duke of.
See William, Prince.

Clarendon, Earls of. See Hyde.
Clarendon Park, co. Wilts ; L, 34, 42.
Clarke
General III., 76, 534.
Mr. ; I., 77 (2), 80-85, 90.
:

Mrs. [Essex, daughter of Governor
Pitt] ; I., 56-59.
I., 56.
, children of ;
Chouans and their chiefs ; II., 581 ; III.,
89, 90, 107, 108, 113, 115, 120-124, 175,

224.

;

;
III., 319.
Clauzel,
III., 85.
;
Clave,
III., 493.
;
Clavering, Sir Thomas I., 140.
Claviere [Etienne] ; II., 334, 397.
Clear, Cape ; IT., 533.
Prebendary of
Cleaver, Dr. William,
Westminster and Bif-hop of Chester
105,
I., 174, 278, 285-289 ; II., 104,
236, 299.
Cleghorn, Hugh II., 439, 445.
letter from ; II., 258.
;

Choudien

;

II.,

576.

Cholines or Jones II., 633.
Christchurch, co. Hants I., 34, 42.
I., 567.
Christian, Captain
;

;

;

Christie,

Mr.

note to
Christie's

j

488.
489.
225.

I.,

;

;

I.,

II.,

Chroptowitz, Count
Church of England;

';

244.
33, 77

II.,

;

I.,

divisions in ; I., 19.
used for party purposes
High Church party in ;

Church lands

;

I.,

I.,

Duke

of

27.

19, 28.

Marlborough

;

28-30.
aide-de-camp of ; I., 27.
campaigns or victories of I.,
13,27.
palace of (Blenheim) ; I., 28.
Sarah, Duchess of Marlborough, his
I.,

;

Leitrim ; I., 327, 489,
, as Lord
536.
Theophilus; I., 310.
, wife of.
See Clements, Harriet.
jeweller; I., 190.
I., 610.
Clementson,
;
Cleopatra, allusion to ; I. } 143.
Clerfait.

made warden

II.,

373, 621

;

I.,

of.

See Fitzroy, Wil-

liam.'

of

Cleves

;

;

III.,

446, 454.
Clairfait (Clerfait, Clerfaye), General or
Marshal, and his army; II., 326,

336, 389, 470, 507, 559, 570, 592,

III., 224.

Duchy

of

;

I If.,

Clifden, Viscounts.
Cliffden, Prince of

407.

See Agar.

Wales

at;

I.,

122 (2),

126.

Lord II., 593.
Clisson ; II., 544.
I., 334.
Clive, Robert, 1st Lord Clive
Clonmel, Viscount. Sea Scott, John.
Clonmel, elections at ; III., 557.
Clootz, Baton de; II., 438.
Clifford,

;

Clairfait.

III., 4C9.
Cleveland, Duke

298.
Cipher, dictionary used for; II., 435.
letters written in; II., 188, 229, 24S.
Circaean or Circe's promontory ; II., 8,

on

See

Clergy, supporters of the Pretender

;

II.,

19.
Civil List, charges

310.
178.

I.,
I.,

Clermont, Lord. See Fortescue.
Clermont-Tonnere, Due de II., 301.
Clermont, Prussians driven back into

;

the, Pitt

;

55.

wife; I.,28.
Circe, allusion to I., 146.
Cicero's villa ; II., 19.
Cifuentes, Count; II., 99.
Cillnrt, ComtP de ; II., 422, 425.
Ciminus, lake of; II., 5.
Ciney, in Flanders; III., 435.

Cinque Ports,

:

Harriet
Robert ;

89.

I.,

Churchill, John,

;

Clements

II., 91.

;

;

;
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Clyde and Forth, navigation between

;

I.,

556.
I., 230, 231.
Coal, duty on and price of
Coalition Ministry, the (1783) ; I., 221.
formation of; I., 197-209.
imbecility of; I., 211.
Lord Mornington's opinion of ; I.,
223, 249.
I., 156.
Coatherley,
;
Cobentzel, Cobenzel or Cobenzl, Count
II., 84, 130 ; III., 208, 246, 307,
395, 396.
to be the Austrian chief minister
III., 284.
Coblentz; II., 173, 275, 281, 283, 295,
335, 35 7; III., 519, 520.
French princes at; II., 164, 170.
-, called " the Jacobins of" ; III.,
479.
;

—

Cobourg, or Saxe Coburg,
Frederick, Prince or Duke of
II., 384, 387, 388, 390-392, 410,
426, 431, 438, 439, 444, 448, 470,
475, 476, 497 (2), 502-504, 507,
548, 557, 594, 605, 607, 616, 617 ;
III., 505, 511, 514-516.
aides-de-camp of II., 603.
army of; II., 386, 390-392,410, 532
534, 536, 547, 548, 610.
inactivity or insufficiency of II., 491,
506, 603.
retreat of; II., 451, 592, 606.
unsuccessful attack of, upon the
enemy; II., 592, 593.
suggested removal
of,
from the
command; II., 603.
Coccia; III., 510.
Cochin II., 286 III., 241, 369.
cession of; I., 601, 606.
demanded by England; III., 348.

Coburg,

;

;

—

Cochon;

——

brother of; I., 111.
Colla, suspected assassin
III., 510, 511.
Colli, Mons. de ; III., 124, 125.
Collioure
capitulation of ; II., 584.
commander of; II., 583.
Collot d'Herbois [Jean Marie] ; II., 140,
526,527,543,550, 574, 5 82, 584,
616 ; III., 491, 498, 504-506, 531.
attempt to assassinate ; II., 579.
character of III., 494.
fall of ; IL, 633; III., 531.
;

:

;

Colnbrook, co. Bucks

Cologne;

;

;

;

;

American.

See American Colonies,
convicts in.
See Convicts,
management of, to remain with the
Home Office ; II., 597 (2).
Prize Courts in III., 533, 534.
;

safety of

478.
Vice- Admiralty Courts in III., 533.
Colorado,
Prince,
Vice- Chancellor
of
Prussia ; II., 525.
Colpoys, Admiral ; III., 97.
Colquhoun, P. ; I. 604 ; II., 249 (2) ; III.,
104.
letters from; II., 145, 157, 160, 197.

;

Coimbatour

II.,

;

Coin, melting

;

;

228

I.,

103.
of;

I.,

10.

350.

for ; I.,
Cointre, Mons. ; IIL, 245, 365.
I., 541, 542.
Coish,
;
Colchen, Monsieur; III., 339, 340, 371,
377.

—

II.,

267

145, 197, 228 (2).
III., 131.

Common

in Lorraine, club at ; II., 532.
Pleas, Lord Chief Justice of

[1722-1727].

See

Wyndham, Thomas.

Of.

See under Parlia-

Commons, House
ment,

;

(2).

586.

Cold Harbour,

II.,

Comtesse, Madame la; IIL, 197.
[Louis Joseph de Bourbon],
Prince de; IL, 83,85-87, 103, 122,
133, 153, 161, 418, 604; IIL, 5,
18, 102, 131-133, 181, 223, 333

copper; I., 302, 350, 361.
Coining, a woman sentenced to be burnt

Colchester;

;

Columbez, Monsieur;

Conde

153.

Coinage
silver;

III., 104.

;

letters to

;

II.,

down

III.,

;

642.

I.,

Coigny, Mons. de

;

Commutation Act, the IIL, 445.
Compiegne II., 548 IIL, 484.

2 12
fort of; III., 194.

—

265.

;

II., 297 (2), 298.
son of II., 297, 298.
I., 20.
Cockroft, Captain
Coeverden or Coverden, in Holland; III.,
,

I.,

;

118, 536, 605, 606; III.,
146, 519.
Elector of; II., 578 ; III., 139.
letter dated at; II., 605.
Colombier, a doctor; II., 538.
Colonial government, discussions upon the
best form of ; I., 504-510.
Colonies, the; I., 155, 179, 567.
of the ancients L, 504.
II.,

Commercy

;

James

111.

I.,
,

Combe, squire of. See Harvey, Mr.
Commercial treaty (^1786) I., 274 (2).

III., 198.

Cockburn, Cockburne:
Archibald I., 586.

Coffin,

cont.

Mr.;

;

;

Sir

Cole

;

letters

III., 11.

dated at;

II.,

289,

army

of; IL, 421;
105, 135, 303.

IIL,

1,

18, 45,

See Bourbon, Due de.
grandson of. See Enghien, Due
Conde, town of, commandant of ; IIL,
son

of.

siege and fall of
599, 602.
corps; IL, 614,
,

;

de.
51 7.

IL, 392, 405,

Condorcet, Mons. de.; IL, 69; IIL, 466.

Coningsby (Conyngsby), Thomas, Lord
Coningsby L, 25, 472.

307.

Cole

;

William Willoughby, Viscount Enniskillen; I., 268.

L, 10.
son of; L, 10.
letter of;

590
Conollv,

Thomas;

191, 225,253,255,

I.,

*297, 299, 303, 306, 388, 389, 396,
419,435,443,492; II., 11.

Cope, Mr.

,

;

:

1., 353 (2), 354.
General Henry Seymour
;

;

184, 196, 202.
, as Field Marshal
family; I., 174, 210.

;

173,

I.,

I EI., 14.

Conyngham. See Cunningham.
Coodalore, India, letter dated from
Cooke, Cook:

;

I., 4.

164, 210, 222, 255, 404,

I.,

422,473, 511,515.
,

Thomas

Captain
;

;

military

;

II.,

secretary

L,

;

164.
27, 30, 34, 38, 40.

I.,

I., 8,

456.

III., 9.

Cookstown, Ireland, affray in III., 385.
Cooper
Anthony Ashley, 4th Earl of Shaftesbury I., 60.
[Thomas] of Manchester II., 266,
III., 466.
333
and speech Of; II.,
, writings
;

;

;

;

327, 328.

Coote
I.,
177,
Charles, Lord Bellamont
]93, 199, 205, 411, 412, 469, 478.
L,
, refuses the Rolls in Ireland
479.
the Post Office ;
, wishes to have
I., 479.
I., 469.
, wife of;
Sir Eyre ; I., 564 (?), 567.
I., 567.
, nephew of
Major I., 329, 330.
Mr.; I., 256, 352, 409, 564, 567.
; II., 238.
;

;

;

III., 60.

;

negotiations with

22

II.,

;

;

III.,

Lord Glenorchy goes to I.,
Lord Robert Fitzgerald to go

76.
to ; III.,

;

French minister at

II.,

;

518.

Prussian minister at II., 73.
Copley, Mr. II., 64.
Copper; I., 271,274.
And see Coinage.
Coppinger,
I., 209, 210.
Corbesier, Monsieur; II., 264.
Corbet, Sir Corbet II 105, 113.
Cordelier; II., 544.
Cork, I., 41, 75, 165, 200, 231, 421, 549,
582, 585.
Bishop of. See Foster, William.
proposed; I., 571.
;

;

;

,

;

commissary of

provisions at

III.,

:

545.
of, silver box containing ; I.,
330.
review at ; I., 222.
ships to and from
I., 248, 314 ; II.,
402.
troops at ; I., 290, 302 ; II., 429, 452,
492.
going to ; III., 136, 142.
Cork, county ; I., 221 ; II., 41, 481.
Cormartin, Baron de (Theobalde) ; HI.,
122,536, 538,540, 541.
letters from, notes of; III., 537-539.
Corn, export of; I., 549, 550; III., 59.
Cornbury, Lord. See Hyde, Henry.

freedom

*

;

Cornbury, co. Oxford I., 96, 97, 101.
Cornish metal company I., 262.
Cornwall, Duke of. See Frederick, Prince
of Wales.
II., 304.
Cornwall, I., 62, 68, 70, 73, 107
;

;

made

445.
, brother of;
Sir

147,

70.

510,

462.
trading house at; II., 226.
Continho, Don Diozo Perreira Forjaies da,
Governor- General of the Madeiras; III.,
400.
Contye, Chevalier ; III., 181.
Convicts ; I., 257, 524, 556.
Acts of Parliament concerning I.,
524, 545-555.
employment of, in Scotland ; I., 555557, 560.
See Irish Convicts,
Irish.
prefer death to transportation ; I., 5 1 6523.
transportation of; I, 482, 483, 524,
543-555, 605.

Edward;

II., 32, 38,

;

90.
II.,

511,515, 573.
planned attack on; II., 66, 87, 88, 123.
reported English intrigues at ; III.,

Count de

47, 353

I.,

[Court of]

Eobert.

French commissioners to;

Conway

15.

I.,

290.

I.,

;

;

Copenhagen,

466.
Constantinople; II., 23, 62, 137, 144,
163; III., 169,233, 371.
ambassadors, ministers, or embassies
at; II., 71, 100, 164, 387, 394,
And see Sutton, Sir
.458, 472.
followers of

17, 21, 25, 30, 43, 46.

I., 8, 9,

;

letter to

;

assizes in ; I., 126.
election affairs in; I., 65-67, 116.
monopoly association in ; I., 274.
sheriff of

;

I.,

Stannaries

in.

592.
A^ee Stannaries.

Cornwallis
Charles, Earl (and in 1792, Marquis)
Cornwallis;
519,
I.,
484, 494
557 (2), 590, 607 ; II., 57, 103,
191-193, 209, 227, 298, 307, 321,
502, 506-508, 546, 552, 566, 577,
601, 602, 606, 607, 621 ; III., 90,
93, 236,270,416, 593.
,

letters

from

,

III., 34, 45.

meetings of the Cabinet;
III., 283, 310, 330.
return of, to England II,, 608,
at

,

,

;

610.

journey

,

of,

to Flanders

;

II.,

631.
,

army

of; II., 185 (2), 297.
L, 591, 604,

Commodore William;
605.

591
Coromandel, coast of;

I.,

;

I., 3.

Corry
Arniar Lowry,Lord Belmore

;

;

;

Corsica ; II., 355, 392, 399, 407, 412, 442,
523, 584, 649 ; III., 2, 5, 148.
English troops in, or for; II., 523,
525, 526 III , 25, 267.
possession of, by England ; III., 12.
proposed cession of, to Russia ; III,,
261.
Corsicans, the ; III., 2.
Corunna ; II., 376, 387, 533.
packet boats II., 409.
Vice-consul at ; II., 187, 195.
Costheim, capture of ; II., 405.
Cosway, portrait of the Queen to be " prepared " by ; III., 143.
;

;

Cote-bien, camp of, letters dated at
467, 468, 470.

;

III.,

Cotterell, Cottrell

Sir Charles, master of the ceremonies
(in 1707); I., 30.
II.,

195.

[Stephen] I., 308, 315, 342.
Cotton, Colonel I., 75.
Coulson, Mr. I., 8, 34.
See Privy Council.
Council, the.
;

;

;

Board
Books

290.
542.
Office; II., 620.
for Trade; II., 228.

Courland;

;

I.,

;

I.,

III.,

;

;

33.

Courtois,

III., 85.

;

Courtown, Earl

of.

See Stopford, James.

Courtrai or Courtray, II., 391, 547, 559.
retreat of the French from ; II., 287.
Courts of Law, officers of ; I., 460.
Courvoisier, a messenger ; III., 6.

Coutances;

581.

II.,

Couthon [Georges]

II., 548, 551, 560,
;
563, 568, 580, 584, 586, 590 ; III.,
491.
character of, III., 493.
illness of; III., 505.
note signed by ; II., 588.
fall of; II., 616.
Coutts [Thomas ?] ; I., 293, 444 ; III.,
281.
Couturier, apothecary ; IF., 603.
brother of
II., 603.
Coventry; I., 52, 481,
;

;

;

;

Cracow,

563.
palatinate of
II.,

III., 562.

;

Craddock, Cradock
Capt. or Major ; I., 292, 336, 337.
I., 486, 531.
, as Lieut.-Colonel
I., 570.
, as Colonel
" cousin " ; I., 15, 26.
;

;

Mr. ; I., 457, 576 II., 16.
Craggs, Mr., I., 30, 37.
Craig, Lieut-Colonel or Colonel
;

;

I.,

335

;

431, 497, 558, 559.
Cramer, Mr. ; I., 383.
Crauford, Crauf urd, Crawford
Captain ; II., 387, 390.
report by ; II., 390.
Colonel or General ; II., 604 ; III.,
91, 130-132,205,206, 214.
report of the death of; III.,
,
243, 253.
James ; II., 356.
, letter from ;
II., 356.
John; II., 400, 403-405, 407, 468,
497.
, letters from ; II., 403, 407, 497.
Quintin ; II., 604, 605.
Mr. ; II., 329, 535 ; III., 332, 333.
Craven, Lady ; II. , 241.
Crawford. See Crauford.
II..

Creighton
John, Viscount [and

391, 392.
Duke and Duchess of ; II., 217.
, daughters of;
II., 217, 269.
Duchy of; II., 217.
Court, the ; I., 61, 68, 102, and passim.
mourning at I., 50 ; III., 293.
presentation at, desired ; III., 89.
the Prince forbidden ; I., 62.
residents at or visitors to ; I., 94, 101.
" Court and Cabinets of George III,"
letter published in ; II., 631.
Courtiers, in the House of Commons
I.,

233;

II.,

Cowerderd [? Coeverden] II., 24.
Cowes, squadron at II., 501.
III., 11.
Cowper,
I., 157.
Cox, Mr.
Coxheath II., 396.
;

I., 437,
469, 499, 516, 525, 536.
Mr. ; I., 299, 352, 365, 367, 389, 409
II., 405.
Corse, " ce petit." See Buonaparte.

Mr.;

See Coeverden.

Coverden.

47, 276.

President and consul of

Erne;

in 1789, Earl

352, 468.
, brothers of;
352.
Lieutenant I., 352, 355.
, father of ;
I., 352.
of],

I.,

;

Creuznach (Creutzenach)

II., 392.
517.
Cricklade, co. Wilts, election at j I., 117.
Crimea, the; I., 281 II., 135, 140; III.,

Crewther, a convict

;

I.,

;

:

74.

taken by Russia

;

II., 45.

John

Crissick or Cressiske,

;

I.,

62 (3),

68.
letter to ; I., 72.
Croatia, troops of; III., 266.
Croix.
See Delacroix.
Croix, in Champagne ; III., 476.

Cromwell, Robespierre likened

to, by his
followers ; III., 492.
Cronstadt (Cronstat), III., 391.
naval dep6t at ; III., 292.
Crookshanks [Alexander, Justice of Common Pleas, Ireland] I., 382.
Crosbie, John, Earl of GJandore ; I., 299,
412, 413, 432.
have half the Rolls in Ire, to
land ; I., 486.
, as Colonel of the Kerry militia ;
III., 389.
;

or Crosby, Mr.
II., 266, 268, 274.
Cross Fell L, 594.
Crown, the, influence or power of; I.,
193,214, 216,217,245.
;

;

592
Crown, the

cont.

jewels given as security ; I., 62.
law officers of ; I., 539.
livings in the gift of ; II., 432, 439
(2).

patronage of; I., 322.
revenues of; I., 508, 509.
succession to, alluded to ; I., 188.
I, 180, 182, 253, 254, 294,
Cuffe,—
;

441.
salary of

Cuinotte ;
Cuiricky, Monsieur

Culenburg (Kuilenhurg)
.

471.

alluded to

of,

Cumberland
[Anne], Duchess

Duke

militia

;

III.,

;

III., 466.

of;

Cumse, in Italy; IL, 19.
Temple of Apollo at

III.,

;

II., 19.

;

II., 15, 16.

nephew

536.
169, 175, 176,
178, 187, 209, 374, 375, 379.
III., 338, 339, 358.
;
Curacao; II., 152.
of

I.,

;

General [Robert]

;

Cureton, Mr. I., 74.
Curgenven, Rev. Mr.;

I.,

I.,

9, 21, 22,

31,

Curran, Mr.
570, 572
;

Curtis, Sir

I.,

;

3 (2).
303, 306, 307, 409, 568-

I.,

Roger

;

328, 329.
331, 519.

III.,

251.

and Excise
Cutting,

;

274.

I.,

officers of

John Brown

letter

from

;

I.,

;

;

;

I.,

;

L, 602, 603

;

586.

;

Ireland ; I., 225, 246, 251, 253, 254,
259, 380, 381, 388, 399, 402, 410.
as M.P. for co., Galway
L, 236.
Damas, Comte Charles de ; IL, 116.
Danes, or the Danes; IL, 61, 211, 385,
615.
;

irruption of, into

Danish

Sweden

;

I.,

360.

:

d' Affaires,
239, 255 (2V
fisheries ; L, 189.

ministry

naval
47

;

at

Paris

;

III.,

III., 52, 57.

IL, 38.
;

III., 67.
I.,

3, 20, 36, 43, 45,

III., 14, 59, 92, 105.

;

treaty

;

III., 87.

Dante IL, 1 19.
Danton, George Jacques; IL, 480, 514,
531,532,542, 555, 560-562; III.,
;

85, 473, 490, 493, 495,
507, 508.

247.

500, 504,

as Garde de Sceau III., 463.
dictatorship of.
See Robespierre,
his project for proclaiming Louis
XVII. ; IL, 616.
friends of ; III., 85.
Dantzig; I., 612; IL, 48, 59, 64, 74;
III., 475.
Danube, the river; IL, 22, 91, 113 (?).
Darcon orDarson, President of the French
Committee of war IL, 547, 548,
563, 569, 572, 576, 580, 582, 583,
;

I., 2.
Cutts, John, Lord, letter to
Cuxhaven ; III., 92, 198, 290, 315, 322.
agent at III., 222.
letter dated at ; III., 315.
Cuyler, General ; IL, 438.
Czarsko Zelo or Zarsko Zeloe ; II. , 114,
;

;

Adam

;

officers

ships or Danes;

IL, 160.

IL, 228.

149.
Czartorisky, Prince

273, 278.

I.,

;

;

General ; L, 594.
Dalton I., 544 III., 463.
Daly, Dennis, Muster- Master-General in

messengers

III., 37.

Custine, General; II.,
army of; II., 327. 519 ; III., 483.
IL, 357.
, defeat of;
Custom House; I., 153, 193, 230, 299.
Customs, Commissioners of, order to ; III.,

,

land

charge

34.
;

L,

Danican, General; III., 181.

;

letters to

;

John, Baron of Exchequer, Scot-

Sir

297.
Colonel I., 589.
Francis Pierpoint Burton, Lord ; I.,
256.
Henry, Lord ; I., 499, 516, 525, 536 ;
,

;'=-L,

315.

II.,

I.,

;

as Earl of Stair

,

Cunningham, Cuningham, Conyngham
Burton

Dagobert, General IL, 487.
See Scott.
Dalkeith, Earl of.
Dallas, Lieutenant ; IL, 16.
Dalling, John, Governor of Jamaica

Dalmatia; III., 332.
Dalrymple
John, Lord Dalrymple

365.
466.

I.,
;

336.

II.,

;

III., 449.

III., 65.

;

232.

Culloden

of, at

Madame

;

.

Holland

in

21.

Culloden, hattle

Monsieur;

263.

II.,

;

D.,
D.,

husband of; III., 65.
Dagge, (Lord Camelford's steward)

229.
II., 391.
I.,

;

D.

;

IL, 190.

;

586,587.
character of; III., 493.

Dnrcy,

Mary, Countess

of Holderness

L, 153; IL, 414.
Dardanelles, the ; I., 613; IL, 62, 87,88,
169.

Darmfeld; IL, 581.

593
; II., 396.
troops of; II., 431, 559.
See Artigoete, de.
Dartigoyte.
Dartmoor, Crockenden Tor, on ;

Dasharama [Hindoo]
Dash wood

I.,

116.

I., 263.
264, 334.
D'Aubigny, Duchy of; II., 544.

Dauphiny, Dauphine
III., 83, 490.

troops to be raised in

487.

II.,

;

Davenport, T., letter of; I., 10.
brother of I., 10.
David, citoyen II., 586, 633.
Davie, Joseph, vice-consul at Corunna
;

Elliot,

;

;

Court
William, Bart., Archbishop of

Man

Isle
.

Dawson-Damer,

John, Earl of Portarlington; I., 412, 514, 560; III., 388.
Dayrell, Captain
I., 275, 315 ; II., 437.
Deal ; II., 285, 323 III., 103.
;

;

dated at III., 11.
Dean Court, Kent, residents at I., 118.
Deane, Robert Tilson, Baron Muskerry
letter

;

;

I.,

reply of ; I., 118.
Deas, Mr. ; III., 87.
Debrett, advertisement by ; I., 277.
De Burgh, Henry, 12th Earl (and in 1785)
1st Marquis of Clanricarde ;
I.,
177,
186,406,424, 426, 436.

Deene, co. Northampton
letter addressed to ;
Defurz, Baron II., 258.

;

97.
96.

I.,

I.,

;

ships of. See Danish ships,
trade of, or with; I., 47; III., 59,
420.
Denny, William; I., 118.
letter to; I., 117.
letter

De

117.

I.,

;

389,

79,

agent from ; II., 567.
reported treaty of, with France
II., 574, 576.
invasion of Sweden by ; II., 48.
military preparations in ; I., 353.

from

118.

I.,

;

Depreaux [Madame?]

190, 197.

Dear, Mr., proposal to

73,

,

489.

I.,

;

38,

II.,

;

,

Dawson, Mr., Lieut.-Governor of the
of

of

con-

conference
58-60.

with,
III.,

567.

I., 55.
319, 375, 378.

;

I.,

Hugh.
;

:

;

I.,

controversy
cerning

187, 195, 330.
I., 517.

II.,

Davis (convict)

York

I.,

from Holland ; III., 48.
and France II., 556, 578.

II., 187.

widow of;

Sir

105, 364.
to ;

I., 286.
;
463, 476, 478 (2).
letters dated from ; L, 162, 163, 221.
Denmark, Queen of II., 114, 124.
Denmark ; II., 22, 47, 61, 227, 512, 554,
569, 573, 580, 581 ; III., 77, 148,
224, 225, 431.
ministers or envoys from, to foreign
courts; II., 70, 93,541. And see
under the several countries.
minister to, from England.
See

;

Dawes

II.,

;

I.,

;

of, allusion

Castle of;

"young";

scarcity in

;

Demosthenes, lantern

Dengan, or Dangan, Ireland

:

Sir J.; II., 476.
, eou of ;
II., 476.
;

Demerara (Demerary)
140.

I., 1.

;

George

Nugent,

See

Delvin, Lord.
Frederick.

Darmstadt

Pres, Monsieur

Derby, Earls

Derby

Deny

I.,

II.,

517.

See Stanley.

of.

336.
177, 178.

militia
;

;

III., 362.

;

;

II.,

Dean of. See Stone, George.
Derwentwater, Earl of.
See Kadclyffe,
James.
Desardrouin, Mr.
II., 636
III., 148,
;

;

234.

Deschamps, Mons.

;

I.,

;

158.

Degelman, Baron III., 239.
De Grey, Thomas, Lord Walsingham, as
vice-treasurer in Ireland 238,277.
I., 264.
to be ambassador to Spain

Descorches; II., 510, 511.
Desmoulins, Camille III., 490, 505.
expulsion of; 504.
"Ze Vieux Cordelier" by;

DelaClos;

504.
Dessin, Monsieur, of Calais ; I., 593, 594.
Detroit, fort of
II., 611 ; III., 527.
Deux Ponts, Duke of; II., 46, 454, 503,
504; III., 228.

;

;

;

III., 481.

De

la Croix, Charles
III., 161, 263, 268,
269, 275, 276, 279, 280, 291, 339, 341,
370,371, 373.
character of III., 160.
Delancy, Colonel ; I., 347.
Delaval, Sir J. I., 489.
;

;

;

Delaware

Bay

of; III., 524.

Capes of III., 524.
Delawarr, Baron and Earl. See West.
Del Campo, Marquis, Spanish ambassador
in England; I., 579, 603; II., 52-54,
188, 189, 204, 383, 386, 398, 406 III.
10, 143, 197, 242, 262, 350-352.
III., 417, 418, 426.
Delft, in Holland
;

;

;

Delftziel, in

Delhi;

I.,

Gromngen

;

243.

Deloraine, Lord

III., 164, 205.

;

;

Devagnes,

—

;

I.,

256 (2).

Deventer, in Holland; II., 640, 641 III.,
22-24.
De Vesci, Lord; I., 261.
Devonshire, Dukes of. See Cavendish.
Devonshire, I., 355 II., 289, 304.
;

;

elections in

;

116.

I.,

Stannaries of; I., 114.
Diamond Island ; I, 605.
Dickens,
;
II., 92.
Dickenson, Mr. III., 104.
Dieppe; II., 441.
Dieu or d'Yeu, Isle II., 431, 455; III.,
140, 141,362, 363.

—

;

;

;

I.,

108.

III.,

594
Dorset, county of cont.
lands in ; I., 14, 32.
M.Fs for I., 60.
militia ; II., 436.
places in ; I., 3, 11, 51, 53, 219.
Dorton, co. Bucks ; I., 267, 561.
Douay, Merlin de, character of ; III., 86.
Douai (Doue), in France ; IL, 544, 545,
557.
Doufront, army of la Vendee at ; IL, 463.

Digbv, Mr. and Mrs. ; I., 106.
Dijon, chateau near; III., 84.
Dillon :
Arthur, general in the French service
III., 469, 471, 476.
[Charles], Baron ; I., 433 (2).
I., 483 (2).
, sons of ;

;

;

Mr. ; I., 563.
Dillon's corps ; III., 25.
Dinant, In Brittany ; HI., 435, 538.
Diogenes, allusion to 1., 141.
Dissenters ; I., 33 II., 13, 89, 237, 271.
popular feeling against ; II., 136, 140.

Douglas

;

;

Ditsichstein ; III., 396.
Divernois, Monsieur ; III., 213.
Dives, Mrs. ; I., 92, 93.
I.,

, letters of, 94-105.
sons of; L, 96-98, 101, 103.
And see Douglas, Henry and
Charles.
Lord Charles, second son of the Duke
of Queensberry I., 100, 103.
Dunbar Hamilton, Earl of Selkirk ; L,
591, 596, 597, 602.
George, Earl of Morton L, 597.

—

Dniester (Niester), the river

II., 22, 49,
;
67, 71, 73, 77.
free navigation of ; IL, 50, 52, 65,
134, 156, 162, 169.
Dobbyn, Mr. (lawyer) ; I., 13, 14.

officers

541.
412.

;

alarm concerning ;
Doctors*

II., 136, 137.
business ; II., 273.

Commons'

Robert (brother-in-law of Governor
Pitt)

;

CU

Sir Gilbert, letter of; I., 17.
John; I., 1, 2, 22, 26, 31 (2), 33, 38,
40, 41, 46, 47.
letters to ; I., 21, 28, 31, 36, 38,

Domville, Dr.
-,

;

;

;

142.
656.
350.

See

of.

;

;

459.
;

9,

of Queensberry

;

55

[? son of Robert] ; L, 17.
(clergyman) I., 285, 289.
Mr.,M.P.; L, 108, 113.
;

Mr., arrested

;

I.,

66.

commandant of

de,

artillery

and Sherley, Messrs. I., 15.
Dover, Lord IL, 220.
Dover, IL, 211, 316 III., 141, 260.
Custom House and officers of customs
;

I.,

Donhof, Countess of

L,

Duke

;

395, 404.
Doneraile, Ireland ; I., 290.
Donet, Monsieur, late fermier- general

resident in;

II.,

246, 276-278,

280, 292, 325.

" the favourite lady " at Berlin

;

;

at; IL, 315,316.
landing of French emigrants at ; II.
S15.
letters dated at; I., 558 ; IL, 211,
315 ; III., 260, 376, 473.
post office at ; IL, 372.
Prince Edward arrives at L, 558,
559.

II.,

and from ; L, 593 ; IL,
303, 307,316,325; III., 136.
Alexander, translalion by ; L, 263.

travellers to

122.

Donira Lodge, in Perthshire, letters dated
at; I., 268, 597, 602, 604 (3), 607, 610.
Donissant, Mons. de II., 527.
:

Donoughmore, Lord. SeeHely-Hutchinson,

Dow,
Down, Bishop of. See Dixon, William.
Down, county, militia of; III., 387.

Down

Richard.

Don Quichotte du Nord " II., 150.
Don Quixote and his Dulcinea, allusion

House,

Downs,

;

I.,

36.

IL, 527.

I.,

Earl and Marquis
Chichester, Arthur.
Donegal Bay, Ireland I., 196.

"

I.,

,

III., 212.

II.,
I.,

"Cousin

Mons.

Donegal,

II.,

;

letter of;

"William, 4th
I., 603.

I;,2G3.

Dolben

Don, Colonel
DonaghaAee

,

•

40, 43.
Dollard, the liver

Duke of Queens-

eldest son of the
berry; I., 101.

Doesburg on the Yssel III., 23, 24.
^osrgett (Lord Buckingham's steward),
suicide

Drum ")

Henry, Lord Drumlanrig ("

Doddington; II., 179.
Dodington, Mr. ; I. 30.

~

,

;

I.,

;

II.,

;

wife of [Catherine], Duchess of
Queensberry; L, 105, 106.

,

377.

Dockyards

;

L, 95, 97, 105.

Dixon, William, Bishop of Down;

Dock

:

Lady Catherine IL, 296.
Charles, 3rd Duke of Queensberry

;

to,

161.

Dorchester, Lord. See Carleton, Guy.
Dorchester, member for ; I., 65, 172.
Dordt, pensionary of ; III., 444.
Dorrington, Mr., of Thame ; I., 267.
Dorset, Dukes of. See Sackville.
Dorset, county of ; L, 53, 68, 72 ; IL, 179.
association for ; I., 54-56.

dated from
coming to or

letter

the, ships

L, 134.

;

in

;

L, 53

;

IL, 324, 423.

Downshire, Marquis

Downton,
Doyle

co. Wilts

of.
;

I.,

See

Hill, Wills.

125.

:

General III., 98-102, 1
Major; I., 337, 347 (2)
351,354.
(lawyer); I., 209, 210.
;

8,

140-142.
350,

348,
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Doz, Miekie or Mary

Drake

492.

II.,

;

:

Francis, British envoy at Genoa III.,
129.
appointed resident at Venice ;
;

,

11,364.

.

, letters from;
II., 456, 509, 513,
517, 523, 526, 536, 541, 546, 552,
560, 566,574, 578; III., 124.
II., 524.
, letter to ;
bulletins enclosed by.
See
',

Paris, bulletins from.
Henry; I., 118.
, letter of ;
I., 116.

590;

266,

I.,

;

II.,

282,

284,

285.

MH

Copenhagen)

(at

"young";

I.,

II.,

;

32, 73.

334.

Drayton, letter dated from I., 106.
Drenthe, province of; III., 141, 156, 177,
191 (2)
;

Dresden

II.,

;

china

162.
252.
II., 208.

Court of

;

;

;

——

,

II.,

;

Dublin, I., 139, 164, 1/2, 222 (2), 226, 229,
230, 231, 237, 289, 292, 339, 342,
355, 366, 438, 476, 494, 547 ; II,
255 III., 546.
aldermen of I., 577.
Archbishop of. See Fowler, Robert,
buildings, streets, &c. in :
Castle; I., 165, 229, 294, 295,
359, 514, 584; II., 17; III.,
544, 553.
letters dated at; L, 165,
,
168-191, 194-212, 241, 242,
292-306, 309 (2), 312, 314325, 347 (2), 350, 358-476,
491, 501, 544, 549, 551, 556,
559-562, 566 (2), 568-571,
577, 578, 581, 583, 584; II.,
3, 13, 15 (2), 20, 21, 28, 30
(2), 35 (2), 37-43, 50, 55, 66,
83, 101, 186, 235, 255, 330 ;
III., 9, 17, 206,314, 399.
ball at

,

dated at ; II., 2C9 ; III., 294.
minister at
II., 199, 205-208, 210,
211.
secretary of legation at ; II., 199, 214.
travellers to or from ; II., 222, 224,
letters

;

367; III, 322,326.
Dressin or Dressings (messenger)

;

II.,

70,

76, 134,350,409.

Drewe, Captain I., 555.
Drogheda, Earl and Marquis
Moore, Charles.
Drogheda, port of I., 549.
Droitwyche, co. Worcester
;

See

of.

letter

,

;

I.,

;

II., 77, 84.

Provost of.
See Hely
Hutchinson, John.
, Provost and fellows of
II.,
84 ; III., 36.
, Vice-Chancellorship
of, accepted by Lord Fitzgibbon
,

119.

I.,

;

in

, Chancellor of.
See William
Henry, Duke of Gloucester.
Vice-Chancellor and visitor

of;

I„ 119.

dated from

197.

chamber

294.
, council or consultation at
I., 222, 224, 225.
I., 347.
, garrison at ;
household at I., 204.
, St. Patrick's Hall in ;
471.
unwholesome air of ; I.,
,
419.
College or University, Trinity
College; I., 299.

:

;

I.,

,

;

election at

;

council

Dromore, Bishop of. See Percy, Thomas.
Dropmore, co. Bucks II., 318, 320, 322,
III.,
388, 397, 416, 417, 512, 650
;

;

;

;

143,

58,

166, 214, 230, 293,

149,

342, 368.
letters

485,
200,
332,
352,
sheep,
390.

II., 84, 93.

College Green

dated at
596, 606

425, 447, 484,
77, 92, 167,
235, 249, 253, 260, 267, 306,
335 (2), 342, 343, 344, 346,
36 J, 369, 378, 380, 406, 407.
trees &c, to be sent to ; III.,
II.,

;

;

III.,

Custom

;

House,

223, 449.
clerk in ;

I.,

I.,

262 (2).
Merrion Square, letters dated
from; I., 163, 220, 225.
Newgate, prisoners in I., 223,
;

230.

Parliament House I., 223, 228.
Phoenix Lodge or Park (Lord
;

to ; II., 324, 325, 333, 337,
338, 436, 441, 446, 465, 469, 485,
486 ; III., 242 (2), 337, 338.

visitors

Drouet, Monsieur
461.

Drummond

II.,

;

116, 445, 457, 459,

:

John, Lord Melford
son of; I., 51,
the banker; II., 353.
Ensign II., 50.
;

I.,

51.

,

I.,

357, 358.

Drummond's Bank
Drury, Sir Thomas

Du

Barraud;

II.,

354, 380.

II.,

;

;

1.,

103, 122.

531.

Dublin, Countess of;

II.,

residence)

165, 166.

;

I.,

, letters dated at'; I., 1 65, 203,
299, 300, 307, 310, 326, 328331, 333 ; III., 385, 386, 390.
Park, houses in I., 294.
convicts sent to ; I., 542, 560.
Corporation of I., 577.
garrison and forces of; I., 186, 208,
339.
government of ; III., 547.
hawkers in the streets of I., 608.
letters addressed to ; I., 313, 341.
letters dated at; I., 221-229, 233237, 243-255, 270, 332, 342, 478
;

;

;

;

Lieutenant's
294, 303.

;

596
Dublin, letters dated at cont.
(2), 498, 53G, 554, 561
A.7id see Castle

;

129.

II.,

and Phoenix Park,

above.

Dumouriez or Dumourier cont.
retreat of, from Flanders
II., 598.
memoirs of, sale of III., 64.
Du Moutier, of the French guard III.,513.
Duncan, Admiral, and his fleet; III., 327;

j

;

Lord Mayor of;

223, 224, 555,

I.,

577.
I., 294.
, dinner given by
magistrates of I., 228, 553.
M.P. for ; I., 222.
mob of; I., 223 ; II., 238, 330 ; III.,
546.
packet boats of; I., 355.
port of ; I., 549.
price of wheat in ; I., 550.
I., 234.
quiet restored in
Recorder of; I., 191.
I , 215, 388,
reports or opinion in
389,446, 449; II., 184; III., 13,

329, 380, 381.

has only two vessels with him

;

;

;

I.

;

and

passim.
return of the Irish embassy to
433.
riots in ; I., 224, 227.
sheriffs of; L, 547,560.

;

175.
Dublin, county, desires that Lord
should remain ; I., 200, 201.

Du

;

;

;

141, 150, 243.
I., 257, 258, 297, 300, 302,
309, 316, 383, 535, 587, 602.
,
as Home Secretary
II., 101,
171, 178, 191, 213, 214, 235 (2),
250, 302, 303, 320, 323, 372 (3), 373,
402, 431, 435, 437, 438, 441, 443,
444, 447, 448, 475, 476, 483 (2),
502, 503, 505, 506, 593, 595-597.
as Secretary for War and the
,
Colonies II., 606, 629 ; III., 30,
34, 49, 57, 58, 140, 141, 166, 185,
255, 367, 377, 378, 407, 509.
, letters from ; I., 240, 242, 243,
268, 481, 483, 488, 494, 497, 518,
519, 524, 534, 535, 555, 557, 560,
568, 570, 573, 586, 588 (2), 589,
591, 597, 602, 604 (3), 607, 610,

Henry;

II.,

I.,

;

I.,

Temple

—

—

Bois
Charles, letters from ; I., 13, 20.
de Crance ; II., 531.
commander of the army of
, as
the Alps ; III., 485.
Du Cange, Monsieur ; II., 278, 279, 286.
Duchess, the ; I., 37.
Duff, James, Earl of Fife ; I., 406, 568,
570.
:

;

611.

Dufour III., 537-540.
Dugommier, General, commander of the
;

army

of the Pyrenees ; II., 481,
519, 522, 528, 532, 576, 5S0, 583.
army of; II., 520.

Duhem, Depute
Dulwich,

letter

;

•

III., 62.

dated at

230.
515, 517-

II.,

;

Dumas, Comte Mathieu

;

II.,

520, 523, 546, 547.
as general of the army of the Alps ;
II., 576.
Dumbarton Fencibles, officer of ; III.,
385, 389, 390.
Dumerviant, General ; II., 576.
Dumonceau, General III., 164.
Dumont, Andre, character of III., 65.
;

;

II.,

265, 266, 278, 284, 331, 334, 336,
341, 343, 344, 353, 356, 357, 360,
371, 377-383, 401 (2), 403, 518520; III., 469-471, 474, 475, 478,
485, 498.
army of ; II., 319, 352, 356, 379, 389391, 519 ; III., 467, 469, 470, 475,
49S.
defeat of; III., 472.
overtures of, to the English Government; II., 375, 377.
his revolt, and march on Paris ; II.,

389-392;

III., 191.

intended arrest of;

II.,

391.

II., 11, 146, 184, 185 (2), 188, 190
(2), 191, 193 (2), 212, 243, 249,
289 (2), 297-299, 303, 306, 307,
313, 314, 395, 405, 407, 408, 416
(2), 438, 440, 444, 448, 450, 452,
499, 621, 643, 645, 649.
III., 17,^58, 102, 104, 128, = 194,
205, 257, 266, 362, 390, 399, 419,
461, 534.
, letters to
I., 241, 242, 279, 497,
510, 556, 590 (2), 592(2), 593, 596,
604; II., 185, 192, 215, 221, 236,
243, 244, 246, 249, 258, 263, 287,
289, 295, 297 (2), 299, 373, 409,
411, 414, 425, 432. 450, 481, 500,
504, 511,620; III., 136, 146, 195,
206, 460.
, appointment of, as Home Secretary (in June 1791) ; II., 146.
, movements of; II., 307, 309, 310.
, leaves
the Home Office (July,
1794) II., 602.
meetings II., 646 ;
, at cabinet
III., 261,283,310, 330.
, behaviour of, to Lord Grenville
III., 167.
III.,
, and secret service money
193, 194.
III., 461.
, instructions from
II., 483.
, nephew of;
, under-secretary o!
III., 167.
;

;

Dumouriez or Dumourier, General

:

Colonel Francis, quartermaster-general
in Ireland
I., 290, 345.
to be adjutant-general
I., 348.
, as General ;
II., 123, 195, 212,
482,
481,
523, 524; III., 89, 91,

.

Dublin Evening Post

III.,

381 (3).

Dundas

17.

residents in, or visitors to

;

329.
the Order of St. Alexander bestowed
upon ; III., 369.
victory of (at Camperdown) ; III.,

;

;

'

'

;

;

;

;
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Dundas

Dutch or the Dutch

cont.

Henry, lodge of, in the Highlands.
See Donira Lodge.
,

Wimbledon

villa of, at

;

I.,

;

483,

489.

York;

K. II., 3G7.
[Robert] to be Lord Advocate ia
Scotland I., 524.
(King's apothecarv) I., 366.
Dundass,
Dunford, Mr. I., 100 (2)
Dungannon, Ireland I., 592.
convention at; II., 321.
;

—

;

Company, Dutch.
East India settlements, Commissioners

;

I.,

for; II., 71.

494, 510, 519, 587, 588,

emigrants; III., 105.
envoys 1L, 189.
everything possible has been squeezed

607.

Dunkirk

;

280, 288, 393, 444

277,

II.,

;

;

III., 13, 214, 296.

privateers

;

from

369.

II.,

propqsed operations against; II., 384,
387-389, 407, 409, 410, 417, 420,
423, 424, 433, 438, 439, 442.

Risbank and forts at II., 390.
sale of, by England, allude tl to
;

II.,

;

411.
siege of; III., 484, 493.
Dunn,
;
III., 385.

Flanders. See Flanders, Dutch,
fleet or men of war; I., 47, 589;
III., 17, 35 (2), 328, 329, 380.
to the West Indies
III., 218.
frigates
III., 234.
frontiers ; II., 599, 605.
garrisons
11., 269.
gazettes or newspapers
III,, 39, 41.
;

—

Dunning, John, Lord Ashburton
;

III., 353.
;
financial proceedings of; II., 186.
fisheries; I., 189.

;

'

Dunstauville, Lord de

644.

;

;

;

II.,

conquests to be ceded to; III., 345,
348.
defeat of
II., 424,
East India Company. See East India

;

Dunkin, Mr.

cu7it.

colonies, probable L>ss of III., 348.
commercial treaty.
Holland,
See
commercial treaty with,
complaints against, by the Duke of

;

I.,

173.

III., 251.

;

;

Duport:

56, 61, 73, 164.

[Adrien]

;

II., 132,

154

III., 533.

;

government or ministry;

II.. 49, 51,.

Captain"; L, 346, 457.
Durance, la II., 538.
Duren, French forces at ; III., 518, 519.

136, 152, 169, 233, 252,
277, 280, 283,256, 300, 361-36*,
365, 367, 371, 374, 417 ; III., 486.

Durham

and peace with France;
646-648.
departments of; III., 444.

72, 130,

;

meeting at L, 144.
the abbey near; I., 143.
Durham, county of, candidates
;

for;

I.,

140, 144.
nobility and gentry of;
;

II. ,

;

;

;

ambassadors. See Holland, ambassadors to and from,
armv or troops I., 28, 55, 349 II.,
;

;

360,386,388, 415, 424, 432, 435,
503 (2), 548, 558, 600, 605, 635;
212, 418, 422, 442,
515, 516.
II., 503.
, destitution of;
, in the West Indies
II., 363.
, officers
of; II., 381; III., 60,

III., 6, 42, 211,

;

61, 91.

;

charge d'Affaires at Mainz
ciphers; III., 141.
colonies ; I., 280, 599

;

II., 85.

III., 48, 155.
;
see America, East Indies, and
colonies
in.
West Indies, Dutch
,
committees for; III., 4G.
abolition
of
of;
, council
the,

III., 46.

a

94090.

;

i

II.,
,

281,283.
want of energv in;

II.,

591,

612,613, 644, 646, '647.
governor of Pondickerry. See Pond icherrv.

See Germans,
Sec East Indies,
islands. See
Holland, islands belonging to.
mail; I., 579 II., 246, 302.
merchants II., 31 III., 443.
High.

in the East Indies.

;

;

navy;

III.,

;

49, 203, 208,

21,

216.

217, 348.

Adjutant- General of; III., 53.
committee for III., 52, 53, 57.
;

settlement of; III., 48,52,56, 61.
III., 52.
, committee for ;
, shameful conduct of;
III., 6.
cabals.
See Holland, cabals in.
carrying trade II., 23 (2).
,

And

instructions from
II., 467.
members of; II., 1, 26.
negotiates "with Russia; II.,
,
110, 111.
decisions or action of
, views,
,

,

I., 140.
236, 243, 245, 246.
II., 243.
letter of
Dusseldorff ; III., 146, 519.
electoral palace at ; III., 519.
Dutch or the Dutch passim,
agents in Spain I., 588.

Durno, James

II.,

officers of

III., 91.

;

remodelled III., 42, 53, 56, 57.
See Holland, patriots in.
payments to France III., 355.
;

patriots.

;

plenipotentiaries ; II , 49.
See Holland, ports of.
ports.
provinces.
See Holland, provinces of.
See Holland,
republic.
seamen ; III., 56, 252.
ships
I., 597 ; II., 24, 71, 275, 325,
;

387,413, 489;
captured;
,

III., 47, 53, 74.
II.,

278; HI., 35>

71, 74, 96.

Q Q
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Dutch or the Dutch
spiceries

;

cont.

the new
I., 3-47 passim, 187, 248,
268, 384, 498, 601; II., 42, 287,
289,298, 299, 373, 430,437,477;
III., 137, 362, 444, 445.
board of II., 396.
, board
of control of ; I., 240 ;
III., 362.
, chairman of;
I., 243, 356, 498 ;
II., 287, 289.
, charter
of, alluded to ; I., 310
(2), 497 ; II., 37, 41 III., 1 37, 420.
, committees of;
I., 18, 30, 498.
managers or directors
, court of
of; I., 8, 30, 243 (2), 256-258, 484,
;

trade ; I., 585, 601, G05.
unfriendly conduct of ; II., 644, 650.
Dutheil, Monsieur; III., 180, 244, 249,
304, 305, 368.
III., 303, 308.
letters from
III., 309.
letter to
;
II., 544.
Dutrin,
Duval, picture to be set in diamonds by;
III., 143.
;

—

Company

East India

cont.

24.

II.,

;

(Duverne), Monsieur;
291,305,370, 371.
Duysbourg, on the Rhine, troops at

Duvergne

III.,
III.,

;

519, 520.
Dysart, Lord I., 592, 593.
Dzieduszicki, Count ; II., 244.

,

;

;

498 and passim;

;

191,283,297

II.,

;

III., 137, 195.

in connexion with

,

company

;

Dutch

the

L, 279-281.

French

in connexion with the
company ; I., 269.
, loan to
I., 497.
;

manager

,

See Heathcote,

of.

Sir Gilbert.

monopoly

of; I., 269; II., 35,
narrow-mindedness of; III.,

,
,

E,
Eardley, Sir Sampson Gideon I., 489.
to be made a baron ; I., 496.
Earle :
General ; I., 53, 54 (2).
;

Mr.

I.,

;

54.

See Scott, John.
Earlsfort, Lord.
Earl Stoke, co. Wilts I., 72, 73.
East, the, Dutch settlements in
And see East Indies, the.

;

;

;

;

280.

I.,

Eastbury, eo. Berks I., 263 II., 179.
I.,
Eastchurch, Kent, letter dated from
;

;

420.
of; III., 137.
, proprietors
of the demands of the
, refusal
old Company by ; I., 29.
ships of ; I., 258 ; III., 423.
,
And see East India ships.
II., 14.
, tea trade of;
East India Company, Dutch I., 257,
II., 186, 269,
258, 279-281, 606
294, 646; III., 46, 74, 419, 420,
444, 446.
, committee of;
II., 286.
III., 445
, governor of;
, sales of tea by
III., 445, 447.
a ship belonging to
, seizure of
III., 423.
East India Company, French ; I., 257,
269; III.; 439.
East Indians or Nabobs I., 567 ; II., 293,
500.
East Indies, the; I., 256, 263, 286; II.,
38, 285, 454, 649; III., 19, 258,
And see India,
348, 438.
deserters sentenced to serve in ; I.,
182, 184.
Dutch possessions in I., 45, 280,

;

113.

;

Eastern seas; L, 588, 591;
180, 186.
islands in ; L, 588

East India
Bill;

24,

II.,

32,

III., 446.

;

:

225.

I.,

bonds;

I.,

business

;

;

498
II.,

II., 185.

;

225, 228, 395, 396.

Commission I., 64.
goods I., 247, 251.
;

;

See India House,
house.
ships or fleet (Indiamen) ; L, 247,
248 ; II., 363, 396, 430, 501, 646 ;
III., 77, 257, 422.
stock; I., 53; II., 161,293.
trade, motion
41.

on

;

30, 35, 37, 40,

II.,

7,

III.,

241,375.
599 III.,

II.,

;

;

375.

and troops for

fleet

;

II.,

408.

see India.

French possessions
I., 2, 3,

;

13.

old

46,47;

English acquisitions in
,

:

in

II.,

;

226

;

III.,

224,241.
garrisons and forces in III., 431.
II., 479.
officers serving in
Scotch brigade in III., 102.
III., 136, 154, 419-421.
trade with
Eaton, Mr. III., 262.
Edam, in Holland III., 426.
;

,

annals of, alluded to

,

demands

I.,

II.,

And

treasury ; I., 498.
East India Company
old or London Company

of;

I.,

;

I.,

2.

;

29.

;

,

general court of I., 29.
I.,
officials sent out by

,

state "of affairs of, account of;

,

;

602;

;

;

;

3, 14.

29.

and new, union of

17, 27, 29, 33.

;

I.,

7,

14,

;

;

Eden:
Lady Elizabeth
II.,

(wife of Sir Morton)
338, 347, 348, 358, 359, 595.

;

599
Eden coif.
Morton or Sir Morton, brother
Lord Auckland

Eden, William, Lord Auckland
of

,

:

as envov at Dresden; II.,
199, 206 (2), 207, 212, 219,
222, 224, 225 (2).
, as minister
II.,
at Berlin
233, 295, 296, 330, 334, 335,
347, 359, 361, 370.
, as minister to. Vienna ;
II.,
410, 415, 419, 478, 505-508,
,

;

604;
132,
192,
280,
317,
344,

223,225, 227,233,235, 241243, 247 (2), 250-252, 256,
258, 261,267.
(1793) ; II., 400, 401 (2), 403,

230,
341,

404, 407, 414, 419, 425, 445,
454, 468, 469, 479.
(1794); II., 490, 492, 496498,508, 516, 535, 557, 578,
591.

403,
558,

III., 5, 45, 92, 95, 128-130,
135 (2), 169, 170, 172, 173, 186,

(1795)

266, 267, 270, 271, 274,
294, 310, 311 (2), 314,
321, 323-328, 331, 332,
395, 396.
, letters from ;
II., 209, 245, 252,
257, 273, 276, 277, 296, 309, 337,
338, 347, 358, 366, 426, 498, 525,
594 III., 67, 104, 208, 233, 384.
, letters
to ; II., 207, 214, 222,
248, 297, 440, 495, 509 ; III., 137,
180, 206, 298, 308, 312, 369, 475.
, accepts
the missiou to Berlin ;
II., 205.
, his style of living;
II., 291.
, accepts the
mission to Vienna
II., 366.
213,
283,
318,
375,

,

,

II.,

proposed removal

of, to

383, 394.
'

492.

;

;

,

;

Minister of Holland; II., 186, 383.
, leaves the Hague
II., 189.
, wishes to retire;
IL, 199, 392.
, is to return
to the Hague ; IL,
241.

II.,

--

;

;

60, 123,

205, 207, 214, 215,
220, 247, 308, 328, 339 (2), 381,
388, 389, 444, 446, 447, 469 ; III.,
43, 47, 91, 141.
,

letters from,

(1790);

I.,

(1791);
(1792)

II.,

dated at the Hague.

585, 588, 591, 595,
605, 612 (2).

22-189, passim.

II.,
268 296,
300,
304, 313, 324, 329,334, 335,
346
341,
(2), 350,353, (2),
356-358, 360.
;

362, 364-367,
370, 374-384, 3S6.

(1793)

;

II.,

242, 246, 251, 255, 263,
405, 408, 416, 464, 495,
533.

, desires
to visit England
II.,
163.
called the Viceroy or Prime

withdraws his acceptance of the
Spanish embassy II., 595.
,
called to the Privy Council

59,

England); II., 208,
217 (2), 225,236 (2),

(in

,

210,
243,
265,
497,

,

;

;

;

Madrid

644.
- , return of, to Vienna ; II., 644.
, instructions to be sent to ; III.,45.
, desires
an Irish peerage III.,
384.
•, wife of.
See Eden, Lady Elizabeth.
, children
of ; II., 338, 347 (2),
348, 595.
, family of;
II., 359.
, servants of;
II., 359.
William; L, 164, 168, 210, 230, 247,
251, 278 282, 489.
;
, as minister to France ;
I., 437.
as ambassador at the Hague ;
,
II., 59, 88; III., 414, 427, 429,
432, 433, 436.
, as Lord
Auckland, ambassador
at the Hague ; I., 496,597
II., 12,

III., 129.

;

from, dated at Sevres
III., 429 (2), 437-440.
letters to, (at the Hague)
L,
598 II., 1, 25 (2), 50, 51,
€3, 66-68, 72, 76, 79, 89, 96,
98, 101, 113, 123, 135, 138,
144, 148, 151, 152, 168,171,
172, 176, 178, 270, 273, 281
(2), 290, 293, 332, 341, 343,
344, 317, 350, 351, 356-363,
366, 371, 372, 377, 380, 3S2,
letters

;

;

,

208,210,213,216,218,

(2),

163,
220,

cont.

from, dated in England
(1791); IL, 198, 199, 206

letters

advancement of, in the peerage
IL, 394, 395.
, chaplain of;
L, 606.
, secretary of;
IL, 165, 286.
steward of ; IL, 295.
,

"

;

,

valet of; III., 429.
house of, at Beekenham
206, 295.
,

,

house

,

of,

the

at

;

IL,

Hague; IL,

284.
,
,

daughters of II., 218.
brother of.
See Eden, Morton,
;

above.
family of; IL, 198, 206, 241,
273.
,

,

his wife,

Lady Auckland; IL,

218, 250, 275, 293, 314,367.
, entertainments given by
IL, 274, 277.
,

Edgcumbe, Edgecumbe, Edgecombe
George, Viscount Mount Edgcumbe,
:

as

vice-treasurer in Ireland;
472.
Richard, 1st Baron Edgcumbe;
110-113, 129-133.
-, agent of; I., 130.

agreement by I., 119.
Mr. or Captain; I., 127.
Edgecumbes, the I., 127.
,

;

;

Q Q 2

I, t

I.,

600
I., 143, 592, 607
II., 388.
dated at I., 243, 560, 602.
Parliament at, Act of Security passed

Edinburgh

;

;

letters

Elliot

in; I.. 13.
University, professors at ; I., 604 ; II.,
306.
writers [to the signet] in ; I., 535.
Edmonson,
, herald
I., 183, 190.
" Edward." See Talleyrand.
Edward, Prince [afterwards Duke of Kent];

—

;

cont.

Hugh,

letters from
II., 208, 253.
daughter of II., 208.
Mr., former Lieut.-Governor of New

;

;

,

Ellis

;

York

;

II.,

Ensign

;

II., 50.

578.

:

George, with the English mission in
France; III., 2 59, 269, 275-283,
286,336, 338-341, 346-354, 356-

II., 188.

359, 361.

as Knight of St. Patrick ; I., 180,
183, 190, 197, 199, 201.
, squires of;
I., 190.
proxy of, at the installation
,
I., 190.
to have the Garter ; I., 260.
arrives at Dover; I., 558.
out of favour with the King I., 558.
governor of ; I., 558.
Eems, in Holland III., 212.
;

;

Effingham, Earl of. See Howard, Thos.
Egan, Mr. I., 569, 572.
Eglinton, Eurl of.
See Montgomery,
Archibald.
Egremont, Earl of. See Wyndham, George
O'Brien.

from

,

letter

,

letter to

;

III., 359.

;

III., 358.

Wellbore;

1., 206, 427, 535.
vice-treasurer for Ireland

as

,

472.

I.,

Elphinstone, John, Lord Elphinstone
214.
son of; II., 214.
Elsinore, traveller to III., 262.

;

I.,

;

Elton, co. Northampton, letter dated at
II., 354.

;

Egypt

II.,

;

of.

in

See Loftus, Henry.
II., 348
24, 51,201.

Eliot

;

-'

army

,

letters

;

from

;

;

[Leopold

III., 13, 488.

of

II.]

(2).

349.

;

I.,

;

II.,

1-258 passim.
II., 44,61,69,

78, 81, 84, 85, 141, 155.
and Prussia. See Prussia,

and France;

If., 85,

171, 176, 177, 194.
;

214.
See Eliot, William.
, son of.
Lady Harriet, daughter of the 1st Earl
of Chatham, death of; I., 269.
William ; I., 269 ; II., 196, 207, 212,
II.,

passim.
48, 49, 113,

tiations at.

and

-

his sister, the

French Queen

II., 97, 112.

and the Conite d'Artois

;

III.,

451.

(?),

army

of.
See Austria, army of.
attack on ; III., 463.
cabinet, ministers or government of; II., 63, 113, 251, 256,
and see Austria.
character or conduct of; II.,
147, 188, 193 (2), 218, 242.
mission to.
See Bruce, Lord
Elgin, mission of.
consents to join the Allies ; II.,

534.
as temporary minister at the
Hague ; II., 403, 435, 489, 496 (2),
II., 197,
, letter from;
, wife of.
See Eliot, LadyHarriet,
above.
Mr.; I., 107, 111, 117, 127.
Elizabeth, Queen; I., 364; II., 237, 239.
,

Elliot, Elliott

General Sir George Augustus

140,170,

And

and the Turks II.,
And see Sistova, nego114, 132.

:

214-216,222, 273; III, 385

45-

alliance with;

,

II., 71.

;

II.,

Irish officers in the service of;

,

L, 314, 483

III., 488.

Edward, Lord Eliot

I., 176.
as Lord Heathfield ; I., 508.
Sir Gilbert, Commissioner at Toulon ;
;

73.

,

429, 435, 436, 438-440, 443 (2),
447 (2), 486, 517 (2), 552, 560.
Hugh ; III., 10, 294.
as English ambassador at Copenhagen ; I., 353.
suggested as Minister to Dresden ; II., 205, 206, 208, 210, 211.
at Berlin ; II., 25, 273, 295, 296,
300, 377.

conventions with. See Reichenbach and the Hague.
Court of.
See Austria, Court
,

II.,

i

III., 201.

;

:

Monsieur

III., 5,

;

;

Elector Palatine. See Palatine, Elector.
Electors, the ecclesiastical ; III., 279.
See Bruce, Thomas.
Elgin, Earl of.
Elias,

dated at;

letter

;

:

Sarah, letter to

Thomas,

Germany

Emperor, the
[Joseph I.] I., 29.
[Joseph II.] I., 349, 544;
48, 407
III., 263.

263.

corn from ; II., 573.
Ehrenbreitstein ; III., 139.
Elba, troops at ; III., 295, 296.
Elbe, the river ; III., 4, 9, 89, 282.
Elburg, in Gueldres ; III., 212.

Eldred

Ely, Earl

Embden,

of.

•

in the Nether, inauguration of,
lands; II., 190.
with the Empress of
, in concert
Russia; II., 143.
overtures of, to Holland; II.,
217, 242.
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Emperor,

—

Emperor,

[Leopold If.]
cent.
views or intentions of; II., 49,

the,
,

50, 69, 73, 113.
writes to the
II., 126.

—

death of;

England

of

;

If.,

;

See France, Queen

sister of.

,

of.

[Francis If.] ;
III., passim.

II.,

258, passim

from

;

his

army

422, 431,

If.,

;

434, 435, 578.
and the King of Prussia. See
Prussia.
, army of.
See Austria, army of.
, cabinet
or ministers of.
See
Austria.
, character of
f L, 628.
, coronation of ;
II., 283.
, counsellors of
III., 32.
, director
of the posts
of, at
;

;

Bremen
,

,
,

;

Iff., 80.

domains of III., 515.
Dutch loan to; III., 71.
favourite brother of.
See Tus;

cany,

Grand Duke

of.

,

Italian states of

,

movements of

336.
426, 440,
443, 500, 578, 584, 594; III., 384.
negotiations of, with France.
,
See Austria, Court of, negotiations
;

;

II.,

II.,

of.
,
,

praise of; III., 315.
views or intentions of

629;

lit., 32,

;
II., 627,
266, 271, 307, 324,

325, 355, 514, 515.
, reported
attempt
If., 295.

to

poison

, will probably abandon the Low
Countries ; fL, 335.
, attentions
of, to the Duke of
York; fL, 421.
, demand
for a Diet by ; II.,
457.
, suggested assassination of;
II.,

459.
, military debut of;
II., £57.
, victory of;
II., 583.
, a feeble ally
11., 598.
the negotiations between
, and
;

France and England;

239-

Iff.,

241.

314.

made by

III., 325.
;
to
III., 396.
protection
of,
claimed ; III.,
,
462.
, suggestion
that he should demand the French Queen as an
Austrian duchess ; III., 480.
,

sacrifices

,

Venice ceded

;

——

Empire, the. See German Empire.
Empress, the
[Maria Theresa]
III., 258, 331.
:

;

wife of Francis II.

;

III., 324.

Empson, Mr. I., 35.
Ems, the river; III., 24.
;

Emsden secret, the
Enfield, Middlesex ;

;

f L, 335.

38.

1.,

Forty Hill, near I., 25, 27.
Engelhard, senior and junior III., 172.
Enghien, Due de ; II., 87.
England, passim.
;

Church of;

II., 140.
coasts of, suggestions for guarding ;
I., 351.
counties of, assessment of; I., 547.
I., 54.
, associations in ;
Lieutenants of ; II., 344,
, Lord
349, 352.
sheriffs of ; I., 547.
diplomatic agents of, reports of; III.,
,

80-86.
discontent in ; III., 74.
Dutch ships detained in; Iff., 74.
financial crisis in; III., 281, 282,
310.
French agent; in II., 280, 326, 538.
influx of foreigners to; II., 314, 315
(2), 318, 320, 600.
measures to be taken for the safety
of; II., 342.
people of, desire peace ; III., 148,
149.
ports of, plan for opening them to
" flight goods " ; II., 622.
projected descent upon. See France,
prosperity of; If., 286, 294; lit.,
148.
said to foment the wars with the
fndians in America; II., 527.
suggested loan in II., 260; III., 148.
treaties of.
See Vienna and Petersburg, treaties of ; also under the
;

;

various countries.

West

of ;
English, Mr. ;

I.,
I.,

132.
16, 26.

English
army. See Army.
Channel, French troops on the coasts
of; III., 489.
carried at a
266.

flag,

Enkhuysen,

in

Holland

of Prince

Charles

adored by his troops

;

III.,

French
;

fete

;

II.,

III., 426.

See Cole, William

Enniskillen, Viscount.

is jealous
III., 294.
is

cont.
situation of; III., 318,

;

alliance with;
II., 415, 416.
And see Vienna, treaty of.
,

and

critical

320.

King

261, 262.
, successor
of ; II., 262. And
Francis
see
II. below.
election of; II., 271.
, as the
late Emperor; II., 347,
618; III., 494.
, his
son, the King of Hungary ;
If., 261, 282, 285, 291.
And see
Francis II. below.
wife of, as Queen of Hungary II.. 272.
,

the, [Francis II.]
,

Willoughby.
Entraigues or Antraigues, Comtede; III.
213, 292.
Entrecasteaux, M. de

;

II.,

152.
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Eon,

Madame

cte

addressed to

Ewart, Joseph— cont.

355, 356.

II.,

;

Durdans

Epsom, Surrey, the

letter

at,

, letters
to ; II., G4, 76, 78, 80,
97, 123, 141, 174, 195, 196, 207,
245; III., 453, 454, 456.

113.
Erff, the river
III., 519.
Erie, Lake; II., 611.
Erlach, Mons. de ; III., 213.
Erne, Viscount. See Creighton, John.
Errol, Earl of.
See Hay, William.
I.,

;

;

Erskine

148.

I.,

;

;

;

Rome

Mr., at

Sir William

Escars,
Escaut.

;

III., 12, 145.

446, 475.

II.,

;

Comte Frangois de

II.,

;

;

394.

See Scheldt.
Espagnac, Baron de II., 410.
Essex, county of I., 264, 358.,
Esterhazy, Prince il., 108, 194.
;

;

,

;

;

hussars of

Eton, Mr.
Eton, II.,

;

II.,

;

476.
226.

5.

hoys at or going to

I., 33, 38,
;
70, 73(2), 74, 164.
Etruria, traveller through ; II., 5.

Ettrick,

—

I.,

;

219, 220, 224.
, death of
IL, 253 (2), 254.
, private secretary of;
IL, 197.
IL, 52, 253 (2), 254.
, wife of;
,
IL, 256.
, letter to
,
IL, 156, 174,
, pension for ;
187, 195, 205, 256.
children
,
of
IL, 253.
pension for IL, 256.
,
, son of ;
IL, 253.
, family of; IL, 51.
Ewelme, co. Oxford, honor of, court for ;
L, 272.
Ewer, Mr., M. P. L, 172.
;

;

;

66,

;

amount of money

I.,

28.
;

III.,

492.

Europe
nations in

II.,

;

53.

North of, corn from III., 59.
the Powers of, in connection with
Eugland and Russia, ohservations
on; II., 44.
;

;

Henry.
Evauce, Sir Stephen;

for regulating, alluded to
213.
process, bill concerning IL, 26.
receipt of; I., 505.
receipts filed in; III., 193.
Teller of; I., 213.
deputy of L, 213.
;

Teller's office

I.,

office)

21, 28, 31, 36,
38, 40, 43.
shop of I., 25.
trustees of; I., 65.
Evelin or Evelyn, Mr., of Surrey ; I., 51,
120.

;

;

Ewart:
II.,

letter

from

;

II.,

253.

Joseph, English ambassador at Berlin
I., 353, 613; II., 25, 57, 63,
68, 70(2), 72, 76, 77, 79, 95, 102,
129, 131-133, 146, 147, 149, 156,
159, 160, 163, 166, 170-174, 180,
;

181, 189,

190, 195, 197, 198, 200,

202,224, 225 (2), 227, 230, 249;
III., 199, 408, 413, 414,423,431,
434(2).
,; letters from; II., 51, 61, 68,
73-75, 81, 82, 87, 91, 93, 104, 110,
124, 132, 147(2), 153-155, 179, 183,
187, 196,205; III., 452-457.

Ex

-

chequer of.
Excise, on wine I., 261.
Exeter, Earl of. See Cecil, Henry.
Exeter ; IL, 613.
Eyles,
L, 30.
;

—

253.

in;

(Lord Buckingham's
I.,'213, 264; III., 284,

285, 402.
clerks in; III., 285.
Tellership in
I., 264.
See also Scotland and Ireland,

63, 64, 83.
letters to; L, 6, 11,

;

;

;

5-7, 14-17, 22,
26, 30, 31, 33, 40, 41, 43/46, 61,

,

III., 270.

I.,

1.,

;

John

;

offices, bill

282, 489, 605-607.
to arm against France ; II., 177.
Eustace, Colonel, Deputy Quarter-master
General I., 348.
See Fitzroy, George
Euston, Earl of.
state of

in the

See Grenville, W, W.
Chamber, nomination of sheriffs in ;
IL, 328.
Chief Baron of; II„ 314. And see
Smythe, Sir Sydney, and Eyre, Sir
James.
Court of; IL, 14.
notes; I, 28.
office, clerks of; 213, 262(2).
auditor of.

Eugene, Prince, victory of;

of,

;

Exchequer

14.

Eure, department of the, deputy of

East

II., 44, 49.
;

from II., 439.
Sir James; I., 290, 307(?), 379.
Mr. (in 1765) L, 146.
Mr.
143 II., 34.

J., letter

;

,
returns to Berlin
IL, 51 (2),
54 (2).
, ill health of;
II., 188.
, leaves Berlin
II. .207, 216.
, unpopularity of, in
Berlin ; IL,

:

LadyErauces;

and memoranda

observations

,

by

;

Eyre
Sir

James, Lord Chief Baron of Exchequer L, 468.
;

Mr.

;

I.,

256.

Eythrope, co. Bucks
letter dated from
;

I.,
;

267.
266.

I.,

603
Fane, Earl of Westmorland conf.
, Arthur Wesley slighted by

II-,

;

11.

.attack upon, expected ; II., II.
differences of, with General Pitt

,

F.

II.,

See Freemantle, John,
F. M., agent to France ; III., 305.
Fabre d'Eglantine [Philippe Francois] ;
III., 491, 498, 499, 504, 505.
character of; III., 493.
Fabry, burgomaster III., 462.
Fag el or Fagell
H., Greffier of Holland ; I., 590; II.,
F., John.

;

:

68, 94, 121, 141, 147, 151, 160,
180, 227, 235, 236, 240, 243, 247,
250, 251, 269, 270, 287, 293, 294,
296, 325 (2), 326, 329, 365, 366,
377, 409, 414-416, 419, 420, 467,
479, 546, 641, 644, 646; III., 6,
19, 39, 52, 55, 79, 80, 182, 197,
408, 411.
, letters
from; III., 41, 43, 46,
55, 71, 73.
III., 486.
, letter to
,
refuses gift of a snuff-box, as
contrary to law; II., 601.
, domiciliary visit to
III., 41.
, dismissal of;
III., 43, 57.
III., 72, 80.
, goods of, seized ;
, ancestors of; III., 80.
, collection
of State papers belonging to III., 80.
, library and other collections of
III., 80.
See Saigas, Mons. de.
, uncle of.
James (brother of the Greffier), II.,
325; III., 47, 178.
Fairford, Lord ; I., 223, 407.

——

;

,

Lady (1723)
Mr.

;

;

Faucitt or Fawcett
Sir William, Lieut.-General, K.B. ; I.,
II., 173, 188.
277, 345, 375
Colonel (his son) Adjutant-General
I., 345 (2), 347, 348, 350, 351, 455,
531.
See Belasyse,
Fanconberg, Earl of.
;

Henry.
Favart III., 49&,
Favier or Favy, Abbe II., 552, 554, 555.
Fawcett. See Faucitt.
Fawkener, William, envoy to St. Petersburg I., 290, 308 II., 58, 59, 61,
;

;

(2), 68, 70, 73, 74, 76.
84, 88, 89, 95, 96. 100, 102, 103,.
107, 111, 131, 137, 141, 143, 149,
160, 164, 181.

;

III., 309.

letter to

,

;

II., 79.

;

Fenwick, Mr.
Fer, Mons. de;
:

II.,

437.
437.

Prince

[of

father of;

Ferdinand,

II.,

Comte

II.,

;

;

1^.

459.

Lieut.-Colonel, the late
I., 568.

I.,

;

Mr. (Scotland)
(Bengal)
translation of

;

I.,

;

Ferroniere

347, 465.

;

[History

Ferishta

195,213,235.

,

Brunswick]

:

Fermanagh, Lady;

;

III.,

;

47.

I.,

536, 541, 545, 548, 551, 552, 554,
556, 559 (2), 561, 562, 565 (3) ;
II., 12, 33, 212-215, 221, 238, 321,
323, 334, 341 ; III., 35, 37.
, letters from
I., 559, 562, 566571,577, 578,581, 583, 584; II.,
3, 13, 15 (2), 20, 21, 28, 30 (2),
35, 37-43, 50, 55, 66, 83, 101, 186,
235, 330.
letters to
,
1
550, 565, 567,
569, 570, 576, 580-582 ; II., 14,
26 (2), 33, 37, 41, 44, 67, 95, 123,
;

II,,

;

527, 530.
;

to;

;

:

I.,

alluded

;

John, Earl of Westmorland
,
suggested as Lord Lieutenant
;

114,

co. Bucks ; II., 328.
Featherstone, Sir H. III., 103.
Fellows, John, letter from
I., 3.
uncle of ; I., 3.
Feltz, Mons. de
II., 277.
Fenelon, writings of, alluded to
492.
Fenton, Captain ; I., 357.

Ferguson

appointment of I., 530.
as Lord Lieutenant
I., 531,

102,

Fawley Court,

Fane

,

59, 80,

from,

despatches
166 (2).

508.
Ferfierma,

for Ireland

II.,

129, 143.

Falernian wine II., 19.
Falkland Islands; 1 , 284, 611.
Falmouth, Lord. See Boscawen, Hugh.
Falmouth ; II., 145, 324, 357, 409, 423.
letter dated at; III., 15.
Family compact, the ; II., 135.
;

from;

letters

;

Falaise, in France

;

;

62, 65, 66

;

;

70.

I.,

;

II., 55.

;

Farnham, Earl of. See Maxwell, Barry.
Farquhar, Mr. II., 313.
Fauchet, commissary II., 539.

;

Fair Head, Ireland I., 351.
Faitpoul, character of; III., 161.

21 (2).
dismissed by ; IL, 465.
removal of; III., 35, 36.
officer

,

I., 588
II., 621.
of Hindostan byj,
263.
;

282.

II.,

Viscountcy of; I., 536.
Fermanagh county I., 167, 231.
Feroner, Mons. de II., 652.
the King's picture to be sent to
.

;

;

;

II.,

653.

Ferrand, General
his

Ferris

army

;

II.,

;

II.,

or Feris,
III., 145,

Irish

priest; II.,

467,481.

brother-in-law of;
;

548-557.

548.

111., 95.

11.,

467.

432

^

00 4
Comte

Fersen,

coachman of;

,

III., 449.

588.

I.,

;

Fitzgerald,

See Duff, James.

Fife, Earl of.

Fifeshire

Dake of L^inster cont.
as Knight of St. Patrick ; L,
182, 184.
, declines to
be President of the
Council (Ireland) L, 245.
,
as Master of the Rolls in
Ireland; L, 336.
I., 439, 458, 460.
, dismissal of;
the garter by the
, promised
Prince of Wales ; L, 440.
partv or followers of; I., 460,

Royal family
448-451.

de, assists the

in theirflight; III.,

;

Finance Committee, Report

of,

alluded to

;

III., 401.

Finch

:

Daniel, Earl of Nottingham ; I., 26.
George, Earl of Winchilsea ; I., 525,
535, 536.
Heneage, Lord Guernsey (afterwards
3rd Earl of Aylesford) I., 118.
Heneage, 4th Earl of Aylesford ; I.,
525.
Mr. (nephew of Lord Nottingham) ;

,

461,466.
, regiment of
I., 208.
, sons of
L, 320.
.brothers of.
See Fitzgerald,
Lords Charles, Edward, Henry,
;

;

;

and Robert.

26.

I.,

Seymour; II„ 23.
Finch Mason, Major;

[? Finckenstein] Count ; II., 348,
493.
Finckenstein, Count, Prussian minister
II., 61, 70, 252
III., 163, 198, 402, 437.
Findlater, Earl of.
See Ogilvy, James.
Fingal. Earl of.
See Plunkett, Arthur

Finck,

;

James.

Cape

Finisterre,

Finland

II.,

;

533.

III., 224.

;

Fiorenzo, gorge of, in Corsica ; II., 524.
Fischer, Banneret ; III., 169.
Fisher
aide de camp general ; II.. 003.
:

Mr. (Queenborough)
Mr. III., 368.

;

I.,

115.

Fitch, Captain; II., 17.
Fitterman, commissary of the Convention
IL, 543.
Fitzgerald (Fitzgarald)
Captain I., 74.
Lord Charles ; I., 298.
Lord Edward; I., 296 ; IL, 340, 349.
Lord Henry I., 296, 400, 457.
Lord Robert Stephen; I., 390; IL,
136, 265, 266, 378, 400, 425, 435,
438, 509, 637, 638 (2) ; III., 8, 9,
;

:

;

;

44, 488, 513.
III., 6, 90.
449,455, 596, 651
letters to; IL, 427, 470, 632,
;

,

651.
to

leave Switzerland

;

IL, 596.
an able nor quick-sighted
, not
man IL, 638.
permission given him to come
to England; IL, 651.
;

,

——

,

to

go

to

Copenhagen

;

III., 90.

children of ; III., 7.
valet of; IL, 378.
William Robert, 2nd Duke of LeinsL, 168, 172, 177, 188, 191,
ter
220, 230, 236, 244, 255, 259, 296298, 303, 309, 310, 318, 320, 323,
330, 383, 390, 399, 402, 404, 406,
407, 409, 412, 418, 420, 425, 427,
435, 436, 439, 443, 454, 461, 492 ;
III., 388.
, letter to ;
L, 3°3.
;

I.,

206.

297.

Fitzgibbon, John (Lord Fitzgibbon in
1789), Attorney General in Ireland; L, 165, 166, 173, 220-222,
225, 244-246, 297-299, 306, 309
(2), 311, 313, 319, 327, 346, 350,
359 (2), 362, 363, 365, 366, 369,
374, 376, 379, 381, 382, 385, 387391, 393, 394, 396 (2), 399, 402,
407, 409-414, 417-419, 422-424,
433-435, 439, 440, 442,461, 464,
469, 477.
letters from; L, 478, 544, 546, 554.
letters to ; 1 , 479, 548, 552.
plot to assassinate
I., 229, 230.
suggested as Irish Chancellor; I.,
331, 423, 426, 439, 441, 446, 459465, 468, 473, 480.
as coimsel for Lord Mornington ; L,
343.
strong support given to Government
by; I., 410-413, 417, 424 (2),
'446.
election of, in co. Limerick ; 1 , 446.
alleged unpopularity of, in Ireland
I.,

463.

proposed peerage for

L, 463.
suggested as Lord Justice I., 480.
as Lord Chancellor of Ireland I.,
479-481, 512, 542, 544, 545, 551,
568, 577, 584, 609; IL, 14, 35, 39,
66, 83, 222, 328, 445
III., 554.
;

;

;

wishes

,

I.,

;

from; IL, 115, 270, 404,

letters

;

;

;

,

pardon of;

;

Fitzgeralds, the

611.

II.,

,

,

;

letters

from;

II., 84, 128.

IL, 77, 93.
;
statement by ; I., 584.
vice-chancellorship of Dublin College offered to IL, 77.
intended removal of ; III., 36.
nephew of. See Beresford, Marcus.
Lady, libel upon; IL, 128.
Fitzherbert
Alleyne, chief secretary to the Lord
Lieutenant; I., 281, 290 (2), 294,
300, 306, 313, 315, 319, 321,
324, 327, 329 (2), 330, 332, 333,
336, 337,339, 341, 343,355,362,
363, 370, 375, 378, 381, 385, 393,
397, 401,402, 408,409, 411,415,
417-419, 435,439, 442,445, 449,
451, 454, 458, 463, 514, 519-521.
letters to

;

605
Fitzherbert cont.
Allevne, suggested resignation of
41*8,422, 426, 431, 437*

;

Fitzwilliams, George, death of;
nephew of ; I., 259.

I.,

Fiume, in Italy

wishes to be ambassador to the
Hague or Vienna; I., 424, 428,
433, 437.

279, 281; II., 198, 208,
262, 332, 409, 429, 533, 559, 598,
603, 606 ; III., 88, 413, 468, 634,
and passim. See also Netherlands,

Flanders;

,

from

letter

,

—

—

453.

I.,

;

resigns the secretaryship

,

;

goes to Spain

of, troops under,

603, 606.

I.,

;

decree for secularizing the good;; of
the clergy in III., 263.

Helens and ambassador to Spain ; II., 54 (2),
109, 204, 225, 297, 444, 447 (2),

Lord

as

,

St.

;

defence or relief of; II., 455,
598.
English troops in or for; II.,
446, 453, 455, 464, 477, 491,
502, 506, 507, 522, 548, 566

448, 508, 604, 610, 637, 643, 646,
652, 653 ; III., 5, 9, 22.

from

-.letters

II., 65, 74,

;

86, 98,

134, 203, 256, 268, 275, 374, 375,
386, 406, 409, 540, 591, 600, 615,
621, 640, 641 ; III., 32, 49.

proposal to

army

to; II., 52, 54,82,175,
392, 398, 525, 610, 612,

188,
615.

returns to Spain

,

directions for

II.,

;

II.,

;

373.

as ambassador to the
II., 464, 492, 495, 646.

Hague

;

Mr. (in 1766) I., 157.
Mrs. ; I., 362.
rumoured separation of, from
,
II., 5t9.
the Prince of Wales
;

;

W.

L, 306.

;

Due de;

Fitz-James,

Fitzmaurice, Mrs.;

III., 2.

I.,

;

159.

vetoed by Pitt

164, 182, 191,203,

I.,

316.
;

182.

II.,

560.
II.,

Dutch II., 386 III., 224, 279.
French; II., 389, 406, 407, 415,
;

West;

572,578, 591.

IT.,

troops in
5C5.
,

as secretary to the
tenant I., 247.

Lord Lieu-

Flat Island

;

Colonel (in 1720)

;

L, 65.

;

I.,

;

;

;

629.

George Henry, Earl of Euston

;

I.,

525.

William,

Duke of Cleveland ;

I.,

526,

527.
Fitzwilliam, William Wentworth, Earl
Fitzwilliam, I., 505, 510; II., 335,

607.

Lord President of the Council;
638, 644.

appointment of, as Lord Lieutenant
1L, 610, 634, 637, 642, 644.
III.,
as Lord Lieutenant of Ireland
;

14, 17, 35, 36, 38.
letters

from

letter to

;

II.,

;

630

;

III., 9, 17.

III., 13.

proposals by

;

III.,

36-38.

II.,

471, 506, 507,

And

see Ships,

See Toulon,

at Toulon.

Augustus Henry, Duke of Grafton
II., 337.
1., 498
II.,
Charles, Lord Southampton

;

528.

Fleet, the, passim.

Fitzroy

II.,

;

620.

as clerk of the Pleas in Ireland

,

as

separate

646, 648.
French project for invasion of; II.,
443.
possession of; III., 230,232.
successes in ; II., 598.
mails ; II., 302.
operations in; II., 475, 477, 593.
ports of ; II., 598.
Prussian army to march to ; II., 600.
Scotch brigade in ; II., 507 ; III.,
440, 444.
Austrian.
See Netherlands, Aus;

Hon. Richard;

I.,

make a

trian.

Fitzpatrick

>,

(2),

558-569.

II.,
,

365.

,

415,
492,

suggested withdrawal of;

,

,

559,

599, 600, 605, 650.

letters

,

I.,

allied armies in; II., 407 417, and
See also Cobourg, Prince
passim.

I.,

445.
,

259.

287.

III.,

;

1.,

See Mediter-

for the Mediterranean.

ranean,
for Spain
for the

II.,

;

West

386.

Indies

;

II.,

402, 403.

floating batteries of

;

II.,

623.

movements of;

I., 28, 589, 613; II.,
380, 387, 408, 444, 623 ; IIL, 92,
162.

mutiny

in

;

IIL, 330.

And

see Ports-

mouth and the Nore.
officers of, orders to

be given to

;

IIL,

35.
pressing for; II., 361.
sickness in ; L, 602.
troops with ; II., 423.
victualling of ; IIL, 545.
want of men for ; II., 423.
Russian Empress enquires concerning ; II., 129.
design against; 1L, 136, 137.

606
Fleet, the

cont.

takes French ships II., 586.
to co-operate with Austria against
Nice; II., 631.
dreaded by the French ; III., 16.
accused of seizing American mariners ; in., 525.
;

Fleetwood, Mr.
I., 14.
death of I., 53.
son of I., 14.
Fleming, Mr.; II., 416.
Flemings, the, are tired of the French
yoke, III., 263.
;

;

;

Flemish commotions

or revolution

;

I.,

281, 544.
deputies ; III., 411.
Fleuriot, Mocs. de, Eoyalist commander
III., 1J5.
Fleurus, French posts at ; II., 592,
Flint, Mr. ; III., 71, 95, 294, 437.
Flint, in

Wales

;

;

;

554;

of;

I.,

12.

English minister at III., 167.
letter dated at
II., 536.
;

;

pictures
picture gallerv,
*
at

wine

and

statues

II., 5.

;

I.,

;

99,131,189, 203, 204, 263;

III.,

440.
204.
dismissal of; II., 256, 257, 262, 368,
369.
Flotte; II., 457, 481.
Floyd, or Lloyd, Mr. (1747) ; I., 113, 115.
(in India) ; II., 103.
Flushing or Vlissingen ; II., 279, 361,
370, 379, 380, 605, 610, 612 ; III.,
224.
basin and canal at ; II., 275.
East India House at; III., 73.
neglect of means of defence at ; II.,
612, 613.
port of, arrangements concerning
;

225, 300, 306. 310, 381, 406.
Sir William ; I., 568.
Ford, Commodore or Admiral ; II., 465
I.,

;

305, 306, 310, 322, 339, 373, 374,
396, 403, 414, 448, 450,509,638
(2) ; III., 31, 279, 294, 299, 307,
308, 320, 323, 328.
clerk in, said to be bought by the
French; II., 445.
Journal ; II., 488.
papers in or belonging to; II., 186,

253 (2).
suggested appointment of the Duke
of Portland to; II., 595.
Grenville to remain at ; II., 597.
And see
Foreign Secretary; II., 74.
Osborne, Marquis of Carmarthen and
Duke of Leeds Grenville, Lord.
Forez, the, expected insurrection in ; III.,

Forgery, person convicted of

Florida Blanca, Count, Spanish minister ;
I., 596, 603; II., 52, 53, 65, 74, 82,

from

;

Mr.

95.

;

;

letter

;

;

26.

II., 573.
Florenville, citoyen
I., 184, 572.
East ; I., 559, 574.

Florida

Forbes:
George, Lord Forbes (afterwards 5th
Earl of Granard) I., 154, 155.
George, 6th Earl of Granard ; I.-, 337,
353, 420,492.
, members returned by
I., 466.

III.,

1.

Duke

;

;

III., 27.

121, 330, 512,

;

III., 97.

Sir Frederick
I., 564, 578.
I., 578.
, handbill signed by ;
Henry; I., 163 (2), 166, 169, 175,
177, 182, 184, 186, 192, 222, 225,
226, 244, 249, 254.
vice-treasurer for Ireland
, as
I., 472.
, cousin of;
I., 184.
II.,

Due de

Richelieu ; I., 147.
treaty of, alluded to
II., 508. „
Fontaine, officer of artillery; L, 571.
Fontenay, Madame de III., 85.
Fonton, dragoman ; II., 458.

Fordyce, Mr. III., 562.
Foreign business, discussion of ; I., 474.
Foreign Office; I., 246, 582, 596; II., 12,
77, 91, 142, 149, 198 (2), 200,
206 (2), 224, 243, 246, 250, 259,

Flood

Florence;

Fontainbleau con t.
operas at, ordered by the

II.,

de,

I.,

;

502.

French minister for

Foreign Affairs II., 445, 456, 457,
459,461, 472, 510 (2), 511, 514,
;

515, 518, 523, 526, 527, 530, 537,
538, 542, 543, 551, 554-557, 573,
579.
speech by ; II., 457.
II., 510.
clerk of
;

See Mola

Formica.

Gaeta.

di

Forster:

See Foster.

John.

Mr., Cornwall

;

108, 120.

I.,

Fort Augustus I., 556.
George, Scotland, I,, 556.
Louis; II., 430; III., 131.
Recovery, U.S.A., attack upon
;

;

III.,

529.

David, Madras

St.

III., 73.

Foley, Mr. I., 119, 145.
Folke, co. Dorset ; I., 3.
Folkestone,
Lord
[Jacob
Pleydell
Bouverie] ; HI., 402.
Follett, Lieutenant ; I., 457.
Fonsenbert; II., 541.
Fontainbleau ; II., 164.
French court at ; I., 147, 151.

Mons.

Forgues",

;

St,

;

I., 8.

,

government of;

,

letter

I.,

George, Madras;

1.,

,

Governor

,

letters

of.

18.

I.,

dated at;

10.

37, 43, 53,

.See Pitt,

addressed to

;

Thomas.
L, 3-40,

passim.
,

letters

dated at

;

I.,

2-42, pas-

sim.

William, Scotland;

I.,

556.

607
Fortescue
Captain I., 290.
Hester (wife of Hugh, 3rd Baron
Fortescue, and daughter of George
L, 196, 35.5, 361,
Grenville, sen.)
367, 496, 502.
;

;

Hugh;

I.,

"William Charles, Lord Clermont
190.

William Henry, Lord Clermont

;

;

I.,

III.,

49.

Forth and Clyde navigation I., 556.
Forty Hill, Enfield I., 25, 36, 38.
;

;

328; III., 546.
unpopular in Ireland
,

;

I.,

224,

227.
plot to assassinate ; I., 229,
,
230.
of the Irish House
, as Speaker
of Commons; I., 255, 259, 290,
303, 365, 389, 391, 399, 402, 459,
II., 28, 42, 66.
554, 568, 581
, suggested
as Lord Justice ; I.,
480.
, pension for, III., 554.
a peeress ;
, wife of, to he made
;

I.,
,

568-570.
brother

;

;

359 III., 478.
envoy from, to Russia
;

See Foster, Wil-

of.

William, chaplain of the Irish House
of Commons I., 223, 290.
— , as Bishop of Cork, and translated to Kilmore
I., 571.
III., 497.
Foulon, murder of
Fouquier Tinville [Antoine] public prosecutor II., 555, 570-572.
denunciations by II., 590.
;

;

;

;

;

III., 497.

Fowey

or For, co. Cornwall, election at
108, 110, 111, 114, 119, 122, 127.
Fowler, Robert, Archbishop of Dublin ;
I.,
191, 201, 226, 480, 560-562,
564, 5GC, 567, 570.
•letter to; I., 319.
I., 481.
to be Lord Justice
Fox, Charles James; I., 180, 190, 202,
205, 210, 247,249,252,261 ; II.,
103, 114, 144, 150, 154, 165, 202,
" 220, 271, 437.
speeches of, alluded to I., 186, 216 ;
III., 315.
as possible Prime Minister; I., 182,
188.
the King's dislike of I., 192.
his taking office discussed ; I., 193
II., 597.
coalition of, with Lord North ; I.,
195, 197, 206, 207.
to be Home Secretary ; L, 198.
attacks the Irish propositions ; I.,
251, 252.
I.,

;

;

;

;

;

Empress of Russia conII., 364.
cerning
return of, to the House of Commons
III., 404.
his accession to the Cabinet ironically
suggested II., 597.
party of, or Foxites ; I., 391, 448 ;
IL, 354, 370.
Foy, co/ Cornwall. See Fowey.
France, Kings of
;

;

:

[Johnl;

III., 451.

:

Charles V.]
III., 451.
Charles VI.] HI., 451.
III., 451.
Charles VII.]
;

:

;

:

;

Xouis XIV.]
28 (2); II.,

XV.]

[Louis

——
-

I., 6,

;

7, 96,
I.,

;

,

Queen of;

,

son

,

—

—.

of,

,

610;

II.,

8,

12, 13,

26,

411,430.

65, 147, 154, 155.
147, 155.

I.,

the

Avife

[Louis XVI.]

—

II., 149.
the opposition

over

influence of,
II., 344.
speech of the

155.

liam.

Foumier;

400.

toleration for Koman Catholics
II.
40, 41.
and the French Revolution II., 58,

and

;

addressed to ; I., 35.
Foster or Forster
John; L, 167, 169, 183, 191,222,
223, 228, 230, 236, 237, 255 ; II.,
letter

—

;

I.,

as 3rd Baron Fortescue • L,
316, 355, 367, 380, 487, 502, 513.
See Fortescue, Hester.
, wife of.

—

cont.
in relation to the King's illness and
the regency I., 362, 365, 367, 368,
371, 372, 374, 377, 382, 385-389,
398, 435.
said to have bought the newspapers ;

203, 209, 212.

,

i

Fox, Charles James

Dauphin;

of

;

I.,

I.,

151,

151.

L, 484, 485, 525, 608,
83, 93, 109, 112-116,
;

120, 122, 131, 133, 136, 152,277,
278, 309, 310, 356, 589 ; HL, 181,
413, 436, 411, 464, 474, 497, 507,

512,513.
III., 249.
, agents of;
II., 259.
, Cabinet of;
conduct or proceedings of; II.
117, 192,204, 242,265,302.
Court of. See France, Court
,
,

of.

friends or attendants of;
116,267, 564; III., 479, 512.

II.,

Gardes du Corps of;

85,

,

,

II.,

116.

household of;

III., 476.
from, alluded to; II.
108, 156, 204, 266, 285.
, letter
to, alluded to; IL, 2C5,
206,
library of, contents of; II.,
,
461.
, offers for purchasing, from
England and Holland ; II V 461.
, missions of ;
III., 458, 460, 487.
of ; I., 484.
, troops
And see
Frauce, army of.
, called " the King of shreds and
patches"; IL, 112.
flight and arrest of (June,
,
1791); IL, 107-112, 115, 117,
458; III., 472, 513.
,

,

,

letters

608
cont.
France, King of, [Louis XVI.]
flight of, narrative of ;
III.,
,
448-450.
manifesto of, appointing his
,
brother Regent in case of need
III, 450, 451.
, defence of, by the Swiss Guards.
See Swiss Guards.
the National Assembly
, flies to
III., 472.
, obliged to wear the cockades of
the National .Assembly ; II., 130.
system of government to be
,
offered to ; II., 146
, accusation of attempted poisoning against ; II., 582.
efforts in behalf of; II., 159,
302, 376 ; III., 458-461, 478, 482

—

;

,

(2).

imprisonment,

,

trial

and execu-

tion of; II., 114, 212,277,300-302,

357, 360, 370-376, 391, 459,
583, 589 III., 43, 85, 86, 103,
451, 452, 458, 459-461, 463,
480, 482, 484, 532.
wife of.
See Queen Marie
,
Antoinette, below.
, children of
II., 113 ; III., 481.
And see Louis, the Dauphin, and
Madame Hoy ale, below.
family of. See France, Royal
family of.
Dauphin, eldest son
, Louis, the
of; I., 610; IL, 115, 116, 154.
[as Louis XVII.] 391, 405, 459,
549, 550, 563, 564, 599, 616;
III., 84, 449, 459, 460, 479-484,
487, 531.
failing health of; II.,
,
,
466, 488, 529, 556, 564.
,
III., 78 (2), 88.
, death of;
329,
462,
160,
479,

;

;

,

[Louis XVIIL], Louis Stanislas
Xavier, brother of Louis XVL,
Comte de Provence ; III., 78, 88,
103-124, 129, 135, 198, 213, SOSSOS, 333, 367, 368,407, 449,450.
And see Provence, Comte de.
III., 101.
, proposed coinage of;
issues a manifesto; III., 103,
,

104, 132, 149.
, health of, drunk;
III., 121.
, family of;
II., 212.
Charles, brother of Louis XVL, afterSee Artois,
wards Charles X.

Comte de.
Queen of, Marie Antoinette, wife of
Louis

XVL;

L, 610; IL, 97, 112,

113, 115. 120, 122, 391, 405; III.,
474, 480, 484.
attendants or friends of; IL,
,

prayers for ; IL, 420.
as an Austrian Archduchess ;
,
III., 480.
III., 480, 482.
, unpopularity of;
,

,

flight

of,

,

illness of;

perilous situation of; IL, 112,

,

122,300-302, 329;

from

Paris.

Sfce

459 (2),

III.,

482, 484.
refused to leave her husband,
,
and would refuse to leave her
children ; III., 481.
, at the Temple ;
IL, 311.
sent to the Conciergerie
,
IL,
412, 420.
, trial and execution of ;
IL, 307,
308, 412 (2), 450, 459, 460 ; III.,
103, 463, 502.
Madame Royale, daughter of Louis
IL, 472, 488,528,529, 571 ;
;
III., 449.
Madame Elizabeth, sister of Louis
XVI; IL, 116, 472,550; III., 449.
, heroism of;
IL, 556.
imprisonment and death of
,
IL, 466, 488, 528, 529, 570, 571 ;
;

XVL

-

III., 103.

France, passim.

Admiralty

or Marine tribunals of;

III., 524.

in or state of; I., 280, 281,
329, 353, 484, 485 ; II. and III.,
passim.
, reports on ;
III., 62-67, 80-86,

affairs

397-399. And see Paris, bulletins
from,
ambassadors or ministers from, to
foreign courts; IL, 46, 122, 130,
III.,
136, 146, 281, 283, 313, 355
;

148.

And

under the several

see

countries.
And
,
to England; IL, 128.
see Luzerne, de la ; Barthelemi,

and Chauvelin.
to the Hague
,

III.,

;

428, 447.

ambassadors to I., 147.
from America.
See
;

Morris,

Robert.

from England. See Gower, Lord,

and Harris, Lord Malmesbury.
See Aranjo,
from Portugal.
Mons. de.
from Prussia. See Goltz, Count.
from Russia.
See Simolin,
Mons. de.
ambassadress to (English)
anarchy in passim.

I.,

;

137,

;

and India I., 281.
and the other European powers.
under the various countries.
Archbishop in I., 357.
army of. See French army.
;

See

;

Batavian legion
or
bureaux
ministers

:

in

—

of Finance;

108,356,517.

Royal Family,

France, Queen oi—cont.

;

1 1.,

277.

departments

and

484;

153;

I.,

II.,

III., 160, 161, 187.
, committee of ; IL, 181, 195.
I., 484
IL,
of Foreign affairs
288; III., 160, 161, 239, 240,
339, 340, 347, 350, 459. And
;

;

Le Brun,Forgues, Bouchette

flight of, below.

see

1IL, 472.

and Talleyrand.

France, bureaux, &c. of cont.
of Foreign affairs, expenses of;
554.

II., 538, 542,

of the Interior

III., 160, 161.
;
Pare,
II., 589.
of Liquidations
president of; II., 589.
And
of the Navy; III., 161.
see d'Alberade.
of Police; III., 198, 398.
of War ; II., 590 ; III , 160, 161,
448, 473, 493, 498, 503, 506,
507. And see Bouchette.
III., 503, 507.
, clerks of
f
committee of, or Coinite
militaire; II., 547, 563,569572, 580, 585, 590; III., 493.
,
President of. See
,

And see

;

;

Darcon.
, Secretary General
Vincent.

Charte Constitutionelle of;

of.

See

II.,

153,

,

in

;

II.,

206, 217.

proposed restoration of;

,

memoir e upon

cont.

of, list of; III.,

491.

491-508.
See Robespierre,
III.,

;

President of.
Maximilien.
proceedings in; II., 456-461,
486-488, 510, 511, 526-528, 531,
532, 537-540, 542-544, 549-551,
553-557, 560-564, 567-576, 579,

,

590, 592; III., 63, 501.
,
expiration of its powers ; II.,
537.
,
reconstruction of II., 542,
587.
military operations controlled
,
by ; II., 547.
de Surete Generale
, the Comite
is subordinate to
III., 495, 496.
falls
into the hands of the
moderate party HI., 532.
, secretaries
of
II., 528.
And
see Carnot.
, Secretary- General of; III., 161.
;

;

;

Comite de Surete Generale II., 462,
463,466, 471, 542, 550,551,588;
III., 65, 498, 506, 507,

purchaser of; III., 354.
churches of, spoliation of; II., 463,
,

472.
,

members

;

III.,

84, 85.

532.

description of
III., 495, 496.
members of ; II., 567, 579.
Comite de Surveillance III., 496.
Commercial Company in III., 161.
, treaty with ;
I., 274 ; III., 154.
,

;

,

;

re-opened

clergy of

,

;

154.

Church lands

France, Comite du Salut Public

;

;

III., 66.

II., 184.

And see

;

Priests

Commissaries

in.

* Clubocatrie " of; II., 153.
And
see Paris, clubs of.
coinage of money in ; II., 153.
colonies of; I., 504, 599, 600, 615 ;
And
II., 217, 287 ; III., 478, 484.
see French islands, and under the
various names.
, regulations concerning ;
1., 595.
cession of; III., 224,
, proposed
230, 533.
Comite diplomatique ; II., 153, 259.
Comite des Neuf. See Comite du
Salut Public.
Comite de Revision ou de Recherches ;
II., 152, 154.
II., 154.
, president of;
Comite du Salut Public or Comite des
Neuf ; II., 462, 463, 466, 471-473,
480,481,487, 488,510, 514, 515,
517-522, 530-532, 539, 544, 547,
548, 552, 574, 579; III., 29, 48, 61,
67, 69, 82, 86, 114, 115, 489, 490.
agents of
II., 514, 547, 554,
555, 562, 573, 579, 581, 583.
III., 95.
, clerks of
commissioners
, commissaries or
of; II., 539, 554, 556, 557, 562,
563 (2), 573, 580, 581.
III., 496,
, financial resources of ;
497.
,
levies of men by ; III., 489,
490.
meeting places of; II., 531,
,
542, 560, 585.
members of; II., 459, 616;
,
III., 86, 160, 198.
;

;

in

;

III., 63.

Commission of Legislation of; III., 86.
Compagnie de Jesus in III., 399.
;

Constitution (of 1791); II., 181.
(of 1793) ; III., 65, 149.
Constable of; II., 356.
consultation at Pilnitz concerning.

See Pilnitz.
Controller General in; I., 278; III.,
424.
III., 160.
, secretary of ;
Council of Ancients III., 372.
of Five Hundred ; HI., 351.
Councils, the Two (the Legislative
bo3y) ; III., 309, 335, 339, 340,
347, 349, 351, 353^356,357, 372,
And see Council of
397, 398.
Ancients,
a?id
of
the
Five
Hundred, above.
of, with the Directory.
, quarrel
See Directory.
Court of (Court of Versailles, Bourbon
Court) ; I., 147, 148, 278, 353, 555 ;
II., 46-48, 281, 282 ; III., 462.
gloom at I., 610.
Grenville's mission to ; I., 283.
Crown of; I., 329.
jewels ; II., 554.
lands
II., 217.
demands of I., 183.
departments of :
, armee
revolutionnaire in ; III.,
497.
, lack of corn in ;
III., 482.
;

——

;

;

—

;

,

duNord;

,

du Pas de Calais

,

de l'Aine

II.,

;

II.,

153.
;

II.,

153.

153.
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France, departments of

France, factions in

eont.

money

departments
Bureaux.

of,

party

;

;

219, 223, 307, 331, 340, 370,
380, 39S, 399, 464, 479, 484,
494, 499-508. And see Paris,

Jacobin Club

;

measures

Flanders

of, in

;

;

;

Moderes

.

III.,

;

distress or

famine in

;

439

II.,

;

III.,

13, 15, 51, 59, 63, 80-86, 246, 473,

474, 482, 488, 490, 502, 538.

Duke

See Sackville.
England, secretary to

of Dorset in.

embassy

of, in

355.
I.,
emissaries from
435, 438, 462.
English prisoners in
II.,

;

II.,

;

III.,

582

;

47,
III.,

276,277.
III.,
Etats Generaux L, 484, 485
451.
I., 490.
, President of ;
, negotiation of, with the King of
See Prussia, King of.
Prussia.

factions in

:

;

;

;

Terrorists

III., 65, 66.

;

Farmers-general of
Fete a VEternel in

571.
589.
finances of II., 206, 208, 242, 250,
278, 280, 284, 287, 350, 452, 579,
590; III., 81, 82, 219, 222, 231,
237, 348, 355, 417, 489, 491.
frontiers of; II., 86, 170, 464; III.,
88.
Garde de Sceau in. See Danton.
;

II.,

;

II.,

;

Garde Rationale

II., 107, 116, 122,
;
287, 472, 508, 528, 545, 567, 574
III.-, 468, 472.
, Commandant cf ;
II., 472.
,
reconstruction of; II., 153
III., 62, 341.
leads the King to execution
,
II., 583.
government or rulers of; III., passim.
And see the various committees,
;

314

;

;

;

Septembriseurs III., 505.
Societe des defenseurs des droits
de l'homme III., 505.

orders of; III., 309.
divisions in ; III., 340,341, 345,
346, 354.
extravagant pretensions of
,

;

II.,

;

,

(the struggle or the contest")
342, 343, 345, 354, 355.
III , 396.
-, triumphs of

86, 341, 505,

462, 473, 549.
III., 496, 502, 505,
506.
Philippotins ; III., 499.
Iiolandistes ; III., 505.
Sans-culottes
II., 457, 459, 460,
463,519, 522, 532, 540; III.,
505.

,,

and Councils, quarrel between

III., 85,

Monarchiens
Montagnards

263 (2).

,

;

532.

III.,

III., 341, 377.

at.

Maratists
III., 483, 497.
Mitoyennistes II., 549.

;

——

Commune,

See

of.

Independents III., 85, 86.
Jacobins; II., 266, 273, 278,285,
295,305,316, 317, 326, 479,
490, 519, 520, 549 III., 85, 86,

Directory, the; III., 181, 191, 197,
198, 213, 216, 217, 222, 225, 239,
296, 305, 347, 348, 351, 356, 357,
371, 397-399.
members of ; III.,
, note on the
159.
III., 222.
, treasury of, empty
" stock-jobbing " of III., 223.
,
Eng, and the negotiations with
land ; III., 239-241, 259, 265 (2),
339-356,
378, 379.
276, 278, 282,
III.,
, under Prussian influence ;
252.
from
answers
III.,
insolent
,
;
186, 255, 256.
of;
III.,
weakness
262,
347,
,
349.
,

408, 457; III.,

II.,

Hebertistes.

See

official.

cont.

Girondists;
483.

levied in ; II., 584.
municipalities and directories
,
of; III., 508.
,

;

—

——

8fc. in.

horse-racing in I., 154, 155.
Hotels de Ville or Maisons de Commerce in; II., 315.
imports and exports of I., 200, 231,
261, 549, 600; II., 29 ; III., 59.
insurrections in; II., 532.
And see
;

Anti-Brissotins III., 498.
Brissotins II.. 397, 457, 459, 460,
462, 519; III., 491, 492, 497,
500, 503, 504.
Carmagnols; II., 452.
Clementins ; III., 505.
Commune, party of or Hebertists";
III., 498, 501-506, 508, 573,
574.
III., 500, 532,
Constitutionels
533.
Dieux inferuaux, meetings of
III., 492.
Enrages; II., 251.
Exageres ; III., 493.
III., 85, 86, 500,
Federalistes
532.
Feuillaus ; III., 500.
;

;

;

;

;

La Vendee.
Legislative body (in 1797)
Councils, the two, above.
maitre des Postes
II., 110.

j

see

;

marechal

de

Camp

of,

rank

of

III., 1.
of, massacre of
II., 564.
National Assembly, the 1st or Constituent Assembly [Juue 1789]

magistrates

;

;

525, 539, f»61, 606, 608; II.,
69, 85, 108, 118, 131, 133-136,
152, 1G4, 171, 267, 356, 553
III.,
86, 451.
I.,

;
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France, National Assembly, the
clerks of;

,

,
,

cont.

1st,

609.

I.,

II.,
,

cockades of; II., 130.
commissaries from II., 115.
decrees of, mentioned; I., 610;
115, 152, 153; III., 448.
Huissiers of I., 610.
leaders of; I., 610; II., 135,

150.

addressed to

letters or petition

,

92

I.,

III., 66.
,

;

,

,

II.,
,

;

members of, demand bribes;
203.
proceedings in; II., 116, 153,

154, 181.
sitting

,

of,

described
I.,

;

;

1

609,

,

;

242, 262, 285, 300,307, 515,
553 ; III., 159, 161, 460, 463, 493.
II.,

commissioners from;

304

II.,

00decrees of, mentioned ; II.,
III., 460.
, Hall of;
IL, 301.
.Journal of; II., 306.
National
Convention
(September
1792) ; II., 352, 353, 355, 356, 364,
365, 375, 391, 412, 413, 429, 449,
453-457, 459-463, 466, 472, 481,
520-522, 538, 540, 542, 548-551,
554, 556, 557, 561-563, 567, 668,
571-576, 580, 590, 633, 646 ; III.,
29, 40, 59, 64, 70, 80-85, 161, 472474, 483, 484, 492, 493, 498, 501508, 511, 531, 532.
, agents of;
II , 573.
the rising in Brittany and
, and
ia Vendee II., 530, 531, 604 ; III.,
13, 51, 538-540.
, commissaries or
commissioners
of; IL, 357, 466, 472, 487, 531,
543, 547, 570, 580; III., 60.
, committees of ;
IL, 462.
, correspondents of, in
England
III., 480, 481, 514.
, decrees of, mentioned
IL, 359,
650; III., 495, 496.
,

312

;

;

——

;

;

, Executive Council of
IL, 334,
335, 344, 358, 375, 526, 580..
;

Commissioners of;
,
567,568, 580.

IL,

,

,

factions or

members or deputies

of
IL,
584, 587, 616; III., 64, 82,
And see
95, 117, 129, 532, 538.
;

391,

under their names.
,

description of

,

;

III.,

64,

65, 85, 86.
,

,

imprisoned

508.
, negotiations
II ., 527, 528,

of,

;

III.,

III., 474.

;

See

treaty of, with Prussia.

Prussia, King of.
,
treaty of, with Sweden
II.
515.
, speech of Robespierre against
IL, 588,
of the young king a dis, death
advantage to ; III., 78.
Robespierre denounced in
,
III., 473.
, speedy dissolution of, expected
III., 51, 483.
is losing its head; III., 484.
, is a chaos
III., 533.
, last days of;
III., 160.
naturalized citizen of; IL, 325.
news from; I., 53, 54, 297, 310 ;
IL, 632. And see Paris, bulletins
from.
old government of, mildness of; III.,
;

;

;

,

;

69.

orders for corn from
Pairie of ; L, 329.

money

paper

;

L, 483.

See

in.

French

assignats.

Parliament of
,

,

;

I.,

150, 154, 155.
155.

Grande Chambre de; I.,
members of; III., 451.

, resistance by, to proposed taxation
III., 417.
;

people of. See French, the.
person taking refuge in IL, 582.
;

Pitt's visit to; I., 219.
plots in ; III., 219.
price of money in ; III., 483.
priests in, return of, and respect
shown to; III., 66, 84, 85.

provinces of, commissioners in ; III.
496, 498, 503.
provisional Government of; IL, 375.
public opinion in ; II. , 182 ; III.,
18, 64.

refugees from.
See French emigrants.
Regent of [Duke of Orleans] L, 56.
Regents of ; IL, 268.
residents in passi?n.
revenues of, commissioner of ; IL,
571,
revolution in, or the French revolution: L, 484, 485, 490, 561, 606,
608 II. and III., passim.
,
believed to be nearly at an
end ; I., 485, 525 IL, 464.
, principles of, fear of the spread
of; IL, 184.
:

divisions in ; III.,
And see France,

85, 36, 491.
factions in, above.
,

,

——

609, 610.

National Assembly, the 2nd or Legislative Assembly [October 1791]

,

property in the hands of; III.,

490.
, report to

;

III., 450, 458.

610.
, President of

cont.

negotiations of, with Spain
III., 57.
, President of ;
IL, 582.
, proceedings
of ; IL, 412, 440;
,

;

,

France, National Convention

507,

with America

;

;

;

——

,

,

Burke's views on IL, 193.
view taken of, in America ; IL,

223.

;
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France, revolution in cont.
leaders of; II., 331. And see
,
under their names.
Royal cause or party in. See French
royalist party.

Royal family of;

II., 313, 317 (2),
335, 413, 420, 472 ; 111.,
459-461, 472, 481, 482.
, members of.
See above.
, flight
and arrest of; II., 107112, 115, 120, 122; III., 448,
450.
,
close confinement of, in the
Tuileries; II., 116.
, in the Temple
II., 523.
Royal houses, sale of the furniture. of
III., 161 (2).
Sainte guillotine in II., 459.
Secretary of State in II., 267.
ships built for or in ; II., 275 ; III.,
87.
Societe de la Propagande in ; II., G8,
123, 342.
southern provinces of; I., 136-1.38,
148
II., 427
429, 569 III., 25,
31, 83, 84, 484, 485.
trade of; I., 189, 323 ; II., 260, 2G1,
350; III., 420, 421.

318,

;

;

;

;

;

travellers to and from
trees of liberty in, cut

;

passim.

down

;

III., 83.

Tresor or Tresorerie Nationale

;

II.,

570, 572, 574, 576, 587.
, exhaustion of;
III., 81, 82,
Tribunal Revolutionaire ; II., 550,
560-562, 568, 570, 583, 586, 587,
590; III., 496.
, accusateur of;
II., 55!, 555.
, reconstitution of;
II., 588.
^, executions by order of; II.,
589.
wars of; II., from 262 passim ; III.,

——

passim.
-west coast of

II., 469.
assistance to the Pretender from ;
51.
attitude of, towards England ;

149

,
,

,

cont.

new

constitution of, to be offered to
the king; II., 154.
crusade against; II., 167, 177, 181,
273.
crisis in; II., 291, 294.
retention of Savoy by ; II., 322.
new republic of; II., 339.
, recognition of;
II., 351.
declaration of war against England
by; II., 378, 524.
chances of the restoration of the
monarchy in; II., 391, 609, 617,
638; III., 15, 84-86, 88, 135,136,
187, 397, 532.
expected rising in II., 429.
evacuation of conquests by; II.,
430.
English fleet to range the coast of;
II., 444.
proposed invasion of England by II.,
454, 466, 518, 556; III. ; 214,
217.
anarchist or republican faction only
left in ; II., 462.
proscription of religion in ; II., 463,
472.
military position of, reading of a
paper on ; II., 515.
towns in, seeking English protection ;
II., 517.
danger to, from England and the
Emperor; II., 521.
belief that England would treat with
a stable power in II., 549.
is expecting proposals of peace from
England and Prussia II., 562.
means of resistance of ; II., 591, 593.
surrender of Flanders to II., 598.
mishaps and misconduct in the war
with; II., 602, 648.
not strong enough to disturb England ;
.

;

;

;

;

;

II.,

;

603.

I.,

chance of a counter revolution

I.,

616, 617, 619.
irrecoverable detriment done to the
navy and commerce of; II., 627.

341, 342,351.
negotiations of, with England ; I.,
265 ; II., 561 ; III., 255, 329, 330
And see
(3), 333-337, 369, 379.
Lille, negotiations at.
;

France

II.,

minutes of III., 239-242,
note concerning; III., 562.
proposed; II., 598; III., 135,
;

136, 140, 149, 169, 170, 181, 190,
191, 228, 229,310, 327 (2).
III., 317.
And see
, regretted ;
George III., dislike of, &c.
III., 290.
, rupture of:
with the Baltic
negotiations
of,
II.,
powers ;
578.
with
Austria
,
or the Emperor.
See Austria.
Spain.
with
See
,
Spain.
negotiations of German princes with.
See Germany, princes of.
proposed recall of aml^assadors from ;
11., 117.

in

must be invaded by Frenchmen

;

;

II.,

II.,

630.

danger to the colony at the Cape,

from II., 645.
danger of the invasion of Italy by
;

;

III., 2.

supply of provisions

to,

objected to

;

III., 59.

celebration of the ftecadi in ; III.,
66.
religious liberty restored in ; III., 66,
84.

tendenc}' towards a settled state in

;

III., 69, 80, 81, 140.

change of opinion in (towards royalty
and religion) III., 83-85.
;

new

constitution of; III., 149.
conquests of, in Italy III., 212, 396.
comparison of, with ancient Rome
;

III., 230.
future government of; III., 231.
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France cont.
power of, stretches from the Alps

to

;

III., 233.
the pillars of Hemules
reception of Loid Malmesbury in ;
III., 260.
elections in
III., 309, 398.
demands of; III., 333.
expedition of, against Ireland III.,
361.
new revolution in III., 372.
increasing embarrassment in ; III.,
417.
interposition of, in favour of America
III., 462.
" not her enmity but her friendship is
terrible " III., 465.
is willing to lose her colonies ; III.,
478.
proposals for barring the aggressions
of; III., 516.
partiality shown to, by the Americans III., 524, 525.
hatred of England in III., 533.
expected return of the emigres to ;
III., 533.
France, Isle de. See Mauritius.
Franche Comte; II., 457 ; III., 83, 131.
scarcity in; III., 490.
Franco-Irish regiments III., 2.
Francois, mulatto; 478.
Frankfurt or Frankfort am Main (Francfort)
II., 85, 118, 535,543,565,
578, 642 III., 50, 51, 213, 448.
banker at I J., 493.
ladies cf ; II., 396.
letters dated at ; II., 625, 633, 636640.
coronation of the Emperor at; II.,
283.
reported attempt to poison the Emperor at II., 295.
French Commissioners at II., 525,
543.
Lord Malmesbury intends to leave ;
II., 626, 628.
military concert signed at
II., 628.
proposed congress at III., 78.
Eraser, Frazer (Frazier):
Captain ; III.,385, 388.
Charles Henry, resident at Hamburg
III., 20, 40, 78, 158, 178, 182, 193,
222, 233, 447.
Mr., secretary of legation; II., 99,
226.
Mr., India (1785)
L, 257.
Simon, Lord Lovat, trial of, alluded
to; L, 125.
"William, LT nder Secretary of State
III., 437.
William, in India ; I., 1, 2, 18, 32, 37,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

38, 40, 41-46,48.

;

;

94090.

j

Parliamentary elections;
107, 109 (3), 111-134.
wife of [Augusta], Princess and
Dowager Princess of Wales I.,
115, 135.
, keeper
of the Privy purse to.

in relation to
I.,

;

See

Anne,

Pitt,

chancellor, attorney, and
solicitor
of; I., 132.
minister or agent of; I., 131.
servants of; II., 122.
usher of; L, 111.
Frederick, Dake of York, 2nd son of
George III. I., 292, 293, 376, 378,
443, 4S2, 471, 474, 558; II, 34,
179,249, 505, 602, 656; III., 11,
17, 24, 25, 91, 102, 148, 236, 242,
243, 257, 267, 414.
;

from II., 133, 393, 559.
alluded to; II., 435, 558,
606.
letter to
III., 453.
aide-de-camp of
II., 387.
debt of ; 11,309. 314.
forces under; II., 386, 389,
417, 442, 448, 576, 605 ; III.,
514.
friend of II., 220.
martinetism of ; II., 349.
messenger of; III., 452.
officers of; II., 605.
his visit to Berlin; II., 82 (2),
letters

;

,

560,

;

;

391,
484,

;

155,

167, 205.
his marriage to the Princess Frederica

of Prussia; II., 131, 133 (2), 155,
156, 175, 179, 183, 188, 196-203,
205, 215, 216, 220, 227, 230, 235,

245
,

III., 452-458.
Preliminary Act for;
;

245.
, treaty of
,

,

,

III.,

;

II.,

197,

455-457.

articles of; III., 455, 456.

solemnization

England

of, in

;

230-233; III., 457.
congratulations upon III., 453.
establishment for II., 133, 195, 198 ;
II.,
,

;

;

453-455.

III.,

returns to England

;

II.,

200, 230.

goes to The Hague II., 379-384.
with the army in Holland and
389-392, 423, 455,
II
Flanders
474 (2), 475 (2), 497 (2), 498, 502,
506, 507, 546, 605, 607, 639-641,
6n6 III., 509, 518-520.
dinner given by II., 411.
complains of the Admiralty II., 420.
the Emperor's regard for II., 421.
suggested recall of II., 446.
inactivity or misconduct of; IL, 491,
501 "ill., 518, 519.
goes over to England IL, 502, 503.
convention made with ; IL, 536.
;

;

,

;

;

history of Koidi Khan bv; L,
263.
Fraser Fencibles, the III., 388.
Fredegonde, Queen, allusion to I., 150.
Frederick, Prince of Wales, eldest son of
George II. ; I., 101, 102, 122, 126,
133, 134.
,

a

Frederick, Prince of Wales—*on t.
as Duke of Cornwall
I
116, 129.
letter from
L, 122.
, alluded to;
L, 126.
letters to; I., 115, 116.
marriage treaty of; II., 628.

;

;

;

;

;

R R
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cont.
Frederick, Duke of York
" thwarted by the people whom he
trying to save "
II., 644.

French army
is

;

England II., 650.
information given to the King by
returns to

656.
the Prince of Wiirteraberg; II.,

;

;

Bay

of; III., 93.
II.,

;

129, 344, 349, 440, 441,

II., 340.
279, 310.
Stephen ; I., 235.
Lieut. -Col. Stephen, dies of fever; II.,
634.
Capt. W. ; L, 296, 352, 354, 355, 377,
I.,

457,461,473-475.
W. H. III., 285.
William I., 211, 334, 343, 363, 406,
;

;

French, Mr. [Irish M.P.]

;

L, 236, 407

;

French Princes

;

III., 497,

499, 506, 507.

;

;

Irish brigade of; I., 314.
ragiments or corps in
:

Corps du Genie
de Chatre;

—

III., 160.

;

III., 435.

Royal Allemagne; III., 450, 451.
Royal Rousillon ; HI., 435.
Suisse.
See Swiss troops,
or forces [Republican]; II., 268,
277,280, 327, 392, 429, "448, 459,

army

544, 547 III., 18, 32, 40, 53, 66,
67, 126, 149, 160, 161, 210, 467471, 501, 502, and passim.
II.,
, artillery of, commander of ;
527, 547.
defeat of ; II., 487, 540, 544,
545 ; III., 143, 145, 146, 149, 155.
II., 586, 587.
, demands for ;
III.,
, desertion and sickness in ;
124, 365.
II., 531, 538.
, discontent in
III., 489, 490.
, fresh levies for
generals or commanders of
II., 339,391, 487; III., 40, 47 ; and
see under their names.
;

;

;

,

,

successes

,

598;

of; II., 592,

III., 237.
,

supplies for; III., 127, 489.
Tresorier general des Charrais

III., 65.
,

troops of the line

,

want of provisions and ammuni-

;

II., 5

1

tion in ; III., 82.
of the Alps ; II., 522, 569

8,

;

520.

III.,

,

General

See Dumas.

of.

of the Ardennes
II., 584.
of Flanders; III., 483, 518520.
in Germany; III., 51, 232, 255,
6, 9,

10,20,

23, 24, 26, 51, 55, 57, 164, 177, 180,
184, 205, and passim.
in Italy.
See Italy.
in La Vendee. See La Vendee.
in the Low Countries
II., 591
and see Flanders, French army in.
of the Xorth II., 542, 557, 563,
567, 572, 580-582, 584, 585, 587 ;
III., 67, 82.
of the Pyrenees ; II., 522, 537,
538, 569; III., 491.
of.
See Dugom, general
mier.
, commissaries with ; I., 562.
, discontent in
II., 562.
, representatives with ;
II.,
576.
of the Rhine
II., 584 ; III.,
;

commander of. See Ronsin.
army; I., 10, 310, 357.

,

discontent amongst

,

Jacobins

585.
,

;

in Holland; III.,

see

and French emi-

grants,
'•'armce revolutionaire "

—

muskets &c. for; II., :i24.
notes, letters or reports on ; II.,
518-523, 531, 585 III., 19, 66, 67,
268.
, numbers of
III., 468 (2), 470.
, raising of
II., 421., 422 ; III.,
1,5.
, retreat
of II., 287, 391, 439,
,

and passim.

II., 538, 539, 542.
, cost of;
aristocrats; II., 80, 86, 98, 136.
in exile ; II., 164 ; and

,

III., 318.

;

agents or spies II., 276, 280 (2),
288, 329, 332, 341, 445, 510.

,

;

mortality in; III., 490.

,

;

III., 93.

French or the French, passim.

<

II.,

485.

410, 428, 432.
;

upon Vienna

,

-,

aunt of;

,

;

631.

501.

John;

upon Toulon

of,

481.

;

Fremantle
Colonel

march

,

313,314.
Erederick or Fredericks, Thomas ; I., 37,
38, 40, 44-46, 48.
Freeman, Mr., of Fawley Court II., 328.
Freiburg CFribourg) III., 131.
letter dated at; III., 132, 197.
Frejus,

153,267

,

;

II.,

and

cont.

ill-behaviour of; II.,
(2) ; III., 468, 469.
losses of; II., 452.
,

;

II.,

;

——

;

;

25, 83, 95, 130-132, 139, 148, 161,

and passim.
on the Riviera III., 124-128.
See Holland.
in Holland,
of the Sambre and Meuse III.,
;

;

67.

II.,

519.

III., 95.

[Royalist] ; II., 469
(2), 474, 599; III., 31, 96, 101,
110-118, 123, 138, 140-142, 166,
249, 250 ; and see La Vendee and
Brittany, armies of.

chiefs of, manifesto by ; II.,
,
564.
corps for, raised in England
III., 512, 538.
,

;

of Savoy
or armies

;

army
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French or the French cont.
army [Royalist], corps

Flan-

for, in

over; III., 148.
generals of; III., 138; and
,
see Charette,Puisave,and Humbert.
general officers of; II., 242.
, suppression of ;
III., 364.

French or the French cont.
monarchy, prospect of the annihilation
of; II., 112.

chance of the restoration of. See
France, chance of the restoration of

monarchy

,

arms purchased bv, in America

;

III.,

524.
.assignats

608
,

;

or paper money; I., 606,
242.
in
1I[., 478, 489, 538, 539,

;

II.,

fall

;

541.
forgers of; II., 154.
Bishops, apostacy of II., 463.
books I;, 156, 158.
character of; III., 7, 475.
charges d'affaires II., 186, 326, 368.
ciphers; II., 141.
clergy.
See priests, below.
coast, smugglers on
II., 611.
colonies.
See France, colonies of.
commissaries in England; II., 117,
358; III., 276.
consuls; II., 83; III.. 128, 524, 525.
court.
See France, court of.
democrats, passim.
emigres or exiles; II., 86, 117, 118,
343, 353, 357, 358, 458, 519, 520,
549, 562, 616, 629 (2)
III., 5, 65,
105, 126, 169, 477, 531, 533, 534.
, meeting of , at Mainz
II., 118,

,

commanders

,

state of

newspapers

;

Gazette Nationals

645, 648; III., 512, 538.
, inspector general of.

£' Observateur sans culotte

;

PerleVs Journal; III., 361.
Republicain ; III., 317.

Le

nobilitv, serving as

under English protection
135,140.

;

420.
,

402.
II,, 474,

the

II.,

;

;

476.
,

Dutch ships seized by

,

going for Ireland;

294,
fortresses or garrisons

II.,

;

III., 35.

;

ill.,

293.

122, 258;

under their names.

government

;

III., 451.

in India

II.,

;

houses at Amsterdam
in Africa; II.. 138.
India ships II., 430.

;

226.
161.

II.,

;

,

assistance given to

III.,

;

367.
,

West Indies
chased by Lord Howe

gens de robe

their names.

priests or clergv ; II., 549, 562.
in England; II., 315, 318,390,

for the

see

;

under

fleets at.

and

—

——

,

King;

decree against, vetoed
II., 242,

by

renouncing their cloth, to be
,
indemnified ; II., 463.
, necessity for their destruction ;

—

II., 588.
princes in exile; II., 118, 122, 148,
153, 161, 164, 193, 194, 238, 248,
267, 273, 285, 425, 447, 476, 549 ;
550, 568, 617 ; III., 116, 117, 291,
534 ; and see under their names.
II., 471.
, commissary of;

with
, concert of measures
599.

;

II.,

interposition in Ireland, suspected;
I., 234.
in the East Indies ; II., 477.
intrigues ; II., 605 ; III., 55, 489.
islands ; I., 595, 598, 600 ; II., 152.
letter, " the famous " ; II., 67.

III., 476.

magistrates,
truction

ministers or agents of; III., 293
575.

;

;

III.,

;

opinions, prevalence of ; III., 27, 28.
fear of the spread of ; III., 225,
466, 467.
peace desired by; II., 80 III., 164,
339,341, 359,439, 532.
ports I., 278 II., 441, 444 ; and see

584; III., 13-15,
431; and see navy and ships beloio ;
also Brest and Toulon, French

,

soldiers

,

fleet; II., 411, 412,

,

common

III.," 18.

;

189.

I.,

II.,

;

466.

See

Woodford, Mr.
fisheries

Politique

et

III., 462.

;

; II.,
277, 278, 280,
296, 344, 357, 479, 480, 486 ;
III., 474.
Nouveliste ; II., 633.

314, 315.

;

III., 82.

Moniteur

anxiety caused in England, by

of; III., 84,85.
, in Italy
III., 2.
, in Switzerland. See Switzerland.
emigrant corps, raising of ; II., 644,

;

General

de V Europe

;

II.,

III.,

;

292.

Journal

;

proposed restoration

340.

Journal General; III., 292.
Journal des hommes libres ; III.,

;

estates of,

III., 67.

268.

;

,

;

:

;

the influx of;

III.,

;

in

III., 13, 67, 348.

;

named
Les defenseurs de lapatrie

,

,

in.

mulattoes ; III., 478.
national cockade ; I., 232 ; III., 84,
276.
navy; II., 363 III., 160-162.

necessity for their desII., 588.

,
,

,

of;

conduct of; III., 223,
" Asiatic magnificence "

of;

household trains, servants, &c,
II.,

118.

;

III., 476, 477.

,

R R

2

GIG
French or the French— cont.
princes, movements of;
III., 477.
192, 425

French or the French cord.
Vainqueurs de la Bastille
vessels captured by
E, 45

118,

III.,

;

;

HE,

"the two," proposal f.»r their
education at Edinbureh II., 388.
II., 391, 401, 402.
prisoners; I., 28
prisoners in England, treatment of;
,

Frenchwomen, character

of
E, 149.
Frenson, General, victory of; HE. 536.
Freran or Freron ; II.", 538; HE, 85>

III., 276, 277.

proverb;

II., 493.
in
Holland.
See
representative
Alguier, Monsieur.
Republic, passim.
III., 80,
, expected downfall of ;
478.
Revolution. See France, revolution

described

;

;

;

I.,

;

150.

navy

officers

424.

II.,

;

See Brittany and

royalist war.

La Vendee.
,

;

end of

.

,

;

III., 364.

memorandum upon

,

III.,

;

——

183,207.

303, 305.

desire for the restoration of;
61, 152-157, 164, 171, 176.
representatives or deputies of ; HE,.

109, 113, 126, 148,
309,417, 471, 479,491; III., 45,
65, 128, 133, 174, 178,193,216,
504, 531, and passim.
II., 6:29 (2) ; III., 96, aid for

royalists;

II.,

172, 177, 180,

armies
—
[Royalist]
,

above.
, the Comte d'Artois puts himself
at the head of; III., 96.
the British Govern, distrust of
ment by ; III., 223.

•

statements concerning

•

,

III.,

;

362-368, 392-394.
meeting of, at Brussels
,

451.

no f ource of fear III., 500.
6etthments in Africa; II., 138, 430,
433,438.
ships; I., 28, 47; II., 424,449,510,
and see fleet, above.
581
;

,

;

,

requisition of; III., 13.
taken by the English ; IE, 586.
in America ; IE, 444 ; HE, 524,

525.

names

;

III.,.

IE, L79 ;
Frogatt, Mr. ; E, 250, 275, 332
HE, 146, 257.
Froissart aide de camp ; IE, 603.
brother of; IE, 603.
IE, 322.
Front, Count
Frost, Mr.
IE, 316, 340.
Frotte
Comte J. S. de; HE, 138, 303, 304„
306, 308, 309, 363, 364, 393.
army of; HE, 301.
letter from ; HE, 309.
Fulmer, co. Bucks., resident at E, 264.
Funchal, Madeira, letter dated at ; III.„
400.
Road, ships in HE, 40?.
Funds or stocks, the; I., £71, 274; IE,
293 (2), 338
HE, 4f2.
speculation in
HE, 334.
part of the portion cf the Princess
Royal to be placed in III., 300.
;

;

;

;

III.,

;

in

190.
Frigeville, General IE, 528.
Frintz, Baton de, minister of the Emperor,.
at Bremen ; HE, 80.
;

See French armies

of.

188, 189,202, 207,

211,219,250.
Supreme Court of Justic3

104, 109-124,129, 131,135,137141, 162,166,168, 175,179,193,
244,245, 249, 251,291, 303-305,
309,363, 486.

;

,

HE,

;

—

;

160.
Frere, Mr.
E, 82.
Freteau, Monsieur IE, 153.
Frey, Baron; IE, 551.
Frevtag, Field Marshal; IE, 424, 446 r
475 HE, 403, 404.
Friesland or Friezland, province of ; III.,.
61, 151, 153, 164, 170, 171, 177,
178, 180, 182, 189-191, 201, 202,.
205,210-212, 251, 252, 409,410,.
415, 422.
Admiralty of IE, 275.
National Guards of; HE, 164.
old government of; HE, 150, 158,.

in.

of,

rumoured capture

fleet,

of; IE, 581.

;

rooms, furniture

;

14, 524, 525.

West India

;

IE, 2621
IE, 382 ?.

;

;

;

;

;

of.

privateers
524, 525.
,

;

See Ships, named.
E, 28, 36, 48 HE,

soldiers, passim.
in Holl mil,
,

•

;

payments by,

assignatt; III., 42, 54, 56.
stockjobbers IE, 112.
Bufferings of, from the Prussian

;

in

;

«

army

;

HE,

476.
sugars; E, 600; IE, 23, 31.
system, imitation of, in Holland.

Holland,
traffic in the Black Sen

;

HE,

translation of the Bights of
II., 166.
treaty (of 1787) ; II., 406.

G.
See

438.

Man;

Gabbitt (army officer) E, 187.
HE, 85.
Gaffroy,
Galicia; IE, 48; HE, 231.

—

;

;

Marquis; HE, 214, 215,319,324,
328, 331, 344, 381, 384.

liallo,
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See Stewart, John.

Galloway, Earl of.
-Galvez, "Monsieur ;

Galway

II.,

cord.

;

28.

Galway, county

I., 166, 231, 236.
address sent to Lord Temple from ; I.,
203, 204.
M.P.'s for; 1,236.
Gambia, the river, French ports on II.,
430.
;

;

Gand. See Ghent.
Gaol delivery, courts of; L, 548.
Gaols, crowded state of I., 524.
Gardiner, Gardner
Admiral Alan II., 402, 41
Luke; I., 220, 22 *, 277, 426, 430,
j

:

;

468.

revenue office of L, 327.
William I., 595.
Colonel William II., 63, 83, 99, 103,
111,120, 163, 199, 246,292,295,
,

;

;

;

304, 481.

from

,

letter

family of;

204.
295.

II.,

letters

from;

160.
, wife of

I.,

151, 152, 156-

152, 156 (2), 162.
family of; I., 152.
David, his nephew; I., 159.
George, his brother; I., 156 (2).
;

,

Garter
Order of (the blue ribbon) I., 91,
182, 187,205, 208, 239,259, 260,
440,449 II., 191.

the,

;

;

chapter of II., 396.
King-at-arms ; II., 234.
Garth, General I., 365.
Garthshore, Lord
II., 290.
Gaston II., 404.
;

;

George

I.,

;

;

418.
157.
Gaudin; III., 117.
Gavi; II., 576.
Geffryes. Sir Geffory I., 20.
Gell,Eear- Admiral; II., 465.
General, the
II., 128.
Genest or Genet, Monsieur; II., 326, 408,
444.

of;

II.,

;

I.,

;

;

Geneva; L,
330;

80, 151, 153; IL,
82, 84, 169

III.,

266, 270,
197, 214,

295, 485, 489.

agents sent from III., 95.
late syndic of; II., 111.
Republic of, sends a letter to the
;

King;

King

IL, 576.

L, 65, 75, 91.

;

camp

aide de

;

audiences of

of
;

announces to
Pretender is

90.

I.,

;

50, 59.

I.,

Parliament that the
Scotland; L, 51.
news of the battle of Preston brought
to

I.,

;

in

55.

birthday levee of; I., CI.
and his son, the Prince of Wales

;

I.,

62, 64.

George, Prince
Geo. II.)

and

Wales (afterwards

of
:

See above,
L, 50, 51, 59.
Board of Green Cloth of L, 51.
R. Pitt's behaviour to I., 56, 57, 59,
his father.

audiences of

;

;

II.,

111(2).

residents at; II., 455, 603 ; III.,162.
in Ireland ; I., 183,
191, 200, 221, 229.
commissioners for I., 229.
Genoa IL, 8, 424, 444, 509, 512, 573,
574, 576,581; III., 81, 489,491,
497.
description of
IL, 4.

Genevese settlement

;

;

;

;

59, 62, 65.
birthday of; I., 101.
I.,

marriage of, alluded
death of, alluded to

;

George

III.,

letters

to

;

I.,

IL, 653.
365.

passim.

from

:

W. W.

(aft. Lord) Grenville ; I.,
480, 483, 488-490, 493, 498, 502,
517, 519, 523, 530, 532, 533, 565,
579, 580, 586, 587, 603.
(1791) IL, 21, 42, 54, 55, 60, 64,
107, 109-1 1 1, 133, 166, 201, 206,
208, 216, 232, 234, 241, 243.
(1792); 267 (2), 282, 304 (2),
308-310, 317, 319, 320, 3C9, 341,
351.
(1793); 363, 364, 372 (2), 378,
381, 385, 387, 388, 393-395,
397, 406, 412, 424, 426 (2), 428,
441.
;

;

army

III., 124.

;

scirocco in
IL, 5.
rivieraof; III., 124.
Genoese; III., 491, 510.
treaty of, with the French
Gensonnet ; IL, 462.

to

Gataker, Mr.

dated at; IL, 456

letters

;

144, 161.

I.,

Tilly.

538.

60.
dines in the city
I., 61.
returns thanks to Stanhope ; L, 65.
wife of [Caroline], Princess of Wales

II.,

;

:

,

II. ,

;

;

,

David;

See

a f.

minister at

:

Lord.
Monckton - Arundel,
See
Robert.
Earl of [Marquis de Ruvigny]
I.,

Garrick

Genoa

French envoy

83, 98.

(1794)
541,
606,
638,
650,

497, 504, 507, 508, 534,
;
552, 558, 593,601, 603,604,
609, 612, 622, 625 (2), 629,
639, 642, 644 (2), 645, 647-

652 (3).

III., 5, 6, 9, 10 (3), 12,
14, 19, 35, 43, 49 (2), 50, 52, 57
77 (2), 78, 92, 93, 134,
62,
(2),

(1795)

;

135,141, 143(2), 147, 149.
III., 167, 170, 173, 174,
(1796)
182, 186 (3), 214, 227, 230, 242,
255-259, 261, 264, 265 (2), 270,
;

275, 278, 284 (2), 290 (2).
(1797); III., 293 (3), 299, 302
(2), 304 (2), 311 (2), 313, 314,
316, 318, 327 (2), 330, 332, 333,
342, 344, 354, 368, 375-377,
391, 392, 400, 402, 404-406,
408.
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George

from cont.
William Pitt; I., 537 III., 330.
alluded to; I., 430, 490; II., 177,

George

III., letters

to

ment,

205, 206, 216, 281, 298,
III., 31, 58 (2), 402, 407.
alluded to, official or King's letters ; I., 312, 313, 439, 482, 484,
486 (2), 487, 503, 536.
178,

299

;

W. W.

(aft. Lord) Grenville;
483, 516, 518, 523, 530, 532,
558, 585, 579 (2), 586 (2), 603;
II., 21, 54, 56, 60, 107 (3),
109, 111, 132, 166, 191, 200202, 205, 216, 222, 232, 266, 267,
303, 304, 3 7, 339, 363, 372, 389,
394, 395, 397, 505, 507, 624, 625,
629, 637, 642 ;
III., 6, 34, 50, 52, 77, 92,
133, 134, 169, 172, 173, 185,227,
228, 255, 256, 261,265,277,284,
301, 303, 310, 311, 316, 327, 329,
332, 342, 343, 369, 373 (2), 376,
391, 406, 407, 487.
from the Duke of York ; II., 559.
alluded to; I., 204 ; II., 217, 266,
283, 299, 314 ; III., 72.
addresses to ; I., 265, 266.
I., 472, 611; III.,
, alluded to;
49.
agents of; HE., 528.
aides-de-camp of ; II., 482, 483.
audiences given bv; I., 180, 205,
449 ; II., 215, 222, 243, 282, 299,
407, 408.
1

•

to

Lord North

,

to Pitt

,

to

;

I.,

;

L, 200.

354, 449.

Lord Thurlow

birthday of;

I.,

I.,

;

See Govern-

of.

the.

orders of ; IL, 52.
, alluded
to
I., 187, 197, 486 j
IL, 389; III., 197.
orders conferred bv ; the Garter
I*
239, 259 ; the Bath ; IL, 223, 425.
physicians of; I., 361, 382, 422 ; and
see Warren, Baker, Willis, Addington, Pepys, Reynolds, Gilbourne.
portrait of; IL, 653,
present from ; IL, 387.
presentation to IL, 211.
servants of; I., 375, 378, 401.
speeches of. See Parliament, King'sspeeches to.
sponsorship of I., 392.
and foreign affairs, passim.
wishes Garrick to play " The Guardian" and" Macbeth" ; L, 156 r
;

I.,

,

cont.

;

letters to

from

III.

ministers or servants

;

215.

261, 541.

;

;

157.

work by Berenger

subscribes for a
I., 159.

in relation to Irish affairs

passim

;

I.,

;.

169, et

IL, 21, 27, 28.
opinions, wishes, or pleasure of; I.,
177, 193, 310, 459-461, 469, 470,
476, 477, 482, 483, 486, 487, 508,
602; IL, 37, 65, 148, 319, 43S
III., 147, 186, 195, 411, 414, 415.
favour of; L, 178, 463. 481.
and the order of St. Patrick L, I79 r
seq.,

;

,~

;

183,190, 195, 199,201.
matters put or to be put before L,
187,188, 278, 311,319,451,458,
;

458, 462, 465, 471, 472, 486, 570,
557; IL, 28, 60, 135, 191-193,
225, 299, 303, 307; III., 31, 70,
239, 404.
and Lord Temple, afterwards Lord
•

II., 277.
, ball in honour of;
carriages of III., 44.
See St. James*.
court of.
" Court and cabinets of/* letter
printed in ; II., 59.
;

French corps

See French

in pa}- of.

armies [royalist],
L, 206, 207.
;
German dominions of ;

friends of

II.,

645

;

health, illness, or insanity of ; I.,
356, 360-427, 429, 431, 443, 447,
466,476, 477, 493; II., 176,184,
193, 195, 422, 623, 634.
house of, at Lyndhurst III., 96.
Latin poem dedicated \o ; II., 436.
law officers of; II., 231-233, 235.
levees or drawing-rooms of; I., 201,
215. 219 (2), 258, 265, 356, 456,
525,553; II., 213, 258,297,414,
in., 49, 317, 377.
;

postponed, on account of the
IL, 372,
French King's death
373 (2).
lords of the bedchamber to; I., 201,
,

;

536.

map

given to; II., 190.
master of the Horse to ; IL, 234.

L, 201-214, 239,
240, 259, 355, 357, 358, 427, 458,
480, 531-533
IL, 623, 634.
and the Coalition ministry ; L, 202208, 215-218.
looked upon as a prisoner ; I., 204.
and peerages I., 219, 460, 482, 483
(2), 485, 492, 495, 498, 500, 502,
526, 527 (2), 536, 561, 563, 565570 ; IL, 55, 67, 394 III., 447.
and Parliamentary reform; I., 211,
215.
and Mr. Pitt I., 220.
invitation from, alluded to ; I., 267.
in relation to army matters; I., 291293, 296, 304, 336-358, 388, 437,
438, 441, 442, 444, 446-457, 461,
463, 473, 486, 489, 490, 493, 496,
512, 525, 531-534; IL, 15-17, 26,
28, 36, 39, 42, 44, 55, 66, 83, 101,
123, 186-188, 208, 212, 215, 466,
475, 483-485 III., 102, 424.
and the defeat of the ministry in
;

;

(2)

III., 77, 78, 94, 225.

—

Buckingham;

;

;

;

1788;

I.,

326.

movements of; L, 350, 443, 462, 463,
471,488,489; II., 198, 611, 623;
III., 49.
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George

George

cont.

III.

Lord Bute, the avowed favourite

of;

L, 368.

messages from

I., 428, 531, 532.
;
435.
thanks offered to, bv Lord Buckingham ; I., 481.
sends an embassy to China I., 484.
•warrants to be signed by
I., 485.
displeasure of I., 514 ; II., 97.
sentences remitted by; I., 516-523,
586; II., 34.
,

to;

I.,

;

;

;

Speech [Irish] to be

laid before

;

I.,

cont.

III.

to
allow the raising or
sojourn of French recruits in Hanover
II., 645; III., 148.
paper concerning public affairs drawn

refuses

;

up by

Wickham's conduct

;

II.,

to, by the Duke of
York II., 656.
and tlte Prince of Orange III., 14,

information given
;

;

26, 91.

arrangements by, for the
Caroline's

559.

648.

II.,

;

praises Air.
649.

Princess
marriage, &c.

arrival,

I., 587, 588.
;
congratulations offered to, on the
negotiations with Spain I., 603.
message of, to the Irish Parliament

III., 49 (2).
wishes renewed aid to be given to
Prussia III., 50.
declaration of, at Ratisbon ; III.,

II., 43.
resolves to send a minister to [the
United States of] America ; II.,

and the Comte d'Artois

and India

;

80.

and King Louis XIV.

;

II.,

83, 107,

110 (2), 205, 206, 372 (3); III.,
458-461.
in relation to the Duke of York and
his marriage; II., 156, 195, 196,
198, 200-203, 216, 230-233, 235,
249 (2), 421, 426, 502 ; III., 452457.
information from; II., 184, 295,
656.
and pensions; II., 195, 338; III.,
514, 515, 520.
comments of, on the French embassy
and French troops ; II., 267.
and diplomatic appointments ; II.,
296, 297, 387, 398, 495.
receives the American minister ; II.,
299.
invitation

of,

to

Lord and Lady Gren-

ville; II., 364.
disposition of, towards Spain ; II.,
376.
and the French refugee clergy ; II.,
420.
projected assassination of ; II., 445,

459, 461

III., 510,511.
of, to the Governor of
Toulon, alluded to; II., 517.
fear lest he should be kidnapped ; II.,
;

commission

611.
precautions for the safety of ; 1L, 612,
614, 623, 634.
hopes Lord Grenville will go to Weymouth II., 622.
;

dissatisfied with his naval

guard

;

II.,

94.

praises the
II., 634.

army and blames the navy

talking more
ever ; II., 634.

incautiously than

97-

and the French

royalists

117.
and the East India
137.
rejoices

over

III.,

;

Company

Clairfait's

;

109,
III.,

victories

III., 143, 149.

sends a message

to the

Commons

III., 165.

declares that he must follow the " line
of morality though perhaps not of
politics" Till., 174.

and

his daughters' marriages;

III.,

185, 186, 299,300, 315,316,323,
332.
views of, on the negotiation with

France;

174,240, 275, 278,
311, 327, 330, 342-344,

III.,

284, 290,
354.

hopes that France may meet her
deserved fate ; III., 257.
and the Empress of Russia III., 261,
;

262.
and the Prince of Wales' marriage
III., 316.
complains of the " tame state of mind
of Parliament"

III., 327.

;

style of, to be used in the treaty

France;

III.,

with

334.

friendly feeling towards, by the King
and Queen of Prussia ; III., 402.
the principle to which he owes his
throne ; III., 465.
affront to, by the French government

467.

and the Comte de

Provence;

III.,

487.

thanked by the Pope

487, 488.
and America III., 522, 530, 534.
wife of.
See Charlotte, Queen,
sons of, or the Princes I., 177, 365,
;

III.,

;

Lord Grenville

assures

III.,

;

101.
and the Prince of Wales ; III., 101.
refuses to let the Guards go to the
West Indies; III., 102.

III.,

623.

is

;

of his confi-

;

dence in his diligence and exact-

388 and see under their names.
daughters of; II.
232-234; III.,
147,186, 452, 454; and see Charlotte and, Augusta, Princesses.
;

ness

;

II.,

as Elector of

643.

Hanover

,

;

II.,

134, 148, 300,311, 375.

645

;

III.,

620
German

George III.—cont.
See Brunswick, Augusta,
sister of.
Duchess of.
See Orange, Anne, late
aunt of.
Princess

;

;

,

,

;

association ; II., 46.
cavalry ; II., 592.
IIL, 398.
colleges
convention; II., 162.

of.

See Wiirtemberg, CharPrincess of.
family of I., 239, 430 ; III., 302.
George, Prince of Wales, afterwards
George IV., 1., 366, 376, 378,
II., 34,
379, 434, 448, 457, 465
372 (3), 387, 424, 449; III., 52,
and passim.
niece

:

armies III., 45 and see troops below.
approach Paris II. 307.

;

cf.

lotte,

correspondent

;

IIL, 129.
II., 653.

;

custom of;

courts,

ambassadors

ministers or

,

at

;

II., 67.

;

from

letter

address

ment

,

;

to,
;

dominions or possessions of George
See George III.
III.
of the Prince of Orange. See
Orange, Prince of.
Empire; IIL, 230,311.
IIL, 258.
, anarchy in

I.,

III., '21.

from the Irish

Parlia-

416.

;

alluded to; I.,
407, 410-420, 428.
,

,

his

answer

to,

402, 403, 406,
,

alluded to;

I.,

441,457.
household or establishment of;

403-407.
to be
,
IIL, 134.
,

,

;

Brunswick II., 629.
directions of, in regard to the Princess
II., 652.
of Brunswick's journey
wishes to see Lord Grenville III.,
;

;

;

21.
of,

to Princess Caroline of
III.,

49,52, 72.

IIL, 316(2).
, treaty of;
visit of, to the Comte d'Artois

.

,

,

dominions of; IIL, 227.
;

printed in
II.,

48.

I.,

;

politicians at the
;

IIL, 227-

;

Emperor II., 248.
Dutch language, sermon

the

high

states

478

II.,

Hague

;

II., 271.

333.

&c, upon the marriage of the
Princess Royal; III., 304.
IIL, 437.
troops II., 452, 492

treaty,

;

;

Toulon II.. 446.
British pay to remain under

for
in

:

;

an Imperial general II., 648.
I., 184.
in America
;

;

.

in Italy

I.,

;

28.

Germanic
constitution, risk of the overturn of
III., 139, 140.

league

;

II.,

478.

Germans IL, 491
Germany, passijn.
;

armies in

;

II.

;

IIL, 65, 510.

and

III. passbn.

bishoprics in, secularization of
;

III.,

;

IIL,

373-375.
defence of; II., 534 III, 29.
IL, 644, 645.
depots wanted in
;

101-104.
wife of, Princess of Wales, gives birth
to a daughter; III., 167.
George, Prince of Denmark, death of I.,
;

;

Dutch

IIL, 91.
officers in
English army or troops in, passim.
;

ministers in; II., 644, 645.
IIL, 4, 39.
;
French agents in ; IL, 445.
III., 101.
royalist troops from
imports from; I., 261.
military convention for defence of
estates in

38.

George

;

fiefs of

;

II., 628, 629.
suggests Lord Southampton to go to

IIL, 224.
exists only in name
Diet of; IIL, 228, 532.

Princes of;
229.

or

396,

to shift for itself;

left

,

I.,

558.
delegate to ; II., 20.
expresses a disinclination to marry
II., 133, 179.
opposition of, to his father ; II., 291.
noisy banditti of II., 370.
rumoured separation of, from Mrs.
Fitzherbert ; II., 599.
arrangements for the marriage of;

Brunswick;

II.,

;

IIL, 374,

of;

integrity

,

394.
in relation to the King's illness and
the Regency; I., 362-428, 433,
434, 439, 443.
influence of, in Scotland ; I., 534.
turns out Lord Parker ; I., 536.

marriage

subsidy from

516.

I.,

Prince Edward;

;

suggested

,

I.,

to mediate for

III., 32, 33, 45, 51.

Electors of, desire to treat with
IIL, 532.

France

433.
attendants of; III., 44.
equerry of; II., 349.
.friends or party of; I., 362, 436, 440,

216, 362.
servants of;

army of;

,

[?

Georges Cadoudal]

Georgia, loyalist troops in;
III., 374.
Gerald,

;

I.,

III., 561.

;

184.

—\

Gerard, Charles, Earl of Macclesfield

;

I.,

318.

Gerbillon, Rev. Father, Superior of the
French Jesuits, Pekin, letter to ; I., 3.

Germain, Lady Betty;

I.,

106.

IIL, 536.

north of; IIL, 149,405.
perplexed state of; IIL, 299, 300.
people of; II., 119.
powers of; IL, 313, 534, 536, 537.

621
Germany

—

—from
,

cont.

hope of adequate support

little

639.
II., 119.
praise of
predicted revolution in ; II., 569
III., 378.
princes of ; II., 85, 140, 177, 182,
II.,

;

Gloucester,
Gloucester

,

;

;

,

III., 72.

protestant interest in
III., 258.
public feeling in, against the Erench
republic
II., 543.
retreat of the allies towards j III.,
22.
suggested congress in II., 212.
;

;

;

towns

of,

connivance

III., 511.
transports from

travellers to

with Erance

;

82

;

Indies.

;

60-62.

;

147.

I.,

;

Ghent or Gand

386, 387.

II.,

;

463.

Gobelsoire, Monsieur.

See Vaudernoot.
Goddard, Charles; I., 602; II., 109,225,
309, 354, 359, 445, 450, 453
III.,
44,78, 159, 176, 178.
letters from; II., 397; HI., 33.
;

letters to; III.,

164, 201, 245, 250,

252, 253.

Godoi, Sieur. See Alcudia, Due de la.
Godolphin, Sidney,Earlcf Godolphin, Lord
Treasurer of England L, 27, 28,

Companies

Godoni, suspected

30,
assassin

511.
Goertz, Count

525.

;

II.,

;

I.,

;

III.,

510,

Golconda; I., 45.
Golds worthy,— II., 623.
Golofkin, General III., 23.
Goltz, Count, as Prussian minister at St.
Petersburg; II., 66, 80, 102, 110, 156
as minister to France
III., 7, 431, 438,
;

;

General Clairfait at II., 592.
Gibbons, Captain I., 37.
?
Gibraltar; I., 194; II., 402, 403,
;

;

439.

;

431,
465.
garrison of, or troops at or going to
I., 587, 588 ; II., 408, 424, 429 ;
III., 102, 136, 266, 267.
an everlasting bone of contention
III., 266.
Lord G. Lenox appointed to ; I., 593.
Straits of I., 189 ; II., 23, 403
III.,
266.
;

;

;

Gideon, Sir Sampson (Mr. Pitt's Jew)
and see Eardley.
I., 302, 423

Gomm,

III., 290.
of; III., 224, 241, 348,
355, 368, 369, 378, 379, 421.

Goodman, Captain; I. 15.
Gorcum, in Holland; II., 381.
burgomaster of

Gordon

;

I.,

;

de

;

II.,

388

;

Sir William

III., 60, 61.

Pitt,

;

;
I., 298,
302, 332, 370, 376.
Captain, letter to ; III., 467.
Cosmo, Baron of Exchequer. Scotland;
I., 586.
Lord W.; II., 305.
William, Earl of Sutherland I., 117.
, letters from, 118(2).

;

;

III., 435.

[Anne] Duchess of Gordon

;

;

Oimel, Comte de
Gingle, Mrs. See

;

:

Alexander, 4th Duke of Goraon
596, 603; III., 421.

:

I., 568, 570.
I., 62.
Sir William
II., 279.
Gilbal or Jubal
Gilliers or Giliers, Mons.
III., 477, 478, 484.

Monsieur, daughter of;

Good Hope, Cape

:

Anne.

292.
Gisborne, Dr. ; I., 398.
Gisors,Mons. de I., 137-139.
Givet, in Flanders
I., 279,285 ; II., 410,
620.
French camp at III., 414, 417, 435
III.,

;

;

;

(2).

Gore

;

1L, 64.

:

Arthur Saunders, 2nd Earl

of Arran
183, 186, 199.
Henry ; I., 426, 430, 468, 489.
John, Baron Annaly I., 173, 176,
191, 226.
Sir Balph, Earl of Ross
I., 187, 346,
420, 525.
Gosfield, co. Essex; I., 360
II., 390.
letters dated at ; L, 232 ; II., 389.
I.,

;

;

;

Glandore, Earl of. See Crosbie, John.
See Boyle, George.
Glasgow, Earl of.
Glasgow L, 604 II., 249.
II., 197.
letter dated at
I., 53.
rebels marching towards
See
Campbell, John.
Glenorchy, Lord.
See
Viscount.
Annesley,
Glerawley,
Francis Charles.
;

II.,

:

his vicars; II., 463.

;

Gevaudin, the

;

118 (2).

Goa, arrack from I., 6, 15.
Gobel, intruded Bishop of Paris

See

Gertrudenberg or Gertruydenberg, in
Holland; II., 613 HI., 6 (2).
Geuzau, General de, Governor of Breda

Girod,Abbe

I.,

mediates between the two East India

504.

II.,

West

Indies,
western part of; III., 50.

Mr.

See Warburton,

1762).

William,

33.

West

Gifford

See Willis,

1715).

;

troops from, for the

III.,

(in

election at;

III., 104.

;

I.,

;

of,

See William Henry.

of.

Richard.

;

424,645. And see German Empire.
think England a good milch
,
cow II., 497.
negotiations of, with the French

Duke
:

Bishop of (in

;

;

Gosport;

448,526.
French posts at
Gothic Empire II., 208.
II.,

Gosselies,

;

II.,

;

;

Gott,

—

;

I.,

265, 267, 268.

Gottenburg; II., 411.
Gouda, in Holland; III., 426.

592.

622
Gough

Henry ; I., 163, 164, 166, 169, 172,
173, 181, 182, 191-193, 197-199,
222, 223, 226, 251, 253, 259, 303,
305 (2), 372, 383, 397, 406, 413,
414, 417, 421, 423, 426, 428, 432(2),
434, 462, 465, 466, 492, 560 (3) ;
II., 11,21,22,35, 39, 256 ; III., 36.
of, sends address to Lord
, corps
Temple; I., 211.
, views of;
I., 220.
, life of, threatened by the Dublin
mob ; L, 224.
, vote of ;
I., 225.
,
assumes the tone of a minister ;
I., 409, 410.
, attacks
W. W. Grenville ; I.,

Grattau,

Captain I., 60.
L, 37.
Gould, Sir Henry, Justice of Common
I., 518-520, 524.
Pleas
Goupy or Gouppy, Monsieur; I., 95, 100,
103 (2), 104.
daughter of I., 103.
Gouvernet, Mons. de, French ambassador
II., 86, 130-132.
to the Hague
Gouvion, Monsieur II., 305,
;

;

;

;

;

;

Government

administration,
the,
see Ministry,
action of, in 1761 ; I., 572.
, in 1783
I., 572, 574, 576.
defeat of ; I., 324, 325.
money due from, to the East India

or

passim

and

;

;

Company

;

I.,

425.

29.

,

reconstruction of; I., 192.
spy of; I., 246.
(of 1783); II., 45.
change of (1782) ; II., 45.
hostility to; II., 149.
Birmingham riots attributed to; II.,
166.
blamed for supineness ; II., 271.
measures of, approved in the country ;
II., 354.
manifesto of, alluded to; II., 450,
453.
formation of (in July, 1794) ; III., 35.
financial difficulties of; III., 267, 270,

271,300.
Gower, Earl. See Leveson Gower.
Gowers, the I., 206.
Graaflend or Graafland, Monsieur

compliments the government
speech

,

in

of,

alluded to;

;

458.
, committee of
II., 36.
, negotiations with ;
III., 17.
, charges
of,
against the Irish
Government ; III., 314.
Major; I., 353.
I.,

;

Grave, on the Meuse;

III., 517.

capitulation of; III., 6.

Gravelines

pits,

Gravesend

;

near Dunkirk;

296.

III.,

I., 8.

Gray or Grey, Mr., diplomatist;

II.,

199,

200, 214.

—

;

II.,

;

designs against II., 46.
imports to II., 601.
;

;

Duke

Grafton,

of.

See Fitzroy, Augustus

Great Seal, the II., 201, 629 III., 457.
Lord Keeper of (1700-1705). See
Wright, Sir Nathan.
(in 1789). See Thurlow, Lord.
,
Great Soders. See Soders.
Gredington, letter dated at II., 203.
, I., 2G4.
Green,
;

;

Henry.
:

Colonel III., 102.
James, Lord Graham
;

; I., 269 (?) 525,
527.
II., 268,
, as Duke of Montrose ;
274.
Lieut.- Colonel ; I., 465.
Grampound, Cornwall, election at I., 107;

111,114,119-122, 127-133.
of; L, 110, 130 (2), 131.
Granard :
Earl of. See Forbes, George.

Mayor
Lady;

II., 104.

Granby, Marquis of. See Manners, John.
Grandison, Lord and Lady. See Yilliers.
Grand-pre, Dumouriez retires from ; III.,
467.
Grandville;

—

;

—

Green Cloth, Board

James

Grantham

clerks of;

I.,

51

Greene, Mr., translation of Greek poems

by;

160.

I.,

Greenhaugh, Captain
Greenhill, Dr.;

;

I.,

10.

291.
Greenwich, landing of Princess Caroline
at; III., 49.

Gregg, Mr.

;

I.,

III.,

sisters of

527, 5S1.

;

385,387.

111., 385, 387.

Gregor
Mr. (1747)
:

;

II.,

294.

:

Mr,;

of,

(2).

Gregoire, associates of; III., 478.
II.,

Grange, the, letter dated at
Grant
General; III., 421.
Sir

I.,

Graydon,
I., 94.
Great Britain, connexion of, with Russia,
paper on; II., 44-49.

24, 71.

Graham

;

Z~
Parliament,

432.

I.,

;

III.,

421.

567.

Mr.

:

Earl of. See Nassau, Henry de.
Lord. See Robinson, Thomas.
Granville, Rebecca, Lady ; I., 25, 26.
letters cf

I., 9,

;

cousins of

;

I., 9,

16.

16.

L, 111, 114, 119, 130.
;
wife of; I., 111,121.
I., Ill, 121.
, Francis, son of;
I., 121.
, daughter of;
(1789); I., 513.
,

" Gregory."

Gregory
Dr.;

See Le Tourneur, Monsieur.

:

I.,

143.

Miss; I., 159.
Greig, Admiral I., 602.
;

623
Grenada, West Indies, Admiralty Court

Grenville, Marquis of

in; III., 69.
Grenadas, the, office in ; I., 488.
Grenelle, plain of, camp in ; II., 153, 154.

Grenville; II., 293,
295, 299, 308, 324-326, 337, 340,
432, 437, 482 III., 34, 166, 318,
,

——

King;

598.
149., 213, 214, 370,
II.,

;

George, sen. ; I.,
371 III., 285.
bills of,

,

;

159.

I.,

alluded to

moneys due

,

;

297, 299.

I.,

and from

to,

;

III.,

401.
III., 404.
tribute to, from Pitt
George (eldest son of George, sen.),
Nugent Grenville on his marriage
;

,

Lord Temple (1779),
Buckingham (1784)

(1775),

Marquis

of

passim,

from; L, 165, et seq.
passim; III., 2, 11,
34, 93-103, 129, 134, 136, 142-147,
letters

,

passim;

II.,

165, 256, 270, 281, 284, 285, 294,
313, 317, 368, 390, 401-404, 561.
letters to; I., 215, 227, 232,
,
240, 243, 247, 266, 316, 341 (2),
438,482-485, 490, 498, 510,519,
527, 530, 534 ; II., 427, 649, 653 ;
III., 12, 144, 434.
as 2nd Earl Temple and (in
1782) Lord Lieutenant of Ireland;
I., 163, 176, 225, 226-241.
rumour that he is made Duke
.

,

Buckingham

of

I.,

;

resignation of;

,

197-212.
addresses to
,

desires

,

;

I.,

163.

Exchequer

211.

Office of.

in

,

to

;

See Ex-

in.

England I., 218-292.
be Marquis of Buckingham
;

;

209, 240.
wishes to have the Garter ; I.,
239, 259.
health of; I., 239, 470, 474,
,
475-483, 491, 494, 496, 502, 503,
II., 54, 654.
506, 525-531, 553
, as Marquis of Buckingham ;
I.,
245, 256, 294, 295, 303, 329, 408,
419,479, 491.
proxy of, in Irish house of
,
I.,

,

——

;

Peers
,

;

as

1789);

I.,

252 (2).

Lord Lieutenant, (1787I.,

287-289, 306;

II.,

36

;

III., 3, 10, 37, 544.

reception of, in Ireland ; L, 293
(2), 294.
I., 306.
, defence of;
, views of, on the slave trade ; I.,
308.
,

;

;

some mark of the King's

chequer, Teller's office
,

;

432.
threatens to resign
I., 337343, 355, 438, 448, 4£2-456, 470,
471, 473.
speech of, to the Parliament
,
L, 406, 408.
attack upon, by Grattan ; I.,
,
409.
of resignation from ; I.,
, letter
411.
against, in Ireland ; I.,
, feeling
413.
Navy office accounts of; I.
,
414.
to transmit the address
, refuses
to the Prince of Wales
I., 414.
firmness and temper of; I.,
,
417.
of, on the King's
, proceedings
recovery ; L, 420.
as Lord Lieutenant of co.
,
Bucks ; L, 449.
, dinners or fetes given by ; I.,
460, 471.
, offices desired by;
I., 471, 527.,
, promises not to be discontented
I., 471.
, leave of absence granted to ; I.,
480.
has a fall from his horse ; I.,
,
475.
, leaves Ireland
I., 481.

——

181, 192,

I.,

favour ; L, 205, 208, 425-427, 431,
433, 478.
,

,

,

;

letter of

,

of the

displeasure

;

I.,

message to

,

reported

,

King with I., 427, 442.
newspaper reports concerning

and

364.

II.,

330,

473-475.

>

;

see Pitt, Annette.
invitation to, from the

cont,

I.,

objects to the King's inter,
ference with his army nominations
I., 337-343,
355, 357, 437-456,

Annette, Lady

;

;

475.

Grenville

368

Buckingham

goes to Black Bock

,

,

movements

of, in

England

;

I.,

481-483, 496, 502, 525, 564.
, sees little prospect of returning
to Ireland;

——

I.,

494, 502.

wishes a successor to be
appointed; I., 502, 512.
sends in his resignation ; I.,
,

,

513.

——

,

complains of neglect, by the
I., 526, 527, 529, 537/538.

King;

retirement of ; I., 526, 530, 535.
wishes for a Dukedom I., 526529.
, message to, from the King ;
I.,
531, 533.
and Mr. Pitt; II., 128, 483,
485, 654 ; III., 3, 4.
urges concessions
,
to
the
Catholics in Ireland II., 237, 238.
criticises the appointment of
,
the Duke of Portland II., 597.
, the King very civil to ; II., 623.
, wishes * the Polish wolf "
were
,

,

;

;

;

strong enough to bite II., 634.
the Royal family dine with
,
;

II.,

634.

;

624Granville, Marquis of
separation

Buckingham
from

of,

,

cont.

govern-

ment ; II., 647, 655.
, declines
intercourse with Lord
Grenville ; III., 12.
and
the
militia;
,
IH., 144, 257.
and elections III., 200, 201.
financial affairs of; III., 401,
403, 404.
II., 623.
, regiment of;
wife of.
See Grenville, Mary
Elizabeth.
children of I., 3S2, 414, 419,
461.
See Grenville, Richard,
, son of.
,

Grenville cont.
Richard, 1st Earl Temple, death of
(in 1779) ; III., 200.

Richard (Dick), Lord Temple (son of

Lord Buckingham); I., 259, 332,
336,341
II., 239,339,501; III.,
;

;

General R[ichard] I., 333, 361, 363.
Captain T. III., 148.
Thcmas (second sou of George,
sen.)
I., 180, 186, 198-200, 273,
;

;

,

.

;

278,358,487;

;

•

,

letter to
II.. 655.
joined with Lord Spencer in the
mission to Vienna
II., 601-603,
622, 625.
;

fresh instructions for
(2), 630.
,

II.,

629

,

,

,

;

;

,

W. W.

;

clerks of;

I.,

262 (2), 263.

,

gamekeeper of;

,

military

II., 133.
See
secretary of.
Sheridan, Charles Francis.
private
See
secretary of.
Bernard, Scrope.
, secretary of
I., 410.
I., 263.
, steward of;
James (Jemmy), son of James Grenville, senior; I., 199-202, 208, 210,
212, 351, 361, 363, 364, 38Q, 538,
589; II., 10, 478; III., 104.

;

,

Kate (Lord Buckingham's

sister ?)

II.
,

;

;

;

as Marchioness of Buckingham
244, 259, 274, 275 (2), 277, 279,
294, 296, 301, 303, 330, 335, 340,
341,359,361,389, 414, 425, 461,
475 II., 105, 113, 164, 282 ; III.,
,

«

419, 42Q, 431,

go to England I.. 370.
decides to remain in Ireland
I., 377.
I., 392.
, birth of a son to
I., 412. .
leaves Ireland
returns to Dublin ; I., 476.
Miss Pitt's portrait; II.,
, paints

,

;

——

;

;

,
,

328.
, "
at

madman "

109.
#

letters of; I., 157, 158.

150,

;

408-417, 422,424.
goes to Paris I., 232-284.
suggested appointment of, as
;

Master of the Rolls

;

,

I.,

I.,

III.,

,

157, 161.

;

;

433, 444, 476-479.

;

peace (1783)

193.
, as Paymaster
I., 250.
.estate purchased by; L, 271,
272, 274.
suggested as Vice Treasurer for
Ireland; I. 273.
, 6alary of;
I., 273.
new office suggested for I.,
,
276.
visit of, to the Hague
I., 278
,

;

aunt of; I., 431.
pages of I., 526.
liichard, 1st Earl Temple;

II.,

;

I.,

,

;

;

III., 26,

approving the

;

226.

,

passim

38, 148, 149, 239,
•805, 330, 375, 471, 516, 536 (2),
562.
,
to be chief secretary to his
brother in Ireland; I., 163, 289.
,
asked to move the address

(daughter of Lord Buckingham) I., 476.
Mary Elizabeth, as Lady Temple I.,

to

passim.

and III., passim.
memoranda or minutes by

656

Mary

I.,

III.,

letters to, 162, et seq.,

,

309.

93, 134, 142.
letters of;
,

and

II.

;

,

;

is returning
home; II., 636,
639, 640.
is going to the Hague ; II., 641.
of secretary to
, offered ihe post
Lord Fitzwilliam ; II., 642.
, mission of, to Paris
III., 255.
William Wyudham, created, in 1790,
Lord Grenville (3rd son of George,
sen.), passim.
, letters
from I., 194, 240-242,
262, 279, 335, 438, 479, 482-485,
490, 494, 496, 506, et seq., passim;

,

,

;

,

,

,

II., 597, 605, 609,
, letters from
614, 617, 626, 630, 635, 636, 640.
,

;

,

I.,

236, 232,

III., 2, 3, 134,

;

;

second sou of; II., 654, 655.
daughter of I., 330.
of.
See Williams
sisters
Wynne, Lady, and Fortescue,
Lady.
family of; I., 336, 476 (2); II.,
350, 654/
relatives of, passim.
I.,
aides-de-camp of;
290,
432 and see Wesley, Arthur.
I.,*290, 296.
, ehaplains of
chief secretary of.
See Gren,

,

ITS,

II.,

2«5, 349, 421, 617
200, 201, 257, 380.

Lord Temple.

ville,

257.

3,

,

issue
;

1.,

in Ireland,

with

311-

drunken

a

327.

, as M.P. for co. Bucks
I., 333,
335, 363, 364, 590.
,
movements of ; I., 358, 489 ;
II., 304, 306, 308, 310, 313, 318,
489.
;

625
cont.
Grenville, William Wj ndham
as Speaker of the House of
Common*; I., 396, 459-461.
his reversion of the Remem,
brancer's Office in Ireland ; I., 425,
,

•

Grenville, William Wyndham
cont.
, bills to be drawn on
III., 33,
supports Buckingham's measures
in Ireland
JIL, 37.
differs from the rest of the
;

,

;

—

459-461.

may have

,

Cabinet? JIL, 50 (2).

to seek re-election

459-461.
takes Dundas's house at
bledon I., 488, 489.

and the French royalists III. r
105, 109, 112, 115, 116, 118.
, complains of Dundas's proceedings III., 167.
, regrets that his views do not.
accord with the King's; III., 173.

;

I.,

,

Wim-

;

accident to

,

I.,

;

;

579

I.,

;

373, 644, 646 ; III., 35, 36,
283, 310, 330.
created Lord Grenville; I., 611,
612.
,
congratulations to; I., 611,
II.,

,

,

II., 3.

becomes Foreign Secretary

,

55, 56, 60 (2), 74, 119, 155.
, his courtship
of Miss Pitt

;

;

II.,

II.,

105, 282.

announces the King's determination to observe neutrality in
regard to the internal affairs of
France; II., 171.
purchase of an estate by II.,
,

,

;

,

179, 236, 240.
, his
view of the declaration of
Pillnitz
II., 192.
patent of, deiayed by the Chancellor; II., 248.
deprecates a quarrel with
France II., 281.
congratulations to, on his marriage ; II., 292-294.
draws up a manifesto to the
French nation II., 428, 429.
allusion to, in the French Comite
Secret ; II., 473.
speeches of, praised
II., 478
III., 290.
income and salary of; II., 511,

.

;

;

,

—

;.

,

,

;

;

, and
French affairs ; III., 439,
479, 480, 486,513.
offers congratulations to the
Duke of York III., 453.
declines to see Talleyrand III. r
477.
, representations
made to, from
America III., 521.
wife of.
See
Grenville,.

,

,

-—

;

;

,

;

,

512 (2).
to be auditor of the Exchequer
II.', 511-513.
asked by Pitt to take the Home

Annette.

.

,

Department

,

,

;

,

*

;

——

,

proposed retirement of

30, 31.

;

,

family of III., 147, 200.
Jibe! on 111., 146.
General William II. , 309, 478.
,

;

,

;

;

Gressen

Germany

in

Greville (Grevill)

;

ILL,

;

III., 51.

:

Mr. (in 1715); L, 53.
Robert; III., 49, 167.
Grey
General Sir Charles (aft. 1st Earl
Grey) IL, 431, 444,452,477,623.
:

;

aide-de-camp to IL, 611.
Charles (aft. 2nd Earl Grey)
IL, 10 r
271, 336, 480, 514; III., 11.
,

;

;

money

,

tion

Major

;

sent to

(Henrj,
;

2nd

son

IL, C23.

Mr. (diplomatist).
;

bv the Conven-

IL, 538.

Charles)

III., 12.

;

office.

,

;

godson of

,

,

;

clerks of; III., 145.
L, 419.
secretary of
L, 400, 595.
office of.
See Secretary's-

,

;

,

;

;

,

;
II., 595.
assures Pitt that he is entirely
at his disposal
II., 596.
is to retain the Foreign Office
II., 597.
resignation of, dispatched to
Ireland; II., 599.
the King hopes he will go to
Weymouth; II., 622.
/health of; IL, 622, 623.
consults with his colleagues ;
,
II., 629, 638.
, the King
assures, of his confidence H.,^643.
Lord Buckingham is offended
with ; IL, 64?, 655, 656.
assures Lord Buckingham of
,
his continued affection
IL, 650 ;

,

;

,

,

;

papers to be laid before ; III.,
201.
lays his plans for negotiating
with the French government before
the King; III., 22 7.
the
Directory
,
approaches
through the Danish
minister ;
III., 255.
private
III.,
troubles of;
,
276, 279.
,
expressions of affection towards ; III., 297, 300, 307, 316,
317, 321, 323, 328.
portrait of; III., 318.
has accused the Duke of
Bedford of being the cause of the
mutiny in the fleet ; III., 323.
, objections of, to the answer sent
to France
JIL, 329, 330 (3).
, reasons
of, for not
resigning
III., 329.
the King's satisfaction with, for
not resigning III., 330 (2).

>

,

612;

,

;

553.

Cabinet meetings

at

,

,

IL, 499.

See Gray.

of

Sir
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Griffith

Vienna;

:

Mr. (of the Lord Lieutenant's household)

I.,

;

Vicessimus

290, 294.
18.

I.,

;

(opposition M.P.)
I., 395.
Grinfield, Major-General ; II., 349.
Grisons, the ; H.j 588.
Grist, John, paper by ; I., 60.
Grogan, Cornelius, handbill signed by; I.,
578.
Groningen, province of; III., 170, 171,
183, 190, 191, 205, 245, 410, 417.
troops in III., 61, 205, 212, 251.
dissatisfaction with the new government in III., 153, 155-157, 164,
176.
representatives of; III., 172, 205.
departure of the French from ; III.,
;

;

;

211, 212.

town of;

III., 164, 170, 212, 250.

riots at; III., 172.

,

;

;

Street lie;

528.
II., 334, 454, 613, 623.
capture of; II., 411.
Guadichens or Guydickens, General II.,
340, 349.
Gubbin, Humphrey; I., 139.
Gueldres or Guelderland
II., 169,636;
I.,

Guadaloupe,

;

;

III.,

207,409-411,419,

156, 203,

Slates of; III., 413.

Prussian

I.,

Madame de
Guernsey, Lord.
Guernsey

II.,

;

troops in

:

224.

III.,

;

;

139.
139.

;

423, 436.

;

;

I., 153.
431, 434.
(Spaniard)
II., 551.

Gusman

Guydickens.

;

;

;

——

bishop episcopal at II., 165.
charge d'affaires at; II., 284; -and
see Caillard, Monsieur.
conventions or treaties at II., 12, 49,
;

;

97, 130, 149, 171, 172, 174, 218,
251, 377, 533, 541, 545, 546, 552,
557, 565, 567, 604 III., 164, 188,
;

189, 536.
courts of justice at; II., 541.*]
garrison of; III., 417.
Greffier at

II.,

;

And

79.

see Fagel,

101,

106, 112, 121,

129, 131,

;

Guiana, exile to III., 374.
Guildford, Earl of.
See North.
Guiraudet III., 350.

Gunn, Major

;

137-139, 146, 150-152, 156, 178,
264, 357, 360, 535, 540, 546, 552,
III.,
591, 600, 615, 621, 640, 641
48, 408-413, 415, 417, 422, 427,
And see Eden,
437-443, 446.
William, Lord Auckland, letters
from.
post office at II., 2£0, 288.
secretary of the English embassy at

See Finch, Heneage.
III., 400.
556, 598

Gulliver, allusion to

508,541 III., 54, 428, 447.
from England. See Harris, Sir
James, Lord Malmesbury
Kden
William, Lord Auckland Fitzherbert, Alleyne, Lord Si. Helens.
from Denmark. See Schubart.
from Portugal. See Aranjo.
assemblies at. See Holland, States
General, and National Convention

96,

I.,

II.,

Park, letters dated at ; I., 157, 161.
I., 281, 541; II. and III.,
passim.
ambassadors or ministers at ; I., 281,
424, 428, 612; II., 52, 94, 130,
131,178, 251,283, 357,492, 495,

Hague, the;

Monsieur, Greffier of Holland.
tetters dated at; I., 585, 588, 591,
605, 612 (2) ; II., 22-25, 31 (2),
38, 57, 59 (2), 61, 62, 65, 67, 70,
72 (2), 76, 77, 84, 86, 88, 89, 92-

422.

Guerchy
Mons. de;

Haesinguen or Hasinguen, near Basle,
French camp at; III., 130, 131.
Hagley, co. Worcester; I., 122.

of.

Grose, Colonel, Commandant of the Swiss
at Basle
III., 292.
Grovestein, Baron de
II., 364.

Grub

147,223, 227, 273,287;

II.,

III., 73.

;

II.,

;

;

See Guadichens.

Guyon, Sir, the Red Cross Knight I., 161.
Gwynne, Colonel,
and
aide-de-camp
equerry to the King; I., 337-346, 438,
;

446.

II., 377.
society of ; II., 189, 280.
theatre at, director of
II., 141.
tragedy of Charles IX. represented at; II., 140.
W. W. Grenville at. See Grenville.
;

,

Lord Auckland's presence
ance of;

at,

import-

135, 136.
sympathy with the French royalists
at; II., 140.
seditious writings at
II., 152.
Lord Auckland leaves ; II., 168.
to return to
II., 241.

H.

II.,

;

;

H., Lady; I., 105.
Haaffs, Commissary ;
Haarlem or Haerlem

Lord and Lady Auckland
III., 536.
;

II.,

280, 286

;

III.,

42, 426.
gazette ; II., 236, 284.
pensionary of; III., 444.
Hackney ; III., 38.
Haeften, Baron de, Dutch minister

at,

enter-

tainments given by; II., 274, 277.
Lord Auckland's house at II., 284.
English troops at II., 374, 381.
;

;

embassy

at,

offered

to

Lord

Helens; II., 392.
Lord St. Helens appointed to
at

464.

;

St.
II.,

627
Hague, the

cont.

risk in going to ; III., 40, 55, 58, 79.
attachment to the house of Orange
in; III., 42,46.

discontent at
III,, 46, 54.
departure cf troops from ; III., 252.
special minister proposed for, from
France III., 350.
government at, answer from, expected ; III., 351.
command of, to be restored to the
Prince of Orange ; III., 426.
rejoicings at
III., 428.
arrival of the Prince of Orange at
;

;

;

III., 427.

or

David,

Hales,

Poland

minister

to

77, 80, 81 (2), 94,
216, 233, 236, 246, 388.
as minister to Sweden ; III., 90, 333,
344.

Hainault

II.,

;

191
Halifax :
Lord.

;

482, 544

;

III., 9.

;

dismissal of; III., 13, 15.
, office of;
L, 313.
, family of
III., 17.
Sir William
II., 9, 10, 19, 330.
Colonel ; II., 582.
Mr., consul in Virginia ; III., 535.
,

Hamm. See Ham.
Hamme, in Germany III., 24.
Hammond, George II., 83, 98,
;

;

;

III.,

407.

;

423.

III.,

99

294, 327, 375, 391, 401,

69, 254,

from; II., 223, 229, 250, 254,
263, 443 III., 223 (2), 235, 243,
315, 322, 326.
letters to ; II., 80, 408, 651 ; III.,238.
offered
the post of minister to
letters

;

See Montagu, Charles.
Marquis of. See Savile, George and
William.
Halifax, North America
I.,
II.,
184
;

;

402.
Halle, Prince of Cobourg near II., 592.
Haller (banker)
II., 538.
Hallowes, Lieut.-Coionel
I., 486.
Halstead, co. Essex ; II., 389.
Ham (Hamm), house at I., 36.
French princes at II., 425.
;

;

;

;

;

Monsieur

leaves

dated at

letter

illness of

office of;

596, 603.
Sackville, Under Secretary, Ireland ;
I., 262, 300, 303, 311, 313, 319,
321, 325, 331, 363, 369, 386, 393,

449.

Haldimand, General, governor of Quebec
II.,

I., 459-463, 465.
L, 321 (2), 325, 327,
328, 331; II., 239,240.
John James, Earl of Abercorn; I.,
,

,

;

II., 72,

;

,

463.

;

and from, passim.

travellers to

Hailes

Hamilton, James, Lord Clanbrassil cont'
title of Limerick held by ; I.j

;

II., 4 75.

III., 487.

;

;

47

I.,

540, 562, 640

;

;

29,

II.,

III., 9,

335,

55, 73, 89,

102,158, 172,193, 197,222, 224,
238, 249.

Austrian minister at III., 275.
English resident at.
See Fraser,
Charles Henry.
French agent at II., 332.
incendiary papers from II., 348.
;

;

;

inhabitants of
222.
letters

dated at

(Hamburghese)

III.,

;

III.,

39, 41, 46, 52,
55, 60, 71, 73, 182, 183, 233, 243.
merchants of; III., 82, 191.
travellers to and from; III., 17, 19,

78-80, 178,219, 250, 302.

Hamels, letters dated at II., 303 (2).
Hamilton
Alexander,
Secretary
of
State,
United States; II., 158.
;

:

Douglas,

Duke

of;

I.,

357, 591

;

II.,

416.

Oeorge, Baron of Exchequer, Ireland; I., 309 (2), 312, 321, 460,
463, 469.

Gerard I., 264.
James, Lord Clanbrassil, Remembrancer of the Exchequer, Ireland
L, 177.
;

mission

Vienna; HI., 311—

to

of,

313,315.
departure of, from Vienna
III.,
322, 328.
wife of ; II., 444.
Hampden, Lord. See Trevor.
Hampshire L, 32, 41, 73, 89.
militia in
II., 500.
north, regiment of; III., 134.
Hampton, Garrick's house at; I., 151,
;

;

;

157.
letter dated

;

II., 80.

;

minister from England to the
United States; II. ,228, 2S9 (3);
III., 520-529, 534, 535.
is to return home; II., 651.
made Under Secretary at the Foreign
Office; III.,141.
mission of, to Berlin ; III., 227-238.
leaves Berlin
III., 243.
;

Hamburg (Hamburgh, Hambourg, Hamborough)

America
as

from

I., 152.
;
101, 117; III., 10-12.
letter addressed to ; I., 94.
refugee princes at ; III., 129.
Hanaper, the; II., 338.
clerkship of; I., 196.
Handasyde, General I., 108.

Hampton Court

I.,

;

;

Hankowitz, Monsieur ; III., 401.
Hanmer & Co., house of; III., 199.
Hanover; L, 105 II., 640; III., 293, 299.
chancery cf II., 271.
difficulty
created
by, in English
;

;

politics

;

III., 232.

electoral government of ; II.. 645 :
III., 133.
electorate of; III., 24, 48, 94, 224,

—

300.
-,

suggested

III., 407.

sequestration

of:

628
Hanover

cont.

that the Fr«.nch will attack ;
III., 148.
House of, succession of; I., 13.
letters dated at; IN., 18.
ministers from; II., 618; III., 92
fear

(2), 9-1.
neutrality of

94, 128,

643;

II.,

53 (2),

III.,

92, 148, 403.

Hanoverian

,

:

pest office III., 233.
troops; I., 587, 588; II, 381, 387;

389,452, 507,559, 645;

III.,

21-

24, 45, 51, 196, 209, 442, 443, 518,

519.

Harburton, Lord. See Pomeroy, Arthur.
Harcourt
Due de II 394 (2), 622 III., I, 5,
89, 98-100, 117, 141, 167, 179,
180, 216,291, 306,364, 561.
,

;

,

;

letter to

Simon,

;

III., 512.

Lord Harcourt

;

653

II.,

;

III., 103.
,

as former

Lord Lieutenant of
176, 472, 572; III.,

Ireland; I.,
544.
L, 294.
, picture of;
Lieut.-General ; III., 5, 6, 9, 265.
Mrs., attendant
on the Princess
Caroline ; III., 21, 44, 49.
Hardenberg, Count; II., 614, 626, 633,
639, 640; III., 48.
Hardie, Dr. ; IL, 416.
Harding or Hardinge, George I., 327,
463, 465.
Hardwicke, Earl of. See Yorke, Philip.
Hardwicke (co. Bucks r), resident at; I.,
264.
Hardy, Sir Thomas, letters of; I., 07, 74
-76.
Hare, Lieutenant I., 483.
Haren, Mons. de ; III., 158.
;

;

Harlev

Edward, Earl of Oxford II 439.
Dr. John, bishop of Hereford I., 285,
;

,

;

288, 289 ; II., 439.
Harlingen or Harling,portof,in Friezland
III., 202, 203.
II., 275
Harnikoff, Russian Admiral, to be created
a Knight of the Bath III., 369, 374,
375.
See Stanhope,
Harrington, Earl of.
Charles.
Harris, Sir James, Lord Malmestury,
ambassador to the Hague, &c. ; I.,
257,258, 424; II., 210, 220,360,
400, 464, 470, 479, 488, 503, 541,
554 (2), 558 (2), 591, 592, 604 (2),
III.,
609, 614, 627, 636, 638-640
5, 9, 19, 21, 27, 163, 408-417, 426
(2), 429, 430, 433-435, 437-439,
44?, 448.
II., 474-492, 494,
letters from
503, 533, 535 (2), 546, 552, 564566, 577, 592, 625, 633, 636-639,
653
III., 18, 259, 260 (2), 262,
;

;

;

;

;

,

;

;

58(2),

III.,

;

148, 149.

regency of;

Harris, Sir James cont
268, 269, 278, 279, 286, 336, 337V
314, 354, 8*6, 3.VJ, 360,370, 37l„
373, 376, 377 (2), 415, 422, 437439, 441-443, 446, 447.
letters to
II.
476, 496, 499,
516, 545, 566, 620, 642
III., 260,
276, 282, 283, 333 (2), 335, 336,
346 (2), 352, 355, 372, 416, 419,
423, 424, 431, 435, 444 (2), 447.
created Lord Malmesbury ; L,
356.
irksome position of; IL, 621.
wishes to return home ; IL, 626,
628, 640.
, signs the military
concert ; IL,
628.
mission of, to Brunswick IL,
642, 652, 653
III., 43, 44, 49, 62,
316.
mission of, to France ; III.,
,
258-262, 264, 265, 268-270, 275284.
the second
III., 337361, 369, 373,376, 377.
dismissal of, from Paris ; III.,
292.
proposed renewal of negotia,
tions by ; III., 379, 381, 382.
, going again to the Hague ;
III.,
486.
, messenger of;
III., 439.
-, servants of; III., 356.
Captain
I., 253.
,

;

;

,

,

;

,

;

Mr.;

123, 124.

I.,

Harrison

:

Edward,

from

letter

letter to

,

;

L, 28.

I., 4.

;

Captain; L, 15,42, 48.

Governor L, 62.
Hart,
I. 43.
Hartley, Mr.
L, 219 (2), 221, 222, 354.
Hartsinck, Monsieur III., 48.
Hartstonge, Sir H. I., 458.
Harver,
IL, 98.
Harve}'
Admiral IL, 622 III., 98, 99, 102^
103 (2), 162, 165.
, fleet of;
III., 141 (2).
Capt. Eliab; IL, 413.
;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

Wm.

I.,

;

;

89.

Mr., of Combe
52 (2), £3.

-

;

I.,.

;

I., 8,

13, 16, 34, 38,

482.

Harward, Mr., English Consul

at

Ostend

{

IL, 426, 432, 440.
Harwich, IL, 178, 211 ; III., 442.
letter dated at
IL, 267.
travellers to; IL, 59, 164, 394 (2);
III., 311,327.
Haselwood, Captain I., 26.
Hastee,
II., 480, 481.
Hastings
Selina, Lady Huntingdon
L, 150.
Warren: L, 210, 243.
;

—

;

;

:

;

,

impeachment and

trial

261, 262, 309, 316, 328.
IL, 10.
;

of; 1.,

629
member

Hatsell, Mr.,

Madras I., 1.
Hattem, in Gueldres

of the council

of

;

;

III., 212.

Haugwitz, Baron, minister of the King of
Prussia ; II., 493, 494, 533, 552,
565 (2), 566, 577, 592, 604, 633,
653; III., 27, 163, 225,226, 289,
306, 325, 371, 372, 405, 406, 563.
conference of, with Hammond ; III.,
235.
the most capable minister at Berlin ;
III., 198.

incivility of

Havannah,

affairs

;

402.

III.,

Hauteville,

in foreign

Mons. de;

III., 197.
the, treatment of slaves at

;

I.,

308.

Havelo, pays de
III., 477.
Havre, Due de III., 96.
Havre de Grace II., 444, 452, 464, 468,
501
III., 244, 488.
Hawke, Martin, Lord Hawke ; II., 427
;

;

;

;

III., 486.

son of;

;

Charles.

dated at

letter

201.

Hawkes worth, Dr.

;

I.,

144.

Hawkins, C. I., 110, 130 (2), 132.
agreement by I., 121.
;

;

letters of;

I.,

107, 129-133.

letters to

I.,

107 (2), 128 (2).

;

Tnomas, son of;

110, 114,

107,

I.,

119-121, 127-132.

Hay

:

William, Earl of Errol ; I., 596, 604.
Dr. I., 80, 82.
Hay-Drummond, Robert, Earl of Kiunoul
;

I.,

604.

Heyden, election at; I., 108.
Hayes, Kent, Pitt's house at. See Hollwood.
meeting of children at II., 219.
Hayman, Mr. II., 190-193.
Haynes
;

;

:

Isabella, letter of;
,

John

brother of;
;

,

I.,

I.,

10.

558.
120, 128.
L, 558.

tion of;
election at

I.,

I.,

;

;

Helvoet or Helvoetsluys

IL, 25, 69, 158,
290, 305, 380 (2), 632, 640 ; IIL,
23.
packet boat from ; IL, 67, 121.
;

Hely-Hutchinson
John, provost of Trinity College,
Dublin I., 178,191, 206,235, 237,
;

305, 320, 321, 327, 348, 409, 420,
436, 452.
,
to be Master of the Rolls.
Ireland I., 235, 237.
, as
Secretary of State, Ireland
I., 321.
son of; I., 237.
Richard, Lord Donoughmore ; L, 420,
441.
Henin, French minister at Constantinople ;
IL, 457, 458, 472, 510, 511, 515, 581.

32.

from

letter

I., 4.

Thomas.
Hearth money, examinator of;
Heath, Mr. I., 108, 120.
Keathcote or Heathcott

I.,

202.

;

I.,

14, 30, 40.

family of I., 14.
Heathfield, Lord.
See Eliott,
Augustus.
,

Heaviside, Mr.

;

George

IL, 305.

;

Hebert [Jacques Rene]
II.,
456, 459
-462,466,471,528,529, 531, 538,
539, 540, 542, 549-551, 553-555,
;

506, 561

94090.

;

Robert, second Earl of Northington
I., 195, 227, 232.
as Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland
I., 212, 220-222, 224.
,

;

;

,
as late Lord-Lieutenant ; I.,
293, 297 ; IL, 55.
Mr.; I., 132.
Henniker, Captain ; IL, 36, 38, 55, 67.
Henriot,
Commandant of the national
guard; IL, 457, 458, 459, 472, 555,
556, 560, 562, 570 ; IIL, 506.
Henry VIL, King, Irish Act of; L, 366.

Henry VIII, King, Royal Marriage Act
of; IL, 232.
" Henry." See le Pein, Monsieur.
Hepburn, Mr.; I., 258, 271, 273, 275,

;

;

sons of; L, 32, 38, 40, 42.
Headfort or Headford, Lord. See Taylor,

Sir Gilbert;

Henley

277.
Heraclitus, allusion to ; L, 155.
Heralds, college of IL, 234.

10.

I.,

,

a

Hector, Cointe; IL, 425.
letter dated from ; I., 112.
Heidelberg, the great tun at ; IL, 118.
Helly, secretary of the Comite de Salut
Public ; IL, 557.
Helstone, Cornwall, charter and corpora-

Hedzar,

,

Hawkestone, Shropshire,
II.,

See

;

III., 486.
427, 456
Lord.
See
Jenkinson,

II.,

Hawkesbury,

cont.

arrest of; II., 541, 550.
faction of,
or Hebertistes.
France, factions in.

mayor of

III., 243.

;

employed

chiefly

Hebert [Jacques Rene]

III., 506,

507.

Heras, Mons.

le.

See Las Heras,

Mon-

sieur de.

Herault de Sechelles IL, 456-461, 463,
518, 555 (2), 556, 560; III., 500.
;

arrest of; IL, 551.
expulsion of, from the Comite de
Salut Public; IL, 561.
character of; IIL, 491.
house of, orgies at; IIL, 492.
Herbert
Lady Betty I., 106.
George Augustus, 11th Earl of Pembroke ; IIL, 361.
Henry, Lord Portchester; II.,, 336.
, as Earl of Carnarvon ;
IL, 436,
;

453.

Henry, 9th Earl of Pembroke

S S

j

I.,

92.
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Herbert, Henry, Earl of Pembroke cont.
and his wife (master and mistress of Highclere) ; I., 97,

Lady Margaret; L,

;

I.,

James

L,

Viscount Lifford I., 465, 470.
Joseph I., 206, 320.
Serjeant Joseph
I., 561.

26 37, 42, 47, 50.
letter to

,

to be

I., 4.

;

;

L, 104.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

167, 172,

70, 71, 73, 78, 93,

219, 258.
dismissal or retirement of

;

II.,

126,

131.

Hervey, John Augustus, Lord Hervey,
son of the Earl of Bristol; II., 121,

—

Mons. de

;

II.,

507.

,
;

regiment of

I.,

—

III., 134.

;

409, 459.

;

—

;

I.,2.

Highclere, co. Hants;

Highlands,

the,

93, 96, 97.

I.,

Master and mistress
lodge

of.
in.

See Herbert.
See Donira

Lodge.

High Wycombe,

co.

Bucks

Hildesheim, bishopric of;

;

215.

I.,

III., 228,

229.

Hill:
Arthur, Lord Kilwarlin or Lord Fairford, son of the Earl of Hillsborough ; I., 407, 409.
Wills, Earl of Hillsborough; I., 177,
183, 288, 310, 383, 395, 399, 402,
412, 413, 432, 442, 458, 462, 494,

519

;

II., 55.

,

boroughs of

;

,

in Ireland

I.,

220.
222, 226.
, speech of, alluded to
I., 225.
, to be made a
marquis ; I., 424,
426, 436.
, as Marquis of
Downshire ; II.,
337 ; III., 554.

III., 112.

;

II., 507.
;
Charles. Landgrave of; II., 63, 68,
424, 431, 434, 474 ; III., 72, 73.
I., 259.
, garter given to ;
, subsidy to ;
II., 177.
,
for ; II., 63, 68,
, treaty
173; III., 134.

;

III.,

;

Hesse Cassel

Prince of

561.
214, 215;

I.,

;

212,

II.,

the " fat," death of ; I., 201, 202.
Hewitts, the
I., 290.
Heyden, Comte de II., 139, 171.
Higgins,
I., 203.
;
Higginson,
, late Governor
of Madras

330, 401, 439, 605.

Hesse Darmstadt

from

134.

John.
Herf, near Liege III., 462, 463.
Heme, Nathaniel L, 37, 40.
Hernon, Mrs. L, 444.
Heron, Sir It. L, 164, 171.
Hertford, Earl and (in 1793) Marquis of.
See Seymour Conway, Francis.
Hertford, county of II., 309, 348.
bridge I., 489
HI., 93.
, letter dated from
L, 354.
Hertzberg, Count L, 612 II., 25, 59, 61,

Hervilly,

letter

Colonel;

"Spa"; I., 101-103.
family of; 1., 101.
Herbois.
See Collot d'Herbois.
Hercules, pillars of; III., 233.
Hereford, bishop of. See Harley, Dr.

67,

,

105.

I.,

2nd

;

«

;

Armagh],

of

I.,

;

Lord High Admiral

38.

Mrs.
Mr.;

[Dean

;

;

;

,

eont.

allusions to, as the late
465, 468, 470.
, his family ;
I., 465, 470.
,

93, 96, 97.

Thomas, 8th Earl of Pembroke
6,

Hewitt, James, Lord Lifford

;

I.,

;

William, letters of; I., 113, 115.
Hillsborough, Earl of.
See Hill, Wills.
Hilton, co. Northampton
II., 355.
Hippesley (Hipsley) :
Sir John; III., 265 (2), 294, 299,
Hillier,

;

III., 72.

Hessian
huts ; II., 453.
troops; II., 388, 389, 424,431, 436,
439, 446, 474, 477, 507, 560, 635 ;
III., 22, 45, 51, 72, 73, 442, 443,
470, 477.
See Moira, Lord.
, leader of.

Hewitt
James, Lord Lifford, Lord Chancellor
of Ireland; I., 166,171, 181,184,

311,318.
,

letter to; III., 2 65.

Mr.; III.,
Hird, William
Hislop, Major

;

;

12.
I.,

II.,

51.

652;

III..

52

(2).

Hitchiu, co. Herts, letter dated from

;

I.,

91.

:

189,
290,
327,
391.

191, 201, 206, 221, 227, 244,
303,308, 311, 320, 323, 324,
331, 336, 359, 386, 388, 389,

394,396,407, 411-413, 415,

417,419, 422, 467.
426, 446,

459, 460.
,

suggested retirement of;

I.,

350,

352.

intends to resign

,

441.
f
,

death of;
will of;

461.
465.

I.,

I.,

:

Messrs. Benj. and Henry
Mr.; L, 79,80, 90, 91.
Hoare's Bank ; I., 134, 135.

;

I.,

76.

Hobart
John, 2nd Earl of Buckinghamshire
196, 339, 340, 344.
as former Lord
of Ireland; 562.

;

I.,

illness of; I., 312,

,

Hoare

;

I.,

423, 439,

,

Major Eobert,his nephew;

Lieutenant

I., 287, 288,
306, 347, 367, 401, 406, 449, 451,
452, 461, 468, 469, 471, 473-479,
482,485,486,490, 491, 498, 494,
496, 502, 503, 506, 510-513, 515,
516, 520-522, 525, 531 (2), 534,

G31
Hobart, Major Eobert

cont.

541, 548, 554, 5G0 (2), 562-564,
569, 570, 576,578, 585 ; II., 16, 17,
22, 35, 37, 40, 55, 184, 214, 221,
226, 238, 239, 248, 321, 337, 482.
letters from ; Is, 474, 478, 481,
491,498,501,536, 544, 549, 551,
556, 560, 561 (2), 569 ; II., 35, 40,
255.
letters to ; I., 494, 542, 550, 559,
564 ; II., 33, 255.
suggested as Chief Secretary
,
for Ireland
L, 4 8, 419, 422, 424,
425, 426, 428, 431, 437.
appointed Chief Secretary ; I.,
445.
, to go to England
I., 466.
, receives a challenge and fights
;
L, 569.
,

,

—

—

1

;

——
—

,

;

Mrs. ; L, 93, 106.
Heche, General II., 519, 520, 540.
Hochet, Commissary of the Convention
;

II.,

;

543.

Hockbat, John

535.

I.,

;

Hoetz, in Alsace; III., 130.

Hoffman, Mr. I., 172.
Hogguer, Baron, Dutch minister at Petersburg; II., 66, 89 (2), 121, 123, 131,
III., 74.
374, 489
Hoghton, Sir H. I., 335, 336.
Hohenheim, Countess II., 242.
Hohenloe, Prince; II., 170, 173, 182, 183,

Holland, or the Dutch Republic cent.
commercial treaty with I., 349; II.,
23 (2), 31, 32, 39, 41, 58, 70-72,
138, 151, 152, 161, 168, 169, 176,
178, 180,186.
East India article in ; II., 168.
;

,

projet for ; I., 586, 588-591,
,
595, 597-602, 605, 612, 613,
, draft of
I., 597, 598.
commissioners or commissaries of ?
III., 46, 47, 350, 352, 361, 435.
Committee of General Confederations
in ; III., 164.
of General Welfare in ; III., 39.
of the Navy in ; III., 42.
of Reform in, overthrow of; III.,
180.
Conseiller-Pensionna'tre of
III., 43.
Council Committee or Rada (Gecommiteerde Raadeii) of; III., 418.
constitution of, the ancient ; IIL, 41,
48, 429.
Council of State in ; III., 428.
replaced by a committee; III.,
;

',

42,47.
Courts of Justice in;

•

;

;

;

200, 548, 557
III., 536.
, troops of ;
III., 51.
hereditary prince of III., 51.
;

ambassadors

or

foreign courts

;

10,

from

at
II., 60, 71, 94, 102,

112,264.294, 493, 498; III., 48,
and see under the
73, 74, 432
,-

various countries.

ambassadors to.
ambassadors at.

army or troops
arrests

in

Van

;

See Hague, the,

;

;

or Court of.

government.
Grand Pensionary
Spiegel, Adrian.
,

the late

;

of.

See Dutcb

See Van der

IL, 220.

See Fa^el, Monsieur,
islands belonging to
IL, 24, 31, 145.
proposed cession of to England t
;

,

See Dutch army,
253 ; and see
Spiegel, Adrian, and
of.

III., 42,

51. 56.

,

;

Greffier of.

der
Ehoon, Count.
Assembly of provisional Representatives of the people of ; III., 46-48,
,

or troops in ; IL, 38*0,.
IIL, 21-23, 45.
IIL, 426, 428.
equestrian order in
exports and imports of; L, 20O, 231
261.
IIL, 53, 54, 56, 71, 205.
finances of
frontiers of, emigrants assembling on
IIL, 105.
the
IIL, 81.
fugitives from
;

Government

ministers

See Bentinck,

in.

;

I., 5,

III., 42.

;

agent

army

;

Fiscal of

II., 598, 599, 605, 610,
630, 637; III., 514-518.
distress and discontent in; IIL, 2123, 40, 42, 54-57, 61, 203, 417,
420, 421.
eastern frontiers of j IIL, 172, 176.

384

passim,
Admiralties of; II., 71, 92, 367.
the five, abolition of III., 42.
,

(2), 643.

Charles.

13, 21, 29, 30, 41, 47, 274, 278, 279,
284,
286, 349;
II.
and III.

,

III., 418, 428.
334, 353, 379, 383

defence of;

English

;

Holdemess, Lady. See Darcy.
Holland, Mr.; II., 164.
Holland, or the Dutch Republic;

crisis in; II., 46,

edict published

President

by

of.

;

III., 46.

See

Paulas,

Pieter.

Attorney General of; III., l'.O, 418.
the Cabal in; III., 39, 61, 79, 91,
164, 184, 418.
clubs in; III., 139.
col'eges of; III., 42?.

IIL, 187, 190.

Juges delegues in ; IIL, 418.
letters on the affairs of; III., 21, 41 r
46, 52, 55, 60, 71, 73, 78, 150-158,
164, 170, 176, 182-192, 202-205,
217-222, 236-238, 245,
250-255,408-415, 417, 422, 425440-442
and see EJen,
428,
;
William, and Harris, Sir James,
207-212,

letters from,

loan for;

1 1.,

380,381.

magistrates of; HI., 41.
ministers or ministry of.

See Buvteh

government.

3 S

2
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Holland, or the Dutch Republic cont.
National Convention of; III., 164,
171, 176-178, 180, 188, 203-205,
211, 219, 220, 253.
III., 203.
, President of ;
national debt of; III., 53.

Holland, or the Dutch Republic cont.
See
visit of W. W. Grenville to.
Grenville,

and England
and France;

municipalities in ; III., 41, 43.
north, discontent in ; III., 203.
paper money in ; III., 212.
party of the House of Orange in.

See Orange, House

286,353;

of.

I.,
or republican government in
349 ; II., 47 ; III., 39, 41-43, 52,
60, 61, 71, 72, 91, 94, 164, 189,
211, 417, 418, 426; and passim.

219, 245, 433.
ports or harbours of ; I., 595, 600
III., 35 (2).
II., 24, 31, 32, 150

;

—

,

;

;

,

III, 39, 41.
,

resolutions of, annulled

,

the

new;

;

III.,

;

III., 43, 47.

III., 71.

plans submitted to

;

III.,

53.
>

letter to

,

towns

of,

;

III., 43.

government and rulers of

III., 409, 417, 418, 425-427.
trade of; III., 154, 420, 421.
III., 54, 56, 71.
, stagnation of;
translations made in ; I., 158.

and from, passim,
.treaties with; II., 31, 32, 210 (2),
217-219; 111., 71, 73, 443-446;
and see Hague, conventions at.
troops of. See Dutch troops,
travellers to

union

of,

164, 176, 177, 212, 217, 218, 222,

252, 253.
'

military convention for defence
of; III., 536.
,

will

publications of

III., 42, 43.

;

only act in conjunction with her

allies; II., 1, 2.

will not take

war;

an active part

in

the

II., 60.

of war ships by II., 71.
Orange cockades in II., 130.
insults to, from France
II., 152, 346,
sa*le

;

;

;

351.
described

as

au English province

j

II., 186.

English influence in II., 287, 290, 3 14.
threatened attack upon, by France
II., 359-363, 366, 370, 371, 377;

;

379.

need of vigorous preparation for war
in;

II.,

360, 361, 365, 371.

complaints in, that England has forsaken her II., 379.
treachery in II., 381.
has come into the war to preserve
her existence II., 415.
expense of the war to II., 434, 495;

;

;

;

497.

43, 47.
, registers of
,

;

with ; III., 56,
, dissatisfaction
57, 61, 79, 150, 154, 155, 157, 159,

;

III., 171, 177, 180.
prisoners in
provinces of or Dutch provinces ; II.,
I, 2, 63, 92, 615 ; III., 26, 39, 46,
47, 53, 61, 62, 150, 165, 415; and
see wider their names.
the States of; III., 41, 409.
regencies of; III., 41, 42, 410, 425.
ships of. See Dutch ships.
south, discontent in ; III., 203.
See
Stadtholder or Stadthouder of.
Orange, Prince of.
Stadtholder ship, abolition and proIII.,
jected re-establishment of
4, 39, 40, 43, 54, 55, 140, 187, 408,
409, 438, 440, 442.
"State papers of, collection of ; III., 80.
States General of ; I., 349, 585, 599 ;
II, 2, 63, 71, 114, 210, 216-218,
222, 278, 281, 296, 300, 304, 357,
364,365,641; III., 10, 157, 411,
415, 428, 438, 442, 515.
, appointment by ;
II., 589.
documents of ; II., 186.
— , French corps raised at the expense cf II., 479.
, sittings of
III., 39, 43, 74.
, speech
of the Stadtholder to
II., 382.
a new Assembly is to replace ;
;

.

below.

of,

new

201 (2), 202, 212,

III.,

passim.
282-285, 310, 357;

111.,
I.,

II., 177; III., 61, 189, 413,-417,
418, 422-132, 438, 440 (2), 441 ;
III., 46, 202, 239, 247, 250, 339,
350, 413, 428, 434, 478; and
passim. See also French in\asion

new

patriots or revolutionists in; II., 277,

W. W.
;

Captain General of; 111^
and see Orange,
;

408, 409, 412
Prince of.

West India Committee

in

;

III., 164.

offers to purchase the contents of the

French King's library; II., 461.
financial suggestions for ; II., 496.
speech of Pitt printed in ; II., 584.
the Emperor a weak ally for ; II., 598.
is much in need of sound advice ; II.,
612.
the fall of, would be an infinite calamity to Europe; II., 613.
allied army in, command of, to be
offered to the Duke of Brunswick ;
II., 639.
panic in ; II., 646.
French invasion and occupation of;
III., 21-26, 40, 42, 47, 54, 60, 61,
73,74, 79-82, 91, 170, 187, 194,
207, 209, 378 ; and passim.
general in.
See Bournonville,
General.
well-disposed party in ; III., 9, 236,
237, 245; and see new government, dissatisfaction with, above.
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Holland, or the Dutch Kepublic cont.
Duke of Brunswick in III., 18.
;

III.,
prejudice against the allies in
21-23.
and Prussia ; III., 27, 28.
communication with, interrupted
;

III., 39, 41, 54, 55.

imitation or admiration of the French
government in III., 39, 41, 47, 58,
;

(2), 412, 438, 440, 442, 444, 443,
449, 517, 523.
letter from
II., 524.
, fleet of;
II., 524.
Hoogendorf, Monsieur III., 419.
,

;

;

Hope

:

Henrv, banker, of Amsterdam

61.

introduction of assignats into; III.,
42, 46, 54, 56.

prospect

of war with England

in,

III., 57.

declares

war

" against half Europe "

;

III., 71.

III., 82.

departure of the French from III.,
91, 211, 217, 218,252.
hopes of securing the independence
of III., 232.
established religion in, decree for
setting aside III., 251.
should provide for the House of
Orange ; III., 375.
alliance with, renewal of ; III., 430,
;

;

;

441,442.
occupation

by Prussian troops

of,

and the Algerines
Holland, province of;

;

I.,

91.

Messrs.,

of

;

III., 526.

Amsterdam

—

;

;

;

Horsfall, Col.

;

457.

I.,

Horwood, Great,

;

III.,

French occupation of

,

;

III., 9,

23, 24, 26.
of;
, States

641

;

III.,

II., 285, 292, 541,
409, 425-430.

Hollwood or Holwood, Kent
house]; I., 219; II., 23,

[Pitt's

25, 32,
57, 59, 294, 295 ; III., 242, 377.
letters dated at; I., 258, 356, 523,

527

;

II., 60,

104, 471

;

III.,

57,

251, 360, 368, 369, 414.
Holstein ; III., 79, 224, 225.
Holyhead (the Head), Anglesea ; I., 191,
269, 355, 387.
postmaster of I., 378.
travellers to ; I., 294, 379, 382, 406.
Holy Land, the I., 33.
Home Office, the ; II., 95, 395, 481 ; III.,
437 ; and see Secretary's Office,
suggestion that Grenville should take
II., 595.
Duke of Portland accepts ; II., 597.
Dundas leaves II., 602.
Home Secretary. See Secretaries of State.
Home, Mr. ; I., 597.
Hon, Baron de ; II., 151, 280, 304
Honduras I., 528.
Honiton, co. Devon I., 536.
;

;

;

;

;

;

:

Captain Alexander; I., 151, 159.
as Lord Bridport
III., 89,
,

293, 294.

;

at

Hotham, Admiral; III., 12C.
Houat; III., 101.
Houchard, General; IL, 487.
Houston,

convention or assembly of

Bucks, resident

co.

291.

Houdan (Houdiac)

,

565,

;

416, 612.
39, 41, 47, 53, 54, 56.

II. ,

;

10, 20, 41,
47, 53, 153, 205, 381 (2), 413,415,
III., 6,

;

622; III., 46.
Hopetown, Earl of. Sec Hope, James.
Hopper,
II., 98.
Horace, Avri tings of, alluded to I., 160,
228; IL, 8, 119.
Homage, Mr. I., 8.
Horner, Colonel I., 53.
Hornwell (co. Hants ?), manor of L, S9.

I.,

III., 434, 436, 437.

II.,

;

151, 283, 286, 287, 293, 496, 610;
III., 447.
, letters from ;
IL, 152, 293.
James, 3rd Earl of Hopetown ; I.,
596, 597, 602, C03.
Lieutenant ; I., 357, 489.

Mr.;

against Eugland ; III., 71, 79.
supplies from, expected in France

Hood

coni.

Alexander, wife of; I., 151, 159.
Samuel, Lord Hood; II., 191, 407

Howard

—

;

I.,

;

III., 101.

489.

:

Charles, Duke" of Norfolk; I., 400 ;
IL, 345, 3i9, 513.
, militia of;
IL, 336.
Frederick, Earl of Carlisle; I., 162,
IL, 336, 360, 369.
168, 210, 323
. as former Lord Lieutenant
I.,
562.
Sir G.
L, 326.
Henrietta, Countess of Suffolk (wife
of Henry, 10th Earl)
I., 95, 98104, 155.
, letters from, 92-94-, 105, 106.
family of; I., 93.
Thomas, Earl of Effingham ; L, 357,
525.
made Governor of Jamaica ; I.,.
528.
;

;

;

;

,

,

Howe
Howe I., 286, 297,
298, 300, 302, 328; IL, 414, 444,
452, 474, 476, 590, 609 ; III., 323.
Admiralty ; L,
, retires from the
324, 326.
of the French fleet bv
, defeat
IL, 590.
, to
have command of the Portuguese squadron IL, 608, 609.
, money due to
HI., 401.
-, fleet of, return of; IL, 418,422,
423.
,
in Torbav
IL, 422, 444,
447.

Kichard, Lord

;

;

;

,

;
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Hyles, Mr.

cont.

fleet of,

,

Hyndon,

holds that of Brest in

check; II., 581.
Sir William
I., 235
;

Colonel; III., 134.
, regiment of;
III., 134.
Hcyte or Hoyt, Mr.; I., 131-133.
Huber, Monsieur; III., 253.
Hubertsbourg, treaty of; II., 174.
Hudson's Bay, trade to II., 22.

Comte

d'Artois at

army of.

David, as Secretary to the Embassy
I.,

155.

Hugh, Earl of Marchmont;

590,

I.,

592, 593.

Mr. (1789) ; I., 460.
Hungary, King of; II., 264.

Hungary;

I.,

349;

10, 29,

,

II.,

618, 631

;

HL, 287.
Catholic clergy in; II., 618.
Diet of; II., 614, 618.
minister from, at Vienna
II., 618.
Huninguen or Huningue, in Alsace II.,
;

;

588,614:
I,,

110, 111.

Hunter, a courier ; III., 344.
Huntingdon, Lady. See Hastings, Selina.
Huntingdon, countv of, Lieutenancy of;
357, 487.
Huntspill, co. Somerset,
296.
Hard, Mr. ; L, 144.
Huron. Lake; II., 611.
I.,

manor

412;

II.,

III.,

of;

I.,

89,168,

179, 363.

Hussey
Dr.; IIL, 315.
chaplain to the

Spanish embassy

323, 324. 419.
I., 272.

II.,
;

;

;

;

I.,

328.

III., 90.

Huskisson, Mr.;

chicanes ; IL, 161.
courts; L, 282; IL, 48, 77, 81,92,
104, 159, 169, 211, 367; IIL, 28,
248, 440, 562.
And see Vienna
and St. Petersburg, courts of.
ministers ; IL, 106 ; IIL, 45.
Impey, Sir Elijah, Lord Chief Justice at
Calcutta ; I., 328, 587.
Inarime, island of (Italy)
IL, 8, 19.
Inchiquin, Earls of.
See O'Brien.
India
I., 1-49
passim, 187, 240-242,
276, 281, 287, 483, 587, 588; IL,
236, 321 ; III,, 379, 400, and see

East Indies, the.
appointments for ; IL, 321, 323.
Begum and Benares business in

III., 131, 133.

Hunt
Mr.;
Mr.;

L, 64.

;

Hume
in Paris;

;

I, Mr. ; IIL, 562.
II Penseroso, quoted
IL, 33.
Imbert, Monsieur ; IIL, 131,213.
Imperial
army; IL, 558, 539 ; and see Austria,

394.
Humalda, Monsieur; III., 187, 211.
Humbert, General ; III., 538, 540 (2).
aide de camp of; III., 538.
interviews with ; III., 538, 539.
II.,

;

72.

L

;

Hull,

,

446.

II.,

;

1

j

co. Wilts, election at

Hutchinson
Archibald I., 68 (2).
Hely. See Hely- Hutchinson.

Board of control

See East India

for.

Company.
British Government

in
L, 497, 534
IL, 298, 621.
governors general of. See Wellesley, Richard, Lord Mornington,
and Cornwallis, Lord.
, interests in; IL, 508; III.
r 419421, 441-445.
;

;

castes in ; I., 2, 44.
charter; IL, 395.
commissioners ; IIL, 443, 444.
convention respecting ; I., 356.
European garrisons in ; I., 3.
finances of; IL, 185.
fleet in; IL, 11
and see India ships.
merchants in ; L, 268.
histories of.
See Bruce, John, and
;

:

;

•Colonel; IIL, 134.
IIL, 134.
, regiment of
Mrs. ; L, 221.
Hyat, Mr. ; I, 118.

Orme, Bobert, histories by.
judges in; I., 510, 519. 588; IL, 12;

Hyde

Lord Walsingham's appointment

;

Edward,

1st Earl of

and

Clarendon; IIL,

103.
;

,

letters

;

I.,

95-106.

from

;

I.,

IIL, 266.

;

to

;

242.

354.
military

to

;

III., 335,

and naval armaments of

;

I.,

605; IL, 477.
95,

99,

97,

105.
,

I.,

Lord Mornington going

Henry, 4th Earl of Clarendon L, 74.
Henry, Lord Combury [son cf the
4th Earl]

see Calcutta.

Lascars of

news from

;

I.,

587

;

IL, 290, 293

(2).

as Lord Hyde,

136 (2).
aunt of; I., 97.
[Major] General I.,

letters

of; L,

,

;

401, 402, 407, 654,
:
I., 275.

29L 292

;

IL,

the Pittah in

IL, 186.
;
Pitt's estate in ; L, 37.
Presidencies of; IIL, 195; and see
Bengal, Bombay, and Madras,
revenues of; I., 269; IIL, 369, 419,
421.
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Ireland,

cont.

Supreme Council of;
judicature of

607.

I.,

;

army

tobacco farm of; I., 1.
treasury of; II., 621 III., 419.
troops in or for I., 587 ; II., 11, 12,

I.,

muster master general

,

muster master,

,

481, 497; II., 164.
I., 519.

in.

war

314

;

,

;

501

II., 191.

;

(American) settlement on the Ohio

,

-

III.,

war; II., 405.
Indians, the; III., 39.
;

Inuspruck

;
;

Irby, Sir William
I., 108.
as member for Bodmin; I., 119. 120.
letters of; I., 109, 112, 113.
chosen as member for Old Sarum I.,
122.
Ireland, passim

Bank

;

:

Accountant General for. See Burgh.
Accounts, Board of, in 1 359, 569.
Acts in the English Parliament concerning I., 365 III., 546, 547.
Admiralty Court in I., 184.
;

,

,

I.,

234 (2),

Ancient Britons in

III., 385, 388.

;

or troops in;

I.,

187, 208, 231,

296,323; II., 328, 427-429, 477,
525; III., 2, 5, 544, 548, 554,
555.

Adjutant General of} I., 452;
187, 212, 213; and see Faw-

cett,
,
,

Colonel.
,

Deputy

,

office of

I.,

;

;

I.,

348.

351.

augmentation of ; I., 286, 290,
300; II., 319, 337,341.
,

cavalry
,

Bitt,

—

—

,

of;

308,

by

atrocities

I.,

169, 172 (2), 186.

governors and directors of

;

I.,

Barrack Board for

I.,

;

174, 180, 182.

Bishops in; L, 177, 299, 467, 480 ;
III., 553, 559; and see wider their
names,
,

conferring of peerages upon

bishoprics in

;

I.,

;

I.,

339, 452.
- Chief.

Commander - in
,

See

W. A.

General

secretary to; II., 16.

commissions or promotions in ;
I., 337-343, 347, 355, 357, 358,
361, 437-456, 473-475, 486, 489,
II., 15-17, 26, 28,
490, 493, 525
30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 50, 55, 212,

;

215.
, deserters

;

I.,

;

L,

576, 577.

Black rod, Usher

236.

,

I.,

561-565.

184.

I.,

;

"Aggregate" bcdy in;

II.,

, supposed
385-390, 394.

;

172.

;

army

serving abroad
559, 560.

;

laws of

,

II.,

Yelverton, Barry (1782-1783).
Fitzgibbon, John (1783-1789).
Wolfe, Arthur (1789-1798).

;

;

;

;

118.
£56.

II.,
I.,

I.,

assizes in ; I., 211, 343, 428.
association to protect those who voted
for the Address to the Prince of
Wales ; I., 420.
Attorney General of III., 37, 542,
553 ; and see

Ingoldsby, Brigadier I., 14.
son of; I., 14, 16.
Inns of Court ; I., 7.
Inverness

-

,

;

611.

II.,

of;

—

law, digest of, preparing
seas, pirates in
I., 2, 26.
I.,

office

, new
modelling of; L, 195,
197.
?— , officers of; I., 31.
, regiments of ;
I., 183, 335, 437,
438, 442 ; and see Army, regiments

I.,

:

;

See

for.

318.

II.,

I.,

See Ancram,

Daly, Mr.

306.
242, 269.
II., 450.

;

of.

III., 542.
;

;

India office
Indian
budget;

Colonel

;

103, 283, 286,

II.,

Leadenhall Street
24, 31, 240-242, 281.
chairman of: I., 269.
letter dated at
II.; 185.
;

of,

III., 388.

;

,

India House, in

;

,

by

309, 310.

I.,

;

estimates, &c. of, to be presented I., 299, 300.
, limited
by Act of Parliament

<

successes of;
289.

secretaries of

Light Dragoons, regiment

Lord.

officers of; I., 518.

records at

,

,

;

,

Dragoons

declaration

;

430, 433, 437.

cont.

in

,

III., 195.

585.

of.
See Bernard,
Scrope.
Board of green cloth in ; I., 211.
Cabinet of; I., 365, 368, 381.
chosen by the Lord Lieutenant
III,, 553.
Catholic counties of I., 582.
Chancery Court of; I., 313, 366,
369.
, causes
accumulated in ; I.,
468.
— , clerk of recognizances in ; I.,
313.
I., 468.
, decrees given in ;
L, 313.
, examiners in
, Master of;
I., 209, 210.
, office of Six Clerks in ;
I., 313.
Charter schools in I., 408.
Chief Secretary of see Lord Lieutenant of, Chief Secretary of, office
of; III., 36, 37.
Church of; L, 319 ; III., 551, 552.
, clergy of; I., 305, 306, 313 ; III.,
;

—

;

;

;

550,551.
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Ireland, church of
,

power

Crown
,

Ireland

cont.

the hands of the
III., 542.

;

preferment in

close boroughs in

,

L, 511.

;

,

,

,

usher

I.,

;

offices in

I.,

;

461.
322.

See

of.

Remembrancers of
and see Hamilton,
460
Lord Clanbras.«il.
;

,

coal in, or Irish coal

230, 23l.

I.,

;

Power,.

Baron.

III., 557.

;

cont.

Exchequer, Court of

of, in

coinage of;
,

commerce
,

296.

I.,

copper;
of

I.,

361.

I., 318, 386.
, Tellers of ;
exports and imports II., 29.
Fencibles in; I., 169, 172.

II., 38.

;

upon

restraints

;

;

III., 542.

" commercial propositions " for.
See
propositions for trade in, below.
Commission of accounts for, suggested ; III., 38.
commissioners in ; I., 235, 237.
houses built for ; III., 556.
of appeals I., 209, 210.
common law of; I., 166.
Common Pleas, Lord Chief Justice

I., 189, 196.
;
.French agents or intrigues in ; II.,
255, 457, 472, 480, 4bl, 514, 538.
expedition against; III., 361.
government or administration of ; I. r
passim; II., 320-323, 328, 333;

fisheries of

III.,

;

Wyndham,

See

of.

Thomas

Marcus,
commutation of tithes

in

I.,

;

;

303, 305,

III., 36, 38.

306.

,

Comptroller of Revenue in 386.
concessions to III., 546-549.

,

;

I.,

convention

75.

234.
of delegates for;

in,

;

J.,

364.

;

.

I.,

578

;

and

see

under

the names of places.
embassy from, to present the Address
to the Prince of Wales ; I., 407,
425, 427, 432, 433.
Exchequer of ; III., 543.

Baron

See

of.

Hamilton,

George.

Lord Chief. See Yelverand Burgh, Hussey.
J., 174,318,386
, Chancellor of
and see Parnell, Sir John.
,

,

ton, Barry,

;

,
,

,
,

,

;

chancellorship of III., 558.
clerk of the Hanaper; I., 318.
Pells; I., 174.
L, 318.
, Pleus;
rents; I., 174.
, Quit

;

601.
increase of population in ; III., 551.
Inns of Court in III., 556.
Inspector of recruits in ; I., 490 (2),
;

531-534, 576-578.

.

inspectorships in ; I., 570.
judges in ; I., 382, 386, 387, 394,
462.
junta in ; III., 543.
judicature of ; I., 228.
Keeper of the Signet in ; HI., 37.
King's Bench, Lord Chief Justice of ;

and see Scott,
II., 83
I., 244
John.
Chief Justiceship of I., 208.
Court or judges of; I. v 302,
,
542, 546,548, 553, 578.
King's Couusel in I., 569.
;

;

;

,

;

labourers

in,

Linen Board

wages
in

linen duties in

;

;

I.,
I.,

III., 550.
;
212, 296, 408

of

171.

Lord Chancellor of; III., 542, 553 ;
and see Lifford, Lord Fitzgibbon,
;

—

John, Lord.
candidates for the office
- , other
of; L, 463-465, 467, 468.
See Bowes, Lord.
, former.
as Minister of
, official position of,
I., 468.
the House of Lords
;

;

,

Lord Chancellor,

below.
hearth money in III., 549, 550.
imports and exports of ; L, 251, 585,
see

;

,

508,

;

suggested

,

;

I.,

;

I.,

convicts sent back to ; I., 540-555.
Council or Privv Council of; I., 222,
249, 365, 367*, 489, 578 ; III., 542.
, Lord
Lieutenant's declaration
in ; I., 295.
members of; I.. 483.
L, 245.
, President of
courts of law in ; II., 14.
III., 37.
, judges in ;
courts martial in ; I., 182.
Crown of, annexed to that of Great
Britain III., 554.
Custom House in ; III., 556.
I., 568.
, officers of ;
debt of ; I., 301, 323.
Dissenters in; II., 39, 214, 221, 237,
238, 323, 337 ; III., 551, 552.
Duke of Portland's policy for ; I.,
198.
elections in

Crown from;

Great Seal, Commissioners for L,
459-465, 468.
II., 84, and
I., 461
, keeper of;

I.,

election
234.
,

criticism of ; III., 541-561.
expenses of; III., 555.

grants to the
509.

;

condition of;
congress in ;

541-561.

attack upon ; I., 306.
called the Castle party; I.,
,
224.
L, 256.
, disunion in ;
late or former ; I., 303 ;
, the

and Paterson,

Hugh,

Carleton,

320 r
James,

I.,

;

,

situation of; L, 467.

Lords Commissioners for I., 428.
Lord Deputy suggested for; L, 199,
;

200, 366, 369, 375, 384, 394, 403.
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Ireland

Ireland

cont.

Lord Justices in
and Foster);

(in 1780, Fitzgibbon

482,

I.,

542,

545,

suggested

550,551.
as holders of tbe Great Seal

,

459.

I.,

cont.

Lords Lieutenant of, to be free from
all control but that of the King,

suggested appointment of; I.,
200, 210, 211, 366, 369,375,' 379,
384, 390, 400, 405, 414, 415, 419,
473, 477, 480 (3).
III., 559.
, advantage of;
Lords Lieutenant of; III., 543-545,
548, 553, 560, and passim.
,

And

see—
Wharton,

Thomas,

Earl

of

to

fill

mails to and from; L, 197, 200 (2),
202, 380.
military establishment of ; I., 308.
militia and volunteers of; L, 247,
and see Monaghan
580, 583 ;
Militia.

(1709-1710).
Cranfield, Lionel,

Duke

of Dor-

set (1753).

Seymour Conway, Francis, Earl
of Hertford (1765).

Minting II., 15.
Montagu College

1777).

Hobart, John, Earl of Buckinghamshire (1777-1780).
Bentinck, Wm. Henry, Duke of
Portland (1782).
Grenville, George Nugent, Earl
Temple, and Marquis of Buck ingham (1782-1783 and 1787'

1789).

ington (1783).

land (1784-1787).
Fane, John, Earl of Westmorland (1790-1795).
Fitzwilliam,William, Earl (1795).
Pratt, John Jeffries, 2nd Earl
Camden (1795).
of a fresh, urged ;
, appointment
L, 502, 512.
II., 16.
, aides-de-camp of;
authorised to transport con,
victs; I., 545-547, 551.
III., 553.
, patronage of;
under the patronage
, regiments
of; II., 428.
, responsibility thrown too much
upon III., 553, 554.
I., 386 ; II.,
, chief secretary of.
12
III., 9, 553, 554, 559 ; and see
;

;

Grenville, W. W. ; Orde, Thomas ;
Fitzherbert, Alleyne ; and Hobart,

recruits in

j

New

Catholic
235.

newspapers

481.

I., 186.
association in
;

;

II.,

See Newspapers.

of.

against; I., 227,
228, 230.
North of; II., 215.
linen manufactures of; III.,
,
542, 550.
III., 546.
, M.P.'sof
, republicans in
I., 191.
octennial law for ; III., 543, 559.
offices of State in
I.,
263 ; III.,
558, 561.
III., 558.
, sinecures
, suggested re-purchase of ;
II L,
548, 558.
Orange men in III., 388.
Ordnance ; I., 35S, 389 (2).
Office
352, 383.
, dismissal
of officers from ; I.,
352.
, secretary of;
I., 359.
Parliament of I., 163 et seq. passim ;
II., 3, 20, 248, 319, 322 ; III., 543,
544.
Acts of, alluded to ; I., 407,
,
464, 545, 550.
, bills in ;
L, 75, 221, 227, 228,
234, 299,300, 305,312,315,318,
372, 457, 562 ; II., 13 ; III., 544,
546, 547, 554.
,

seditious, bill

;

;

;

;

;

—

Also

choice of I., 525, 527.
, expenditure of;
I., 452.
Queen usually spon, King and
to
child
of;
L,
392.
sors
;

, powers of, as regards the Great
Seal; L, 459-462.

,

Master of the Horse to

,

officers in

;

I.,

163.

waiting on, curtailed

by the King;

I.,

292.

—

for election of a chief governor,

Robert.
.

&c. ; I., 308.
for preventing sheep stealing ; I.,
315.
Compensation ; I., 305.
Militia ; I., 249, 583.
Money; L, 308, 365, 366, 384,
388, 391, 398, 410, 412, 413,
421, 427, 431, 434 ; II., 36, 37.
Mutiny; I., 308, 366, 384,388,
391, 398,410,412,413.
Pension I., 308, 409, 410, 427,
429-430, 434, 446, 487, 567,
578.
;

staff of; I., 525.

salary of

II.,

;

Manners, Charles, Duke of Rut-

-,

;

;

Henley, Robert, Earl of North-

,

in

National Convention of; I., 225, 232.
navy accounts of, alluded to I., 377,
380.
;

George, Viscount
(1767-1772).
Harcourt, Simon, Earl (1772-

Townshend,

,

207.

I.,

;

the sovereign's stall in
the Order of St. Patrick ; I., 179.
Jas. I.) to be commis, (temp.
sioner for a Spanish treaty ; I., 189.
and
Council,
warrants of,
alluded to ; L, 459.
,

;

I.,

224.
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cont.

Perpetual Revenue ; I., 251.
Place; I., 427,462,578.
Police; I., 310, 320, 409, 410,
430, 432. 459, 578 ; III., 547.
Post Office; I., 227, 228.
Regency ; I., 381-383, 393-419.
Revenue Officers 430, 457.
adjournment of; I., 390, 392,
,
397,398, 409, 418, 438, 457,460,
462, 465, 466.
I., 403, 409, 423,
, committees of

Ireland, Parliament of—cont.
, strength of the Government in;
I., 502, 512.
«

,

,

,

II.,
,

,

,

,

,

466.

,

leadership of

bills in;

I.,

I.,

;

396.

II.,

36, 37, 39.

,

299, 300, 302.
,

divisions in

,

government defeat

,

409 (2), 428.

;

I.,

Parliament, bills in, above.
I., 223.
, chaplain of;
See Cooke, E.
, clerk of.
committees of; L, 227,
,

,

i

,

;

I.,

303, 306,
in

;

I.,

,
,
victories in
I., 417,
420, 425, 428, 457, 459, 569.
journals of; I., 321,
,
472.
,
I., 440.
, leadership of;
,
, members of; I., 261-471,
;

,

jHissijn.
,

•

ordered into custody;

,

305.

I.,

in

446,

;

;

,

416.

moved

victory in

;

;

tythe question

,

;

,

,

;

,

in

,

And see

428.

«

government defeat

307.

;

I.,

,

;

Government victory in I., 462,
and sec House of Lords and
House of Commons, beloiv.

of;

I.,

385, 394, 405-435, 450, 493, 494.
And 162-494, passim; HI., 36,
542, 557-559.
,
addresses moved in ; I.,
,
298.

;

,

usher

;

awards the Ormond title
Mr. Butler; II., 41.
House of Commons L, 374,

,

to

,

612

;

460.

«

.

from

412.

I.,

139,211,228,

,

brought up

deputy

,

,

voted or alluded to ; I.,
402-420, 432, 433.
King's message to, alluded to
I.,

,

306.

299, 300, 323.
, in relation to the King's illness
and the Regency ; I., 364-419.

,

•,

306, 312.
, claim for restoration to
482.

562 II., 43 (2), 66.
I., 179.
, suggested title for;
bill in the English Parliament,
I.,
renouncing supremacy over
166-212, 428; III., 546, 547.
I.,
business got through in

I.,

;

,

309, 314,318, 323, 365, 366,
388, 390-392, 395, 397, 399,
406, 450, 457, 463, 465, 541,

;

III., 454.

;

House

,

515.
new, or future, alluded to ;
, the
525, 562, 565,
I., 421, 430, 436,
567, 584.
, opposition or aristocratic party
in; I., 163-471, passim; also 246,
254, 256, 259, 294, 296, 297, 300,
308, 316, 323, 430, 449, 453, 466,
492, 513, 560, 562, 567, 583; II.,
28, 30.
,
defeat of ; I., 426, 458,
,
460, 47Q.
I.,
, placemen and pensioners in ;
419, 427.

address from

;

and the Duke of York's mar-

I.,

,

,

Roman Catholics

228; 11,37.

500, 581,584; II., 3.
of; I., 163-471, pas, members
sim; III., 545, 546, 556.
plot to assassinate ; I.,
,
229.
,
-want of honour in ; I.,
,

,

to,

;

16fi, 179, 184, 199, 218 (2), 219
(2), 246, 323, 358. 373, 375, 379,
381, 384, 385, 387, 389, 391-394,
397,' 401, 406, 407, 438, 450, 552,

of.; I.,

584.

I.,

of Lords
I., 176, 222,
225, 226, 245, 246, 249, 252 (2),
298, 307-309, 331, 375, 404-435,
450, 467, 468, 596, 597, 602
III.,
399, 542, 557-559.
,
addresses in ; I., 299,
,
513.
,
of bishops in; I.,
, Bench
467.
,
bills in ; L, 224, 227,
,
,

;

prorogation

in relation to
237, 337.

riage

;

II.,

;

,

;

Lord Lieutenant's speeches
mentioned; II., 3,43 (2).

I., 233, 247, 25330.
I., 195, 202, 365,
, dissolution of
386, 390, 562, 565, 566.
I., 433.
, Journals of ;
I., 224.
, loan from
or sessioD of; I., 165,
, meeting

261,
384,
400,
560,

attitude of (1790)

,

II., 37.

debates in

,

256;

I.,

567.

;

;

545, 546, 548-552.
termination, of;

I.,

happy

,

;

429

in relation to the returned con-

victs;

,

,

shut out in the
303.
mob at ; I., 227,
M obstinacy" of; I.,
578.
officers ; L, 177.

coffee-room
,

,

,

,

,

,

;

I.,
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, House
of Commons, proceedings or debates in
I., 224, 227,
246, 247, 299, 303, 306, 307, 321.
,
of (the chair) ;
, Speaker
;

L, 167, 226, 255, 259 II., 25, 42,
and see Pery,
66 ; III., 553
E. S. ; Foster, John.
of; I., 440,
, speakership
571, 581 (2).
;

;

,

,

,

violent scenes in

I.,

;

411,

425.

Parliamentary

reform in
I.,
213,
214, 216, 217, 220-225, 244 ; III.,
;

546, 557, 560.

See

,
convention concerning.
National Convention, above.

Dungannon

resolutions on

;

I.,

220.

pay

list

of;

I.,

452.

Ireland cont.
Protestants and Roman Catholics in,
disturbances
between ; I., 487
III., 543, 546.
Quartern: aster-General in;
I., 491,
53 1 and see Dundas, Colonel.
Receiver-General for.
See ViceTreasurer.
reform in ; I., 226, 233, 234 (2).
Regency business in ; I., 492, 514,
564.
Register of deeds in ; I., 320.
Repealists in ; I., 166.
revenues of; L, 301, 323; III., 542,
543, 545, 547-549, 552-556, 561.
Commissioners or Board ; I.,
297, 421, 427, 458, 464, 470, 474,
503; III., 13, 17, 37, 38, 423, 545,
552.
department of I., 389.
laws of ; III., 552.
;

«

;

peerages in, granted or desired; I.,
424, 426, 430, 434, 436, 441, 460463,468, 469, 471, 481-483, 485,
489, 492, 495, 498-503, 510, 536,
561-572, 581, 585; II., 67, 654,
655 ; III., 558-560.
pensions in, granted or desired ; I.,
179, 187, 196, 422, 429, 430, 460,

511-516, 519-521, 561;

III.,

Office in

Secretary for

,

police in

King

;

I.,

429.

III., r>47,

;

Masters of;

I.,

I., 313.
174, 206,

336, 333, 386, 486, 489

;

311-

and see—

Rigby, Richard (1759-1788).
Leinster,Dukeof (1788-1789).
Glandore and Carysfort, Earls
of (1789).
, fees of
I., 489.
office of
I., 442, 445, 458,
479, 482.
Roman Catholic regiments in; III.,
388.
Roman Catholics of; L, 224, 234,
238, 487; II., 55, 184, 235 (2),
237, 238, 318, 320-323, 333, 334,
337, 369 ; III.. 38, 314, 542, 551.
Bill for relief of ; II., 255.
, business
of; IL, 213-215, 221,
226, 248.
, clergy or priests
IL, 248, 334
;
III., 551.
;

;

relating to.
See Parliament, above.
political affairs of; I., 163-554, £>assim.
bills

poor

ii), wretched condition of;
549, 550.
postal revenue from ; I., 179.

III.,

Postmaster General of.
See Lees,
John, and Loftus, Lord.
office of; L, 226, 229, 238, 435,
479.

,

;

Post Office in
I., 231, 322, 377.
bill.
See Parliament, above.
;

,

Poyning s Law III., 542, 544.
Primacy of I., 377, 561, 562.
Primate of; I., 174; III., 38; and
?

;

;

see Stone, George.
, [the Archbishop of Dublin as]
IL, 93.

,

516.

Deputy Clerk of;

17,

passim.

of,

loyalty of, to the

I.,

;

Rolls, the, in

552.

people or natives

III., 9.

;

;

as prelate of the Order of St.
I., 193, 199, 200.

Patrick

;

Prime Serjeant

of.

See Scott, John.

Privy Council

of.

See Council

of,

above.

preachers

amongst; III., 315.
Committee for; IL,

40.

,

report of; II., 41.
, delegates of;
IL, 318.
, demands of ;
IL, 39-42.
, less
adverse to the Church of
England than the Dissenters are;
III., 552.
Round Robin in, subscribers to; L,
427, 433-435, 439, 440, 441 (2),
451.
Secretary of State I., 318, 320, 325,
386
IL, 3
ILL, 9, 166 ; and
,

,

;

Privy Councillors

in,

wine warrants

in,

;

advantage of creating

Bowes, Lord.
Hardwicke, Lord.
Hely Hutchinson, John.
Ponsonby, AVilliam Brabazon.

;

III., 558.

proclamation in

;

see—

of; III., 558,

Privy Seal

popular

,

;

III., 387.

propositions for trade in (1785) ; I.,
249, 251-256 III., 546, 547, 551.
;

protection duties in
230 (2), 231, 256

I.,

;

;

223, 226, 227,

III., 546.

, increase of salary of
1 , 224.
Secretary of State and Chief Secretary, the two offices of; III., 36.
;

,

amalgamated

;

III., 37.
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Ireland cont.
Secretaryship of State in,
is
a
sinecure; III., 558.
Secret Committee in III., 388, 389.
Sheriffs in ; III., 545.
Signet Office in, fees of ; I., 320.
, clerk of the fiants in ;
I., 320.
, smuggling in ;
I., 350.
See Carleton,
Solicitor-General of.

;

;

;

;

Hugh

22, 27, 29, 30, 33, 34.

and the

English Parliament.
See
Parliament,
discontent or disturbances in ; I.,
181
III., 388, 549-554, 560.
, absence of;
III., 546, 547, 560.
warlike preparations in 1., 232.
English Acts of Parliament of no force
in; I., 247.
harvest prospects in ; I., 314,
Stamp Act dispute in ; I., 333.
popular leaders in, form connexion
with the English opposition ; I.,
443.
in relation to the King's illness and
the regency; I., 360-417, 469.
compared with Italy ; II., 5.
fresh Commander-in-chief for ; II.,
212.
anxiety concerning; II., 318, 320323, 328, 330, 333, 445.
;

Wolfe,
Arthur
(1787) and Toler, John (1789).
South of, people of I., 306.
I., 192.
, proposed college in
(1779)

;

;

;

provision trade of ; III., 542.
Stamp Office in ; I., 383.
Stamps, Commissioners or Board of
I., 228, 464, 470, 474, 569.
and Accounts, Board of ; I.,
359.
State paper on ; III., 541.
I., 313, 320.
Statutes of, alluded to
survey of; I., 297.
Surveyor-General's office in, clerk of;
,

;

I.,

262 (2).

Swiss colony in

I., 400.
;
taxes in; III., 542, 552, 555, 556;
and see hearth money in, above.
tour in
I., 058.
trade of; I., 179. 187-189,200; II.,
12; III., 542, 543, 545, 551, 556,
557, 560.

governed by Mr. Ponsonby II., 634.
new arrangements for, condemned by
Lord Buckingham ; II., 647, 648.
arrangements or changes in III., 3,
;

;

and from

travellers to

War

Treasurer at

in

;

;

30.
raising of troops in ; III., 5.
critical situation of ; III., 314, 315,

passim.
See Vice-

317,318.
danger of the Dutch

for.

Treasurer.
Treasury of; I., 472
542, 547, 558.

Board

;

II.,

;

39

;

murders and outrages in

III., 18.

;

;

;

—

;

ders II., 650.
Channel, "hovering laws" in;
;

Campbell, Lord Frederick.

350.
colonels

deputies and other officers of;
386, 472.
office of, remodelling of; I.,
,
442, 445, 458, 463, 474.
be reduced from three to
, to
two; I., 464, 469, 473.
of; I., 464, 469, 472,
, salaries
473.
,

oil;

L,

471-473.
;

I.,

163, 166, 582, 594

238 III., 546.
wheat from I., 549.
Whig Club in ; I., 609
II.,

;

,

;

II.,

secretary of I., 556.
party in ; I., 389, 548.
;

238.

;

I.,

L, 299,302.

Irishmen, the United; III., 314, 318,385387, 399.
Irvine,

;

Whig

;

;

priests; II., 445, 481 ; and see Ireland, clergy of.
supporters of the Pretender ; I., 51.

471-473.

volunteers in

III., 2.

;

Receiver-General and Treasurer
War, observations upon the office
;

I.,

I., 310.
540, 555, 567.
" easily led, hard to be drive* " ; I.,
248.
establishment, the, the Princess Royal
to have a pension upon
III., 300.
half-pence ; I., 350.
jealousy, concerning trade; I., 261.

convicts

,

grants or patents for

;

convent at Liege

I.,

,

385-

army. See Ireland, army of.
M banditti," bad conduct of, in Flan-

Mount Edgcumbe

,

III.,

;

;

I.,

;

390, 399.
and the French Republic III., 395.
judicature concerning, arrogated by
.the English House of Lords ; III.,
541.
matters causing dislike to England
in ; III., 544, 546, 560.
Irish or the Irish passim.

Shannon
Edgcumbe, George, Viscount

of;

attacking

fleet

III., 329.

III.,

Treaty of Conciliation with, looked
forward to I., 170.
tythesin; III., 550, 551.
union of, with England III., 36.
Vice-Treasurers for I., 168, 172, 174,
188, 238, 242, 323, 386; III., 554,
558 ; and see
Richard,
Earl
of
Boyle,

ar

cont.

whiskey houses in II., 120.
Whiteboys, association of, in I., 423.
wine, beer, and spirit duties in II.,

Isle

—

;

I.,

187.

de France. See Mauritius.
Dieu. See Dieu, Isle.
Noirmoutier. See Noirmoutier.
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the (in Champagne) ; III., 475.
Isnard [Maxiinin], character of; III., 65.
III., 332.
Istria, Austrian troops in

Jacobin emissaries II., 326, 331, 334.
newspapers III., 146.
Jacobins
II., 276, 401, 430, 445, 448,

Islets,

;

;

;

Isuf

Bey

Italian

I.,

;

;

454-456,480,481,488, 535, 561, 569,

20.

603, 615 ; III., 7, 83, 84, 86, 160, 465,
466 ; and see France, factions in.
Jacobites ; I., 51-56, 105.
Jacques Borreau, pamphlet signed; II.,

:

courier; II., 119.

merchants;

III., 511.

poets; II., 119.
states
,

;

III., 10, 295.

165.

of the Emperor;

II.,

336.

Italians ; III., 2.
Italy
I., 28 ; II., 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 19, 92, 97,
156, 330, 336. 539, 554, 555, 591,
644 ; III., 2, 5, 75, 197 (2), 233,
294, 296, 396, 488,489.
;

Austrian troops in;

III.,

Jamaica; I., 528, 593; II., 412; III.,
478,524.
Admiralty Court at III., 68.
Governor of. See Dalling, John, and
;

Howard, Lord Effingham.
Thomas Pitt appointed
Prerogative Court in

See Buonaparte.
as the " brigand " ruling over

,

in.

;

,

emigrants in

;

II.,

118

;

I.,

I.,

;

230.

James I.
Lord Lieutenant
:

;

III., 396.

courts of; II., 175.
II., 235.
, English residents at ;
dirt of; II., 119.
French army in II., 522, 528, 560
III., 197, 205, 210, 212, 378.

;

59.

272, 297, 307.

Buonaparte

as

,

215, 238,

of Ireland in time
of; I., 189.
treaty of, with Spain, alluded to ; I.,
189.
James Edward, or the Pretender; L, 59,
69.
called a "

;

78.

generals refuse to enter ; II.,
548.
travellers to ; I., 594, 595, 608 ; II.,
4-10, 127, 184.
Ivernois, Mons. de ; I., 172, 174, 183;
III., 162.
Itzig, Mr. ; II., 309.

French kickshaw "

;

39.

I.,

See Jacobites,
rebellion of; I., 51-55.

party

III., 2,

•

TflTTlPR

•

of.

Alderman (Dublin)
Mr. I., 63.

I.,

;

577, 578.

;

James' powders
Jango [Indian]

;

II.,

;

I.,

338.
1.

commission

Janigon,

printed

in

III.,

;

412.

Jansen

Abraham
Sir

L, 65.
Theodore; I.,
,

;

nephew

16.

of I., 14, 16.
II., 269.
;

Japan L, 45
Japanese manufactures;
;

;

15.

I.,

Jarnac, Comte de II., 128.
brother of II., 129.
;

J.

;

Jarry, Mons. de, or General II., 400, 403405, 407-410, 444, 454, 464, 468,
469, 479, 490, 492, 496-498, 508,
533,621,641; III., 236.
letters from
II., 455, 469.
papers by ; II., 404, 407.
;

Jackson

:

Charles, Bishop of Kildare I., 571.
Francis James, as secretary of legation
at Berlin; II., 53, 64, 153-156, 161,
173, 174, 179, 187, 188, 196 (2),
;

Jarvis, Admiral.

202,207,212, 214.
as minister at Madrid II., 257,
III., 129, 137.
297, 376, 383, 385
II., 170, 139, 194,
, letters from
200.
conduct of ; II.,
, dishonourable
220.
See Jackson, Dr.
, father of.
III., 239, mission of, to Paris ;
242.
[William] ; II., 448, 615.
Br. ; II., 220.
Mr. ; I., 506.
Jacob ; II., 457.
Jacobi, Baron, Prussian minister in England; II., 405, 436, 437, 470,
488, 505, 565, 614 ; III., 234, 407,
536.
III., 516.
instructions to
;

;

;

;

;

Jassy;

II., 102,

See Jervis.
213,511.

Jaucourt, Monsieur ; II., 131.
Jay, John, minister from the United
States; II., 578, 599, 608, 629;
III., 49, 76, 78, 87, 136, 530, £33.
letters

from;

III., 34,

38, 5I

r
,

528,

534.
.

letters to

;

family of;
Jeannot.

III., 68, 517, 529.
III., 68.

See Joannot.

Jefferson, Thomas, Secretary of State, in
the United States of America ; II.,
157, 158, 223, 229, 263, 297 ; III.,
526, 528.
to be American minister in France ;
II., 543.

Jemappes, action

at

;

II.,

336.
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Jcnkinson
Charles
,

206, 296.

I.,

;

Lord Hawkesbury

as

;

302,

I.,

519,562, 605; II., 56, 161, 227,
228, 302, 360
III., 35.
, as Earl of Liverpool ;
III., 330.
present at Cabinet meetings
II., 644, 646
III., 261, 283.
;

,

K.

;

;

,

Mr.

office of; I., 322,

308.

II.,

;

327.

Jennings
Sir John, taking of Spanish
:

by

;

Mr. I., 47, 108.
Jenyns [Soame] pamphlet on reform by

;

fleet

32.

I.,

I.,

236.

Jephson, Mr., Master of
Ireland; I., 163.

Lady

Jersey,

Jersey

the Horse

in

I., 551
II., 402, 598, 623
138,166, 245,400.
proposed descent on, by France
;

;

III.,

;

IT.,

610,611,623.
Jervoise, Sir Tristram Huddlestone ;
271-274; II., 103, 105.
brother of. See Purefoy, G. H. J.
nephew of. See Purefoy, Jervoise.
Jessonal, Monsieur; III., 131.
;

I.,

Prince; II., 78, 129, 130, 287.
General II., 559, 62S.
Kay, Lieut-Colonel II., 42, 44, 50, 83,
;

84, 101, 123, 186.

Kearny, Mr., regent of the Scotch College
in Paris; III., 65.

Keen, the Misses

;

371.
retirement of II., 296, 297, 309,
servant of II., 286.
Keller, Mons. de; II., 314, 332.

Kellerman, General III., 467-470.
See Callington.
Kelly
;

Kellington.

[Thomas] Justice of Common Pleas
191,382.
and his gang (in Ireland)

I.,

;

;

;

Joderell, —

;

1

,

II.,

;

333.

117.

;

;

267.

:

571, 577.

Lord Edgcumbe's agent

;

I.,

130.

Todd

; I., 395.
[Sir William ?]
1,510,519.
I., 293.
;
Joubert, G. tie, French agent at
the
Hague II., 288, 356, 360 (2), 377.
receipt signed by ; II., 357.
Jourdan, General; II., 519, 520, 523,

—

;

;

547,585;

III.,

146,256.

army of; TL, 521.
Juan de Euca, Gulf of;

;

II.,

,

165.

Kenfuer, Monsieur, secretary to the King
of Prussia;

C41.

II.,

Kensington;

I.,

palace of

;

69, 105.
III., 10.

Kent; I., 113, 118.
Kenvon, Sir Llovd [Master of

the Rolls] ;
L, 276, 277, 317, 319.
as Lord Kenvon; I., 387, 391, 541,

586; II., 247,314.
Keogh, Mr.; II., 221, 323, 337.
Keppel, Keppell

Augustus,

212;

II.,

Viscount;

I.,

172,

189,

114.

Board
Board of.
,

Brigadier;
II., 74.

See Gilbal.
Jubal.
III., 517, 519.
Jullers ; II., 181
Julius Caesar's Villa at Baix ; II., 19.
Juraeiiere, la
II., 544.
Jura, expected insurrection in ; III., 95.
Jasseff, Effendi ; 11., 486.
;

I.,

Lord Auckland's secretary

;

Jones
George Lewis, Bishop of Kilmore
Mr.,

—

Kenmare, Lord. See Browne, Thomas.
Kennington Common II., 340.

father of; 61.
I.,

;

;

172.

Kempson,

Johannot. See Joannot.
Johnson, Mr. [? Abraham Jansen] I., 65.
I., 51, 53, 54 (2), 56, 59, 61.
Jolly, Mr.
Jonathan, Sir;

191.

I.,

;

Kehl, fortress of; III., 281, 294 (2).
Keith, Sir Robert Murray, ambassador at

;

;

publications

III., 23.

;

;

Jew, "Mr. Pitt's."
See Gideon, Sir
Sampson.
Jews II., 89, 274 III., 202.
Joannot, Jeannot, or Johannot II., 573,
587; III., 82.
Jocelyns, the two I., 459.
Jockey Club II., 327.
;

III.,

Vienna; II., 52, 127, 129, 137, 166,
171,223,275,282, 291, 292, 366,

150.

I., 3,

;

;

;

556.
States of; I., 550.
troops for or in; II., 423, 431, 436.
Jervis (Jarvis), Admiral Sir John; II.,

Jesuits

at

II., 59, 66, 70, 121,
226, 243, 306, 401.
Kalkreuther, General ; II., 535, 565 ; III.,
48.

274, 374

Kap, Captain
Kaunitz

III., 49.

;

allies

Count;

Kalitcheff,

;

,

Kainardgi, peace of; II., 45.
Kaiserlautern, victory of the
III., 536.
Kaisers, post of; III., 520.

of.

See

Admiralty,

III., 134.

regiment of; III., 134.
William Anne, Earl of Albemarle;
,

96.'

I.,
,

his wife,

Lady Albemarle

;

I.,

98.

Keppeler, Mon<. de,
III., 83.

Mayor of Strasbourg

;

643
Kerambar, Corutesse de III., 122.
Kerry militia III., 305, 388.
Colonel of. See Glandore, Lord.
Kettering, co. Northampton ; II., 354,
;

;

355.

Kinsberge, Mons. de III., 42.
Kiusky or Kinski, General II., 470, 58 5.
Kirkcudbright, Lor J.
See McLellan,
John.
Kirrell, Mr.; I., 119-121.
;

;

Kevv:

isns

King or Court

at

I.,

;

376, 404

III.,

;

12,49,314.

I., 1.

Kloon, Count de I., 589.
Knight, Lieut. -Colonel 347, 465.
Knightsbridge, Middlesex, letter addressed
;

dated at (by the King) II.
III., 49, 255, 259,
282, 426, 428
261.
the Princes and Princesses of Orange
going to III., 12.
letters

;

;

;

to;

I.,

;

Knox

62.

•

,

;

174.
I., 303.

I.,
;

Plunkett,

261, 525,

I.,

II., 55, 83.

son of

537.

I.,

;

war

secretar}*- at

in the

United

States of America
II., 157.
Koeller's hussars III., 476.
Korffe, Baronne de III., 448.
;

Curragh of, settlers on I., 172, 174.
Kildrummle, Scotland, parish of; L, 568.
Kilkenny, Fencible riots at; I., 207, 208,
211 (2).
Kilkenny, county; I., 172, 231, 236.
Killarney, visitors to
Killeen, Lord.
See

;

General,

;

;

:

536

;

Killala, bishopric of

78, 79, 92,

II.,

Thomas, Lord Welles;

•

Kilcock, officer of; III., 390.
Kildare
Bishop of. See Jackson, Charles,
bishopric of II., 55.
county of; I., 236 III., 338.

158.

93, 137.

;

Keynston

I.,

Knobelsdorf, Monsieur;

ATthtir

James.
Kilmainham, house at I., 359.
Kilmore, Bishop of.
See Jones, George
;

;

:

Kosciusko or Kulkiusko, commander-inchief of the Polish republic ; II., 564,
III., 232.
572, 631
Kotchubey, Monsieur, recall of; III., 371.
Kouli Khan, history of, 263.
Kourakin, Prince ; III., 404.
Krai, General; III., 519.
;

Kutzleben, Baron, letters from

;

II.,

355

;

III., 72.

Lewis.
Kilwarlin, Lord.
See Hill, Arthur.
King, the I., 508, 509 ; II., 432 ; and see
;

George I., II., and III.
King's Bench, Court of;

I.,

132 (2), 505,

541.

Judges of; I., 542, 548.
Lord Chief Justice of.

,

,

See

Mansfield.
in Ireland.
See Ireland.
King's books, rating of livings in
,

II.,

;

Labour, restraints on

432, 439.

power of sueing for

debts,

;

alluded to L, 359,
460, 463, 464, 469.
Serjeants ; I., 462.

letters,

King:
John

;

;

L, 359.

385,451,

;

I.,

from the United
from III., 360.

minister

;

letter to; III., 361.

Mr.;

III., 136,
;

II.,

466.

III.,

See De la Croix.
Croix, near Besancy, fight at; III.,
476.
La Fayette, Marquis de; II., 128, 278,
285, 287, 288, 304, 305, 348, 392.
518, 652 ; III., 448, 449, 473.
to take charge of the King and

Queen;
See

King,

Robert.
Kingsbrozer, Admiral I., 589.
King's ferry, co. Kent; I., 113.
Kingston, Duke of.
See Pierrepoint,
Evelyn.
Kingston, Crump and Co. III., 400.
Kington Hall, co. Dorset L, 219.
;

;

;

;

;

La

III., 40, 52.

See Hay-Drummond,
Kinnoul, Earl of.
Robert.
Kinsale or Kingsale I., 41, 183, 231, 290.
;

II

,

imprisonment

See Kinsale.
Kingsborough, Viscount.

Baron

;

20, 105, 306.

Kingsale.

Kinkell,

;

128.
La Croix, Mons. de.

221.

,

I.,

;

III., 8.

States, letter

;

trade, discontent in

Lacheze, French Consul at Genoa

Robert, Viscount Kingsborough

Rufus,

312.
I., 265, 270.
Lacey, Marechal II., 470.
Lachen, the Emperor at III., 384.

Lace

115.
of;

II.,

305;

III.,

289.
of; II., 304 (2).
officers of ; II., 304.
friends of; II., 515, 651.
Lafitte or La Fite
II., 547, 569, 572,
583 ; III., 493.
III., 361.
Lagarde, Rene de
brother of; III., 361.

army

;

;

La Harpe, General de

;

II.,

472;

291.

Lahn, the river III., 146, 218, 257.
Lahnebourg III., 139.
;

;

III.,

644
La Roche

Luke
General

;

III.,

264, 268.
Lally Tollendal see Tollendal.
of, royalists

in

III., 309.

La Marck, Comte de

(Prince

d'Aremberg); IL, 391, 605
480,481.

;

Auguste
III., 128,

;

;

;

;

Lamballe, Princesse de II., 356.
trial and execution of; II., 305, 310,
III., 471.
311,314
Lamballe, conference at III., 540.
;

;

;

Lambert

314.

Las Heras, Monsieur de

IL, 65, 86, 154,
;
176, 203, 297.
letter to
IL, 204.
Latin poem IL, 432.
Latouche, D.; I., 169, 404,432; IL, 36,
40.
as Governor of the Bank of Ireland ;
I., 172.
La Tour, Monsieur; IL, 547 III., 131.
;

•

Chevalier; IL, 461.
Colonel; I., 41.

;

Mr.; I., 168.
Lambertye, Monsieur; III., 1, 5.
Lambeth, Surrey IL, 206, 358.
Palace IL, 250, 256.
;

——

;

(in 1747)

,

;

La Manche, department

Andre

IL, 527.
L, 113, 119, 127.
L, 1 10.
, agent of;
Lascarow or Lascaroff, Russian agent ;
IL, 87, 93.
Lascars III., 266.
Las Casas, Mons. de IL, 555.
Lascellcp, General
IL, 15.
Lascy, General; L, 349; IL, 182; III.,
St.

I.,

;

cont.

—

385-387, 389.

;

,

letters

;

dated at; IL, 206, 213,

Earl

See

of.

Maitland,

James.
Lauer, General III., 133.
Lauffen, burgh of; 1 1., 119.

251.

Lameth:
Count Alexander

Lauderdale,

;

;

IL, 275, 305.

secretary of; III., 85.
IL, 131; 1II.,86(?).
;
, letter of;
IL, 132.
Lameths, the IL, 278.
L'Amival; IL, 579.
Lancashire, rebels in I., 54, 55.
Lancaster, Duchy of; I., 264.
Landau; IL, 392, 431, 453.
relief of; IL, 491.
Landen; III., 513.
Landeron, commune of; IL, 562.
Landon, Mr. I., 34.
Landrecy or Laudrecies ; 1 1., 525, 548, 599.
siege and taking of; IL, 563, 567.
Landrin, General ; III., 67.
Lane, Captain ; L, 60.
Langara, Spanish Admiral ; IL, 437, 449.
fleet of; III., 235.
Langle, Marquis de ; III., 463.
Langrishe [Sir Hercules]; I., 229, 230, 420.
Langton, Stephen, of Great Horwood
I., 291.
Languedoc; IL, 487, 571, 584 III., 508.
IL, 397.
revolt in
States of; I., 151 ; III., 161.
Lanhydrock, co. Cornwall, minister of; L,
111.
Lanjuinais; III., 86.
Lansdown, near Philadelphia, letter dated
from ; IL, 443.
See Petty,
Lansdowne, Marquis of.
William.
,

Count Charles
;

;

;

;

;

Planche, commissary in Normandy
IL, 530,531.
La Poppe or Poype, General ; IL, 532,

La

538.
Reveillere L'Epaux ; III., 340.
character of; III, 160.
Lariviere, Chevalier de ; IL, 523,

La

Laumont, citoyen

II.,

;

571, 587.

Launceston, Cornwall, M.P. for; I., 131.
Launois, Mons. de IL, 305.
Lauragais, Count; I., 154, 155.
Lausanne IL, 149, 596 III., 95, 149.
letters dated at; IL, 651 ; III., 168.
Lauzun IL, 640.
Lauzun's hussars III., 476.
La Vendee; IL, 425, 453, 508, 525, 540,
;

;

;

;

:

III., 416, 540.
544, 56$, 614
the rising in; IL, 487,521, 530 III.,
13, 15, 77, 83, 96, 393, 490, 501,
503.
army of, (royalist) IL, 463, 487,
530, 563. 567, 573, 581, 582
III.,
105, 107, 193.
, manifesto of;
IL, 560, 564.
II., 584.
, progress of;
II. , 563.
, soldiers lor
, successes of;
II., 590.
army of the Convention in IL, 530,
584, 587; 1IL, 118,489, 498.
help for; IL, 444, 479; III., 105,
135 and spe French roj^alists, aid
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

for.

.

ashes

IL, 469

III., 490.
;
527, 544.
reported armistice in
III., 538.
chimera of 1 1., 617.
Comte d'Artois to goto; III., 114,
115.
is in

battles in

;

II. ,

;

;

;

Law, Mr.
Lawless

;

I.,

[Sir

250.

Nicholas]

426,

I.,

;

430,

468.

Leathe, Baron

II L, 304.
Leatherhead, Juniper Hall at IL, 371.
, letters dated at
IL, 371, 374.
;

;

;

547

III., 96.

La Roche
.lacquelin; II., 527, 544.
Lenoir, driven out of the ministry
III., 341.

;

Le Brun, Monsieur, French Minister

for

Foreign Affairs; IL, 311,312, 324,
334, 360,369, 370,393,397; HI.,
478.
character of; III., 462.
rapport by; III., 474.

645
Leek or Lech, the

river; III., 6 (2), 21,
22.
Le Cointre, [Laurent] II., 473.
;

Ledbury,

Hereford, letter dated at

co.

;

:

Captain L, 42.
Colonel; I., 108.
;

Dr.

;

I., 108, 122.
Sir William
I., 294.
;

;

I.,

;

259, 334.
;

;

220.
Islands, the

;

330.

II.,

English Consul at III., 25.
letters dated at; II., 509, 513,519,
;

523,526,541, 546, 552.
post office in

;

II.,

561.

Leveson, Mr.

Lehrbach, Count II., 494, 505, 525.
Leicester, county of
I., 144.
;

lieutenantcy of;

487.

I.,

Leigh:
Caroline

III., 142.

;

II.,

;

465,

490.

Madame

Leins, in Holland

Duke

Leinster,

de

148.

I.,

;

III., 23.

;

See Fitzgerald, Wil-

of.

liam Robert.
Leipzig,

news from

;

III., 257.

Leitrim, county, coal in

Leland,

—

;

I.,

I.,

;

E'izabeth, Countess of Sutherland;
I., 489; II., 181.
George Granville, Earl Gower I.,
536; II., 107 (2), 114, 115, 136,
250, 281, 299, 305, 307-309, 313,
314.
, letters from ;
II., 117, 128, 176,
195, 203, 212, 242, 265, 266, 274,
288, 292.
, letters
to; II., 181, 264, 268,
III., 461.
291,294, 361
, despatches to and from, alluded

231.

[?

Charles Long]
;

278, 279,

II.,

284, 287.

recall of,

;

;

:

;

;

reported
429.
,

;

II.,

108,

464-467.

III., 286, 461,

his house in Paris visited
;

II.,

;

I., 188,
252, 296, 300, 350, 361, 368, 526,
579 ; II., 270, 302, 373, 407, 424,
433, 436, 443, 446, 453 III., 428.
, letter from
II., 384.

letter to ; II., 115.
joins the coalition ;

;

from Paris

by the
301.
, anxiety for
the safety of; II.,
301, 305 (2), 306.
II., 306, return of, to England
308.
. family of ;
II., 301, 307.
II., 305.
, servants of ;
Granville, Earl Gower, and (in 1786)
Marquis of Stafford ; I., 214, 216,
217, 346, 352 ; II., 55, 272, 373.
as Lord Privy Seal ; I., 579 ; II.,
373.
L, 524 ; II., 202.
, letters from
I., 524.
, letter to
Lord Granville II., 278, 367 ; III.,
335, 336, 345, 352, 354, 372.
,

mob

——

Lemon, Mr. I., 127.
Lenox or Lennox
Charles, Duke of Richmond;

,

,

302, 305

Le Marchand, Monsieur

,

II., 107, 300-305.
messenger from II., 109.

;

;

III., 482.

——

,

to

481.

Le Long, Monsieur

101-103.

:

;

See Clements, .Robert.

Leitrim, Lord.

I.,

;

General or Major General
Leillern,

;

Leveson-Gower

;

Lady

;

350, 352, 355, 370, 371, 373, 377.
character of ; III., 160.
wife of ; III., 370, 373.
Leuschering, Mons. de II., 276 (2), 277.
Leuthe, Baron de ; III., 403, 404.
Leuwarden, in Friezland III., 164, 172,
180, 202.
clubs at; III., 152.
palace of ; III., 156.
Levant, the; II., 510, 573.
Le Veneur, Monsieur ; III., 106, 122, 123.
:

L, 505, 508, 509.

;

III., 85.

;

;

of.

;

;

Leeward

See Monaghan militia.
Lestevinor or Lestevenon III., 222, 351.
Lestwithiel.
See Lostwithiel.
Le Tourneur, Mons. (" Gregory"), commissioner at Lille III., 339, 340,
regiment

Leeds, Dukes of. See Osborne.
Leer, in Oost-Friesland III., 170, 176.
letter dated at
III., 191.
Leerdam, in Holland; III., 6, 21.
Lees, John? I., 210, 330, 404, 422, 511.
to be restored to the Post Office
L,

Legendre
Leghorn

;

;

III., 286.

Lee

(" Henrv ") III., 338341, 347-352, 354," 355, 357-361,
370, 371, 373.
letter from
III., 358.
letter to
III., 359.
Lepelletier ; II., 445.
Le Roi or Le Roy; III., 106.
Lescure (Lesquir), Marquis de II., 530.
Leslie, Colonel ; III., 385, 387, 389.

Le Pein, Monsieur

221.

I.,

resignation

of;

II.,

;

,

serving

officers

under

;

II.,

;

437.

;

(Richemont), property
France II., 544.
Lord George I., 593.
[Mary], Countess of March
Captain I., 442, 450.
Lentze, Monsieur; III., 199.

of,

in

;

Lewis
Major
:

;

;

I.,

94.

;

(2).

a

94090.

letters

I.,

436.

War Office; II., 11, 12.
brother-in law of; I., 358.
Lexington, Lord. See Sutton, Robert.
Leyden, in Holland III., 42, 54, 426.
Gazette; II., 77, 284, 286,
editor of; II., 286.
,

brother of; III., 199.

Leon, Eveque de,

;

Mr., of the

;

from

;

III.,

487

—

—

T T

G46
Liancourt, Mons. de II., 358.
Liban, in Courland III., 391.
Lichfield (Litchfield) ; III., 361.
Bishopric of; II., 105.
Liehtenau, Madame de, betrayal of
405.
;

;

;

;

;

III.,

;

I.,

character of

;

;

;

Lindsay
James, Earl of Balcarres I., 592.
William; II., 144, 162-164, 166,
167, 199, 202, 206 (2), 221, 225227, 268, 274, 307, 309-311, 315.
letters from
II., 215, 219, 224
;

,

Monsieur.
Irish convent at
I., 310.
letters dated at
434, 435.
Princes going to III., 477.
the scum of
III., 497.
pays de I., 594.

,

Lippe, the river;

;

Lipscomb, Mr.

;

415.

:

Prince de, killed III., 467.
aides-de-camp of; III., 467.
Princess de ; I., 1 53.
Ligonier, Lady; I., 187.
declines a pension
I., 195.
Lill, [Godfrey, Judge of Common Pleas
in Ireland]* death of
L, 222.
Lille or Lisle
II., 389, 391, 392,
I., 349
III., 338, 378.
407, 419
III.. 336 (2), 337,
letters dated at
344, 346, 354, 356, 359 (2), 360,
;

;

;

;

;

;

370, 371, 373.
negotiations at; III., 336-362, 365,
368-371, 373, 377-381, 396.
French plenipotentiaries at
III., 339-362, 370, 373, 376, 377,
,

381

and

;

siege of

Lillebonne, Mons. de

155.

I.,

;

Lillingstone [Dayrell], co.

Bucks

;

L, 315

co.

Bucks, living of;

III., 103.

Liman, the, in Russia; II., 169.
Limbourgeois II., 305.
Limburgh, Austrian III., 462.
;

;

Limerick, Ireland;

189, 192, 231, 458,

I.,

585.

See Pery, William Cecil,

of.

bishopric of; I., 172, 174.
I., 563.
election at
Limerick, county, estates in I., 463.
;

;

Limerick,

title

of

;

I.,

463.

Limoges, intendance of;
mint at II., 153.

Little

Dr.;
Mr.

I.,

415;

II., 11.

III., 530.

;

Little Ann, Hants, manor of; I., S9 (2).
Liverpool, Earl of.
See Jenkinson.
Liverpool I., 391
II., 405.
prisoners at
II., 414, 416.
;

;

;

Livonia

II., 49.

;

and Esthonia, governor-general of
256.

II.,

Bishop

II.,

Lincelles, attack

Lloyd
Mr.

;

(of

;

I.,

561.

III., 404.

;

Queenborough).

Loch Tav, Camp

See Floyd.
III., 326.

;

on, letter dated from

;

I.,

;

I.,

494."

Locke, John, writings

of,

alluded to

222.

Loeben,

in Styrin, treaty

peror and France,

at

between the
III.,

;

Em-

318, 319.

Loft us
Lord.
:

See Tottenham, Charles.
Henry, Earl of Ely I., 177.
Captain William I., 193, 201, 235,
;

II.,

237.
345.
Major-General III., 388.
paymaster I., 250.
letter of;

,

Lieut.-colonel

I.,

I.,

;

;

559.

Lincoln, Bishops of.
See Wake, William
and Tomlicie, George I'rcttyman.
l.i-hopric of
II., 105.
;

Watson,

291.
III., 160.

539, 540.

upon

See

of.

;

;

Limosin, tin-

;

Lobositz, letter dated at

Lillo; II., 415.

Bishop

;

;

:

;

II„437.

— Lovel,

;

Richard.
Llantrythyd [co. Glamorgan ?]

322, 584.

II.,

;

;

Llandaff,

Pleville.

II., 8.

;

Lisbon; I., 28; II., 257, 387, 409, 414,
422,437; III., 236,374.
Court of. See Portugal, court of.
despatches received from III., 373.
Lisburn, borough of; I., 571.
Lisle, Mons. de
III., 309.
Lisle.
See Lille.
Lismore, deanery of; II., 41.
Liston, Mr.
II., 87
III., 360-362, 440.
Lithuania II., 572.

Le Tourneur

see Maret,

III., 24.
III., 134.

;

Liris, the river, in Italy

Liffey, the river; I., 413.
Lifford, Lord.
See Hewitt, James.

and

;

303 (2).

;

;

;

,

;

II.,

;

II., 212, 226, 229.
goes as charge d'affaires to
Berlin; II., 207 (2).
to be recalled from Paris
II.,

letters to

,

;

;

;

III., 472.

;

Lifhenshoech
Ligne

III., 492.

;

:

II., 356, 421, 536
282, 594
III., 411, 435, 451, 462, 463, 510, 511.
Bishop and Bishopric of; II., 410
III., 279, 463.
co-adjutorship of; II., 96.
English nuns from II., 600.
French envoy at. See Ste. Croix,

Liege;

;

;

Baron Ravensworth

Liddell, Sir Henrv,
I., 141.

Lincoln Cathedral, prebend in.
See
Aylesbury, prebend of.
Lincolnshire case L, 539.
Lindenau, Count II., 300.
Lindet II., 560, 563, 569, 574, 579, 580,
582, 584, 585, 587, 616
III., 491.

;

;

Loire, the river;

n

s.

i

:

i.

4Sfi,

II.,
i

i:

.

n:>.

country hou.-e on;

545; III.,
H6, 12a.

III., 108.

96,

647
Loire, the river—cont.
pont St. Martin, over ; III., 108.
III., 108.
the Upper, Chouans upon
Lomagne, Comtes de; II., 589.
Lombard, of Frankfort II., 85.
Lombardy II., 5, 539 III., 210, 491.
offered to Sardinia by France
III.,
^
502.
;

;

;

;

;

Lomellinos, Doge II., 4.
London, or the town, passim.
bankers of L, 76 ; III., 515.
Bishop of [Dr. Porteous] ; II., 504.
City or Corporation of; address from
I., 265.
III., 144.
, and Parliament;
;

,

,

——

favourites in

;

I.,

134.

I.,

Camden Place

IL, 55.
IL, 237.
Carleton House
L,
letters dated from
,
109; III., 21.
letter
dated
Cavendish Square,
;

:

;

Charles Street, letters dated from;
IL, 503, 536, 601, 606, 643.
Cleveland Row, letters dated
from III., passim.
Coco-tree, the; I., 61.
;

;

;

Copenhagen House III., 145.
Covent Garden, Grand Hotel in
;

good dispositions of, II., 349.
Commissioners from Holland to
,

;

;

580.
printers of, trial of; II., 128.
Recorder of; I., 522 ; and see Rose,
Sir John,
reform association in
seditious meetings in;
sheriffs of;

I.,

;

;

374, 375, 642, 649 ; III., 5, 6,
12-14, 21, 30,31, 33, 35, 45,
50, 52, 58.
Street;
650; III., 381.

Downing

592 II. and III. passim.
East Street, letter dated from;
;

I., 130.
Fleet Street, Golden Bottle in

;

76.
;

II. , 326.

Golden Square ; L, 10, 19.
Gravel Pit, the, letter dated from
L, 64.

I.,

George Street in, letters
from; IL, 145, 157,

Grenier's hotel ; IL, 395.
Guildhall ; IL, 464 ; III., 144.
.— , captured standards in
I.,

;

streets,

:

Adelphi, letters dated from

;

159, 162.

dated

160, 228.

;

;

—

;

28.

Aldermanbury IL, 10, 32.
Arlington Street ; I., 158.
letters dated from; I., 135,
;

,

138, 145.

Berkeley Square I., 155, 336.
Billingsgate, language of ;
I.,

Harley

dated from
308, 318, 320, 323.

Street, letters

III., 78,

Hill Street;
III., 25.

I.,

;

140 (2), 142;

dated from; I. f
267 ; III., 18, 98,

letters

,

;

159

;

IL,

374.

148.

Bloomsbury;
Bolton

I.,

Street,

ham's house in

160, 604.

Lord
;

Bucking-

298, 301, 302,

Holborn; I., 158.
Hyde Park IL, 55, 64.
Jermyn (Jarman) Street
;

332, 404.
Street, letter dated

Bridewell

from

;

Hotel

;

I.,

in;

50.
II.

404.

King's Bench prison I., 55.
King Street, Perot's Hotel in
;

;

I.,

556.

Street, letter dated

from

;

III., 530.

Buckingham House. See Queen's
House.

Conest's

,

113.

Broad

II.,

Great Cumberland Place, letter
dated from III,, 360.
Great Russel Street, letter dated
from L, 604.

watchmen I., 594.
and Westminster, buildings,
&c, in

Bond

257;

I.,

I., 193,
, letters dated from ;
194, 353 (2), 356, 411, 474,
488 (2), 528, 558, 567, 591,

I.,

II.,

travellers to or from, passim.

,

Dartmouth Street, letters dated
from IL, 331, 445.
Dover Street; III., 19, 21, 196.
,
IL,
letters dated from

80, Gerard Street

268.
III., 144.
518, 522, 523, 586.
;

;

III., 78.

III., 47.
court of. See St. James', court of.
diocese of, Chancellor of, see Scott,
Sir William,
emigrants in II., 314, 315, 429.
foreign princes in ; III., 23.
insurances in ; L, 582.
Irish embassy in
I., 433.
letters to and from, passim.
Lord Mayor and Recorder of, anecdote of; L, 106.
magistrates of; III., 104.
port of, pressing of mariners in ; I.,

I.,

;

;

61.

I.,

,

;

from III., 472.
Charing Cross III., 104.

30.

loan from
1., 28.
dinner given to the Prince by

cont.

Burlington House; L, 406, 410
IL, 593, 607; III., 31.
III., 144.
letter dated at
Bury Street, letter dated from

;

;

,

London, or the town

;

164.

I.,

Leadenhall Street;

I.,

281.

India
House
India House.
,

T T 2

in.

.See

648
London, buildings,

&c,

slreets,

in

cont.

Leicester Fields, court (of the
Prince) at; I., 64.
Gerrard Street in I.,
,

addressed

to

Portugal

I.

;

letter

dated from

,

Lime

Street in

House,

Leicester

from

;

;

122.
135.

I.,

;

I.,

dated

letter

122.

I.,

in

conl.

dated

letters

III., 17.

Street,

letters

dated

(2).
letters

dated

311.

dated at (by the
586, 587; II., 21,
55, 64, 232, 234, 363, 372(2),
381, 387, 388, 394, 497, 504,
508,534; III., 19, 35,43, 49,
50, 57 (2).
Queen's Walk
II., 64.
letters

,

Lincoln's Inn I., 199, 201.
Lisle Street, letters dated from
III., 481, 482, 487.
Lombard Street; I., 43.
London Tavern II., 443.

&c,

from; III., 16, 19.
Queen's House, or Buckingham
House; I., 205, 580(2); III.,

113, 118, 119, 126.
,

Place,
;

;

letters

streets,

Portland

from; II., 603
Portman Square,
from; III., 460

108,117.
,

London, buildings,

King);

;

;

;

Lower Grosvenor Street, letters
dated from III., 34, 45.

;

Square

;

Ludgate Hill, Fountain tavern
on; I., 118.
Mansion House, picture at; I.,
294.

I.,

,

160.

I.,

;

addressed to

letter

,

L, 91.
George's Church; Prince
Augustus' banns read in II.,

St.

;

museum

Montague House, Great,

477.

I., 143.
Little; I., 143.
Bond Street ; I., 118, 452.
New Broad Street ; III., 400.
Norfolk Street; letter dated
from; I., 129.

St. James' or St. James' Palace -r
I„ 278, 353, 354, 541, 542 ;
II., 198, 299, 372
III., 44,
49, 293.
,
apartments at; III., 316,

Old Bailey, Court of;

,
the Court at or to I.,
102, 104 ; and see St. James'.
, the King at
I., 220.
dated from ; I., 9 ;
, let ters
III., 258.
St. James' eveiing paper; II., 284.

at

;

,

New

522,

I.,

523.
Sessions ; 1 , 516, 523 (2).
Ormond Street I., 219.
Oxford Street ; II., 285.
Paddington ; L, 279.
,

Lord Buckingham's

;

II., 59,

;

78, 161.

addressed

letters

to

L,

;

78, 80, 81 (2), 90, 91.

——

the Gentleman's Hotel in

.

I.,'

164.

I.,

85.

Governor
Royal

,

dated at

Pitt's

Hotel

house in
in,

;

;

letters

38,

34,

III.,

;

516,

528, 534.

Parade

(? at

the Horse Guards)

;

III., 270.

Park Lane
,

,

;

II.,

—

565;

I.,

,

16,49.

III.,

letters dated

,

;

II.,

;

;

38.
Paul's, prebendary [? prebend] of; L, 285.
St. Sepulchre's parish
I., 586.
Saville Row; I., 94, 106.
I.,

St.

;

;

170.

;

I., 18.

dated from

letter

II.,

No. 6, office of the Grand
Junction Canal at II., 499.
;

Piccadilly

;

I.,

letters

144.
dated

47'J-r,.-,:;

from;

II.,

;

II.,

259.

Somerset House III., 278.
public offices
, turned into

——

;

;

III., 290.

——
,

450.

;

II.,

,

letters

dated from

570, 573; II., 146; III.,
194, 205.
Southampton Street I., 156, 160.
Spring
Garden or Gardens,
letters dated from; III., 337,
I.,

,

from

214, 215.

I.,

Place

from

;

Park, ranger of II., 237.
Square II., 206, 218, 258,
397, 405, 408, 409.
,
dated from
, letters
I., 530 et seq. passim; II., passim; III., 136, 477, 479, 486,
488, 508, 512, 517.
new club in; II.,
, Street,
267.
Upper Terrace in:
,
,

Soho Square
;

from

I [I., 49.

Street, letters dated

dated from

Parliament Street
dated
letter

,

Place;
,

285.

letters

270, 479, 480, 486.
Place; III., 377.
Street, letter dated from
III., 294.
Parks, the profits of; II., 237.

899,

;

villa

598.

Palace Yard, letters dated at
II., 498, 508,516, 535.
Pall Mall, the
1., 35, 160, 301.
dated from ; L, 50,
, letters
,

323 (2),

;

;

at

;

;

338,377.
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cont.
streets, &c, in
new church in I., 160.

Louvet;

III., 367.
character of III., 65.
Lovat, Lord. See Eraser, Simon.
Lovett, Sir J. ; I., 264-266, 268 ; III., 147.
children of; I., 190.
Low Countries. See Netherlands.
Lowndes, Mr. ; II., 499.

London, buildings,
Strand,

;

;

Surrey Street in; I., 160.
Temple, the, students at ; I., 18.
Inner I., 109.
Tower, the. See Tower.
,

;

Upper Grosvenor

Street

dated from
letter addressed to
letter

;

Warwick
Welbeck

Lowther
Henry, 3rd Viscount Lonsdale

107.
107.
183.
I.,

I.,

;

dated
from; III., 531.
Londonderry, Earls of. See Pitt, Thomas
and Ridgway.
Long, Charles, Under-Secretary of State
II., 215, 324, 351, 432; III., 141, 401,
;

403.

Longchamps, Monsieur

;

III.,

Longfield, Mr., of co. Cork;
303, 330, 399, 402, 458.

482.
221, 297,

I.,

166;

I.,

;

II.,

Longuion;

II.,

,
as Earl of Lonsdale
289, 389, 490.

;

;

214, 293, 391 (2),
393, 403, 404, 406-408.
:

Lucchesini

;

II., 98.

II.,

78, 93,

396,

492-494, 500, 604, 627
See Lowther, Sir James.

;

;

;

;

;

church patronage of;

II.,

432,

;

Gower,

;

;

;

118 (2).
dated at;

letter

Luiller

II.,

;

I.,

118.

560.

Luisnes, George Ernest, letter from

538

I.,

;

and see Leveson-

Lord Gower

;

and

John, 2nd Earl of Chatham.
Lord Steward I., 526, 527, 529
and
see Brydges, Duke of Chandos.
department of; III ,11.
Lord Treasurer (in 1714). See Talbot,
Charles, Duke of Shrewsbury.
Lords, House of. See Parliament.
L'Orient, in Brittany II., 449
III., 14,

Lumley

II.,

;

;

:

Richard, 1st Earl of Scarborough
letter to

;

;

;

162, 166.
II., 429, 603 ; III., 448.
insurrection in
II., 532.
Lostwithiel or Lestwithiel, co. Cornwall
election at; I., 108, 110, 111, 114,
119, 122, 127.
;

;

231.
Swilly, fisheries of; I., 189.
Louis d'or, coining of; III., 193 (2).
Louth, county 1., 236.
Louvain, battle near; II., 391.
I.,

I., 4.

;

106.
Castle, co. Durham ; I., 143.
Luneville, Duke and Duchess of; I., 81.
Luneville, academy of ; I., 81 (2).
letters dated at.
I., 81-83,90, 91.
letters directed to ; 1., 81, 83, 90.
Lusatia; II., 170, 174.
Lower; III., 232.
Luttrell
Henry Lawes, Earl of Carhampton
I.,

Lumley

;

:

309 (2), 310, 336-341, 412, 491
(2), 493, 498-502, 510, 515, 525,

I.,

;

;

17,

Richard, 2nd Earl of Scarborough

dated at I., 72.
Loughborough, Lord. See Wedderburn,

Alexander.
Lough Erne, Ireland

;

6, 26, 34, 41.

Pitt,

;

III., 27.

85.

Granville,

letter

406,

398,
;

behalf of
, demand made by, on
the King of Prussia ; III., 430,
431.
433, 436, 437, 441, 451.
Madame de, his wife ; II., 246, 493.
Luckner, General or Marechal II., 194,
III., 469, 473.
242, 292, 518
Lucrine Lake, Italy II., 19.
Ludgershall, co. Wilts, electiou at ; I.,

439 (2).

Lord Keeper.
See Great Seal, Lord
Keeper of.
Lord President of the Council.
See
Privy Council.
Lord Privy Seal

III.

:

Count;

111.

Lord Chamberlain III., 111.
Lord Chancellor I., 523, and see Parker,
Viscount Somers, Lord Thurlow,
Lord; and Loughborough, Lord.

Lorraine

;

III.,

;

Viscount.
See Lowther, Henry.
Loo; III., 156.
treaty of
III., 204.

,

III., 86.

Mr. I., 12.
and Spenser, Messrs.

;

of.

230,

I.,

;

282.
Lozere, Pelet de la
Lubeck, III., 224.

:

Earl

;

276.

313 III., 476.
French king reported to have reached

Lonsdale

105.

I.,

190.

I.,

;

;

III., 476.

II.,

;

James

Captain III., 389.
,
squadron of, capture of

318.

Longleat, co. Wilts; I., 354.
letter dated at; II., 11.

Longwy

I.,

Lowtherstown volunteers I., 224.
Loyalty Loan, the, allusions to III., 281,

Lucas

Michael.

Longford county

brother of;

,

Sir

Luc, Mons.de;

See Pakeuham ; Edward

Longford, Lord.

;

105.

Street ; I.,
Street, letter

569.
,
attempt to murder ; III., 383,
386, 389.
Lieut.-Colonel, Adjutant-General for
Ireland [1772]
I., 348.

—

;

;

I.,

201,224.

Luttrellstown, Ireland, duel near;

I.,

569.
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Luxembourg, orLuxemburgh

;

I.,

279

;

II.,

107, 116, 547, 603 ; III., 45, 451.
siege and surrender of; III., 51, 78,
79.
Duchy of; II., 333.
palace of.
See. Paris.

M.

Luxmore
John;

119-121,

110, 111, 114,
123, 124, 128, 132.
William ; I., 121, 128, 132.
Luynes, Madame de II., 305.
I.,

;

;

Luzerne, Chevalier de

la,

French ambas-

sador in England ; II., 83, 108.
Lydiard [Tregozel, co. Wilts, letter dated
117.
park of

at;

I.,

;

I.,

117.

Lynden de Blvtterswyk, Mons. G. H.

C.

de III., 443 (2), 444.
Lyndhurst, New Forest, the King's house
;

at

;

Lyon

M., A., French aide-de-camp III., 471.
M., canton of (in Brittany ?) ; III., 538.
Maas, Maes, Meuse, the river; II., 31,
370, 536, 565, 602, 605, 606, 610; III.,
184, 518.

III., 96.

or Lyons, Major- General;

Macartney
Mrs. C.

;

to ; I., 258.
mission of, to China

525

Macbride, Admiral
squadron under
Macclesfield, Earls

610;
582, 604

473, 532, 539,
III., 82-84, 95, 102, 131,
133, 224, 484, 485, 490, 505.
municipality of ; III., 84.
national guard at ; III., 84.
prison of; II., 584.
theatre or play at ; III., 160, 494.
siege of [by the army of the Convention]
II., 445.
taken by the Convention forces II.,
449.
commissioners of the Convention at
II., 487
III., 494, 495.
III., 494, 495, 498,
, ferocity of ;
531.
Du Bois marches upon ; III., 485.
executions af ; III., 491.
armee revolutionnaire at ; III., 497.
Lyttcott, Mr. ; I., 63.
Lyttelton or Littleton
of Carlisle ; I.,
bishop
Charles,
I.,

II., 400,

;

158 (2).
George; I.,

,

;

142, 158.
[Sir Thomas Lyttel, father of,
L, 125.
ton]
See Lyttelton, Thomas.
, son of.
[George Fulke] ; L, 295.
See Lyttelton,
father of.
,

—
—

;

I.,

162.
his wife [Apphia]

1773]

;

436.

Mack, General

470, 497 (2), 501503, 505, 508, 5 16, 525, 533, 557559, 584, 585, 594, 603, 614 III.,
II.,

;

;

91, 314.

from

letters

letter to

;

I.,

in

1794]

;

162.
I.,

534

II.,

;

Commander in
McKay, General

Rear-Admiral

Chief
I.,

;

;

III., 509.

503.

III.,

Russian

Mackaroff,

Dr.;

II.,

;

[or.

295.

and

III., 374, 375.

473.
;

II.,

391.

323.
:

Betty; L, 253.

11,215.
Mackintosh
Mr. II., 309.
;

;

son of; I., 55.
II., 298.
Maclean,
MacLellan, John, Lord Kircudbright
;

—

;

;

I.,

603.
;

I,

277,

357,

358,

467, 588.

Macon, in France
McPherson
II.,
Sir John
Mr. I., 257.

III., 131.

;

;

William Henry, Lord Westcote

Lord Lyttelton

206.

McNamara [John]

William Henry.

Thomas [2nd Lord Lyttelton in
.

I.,

;

McDonnell, Randal William, Earl of
Antrim; I., 177, 199.
to be made a marquis
I., 424, 426,

McKensie, Mackenzie

;

Gerard,

;

McKenna,

from I., 157, 161, 162.
Dialogues of the Dead by L,
letters

.See

Macke, Quarter-master General

95, 117, 119, 128.
I., 122.
, letter to ;
as Lord Lyttelton ; I., 161.
,

623.

of.

Macdonald, Archibald or Sir Archibald.
Solicitor General
I., 315, 318.
as Attorney General (1788-1793);
I., 457, 465, 468,
510, 608; II.,
198, 213, 230-233, 235 (2), 245.

;

:

II.,

;

and Parker, Thomas.

Charles,

;

;

269, 286,

II.,

423, 431, 444.

II.,

;

Lyons;

;

294.

446,

I.,

295.

I.,

;

George, Lord, and (in 1792) Earl;
I., 494, 519
II., 44.
Governor Generalship of India offered

73, 297.

;

;

McTavish, Mr.;

III., 76.

Madalinski, Lieutenant- General in Poland
II., 564.
Madan or Maden
:

J., letter of; I., 118.

M.;

I.,
,

108, 117, 118.
L, 113.

letter of

;

;
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Maddock, Mr.;
letter to;

Mainz, Mentz or Mayence

128, 131.
130.

I.,

I.,

Madeira, island of III., 400.
wine; II L, 400.
Madeiras, Governor General of the;
;

III.,

400.

Madison, Mr.

III., 526.
157, 543
10, 25, 26, 45, 46,
356, 481, 557; II., 11, 185, 226,
285, 298.
hospital at
I., 14.

Madras

I.,

;

;

II.,

3,

;

8,

4,

;

mint at
the

;

45.

I.,

Mount

at

;

43, 44.

I.,

papers; II., 236.
road of, ships in

I.,

;

treasury of

Madras Presidency
,

members

of;
secretary of;

145, 146.
garrison of; III., 161.
department of, in insurrection III.,
540.
Maitland, James, Lord; I., 316.
as Earl of Lauderdale ; 315, 316, 360,
514.
money sent to, by the Convention
II., 538.
^
Maiziere, rector of III., 539.
;

;

Makan

I., 1.

II., 103, 190, 191, 193.

Malaccas, the, or Molucca Isles

;

II.,

71,

145, 150, 168.

Malaclowski, Marechal II., 73.
Malaga, battle of; I., 23.
;

consulship of;

303, 304.

II.,

Malays, the I., 591.
Malesherbes, heroism and execution of;

son.

;

Nabob

of;

I., 2.

109, 262, 348, 367, 368,
376, 383 (2), 392, 467 ; III., 167.
court of.
See Spain, court of.
letters dated at
II., 134, 203, 256,
275, 368,406,409.
office
post
of; II., 406.
II., 99,

English army to march on
difficulty
of
educating
children at

II.,

;

;

28.

I.,

son-in-law, and granddaughter executed with him II.,
;

564.

595.

41.5,

;

;

III., 199.

Magrath, Captain

;

III., 195.

;

Pan [Jacques]

II., 555, 616,
;
638, 049, 652 III., 44, 64, 182, 217,
483, 485, 487, 531.
character of III., 484.
letters from ; II., 591, 616
III., 484,
489, 491, 531.
" Des considerations sur la, duree de
la revolution," by
III., 497.
Mallctt, Mr., of co. Bucks. ; II., 328.
Malmesbury, Lord.
See Harris, Sir
;

;

;

James.
Malmesbury,

Wilts, election at

co.

;

I..

113.

611.

346, 347, 349, 350,

I.,

;

from

letter

;

421, 425, 546, 598, 6 05 ; III., 514.
at
II., 584.
defence of; II., 464, 637; III., 515519.
letters dated from ; II., 564-566.
cession of, to the French III., 279.
Magdeburg (Magdebourg) ; II., 269, 276,
II.,

;

;

Mallet du

;

Maghadosh Bay;

suggested as regent II., 617.
Malet, Charles W. I., 607.
III., 146, 194-196.
as Sir Charles

English

Maes, the. See Maas.
Maeskel, letter dated at II., 609.
Maestricht; I., 349; II., 409, 410,
committee

564.

II.,

his daughter,

;

290;

457.

II.,

;

Malabar coast;

47.

I.,

Fort St. George in. See Fort St.
George.
Governors or Presidents of. See Pitt,
Thomas, and Addison, Mr.
, former.
See Yale and Higgin-

Madrid;

;

;

Council of; 1,42-45.
,

meeting of French exiles at; II., 118.
surrender of II., 409.
invested by the French; III., 139,

Majent, Mr. III., 136.
Major, a messenger; II., 180.

257, 353.

I.,

;

45.

185.

II.,

;

cont.

Elector of, minister of; II., 639.
letters dated at; II., 85, 86. 577.

Baron

Malouet,

457.

;

388

II.,

III.,

;

484,

487.

Mahratta cavalry

;

226.

II.,

;

Malta;

Maillard, [Stanislas]
III., 490, 496, 498,
503.
Main (Mayn), the river; III., 51, 139.
;

of,

Chouans

in

;

;

;

;

;

189.

,

army

II.,

85,

86,

of; II., 118.

118,

639,

of,

;

II.,

581.

Man,

115.

of;

477 (2), 478, 483,

III.,

573; III., 16, 295.
keeper of the records of

II.,

order

III.,

Mainz, Mentz or Mayence 11., 118,400,
422, 424, 464, 536, 543
III., 51.
blockade or siege of II., 392, 402,
405-407, 536.
Dutch charge d'affaires at II., 85,
Elector
645.

;

485, 531.
wife and son of; III., 484.

Mahrattas (Morattoes), the I., 2.
Maidenhead, co. Berks: II., 209.

Maine, province

from

letters

politics; III., 194.

,

Grand Master

,

knights of;

of

;

III., 16.

III., 16.

308, 350, 589.
II., 146.
Lieut.-Governorship of; I., 489, 589.
Manatten, Mr.; I., 132.
Isle of

I.,

;

Governor of

;

Manbourg
" I'aine " II., 305.
Charles ; II., 305.
Victor II., 305.
Manchester, Duke of.
William.
;

;

See

Montagu,
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II., 309.
;
disaffection at ; II., 328.
dissenters ; III., 466.

Maret, Monsieur

rendezvous at

Margate

Manchester

society of, deputation from
Mane, Mocs. le III., 121.

;

II.,

266.

;

;

;

;

III., 235.

;

Manners:
Charles, 4th Duke of Rutland; I.,
205.
Ireland
, as Lord Lieutenant of
I., 227, 229, 232-238, 241, 244-246,
249, 252, 254, 255, 262, 263 (2) ;
III., 546, 547.
, letters of;
I., 241, 242.
, arrival of, in Ireland
I., 226.
, illness of
I., 244.
, death of;
I., 287, 288.
, funeral of
I., 292.
;

;

;

,

allusions to, after his death

;

L,

293, 297-300, 309 (2), 310 (2),
329, 331, 310, 348, 352, 385, 421,
426, 430, 436, 458, 468, 495, 499,
501, 503.
John, Marquis of Granby ; II., 446.
[Marv] Duchess of Rutland, wife of
the" 4th Duke
I., 244, 406.
Lieut.-Colonel L, 235.
Major-General; III., 265.
Manoir, Monsieur ; II., 391.
See Murray, WilMansfield, Earl of.
liam.
Manstein. Colonel or General (Prussian
Minister); II., 493, 494, 535; III.,
470, 471.
Mantua III., 39G.
siege of; III., 238, 294.
Marat, Jean Paul ; II., 397, 401, 405, 412,
445; III., 473.
death of; III., 492.
bust of III., 64, 65.
corpse of, turned out of the Pan;

;

;

;

III., 64.
theon
party of ; II., 405.
Marazion, Cornwall I., 107 (2).
Marble Hill L, 93, 94, 99, 100, 106.
;

303.

dated from I., 252-256.
" refined elegancies of " I., 253.
Margerot or Margarot ; II., 514, 543, 544.
Margou, Bailli de ; II., 581.
Margraviates ; II., 170.
Mariette, Monsieur ; I., 153, 154.
Mariners or stamen; I., 19.
pressing of; I., 579, 580.
Marines, the, commission in I., 36.
Maritime Powers ; II., 627, 656.
Mark, the new [of Brandenburg] ; III.,
232.
Markham, Mr. II., 278.
Marlborough, Dukes of. See Churchill,
John, and Spencer, George.
Marlborough, co. Wilts ; I., 98, 261.
;

;

;

Marmora, sea of; II.,
Marsan, Marquis de;

169.
III., 125.

Marseiilais, the ; III., 469.
arrival of, at Paris; II., 159.
Marseillaise, the, singing of, forbidden
III., 63.

Marseilles;

II., 431, 481, 576; III., 83,
127,485,525.
armee revolutionnaire at III., 497.
Commissioners at II., 487.
;

;

executions at; III., 491, 505.
galeriens of ; III., 497.

Jacobins at III., 84.
the scum of; III., 497.
Marshall, Mr. ; I., 47.
Marsh Gibbon or Gib wen,
;

living of

;

I.,

co.

Marsin, Marshal, (1706)
L, 28.
Martanges, Monsieur; III., 534.
Martin or Marty n
;

:

Sam.;

108, 120.
, letter of
L, 109.
Madame ; I., 46.
I.,

;

Monsieur; II., 420; III., 483
Martinez, Mr. de I., 579.
Martinique or Martinico; II., 29, 405,
407, 412, 454, 477, 611
III., 14.
;

;

Admiralty Court

in

;

III., 69.

Marville, prisoners put to death at ; II.,
563.
Mary II., Queen of England, at Windsor ;
;

;

of (1736).

See Lennox,

287.

Marzon,

Mary.

Lord (1760) I., 142.
Marche en Famine II., 410.
Marchmont, Earl of. See Hume, Hugh.
Marck, Count de la. See La Marck.
Marcoff or Markow, Monsieur; II., 131,
;

;

114, 144, 160.

—

Masham,
Mason

;

I.,

527.
of; L, 119.

S., letter

:

from II., 315, 316.
M.P.) I., 229, 230.
messenger; 1L, 302, 315, 326.
Masscrano. Madame I., 148.
J., letters

(Irish

;

;

;

Marechal, the; III., 440.
Maresse, General II., 379.
Maret, Monsieur, (" William ")

Masserin, Captain

to

;

Lille

II.,
;

375.
III.,

338-340, 345-348, 352, 354, 355,
360, 361, 370, 373, 377.

442.
I., 187.
Masson, Monsieur II., 305.
Masterton, Mr. ; III., 400.
Mastowski, Monsieur; II., 300.
Matthews,
;
I., 489.

Massey (army

;

Commissioner

Bucks

291.

;

:

Countess

as

II.,

L, 8 and see William and Mary.
Maryland, U.S.A. HI., 525.
Marylebone, Middlesex, living of I., 285,

;

;

March

;

letters

;

Manfredini, Mons. de II., 275.
Manheim or Mannheim; II., 85, 118,
392, 577; III., 139, 146, 213.
Dutch minister at II., 264.
garrison of; III., 257.
letters dated at
II., 451, 453, 592.
surrender of; III., 149.

Mann, Admiral

cont.
III., 336, 346.

;

letter to; III., 337.

55.

I.,

;

from

letters

;

officer)
;

—

II.,
;
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Maty, Dr.

Mercy

142.

I.,

;

Maubeuge

or Meaubouge [fortress of]
II., 435, 439, 440, 444, 445, 548,
557, 569, 637.
repulse of the allies from ; II., 449.
siege of ; II., 584 ; III., 484.
raising of ; III., 493.
Maudesley, Ensign I., 335, 336, 349.
Maulde, Mons. de
II., 274, 278-281,
283, 284, 286-288, 296, 324, 325,
334, 335, 353, 356, 357, 360 (2),
377, 378.
note from II., 275.
secretary of; II., 279, 353, 357.
;

,

;

;

;

Maurepas, Mons. de; III., 160.
Mauritius or Isle de France II., 226, 395,
;

430, 477.
-

Maury, Abbe
Maxwell

609, 610.

I.,

;

I.,

;

327,

412,466.
Mr. I., 298.
Mayence. See Mainz.
Mayo, Viscount. See Bourke, John.
;

Mayor, Mr., of High Wycombe
Mayring, Major III., 51.
Meadows, Medows

;

I.,

;

:

:

General;

II., 57,

Merry, Mr., Consul General at Aranjuez
II., 99, 225 (2), 263.
Mertanges, General Comte de; II., 425,
Metchlepatam, merchants of L, 14.
President of the East India Company
at.
See Tillard, Mr.
Metge, Peter, Baron of Exchequer I.,
;

271.

;

164, 186, 191-193,

298.
;

;

;

468.

204, 206.

I.,

;

;

;

Farnham

Barry, Earl of

Mayo

or Merci Argenteau, Comte de,
minister
at
Brussels
I., 612,
II., 62, 63, 72, 84, 114,
149, 151, 158, 163, 173, 180, 259,
262, 269, 275, 384, 401, 409, 415,
421, 469, 473, 474,476, 497 (3),
498, 503, 508, 516, 535, 605-607,
610, 614, 618, 621, 622, 641 ; III.,
450, 480, 481.
letters from
III., 510, 511.
letters to
III., 510, 511, 513.
mission of, to London II., 605, 617,
624, 626.
, notes on
III., 516.
illness and death of ; II., 625 (2).
secretary of; II., 603.
Merioneth, county of, lieutenancy of ; I.,
487, 489.
Merlin, Monsieur II., 153; III., 341.

Imperial

III., 422.

Mears, Meares
Lieutenant; I., 605.
Mr. I., 579 II., 189.
Meath, Lord. See Brabazon, Anthony.
Meath, county I., 236, 237.
Meaux, granary at; II., 531.

;

382.
Methodists, body of ; I., 150.
Metternich, Comte de, consultation with
III., 510.

Metz;

242; III., 475.
garrison of; II., 110 ;

;

Mecklenburg III., 224.
Medemblick, in Holland

commandant

,

;

;

;

II.,

Mons.

Meudon

451.

See Bouille,

de.

II.,

;

III.,

of.

563, 564, 583.

Robespierre takes the young King to

;

II., 576.

;

;

III.,

426.

Mederzier, near Juliers, letter dated at
III., 517.

Mediterranean, the I., 585 II., 334, 490,
533, 560, 573; III., 233, 295.
II., 92, 396, 399, 402,
fleet in, or to
408, 419, 455, 533 ; III., 93, 141,
236, 261 (2), 287.
Medows. See Meadows.
Meerfeldt (Merfeld) Count and General
;

;

;

III., 91, 319, 324, 332.

Megent, commissary to the army of the
Pyrenees II., 569.
Mehee, one; III., 161.
Melford, Lord, See Drummond, John.
Mello, Mons. de II., 414.
;

park of artillery at 576.
Meure, Mr., Academy of I., 13.
Meuse, the. See Maas.
Mew, Dr. Peter, Bishop of Winchester
;

;

19.

I.,

Mexico

III., 266.

;

Meyners, Monsieur, Dutch Commissioner

;

III.. 46.

Mezieres, (Meziers)

475.
Miami rapids, U.S.A. ; II., 527, 529.
Michault, Monsieur ; II., 360.
Michillimachinach, Old ; IL, 611.
Middelburg; III., 443, 447.
III.,

;

Middlesex, Lord. See Sackville.
Middlesex, county of I., 117; IL, 348;
;

III., 513.

;

Melville

382.
or Melvil, Mr., of Boston III., 356358, 360 (2), 368, 369, 371.
;

II.,

;

Melville Castle, letters dated at; I., 518,
519, 534, 535, 555, 557, 589, 591.

Memel, timber from
Mentz.

See Mainz.

Meppen,

in

;

II., 64.

;

Germany

Meraeldt, Count

Merci.

Middleton
[Captain
Mrs. I.,
:

:

Admiral

;

Sieur

—

;

;

?]

IL, 236.

Mons. de, Hanoverian minister at
Vienna; IL, 618.
Milan IL, 125, 471 III., 279, 332.
Miel,

;

II.,

III., 24.

505.

See Mercy.

Mercier, character of;

III., 65.

II., 98.

II., 10.

;

letters
;

;

4.

dated at; IL, 111, 553, 566,

574, 578.

Milanese, the

IL, 631 III., 125,207, 224.
Milbanke, Admiral, Governor of Newfoundland I., 539-550, 552, 554.
;

;

;
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Mola

Miles Augustus William I., 282.
III., 434, 462.
letters from
;

letter to

Mills' Club

Moldavia;

III., 435.

;

to

;

355.

I.,

;

3S6, 344-346, 349, 352

II.,

;

(2), 353, 382, 423, 500-502.
Act or Bill; III., 143-145.
calling out of; L, 593 ; II., 447, 453.

the supplemental ; III., 400.
Miller, Thomas, President of the Court of
Session, Scotland, death of; I., 524.
Millfield House, letter dated at ; III., 145.
Millot, Commissary; II., 576, 580, 583,
586.

Milton
John, quotations from I., 145, 159.
Lady (1768) I., 158.
Lord, office of; III., 13.
Milton, co. Northampton, letter dated at

Mollendorf,

Moellendorff,

Count de, Prussian General and
Marshal; II., 82, 182, 264, 491,

Milford Haven, co. Pembroke, traveller
Militia, the

Formise, in Italy

102, 127.

II.,

Mollendorf,

273.

I.,

;

Gaeta, alias

di

II., 8.

;

493-496, 500, 535, 543, 565, 577,
591, 592, 603, 604, 606, 636, 637,
656 III., 27, 230, 232, 520, 536.
army of II., 536, 600, 628.
aides-de-camp of ; II., 603.
Mollesoi,
II., 607.
Molleson, William, letter from III., 530.
Molly (servant of Robert Pitt ?) L, 78.
Molucca Islands. See Malaccas, the.
Momoro, President du Club des Cordeliers; II., 550.
;

;

—

;

;

;

:

Mompesson, Mr.;

;

13, 16, 17, 34.

I.. 8,

Monaghan county

L, 166

;

;

388.

III.,

;

militia; III., 385, 387, 389.
Monbret, Monsieur ; II., 83.

Monciel, Monsieur de

II., 630.

Minden

233, 235, 238.
letter dated at; -III., 233.
Minerva, allusion to ; I., 143.
Ministry, the ; passim.
(in 1720), Prince of Wales' advances
III.,

;

to

64.

I.,

;

Lord

Shelburne's, fall of;

191-

I.,

See Coalition

the Coalition.

;

and

Government,

never

affairs

of

III., 403.

:

Minshull, Mr., Treasurer for co. Bucks
L, 250.

302 II., 234.
Minx, Monsieur, surgeon III., 108.
I., 609, 610;
Mirabeau, Comte de
;

letter from
III., 487.
Monck, George, allusion to III., 532.
Monckton Arundel, Robert, Lord Galway; II., 274.
;

I.,

servants of;

III., 53S,

;

Monet, an usher

;

III., 467, 469.

III.,

;

467-470.

II L, 469.

See Montgaillard.

Monk, Mr.;

I.,

261.

Monneront, Monsieur; III., 136, 148.
Monro, Munro
Capt. George ; II., 302 (2), 315 III.,
;

II.,

285.

276.

,

assassin employed by ; II., 633.
III., 481.
II., 603
secretary to
Miran, Marquis de ; III., 1, 5, 25, 31.
Miranda; II., 310, 459.
;

;

from

sister of

571.

II.,

;

Money, General;

:

;

:

letters

from

children of

,

George,

;

III., 286, 472.

III., 286.

;

junr., his

eldest son

;

III.,

286.

Mons

III., 449.
390, 391, 449
the Emperor's garrison at II., 108.
French Royal family reported to be
at; II., 120.
defeat of the Austrians at
II., 287.
Monsey, Dr. I., 140.
;

II.,

;

;

Mons. de;

I.,

140.
I., 147, 151, 153.

Madame de
Misanthrope, le, quotation from II., 181.
Misenus, cape, Italy; II., 19.
Missenden, co. Bucks I., 270, 282, 285,
;

;

;

538, 539.
Mississippi, the

Company

;

II.,

;

I.,

Comte

and

:

;

I.,

de,

de.

;

•

;

See Provence, Comte

Monsieur.

Montagu, Montague, Mountague
Charles, Lord Halifax
I., 33.

254.

65.

.

(q. v.)

;

;

Artois,

Sir
afterwards
John,
Mitford, John,
Solicitor-General; III., 533.
Bill of, in favour of Roman Catholics ;
See Roman Catholics.
Modena, House of; III., 396.
See Mollendorf.
Moellendorff
Moerdyck, the. defence of ; II., 464.
Mogul, the Great I., 36.
Bahader Shah, formerly Shah Aulum,

45.

Court of ; I., 3.
Moguls, history of;

I., 263.
I., 62, 69, 88.
[Elizabeth], Lady
Moira, Earl of. See Rawdon, Francis.

Mohun

275.

II.,

Moncontour, royalist chiefs at

Mongaillard.
;

;

;

Mirepoix

;

—

letters

the

in

interferes

Hanover

Mint, the

485,

539.

197.
see

III., 97, 477,

;

486.

;

Charles;

114, 122-126.
I., 117.
Mrs. (Elizabeth); I., 141, 158.
I.,

,

letter of;

,

letters

from

;

1.,

140-143, 159,

160.
,

husband
father of

of.

Sec Montagu,

140.
, nephew of
I., 159.
George Rrudenel, Duke of
I., 526.
Sir James; I., 62.
,

;

Mr

I.,

;

Montagu

John, 4th Earl of Sandwich
149; II., 186,237, 369.
Mary, Duchess of Montague

;

;

I.,

I.

;

148,
99.
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Montagu, Montague, Mountague cont.
William, 2nd Duke of Manchester
1.,

;

103.

;

Mr.; I., 108.
Mr.; I., 140, 144.
Montalt I., 406.
Montauban, Calvinist president of

91.

Major

I., 272, 275, 357, 360.
;
sons of
I., 275.
Mr., of the East India Company
,

;

III.,

;

494.

;

prison of;

Mont Cenis

Mr., at the Hague
I., 299.

584.

II.,

II., 4.

;

Monte, Mons. de

;

Moorhouse,
Moors, the

III., 108.

;

Monte Nuovo,

III., 384.

Italy; II., 19.

;

212, 217.
Montgaillard, Mongaillard, Monsieur de
III., 292.
house of; III., G4.
;

;

Major II., 42, 44, 83, 84,
Sir W., death of
I., 395.
(of Cavan)
I., 395.
;

France

[?

Montmeliart]

in

Savoy

Montmorency, Mons. Mathieu de

II.,

;

;

;

II.,

III.,

409, 410, 414, 424, 426-428, 430434, 436, 440, 441.
III., 436.
letter from
;

Montmorins, the

;

152.
II.,

;

;

brother of; II., 355.
Morres, Hervey
Redmond,

Morris

:

the Hon. Robert (Gouverneur) ; II.,
37, 197; III., 226, 238.
,
as minister from the United
States to Paris ; II., 480, 510, 537,
543, 580.
,
introduced to the Comite de
Salut Public ; II., 526, 527.
, leaves France
III., 78.
;

;

II.,

Moore

arrival of, in

,

letters

,

of.

See Graham, James.

England III., 87.
from; II., 197, 228;

,

;

III., 563.

527.

Duke

Viscount

Mountmorres; I., 413.
Morres Lodge I., 451, 453.

545.

Montrevault, magazine of arms at

Montrose,

III., 513.

;

;

II.,

;

Morley, a messenger II., 301, 309.
Mornington, Earl of.
See Wellesley,
Richard.
Morpeth, Lord III., 336.
Morque, [? Mourgues], Monsieur; II..
355,356.

314.

Montpensier, Due de, son of the Duke of
Orleans II., 462 III., 78.
Montreal, in Canada II., 254.
;

Morgan

;

Montmorin, Comte de I., 278, 483
83, 108,131,176, 186, 204;

II.,

III., 439.

;

;

242.

;

by

108, 122.

;

III., 473.

letter to

I.,

;

Morillon, letter dated at

395, 404.

Montlosier, Monsieur; III., 484, 533.
Montmedi or Montmedy ; II., 115-117,
122 ; III., 448, 450, 475.

Montmelian

Moreton, Mr.

;

III., 117.

;

III., 257, 258, 319.
Morellet, Abbe, memoire

J.,

;

in

Moray, Earl of. See Stuart.
Morbihan; II.. 527; III., 537, 540, 541.
Mordaunt, Charles, 3rd E'irl of Peterborough I., 26.
More, Hannah, letters of; I., 160, 162.
Morea, the, corn from II., 573.
Moreau, French General on the Rhine;

book compiled by II., 419.
Major-General II., 417, 419.

186.

;

I.,

killed in India; II., 186.

,

;

Archibald, Earl of Eglinton I., 3G0.
James, Chief Baron of Exchequer,
Scotland I., 586.

;

;

131,

278.

II.,

;

;

Montgomery

;

,

anonymous;

III.,

222,

224, 230, 258, 266.

William; I., 132.
Morshead, Sir John II., 620
Mortagne II., 544, 577.
Sir

:

Charles, 6th Earl of Drogheda ; I.,
177, 180, 210, 314, 420,427, 571,
572.
, as Lord Justice
I., 480 (2).
;

,

to

be made a marquis

;

II.,

55,

83.

wife of; I., 210.
, family of;
I., 477.
Charles, Lord, his son; I., 314, 571.
Dr.: II., 315.
Francis ; II., 128.
II., 153.
, letter from ;
,

;

;

;

Montesquieu, Montesquiou
General III., 473.
Mons. de; II., 195, 203, 206, 208,

(of Donegal)

—

I.,

I., 42.
ships of ; I., 43.
Moravia, troops on the frontiers of; II., 48.

sister of; III., 108.

Montebello, negotiations at

Montreuil

;

30, 37, 40.
Mr., of Cornwall, death of;
132.
1.,

massacre of Catholics at ; III., 494.
Mont Brison, in France III., 131,

Montiago,

cont.

Dr. John, Archbishop of Canterbury
II., 225, 228, 230-233, 235
III.,

;

;

III., 77, 90.

;

Mortimart, regiment of ; III., 250.
Morton, Earl of. See Douglas, George.

Morveaux II., 545.
Moscow, the Russian court goes
;

to

;

III.,

292, 298.

Moselle, the ; II., 536, 614.
troops on or near; II., 491, 636,

637; III., 518, 520.
Mosquito shore, the, settlers on
571-577, 582 (2).

;

I.,

559,
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Mouchy

Myers, Colonel

Marechal de; III., 512.
Marechale de III., 512.
Moulins II., 532, 539.
Mounier, Mons. de, English

regiment of; III., 134.
Mysore country IL, 190.

;

III., 134.

;

;

;

agent

in

Switzerland
II., 427, 436, 449,
456, 503, 596, 638, 649, 652; III.,
;

486, 488, 512.
letter from; III., 513.
6,

Mountague. See Montagu.
Mounterkenny, co. Leitrim;
Mountniorres,

N.
231.

I.

See

Viscount.

Morres,

Hervey Redmond.

Naarden III., 426.
Naas III., 390.
Nagel, Nagell, Baron A. W. C. de
;

Mountnorris, Lord. See Annesley, Arthur.
Moustier, Comte de III., 98, 99, 162,
;

;

590

166, 363.
;

Mull;

letter

Namur

III., 133, 198.

letters

dated at

Nancy;

III., 78.

Nantes

Muller, Baron de; III., 208, 263, 273.
III., 263.
letter to

III., 84, 43a.

IL, 429, 452, 530, 532, 544, 563,
;
577, 58], 584; III., 83, 105-124,

539 (2).

;

III., 257.
118, 525
ministers or envoys at; II., 189,206,
208.
II.,

;

III., 17.

;

129, 519.

Munich

from;

IL, 503, 547, 548 ; III., 513.
Namurais, le IL, 547.
Nance, James, J. P. L, 131.
;

;

III., 21, 70, 95, 97,

;

I,

293, 423.

;

;

Mulheim;

I.,

;

78, 160, 222, 282, 325,
328, 364, 467, 489 ; III., 47, 182,

Mudge, Mr. II., 511.
Muiden, in Holland III., 426.
Muir,
III., 374.
Mulgrave, Lord. See Phipps.

—

IL,

;

armee revolutionnaire

at

III., 497.

;

;

See Monro.
Munster, Earl of. See William Henry,

Munro.

Prince.

chateau de; III., 116.
Comite de Surveillance at
executions at III., 505.

;

III., 106.

;

Cours at III., 120.
Les Capucins at; III., 120.
Maison Babu at III., 110, 119.
le

;

;

Munster, in Germany

;

III., 24.

Municipality of

Munsterland; III., 194.
Muragia or Muraggia, M., Turkish minister;
II., 510, 511.

pont Rousseau at; III., 108, 119.
porte de Paris at
III., 121.
Nantiat, Baron de
HI., 363.
account of a mission to the Count of
Charette, by
III., 105-124.
Nanticoke, in Maryland III., 525.
Naples; IL, 5, 7-10, 19, 119, 330, 602 ;
;

;

Murcia, province

of, in

Spain

;

II.,

257.

;

Murray
Augusta

[morganatic wife of
of Sussex]
IL, 504.

Duke
Commodore

the

;

II.,

,

370.

;

,

,

letter to; II. , 313.

John, Duke of Athole I., 490, 589,
604; II., 146.
Sir John; IL, 433.
Mr. (at Stowe) IL, 420.
William, Baron, and (in 1776) Earl of
Mansfield, Lord Chief Justice of
;

;

King's Bench; I., 166, 168, 171,
172, 182, 250, 572, 574.
,

,

Muskerry,

;

;

David, Viscount Stormont and (in
1793) 2nd Earl of Mansfield; L,
210, 387, 474 (2), 590; IL, 643,
644; III., 31.
IL, 603.
letter from
Lord President of the
as
Council; III., 35.
General; I., 304.
Sir James ; IL, 295, 310, 314, 319,
363 (2), 371, 389, 390, 409-411,
431, 435, 439, 442, 448, 475, 491.

from ; I., 139.
resignation of; L, 276, 277.

letter

Lord.

See

Deaue,

Robert

Tilson.

Muswell

III., 106.

;

Hill, letter dated at

;

III., 72.

III., 94, 257, 261, 287,

297, 357.

Bay of; IL, 20.
King of; IL, 73; III., 297.
army of; III., 297.
,

letters

dated at

Queen

of

Virgil's

;

IL,

;

3, 17, 32.

III., 451.

tomb

at

;

IL,

9.

Napoleon. See Buonaparte.
Narbonne, Mons. de IL, 242, 305, 358.
aide-de-camp of; III., 471.
Narva, in Russia IL, 80.
;

;

Nassau

:

Colonel

Henry

;

I.,

55.

de, Earl of

Trince of;

Grantham

;

I.

62.

156; II., 103, 194,431,
491, 493, 495, 505.
Weilburg, Prince of IL, 283.
his Chambellan ; IL, 283.
National Debt, the III., 383.
I.,

;

,

;

Commissioners of III., 382.
Nauendorft, General
III., 519.
Navarre, army of IL, 587.
;

;

;

College, emeritus Professor of;
481.

Navigation Act or Laws, alluded to
179,247, 254.

IL,

;

I.,
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Navy

Netherlands, the cont.
English agent in II., 83.
inauguration of the Emperor in

or the navy
augmenting of; II., 43.
Board I., 302, 342.
:

;

;

I.,

;

revenues

;

Bill for.
Office, clerks of; III., 401.
pressing for II., 423.
recruiting for ; I., 163.
ships of, to be lent, if needed, to
;

—

482.
the French ; II., 350; III., 414.
the Spanish ; I., 27.
Neufchateau, Francois ; III., 371.
Neufchatel, banker at II., 562.
county of; II., 169.
Supreme Council of ; II., 562.
Neusvinger, General ; II., 392.
Nevers, waters of; I., 137.
Neville
Bichard I., 203, 209, 265, 303, 349.

Neapolitan
Administration III., 287.
minister; II., 317 (2).
;

peace, the ; III., 215, 280, 283.
III., 257.
troops ; II., 449
Neapolitans ; II., 429 III., 283.

;

;

;

Neave and

Willett, Messrs.

;

Neckar, the river II., 547
Necker, Monsieur, recall of;
;

;

409.

II.,

III., 139.
I.,

353.

;

dismissal of ; I., 483, 485.
bust of ; III., 497.

daughter

See Stael,

of.

—

Needham,
Negapatnam

Madame

Newberry's Mappe-monde ; I., 572.
Newbigging, James I., 535.
Newborough, Lord and Lady.

de.

;

III., 431.

;

I.,

;

281, 518, 590, 591, 606;

proposed cession of, to the Dutch
II., 508 (2); III., 348, 421, 441,

;

443, 447.
slaves

I.,

;

;

144.
sheriff of;

;

III., 127.

I.,

I.,

II., 59, 74.

join the army of La
463.
Netherlands or Low Countries, the ; II., 1,
46,49,62,63,72,117,151, 163, 171,
174, 177, 336, 343, 371, 429, 482,
III., 263, 487, 509,
558, 630, 635
516 ; and see Flanders,
and Austria. See Austria,
the French in I., 310 II., 177, 255,
387, 391, 468 ; III., 73, 232, 378,
490.
troops of the Allies in II., 60, 107 ;
III., 517, 518, 547, 625.

Netagne,

Vendee

men
;

Newenham,

;

;

Edward

Sir
;

I.,

L, 516.
540-555, 560
;

;

II.,

56

;

III., 379.

fisheries

;

I.,

Governor

of.

Newhaven

;

Newmarket,
races

549, 553, 554.

See Milbanke, Admiral.

II.,

394.

co.

Cambridge

at,

alluded to

Newnham,

;

I., 268.
155.
118.

;

I.,

co. Oxford
I.,
Newport, Simon; I., 225.

Newport

of,

;

Clinton.
I., 276.
;

Newfoundland

[co.

II.,

;

See Pelham Holies

of.

and Pelham

New England

;

II., 10,32.
Nesselrode, Count;

144.

I.,

Duke

Newcastle,

126-128.

III.,

243.
353, 355, 394, 400, 442,
;
II., 11,
461, 473, 482, 540, 568, 576
29, 34, 35, 40, 56, 190, 193, 215, 303,
306, 323, 407, 438, 481, 508, 607 ; III.,
375.
Nero, Collot d'Herbois compared to ; III.,
494.
Nesbitt and Stewart, Messrs., bankers
;

Nepean, Evan

Newcastle-on-Tyne ; I., 47.
" aldermanesses " of; I., 140.
letters dated
I., 140-143.
mayor and corporation of; I., 141,

I., 2.

;

:

;

See

Wynne.

524.

Nellakuntee (Hindoo)
Nelson
Captain Horatio
, ships under
Colonel

179.

II.,

;

II., 32.

Negro

II., 49, 80, 86,
, government of ;
145, 151, 180, 250, 251, 338, 481,

III., 75.

117.

I.,

;

II.,

;

Pay

Neal,

;

(2), 282.
suppression of the clergy in ; III.,
263, 264.
Governor -General of III., 264.
the Austrian, or Austrian Flanders ;
I., 357, 612 ; II., 171, 177 (2), 180,
186, 217 (2), 252, 273, 329, 335,
350, 386, 391, 548, 626-630, 635 ;
III., 73, 210, 227-229.

;

;

of, offered as security

proposed restoration of, to Austria
II., 627; III., 241, 258, 263, 279

;

Bussia

II.,

626.

;

,

;

130.

299, 300.
Commissioners I., 299.
department of ; III., 168.
III., 74.
desertion from
I., 414.
Office Accounts, alluded to
I.,
certificates of, alluded to
297.
officers, suggestions concerning ; I.,
324.
Pay bill. See Seamen, families of,

Captains

;

:

Devon

?], estates at

(Pagnell, co. Bucks)
503 ; II., 654, 656.

;

;

I.,

I.,

132.

252, 270,

(Bhode

Island), insult offered to the
British flag at ; III., 528.

Newry, in Ireland

New

;

I.,

230.

South Wales, convicts to be sent

to

;

I., 483, 543.
troops in ; 543.

Newspapers
the

;

I.,

London

337

;

200
;

;

I.,

III., 385.

II.,

284, 590.

193, 426, 458

;

II.,
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Newspapers

cont.

Buckinghamshire Herald

II.,

;

337.

Dayley Courant ; I., 54.
Dublin Evening Post ; I.,

151, 157.
Nizam, the
court of

;

408.

writer in

195.
293.

I.,

;

Dublin ; I.,
, Leyden.
See Leyden.
Hibernian; I., 406.
.

London Chronicle ; II., 19.
Morniny Herald; I., 260, 432.
Post; I., 608.
Northern Star ; III., 385-387.
editor of; III., 387.

Public Advertizer;
Star ; II., 284.

I.,

;

III.,

troops at;

I.,

184.
at

;

444

II.,

;

III.,

524.
III., 529.

;

;

;

State

III., 529.

;

611

;

;

III., 529.

;

;

469 (2)

;

III., 97, 104, 142.

Nokes, John a, and Stokes, John a,
imaginary conversation between I., 306.
Noleken, Baron, Swedish ambassador
;

319.

:

287, 289 (2), 299.
579 (2;, 611.
, business
of; II., 3, 14, 15, 20,
30, 204, 268, 275, 297, 307, 368.
II.,

I.,

, Bill concerning ;
II., 27.
Spanish officer at; II., 511.
Norfolk, Duke of. Se*. Howard, Charles.
Norfolk, resident in
II., 150.
Norfolk Court; I., 101.
;

Normands,

Vendee ; II., 563.
315, 510, 521, 523 ; III.,
2, 309, 482.
Chouans in; III., 115.
Corps legislatifoi; III., 308.
emigrants from II., 402.
reported rising in II., 302.
royalists in; III.. 166, 303, 306, 308,
309.
troops in II., 491, 598; III., 161, 303.
in la

;

II.,

at

;

North
Frank;
:

;

III.,

of; II., 538.

French commissioners

II.,

472,

581.

II.,

165.

Frederick, Lord North; I., 188, 192,
210, 247, 261, 271; II., 29; III.,
545.
, coalition of, with Fox
I., 195,
;

comte de;

197, 198, 206, 207 ; II., 598.
suggested junction of, with

III., 124.

Nicholas, John
I. 19.
Nicholls, Mr. ; I., 37.
Nicholson, Margaret I., 540.
Nienberg; III., 233.
post office at III., 233 (2).
Nieuport ; II., 455, 547, 548.
siege of ; II., 452.

.

;

,

garrison at
I.,

;

207.
as Secretary of State; I., 210,
212 (2), 214, 217, 222, 247.
in connexion with the American
war ; I., 220, 249.
as Earl of Guildford ; II., 294,
296.
,

in

III., 164.

;

$

I.,

;

Nieuwe-Schantz or Niewe Schans, the,
Holland; III., 212, 253.

Lord

Shelburne; I., 195-197.
goes to the King I., 200.
, the
King implacable towards

;

Nimeguen

III., 222, 347-352.
Noirmoutier, Isle de II., 455, 464, 468,

;

Niagara II.,
Nice; II., 412, 419, 528, 576, 631
125, 241,491.

;

—

I.,

536.

;

dated at II., 228.
Lieut.-Governor of II., 578.
letter

Nile, the

305, 358, 408.

;

Governor of

army

II., 176,

Abbe; II., 331, 362, 457.
Thomas, Viscount Went worth;

Normandy

III., 34, 523, 524, 528, 529.

III., 479, 480.

III., 479.

;

:

Sound;

French. See French Newspapers.
Newtown, estate of; I., 274 (?\ 276.
New York; I., 177, 276; II., 145, 160;

French war ships

letter to

furs;

,

German

letters

,

II., 93,

146.
III., 146.
, printer of;
Union Star ; III. 389.

from;

,

Marquis de;
Noel

Nootka

432.

Times ; III., 255.
J rue Briton ; III., 317.
forgery and libel in

New York

557.
285.

II.,

;

Nizapatnam [Nizampatam] II., 415.
Noailles, Louis, Vicomte de H.,'305, 358,

409,

I.,

;

Gazette; I., 197, 265, 491,
611; II., 222, 246, 349,395,
424, 483; III., 96,267.

English and

137, 146. 147, 149,

I.,

;

197,

428.

,

de;

I.,

;

208.

Freeman's Journal

,

Due

Nivernois,

named

,

,

143.

Frederick III., 2, 5, 12.
George Augustus, Earl of Guildford
;

;

I.,

279

;

III.,

410-413, 416,

520.

II.,

bridge at; III., 519.
peace of ; III., 533.

;

360.

Northampton

;

I.,

488.

newspaper II., 284.
Northampton, county of;
;

Nisita, island of; II., 19.

NiveHea

II.,

fight near
letter

;

II.,

dated at;

592, 593.
592.

II.,

I.,

102,

354.

justices

and

sheriffs of

magistrates of; II.,

;

3.J5.

I.,

505.

103;
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Northington, Earl of.
See Henley,
Robert.
North Sea, the III., 57, 77, 92, 381.
Northumberland, Duke of. See Percy,
;

Hugh.
Northumberland, county of
ladies of; L, 141.
nobility and gentry of
rebels in ; I., 53, 54.

140.

I.,

;

0.

Norton, Fletcher, Baron of Exchequer,
Scotland I., 586.
Norway I., 43, 49 III., 224.
Norwich, reform association in II., 268.
Nottingham, Lord. See Finch, Daniel.
;

;

;

:

Nottingham
ale

j

militia

32.

;

54.

;

89.

I.,

54, 55.

I.,

Abbe

368, 377.

I.,

;

Obourne, Cousin I., 26, 32.
O'Brien
I., 230, 253.
Sir Lucius
Murrough, 5th Earl of Inchiquin ; I.,
177; II., 285.
William, 4th Earl of Inchiquin; I., 92,
;

;

337, 345.
outrages at II., 327.
Nottingham, county of, association in
II.,

;

O'Beirne,

;

:

:

I.,

Oakes, Mr.
Oazye, Mr.

I.,

;

108.

—

Nourse,
I., 265.
Noyes, in France I., 484.

Mr. (in 1728)
O'Byrne, Captain

Nugent

Obsent, de, President of the Revolutionary
Tribunal; II., 160, 466.
Ocaris, M., Spanish Consul General at

;

Edmund;

351, 363, 364.
Capt. Edward; I., 383, 482 ; II., 611,
613, 647.
Lieut.-Colonel or Colonel George ;
I., 337, 344, 347, 348, 351, 357,
358, 360, 363, 364, 437, 442, 444,
447, 449, 452, 453, 455-457, 473,
474 II., 344, 422, 441, 446, 450,
453, 465, 469, 482-485, 489, 490,
526. 613, 634, 647, 649 ; III., 134,
136.
as General III., 387.
See Nugent, Cap, brothers of.
I.,

;

,

;

regiment of

II.,

;

501, 526

;

George Frederick, Lord Delvin

III.,

;

I.,

Robert, Earl Nugent; I., 174, 177,
186, 203, 207, 259, 275, 277, 330,
357, 360, 361, 472.
, death of
I., 358.
I., 357, 358, 360.
, executors of;
;

,

estates of

;

I.,

358 (2).

Thomas, 6th Earl of Westmeath

;

I.,

177.
I., 105, 121.
or Newgent, Mr.
Mrs. ; I., 358.
"a poor"; I., 277.
Nugent-Grenville.
Set Grenville, George
(aft. Marquis of Buckingham).
Nugent's pocket dictionary (to be used
for a cipher)
XL, 435.
Nundernik, the, troops in III., 520.
;

;

;

Ogilvy, Ogilvie
James, 7th Earl of Findlater
:

Nuremberg

;

I.,

Nutt (Nut), John II., 607.
letter from; HE., 530.
;

Nyslot, cession of;

II.,

102.

;

I.,

570,

Mr.; I., 230, 396, 406.
Ogle:
[George] I., 166, 168, 169, 174,225
;

449.
capture of

II.,

;

;

II., 98.

295, 444, 446, 447,

486, 517, 518.
II. 517.
;
Ohio river, the ; II., 611.
Indians upon II., 611.
Oise, Bourdon de 1' ; III., 86.
;

II.,

surgeon and servant of
;

Okehampton,

Rutland;

co.

66.

I.,

corporation of ; I., 124.
elections at; I., 67-69, 110, 111, 114,
117, 119-127.

dated from ; I., 113, 115.
O'Kelly, Monsieur II., 85.
letters

;

Oldenburg, Oldenbourg

;

III., 39, 40, 58.

Oldham, James Oldham II., 328.
Old Town, Ireland, resident at I., 303.
Olney, co. Bucks II., 349.
;

;

;

Olonne, Sables de

82.

Oczakow,

or

by Russia

II., 22,
;
23, 25, 26, 31, 39, 49, 50, 52, 53, 64-66,
77, 79,91,92, 111, 122.
Oder, the river ; III., 232.
Offenbach ; II., 403, 405.

O'Hara, General

335.

I.,

;

Ockzchow

fortress of, claimed

Andrew

Stuart,

<S'ee

and Company, Messrs.

;

wife of

154.

Lord.

(2), 253, 254, 259.

229,256, 298 (2).
Oliver
I., 335, 336 (?)
,

II.,

91, 92.

II., 165.

597.

134.

.

;

Thomas.
Ockzakow,

Edward and Edmund.

tain
,

Paris

Ochiltree,

I.,

;

;

;

;

II.,

455, 468

;

III., 97,

118.

Ommelanden, the, in Holland III.,
Ompteda, Mons. de; III., 78, 405.
;

183.

O'Neill, of Shanes Castle; I., 419, 466,
492; II., 20, 27,37,42.
Onslow, Sir Richard I., 52.
to be Speaker of the House of Commons ; I., 38.
;
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Ontario, U.S.A., county of; 529.
Lake; II., 611; III., 529.
Oost Friezland; III., 176, 178, 190, 220.
Oppenheini II., 392.
Opposition, the ; passim.
envoys from, to foreign courts; II.,
144, 149.
influence of Fox over ; II., 344.
alluded to, in the French Comite des
Neuf ; 458, 473.
and the mutiny in the fleet ; III., 324.

Orange, Prince of

;

Orange

;

415,418.
,

letters or notes

from

130,

II.,

;

217,268,335, 366.

:

William Henry, Prince of, Stadtholder
of Holland I., 264, 279, 349 II.,
;

;

59, 92, 106, 124, 131, 140, 141, 219,
240--243, 252, 269-271, 278, 286-

288,
382,
641,
164,
409,
,

,

291, 325, 367, 370, 378,
392, 435, 605, 606, 610,
645, 646 (2) ; III., 6, 23,
172, 182, 189, 224, 228,
411, 415,418, 432.

from

153,
251,

;

II.,

440.
, court of
,

;

;

II,,

Princess of.
of
, family
see

and property

,

,

;

III.,

arrest of; III., 424, 435.
brother of. See Prussia,

422.

King

of.

12.

.

House of;

150, 157, 185, 218,

III.,

219,228,440.
party of, or attachment to
650 III., 4, 20, 42, 46, 56, 90,
94,151,153,155-158,178,184,202,

(2).

,

described as a commis of Lord

II.,

with the Emperor II., 251, 270.
II., 277.
, ball given to;
II., 326.
, suggested murder of ;
;

;

14.

proposals or intentions of

;

III.,

, restoration of, desired
III., 79,
152, 178, 184, 188, 191, 247, 255,
396.
;

.

comes to England III., 10, 11.
George III.'s opinion of; III.,

;

209, 217, 219, 221, 252, 264, 409,
430.

,

,

of Bruns-

;

;

,

Duke

;

troops under, III., 515.
Prince Frederick of; II., 217, 269,
III., 6, 78, 91,
286, 290 (2), 291
94, 139, 141, 150, 153, 159, 171,
184, 188, 209, 292, 293.
the Princesses of; II., 286; III., 10,

Auckland's II., 186.
puts an end to the negotiations

,

II., 286.
129 (2), 134,

,

;

183,216

III.,

assurances given by

Wilhelmina

;

326.
See Orange, House
, friends of.
of, friends of, below.
II.,
of, alluded to ;
, marriage

England;

;

II., 152, 216
and
Orange, House of, below.
II.,
, suggested murder of
;

III., 139.

, family of;
II., 217.
the late Princess of [Anne], aunt of
George III. ; III., 302, 303.
Hereditary
Prince
of
[William
Frederick; I., 277, 426, 503 III.,
139 (2), 151, 156, 171, 184, 188,
189, 209, 251.
, marriage
of; II., 139, 216;
III., 450, 454.
, wife
of.
See Prussia, Princess

See Brunswick,

of.

in

;

Lord Auckland

of.

III., 94, 156.

daughter

,

,

272

See Princess of, below.
, wife of.
of, or the young princes ;
, sons
and
II., 286, 380; III., 11, 12;
see Hereditary Prince, and Prince
Frederick, below.
,

visits

,

274.

estates, palaces,

letter to

,

,

; III., 91.
letters to
III., 94, 139.
character of ; II., 644 ; III., 188,

letters

,

141.
, writes
to the
wick ; III., 403.

380,
612,

;

,

of

cont.

deputations to III., 428.
[William] late Prince of; III., 278.
Wilhelmina, Princess of ; I. 279 ;
II., 25, 59, 66, 114, 132, 168, 216,
233, 241, 243 (2), 250, 256, 269,
280, 283, 288, 290 (2), 292, 294,
296, 335, 347, 365, 367; III., 11,
14, 1 71, 178, 182, 189, 409, 411-413,
,

Orange

tree, an, substituted for a tree

liberty

;

Oranjewoud, in Holland

17, 22, 91, 94.
of, to
, fortresses

be put under
the protection of England; III., 26.
restoration of, desired ; III., 163,
227, 228, 425-429.
is a favourite with the people;
p
III., 188.
charges brought against ; III.,
,

,

238.
indemnification proposed for ;
III., 242, 373-375, 418.
movements of ; III., 292, 427.
HI., 413.
, troops going over to
Captain General; III., 418,
, as
425.
,

,

;

of

III., 165.
;

III., 156.

Orde, Thomas, Chief Secretary to the Lord
Lieutenant of Ireland (1784-1787) ;
I., 222, 229, 231, 233, 234, 236,

237 (2), 245, 246, 248, 262, 290,
300,310, 313, 325, 331, 336, 431,
436, 458, 503

;

III., 546, 547.

from I., 263.
262.
in connexion with the Propositions
for trade
I., 253, 254.
illness of; I., 261.
promises made by I., 297, 298.
expenditure of; I., 300, 301.
ordered into custody ; I., 305.

letter from, extract
letter to

;

I.,

;

;

;
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Osborne— cont.

Orde, Thomas cont.
apartments
of.

Carisbrooke

at

Castle; III., 96.
[Jean Mary], his wife; L, 310.
Ordnance, Board of ; I., 326.
department of ; III., 168.
Lieut-General of ; I., 206.
Office
I., 356, 358 ; III., 270.
, complaints of
II., 420.
, refuses horses for Buckingham's
guns ; II., 623.
O'Reilly, Monsieur ; II., 262.
Orford, Earl of.
See Walpole.
Orford, co. Suffolk II., 635.
Orkney, letter from, alluded to ; I., 483.
;

;

;

Orleans

:

Due de

[Philippe Egalite]

;

II.,

311

III., 86, 103, 441.

agents of; III,, 494, 497.
character of; III., 481.
son of. See Montpensier,

,
,
,

Due

de.

See Lamballe,

sister-in-law of.
de.

,

Madame

526.

I.,

Major

;

500.

II.,

Osnaburgh, or Osnabruck

IL, 640

;

;

III.,

5, 9, 58, 148.

bishopric of; III., 94, 454.

rendezvous at III., 91, 94, 148.
Ossory, Bishop of.
See Pocock, Richard.
Ostend; II., 11, 282, 340, 384, 386, 390,
;

415, 429, 433, 436, 441, 443, 444,
455, 481, 503,593; III., 511.
English consul at. See Harward, Mr.
travellers to
II., 315, 394 (2), 452 ;
III., 510, 511.
Osterman, Count; IL, 121, 141, 362, 374.
Osterwald, Mr. ; IL, 387.
Ostragothia, Duke of; III., 290, 333,
344.
Oswald, Mr. ; II... 309.
Oswego, on Lake Ontario; IL, 611 ; III.,
529, 530.
Otaheite IL, 382.
;

;

Ottoman Empire.

rage of the populace against

,

Thomas, 4th Duke of Leeds, death of

462.
assassin employed by ; II., 633.
, project
for placing, upon the
throne III., 136.
, troops
at the disposition of

II.,
,

;

497.
, execution of;
II., 462.
Duchess of, to be executed; II., 570.
party of; II., 462 ; III., 480.
Orleans, municipality of II., 590.
want of bread at II., 590.
trees of liberty cut down at
III., 83.
Orloff, Prince Alexis
II., 181, 224.
Orly, commune of; II., 540.
Orme, Robert, History of India by ; I.,
III.,

;

;

;

;

263.

See Turkey.
Otway, Colonel; L, 63.
Oudenarde IL, 559.
Oundle, co. Northampton IL, 354, 355.
;

;

Outkirk, in Friezland ; III., 164.
Overyssel, province of; IL, 156, 191 (8),
211, 251,409,410,417.

Oving, co. Bucks; L, 271.
Oxenden, Henry L, 108, 118.
;

Oxford
Bishop
:

of.
See Butler, John.
Earl of. See Harley, Edward.
Oxford;!., 267; IL, 5.
letter dated at
IL, 238.
newspapers IL, 284.
William Pitt at I., 79, 84.
travellers to or from
L, 215, 263,
553 IL, 238.
L'niversity
L, 7, 18.
, Brasenose College at
II. 239.
;

;

;

;

;

Ormea, taking of; III., 124, 125.
Ormesson, family of; II., 540.
Ormond, Duke of. See Butler, James,
peerage I., 584.
title, claimant of.
See Butler, John.
Ormsby, Captain I., 196.
Orsova ; II., 92 (2), 124.
;

;

Ortegal,

Cape

II.,

;

;

—

,

;

,
,

Chancellorship of; II. , 300.
prize essay at, alluded to ;

I.,

162.

Oxford, county of;

I.,

Ozinski, Monsieur;

I.,

118.
613.

402.

Osborne
Francis Godolphin, Marquis of Carmarthen, Secretary of State (foreign
department)
I.,
257, 258, 267,
282, 324, 353
III., 431, 432, 435,
;

;

438, 521.

from

,

letters

,

letters to

;

;

III.,

408, 427.

III., 433, 436.

despatches of, alluded to III.,
408, 423, 424, 432, 437.
as 5th Duke of Leeds ; I., 526,
555(2), 579; II., 12, 52-54, 156,
162, 187 (2), 220, 258; III., 462.
wishes to resign I., 526.
,

——

—

;

See Secretary's

,

office of.

,

letter to

,

resignation of;

;

office.

II., 34.

Pache, [Jean Nicholas] Mayor of Paris
IL, 456, 459-462, 466, 471, 514, 528,
542, 548, 560-562, 571, 575 ; III.,
498, 503, 506, 507.

Packenham, Captain

;

I.,

298 (2), 352,

389, 466.

II.,

55, 56 (2),

58, 60.

a

P.

;

Padbury,

co.

Bucks, living of;

256.

,
,

94090.

allusions to

;

II., 155, 159.

Padua,

letter

from

;

IL, 126.

U U

I.,

252,

662
Paget
•Henry Bajlev, Earl of Uxbridge
269. 483
II., 212.

Paris clubs
I.,

j

Mr.;

II., 132, 212, 215, 216, 226,
255, 641, 653.
Paimboeuf. See Pimboeuf.
Paine or Payne, Thomas II., 128, 266,
271,309, 316,317, 333, 480.
;

472.
writings of
327.
his

Man "

French

,

;

III.,

223, 285, 308,
II., 83.

;

of;

translation

Captain;

;

Propagande

,

II. , 68, 69.

;

609.

I.,

comedian from IL, 140.
Comite Diplomatique of; IL, 112.
des Medecins in II. 537.
;

,

des Recherches in
IL, 140, 141.
Commissary of the Convention in
IL, 543.
;

Commissioners from Holland

II., 413.
Michael,

Lord

Longford

326,407, 411,466.
,

;

;

:

Edward
I.,

,

;

IT.,

166.

Pakenham

;

Quatre-vingt-neuf ;
II., 120,

;

Bights of

Si

France

in

to,

609 IL, 131.
IL, 69, 305, 538, 550,
551, 553, 567, 569; III., 463,
490, 491, 495.
shutting up of, decreed by
the Convention
II. , 650.
, secretary of
II. 326.
I.,

Jacobin;

;

honours paid

cont.

^Enrages ;

followers of;

;

466.

I.,

;

Thomas, brother of Lord Longford
L, 466.
Palatinate, the

;

;

504.

II.,

;

suggested restitution

of, to

Bavaria

;

III., 229.

treaty of neutrality for
III.
Palatine
Elector; II., 525; III., 516.
garrison, government,
,
flies from Dusseldorf ; III.
III., 519.
, palace of;
President ; II., 525.
troops ; II., 503, 504.
Palmer, Mr. I., 2S2.
Pamiers, Bishop of; III., 459 (2),
;

139.

309-311,315, 316.
Sec Gower, Earl.
minister at.

:

,

&c.

of,

519.

environs of; IL, 567.
factions in.
See France, factions in.
fashions in
I., 153.
gendarme of IL, 590.
horse-racing at I., 154.
Imperial agent to ; IL, 106.
inflammatory placards in III., 505.
inscription in ; IL, 7.
la jeunesse de, description of ; III.,
;

;

;

;

460.

;

Pandern, in Holland III., 22, 23.
Pandora, allusion to I., 158.
Panin, Count; II., 44; III., 371,372 (2),
;

;

401, 404.
Paoli, [Pascal]

to.
See
Holland,
corps diplomatique at IL, 130.
couriers or messengers to
III., 437,
438, 477, 482.
IL,
democratic papers printing at
309.
deputies of ; III., 473.
English in; IL, 211.
-, leaving;
IL, 302, 303, 305,

63,64.
L, 136, 146-155,
dated at
607; IL, 115 117, 128, 132, 153,

letters

IL, 525.

;

Paper Office. See State Paper Office.
Paphos, allusion to I., 149.
Papists, insolence of, complained of;

176, 195, 203, 212, 242, 265, 266,
274, 288 292 III., 262, 268, 269,
278, 279 286, 431, 433-435, 482,
483, 488 and see bulletins from,
;

;

I.,

55.

;

Pare, Ministre
538, 544.
Paris, passim.

de lTnterieur;

Archbishopric of

IL, 531.
608, 609.
of; IL, 569, 571.
the revolutionary; III., 497.

aristocrats in

army
,

IL, 531,

;

;

I.,

Assemblies, Conventions and ComSee under France,
mittees at.

from; II., 456,462, 466,
471, 480, 486, 510 (2), 514, 517,
518, 526, 528, 529, 537, 541, 546,
548, 553, 555, 560, 563, 567, 570,
574, 579, 582, 585, 588.
charges d'affaires at ; II., 204, 365.
IL, 531, 532, 547, 587 ;
clubs of
III., 506.
bulletins

;

named
Cordeliers; IL, 518, 531, 532, 538,
540, 542, 544, 549-551, 560 ; III.,
493, 498, 503, 505, 506, 508.
of, arrest of; II. , 541,
, chiefs
,

president of

;

IL, 550.

above.
letter addressed to; IL, 181.
markets of, price of provisions in ;
IL, 539.
Mayor of ; IL, 585 III., 458 and
see Pache and Pethion.
Ministere Feuillant, roi de; II.,
288.
mob of; IL, 300, 301, 307, 310, 311.
-, hatred
of, to the Queen; III.,
480.
Municipal Council of; III., 506.
Municipalitv of; II., 466, 471, 472,
487,488, 510,514, 531, 532,538,
540, 542, 549, 556, 562, 567, 575,
585, 589, 590.
pretended petition of, for the
King's death ; III., 458.
, request to, from Madame Elizabeth IL, $28,
National guard of; L,608 III., 464.
news or reports from II., 112, 288,
346; III., 214, 216, 217, 252, 253,
;

;

,

;

;

;

347,483.

G63
Paris

cant.

newspapers of; IT., 65; III., 323;
and see French newspapers,
opera at III., 63.
;

parliament at;

I., 154.
patriots at, ambassador for
people of ; passim.

cowardice of;

,

;

;

377.

II.,

;

532, 550,

II.,

551, 564.
u le pain
, the two great needs of,
et la Comedie "
III., 63.
£ "' Petlts Maitres" in ; I., 608.
plays and actors in ; I., 608.
, in the hands oilajeunesse ; III.,
;

64.

Peace

(1783). See Peace,
police of I., 608.
revolution in passim.
xoyalist agents in II., 462, 463 ; III.,
223, 291, 305.
royalists in
II., 457, 458, 527, 529,
530, 553
and passim.
Scotch College in III., 65,
Secretary of the English Embassy at
II., 265. 268.
sections of; III., 505, 506, 532.
of,

;

;

;

;

;

;

I., 608
III., 197.
Spanish consul general at II., 154.

.society in

;

;

;

theatres, riots in

;

I.,

608.

Franchise, called
Theatre de la Nation. L, 608.
travellers to or from
I.,
84, 105,
136, 137, 490, 595, 607 ; II., 4,
154, 165, 216,331, 351 (2), 355 ;
;

III., 7, 62,

82,

105,114,222,250,

255, 261, 305, 351, 356, 357, 429431.
Tresor National of; II., 540.
Tribunaux of III., 66.
troops in or near; I., 484 ; III., 67;
and see army of, above.
women of, orator of ; III., 498.
workmen of II., 539.
-works round III., 473.
-events in
passim.
departure of the Duke of Ormond
;

;

;

;

from

I.,

;

53.

Grenville going to
I., 282.
violence of the mob in I., 484.
deputation from the States General
to
I., 485.
state of
I., 608 ; II., 302, 582, 583
III., 335.
reports on
II., 531, 538, 544 ;
III., 62-67.
escape of the royal family from.
See
;

;

;

;

;

,

;

under France,
behaviour of the people

association of the people of, in 1780,
mentioned; II., 458.
demand for money from the rich ;
citizens of; II., 459, 461.
scarcity of provisions in
II., 463,
531, 539, 541, 544, 564, 575, 583.
war against religion in ; II., 487.
is the paladium of liberty
II., 521.
popular orators in ; II., 529.
;

;

measures taken to prevent news from
the Departments being known in

;

532.
prisoners in, proposed slaughter of
II., 532, 538, 568, 570.
supply of provisions for
II., 540,
562, 568.
prisoners
in, distribution of
the
property of ; II., 540.
fermentation in; IL, 563,567.
fugitives and wounded arriving in
IL, 567.
people of, desire to pillage IL, 576.
speech of Pitt's printed in, " chez
Garnieri et Baudoin " IL, 585.
spread cf news in IL, 586.
IL, 5S9.
, placard forbidding
forced loan in ; IL, 590.
announcement of victories not believed
in
IL, 590.
seenes of horror in IL, 591.
prevailing party at, overture from,
to England
IL, 638.
confusion, tumults, or alarm in
III.,
II.,

.

;

;

——

;

;

;

;

;

51,57,62,473,483.
negotiations at

;

III., 60, 164.

famine and misery in

III., 62, 63,
;
82, 482.
religious ceremonies in ; III., 66, 64,
85.
public opinion in
III., 83, "282.
crisis in ; III., 140.
the Marsellais at III., 159.
wearing of the national cockade in
III., 262.
elections in
III., 291.
"struggle" in; III., 342, 343, 345.
armed force surrounding III., 346.
" last great event " at III., 373
;

;

;

of, on return
of the King and Queen
II., 115.
failure of a commercial house at
II.,
283.
tranquillity at; II., 292.
advance of the allied armies towards ;
II., 301, 525.
massacres and executions in ; II.,
301, 305, 307, 309, 312, 389, 394,
589-591
and sec massacres of
September, below.
;

;

;

;

;

W. W.

i

;

;

Comedie

,

Paris cont.
insurrection (of August 10, 1792)
in; II., 301, 309, 312; III., 471,
497.
English (private) agent sent to II.,
302.
English embassy to leave II., 303,
361 ; and see Gower, Lord,
massacres (of September, 1/92) in;
II., 310, 311, 314, 318; III., 471,
497, 498.
does not wish for war II., 375.
insurrection in (June, 1793) II., 397

;

;

(2).

;

defence of;

III., 473.

dominated by the armee revolution
naire IIL, 497.
buildings, streets, &C., in
Abbaye, prison of; IL, 510.
, prisoner at
IL, 307.
;

:

;

UU

2

C64
Paris, buildings, &c. in

Paris, buildings, &c. in

cont.

Barriere du Trone, executions
at ; II.. 589.
Barriere St. Martin III., 449.
rue Bergere II., 459.

prisons;

;

;

II.,

of

567.

,

Boulevards; I., 608.
Bureau de lWgence de Guerre

at
II., 528, 556.
prisoners
in,
proposed
massacre of; II., 538, 550,
551, 570.
the royal familv at ; II. r
,
311, 529, 554,571 ; III., 481483.
the young King brought

;

II., 466.
prison cf; II.,
Conciergerie,
412, 462.
prisoners sent to ; II.,
,
550.
II.,
, Madame Elizabeth at ;
571.
Cours de la reine; I., 147.
\^Faubourgs, clubs of; II., 457.

Faubourg

,

back to

Hotel de Brancas I., 150.
de la Force II., 570.
II., 531
de la Guerre

;

III., 503.
;

;

,

——

103.

,

salle

,

;.

George, Lord Parker; I., 536.
John, Lord Boriugdon II., 278, 367Sir Peter; I., 351
II., 464.
Thomas, Viscount Parker, Lord
Chancellor (in 1720)
I., 65.
Thomas, Earl of Macclesfield; I.,
;

;

Park Gate,

;

II.,

co. Chester
Parliament passim.
Acts of or Bills in
Alien
II., 609

L, 421, 481 (2).

;

;

of;

;

:

III., 479.

;

Civil List; III., 193.

du Coneeil des

;

II.,

Commutation;
Donation

526.

grant to the
L, 28.
;
Election; L, 351.

Magasin Nationale III.,
Maison d' Arret III., 67.

Navigation

;

,

;

63.

;

Marseilles, section of; III., 493.

Palais Koyal; I., 608; II., 311,
462, 544, 633 ; III., 63.

—

,

Cafes of;

II.,

,

Clubs of;

II.,

Pantheon

;

529.
457.

III., 64.

Petit Carrousel

;

III.,

449.

Pont Neuf, statue of Henri IV.
on
153.
;

L

261.

II.,

L, 266.

;

of the Comite de
, meeting
Salut Public at ; II., 542, 560.
Isle d'Adam, prisoners at ; II.,
459.
Louvre, the old, treasure in the
II., 583.
cellars of
as the Palais National ;
II., 579, 582.
Luxembourg, palace of the; I.,
146, 148 (2), 150 (2), 151,
153, 154; III., 448.

-

p

536.

153, 473.
de Richelieu ; I., 150.
de Soubise I., 150.
de Ville ; II., 585.
Invalides,
Governor

II.,

les

294

;

de Marat III., 64.
de Maurepas I., 150.
des Monnaies or Monnoyes

,

II.,

;

Parker

;

;

;

590.

;

309.
567.

II.,

II.,

449, 497.
, the court at
I., 610.
royal prisoners at ; II., 1 15.
attack upon ; II., 301
,
463,471, 472.
, burning of;
III., 460.
, the royal
family fly from ^
III., 448, 449.
, avenues of ;
III., 63.

II.,

;

;

;

III., 66.

III.,

III., 63.

Halies

du
;

Tuilleries (Thuileries)

;

hospitals

577, 582.

II.,

Temple of Reason

Antoine, people

St.

;

la vieille rue

,

of II., 633.
rue Grange Batteliere ; II., 531.
la Halle; II., 466, 544, 568;
les

;

,

Cafe de Chartre; III., 63.
Cafe de Foy II., 583.
Champ de Mars, executions at

K

guard

,

;

III., 67.

'

see-

and*

la Salle, inspectors of ; II., 550.
the Temple; I., 151, 153; II.,.
310, 311; III., 504.
gaoler of, and his family ;
II., 571.

III., 63.

Bonnes Nouvelles, section

and

Conciergerie

Temple,

;

Bois de Boulogne

cont.

518;

II.,

Abbaye,

Duke

for

of Marl-

borough

Exchequer
I.,

regulation of?

Offices,

213.

Hovering;
for

I., 351.
Ireland; I., 166-212, 428?
546 547.
, suggested title of;
L, 179.

Ill,,

See Militia.

Militia.

Money

563, 564.
II., 488.
[Occasional] Conformity; L, 10.
I.,

;

;

Parliamentary Committees, regulation of; L, 248.
Post Office I., 204.
Praemunire I., 169.
Prohibitory
(concerning foreigo
;

;

ships)

;

I.,

193.

Reform; I., 250.
Reform of Trials
Regency I., 135.

;

II.,

91.

;

(of 1765);

I.,

371.

665
Parliament, Acts of or Bills in
Regency (of 1788)
1
;

cont.

380, 382,

,

383,390-410,466.

Roman Catholic toleration.
Roman Catholics.
[Royal] Marriage;

355.
in relation to the King's illness
and the regency I., 364, 369-392.
and Ireland 391.
(1789), and the King's illness ; I.,
,

Sinking Fund; I., 261.
Slave Trade I., 342.
Tobacco; I., 487.
Triennial Act suspension; I., 58.
concerning .women convicted of
treason
I., 586 (2).
€ommittees of I., 382 II., 89.
Medical; I., 391.
Precedent I., 391.
;

;

,

428,

,

for Supply

Members

362.
I., 301.

;

;

connexion

Irish

443.
the
old,
Lord
Shelburne's
attitude towards
I., 196.
Opposition benches, the II., 272.
in relation to Ireland; III., 541, 547,
548 ; and see under Acts or Bills
above.
witlT;

I.,

,

10.

I.,

meeting of;

I.,

intentions of

Governor

of George

;

38.
I., 34.

Pitt wishes to enter

I.

Rump

,

called the

,

King's speech

;

to,

I.,

51.

mentioned

,

meetings of; L, 56, 90.

,

"

.

I.,

declaration of the Pretender
brought to ; I., 69.
supplies voted by ; I., 75.
,

and candidates for

;

I.,

107-128.
dissolution of; I., 110, 112.
returns of newly elected members to ; I., 120.
,

,

adjournment of 1 , 145.
meeting of, I., 157, 176.
matters to be brought before
;

,

;

185, 187.
of George III.
I.,

(1784) elections and candidates for

;

227, 229.

I.,

350, 353.

members

II
of, privileges cf
354, 355.
(1794), opening of; II., 495.
, debates in ; II., 500.
, King's
speech to, mentioned
II., 514.
to be further prorogued ; II.,
646, 647.
and the colonies III., 533.
III., 30.
(1795), and the war
III., 148.
, meeting of;
(1796), dissolution of; III., 206.
, proposed meeting of; III., 214.
, subjects to be laid before
III.,
256, 257.
King's speech to, mentioned
III., £66.
(1797), announcement of the Princess
III., 304,
Royal's marriage to
315, 316.
III.,
laid before
, matters to be
308.
" tame state of mind " of ; III.,
,
327.
and Ireland; III., 386, 395,399.
House of Loids, or the Upper House;
II., 89,
I., 17 I, 285, 348, 474, 572
165,272,513; III., 11, 146, 317.
at variance with the Commons; I., 10
;

;

,

:

elections

;

;

,

,

,

II., 352, 359,383.
reform of, proposed; II. ,339, 401.
King's speech to, mentioned

;

irrecoverable " ; I., 65.
elections and candidates for;
is

II.

;

,

;

51.

George

—

,

,

64-68.

of

dissolution of; 578.
in embers

end of session of; II., 95.
and the Duke of York's marriage II., 198, 202 (2) III., 453,

II.,

30.

46.

,

I.,

,

—

;

rising of;

I.,

;

;

;

,

I.,

L, 559, 592, 593.
561.
in relation to Florida; I., 574.

4.U.
(1792), meeting of

expected dissolution of I., 10.
supplies voted by I., 28.

I.,

;

,

and the East India Company

,

;

of, admitted to
the
1789 Club in Paris; I., 609.
(1791), meeting of; IT., 11,234.
,

Queen Anne:
I., 9,

,

,

Parliament
of

488 (2),

crown revenues

(1790), meeting of
> Irishmen in ;

——

;

;

I.,

Lords Commissioners for

and the
SOS, 509.

passim.
the Opposition in I., 434, 590.
,

,

;

489.

I.,

of,

mentioned;

488/

prorogation of
,
489, 541.

;

II.,

to,

•,

I.,

;

Secret;

;

393-419.
King's speeches

;

;

;

I.,

17.

I.,

,

,

;

;

debates in I., 309.
seat in, tenable with offices in
Ireland; I., 327.
, land bought to secure votes in ;

See

199.
the Prin-

II.,

settling the incomes of
cesses III., 454.

•concerning sheriffs

Parliament of George III. cont.
(1787), meeting of; I., 285, 287, 294.
(1788), meeting of; I., 296.

meeting of; I., 232, 243 (2).
and Ireland I., 232.
£1786), elections and candidates for
,

;

;

;

;

I.,

270, 272.

;

Conformity
bills in

;

I.,

bill

58

thrown out
;

III., 143.

in

;

1

,

10.

GG6
cont.
Parliament, House of Lords
opposition in, to Pitt's Slave Trade
bill; I., 342.

;

;

;

of

III., 143.

;

judicature claimed
«'

by

;

III., 541.

an assemblv devoted to the Crown "
III., 545.

House

of

Commons passim
;

571

bills in; I.,

Acts of or

and see Parliament,

;

Bills in,

above.

habits of; III., 465.
members of or M.P.'s passim.
I., 52.
, arrest of ;
I., 190, 277.
, promotion of;

——

Scotch

I.,

;

;

tickets for

134.

;

;

;

I.,

speakers

commended

in,

;

connexion with Irish

I.,

;

;

;

See Rewbell, Monsieur
III.,
358.
Paulet :
Charles, 2nd Duke of Bolton
L, 53.
Charles, 3rd Duke of Bolton
I., 72.
Harry, 4th Duke of Bolton L, 310.
Paulus, Pieter ; HI., 285 III., 39, 40, 42,
;

;

;

;

53, 54.
as President of the Assembly at the
Hague, speech of; III., 48.

Pausilypo or Pausilype, promontory of,
near Naples II., 8, 20.
Paymasterships I., 277.
Pay Office, the ; I., 271, 356 II., 353
III., 286.
;

;

affairs

;

I.,

moved in L, 193.
declaration concerning Mrs. Fitzherbert in ; L, 362.
retirement from ; I., 535.
debates in ; II., 73.
addresses to be presented by; III., 49.
suggested address to; III., 147.
message sent to, from the King III.,
165.
division in; III., 308.
supports the policy of aid to Austria
III., 308.
return of Fox to III., 404.
address moved in ; III., 547.
Parliament of tinners; I., 114, 116, 127.
Parliamentary reform, Pitt's pamphlet on,
I., 222.
alluded to
Parma, Duke of L, 155.
Parma, pictures at II., 5.
II., 436.
press, poem published at
Parnassus, allusion to ; L, 149.
Parnell, Sir John. Chancellor of the Ex
I., 229,230, 299 (2),
chequer, Ireland
301,306,383,388, 389,391, 399, 402,
409, 410 (2), 418; II., 13, 15 (2), 29, 30,
36, 37, 184, 213, 214, 328; III., 18, 549.
,
as 'Chief of the Hoard of Accounts ;
L, 359.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

Payne

:

J.

I.,

;

413.

II.,

Commodore

163.

173,175,181,190,209-212.
Address in favour of peace to be

——

;

;

Captain;

139.
in

;

;

Tories in I., 51.
votes of; I., 91.
witnesses before; I., 120 (2).
at variance with the Lords ; I., 10 (2).
advice concerning behaviour in ; L, 18.
breach of privilege towards ; I., 62.

numbers in I., 122.
compared to a quarter sessions

Mr. L, 327, 332, 334.
(in 1716)
;
L, 60.
Parsons, Mr.
I., 298, 299, 306, 42?, 428.
Partridge (astrologer ?)
I., 239.
Passy, near Paris II., 576.
Pasteur, Monsieur ; HI., 222.'
Patagonia. Port Desire in ; II., 98, 99.
Paterson, Marcus, Lord Chief Justice of
Common Pleas, Ireland; I., 191,
313.
letter from
I., 313.
Patterson, Colonel,
Deputy AdjutantGeneral for Ireland [in 1772] I.,
348.
as Major General, death of
I., 481.

"Paul."

33.

Addington, Henry,

I.,

;

Parry

;

parties in ; I., 33.
secret committee of; I., 51.
Speaker of ; I., 382, 391 ; and see
Onslow, Sir Richard ; Grenville,

W. W. and

271 (2), 272, 274,

;

;

,

I.,

II., 179.

dated at ; I., 541, 582.
vote concerning the Navy in II., 42.
discussion on the Militia in II., 345.
moving of the Address in ; II., 234,
495,496; III., 259.
addresses to be presented by III., 49.
letters

Committee

[Lord Buckingham's steward ?] ;
275, 360, 434;

Parrqtt,

652

II.,

;

;

III,, 5.

362.

Sir Ralph
II., 233.
Thomas. See Paine.
Peace of Paris (1763) I., 508
;

;

II.,

;

44.

572, 573; II., 45.
address in
,
approbation of,
alluded to; I., 193, 194.
, convention
explanatory of; I..
573, 574.
debate on, alluded to
I., 196.
, terms of, objected to ;
I., 194.

(1783);

I.,

,

;

Peacock, Captain

;

—

39.

I.,

Pearce,
I., 131, 133.
, J. P. ;
Pearson,
;
L, 252, 610.
Peckover,
II., 127.
Peers, arrest of; I., 52.
House of. See Parliament,
restrictions on creation of; 1,371,
372, 374.
Pelenc, Monsieur III., 481.
Pelet, speech of, quoted
III., 80.

—
—

;

;

;

Pelham
Henry
Thomas
:

125.
305, 406.
Henry, as chief secretary to Lord
Camden | III., 43, 206,389.
as chief secretary to Lord
,
Northington I., 220. 222, 224.
letters from
III., 385, 390.
;

I.,

;

I.,

;

;

proposed mission
III., 135, 136.

of, to

Vienna

;

667
Duke

Pelham-Clinton, Henry,
castle

of

New-

337.

II.,

;

expected death of; II., 515.
Pelham-Holles, Thomas, Duke of
I., 91.
castle, K.G., letter to
III., 21.

;

III., 181.

:

III., 182.

;

Pelletier

Monsieur

III., 492.

;

Fargeau, his brother III., 492.
Pellew, Sir Edward II., 474 III., 364.
Pelport, secretary to General Schneider
St.

;

;

II., 603.
Pelve, Monsieur;

cont.

resignation of: I., 255.
I., 427, 446,
as Viscount Pery
563, 565 (2), 566 (2).
brother of; I., 172, 174.
;

New-

;

Monsieur
Monsieur
letter from

Pelier,

Pelin,

Pery

;

nephew of. See Pery, Edmund
Henry.
William Cecil, Bishop of Limerick;
I., 563, 565-567.
See Pery, Edmund
son of.
Henry.
Pet or Pitt, Mons. Finearse II., 165.
" Peter." .See Barras.
Peter the Hermit III., 258.
Peterborough, Earl of.
See Mord-aunt,
;

;

641.

II.,

Pemherton, Handy
Pembroke, Earls of.
Penang, traveller to

Charles.

232.

I.,

;

Peterborough,

See Herbert.

II.,
I.,

;

605.

co.

Northampton;

I.,

510

;

355.

election at
I., 112.
Peterhoff; II., 129.
Peters, Hugh, mentioned by Buvke II.,19.
Petersburg.
See St. Petersburg.
Petersham, Surrey I., 100, 194.
letter written from
I., 194.
Pitt goes to; I., 219.
Pethion or Petion, [Jerome], mayor of
Paris II., 307, 309, 633 III., 472,
in England; III., 466.
Petrie, J., letter from; II., 259.
Petty:
John Henry, Earl of Wycombe, son
of the Marquis of Lansdowne III.,
292.
William, 2nd Earl of Shelburne, as
Prime Minister I., 162-201 passim.
, proposed junction of, with Lord
North; I., 196, 198.
resignation of, alluded to ; I.,
202.
, the garter given to ;
I., 205.
negotiation of, with Rocking,
ham, alluded to; L, 218.
, as Marquis of
Lnnsdowne II.,
;

Pengelly, Serjeant

66.

I.,

;

Peninsula, the [Spanish]

;

I.,

28.

;

English army in I., 28.
English fleet" to; I., 2S.
Pennant, Mr. I., 4S9.
Pennington, Mr. I., 489.
Penryn, Cornwall I., 119.
Pension list, intended reform of;
;

;

;

;

;

;

174,

I.,

187.

and pensions,
205.
I., 205.
See Ireland.

See George

Pensions.

III.,

Lord Thurlow
Lord Grantham

for

;

for
in Ireland.

I.,
;

Pepper Arden. See Arden.
Pepys, Dr. I., 398.
I., 20.
Pera, letter dated from
;

Baron Arden

II., 41, 55.

Percy

;

;

;

Perceval, Charles George,

;

;

,

:

Anthony

I.,

:

487.

[Smithson] Hugh, Duke of Northumberland I., 227, 229.
Hugh, Duke of Northumberland (son
of the above); I., 310, 386, 389,526.
Thomas, Bishop ot Dromore I., 487.
Percy's Coffee House; II., 340.
Perigord, Monsieur. See Taileyrand-Peri;

;

;

19,
,

Mr.;

282,380.
" nonsense talked by "
I.,

;

II., 73.

15.

Petworth, Sussex, letter dated at I., 130.
Peyponuel, book of, Sur le commerce de la

gord.

;

Peronne II., 525 III., 484.
Perpignan II., 419.
Perregaux (banker at Neufchatel)
III., 222, 356, 358.
256, 562
Perrego Haller II., 554.
Perronet, Mons. du ; II., 326.
;

;

Mer Noire

;

;

II.,

la

;

II.,

265.

;

;

;

See Pery.
Perschaze III., 539.

145 (2), 160,
360, 527, 528.
emigration to I.,

Perry.

;

;

;

I.,

;

Pery (Perry)

III., 438.

Phidias, allusion to
I., 142.
statue by II., 7.
Philadelphia, U.S.A.
I.,

;

Persia ; I., 32, 45.
Perthshire, county meeting and ball in
604.
I., 604.
election contests in
Peru; III., 266.

;

Peyrouse, Mons. de

:

epidemic in II.,
letters dated at
;

223, 228, 229,
243, 256.
Philipburgh, Philipsbourgh II., 410.
garrison of; III., 257.
Philippeaux III., 496, 498, 499, 504.
adherents of. See Philippotins.
Phillipps
Charles ; I., 110, 120, 127, 132.
;

[Edmund Henry]

son of the Bishop

of Edmund
Sexton Pery I., 427, 446, 469, 567.
[Edmund Sexton] Speaker of the
Irish House of Commons (1771of Limerick and

nephew

;

1785); I., 167-169, 174-176, 192,
193, 197,251,254,412.

;

John, Governor
66-69, 73.

Pitt's

steward

;

I

G68
Pirmasens, Prussian King at;

Phillipps— cont.
John, letters of;

72 (2).
or Philips, of co. Wilts;

1.,

8,,

17,

50.

Phipps
Constantine John, Lord Mulgrave
I., 256, 297,466, 611.
Henry, Lord Mulgrave
II.,
425,
III., 374.
437, 448, 449, 456, 471
;

;

Thomas,

502.
300.
Piave, the river; III., 319.
Picards, in la Vendee ; II., 563.
Picardy, emigration from ; II., 471.
Pichggru, General
II., 519, 532, 540,
548, 554, 570, 585, 591 ; III., 40,
51, 55, 60, 67, 198, 370.
character of; III., 42, 61.
retreat or defeat of; III., 146, 149.
mediates between the two parties in
the Council III., 340.
Pickering, Colonel
III., 362.
Pictet, Monsieur
II., 431, 435, 438, 455,
456; III., 162.
character of; II., 596.
Piedmont; II., 429, 576.
army to act in II., 487.
Austrian soldiers in II., 591.
dearness of grain in ; III., 491.
French intrigues in III., 489.
Piattoli,

jun.

Abbe

I.,

;

II.,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

scenery in II., 4.
Piedmontese, the ; II., 407, 429, 576
;

Caroline

;

Elizabeth, letter of;

(daughter
Essex
Thomas) I., 12,
letters from
,

Lieut-Colonel or Colonel

;

348,

I.,

352, 413.

W.

I.,

Thomas

;

;

;

Pimboeuf or Paimboeuf, in Brittany
468; III., 105, 116.

;

II.,

of; III., 106.
Pimpern, co. Dorset, living of I., 76.
Pinckney, Pinknev, Thomas, minister from
II.,
the United States to England
III., 69, 78, 87.
250, 488
arrival of, in England
II., 297, 299.
Pindus, allusion to; I., 141.
Pinet, Commissary
II., 586.
;

;

;

;

;

:

;

II.,

de;

573.

III., 373.
II.,

;

;

,

;

son of; I., 56.
George, " old cousin " ; I., 42.
Harriet, the Honourable or
,

(wife of Robert Pitt
;

Lady

and daughter
I.,

7-14, 17,

42, 53, 60, 74, 78, 84, 91.
letters to ; I., 49, 50 (5), 56,
,
58, 59, 62, 64, 65, 91, 92 (2).
See Stewart,
step-father of.
,

Lieut.-General William.
See Villiers, Mary,
, mother of.
Lady Grandison.
Heriot
(daughter of
Harriot or
.

13, 68, 74, 77, 78.

I.,

246.

i

,

as

Dowager Lady Chatham

;

530; IL, 299.
Jane (wife of Governor Thomas)
I.,

I., 5-16, 21, 23, 25, 31, 38, 39, 43,
50, 86, 88-90.
I., 35, 64, 65,
j letters from ;
69.
, letters to
I., 2-4.
;

John (youngest son of Governor
Thomas) I., 3. 7, 33, 38, 41, 63.
;

education of I., 31.
stands for Parliament I., 64.
as Colonel John ; 70-73, 75,
,
77, 86-90.
to the King
, as aide-de-camp
,

commandant

Madame

Capta n

62.

;

;

Piquet

I.,

;

Hester, (wife of William, 1st
Earl of Chatham) I., 161.

;

;

;

George, of Stratfieldsaye I., 21, 22,
23, 26, 31, 33,34,40,41, 43 (2),
46, 47, 56, 57, 61-64, 78, 79, 86.
letters from
I., 49, 57, 58.

II., 128.

Monsieur de

50 (4).
and see
49

Lady

469.
Mr. ; II , 284, 333.
young II., 489.
Pillory, printer sentenced to
II., 34.
II., 125,
Pilnitz, Pillnitz, or Poelnitz
164.
155,
conference at; II., 171, 174, 181-183,
194.
declara:ion signed at
II., 186, 192.

Pinto

Pitt)

Robert);

352, 355.
I., 352.

II.,

;

I.,

I.,

;

Cholmondeley, Esr.ex.
Lady Frances (wife of

;

Pigott

Cornet

16, 35.

;

to

letter

Governor

of

;

,

76.

I.,

19,21-23, 26, 31, 33, 35, 38, 41,

troops; III, 124.
Pierrepoint, Evelyn, Duke of Kingston
I., 526.
Pierrot, letter from, notes of ; III., 538.
Pignatelli, Monsieur ; III., 280.

;

135-

ville, Annette, Lady.
Christopher I., 76.

of Lord Grandison)

father of;

92-106,

I.,

;

,
addressed as Mrs. Gingle ; I.,
94, 107.
, as
Keeper of the Privy Purse
to the Princess Dowager ; I., 135.
Anne, Lady Camelford ; I., 611.
Annette, daughter of Lord Camelford ;
IL, 105, 109, 113; a?id see Gren-

197, 485.

Capt.

to

158.

III.,

;

78.

I.,

;

letters

,

officer; III., 125.

,

431.

Ann, Anne or Nanny (daughter of
Robert), Maid of Honour to Queen

;

Lieutenant

II.,

Pitt

I.,

;

;

,

90.

John (nephew

of

Governor Thomas)

;

I., 3, 8.
,

death of

,

widow

;

of;

I., 7,
I., 7,

13.
13.

to uncle of; I., 7.
John, Lord Pitt (eldest son of William,
I., 161.
1st Earl of Chatham)
,

;

660
Fitt— covt.
John, as 2nd Earl of Chatham

cont.

Pitt

Thomas, executors of

; I., 85-88, 135.
See Pitt, Jane-; also
wife of.
wife and children of 5- 69, passim.
sons of.
See Pitt, Robert,
Thomas, William, John.

I.,

;

194, 218, 351, 389, 466, 468, 576,
578, 579, 591, 611 ; II., 127, 128,
191, 265, 299 (2), 302, 373, 383.
illness of; I., 336, 354.
suggested as Lord Lieutenant

,

;

,

,

407, 408, 412, .413, 416, 440,
465, 610, 613, 623.
as President of the Council
III., 283, 316,330.
III., 35.
, as Lord Piivy Seal
II., 603.
letter from
II., 608, 609.
letters to
ill humour of; II., 418.
clamour against II., 420, 424,
429.
Xitty or Katy (daughter of Robert) ;
II.,

Thomas)

;

letters

L,

son of
7-91,

,

to

election of, for

Old Sarum

;

marriage of

,

as

L,

the

Cloth to the Prince
,

petitions of

,

-wife of.

wife

I.,

;

See

Thomas

I.,

51.

85 (2).

,

.

Pitt, Harriet.

and children of;

I.,

Also

—

son

eldest

,

See

of.

Pitt,

Thomas.

——

591, 592.
as 1st Lord Camelford I., 226,
252; IL, 104, 105, 109, 113,127,
161, 184, 237, 282, 297,298,324,
336.
returns to England ; II., 598.
death of, alluded to; IL, 621.
, steward of;
I., 263.
, wife of.
See Pitt. Anne.
,

21-91,

passim

—

.

See Pitt,
second son of.
William (1st Earl of Chatham)^
of.
See
Pitt,
daughters
Harriot. Ann, and Kitty.
,

,

,

,

from and

to

I.,

;

5-76,

daughter

Thomas,

Madras, alluded

cousin

L, 48.

W illiam
T

recall of

,

I.,

;

37, 40.
;

,

,

,

,

,

Annette.

illness of

69, 76.
death of; I., 76, 77.
will of, alluded to; I., 77, 78.
as " the late " ; I., 82-90.
;

I.,

master in Chancery, a
L, 12, 14, 39.
(3rd
son of Governor
;

I., 5.

death and funeral' of;

21,

I.,

after-

;

59.

,

Pitt,

wards Earl of Chatham I., 63, 64,
66,73 (3), 74, 76, 78, 98, 101, 105,

;

,

See

William (2nd son of Robert),

;

,

I.,

of.

23, 25, 31, 32.

L, 46.
I., 46.
servants for
I., 53.
militia regiment of
of Jamaica
governor
, appointed
,

;

Thomas)

return of, to England I., 43.
wishes to enter Parliament

,

Thomas, 2nd

76, 77, 165, 166.

arrival of, in

;

Pitt.

(son of above), 2nd Lord
Camelford; L, 611 ; IL, 620; III.,

passim.
to

See

of.

Thomas

passim.

,

son

Lord Camelford.

Thomas, Governor of Madras for the
East India Company; I., 2-76,
letters

;

,

,

,

(son of Thomas of BoL, 206, 210.
;
letters to; L, 219, 558, 567,

connoc)

Board of Green
;

;

;

I., 7.

;

member of

;

,

13, 16.

,

agreements by

I., 119, 121.
elected M.P. for Okehampton
L, 120.
,
for Old Sarum
I., 122.
, steward of;
I., 130.

2-91,

I.,

;

passim.
,

;

112, 121, 122, 129, 130.
,

from and

;

;

passim.
,

letters

letter to

, letters
from I., 77-83, 90, 91,
107-115, 119-121, 126-135.
letters to
I., 76-83, 90, 107,

,

Thomas);

from

,

,

;

;

Governor

I.,64, 65, 67, 74, 75,

;

;

;

110, 114, 120, 127.
letter to; I., 115.
Robert or Robin (eldest

;

(3),

I., 75, 79 (2).
;
L, 83.
Thomas, 2nd Earl of Londonderry, as
the late Lord I., 133.
Thomas, of Boconnoc (eldest son of
Robert) L, 50, 60, 63, 66, 73, 74,
112, 123, 130-135.

Governor

;

55

5, 22, 25, 27, 35, 36, 54,

Londonderrv

I., 49
and see
Stanhope, Lucy.
Uidgway, 3rd Earl of Londonderry,
election of, for Parliament
I., 108,

to

32, 42.
Pitt)

Governor

77, 84-87, 92.

35.

I.,

letter

,

I.,

;

of

;

66, 78.

of

35.

,

;

(daughter

godchildren of

I.,

;

63.

I.,

;

,

I.,

,

of;

, as captain of
horse I., 31 (2),
32, 37, 38, 41.
I., 61, 62.
, as colonel
as Lord, and (in 1726) Earl of

;

Lucy

mother

63.

j

,

children of, letter from

,

L,

;

,

Essex,

Pitt,

,

Thomas (2nd son

;

,

See

of.

and Lucy.

418,421.
Lord of the Admiralty
I.,

,

daughters

,

,

of Ireland;
, as First

•

125, 135.
birth of;
,

,
,

I...

-*

38.

goes to Oxford

;

I.,

79, 84.

returns to office (in 1666)

157.

;

L,

670
Pitt,

William
,
,
,

cont.

Pitt,

as Earl of Chatham ; I., 368.
letter of
I., 161.
wife of. See Pitt, Lady Hester,
;

above.

pattern,
, letters

;

278, 342, 345, 353-356, 361, 376,
411, 446, 447, 453, 456, 474 (2),
488 (2), 528 (2), 535, 558, 567,
591, 592, 597.
II., 12 (2), 13,88, 104, 130,146,
148, 195, 203, 214, 249, 294, 299
(2), 300, 302, 303 (2), 305, 306,
310, 322, 328, 335, 360, 371, 383,
388 (2), 390, 394, 402, 415, 417,
422, 427, 431-436, 438-445, 447,
464, 471, 475, 483, 485 (2), 486,
502,503, 508, 511, 515,533,552,
560, 592, 595, 597, 604, 607 (2),
610, 653.
III., 17, 25, 30, 31, 57, 89, 90,
93, 129, 140, 141, 166, 214, 235,
242 (2), 251, 290, 360, 368, 369,
377, 380, 381, 407,410, 414,416,
426 (2), 428-430, 433, 436, 454,
456, 534.
letters from, alluded to ; L, 214,
215, 357,592, 596 IL, 103, 198,
302, 303, 323, 428, 448, 621 ; III.,
,

;

419,422,437.
,
letters to; I., 194, 216. 242,
335, 453, 494, 537, 610; II., 13,
22, 23, 44, 51, 61, 249, 399, 428,
447, 482, 484, 485, 494, 512, 513,
596; III., 11, 30, 167, 278, 330,
362, 378, 392, 408-413, 430, 431,
434, 455, 456, 458.
I., 25, 76,
, letters to, alluded to
III., 437, 438,
197, 243, 564, 620
446.

—

;

;

II., 34.

eloquence of;

house

meetings at

of,

;

III., 13,

36.

King.
audiences given

interviews of, with the

,

III.,

*^—,

matters
passim.

——

in connexion with the change
of ministry (April 1783)
I., 198 r
202, 204, 205, 207.
,

to

and

L,
204-206, 214, 293, 296, 305,
et seq., passim; IL, 10, 11,
397, 492; III., 284, 285, 401,

202,

the. Treasury offered
I., 202, 205.
;

,

refused

and Lord Buckingham

;

336
128,
403,

404.

.movements of; L, 215, 218-220,
257, 354, 356, 361, 444, 446, 489 ;
IL, 11, 12, 182, 303, 307, 309, 315,
483; III., 378, 379, 39!.
, report of his intended marriage ;
L, 226.
" great pcwer and obsequious
,
parliament " of
L, 230.
and Lord Mornington I., 23S,
241, 242, 244, 245, 270.
;

;

message from, to Lord Temple ;
L, 240.
I., 249.
, downfall of, predicted
recommends a member for
;

Bridgwater

I.,

;

252.

in relation to the bestowal of
the Garter; L, 259, 260.
Sinking Eund bill ; I., 261.
, his
I., 264.
, his health drunk ;
loses his sister, Lady H. Eliot
,

269.

I.,

W.

W.

kindly feeling of, towards
Grenville
L, 278.
;

and foreign

affairs

;

278, 285,

I.,

228-230, 259
(2), 293, 294, 301, 308, 309, 321,

349; IL, 636;

III.,

and passim.
without any " colleague of
confidence " L, 283.
I., 309.
, attack upon
speech of, concerning the East
India Company
L, 310.

422, 439,
is left

—

;

,

;

of I., 326.
" at issue with a drunken mad"
man
I., 326.
, freedom of
Cork presented to ;
L, 330.
L, 330.
, new colleagues of;
L, 842.
, his Slave Trade bill
engrosses all the business of
Government I., 350.
,

difficult situation

;

,

See George

,

;

III., 3, 13, 18, 36.

;

friendship, affection or admiration for; I., 448, 466. 471, 478;
II., 35, 36, 57, 156, 163, 345, 437.
,

,

by; I., 174.
and Ireland; I., 181, 191, 232
scq., passim ; II., 13, 15, 39, 320

;

from I., 193, 194, 214,
215, 218, 219 (3), 246, 256-259,

-,

intended reform of the pension

,

list

et

William, the younger, Prime Minister,
and Chancellor of the Exchequer ;

—

William— cont.

to

be

laid

before

;

See Treasury.
pamphlets of, alluded to

office of.

,

;

;

L,

222.

;

,

patronage or influence of; I.,
264 (4), 273, 274, 277 (2), 285291, 309-311,327, 332, 334, 346,
II., 195,
348, 385, 446, 460, 487
205,418.

in relation to

Eitzgibbon

;

L,

350.

,

;

—

,

,

,

presents sent to
secretary of;

reported

State (1782)

;

1.,

;

II., 10,

32.

be Secretary

I.,

162.

L, 360-

;

goes to Windsor; L, 361, 444,
446.

and the armv L, 361 1 1., 55,
441, 446, 450, 453, 469, 482-485.
;

487.

to

and the King's illness
415, passim.

of

of
, Prince
L, 3C2.

;

Wales' opinion of
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William

Pitt,

Pitt,

cont.

reported to have concealed the
King's insanity j I., 377.
letter to, from the Prince of
,
Wales, alluded to I., 406.
mediation
,
of, with the King,
concerning army commissions I.,

William— cont.

is

;

II., 505, 506.
the Club des Cordeliers accused
of corresponding with
II., 541.
supposed design of, to put
,
Danton at the head of affairs in
France II., 555.
, a Frenchman declares himself in
the confidence of II., 555.
proposes to form a corps of
,
French deserters for La Vendee
II., 562.
mention of, in the Committee
of Safety; II., 579, 580.
speech of, printed abroad ; II.,
585.
adverse criticism of II , 598.
,
minute of, in reference to
military operations; II., 599, 600.
" a long prose " with
, has had

——

;

to lav matters before the
King I., 458, 45?, 462.
, and the Lord
Chancellorship in
Ireland; I., 459-463.
is

;

—-,

;

;

management of
House of Commons I., 465.

his triumphant

;

requests to

I.,

;

466, 589.

absent from the House I., 485.
ill-humour of Lord Thurlow
,
towards I., 487.
I., 489.
, goes to Weymouth
reconciliation of, with Thurlow
hinted at j I., 524 (2).
, settles
the Lord Lieutenant's
speech L, 559.
at cabinet councils
I.,
579
II., 213, 373, 644, 646; III., 35,
,

,

;

,

;

;

',

,

;

colleagues II., 608.
at the conference with
Count Starhemberg II., 625.
Grenville consults with ;
, Lord
II., 629, 638, 643.
,
to
decide
concerning Col.
Nugent ; II., 647.
Lord Buckingham writes to
,
II., 648.
, and
the loan to Austria ; II.,
650 III., 192, 268.
on arrangements in Ireland
II., 653, 654.
supports Buckingham's measures
in Ireland II., 654
III., 37.
,
Buckingham makes a final
proposition to II., 655, 656.
thinks that the Comte d'Artois
should be sent for ; III., 89.
determines to recall the English
forces from the Isle Dieu
III.,

;

III., 45.

opinion concerning, abroad

;

II.,

19, 480.

plan of, concerning the East
India Company II., 35.
congratulations sent to ; I., 103,
,

;

;

,
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II.,

;

143.

represented as unpopular ; II.,
114.
, sentiments of,
towards Russia ;
,

II.,
,

,

;

144.
;

with

Grenville

;

,

II.,

;

141.

conversation

,

with

of,

Auckland; II., 213.
the Lord Chancellor's
over"; II., 248.

Lord

and the Militia

control

—

—

difficulties of; II., 272.
dines in the City
II., 283.
,
made Warden of the Cinque
Poits; II., 298, 299.
follows the hounds
II., 324.
re-election of; II., 350.
prudence of, praised by the
King II., 351.
the Empress of Russia expresses
admiration for II., 364.
to attend on the Prince of

143,

with France;

;

,

;

,

372 (3).

,

—

;

..

;

;

;

;

;

,

says he has nothing to do ; II.,
436.
the French Con, alluded to, in
vention II., 458.
II.,
, suggested assassination of
461 III., 510, 511.
, raises people's spirits
II , 478.

gives a message from the King
Commons III., 165.
, and the
French royalists III.,
179, 249, 303.
" some decent plan of
, desires
pacification "
III., 214.
communications with, about
,
India; I., 243, 497,498,510,519,
557 ; HI., 421.
to be consulted about the Princess Royal's marriage treaty ; III.,
302.
of, upon the commer, leaning
cial men ; III., 317.
and the negotiations with
France; III.. 337, 342-344, 354,
360.
;

;

—

III.,

,

,

II.,

and the treaty

to the

;

;

;

III., 150.

,

,

bill

144.

'•'

,

Wales

;

;

account given in to II., 155.
and Mrs. Ewart's pension ; II.,

156, 174.
,
to dine
192.
•

;

assists

;

opinions or wishes of I., 592 ;
II., 36, 247, 251, 263, 313, 315,
323, 372. 437, 448, 549, 597, 609,
,

;

new

,

261,283,310,330.

,

;

his

;

629

;

,

;

449-456.

,

,

'

affairs

;

the

his work as Chancellor of the
Exchequer II., 499.
at a conference on foreign
,

-'

-'

-

,

financial minute

384.

by

;

III.,

382-

G72
Titt,

—

Poland, King of

William— coKf.
and taxation III., 404.
and Sir James Harris' peerage

-,

;

;

;

III., 447.

and the Duke of York's marriage

454, 457, 458.

III.,

;

abuse of. by Lebrun III., 462.
Sir William III., 100.
Augustus, com•General William
;

,

;

mander-in-chief in Ireland I., 176,
300, 304, 310, 339, 346, 351, 359,
389,465, 525, 526, 531; II., 1517, 21 (2), 23, 38, 214, 215.
Captain, " a kinsman," as aide-de;

camp

Duke

to the

;

,

,

its

pur-

48.

Anne

Pittman, R., letter to

Pitt's

I

;

house at

;

I.,

III., 13.

;

269.
Plassey, battle of;

I.,

;

,

Pleville, Monsieur,

;

182.
constitution of IL, 74, 77, 142,
155, 284, 292.
revolution in, or the Polish event

new

263.
156.

The Guardian-, I.,
Lear; I., 156.
Macbeth; I., 157.

;

IL, 76, 80, 81

Commissioner

to Lille

minister of the Marine

;

86,

(2),

564, 569, 572.
proposed hereditary

94, 281,

monarchy

for

;

III., 339, 340.
III.,

IL, 81.
mission to IL, 100.
agents from IL, 169, 581.
integrity of; IL, 170, 174.
information from; IL, 190.
Russian interference with, feared j IL,
;

;

339.

Plumiers, Comte de;

II.,

461.

:

Arthur James, 7th Earl of Fingal
40, 235, 236, 238.

Arthur James, Lord Killeen (son of
II., 235, 236.
the Earl of Fingal)
II., 235.
his wife [Frances]
;

Plymouth;

;

;

Plays

—

—

;

II., 5.

;

I.,

Plrmer,

;

*

62,

w

Plas Newydd, Anglesey, letter dated from

II.,

156,

;

Crown

sold to the

Placentia, in Italy

Plunkett

79, 81,

155,

;

I.,

;

Pittsburg, Miss
147, 148.

made

125, 126, 141, 142, 150,

253, 273, 442, 516, 562, 577, 633
III., 29, 225.
church property in ; II., 572.
crown of; IL, 174.
Diet of; IL, 48, 190.
government of; IL, 190, 236.
Infanta of IL, 82.
Lieutenant- General in IL, 564.
ministers of
for Foreign Affairs
IL, 244.
chief secretary of the Council de
Surveillance ; II. 244.
Postmaster-General IL, 244.
minister
from, in London.
See
Bukaty IL, 244.
states of; IL, 75.
negotiations concerning
I., 612, 613.
suggested alliance with IL, 25, 279.
alliance of, with Prussia ; IL, 48,
:

5-64, passim.
narrative concerning

I.,

;

161.

I.,

;

272.

I.,

;

diamond
chase

Marlborough

Poland; IL, 13,48, 67, 71, 74-76,

;

Mr.; II., 127.
Mr. [in 1771]
Pitt club

of

27.

I.,

:

Augustus the Strong L, 29.
Stanislas; I., 29.
funeral oration for, alluded to
I., 155.
[Stanislas Augustus] king of; II.,
94, 126, 243, 244, 300.

;

;

I.,

I.,

156;

the king to
[titular]

20.
visit

II.,
;

I.,

L,

at

213, 589

:

474

I.,

143.
Poelnitz.

;

III., 451.

155.

See Poix.

Pois, Prince de.

Poitou II., 469.
regiment of;
;

royalists of

;

II., 510.
IL, 404, 483

;

III., 166.

Poix:
Prince de II. 305 (2); III., 478.
Princesse de III., 488, 512.
See
Mouchy
iather-in-law
of.
;

;

Marechal de.

II.,

554,

articles of, with Sweden
IL, 572.
desires an alliance with France ; II.
572.
the King of Prussia wishes to conquer,

without loss of a man IL, 635.
possible re-establishment of; III., 231,
232.
partition of; III., 232.
designs of the European powers concerning ; III., 288.
subjugated state of ; III., 475.
designs of Austria upon; III., 516.
the horrible business of; III., 532.
Pole, William Wellesley, brother of Lord
Mornington; I., 253, 305, 561 ; IL, 18,
35, 120.
IL, 61,66; IN., 232.
Poles, the; I., 613
Polignac, Due de ; IL, 614.
;

See Pilnitz.
Poictiers, battle of, mentioned
I.,

;

556.
;

;

;

IL,

acquisitions of Prnssia in; IL, 341,
399, 400, 430 ; III., 228.
Jacobins in IL, 430.
under the yoke of Russia ; IL, 510.

French plans concerning

10.

II..

Plympton, co. Devon, M.P. for 127.
Pocock, Eichard, bishop of Ossory;

Poirier, of Paris

;"

intended attack on

;

465.
488.

I.,

King of Spain

ships of, or at;
476, 623.

225.
report of
274.

;
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Polish

:

Pont Beauvoisin II., 4.
Pontine (Pomptine) marshes, road over
;

commerce or produce

;

66, 72, 162.

II.,

generals II., 572.
incident II., 367.
loan ; II., 287.
papers ; II., 13.

Pontoix, Monsieur, Dutch commissioner

;

of.

See Kosciusko.
war; II., 451.
wolf; II., 634.
Pollicherry 1., 45.
Polus, Monsieur ; II., 326.
Pomerania ; III., 232.

court of I., 607.
Pope, the [Pius VI.]
336.

;

:

;

;

;

III., 295.
authority of,

was "

;

;

;

;

621.

Poniatowski,

Joseph

Prince

;

II.,

281,

530.

"no

what

longer

it

552.

III.,

sends thanks to England for thekindness shown to the French
clergy III., 487, 488.
states of; III., 2, 491.
;

Pope, Alexander
Popes, the II., 6.
;

I.,

76, 100.

;

Pons, Mr.

Popish

II., 99.

;

Ponsonby
George;

,

182, 205, 206, 210, 212,
406 II., 37, 40 (3), 238.
dismissal of I., 447.
, suggested
as Attorney-General
III., 37.
for Ireland
[John] or " Old Ponsonby," late
;

1

;

the Irish House of
166, 168, 169, 172,
174, 191, 203, 205, 210, 236, 254.
, sons of.
See Ponsonby, William

Speaker

of

Commons;

I.,

Brabazon and George.
nephew of. See Burton, Mr.
,

Porentrui, in Alsace ; III., 130.
Portarlington, Earl of.
See

Darner, John.
Portchester, Lord.

255, 256, 331, 336, 368, 372, 376,
377, 379, 381-383, 389, 395, 399,
400,402, 407,410, 414,418, 420,
421, 425, 427, 429, 435, 436, 439,
441, 443, 445, 454, 492, 493, 568,
584 ; II., 637.
to have the Ii-ish post office ; I.,
229.
promised the Irish Speakership
by the Prince of Wales I., 440.
dismissal of; I., 439-441, 445,
454, 458, 460.
suggested as Speaker ; I., 571,
581 ; III., 554.
under the government
, Ireland
of ; II., 634.
II., 637.
, friends of;
,
to be Secretary of State for
Ireland III., 9, 36.
to be Keeper of the Signet ;
,
;

,

Portland cabinet, the
Portland, co. Dorset
Portpatrick, Ireland

I.,

226, 249, 250, 251;

21.

Ponsonby connexions, Ponsonbyites, or
members returned by Mr. Ponsonby;
203, 378, 409, 451, 460, 466.

I.,

;

382, 418,453; III., 98.
French prisoners at II., 401.
[titular] King of Spain's landing at
;

I.,8.
letters

dated at;

412;

II.,

III., 105,

309.

mutiny at;

323(2).
;
L, 573, 589
II., 419, 420, 422, 474, 623.
ships of ; II., 465.

ships

III.,

to or

at,

from

stores at; III., 99, 138.
I.,
179, 188, 296; II., 365
III., 10, 75, 368, 379.
army of III., 249.
Court of, or Court of Lisbon I., 1 71

Portugal;

-

r

j.

;

;

;

357, 413,414, 426, 427, 534 j
III., 302(2), 355, 359, 379.
, and the Directory;
III., 345.
, English minister
at.
See Walpole, Kobert.
II.,

'

,

envoy

See Bamsey,

to.

Mr.
,

;

220.
1S2, 422.
350.

I.,

II.,

Portsmouth, Earl of. See Wallop, John.
Portsmouth I., 59, 60, 542, 544, 570; II.,

,

I.,

212.

Ponsonbys, the

See Bentiuck, William

Henry Cavendish.

;

;

Dawson-

See Herbert, Henry.

Duke of.

Portland,

——

111,37.
William, Earl of Bessborough

L,

Porte, the.
See Turkey.
Portici, in Italy; II., 9, 19.

;

William Brabazon, Postmaster-General
for Ireland (1784-1789); !, 182,

;

55.

I.,

;

I., 230.
;
supporters of the Pretender

priests

:

I.,

6-8, 19, 90,.

II.,

;

suggested letters to III., 2.
complaint made to III., 145.
reported intention of, to declare a
holy war against France III., 266.
views of III., 287.
desirability of helping to obtain arms ;
;

Arthur, Lord Harburton, raising of,
to the peerage
I., 489.
to be a viscount
II., 55, 83.
" old general " I., 244.
Mr., of Cornwall; I., 131.
Pondicherry I., 353 (2) II., 226, 227.
capture of, by the English II., 477,

II.,

III., 194.

;

;

;

;

Pomeroy

;.

III., 46.

Poonah, Bombay Presidency

commander-in- chief

republic,

j

II., 7.

;

ministers from

,

—Mons.

,

;

II.,

to Holland.

357, 413,

See Aranjo,

de.

r- , negotiations

with;

I.,

III., 282.

government of

;

III., 282.

273, 276

;
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Prague, embassy to

Portugal— co nt.
possessions of III., 350.
expeditions in concert with [during
the war of the Spanish succession]
;

;

I., 8,

action of, in Africa ; II., 137.
English troops in or for; III., 17,
249, 250,266, 267, 295.
III., 236.
officers to serve in
preparations in ; III., 284.
treaty of, with France; III., 355(2),
356.
III., 359.
difficulties caused by
;

;

treaties with

and Algiers
Portuguese
Admiral;

;

;

II., 200.
the young Archdukes taken to
III.,
324.
Praile [Presle], Duvergne du ; III., 213.
Prancer,
I., 221.
young; I., 221.
Pratt
Charles, 1st Lord and (in 1786) Earl
Camden, President of the Council
I.,
[1784-1794]
179, 181, 183,
184,290,291, 308, 320,331,350,
352,363,388, 391, 463, 465, 488
II., 28, 36. 55, 56, 195.
(2)
;

—

;

;

413, 609.
book of rates, alluded to I., 171(2).
officers ; II., 413.
ports and trade; I., 187, 261; III.,
236, 373.
sailors, destitute condition of; II.,
413.
ships ; II., 408.

as 2nd Earl
400.

II.,

,

;

II.,

412-414,

be sent home again

;

II.,

414.
,

to

command

be under the

Lord Howe

II.,

;

troops in Toulon
wines I., 261.

;

of

188.

from

;

I.,

28.

III., 69.

charged for by;

letters

official

;

1.,

188.

opening or interception of letters
II., 140, 305.
I., 295
revenue of, from Ireland; I., 179.
secretary of, see Todd, Anthony,
vacancy at; I., 277.
of Ireland. See Ireland.
Potemkin, Prince, Eussian General;

at

;

;

II.,

III.,

206,

314,

,

letters to

III., 43, 394.

;

nephew of.
Praxitiles, statue by

See Stewart, Major.

,

II., 7.

;

Precy, General or

Mons. de; II., 539,
197, 213,223,224,

84, 169,

III.,

291.
Presteign, co. Eadnor, living of;

Preston

II.,

439.

:

Price's tables ; II., 240.
Priestlev [Dr. Joseph];
III., 466.

133,

II.,

309;

Prieur de la Marne II., 518, 527, 542,
543, 568, 589, 590 ; HI., 491.
character of; III., 493.
note signed by II., 58S.
Prigent or Prigeant, Monsieur III., 139,
536.
capture of; III., 539, 540.
see Petty,
Prime Minister or Premier
William,
Lord Shelburne, and
Pitt, William,
hopes of Fox being ; I.,. 182.
Primrose, Xeil, Lord Eosebery I., 592.
Prince of Wales Island I., 590, 591.
Princes, the three, loan for
II., 25.
;

;

I.,

281, 612 ; II., 23, 31, 66, 74, 87,
102, 103, 107, 125, 181, 226.
death of; II., 224.
Poterat, Mons. de ; III., 181.

Potocki, Marshal

from;

letters

386, 399.

;

;

mails shipped by

of Ire-

III., 34.

I., 481.
Preston, co. Lancaster, defeat of the Pretender at ; L, 55(2).
Pretender, the.
See James Edward.
Prettyman, Dr. George. See Tomline.
Prevost, Monsieur ; III., 423.

;

I.,

;

;

Postmaster-General I., 406.
Post Office, the I., 368, 377.
profits of, grant

III., 205,

;

Bishop I., 297.
Major-General

608, 609.
449.

II.,

;

Act for;

,

Camden

made Lord Lieutenant

land

540;

416, 418, 422.
to

Bayham,

Jeffreys, Viscount
his son ; II., 464.

:

,

;

John

373.
III., 526.
III.,

squadron at Spithead;

;

;

;

190.

;

Potonier

;

II.,

573.

;

Potsdam;

II.,

190, 291, 296,

533, 556;

III., 226.

letter

dated at

resident at

;

;

II.,

Potter, Mr. (1747)

;

535.
493.
I., 108.

II.,

Mr.; III., 356, 357,360.
Poulett, Vere, Earl Poulett; I., 252.
Pourra; llf., 510.
Power, Earon, Usher of the Exchequer,
206, 327.
Powys, Mr. ; II., 273, 354, 355.
Pozenbrug, in Alsace; III., 133.

Ireland;

I.,

Pozzuoli, Italy; II., 9, 19, 20.
bay of; II., 19.
Praed,Mr. II., 656.
;

See Charlotte.

Princess Eoyal.
Pringle, Admiral

III., 96.

;

Prior Park, letter detect from
Priory, the, letter dated at

Privy Council

I.,

;

II.,

;

114.

289.

:

of Queen Anne, alluded to I., 364.
of George III.; I., 173,315, 382, 391,
II., 62'J
489, 540, 579, 580(2)
III., 457.
Committee of I., 276 II., 55.
meetings of; II., 55,56, 213. ::;•_•
;

;

;

;

(4); 111,317.

members
I.,

of,

or

489, 541.

Privy Counsellors

;
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Privy Council

Prussia,

cont.

Lord President

;

Lord Camden
Murray David, Lord

Pratt, Charles,
william, Earl ;

;

and

Mansfield,

See Somers, Lord

of.

Fitz-

John, Earl of

Pitt,

Chatham,

proposed

L, 291, 293.
report from, alluded to ; L, 397.
refusal to attend
II.. 271.
membership of, desired IL, 595.
business before III.. 77.
declaration of the Princess Koyal's
marriage to ; III., 315, 316.
and Prince of Wales' marriage ; III.,
in

;

;

;

;

316.

by

544,

III.,

;

545.
III.,

;

;

III., 554.

242.

;

;

;

and

Spencer, George, Earl ;
John, Earl of Chatham.

Pitt,

;

favour or confidence shown by

II, 493, 533, 535, 604.
, favourite
of.
See Bishoffwercer, Colonel.
, household of:
chaplain ; III, 455.
deputy-steward; III, 199.
private treasurer; III, 199.
secretary; II, 641.
valet; IIL, 199.
influence over; II, 155, 167,
190, 400, 494
III, 27, 199.
,
intrigues for
III, 563.
, letter from ;
III, 94.
, letters
from, alluded to
II,
156, 159, 220, 505, 535, 641, 656
III, 182.
, letter to;
III, 91.
, letters
to, alluded to
II, 314,
491; III, 68.
ministers of.
See Prussia,
;

.

281, 396, 405, 408, 424, 461, 478-

482,499-503.
as (part) Master of the Rolls in

Ire-

491, 495.
354.
Prochyta, island of, in Italy IL, 8, 19.
Provence, Comte de, or Monsieur (Louis
Stanislas Xavier), afterwards Louis
XVIIL IL, 117, 122, 173,212,
357,362, 475, 476, 553, 567.
letter from
III., 487.
flight of, from Paris ; III., 448-450.
earl

from

I.,

;

II.,

;

;

;

;

named

Lieutenant
General
du
JRoyaume by the King, in case of
need; III., 451.
with the King of Prussia; III., 470.
.

household of III., 476.
going to Toulon III., 487.
;

is

;

recognised
Royalists

;

as
II

Regent

by

the

563, 599, 614, 617.

as Louis XVIII
See under France.
Provence II, 400, 560; III., 126, 127,
160.
;

commander

in

;

inhabitants of,
126, 159.

scarcity in

King

111,1.
or Provencals

I.]

;

I,

II, 543.
sayings of, mentioned 11,174,
194, 330.
treasury of III, 27.
,
-', low state of; II
494.
, views or intentions
of II, 57,
432 III, 163, 234, 373, 422, 425,
426, 430, 437, 438, 475, 516,
,
wives of; II, 182; and see
Prussia, Queen of, below.
mistresses of II, 245, 246, 276,
277, 280, 291, 292,325,492,493,
535.
, children of;
II, 277.
, eldest
son of.
See Prince
Royal, below.
, elder
daughters of. See Wilhelmina and Frederique, Princesses,
,

,

—

;

;

,

;

below.
,
,

,

youngest daughter of; 11,276.
governess of II, 276.
sister of.
See Orange, Prin;

,

cess of.

uncle

Henry

of.

See Prussia, Prince

of, below.

,

of

[Frederick

of, below.

officers of;

', proceedings
of, in 1787; III,
408-414, 417, 422.
satisfaction to be given to, by
Holland; 111,426 (2), 428 (2).
proceedings of, on behalf of

III, 490.

;

,

Court

,

III,

III, 501.

;

;

,

L, 482.

;

made an

;

;

Proby, John Joshua, Lord and (in 1789)
Earl of Carvsfort; I., 225, 227,

Prussia,

,

;

Lord I., 538
and see LevegonGower, Granville, Earl Gower

rising in

,

,

no longer allowed

Privy Seal, the

letter

;

,

alteration of Irish bills

land)

cont.

;

I.,

;

265.

,

of

character and conduct of
II,
III, 26-30,
147, 167, 494, 592
474.
225, 232,
domestic establishment of II,
,

194.

persons to be examined before
sheriffs

King

8, 12.

Turkey (1788—1790) II, 48, 49.
averse to war with Russia II,
;

[Frederick the Great] as the late
King, or
old Frederick "
II,
44-50, 126, 131
III, 231, 232,
'

;

;

258.

supposed letter from I, li>3.
I, 278,
[Frederick William 1 1.]
281, 353, 606, 612; II, passim;
III, 1-400, passim.
audiences of
II, 61, 68, 491.
,

;

;

,

,

;

;

;

22.
,

desires

war with Austria

22, 106, 121.
, position of
,

II, 57.
appoints a fresh ministry

;

II,

;

II,

;

70.
,

desires

an interview with the

Emperor; II,

81.
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cwt.

King of

Prussia,

King of

.

the war

York

II.,

II., 82.

;

receives a letter from the

,

Sweden II.,
demands of;

of

;

note

,

of,

113, 124.
, desires

87.

,

II.,

at,

and

112,

Austria

Pilnitz, conference at.

,
•

cooler
regarding the
war II., 425, 430.
subsidy or payments to
II.,
430, 433, 434, 442, 470, 488, 494498, 534, 552, 565, 566, 609, 614,
619, 625, 631 ; III., 247, 515, 536.

;

,

,

III.,

married a princess whom he
had never seen III., 452.
to support the Royal
, desires
cause in France II., 148.
-, arrangement of, with the Emperor relative to French affairs
;

;

II., 153.

—

,

;

164,

182, 183.
project of, with the Emperor,
for a crusade against France ; II.,
164, 171, 177.
, is the dupe of Austria ; II., 168,
,

170, 172.
,
,

grant by II., 170.
contradictory letters of;
;

II.,

172.
,

is

plunging himself into

diffi-

II., 177.
;
alliances of, witty saying concerning ; II., 182.
relation to his daughter's
, in

culties
,

marriage
452-458.
•,

;

II.,

183, 202, 232

;

III.,

193, 194, 264.

II.,
,

immersed

in pleasure

,

warnings

addressed

;

II.,

246.

to

;

II.,

of

;

II.,

II.,

283,

264.
,

reported

deposition

280.
,

France
341
,

639,

II.,

,

,

war

II.,

;

is

430.

bound

to furnish troops

;

II.,

434.

probable withdrawal of, from
the army; II., 431, 433,437,441,
446, 447, 451, 454, 470, 488, 543.
, leaves the army ;
II., 446.
, proposal made by
III., 470.
, wishes to continue the war ; II.,
,

;

491,494,495.
need for the co-operation of
,

——

III., 494.

upon the Rhine II., 500.
negotiations with ; II.,
500,
503-505,516, 525, 533, 534, 541 x
565.
concert of, with the
, proposed
Emperor (in 1794) II., 500, 545,
627.
, at Potsdam
II., 533.
, conditions
declined
of,
byAustria (1794)
III., 509.
— , and the French commissioners
for exchange of prisoners
II.,
543.
,

;

,

;

;

—

;

;

Lord

with

Malmesbury

to

remain

546.
the treaty of the Hague;
, and
II., 599, 604.
failure of all military operations of; II., 633.
;

II.,

,

, wishes to conquer Poland without the loss of a man II., 635.
tells Mollendorff that he has no
orders to give him
II., 656.
negotiations of, with France
III., 26-30.
of, with Fiance; III.,
, treaty
48, 5J, 57, 58 (2), 62, 72, 82;
III., 532 ; and see Basle, treaty
;

goes to Coblentz;

335.
, secret
,

suspension of;

proposed renewal of;
50 (2).
expenses incurred by, in the

,

,

not interfere in France

will

,

III.,

,

II.,

proposed withdrawal of;

,

604, 629, 639.

640.

,

going to Pilnitz

;

II.,

452.

is

;

with
473-475.

negotiations

II.,

military

331

;

III.,

movements

of,

of

;

II.,

IIL, 467, 469.
demands a conference between
;

the generals of the French and his
own armies ; III., 470.
French princes and emigrants
with; III., 470.
II., 348.
, plot against ;
the army ; II., 363, 397,
, with
398, 419, 536.
, successes of
II., 392.
, siege of Mayence
by; II., 392,
402, 536.
,

;

;

400.

grows

,

ratification of; II., 177.

,

and his son's marriage

,

prosecute

ambassador extraordinary to

,

II.,

;

to

to,

399.

,

to join the
130, 139.
of, with the Emperor
, alliance
(in 1791); II., 139, 141, 153, 155,
164, 167-174, 180-183, 188, 257,
262. And see Vienna, convention

Alliance

II.,

;

;

104.
alluded to; II.,

,

King

cont.

inducements

resolves to support the Polish
revolution ; II., 81.
of, to the Duke of
, behaviour
,

—

,

;

,

of.
,

sends for the

wick
,

;

Duke

of Bruns-

III., 68.

secession of, from the

allies

III., 79.
of, upon estates of the
, claim
Prince of Orange; III., 156.
arrangements with ;
, proposed
III., 227-230.

——

,

movements of;

III., 233.
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Prussia, King of cont.
" contrariety of sentiment " be,
tween, and his ministers ; III.,
243.
pretended penury of ; III., 271.
, views of the Emperor of Russia
concerning III., 292.
, aid to be offered to ;
III., 293.
{Frederick William III.] ; III., 400,

Prussia,

army or

;

;

;

his son

II., 82.

;

Prince Henry of;

II., 130; III., 27,
405, 437.
Princess Frederique or Frederica of ;
II., 179, 201 (2)
III., 452.
, dowry and iointure of;
II., 203,
249, 257 III., 453-456.
;

;

marriage of. See York, Duke
of, marriage of.
, as Duchess
of York 232-234,
245,246, 250; III., 332.
Princess Wilhelmina of III., 455.
marriage of.
See Orange,
Hereditary Prince of, marriage of.
as Hereditary
Princess
of
Orange; II., 168, 277; III., 182,
,

;

, her child ;
III., 182.
47, 360 ; II. and III., passim.
or forces of (in 1787) ; III.,

411, 414, 417.
;

II., 494-498,504,505, 508,
536, 546, 552, 558 (2), 565 (2),
578, 593, 607, 626, 628, 633, 635 ;
III., 536.
(1795-6); III., 25-30, 50, 55, 61,
196,209, 218.
,
Generals of; III., 470, 471,
591 and see under their names.
hussars in III., 476.
;

;

major

in

;

;

24.
in

Westphalia

officers

,

;

;

62.

dissatisfaction in
II., 104.
recall of; II., 165.
artillery of; II., 173.
movements of (in 1792) ; III.,

467-471, 476, 477.
94090.

III., 51.

;

to foreign courts

II,, 73, 77, 87,
;
164, 173, 180, 498,
500 ; III.. 148, 282 ; and see
under the several countries.

161,

88, 111,

to England.

——

,

See Redern,

and Jacobi, Baron.
ambassadors or ministers

Count

;

to

111, 112, 167, 184,
189, 251, 470, 475, 476, 493, 503,
621 ; III., 172, 213.
II., 53, 78, 94,

—

from England. See Ewart,
Joseph; Eden, Sir Morton; Spencer, Lord Henry, and Bruce, Earl
of Elgin.
See also Hammond,
George, mission of.
successor to Mr.

quired
205.

II.,

;

178,

190,

Ewart
195,

re
196,

from Austria. See Reuss,
,

;

;

admiration of; III., 292.
Court or Government of (Court of
II. and III., passim.
Berlin)
or ministers from,
, ambassadors
,

III., 51.

of ; II., 91, 626.
, occupation of Holland by.
See
Holland, occupation of.
evacuation of Holland by (in
III., 439-442.
1787)
on the frontiers of Russia II.,

,

;

;

68,

(1794);

,

to

—

—

106, 122, 302, 308,
327, 338, 363, 365, 410, 467.

,

go

;

I.,

,

to

591.
of Prussia's promise
, the King
II., 434-436.
to furnish
proposed withdrawal of; II.,
,
453, 534, 642 ; III., 532.
II., 493.
, command of ;
II., 535, 566,
on the Rhine
591, 592, 606, 636. 640 ; III., 50,
509.
officer to serve with ;
, English
II., 546.
II., 621.
, minister with
, numbers
to be stipulated for
II., 600.
II., 636.
, ill conduct of;
III., 518.
, inactivity of;
(in 1794) j III.,
, movements of

278.

,

II.,

;

distribution or proceedings of

,

,

,

Poland

(in 1793) ; II., 371, 388, 391, 392,
406, 419, 431.
II., 398, 439,
, head-quarters of ;

;

(1791-3)

of, for

James Murray

Sir

,

;

a

detachment

.

II., 363.

George III. writes to ; III.,
403.
III., 402, 406.
, wife of ;
Queen of (wife of Frederick William
II.)
II., 276.
, maids of honour of; H.,220, 291.
Queen Dowager; II., 291.
Frederick William, Prince Royal of;
II., 70, 82, 246, 291
III., 453.
marriage projects for III., 452.
See Frederick William
, as king.
III. above.
Prince Ferdinand of II., 82.

army

III., 468,

341.

402-407.

;

cont.

476, 477.
victory of, over Dumouriez ; III .,
472.
III., 474, 475.
, retreat of;
III., 475, 476.
, distress in ;

;

Prussia

by;

,

,

,

forces of

pillage

,

Prince.

from Holland.
Monsieur de.
from Russia.

See Reede,

See .Alo-

pieus, Monsieur.
ministers, ministry or cabinet
,

—

of;

II.,

484

;

passim;

III., 226,326, 371,
Alvensleben, Bischoffswerder, Finkenstein, Haugwitz, Hertsberg, Schulenberg, and
Struensee.

—

and

,

see

change of

;

II., 70, 73, 78,
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Prussia, Court of cont.
— , ministers of, cipher used

Prussia, Court of

by

;

141, 149,161.
,
II., 147.
, note to ;
humiliating position or
,
,
impotence of ; II., 245, 262, 347 (2).
,
II., 257.
, reserve of;
,
II., 498.
, corruption of ;
Mollendorff not to
, order
march; II., 656.
the Duke of York's
, and
marriage; III., 455, 456.
,
prime minister; II., 535.
,
See
, Minister of Finance.
Struensee, Count.
affairs, department of ;
, foreign
II., 70,493, 535; III., 198.
England and Holland, treaty
,
between. See Hague, treaty at.
position of, in 1787; I., 281,
286.
negotiations of, with France
(in 1787) ; III., 408, 413,417, 436.
and England (in 1787) ; III.,
434, 437, 438, 452.
and Russia; L, 613; II., 45,
60 III., 288, 396.
, alliance of, with Poland ; II., 48.
II., 48.
, places ceded to ;
or state of ; II., 96,
, situation
135, 257, 500, 535, 633 ; III., 27,
402.
and Turkey ; II., 148, 166.
II.,
, friendship of, with Austria ;
166.
, Duke of York's influence with ;
II., 167.
communication
confidential
,
from; II., 171.
IL, 173, 245,
Illumines at
347, 493.

,

——

;

——

and Holland; III., 150-158,
185-192,203-205,209.
,
haughty tone
of England
towards

ill

,

humour of, towards England

181, 202, 219, 224, 225, 314.
intrigues at II., 245, 246, 280,

II.,
,

;

296, 347, 492 III., 322.
II., 276.
, ladies of ;
with France
of,
negotiation
See Prussia, King of,
(1792).
secret negotiations of, above.
fear of the defection of ; II.,
III., 214,215.
326, 408
jealousy or hatred of; II., 442,
619,627, 635.
description of; II., 492-494.
negotiations with (in 1794)
II., 552, 557, 565, 600, 609, 633
and see Hague, the, Convention at.
See King of, subsubsidy for.
sidy for, above.
duplicity or unprincipled conduct of ; II., 620, 633, 653 } III.,
77, 79, 306-308, 325.
refusal of, to fulfil the stipulaII., 639, 640.
tions of the treaty
to withdraw the
of,
, decision
army II., 642, 648.
;

;

,

,

,

;

;

,

;

III.,

26-30.

III., 140.

libels against

,

and

III., 156.

;

France;

III.,

,

secret

,

191,

192,

III., 561.

;

treaty

between

(1797); 1II.,304, 306, 308, 331, 373.
, and
Austria
III., 192, 288,
292, 325.
, grand directory at
III., 199.
of Europe ; III.,
, holds the fate
224.
, reported
acknowledgment of
the Batavian Republic by; III.,
250.
245,
fresh negotiations with, pro;

;

»

posed

III.,

;

298

(2).

wishes to fish in the troubled
waters III., 325.
small hopes of help from ; IH.,
406-408.
cultivation of silk in
II., 126.
export of corn from ; III., 199.
frontiers of
II., 602.
lieutenant of police in II., 276.
possessions of, in Poiand ; II., 399,
430, 433.
rapacious Princes of; III., 232.
state papers of; II., 126.
territories of ; II., 637.
,
respected by the French ; III.,
,

;

;

;

;

149.

-

,

suggested re-arrangement

III.,

of;

224, 227, 229.

Vice Chancellor

See Colorado,

of.

Prince.

Prussian

:

baron

III., 435.

;

case, the, as regards the military convention ; III., 536.
charge d' Affaires ; I., 122, 141.
councils ; II., 160.

Gueldres.
See Gueldres, Prussian,
plenipotentiaries; II., 164.
postillion
III., 253.
Silesia.
See Silesia, Prussian.
Prussians, the character of; III., 232.
Pryce, Mrs. I., 106.
;

;

Ptolomies, the, mentioned L, 143.
Pugh, Mr. I., 275.
Puisaye, General de; III., 93, 112, 1 13, 138,
139, 216, 249, 251, 363-367, 561.
letters to, notes of; III., 537-540.
forces of; III., 138.
money for ; III., 365, 393.
Pulteney or Poultney
;

;

:

Mr. and Mrs. ;
Mr.; IL, 621.
.family of

between England

Convention

and, project for

;

,

218,251, 253, 371

;

,

,

III., 148, 149.

——

*

cont.

views or intentions of; III.,
26-29, 48, 88, 163, 173, 174, 213,
214, 218, 219, 223-232, 243, 253.
— correspondence with, precis of

II.,

Purcell,

Mr.

j

I.,

;

105.

II.,

II., 41, 55.

621.
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Purefoy
Rev. George Huddlestone Jervoise
:

I.,
,

27 1-274.; II., 104, 105.
brother of; I., 271.

,

nephew

See

of.

Purefoy,

Jervoise.
Jervoise ; I., 271, 272.
,
and his " mad brother "
12y.

Mr.;

II.,

;

481, 654.
, his uncle ;
II., 654.
family, the; I., 271.
Pusy, Bureaux de ; II., 305.
Puteoli, Cicero's villa at; II., 19.
Pybus, Mr. ; II., 267.
Pygmalion, King of Tyre ; III., 492.
Pyramids, the, mentioned; I., 143.

E.

II.,

Pyrenees, French army
armies of.

Pyrmont;
King

of.

Radclyffe, James, 3rd Earl of Derwentwater, taken prisoner
I., 55.
Radnor, Earl of. See Robartes, John.
Radnor, county of, living in II., 439.
Radstadt or Rastadt. congress of ; III.,
384, 396, 404, 406, 407.
Raigersfeld, Lieutenant ; III., 332.
Raimond, a mulatto ; III., 478.
Rainsford, General, letters to III., 468,
470.
Rambouillet; II., 154.
Ramchund, diamond merchant ; I., 48, 49.
;

;

See France,

;

359.
of Prussia's
III., 225, 226.
II.,

excursion

to

Ramel.

QQuarantine proclamations, alluded to

;

I.,

government of;

I.,

of,

letter

See Haldimand, Gene-

of.

ral,

papers relating to, mentioned
Queenborough, Kent, election at

;
;

II., 13.
I.,

108,

dated from

mayor

of;

I.,

;

I.,

115.

;

election in;

I.,

564, 571.

See London.

Quefdville, Mons. de

Quentin, ferment at
Quesnoy (Quinault)

III., 113.

;

II.,

;

II.,

;

540.
107, 109, 544,

599.

blockade of; II., 407, 424 (2).
Quiberon, in Brittany III., 101, 108, 138,
;

162.

expedition to; III., 89, 90, 98,110,
112, 115, 362, 366.
surrender of (business or calamity
of) j III., 90, 93, 97, 119.

Bay;
Quimper,

III., 89, 116, 166.
in Britanny ; III., 15.

Quin, Dr.

;

I.,

460.

III., 529.

III., 529.

;

Ranelagh, allusion to

I.,

;

433.

Ransom,Morland and Hamersley, Messrs.
III., 105.

Raschid, Reis Effendi II., 137,510.
Rashleigh or Rashly, Mr. I., 114, 127.
Rastadt.
See Radstadt.
Ratisbon II., 605, 645 III., 462.
;

;

113.

Queensberry, Duke and Duchess of. See
Douglas.
Queen's County, Ireland I., 241 ; II., 35.

Queen's House.

;

;

109, 112, 113, 115.
letter

528.

III.,

;

from

letter to

496, 503, 530.

governor

Ramus, Mr.; I., 156.
Randolph, Edmund, American Secretary
of State

382.

Quebec, province

See Rammel.

Ramilies, battle of ; I., 27.
Rammel or Ramel, Monsieur, French
Minister of Finance under the Directory;
III., 187, 189, 219.
Ramsey, Mr., mission of, to Portugal
III., 249, 250.
Ramsgate, letter dated at ; II., 324.

;

diet at

;

III., 92, 94.

ministers at ; II., 294.
minister from Hanover at ; III., 92
(2), 403.
, declaration by ;
III., 94.
Rattew or Ruttew, Edward ; I., 66, 72.
letter from
I., 71.
Ravens worth, Lord.
See Liddell, Sir
Henry.
Rawdon-Hastings, Francis, Lord Rawdon
I., 386, 390
II., 234, 360.
;

;

;

regiment of; L, 18

3.

as'Earl of Moira ; II., 499, 593, 598
III., 90, 93 (2), 96, 98, 100-104,
112, 115, 129, 387, 399.
expedition of, to Brittany; II., 431,
452, 474, 476 (2), 477, 490-492.
seems disposed to dash II., 607.
forces of; II., 501, 562 ; III., 95.
, want of dissipline in;
II., 650.
Raworth. Robert; I., 39, 42, 47.
;

;

letter

from

father of

;

I.,

;

27.

I.,

39.

Raynal, Abbe II., 92, 98.
Rayneval, Mons. de III., 409, 440.
Rays, Captain III., 389.
;

;

;

X X
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Razoumouskoi, Count, Russian minister at
Vienna III., 318, 320, 323, 326,
;

331

from; III., 318,395.
Reading, co. Berks, innkeepers at I., 261.
See Swallowfield.
place near.
Redding, Mr., of Hardwicke I., 264.
Redern, Count, Prussian Minister in England II., 67, 78, 97, 124, 136, 141,
letters

Rhine, the

520 and passim.
Imperial or Austrian II., 365,
371,495, 648; III., 50, 130, 213-

III.,

;

;

;

;

215,297, 519.
Prussian; II.,

:

365, 371, 392,
534, 566, 591, 614, 640 ; III., 509.
, French ; II., 522, 547, 548, 584,
592 ; III., 51, 109, 143, 146, 148,
161,232,257, 319; and passim. See
also Rhine, army of, under France,

de, Van, Monsieur or
Baron A. W., Dutch Minister at

armies of.
chased into

;

149, 160, 164, 178, 180,207 (2), 241,
242.
Redon, or Rhedon, rising at ; II., 452,
487.

Reede

cont.

action upon; II., 491 (2), 566 ; III.,
224.
forces on, allied ; II., 370, 610, 625 ;

(Reeden),

Berlin; I., 613 ; II., 73, 112, 131,
164, 167, 171-173, 180, 182, 224,
264, 284,291, 334,347,493; III.,
48, 79.
letters of

,

II.,

;

72, 95, 170, 174,

181, 182.
,

,

Major

extract from

;

II.,

;

I.,

156.

II., 15, 16.

;

Reformation, the, mentioned

143

;

II.,

89.

Regency
See Parliament,

Bills.

the,

bills in.

See

Reichenbach, convention of

;

the war drawing towards ; II., 288,
292.
Rhio, in India
I.,
588, 590, 591 ; III.,
443.
Rhode Island, U.S.A., Governor and
Council of III., 528.
Rhominagrobis, the philosopher, allusion
;

147.

I.,

Rhone, the, corpses thrown into III., 490.
Rhoon (Roon) Coimt, [William Gustavus
III., 40, 189,
Frederic Bentinck]
210,211,237,238,417-419.
arrest and imprisonment of; III., 40,
;

III., 159.

II.,

III., 224, 241.
islands in ; II., 405.
King of Prussia on ; II., 500.

to;

George, Prince of Wales,
suggested Council of ; II., 549.
;

130-132.

French possessions or conquests on

;

and the Prince of Wales.

Regnier, Monsieur, letter from

II., 357.
;
the passage of; III.,

in

difficulties

49, 84,

92, 113, 114, 156.
III., 265 (2),
Reiger or Rieger, Baron
277,290, 299, 303, 304,311.
Reis Effendi. See Raschid.
Rendorp, Mods, de I., 606 II., 71.
Renfner, Moosieur II., 70, 122, 173, 290.

;

;

;

;

42, 43, 55, 58, 62, 79, 151 (2), 157,
158,172, 221.
III., 419.
letter from
estates of; III., 4, 39, 221.
;

;

Renier, Monsieur I., 257.
Rennes; II., 429, 452, 463, 577, 584

brother

See

of.

Bentinck,

Count

;

;

III.,

245.
arrests at; III., 122.

Comte de II., 85.
Repuin, Prince III., 289.
II., 539.
Retrie, merchant at Cadiz
Reuss, Prince, Austrian Minister at Berlin
II., 113, 124, 129, 148, 493; III., 163,
Repaire,

;

;

;

;

226, 406.
lttveil

dupeuple (song) replaces the MarFrance III., 63.

seillaise in

;

Revel, Chevalier de; II., 275, 278, 281.
Revel, in Russia III., 391.
Reventlau, Count; III., 398.
Revenue Board or Commissioners ; I., 1 96,
351, 582.
counsel to the ; II., 83.
;

—

I., 267.
Reviczky,
Revolution [of 1688]
;

I., 472.
Re-volution society in England III., 466.
Rewbell, Monsieur (" Paul ") ; III., 358.
character of; III., 160.
;

;

Reynell's

map

Reynolds, Dr.

Rhemsberg

;

I.,

II..

Rhine, the river;
:J9G,

II.,

118;

131.

II.,

Henry

(?) letter from ; II., 25.
II., 329 ; III., 447.

Mr.
Richard; II., 576.
Richards
Mr. I., 308, 310.
Monsieur, a Swiss
;

:

;

Richardson,

—

;

I.,

III.,

164,233,

;

II.,

290.

258.

Richelieu, Due de
I., 147 ;
Richery, fleet of; III., 235.
;

II.,

471.

Richmond, Duke of. See Lenox, Charles.
Richmond, Surrey; I., 94, 98, 136.
III., 292, 381, 391.
dated at
395, 401, 403, 478.
I.,
Iliil, Surrey, letter dated from
237.

letters

;

;

;

I.,

162.

[George Poyntz], Governor of
Barbadoes; HI., 166.
Rickmansworih, co. Herts; II., 209.
Ricketts

130.

406, 407, 536.

uncle of;

Rich:

Park, Surrey

190.
398.

II.,

;

;

•Charles.
Madame de, his wife ; III., 79.
See Reede, Mons. de.
, father of.
Rice, Comte de ; II., 131.
II.,
letter to ;
132.
wife of; II., 131, 132.

Riegel

;

III., 198, 223.
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Robespierre cont.
inauguration of a

Rieger.
See Reiger.
Rietz (Ritz)

,

:

Mons. de;

by

III., 199, 226.

mistress of; III., 226.

,

Madame

,

291 ; III., 226.
Riga; II., 29, 31, 80, 385 III., 87, 391.
Rigaud, Monsieur ; II., Ill (2).
de

:

I.,

;

149.

Richard, Master of the Rolls, Ireland I., 206, 299, 311-320, 323,
;

535.
321.
declaration of, alluded to

Rights of man,

I.,

—

;

—

587.

II.,

;

;

;

Danton, &c,

,

;

of;

dictatorship

III., 499, 500.

III., 202.

Riou,
Risdon,

powers

,

death of;

,

religion

III.,
persons proscribed by
160, 498.
command of, over the arme"e
,
revoiutionnaire ; III., 497.
,
alarm of; IL, 539, 541, 542,
568, 582.
II., 616, 649 ;
fall and death of
III., 83-86, 160, 505, 531.
,

;

Rigby
George

new

586.

suspected of intriguing with the

allied

II.,

;

II.,

;

See Savage, Richard.
Rivers, Earl.
See Tonson, William.
Riversdale, Lord.
Rivet, James III., 196.
III., 124, 127.
Riviera, the

Thomas, 2nd Lord Grantham, pension
given to I., 205.
--; I., 541.
Robuerge, Mons. de II., 563.
;

;

;

See Lariviere.

Riviere, Chevalier de.

Robartes, John, Earl of Radnor;

;

116.

I.,

:

Col. Colyear ; III., 444.
Mr. ; II., 348.

69.

I.,

;

Robinson

127, 128, 161.

II.,

Rochambeau, Marechal de, commander of
II., 242.
the army of the North
Roche Bernard, in Brittany; II., 487.
Rochefoucault, Mons. de II., 69.
Roche Jaquelin, Mons. de II., 267, 463,
;

Robbery or burglary, persons convicted
of;

I.,

517.

;

Robelin;
Roberie

II.,

514.

;

530.

:

Mons.

de

la,

commandant of

royalist cavalry

;

the

III., 25, 108, 116,

123.
,

house of; III., 108, 109.
la, chef de division

Mons. de

123.
their brother, killed

;

III.,

;

Rodney

;

I.,

:

;

313.
Robespierre, Roberspierre, Robertspierre
[Augustin], "le jeune"; II., 511,
515, 528.
:

II.,

Ireland, letter dated at

Captain; II., 413.
George, Lord I., 508.
Roer, the river, in Germany

II.,

;

Edward.
65.

III., 123.

:

[Maximilien]

;

Rock Savage,

See Robespierre.
Roberspierre.
" Robert," arrest of; III., 371.
Robertson
Dr. ; II., 416.

Mr.;

Rochfort, Madame de I., 146-150, 155.
Rochfort, in Brittany ; II., 417, 418, 449.
Rochler; II., 439.
See Watson,
Rockingham, Earl of.

457-590 passim

;

498, 587.
adversaries of or opposition to ;
II., 575
III., 473, 492, 495, 504,
505.
III., 496.
, anecdote of;
,
character of
II., 553 ; III.,
492.
III., 499,
, conduct and aims of;
500.
government or ascendancy of;
III., 277, 490, 503-505.
III., 490.
, janissaries of;
party of ; II., 541 ; III., 492,
,
493, 495, 507, 531.
III., 500, 506.
, sayings of ;
speeches of, alluded to ; II.,
,
357, 588 III., 501.
wishes to escape to America
II., 549.
, racommodement of, with St.Just
II., 571.
,
takes the young king to
Meudon ; II., 576.
II., 579.
, attempt to assassinate
III., 64, 491, 493, 495,
,

;

;

,

;

,

;

;

III.,

51,

519.

Roger I., 47.
Rohan, Cardinal de
;

IL, 85.
Rohilla country, the ; I., 594.
Roland, Colonel ; III., 168.
Rolle (Roll), Baron de ; IL, 170, 174,
200, 276, 651; III., 96 98-100,
103, 104.
regiment or corps of ; III., 17,25, 102.
Rolleston, Stephen, letter from ; III., 473.
Rollin ; IL, 578, 603.
his father, a barber in Lorraine ; IL,
603.
Roman Catholic:
Church IL, 420.
priests ; IL, 294.
demanded, in Brittany ; IL,
,
540.
Roman Catholics or Catholics IL, 6, 13,
39, 40, 42, 89 ; and see Ireland,
Roman Catholics of.
Bill of Toleration for (Mitford's Bill) ;
IL, 13 (2), 41, 42, 55, 89 (2), 90,
238.
Rome ; I., 137 ; IL, 5-8, 10, 19, 20, 119 ;
;

;

;

III., 2, 5, 12.

agents at

;

III., 2G4.

ambassador

to
IL, 242.
ancient: IL, 6; III., 230.
;
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Rome

Rotterdam

cont.

Court

proposed minister to

of,

;

12.

;

buildings, places, &c., in
II., 6.
Capitol

Rouen (Ryone), armament

:

tender at;

;

Colosseum or Amphitheatre
Vespasian II., 7.
Egyptian obelisk II., 6, 7.

of

;

Forum

II., 6, 7.

;

of,
statue
Capitolinus,
Jupiter
called St. Peter ; II., 6.
Mausoleum of Augustus; II., 7.
Mons Palatinus ; II, 7.
Mons Quirinalis or Monte Cavallo
;

II., 7.

Palace of the Caesars

Pantheon

II., 7.

;

;

II.,

II.,

Rousseau, Jean Jacques

I., 151.
;
153.
Roussillon, le ; II., 487.
army of II., 586, 587.
commander in II., 529.
Spanish army in III., 128.
Roveray, Mons. du II., 255, 266, 267.

letter to

III.,

;

;

maintenance

119.

pensions

of;

and

George

III., family of.
order of precedence in

;

;

See Rhoon.
Roper, Colonel II., 481, 482.

Roon.

;

see

II.,

;

337.

dine with Lord Buckingham II., 634.
Royal Marriage Act ; II., 477 III., 457.
Rcyerant, royalist commander at Morbi;

;

han

II.,

;

527.

Royoz, Mons. de; II., 117.
Rubi, Monsieur II., 262.
;

Ruelle;

III., 117.

Ruremond

;

II.,

333

III., 518.

;

:

—

I, 242.
Francis, 5th

Captain, of the Trinity House;

II.,

509.

;

132.

I.,

;

275;

Rose

232-234.

II.,

John, 4th Duke of Bedford
estates in

I.,

at Weymouth ; II., 623.
insecurity of; II., 623.

Russell

;

III.,

Duke

of

Bedford;

I.,

11,323.

Russia
I.,
Czarina or Empress [Catherine]
II., 38, 42-52, 57,
147, 154, 602
60-62, 65, 66, 73-75, 81, 83, 102,
103, 181, 384, 404, 425, 498, 516
;

George, secretarv of the Treasury

;

252, 257, 296, 300, 327, 334,
380, 414, 488, 562 II., 30, 36, 55,
309, 354, 488, 499.
L,
Sir John, Recorder of London
517-520, 586.
" young " Mr. II., 290.
I.,

;

;

;

Rosenblad (Swedish

officer)

;

of.

II.,

262, 462.
,

fisheries

I.,

of,

with Turkey

;

606,

I.,

agrees to restore her acquisitions

Turkey;

to
,

excepts

22, 49, 142.
certain portions

II.,

;

II.,

22, 25, 49, 52, 77, 91, 92, 95, 111
and see Ockzakow and Dniester.
Prussia
, former alliance of, with
II.,

off;

war

613.
,

;

See Gore, Sir Ralph.
299; III., 336,361.

(Ireland),

;

128, 163, 230, 234, 243,

III., 74,

II., 88.

Rosieres, Mons. des, General of France
III., 32-34, 493.
plan of campaign of ; III., 45.

,

;

44.

cabal governing her councils

;

II., 46.

189.

Rossignol, brigand and general

;

III.,

498,

,

makes peace with Sweden;

II.,

49.

503.

Rosting, General

;

II.,

548.

,

264; II., 280, 381,
616, 621; 111,426, 518.
change of government in III., 410.

Rotterdam;

or

430, 508;

429,

murder of; II., 654.
Roscommon, co., Ireland,

II.,

370.

;

Rosses, the

92.

Rowley,
I., 190.
" old " I., 222, 233.
Royal family, the; I., 52 (2), 177;

266.

II., 5.
scirocco in
travellers to; II., 117, 336.
Roniens, the two ; II., 305.
III., 490,
Ronsin or Ronzin, General
496, 503.
as commander of the armee revolutionnaire; III., 498.
goes to la Vendee III., 498.
sent to Lyons ; III., 498.

Mr.;

I.,

;

French emigrants in; II., 118.
Governor of; II., 119.
murder at; II., 119.

Earl

;

I.,

;

—

6.

" such-like

and

ammunition " from
Vatican hill; II., 5.
dirt of;

;

II., 7.

;

bulls

III.,

;

;

Rowe, Mr.

description of

Triumphal Arch
Vatican,

independence

its

498.
municipality of II., 590.
scarcity of bread at ; II., 590.
Rousiilon, Major ; III., 168, 169.

;

II., 5, 6.

;

III., 83.

;

;

5, 6.

;

Peter's,

at

;

Pons Emilius II., 5.
Porta del Popolo II.,
Porta Angelica

down

291.

III.,

;

II., 7.

;

for the Pre-

51.

I.,

trees of liberty cut

depot at;
maintains

;

St.

cont.

emigres at II., 358.
letter dated at
II., 356.

III.,

;

I.,

76,

;

will

endeavour to make herself

a party in England II., 61.
refuses to accept the status quo
ante; II., 47, 48, 79, 92.
;

,
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Russia, Empress of cont.
, will
try to gain time

Russia, Court of
;

II., 87,

to foreign courts II., 46, 53, 66, 93,
98, 100, 180, 182, 221, 493; III.,
163, 401, 402; and see under the
several countries.
,
England. See Woron, to

88, 127, 143.

;

negotiations with
II., 88, 96,
100, 115, 121, 134, 143, 148, 156;
and see Petersburg, treaty of.
Mr. Adair; II., 100, 114,
, and
129, 144, 149.
, anecdote of;
II., 106, 107.
, confidential correspondence of,
with the Emperor ; II., 125, 127.
, will not molest
the freedom of
the Dniester; II., 134.
, men
and fleet to be furnished
by, for the " crusade "
against
France II., 170, 177.
grants an armistice to Turkey ;
II., 182.
, manifesto
of Pilnitz sent to ;
II., 194.
,

;

zow, Count,
ambassadors or ministers to; II„
45,53,60, 70, 88, 102, 110, 114,
129, 148, 164, 172, 221, 406.

England.
See
from
Whitworth, Charles, and Faukener,
,

with

;

II.,

,

;

II.,

II.,

III., 404.
ministers or ministry of ; II.,
137, 144, 385 ; III. 137.
,
dependence of the King of
Sweden on I., 353.
I., 612 ; II.,
, negotiations with
31, 45, 52, 106, 109, 112, 114, 122,
123, 146, 150, 156, 160, 162, 165,
166.
,
satisfactory conclusion of;
;

;

;

is

uneasy about her situation

;

262.

designs of, regarding Poland
II., 273, 292.
, is in
want of money ; II., 287,
489.
intrigues of, with the English
opposition II., 262-364.
, and
the >Comte D'Artois ; II.,
358 III., 393.
, George III., writes to ; II., 397.
, writes to the King
of Prussia ;
II., 491.
, determines
to strike a fresh
blow at the Turks II., 489.
, dissimulation of
II., 495.
agrees to furnish troops against
France ; III., 246.
, demands of
III., 246, 248.
III., 224.
, peace offering for
Corsica to
, proposed cession of
,

,

,

,

Danish ministry devoted

,

relations

,

,

;

II.,

,

48.

and Poland

75, 94, 190

;

;

II.,

,

;

newspaper

in the

Prussia

has

,

;

;

with Sweden II., 47.
Court of, or Court of St. Petersburg
;

II., 50, 53, 73, 75, 89, 91,

;

102, 111,
115, 121, 141, 143, 164, 217, 226,
261, 425, 505, 614; III., 30, 60,
173, 246-248, 400, 431, 516, 562.

pay of;

II.,

to

fear

;

Ill, 121,

II.,

123.

292.

;

71,

;

281, 287, 288,

288,
289, 292, 326, 329, 335, 381, 391,
403, 406.
III., 371.
, advisers of;
, character of
III., 288, 298.
, coronation of
III., 290, 298.
Russia; I., 276, 281, 325 II., 29, 51, 63,
71-79, 91, 95, 96, 124-126, 135,
140-144, 148, 155, 180, 436, 446,
451, 51fi, 615 ; III., 155, 156, 225,
299, 307, 312.
army or troops of; II., 281, 404, 322,
385 ; III., 246, 248.

67,

nothing

from II., 104.
messenger from

III.,

III., 281,

48,

III., 231.

59.

;

;

of the

,

allies

;

I.]

England

with

of,

(1791) sketch of; II., 44.
refuses the mediation

,

Emperor of [Paul

to

II., 38, 61.

;

III.,

of

32, 60.

II..

;

,

to the business of

in relation

Ockzakow. -See Ockzakow.
war with Prussia, danger

;

261 (2).
death of;

142-145, 162, 164, 167-169.

II.,

,

,

See Goltz,

,

227.
,

from Holland. See Hog-

,

at

maxim

of; II., 224.
alliance of, with Sweden

,

Count.
department of Foreign Affairs

221,224,256.
,

,

guer, Monsieur.
,
, from Prussia.

,

persons in favour

,

William.
-

;

,

cont.

ambassadors or ministers from,

,

1

,

malevolence of;

,

to

join

France;

the

II.,

II., 138.
alliance against

155,

181,

170,

182,

209.
,

II.,
,

,
,

terms offered by, to Turkey
166 (2).
peace of, with Turkey II., 177.
leading men at II., 224.
Irishman in the service of; II.,
;

;

256.
of, with France, sug, alliance
gested; II., 259.
alliance of, with Prussia ; II.,
,

292 (2).
,

overtures from

,

convention

II.,
,

,

28.

of,

;

II.,

361.

with England

;

384, 385.
keep Prussia quiet II., 625.
fear of, in Prussia ; III., 27,
to

;
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Kussia, Court of
,

,

cont.

danger

Ryder, [Dudley]
II., 165.
Ryone. See Rouen.
Ryves, " Cousin " I., 56.
;

alienating ; III., 29.
alliance of, with England ; III.,
oi*

;

50, 73.
,

,

loans to; III., 71.
treaty of neutrality with

;

III.,

191.
,

proceedings of

,

hopes of help from

;

III.,
;

234.
III.,

s.

246,

247.
III., 246,
, proposed subsidy to ;
247, 271, 274.
, activity of
III., 271.
, and
Prussia
III., 306, 308,
396, 400, 402.
, and Austria;
III., 325, 326.
, Order
of St. Alexander sent
from; III., 369.
made to ; III.,
, proposals to be
406-408, 563.
duties in II., 44.
England and Austria, Triple Alliance
of; III., 76, 148; and see Triple
Alliance,
;

;

Saar, the ; II. 536.
Sables, port of; II. 417.

Sables d'Olonne.
See Olonne.
Sablon, plain of; I., 154.
Sacheverell, Dr.
I., 48.
Sackville :
Charles, Earl of Middlesex, (son of
the 1st Duke of Dorset)
I., 108.
;

;

,

ambassador to France
I.,
483,
485, 490, 525-527, 529 ; III., 409,
413, 414, 439 (2).
, solicits
an audience from the
President des Etats ; I., 490.
, letter from, alluded to ;
II., 204,
, courier of
I., 485.
Lionel Cranfield, 1st Duke of Dorset,
as Lord-Lieutenant of Ireland ; I.,
;

;

;

;

naval power

of,

helped by England

;

II., 45.

of the Emperor
to ; III., 326.
treaty of, with England.
See St.
Petersburg, treaty of.
Vice Chancellor of ; II., 80, 103, 114,
129, 144.
war of, with Turkey; I., 282, 606,
612, 613 ; II., 25, 45-50, 77, 100,
166.

provinces

of, visit

Russian
agents;

II., 87, 95,

commerce; II., 51,
company II., 46.

139.
Sadlier,

emissary;

;

St.

Amand;

II.,

II.,

;

611.

391.

Andre, Jean Bon ; II., 457, 459, 518,
532, 542, 556, 560, 563, 584, 590 ; III.,
491.
character of; III., 494.
St. Brienne, in Brittany ; III., 536, 537.
St. Christopher's, island of ; III., 526.
Lieut.-Governor of ; II., 190.
St. Cloud ; II., 567.
St. Denys or Denis ; II., 567 ; III., 429.
deanery of; I., 71.
St. Dominique or Domingo, island of ; II.,
29, 176, 181, 267, 268, 399, 402,
433, 438, 455, 477, 654 ; III., 97,
102, 128, 166, 241, 390.

St.

armament for III., 142.
deputies from
I., 490.
French fleet at; II., 411.

103.

;

67, 174.

;

revolt in

76.
87, 95.

Empire in the North II., 75.
language, treatise translated into

;

III., 478.

Spanish part of; III., 167.
II., 320
III., 462.
Ste, Croix, Mons. de
speech of, to the French King III.,
;

;

;

;

1.,

;

472.

602.

merchant;
order of

437.

II.,

;

Alban's Head

II.,

II.,

Mr.

St.

;

declaration

446.

John Frederick, 3rd Duke of Dorset,

fleet or

;

II.,

;

117.

I.,

Germain, Charles, Lord Sackville,
under secretary of; II., 118.

II., 62.

ships of; I., 314, 315, 318,
354, 613 ; II., 87, 88, 385 ; III., 75,
77 (2), 128, 246, 381.
Eng, to co-operate with that of
land; III., 292, 293, 328, 329, 335.
, Admiral
of ; III., 234, 328,
329 and see Harnikoff.
, Eear Admirals of;
III., 374.
, officers of
III., 369.
frontiers of; II., 62.
la secte pieuse in ; III., 289.
messengers from II., 280, 394.
native of, III., 448.

from;

Lord George

;

exhaustion of;

letter

St.

11. ,

Ste. Genevieve, la chasse de

219.

Alexander

;

III., 369.

of St. Catherine ; III., 323 (2).
party in Poland $ II., 75.
province, chance of Sweden becoming
I., 360.
Rust, Mr.; I., 152, 159.
Rutland, Duke of. See Manners.
Ruttew, Edward. See Rattew.
Ruze, in Brittany ; III., 108, 118.

II., 463.
;
Saintes, deputy of; II., 587.
II., 480.
St. Etienne, Rabaud
St. Eustatius, island of; II., 23, 152.
III., 505.
Saintex,
;
;

St. Fief

;

St.

493.
near Saumur

III.,

St. Florent,

;

II.,

527, 545.

George, Lieut.-Colonel I., 455, 463,
489, 490 (3), 493, 506, 521, 531;

534, 576.
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Germain, troops at

St.

;

II.,

Gudule, canon of.
Helena, island of;

St.

St.

travellers to

;

St.

See Vandorselaer.
I.,

;

St.

I., 5.

See Fitzherbert,
Lord.
Helens,
Alleyne.
St. Helens, Isle of Wight; III., 103.
St. Huruge, " that mad incendiary " ; II.,
St. Ildefonso, letter dated at ; II., 204.
James, Court of ; II., 49, 156, 176, 217,

St.

252, 278, 399, 537, 539, and passim.
II., 46, 47.
, action of
insinuations or declamations
,
against II., 147 III., 45.
II., 320, 411.
, presentations at
III., 160.
, supposed agents of;
See
, ambassadors to and from.
;

;

;

Ambassadors.
Jean de Brie, Monsieur II., 326.
Jean de Mont, in France III., 118.
John
Henrv, Viscount Bolingbroke I., 52
;

St.
St.

;

II.,

527.

II.,

;

528.

Patrick, order of, institution of; I.,
172, 177-201, 208.
chapter of; I 189.
insignia of; L, 183, 187, 190.
knights of, dinner to I., 226.
installation of; I., 189, 190,
,
;

193,201

(2).

of;

I., 177.
secretary and other officers of; I.,
177.
St. Patrick's Day; I., 177, 226.
I., 589 ;
St. Petersburgh or Petersburg
II., 22, 23, 44, 45, 47, 54, 59, 66,
69, 77, 82, 84, 93, 102, 106, 107,
112, 132, 137, 141, 145, 149, 150,
156, 160, 162, 194, 225, 226, 255,
268, 362, 363, 374, 401 ; III., 208,
234, 292, 326, 395, 400.
,

list

;

;

Ambassadors

:

;

II.,

,

358.

St.

Michel:
Fort evacuation of

;

•

Mont

13, 45.

St.

;

Commissary)

(French

Michel,
517.

St.

III., 67,

;

583.
St. Gilles; III., 97, 118.

l'Auxerrois

to,

and Court

See

of.

Russia.
;

English merchants at IL, 44.
English secretary of Legation at
;

II., 6.

John, Viscount
I.,

St.

John,

letter of

John's, Newfoundland ; I., 546, 548.
Just [Louis Antoine de] ; II., 487,
520, 526, 538, 542, 548, 550-557,
561-563, 568, 570-576, 579, 580,
582, 584-583, 633 ; III., 508.
assassin employed by ; II., 633.
friend of ; IL, 587.
movements of; II., 563,584, 585,587.
speech by ; II., 555.
Laurent de Mauge; II., 580.

St.

St.

St.

Leger
Anthony;

St.

;

Chancellor

362, 374.
357, 360, 489.

Te Deum

Captain I.,
Leonard's Hill,

letter

St. Philibert, in

dated at;

II.,

St.

Malo's or

Maloes

II.,

St.

;

402, 429, 431, 436, 441, 463, 464,
468, 581, 584; III., 14, 536, 537.
fear of an English descent upon ; II.,
487.
defeat of the Convention troops at
II., 540.
St. Marcouf (Marcout), island of; III.,
138, 309 (2).
St. Martins, island of; II., 152.

St.

Mary

Blandford.

See Blandford

St.

Mathieu, French fleet at II., 590.
Maurice, Isle de II., 454.
Mawes, Cornwall, M.P. for; I., 121,
;

;

Maxence, pont II., 548.
Menehould, Menehoult or Menehoute
;

III.,

St.

;

Brittany

;

III., 108.
;

magazines

Stephens, Cornwall, letters dated at
70, 72.

St. Vallery,

St.

334, 363, 364.
St.

at
IL, 80.
a victory ; IL,

at; IL, ^74, 576, 581.
III., 98, 100,
St. Pol, Bishop of ; IL, 420
561.
St. Prie, Madame de ; I., 148.
St. Priest, Mons. de ; IL, 224.
St. Simon; III., 354, 361.
character of ; III., 354.
family of; III., 354.
St. Spirito, cape; III., 124.
I.,

Mary.
St.

after

;

Malo,

St.

at,

St. Pierre d* Arona or d' Arena

166.

St.

of.

Mr. Fawkener arrives
143.

I.,

;

St.

II.,

;

:

St.

;

207, 212, 226, 255.
letters dated at; IL, 80, 102, 114,
129, 134, 142, 143, 181, 221, 226,
III., 281, 298.
364, 393
naval commissaries at II. , 489.
travellers to; IL, b2, 70, 76, 88, 100,
215; III., 307.
treaty of ; III., 74-77.
Vice Chancellor at. See Russia, Vice-

117.

469, 471.

the French king stopped at; II., 110.
postmaster of; II., 116.
conferences at ; II., 331.
revolt at; II., 466.
French forces at ; III., 468, 469.

emigrants from

;

IL, 315.

St. Vallier, Capitaine ; IL, 581.
Saladin, Monsieur ; III., 16, 213.
character of ; III., 65.
Saigas, Mons. de ; III., 197.
;
IL, 584.
Salisbury, Earl and

Salicetti

Marquis

of.

See

Cecil,

family, the I., 519.
Salisbury or Sarum L, 10, 32 ; IL, 268,
401.
Bishops of. See Burnet, Dr. Gilbert
and Barrington, Shute.
Bishopric of; IL, 105.
;

;

Dean

of;

I.,

11.
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Sarum— cont.

Salisbury or

Sarum, Old

Dean and Chapter

of; L, 8.
elections at ; I., 108, 272.
free school at ; I., 42.
rebels at; I., 55.
stage coach to ; I., 102.
Salm, Rheingrave de ; III., 212.
Salme, Prince de ; III., 23.
Saltash, co. Cornwall, election at ; I., 108,
127, 270.
Salter, young ; I., 265.
Salthill, innkeepers at ; L, 261.
Saltram, letter from the King dated at
I., 493.
Sambre, the river:
French forces at II., 559.
victory of the Emperor near;
II.,
583, 584.
Sampson, Sir. See Gideon, Sir Sampson.
Sandomir, palatinate of III., 562.

for; I., 13.
Saubardiere, Madame de ; II., 326.
Saumaise, Colonel; II., 381.
Saumur, letter dated at II., 544.
patriots at ; II., 544.
;

Saunders
Captain;

Savage

;

See Montagu.

Sandwich, Karl
Sandwich Islands I., 605.
Sandys, Mr. ; I., 119.
Sans-Culotterie, " le petit

;

I.,

Mr.; I., 113.
Savannah, expedition against

;

III.,

Savile

28.

423.

:

George, 1st Marquis of Halifax,
Miscellanies of I., 27.
William, 2nd Marquis of Halifax I.,
;

;

16.

Savonne
Savoy,

II., 576, 581.
[Victor Amadeus II.]
;

Duke

of;

28.

de "

;

II., 177, 322, 400, 429, 449 ; III.,
;
485.
the Alps of; II., 4, 118.
expected insurrection in III., 95.
French intrigues in II., 255.
troops in
III., 241, 473, 485,
491 ; and see French armies.
Saxe, Marshal ; II., 410.
aide de camp of ; II., 410.
memoire of; II., 410.
;

Sansom, Mr.

607, 608.

II.,

;

;

Santa Cruz, Spanish Governor of; III.,
375.

Santa Lucia, island of; I., 184, 490.
Santerre, a brewer, commander of the
National Guard; II., 307, 309,
570; III., 466, 481.
distilleries of

538.
Sapineau, General; III., 96, 113, 114, 122,
123, 363, 561.
character of; III., 114.
army of ; III., Ill, 114.
Saralier; II., 571.
Sardinia, [Victor Amadeus III.] King
of; II., 122, 169, 400, 429, 449,
598 ; III., 1, 125, 142, 224.
army of ; II., 536.
Sardinia; II., 209, 318. 602, 649 ; III., 10,
II.,

;

94.

or Court of Turin
523 III., 485.
English minister at, see Trevor,

court or cabinet

of,

;

John.
,

:

Savoy
maitrc

III., 493.

,

273.

Richard, 4th Earl Rivers

I.,

;

II.,

II., 16.

I.,

;

;

of.

cont.

members

minister

,

of,

in

Switzerland

troops of;

431, 434.

II.,

Saxe Teschen, Duke of II., 336.
army under II., 534.
Saxony; II., 74, 76, 155. 182, 194, 208
;

;

;

III., 230.

Court of

;

75.

II.,

[Frederic Augustus] Elector of ;
75, 94, 126, 252, 264.

envoy

II.,

See Eden, Morton.

to.

House of; II., 174.
King of Sweden in
ministers of

Lower

;

;

III.,

circle of

II.,

I., 29.
;
75, 94, 493.

223.
III., 48.

;

Sayn, county of III., 227.
Scarborough, Earls of.
See Lumley.
Scarborough, election at I., 108.
Scepeaux or Scepeau, General de III.,
115, 363,561.
;

,

Vienna

at

;

III., 125.

proposals to, from France
III., 502.
grain from ; III., 127.
troops of II., 449, 523 ; III., 485.
French retiring from II., 631.
Sardinians, the II., 419.
,

;

;

;

;

I.,

156.

Vicomte
Sarum, Old; 1., 11,

Sarsfield,

cattle of

Saxe-Coburg. See Coburg.
Saxe-Meiningen, Duke of; II., 431.

;

II., 596.

Sarjent, Mrs.

;

;

;

I.,

I.,

;

army of;

III., 138,

surrender of
Schac, Mr.

;

II.,

;

362, 364, 394.
III., 364.

220.

Schaw,a messenger;

II.,

347, 546;

III.,

198, 326.

Scheldt or Escaut, the river II., 362,363,
370, 384, 559, 602.
opening or free navigation of
II.,
46, 344, 346, 351, 352.
;

349.

24.

89.

;
I., 8, 12, 21, 24, 34, 38,
78, 10?, 109, 111, 112, 114, 115,
120, 122.
future, nominations for, to be
,
given to the Prince of Wales ; I.,

elections at

134 (2).
letters addressed to; I., 71, 72.

Scheltinger, Monsieur III., 207.
Schermonnik-Oog or Schiernionik-Oog,
island of; III., 187, 190, 191
Schlestatin Alsace; HI., 133.
;

Schlieffre,

—

;

II., 23.

Schneider, General II.. 603.
secretary of; II., 603.
;
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Schombergh,

Sir A.

—

Schroeder,

I.,

;

;

Scotland

298.

I.,

cont.
rebels in ; I., 53.

544.

Schubart
Monsieur de, Danish Minister at the
Hague ; II., 541, 615, 622 III.,
:

;

207.

Madame

de III., 207.
III., 207.
father of
Schulemberg or Schulenburg, Count, Prussian minister; II., 61, 70, 71, 126, 147,
149, 155, 163, 170, 172, 173, 177, 178,
180, 182, 183, 230, 245, 258, 276, 348,
535, 565, 577, 604 ; III., 452.
II., 465.
Scilly, ships off
Scotch or the Scotch I., 465, 468, 567 ;
II., 309.
desire to be independent of England
;

;

;

;

;

13.

I.,

suggested as members of the Ministry ; I., 206.
supporters of the Pretender ; I., 51.
brigade in Flanders.
See Flanders.
coal; I., 230.

"job";

485.

I.,

law case, quoted

523.

I.,

;

officers; III., 444.
III., 206.
representative ; I., 590, 592,
596, 597, 602, 607 ; III., 206.
physician
I., 143.
politics
I., 357.
Scotland I., 534, 586 II., 215, 003. 423,

peers

;

;

;

;

;

538;

III.,

265,421,440.

Regency question

of Police in I., 560.
secretary to I., 560.
clergy in; II., 416.
Clerk of the Mint in ; I., 535.
Clerk of the Register in I., 535.
convention of, member of ; II., 582.
Crown presentations in ; I., 568.
election in
I., 108.
employment of convicts in ; I., 555;

;

535.

I.,

See Campbell,
Hay, (1783), Dundas, Robert,
(1784), Blair, Robert (1789).
union with ; I., 29.
Scott:

Charles William Henry, Earl of Dalkeith ; II., 290.
D., letter from ; III., 195.

David;

II., II.

Francis, Earl of Dalkeith ; I., 74.
Henry, Duke of Buccleuch; I., 570,
590, 592(2), 602, 603, 607; II.,
290, 367.
son of II., 290.
John ; I., 172, 174, 178, 182, 191,
208, 222, 226, 244.
as Prime Serjeant of Ireland; I.,
173 ; III., 553.
made Lord Chief Justice of
Ireland ; I., 229.
as Lord Earlsfort ; I., 302, 311,
313,316, 317, 319-321, 324,365,
366, 369, 375, 379, 381, 382, 385,
387, S88, 391, 400, 407,411-413,
461, 468, 469,481-483, 485,491,
494,495, 499-502, 519.
, letter from ;
I., 316.
, letter to ; I., 313.
defection of; I., 396.
renewed support of I., 397.
office of, reversion of
I., 325,
327.
as Viscount Clonmel; I., 531,
542, 545-547, 551(2), 554, 557;
;

;

;

II., 11.

John, Solicitor-General (17881793) L, 510; II., 198/213, 230233,235(2), 245.
as Attorney-General
II., 403

Sir

;

;

,

557.

;

;

III., 76, 533.

Exchequer of, Chief baron
Montgomery, James.
Barons of; I., 586.
fishery bill for, suggested

Sir William, Chancellor of the diocese

London;

of

General;
I.,

;

See

of.

196.

I.,

555, 556.

;

French correspondents or emissaries

II.,

;

;

II.,

326, 480, 514.
I.,

591,

593.

Lord Advocate

See Campbell,

of.

Campbell, Hay.

Sealey, Joseph

;

I.,

555, 556,

members

sent from, to Parliament,
or union members I., 33.
opposition party in ; I., 596.
parliament of. See Edinburgh, parlia-

498.

;

I.,

alluded to

—
—

262 (2), 263

;

I.,

144.

III.,

285.

;

II., 99.

;

Seamen, families
Seare,

of a canal in

560.

III., 194.

III., 326.

Spylla and Charybdis, allusion to
Seal-skins

Hay.

Lord President of the Court of Session in.
See Miller, Thomas, and
making

I.,

;

Independents (political) in;

230, 504.

461.
108.
I.,

Mr. I.,
Mr. II., 225
a messenger
;

forts in;

;

;

;

Board

in

in

Solicitors-General of.

;

I.,

;

I.,

of, Bill for

payments

to,

297, 299, 302, 309.

268.

L, 42, 45, 46.
General,
Seckendorf,
QuartermasterGeneral to Duke Albert ; II., 626.

Seaton,

;

;

ment

at.

plots or troubles in ;
peerage of; I., 596.

I., 8,

13.

President's Chair in I., 534, 535.
I., 51, 55.
the Pretender in
;

;

Secretary of State; III. 62, 193.
Pitt reported to be ; I. 162.
Department or Office of ; I., 290, 368,
369, 482, 535 (2), 536, 555, 575,
586,604; II., 231, 237, 306-308,
344, 432, 440,514; III., 286.
salary of; II., 512,513.
.
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Secretary of State cont.
for the Home Department (including
Ireland and the Colonies) ; III.,
167, 560, and see
North, Lord (1783).

—

Townshend, Thomas, Lord Sydney (1783).

W. W.

Grenville,

(1789).
Dundas, Henry, (1791).
Portland, Duke of, (1794).
Lord Sydney's
of, or
, Office
office ; L, 301, 313, 352, 375, 390,

391,401, 412.
clerks in
I., 475.
the Foreign Department;
134 ; III., 167; and see
Fox, Charles James (1783).
,

;

for

II.,

—

,

office of,

a third

Hammond

Under, Mr.
Burges as

;

;

——

at.

succeeds Mr.

, Office of
III., 70, 95.
Secret service money ; III. 369.
Sedan; II., 525, 620; III. 475.
municipality of; II., 304 (2).
Segur, Comte de ; I. 281 ; III., 440.
embassies of, to Rome and Berlin
II., 242.
Seine, the, persons drowned in ; II., 517.
Selkirk

.

:

Earl of. See Douglas.
Alexander, Ode of, quoted

Selwyn, Mr.

I.,

II.,

275, 355;

Shah Allum,

See Mogul, the

restoration

of,

(1784); I., 243.
son of; I., 243.
Shakespeare,
William.

honour

wanted

of,

monument
Abbey;

;

inscription
I., 160.

in

Westminster

in

of,

alluded to

160.

I.,

plays of. See Plays.
Shanes Castle, Ireland II., 20.
Shannon, Earl of. Sec Boyle.
Shannon, the river; L, 231.

Shaw:

III., 350.

Madame

42.

as the Great Mogul.
Great.

;

51.
118, 145.

Marquis de;

Semonville,

III.,

;

I.,

;

I.,

;

See Conway,
See Cooper,

of.

Shah Aulum, Shaalum or Bahader Shah,
King, son of Aurungzebe (1709);

;

400.
Selwin, Colonel

;

General Henry.

III., 141.

;

;

Shaftesbury, Earl
Anthony Ashley.

Office.

War, Secretary

see

;

Lord (1791).
see Foreign

cont.

as 1st Marquis of Hertford ;
II., 478.
, death of;
II., 595.
, his wife
[Isabella]
I., 145.
Francis, Viscount Beauchamp, his son;
I., 173, 175, 179, 208
II., 397, 398.
, as Earl of Yarmouth
II., 406,
407, 410, 426, 430-432, 434, 436,
437, 475, 478. 497, 500, 503, 509,
594.
, as 2nd Marquis of Hertford
II.,
593, 595, 636, 643, 653.
from
,
letters
II., 399, 451,
;
453, 470, 479, 503, 536, 592, 601,
653.
606, 635, 643,
II., 446, 451, 467,
, letters to
476,601, 606.
, brother of ;
II 452.
,

;

Osborne, Lord Carmarthen and
Duke of Leeds (1783).
Grenville,

Seymour Conway, Francis-

de

587, 588.
Sempill, Hugh, Lord ; II., 340, 349.
Senegal II., 430, 437.
Serens, Serent, or Serrant, Comte de
105,' 117, 129, 179, 365,561.
Seringapatam ; II. 185.
capture of II., 192, 209.
Serrant.
See Serent.
;

Captain; I., 610, 611.
a messenger. See Schaw.
Sheaffe, Lieut. R. H. III., 529, 530.

II.,

;

;

;

III.,

from

letter

;

III., 530.

Sheerness, Kent, Master attendant of the
dockyard at; I. 113.
mutiny in the fleet at III., 328 (2).
;

;

Serrurier

;

works of;

582.

II.,

Seven Years War, the

—,

death of

;

I.,

books " got from

54.
Sir E.

of Somerset;

;

Shenberg, Dr.;
Shene, Mr.

;

I.,

156.

L, 568.

Shepherd

I.,

53,

Company;

Sheridan

Seymour Conway:
Francis, Earl of Hertford
146,480, 571.
,

as

Ireland

;

I.,

145,

former Lord-Lieutenant of
;

I.,

Bucks

;

I.,

572.

29,

264.

Sherbourne, co. Dorset

53.

I.,

I.,

30.

of co.
;

II.,

;
II., 345.
outrages at ; II., 327.
reform association in II., 268.
Shelburne, Earl of. See Petty, William.

of the East India

Seymour

Duke

;

men

209.

Severn, the river, cruisers guarding ; I.,
351.
Sevres (Seve, Seves) ; II., 567 ; III., 429.
429-431,
III.,
letters
dated
at;
437-440.
Sevright, Mr. ; III., 369, 384.
Charles,

Buckingham,

345.

III., 258.

;

of

76.

I.,

Sheffield, " little

Settlement, Act of; III., 423.

Severn,

John, Duke

Sheffield,

;

I., 3.

:

[Charles Francis] Military Secretary
to Lord Buckingham 1., 198, 205,
208,345,365, 386, 391, 418,422,
439, 440.
;
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Sheridan, Charles Francis cont.
, dismissal of ;
I., 440, 441, 444,
445.
and children of; I., 440,
, wife
441, 444.
I., 440.
, sisters of ;
Richard Brinsley ; I., 198, 202, 205,
252, 287, 374, 388, 434, 439 ; II.,
458, 480.
, speech of, alluded to;
I., 412.
,
and the French revolution;

,

the

in

,

Morning

Commons

III., 308.

See

brother of.
Charles Francis.
,

Sheriffs,

powers of;

Sheridan,

17.

I.,

See

American ships,
commanders
of,

to

;

III.,

release of

instructions

III., 526.
cruisers to guard the coasts; I., 350.
for the South seas ; II., 74.
gun ships ; I., 582.
prize; I., 183.
of the line, to be fitted out
I.,
579 (2), 580.
transports
I., 587, 588.
wrecked; III., 164.
;

;

Ships named
Africa ;

423.

III.,

Albion;

Asia

I.

;
;

;

III., 525.

;

III., 98, 100, 101, 103.

Jupiter, brings Princess Caroline to
Litchfield

III., 49.

;

;

I.,
;

42.
I.,

11, 20, 21, 26.

Marie Elizabeth, Danish
Martha; I., 14.

;

III., 524.

officers of, seized
II.,

;

III., 528.

;

623.

III., 93.

;

Prince ; III., 98.
Prince George, Danish I., 36.
Prince of Wales ; III., 98.
Queen Charlotte; III., 98.
Ranger, packet boat III., 416, 422.
;

;

Republicaine, French

;

III., 15.

Robusta; III., 138.
Boehampton ; III., 525.
Royal William ; III., 96.
Russia Merchant ; III., 14.
St. Esprit (St.
Espree), French,
III., 14.

Sans-Culotte, French

;

III., 525.

II., 91, 99.

;

;

III,, 95.

Assemblee Nationale, French

;

II.,

586.

Tankerville; I., 21, 25, 26.
, loss of;
III., 69.

Astrea; II., 98,99.
Barfleur ; II., 422.

Thames ; II., 465.
Vanguard ; II., 474.

Bedford; I., 4, 11.
Betterophon ; II., 474.

Vengeance; II., 613.
Venus; II., 399,406.
Veteran ; II., 613.
William Tell ; III., 524.

Canada;

III., 142.
I.

;

14.

Carmagnole, French;
Catherine ; III., 524.
Chambers, frigate I.,
Charles ; III., 525.
Colopus; III., 98.
;

Conway

II,

465.

14, 44.

396.
423.
Delight; III., 525.
;

II.,

Cumberland

Diamond;

I.,

Duchess

;

Edgar

II.,

;

II.,

;

I.,

20.
7, 32.

402.

;

,

;

I.,

247.

officers of

;

Shirley, Sir Thomas
I., 567.
Shooter's Hill, Kent, Prince Edward at
I., 558.
Shore, Mr., or Sir John I., 557 ; II., 307,
308, 321, 323, 324.
Shoreham, Sussex, election at; I., 108.
Short, Mr.
II., 283.
Shovell, Sir Cloudesley
I., 26, 28.
Shrewsbury, Duke of (in 1714).
See
Talbot, Charles.
Shropshire, places in II., 201.
;

;

;

;

;

Elizabeth and Margaret ; II., 98, 99.
Foulis ; 1., 573.
Galatee, French II., 465.

Ganges

III., 105.

Strutham ; I., 60.
Swallow ; I., 573.

14.

Canterbiuif

;

Narcissus ; II., 419.
Nautilus ; III., 528.

;

III., 87.

;

Ambuscade, French

Anna

Jason

257.

1.,

14.

Semillante, French
II., 465.
Somers ; I., 19 (2).
Southampton ; II., 623.
, captain of
II., 623.

III., 126.

623

II.,

I.,

Industry, French

Sappho

:

Agamemnon;

43 (2), 44.

60.

Horsham;

Pomona

524, 525.
III., 87.
;
capture of American vessels by.
,

1.,

185.

I.,

Orion ; III., 98.
Phcenix ; I., 8.
Pilgrim; III., 525.

Ships, English

captured

II.,

Hinchinbroke ;

,

39.

I.,

;

Heme;

Nonsuch

Sherley, Mr. ; I., 15.
Shetland islands; I., 47.

Shipman, Mr.

Hawke;

Heathcote;

Loyal Cooke
in the

of,

named— cont.

Grange ; III., 524.
Hampshire ; I., 4.

England

561.
writing of,
Post; I., 608.

I.,

motion

Ships

Siam, King of

;

I.,

Duke of; II., 395 (2).
Sicilian treaty
II., 411.
Sicily, grain from
III., 127,
Sidmouth, letter dated at ; II., 194.

Sicignano,

;

;

I.,

248.

45.
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Sidney, Sir ; I., 152.
Sieg, the river ; III., 51, 218.
Sierra Leone, Bill concerning; II., 105.
Sieveking, Mr. III., 222.
Sieves, Abbe ; II., 69, 462, 463, 471, 541
(2), 542, 548-550, 553, 555-557,
560-562, 564, 567-569, 571, 573575, 586-589 ; III., 219.
character of; III., 64, 86.

Smith, Smyth

;

;

Silesia; II., 170,269.

Prussian

Upper
Siiius

;

;

proceedings of; III., 527-530.
Simcoe, Lake; II., 611.
Simolin, Mons. de, Russian Ambassador
III., 448.

Fund

213

I.,

;

III.,

;

383.

bill; I., 261.

Skiddaw

;

II.,

;

II., 4.

Skipworth or Scipworth, Sir Thomas

;

I.,

36.
Slater, a messenger; II., 65, 132, 268,
426, 495.
Slave trade or African slave trade, the ; I.,
308, 353 ; III., 442-443, 446,
bill ; I., 342.
Slaves or Slavery ; II., 104.
II., 437, 453.
Sloane, Mr.
;

Sloper, General; I., 241,525.
Smalls, the, the lights of ; I., 351.
Smalridge, George, Bishop of Bristol

;

I.,

:

;

III., 472.

Sir Skeffiugton

-vdney

;

487, 511, 51 G.
€05 III., 101, 276,

I.,

;

II.,

;

280, 283,287.
,

432, 439.

;

;

Soissons,

France

I.,

;

484.

III., 235.

;

I.,

70.

Soldiers or troops, raising of; I.. 286.
to go to Jamaica ; I., 582.
asked for in Holland ; II., 374.
with the fleet III., 423, 424.
at Toulon.
See Toulon,

letter to

Capt. Sydney

;

;

III., 276.
II.,

169, 213.

to

be

lent, if

needed, to Austria; III.,

75.
for Quiberon.

See Quiberon, expedi-

tion to.
Solerne, Swiss canton of; II., 313.

Soleure;

449;

III., 451.
538, 540.
letters from, notes of; III., 541.
Solicitor-General; I., 541 ;

Solhilac

II.,

III.,

;

and

see

Macdonald, Sir Archibald
John, and Mitford, Sir
;

Scott, Sir

John.
Solmon, commandant of the guard

Temple II., 556.
Solyma, nymphs of I., 141.
Sombreuil, Comte Charles de
Somers, John, Lord Somers;

at the

;

;

II., 103.

;

541.
as President of the Council I., 38.
as former Lord Chancellor
I., 313
I.,

;

,

55.

;

II.,

II., 4.

;

Soders or Great Soders, Ontario, American settlement at III., 528-530.
letter dated at
III., 530.
Soestdyk, in Holland III., 156.

,

Smith, Smyth
Mr., Secretary of the Ordnance in
Ireland ; I., 359.
I., 359.
, family of ;
Mr., of Queenborough I., 115.
102-104.
III.,
Mr., of Thame ;
son-in-law of ; III., 103.
Robert, clerk of the Treasury ; I.,
483; II., 12, 303,310.
Sir Robert

brother of; I., 335.
Snodlands, Kent, living of;

;

Monsieur

305.
Sistova, Sistove or Sistovo, negotiations at
II., 63, 64, 71, 73, 93, 96, 102, 106,
111, 121, 137, 156, 160, 163 (2),
165,166.
peace of; II., 129, 167, 171, 182.
Sittingbourne, Kent, letters dated at ; III.,
140, 377.
Sionville,

;

;

Solden (Cornwall?);

;

Sinking

514.

I.,

Sydney Stafford, Lord Chief
Baron of Exchequer I., 523.
Sneyd, Mr. I., 314, 335, 336.

Solano, fleet of

528, 529.
II., 551.
arrest of
Sinclair, Sir John ; I., 591.
Sinclair, Lake ; II., 611.
II.,

;

I.,

;

Simon, his account of the French royal
family

;

Sir

Snowdon

III., 69.

;

wife of;

,

II.,

at Paris

Viscount Strangford
511-515, 519, 521, 525.

II., 9.

;

462.
Silvester ; III., 49, 52.
Simcoe, Colonel or General ; II., 188, 234,
405, 602, 611; III., 534.
as Lieut.-Governor of Upper Canada
Sillery

:

Lionel,

Addison's translations of,

Italicus,

mentioned

Smythe

232.

III.,

;

II., 96.

;

cont.

Col. William Stephen, late secretary
of Legation from the United States ;
II., 145, 157, 158, 160, 264.
, letter from ;
II., 145.
General ; II., 165.
;
clerk to Lord Buckingham,
death of ; I., 262.
an American at Basle ; II., 554,
555.

;

;

II.,

;

467, 468.

Somerset
Earl

of.
See Carr, Robert.
Duke of. See Seymour, Charles.
Henry, Duke of Beaufoi t II., 300.
Henry Charles, Marquess of Wor;

cester; II., 300.
Somerset, county of; I., 270, 356, 370;
II., 12,240, 247, 416; III., 147.
copper in I., 259, 261, 274.
Soraerville, James, Lord
I., 592 (2), 602.
Somme, the river; II., 547.
Soracte, in Italy
II., 5.
Sorrento (Surrentuni)
II., 9, 20.
Sorville, Mons. de, letter from, notes of
III., 540.
Soubejiraus.
II., 305.
;

;

;

;

—

;
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Commissary

Soubrani,

II.,

;

580,

576,

586.

Spain, Court of

cont.

ambassadors or ministers from,
to foreign Courts
II., 53, 97, 368 ;
III., 428
and see under the several
,

Soulavie

457.

II.,

;

;

mason

Souriceau, a

III., 107,

;

108, 120-

;

countries.

123.

South, Captain

;

14, 22.

I.,

Southampton, Lord. See Fitzroy, Charles.
Southampton I., 65 II., 401, 437 III.,
;

;

, English
embassy to ; II., 190,
359, 447, 453, 476, 478, 492, 495,
498, 503, 509.

;

,

93, 98, 102, 104.
Frenchmen at ; II., 448 ; III., 100.
Prince of Orange goes to ; III., 134.

camp

Southsea,

dated at; III.,

at, letter

93, 95, 96, 98, 99, 102, 103, 134, 136.

South Sea Company, collapse of, alluded
to ; I., 65 (2).
South seas, the II., 22, 74.
South Shields II., 328.
Southwark, address from I., 265.
Spa; II., 120,359.

,

,

,

II.,

——

,

,

II.,

594.
description of

;

594, 595.
I., 105, 593

;

II.,

117, 165, 184.
magistrates of I., 595.
visitors to; I., 103, 105, 164, 218,261,
;

Spain,

II.,

204.

from

to,

,

,

change of;

II.,

261, 367,

new Prime

Minister

386.
the

See Alcudia, due de la.
, Minister of Finance
II., 369.
, treaty
or convention with; I.,
194, 273, 276
II., 21, 386, 398.
, satisfaction demanded from
I.,
579 (2), 580, 596.
, negotiations with
I., 606. 607 ;

of.

;

I.,

;

dated at

letters

I.,

;

;

Count.

,

friars at

declines

ministers or ministry of ; I., 606,
176, and see Florida Blanca,

595.

I.,

Convent of Capuchin

Secretary of;

envoy extraordinary
Holland; III., 73.
,

;

Geronstere and Sauveniere springs at

Lord Hertford

653.

,

;

;

Morton Eden withdraws

his acceptance of; II., 594, 595.

;

;

;

356, 607; II., 18, 118-120.

II.,

King

(2), 373, 375, 376, 383, 433, 438,
447 ; and see Nootka Sound.

of:
"Charles III."

of Austria;

[titular],

12, 26, 28, 33, 34.

I., 6,

England;

arrival of, in

,

Archduke
I.,

8,

10.

Charles III. [Bourbon] as * the late

King";

II.,

368.

Charles IV.
II.,
109, 122,' 131,
203, 204 (2), 365, 368, 374, 580,
598 III., 258, 464.
, steps taken by, in favour of the
French King II., 376.
, suggested assassination of ;
II.,
;

;

;

459.
,

,

,

, relations of, with France; II., 83,
135, 177, 318, 368, 648.
, negotiations and treaty of, with

France;

III., 57, 73, 93, 96, 100,
104, 127, 213, 222, 302, 339, 533.
, danger of
a rupture with III.,
127, 128, 148, 246.
, probable future action
of ; III.,
214, 233, 266, 350, 353, 355.
;

,

compensation expected from

;

of

war

against

III., 284, 287.

See Spanish fleet.
second son of III., 287.

fleet of.

;

Queen of;

368, 369, 386.
her lover ; II., 369.
Spain; I., 36, 189, 285; II., 22, 46, 47,
61, 62, 65, 133, 138. 181, 189, 209,
213, 578, 584 ; III., 10, 75, 96, 127,
175, 382, 431, 440, 441.
colonies of I., 605
II., 74.
contraband trade with ; II., 3.
commissions in ; II., 203.
court of, Spanish Court, Court of
Madrid ; I., 603 II., 52-54, 83, 98,
134, 189, 263, 267, 297, 373, 399,
406,449,475, 511, 533, 537,584;
II.,

,

;

;

See Spanish

fleet,

imports, exports, and duties of; I.,
171, 179, 188, 200,261, 582, 585.
Junta de Estado ; II., 368.
replaced by new Council of
,
State II., 369.
order of the Golden Fleece in ; II.,
204.
ports of; I., 585, 588; II., 71 j III.,
;

127.
possessions

of,
in America.
America, Spanish settlements

,

;

;

III., 379.
fleet of.

declaration

England by

284

22, 31, 134, 162, 175, 254,

,

III.,

in the

West

Indies

;

See
in.

II.,

409

;

241.

trade with ; I., 187, 189.
travellers to ; I., 606 ; III., 69.
revolt in ; L, 264.
in relation to America
L, 264.
;

III., 10.

ambassadors or ministers to,
See Fitzherbert,
from England.
Alley ne, Lord St. Helens Jackson,
and Stuart, John, Earl of
F. J.

territorial claims of; I.,

572-575.

,

;

;

Bute.

or possible war with
573, 580, 587, 589; II., 51.
preparations in I., 585.

difficulties

;

instructions sent to

;

I.,

596.

;

I.,
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Spain cont.
suggested invasion

by France;

of,

II.,

Spencer, Earl— cont.
, mission of, to Vienna

569.
predicted revolution in II., 569.
defence of the frontiers of; II., 602.
seizure of Dutch vessels by; III., 71.
New; II., 511.
Spaniards or the Spaniards II., 42, 429,
437,522, 551, 580; III., 368.
to be forced to accept King Charles

;

,

36,261,283,310.
, house of, Cabinet
meeting held

;

33.
repulse of; II., 419.
I.,

at;

IL, 165, 188, 189,
217, 219, 223, 225, 227, 233, 240243, 246, 247, 251, 265, 270, 279,
287, 292, 295, 384, 409.
, letters from;
IL, 88, 264, 290.
, appointment
of, to Berlin ; IL,

Spanish

armaments

315.

I.,

;

army or troops

;

II.,

422, 448

II.,

449.

;

III.,

128.

Toulon

,

at

,

desertions

,

officers

;

;

courier; I., 603.
II., 98.
cruisers
, captain of;
II., 99.
declaration; I., 603 (2), 606; II.,
131.
embassy in England, chaplain to
II., 323, 419.
fleet or ships
I., 54, 585, 613 ; III.,
251, 348, 487.
See West Indian
, West Indian.
;

;

fleet,

II.,

;

;

;

;

;

;

74, 82.

Succession, the, war of;
II., 49.
sugars; II., 31.
wines, duty on; I., 171.

I.,

8, 9,

28

;

:

Earl

3rd

Sunderland,

of

death of I., 67.
George, 4th Duke of Marlborough
I., 267; II., 165, 279; III., 91.
George, Marquis of Blandford, his
I., 334.
eldest son
George John, Earl Spencer II., 464
;

;

;

;

;

III., 479.

as first

Lord

III., 14, 19,

Admiralty

of the

89, 91, 182,

;

234, 236,

;

;

;

Sporck, General ; III., 133.
Staal, a Eriesland patriot ; III., 252.
Stade, on the Elbe III., 9.
Stadion, Count, ambassador
;

Emperor

to

England

;

from

the

II. , 72, 78, 85, 92,

98, 113,136, 158,168, 171,270,285,365.
Stadt, troops embarked from
III., 142.
Stael, (Stahl) Mons. de, Swedish Am;

bassador to France

;

1 1.,

242. 371

;

de

;

father of.

II., 242
III., 479.
See Necker.
;

Stafford:

Marquis

See

of.

Leveson-Gower,

Granville.

Mr. ; I., 37.
Stafford, gaols at

I., 524.
Staffordshire manufacturers
252.
;

and ware

;

1 1.,

Stair, Earl of.
See Dairy mple, John.
Stakelberg, Count IL, 87, 88, 102.
I., 108.
Stalden, Mr.
Stamford, Colonel II., 291.
III., 293, 403.
Stamfort, General [de]
Stamp office I., 383.
499.
Stamps, board of; IL,
;

;

;

;

;

Stanhope
[Caroline?],

Lady Harrington

;

I.,

148.

362.
,

180.

;

,

;

letters

III., 87, 91,
,

I.,

;

Madame

232.
Sparrow, Colonel, High Sheriff of co. Armagh III., 389.
II.. 403.
Spartel, Cape

,

;

102.

III., 7, 60.

I.,

Charles,

I.,

Spenser, Edmund, allusion to ; I., 141.
Spice Islands ; I., 591 ; IL, 32.
(Dutch) III., 241.
trade ; I., 588.
Spielmann or Spielman IL, 194 III., 331.
Spinola, Marquis ; III., 306.
Spires, bishop of; IL, 85.
Spithead; IL, 277, 634; III., 103, 104,
142, 328, 329.
convicts at ; I., 542, 546.
fleet at
IL, 45.
Portuguese ships at IL, 412.
Lord Howe at IL, 608.

;

Spanish Town, Jamaica, Governor's house

Spencer

;

III., 561.

;

III., 90.

;

;

448.
governor III., 375.
main, British establishments on I.,
572.
packet boats II., 409.
proverb quoted I., 145.
rupture II., 437.
settlements in the South Seas; IL,

;

death of
Lord R[obert]
,

Mr.

;

from

letter

,

;

;

at

;

621,651.

from III., 250.
of, at Nootka; II., 511.

charge d'affaires II., 204, 365.
commercial treaty I., 349.
consul generals II., 86, 154.

general

III., 261.

Lord Henry John

528.

II.,

IL, 601

Privy Seal IL, 644, 646.
at Cabinet meetings, as first
Lord of the Admiralty; III., 35,

;

General Dugommier ordered to attack

;

(3), 602, 606, 607, 609, 614, 620,
622, 624-626, 629, 630, 632, 636,
639,640, 641, 643.
,
at Cabinet meetings, as Lord

;

letters to

from; IL, 624, 632;
296, 328, 374, 380.
II., 643
III., 562.
;

;

Charles, Earl of Harrington
Charles, 3rd Earl Stanhope;
564 IL, 445.

;

;

I.,
I.,

585.
351,
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Stanhope, Charles, Earl— cont.
" nonsense talked by "
II., 73.
, in relation
to the French revo,

;

570, 582.
Charles; I., 89, 90.
[General] James, Secretary of State
I., 51-53, 56, 57, 65.
lution

;

II

,

;

letter of; I., 51.

,

I., 85.
as 1st Earl Stanhope
Lucy, his wife [daughter of Governor
,

;

Pitt]

.

68, 70.
, letter of;
I., 50,
,
death of ; I., 69 (2).
I., 58, 66, 70 (2) ;
, children of;
and see Stanhope, Philip, and Lady
I.,

;

Lucy.
, mother

Lady Lucy;

I.,

letters of;

,

Pitt,

;

L, 70, 76,

Chesterfield

I.,

;

L, 137, 139.

as 5th Earl of Chesterfield

,

264,265, 267 (2), 268, 276;

;

I.,

II.,

284, 307, 614.
, letter of;
I., 266.
II., 613.
Stanley, Edward, Earl of Derby
I., 206.
Stannaries; I., 114, 129.
warden of; L, 115, 116.
vice-warden of; I., 128, 129 (2), 130.
Stannary or coinage towns ; I., 116, 127.
laws I., 127.
Stapleton, Mrs.
II., 300.
Starhemberg or Stahremberg, Comte de,
ambassador from the Emperor to
England; [I., 283, 292, 295, 365,
379,401, 403-405, 414, 416, 432,
469, 473, 505, 608, 625 (2), b3l,
641
III., 34, 43, 47, 68, 92, 133,
134, 163, 179, 180, 234, 298, 306,
308, 486.
letters from IIL, 31, 45, 145, 165 (2),
192, 200, 234, 259, 263, 267, 268 (2),
270, 272, 274, 275 (2), 280, 296,
297, 300, 301, 307 (2), 313, 316,
317, 321, 324, 326, 328, 331 (2),
343, 376 (2).
letters to; III., 21, 45, 50, 70, 144,
197,235, 246, 267, 301, 309,315,
317, 327, 332, 344, 375, 381, 404,
517, 519.
to negotiate in Count Merci's place

Captain

;

;

;

;

;

;

II.,

;

;

;

;

;

137.

I.,

;

Jane.

70, 77.

85, 87 (2).
Philip, 4th Earl of
155.

Philip

12.

Steengragl, M. ; II. 24.
Steigner, Avoyer de; IIL, 168, 169.
Stein, General; IL, 471.
IIL,
Steinberg (Steenberg), Baron de
58, 92, 148, 149, 293, 4U2, 405-407.
Stenay, in France; IIL, 450, 475, 477.
Stephens, Mrs. I., 98, 102, 103.
Stephenson, Captain IL, 405.
Stetin; IIL, 199.
Stevens, James
IIL, 196.
Stewart:
[David] Baron of Exchequer, Scotland
I., 586.
John, Earl of Galloway I., 592, 593,
596, 602, 603.
[Robert, afterwards Lord Stewart,
Viscount Castlereagh and Earl and
Marquis of Londonderry] I., 426,
430, 468, 581.
Lieut.-General William ; I., 9, 13, 41,
49, 74 (2), 75.
, letters from
I., 56-58, 61.
,
wife of.
See Villiers, Mary,
;

See

of.

2nd Earl Stanhope

Philip,

Stayley, Mr. IIL, 439.
Steele [Thomas]; I., 296, 535, 563; IL,

;

;

Lady Grandison.
Brigadier (his son) I., 74.
Lieut.-General IL, 285.
Major IIL, 205, 206.
Mr. (son of Lord Londonderry,
afterwards Lord Castlereagh)
IL,
28, 33 (2), 35^ 36, 38, 40.
;

;

;

;

Mr.

with

holds

Grenville
II., 645.

conference

;

;

;

;

;

at

the

324, 331, 332, 344, 395.

proposal to supersede III., 206, 208.
charged with a new proposal III.,
;

;

396.
wife and children of ; IIL, 344.
father of ; II., 365 III., 206, 207, 324.
family of; II., 365; IIL, 68.
Starke, Captain
IIL, 212.
;

I.,

;

Srockdale, Mr.
IL, 47, 87, 102,242, 290, 518,
581.
letters from, read in Paris; II. , 581.
negotiations at
II , 22, 170.
Prussian minister at; IL, 87.
Stockport, co. Chester, manufacturers of;
L, 177.
Stocks or stock ; IIL, 383. And see
;

Stockholm

;

;

Funds.
East India.
Stofflet or Stoffel,

See East India stock.
General IIL, 96, 113,
;

114, 122, 123, 561.
army of; IIL, 108, 111,

114, 362-

IIL, 1 14.
a devil " IIL, 540.
death of; IIL, 364.
Stoke Mandeville, co. Bucks I., 271
character of

;

fights like

;

;

;

II.

247.
Stokes' Bay; IL, 526.

Stone
George, dean of Derry (in 173'/);
:

96-98.
,

;

9401)0.

113.
I., 115.
L, 263.

election at;

letter dated at

"

peace between
Austria and France; III., 316-318,
of,

140, 142.

364,394.

;

distress

I.,

or Stuart, Mr. (surgeon) I., 477, 478.
Stewart Hall, near Dungannon I., 592.
Stewart's town, co. Tyrone
III., 387.
Stirling, letter dated at
IL, 212.
Stockbridge, co. Hants I., 53.

625 (2).

Lord

(artist);

as

primate [Archbishop
L, 365.

Armagh]
Mr.

;

;

IL, 309, 448.

\

Y

of
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Stony Stratford, co. Bucks I., 253.
Stopford, James, 2nd Earl of Courtown
I., 177, 180, 183,406.
Stormont, Lord. See Murray, David.
Stourton, Edward, 12th Lord Stourton
L, 62.
Stowe, co. Bucks (residence of Lord
Buckingham) I., 262, 486, 525
II., 282, 294, 297, 300, 419, 441,
465 III., 103, 136 ; and passim.
;

;

Stuart

;

;

Cobham Arms
festivities at

at

I.,

;

I.,

;

590.

dated at; I., 157, 158, 213,
214,216, 230-291 passim, 419, 420,
431, 444, 482, 531 (2), 537-53:*,
543, 553, 560, 562, 564, 589, 593,
;

II.,

passim;

III,, 2, 11,

142-

147, 256, 270, 281, 284, 285, 294,
313, 317, 368, 390, 401,403, 404.
letter addressed to ; I., 240.
Lord Buckingham returns to ; I., 481,
483, 529, 530.
venison from II., 418.
visitors to ; I., 105, 558 ; II., 10.
Stowey, co. Somerset II., 179.
Stracey, Mr. ; I., 63.
Strachan, Sir Richard III., 193.
See
S my the,
Viscount.
Strangford,
;

;

;

Lionel.

Strasburg or Strasbourg
III., 132, 257.

452, 488

II.,

;

;

57, 92.
as
,

;

III., 374.

;

municipality of III., 83. •
General Pichegru at ; III., 198.
Stratfieldsaye or Stratfielsea, co. Hants,
I., 49.
letter dated from
See Pitt, George.
resident at.
Stratford, Edward, 2nd Earl of Aidborough; I., 166,212.
Stratford-ou-Avon, co. Warwick ; I., 160.
Stratfbrd-near-Sarum, co. Wilts; I., 13,
;

;

19, 53, 78, 89.

church at I., 13.
I., 35, 64.
letters dated at
letters addressed to; I., 49 (2), 56;

;

Sturges, Abraham I., 95.
Stuttgart (Stutgard)
III., 299, 303.
;

Styleman
John,

:

letter of; I., 12.
Thomas, letter of; I., 7.
Styria; III., 313, 318.
Suabia. See Swabia.
Succession, war of the.
See Spanish
Succession.
Sudbourn, co. Suffolk, letter dated at II.,
635.
Sudbury (?), election at; I., Ki8.
;

Sudbury Green, Middlesex,
from*;
Suffolk,

I.,

;

Duchess

of.

See

Howard,

See

Spencer,

Henrietta.
Suffolk, militia of; I., 498.
Sugar trade II., 29.
Sullivan
J.; I., 518, 567.
Mr.; I., 334.
;

:

Earl

of.

;

L, 44, 46,

48.

Surat; I., 2, 5, 281.
chiefshipof; III., 195.
Surgere, Madame de; I., 150.
Surinam, Dutch colony at; III., 46, 74.
Surrentum. See Sorrento.
Surrey; L, 51,237; II., 348.
election for

Sussex, Duke
Prince.

108.

I.,

;

See Augustus Frederick,

of.

Sussex militia ; II., 453.
Sutherland, Earl of (in 1747).
don, William.

Leveson Gower,

See

of.

See Gor

Elizabeth,

34, 38, 69,

Suthwall [Southwell ?], Lady Hetty
Sutton

86.

Straton, Mr.:

347, 640.
StrMton, General I., 335, 526.
II.,

Harry;

;

dated

letter

263.

I.,

Countess

73.

house at

293.

I.,

;

;

Charles.
Surapa, " a black merchant "

;

Pitt's

284

III.,

;

Stukeley [co. Hunts ?], living of
Sturgeon, Major II., 441.

Sunderland,

magazines at III., 83.
mayor of. See Keppeler.

Robert

Marquis of Bute

(2).

;

433.

letters
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II., 360.
as ambassador to Spain
III.,

,

;

;

cont.

John, 4th Eari of Bute;

I.,

;

I.,

35

71, 72.

letters of; I., 70, 72.

Strawberry Hill I., 155.
I., 146, 158.
letters dated from
Struensee, Count, Prussian Minister of
Finance II., 493, 565 III., 163.

John, his brother, Governor
secretary
I., 72, 75, 88 (3),

Stuart

Robert, 2nd Lord Lexington I., 62.
Sir Robert, ambassador at Constanti-

,

;

;

;

,

;

;

letters of

;

I.,

Pitt's

90.

72, 73, 79, S3.
;

Andrew Thomas, Lord
and Lord Ochiltree

Cafttlestewarl
I.,

;

590, 592

nople, letter of; I., 20.
I., 415.
(clerk) ; I., 63 (2).

Mr.;

(2), 597.

General Charles III., 267.
III., 206.
Francis, Earl of Moray
Gabriel; I., 488.
;

;

-,

Sutton [co. Berks ?] ; I., 74.
Suvarow, General II., 87.
;

214.
Sir James ; I., 519.
John, 3rd Earl of Bute
590, 592, 59*.
Sir J.;

,

1

II.,

[Mary],

19.

his wife

Suzanet, Mons. de
;

I.,

152, 368,

I.,

146, 147,

III., 394.

;

Swabia or Suabia;

III., LSI, 146.

Swallowfield, co. Berks
-

letters

letters .luted

;it

:

I.,

;

addressed to
I..

;

[.,

63, 66, 78.

H6-90.
79-90.

79, 74.
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Swallowfield

Swiss or the Swiss

cent.

Governor

house and estate at

Pitt's

68, 70 (2),' 72, 73, 75, 89,
135.
his death at; I., 76.

133,

I.,

Sweden, King of

(Charles XII.)

29.

I..

;

I.,

112, 144, 170, 177,

87,

from

II.,

;

88.

minister of, at Copenhagen I.,
353.
, declares
war against Russia
,

;

II., 47.

Germany

,

visit of, to

,

at

,

peace made

Aix

Chapelle

la

;

asylum in II., 592.
Comite des Etrangers in III.,
French emigrants in III., 169.
;

;

faction in

II., 87.

450.
with, by the Em;

III.,

,

197.

;

sister of; III., 332.

II., 22,

47-49, 61, 62,95,142,

209, 224, 512, 550, 554, 556, 561,
III., 60, 224, 225.
564, 569, 573
Court of, inclinations of; II., 38,
389.
minister from, to England ; II.,
,
;

615
III., 78.
And see Noleken,
Baron.
to France.
See Stael,
;

,

,

Monsieur

of; II., 122, 270.
ministers or charges d'affaires to II.,
503, 596, 651; III., 6. And see
Wickham, "William and Fitzgerald,

mercenary troops

;

uncle of, wishes to marry an
English princess III., 332.
,

,

III., 292, 485.

;

III., 531.

Lord Robert,
regiments of III., 61.

;

;

,

Jacobins in;

;

against

;

Sweden;

177,259,276, 359, 457, 467, 512,
539, 635; III.. 131, 132, 182, 485,
487.
agents to ; II., 258, 427, 638 (2).

;

press of Russia ; II„ 143.
to join the crusade
France II., 177.
, attack upon
II., 264.
(Gustavus IV.) III., 333.

——

295.

III.,

;

;

353,596,606;

178, 227.
letter

;

regiment of Chateau Vieux II., 312.
III., 435.
troops
II., 436, 445
Switzerland or the Swiss cantons; II.,
;

(Gustavus III.);

,

301, 312;

of; II.,

III., 472.

policy of; II., 587.
proposed subsidy for

:

II., 49, 57,

cont.

massace

guards,

de.

scum

of III., 497.
Secret Council and Senate of III.,
197.
III.,
travellers to
II., 265, 456 ;
182, 488.
Rousseau banished from I., 153.
indignation against France in ; II.,
312, 318.
raising of men in
II., 425.
speech of Pitt, printed in ; II., 584.
support given by, to France ; II.,
597
III., 511.
critical state of affairs in
I., 632.
troops going to III., 17.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

mission from, at the Porte
regent of; II., 556, 581.

III., 148.

;

;

;

II.,

48.

II.,

49,

II.,

49,

II.,

515,

with Poland II., 572.
supply of corn from III., 59.
trade of, with the East III., 420.
Swedes; II., 211,385.
naval battle fought by I., 490.
called les Frangais du Nord ; III., 78.
Swedish messengers or couriers; III., 52,
articles of,

See Townshend, Thomas.

Sydney, Lord.

wars of; I., 47, 606.
Danish invasion of; I., 360
Russia makes peace with;
227.
alliance of, with Prussia ;
182.
ireaty of, with the French
518.

;

T.

;

;

;

;

55, 57.
officers

;

II., 87.

92.
;

;

;

7,

213,

349.

II., 588.
Tacitus, writings of, alluded to III., 494.
Tagliamento, the river; III., 319,
Tainville, Monsieur ; II., 360.
;

Taitt, Russian Rear Admiral
III., 374.
Talbot
Charles, Duke of Shrewsbury, Lord
Treasurer (in 1714) I., 364.
Charles, afterwards Sir Charles; I.,
566, 581 II., 333 (?).

John
,

;

;

III., 181.

94090.

the

King

;

III., 143,

letter

,

government, proceedings of II., 404.
guards, in Holland
II., 381.
in Paris, defence of

;

James

485, 510.
aristocrats ; II., 457.
colony in Ireland. See Ireland.
Diet, meeting of ; II., 312.

a

I.,

;

Swinburne, Mr. III., 276, 280.
Swiss or the Swiss II., 290 III.,

,

;

Tachy-graphs, or shorthand;

;

naval; III., 67.
ships or Swedes; I., 48, 354; III.,
,

by;

Taafe, Count

from

;

389.
family of

;

262, 276, 293, 294.
III., 397.

I.,

;

L, 389.

4J8 (2), 425, 427,
428, 441, 446, 450, 453.
Mr., secretary of presentations to
Lord Thurlow ; II., 439.
Lieutenant;

II

.,

Z Z
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Talbot—cont.
Miss

Tellicherry

390.

II.,

;

"young";

under;

soldiers

;

I.,

172.

;

;

;

—

160.
III., 85.
, character of ;
, friends
or party of ; II., 633,

638;

III.,

2nd

Earl.

Nugent.
Lord; III., 402.

John or

Sir John
I., 264, 275
III.
535.
Tenedos, island of; II., 581.
Teneriffe III., 368.
Terracina, alias Auxur, in Italy II., 8.
Ter Schelling, island of; III., 187, 190.
Teschen, treaty cf II., 174, 504.
Tessier
Co., bills on
III., 510.
;

;

&

;

Tessonet; III., 95.
Test Act, the; II., 237.
Texel, the river; II., 31, 279, 652; III*

;

III., 328.

;

;

III., 56.

I.,

;

267

III.,

;

102,.

;

II.,

L, 152, 302.

;

La Tranche,

North

river of,

611.
See Tufton, Sackville.
II., 306.
II.,

Thanet, Earl of.
Thelusson, Mr. ;
" Theobalde." See Cormartin.
Theos, Catherine II., 588, 589.
believes herself to be the Virgin
;

Maiy ;

II., 589.

;

Theseus, temple of, allusion to I., 140.
Thezi, alias " Elie Tommin" ; II., 510.
Thionville; II., 470 III., 475.
siege of ; II., 322.
Tholey, Abbe de II., 504.
;

II., 119.

489.

;

Taunton, co. Somerset ; I., 355,
I., 529.
letter dated at
Taunzin, Tauenzein, Tauenaien, Count;
;

;

Thomas, Mr.

Thompson

401, 407, 408.
Tavernier (author) I., 6.
Tavistock, co. Devon I., 116.
Taxation; I., 231, 500.
II.,

;

I.,

588.

:

Sir C. ; I., 187.
Mr., Deputy Governor of the
Ireland; I., 172.

;

;

Sir

Taxe9
t, 26\

;

river

America;

238, 330.
Tarleton, Colonel ; II., 315.
Tarpeian rock, the III., 492.
Tartars, the, ravages of; III., 476.

land
malt

Oxford

co.

or

;

I.,

off

lack of shipping in

;

;

327, 380.

5, 190,

Admiral Duncan

Thames, the

Prince de II., 518.
Princess of; I., 153.
Tamar, the, bridge over; L, 116.
Tamerlane, history of I., 263.
L, 233
Tandy, James Napper

Taubman, Mr.

;

103.

351.

Talmond

Tasso;

;

;

Thame,

161,216.

II.,

II., 73.

See Grenville, Richard.
See Grenville, George

1st Earl.

Talleyrand-Perigord, Charles Maurice de,
("Edward"), Bishop of Autun, as
envoy in England; II., 252, 259,
260, 266 (2), 267, 280, 281, 302,
403, 473, 480, 514 ; III., 477 (2),
478.
letter from
II., 374.
letter to
III., 477.
as Minister for Foreign Affairs in
France III., 335, 339, 348, 350,
352, 355, 360, 373.
information from ; III., 471.
private secretary of; III., 361.
Tallien, [Jean Lambert] ; II., 632 ; III.,

Madame;

;

Temple

402.

II.,

601

I.,

;

Lake

Telligoll,

Sodom;
;

;
I., 28.
repeal of; II., 327.
revenue from ; I., 257, 258.

I.,

II.,

Bauk of

118.

275.

Thorn, Polish town of II., 48 III., 47 5»
Thorne, " cousin " L, 26, 32.
Thome (? Thorpe) I., 273.
Thornton, Mr. I., 252, 310.
Thorpe, of Oving I., 270, 271, 273 (?) r
;

;

;

j

Taylor

;

1st Earl of Bective j I., 190,
233, 236, 352.
be a knight of St. Patrick ;
, to

Thomas,

sons of; I., 190,352.
brother-in-law of; I., 190.
Thomas, Lord Headfort (son of the
Earl of Bective) ; I., 298.
Captain I., 352, 354, 355.
Major (of the Queen's Regiment of
Dragoons) ; I., 438, 442, 446 (2),
,

,

;

449, 457.
III., 296.

Mr.;

;

II.,

133.

Tea, importation of
sales of

;

;

I.,

III., 445,

III.,

;

co.

Thugut, Baron, Imperial Chancellor

;

II.,.

106, 384, 403,
606, 614, 617,
640 ; III., 32,
104, 105, 125,
192, 207, 208,

415, 426, 440, 603,
620, 626-628, 631,
44, 50, 67, 68, 70r
126, 128, 137, 179,
234, 266, 272-275,
280, 287-289, 296,- 298, 299, 322,
406.
369, 395, 396,
letters from ; III., 246, 513.
character or conduct of; III., 312,

315,324,331.

247.
447.

Teignmouth (Tinmouth),

appointed to the foreign department

Devon;

I.,

502.

dated at ; I., 502, 503, 506, 512,
513, 521, 525-527, 529.

letters

Three per Cents, redemption of
382.

177.

I.,

;

275.

II.,

605.

Merci's

death

throws

the

direction of affairs into his
II., 625.

whole
hands ;

697

the only efficient minister at Vienna

;

Tippoo Sultan
country of

II., 628.
defines the

;

Tirol.

Thugut, Baron— cont.

II.,

King

of Prussia's wishes
III.,

319,

III.,

325,

remains minister;
Thuleymeer, Mons. de

III., 331.
;

III.,

111.
365.

I.,

I.,

;

Lord Mornington at; II., 118.
Tobago, island of I., 490 II., 203,
;

Office; I., 188, 195,239.
Toler, John, Solicitor General for Ireland

I.,

462, 463, 467, 468, 474 (3), 488
(2), 494, 519, 524 (2), 528, 530,
543, 579, 602 II., 12(2), 105, 195,
;

200-202, 215, 233, 237, 247, 249,
272, 439; III., 270, 415, 428,
457.
503, 505, 522, 539542, 551, 555, 563, 572, 575, 582,
588, 611; II., 56, 89, 137, 198,
201, 202, 230, 231, 235.
I.,

from, alluded to;

II.,

200,

201.
letters to; I., 482, 484, 496, 506, 520,

539, 540, 555, 559, 564, 571, 573,
577, 582, 587, 611; II., 89, 136,
197, 200, 230, 231, 234, 235.
ill-humour of, towards Pitt ; I., 487.
matters referred to I., 518, 521.
opinions of I., 522, 542, 548.
patronage of; I., 285, 286, 334.
pension for ; I., 205.
called " this bear " ; II , 248.
secretary of Presentations to j II.,
439.
;

;

Tbynne, Thomas, Viscount

;

;

171, 173, 175, 178,
206, 207, 2 14-22 i, 250, 252, 256,
277, 283, 293, 331, 346, 352, 376,
387, 390, 391,398, 427, 435, 446,

;

Weymouth

214, 216, 217, 342.
as Earl of Bath ; II., 272.
Tiber (Tyber), the river ; II., 5-8.
Tiberius, the Emperor, Collot d'Herbois
compared to III., 494.
See BenTichfield or Titchfield, Lord.
I.,

;

tinck.

I.,

409

Metcblepatam

at

20, 2*.
Tilly or Tilli,

French envoy

;

I.,

at

14, 17,

Genoa;

II., 457, 538, 539, 574, 576, 581.
Tilson, James; I., 108, 117.
Timmapa (Hindoo) I., 32.
Timms, a messenger ; II., 123, 134, 505,
592.
Tintagel (Tentagel), co. Cornwall, election at
I., 108, 111, 113, 119, 120.
mayor of; 1., 112, 130.
Tintiniac, Tinteniac, Tintinnac, Mons. de ;
II., 508; ILL, 25, 179.
;

;

Tipperary
committee
;

III.,

;

37.

Mr.

I., 102.
;
Tollendal, Count Lally
III., 484.

Toll,

letters

from

;

;

II.,

118, 307, 413

;

III., 478, 481, 482, 488,

512.
letters to; III., 488, 513.

daughter of; III., 488.
Tomkins, " little " I., 377.
Tomline, George Prettyman, Bishop of
Lincoln; I., 285, 287-289; III., 17.
;

Tompkins
Lieut.-Colonel
Mr. ; I., 266.
, death of
Mr. I., 349.

;

II., 501.

;

I.,

330.

;

Tone, [Theodore Wolfe]
II., 615.
Tonson, Col. William [Lord Riversdale in
I.,
189, 221, 489.
1783]
Torbay, fleet in II., 422, 444, 447, 623.
Torcy, M. de II., 347.
Tories, or Tory party, the; I., 28, 114,
;

;

;

;

124.
in the

House of Commons

principles of, abused

;

I.,

I.,

;

51.

52.

Toronto, or York, in Canada; II., 611.
Torriano, Mr. I., 142.
Torrington, Lord. See Byng, George.
Tottenham, Charles, Lord Loftus ; I., 253255,311,383, 395, 399, 400, 405,
407, 409 (2), 418, 420, 421, 425,
427,434,441, 443, 445, 450, 458,
491-503, 510,511, 516, 536.
as Viscount Loftus I., 581 II., 482 ;
;

;

III., 554.

appointed to the Post Office, in Ireland;
I.,

402.

to resign the Post Office
" corruptly steady " to

;

ingham I., 441.
" members " or followers

I.,

435.

Lord Buck-

;

of

;

I.,

521.

Toul; III., 475.
Toulon II., 419, 429, 438, 448, 449, 456,
464,471-473; III., 102, 487.
;

surrender

of, to

Lord Hood

;

II.,

422,

424.

Commissioners at II., 429, 448.
English fleet at; II., 407, 424, 425,
437, 439, 440, 448 III., 126, 487.
General
at.
See
O'Hara,
;

—

;

General.

:

election

;

III., 37.

;

suggested as Attorney General

;

Tiernay, Mr. ; III., 285, 402, 403.
Tighe, Mr. ; I., 168.
Tillard, Mr., President of the East India

Company

513.

III.,

Todd, Anthony, Secretary of the Post

403.

Thurlow, Edward, Lord Thuriow, Lord

letters

Mr.;

Tisdall,

226.

cession of; II., 260, 261.
planters
II., 443.

384.

from

II., 11, 185,

;

Tivoli,

323, 324, 328.

proposed retirement of;

letters

587

II., 103.

;

Tirlemont, abandonment of;
See Tyrol.
Tirrell,

635.

and the peace with France;

Chancellor;

I.,

;

;

II., 66.

II., 66.

Governor for

;

II.,

437, 447 (2),

448.

z z 2
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Trade, Board

Toulon cont.
English possession of

445, 460.
troops for, or at ; II., 424, 425,
429, 431, 436, 446 (2), 448, 449.
French fleet at II., 440, 584.
commander of; II., 584.
inspector of Posts at II., 468.
;

II.,

;

;

Jacobins at
magazines at
;

III., 84.
III., 82, 127.

;

;

II., 481, 533; III., 160.
re-taking of; II., 487, 488, 490, 491

;

III., 136.

the Comte de
475, 476.
of; III., 333, 334,
of

visit

Provence to

II.,

;

business

ships,

Toulouse II., 586, 587.
Archbishop of. See Brienne.
Tournay or Tournai II., 391, 559, 598.
II., 559.
letter dated at
Tours III., 85.
;

;

;

;

bridge at

II., 479.
possible removal of the Convention
to
III., 472.
;

Madame de

;

II.,

305

;

III., 449.

Tourton and Ravel, failure of II., 283.
Tower, the I., 302 II., 344, 349.
;

;

;

prisoners at;

Townshend

II.,

593.

:

[Audrey] Lady (wife of Charles, 3rd
Viscount Townshend) I., 64, 135.
George, 4th Viscount Townshend I.,
;

;

240.
former
, as

Lord Lieutenant of
Ireland; I., 163, 296, 452; III.,
544, 545, 553, 559.
as

,

Marquess of Townshend

;

I.,

239, 435, 516.

,

202.
*
(as Lord Sydney and Secretary
of State for the Home Department
208-210, 252, 290 297-391,
I.,
394, 395, 405, 442, 450, 454, 457,

463-466, 473-475.
as late Secretary
505, 510, 527, 529.
,

_

letters

;

ingham,

from

;

I.,

I.,

486, 489,

,

house of
office

(2),

438.

Home

II., 64.

;

of.

See Secretary of
Department, office of.

Traboulsky, Prince III., 289.
family of III., 289.
;

;

;

;

Tregony,

co.

Cornwall

;

I.,

119.

114, 119-121,
127, 128.
mayor of; I., 119-121, 127.
Tregothnan family, see Boscawen.
III., 377.
Treilhard, Monsieur ; II., 632
election

at;

I.,

Ill,

;

Trelawny

[Sir Jonathan]

,

made Bishop of

Winchester I., 33.
Trenchard, Mr. I., 53.
Trente, Buonaparte at III., 313.
Trentham, co. Stafford, letter dated at
;

;

I.,

341

,

,

Petty, William, Earl
of Shelbourne.
Bentinck, William Henry Cavendish, Earl of Portland,
Pitt, William,
holidays at; II., 165.
office of; I., 486, 487.
officers of; I., 117.
secretary to, see Rose, George,
solicitor to ; I., 505.
to suspend payment of the subsidy to
the Landgrave of Hesse; III., 134.
issue of secret service money by;
III., 193.
Orders from; III., 251, 401, 545.
and the Comte d'Artois III., 368.
Treaties.
See under their names.
Trebia, the river II., 5.
Treby, " young " L, 127.

;

;

to ; I., 339-341,
, alluded
363, 392, 397, 401, 428, 431, 433,
437, 438, 444, 446 (2), 448, 449,
462, 467, 475.
I., 323, 415.
, letters to ;
,
alluded to; I., 207, 410,
412, 414, 415, 424, 425, 427, 433,
435, 438, 452, 465, 474, 475, 536.

State,

;

;

I., 164 (2), 168 (2), 170173, 175-191, 193, 195, 196, 206.
to the peerage ; I.,
, raising of,
205.
,
congratulations upon ; I.,

Thomas;

,

;

;

Toursel or Tourzelle,

;

;

march of the Convention troops upon

projected

of, Vicetreasureships of
I.,
245, 246.
See
Propositions for
(in 1785).
Ireland.
Transportation.
See Convicts, Act concerning.
TrautsmandorfP, or Trautmansdorf, Count
II., 578, 603.
Treason, women burnt for I., 586.
Treasury or the Treasury; I., 128, 179,
342, 370, 535 (2), 585; II., 31,
647 III., 49, 285 (2).
agent of; III., 87.
appointment; II., 515.
Board, or Lords Commissioners of I.,
213, 245, 246, 264, 269, 311, 536
III., 62, 424.
, letter to;
L, 213.
clerk of, see Smith, Robert.
First Lord of.
See
North, Frederick, Lord,
Watson, Charles, Marquis of Rock-

524.

Trettau; III., 561.
Trevauion, Mr. I., 119, 120 (2\
Trerei II., 107.
III., 475.
letter dated at
Trevor
John, brother of Lord Hampden
;

;

;

;

I.,

334.
as English minister at Turin; II.,
275, 330, 378, 425, 436, 524, 555 ;
III., 25, 129, 132, 149, 197.
III., 82, reports received from
85.
,

;

Trewarthennick, co. Coruwall,
dated at; I., 120, 121.

letters

Trewinnard, Cornwall

Turkey

addressed to; I., 107 (2).
dated at; I., 107, 129, 131,

letters

letters

133 (2).
Trewhhin, co. Cornwall; I., 110.
Triennial Act, bill for suspending I., 58.
Trieste
II., 126, 573 ; III., 287.
Trim, in Ireland I., 221, 235, 239, 286,
;

;

;

287, 343, 346.
races at I., 165.
residents at, or "Trimmers";

I.

;

;

286,

;

See

;

;

;

288 II., 5.
Trimlestown,
Lord.

Barnewall,

33.

war of, with Russia. See Russia,
negotiations with or on behalf of

;

Thomas.
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Trincomalee, Trincomale, or Trinqueinale
I., 280, 353,
356, 589-591, 601,
606; II., 180; III., 224.

;

desired cession of, to England

;

III.,

421,443,446,447.
Trinidad

369, 379.
II., 409.
possible cession of
II., 353.
Trinity House, the
II., 509.
Trip, corps of, chasseurs of; III.,
212.
Triple Alliauce, the (Great Britain,
sia, and Austria)
III., 148, 395,
440.
Troves, treaty of; III., 451.
Truguet, Comte; III., 297, 341.
character of; III., 161.
Truro, co. Cornwall, election at I.,
III.,

;

Ockzakow and
to

;

;

205,

Rus397,

45-50, 65, 96,

and France

46

II.,

;

;

II., 45.

III.,

;

made hy

287-436.
;

II., 57,.

62.

purchase of ships by II., 71.
terms of, to the Poles II., 72.
treaty of Prussia witi; IL, 88, 148,
;

;

114,

I.,

;

I.,

;

;

16.

Tunbridge Wells, Kent, letters dated at
II., 408,416, 439.
Tunnadine, Mr., Master in Chancery,
I.,

209, 210.

571-573.
Turgot, Comte de III., 160, 309.
Turin 1,23; 1., 4, 330, 432, 436, 475
II.,

;

II.,

;

97, 112-114, 122, 132.
cession of the Crimea by

great preparations

109.
572.
I., 277 ; 111., 244, 245, 252.
Tryon,
Tufton, Sackville, Earl of Thanet I., 536.
Tuisaye, Mons. de, knight of Malta; III.,

Ireland;

II., 25, 45.

172, 182.

dated from;

Trussler's Chronology

Tupin

;

Dniester,

with Russia, alluded

of,

and the Emperor

127.

—

I.,

II., 31, 52, 65, 79, 87, 88, 91,

previous wars

;

;

;

And
134, 150, 164, 166, 177, 215.
see Sistova, negotiations at.
restoration of territory to ; II., 22,
48-50, 92, 142.
See
for.
, exceptions stipulated
See also
Russia, Empress of.

Governor of;

letter

cont.

mission to II., 100.
Reis Effendi II., 458, 511, 531.
Sultan or Grand Seigneur of; I., 20;
II., 70, 472.
III.;, 494.
, comparison with
Topgis, corps of; II., 458.
Ulemaof; II., 458.
and the Hungarian insurgents I., 29.
the Holy Land in the power of; I.

report that the Emperor means to
rtnew the war with II., 132.
;

France desires an

alliance with

;
IL,
472, £54, 561, 572, 581.
or Sublime Porte, " bribe from," to
Lady Grenville IL, 486.
;

Turkish Empire; II., 510.
in Europe, thteatened destruction of;
I., 613; II., 45, 59, 88, 169.
language II. 458.
,

;

subsidies

II

;

38.

,

;

territories, post in

1

;

Turks or the Turks

III., 1, 25.

court or cabinet of, see Sardinia,
letter dated at
II., 560.
Turkey, the Turk, the Porte, or the Otto;

man Empire

II., 22, v3, 25, 61, 65,
134, 142, 164, 231, 373, 516
III.,
74, 225, 434, 462.
;

;

ambassador to IT I., 148.
ambassador from, to Erance
;

;

III.,

;

defeat of II , 71.
Beys or Beigs of I., 20.
Capitaine Pacha of; II., 510, 511,
515.
Divan of ; I , G13.
Grand Vizir of; II., 77, 79, 91, 92,
272, 581.
IT., 95.
, camp of
Janissaries of I., 20
II., 458.
ministers of; L, 20; II., 144.
;

;

475.

;

;

Turreau, General

530, 544 (2).

II.,

;

Tuscany II., 426.
Grand Duke of
;

armies of; I., 612.
ca up of II., 87
,

III.,

:

character or conduct of; IL, 65, 123,
162, 166; III., 288.
defeat of; IL, 71.
taken prisoner I., 2,
Turk's island, office in I., 488.

350.
,

;

;

;

I.,

41; IL, 275, 426,

453, 554.

government or ministry of; IL, 401,
552.
grain from; III., 491.
scenery of IL, 5.
;

Twickenham (Twitnam), Middlesex
36;
letter

dated at

;

Tykime, mountains

;

I.

III., 483, 488.
of,

in

Corsica;

524.

;

;

;

III., 513.

Tvler, Wat, allusion to
IL, 91.
Tyringham, co. Bucks 1U 656,
;

;

II.,

700
Valenciennes

Tyrol or Tirol 111., 297, 309, 313.
journey through IE., 1 18.
Buonaparte in HE., 319.
;

cont.

commandant

;

of; III., 517.

dated at II., 558 ; III., 509.
surrender of; II., 409-412, 557, 629

letters

;

Tyrolian troops III., 476.
Tyrone. Earl of. See Beresford, George
de la Poer.
Tyrone, county, disturbances in III., 388.
Tyrrwhit, Toni I., 594.
Tysson, Mr. L, 108.
;

;

;

;

;

(2), 631, 632.
Valentia, Viscount.
thur.

See Annesley,

Ar-

Vale Royal, co. Chester I., 52, 55.
Valkenaar, Monsieur III., 172, 238.
Valiancy
Captain II., 15-17.
Colonel I., 297.
Valle de St. Jean, Marquis de II., 368.
;

;

;

;

;

Valliant,

u.

160.

I.,

;

Van Berkell ; II., 284.
Vancitters, Mr. ; III., 424.
Vancouver, Captain I., 382.
proposed work of; III., 380.
Vandamme, General III., 371.
Van de Pol, Jan, Burgomaster at Amster;

Udine, [Campo Forraio] negotiations at
III., 356, 380, 381, 384, 396, 406.

Ufens, a river in Italy

Uhlans

;

;

II., 8.

;

dam

274.

II.,

III., 287, 289, 476.

Ukraine, the;

Van

Ulm,

traveller to ; II., 118.
Ulster King at Arms ; I., 183, 190.
Ulster, province of ; III., 385.

79, 82;*

II.,

;

III., 23.

;

III., 172.

mentioned

cf,

;

277

I.,

;

II.,

III., 334.
;

207,411.
States of; III., 178.

See Paget, Henry

of.

67, 70, 77, 78, 124, 130, 131, 144,
146-148, 159, 171, 180, 287, 351,
377, 380,382,(489, 496 (2), 516,
533, 540, 546, 615, 646.
letters

troops at III., 413.
Utrecht, province of ; III., 207, 409, 410.
representatives or deputies of ; III.,

Uxbridge, Earl

371.

II.,

;

III.. 157, 207.
, the old;
municipality of ; III., 54.

peace
49 ;

;

;

;

III., 22.

government of;

from;
pamphlets by HE., 238.
Van der Hoop, Monsieur, Fiscal of the
Admiralty in Holland III., 42.
Vandernoot, alias Gobelsoire, Monsieur
II., 331, 332
III., 463.
Van or de Beede. See Reede.
Van der Spiegel, Adrian, Grand Pensionary of Holland II., 23, 24, 32, 63,

III., 207.
;

194,

III., 154, 189.

Vandernoolistes

;

;

;

;

582.
279, 640, 643,

II.,

;

;

clubs of

(Van Camp en van NiewIII., 150-159,
Monsieur

letters

Utrecht;
652 (2).
76-78.
letters addressed to
dated at
I., 77, 78.
burgomaster of III., 435.
conference at
the French at;

III., 73.

176-178, 182-189,
209-5211, 217-221, 237, 238.

;

I.,

;

170-172,

II., 16.

Ushant II., 474, 476.
Usez, town of, deputv of

II.,

;

der Haer
land),

district of; II., 92.

Urquhart, Captain;

II., 24, 71.

der Goes, Monsieur, Dutch envoy to

Madrid

Van

United Provinces. See Holland.
Unne or Unna, the river; II., 124.

;

from

letter

Bayley.

from;

23, 66,72, 89, 96,
178, 270, 286, 343,

II.,

112, 138, 151,
357, 360, 363,
, alluded
to,
31, 65, 71, 86,

403.
II., 25,
or quoted
138, 150, 173, 177,
186,189,216, 217, 227,240, 250,
269, 272, 277,278,283,285, 286,
288, 291, 300, 342, 343, 346, 362.
letters to
II., 85, 95, 174, 181, 182.
, alluded
to
II. 173, 182, 240,
367, 498.
character of; II., 270, 272.
opinions, views or intentions of; IE.,
38, 59, 60, 137, 141, 151, 164, 168,
186, 218, 240, 241, 250, 251, 274,
353,378, 622.
interviews with or visits to
EE., 59,
61, 140, 278, 292, 351; III., 441,
443.
;

;

;

;

Vadier; II., 633; III., 495.
Vado, near Genoa; H., 576;

III.,

124,

127, 128.

communications with
II., 68, 121,
152, 177, 243 (2), 269, 275, 280,
;

Bay; III., 127.
Valence, Comte de

401.
108, 389, 391, 392,
III., 484,
402, 405, 407, 534, 599
490.
;

Valenciennes

;

II.,

II.,

;

325, 329, 311, 360, 370, 374, 610.
intelligence received by
II., 161.
request from II., 167.
orders of, alluded to
II., 293.
;

;

;
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Van

der Spiegel

Verney

cont.

correspondence

or negotiations of; II., 296, 334, 335, 350.
memorandum by II., 375.
lethargy of; II., 591.
refuses gift of a snuffbox, as contrary
to law; II., 601.
arrest of; III., 42, 43.
praise of III., 444.
family of II., 273.
Van der Steeg; III., 164.
Vandorselaer, Canon of St. Gudule III.,
263, 264.
Van Ensen ; III., 463.
secret

Ralph, Earl of Verney

I., 250, 265,
266, 273, 275, 334, 351, 356, 363,
561, 590; II., 128.
, as Viscount Fermanagh; I., 536.

;

;

;

;

Van Harem, Monsieur
Van loo, paintings by
;

150.

I.,

Vanneck, house of HI., 296.
Vannes, in Brittany II., 487

;

;

dated at. III., 181.
Louis XVIII. at; IIL, 102.
II., 164; III., 181, 438.
Versailles
Chateau or Palace of L, 147.
letter

;

III., 536,

;

538.

Notten, Messieurs III., 72.
Viersen, Monsieur; III., 190.
Zon, attorney III., 203.
Var, the river; III., 126.
army of; II., 519, 537, 538.

;

,

Court of. See France, Court
hunt at; I., 610.
letter dated from
III., 436.
mob at; III., 471,497.
the public treasure to be taken to

Via Appia, near

;

See Warsaw.
;

II.,

539, 588

II., 9.

;

Rome

;

II., 7.

Vic, the river III., 118.
Vice-treasurerships ; I., 463, 464, 469.
;

Vienna;

II., 95, 121, 127, 129, 135-137,
264, 270, 273, 330, 332, 335, 459,
578, 605-603, 631 ; III., 135, 181,

380,462.

And passim.

Bank

of; III., 105.
confusion or dismay at ; II., 593
III., 224, 313, 319.
council of war at II., 470.
Court of. See Austria, Court of.
defence of; III., 324.
expense of living at II., 366, 371.
;

;

;

French armv marching towards

III., 83, 168, 169, 197.

Vaughan

;

III.,

318.

Mr.
" old

letters dated at

III., 38.

;

Merioneth I., 487.
Vauguyon or Vaugyon, Due de la
484; II., 278,284; III., 216.
Vauxhall; I., 116.
Vendee, la. See La Vendee.
Vendeens, the III., 108.
", of co.

II., 426, 498, 525,
614, 617, 624, 626, 630, 632, 635,
636; III., 67, 101, 182, 208, 233,
246, 258, 266, 287, 318,322,384,
395, 513.
ministers at.
See Austria, Court of,

;

;

I.,

ambassadors

;

Venetian:
;

II.,

306, 307.

islands, held b}r the

French

Venice II., 96, 268.
ceded to the Emperor
heat at; II., 118.

;

to.

English, going to or from ; II.,
601, 635, 636
III., 639.
negotiations or convention at ; II., 98,
155, 166, 167 (2), 170, 171, 174,
177 (2), 421, 467, 630, 632, 635,
636.
travellers to or from; II., 78, 173,
192, 287, 292, 382, 505, 605, 639,
643, 644; III., 91, 184, 293, 294,
;

III.,

396.

;

;

III., 396.

mission to; II., 212, 216.
resident at II., 364.
a*epublic of, sDoliation of; III., 331
(2), 396.
Venlo; III., 518.
cession of, to France ; III., 279.
Ventimiglia ; III., 126.
;

Verac, Mons. de

I.,

;

315,322.
treasury of;
treaty of,
III.,

619.
1795), conditions of:

II.,

(May

74-76.

Vienne de Chateau, cannonading

28 1

322 III., 450, 469-471,475.
Verela, peace of ; II., 87.
Vergennes, Mons. de II., 46 ; IEfe, 432,
II.,

;

,

Ambassador

;

;

462.

at

;

III.,

468.

Vierac or Viereck, Mademoiselle de ; II.,
292,314, 325, 492.
Vieuville, Mons. de la
III., 138.
Vignet des Etoles, Baron de, Sardinian
minister in Switzerland
II., 596.
;

Vergniaud, Mongieur II., 445.
Vermont, U.S.A. III., 527.
Verneck, Lieut.-General II., 470
;

;

;

519.

j

473.

Mount

Vesuvius,

;

Verdun;

III.,

;

161.

troops at ; L, 484 ; III., 67.
Versailles, department of; III., 161.

Varel, in Oldenburgh ; III., 40, 182, 183,
189, 222.
letters dated at; III., 78, 150-152,
155, 164, 170, 176, 180, 186, 189,
194, 193, 201, 203, 207, 208, 217,
236, 245, 250, 252, 253.
Varenne, the French Royal family go to,
and are stopped at ; II., 115, 116 III.,
450 (2), 513.
Varennes, Billaut de II., 517, 532.

;

sale of the furniture at

II.,

;

Vaublanc III., 355.
Vaud, canton or pays de

.

;

;

Varsovie.

;

;

;

Van
Van
Van

Miss II., 103.
Vernon, Mr. II., 105.
Verona; IT., 118; III., 132.

of.

II., 24.

;

;

;

;

III.,

Vihiers, royalist victory at
Ville

Hamin, Monsieur;

;

I[.,

544, 545.

III., 216,

'02

Wadham,

Villequier, Mons. de ; III., 449.
Villers (uncle to K, Pitt) ; 1 , 64.
Villette, Major; II., 17.

;

Yilliers

George,

Duke

sion to

II.,

;

of Buckingham, allu336.

23, 26.

George, 4th Viscount Grandison
daughter of.
See Pitt, Lady

the

;

[Mary], his widow;

9, 41,

I.,

50, 57, 59.

——

,

,

,

,
,

of Lincoln, transI., 56.
Walcot, Mr. ; I., 363 II., 354, 355.
Waldeck, Prince of; 11., 47<>, 617.
arrival of. in England; III., 307.
Waldegrave, Sir Henry, Lord YValdegrave,.
death of; I., 535.

lated to Canterbury

;

;

letters of; I., 49, 62.

funeral of I., 74 (2).
second hushand of. See
;

Stewart, Lieut.-General.

John, 5th Viscount Grandison (1st
Earl in 1721); I., 16, 17, 74,
75 (2).
,

of Yoik retreats behind?

641.

Wake, William, Bishop

Harriet.

,

Duke

II.,

,

,

33.

1.,

;

Wageuingen, in Holland; III., 2L
Wager, Admiral I., 76.
Wages, question of; II., 327.
Wahl, Waal, the river; III., 5, 6 (2), 21-

letters of;

91, 92 (2),

I.,

Wales; I., 274, 315, 334, 401.
rumour that the Duke of Ormond

Vincaly
Chittee (Hindoo)

48, 49.

I.,

;

Wales, Princes of.
See Frederick and
George, Princes of Wales.
Princesses of.
Ste Frederick and
George, Princes, wive;> of.

Putty (Hindoo); 1., 1.
Vincent
Chevalier; II., 469.
Sir F., death of; II., 190.
Mr. ; III., 95.
Vincent, secretaire-general du departement de la guerre; III., 490, 496, 498,
:

503.

in;

I.,

ia

53.

libellous speech by
IL, 327Walkiers
Monsieur; IL, 311.
Mr., banker; III., 193 (2).
Wallace

Walker,

;

Mr.; IL. 119.

Lady IL, 120.
Wallacbia; IL, 91.
Waller
Mr.; L, 361.
;

Ving, Count; I., 508.
Vins, General de II., 560
;

128.
Virgil;

II., 5,

III., 68,

;

124-

:

sen.

119.

iEneid ot, allus ons to
villa and tomb of; 11.,
;

J I., «, 19,

;

20.

" Virgilian race " of vines ; II., 5.
Virginia, U.S.A.
capes of; 111., 525.
consul in. See Hamilton, Mr.
county courts of, British claims in
:

111,522.
Virginian perfumes
Vistula, the river
Vitriarius, Sieur

;

I.,

;

I.,

Walloon troops

149.
Castle,

Mr. Pitt at
379,391,474.

467.

Walmoden

Vlie, island of; III., 187, 190, 191.

Walpole

or
General

;

Voorda, Monsieur

II.,

5,

;

army

;

II

,

172,238.
Sieur;

I.„

;

I. r

Walmoeden,

,

II.,

141*

IL, 322,

;

324

;

III.,

Count

;

;

380 v
378>

or
III. V

of; III., 45.

Geoige, Earl of Orford

154.

le

at

IL, 558, 559, 605
6 (2), 21-25.

Horace

Vouland or Voulland,

dated

III.,

III., 129, 141, 214,

;

,

II.,

;

III., 250.

letters

432, 552
381.

Vit.v; III., 469, 470.
ViviaD, Sir Richard I., 66, 67.
Vladerff in Plunders, French forces at
HI., 519.
Voidel, Monsieur;
Voltaire ; I., 150.

;

490, 491, 564, 578.
Walmer; IL, 436, 441, 443;

612, 613.
;

334.

I.,

Berks, election at

Wallop, John, Earl of Portsmouth

100.

111., 74.
;
Vitriol, letter to be written in

;

co.

108.

32.

9,

and jun.

Wallingford,

;

I.,

;

II. , 64.

144.

of;

letters

L, 135, 138, 145-

155, 158.

582

[Robert], English minister
IL, 13K, 138, 393, 437

III., 495.

Vyse, Colonel; IL, 446, 44 8.

;

at

Lisbon ;
249,

III.,

250, 302 (2), 373.
Major; IL, 214.
Wa'singham, Lord.
See De Gray*
Thomas.
Walstem, Count; IL, 578.
Walter (printer; IL, 34.
Waltham, co. H aits, French prisoners at j
;

w.

IL, 401, 430, 448.
the, pas*im.

War,

W.

L.

;

I.,

Waal, the

Wadden,

War

232.
river.

See Wahl.

the srrait of; 111.,

IL, 185, 441.
I., 292
conmji->ions made out at
286.

Office
,

11 0, 191.

;

;

;

III.,.

703
War

Office— cont.
at

III., 192.

;

I

of; II., 11.
disposition of ; II., 595-597.
Secretary at. See Yonge, Sir George,
official

,

Weber, Mr. I., 95, 99-102.
Wedderburn, Alexander, Lord Loughborough [Attorney General, 1778—
;

I

dated

letter

,

1790] I., 182, 250, 372, 379, 388,
413 II., 285, 299, 314, 328, 335,

,

War,
and Windham, William.
and the Colonies, Secretary
Dundas, Henry.
Warhurton

for.

,

See

;

:

William, Bishop of Gloucester, letter
from I., 144.
;

I.,

;

;

;

349, 360, 369.
as Lord Chancellor; II., 438, 440,
464 III., 35, 102, 103, 242 (2), 317,.
481,487, 517, 629.
present at Cabinet meetings II., 644 ;
III., 261, 283, 310, 330.
II., 504.
letter from
letters to
II., 413, 628.
marriage treaty of the Prince to be
laid before
II., 642.
and the marriage of the Princess
Royal; III., 302.
Wedel-Jarlsberg, Count, Danish minister
II., 615, 616, 622
in England
III., 92, 239, 242 (2), 255.
conference with, minutes of ; III., 58.
Weigh-Hill Fair I. 99.
Weilmar, Prince of ; II., 277.
Weissenau, capture of II., 405.
Weissenbergh or Weissemburg, victory
at
II., 452.
Welbeck [Abbey] II., 464.
letter dated at
III., 135.
Welderen, Mons. de II., 219, 241-243,
274, 295.

564.

;

;

Ward

;

John

I.,

;

30.

Lieut.-General or General ; I., 446,
II., 15, 16, 213.
452, 525
Mr. I., 356, 358.
Wardrobe-Keeper, office of; I., 277.
Waring, Mr. ; I., 498.
Warkvill, Count III., 293.
Warminster II., 402.
Warne, Captain ; II., 412-414, 416.
;

;

;

;

Warre, William

16, 47.

I., 9,

;

Warren
Commodore

;

;.

;

;

Sir

James

;

III., 89, 116,

166.

;

John, Bishop of Bangor

376.
Sir S. [?Sir James]
III., 175, 362.
Dr. L, 361, 366, 376, 380, 398 ; II.,
349.
, son of;
II., 349.
Warsaw or Varsovie II., 73, 76, 77, 82,
95, 216, 217, 224, 236, 246, 280,
281, 572.
letters dated at; II., 72, 243, 481.
;

I.,

;

;

;

Wartensleben (Warslensleben), General
II., 565, 566.

Warwick

;

militia

;

II.,

336, 345.

Washington, George, President
United States of America

;

of

the

II.,

158,

160, 197 (2), 223, 229, 263, 527

;

III., 525, 528.

message

of, to Congress
II., 157.
speech of, alluded to II., 526.
proclamation of, mentioned
III.,
;

;

;

524.
policy of ; III., 529.
retirement of ; III., 256.

Waterford, Marquis of. See Beresford.
Waterford I., 231, 355, 411, 585.
freemen and corporation of
III.,

;

;

;

Welin, Mademoiselle II., 290.
See Knox.
Weilesley or Wesley, Bichard, Earl o£
;

Welles, Lord.

Mornington

I., 177, 180, 191, 205,
254, 256, 258, 265, 267, 268,
290, 326, 343,351, 406, 408,
463, 530, 554; II., 11, 169,
III., 336, 338.
219, 236, 442
letters from
I., 162, 163 (2), 220229, 233-238, 241, 243-255, 263,
269, 270, 286-288, 343, 346, 593,
607; II., 3,17, 32, 117, 165, 184,
324, 359, 411, 479, 480, 486, 599 r
III., 149, 400.
letter to; L, 241.
as English M.P. ; I., 227, 245, 343,
363, 364.
goes to Ireland I., 200, 269, 270.
journey of, to Spa I., 593.
;

242,
277,
424,
209,

;

;

;

;

;

,

to Italy

;

I.,

608

II., 3, 17,

;

32 r

;

117.

557.

Hook Tower, near I., 351.
proposed college near; I., 191.
Waterford, county I., 236, 383.
Genevese settlers in I., 229.
Waterford river, Ireland; I., 172.
Waters, Mr. I., 73.

illness of; II.,

119-121.

;

;

;

;

Watson
Brook

return of, to India
III., 335, 354,
360.
wife of III., 4C0.
, btfcre her marriage ;
II., 18.
children of; II., 18; 111., 149, 400.
mother of; I., 286-289 II., 10, 165.
brothers of
I., 225, 244
and see
Wesley, Arthur, Gerald, and Henry*
sister of
II., 599.
agent of; I., 270.
;

;

;

:

;

;

III., 25.

Edward, Lord Kcckingham, negotiaof,
tion
with Lord Shelburne,
alluded to; I., 218.
Bichard, Bishop of Llandaff ; II.,
236.
Watson's Almanack ; III., 554.
Watt or Watts, Mr. II., 266 III., 466.
Watte ville, regiment at III., 212.
;

;

;

;

;

Welling, resident at;

I.,

141.

Welsh
coal

;

I.,

230.

circuit, the
I.,

315.

Attorney General on the

;
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Welsh judgeship, appointment

to

;

West

327,

I.,

Indies, the

L, 189, 335, 512; IL,
429, 430, 481, 611;

;

211,

364,
III., 102.

334.
I., 223, 428.
Weltze or Weltzie,
Philip, Viscount Wennian
;

WemnaD,

;

See Noel, Thomas.

Wentworth, Viscount.
Wesel, on the Rhine

;

Admiraltv Courts in III., 69.
the Dutch in; L, 47; IL, 409;

III.,

218, 241.
the English in

III.,

;

I.,

590.
III., 139, 410.

troops at; II., 371;
520.

417, 519,

III.,

Wesel, the river III., 24, 60.
Weser, the lower, preparations on

English conquests in
649.
expedition

;

253, 528

;

to.

;

IL, 599, 626,

See West India Expe-

dition,

III.,

;

IL, 334, 408.
L, 286, 290, 302,
;
303, 338 ; IL, 405, 408, 431, 439,
443, 454, 501, 634, 649; III., 95,
97-103, 134, 136, 142.
French possessions in.
See West
India islands, French,
planters in
L, 309.
ports in ; L, 599-601.

fleet for

148.

Wesley

II.,

;

19.

;

forces in, or for

:

Arthur, afterwards Duke of Wellington, brother of the Earl of Mornington I., 286-288, 296 II., 18.
as aide de camp to Lord Buckingham; I., 287-289, 530.
«—
is angry with the Lord Lieutenant II., 11.
Gerald, brother of Lord Morningtcn
II., 20.
I., 593
;

;

,

—

;

,

;

prize courts in
III., 533.
siege of three islands in ; IL, 613.
Spanish settlements in, governors of;
IL, 409.
;

;

;

Henry, brother of Lord Mornington

;

120, 165, 168, 184, 189,
219, 319, 411, 479, 480, 486 ; III.,
342-346, 360, 361.
10,

II.,

memorandum by

,

;

Westmeath, Earl

W estmeath, county, Roman Catholic dele-

338-

III.,

gates in; IL, 318.
Westminster L, 542.

341.
IL, 599.
a prisoner in France
of
III., 335-338,
, movements
341, 352, 354, 360.
,

See Nugent, Tho-

of.

mas.

;

;

;

360.
I., 68.
militia
IL, 336, 345.
Westminster, places in (see also London,
buildings, streets, &c. in)
Abbey, Duke of Buckingham's vault

business

;

member

for

I.,
;

;

West:
John Richard, 4th Earl Delawarr

;

;

I.,

536.

6th Baron
L, 18.
;
Captain ; III., 13.

John,

Delawarr,

letter

from

Westbury,

in

;

74.

I.,

.Lady Grandison's funeral

at

;

I.,

74.

co. Bucks, estate at

;

I.,

250.

See Lyttelton, William

Westcote, Lord.

j

Henry.

prebend or prebendal stall in L,
286 (2), 287 II., 105.
prebendary of. See Cleaver, Dr.
William.
monument in L,
, Shakespeare
,

;

;

,

Westerman

;

III., 497.

;

Wester wolde,

the, in

Holland;

III.,

212.

West India
Colonies
conquests

543.
II., 606.

I.,

;

;

expedition

;

IL, 395, 438, 443, 444,

464; III., 166, 243.
IL, 402.
fleet, French
Spanish L, 32.
taking of, by the English
586.
islands; IL, 147, 181.
,

,

,

;

,

;

;

judges III., 39.
merchants I., 275.
L, 127.
, clerk of;
;

;

III., 39, 533.

privateers

;

produce

IL, 150.

;

rum; IL, 29.
West Indians; L,

;

and Windward

lands; IL, 477.
English III., 526, 527 ;
see under their names.
French L, 490 IL, 489 ;
224, 526.

119.

,

;

,

;

Leeward

Charles Street; L, 120.
Hall; L, 131, 133,548, 558; III.,
270.
captured standards in L, 28.
I., 539.
, Courts of Law at
Gate; L, 116.
I., 446.
[lawyers of j
II. 235.
letter dated from
managers (of Lord Lovat's
;

;

•,

160.

IL,

;

,

;

,

,

in; L, 125.

trial)

is-

House of Lords, room behind IL, 56.
Park Street, letters dated from III.,

and

244, 249.
School; L, 33, 137.
IL, 250.
, scholar of
Whitehall, letters dated at, passim.
~, letters addressed to ; I., 258,
264, 304, 307, 324.
Westmorland, Earl of. See Fane, John.

;

;

III.,

;

Westphalia

;

III., 29, 48.

the Allies

in

;

III.,

23-25, 29, 51.

bishoprics in ; III., 173.
peace of III., 229.
;
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Wetzlaar

Wickham, William

640.
231.
assizes at ; I., 445, 450.
"Wexford, county I., 564, 578.
II.,

;

Wexford;

I.,

;

Weymouth,

Thynne,

See

Viscount.

Thomas.

;

;

Weymouth;

I., 487, 488; II., 198, 200,
III., 135, 373.
240, 303, 453, 623
Bay; II., 611.
camp at, letters dated from II., 593,
597.
letters dated at; II., 188, 195 (2),
421, 602, 610, 613, 622, 633, 637,
642 III., 242.
I., 483, 488-490,
, by the King ;
II., 201, 206, 208, 304
498, 502
(2), 308-310, 317, 319, 622, 625 (2),
629 III., 134, 135, 242, 342, 344,
354, 368, 375.
travellers or visitors to II., 178, 1 79,
180, 190, 306-310, 315, 613 ; III.,
456.
;

;

;

;

;

;

Whalley

cont.

published correspondence of, letters
printed in; III., 21, 68, 194.
reports from, notes of; III., 81-84.
wife and child of III., 8.
Wicklow, county I., 237.
Widdrington, William, Lord Widdrington j

(?

Mrs! Montague's maid)

;

I.,

I.,

55.

Widmore, Richard, opinion of I., 59.
Wiel or Well, troops at III., 518, 519.
;

;

Wiffin or Wyffin, a messenger ; II., 577
III., 384.
Wilberforce, William I., 383 ; II., 308.
and the slave trade III., 443.
rumoured marriage of ; I., 288.
sister of; I., 288.
Wilderness, the, letter dated at ; II., 416.
Wilford, Major; I., 490 (2).
;

;

Wilkes
[John]
:

;

149.
285.

I.,

I.,

;

Willaume, Edward, prebendary of Aylesbury I., 285.
;

Willemstadt;

II..

Wharton, Thomas, Lord Wharton, to he
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland L, 38.
Wheler, Mr. II., 432, 436.

William

King of England

Whig:

William and Mary, Acts

140.

;

;

Club, the

;

party, as courtiers

I.,

;

472, 541

;

380, 384.
;

29,

I., 3,

III., 409.

last illness of; I., 364.

alluded to

of,

;

I.,

553, 554.

III., 554.

Whitchurch, Salop,

III.,

28.

dated at

letter

;

I.,

481.

" William." See Maret, Monsieur.
William Henry, Duke of Gloucester, brother of George III.
L, 291, 292,
296, 415, 508, 509
II., 349, 486
;

White, George,

letters of; I., 7, 10.

J.P.;

,

I.,

;

I.,

575.

;

;

as Earl of Munster
as Chancellor of

I., 475.
Trinity College,
Dublin IT., 77, 84, 93.
pension of L, 430.
family of; I., 508.
William [Henry], Prince, Duke of Clarence, son of George III. ; II., 34.
regiment of; III., 102.
;

;

;

:

358.
Colonel; III., 134.
III., 134.
, regiment of;
;

I.,

Whitford, Thomas

;

I.,

72.

Williams

from

;

I.,

72.

Whitleys, John

;

I.,

71, 73.

letter

;

III., 278, 290, 299.

131.

Mr. (Mosquito shore)
White's Club I., 342.
Whitehaven coal L, 230.
Whitelocke
Captain

;

:

Lady Frances

;

142.

I.,

Capt. R. II., 55, 251, 465, 469.
Robert (brother of Lord Bulkeley) ;
I., 291, 292.
William ; I., 223.
Williams-Wynne, Charlotte, Lady, wife of
Sir Watkin
I., 487 (2), 553.
;

Whitworth
Charles, English minister at St. Petersburg II., 53, 68, 72, 80, 83, 98,
102, 103, 137, 144, 149, 160, 163,
166 (2), 212, 215, 224, 233, 276,
280, 361, 385, 610.
, as Sir Charles
III., 137, 173,
292, 293, 308, 335, 391, 406, 408.
, loiters from
II., 100, 134, 142,
221, 226, 256, 364, 393; III., 281,
298.
to ; II., 222, 255, 387,
, letters
425; III., 262, 311.
;

;

;

Mr.

L, 557 (2).
Wickham, William, English Charge
II., 604,
d' Affaires in Switzerland
III., 6, 7, 25, 68, 125,
649, 651
172, 173, 186, 296, 362, 363, 370,
371,485, 531.
;

;

;

from ; III., 8, 30, 44, 70, 95,
97, 129, 132, 168, 180, 181 (3), 197,

letters

212, 216, 223, 291.
letters to ; III., 21, 33, 68, 194, 293.

;

Robert I., 477, 530, 553.
Sir Watkin, Bart.
I., 203.
;

;

death of;

487.
Sir Watkin, Bart., jun. ; I., 487, 489,
553 ; II., 258 III., 388.
Williamson, Captain ; III., 529.
letter from
III., 529.
letter to ; III., 530.
agent of; III., 529. 530.
Willis
Richard, BlshoD of Gloucester; I.,
55.
,

I.,

;

;

Robert I., 63 (2), 76.
Dr.; L, 383, 398.
Mr. and Mrs. (sister of Governor
;

—

Pitt)

;

I.,

35.

youngest son of
Wills, General
I., 54, 55.
,

;

j

I.,

40.
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Wilseek, Comte de

Wilson
Mr.;

Windsor— cont.

III., 491.

;

:

Ill, 309.
;
I., 28», 468.
Wilts, county of; I., 14, 32 (2), 41, 57,
64, 86.
association for ; I., 54.
Pitt Club in ; I., 272.
sheriffs of
1., 38.
If.,

;

Wimbledon, (Dundas's house

at)

;

IT.,

314,436, 439, 502.
letters dated at
I., 354, 447,
496, 506, 510 (2), 516, 520,
568; II, 148, 184, 297-299,
310, 431, 447, 448, 485 (2),
499, 610, 621, 643, 645, 649;
;

146,

490,
586,
305,
486,
III.,

102, 104, 128, 166, 235, 242,
257, 206, 362, 390, 399, 534.
visitors to; I., 570; II., 184, 471,
III., 93, 342, 360.
552, 593, 596
Wimbcurn, co. Dorset, Kington Hall at.
See Kington Hall.
58,

;

Wimpffen, (Whymphen), Baron de

;

III.,

147, 299, 302, 303.

Winchester; I., 53 (2), 98 II., 526.
See Mew, Dr., and
bishops of.
Trelawny, Sir Jonathan.
;

bishopric of; I., 19.
[diocese], Channel islands within;
II., 423.
French priests or clergy at II., 390,
401, 420.
letters dated from ; II., 396, 398,401,
405, 410, 417, 418, 420 (2), 422424, 428, 429, 436, 440, 445, 447,
449, 452, 464, 465 ; III., 129.
Winchilsea, Earl of. See Finch, George.
;

Windham:
William

;

I., -221

631, 643, 649

;

150, 336, 451,
III., 17 (2), 89, 141,

;

II.,

Kiuff George III. at, passim.
I., 361, 376, 444;
509.

Pitt goes to;

Wines

;

;

;

;

;

Navy;

244,249, 285, 291, 294, 362, 374,
392.
III., 5, 31, 178, 193,
, letters to;
249.
resignation of the chief secretaryship in Ireland, by I., 218.
, to
be Secretary at War ; II.,
597.
II., 644,
at Cabinet meetings
646; III., 35, 36, 261.
and the French royalists III.,
105,107,109, 110, 112, 113, 118,
166, 175, 216, 244, 251, 291, 3623G7.
statements by; III., 392, 394.
Windsor; I., 267, 286, 361, 438; II., 64,
209, 323; III., 49, 414.
address from, mentioned I., 265.
,

;

;

,

;

,

,

;

Castle, ball at

;

II.,

108.

I.,

;

Witginsteiu, Comte de II., 295.
Wodley or Woodley, Mr. I., 291, 293,
son of; I., 293.
Wolfe, Arthur, Solicitor-General for
land [1787-1789]
I., 375,
382, 387, 390, 391, 3i>3, 394,
(2), 402, 407, 409, 410, 412,
419, 461.
as Attorney-General ; I., 545,
;

361.

;

Ire376,

;

396
414,
569,.

577; If., 55, 83, 333; 111., 37.
Wolfrath's hussars III., 476.
;

Wolverhampton, disturbance at
Wood, Mr. I., 253, 255.
father, wife and children of

;

II.,

133.

I.,

253.

;

Woodfall, Mr.
his paper

Woodford

609

;

;

;

II., 19.

;

II., 3.

:

Ralph [Sir Robert] ; II., 107,
109, 287, 297.
Captain II., 305.
Mr., Inspector-General of the French
Sir

;

emigrant corps

644, 645

If.,

;

;

III.,.

193.

Woodley. See Wodley.
Woodstock, co. Oxford

;

482

I.,

Duke of Marlborough's

;

II.,

palace

178.

at.

See

II.

dated at

and

III.,

;

I.,

passim.

electors of; I., 594.
festival at ; I., 356.
K'mg of Spain at ; I., 8.

Woodward
K.

;

:

111., 285.

"old";

I.,

434.

320,322.
Worcester, Marquis of.
;

Henry

II.,

Worcester, bishopric of

Worms;

See Somerset,

Charles.

II.,

;

105.

II.,

85, 86, 118, 161, 392.

Woronzow, Counr, Russian minister

in
II., 59, 103, 111, 114,
121, 124, 134, 136, 141, 144, 149,
150, 362, 374, 384, 385, 394; III.,
87, 163, 248, 328, 331, 369, 375.
letters from
78, 2*3, 306, 308, 318,
320, 323, 381, 391, 395, 401, 403.
letters to; III., 306, 3.8, 320, 323,
328, 331, 335 (2), 380, 381, 395.
views of; III., 234.
family of; II., 280.
Worpoole [Walpole ?"), Mrs. I., 64.

England;

;

;

364.

376, 480,
517, 519, 523, 530, 532, 533, 537,
letters

;

III., 53.

Witcher, Mr.

Blenheim.

III., 1, 16, 18, 25,
, letters from ;
98, 137, 162, 174, 179, 192, 215,

565

:

brewing cf I., 261.
excise or duty on
I., 261.
Canary I., 32.
French claret I., 32.
Wing, co. Bucks, meeting at I., 266.
Winnington, Mr.; I., 119.
Winter, de, Adjutant-Geueral of the Dutch

330.

,

II.,.

Worbley, Sir Richard
Wortley, Kdward

I.,

;

IT.,

;

509.

110, 112, 114, 127,

134.
letters of; I.,

Wotton,

co.

Bucks

112
;

(.2).

I.,

291

election breakfast at:

;

I.,

III.,

590.

368.
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Wotton

cont.

dated at;

letters

161;

159,

I.,

II.,

178.

Wotton [Wotten]

Basset, co. Wilts; I.,
117.
election at; I., 108, 118.
Wright, Sir Nathan, Lord Keeper (1700-

1705);

12, 17.

I.,

Wurmser, General;
536;

Wurtemberg

149,257.

(Wurtemburg,

bergh)

Wirtem-

I., 185, 293, 311.
of; IL, 112, 113, 129, 165, 242

Duke

;

Duchess
heim]

of, his wife
;

II.,

242

I.,

279.

Prince of;
Hereditary

;

from

letter

:

III., 265.

;

200.

Yarmouth, Earl

Yarmouth;
[Frederic

character of; III., 318.
servants and baggage of III.,
327.
marriage of, to the
, proposed,
Princess Rojal 111., 185, 186, 265
(2), 277, 278, 290. 299, 302, 304,
315.
,
III., 299, 302, treaty of;
304, 316.
,
,
signing of; III.,
,
317.
,

,

;

;

journey to England
III.,
, his
265 (2), 277, 278, 290, 299, 302;

in

England;

;

War; L, 193, 286, 287, 296,
298, 335, 358, 360, 536, 576, 577;
IL, 28, 185, 188, 214, 352, 418:

at

111,417.

his first wife (Charlotte, niece
of George III.) ; III., 147, 185.
,

,

children by

,

Duchy

;

III., 299.

III., 299.

of III., 265, 299.
or family of; III., 300, 302.
Lord.
See Petty, John
;

House

Wycombe,

letter to

IL, 185.

;

York, Duke of. See Frederick.
Duchess of. See Prussia, Princess
Frederica of.
Lieut.-Colonel I., 348.
York; L, 103, 141.
Archbishop of (in 1715). See Dawes,

Yr ork,

Henry.

;

Sir William.

Wycombe, High,

co.

Backs

;

271

I.,

II.,

;

432.
of;

I.,

271.

112.

;

:

;

George O'Brien, Earl of Egremont
II., 336.
Col. John, letters
, brother of;

—

from

;

I.,

263, 267, 268, 270, 272, 275, 324,
326, 328, 331 (2), 343, 376 (2).

Yorke

19, 33.

33.

I.,

Thomas, Lord Chief Justice of Common Pleas, Ireland, letter from I.,
;

Sir William

;

I.,

53, 95, 99.

William (1715); I., 55.
William
Frederick,
minister
Florence;
I.,

at

III., 1, 25, 167.

95.

Wynne

:

Sir Joseph ; I., 599 ; IL, 32.
Philip, Earl of Hardwicke ; IL, 165.
Secretary of State I., 319.
, as
;

Young

75.

;

I.,

IL, 345.

;

Ridings of, inspectors for I., 539.
York, in Canada. See Toronto.
York Farm, letters dated at III., 234,

See Wiffen.

Wyndham

York, county of;
militia of

mayor
Wyffin.

Miss

19,41.

;

316,318, 327.

Court cf;

III.,

;

313, 314,

III., 311,

See Seymour-Conway,

of.

princesses of Orange at
III., 10.
Road, ships in ; III., 328 (2).
Yassy, traveller from ; II. , 224.
Yelverton, Barry, Attorney-General for
Ireland; I., 166, 169, 173, 182,
191, 192, 198, 205, 208, 224, 225,
227, 247.
as Lord Chief Baron for Ireland
I.,
377, 381-383, 387. 469, 578.
, appointment of;
I., 212.
, as Lord Yelverton
III., 389.
Yelverton's Law ; I., 365, 393, 407 ; IL,
35-37, 41.
Yeu, Isle de. See Dieu, Isle.
Y'onge or Young, Sir George, Secretary

304.
,

I.,

;

2,30.
, daughters of ;
I., 30.
Mr; IL, 15, 17.
Yarlington, co. Somerset, letter dated at

Francis.

III., 185.

of

Madras

Yale, Mr., late Governor of

II.,

[Countess Hohen-

Prince
Charles" William]
,

;

302.

III., 72, 185, 299,

——

454,

392, 451,

II.,

III., 133, 146,

:

[Arthur?] ; I., 261, 274 275, 294,
303, 334; IL, II, 29.
,pamphlet of, alluded to L, 312.
Sir George.
See Yonge.
Sir William; I., 3C3, 364; IL, 362,
390, 649 III.. 402.
Dr. (of Welling); L, 141.
Mr. (in 1736) I., 95, 9y, 101.
L, 411, 593.
;

;

Sir Thomas,
279.
,

Lord Newborough

[2nd] wife of

IL,

;

;

Sir Watkin Williams.
Wynne.

Mr.; IL, 225.

;

IL, 279.
See Williams

;

Ypres, taking of

IL, 590.
21-24, 26.
Yucatan, promontory of; I., 575.

Yssell, the river

;

;

III.,
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Zeeland

cont.

ships of, or to ; II., 381, 612, 616.
slave trade of
III., 442, 443.
States of, resolutions of; III., 411,
415.
travellers to ; II., 198 ; III., 9.
;

Zarsko-Zeloe. See Czarsko Zelo.
Zeduleski, a Polish officer; II., 572.
Zeeland, Zeland, Zealand, province of ;
II., 351, 370 ; III., 9, 20, 171, 191,
443.
Admiralty of ; II., 275.
Chamber of; L, 280; III., 419, 421,
444 (2), 446.
discontent in ; III., 46, 55.
in the hands of France ; III., 62.

Zelada, Cardinal ; III., 5.
Zeppelin, Count de (envoy from Wurtemberg) ; III., 185, 186, 313, 314.
letter to; III., 315.
Zinzendorff, Count, Saxon minister at
Berlin; II., 75 (2), 81, 94, 493.
Zival or Zivel, in Holland ; III., 23, 24.
Zout Kamp, in Holland ; III., 212.
Zuidlaasen, in Holland III., 245.
Zurich, canton of; II., 539.
;

Zutphen;

III., 24.

camp
245.

or troops at

;

III.,

205, 212,
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ERRATA.
VOLUME
Page

I.

55, line 13, for « Mills » read " Wills."

„ 105. The Countess of Suffolk's

letter

should probably be dated 1735.

„ 139, line 9 from bottom, for "Earl of" read " Lord."

„ 161. George Nugent Grenville's

„

162.

For " The

Same

to

the

letter.

The date should probably be 1777.
read " Thomas, Lord Lyttelton,

Same,"

to

R. Berenger."

„

287, line 41, for " except " read " accept."

„

529, line

" 1780 " read " 1789."

I, for

VOLUME
Page 34, line 31, for "

II.

Napean" read" Nepean."

„

61, line 23, for " Granville " read " Grenville."

„

88.

W.

Lord Grenville [1791, May-July]

Pitt to

more probable
„ 130.

W.

Pitt to

printed also on p. 148, with

;

date.

Lord Grenville [1791, July]

;

printed also on p. 146.

„ 203. W. Pitt to Lord Grenville [1791, October]
proper date.
„ 208, line 21, for " Thomas Elliot " read "
line 44,/or « 1792 " read " 1793."

Hugh

;

printed also on p. 249, with

Elliot."

„ 248,

„ 290, line 35,/or " Lord H. R. Spencer " read " Lord H. J. Spencer."
„ 331, line 3,/or u 1782 " read * 1792."

„ 335, line 18,/ur " 1791 " read " 1792."
„ 402, line 21, dele July.
« Warre " read u Warne."
„ 421, line 36,/or " 1793 " read " 1794."
„ 508, line 33, for " February " read u August 6."
„ 574, line 17, for « 17 " read " 1794."

„ 414,

line 5, for

„ 604, line 16, for " [1794] " read " [1795]."
„ 654, line 13 from the bottom, for " [1794] " read " [1793]."

VOLUME

III.

Page 17, line 23, for " 1795 " read " 1794."
„

21, last line, for "

Seerdam " read

"

Leerdam "

;

for

" Kuitenburg " read

" Kuilenburg."
„

26, line 11, before " tiendra " insert " ne."

Lord " read " Lower."
from
bottom,
for " Lieg " read " Sieg."
„
„ 57, line 36, for " 1735 " read " 1795."
„ 122, lines 2, 3, for " Bruc " read " Brue."
„ 143, 144, transfer the letters of Lords Buckingham and Portland to

„

34, line 29,/or "
51, line 15,

„ 195,

last line

but one,/or « 2796 " read « 1796."

p.

265.

710
Page

199, line 13 from the bottom, for "

we

" read " he."

„

290, line 6 from the bottom,/or " [1796-1797] " read " [1797, December]."

„

„

307, line 2, for " 1897 " read " 1797."
403, line 15, for " [1797] " read « [1796]."

„

404.

The Marquis of Buckingham

under

its

to

Lord Grenville

;

already printed on p. 285

proper date.

„

434, 435, 462, for "

„
„

478, line 19, for " Malet " read " Maret."
" Slanislas M read " Stanislas."
487, line

„

509. Mack's letter already printed in Vol. II., p. 534, but without the preceding
letter from Lord GrenviJle, which had not come to light when Vol. II. was
published.

„

530, line 14, for " 1795 " read " 1794."

15,

W. W."

or " J.

W.

Miles " read " A.

W.

Miles."

for

